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MILLION MONTHLYSEE CAMP PIXABROAD
See Industry Affected by New Income TaxDraft

IS

Tax

Bill

Seen as AfAttendance by

SET FILM CEILING IN ARGENTINA

fecting
$5,000-$25,000 Earners

Distribution of

Raw

Film Exports Relinquished by the

Government; Field Open

to Private Deals

yesterday
executives
Industry
were apprehensive of reports from
Washington that the new tax bill to
be submitted to the House Ways and
Means Committee Monday will be

between private
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail- rect transactions
Passed by Censor)—The Argentine parties.
Announcement has been made that
has slapped a ceiling on
particularly hard on the $5,000 to government
small plant for the production of
a
per-meter
The
film.
picture
Program is motion
$25,000 income group.
stock in Argentina will be
raw
cenis
23
film
positive
for
said to have been suggested by maximum
in Villa Maria in the provopened
sound
for
cents),
5%
President Roosevelt over reported tavos (about
The plant will ease
Cordoba.
of
ince
cents)
centavos (about 6%
objections by Secretary Morgenthau film 25
67 centavos the local film producers' problem of
footage
negative
for
and
per
cent
for
call
75
to
and is believed
obtaining raw film. No information
cents).
post war cash refunds of part of the (about 16%
price of the
The Government has relinquished is available yet on the
(Continued on Page 5)
be turned out by the facthe task of distributing raw-film im- product to

Emphasize

War

ports, leaving the field free for di-

At

SMPE

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

Meet

THE FILM •DAILY

Strong accent upon

the functions of motion pictures and
their equipment as aids in the war's
successful prosecution will feature
the 54th Semi-Annual Engineering
Conference of the Society of Motion
Pictu-e Engineers in the local Roosevelt Hotel, Oct. 18-22, inclusive, it
is announced here.
Leading off the afternoon session
on opening day, Com. S. J. Singer,
USNR, Industrial Incentive Division,

D.

For

An

Carriers See

Push

In

Early Trial

will present a paper entitled
(Continued on Page 6)

to reports,

the

Griffith

to

Chicago

—A

meeting of

all

War-

ners district managers is planned to
take place here the latter part of
October. Main business of the conference, it is understood, will be an
(Continued on Page 6)

Product Pinch Ends
Triples by Gollos

—

Chicago Seven-house Gollos ciroperated by H. M. and G. M.
Gollos, has dropped one feature from
the triple feature programs in vogue,
due to product pinch.
cuit,

(Continued on Page 8)

Hope

New Truck Move

20th-Fox Bureau

To Aid Small Stands
A bureau to co-operate with neighborhood and small town theater op-

Hope was

"semi-official" meeting of Alboard of directors may be held

in connection with the annual convention of Michigan Allied in De-

next Tuesday and Wednesday.
National officers who are slated to
appear in Detroit include Abram F.

troit

(Continued on Page 5)

yesterday that the

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

A

felt

a
carriers, threatened with
breakdown in their service because
of the inability to obtain replace-

film

time and wants no more

lied's

WB's District Managers
To Assemble in Chicago

Attendance by troops at film shows
overseas, made possible by the industry's continuing gifts of 16 mm.
prints of new features and shorts
through the WAC, now approximates 15,000,000 a month, with the
number of monthly shows in September standing at about 45,000, Maj.
John Hubbell of the U. S. Army
Overseas Motion Picture Service
told The Film Daily yesterday.
Major Hubbell's disclosure of the

erators to help them fully capitalize
on feature run possibilities is being
circuit is ready and anxious to go
New
set up by 20th Century-Fox.
trial in the anti-trust suit brought
be attached to the comto
bureau,
by the Government, it was learned
(Continued on Page 6)
worn-out equipment, might
here yesterday. The circuit is pres- ments for
relaxation of strinsing for trial at the earliest possible profit from the
postpone- gent Government regulations to the
Curtails Air

Conti-ary

Allied Board May Hold
Meeting
Navy Department, Washington, "Semi-Official"

C,

Referred to by Benny

New

Aid
ill

Coast

tory.

Major Hubbell Says Army
Had No Part of Old Pix

"U" Appraiser Petition
To Be Heard on Oct. 22

Buenos Aires (By Air MailPassed by Censor)— In an effort to
save fuel the Argentine government
Wilmington, Del. A hearing on has ordered that central heating and
Pictures
the petition of Universal
air-conditioning in film houses be
Co., Inc., asking for an appraiser
(Continued on Page 5)
to set a value on shares of stock
of that company and of Universal
Corp. which recently were merged
Badges Necessary for
has been set for Oct. 22 by ViceAdmish
Pearson.
B.
George
Chancellor

—

U.S.vs U.K.: 'Keen and Clean'
Industry Intends to

Keep

It

That

Way— Coe

—

Toronto The status of competibetween England and the United
States for the world film market afOpening for "Outlaw"
ter the war will be keen and clean
keep it
Detroit No opening for "The Out- and th industry intends to
Coe,
law" at the Downtown is likely be- that way, Charles Francis
vice-president and general
fore the latter part of October, it MPPDA's
here
has been learned. The theater, which counsel, told a press conference

Late October Detroit

tion

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Argentina
Conditioning and Heat

(Continued on Page 8)

mght Show
— New wrinkle

in enforcing
compliance with local curfew law is
being tried by the Roxy here. House
runs all-night shows and has difficulty determining age of youngsters
who want to attend late performances. So Ben and Lou Cohen, stand's

Detroit

operators, require the questionableage juveniles to present their factory identification badges, carrying
bearer's

photo.

require

factory

least

18,

making

Present regulations
workers to be at
identification easy.

October

Friday,
DAJIY

OPA

C Cards
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20th-Fox Employes to

Cuts Gasoline

B and

1,

to 2 Gals.
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Stage Revue at Club Ball

COMIflC and

GOIM

A

revue called "I Dream of Geni"
Washington OPA yesterday an- will be staged by the 20th-Fox em10 Cents
Vol. 84, No. 65
Fri., Oct. 1, 1943
H. M. RITCHEY, M-C-M assistant sales man
nounced a readjustment of gasoline ployes on Nov. 5 in connection with ager,
was in Washington yesterday to confe
Family
coupon
values
rationed
areas,
Home
Office
in
the
company's
the
with Navy officials.
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
galHenry
a
value
held
at
the
setting
uniform
of two
Club ball to be
L. BAKER, of ModArt, film producing or
J.
The show repre- ganization.
Ceneral Manager lons for B and C coupons from the Hudson Hotel.
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
is
town from Pittsburgh head
in
Rocky Mountains East. This repre- sents the first entertainmen to be quarters.
Editor sented a cut in all sections
CHESTER B. BAHN
from sponsored by the club. Jack SichelJAMES R. YOUNG, author of "Behind
three in the Middle West, Southwest man is chairman of the committee Rising Sun," returned to New York yes
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
Tickets will go from his trans-continental RKO lecture to.
and Southeast and from two and on arrangements.
Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N
V., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J.
one-half gallons in the Northeast.
on sale on Wednesday.
PVT. WALTER REED, is in New York for re
Donald
M.
Publisher;
Alicoate, President and
At the same time the value of the
The words and music are by Wal- hearsals on "Winged Victory," Army Air Force
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
A coupon was raised from one and ter Bishop, Vic Lourie and Irving show.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at thi
Y., under the
one-half gallons to two gallons in Rifkin. Glorianne Lehr, daughter of
post-office at New York, N.
ANN SHERIDAN, arrives in New York oi
Terms (Postage free) the East, remaining at three gallons Lew Lehr, is acting as dance direc- Monday from the Coast for a stay of about 1('
act of March 3, 1879.
Yori
United States outside of Greater New
days.
in the Midwest and Southwest.
tor. Lehr, first vice-president of the
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
IRENE MANNING, arrives in New York nex
Film salesmen unable to obtain club, is supervising the production,
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communications better than B or C cards thus find which has a cast of 35 employes re- week.
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadwaj themselves further limited in mile- cruited from the home office, Movieto
RAY MILLAND is at the Waldorf from the!
Phone BRyant 9-7117.
New York, N. Y.
age, but exhibitors are expected to tone News and the New York ex- Coast on a two weeks' holiday.
Cable address
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmilay, New York.
benefit slightly from the increase change.
LLEWELLYN MILLER, editor of Movie Life
Washington Bureau of

—

:

::::::

—

W

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. 28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
Ernest W. Fredman, The
0882.
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS—P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue MarMary Louise Blanco,
soulan (12).
Eileen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck.
MEXICO
CITY—
Correo
1929.
Casillo de
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mex
ico, D. F.

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

HAVANA —
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
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Columbia Picts. pfd..
Con. Fm. Ind
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East. Kodak

Loew's,

Inc

Paramount

Warner
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20

20
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2634
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RKO
)
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1003/s

1003/a
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+
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Radio-Keith cvs.
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

1%

.

1%

1% +"Vs

3%

35/8

131/4

131/s

131/g

31/4

3%

31/4

3%

Trans-Lux

N. Y.

23/8

.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Universal
Universal

+

23% 22% 22S/8 _"3/8
31% 303/4 31

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Monogram

—

%

vtc.

18

18

18

Bldg.

4s

1st

'57

7834

Asked
81

1/4

in Friendly Nations

Union, Local B-51, IATSE, to the
New York Labor War Chest will be
accepted by Thomas Murtha, president of the Central Trades and Labor Council of Greater New York,
at the union's first meeting of the
Fall season at the Capitol Hotel
the union will
Levine, repre-

sentative of the Will Rogers Memorial Fund, the contributions of the
union and the New York Labor War
Chest to the Fund.

3

to

Release

Westerns This Month

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Monogram will release

four features, including three Westerns, during October. Westerns predominate over straight features for
the first time this year as the result
of cleaning up the 1942-43 releases.
Titles and release dates are: "Blazing Guns," Oct. 8; "Outlaws of Stampede Pass," 15; "The Unknown
Guest," 22 and "Bullets and Saddles,"
29.

—

are in the market for Used opera chairs

We

also

quantity of standards only.

can

What

use

any

have you?

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

III.

Office Mgr.

Of "U" Dallas Exchange

two-week

visit

to

Holly-

J.

J.

COHN, M-G-M

producer, returns to

the

Coast tomorrow.

Arnold

representative,
now
back East Sunday.

in

Pressburgher's

Hollywood,

N.

will

to

the

war

fronts,

told

Now

Armed

and subsidiaries
Report notes that 17 former
home office, Movietone and field
In Action in So. Pacific
workers entered the services during
the past three weeks and that 18 forScranton, Pa. Sgt. Thomas Com- mer femme employes are included
erford, 19, sei'ving with the U. S. in the figure.
Marine Corps in the South Pacific
Company now boasts 12 WACS,
Area is reported missing in action, three WAVES, one SPAR, one Marine
according to word received from the and one WREN in its former women
War Department by his parents, Mr. workers. Each former employe overand Mrs. Thomas Comerford, Sr. seas will receive a Christmas packSgt. Comerford, whose father holds age, a four-pound box of candy and
an executive position with the Com- a money order for $10.
erford Amusement Co., has been in
service since January, 1942.

Comerford Kin Missing

studio, field,

shows.

—

—

Detroit Walter C. Jordan, 50, actively identified with numerous Detroit theatrical enterprises for a

quarter century,
attack.

He was

dead from a heart
secretary to E. D.

is

Chicago Max Factor, booker at
Stair, theater owner.
He is surthe Chicago Universal exchange unvived by his widow.
til he entered the Army, has been
given a medical discharge and has
been named office manager of the Mann Burned in Booth
Detroit Booth fire at the Echo
Universal branch in Dallas.
Theater, operated by Schram and
Goldberg Circuit, resulted in third
Hoffberg Moves To Film Row
degree burns for projectionist HerHoffberg Productions, Inc. have bert Mann. Film damage was contaken a long term lease for the finedto about 500 feet of film.
southeast corner store at 620 Ninth
Ave. at 44th St., from which head- Walter Lynch 111
quarters the New York exchange and
Walter Lynch of Mecca Film is
all
other activities will be con- currently ill in local Gotham Hos-

Greenblatt and Lefton
At Mich. Allied Parley

—

Detroit Additional film company
executives scheduled to be in attendance at the Michigan Allied
meeting here at the Hotel Statler,
Oct. 4-5-6, will be Arthur Greenblatt
and Nat Lefton, general sales manager and district manager respectively, of PRC.

—

ducted.

Y

start

EDWARD MULL, Universal Studio legal departCon- ment head, is on his way from Hollywood.
gress yesterday that OWI's overseas
AL JOLSON has returned from a two-month
activities in friendly foreign coun- tour of service posts in North Africa and
Sicily
under the auspices of USO-Camp Shows.
tries are "a very dubious undertakPraising the agency's psying."
GERALD SMITH, West Coast representative
chological warfare activities against of film section of CIAA, is in Washington for
two weeks.
the enemy, he said the work in the
friendly countries was an undertaking "which was certainly never con- 2,382 20th-Fox Personnel
templated by Congress and for which
in
Forces
no clear-cut executive policy exists."
The men doing the work for OWI
Twentieth Century-Fox employes
he found "sincere and honest, but in the armed services have reached
necessaiily confused."
a total of 2,382, a survey of home
visit

Walter C. Jordan Stricken

Named

a

wood.

HENRY BRASH,

THE FILM DAILY
Henry Ca-

— Senator

The contribution of the memberof Film Exchange Employes bot Lodge, recently returned from a

ship

—

Chicago Great States Circuit has
intervened in the R. J. Miller, McHenry, 111., theater arbitration case,
filed last week.
Arbitrator will be
selected next week.

quantity.

Moves

Washington

+ % Factor

Great States Intervenes

any

Monday

Critical of

Washington Bureau of

OVER-THE- COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

in

Local B-51 Contrib.

Pictures
Piers,

Roxy Thea.

We

Chest Gets

OWI's

Lodge

office,

Eq

RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th-Fox pfd. (iy2
20th-Fox pfd. (i/2 )

War

Monogram
177%

do pfd
Cen. Prec.

Labor

returned after

has

rations.

Monday night.
At the same time
turn over to Herman

^^^

(Thursday, September 30)

;

A

in

pital.

Power

of Suggestion
influencing the OPA?
Within

24

hours

formally celebrated

after

filmland

15th birthday of Mickey Mouse, the office
of Price Administration boosted by
one point the ration value of cheese.
the

Let's

All Give!

NATIONAL WAR FUND
Which Gives To AW.

-

| DON'T USUALLY

WEAR MY HEART
ON MY SLEEVE!"
-%s$«
Fm

<17>

in love!

'LASSIE

COME HOME'

soon be yours. The World Premiere

Redbook Magazine has
Picture of the

Month.

just

And

named

it

the big

national magazine campaign

is

will

is

be

my
at

sweetheart and

Radi^City Music Hall

the

t$ki$F

Dame May Wbitly
Edmund Gwenn * Nigel
Brace
Screen

under way.

It's

based on the

brated novel and

is

cele-

will

it

90«

another one of

•

Elsa Lanchester

Play

Butler • Based

by Hugo

Upon

FRED M. WILCOX
Produced by SAMUEL
MARX • A METROGOLD WY N-M AYB.R
PICTURE

our hit-group, M-G-M's 12 Toppers!"
7

the

Novel by Eric Knight,
author, of "This Above
All" • Directed by

m

&%

20Ih-Fox Bond Total

May Top

PAUL M. CLISSON,

000,000,000 in

$15,-

War Bonds

IRVING SOCHIN,

In

and About the Trade:

•

•

OUR

•

through

War

industry's

FRANK,
Fox,

Activities Committee, Theater Division,

drive.

broken down into departments, shows: distribution sales and
Total,

pledges, $1,550,000; production, $1,250,000; home office, $2,200,000; Roxy
Theater $100,000 and National Theaters and subsidiaries $5,000,000.

breakdown

publication of the complete

its

Week's campaign

War Loan

has demonstrated a

results,

year

inclusive, this

eyes

valuable function

is

more than a high

conducted Ian.

14-20,

Great States

Buy

—

for their treasury.
Employes subscribed to $225,000 above
their regular 10 per cent allotments.
More than $500,000 in Bonds was
sold at B &
theater booths during
the drive.
Indiana-Illinois
Circuit
reports
$2,000,000 Bond sales over their circuit during the drive.
Eddie Silverman, Essaness Circuit,
has been named chairman of the

Bonds

in

the

PRC,

K

archives oi filmland ior

another

corner,

this

to

performed by the booklet, namely

all

There

this:

small theater operator

oi the

what he was called upon to do in this drive would be "lost" in the
plethora oi more material accomplishments on the part oi larger outlets
whose opportunities to serve United Nations Week were naturally
But effort is eiiort, and democracy is democracy
greater
On its
WAC recognizes both in the published campaign results

Community Fund amusement
ion drive, starting

Sell $11,000 in

divis-

Monday.

—

White, secretary to James Coston,
zone manager. Some 45 people were
in attendance and even Projectionist
Herman Goldberg bought a $100
Bond.

Iowa Women's Clubs Fed.

presold pic

in

— The Iowa Feder-

ation of Women's Clubs, recognizing
the importance of motion pictures
as a means of character education,
has organized a division of motion
pictures under its department of
education.
Mrs. C. W. Sankey of
Clarion is chairman of the motion
picture committee.

Dead

Fritzi Brunette
West Coast Bureau of

Fenimore Cooper

FILM 'DAILY
— FritziTHEBrunette,
53,

dead.

STORKS
Johnson.

—A

seven pound girl
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Father is manager of the
la.

the

tells

classic for

in

MULLARE,

and

manager,

FRANK

CLARKE,

Waldo,

Kansas

Champagne, III.
MILES CONCANNON,

MAURY

TV

to

opus,

More than

manager,

Rialto,

The-

Chicago

Chicago.

REICH MAN, manager Plymouth,

E.

St.

Louis.

FRANK JONES,

office

manager,

Warners,

De-

troit.

GEORGE

URIEL,

Flamingo

operator.

Theater,

'Detroit.
E.

M. FRANKLIN, manager, Civic Theater, Detroit.

WILLIAM "CROWLEY,

Harper Theater,

operator,

JACK SMUKLER,

operator,

Paradise Theater,

De-

Beverly Theater,

troit.

WALTER RICKENS,

100 exhibitors,

National

Theater,

manager, Savoy

Theater,

operator,

Detroit.

DONALD LOVEWELL,
Detroit.

whch marks

his

"The Deerslayer" was

his associates, E. B. Derr,

manager,

general

C. BREWER, operator,
Detroit.

should have something resembling a

Republic

his

Preview reaction

ducer

hw_«,

City.

GEORGE

HARRY

Deerslayer," which he produced from the James

their booking interest

have decided

debut
so
to

as

a pro-

HUCH HAMILTON,

complimentary
go right ahead

same top players in "Mohicans" as he did in "Deerslayer".
9 We have a letter from Pvt. D. J. Phillips from out Fresno way
Doug, before donning khaki, headed-up shorts advertising and publicity for Paramount, having succeeded Manny Reiner in said post
Being a dyed-in-the-wool pic gent, Doug pens much on movies
He observes that it would do producers a whale of a lot of good to hold
their screenings or previews at Army Camps, because it's a marvelous
cross-section of tastes
Roy Rogers, says Doug, packs in the soldier
lads.
• Anent Roy, Republic is holding a reception for The King
And anent our
of the Cowboys in the Hotel Astor on Tuesday.
service mail, George (Columbia) Fraser has bobbed up at Camp Upton,
L. I., where he is a Private.
• Movie publicists sure are a versatile
the

.

.

.

manager, Jefferson Theater,

Detroit.
E

CULVER, manager, Downtown

S.

.

.

Theater, De-

.

.

.

.

5 in St. Louis

V
•

•

•

operator, Castle Theater, De-

troit.

NATHAN
ater,

BARNETT,

operator,

Fenkell

The-

Piccadilly

Thea-

Detroit.

CEORGE LEDWARD,

operator,

Detroit.

ter,

20th-Fox H. O. Adsales
Placed Under Hal Home
The adsales department at the
20th-Fox home office has been placed
under the banner of the advertising
and publicity department headed by
Hal Home. Ed Hollander is supervising the adsales activities.

.

lot
Witness Dick Roffman, promotional director for Movieland
and other Hillman mags
He's penned the lyrics for a new torch
ballad, "You Might Have Told Me," which Jerry Wayne will introduce
Collaborating with Dick was Beulah Keenan, spouse
next week
of Phillip Keenan, general manager of Hillman Periodicals, Inc
Maurice Roffman, composer and ork leader wrote the music.
# Tomorrow night in the dear old Murray Hill Hotel the first anniversary
of NBC's "Can You Top This" will be celebrated, along with the 22&th
The very cleverly devised
anniversary of Comedian Joe Miller
invitations are signed by Harry Hershfield, Senator Ed Ford and Joe
Laurie, Jr.
O About as practical and impressive a promotional
aid as exhibs. can find currently is the Advance Manual for Paramount's
"For Whom the Bell Tolls".
• Out in Los Angeles, Wendell
Willkie said he will tell where he stands on domestic and international
issues bearing on the '44 Presidential campaign when he speaks Oct.
1

WILIAM MARTIN,

.

.

to

theater here.

That

including circuit operators, have already written to Pete to indicate

.

Onawa,
was born

"The

dept.

Detroit.

.

Establishes Pix Division

is

PETE HARRISON

*

exploitation

troit.

War Bonds

star of silent films,

•

that Pete

Chicago War Bond sales of $11,000 were registered at a regular
week-day screening in the Warner
exchange in a drive directed by Pearl

Hollywood

One Great Cause!"

on plans for making another Cooper novel, "Last of the Mohicans/'
and now they're preparing the script together
Pete plans to use

WB Exchange Screening

la.

the phrase, "All For

story

•

studio

Hollywood.

ater,

is

V

shipper, 20th-Fox,

HAROLD HUME, manager, Uptown, Kansas City.
HUGH SIVERD, manager, Plaza, Kansas City.
KENNETH BRUCE, manager, Cranada, Kansas

is

But

has been, betimes, a ieeling on the part

cover

20th-

representative,

City.

be

will

it

examine on the tomorrows

to

VANCE KING,

United Nations

oi

a permanent record oi
houses both as a group and

Indeed, the booklet

There

lot

oi the drive

the magnificent effort oi our motion picture

individually

exploitation

Chicago.

nipeg.

that

$1,000,000 in War Bonds
Chicago B & K and Great States
Circuit bought $1,000,000 in War

manager, 20th-Fox, Cin-

sales

NATHAN WINESTOCK,

sense oi duty as sponsor and trustee

$12,000,000 in the Third

Mem

20th-Fox,

salesman,

cinnati.

for the

Third War Loan was reached before noon yesterday, the Treasury
Department announced. The drive
still had ttvo days to go.

New

20th-Fox

phis.

JAY

THE FILM DAILY
— The
goal of

manager,

office

York exchange.

Washington Bur.,

Washington

BURKE,

P.

al-

ready over the $10,100,000 mark,
20th-Fox and its subsidiaries expect
to easily reach, and probably top

Des Moines,
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New Guinea Injuries
Fatal to IA. Mattes
New Haven

—

First

War

casualty

here is Second Lt. Merwin B. Mattes,
25, son of Mr. and Mrs. Abraham J.
Mattes, and associated with
his
father in Photo News service, Inc.,
printer

«~
pB|
"

"*

bus
etc.,

New

of

and

who

theater
trolley

died

programs,
advertising,

Sept.

15,

in

Guinea, of injuries received in an accident, according to word from the War Department.
Lieut. Mattes, graduate of
the Staunton, Va. Military Academy
and the University of Virginia, entered the Army in March, 1941 and
was selected for officer training
while in Australia.
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ee Attendance Cut

Proposed Tax

/

\tinued
<

from Page

1

Bill

"Bordertown

insurance.

oncern on the part of film

men

is

^o

the possibility that first-run
w )es will suffer if the $5,000 to
.000 group taxes ax*e jumped to
"

"'

jher

estimate

Execs,

brackets.

\atthe 20 per cent withholding

levy,

has resulted in
> creased box-office returns of upirds of five per cent, with smaller
uses probably harder hit than the
effect since July,

with Wild
Republic

Bill Elliott,

:

p runs.

now

"Europe's Crossroads"

i

55

Mins.

THIS WESTERN IS LOADED WITH THE
SORT OF STUFF THAT DRAWS BIG HAND

FROM THE

KIDS.
elements that the kids crave in a
western are contained in Wild Bill Elliott's
latest offering. Noise, action, comedy, these
are present in more than abundance. Elliott
George
is on the go every foot of the way.
"Gabby" Hayes gets almost as much playing
time on the screen as the star does.
Elliott gives out with plenty of the heman stuff in the role of a Government agent
All the

on the trail of a lottery racket that threatens to cause bad blood between the terriThe nut
tories of New Mexico and Texas.

3

Hayes comes pretty close to stealing
he film with his comedy, which is one of
the best things about the film.
The head of the lottery racket is played
well by Ian Keith, who operates a gambling
little.

May

I

Hold
Semi-Official" Meeting
Hied Board

{Continued from Page

joint possessing a class not

1)

commonly

asso-

10 mins.
Stirring Stuff
Presenting in forceful and factual
manner the thesis that all-out effort
by all on the home front will shorten
the war and thereby save countless
casualties among our armed forces,

Al O. Bond

by Genand direction supplied by Lawrence R. Althis rousing short, produced
eral Electric, with scenario

geo, utilizes as a basis the fact that
on the very last day of World War I
the toll of U. S. fighting men was
2,311.
The plea in this picture for
maximum speed-up on the part of
those supplying the sinews of battle
for our far-flung fronts commends
"2311" to all theaters from Coast
to Coast and border to border. Aside

from its infoimative side, it is stirring stuff for moviegoers. The photography is by Lawrence M. Kroger
and Harold R. Walker; narration by
Paul Luther; the sound handled by
James F. Cornell; and the music
score provided by Edward Craig.

general counsel and board ciated with joints of its kind seen in the
Anne Jeffrey plays his
airman; Sidney Samuelson, Pete average western.
helps bring him to justice after
ood, Martin Smith and William niece who

i

Others also attend the

insworth.

she rebels against being used as a tool by

Others who are of much value
to the film are Harry Woods, Edward Earle,
Karl Hackett and Roy Barcroft.
Norman S. Hall banged out the screenplay, which received shotgun direction by
Howard Brerherton.
Eddy White is listed
as associate producer. Jack Marta's camerawork accentuates the excitement of the
the

ssions.

«

New York will be
M. Richey, Dave Palfreyman,
laude Lee and possibly Ned DepiAttending from

.

igentina Curtails Air
Conditioning and Heat
(.Continued from Page

story.

CAST: Wild
Anne

Hayes,

1)

Bill

Elliott,

Jeffreys,

George "Gabby"

Ian

Keith,

Harry

jspended for three hours, from 5:30 Woods, Edward Earle, Karl Hackett, Roy
Barcroft, Bud Geary, Carl Sepulveda.
8:30 p.m.
Associate
Producer,
Eddy
CREDITS,
The city's theater men report a
Howard
Bretherton;
Director,
ight reduction of attendance as White;
Screenplay, Norman S. Hall; Cameraman,
?sult of the earlier closing hours
Jack Marta; Art Director, Russell Kimut into effect by Govei*nment ruling
ball;

ccardo Coming for Tried
Chicago Tony Accardo, released
n $3,500 bail by Judge William

—

agrees to appear at the New
ork film racketeering trial, stari-

lolly,

ng next Tuesday.

—

Detroit
Gate crashing proved
tempting just once too often to Car-

mello Serra,

19,

at

theater.

the

New

Serra,

Bijou,

identified

by the doorman as a chronic crasher,
cane in while a policeman was in
the house, was chased through the
stage door, and shot and seriously

wounded by another policeman who
saw the chase.
Incident

is

the most serious

in

the

local showmen have had
with handling youthful hoodlums.

difficulties

(Vitaphone Varieties)

Warners

Musical Director, Mort Glickman; Set

Decorator, Charles Thompson; Sound, Dick
Tyler; Film Editor, Richard Van Enger.

DIRECTION,

Good.

10 mins.
Plenty of Action
a further exposition of the

This is
great skill of Howard Hill, famous
archer, with bow and arrow. After

prowess is shown in skeet-shooting he goes to Mexico's desert lands
here he hunts the jaguar. His killing
of the "devil cat" at the reel's cli-

his

max

is

thrilling stuff.

There

is

The latest of the March of Time
releases takes up the story of Portugal, stressing how the little nation
has been able to maintain her strict
neutrality in a world torn by conflict.
The film reaches into every
phase of Portuguese life, in its effort to convey a better understanding of the country and the role it
is playing in the world today.
The
problem posed by the influx of refugees from every corner of Europe
comes in for considerable attention,
as does the role of the Catholic
Church in Portugal.
The camera
pries into every corner of the nation,
often with results that enhance the
pictorial aspects of the film. Dealing
with a subject of keen interest to
those seriously concerned with present-day developments, the picture
merits all the playing time it can
get.

"Age oTFIight"
(This Is America)

RKO

17 mins.

Good
The coming-of-age of aviation is
the subject of the latest of the "This
Is America" series- of shorts.
The
growth of aviation, is traced by following the advancement of a youth
from his early interest in model
planes to his conversion into a pilot
in the nation's Air Force. There are
highly interesting scenes of various
phases of the science of aviation.
Among the places visited by the camera is the Wright Field laboratories
where various tests are demon-

The film is a good thumbnail story of the development of an
aviator. Much stress is laid on the
place of aviation in the post-war
world.
Of special interest are a

an strated.

interesting fight in the footage betwee a jaguar and a cougar, with a
Plenty
black bear also joining in.
of action commends this short to
stands using them on their screens.

number of sequences dealing with
produced it and Art the helicopter. Mark this one down
as a film that will excite youth and
Gilmore handled narration.
age alike. Douglas Travers directed
the film under the supervision of
"Falling Hare"
Jay Bonafield. Fredric Ullman, Jr.,
(Merry Melody Cartoon)

Howard

Hill

PHOTOGRAPHY, Warners

7 mins.

Good.

produced.

Lots of Laughs

Literally and figuratively, Bugs
Bunny, already a prime favorite
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
among current cartoon characters,
Hollywood Word has been re- gets off
a flying start in the dis-

Flashbacks
(No. 2)

Flicker

Mexican Pro-Ally Feature

—

Detroit Gate Crasher
Shot Down in Flight

downtown

"Hunting the Devii Cat"

guy.

>

I

"2311"

vers,

,

!

20th-Fox
19 mins.
Packed with Interest

George "Gabby" Hayes

pa are the possible

;,.

(March of Time)

* SHORTS *

bothering industry
impact of great- isn't an easy one to crack, but Elliott does
buidens on the patrons now able crack it beautifully with the assistance of
Elliott and Hayes come close to
pay first-run scales to say nothing Hayes.
the situation if withholding lev- getting the works from the villains on sevare increased from 20 to 30 per eral occasions.
The western star gives a vigorous account
nt as persistently reported from
of himself.
To Hayes he owes more than a
ashington.

Questions

ItEUI f ILfflS*

Gun

'

:

Of THE

Fighters"

i

hike or 100 per cent refund in
form of Government life or anv

daily

ceived of the completion of "Thi-ee
Brothers" said to be first all-out proally feature made in Mexico. It was
directed by Jos Benavidez and was
made in Spanish. It deals with three
Mexican brothers drafted in San Antonio, Texas, who fight with the
American forces in Guadalcanal.

to

tribution season just started.

The

buck-toothed, long-eared clown meets
up with a gremlin, and both find
themselves aloft in an airplane, with
Bugs, or what's left of him, being
darn glad to get back to earth. There
are plenty of laughs throughout.

The tough Bunny,

if this initial '43-

offering of his producer, Leon
Sapphire Ring for Osserman
Schlesinger, is any criteron, is in for
Chicago Ned E. Depinet, Walter- a further rise in popularity among
Branson, H. J. Fitzgerald, John fans who like humor. Of course, the
Friedl, Eddie Rubens and Nick Gold- reel is in Technicolor. It was superhammer are among the 300 guests vised by Robert Clampett and aniexpected for the Jack Osserman tes- mated by Roderick Scribner. Wartimonial dinner.
star sapphire ring ren Foster wrote the story, and Carl
will be presented to Osserman for W. Stalling handled the musical direction.
a gift.
'44

—

A

RKO

9 mins.
Plenty Entertaining
This, the second of a new series
of shorts made up of footage from
the early films, leaves no doubt that
there is a definite place for this sort
of stuff on entertainment programs.
The footage resurrected for the onereeler is good for laugh after laugh.
The picture consists of excerpts from
"Goodness Gracious," with Clara
Kimball Young and Sidney Drew,

and from "A Drunkard's Reformation," a piece directed by D. W. Grifat the start of his career, plus
scenes of bathing beauties from a
Pathe News issue of 1900. Fredric
Ullman, Jr., as producer, and Richard O. Fleischer, as supervisor, deserve a bow.
fith

—

;

I

"&%t
New 20th-Fox Bureau

—

Hollywood Fourteen
recent years will reach the screen as 20th-Fox pix, a review of studios' story purchases shows.
List of best-sellers follows:
"The Song of Bernadette" by Franz Werfel; "Guadalcanal Diary" by Richard
Tregaskis; "Happy Land" by MacKinlay Kantor; "Only the Stars Are Neutral"
by Quentin Reynolds; "The Keys of the Kingdom" by A. J. Cronin; "Last Train
From Berlin" by Howard K. Smith; "One Destiny" by Phil Stong; "Col. Effringham's Raid" by Berry Fleming; "Ambassador Dodd's Diary" by the late U. S.
Ambassador Dodd, (which will reach the screen entitled "Now It Can Be Told")
"One World" by Wendell Willkie; "I Escaped from Hongkong" by Jan Henric
Marsman; "All-Out Arlene" by H. I. Phillips; "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" by

1)

pany's publicity - exploitation-advertising department, headed by Hal
Home, will operate on the basis that
subsequent-run houses do not always take advantage of their opportunities to compete with higher-run
situations via a showmanship pro-

gram.

Betty Smith and "Centennial

Plan, details of which are to be
announced, will point out advantages

through using community
membership lists, community
papers and other showmanship media
now being studied by the company's
gained
club

merchandising

Summer"

by Albert

E.

Idell.

for

SMPE to Talk Equip. War Aid
Five-Day Coast Session Will

Office

1)

Howard Hughes has taken over and
plans to operate permanently, will
be ready about the middle of the
month, following revamping at a
Policy will be an
cost of $60,000.
extended run for "The Outlaw," followed by a shift to vaudeville plus
first-run pictures.

Will Push for
Early Trust Suit Trial
Griffith

(Continued from Page

1)

trial or pre-trial con-

ferences.

The Government currently is completing an examination of the Griffith books in Oklahoma City and

when

it is completed, the circuit will
appeal for an early trial date.

WB's District Managers
To Assemble in Chicago
(Continued from Page

\)

outline of the company's 1944 sales
drive by Ben Kalmenson, general
sales manager.
Division
sales
managers Roy
Haines and Jules Lapidus also are
expected to attend.

Sherman Company Files
New Haven — The Hamilton

The-

ater Co., Inc., of 835 Elm St., which
operates the Hamilton, Waterbury,
has filed certificate of organization
naming Philip Sherman, former Vitagraph manager, as president and
treasurer, and Gertrude Sherman as
secretary.
Tilts

Price

—

Chicago The Oriental theater has
advanced week-end price to 65 cents
for evening shows. Week-day night
admission price remains at 50 cents.
3 Chi. Theaters Raise Scales

—

ASSIGNMENTS
OTTO PREMINCER,

Open

Oct. 18

producer, "Centennial Sut

mer," 20th-Fox.

STEVE SEKELY, producer, "Where Are My Ch
dren?," Monogram.

CASTINGS
CRACIE FIELDS and MONTY WOOLLEY,
Summer,"

20th-Fox;

JACKIE

'

yx

COOP

PATRICIA

MORISON, "Where Are *
Children?" Monogram; PAUL HENREID, "On
ward Bound," Warners; MAURICE ROCCO, "I
cendiary Blonde," Paramount; CRAIC WOOC
"Cowboy Canteen," Columbia; KEYE LUK
"Dragon Seed," M-C-M.
and

RE-SIGNED

Sound
"Sound Installations In Washington, Dyatt; "A Simplified Variable Density
Developer," Paul Zeff and S. J. Twining,
D. C, by RCA," and, at the morning Columbia Pictures, Hollywood; "A Prelimsession on Oct. 20, Com. Alfred Gilks, inary Hardener for High Temperature Proc-

"Outlaw"

(Continued from Page

Chi Oriental

-DIGEST

tennial

(Continued from Page 1)

ments of the

194

staff.

Late October Detroit

Opening

I.

HCLLYWCCD

THE FILM

'DAILY
of
best-sellers of the current publishing season and

West Coast Bureau

October

:

14 Best Sellers, Current and Past, Will
Reach the Screen As 20th~Fox Productions

To Aid Small Stands
(Continued from Page

Friday,

Chicago RKO Palace and Grand
Theaters, Essaness' Woods Theater
advance evening admission prices 10
cents to 85 cents tomorrow.

of

Strategic

Supplies,

Field

Photographic Branch, Navy Department, will have as his subject 'Improvements In 16 mm. Equipment."
On the afternoon of Oct. 21 will be
neld a symposium of papers from
uhe Navy Department's Bureau of
Aeronautics comprising the following: "The Work of the Training Film
Branch, Photographic Division, Bureau of Aeronautics, U. S. Navy,
An Overview," by Lt. Orville Goldner, USNR, head of the Training
Film Branch; "Production Planning
for Navy Training Films," Lt. Richard B. Lewis, USNR, senior project
officer, Training Film Branch; "Making Films That Teach," Lt. Reginald
Bell, USNR, head of the Education
Section, Training Film Branch, Pho-

essing," H. A. Miller, J. I. Crabtree and H.
D. Russell, Eastman Kodak, Rochester; and
"The Flat Spiral Reel for Processing 50Foot 'Lengths of 35 mm. Film," C. E. Ives,

EDCAR BUCHANAN,

80%

of

Columbia.

Aussie

Amusemei

Tax from Film Theaters
Sydney (By Air Mail

—

—Passed

I

Kunz, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Censor) Approximately 80 per cei
"Monopack of Australia's entertainment t£
8:00 p.m. Blossom Room;
Processes," by J. S. Friedman, American Phocollection of 2,994,000 pounds fro
tography, Binghamton, N. Y.; "The New
Dupont Photo Products Control Laboratory," October, 1942, through June, 194
William P. Hillman, E. I. DuPont de Ne- came from film theaters, accordir
mours & Co., Parlin, N. J.; '"Present and to figures given out by the Commoi
Proposed use of Plasties in the Motion Picwealth Statistician.
ture Industry," by Barton H. Thompson,
Statistics reveal that in the pa
Paramount Pictures, Hollywood.
year returns from city hous>
Tuesday, Oct. 19
jumped heavily, while those fro
10:00 a.m. Open morning.
2:00 p.m. Blossom Room; "Single Film suburban theaters declined 10 p<
Portable Recording Systems by RCA: New cent.
In many country situatioi
Single Film Recording Camera," by George
Worrell, Mitchell Camera Co., Hollywood; theater profits slumped almost to tl
"New Duplex Loud Speaker," by J. B. Lans- vanishing point.
ing, Altec-Lansing Corp., Hollywood; "High
Quality Communication and Power Transformers," by Ercell B. Harrison, Altec-Lans- "Paris After Dark"
ing, Hollywood; "Cunningham Combat CamTradeshowings of "Paris Aft
era," by H. G. Cunningham, of the CaliforDark" will be held in all key cente
nia Telephone & Electric Co., Los Angeles,
and Western Branch Signal Corps Photogra- on Monday, according to an a
C. J.

Monday

nographic Division; and "The Training Film Program In Action; A Case
History," Lt. Edward Nell, Jr., phic Center, Beverly Hills.
CJSNR, and Lt. Thornton Sargent,
8:00 p.m. Paramount Scoring

nouncement made yesterday by To
Connors, 20th-Fox distribution to
Stage Design; "Evolution The screenings will
USNR, of Training Film Branch,
be in the cor
of Scoring Facilities," by John P. Livadary,
Fire Control School, Washington Columbia Pictures, and M. Rettinger, RCA pany's exchanges, except in i
Navy Yard.
Victor Division, Hollywood; "Improvements Louis and Portland, Ore.
posium, —-Scoring

At the symposium, a demonstration film,
will be shown in connection with
the topic, "Walt Disney Studio; A War
Plant," by Carl Nater, Production Co-Or"Fog,"

Army and Navy Training Films,
Walt Di6ney Productions, and also a special
film,
accompanying a paper by

dinator.

training

Lt.-Com. Patrick Murphy, USCGR, Chief
of the Visual Training Section, U.. S. Coast
Guard, Washington, D. C.
In conjunction
with the concluding session on the night of
another
training
film,
"Learn and
Oct. 22,
Live," will be presented with Maj. Arthur
Birnkrant's paper, "Cinematography Goes To

War."
Following opening day registration at
10 a.m., informal get-together luncheon will
oe held in the Terrace Room at 12:30 p.m.
with Herbert Griffin, SMPE's president presiding, and Y. Frank Freeman, president of
the Association of Motion Picture Producers,
and Paramount Pictures' vice-president in
charge of production, delivering the address
of welcome.
Guest speaker at the luncheon

Stage; Sym-

Disney Scoring Stage," by C. O. Slyfield,
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank; "RKO's
New Vocal Booth Design," by Clem Patman
and Earl Mounce, RKO, Hollywood; "New
Scoring Stage Shell and Vocal Booth Design," by Loren L. Ryder, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood: Symposium: —-The Paramount Color Still Background Projection
in

System: "Duplication of Kodachrome Origwith Enlargements, Reduction and Color
Correction," by Earle Morgan and Roy Peck,
Paramount Pictures, Hollywood; "Transfer
of Kodachrome Emulsion to Lantern Slide
Glass," by Barton H. Thompson, Paramount
Pictures, Hollywood; "High Efficiency Stereoptieian Projector for Color Background
Shots," by Farciot Edouart, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood.
Wednesday, Oct. 20
10:00 a.m. Blossom Room: "What to Expect of Direct lti mm.," by Lloyd Thompson,
The Calvin Co., Kansas City, Mo.; Paper, by
Raymond Evans and Chester A. Lindstrom,
inal,

Section,

of U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C; Paper, by William H. Offenhauser, Jr., Precision Laboratory. New York.

2:00 p.m. Blossom Room; Roport by the
convention
Vice-President;
"Cinematography," by John A. Boyle, chairman of the
Committee on Cinematography, Hollywood;
"PMC 2 Combination 16 mm. Contact and
Optical Printer," Prof. Irving E. Dyatt, Oregon State College; "A High Speed Method
of Controlling Kelvin and Light Intensity for
Motion Picture Printers," also by Prof.

2:00 p.m. Open Afternoon.
8:00 p.m.
Annual Dinner.
Thursday, Oct. 21
10:00 a.m. Open Morning.
2:00 p.m. Studio Review Room (Bureau
of Aeronautics Symposium).
8:00 p.m. Studio Review Room; "Improvements in Sound Recording Equipments," by
Dr. L. F. Brown, ERPI, Hollywood; "A New
Sound Reproducer," by ERPI, Hollywood;
"A New Studio and Location Recording Unit,"
J. L. Fields, RCA, Hollywood; "Direct Positive Class 'B' Pusb-Pull Recording." by O. B.

Allen G. Smith, Chief, Amusement
Service Equipment Division, WPB.
Other sessions and the papers which will
bo delivered, excepting those already mentioned, arc tentatively scheduled as follows:
will

be

Monday, Oct. 18

New B.

A. Theater Opens
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail
Passed by Censor) A new fil
house called the Luxor has be

—

opened here. It's a 1,500-seater ma
ager by Coll, Gatti and Caveri. T
initial attraction is the French p:
ture "Tourbillon de Paris"
Whirlpool").

("Pai

Gunby, and W. M. Dalgleisch. RCA, Hoi
wood.
Friday, Oct. 22
10:00 a.m. Open Morning.
2:00 p.m. Blossom Room: "PM-45 Pc
able Recording Equipment," A. R. Dai
RCA, Hollywood: "A 200 mil. Push-P
Sound Recording System," by L. D. Grigi
and J. P. Corcoran, of 20th-Fox; "A Vis
Light Valve Cheeking Device," by Jas.
Corcoran, 20th-Fox; Paper, by Floyde
Brooker, director. Visual Aids for War Trt
ing, Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office
Education, Washington D. C; "2'o0
Class B Audio Amplifier," by John W. 3
Altec-Lansing
Corp.,
Hollywo
Hard,
"Acoustic Laboratory in the New RCA L
oratories," by Dr. Harry F. Olson. R
Laboratories, Princeton. N. J.
8:00 p.m. Studio Review Room; "F
War Television Planning and Requirement
by Klaus Landsberg, director of Televisi
Television Productions, Inc., Hollywood;
mm. Color to 35 mm. Black and White,"
Carroll H. Dunning. Dunning Process •<
Hollywood. Calif.

W

'

OR

DIG?
When

DIG!

we're called upon to contribute

NATIONAL WAR FUND
remember it's only money— not

to the

let's
life!

THE FACTS:
1. Extended nationwide campaign starts October 5th through

2. For the first time a group of
one effort nationally.

November.

patriotic fund-raising activities will

USO

and other great

be united into

3. National

War Fund

4. Book

Short Subject now: "The Last Will and Testament of Tom Smith."
available from R.K.O.
appeal for the National War Fund

this

a stirring

5*

A

includes

trailer available

through your local

War

Chest Campaign

will

be

in theatres during the drive.

shown

local

so that

7. There

It is

—

two-minute

6* Your

patriotic services.

War Fund

group

will advise

you when the drive takes place

you may synchronize showing of

will

in

your

city

trailer.

be no collections in theatres.

in every part of film business should consider it a sacred duty
local united campaign.
to give liberally to National War Fund through their

8* Every

man and woman

Sponsored by

War

Activities

Committee of

the

Motion Picture

Industry, 1501

Broadway,

New

York City

1
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Trade Supplies
Major Hubbell Replies to
Benny Charge That Troops
Overseas See Old Films
(Continued from Payc

1)

—

Benny Causes Concern
both industry circles in

York and

in

Army

circles in

Wash-

films were being shown to troops in
theaters of operations despite the
industry's gifts of latest releases,
caused serious concern.

Admittedly irritated by the implications of Benny's comments, industry leaders took the position that
the situation was heading for a showdown, and the view was expressed
that the Army had three possible
courses of action first, to deny the
alleged condition existed; secondly,
if it actually existed, to correct it
on its own, or, thirdly, to let the indusry do that.

—

6,635

Shows Given

arrived.

Group received the cheers of the Italian populace but the ceremonies were
interrupted by the appearance of a German tank and simultaneously, the arrival
of a British tank and reconnaissance vehicle.
Shots from both sides passed over
their heads but they were able to duck during a lull.

U. S. vs. U. K.
rr

"Keen and Clean
(Continued from Page

1)

following a luncheon meeting^
the Advertising and Sales Club
Coe told the press that if \
British industry would turn
truly British pictures and not tri
ape Hollywood, there would bj
real market in the United St
-

for English pictures.

The Canadians, Coe said, since
recognize the value of public ri
tions and they are ready to standjj
gether in eliminating many of

Puerto Rican Box Office
Receipts Almost Doubled

Birdwell Talks to Fraternal

San Juan, P. R. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) Motion picture
theaters in Puerto Rico report that
attendance has almost doubled during the last two years, the Bureau of Commerce discloses.
The island today is enjoying a
real wartime boom. Many more men
have been called into the armed

Cleveland "If your story is news false rumors about Hollywood.
and good and true the American
The MPPDA exec, returned
newspaper will want it. If it is bad
and not worth the telling all the pub- New York yesterday from his 1
lic relations counsellors in the world falo and Canadian speaking eng;
cannot make it palatable to the ments.
American press or the American

—

services, while a substantial amount
of construction work continues. The
Island's military establishments are

now a business

factor of even greater importance and there is every indication that they will be more or
less

permanent.

"Okla. Kid" for Oriental

Men on Publicity

Insurance

New

ington, Benny's reiteration of the
charge, periodically heard, that old

October 1,1

6,639 Pix Prograi

Master Sergeant Dave Golding, formerly of THE FILM DAILY staff, now
with the Stars and Stripes in Italy, seems to be realizing his oft-expressed
desire for front line action.
Relman Morin's AP byliner datelined "With the
Fifth Army in Italy" and printed in yesterday's N. Y. dailies, tells of the experience of a group of correspondents, including Morin and Sgt. Golding, when
they accidentaly "captured" an Italian town a half hour before British patrols

—

In

Army with

Golding and Pals Are Single Feature In
Italian Town Until Tattles Go In For Duels!

stepping up of the Army's overseas
film service
in July, the comparable figures were 13,550,000 total attendance at some 30,983 shows followed criticism voiced here Wednesday by Jack Benny of the calibre of
film entertainment for troops overseas, following his return from a
10-week USO-Camp Shows tour of
Africa, the Middle East and the
Mediterranean theater of war.

Friday,
DAILY

—

public," Russell Birdwell, well known
industry publicist, told the 1,000 delegates of 102 allied fraternal insurance societies at the 57th annual
convention of the National Fraternal
Congress of America in session here.

S'Orsa Aide

to

Sam Wood
THE FILM

\DAILY
Hollywood
Sam Wood has appoianted Lonie S'Orsa, veteran assistant director, as his assistant producer on pictures to be made by
Wood for Columbia release.
West Coast Bureau of

—

Chicago— B & K has booked "The
was pointed out that as of Sept. Oklahoma Kid," Warners re-issue,
27 the industry had made available
to play the Oriental Theater next
to the Army's Special Services dimonth. House has a film and stage Ann Harding Stars in "9 Girls"
vision a total of 6,635 90-minute
show policy and is one of the leading West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
film programs, or that number of
Loop theaters.
Hollywood Ann Harding will play
prints. In some instances, programs
The Riverside, Milwaukee, another a featured role in "Nine Girls" which
comprised features and shorts; in
other instances, the feature is the film and stage show stand, also is Leigh Jason will direct for Columamong the latest "A" time houses bia. Sam Bischoff is producing and
full program. During the week endBurt Kelly is associate.
ing Sept. 27, 177 film programs were to book "Oklahoma Kid."
turned over to the Army by the in- color production to be distributed it
was said, had asked for their redustry do that.
in 16 mm. by the Army overseas.
turn, but it was indicated that it was
"We have done everything we have
having some difficulty in effecting
Sends Four Films Weekly
It

—

been asked to do and everything
Detailing the system of operation
we have been permitted to do," an
employed, Major Hubbell said that
industry spokesman emphasized.
the Service is now sending out four
In Washington, Major Hubbell, ac- different pictures every
week to its
knowledging the Army's debt of gra- exchanges, said to number more than
titude to the industry, asserted that a score.
Up to July 7, the number of
the Overseas Motion Picture Ser- features
handled monthly was 14,
vice was speeding the newest re- but since that time,
the figure has
leases donated by the film companies been raised
to 18. Thirty-eight prints
to troops abroad, and offered an ex- per
week prevails at the present
planation for the situation pointed time.
up by Benny's statement on WedMajor Hubbell pointed out that,
nesday.
naturally, the quality of pictures
Major Hubbell Explains
varies in each group of four, just as
Major Hubbell declared that in re- the individual tastes of the soldiers
cent weeks, prints of "Mr. Lucky," vary. As for the Service's selection
"The Sky's the Limit," "Action in of war pictures for troop exhibition,
the North Atlantic," "Hit the Ice," it was said that some types are not
"The More the Merrier," "Mr. Big," chosen, the x'ule being to follow a
"The Youngest Profession" and "The "middle of the road" policy.
Human Comedy," had reached theAnswers Benny Charge
aters of operations and had been
Turning to the Benny charge, Mathere shown.
jor Hubbell declared that the old
"This Is the Army," "I Dood It" pictures, subject of complaint, were
and "Watch on the Rhine," the Ma- not dispatched overseas by the Army,
jor added, were all now en route, the but essentially represented product
first named being the first Techni- acquired by task force units over a
the Army was no party. The Army, year ago in rental deals to which

that.

Another factor entering into the
Major Hubbell added,
stemmed from the fact that 16 mm.

situation,

Film Carriers See Hope
In Move for New Truck
(Continued from Page

1)

extent of permitting the manuf ac
of an estimated 7,500 new trucks
civilian requirements in the

t

twelvemonth.

A

spokesman for the ODT
closed that the go-ahead sign to
out the vehicles had been giver
the
in an effort to grant s
measure of relief to firms faced i
a serious trucking situation. He:
1

WPB

w

timated that New York's quota
be about 750 trucks. The spokesi
said the carriers' plight was du
the fact that the conversion of

plants to war work
impossible to obtain
proper facilities for the manufac
of trucks for civilian purposes
a large scale.
He admitted
there existed a vital need for
motor equipment for the use of
vate concerns.

tomobile

made

it

>

I

'

i

']

Only 3 Memphis House
Meet Sanitary Standarc

of outstanding pictures of
other seasons, made available by the
Memphis, Tenn. Although inf
industry specifically for use aboard
tions were said to be minor in n
troop transports, were being taken
cases, only three local theaters
off contrary to regulations and to
sed the annual sanitation test by
orders, and finding their way into
Industrial Hygiene Service of
camps.
phis and the Shelby County He
Use of such pix as "Alexander's Department. Inspections for sa:
Ragtime Band," "Mr. Smith Went to and for fire risks will
be made Is
Washington," "It Happened One Peanut hulls
on the floor and unc^
Night," and "Captains Courageous"
rest rooms were the conditions f o
aboard ship, Major Hubbell explain- in a number
of theaters. Two of
ed, was to assure that the troops
theaters passed were white and
on arrival would not find pictures
Negro.
already seen awaiting them.
Occasionally, Major Hubbell said,
Theater:
the Service had been faced with the
problem of emergency troop embar- Introduce
Policy
kations.
In such instances, it had
made available "bulk" shipments of
Boston Two more Boston hoi
films, turning over whatever was have joined the ranks of vaude
available.
Thus, in coping with theaters. Casino will play six
such a problem, it was conceded some with a feature picture three t*.
older pictures might have been in- daily while the Majestic, E. M. L
cluded.
house, has a similar policy.
prints

;

.

—

]

M

i

j

r

Two More Hub

Vaude

—

1

;

e
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HARMON ASKS OVERSEAS FIX CHARGK PROBE
Inquiry
See Administration Pix "Propagan da"
Rep. Ploeser Confers
With G.O.P. Leaders
On Inquiry Resolution

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW
Bond Sale Over
By
15

L.

H.

BILLION:

Washington Bureau of

Seizing upon a newssubject featuring Mrs. Roosevelt, released Friday by the military
to the five newsreels, Representative
Walter C. Ploeser, Missouri Republican, called House and Senate G.O.P.
leaders to a war conference to discuss with them the subject of "propaganda" in the industry product.
Ploeser has had ready for submission to the House for some time
now a resolution to investigate this

Washington

MITCHELL

reel

Campaign for the

$15,000,000,000 Third
the goal on Thursday with two days of the dvive still
picture
:o go. Showing of the motion
industry in carrying the campaign to
called
a successful conclusion was
"terrific" by Treasury Dept. officials.
Special praise was given to the Hollywood Cavalcade of Stars, the Airmada and the "Free Movie Day."

government's

War Loan passed

*

*

(Continued on Page 6)

*

CONSENT DECREE:
of Justice

—

THE FILM DAILY

Department
was seen confused on the

Decree Parleys Open
In

*

*

*

carriers pro-

Government's
"freeze" order on equipment for delivery companies. A meeting at the
New York Film Board of Trade on
the matter is set for Wednesday.
Carriers saw some hopes of relief
from the stringent Government
order, however, in the proposal to
release some trucks to them.

posed

to

test

*

the

Deal

.

.

.

stein,

.

.

*

ARBITRATION:

*

Bating average

of the arbitrators in theater arbitraYork contion cases under the

FBI

and D

weeks

Conversion to Fuel Oil
No Longer Asked of Exhibs.
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—Fuel

oil

rations will

A

(Continued on Page 3)

picture

programs'

avail-

armed forces in combat areas overseas came into bold
on Friday as Al Jolson, in his
press conference, held at USOCamp Shows headquarters, since his
return from entertaining military
personnel in the Mediterranean theater of operations, charged that not
enough prints of feature pictures
are being supplied to our fighting
men in the sectors where he perrelief

Mrs.

first

of the drive.

Pix Most Powerful

formed.
Jolson's statement followed close(Continued on Page 5)

Tool, Writers Told
FILM
—"The THE
films are

West Coast Bureau of

DAILY
an

in-

UniversaTsl^Week

vention of the devil which is just
beginning to be turned by man to his

(Continued on Page 7)

—

Net Up to $2,771,338
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., reported Friday consolidated net earnings, after all charges including provisions for Federal income and exfor
cess profits taxes, of $2,771,338
the 39 weeks ended July 31, 1943.
This compares with $1,873,443 for
year.
the corresponding period of last
The profit before providing for Fedtaxes
eral income and excess profits
(Continued on Page 7)

Socker Coe to Serve As

Definite announcePittsburgh
"Salute"
M.C. at
ment has been made by M. A. Rosenof
Coe,
(Socker)
berg, president of the AMPTO
Charles Francis
Western Pennsylvania and National vice-president and general counsel
Allied, that its 23rd annual convenhas accepted an in-

Ampa

(Continued on Page 3)

of L's Children's Bureau Study

be granted to consumers using more
sent decree was reported high, but than 10,000 gallons annually regard20 of 83 cases taken to the board of less of whether their equipment can
appeals having been reversed. ...
be altered to the use of coal, OPA
consent award ended the clearance announced Friday, thus taking the

New

(Continued on Page 6)

in

Motion

ability to the

Jourdan sold $23,837.75
war Bonds during the first two

sales,

Clarifies the

a

Gov't Scans Juve Vandalism

.

leased on bail. He consented to appear at the New York trial.
*

has

Sets

Monogram has

Harry HochChicago
former morals inspector in
Chicago, was indicted for perjury in
his testimony on racketeering
Tony Accardo, Capone mobster wanted at the trial, was arrested, and rein

Miss.,

Up Cuban Mideast Allied Regional
With Orbe Company With W. Pa. Convention

Monogram

entered into an
RACKETEERING: The Govern- agreement with Orbe Distributing
week
last
time
ment for the first
Co., S. A., Havana, Cuba, whereby
conected George E. Browne, former
the latter has acquired the exclusive
priin
now
president of the IATSE,
rights for the distribution in Cuba
conson on the film racketeering
(Continued on Page 4)
viction, directly with the Capone

gang

luka,

population of 1,000 and one theater,
the Majestic, operated by Mrs. MarThrough her own efion Jourdan.
Bond
forts and exclusive of general

(Continued on Page 4)

*

*

The town of

Head

Industry Position on
Report of Benny, Jolson

own benefit. There never was any
reason why the devil should write
an
First formal step in reaching
sake of
all the best films and for the
agreement on revision of the New human race it is to be hoped that
York consent decree will be taken more and more writers will learn to
today when top executives of the five handle this most powerful of all tools
consenting companies will meet with for altering the future," was the
Tom Clark, assistant Attorney Gen- message sent to the Writers Coneral, and Robert Wright of the anti- gress by President Storm Jameson,
trust division of the Department of of London Center of the Intemation-

and XVII.

DELIVERIES: Film

New York Today

WAC

Exhib. Sells

$23,837 in Bonds

Hollywood

equity suit by varying approaches to the problem expressed by
different exhibitor organizations and
by the distributors. It was generally conceded that changes would
likely be made in Sections VI, VIII,

New York

X

Femme

it

THE FILM DAILY
Washington—The problem of juve-

Washington Bureau of

nile delinquency, which has meant
losses running into the thousands for

operators throughout the
country during recent months, came
in for attention yesterday from two
Government sources. Sabotage is not
yet a sei'ious problem in this war,
said FBI head, J. Edgar Hoover, but
theater

(Continued on Page 3)

of the MPPDA,
cerevitation to act as master of
monies at Ampa's Salute to the Heon
roes luncheon at the Hotel Astor
Oct. 21.

Additional invitations to serve on
(Continued on Page 4)

14 Re-issues in Week
In Indianapolis Nabes

—

Re-issues are finding
Indianapolis
screen time here in increasing numDuring the past week, no less
bers.

than
nabes.

H

pix

were revived

in

local

.

Monday, October
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Hollywood
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Riders

For

(Twentieth
Lucky Stars

Whom

Paramount
Carnegie
Playhouse
Capitol

55th

—2nd

—

St.

week

— 2nd

Pictures)

week

(Warner

(Universal

Bros.

Criterion

Roxy
Strand
Palace

Pictures)

Pictures)

—Opens
—Opens

tomorrow
tomorrow

New
New

(a)
(a)

Bell

Pictures)

Tolls

13th

York
York

Rivoli

—

—Oct.

True to Life (Paramount Pictures)
Behind the Rising Sun (RKO Radio

Phone

Lassie

Come Home

Corvette

13
Pictures)

—Oct.

(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

K-225

St.

MEXICO CITY—
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

Name

Film Stars to Aid Can.

Belmont
Theater

—

(October 1)
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WANTED
Experienced

Film

Editors

permanent positions
on

films

for

Armed

to

for

work

Forces.

Write stating experience. Box
170.

The Film

Broadway,
N. Y.

New

Daily,

York,

1501
18,

—

of

of 20th

Century-Fox's exploitat-

BRACKETT,

Paramount

about

producer,

arrived

in

New

York over the week-

end.

CLIFF "UKULELE IKE" EWDARDS, has come
and is currently back on Broadway at
Loew's State.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Roxy
Belmont

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Charles Allen Chief

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
Claudette

Pau lotto

Vtronlea

COLBERT • GODDARD • LAKE
"SO PROUDLY WE HAIL"
Produced and Directed by Mark Sandrleh

A

Paramount Picture
Symphony Oreheitra

Gala Stage Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

JEAN

JOHN

Arthur

•

Circle 6-4600

PERSON

IN

Wayne

VAUGHN

fn

MONROE

"A Lady Takes

A

80B EVANS

Chance"

Back The
Attack

TIMES

PARAMOUNT

SQUARE

&ac e

Monti

i

WOOUtY'tMS

To Head STR Adv. Dept.
James Cron, advertising manager

THE FILM DAILY

of Motion Picture Daily since 1931,
has resigned to become advertising
manager of Showmen's Trade Review, effective today.
Herb Fecke
moves over from the Motion Picture
Herald's advertising department to
head the same department on the
Daily.

^r.lk.r Big
Ri*. rin.
fmm 20th.Cenrury-Fo.
}f>,+. r.n,.i..P..
Another
One from

PIUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

Hollywood
Local wartime work
week committee of War Manpower
Commission has reaffirmed 48-hour
week rulings for motion picture studios. Film executives and actors are
Cron succeeds Joe Gallagher who
exempted.
Clerical workers were has retired due to his health.

"O'Grady" Breaks 9-Mo. Record
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," 20th Century-Fox's Technicolor musical starring Betty Grable with Robert Young
broke all opening day records since
December at three Los Angeles theaters yesterday Loew's State, Grauman's Chinese and the Ritz Tom
Connors, vice-president in charge of
world-wide distribution stated Friday.

—

I

B
f\ If Y 7th
1% \J ^V M *'SOth

***•
St.

B WAY &
47th St.

ROBERT PAIGE
LOUISE ALLBRITTON

i

"FIRED WIFE"

placed on a 44-hour basis.

—

>

bases

here for a look at Broadway plays.

Percy Faith, Toronto concert pian- until this week. Stauffer is now in
who has been working in radio Florida for a month's rest.
in the United States for some years,
will return to assume musical super- Cron Leaves M. P. Daily

West Coast Bureau

English

at

RALPH FORBES is in New York for
three weeks and will consider play offers.

ist

.

Asked

JULES FIELDS

Rialto

Loan was named chief of the OWI News
Bureau by E. Palmer Hoyt, domestic

+ %
+ l/4 48-Hour Work Week
+ %
For Studio Reaffirmed

Bid

men

service

ion department, returned today from Atlanta.

Strand

director of the agency.
Allen has
Those who have donated their time been serving as acting chief for sevinclude Walter Pidgeon, native of eral weeks. He succeeds George
H.
Saint John, N. B., James Cagney, Lyon, now a deputy director in
Norma Shearer, native of Montreal, charge of military news.
Barbara Stanwyck, Charles LaughAppointment of a successor to Don
ton, Brian Aherne, Lucille Ball, Jes- Stauffer, resigned chief of the radio
sica Dragonette, Oscar Levant and bureau, was expected late last week
Robert R. Ripley.
but will probably not be announced

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES

is
due back in New York
weeks abroad, where she had

five

(

Globe

—

vision of the shows.

Monogram

today

Egypt and England.

Sicily,

Palace
Hall
Criterion
Capitol

Montreal
The National War Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Charles L. Allen,
Finance Committee working on the
new Canadian war loan announced former publisher and editor on leave
that many famous stars of stage and from the Medill School of Journalism,
screen will come to Canada to take Northwestern University on Friday,
part in a series of Victory
broadcasts each Wednesday.

after

entertained

Music

7

New War Loan Campaign Of OWI's News Bureau

FINANCIAL

York

Paramount
14

—Oct.

—

HAVANA —
HONOLULU—

New

in

East

—

—

arrives

visit.

GRACIE FIELDS,
soon,

MARGO,
Victoria

(Universal Pictures)
(c)
Phantom of the Opera (Universal Pictures) Oct. 14
Hostages (Paramount Pictures)
Oct. 9
The Strange Death of Adolf Hitler (Universal Pictures)
Princess O'Rourke (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Nov. 5
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c)
The Story of a Great Love (CLASA-Mohme)-Oct. 8
(a) Dual bill
(c) Follows current bill.

LONDON—

ten-day

for a

CHARLES

— Russian
48th

Dept.

ANN SHERIDAN

Stanley

FUTURE OPENINGS

WASHINGTON—Andrew H.

by the State

is
.

and GOIklC

JULIEN BRYAN is back from Washington
where his South American shorts were approved

Rialto

TWO-A-DAY RUN
(Paramount
—
week
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

the

COMIM

Clobe

Pictures)
2nd
Century-Fox)

(United Artists)
of the 13th Cuest (Monogram)
the Rio Grande (Republic Pictures)

of

week

week
Little

(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
week

Under

(Universal

Ice

—

—

Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
Ernest W. Fredman, The
0882.
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St.. W. I.
PARIS—P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue MarMary Louise Blanco,
soulan (12).
Eileen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Sohuck,

BUENOS

—

Seeds of Freedom (Artkino Pictures)
6th week
The City That Stopped Hitler (Paramount Pictures
documentary)
5th
week
Black Angels (Spanish Picture)
Swedish Rhapsody (Scandinavian Films)

Calif.—

Blvd.,

Down

from
the

Wintertime
Thank Your
Fired
Wife
The Kansan
The Mystery

THE

Representatives:

—4th

Jeannie English film)
4th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm) 4th week
Johnny Come Lately (United Artists-Cagney)
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Theater
Hollywood
Music Hall
Astor

week
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—

Thousands Cheer
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures)
A Lady Takes a Chance (RKO Radio Pictures) 3rd

::::::

BAHN

— 11th
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Mon.Oct.
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Picture and Distributor
This is the Army (Warner Bros. Pictures!
So Proudly
Hail (Paramount Pictures)

1945

4,
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Ben Pivar Named Univ.
Production Executive
Ben Pivar, who for

M

years has
been an associate producer at Universal, has been elevated to a post
as one of the studio's supervising
production executives. He will have
supervision over a number of features, the western output and short
subjects.
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Strand and Hollywood, Warner Theaters,
Plug Competitive Capitol's Midnight Shotv

Delinquency
{Continued from Page

The

1)

torseplay and practical joking frelently accomplish the same ends,
A are costing- much in material de-

duction and wasted manpower. He
ooke of carelessness and practical
they affect industrial
as
iking
'iants, calling for constant vigilance.
JKatharine Lenroot, Chief of the
hildren's Bureau of the Department
f Labor, called for co-ordinated commnity action to control juvenile denquency. Both practical joking and
ctual delinquency, usually resulting
10m the war atmosphere, have been
^sponsible for the headaches of exAnibitors during the past year.
ouncing the release of a special bul?tin entitled "A Community Proram for Prevention and Control of
uvenile Delinquency in Wartime,"

competitive theaters to include in their newspaper ads, Thursday
night and Friday, the line "See the Broadway Star Show Free at the Capitol,
October 1, Midnite, by Buying Bonds here" were the New York Strand and the
Hollywood.
Both are Warner houses. The Capitol currently is playing "Johnny
Come Lately," starring the now independent James Cagney, who pulled out of
the Warner fold recently and whose "feud" with the company continues in the
current Satevepost via an article by H. Allen Smith.

JERSEY

only

DISPERSAL SALE
MAPLEWOOD FARMS
Maple,

Ontario,

Canada

(

Lenroot said:
"Delinquency problems start ai
ocal doorsteps, and it is there that
»ur major attacks on them should be
inade. It is to help both parents and
groups to take leadership in the
vliss

iiobilization of

community resom-ces

in behalf of children in trouble or in
langer of becoming delinquent that
he Children's Bureau has prepared a
bulletin covering the situation.
"Working closely with seven other
Federal agencies in the development

programs to combat juvenile delinquency, the Children's Bureau has
nad the benefit of suggestions from
)f

agencies in the formulation of
:his over-all statement.
"War conditions have aggravated
living problems for many youngsters,
in the face of hardships arising
from separation of fathers, employment of mothers, migration of families,
unstable economic conditions
and the general spirit of wartime
adventure of excitement. Our boys
and girls, by and large are standing
up magnificently, in some communi-

,:hese

nevertheless, juvenile
quency is on the upgrade."
ties,

delin-

Miss Lenroot said that reports received by the Children's Bureau from
82 courts, serving areas of 100,000
or more population, show an increase
of 16 per cent in the cases brought
before" these courts between 1940 and
1942, and that, as reported by the
courts, it looms largest in growing
war production centers.

Conversion to Fuel Oil
Mideast Allied Regional
No Longer Asked of Exhibs. With W. Pa. Convention
(Continued from Page

1)

{Continued from Page

1)

suspend the tion will be held on Monday and
Con- Tuesday, Oct. 18-19, at the Rooseyear-old conversion program.
version is no longer expected of any velt Hotel here.
theater operator.
George Corcoran, general chairAlthough the fuel oil situation remains serious, the supply of coal man of the convention, has appointed
the following committees for this
is at a point where the short suplast of several steps to

plies of both, in relation to existing

affair:

—

General Committee Gene Angelo,
heating equipment are in balance.
"In general it will not be easier Peter Antonoplos, Thomas Bello,
to buy fuel oil than coal this Winter Charles R. Blatt, Bart Dattola, Harin the ration area," OPA said, "and ry Fleishman, C. E. Gable, Hyman
therefore, it will not be to the ad- Goldberg, Sam Gould, F. E. Halsey,
vantage of a consumer who has con- Mrs. Fannie Keaser, Frank King, O.
verted from oil to coal to reconvert A. Kihchel, Miss Chrystal Cupler, N.
back to oil. Fuel oil rations will not A. Malanos, J. J. McFadden, Charles
be issued, except in extreme hard- Mervis, George M. Purcell, Peter
ship cases, for equipment reconverted Profili, Larry Puglia, Mrs. Agnes
from coal to the use of fuel oil. OPA Querner, J. H. Rankin, Harry Radistrict directors must aprove ah ap- chiele, Stephen Santa, Mike Serventi
plications for heating oil to suppiy and William G. Serrao.
such altered equipment from users
Publicity Committee E. T. Beedle,
who contend they will suffer unrea- chairman; Robt. Klingensmith, cosonable hardship unless the ration is chairman; Frank Panapoulos, Ruissued."
dolph Navari, Harry Rachiele, Harry

—

Although

ceive

fuel

consumers

all
oil

rations

for

will

re-

1943-44

without regard to convertibility,
users are not eligible for an oil ration this year if, by Sept. 24, substantial work had been done to alter
their equipment or if by that time
conversion of the equipment had already been completed.

Hendel and David Fineman.
Entertainment Committee M. N.
Shapiro, chairman; Carl Poke, Norman Huhn, William Finkel, Floyd
Bender, Robert Leiber and William
Walker.
Advisory and Ways and Means
committees will be announced at a

—

later date.

A mideast regional Allied conference has been called by President
for
M. A. Rosenberg in conjunction with
the Western Pennsylvania convenGloversville, N. Y.
Gloversville
A
tion and leading exhibitors expected
theater man, Sergeant Sander Lazar,
to attend are: Ray Branch, of Michson of Major and Mrs. Lou Lazar,
igan, regional vice-president; Peter
officially reported missing in action
Wood, George W. Erdman and Wilby the War Department Aug. 23, has
lis Vance, of Ohio; Roy E. Harrold,
been recommended for a gallantry of
Indiana and Sidney Samuelson, of
award and termed "one of the great Eastern Pennsylvania.
Abram F.
heroes of this war." The recommenMyers, chairman of the national
dation was made by Brig. -Gen. U. G.
board of directors for Allied, will
Ent, Headquarters, Ninth U. S.
also be in attendance and will make
Army, and is revealed in a letter several important addresses during
written by the general to the missthe two-day business sessions.
ing flier's mother, Mrs. Mabel P.
dinner-dance is being planned to
Lazar.
Sergt. Lazar was a member of the close the convention on Tuesday eveair force that made the raid on the ning.

Lazar, Missing in Raid,

Recommended

Award

An

opportunity of a lifetime

buy 120 head of high class
Jerseys built on the blood of
Edgeley Dreaming Countess,
grand champion female at the
Canadian National Exhibition,
the Royal Winter Fair and
National Dairy Show, Dallas,
Texas. Countess was bred by
Alfred Bagg and Sons, Edgeley,
and is the only Canadian-bred
cow ever to win the National
Dairy Show.
Countess' son, Edgeley Wellborn Count, has 41 daughters
to

in the sale, many of them top
show animals.
There are 6 daughters of the
Grand Champion bull, Bramp-

ton Jester's Standard 2nd, as
well as several of his grand-

daughters.

There are representatives of
other famous sires.

Many cows and
due early
is

fully

oil

and refineries in

fields

—

annual convention in Indianapolis at

Fred Strubank Stricken
Detroit
Nye
Zeidman

Carroll
B.

Marcel Silvc

f.

manager

—Fred

Strubank, city sales

the Indianapolis Athletic Club, Oct.
26.

luncheon will be held. Further deis dead from
survived by the tails and program will be released

for Republic,

a heart attack, He
wife and a son.

is

The usual banquet and noon

later.

heifers are

fall.

accredited and

The herd
all

nega-

the blood test for Bangs.
There are 40 head of the

younger stock that have been

The herd

will

be

classified before Sale Day.

In

vaccinated.
all

there are:

30 mature cows
17 3-year olds
21

Yearlings

15 4-year olds
11 2-year olds

22 calves
4 bulls.
The

sale will

be held at the

Farm on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER

A

Rumania Aug. 1.
Indiana Exhibs. to Meet
Popularly known as "Sandy," LaFor One Day on Oct. 26
Schine
zar was assistant head of the
Circuit's home office publicity deIndianapolis The Associated Thepartment when he enlisted in the
ater Owners of Indiana will hold its
Air Corps.

the

tive to

—

Ploesti

in

at 11 A.

12

M.

For catalogue and other
information write or wire
r.
Capitol

McClelland
Theatre,

Toronto,

Canada

Or

James Bremner, Sales Mgr.
749 Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada

MAPLE FARMS
Maple, Ontario

1W
Monday, October
DAILY

Decree Parleys Open

Expelled Managers'

New York Today

In

Union

(.Continued from Page 1)

Sessions will be held in

Justice.

New

York.
Attorneys for the companies convened on Friday and reportedly mapped out proposals to be presented
Whether the meetto Clark today.
ings this week will develop into more
than a general discussion of the alleged shortcomings of the decree or
result in specific proposals for correction had not been determined at
the week-end.

Monogram

Sets

Deal With Orbe

Up Cuban
Company

(Continued from Page

headed by Trejo and Luis Sanchez

Amago.
Monogram's Latin American

ume

of business

is

American

supervisor,

vol-

Alban-

who

Latinstates

in great part

due to the
special attention which is being
given to those markets in planning
Leading
Monogram's production.
that this

is

•

Spanish- American stars, for instance,

have been signed recently, including
Fortunio Bononova, of "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" fame, and Armida.

NASHVILLE'S Family Sudekum is in the dough
But
it was not always thus albeit it is true that quite some years ago they
started a bakery
Subsequently, an ice cream manufacturing plant
was launched
As the oldest son of Henry Sudekum, Tony was invested with the principal responsibilities revolving upon Father Sudekum's three boys ...... He delivered hot bread in a basket and ice
cream in a push cart
Harry and Clarence later lent a hand
To take care of growing business volume and deliveries over greater
distances, a horse and wagon were added to the commercial ventures
When all this was in full swing, Nashville had four or five
that lasted less than 30 minutes ......
for starting

which

later

Socker Coe to Serve As
M.C. at Ampa "Salute"
1)

the honor roll committee have been
sent to Barret McCormick, Jack Ellis, Russell Holman, Harry Mandel,
J.

their flare
in-

Father Sudekum, the fountain head of the clan's love

for

terested

innovations,

The Sudekums, with

something, particularly Tony and Harry, became very

advanced the capital, and so was born the Crescent Theater
gave name to the nationally-known chain. The Crescent

Amusement Co

THE

Sudekums gave Nashville honest-to-goodness film
stands, then gave it better ones,— all with no competition
They
opened the Princess, the Fifth Avenue, Knickerbocker, and the Rex,
later leasing the Paramount from Warners,— all these in the uptown
district
Then came a belt of suburban houses including Belmont,
Woodland, State, Elite, Roxy, Capitol, Madison and Woodbine
When the present war broke out, Crescent had just completed the lastnamed, and several of the others had just been replaced with swell
new buildings, and the "repalcement" process will be resumed after
the war
Harry died several years ago, but Clarence M. (Hap)
Sudekum is manager of the State.
.Father Sudekum is retired, fully
enjoying the fruits of his labors
About three years ago, Tony
built the Belle Meade Theater and shopping center, a super-suburban, rated with best in the South, and just before the shutdown on
amusement construction he completed another, the Melrose, each
costing about $750,000
The Melrose has a "Bowling Center" sec-

•

•

#

Robert Rubin, Joseph Seidelman,

Phil Reisman, Morton Spring, Murray Silverstone, John W. Hicks, Joseph McConville, Walter Gould, Robert Schless and Morris Goodman.

tion with 32 alleys

.

.

.

Crescent has centralized film buying, distribu-

and a full-time equipment maintenance man
"Good News Weekly," full of neighborhood gossip and advertising for
the 15 houses, is published by Crescent and distributed via theater
tion,

supplies,

—

It"
its

The Motion Picture Theater Man
agers and Employes, which was drop
ped from the ranks of the Unitec
Office and Professional Workers oJ
America, CIO, on Thursday, wil
continue to organize theater staff:
independently, it was announced o;
Friday by D. F. Barreca, its pre'
dent, in a statement assailing the Lotion of the

UOPWA.

The charter

of the union, whicl
has been organizing front-of-the
house employes, was withdrawn on i
variety of charges, the most griev
ous being that the group had faile<
to comply with the demands of th<

UOPWA

to institute full democratic
practices in its operations as pro
vided in the constitution of thi
UOPWA. Notification of UOPWA'
action was carried in a letter signei
by Lewis Merrill, president of th
CIO affiliate, which requested Bar.
reca to disband his union and t<
transfer all its members to the sta
tus
in
of members-at-large
th'

In a letter to Richard Lewis, act
ing
secretary-treasurer
of
th'
UOPWA, Sidney Larschan, secre
tary-treasurer of the MPTME, sai
his union refused to comply with th
UOPWA's request because front-of
the-house labor represented a grou]
of employes badly in need of pro
tection.
The letter added that th
action "lets down a loya
and efficient group of people wh
were and are worthy of protection.
Barreca, in denying the UOPWA'
charges that led to the withdraws
of his union's charter, charged tha

UOPWA

itself had been guilt
the
of violating democratic practices i
that it had given him no chance t
defend himself and the conduct o
his union. He described the UOPWA'
charges as of "a minor nature" an
said they "did not constitute a seri
ous breach of the UOPWA's consti

tution."

:

The ....
• • BESIDES his Nashville holdings, Tony has interests (which
Government has ordered him to dispose of) in about 50 other MidTennessee theaters
He's known to pic salesmen and exchange
solons as a hard and shrewd bargainer, yet one who never fails to
play out every contract and meet every obligation to the distributor
Among latter, and producers, he has thousands of friends
Is one
of Nashville's most valuable citizens; director of banks and other institutions; chairman of Nashville Housing Authority; member of a County
Rationing Board; State chairman of the Motion Picture War Bond Ac-

FEMME TOUCH

the

Apollo

and Garrick theaters for a joint
showing of Red Skelton in "I Dood
It." This is the first time these two
houses have been used for a joint
opening of the same film.

WEDDING BELLS

Committee; active member of the Lutheran Church; trustee

tivities

colleges

and

He

tions

Miss Martha Groomes Hughes of
Portland, Ore., was married Thursday to Lieutenant Nixon Griffis, son
of Stanton Griffis and the late Mrs.
Griffis. The ceremony was performed
at St. James Church by the Rev.
Horace Donegan, with only the immediate families present.

and director of many charitable organizaand equipment for every State institution in

Takes satisfaction

—

and Johnny Lawrence

,

in

are

unique

A VENGE

is

a very human employer

fact that three brothers,

managers

—Lloyd,

Joe

of three of his Nashville houses.

T
•

office.

GERTRUDE

SELZNICK,

PEARL HARBOR!

T

contract

20tf

clerk,

fox, Cleveland.

EVE RUBENFELD, secretary

to

A.

W.

Hartfor

20th-Fox, Seattle.

HATTEN,

PATRICIA

furnishes film

meets

Kar

ELLA EN RIGHT, head of photosrat-mimeograpt
addressograph department, 20th-Fox Hon

NAIDA MOORE,

it

PRC,

sal.-swoman,

film

sas City.

Moines.

Having himself climbed the ladder, he

•

JOAN BASTIAN,

private schools;

Tennessee, and gets Legislature's vote of thanks every time

•

of

I

UOPWA

lobbies

•

Twin Shows for "I Dood
Chicago B & K is using

to Continue

UOPWA.

.

(Continued from Page

Sudehum

•

•

T

decidedly on the

upswing, according to H.
Mestanza, the company's

Exhibitor Profiles: Tony

"shoe-box" theaters, nickel admission, with no refunds for film-breaks

1)

Monogram's current program.
The deal calls for 26 features and
12 westerns, and was closed in New
York Cnty by Fernando Trejo in behalf of Orbe Distributing Co., a newly formed distributing organization
of

1943

4,

s

biller,

clerk,

billing

20th-Fox,
20th-Fox,

t>>

Winn

peg.

ANNA

SICICNANO,

New

ALICE WOIK,

booker,

MARIE

biller,

BELL,

MABEL GEORGE,
INEZ HELSMAN,
EVA SHERROCK,
coin,

Paramour.

contract clerk,

Haven.
Republic,

Buffalo.

Paramount,

Buffalo.

inspectress,
office,

RKO,

20th-Fox,

assistant
Springfield, III.

Buffalo.

Buffalo.

manager,

Fox-L

<

>nday.

October

1943

4,

cn\tmtv

Overseas Offices Offered to
irmon Says No Reply
Letter Received from

Seeks Services of its
Charter Member Cast of a Full Decade Ago

ISight of Stars

'erseas Service Div.
(Continued from Pane

n the

wake

of that

Sponsoring committee of the forthcoming Night of Stars, to be held in
Madison Square Garden on the night of Nov. 16 for the benefit of United

1)

made on Wed-

day by Jack Benny

in

Aid

which the

ter declared that the films being
>wn to troops in the areas covered
rhim during his recent 10-week

is preparing to give
this 10th anniversary of the original gala
presentation some of the flavor of a decade ago. To effect this, the committee
Goldman, Burns and Allen, George
is asking Leopold Stokowski, Edwin Franko

Jewish Appeal,

Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Kate Smith, Abbott & Costello,
Robinson, Jascha Heifetz, Paul Muni, Lana Turner, Milton Berle,
Bill
Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor, and numerous others who appeared at the
first Night of Stars, to be in this new edition.
Jessel,

Al

Jolson,

under USO-Camp Shows auswere "so old that Shirley
mple wasn't born yet."
Taking cognizance of both the
nny and Jolson contentions, Fran- tures, with comments as to the reg- tainment, asserted Jolson, explaining
that in many places the boys rarely
S. Harmon, executive vice-chair- ularity of their exhibition.
;]m of the industry's War Activi"Last year, in an effort to insure see a woman, still less a white woCommittee, issued a formal ex- these films getting through to the man.
£
nation to the press, vindicating front line fighters for whom they
Boys Want Beautiful Gals
well as clarifying filmland's po- were intended," Harmon continued,
"The boys would give two months
ion in the supply of motion pic- "the War Activities Committee sent
of their pay to see girls like Betty
res for overseas use.
an official communication to the Spe- Grable and Rita Hayworth.
For
cial Service Division offering the en- God's sake send them more beautiDemands Attention
tire overseas facilities and person- ful girls," begged Jolson, who added
I Harmon asserted that "the reports
industry to that he found little demand for seriserious film deficiencies overseas nel of the motion picture
inand immediate attention by the the War Department in connection ous entertainment.
The comedian disclosed that he
ar Department and such remedial with the distribution and servicing
of these films and of the Army's had prepared an extensive report on
tion as a complete investigation
Government authorities may war- projection equipment. We even sug- the subject of film entertainment
gested that if it were impracticable provided those in the sectors visited
ni.
He said he was turning
"The American motion picture in- for us to handle this in a civilian by him.
ustry," Harmon said, "is proud of capacity, then one of our exchanges over his findings and observations,
in
each
country
where
our
are
men
plus plenty of suggestions, to the
e fact that it commenced deliveru
Jolson as:-g its gift of current motion pic- on combat duty be militarized, since film industry for study.
in
our
opinion
the
secret
of satisfac- serted that his report, which he
.re program to the Army in Februtory distribution was trained, ex- prepared on his own initiative, con,ry, 1942, for free showing to our
anting men in combat areas abroad. perienced personnel on the job in tained among its data a list of prints
o date, we have delivered 6,635 of each overseas theater of operations. which were supplied for exhibition
"No written reply to this letter at the posts and hospitals where he
icse gift programs, many times
ii-

es

i

;

i

l

:

-

•

Distribution
177 Programs Turned
Over for Shipment Last
Week, Harmon Declares
they wouldn't complain about buying
sacrificing this or that.
Jolson revealed that he played to
400,000 soldiers, exclusive of those
hospitalized, during his tour, which
was his fourth voluntary overseas
stint for USO-Camp Shows. He covered some 40,000 miles to give 120
performances, his audience ranging
from a single soldier to an "audience
of 18,000 at a racetrack in Sicily.
He experienced the thrill of witnessing the surrender of the Italian fleet
from a Palermo vantage point.
The comedian said he had set no
date for his return to the Coast,
where two film assignments await
him, the first in "Rhapsody in Blue,"

Bonds or

the George Gershwin film which is
in production at Warner Bros., and
the second in "The Life of Al Jolson," which Columbia has on its
schedule and in which the actor will
play himself. Jolson has a producer
deal at Columbia.

!,

.

"Boys Overseas See All New
Pix We Can Get"—Hubbell
FILM DAILY
—"TheTHEboys
are see-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

.

,

mm.

prints of new picires over to the Army authorities
>r shipment before a single theater
.idience in the United States had
een the picture.
'Stage Door Cansen,' 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' 'Starpangled Rhythm,' 'Tarzan's New

irning 16

ork Adventure' are illustrations.
"Furthermore, the Special Service
•ivision of the Army has been comletely free for more than 12 months
d order any number of prints from
he industry's entire supply of curent releases. At the beginning, the
fenny ordered only four prints. Toay we are delivering 38 prints of
ach film.
Last week 177 current
notion picture programs were turned
>ver to the Army overseas film exhange in New York for shipment
ibroad.

dated November 30, 1942, was ever appeared.
Asserting that the men in the Afreceived.
We were told orally by
officers of the Special Service Di- rican and Mediterranean theaters of
vision that our suggestion was im- war are in bad need of entertainpracticable and that steps were being ment but "get nothing," Jolson
taken to insure satisfactory distri- voiced a plea for more topflight enbution of the industry's gift films." tertainers to volunteer their ser-

from members

of the

ndustry in military service overseas
;hat the films getting through to
;hem were frequently old and insufficient in number and that the projection equipment was unsatisfactory. In each instance we promptly
shared these communications with
officers of the Special Service Division and were repeatedly assured that
these were only isolated instances.

service, questioning the

those
uct.

who selected the
He said he found

in the

judgment

of

screen prodthat the men

were definitely averse to war pictures, desiring musicals, comedies
and other light entertainment. "They
want no war in their pictures," he
said, "because they live it every
day." He cited one instance where,
in order to obtain the kind of feature entertainment they craved, a
We hope that this is still the case, group of soldiers spliced together
especially in view of the fact that seven one-reel musical shorts to
we have recently been receiving an make a full-length film. Especially
increasing number of communica- do the service men in the areas he
tions
from overseas expressing visited want girls and more girls,
grateful appreciation for new pic- preferably glamorous in their enter-

seas.

Ready

As

to

we

new

pictures.

They're seeing

all

Every print we get from the
industry goes overseas and is shown
get.

daily on one of our regular circuits,"
Major John W. Hubbell, chief of distribution for the Special Service Division, told the The Film Daily

Friday.
A press

was being pre-

release

pared

late Friday, Major Hubbell
said, but did not refer specifically to

add to the Benny or Jolson statements. He
admitted, however, that those statemen.
ments had occasioned the release.

In his statements to the press
"Those in the radio and picture
Jolson said that the shortage of professions who have not gone over
prints in the areas in which he ap- there ought to be ashamed of thempeared during his two-month tour selves," Jolson said. He was espeof service posts and hospitals was so cially critical of "the Cantors, the
serious that many pictures were "in Skeltons, the Jessels and the Halshreds" by the time the military seys," who, he asserted, had failed
personnel saw them.
According to to offer their talents for the enterthe comedian, some prints were in tainment of our armed forces in the
such a state that the dialogue could various theaters of war.
He said
that entertainers "ought to consider
scarcely be understood.
Jolson was critical of the nature it an honor and a privilege" to be
of the film entertainment that was able to perform for our boys over-

Says Some Complaints Received
"We have received from time to being provided for the boys
:ime reports

vices to USO-Camp Shows to
the happiness of our fighting

Shortage of Prints

ing

Go Back, He Says

for himself, he hadn't given up

"a thing" by applying his time to
the entertainment of our troops, Jolson told the members of the press.
"I am ready to go back when they
want me to," he said. In fact, he
would love to go back, added the
comedian, who said there was a possibility he might make an appearance on Mussolini's favorite balcony
in Rome when the Allied forces
gained control of the Italian capital.
According to Jolson, if people at
home had to go through what our
boys in the theaters of war which he
visited are required to go through,

Major Hubbell pointed out that the
sion

is

now

in

the

what has thus far been

—

divi-

process of "licking'"
its greatest difficulty

the distribution of adequate equipment.
"We now have 60 per cent more equipment
overseas than we had a few months ago,"
he explained, "and by the end of this year
we will have twice as much on overseas
encampments as we have today. In one area
alone we have today three times as many
projectors as we had a month ago, and a
huge quantity of equipment is on the water

now."

Two greatest difficulties are the procurement of 16 mm. Technicolor prints and
care of the film once it gets overseas. The
capacity for production or 16 mm. color
prints is hardly enough for war orders, said
Major Hubbell, "but we are working now
to increase it.
We were supposed to get
one Technicolor, release a month, but it
hasn't been possible to turn them out." The
division
is
anxious to get recent Betty
Grable and Alice Faye pix printed and
shipped.
As for the film, the conditions under
which most prints are shown are incredibly
bad with the projectors frequently working
only in response to prayers.
As for the
projectionists, "In many eases they should
be peeling potatoes, but this is the Army,"
said Major Hubbell.

Al Gasser Dies
St. Louis,

Mo.

—Al Gasser, 49 years

old, projectionist at

the Rivoli The-

ater, died of pneumonia at the Christian Hospital here last week.
He

had been

ill

for about four days.

«
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Probe Looming

Sale Over

*

Si (.Continued from Page 1);

PROMOTED

CARL RUSSELL, USA,

complaints of the Rhinehook Theater Company for its theater in Rhinbeck, N. Y., and in Red Hook, N. J,

*

BERNARD

formerly Valencia, Chicago, to technical sergeant.
EDWARD HOULIHAN, USA, formerly Varsity,
Chicago, to corporal.
ROBERT BRUER, USA, formerly Riveria, Chicago, to staff sergeant.
,,
;

PIX FOR TROOPS: Jack Benny,

*

returning from USO performances
for our overseas troops in Africa, the JAMES VELDE,
Detroit.
Middle East and the Mediterranean B. BOZZONE,

area, raised something of a rumpus
by his statement that the pictures
being shown to our overseas troops
Major John
were old productions.
Hubbell of the U. S. Army's Overseas
Motion Picture Service, stated that
the Army had no part in showing
old films.
He said that 15,000,000
troops monthly see films shown at
Army camps overseas.
.

PERSONALS:

.

.

Stanton

Griffis

has

new

assumed his
duties as chief of
the Motion Picture Bureau of the

OWL

.

.

.

New York

John Eberson,

architect, has joined the
Office of Civilian Requirements as
head of its theater department.

theater

.

.

E. Palmer Hoyt,
rector,

OWI's domestic

di-

urged complete frankness

in

presentation of war news via
films, radio and newspapers, not
shirking war horrors.
Charles
Francis Coe, MPPDA counsel, in his
Buffalo speech, said the motion pictures' biggest role in the war is still
to come. In Toronto he declared that
the industry would have a great role
Competition
to play in the peace.
between England and the U. S., for
world film markets will be kept
the

.

.

.

.

.

"keen and clean," he stated.
Kirk B. Lawton, chief of the
.

.

.

Col.

Army

Pictorial Service, Signal Corps, stated that service pix in any joint campaigns in the future would be joint

productions, taken from news
shot by our allies as well as
owns service cameramen.
Cowan bought screen rights
.

Broadway
World" for

.

scenes

Lester

.

to the

booking

a price in excess of $350,-

*

manager,

may

.

.

be

.

An

Allied "buying
feature of the

a

regional meeting in New Haven.
Survey showed that theater vandalism on the part of delinquent juve.

.

.

has shown no decline.
CIO
revoked the charter it granted last
Spring to Local 151, Motion Picture
Theater Managers and Employes
Union.
Raw film stock was reThe
ported again at a low level.
Griffith circuit will push for an early
trial of the Government's anti-trust
Twentieth-Fox
action against it.
has established a new bureau, under
Hal Home's ad-publicity exploitation department, to aid neighborhood
Landand small town exhibitors.
lord of the Cameo Theater, Jersey
City, has filed a $450,000 triple-damage anti-trust suit against the distributors and several circuits.

niles

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FRED HERKOWITZ, RKO Theaters home

.

.

*~NAVY

TOM MOONEY,

Commend

*

—

—

office attractions of the year.
In Buffalo, leading motion picture men
present were: A. C. Hayman and Dick Walsh
of the Strand and Cataract Theaters. Niagara
Falls; Gus Basil and V. S. Balser of the
Basil Circuit; George McKenna and Jerry

Lafayette

Theater;

Mrs.

George

Gammel, Gammel Circuit; H. Dillemuth of
the Broadway Lyceum; F. Minor, Casino
Theater; Mr. and Mrs. Partyka, Sheldon
Theater and Mat and Wadsworth Konczakow-

Konczakowski

ski,

Circuit.

At the Dallas showing the following exhibitors attended: R. J, O'Donnell, Interstate
Circuit; H. B. Robb, C. V. Jones and William
Simms of Robb and Rowley Circuit; W. E.
Crist and Ed Green, IT. A. Army Motion
Picture Service; Andy- Sisk, Blakenship Circuit; H. S. Leon, Leon Circuit; Ed Hayle,
Jefferson Amusement; Phil Isley, Isley Theaters; R. I. Payne, Griffith Theaters; B. F.
White of the Index Booking Office.
Prominent showmen and exhibitors at the
Indianapolis showing were: Tom Baker. Earl
and Al Blocher, Affiliated Circuit;
Joe Cantor and Oscar Kuschner, Cooperative
Circuit; Harry Switow, Switow Enterprises:

W

Y &
Circuit and Joe
Auditorium Theater, Connersville.

Wolf,

coastVuard

Schilling,

those present at the Oklahoma
City screening were: H. R. Falls and H. O.
Star; of the Griffith Circuit; Rex Graham,
State Theater; Charles Ferris and Robert
Busch, Uptown Theater and J. L. Groves,
Midwest and Liberty Theaters.
Exhibitors o fthe Portland territory included: Claude S. Jensen; Kenneth Hodgkinson
Albert Firike: Mose Mescher; Albert
Forman: Arthur Adamson Francis Balke: Bob
White; Isaac Geller; C. F. MeFadden; O. J.
Miller;
Earl Hunt; Gerard Fowler; Lew
Metzelaar; Joe Brandt and Harold Donner.
Exhibitors and circuit heads who attended
the St. Louis showing were: Steve Farrar,
Turner-Farrar Circuit: Gus Kerasotes, George
Kerasotes and Dave Jones of the Kerasotes
Circuit; representatives of the Lou Ansell
and James Frisina Circuits; Marvin Griffin,

Washington Bureau of

Washington

*

War News
THE FILM DAILY

—That

the

American

Circuit; I. Wenshank, Publix CirC, Beruett,
Gasconade Circuit: Fred
Suttar, Fox West Coast and many independent
exhibitors.
cuit:

Projectionist

Burned

Australia

contained

people are not being adequately in-

The Film Daily F

this "just brings things

a head. It comes at a most inoppc
tune time for the motion picto
industry.
It simply shows that
lot of the things I've been telli
the industry for a long time me
study."
Ploeser told The Film Daily
month ago when he started to wr
this bill that he felt the movie
dustry is being "used" by the prest
administration.
He referred spe

!

:

formed about the war, was the declaration last week by the OWI fically to "Mission to
Moscow
Newspaper Advisory Committee. Ten "Price of Victory," and several otr
including several who are
broadcasters, attended the meeting
at which the statement was made.
Confidence in the OWI's Domestic
Bureau was expressed in the stateeditors,

A survey by a committee
showed "that the majority opinion is
ment.

that the smaller, streamlined service
from the domestic branch adequately
serves the purpose."
"We commend the efforts of the
OWI officials to obtain a more complete and realistic picture of the war
in its every phase," the statement
continued. "We pay tribute to the
brilliant and courageous work of the
American war correspondents in the
field and on the seas."

9 Great States Houses
Set "Army" Premieres

he is certain t
picture industry does i
deliberately set out to lose a milh
dollars on a picture for no reas
at all. He declared that these loss
are moral' contributions to the i.
ministration propaganda effort.
Another incident which has the I
publicans bowling mad, is the li
in "This Is the Army" where, wh
his pay is increased from $30 to $
per month, one soldier offers thar
to the President.
films, declaring that

motion

May Submit Bill This Week
Ploeser said that his bill may
submitted this week, but that in a
event he will release the content
the bill this week. It is believed
the basis of his discussion a f
weeks ago, that he is aiming
OWI as much as at the indust
He made it plain that he thinks
"propaganda" carried on the scr«
is the result of administration pr
sure through OWI.
It is possible that he will seel
joint investigation with a commit
composed of both Senators and R<
resentatives. He refused to say v
attended the meeting which he cal
Reminded of the abort
Friday.
investigation of alleged propagai
carried on by several isolatior
Senators two years ago, Ploe
said that he thought he would I
much better. He was studying i\
record of these hearings Frhl
1

—

Chicago Special premieres of Irving Berlin's "This is the Army" have
been set by Great States Circuit in
nine houses, starting Oct. 7, with
others to follow.
Great States stands already set
for the advanced-price openings of
the Warner Bros, musical for Army
Relief include Aurora, Joliet, Decatur, Rock Island, Peoria, South Bend,
Elgin, Danville and Champaign.

;

Rodgers

in

Ploeser told

assistant manager, Earle, Philadel-

Realistic

Corps

day that

OWI Newspaper Group for
More

It

Exhibitor screenings of "Sahara,"
Columbia's Humphrey Bogart starrer, reached eight new cities
Albany, Buffalo, Dallas, Detroit, Indianapolis, Oklahoma City, Portland
and St. Louis during the past week,
and comments from leading exhibitors and showmen who attended continue to indicate that the picture
promises to be one of the top box-

Westgren,

USAAF

1)

The newsreel footage, sh
by cameramen of the U. S. Mari

marine private could not shoot Ja
because the Japs hate F. D. R. /'
and this private was a Republican.'
"Brings Things to a Head"

Chicago.

phia.

Exhibs, at Screenings of

"Sahara"

*
*

Roosevelt Theater,

*
JACK KIEFER,

Manor, Chicago.

(Continued from Page

subject.

humorous story by Mrs. Rooseve
The point of the story was tnat

JOSEPH ROTH, LaGrange Theater, Chicago.
EDWARD PEDERSEN, Iris, Chicago.

office

publicity department.

Varsity,

troit.

office.

.

.

JAMES

Chicago.
JR., Hollywood.
VELDE, Paramount booking manager, De-

Paramount,

photostat-mimeograph-addressdepartment head, 20th-Fox, home

Among

BRIEFS: Allied will take its row
with Columbia over announced pictures not shown, to the Columbia

JOHN BAUKNICHT,
CHARLES CHAPLIN,

WILL BRIMM,

Rex Carr, Marcus Circuit; George Landis and
the Joe Smith, Amusement Enterprises: Mare

000.

clinic"

ograph

ARMY

LITT, chief of service, Century, Chi-

cago.

.

by our Herndon

"Tomorrow

hit,

stockholders.

If

Film "Propaganda

1

Ex-Eastman Employe Killed
Rochester—Lieut. Henry J. Miller, night, and told The Film Da!
formerly of the Eastman Kodak Co. that there would at any rate be "• 1
here, died last week in Camp Swift, great difference.
I will go throv^
Tex., of injuries suffered in

an

air-

plane crash.

Chi. Censor Rejects

None

—

Chicago Chicago censor board in
September reviewed 91 feature films,
302,000 feet, made four cuts, but
rejected none and "pinked" none.

—

Perry, la. Richard Sheehan, 17,
operator of the Roxy theater here Chi. Nabes to Cut Matinees?
suffered minor burns, when a fire
Chicago Theaters in residential
swept through the interior of the districts may cut out matinees, owing
theater and an adjacent building. to labor shortage, now that the pubAll patrons left the theater safely. lic schools are open again.

—

with this thing. When I start soi
thing I intend to finish it."

Glass Leases Theater
West Springfield, Mass.

—

El
Glass, for the past 10 years with
Fabian Theaters, Inc., of New Y<
has taken over the direction of
Majestic theater under an 18-y
lease from the owner, M. J. Tilsoi

New

York.
The former mana;
Warren Brown, will remain fo
short time to acquaint Glass \
the setup.

—

October

ay,

4,

-m
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suit 1,000 Collected

Of United Newsreel

By Century

—

Algiers (By Air Mail Passed by
Censor) A move to advance the
cause of the United Nations among
the Moslems has been launched by
(Continued from Page 1)
J
EN. Messages were also read the Allies with the release in French
Wendell L. Willkie, from North Africa of the OWI's United
i
It
ers of China, South America and Newsreel in an Arabic version.
is the first time that a film entirely
r countries.
likhail Kalatosov, representative in Arabic has been presented in Alufeoviet Russia in the Western giers. The United Nations newsreel
i-isphere, brought greetings from in Arabic is presented under the
JJsts and workers of the Soviet auspices of the Psychological War

Writers Told

—

Branch of the Allied Army and of
the French film bureau.
Armenia, Belorussia, Aserbaijan,
The initial footage was made up
eskistan, "and the peoples who of shots of events that have transJ' 25 years ago had no written pired since the United States entered
industry, as well as from the
ers of Russia, the Ukraine, Geoi-

.

.

It is expected that the
will give the Moslems in North

the war.

cuage."
said, "The
Griffith are

alatosov

names

of

move

Africa a better idea of what the
the roots of the Soviet film his- United Nations are fighting for and
tn
and the names of younger of what is going on in the United
f
KJerican film artists and writers States, Great Britain and other albegining to be familiar symbols lied nations since these people unn how our great international art derstand French badly if at all.
A new issue of the United News| film binds together our whole
reel in Arabic is expected to be reMobilize Film Art
leased each week in the principal
Soviet film-workers call their cities of Tunisia, Algeria and MoEands in arms to mobilize to the rocco.
plin

I

and

bound up

\i

j

:

:»,

A

this

art

for

destruction

of

fascism and reaction. Let each
it be drama or tragedy,
ftiedy or musical film, serve this
at task. Let the American, Soviet
English cinema find broader and
^ld

i

whether

i,

Argentine Producers
Turning to Classics

—

.

i

ti

r •

-

,)

production and release as they are today,
s not easy to keep up with one's responto the public and to one's conscience
the one hand, and to stockholders on
other.
Dozier asserted the companies
heeding warnings sent out by exhibitors
country over to the effect that customers
y be expected to repudiate war pictures
those dealing with heroic underground
ivities. in ever increasing numbers.

ility

I

Stockholders' Profit Interest
Dozier stressed fact that every major comly is owned by thousands of stockholders,
o-c chief interest is the profit motive,
1 it is impossible to isrnore the commercial
box-office side of the business and coner only the educational or propaganda
e.
however important operators of comnies might actually regard the latter.
He
d although analytical movie-makers apeiate more than ever before the demands
more enlightened picture audiences for
;ter
stories
behind their pictures, the
ipl.v of such properties is less
and that
why prices for outstanding story properhave exceeded all hitherto recognized
5
els and also why the studios have been
lged to turn to types of material toward
ich they heretofore would have had little
lination, to wit; properties like "Mission

Moscow,"

"One

World,"

Mrs.

Vuono Takes

Net Up io $2,771,338
(.Continued from Page 1)

for the same period was $8,445,538
as contrasted to $4,482,643 in the
similar period of last year.

Garry Moore

U. $., U. K. Technician

Exchange Proposed

—

London (By Air Mail Passed by
Censor) A move to set up machinery to make possible an exchange
technical
talent between
of film
Great Britain and the United States
at the close of the war has been
launched by the Association of Cine
Technicians.
Talks on the possible

—

employment

of

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,
REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF AUGUST 24, 1912, and MARCH 3, 1933.
OF THE FILM DAILY, published daily

American techni- except Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays
New York, N. Y.. for October I, 1943:
making are un- State
of New York
)

derstood to have already been held.
The British Film Producers' Association has pledged its support to
the

Demand

in

Clicking
of
comedian
Garry
Moore, co-starring with Jimmy Durante on the new Camels show over
NBC Thursday nights, has resulted
in a flood of agents and studios bidding for his services. 20th CenturyFox and Universal are leading in
the Moore Marathon.
Helen Ainsworth of NCAC outdistanced her
competitors in the agency field to
sign Moore under a long-term managerial arrangement.

ians in Biitish film

New

County of

York.

ss

at

.

)

Before me, a notary public, in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared Donald M. Mersereau, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes
and says that he is the Business Manager of
FILM DAILY, and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),

proposals drown up by
ACT. These proposals have been THE

placed in the hands of the

IATSE

and the MPPDA in the United States etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date
through the offices of M-G-M at the shown in the above caption, required by the
suggestion of Sir Alexander Korda. Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the
Act of March 3, 1933 embodied in Section
The idea has also been taken up with 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the Ministry of Labor, which has the reverse of this form to wit
assured the ACT that
support to the plan.

The move

is

it

will give its

an outcome of ACT's

disapproval of the practice of having foreign technicians work in British studios to the disadvantage of
British technicians of equal skill.
The ACT feels that an exchange of
technical talent will strike a balance.
Richard F. Walsh, head of the
IATSE, said here yesterday that he
had no knowledge of the ACT move.
He asserted that no copy of the proposal to exchange technical talent
had yet reached the IATSE offices
in New York.

State
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Mary DeVry "E" Awards Continued

Springdale, Conn.
Mrs.
DeVry announces the
Chicago
Vuono, retired for the past seven
years from theater operation, has War and Navy Departments have
taken over the operation of the 840- renewed the "E" award for another
seat State, until recently operated six months. DeVry has also received an order for 12 standard 35 ments
by the late Ben Leo.

—

mm.

Dodd's Diary" and similar non-obvious picture subjects.

The following message from President
Roosevelt was read at Writers Congress: "I
send these greetings to the Writers Congress
with a deep sense of the significance of a
gathering of writers in these times. It is a
symbol, it seems to me, of our American
faith in the freedom of expression
of our
reliance upon the talents on our writers to
present and clarify the issues of our times.
Already, men and women gathered there have
rendered great service in elucidating for the
nation issues of this war and the nature of
our enemies. I am confident that they will
perform an equal service, as victory becomes
increasingly assured, in informing the people
of the complex problems that must be solved
"Ambassador if peace is to be a living reality."

—

error

press

reciprocity

Buenos

Aires (By Air Mail
9 ter
ways to make relations be- Passed by Censor) Impelled by the
aen our united nations closer, need for new material and not darTogether we ing to touch the war question in
ner and warmer.
their films, the Argentine producers
do this."
peaking at "The Feature Film" seminal have made a rush for the classics in
Dozier, the hope of solving their problem.
writers Congress. William
amount story and scenario editor, de- The EFA is about to release a film
ed "a balance must be maintained beon Balzac's "La peu de
en pictures whose educational value is based
ain. but whose box office is uncertain.
chagrin" ("The Wild Ass's Skin").
those whose box office value is certain San Miguel has made a film
based
whose propaganda educational value is
btful or even non-existent."
He urged on Ibsen's "Doll's House" under the
ters to try to anticipate what the public title
of "Nora," the name of the
be ready for at war's end.
play's heroine, while Lumiton has
lozier said: "If any of us feel, as I am
announced a "Sappho." San Miguel
many of us do. that 12 to 18 months
n today is apt to find us with the war expects to release a film based on
hid
us.
then
it
is
high
time story the "Traviata" story in 1944.
desks in Hollywood are bombarded
The Argentine producers seem to
h
post-war themes, which cannot only
us all to discharge our responsibilities have come to the realization that the
shaping of things to come, but which, il stories they have used so far are
iperly timed and properly merged with
mostly devoid of human interest and
ertainment, can also satisfy the dividend
are based on slapstick comedy pri
Svers."
lozier pointed out that with conditions marily.
1

39-Week

Universal':

Circuit

in the War Acdepartment sloughed
off the efforts of the Century Circuit of 38 theaters by saying that it
had sold only $84,000 in sales on
Free Movie Day, held on Sept. 27.
Actually, a later check showed this
figure should have been $684,000.

clerical

tivities

i

Wfit

;

DAILY

Launch Arabic Version

Most Powerful

ol,

:

:

—

projector outfits from the British War Relief Society for Australian camps, making 30 outfits being
shipped to the South Pacific zone.

Detroit

Censor Retires

—

Detroit Detective Ed Hicks, Detroit censor for many years, is retiring from the Police Department
George Forsyth, forthis month.
merly with the Accident and Prevention Bureau, is taking his poat,
and is now reviewing films for the

department.
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Too Many

Pix, IA. Exhib.

War

Msg. McClafferty Says Legion of Decency
Concerned Only in Films'' Moral Content

View

—

Des

Moines, la. The public is
getting too many war pictures,
according to the operators, a survey
made of Iowa exhibitors for Film
Daily, discloses today. A cross-section survey of the exhibitors was
taken on the question whether the
public is getting the right mixture
of war films and musical comedies.
The theater operators were virtually 100 per cent in reporting too
still

many war
Some of

Monday, October

CfHTmhv

Speaking on The Catholic Hour, carried nationally by NBC yesterday, the
Very Reverend Monsignor John J. McClafferty, executive secretary of the
National Legion of Decency said "the Legion of Decency is interested exThe Legion is
clusively in the moral content and quality of motion pictures.
Neither is
not pre-occupied with the technical or artistic values of the film.
the Legion concerned with the legal, commercial or administrative aspects or
policies which make up the commercial warp and woof of the Industry."

War Medals for Two N. E. MPPDA Rep. Says Film
Film Men Now in Service Biz is a National Asset

—Two

—

B. A. Theater Gross

Up 14.7%

in

6 Mos.

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail
Passed by Censor) A total gross

—

12,800,000 pesos, representing a
of 14.7 per cent as compared to t
same period of last year, is n
ported by the city's theaters for tl
Admissions jji
first half of 1943.
14.4 per cent to 15,400,000 for 6l'
performances, an increase of 3.1 pi
cent over the early half of last yea.
The average ticket price was tl
equivalent of 20 cents in Americ;

Declaring it has
Dubuque, la.
taken the present world crisis to money.
proved to America that the motion
The "take" of the city's film th<
picture industry is a national asset, aters during the first half of 19'
Irving E. Deer, field representative
was accounted for by 177 houses, 1
of the MPPDA, spoke before the Du- per
cent under the number of spo:
buque Rotary club.
in operation during the same montr
Pictures
His subject was "Motion
of 1942.
in a World at War."
Further statistics reveal that l r
Describing the responsibilities of films were released in Buenos
dier's medal, he informed his parents the industry, Deer explained that the
Orin the first half of this year.
Springfield, Mass.

pictures.

officials of

comments included: Western Massachusetts Theaters,
"Mix them up. The public is get- Inc., were this week proudly surveyting a bit fed up on war pictures." ing the accomplishments of their
"No war pictures.
Newsreels relatives, who have won decorations
and war shorts all they will take." for themselves in the air.
"Comedy preferred.
Some war
To Capt. Jack Smith, son of Ed
pictures are O.K."
Smith, city manager of the Para"Too much war. Public seems to mount, Arcade and Broadway Thealike
their
entertainment in the ters, the Army has awarded the solthe

lighter vein."
"No war pictures wanted. Straight
or musical comedy or good drama
preferred."
"Positively too much war."
"Technicolor musicals preferred."
Some of the exhibitors explained
that war pictures built on the musical comedy style are okay, if not
overdone.
The war picture with a
lot of blood and thunder was nixed
because the parents are worried
enough without seeing what their

boys are going through.

Sydney, Melbourne Film
Jams Broken by Agreement

—

Sydney (By Air Mail)
Relief
from the first-run booking jams in
Sydney and Melbourne is seen as a
result of increased holdover figures,
used to determine whether a feature will run another week, agreed

by

Hoyts Theatres, 20th-Fox,
and Gaumont British Dominions Films.
Solution, announced in
a joint statement by the four companies and expected to be agreed to
by United Artists, will lop off at
least a week and in many cases,
two and three weeks from city runs
enabling suburban houses to get
to

RKO

product that much sooner.
Houses concerned are the Regent,
Plaza, Century, Mayfair and Embassy in Sydney and the Regent,
Plaza, Capitol and De Luxe in MelAgreement follows two
bourne.
months of negotiations with United
Artists' position to be clarified when

UA

head,
Sid Albright, local
turns from New Zealand.

Palace Decision Due Oct

1

re-

,

—

Youngstown, O. Decision is expected by Oct. 1 on the suit over
lease rights to the Palace Theater,
heard before the Fifth District Court
of Appeals. The appeal was brought
by the Public Square Theater Co.
and New York Life Insurance Co.
after Judge Erskine Maiden, Jr.,
had granted the lease to the Dallmer
Co., headed by Gerald F. Hammond,
an attorney.

19'

4,

in a letter home, which failed to give
details of the deed for which he was
awarded.
The soldier's medal is
given for heroism not in actual combat.

<

Am

major aim is to entertain American hundred and thirty-eight films wei
civilians and military and naval per- in English and 18 were made in A
sonnel in time of war.
gentina. Not one German film ws
The second aim of the industry, lepresented among those shown
he added, is to educate the people as the Argentine capital in the fir:
to the war aims of the United half of 1943.
States and the United Nations.
Education as presented by the ini

Donald Bevan, Springtheaterman-hero, the nephew
of Harry Smith, general manager of
Wesmas, was granted the Air Medal
dustry is divided into six classes, he
and two oak leaf clustei-s. Because
Bevan is a German prisoner of war, continued; what the war is about the
Allied Nations, the Axis powers, the
the medals will be presented to his
fighting front, the production front
Staff Sergt.

field's

Swede Attendance Aver.
Said Eight Times a Year

—

Stockholm (By Air Mail Pass*
by Censor) The average Swec
goes to the movies eight times
year, it is shown in a report of a
nual attendance at Sweden's 2,1:
enemy in the Middle East. He has
Estimate shov
rica.
He
also said that 600,000 ser- theaters in 1942.
recently been awarded the Air Medal
vice men attended more than 700 that more than 50,000,000 purchas<
for more than 100 hours of combat
theaters in this country tickets during the year and th:
seivice
flying.
Prior to his Middle East
75,000,000 kronor, or some $17,75(
every day.
station, he served as a Flying Fort000 was spent on film entertainmer
ress pilot in India.
Municipal and government amus
Bevan, who has made headlines Sunday Pix Election Set
ment taxes absorbed about 24,00(
often, was an aerial gunner aboard
Jackson, Tenn. Although Jackson 000 kronor, or $5,100,000, of thi
a Flying Fortress shot down over
About 50 theaters we
now has Sunday movies by permis- amount.
Germany. His awards come for the
of the City Council, this per- built during the year.
number of combat missions he flew sion
mission must be approved by popuSixty per cent of the films shov
and German aircraft which he was
lar vote and an election has been set came from the U. S. which supplii
responsible for sending spinning to
for Oct. 28 with registration of 158 of the 265 pictures release
the ground in flames. Prior to envoters on Oct. 5, 6 and 7. The 60- Swedish product was second with
listing in the Air Forces, Bevan was
day trial period set by the council pictures, followed by Germany, 2
an employe of the Paramount.
ends today but movies on Sunday Great Britain, 21; France, seve
may be continued until the results of Switzerland, four, and Denmark Fi
Armida to Tour
the election are determined.
land and Russia, three each. "Goi

mother by the commanding officer of
front.
Westover Field in a ceremony there. and the home
Deer reported that in June, 1943,
Smith, when last heard from, was
more than a million men attended
piloting fighter planes against the
movie performances in North Af-

—

—

.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM 'DAILY

Hollywood
Producer Jack
Schwarz is working out a personal
appearance tour for Armida tying in
with his PRC pictui'e, "The Girl
from Monterrey," in which she
stars. Plan is to send her to Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco and Fresno,

Chi.

BFC Resumes

Oct. 15

—

With the Wind" was the year's bi
gest box-office success more th;
a half million Swedes having se>
the Selznick-M-G-M production.

—

Chicago
First Fall luncheon
meeting of the Better Films Council
of Chicago will be held Oct. 15 at New
Adelaide Outlet
the Republic clubrooms.
Mrs. JosAdelaide (By Air Mail)—The Li
eph R. Chesar, state motion picture
erty goes second-run with M-G
starting this week, when the pro- chairman will head the program.
product and revivals. Intimate th
duction bows into general release.
Mrs. Charles R. Holton is council
ater had a lengthy run with Warn
president.
first-runs but with Fuller takii
Rodner in Hospital Appeal
over the Majestic for films, the We
Pix Set in Perth
Harold Rodner, Warner Bros, exner product will switch to this houe
ecutive, spoke over Station WEVD
Sydney (By Air Mail) Deal set
on Saturday night as part of his ac- by Warners with Fuller Theaters
to Tradeshow Two
tivities to obtain volunteer workers provides the Capital, Perth, W. A.,
for Montefiore Hospital.
Appeal is with for 12 to 18 months' film supNational tradeshowing of two n<
being made for part-time nurses and ply. Contract is similar to that ar- Warners releases, "Northern Pv
other personnel to replace the hos- ranged a fortnight ago between the suit" and "Find the Blackmail*)
pital's ranks which have been de- two companies for the Majestic The- on Oct. 18, is announced by Ben K;
pleted by war calls.
ater, Adelaide, S. A.
menson, general sales manager.
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—
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TREASURY ASKS ADMISSIONS TAX OF 30%
Talk Percentage ana Rental Plan for Decree
Company Heads and D

of

J

Representatives Launch
Decree Revision Parleys

1^ 100

Ottawa

— Acticn

of 1,100 theaters in Canada in pledging to save 30 per cent
expected to mean a difference of 90,000 tons, according to
estimate announced by the Federal Department cf Munitions and Supply.
Coal users generally had been asked to conserve one ton in five because of the
shortage crisis but theaters voluntarily set the reduction at 30 per cent.
of coal supply

The
?

possibility of inserting

some

is

for percentage and flat
"'.•ental pictures into the New York
:onsent decree if that document
should be extended beyond Nov. 20
,vas explored yesterday at the initial!
parleys between heads of the con-;
Bill
senting companies and Department
Df Justice representatives.
Attending yesterday's conferences
ti'in a hearing room of the American.
Arbitration Association were Tom
auC. Clark, assistant Attorney General,! Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Decision regarding
II and Robert Wright, of the anti-trust.
Washington
("division of the D of J; Hairy War-; action on the Kilgo: e bill for theater
divorcement, resting now with a spe{Continued on Page 6)
cial sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee, will be withheld
pending a report from the Department of Justice regarding the outcome of the meetings between Justice
officials and company executives curCircuit
rently being held in New York.
Senator Kilgore said yesterday
(Continued on Page 3)
Loew's, Inc., has petitioned the
Government for permission to acquire the Walter Reade circuit, it
Prexy
Extras
*
was admitted yesterday by Tom C.
Competitive
Against
Clark, assistant Attorney General.
Under the terms of the New York
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
consent decree, a consenting comHollywood
Speaking at annual
pany cannot expand its theater opmembership meeting of Class Bj
erations without Government approeroup, President James Cagney of
val.
j
Screen Actors Guild declared that
Clark declined to comment beyond
the Guild is willing to grant extras
(Continued on Page 3)
autonomy, but will not tolerate a
union which invades its field of juris24-Hour Continuous
diction.
He also said that during
Show, Hit in
past fed weeks it has become increas-:

ormula

Trebling of Present Rate,
Plus Income Rate Advance,
Seen Menacing Pix Income

Canadian Motion Picture Theaters
Pledged to Conserve 30% of Coal Supply

Kilgore

Action

ANDREW

By

Washington Bureau of

Washington

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

— Going

far

higher than had been expected
in industry circles, the Treasury yesterday asked the House Ways
and Means Committee to set taxes on

Browne Aide Pleads

admissions at a straight 30 per cent.
A rise from the present rate of 10
per cent was not unexpected, but

Awaits Decree Confab Guilty lo Perjury

(Continued on Page 7)

i

—

Loew Asks Approval

To Buy Reade

''

SAG

'

r

Warns

Union

ijj
"'.

Isadore Zevin, former secretary to
George E. Browne, convicted former
president
guilty in

IATSE,
New York Fede
of

the

al Court
yesterday to a nine-count indictment
alleging perjury in the Federal investigation of alleged racketeering
Basing his comments on the record
in the film industry. He will be sento date, Charles M. Reagan, Paratenced by Federal Judge Samuel
mount assistant general sales m^nMandelbaum on Nov. 1. He faees a sjrer, yesterday predicted that "For
maximum of 60 years and fines toTolls"
probably
-

Extended-Run Highs

Whom

Zevin's guilty plea
came on the eve of the trial of eight
defendants charged with extorting
more than $1,000,000 from film companies.
talling $42,000.

Zevin

committed

perjury

,

the Bell

Name U. S. Conciliator
In SPG Wage Dispute

when

(Continued on Page 6)

At the request

of the Screen PubGuild of New York, John L.
Steelman, director of the United
States Conciliation Service, yesterlicists

'Gas' Cut Forces Salesmen
To Re-arrange Itineraries

(Continucd on Page 6)

;

Bond

:

Des Moines

(Continued on Page 6)

Des Moines. la.— A total of 7,309
persons bought over $300,000 worth
of War Bonds to attend a premiere
and 24-hour continuous showing of

Rank Plans

—

Chicago Film salesmen with "B"j
and "C" gas cards are up against it,i

Latest Development
In "Remote Control"

the new cut in gasoline forcing them'
to reduce their mileage by re-ar-!
rangement of their routes.

—

Gertrude L.
Cleveland
Mrs.
Tracy, manager of t'ew's deluxe
Ohio Thsater and the only woman
manager of an "A" stand in this

U. S. Disirib. Co.

area,

Will Seek to Establish

(Continued on Page 7)

World-Wide Offices

Tuskegee,

Ala.

—

As

a

wartime

measure, oatrons of Foreman Rogers'

Macon Theater are
own sea^s and liking
been without ushers
out complaints.

finding
it.

all

their

House has

Summer

with-

Army

Publication Bureau

Looks at Overseas Distrib'n
Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Man. Editor, DAILY FILM Renter
London (By Cable) J. Arthur
Rank, British film tycoon, in an ex-

—

a

clusive interview yesterday declared:
First, he has no intention to fight

find

a

dign'fied

woman

ticn,

The controversy reoverseas pix raised last Hollywood.
Secondly, he expects eventually to
week by Al Jolson and Jack Benny
has interested the Army's Bureau of organize his own distribution comPublication in the film distribution pany in the United States, "with the
(Continued on Page 6)

new

difficulty

in

as-

Delighted

looking,

elderly

gentleman to take care of the door,
she was dismayed when he reported
Asked
his inability ts take the job.
why, he said he couldn't work for

Pv ERNEST FREDMHN

Pressed for an exolanjhis w'fe told him

he declared

women were

hard to work for, and
had never gone wrong following his

garding

(Continued on Page 6)

a

lists

sembling a theater crew.
to

Ala. Theater Drops
Ushers for Duration

will

(Continued on Page 7)

—

'

New FWTBT

Predicts

pleaded

wife's

married
I

advice
life.

in

their

37 years of

.

Tuesday, October

1943

5,

DAILY

2 D. C. Theaters Midnight USO-Camp Shows Sends
Shows Nets $368,000 Bonds 609 Entertainers Abroad
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

Washington
Vol. 84, No. 67

10 Cents

Tues., Oct. 5, 1943

—A

mately $368,000

total of approxi-

in

War Bonds was

raised in District of Columbia theaters for the midnight shows given
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager this morning at Loew's Capitol and
Warners' Earle. The shows included
CHISTER B. BAHN
Editor no screen bill, but three hours of
live talent featuring Rudy Vallee
I'nMNIieri daily except Saturdays, Sundays and
and his Coast Guard band, a number
llnliilay* at 1501 Broadway. New York 18. N.
V.. I.y WW's Films and Film Folk. Inc. J.
of non-service performers and the
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
stage shows of the two theaters.
M.rse.eaii. Secretary-Treasurer.
Entered as
Tickets were sold in all local thesecond class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York. N. Y., under the aters with the 5,600 seats in the two
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) houses scaled for $25, $50 and $100
'nited States outside of Greater New York
Bonds.
Credit for these sales will
$10.0(1 .me year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
M.O0
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should be included in the Third War Loan
emit with order.
Address all communications accounting.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Publisher

:

:

::::::

W

I

FILM

IMF.

to

DAILY,

Broadway
BRyant 9-7117.

1501

N.-m
Vork. N. Y.
Phone
9 71 IK. 9 7119. *7I20, 9-7121.

Loew's Columbia, managed by Jack

Fox, became the first local theater
to sell a Bond per seat. This 1,200seater had issued nearly 1,800 Bonds
Ke|.re<etitatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.—
Kalpb Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone by yesterday.
I'iltiilay.

New

Cable address:

York.

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

G. anile r.f.07.
Andrew H.
Older. 841 Longfellow St.. N.W., Phone Taylor
0K82
Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Kenter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS— P. A. Harle. Le Film, 29 Rue Marsimian (12).
Mary Louise Blanco.
Virilities 214.
Eileen O'Brien.
1IIICNOS AIRES-Dr. Walter P. Schuck.

HAVANA—
HONOLULU—

Casill..

Much
ico.

I)

Core..

<lr

Ainelir
F.

MEXICO CITY—

1929.

Calindo,

Apartado 8817, Mex-

RKO to Honor Goldberg
On Departure for Coast
RKO

Officers and executives of
and
its
subsidiaries, plus members of
the home office staff, will attend a
luncheon to honor Leon Goldberg at

the Hotel Astor tomorrow. Goldberg
leases for Hollywood next Monday to
become studio manager for
Radio Pictures. He recently resigned
as treasurer of
Corp. in order
to assume the new post.

RKO

FINANCIAL

RKO

Entertainers totalling 609, comprising 114 troupes, have been sent
abroad under its auspices from November, 1941, through the middle of
last month to perform for our fighting men, according to figures given
Audiout by USO-Camp Shows.
ences have ranged from a single soldier to a gathering of 20,000.
Among those who have given their serthe two years are Larry Adler,
Anderson, Desi Arnaz, Jack Benny,
Edgar Bergen, Joan Blondell, Ray Bolger,
Joe E. Brown, Jerry Colonna, Andy Devine,
Annamary Dickey, Paul Draper, Mary ElJinx Falkenburg, Kay Francis, Janf
liott,
Froman, John Garfield, Frances Gayer, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Gilbert: Lansing- Hatfield, Bob
Hope, Allen Jenkins, Al Jolson. Carole Landis, Frances Langford,
Laurel and Hardy,
Anna Lee, Joe E. Lewis, Little Jack Little,
Jean Lorraine, Fredric March. Chico Marx,
Mitzi Mayfair, Frank McHugh, Florine Mc~
Kenney, Fay McKenzie, Adolphe Menjou,
Ann Moray. Patricia Morison. Merle Oberon,
Pat O'Brien, Jane Pickens, Martha Raye,
Marjorie Reynolds. Ritz Brothers, Roy Rognan, Al Schacht. Jack Trepel, Mary Trepel,
Bert Wheeler, Earl Wrightson.
vices

COMIM

HARRY COLDSTEIN, Paramount

S.
in

New

Says

of First

Day on

Job

West Coast

to the
York.

ARNOLD

GILLESPIE,

for M-G-M,
brief stay.

director
for a

way back from

his

Washington
rived

—

THE FILM DAILY

HAROLD COSTELLO,

and

radio

prr

in

department,

New York

booking

is

managing director Ori-

Theater, has returned to Chicago

ental

from a

trip.

ED SCHRIEBER of the

WAC

is

away on

a

two-weeks' vacation.

TED

SAUCIER,

press

representative

of

the

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, is due in Hollywood today to confer with
M-C-M executives on
"Week-end at the Waldorf," the musical ve.sion
"Grand
Hotel."
of

CLAUDE

LEE,

Paramount,
dress
tion

the

and war conference, which opens today
two-day stand.

BALABAN,

Katz of Chicago,

WILLIAM
sales

is

executive
visiting

CEHRINC,

C.

manager,

is

DIE COLLINS,

-

New

his assistant,

Levey

his

&

Western

tour of six of

EDback with him.

his
is

for

York.

20:h-Fox

back from
in

Balaban

of

vs.

territory.

WB

day as OWI motion picture chief, Action Off to Oct. 26
spending the early part of the day in
conference and most of the afterThe trial of the $500,000 damage
noon at the Pentagon, where he saw action brought by Ethel Levey, ac-

number of Army films. Griffis was tress, against Warner Bros. Picon hand for the press showing yes- tures for alleged unlawful portrayal
Guests at the luncheon will include N. terday of the "Battle of Russia," of her in "Yankee Doodle Dandy" was
Peter Rathvon. Richard C. Patterson. Jr.,
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
adjourned yesterday to Oct. 26 by
Ned
E. Depinet, Malcolm Kingrsberg-, Edward fifth in the series of orientation films
Net T
Alperson, Fred Ullman. Robert Moehrie. made for the Army by Frank Capra. Federal Judge John C. Knox. The acHigh Low Close Chg.
Gordon Young-man, J. Miller Walker, A. E. Griffis also looked over a number of tress, former wife of George M.
An. Seat
15% 15y4 15V4
V4
Col. Hcts. vtc. (2t/2 %) 15y8 153/4
15% + Vs Reoeh, Al Dawson. William H. Clark, Harold other Government films, some al- Cohan, charges that her rights of
T. Mirisch, S. Barret MeCormiek, Harry ManColumbia Picts. pfd
ready released and some now in pro- privacy were invaded.
uel, W. B. England. Sol Schwartz, James M.
Con. Fm. Ind
3
3
3
Brennan, Charles B. McDonald, Louis Gold- duction.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16% I6V2
The adjournment was granted on
16'/2
V2
berg-,
H. R. Emde, Maj. L. E. Thompson,
East. Kodak
161
161
161
V,
"It's been a lot of fun," Griffis said the grounds that one of the Wa ner
Leon
do pfd
J.
Bamberger
and
A.
1761/4 176'/4 17614 +
A.
Sehubart.
Va
when asked for his reaction to his witnesses, Robert H. Bruckner, who
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
first day on the job.
"I will have worked on the script of the film,
Paramount
26%
% Artkino Establishes
26V2 26
nothing
to talk about for a few days. would not be free to testify until afRKO
%
8V-.
83A
8V2
I'm just beginning to feel my way ter Oct. 23.
PKO $S pfd
93
931/s
93Vg+ 3/8 Latin-American
Dept.
20th Century-Fox ... 23% 23
73
%
into the job," he said.
(Monday, October 4)

I

director of public relations for
last night for Detroit to adTheaters of Michigan conven-

left

Allied

Stanton Griffis aryesterday for his first Trial of

here

arrived

the Coast.

the company's exchanges

Washington Bureau of

director has reafter a brief stay

miniature

has

TED LLOYD, 20th-Fox
on

JOHN

Lot of Fun/' Griffis

man-

SYLVAN SIMON, M-G-M

turned

a

"A

district

ager in Cleveland leaves for Fiorida this week on
the first leg of a six-months leave of absence.

in

Judith

GOMG

and

a

/.

—
—
—

*

—
—

—

<iy2 >.

20 h-Fox pfd.

Warner

Bros

311/2

31 Vs

14

13V,

31%— %
13%— %

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
355
N'W YORK CURB MARKET

B'way

Par.

2%

Monogram

Picts
Radio-Keith cvs.

...

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

2
33/8

3Va

13V8
33/8

18%

vtc. 1834

Bid

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s

Trinz

1st

'57

76

%
%

Asked
79

Has Heart Attack

Chicago
of the
into

— %

18% 18% +
18% 18V2 +
OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
..

Vs

ll/2

IV2

3%
13V8
3%

13i/

Picts.

N. Y.

1V2
3Va

Pictures

Un'versal
Universal

2% +

25/8

— Eddie

co-owner

Trinz,

Lubliner-Trinz

circuit,

flew

Chicago by plane from West

Coast to be at the bedside of
Trinz, confined

at

the

Sam

Wesley Me-

morial hospital, with a hea:t attack.

RKO and

was Artkino's Argentine representative for
two years before taking over his new duties.
Until the appointment of Haymes the
company's distribution in Latin America was
under the personal supervision of Napoli.

cents.
Matinee
at 33 cents.

In explanation of its
points out that Russian
regularly distributed in
ing country of Central

Kenton, O.

action,

the

company

product is now being
every Spanish-speak-

and South America.

MO
**%??"
I
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I
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Chicago

— RKO

Palace and Grand

Standard
Reference

Book

admissions remain

t

Menendez's Brother dead
Havana (By Air Mail)— Ramon
Menendez, brother of Juan Menendez,
President of the Compania Cinema tografica Cubana, died here.

THE FILM YEAR BOOK
Published by

and given free with a

—

the film industry in Ohio through
long experience in the entertainment field, was stricken with a heart
attack during the past Week. He is
recuperating at his home.

of the

Motion Picture Industry

III

Judge G. H. Foster,
owner of the Kenton Theater and one
of the most colorful members of

\

Indie Circuit
Boost Chicago Scales

theaters have gone to 85 cents evenings
and 65 cents afternoons.
The department will be under the Other Loop houses are planning simmanagement of Duncan Haymes, ilar 10-cent price advances.
with headquarters at Artkino's home
The Lubliner-Trinz circuit raised
office.
evening prices of the Clark and MonLong a resident of Buenos Aires, Haymes roe theaters, from 33 cents to 44

Judge G. H. Foster

rw«

The Recognized

Establishment of a Latin-American department in a move to meet
fhe needs of Artkino Pictures' expanding business in the Snanishspeakins; nations of the Western
hemisphere was announced yesterday by Nicholas Napoli, president.

year's subscription to
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Experienced
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peron films for

work
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Kilgore

tew Asks Approval

Buy Reade

Awaits Decree Confab

Circuit

{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

had been
•ught and he would not say whether
mission would be granted, had
•en granted or was under consideraon. Because of this step in asking
a

fact that permission

!

,-rmission,

is

it

believed

that the

Jw-Reade deal had been worked
insofar as an agreement was
>nce:ned and that consummation
sted with the Government.
Reade operates approximately 40
leaters in New York and New Jer,jy, a few in partnership with RKO
nd Loew's.

t

ry Syracuse Exhib.
Oct. 9

on Bingo Charge

Syracuse, N.

Y.— George

pe: ator of the Civic

E. Smith,
Theater on Sat-

iday entered a plea of not guilty to
charge of violating the state lotiry laws in connection with a Bingo
ame at the Civic. Judge Walsh
jntinued his bail and set trial for

that he expects a report on these
meetings, with some indication of
the intentions of the Department

Seen and He(a)rd:
•

BACK

•

•

Winfield R. Sheehan

making

is

at 20th-Fox

a background

is

of the

American." which

Story of an

nearly-completed opus "Rickenbacker;

Joseph M. Schenck,

under an arrangement with

human

of lively

interest

It's

and Christy......
employed as a publicity director for the Maxwell-Chalmers Motor Car Co., out Detroit way, and,
when Rick, a national hero as America's No. 1 ace in the first World
War, was passing through the city, the two met
Some days later
Christy shot Rick a telegram, asking him if he would take an assignment covering the Indianapolis Cup Races for newspapers. Rick was
and business

the long personal

The

to

latter

Br'r

Since then,
solon

1919,

of

stories by
a syndicate career
Christy has become internationally famous as the

day (July
Walsh of

the

of

convinced

syndicate

relationship of Rick

was, in the Summer

be referee

Rick

the

of

soundness

the

sports

The resulting

1919)

4,

of

He

world

eye-teeth

his

cut

in

Babe Comes Home," starring Babe Ruth
Subsequently he had a prominent hand in the making of the "The
Spirit of Notre Dame," "The AU-American," "Rawhide" and "Pride of
filmland

lan of the Civic Welfare Commit?e, had attended the Tuesday night
.e formance at the Civic. They tesified that they had played 24 games
f Bingo after seeing a double feature program and had purchased exra game cards from boys and girls
assing along the aisles.
Several other Bingo games operted at film theaters have not been
ffected nor has a K of C sponsored
•ame at the Telegram Bldg. Cameo,
pe ated by J. Karp and the Rivoli,
perated by Karp and E. Bettigole
ave operated with Bingo for the
ast two years with varying success.
livoli this Summer raised admisions to 99 cents and began to click
nd Smith recently took over the
pivic to operate with Bingo once a
veek.
It was rumored that Smith
vould add another Bingo night to the
"ivic
schedule and Bettigole has
eased the Brighton to operate as a
ilm-Bingo house.
Over the weekend, Rivoli scale was upped to $1.50
vith no extra cards to be sold.

T

T
•

THAT

•

•

ad

(Page

anent

3),

dispersal

sale

the

of

120

Farms, Maple, Ontario, which will take place at

W. Kelly, Joseph
Dave Blum, Morris
Helprin, Bob Boehnel, etc., etc.— plus the literally hundreds of Sons
Arthur

Lindsley,

Bernhard,

who

of the Soil 'cross the country

DAILY)

readers

mature

(stet!)

olds;

11

The
cows;

17

FD (FILM DAILY

are

stock to go

or

FARM

under the hammer comprise 30

three-year-olds;

two-year-olds; 22 calves;

industry-ites are so

21

and four

yearlings;

15

four-year-

Many

bulls

of our

farm-minded that they think Red Grange

is

a

Russian agricultural organization

•

POLITICAL DEPT.

dustry solon,

New

York City

Alan

:

elections,

our amusement

Corelli,

running on an independent

is

in

ticket

in-

the forthcoming

seeking berth on the City Council

His

campaign headquarters have been established at 545 Fifth Ave
He has shown exceptional executive ability as the National Executive
Secretary of Theater Authority, Inc., and will get from his amusement
world brethren plenty of deserved and 'thusiastic support in his race
public

And

office

Army Emergency
drivers in World War I
U. S.

of

the

organization,

that

and

hospital

he's

past

National

Commander

of

the

New

He's also Colonel of the

whose some

ambulances

1,000

men

nightly

—

sub-committee which include also
Chandler and O'Mahoney, Kentucky
and Wyoming Democrats, and Danahe. and Ferguson, Connecticut and
Michigan
Republicans have
not
shown any interest thus far, with
two of them not even aware that
they were on the sub-committee until so informed by The Film Daily.

—

Theater Managers Union
To Press Negotiations
last

week

in

withdrawing the charter of the Mo^
tion Picture Theater Managers and
Employes will not alter the theater
union's plans to press negotiations
with theater operators, it was said
yeste: day by D. F. Barreca, president of the group.

At

the time the charter was canby the
the theater
union had four petitions for certification and bargaining elections pending before the State Labor Relations Board.
Involved were the
Brandt and Skouras circuits and the

UOPWA

celled

Laffmovie on 42nd

James

Mage,

operated by

St.,

and

the Colony in
Brooklyn, Ba: reca said that all four
petitions had been withdrawn for
refiling with the board.

Early in 1941, Candidate Corelli founded

—

Chicago
Chicago theater executives will meet this week, to devise ways and means to meet the

"brownout" requirements. Both circuits and independents will co-operate in the plan.

NEW POSTS

IN

famous Father Duffy Canteen
HUBERT
St.

Out in Chicago, Abe Platts,
a Red Cross ribbon for his
eighth visit to its plasma bank wherein his total "deposit" is now one
gallon! ...
• Al Sherman, film and publicity consultant to the
Royal Norwegian Information Service of the Royal Norwegian Embassy,

is

Newark
George Irving
Kathryn Crawford

subject of "local boy makes good" story
(N.

J.)

Sunday Call feature writer

T
•

Map

Chi. Exhibitors to

"Brownout" Compliance

York branch

man emergency

T

Dresser

in the bill thus far, and
he told The Film Daily last Spring
when he submitted it, that he had
done so only because of a promise
to the Depa: tment of Justice that
such a bill would be kept on the record. Other members of the five-man

Corps that was formed by former ambulance

• • • THIS- A AND THAT -A:
B & K district manager, has been given

Louise

any interest

T
•

•

for

David L. Loew
Arthur M. Loew

of the
indicated

has

The UOPWA's action

FILM DAILY

yesterday's

in

head of high-class Jerseys at Maple
11 a.m. on Oct. 12, was
perused with eye interest by many of our famous filmland farmers
Latter are legion, to wit (hereabouts): Mort and Sandra Blumenstock, Arthur Mayer (The Squire of Haverstraw), Walter E. Green,
Jack Cohn, Chester B. Bahn, Earle G. Hines, Ralph Budd, Harry
Goldberg, Harry Ross, Len Gaynor, Charles "Chick" Lewis, Jack
the

member

who

sub-committee

"The

via

Smith was arrested Friday after
etectives, on a complaint registered
y Rev. Archie B. Medford, chair-

week.
Kilgore is the only

this

Walsh's role as associate producer

of Christy

the Yankees," et al

•ct. 9.

Action

Bill

•

T

• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

T

by Helen Colton,

OSCAR

SCOTT,

manager,

Loew's

Orpheum,

Louis.

KANTOR,

sales

Warners,

staff,

Cin-

cinnati.

MARIA LECKA,

manager, Liberty, Johnson City,

Tenn.

LOU WECHSLER, 20th-Fox, Boston.
WILL SPILLMAN, manager, Langley, Chicago.
RICHA1D A. FREDERICK, assistant manager, RKO
Grant, Chicago.

ALBIN ROSTROM,
JOSEPH WRIGHT,
Picture

shipper,

ROSS BLUCK,

RKO,

booker,

Service,

U.
Seattle.

office manager,

S.

Seattle.

Army Motion

M-C-M,

Denver.

c
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^
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All Give to the National
-it

fives to

War Fund

all.

op Fo/W<ist CoB^C Wires:

%Prik Afewmdn

fHAVE MOT THE

V0CA8UUHY TO ADEQUATELY

'
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"

EXPRESS THE SHEER DELIGHT AND ENJOYMENT

EXPERIENCED PREVIEWING PRINCESS
WHICH WILL BE ONE Of TOP GROSSING
ATTRACTIONS OF YEAR/

ROBERT

OLIVIA

£

JACK

T

A

iti

^%/

s

1

a:

1^1

Z?.

W^
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,

CHARLES COBURN -JANE

W/ntfeiv arvd Directed by

A

HAL

B.

WYMAN

NORMAN KRASNA

WALLIS PRODUCTION

r
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Tuesday, October

5,
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Rank Plans to Have own
Says He Will Not Fight
Hollywood Proposes
Offices all Over World

Up

—

—

ican theater chiefs."
Thirdly, he proposes to establish
his own distribution in all of the
world's markets.

world.
"It is up to us help give them substance and reality," Zanuck said.
"We
can do so. We have the talent, the know-how and the resources.
have
an incomparable medium for education and enlightenment the greatest the
world has ever known."

—

pronouncement by Rank
and plans for the
development of the vast industry inteiests he commands and heads on a
first

of his intentions

and the same reception for

was foreseen

in the

it

United States

under whatever guise."
The job must be done entertainingly, Zanuck pointed out, adding that that's
where the writer came in. He asserted that vital themes must be treated with
showmanship in order to make them palatable to the people.

and Canada.

To some extent, Rank's interview
supplemented his statement in the
annual report of Odeon Circuit to
the effect that he is out to acquire
foreign theaters. For Odeon, Rank
reported a sensational gain of 356,000 pounds in annual profits for the
fiscal years ending June 26, the latter standing at 1,890,798 pounds.
Excess profit and income taxes aggregated 1,400,000 pounds.

Browne Aide Pleads
Guilty to Perjury Charge
{Continued from Page 1)

questioned by the Federal authoriinvestigating the whereabouts
of the special IATSE slush fund of
He was the bookkeeper
$1,500,000.
for the fund. Zevin was named as
a co-conspirator in the indictments
which are to be tried today and may
be called as a Government witness.
ties

We

Zanuck asserted that the "dawning recognition of the facts of life" was
the industry's answer to "those who forever accuse use of crass commercialism."
He stressed the need to "move into new ground, break new trails," and "to
deal realistically in film with the causes of war and panics, with social upheavals and depression, with starvation and want and injustice and barbarism

world-wide basis, the interview created a marked stir in trade circles
here,

—Zanuch

Talk

Name U. S. Conciliator
In SPG Wage Dispute

Army

Publication Bureau

Looks at Overseas Distrib'n

Plan for the Decree
{Continued from Page 1)

Joseph Hazen, Barney Balabaj
Nicholas M. Schenck, N. Peter fw*^
von and Spyros Skouras.
"lV>!JI
While no official statement was i.
sued after the meeting which lasti
more than four hours, it was learn*
that the discussions touched on gei
eralities rather than on specific po:
tions of the decree, although all se
ner,

tions

rise in production costs aijj,
operations were outlined to Clark I
the company representatives, po
sibly as a means of justifying ii
creased percentage deals. Clark sa:
after the meeting that the possibi
ity of putting in some form of regi
iation of percentage and flat rent
was meiely being explored and thii
no definite agreement on the subje

day assigned James Fitzpatrick to
serve as conciliator in the wage dispute between the union and the companies with which it has collective
bargaining agreements.
The only
companies not involved are Warner
and Republic, whose contracts with
the union were not due for reopening
on wages this year.

The SPG asked for a conciliator
when the managements of the companies

involved

in

the dispute

had been approached.
One company head said that thev
job being done by the Special Service
Division.
Public release of phases was "much to be worked out," ind
of this activity is likely to be made eating that the sessions would coi
The que
tinue for a long time.
soon.
In this event it is probable that tions of divorcement and expansic
the Army will give wide publicity to of the arbitration system were n*
the service rendered our fighting men brought up at yesterday's parley
by the industry, although it is to be but it is expected that the conferei
assumed that the emphasis will be will get to those important iten
mainly upon the distribution job it- shortly.
The meetings will be resumed th
self.
Such reports as that from an of- afternoon, provided a spy trial whi<
starts this morning in Newark is a
ficer in the North African area will
probably receive publicity. This of- journed in time for Clark's appea
ance with the company heads.
ficer, describing a trip into Central

on

Wednesday turned down the salary
rate schedule devised by the union
to stabilize salary conditions in the
industry here.

-

;

first

Dinner

SETOA

manager

Martin,

B & K

at South Bend,

city

was mar-

ried to Mrs. Esther Jessup of Mishawaka, Ind.

Chicago

—Helen Stahl, secretary to

Dave Wallerstein, B & K district
manager, was married to Ensign Ray
A. Hill, Jr.

—

Atlanta
A brief recommending
changes in the New York consent decree has been sent to Tom C. Clark,
assistant Attorney General, by the
Southeastern Theater Owners Asso-

{Continued from Page

—

Chicago Dr. E. W. Immerman,
son of Elmer Immerman, B & K per- plicated.
sonnel manager was married to Toni
Gilman, radio actress. Dr. Immer- Frank V.

man will report to the Army, as
soon as his hospital training period
is completed.
Chicago
tary to

— Charlotte

Bailey, secre-

Abe Cohen, Shubert

1)

The brief, which was approved
unanimously by the organization, ingly obvious that some who have

Section VI and VII
peal boards.
were attacked and Section X was described as being one-sided and com-

Pepe Dead

—

Swoyersville, Pa. Frank V. Pepe,
owner of the local Roosevelt, died
here after seve:al weeks' illness. He
is
survived by his widow and six
28,

district

manager, will be married next month, Joseph E. Williams Dead
Quincy, 111. Joseph K. Williams,
to Stan Levine, treasurer of the
71, veteran theater man, is dead.
Selwyn theater.

—

Jack Kirsch
of 200

of

— Dinner

Allied prexy
200 at the

for Jack Kirsc

drew an attendan
Blackstone

Hotc

"Doc" Bamford, living Mandel, Ja<;|
Flynn, Sid Rose, Eddie Heiber, H
Stephens, Jack Shumow, Tom G:

Ben Banovitz, Sam

been agitating for autonomy do not

want autonomy at all. What
some Class B members want is to
really

Gorelii

talks at the dinner.

Arthur

Davidson,

Calo

Theate

Allied members present*
Kirsch with a fine ladio.
Allied Theaters reports sales
$750,000 in War Bonds during tl|j

:.

drive.

establish a union which will be in
competition with the Screen Actors
Guild.
It does not intend to stand
by and permit such a union to gain
control.
"If any of you are harboring such
a plan," said Cagney, "you are going
to have a fight on your hands."

3

and James R. Grainger made sho

presided.

ciation.

suggests no limitation on the number
of pictures that can be offered by a
distributor, retention of tradeshows
and the appointment of regional ap-

Chicago
111.

liam,

SAG Prexy Warns Extras
Against Competitive Union

for

Draws Attendance

—

— Guy

were talked infoimally.

The

{Continued from Page 1)

Africa, said that on his return he
had seen motion pix at every bivmeeting with Fitzpatrick
ouac.
He mentioned these pix in
in attendance will be held by both
Ernest Dewey Dies
the report which came in last Spring,
sides soon.
Chicago Ernest Dewey, 72, con"My Favorite Blonde," "Talk of the
nected with many Chicago theaters,
Town," and several other features,
is dead.
and then added: "They may have
Files Proposals
been old pictures, but they sure lookFor Decree Revisions
ed good to me.
God bless those
Ame.ican women who talk English."

Chicago

and Rentals

j

{Continued from Page 1)

The

WEDDIRG BELLS

%

tion

sympathetic co-operation of Amer-

The

to Screen to Help Focus Thoughts
of Soldiers on Post-War World
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Asserting that the film Industry must play its part in the soluof
"the problems that torture the world," Darryl F. Zanuck, 20rh-Fox
production chief, told the Writers' Congress that it is up to the screen "to
help focus and canalize" the American soldier's thoughts on the post-war

{Continued from Page 1)

S

Distribution Co. in U.

STORKS
Sid Glazer, of the

M-G-M

publi

depaitment, and Mrs. Rose Gl
became the parents of a 9-poun
one ounce boy last Thursday at Ri
erside Hospital, Brooklyn. He will
Kin of Industryites Dead
Chicago Dr. Samuel C. Beach, named Martin. This is the Glazei
father of Geraldine Beach, treas- second child.
urer of the Chicago theater, is dead.
Chicago Bob Levazzi, equipme
Mrs. Martha Howard, mother of
Helen Howard, cashier at the Chi- manufacturer, is the father of
cago theater, is dead.
baby boy.
ity
zer,

I

—

—

;day,

October

1943

5,

DAILY

30% Admissions Tax

easury Asks Congress for

HOLLYWOOD

oling of Present Rate,
s Income Rate Advance,

n

LIC EST

Menacing Pix Income

Extended-Run Highs
SIGNED

{Continued from Page 1)

JOHN ALTON, cameraman, termer, W. R.
Frank.
per cent was expected to
MARCIA DAVENPORT, screenplay,
"Sophie
k fe maximum figure, with most
Cooper," Paramount.
ters actually benefiting by rais- DUDLEY NICHOLAS and
LAMAR TROTTI,
screenplay, "One World," 20th-Fox.
their prices a flat 5 or 10 cents,
HERBERT BIBERMAN, screenplay, "Internahich only a portion would go for
tional Zone," RKO.

^20

Us.

ERNO

Trebling, of the present rate,

wever, along with the sharply
aduated personal income taxes
ked, is conceded to promise
eat danger to industry income.

METZNER,

BETTY

CRABLE,

straight

director,

RAY

seven-year

director,

"Marine

Raiders,"

RKO.

ROSS LEDERMAN,

director,

"The Racket Man,"

Columbia.

CLENN TRYON,

director,

"Hit the Hay," RKO.

•

STORY PURCHASES
MILTON HOLMES' "Torch

LOUIS BORELL, termer, RKO.

—

vates,"

Song," Paramount.
"Return of the Buck Pri-

Moncgram.

PAUL and PAULINE CALLICO'S "The Clock,"
M-G-M.
MARY LOOS and LOUISE ROUSSEAU'S "Jennie Makes Her Mind Up," M-G-M.

•

Para-

SCHEDULED

20th-

Continuous Bond

Show,

DUNCAN CRANT'S

Des Moines

"The Creat Gabbo,"
R.

New

story, BEN
Artists.

HECHT,

Charles

Rogers-United

Jersey Allied Hits

M-G-M's "Price Policy"

.

from

Income Rate Jumps

-icome tax proposals outlined by
Treasury provide for a stiff inse in all brackets, with the greatrise propo tionately on those
viduals earning between $5,000
$25,000 per year.
Corporation
,;s proposed raise from 40 to 50
cent the combined normal and
i lax
rates for all co:porations
<ing over $50,000, with the excess
fits rate remaining at 90 per cent,
ibined rates for companies earnunder $25,000 are upped from
9 per cent to 29-33 per cent and
n 53 to 69 per cent for those earnbetween $25,000 and $50,000.
il payments by net income coritions.as proposed by the Treaswould amount to $14,500,000,000
jlkn estimated net income of $25,r

1

I

;

;,ooo,ooo.

one here expects to see the
proposals adopted.
Rec:;lican members of Cong: ess have
ady made it plain that they fear
ft rates proposed by Morgenthau's
tj^rts will remove the profit motive
lilo

:;;isury's

"Women

War"

at

theater.
A total

of 1,600 persons bought
$100 each to attend the premiere
along with the first Iowa showing
of "Thank Your Lucky Stars" and
the others bought $25 Bonds during
the subsequent 24-hour run. It was
the first time in Des Moines history
a theater continued in operation that
long.

So many of the $25 Bond buyers
were on hand at the end of the run,
that an extra showing was given.

Members

of

the

Women Army

Peeves Fade
Impact

~

FWTBT

Cleveland
eeves were
For

Whom

the

—

Two

pet
exhibitor
sky high by
the Bell Tolls," presented

smashed

Loew's
_6novized Ohio Theater which was
"e-opened fallowing a five-year dark
s

initial

attraction

at

Picture played to capacity
usiness in spite of the fact that it
er'od.

'

based on a war theme and that
admission scale was upped to
5c to $1.10.
Neither the type of

i

he
'he

picture,

which

most

exhibitors

as "poison"
n:r the high
kept people away.
All local
U loves to boost admiss'ons generally
ave been balked because theater
wners claim their patrons won't
tand for the raise.
lassify

ariff

Jersey has entered

alleged policy which requires exhibitors to contract for pictures without

any designation of prices. A resolution condemning the practice asserts
that M-G-M's "monopoly of the
available supply of feature pictures
compels exhibitors to license such
pictures ftom Metro even though
they do not know what prices they
must pay for them until Metro
chooses to designate such prices at
any time it pleases after execution
of the contract and before playdate
of each picture."

—

individuals and corporaand are sure to fight the plan
all along the line.
Many Southern
Democrats are sure to join with
them, nor is there an assurance that
any but the staunchest Administra-

both

tions,

Ixhibs.'

New

a formal protest against M-G-M's

Corps took over the operation of the
theater during the tun and in addition served free coffee and doughnuts
during the early morning hours, set- miere picture, "Let's Face It" was
ting up a field kitchen in front of the combined with an auction and stage
show. The Malco theaters, of which
theater.
M. A. Lightman is president, bought
$200,000. All neighborhood theaters,
Memphis Bond Premiere
other Loop houses and the exchanges
Sells $3,200,000 in Bonds
participated in the event, which put
Memphis Local motion picture in- Memphis within a million dollars of
dustry at its War Bond premiere at its $33,000,000 quota which was overthe Malco, sold $3,200,000. The pre- subscribed the next day.
for

Jnder

Allied of

1)

at the Des Moines

tion

men

lives

by fervent championing of a

bill

will

such as

risk

their

political

this.

May Okay 30% Admissions Tax

is on the income which must be
used for the necessities of life, say

it

Capitol Hill observers.
Anticipating drastic revision of
many of the items, the Treasury does
expect to obtain passage of the
suggested admissions tax rates and
higher rates on many other excise
taxes. Cabaret taxes, are scheduled
to jump from five to 30 per cent,
with bowling and billiard ranges
raised
correspondingly.
Personal
travel rates would jump from 10 to
25 per cent, with communications
services rising somewhat less sharply.
Long-distance telephone taxes
are pegged at 25 rather than 20 per
cent, domestic telegraph at 20 rather
than 15 per cent, leased wires likewise and local telephone service at
15 rather than 10 per- cent of the to-

At the same time, it is feared that
the projected trebling of the admissions tax rate has far greater chance
of acceptance on Capitol Hill than
most other items in the plan. Although no one wants it especially,
less public resistance to such a tax
is looked for because of the war situation. Although no one wants higher taxes, the public is aware that the
war costs money, and is psycholog- tal bill.
ically
better prepared to pay a
The tax on photo equipment is not
higher excise of amusements than altered.
'

new highs

for extended runs
throughout the country.
He said
that the picture is topping or equalling previous opening records of any
set

ENRICHT,

ticket,

20rh-Fcx.

MARIA ANNE O'BRIEN, termer, Warners.
BECKY BROWN, termer, Warners.
MILTON HOLMES, writer, Paramount.
RAY ENRICHT, director, two pictures, RKO.

(Continued from Page 1)

"No Bars— No Music,"

PRC.

"Tomorrow

director,

art

ASSIGNMENTS
EDGAR ULMER,

Never Comes." Arnold Pressburger-UA.

le T. easui'y apparently does not EVELYN KEYES. seven years, Columbia.
re on any drop in admissions, ROBERT BENCHLEY, writer-actor deal,
mount.
statement furnished the Con- PETER
LAWRENCE, dialogue director,
smen predicts an intake of $490,Fox.
"300 annually from admissions at MARILYN JOHNSON, termer. Columbia.
new rates three times the anyield of $163,500,000 at the cur- 24-Hour
rate (which represents, it is beHit in
d, the highest number of admiss in industry histo:y).
(Continued
Page
Stiff

New FWTBT

Predicts

other roadshow of recent years.
Noting that the trade has given
considerable and se:ious attention to
the extended first-run situation, with
resulting product jams because of
the lack of available theaters and
the effect on subsequent-runs, Reagan at the same time predicted that
both the number of extended engagements of "FWTBT" and the length
of its runs will prove the sensation
of the industry.
He disclosed that the 12th week of the
Rivoli, N. Y. showing rang up business 20
per cent greater than the 11th week.
Picture starts its eighth week at the Carthay
Circle and United Artists Theaters, Los Angeles, today and a sixth week at the Chicago
State-Lake on Thursday.
"FWTBT," after five weeks at the Alcazar,
San Francisco, tomorrow moves over to the
Paramount for a further extended run. High
grosses continue at Loew's Palace, Washington, as the film enters its third week
is going strong in a second Cleveland

and it
week.

All-time record of the Denham Theater,
Denver, was exceeded by almost 100 per cent
in the first three days of the "FWTBT" run
and it was ahead of previous roadshow records at the Circle, Indianapolis.
Opening
day at the Hollywood, Fort Worth, topped
the previous record by 50 per cent; the
first day at the United Artists, Detroit, was
25 per cent ahead of earlier records and
the picture tied, almost to the penny, with
the best opening day at the Melba, Dallas.

Two

Directors Elected to

Producers Corp. of Amer.
West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood— Del

E. Webb, head of
a scenic Arizona construction company, Charles L. Strouss, a Phoenix
attorney, have been elected directors
of Producers Corporation of America. Sig Schlager, Una Stanley, Ben
A. Englander and Henry Herzbrun
continue as members of the directorate. The company is now producing "Knickerbocker Holiday" for
United Artists release.

TO THE COLORS!
*

PROMOTED

*

JOHN IMMERMAN, USCC, son of Walter Immerman, B & K general manager, Chicago,
to

BOB

lieutenant

g.).

(j.

LUBINER,

USA, formerly Lubiner-Trinz
Chicago, to lieutenant.
BRUCE LUBINER, USAAF, formerly Lubiner-Trinz
Circuit, Chicago, to lieutenant in Italy.
Circuit,

*

*

ARMY

STUART AARONS, Warner home

office

legal

staff.

IOHN

McKEEHAN,

booker,

Sterling

Theaters,

Seattle.

CHARLES

COLDFINE,

owner,

Aldine

Theater,

Philadelphia.

DICK BROWN, head

of checking, Warners, Phila-

delphia.

REINALD

•

NAVY

WERRENRATH,

station,

Chicago.

B

*&

K

television

THE NEWS OF

THE

FAWCETT
WOMEN'S GROUP

jC^f^REPORTER

THE NEWS OF

3

MILLION READERS

EXTRA! 0VER2 BILLION DOLLARS
Fawcett Readers

8 To 10

WANTED

BOX OFFICE

Jump From

More people bought

Billion Dollar

Fawcett Women's Group
magazines during the first 6
months of 1943 (latest publishers' statements) than any
other
magazine group in
Monthly average
America.
3,101,933, an all-time high.

Market Within Year
What's happening to the pocketbooks of Mr. John Doe, Mrs. John
Doe and Miss? Theater box-office
reports tell us they're filled. But

how much more

fiLed?
Well, the latest survey of readers

of Fawcett Women's Group magazines show a full 30% increase inthe family purse over last year. The,
average family income of the 3,100,000 buyers of True Confessions, Mo-

tion Picture and Movie Story
jumped in 1943 from $2,041 a year
to $2,652

—a

than two

total increase of more:
billion dollars.
jump
or not, from $8,000,000,000-

A

believe it
to $10,000,000,000

in our great
reader market.
The Kitty Foyles are doing all!
right, too. Single girls had income
boosts in a year from $1,014 to

$1,430.

This kind of wage boost ain't hay
the Does. Perhaps they'll be
changing their name to Dough one
of these days!
There's a big trend to war work,;
too. More than 20% of our women,
readers are in war plants now, compared to 8% a year ago. And 52%
of their husbands are doing war!
work in '43 as against 46% a yeari

:

to

;

Picking Pix Sells Tix
One
movie,

of the best pre-'sellers of a
not the best, is its fiction-

if

—

ization
in short, dramatic form
such as run in Movie Story magazine. These previews stimulate the
reader to see the real thing and

—

by the editors is itself a recommendation.
For their October issue, Movie
selection of the picture

The Fallen
Sparrow; Happy Land; Best Foot
Forward; The North Star; A Lady
Takes A Chance; Little Miss Magic;
Right About Face. Seeing's believing.
So watch for them.
Story's editors chose:

1

ago.

These people are going to see;
movies more than ever before. Why!
not tell them about yours in'
Fawcett Women's Group.

A

title

for Dolores Moran,

W.

starlet above, as a successor to

B.;

Ann;

Sheridan's "oomph." Motion Picture started a contest in its August!
issue to find a tag for this young
lady (discovered by our Fawcett:

1

Publications editors some time s
and $1,000.00 in prizes were off'
the winners. So many thousand
entries flooded the office, more t?
a third of them from servicer,
it's
taken us two months
through them: Winning tag

to'

wil

in the November issue of Mc]
Picture if the editors can ever
out from under the coupons.
That's pulling-power!

I

Advertising revenue in th
6 months of 1943 fcl

first

Fawcett Women's GroupTrue Confessions, Motion Pi<
ture and Movie
Story hits an all-time nig:

SAYS HEDDA:

RATION PASSION?
Newspapers throughout the country are quoting copiously from a
special feature in October's True
Confessions entitled "Am I Jealous?" by Mrs. Frank Sinatra.
We can't give you the whole article, but we can tell you that Mr.
Sinatra is definitely H-O-T. Witness the following incident— true,

The inimitable Hedda Hopper,
who writes an exclusive monthly

.

.

Mrs. Sinatra received a
ration book from her local
board, there on the inside cover was
imprinted a big, red lipstick kiss
for Frankie Note to OPA : hereafter, please omit passion from
nation.

ing!"

When

new

—

!

37%

increase ov<
of '42. Reasons
We'll be glad to tell them
you on the slightest provoc:
tion. Address us at Fawce
Publications, Inc., Paramoui
Building, New York, N.

a

same period

.

through a megaphone, "On your
right, ladies and gentlemen, is
Frank Vincent's house, where Barbara Hutton and Cary Grant were
married last year, and Janet Blair
and Sgt. Bush were married a few
days ago." Then as they passed the
raft, he yelled, "And on your left,
ladies and gentlemen, are Janet
Blair and Sgt. Bush honeymoon-

too.

with

feature for Motion Picture, tells this
one in the Oct. issue
"Up at Arrowhead Lake they
have sight-seeing boats. Recently
when Janet Blair and bridegroom,
Sgt. Bush were sunning themselves
on a raft, they heard a man yelling

AYE,

CLAUDIA

Motion Picture's editors have
campaigned for stardom for many
Hollywood greats long before they
were even twinkles. They're raving

now about a new but not unknown
screen personality in print and out.
Dorothy "Claudia" McGuire.
thought her agent would like to

It's

We

know

°° A/of £Opy
•
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itimate in Character
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PP0SE_30% ADMISSIONS LEVY PROPOSAL
dge Knox
on Defense Motion,
sed on Remarks in Book;
ige Bright Takes Over
ts

Disqualifies Self for Extortion Trial
MICH. ALLIED SILENT ON
Official

By HAVILAND

FILM DAILY

F.

Action

Industry opposition to the Treasury's proposal for a 30 per cent admission tax, which would treble the
said that the view of the indus- existing
Federal levy, developed
try is not to oppose any tax not quickly yesterday, with indications
aimed specifically
at motion pic- that strenuous objections would be
tures, and this one covers all amuse- iegistered with the House" Ways
ments as well as spectator sports. and Means Committee by exhibitor
Palfreyman suggested that a 30 per organizations.
cent tax would be ruinous to smaller
At his Columbus, Missr, ; head-

.

REEVES

>asl Starts Eight

Correspondent
Detroit Michigan Allied meeting
here yesterday discussed the newly
proposed tax, but took no official action.
Abram F. Myers, general
counsel and board chairman of National Allied, and M. A. Rosenberg,
theaters, especially in one-theater
its president, both considered it too
early to formulate the organiza- towns which might have to close,
tion's action.
and the public in small towns should
Dave Palfreyman of the MPPDA
(Continued on Page 11)

ore; 59 Shooting

AFL Hears Labor

Instead he designated

ing jurist.

Judge John Bright to try
case of eight defendants charged

ieral

h extorting more than $1,000,000
film companies,
fames D. C. Murray, counsel for

m

(.Continued on

1st

Coast Bureau

—

Hollywood

Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY
Eight new pictures

of

tions to Treasury's Plan
Expected to Reach House

Discusses Treasury Department's Proposal, but Takes

No
"he film racket trial got off to a
start yesterday in New York
ieral Court when Judge John C.
ox disqualified himself as the pre-

Strenuous Industry Objec-

NEW TAX

—

Staff

Sec.

j

(Continued an Page -11)

Mass. Allied Will

Take

Writer Dearth Brings

— Allied

Theaters of Mas-

MPTOA

sachusetts,

Para. Search in N. Y.

New England

In

Boston

On Old Pix Overseas
Boston — Speaking before the na-

-

affiliate,

will

expand its activities to embrace all
e scheduled to go into production
New England, as a result of action
is week, making a total of 59 picIn a move to acquire potential taken at the unit's annual meeting
The check-up: tional convention of the American top-flight writers, Par amount's stu- at the Parker House here yesterday.
res in production.
At Columbia: Eight shooting, in- Federation of Labor at the Hotel dio has sent Mrs. Meta Reis to New Accordingly, the membership auStatler here yesterday, Secretary of

(Continued on Page 9)

Brownout"

Cut Chi.

to

anopy Lighting 25-50%
Chicago—"Brownout"

>

plans for
eaters taking shape here include
canopy light reduction of from
to 50 per cent, the elimination
(Continued on Page 9)

York to interview possibilities.
is assistant to Wilboys
many
letters
liam Dozier, story editor, said yesoverseas asking that pictures sent terday that
Paramount
sought
overseas be of more recent vintage. writers who were "relatively unA letter also was read at the af(Continued on Page 11)
received from

(Continued on Page 10)

Vandalism Breaks Out

Anew

in

Hub

Clark Chief

PRO for Fifth Army
now

chief

public relations officer for the

Fifth

Kenneth Clark

Lt. Col.

Army
Dave
nus,

Master

Sergeant
DAILY alum-

Italy,

in

is

Golding, FILM
reports in a V-Mail

one swell job"

in

the spot.

"He certainly is showing a lot
Army folks what a crack public
relations man can do," said
Sgt.

Theaters

Washington Bureau of

—

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 10)

Resume Decree Talks Friday
Spy Trial Detains

Clark; Company

Syracuse Police Ordered
To Eradicate All Bingo

here
such

like

.

"All

the

him

and

correspondents
that

includes

guys as Tregaskis, Matthews,
Chlnego, Stontman, Reilly and a

boat of otbari."

—The

N. Y.

Heads Meet

lid

(Continued on Pag* 8)

All

(Continued on Page 8)

—

vaudeville is making a iecomeback, and the legit,
houses look back to pre-depression
"
days for comparable audiences.
Recent additions to the ranks of
nightly;

cided

houses include the Majestic,
Casino and Bowdoin Square
which join the RKO Boston strong-

vaude.

Globe,

between

is

(Continued on Pag* 8)

.

All branches of show
Boston
business are booming in Bcston. Film
theaters are packing the patron! irt;^

consenting

Conferences

.{•-*,

Show Business
Booming in Boston

company presidents and the Department of Justice relative to changes
in the New York consent decree

on were postponed yesterday until FriBingo here.
day, due to the inability of Tom C.
In the wake of the arrest of Clark, assistant Attorney General,
George E. Smith, operator of the to attend. Clark was obliged to be
Civic Theater on a charge of vio- on hand for a spy trial in Newark.
lating the state lottery laws in conIt is reported that the company
Syracuse,

While several of Paramount^ ofthe British Isles have been
out, the company's organi-

THE FILM DAILY

Boston Vandalism, which seemed
Washington Increased effort on
temporarily to be all but halted, the part of OWI to tell America the
broke out anew in a downtown house full story of the war through pix,
this week and was followed by re- radio and the press seems to be in

of

Golding.

!

in
Steps on Gas to Tell fices
bombed
America Full Story of War

dispatch

from the Italian front. Sgt. Golding
comments that the former MPPDA
public relations contact, "is doing

Para. British Operation
Normal, Hicks Reports

OWI

—

Lt. Col.

(Continued on Page 10)

Labor Frances E. Perkins told of Mrs. Reis, who

and pictures fcr
Theater Guild and other
subscription organizations are do'ng
a land office business and all legitimate houses report full houses, enthusiastic audiences and many extended runs.
vaudeville

hold

of

some

time.

&*\
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Washington
Charges that Mrs.
Roosevelt took a service cameraman
with her for the entire extent of
her trip through the South Pacific
area, and that over 33,000 feet of
film of her trip were shot appeared
to be without foundation.
Source
of the charge could not be ascertained, but it followed the disclosure in The Film Daily Monday that
G.O.P Congressional leaders, angry
because of a newsreel sequence featuring the first lady, plan to investigate administration propaganda on
the screen.
Not only did the charges regarding: Mrs.
Roosevelt fail to stand up under investigation,

but

appeared as well that her

it

was no more completely covered

in

trip
cellu-

than that of the five U. S. Senators
Mead, Brewster, Chandler, Russell and Lodge
who returned recently, nor that of Under
Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson.
Exact figures on the footage received by
the three services here
Army, Navy and
Marine through which it would have to
pass were not available yesterday, but it
appeared that no more than 10,000 feet of
film had been shot on Mrs. Roosevelt's trip,
with possibly a little more on the trip of
the Senators.
In no case did a photographer travel with either the President's wife
or the Senators.
Their appearance was considered
newsworthy, however, at nearly
every base they came to, and service photographers did train their lenses on them.
loid

—

—

—
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DAILY

No Comment on

Report

IP Seeks 4 20th-Fox Pix
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

.

.

t

fi

days on business.

Paramount Victory Ball
Set for Astor on Oct. 22

MAX

A

Victory Ball dedicated to Parain the armed forces
will be staged at the Hotel Astor
on Oct. 22 by the company's Pep

mount employes

Club. All former Paramount workers in the service able to attend
will be invited as guests of the
club. Dinner and entertainment will
be served for some members of the
club and their guests.

The

club's

is

chairman,

ments for the

comDanson

entertainment

mittee, of which Harold L.
is

handling

arrange-

affair.

—
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While at the New River base the Mich. Allied Business Mgr.
Charlotte managers made arrangeLeave, Due to Health
ments also for servicing the 2,000seat theater just completed there,
Detroit
Pearl M. Sprott, long
one of the largest and most modern
in the South.
Eight other theaters business manager of Michigan Alhelp to provide screen entertain- lied, is leaving on an extended leave

On

for

will

of absence for reasons of health,

In her absence, post will be filled
by Fred E. Pennell of Decatur, a
member of the unit's board of direc-

"Call of the Wild" Off
20th-Fox Re-issue List

in

New York

frci

he
in

drive.

HARRY HUNTER,

Paramount

managing

<

Australia and New Zealand, arriv
yesterday from the West Coa
for conferences with foreign department exec
rector
in

for

New York

fives.

CY DILLON, manager

Republic Exchange, Cha

from New York City.
WALSH, head of the tATSE,

lotte, has just returned'

RICHARD
in

F.

Boston for a few days.

MARCO, who

is
on p.a. tour of the Ea
in connection with her film, "Behind the Risii
Sun," has left town for Detroit, Cleveland ai
Toledo.
She will return to the Waldorf-A
toria on Sunday.
Her return to Hollywood
scheduled for the end of the month.

C.

B.

AKERS

returns today to

GORDON WHITE
JOHN

is

HICKS

W.

in

Oklahoma

Cil

Charlotte.

returned

Monday

fro

England.

BOB O'DONNELL
RICHEY left

H. M.

is here from Dallas.
yestrday for Detroit.

ARTHUR W. KELLY is back
SAM PINANSKI of M &
today from Boston
conferences.

from the Coast.
Theaters arriv
for Paramount home offi
P

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA and LADY
(Marie Oberon), have arrived in London.

JOSEPH

H.

COHN,

KORt

film

advertising chief;
the Weiss and Celler agency, has returned frc

Hollywood.

BRIAN DONLEVY
Chicago,

and

is

has left St. Lukes Hospit
returning to Hollywood.

The Recognized
Standard
Reference

it

was learned yesterday.

arrives

tomorrow.
After a few days
go to Canada to participate

Dominion bond

—

Book

of the

Motion Picture Industry

tors for several years.

Twentieth-Fox has dropped "Call Fred Nortmah Rites Today
Wild" from its release schedChicago Fred Nortman, 71, forBrock Pemberton Play
ule, leaving only three re-issues for mer head of the Nortman-Fecher
release between now and the end of Circuit, is dead. He is survived by
Warners is reported supplying all the year—"In Old Chicago," "The his widow and a daughter. Burial
the financing for "From Pillar to Rains
Came" and "Under Two will take place today.
Post," the Rose Simon Kohn com- Flags."
Although "Jane Eyre" has been
edy which Brock Pemberton will
present on Broadway at the end of completed, no release date has been
the month.
set for it.

Warner Financing

JAMES CAGNEY,
Hollywood
he

:

ment for the New River Marines.

MILDER, managing director for Warns)
is on his way back to Lond

Creat Britain,

in

following a month's visit in New York and
the Warner studios in Burbank.

.

26 '/g.

=4

ternational Pictures, Inc., which is
NATE BLUMBERC has arrived from
controlled by William Goetz and
Leo Spitz, declined to comment on Coast.
HARRY BRANDT- has returned from Holl
a published report that the organi- wood.
zation had made an offer to Spyros
ABRAM /. MYERS returns to Washington fr<
Skouras, 20th-Fox president, of ap- Detroit Friday.
proximately $10,000,000 for "The
EDITH /KRAMER, College, New Have
Song of Bernadette," "The Gang's cashier, spent a week's vacation in New York.
All Here," "Guadalcanal Diary" and
MAURICE BRAD, home office director of sail
"Jane Eyre," and that International promotion, visited the Columbia, New Hav
branch.
planned to enter the distribution
I.
HOFFMAN, New Haven zone manai
J.
field.
for Warner Theaters, is in New York for a

—
—

Paramount

—

come

;

of In-

Picture Operators' Union, an indeCharlotte, N. C. John E. Holston, pendent
labor
organization,
was
manager of the 20th-Fox exchange learned yesterday. The union, which
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
in Charlotte, Scott Lett of Para- had operated from headquarters at
High Low Close Chg.
15 7/8
15% 15% + Vb mount and Carl Burton of United 690 Eighth Ave., had been in existAm. Seat
15%
Col. Piets. vtc. (2%%) 15% 15%
% Artists, have been at the Ma- ence for 11 years. All exhibitors
Columbia Piers, pfd
rine Base at New River conferring who did business with the union
% with
2% 2% 2%
Ccn. :Fm. Ind
the Public Relations officer, have been notified of its break-up,
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
Capt. A. A. Nelson, preparatory to which was voted upon at a general
do pfd.
extending the motion picture ser- meeting of the membership.
Gen. Prec. Eq.
vice there to points not yet reached.
59
Ine
Loew's,
5914 59
{Tuesday, October 5)

COnIInG and
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—Representative

United Operators' Union
Quits After 11 Years
Marines' Film Theater
Service Extended in N. C.
Dissolution of the United Motion

FINANCIAL

19V

6,

:

—

of the

THE FILM YEAR BOOK
Published by

and given

Lou Anger Hospitalized
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Hollywood Lou Anger, vice-president of United Artists Theater Corp.,
was taken to Good Samaritan Hospital suffering from an acute attack
of indigestion. His condition is conaidered not ssrioua.

free with a
year's subscription to
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NOW

IN PREPARATION

PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
in

NELSON EDDY

•

TECHNICOLOR starring
SUSANNA FOSTER CLAUDE RAINES
•

Biggest boxoffice picture Universal ever had and looks like one of the biggest
It's great to be in show business when there are

grossers the industry ever had

.

.

"The Phantom" around

pictures like

ROBERT PAIGE

.

.

.

more good

.There's

things to come!

LOUISE ALLBRITTON

.FIRED WIFE
.

.

.

makes audiences roar with

joy!

Motion Picture Daily knew something when

it

said: "It will

have them

rolling in the aisles."

And

Universal backs audience and press judgment with smash adver-

tising

campaign

to

make

this big

money

picture

blow

the roof off

the boxoffice!

DONALD O'CONNOR
LILLIAN GISH
in

What
.

.

.

a thrill!

•

SUSANNA FOSTER

RICHARD DIX

•

•

TOP MAN

The kind

of picture that

makes you glad you're showmen

grand, up-and-at-'em expansive entertainment

cheers.

With the three

Top Man

is

greatest youngsters in the business.

going to be tops in

any showman's book

.

.

.

bigger

than that big one "Mister Big."

_

PEGGY RYAN

full

of the stuff that

HOWARD HAWKS*
Ho Word

CORVETTE K-225

Hawh

RANDOLPH SCOTT

•tarring

for

great pictures are expected from the
But then
"Sergeant York" and "Air Force."
.

.

man who made

.

For advertising ... for exploitation ... for downright blood-and-guts
melodrama and boxoffice there's no picture in the immediate offing
that stacks up like "CORVETTE K-225."

WALTER WANGER'S

Sensational

WE'VE NEVER BEEN LICKED
INSPIRED BY THE FIGHTING

SONS OF TEXAS A &

M

fighting
spectacular Texas-to-Tokyo story of the spectacular
vengeance against the
sons of Texas, U.S.A., who blazed a trail of

The

treacherous, barbarous Jap!

f\ON*1
SEN**

im*

1

\Dfc* V
1
•not**
PIOSN*
S fcNSA

>RAIA* 1

EX

THE STRANGE DEATH
OF ADOLF HITLER
... a picture that

is

right

up with the news

.

.

.

exploitation possibilities ... the kind of picture
like to sink their teeth into!

and crammed with
all

good showmen

dow•n
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Consent Decree Talks

$5,702,000 Sale al

Resume on

31 Conn. Premieres

Friday

(Continued from Page

heads held a meeting

New Haven—Harry

1)

among them-

selves yesterday.

Clark indicated after the sessions
on Monday that he might issue a
statement after the next meeting,
but there was no hint as to its naInitial parley resulted in no
ture.
definite agreement, but it is understood that concrete proposals for
decree changes will be made in
forthcoming huddles.

Futures and Spot:
•

•

•

WITH

with an eye

field

furtherance

enough
to

1)

functioning normally and
John W. Hicks, vice-president in charge of foreign distribuHicks
tion, said here yesterday.
arrived from London by plane Monday afternoon after spending approximately four weeks overseas.
Hicks would not comment extensively on the reported plan of J.
Arthur Rank to extend his operations to the United States and other
countries, but he said he presumed
Rank wanted to place his pictures
wherever possible in the world marzation

is

ket.

new

there,

'

in the

In

So are the

this

to have itself
Our own State
makers of docu-

be pressing

will

war ends

and potential distributors
Downing Street, and from the

to 10

Kremlin to Chungking, the job which such films can do

•

ONE

•

•

the

in

offices

of

bound

are

pictures

this

type of product
the

Office

of

Julien Bryan

principal salients

the
to

bargain,

for

is

is

lively

which

such

and

click

service,

of

Inter-American

•

by

our commercial producer-disstamp to our Good Neighbors,
the product in U. S. houses whose
to

available pix of this

and coincident exhibition of
and audiences make such booking feasible
and documentaries will be "naturals" for schools,

•

Affairs

were peacetime, tremendous prestige would

The

travelogues

colleges

and other

policies

•

motion
at

Latin

Co-ordinator

the
If this

making

in

appreciated.

is

box
America
An illustration of
the score or more subjects being turned out
perform a

accrue, as well as substanial coin,

y

LINES

T

V

AND ANGLES:

Since Long Island Sound has

up Stamford way, has hung
by doing parttime life saving duty at that city's beach all summer. ...
• In New
Haven, Earl (20th-Fox salesman) Wright has been elected treasurer of
turned

up

chill,

John Kantaras,

his bathing suit after

Flotilla

"Lady

of

the

-From the White House

thereof. ....

police

city.

understanding

al-

and

mentaries and travel subjects, and current

issued
in the

when

aware

fully

more

takes no crystal ball gazer to see

It

every nation in the world

is

and

amity

the

rehabilitation

documentaries and travelogues are destined

world screens

Department

world

to

foreign

come, our foresighted solons are smart

importance

institutions......

(Continued from Page 1)

nection with a Ringo game
Chief of Police William Rapp
a sweeping order directing
to stamp out all Bingo games

of things to

to recognize that

take on

tributors

Syracuse Police Ordered
To Eradicate All Bingo

and

maximum com-

on

and.

business!),

is

constructively

international

of

scheme

pictured on

efficiently,

(business

contributing

side,

truistic

that virtually

Page

our more progressive

lore,

harnessing features and shorts for

to

advantage

mercial

the

(.Continued from

post-war planning to the

industry interests are wisely examining both the domestic

the general

Para. British Operation
Normal Hicks Reports

706, Coast

Guard

of the Rlalto

having aided

civilian defense

Auxiliary.

Dark" on

Stage Pays Para. $35,000

BOOTS AND SADDLES:
It's apparently one mad
Roy Rogers, King of the Cowboys
Yester evening,
Republic hosted a press party for him in the East Ballroom of Ye
Hotel Astor
Today, Roy will lead the World's Championship
Rodeo parade to City Hall, where he'll present a ten-gallon hat and
•

•

•

gallop for

Paramount

understood to have
realized $35,000 as its share of the
profits from the stage production
of "Lady in the Dark," which it is
now turning into a film. The company had an 18 per cent interest in
The
the show—or $30,000 worth.
production showed a total profit of
$194,444 during its stage engagement.
is

cowboy shirt and belt to Arizona Fiorello LaGuardia, foreman of the
At 5 p.m. today, Roy goes guest-starPa Knickerbocker Ranch
ring on Uncle Don's WOR program, and tonight guest-stars at the
Rodeo's bow, and during its engagement, at Madison Sq. Garden
Among those at the press reception yesterday were:
Herbert
J. Yates, Jr., Roy Rogers and Mrs. Rogers, Walter Titus, Jr., Harold
Iverson, treasurer and manager of United Aircraft, Gilbert Heath of
United Aicraft and Isabel Heath
Jimmy Dunn, J. Raymond (Columbia) Murray, Jack Harrison, Mel Konecoff, Al Schiller, Charles
Reed Jones
Steve Edwards, Evelyn Koleman, Beatrice Ross, Virginia O'Brien, Kirk Allen, Seymour Borus, Nelson Peabody, Herb Miller, George H. Morris
Al Picault, R. W. Baremore, Al Steen, Columbia Sileo, Grace Rosenfield, Foghorn Clancy, Bill Formby, Jerry
Jerauld, Larry Reid, the Sons of the Pioneers

Uncle Don, Helen

Gilmore, Muriel Babcock, Irene Thirer, Isabel Miller, Lester Grady,

Arch Winston, Joan Curtis, Ralph Day, Pat Murphy, Bill Vallee
Tom Kennedy, Jimmy Cron, Hortense Schorr, Fred Waters, Pauline
Williamson, Alton Cook and many others
Owen
Knowland

Davis,

F.

Shaw and

committee chairmen
during the Third War Loan Drive,

Barney

•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

report 31 Connecticut War Bond premieres turned in a total of $5,702,000 in Bond sales during the past few
weeks.
New Haven's recent premiere of "Thank Your Lucky Stars"
at the Roger Sherman, sold $273,675
in Bonds, and was a factor in pushing the New Haven receipts over
the quota. The auction session pro-

duced books autographed by notables,
paintings, cartoons, and merchandise.
Theater fignres are as follows: Poli, Waterbury, $392,000, State, $114,000, Palace,
Meriden, $153,300, Poli, $183,800, Middlesex, Middletown, $148,000, Rivoli. West Haven, $58,000, Community, Fairfield, $52,000,
Colonial, Southington, $40,775, Rialto, Wind
sor Locks, $104,000, Palace, Stamford, $515.
400, Bushnell Memorial, Hartford, $460,126
State, $287,075, Fine Arts, Westport, $353,
000, Wilkinson, Walling-ford, $150,225, Em
bassy, New Britain, $99,975, Capitol, An
sonia, $119,000, State, South Manchester,
Warner, Torrinsrton, $149,821
$145,000,
Capitol, Willimantic, $120,025, Rosrer SherI
man.
New Haven, $237,675, Pickwick
Greenwich, $265,000, Empress, South Nor
walk, $114,675, Capitol, New London, $126;
525, Stratford, $350,000, Playhouse, Rid?<e
field, $526,000, and Bradley, Putnam, $3,400

N. H. Governor Congratulates
Dover Exhib. on Bond Sale
N.

Dover,

manager

H.

—Melvin

Morrison

of the Strand Theater, was

publicly congratulated by Gov. Rob
ert O. Blood when a War Bond pre
miere held in his theater addec
$327,000 to Uncle Sam's coffers. Th<
premiere put Dover over its $500,

1

!

000 quota.

Bond Sales
Via Rhode Island Houses

$2,000,000 in

—

Providence With returns still in
complete, indications point to Wa:
Bond sales of $2,000,000 by Rhodi
Island theaters during September!
says Edward M. Fay, State theate,

Bond

chairman.

shows

in

principal

prevu

buyers
cities

of

Stat'

during past week represen
Bond purchases as follows: Provi
dence, Loew's State prevue, $358,
Pawtucket, Strand theatei
650;

held

K

$261,350; Newport, Strand, $197,750
Woonsocket, Stadium, $117,025.

—

—_

$269,000 Bond Premiere
At Montgomery Paramount
Montgomery, Ala.—A Bond pre
miere of "So Proudly We Hail" a
the

Paramount added $269,050 to th
War Loan, Manager Willian

Third

Wolfson

said.

Extra chairs in im

provised boxes had to be added
care for $1,000 Bond purchasers.

t<

STORK REPORTS
Fred

Sammis, editorial directs
Magazine and Radi

of Photoplay

Mirror, is the father of a girl bor
at Doctor's Hospital. The child ha

T

Jr.

Pitkin,

been tagged Kathy.

J

?

Wednesday, October

6,
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oast Starts Eight

:<

4ore; 59 Shooting
(Continued from Page

DAILY

Reviews of thc new f urns

with

Johnny

Downs, Gale
Lowery

Storm,

with Rosemary Lane and Johnny

Robert

(HOLLYWOOD
lluding "Nine Girls," adaptation of
PRC
Vilfrid Pettitt's stage play, with
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
'60 Mins.
TIMELY MUSICAL
inn Harding in the top featured Monogram
Sam
THE FARM SETTING
Leigh Jason directing.
ole.
PLENTY
WITH
MUSICAL
EXCELLENT
FY EASILY.
iischbff' is producing and Burt Kelly
associate.

5

U

.

Eight

M-G-M:

including-

shooting-,

Dragon Seed." epic story of modern China,
Katharine Hepburn, and Walter
tarring
with Aline MacMahon, Frances
iuston.
Pandro S. Berman' prbduelng and
i: fferty.

Conway directing.
Monogram: Four

n Jt
\i

AND

SONGS

OF LAUGH,
CHATTER.

COLLEGE

Downs

—

producer with .this timely musical
a
comedy. It deals with the back to the farm
movement and is an attractive offering from
the modest budget field.
Rosemary Lane does nice work in the
Johnny Downs and'
with
role,
starring

..

i

"Since

You

Went

Away":

Benedict E.
Jogeau's. ""The. Bridge' of San Luis Rey";
,'roducers Corporation of America, "Knickerbocker Holiday."
At .Universal: Eight shooting, including
he Technicolor production. "Gypsy Wildcat. "
with Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Peter
:\
:oe. Leo Carrillo, Gale Sondergaard. DougGeorge Waggner producing
as Dumbrille.

'"

"Timber":

Sherman's

Roy William Neill directing.
At Warner Bros.: Five shooting, including
'Outward Bound," drama, starring John
and Paul Henreid, with Dennis
Jarfield
Eleanor Parker, George Coulouris,
<ing.
Mark
iara Allgood and Edmund Gwenn.
Sellinger producing and Edward Blatt diuid

vcting.

Independent: W. R. Frank's "Dr.." Paul Josfllfcph doebbels. His Life and Loves
~l

I

Brownout"

to

Cut Chi.

3cmopy lighting 25-50%
(Continued from Page

1)

spotlights, reduction in all
decorative lighting and elimination
of all unnecessary inside lighting.

of

all

Theater maintenance executives
meet this week to set the local
program.
-vill

naticnal

a small town school and rapidly becomes
one of the campus favorites.
As the time grows closer for her return
to the air, the search for her grows franDiscovered by her uncle, she takes
tic.
even
great pains to secure her position
going to the extreme of having him thrown

PCA to Base Features
n Two Twain Tales
''est.

Coast Ritreau of

Hollywood

—-A

THE FILM DAILY
combination of

^a
^

that she is made presicountry-wide organization known

publicity

a

as the Affiliated

wide

publicity

Farm Clubs.

causes

three

The

nation-

picture

com-

panies to make her very attractive offers,
but she rejects them in favor of her new
work.
She also sees to it that Johnny returns to Marjorie.
CAST: Rosemary Lane, Johnny Downs,
Sheldon Leonard, Charlotte Wynters, Luis

list

of

is

another addition

to;

pictures about the underground

movement in the lands conquered by Hitler.
This latest rehash of the story turns out to
be an undistinguished film hewing pretty

A number of good performances and a certain amount of excitement and suspense redeem the production and set it down as fairly acceptable
entertainment for those who have not
the subject exploited
tired of films on
by this 20th-Fox offering.
The action deals with a sabotage orAt its head
ganization operating in Paris.
aristocrat surgeon (George Sanders)
is an
who is aided by his assistant (Brenda Marshall) and her husband (Philip Dorn), fresh
The latter,
from a German prison camp.
closely to formula.

numbered

days

his

as

a

result

of

brutal

treatment at the hands of the Nazis, does
not volunteer his services until the murder
(Raymond
youthful brother-in-law
his
Roe) for resisting transference to Germany

of

for enforced labor brings home to him the
urgency of destroying the Nazi menace.
When Miss Marshall shoots the German
commandant (Robert Lewis) to avenge her

death, Dorn, knowing his life
takes the blame so that a group
of hostages seized by the Germans may be
brother's

is

short,

spared.

i

CREDITS:

Producer,

Lindsley

Parsons;

Arthur Dreifuss; Authors, Ewart
Adamson and Jack White; Screenplay,
Charles R. Marion; Additional dialogue by
Al Beich and Frank Tarloff; Cameraman,
Mack Stengler; Editor, Dick Currier; MusiDirector,

director,

Eddie

DIRECTION,

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

CAST:

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Hayward Has Close
In

PHOTOGRAPRY,

Fine.

Call

New Zealand Avalanche

Equipment Depreciation
As Aussie Tax Charge-Off

Twain's

—

•

be deductible

on

.

tax

Hayward;

former

Hollythe Marine
Corps, was with a film unit that recently narrowly escaped an avalanche on a south Pacific mountain
range, a dispatch' from "Wellington,
N. Z., in yesterday's N. Y- Times
reveals.
Hayward was. directing a
Marine subject. -when_.he and the
camera crew were trapped on a
ridge by the "snow slide and were,
rescued by a relief gang with a bulldozer that worked its way through
a 100-foot barrier.. Picture is being
supervised by Maj. M. M. Spelling,;
former CoaBt producer.

Louis

player,

George

Sanders,

Philip

Dorn,

Madeleine LeBeau, Marcel Dalio, Robert Lewis, Henry Rowland,
Raymond Roe, Gene Gary, Jean Del Val,
Curt Bois, Anne Codee, Louis Borell, John
Wengraf, Michael Visaroff, Frank Lyon.
CREDITS: Producer, Andre Daven; Director Leonide Moguy; Screenplay, Harold
Buchman; Based on story by Georges KesBrenda

Good.

wood

screen adaptation of her father's stroyed will
returns.
''The Mysterious' Stranger."

direction.

Colmes, Benny Davis.

Kay.

Good.

—

:

dent of

the

—

"The Gilded Age"
Sydney (By Air Mail Passed by
and "The American Claimant" will
form the basis for the next Pro- Censor) Australian exhibitors will
ducers Corporation of America UA be able to deduct equipment depre"^ release, Sid Schlager, president, an- ciation charges under the new in_« nounces.
Charles Coburn will be come tax law, the Qu'eensland-MPEA
In addition,
|t| featured.
Schlager also announced Bulletin points out.
N'trat Clara Clemens is working on equipment disposed of, lost or delark

Mins.

UNDER-

The performances for the most part are
Philip Dorn and Miss
on the credit side.
Marshall play with an earnestness that
overshadows the work of Sanders, who,
in jail for a peeping torn.
however, gives a good account of himself
In the end, however, she is unmasked
when she sings a song on the air to help Alberni, Claire Rochelle, Syd Saylor, Mar- as the surgeon, even though there seems
the college band win a nation-wide, radio jorie Manners, Sunny Fox, Henry Hall, Billy little of the Frenchman in his performance.
and is forced to return to her Nelson, Frances Gladwin, The Radio Rogues, Smaller roles are well taken by Madeleine
contest
work, with the happy prospect of marrying The Vigilantes, Eddie LeBaron and Or- LeBeau, Marcel Dalio, Roe, Curt Bois, Anne
Codee, Jean Del Val and one or two others.
Johnny Downs.
chestra.
The screenplay of Harold Buchman,
It should
This is light, clean comedy.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Colmes; DiMack Stengfer does rector, Sam Newfield; Authors, Martin which is marked by a few good moments
do well in any house.
drama, is based on a yarn by Georges
nice work with his camera.
Mooney and Andre Lamb; Screenplay, Allan of
was given ordinary direction
Kessel.
It
CAST: Johnny Downs, Gale Storm, Robert Gale; Cameraman, James Brown; Art Diby Leonide Moguy, who worked under the
Lcwery, Candy Candido, Ge-Ge Pearson, rector, Frank Sylos; Editor, Holbrook N.
supervision of Producer Andre Daven. James
Doug Leavitt, Herbert Heyes, Marie Blake, Todd; Musical Supervisor, David Chudnow;
Basevi and John Ewing contributed good art
Songs by Harry Akst, Leo Shuken, Walter
Johnny Duncan, Claudia Drake.

—

cal

."!

"Paris After Dark"

as

:

.,

Brenda

WITH BACK TO
SHOULD SATIS- GROUND MANAGES TO SQUEEZE;
THROUGH THANKS TO ACTING AND
MOMENTS OF SUSPENSE.

'

.S«lznick'8

85

FAMILIAR YARN ABOUT

—

3arj-y

Dorn,

70 Mins. 20th-Fox

..

J

Philip

Marshall

PREVIEW)

shooting, including supporting picture on a double bill.
Producer Lindsley Parsons and megger,
mi Katzman-Jack Dietz production.
Revenge of the Ape Man," thriller, with Arthur Dreifuss have taken advantage of
Sheldon Leonard capably filling important
Zucco.
George
Carradine.
John
Lueosi,
and
Phil every opportunity to sell this one
The Radio Rogues, with their imroles.
Currie and Edward Chandler.
1 iry
Johnny
well.
Chiltheir
cjst
Are
My
have chosen
directing; and, "Where
personations, contribute much to the fundrama, being produced by Jeffrey Downs and Gale Storm as the boy and
Eddie LeBaron and his band are
making.
tcmard. with Jackie Cooper in the starring girl leads turn in first-rate performances
Gale
effective in taking care of the musical
ole, supported by Patricia Morison.
urm Ralph Morgan, Gertrude Michael, as do the members of the supporting cast chores.
icdison Richards, Betty Blythe, Anthony headed by Robert Lowery.
Sam Newfield did an excellent job of
William Nigh
Vard and Sarah Edwards.
The thing that makes this picture out- directing. Harry Akst, Leo Shuken, Walter
ecting.
Composed
standing, though, is the music.
Colmes and Benny Davis wrote the song
At Paramount: Eight shooting.
by Eddie Cherkose and fddie Kay, the songs numbers, and, Martin Mooney and Andre
At PRC: One shooting.
A4 RKO-Ratllo: Three shooting.
are as good as anything you'll find in a Lamb the original story.
The screenplay
At Republic: Four shooting, including
heavy budget musical, and should hit the is by Allan Gale.
Return of Casanova." comedy with Joe E.
of
choice
The
polls.
song
Roger
top of the pop
own, Dale Evans, June Havoc,
Rosemary Lane is a washed up Hollymhoff. Andrew Tombes. Jerome Frank, Jr.. warblers, too, is good.
wood star, whose press agent, Sheldon
Albert J. Cohen pror.d
Gene Collins..
of
a
The yarn concerns the activities
Leonard, induces her to volunteer to work
tein? and Lea Goodwins directing; and,
who wants to
Pride of the Plains," western, with Robert young femme radio singer
on a farm during the labor emergency.
She is
Smiley Bufhette. Nancy Gay. quit radio and go to college.
.; Kingston,
Johnny Downs, a farm lad, who is in love
.tepban Barclay, Ken Duncan, Jack Kirk thwarted year after year in this by her
with Marjorle Manners, becomes infatuated
Associate producer,
aid.
Ken McDonald.
money-hungry uncle and a clever advertising with Rosemary.
,.)U Gray and Wallaee Fox directing.
agency executive. Finally, taking the name of
At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting.
Rosemary's farm work receives so much
For I' nlted Artiste: Four shooting, David one of the office secretaries, she enters

:

George Sanders,

with

Walter Colmes makes a promising debut

This is an excellent musical number with
plenty of laughs, songs and college chatter
formula for a strong
right
the
just

S

:

*

"Paris After Dark"

"Harvest Melody"

"Campus Rhythm"

1)

:

now with

sel;
tors,

tor,

Marshall,

Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Art DirecJames Basevi, John Ewing; Set DecoraThomas Little; Film Editor, Nick De

Fred
Sersen;
Effects,
Special
Maggio;
Sound, W. D. Ffick, Harry M. Leonard;
Musical Score, Hugh W. Friedhofer; Musical

Director,

Emil Newman.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Routine.

DIRECTION,
Okay.

Donald Rogers Resigns

—

I"

Cleveland Donald Rogers has resigned as manager of the Imperial
Theater.

W\

-w
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Knox

Disqualifies Self

Wednesday, October

For Extortion Trial

Take

(Continued from Page 1)
six of the defendants, asked Judge
Knox to disqualify himself because
the jurist, in a book entitled "Order
in the Court," had discussed the de-

and EDWARD CHANDLER,
"Return of the Ape Man," Monogram; MADY
PHIL BOUTEUE, musical director, "Sensations
CHRISTIANS, "Tender Comrade," RKO; JOSEPH
of 1944," Andrew Stone-UA.
"Days of Clory," RKO.
ROWLAND BROWN, screenplay, "The Tanaka VITALE,
LYNN MERRICK, "Swing Out the Blues,"
Plan," Frank Melford.
and "Nine Girls," Columbia.
ARCHIE STOUT, cameraman, "Tomorrow Never
LAMA TURNER, "Marriage Is a Private AfComes," Arnold Pressburger-UA.
fair," M-G-M; SICNE HASSO, "Seventh Cross,"

of George E.
Browne, former head of the IATSE,
and William Bioff, his personal
agent, both convicted of a similar
extortion.
It also was pointed out
that in a later article that appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post Judge
Knox had called Bioff a liar.
tails

of

the

MILTON

trial

Defense Differs

ROSEN,

MARY

composer-arranger,

another

year. Universal.

CASTINGS
ANN
MADY

HARDING.

"Nine Girls," Columbia;
CHRISTIANS, "Tender Comrade," RKO;

WALTER ABEL,

"Mr.

Skeffington,"

Warners;

JOSEPH VITALE, "Days of Clory," RKO; FAY
HELM "Phantom Lady," Universal; SIDNEY
CREENSTREET, "Dragon Seed," M-C-M; EDMUND GWINN, "Outward Bound," Warners.

TURHAN BEY and HENRY TRAVERS, "Dragon
de- Seed," M-G-M; PETER
COE, "Gypsy Wildcat,"
fense of the defendants presently Universal; DON BARRY, RICHARD CONTE and
on trial differed materially from the DAVE WILLOCK. "Purple Heart," 20th-Fox;
JAN IS CARTER, "The Racket Man," Columbia;
Government's contention that they, QUEENIE
LEONARD, "Our Hearts Were Young

Murray pointed out that the

together with Browne and Bioff, conspired to extort money from the
film industry.
The attorney stated
that the defendants were fearful
that their case would be harmed if
Judge Knox presided at the trial.

Selection of a jury took about two hours,
with more than 50 prospective jurors being
Many of these asked to be eliminated because of the length of the trial.
Others were excused by defense counsel and
the Government prosecutor.
Nine women
and three men were selected to sit on the
jury.
Following the selection of the jury
Judge Bright adjourned the trial until today.
The Federal prosecutor, Boris Kostelanetz, will open the trial for the Government.
Contend Bribes, Not Extortion
During the picking of the jury Murray
asserted that whatever money was paid to
Browne and Bioff represented bribes on the
part of the companies that made the payments and that the defendants in the
present case were not involved in an extortion scheme.
He also asked the prospective jurors if any of them had ever read
Judge Knox's book and the Saturday Evening Post article.
Only two admitted having done so.
Murray read off a list of 25 prospective
Government witnesses among whom were
Bioff, Browne, Nicholas Schenck, Albert and
Harry Warner, Louis B. Mayer and other
film executives, asking whether any of the
talesmen knew any of the witnesses.
All
answers were in the negative.

On

Sec'y

Old Films Overseas

called.

(Continued from Page 1)

A

ternoon session of the
F of L from
a Private Hamburg in North Africa who said: "Please keep at home
some of the mess of old pictures
that are being dumped on us over
here.
Most of us have seen all of
these pictures and if there is any
generosity in sending them here we
We want more
just cannot see it.
recent movies. So do all of the boys
in Sicily and in Italy. I know for I
have been among all of them. Keep
the war pictures and more with humor in them. We can stand a lot of

England

(Continued from Page 1)

thorized a change in name to Allied
Theaters of New England, Inc.

were re-elected, with
Officers
& P TheSamuel Pinanski of

M

M-C-M; ROBERT WALKER, "Meet Me in St. aters being returned to the presiLouis,"
M-C-M; TOM DRAKE, "The White
Devlin of Loew's TheCliffs,
M-C-M; BEULAH BONDI and MAEVE dency, John
MURRAY, "When I Come Back," Paramount; aters, Boston, to the vice-presidency,
GABRIEL HEATTER, "Curly," Columbia; ARTHUR Stanley Sumner of the University
LAKE, "The Wedding Guest" Columbia; RAY
theater, Cambridge, to the treasCOLLINS, "The Eve of St. Mark," 20th-Fox;
RALPH MORGAN, "The Imposter," Universal; urer's post, and Joseph H. Brennan
DICK HAYMES, "Four Jills and a Jeep," 20th- to the secretaryship of the board of
Fox;
BRUCE KELLOGG and WARREN ASHE, directors and the clerkship of the
"Last of the Mohicans," Republic.
CHIEF CHEWCHKI, "The Navy Way," Para- corporation.
mount; TOM NEAL, "Klondike Kate," Columbia;
In addition to setting the maROBERT WILLIAMS, "The Racket Man," Columchinery in motion for territorial
bia.
expansion, the annual meeting was
given over largely to a discussion
TITLE SWITCHES
from
"The White Cliffs," formerly "The White of industry problems, ranging
the proposed 30 per cent admissions
Cliffs of Dover," M-G-M.
"The Imposter," formerly, "Passport to Dakar," tax to the New York consent de-

SCHEDULED

AFL Hears Labor

said the judge.

New

In

CURRIER

and Cay," Paramount; CHARLES IRWIN,
"Frenchman's
Creek,"
Paramount;
JEROME
COWAN, JOHN ALEXANDER and DOROTHY
Universal.
fETERSON, "Mr. Skeftington," Warners; RALPH
MORGAN and GERTRUDE MICHAEL, "Where "Bring on the Cirls," fromerly "True to the
Navy," Paramount.
Are My Children," Monogram; PARIL MESTUSI,
"Rhapsody in Blue," Warners; PARIL MESTUSI,
"Show Business," RKO; GENE KELLY, "ChristJudge Knox, after stating he felt no mas Holiday," Universal; FAYE EMERSON, "Outprejudice toward any defendant, said he ward Bound," Warners; EDGAR BERGEN, "The "Marriage is a Private Affair," novel,
JUDITH
would be glad to get rid of the case by Great Cabbo," Charles ft. Rogers-UA; BONITA
KELLY; screenplay, DAVID HERTZ; producer,
assigning it to Judge Bright.
"I certainly GRANVILLE, "Good Luck, Johnny Coke," RKO; PANDRO BERMAN, M-C-M.
do not care to preside at any trial if any
defendant feels that he would not be treated
fairly,"

1943

Mass. Allied Will

HOLLYWOOD OIOCST
SIGNED

6,

urn

cree.

Resolutions

acknowledging
of Pinanski

the

and
Brennan were adopted, as was one
paying tribute to Harry Browning
for his Hollywood Cavalcade camyear's

services

paign, generally hailed as outstand-

OWI

Steps on Gas to Tell ing.
America Full Story o! War 20 More Industry Execs.
Get Ampa Honor Roll Bid
(Continued from Page 1}
the making.

Shifting of George H.

Lyon, former Scripps-Howard and

PM

editor to the military liaison
post of the Domestic Bureau is the
first step. Lyon was relieved of his
post as News Bureau chief late last

month.

He

succeeds Col. Nicholas Roosethe Summer after having failed to "crack
through" and start the flow of news
OWI and the nation want from the
velt,

who resigned during

military.

Lyon

will

have a

staff of

Vincent Trotta, president of Ampa,
yesterday sent out 20 additional invitations to industry executives to
serve on the Honor Roll committee,
for the "Salute to the Heroes" event
slated for the Astor, Oct. 21. Charles
Francis Coe will be the master of
ceremonies.
Invitations have been sent to
Frank
Walker,
Y.
C.
Frank
Freeman Mark Sandrich, Walter
Wanger, Gus S. Eyssell, Robert M.
Weitman, A. J. Balaban, James Cagney, I. E. Chadwick, John C. Flinn,
Leon Bamberger, R. W. Baremore,

four or five men (Roosevelt worked
alone) and there will be OWI men
the latter."
assigned to put their full time in at
Herman Schleier, Howard Mayer,
Secretary Perkins in her address the Army and Navy.
The
agency doesn't aspire to take over Howard Strickling, GeoTge Brown,
paid a high tribute to the motion the issuance of military news, E. Palmer Alex Evelove, Harry Brand, Walter
picture industry and said that some Hoyt, OWI domestic director, said yester- Compton and Perry Lieber.
of the best work of the campaign day, but it will make a continual analysis
the news from the Army and Navy, sughad been done by that industry. of
gesting' shifts in emphasis or the disclosure Theater for Moses Lake
She particularly praised such pic- of news on various operational phases which
Seattle, Wash.—John Lee, of Ephtures as are calculated to keep up have been insufficiently covered.
Marjorie Main's Mother Dead
On the other hand the OWI is liable to rata, is opening a theater at Moses
morale and spirit among civilians
run into suspicion and resistance on the Lake.
Indianapolis Mrs. Jennie Tomlinas well as soldiers and praised the part of the Army particularly and on pix
son, 74, mother of Marjorie Main,
work of the picture industry in its coverage particularly. The Army has been
motion picture actress, died at her tremendous
aid to the Third War smarting under the industry criticism it has
in recent months for poor combat
home here.
Loan drive as well as to previous received
Its pix people are especially ancoverage.

—

—

drives.

TO THE COLORS!
LT.

* PROMOTED *
COM. WILLIAM
EDDY,

USN,

& K

war
Navy

—*—

*

ARMY

UN-

Perley P. Sheehan
Bureau of

Hollywood

*

feel

that the newsreels

NEW POSTS

IN

Lafayette Theater, Buffalo.

than they actually are because of poor news- CONSTANTINE
reel

W-est Coast

School.

ETTINCER, M-C-M publicity department, Hollywood.
JAMES WAGNER, Republic construction department, Hollywood.
FRED DOUGHTY. tWte* manager, Winchester,
EDDIE

they

plants.

formerly

television director, to commander.
continues as head of the Chicago

Materiel

B
Eddy

noyed because they

neglected some of the best footage
Secretary Perkins * also advised have
Some of the very
turned over to them.
every laboring man to see every best war shots have been edited out of the V. SPENCER SALSER, general manager. Basil
community theaters, Buffalo.
picture short or otherwise which em- reels, according to Army sources, who feel
their achievements in pix coverage, CEORCE
that
MACKENNA, general manager,
H.
phasized production in American while
could be improved, appear worse

Dead

THE FILM DAILY

— Perley

editing.

1.

Theater Bldg.,

Howard Arndt, OWI newsreel man, will
work with Lyon, although his assignment BASIL t.
ater
is to the News Bureau.

BASIL,
Inc.,

president,
Buffalo.

Lafayette

BASIL, vice-president, Lafayette TheBldg.,

THEOPHILES

|.

Inc.,
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ests, Buffalo.
SheeC. E. OGBURN, supervisor of bookers, Warners.
han, 69, veteran screen writer and Safety Congress Meets in Chi.
Charlotte.
Chicago Thirty-second National
former New York newspaperman,
W. B. COODMAN, office manager, Warners,
died at his home in Sierra Madre, Safety Congress is under way here
Oklahoma City.
following long illness.
He left in- with 10,000 visitors. Several pro- JOHN HARKINS, Warner Studio publicity staff
be
there
should
no
funeral
for
theater
executives
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structions
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be given.
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Treasury's 30% Plan Opposed Writer

Allied Takes

Action on Tax Plan

House Com.

to

Get Strenuous Trade Squawks
(Continued from Page 1)

Dearth Brings

Para. Search in N. Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

quarters, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
be forced to go without pictures.
president, expressed the concern of
Jfreyman suggested boom condihis national group over the Treasts
of big Washington theaters
ury's unexpected and disconcerting
rht have suggested the false idea
proposal.
prevailing industry prosperity to
"The 30 per cent tax, if adopted,
Igressmen.
will work tremendous hardship on
ee on Institutional Advertising
all theaters," said Kuykendall, who
laude Lee of Paramount dis- pointed out that all business, and
institutional advertising par- not the film industry alone, was
E>ed
larly on war activities, and op- prepared to fight increased levies.
ed the industry's calling atten"As an industry," continued Kuyi to the good it is doing as being
kendall, "we must offer opposition
The public properly
bad taste.
reciates war activities but is not
In Washington yesterday, Conlonstrative of approval. Lee suggress was in revolt against the
ted a brief credit line on films
Treasury's tax program, tvith the
ting they are being shown by inAdministration delaying the aptry gratis to servicemen in all
pearance before the House Ways
ibat areas, and also on Governand Means Committee of Ecoit shorts, stating they are being
nomic Stabilizer Fred M. Vinson.
at the request of OWI to comMeanwhile, New York Board of
public idea that the exhibitor
Trade asked for a 10 per cent,
ieing paid for running them.
sale's tax with no exemptions as
aul Mooney, of National Screen Service
e a plea for exhibitors to send in booka month ahead and return paper
nptly because of the desperate help
tare in order to improve efficiency of

a substitute, while the National
Lawyers Guild, opposing the sales
tax, instead urged a $25,000 limit
on incomes.

ice.

Ray Branch

of Michigan Allied
talks before lunclubs to eliminate passeB to merits for window cards, etc., in local comaties. citing his own successful experi-

resident
losed a

program

of

m

in Hastings. Mich,
ranch repeated a proposal to get theon one film delivery route to agree
uniform change dates, eliminating 26 to

e

Branch discussed
breakdown of film deliverthe obsolescence of equipof oil to coal -burning heatdangerous delays in ordering
plants,
the ruling of the Iowa Supreme Court
theater operation is a hazardous busiwith resultant effect on theater insur!
and juvenile delinquency,
he latter subject aroused much interest,
exhibitors reporting increased moves
1
per cent of
approaching
because of
t, conversion

mileage.

,

or

we cannot expect

The

MPTOA

is,

consideration.

and has been, ac-

tively opposed to higher admissions
levies."

Actors Equity Association also
placed itself on record yesterday
against an increased tax when its
Council authorized the organization's executives to add their voice
to protests against a boost in the
levy on theater tickets.

The Equity Council based its action on the contention that such an
increase would be passed on to the
public and would serve to reduce
attendance at legitimate attractions,
thereby affecting the employment of
the members of the association.

Treasury's New Tax Plan
Gets Cold Capital Reception
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington

—

Getting one of the
receptions ever accorded a
Treasury tax plan, that submitted
to the House Ways and Means Committee yesterday seemed set for the
old heave-ho last night. It appeared
that the entire Treasury plan might
be junked, with an entire new bill
written in committee.
The general feeling was that the
bill would be too hard on most tax
payers, with the personal and corporation taxes getting the harshest
criticism.
There was little discussion of the details of the bill.
Rewriting the entire bill would
probably mean that admissions levies would be set lower than the 30
per cent asked by the Treasury. If
the outline of the bill is retained,
with various important features rewritten, there is an excellent chance
that the 30 per cent admission tax
asked by the Treasury will remain
in it, whereas if the whole thing is
scrapped and the Congressmen start
afresh, the chances are that the admission rate will be set at about
20 per cent.
coldest

.

local

curfew ordinances and attempt

to

Possible liberalization may be
them.
t
rht in some cities on the ground that
ngsters without parental supervision are
er off in theaters than on the streets.

to Use Cinecolor
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

Stone

Hollywood

—

DAILY
Andrew Stone will

"Sensations of 1944" in
Cinecolor.
The United Artists release goes into production shortly.

Clearance Relief Sought
by Wisconsin Exhibitor

produce

The 14-day clearance granted

to

(.Continued from Page 1)

known"

insofar

as

.

were

pictures

concerned but who, after acquiring
the necessary screen treatment experience, would become valuable in
the future and may take their places
among the well-knowns today.
Mrs. Reis explained the shortage
of writers was due, partially, to the
fact that many of the better writers
had moved up to producer-writer
and director-writer berths and that
the war had taken many of the
writers from the fold, not only at
Paramount but at other studios as

Approximately 30 writers
have been lined up for interviews
well.

so far.

The visit of Mrs. Reis is a preliminary one, as she will be followed
shortly by Dozier who will interview personally the better prospects
selected by his assistant.

Vandalism Breaks Out

Anew

in

Hub

Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

percussions in a lesser degree in
other downtown theaters.
During
the stage show in the first-run a
small riot broke out with damage to
seats and other mezzanine floor
equipment.
Riot squad of the Boston police
department, aided by Military Police
and the Shore Patrol broke up the
fight with the arrest of four Negro
members of the armed forces. News
of the affair spread to other downtown theaters and there was some
unrest although no other outbreaks.
Boston houses have been comparatively free of vanadlism because of
the efficiency of the police, MP and
SP with offenders jailed or their
privileges denied them whenever
caught.

Richland and Eskin Theaters,
professions, and also attacking selling in Richland Center, Wis., is unreasonMembers Bought $1,260,000 Bondg
ranch stated that Michigan exhibitors blocks' thereby forcing exhibitors to buy able and should be eliminated, acunwanted pictures to get good ones. Uvick
3
reported $1,250,000 War Bond purpleaded: "Let us buy pictures as any other cording to a demand for arbitra>es by themselves in the third War Loan
merchant buys his merchandise."
for
four
e to date, probably enough
Newark's Rialto Sold
With the entertainment program held to tion filed by Miss Lucille Forbes,
.bers.
This in addition to sales to the
Newark, N. J.
Newray Realty
a minimum, there were theater parties at operator of the Spring Green Thelie.
Corp. has purchased the Rialto Theigorous attack on distributors, addressed downtown houses last night for those at- ater,
Spring
Wis.
Miss
Green,
many company representatives present, tending the convention. At tonight's banater and a two-story store and ofmade by Joseph P. Uvick, secretary- quet, Frank N. Isbey, state War Bond chair- Forbes further charges that it is
often impossible to obtain prints fice building from the Third Presbysurer of Michigan Independent Exhibi- man, will be the principal speaker.
Association, comparing the practice of
because the Richland and Eskin fail terian Congregation.
d-checking to the ethics of the lowest
to book and play pictures desired
"Buying Seminar" Held at
Defendants
by the complainant.
Allied' s East Regional
are Warner Bros., RKO, Paramount
Exhib. Sells
BaiUFul Experience
New Haven—The proposed "buy-/ and 20th Century-Fox.
Quota
County
ing seminar" was held yesterday at
Defeat the Axis
the Eastern regional two-day meetA. K. Christian, manager of the
ing of Allied here at the Hotel Taft, Norman, Okla., Complaint
Boston
Nearly 1,000 persons who
Wayne Theater in Monticello, Ky.,
had watched a movie at the Winthe general membership participat- Withdrawn by Plaintiff
reports that the Treasury Third War
chester, residential suburban stand,
ing.
Loan quota for Wayne County was
A designated-run complaint dockwere suddenly "placed under arrest"
The Caravan meeting discussed eted by Juanita B. Berry, operator
set at $195,000 but at a single
as
they were about to leave the
the high price of films and the of the Oklahoma Theater, Norman,
War Bond auction and rally held at
theater.
Police Ueutenant Ed
shortage of product being released. Okla., against RKO, Warner Bros.,
his theater during the drive, over
Connell stopped the exodus and told
A board meeting, held in the af- Paramount and 20th Century-Fox
$191,000 in Bonds were sold.
the startled patrons they'd have to
ternoon, was attended by Dr. J. B. has been wilthdrawn by the comAlthough Wayne County finally
the

—

97.9%
Bond

To

—

-

—

'bail
themselves out," the charge
being non-support of the Third War
Loan.
Reseated, the patrons bought
more than $5,000 worth of bonds and
stamps.
The movie, a bond premiere, had previously vended $130,°
700 in bonds for admission tickets.

Maxwell Anderson and
Pouzzner of Connecticut
Samuelson,
Jack
Allied;
Sidney
Greenberg and Joseph Conway of
the Eastern Pennsylvania unit; Irving Dollinger, Lee Newbury, Harry
Lowenstein, Louis Gold and Edward
Fishman,

.

plainant.

Kelly of

New

Jersey Allied.

Albert F. Gasser
St.

Louis

—Albert

Dead
F. Gasser, pro-

jectionist at the Rivoli theater for
many years died at the Christian

Hospital.

garnered $205,605.25 for the Treasury
Department
(in
cash
not
maturity value), Christian believes
that no other single exhibitor has
bettered his Bond-batting average
of 97.9 per cent.
Contradictions invited!

—

Daniel
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"BETTER
THAN EVER
The high

quality

and exceptional

uni-

formity of Eastman motion picture
films not only

have been maintained,

but have been improved under the

tremendous pressure of wartime
production

—a real triumph of preci-

sion manufacturing.

Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

EASTMAN FILMS

COPY

FILE

DO NOT REMOVE
The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

OL.

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old

NEW

NO. 69

84,
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TEN CENTS
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HAY CHANGE ARMYJVERSEAS
"lew

RCA 'Lighthouse' Relays to Bring Tele Nets

Reeling 'Round --

WASHINGTON
p=

ANDREW

B7

H.

OLDER

=

Big Post-War Development
Forecast by Ralph R. Beal,
RCA Labs. Research Chief

RCA

UA DOOR OPEN
TO TOP UK PIX

has

developed a radically
of "lighthouse" radio sta"HE close of the Third War Loan Drive tion which, making the relay of teleseems a good time to review the job vision programs a relatively simple
ne over the past two and a half years by matter, points the way to nationwide tele networks in the post-war
arlton Duffus' office in the Treasury War
period, it was disclosed yesterday by
vings section. It's a story of showmanship
Ralph R. Beal,
Laboratories'
(equalled by the record of any other office
research director.
the Government, and with very few exBeal, who used RCA's house organ,
ptions the men and women responsible
Radio Age, as a sounding board, enr that story are from the motion picture
visages that the "lighthouse" relays
dustry. .. .First man to head the picture

Kelly Will Give Assurances
to British Producers

WASHINGTON new form

RCA

•nt,

who agreed

st early

-G-M

in

to

1941.

to

Washington

publicity for the

the office

(Continued on Page 8)

area,

operating chief a
w weeks later. As soon as he started to
oduce on the pix phase of the work, he
as assigned special events as well....
hen started the parade of promotion talent.
'e don't have the space to detail the work
all
these men, but we would like to
ention them briefly.
For instance, Frank
ent into

—

— unattended,

automatic located 20
50 miles apart will not tie tele
accept a dollar-a-year
stations into national nets but will
Duffus, then handling

was Howard Dietz, Loew vice-presi-

ction

as

Throw Exhib.

Clark To

Squawks

at Distribs.

In the wake of the admitted concern of British producers over the
post-war film market in the U. S.
and the announced plans
of J. Arthur
Rank for the
e s

tablishment

of his own U.
S. distributing

company,

W

Arthur

—

—

Product Shortage Held Grave

"\UT
^

Production Increase Needed, Allied's

in

Los Angeles Ivan Stauffer opened

branch office in 1941, and for nine
ionths
straight borked
three pix stars
aily at the local Treasury Center.
Bookings
that office have reached an astronomical
gure, with New York and hollywood setng appearances over the country at a rate
F
better than 100 monthly.
Ed Ingle
ame from the NBC promotion department
a

I

'

(.Continued on

Page 8)

and, while she could not be
personally at Hyde Park,
authoritative channels in this city
indicated that she is preparing a
confidential report on her observamotion pictures
tions
regarding
shown to troops in the Pacific area,
calling upon her experience in sev-

day,

reached

Sale Via Premieres

—

Odeon

•

activi-

Army's Special Services
Division was reported here yesterof the

ties

Ascap May Do Biz. in Fla.
Supreme Court Rules

State

The Florida Supreme Court

Third War Loan Bond sales via
Bond Premieres staged by the natheaters aggregate $301,851,629 on the basis of virtually comExchange
plete reports by

tion's

WAC

(Continued on Page 7)

For United Indie Front 30% Admish Tax Recedes
As 10% Sales Levy Looms

Clarence Robson, Dom.

•

blow to the film distribution

ARTHUR W. KELLY

Questionnaire Replies

—

—

Washington

$301,851,629 Bond

Washington Bureau of THE
London visit to give
department-store exhibit
Washington The meeting held in his forthcoming
(Continued on Page 3)
an with a background of radio work,
York Monday and Tuesday beeluding promotion on both the Chicago tween production heads and Departid New York World's Fairs.
He it was ment of Justice officials were conho handled the jeep tour across Ohio, cerned mainly with general discusith Marlene Dietrich as the star passenger sion of the consent decree, Assistant
.Then there was, from the Minneapolis
(Continued on Page 7)
-G-M office, Morris Abrahams, who haned the Audrey Kargere "Defense Dolls"
ur
and the trip of the "Ship Ahoy"
Executive, Stricken
Detroit Highlight of yesterday's
rls which
brought in far better than its
session of the two-day meeting of
sal of enough Bond sales for one destroyer
Toronto Clarence Robson, execu- Michigan Allied was a presentation
...Bruce Hooton, who had been overtive manager of Odeon Theaters of by Abram F. Myers, general counas for Leo the Lion (guess what cornand previously Eastern sel and board chairman of national
any?)
launched the first Buy-a-Bomber Canada,
results of the quesimpaign, two menths before Pearl Har- general manager for Famous Players Allied, of the
to exhibitors by the
or in Buffalo, N. Y.
At about that time died yesterday following a second tionnaire sent
{Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
le man who sold the first icebox to an
skimo, Jim Moran, came to the Treasury
om Paramount to take Dorothy Lamour on
33-day 16-state tour a month after Pearl
arbor
the first big star tour.
Moran's
sw with Warners.

New

(

THE FILM DAILY
That Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt is preparing what may be the death
Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 7)

Kelly, United
Artists vicep r e s i dent in
charge of foreign distribution, said yes-

terday that he
prepared on
FILM DAILY

Capital Hears Mrs. F. D. R.
Preparing Confidential Report for General Staff

is

M-G-M

lark,

PKJETUP

in a

sweeping decision has upheld a lower court opinion that the American
Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers is not a price-fixing combination operating illegally in re(Continued on Page 6)

View

Product shortage is creating one of
gravest problems facing exhibitors today, it was brought out
at Allied's Eastern regional directors' meeting in New Haven on
Tuesday.
The curtailment of production, according to Irving Dollinger, regional vice-president, has
changed the distribution side of the
the

(Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—With

the Treasury's
tax plan already conceded in most
quarters to be a dead duck, there is
(Continued on Page 7)

"Our G«iiiff" Dropped
As a Metro Series
M-G-M's
the

for
calls

78

for

last

terday.

66

short

subject's

schedule

1943-44 season tentatively
62 subjects, compared with
year, it was reported yesThe 62 subjects will be in

reels.

The "Our Gang" comedies
eliminated as

program

will

a

series,

include

will be
although the

one

"Gang"

subject.

Metro will make shorts for the
Government if, and when, the OWI
requests it, it was said.

Thursday, October

7,

194

DAILY

cominG

Green Commends Hays,
Glamour for War Effort

gomg

firiD
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CARL LESERMAN,

JOHN W. AL1COATE

UA,

Publisher

JAMES

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

MERSEREAU

General

:

Manager

::::::

BAHN

HERBERT

for

J.

president

Republic

of

mid-west tour Monday.

a

YATES and WILLIAM SAAL

ner

assistant, are
product deals.

his

some

close

HINCHY,

in

New

WarO RC E

for
E

tact,

REEVE,
here

is

of

to

LOUIS

the

AMPP

public
the Coast.

from

relations

con-

KROUSE,

secretary-treasurer
general
of the IATSE, returned yesterday from Boston,
where he attended several sessions of the AFL
convention.

WHITNEY BOLTON,

HOLLYWOOD,

city

executive,

hies

Columbia studio publihimself back to the Coast

tomorrow.

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

DULL2ELL,

head of
Actors and Artistes of America,

Associated
Boston at-

the
in

is

AFL convention.

tending the

SOL SCHWARTZ, RKO zone manager,

York

Warners' playED
head
date department, is due back in New York today from Albany and Buffalo.

ARCH

AFL

are

PAUL

J.

CROUCH,

Representatives:
28, CalifWilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
Ernest W. Fredman, The
0882.
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
Harle,
A.
Le Film, 29 Rue MarP.
Mary Louise Blanco,
soulan (12).
Eileen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

LESTER COWAN has gone back to Hollywood to confer anew with Laurence Schwab
on the musical version of "The Command to

in

arrived

Boston today to take charge of the arrange-

ments for the world premiere of "Iron
at the RKO Memorial on Oct. 26.
L.

SCHLAIFER, Central

).

and

industry had done more than it
share to date, Green said, "Mayb
all of us need a Will Hays or mayb
we need some of the Hollywood

Glamour."

Major"

NEW YORK

manager of

sales

ROGER

FERRI, editor of the
company's Dynamo, left yesterday for Detroit
and Chicago.
They will be away from the
Home office the remainder of the week.
20th-Fox,

DR.

CARLO ROCHA,

20th-Fox

in

KARL

Havana,
he

where

quarters,
grafica.

B.

has

publicity

director

returned

his

also

is

KNUST, manager

to
editor

of

Fox's Ecuador office, is in New
ferences with executives of the
Department's head office.

EDMUND
Circuit,

is

C.

GRAINGER,

20th
York

of

THEATERS

for

headCine-

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Centuryfor con-

"LASSIE

International

president

CRACIE FIELDS
Mediterranean
entertained

is

back from

tour of
operations, where
a

theater of
the fighting forces.

the
she

ROBERT MOCHRIE and NAT LEVY
).

J.

SHUBERT was

Fla.,
in

RODDY McDOWALL— DONALD CRISP
IN TECHNICOLOR

Shea

AN M-G-M PICTURE

York Film Carriers
Outline Equipment Needs

due

Chicago yesterday.

FINANCIAL

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALI
A

Morale, Declares Hicks

equipment the
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from

—
—

.
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—
—
—
—
—
—
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Pix Sustaining British

The motion picture industry is
city's
playing a vitally important role in
urgently require to sustaining
the morale of the British
avert a threatened breakdown in public, according to John Hicks,
their service was revealed yester- Paramount's vice-president and for{Wednesday, October 6) .
;
day by Ralph Pielow, chairman of eign department chief, who returned
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
from London on Monday. Hicks paid
Net the
Transportation Committee of a glowing tribute
to the spirit of the
High Low Close Chg.
163/g
Am. Seat
16V8 16i/8 + V4 the New York Film Board of Trade, British nation at war.
before the group convened at the
Col. Piers, vtc. (2Vj%)
Hicks left here by air on Labor
Columbia Picts pfd.
board's offices to discuss the film Day and visited England, Scotland
Con. Fm. Ind
and Ireland during his four-week
16
16
16
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
Vi transportation
situation.
160
61
60
East. Kodak
trip. He found that London, despite
...1 77y2
Here is what Pielow said the New the intense blackout, was one of the
do pfd
771/z 1771/2 + iy4
1/2
Gen Prec. Eq
19% 19% 19%
York carriers wanted the Govern- gayest spots in the world today. Film
59
Loew's, Inc
595/8
59
25
Paramount
% ment to make available to them in business through Britain is at a peak,
25% 25
% order that they might be able to keep he said, and that from Paramount's
RKO
8% 8% 83/g
RKO $6 pfd
93% 92% 93
going: two half-tton trucks, one
23
20th Century-Fox
21% 21%
1% three-quarter-ton truck, one one-ton standpoint the current hits are
20th-Fox pfd. (l'/2 ). 31 'A 30% 30'/2
%
"Dixie," "Star Spangled Rhythm"
one
one-and-one-half-ton
20th-Fox pfd. (4l/2 >-l 005/g OO1/2 005/8 -1y8 truck,
"So Proudly We Hail." "For
Warner Bros
13% 12% 12%
% truck, seven two-ton trucks and one and
Whom
the Bell Tolls" will be ushered
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
three-and-one-half-ton truck.
in shortly.
Monogram Picts.
2% 25/8 1%
Pielow said the carriers reported
Radio-Keith cvs. ...
1%
1%
Vi
that they were in no serious need of
Sonotone Corp
3% 3Vi 3Vi
Vs
Eastman Worker Dead;
Technicolor
13% 12Vi 12%— Vi tires or other equipment.
Just what

film

Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stage Revue
are

today.

MEXICO CITY—

New

COME HOME"
with

of

due back from Boston tomorrow.

back from Jacksonville,
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Love."
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manager
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Theaters in Washington and C
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sales

on the Coast.
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Ralph

CRAINCER,

R.

returns from

Pictures,

Editor

general

en route from Hollywood.

is

—A

tribute to the war ac
motion picture indu.^
try was paid by William F. Greei
OEORCE ABBOTT is in Buffalo looking at the
president of the American Federa
Coast company of "Kiss and Tell," which opened
tion of Labor at a press conf erenc
there on Monday.
MICHAEL MYERBERC, departs for the Coast the opening day of the two-wee
convention.
Noting that th
on Oct. 18.

Boston

tivities of the

i.

SONJA HENIE
"-

fl

ROMERO- LANDIS,

.

1

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.

33/8

3'/2

3%

18%

18%

18%

—
—

%

Two
Universal Bought Eight
Originals in September

Country Gentleman Polls
Clubs on "Ten Best" Pix

Universal purchased eight originduring the month of September,
according to Peter Martin, head of
the Eastern production department.
Stories purchased were "Conjure
Wife," by Fritz Lieber, Jr.; "Gung
Ho," by Lt. Wilfred S. LeFrancois
and Lucien Hubbard; "Looking for
Trouble," by Virginia S. Cowles;
"Louisiana" by Sam Coslow; "The
Merry Monohans," by Ernest Pagano
and Michael Fessier; "Patrick the
Great," by Dorothy Bennett and Bertram Millhauser; "Sherlock Holmes
vs. The Woman Smuggler," by Bertals

—

Philadelphia A poll of farm and
small town movie-goers to determine
their "Ten Best" picture selections
for the period between Nov. 1, 1942
and Oct. 31, this year, is being conducted by Country Gentleman. Magazine will operate the sampling
through 11,000 clubs with each club
selecting its own "Ten Best" and
sending them to the publication to
be counted in the national ten best
-

selections.

Results will be published in the

Others Missing

26*
PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

—

Rochester
An Eastman Kodak
employe has been reported dead in
North Africa, while two other Kodak
emnloyes are listed as missing.
Pfc. Samuel H. Wical has
ap»
^SJ been reported dead by the War
Denartment.
Staff Sergt. Robert D. Muir, radioman and gunner on a Flying
Fortress, has been missing in action
since Sept. 3.
Staff Sergt. Robert J. Frankenberger, gunner, has been reported
missing in action in the North African area since Sept. 2.

Stagehands Get Pay Raise
Chicago The stagehands union, it

Chi.

—

January Country Gentleman along ram Millhauser, and "Washington, I is reported, will receive a five per
with results from a parallel poll to Love You," by Ruth McKenney and cent wage increase, retroactive to
pick the top three stars.
Richard Bransten.
Sept. 1, 1942.

WOODY HERMAN o'tt
7th Ave.
/"V
D
^V I » 50th St.
K.

WVV

NIGEL

BRUCE

'SHERLOCK HOLMES
FACES DEATH"

LoTw'sSTRTI
v

ON SCREEN
TECHNICOLOR!
"Du BARRY WAS A
LADY"
RED SKELTON
LUCILLE BALL
GENE KELLY
IN
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UA's Door

Visual Education's
!ise

Seen by Warner

—

{Continued from Page

Harry

War-

M.

president of

Warner

Bros., in

an article in the
magazine section
the Philadelphia Inquirer.
Warner asserts
that the job facing the film inof

dustry and the
country's educators

now

is

"to

plan in order that
m o t i on pictures
harry

m.

WARNER

c *n

go

to

work

in

the best and most
fficient

way

possible."

"We must decide what subjects
be taught more rapidly and more
Sn
'ectively to the school child by
lms," adds the film executive. "We
lust learn more because the citizens
the democracy of today need to
biow more; and with a global war
Ind technical advances there is ever

•

|

much more

to be known.
The
of us, especially for
a rents, is that of planning now for
3

roblem for
iat

.

.

world which the motion picture
much to help bring about."

in do so

The degree
iminate

to

which

it

will reduce if not

factor of accident in educaby Warner a* perhaps the
is<
advantage of the educational film.
illy speaking'."
He roes on
"A child's or an adult's education depends
ru-ely
on the quality of the teaching' to
hieh he is exposed. Teachers, unfortunateare fallible.
They vary widely in talents
d ability. It is the business of the teacher
so much to instill learning into a student
to arouse the student's interest in learning'.
is a misfortune that this cannot be done
111 ally
well by all teachers.
"I
am not suggesting that a mechanical
-r'vice like the motion picture ever can
splace living teachers.
But I do believe
lit
the lectures and personalities of the
( atest teachers could be made more widely
ailable
believe also
through films.
I
at animated images with sound and peril is
in color would richly supplement perianal instruction."
<

i-

and Domestic Fronts:

Italian
•

•

•

VIA V-MAIL has

counts aspects of the U.
is

come a missive from FILM DAILY'S

just

Master Sergeant Dave Golding. wherein he

alumnus.

khaki-clad

Army's invasion

Fifth

S.

attached as front-line correspondent

re-

which he

of Italy, to

The StaTs and Stripes

for

Dave pens: "I came in on D-Day, not knowing the Italian armisThe
had been signed, but it obviously made no difference
Jerries were waiting for us and it was rough going
Our unsung
heroes of this campaign are the engineers and naval beach units who
labored under the blistering fire, helping to unload men and materiel
In fact, they are still going at it, living on the beach in their foxholes
It's getting so they can time the air raids
Jerry comes over on
an average of six times a day
So you see it hasn't been too pleasant
for them
The other day, I went along with a two-car patrol that
included Ted Reilly of the Trib and Farnsworth Fowle of CBS through the
southern flank known as no-man's land
We covered more than 60
miles and finally made the contact with patrols of the British 8th Army.
In part,

tice

.

all

the

listed

'

.

t

•

"THIS was my
Many of

•

•

Americans or Germans

as

we sped through,

The

medieval setting

a

In one place

ways of houses

He

Jordan

glimpse of

the people didn't
so

Italy, or rather the

know whether we were
in some cases we were

Going through these towns was

greeted with silence
into

real

first

southern part

like

going

roads cuived right through

arch-

we found an

used to work in Butte, Mont., and

He had

Jimmy

Italian called
is

now

patriarch

sup with him, and to us the
tomatoes, hardboilcd eggs, caso mazarrella melon and grapes, plus
hard brown bread, was a banquet, since we had been getting a steady
diet of C and K rations
Aside from the fact we were told there
of his clan

on the farm

were German patrols in the

us

vicinity, the trip

My

was uneventful

I

—

1)

UA

^expressed by
ner,

Open

To Top U. K. Films

That visual educaPhiladelphia
on will assume a more important
in the nation's life after the
war is the belief

i

is

other trips to the immediate front here I'm afraid have been

more exciting
eat at Lindy's

Those

stories I'll save for the

and drink up

time

we can

much

sit

and

personal assurance of
distribution to meritorious British product.
Kelly leaves for the other side as
soon as a transportation priority can
be secured.
Believing that an increased world
interchange of product is inevitable
in the post-war period, Kelly said
yesterday that instead of fighting
national production,
intends to
encourage local producers by helping them to raise the level of their
product and offering them an international outlet for their pictures.
Kelly asserted that "we must face the fact
boldly that we will no longer be able to dump

UA

40, 50 or 60
foreign country,

Hollywood

adding that

will

"it

pictures into a
grab our money and run,"
be a put-and-take pro-

position."

Competition for Hollywood
"The handwriting- on the wall is unmistakably clear," Kelly said. "With the coming
of peace, England, and other countries both
in Europe and in Latin America, will offer
Hollywood serious competition in the world
film market."
Continuing, Kelly said:

"The war has given foreign governments
a keen appreciation of the power and influence of the motion picture.
But they
also realize that only the biff, important, international type of picture will succeed
and that's the kind of films they will encourage their local producers to make for
global export.
"While Hollywood will continue to dominate the world market, it will no longer have
a monopoly on good product.
Improved production facilities abroad and local pride in
and support of national pictures will make
the native product powerful contenders at
the box offices around the world.
"So far as UA is concerned, we intend in
the future, as we have in the past, to mainWe
tain our traditional open-door policy.
welcome producers of outstanding' entertainment regardless of the country of origin."
Kelly returned Tuesday from Hollywood
where he attended a meeting of the board
of directors and closed a deal with RKO for
the distribution of five Samuel Goldwyn picThe pictures are
tures in South Africa.
"The Little Poxes," "Ball of Fire," "Spitfire,"
"Pride of the Yankees" and "They

Get

Me

Covered."

the coffee in the joint"

all

"Army" On London Stage
WB Pic's Run

Preceding

i

4yron Blank Reporting
*o Navy as Lieutenant
Des Moines,

la.

— Myron Blank, 32,

•

•

•

Room

in

lights

o'

FILM FRONT:

the famed Satire
be found leading
to startle the amusement world by
New Year's Eve party, under aegis

Boston flashes that

the Hotel Fensgate,

where nightly are

the pic theater realm,

charging S 1,000 per person

is

for its

to

Uncle

Sam

bene-

of

Arki Yaven-Soone, former film exhibitor

fit

from the party, 'cause every person purchasing a seat at the cele-

bration will be presented with $1,250 in

War

Bonds. ...

•

will

Bill

Tri-States Theaters Corp. district

Des Moines and son of A.
Blank, head of the circuit, has
een commissioned a lieutenant, j.g.
i the Navy.
He will report Oct. 15
t
the University of Arizona at
'ucson where he will take a month's

director for the big blow-out staged in honor of William Jeifers, former

orp. of

[.

aining.

Blank,

who

is

married and has

nree children, applied for the apointment last year. He will be asigned to the visual education diviion of the Navy, which will enable
im to use his pic experience.
The maintenance of his office will
e carried on by his secretaries and
o successor will be appointed.

Patterson

honor

view

headed

Jeffers.
is

the

...

•

Vice-President

list

of

Undersecreatry of

Washington

dignitaries

Jim Cron's official post

and General Manager

War

in

charge

of

advertising.

Lt.

Colonel in the State Guard and prexy of the Fox-Wisconsin chain,

chairman

of

Governor Goodland's appointee.

to

a Showmen's Trade Re-

H.

Fitzgerald,

attraction here before the Warner
pic version opens its run about the
latter part of November.

Robert

who gathered

•

J.

the

Omaha, served as program

in

rubber director, upon his return there

is

will be presented as a stage

Miskell,

acretary of the Tri-States Theater

manager

London (By Cable)— "This

Army"

Wisconsin's State Defense Council, a

...

•

is

Leo the Lion, via "Lassie

Comes Home." takes up residence today in Radio City Music Hall,
and so does Leo, Jr., via the new Pete Smith short, "Seventh Column."
Jack

Mulhall

Robert Z.

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.

Leonard

Edward Peskay

Andy Devine

Max Ree

At
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Thursday, October

Extortion Defense

For United Indie Fron
McDONALD, "When

SIGNED
The charge that the case was not LOUIS BORELL, termer, RKO.
BIBERMAN, screenplay,
one of extortion but of bribery was HERBERT
Zone," RKO.
made by James D. C. Murray, coun- DEAN HARENS, termer, Universal

KOSLECK,

MARIA
"International

I

Back," MARTIN
Gang,"
Paramount;

Came

"The
Hitler
B1BIKOV,
"Days

JEANNE BATES, "Hey,

RKO;
of
Glory,"
Rookie," Columbia.

STORY PURCHASES

.

Chicago gangsters
who, with two others, are accused of
ASSIGNMENTS
extorting more than $1,000,000 from STEPHEN LONCSTREET, screenplay, "The Stars
and
Stripes Forever."
film companies, at the opening of the
JOSEPH SANTLEY, director, "Rosie the Riveter,"
trial yesterday before Judge John
Republic.
Bright and a jury in New York Fed- LEIGH JASON, director, "Nine Girls," Columfor the six

HUME CRONYN'S

"Angel of Miami," RKO.
GRIFFIN'S "Nob Hill," 20th-Fox

ELEANORE

(from Harry Sherman).

RITA OLCOTT'S "Song
R.

of

His

Heart,"

Charles

Rogers.

TUSHINSKY'S "My Wild

]OSEPH

Irish

Rose,"

LEWIS SEILER,

director,

"Sunday Dinner for

a

Boris Kostelanetz, assistant U. S.
SCHEDULED
Soldier," 20th-Fox.
"Nob Hill," story, ELEANOR GRIFFIN; screenattorney general, in opening the
play, NORMAN REILLY RAINE; producer,
Government's case, charged that
CASTINGS
ANDRE DAVEN; in Technicolor, 20thLouis (Lepke) Buchalter, former
PECCY ANN GARNER, "Nob Hill," 20th-Fox;
Fox.
head of a New York labor racket now DEAN HARENS, "Christmas Holiday," Universal; "Pistol Packing Mama," Republic.
KENT
"Are These Our Children," RKO; "My Wild
Irish
Rose,"
associate
producer,
awaiting the death penalty for mur- MONTYSMITH,
WOOLLEY and MARY ANDERSON, "SunJOSEPH TUSHINSKY, Charles R. Rogersder, was one of the gangsters who day Dinner for a Soldier," 20th-Fox; MARIE
UA, in Technicolor.
met in a Riverside, 111., house in
1934, when members of the old Al Picture Pioneers
Associated Playhouses
Capone gang, including the six Chi14
Film
Vet.
Petitions
Withdraws Its Complaint
cago gangsters, arranged for the

Okay

elevation of George E. Browne to the
presidency of the IATSE.
Murray ridiculed the Government's
contention that sums of money paid
to Browne and William Bioff by executives of major film companies
He charged
represented extortion.
that Nicholas M. Schenck of Loew's
and Major Leslie Thompson,
had called in Browne and Bioff in
1935 to prevent a strike by members of Operators' Local 306 in New
York over wage cuts. He asserted
Browne issued a no-strike order and
Loew's and RKO paid off the two
labor leaders $130,000 as bribes.
Murray also charged Bioff with selling
out his union on the West Coast in 1937.
for which he allegedly was paid $100,000 by
The producing companies
Joseph Schenck.
which assertedly paid the sums to Browne

RKO

Bioff, falsified their records to conceal
the payments, according to Murray.
Bioff was the first Government witness to

and

He

told

how he

1933 and how the

first

met Browne

latter asked

him

m

to join

him

in strengthening the organization of
He said that the first business
the IATSE.
for the stage hands in which he participated
after joining Browne occurred in 1934 when
the two approached Barney Balaban, then
an executive Of Balaban & Katz in Chicago,
to restore a voluntary wage cut taken by the
He testified that Balstagehands in 1930.
aban said it was impossible to restore the
cut even though he wished to because it
would have meant higher wages for musicians
and other employes. Bioff said he asked that
Balaban make a "gift" of $50,000 to the
IATSE but received only $20,000.

Bioff will continue his testimony today.

NEW POSTS

DICK WARSAW,

cashier,

Truck

Film

Service,

Chicago.

PETER

F.

GLENN,

checking

supervisor,

field

Warners, Philadelphia.

OTTO LUTHER,
R.

art director for the Warner account, Blaine-ihompson Co.
V. MACY, manager, Sun Theater, Holdrege,

Neb.

FRANK

BOWEN,

supervisor,
houses, Kansas City.

RICHARD

J.

PEARL,

assistant

four
to

PRC, Hollywood.
FIELDING K. O'KELLY, manager,

Dickioson

Leon

From-

Falls,

Empire,

Plans for the annual harvest dinwhich is to be held at the
Starlight Roof, Wjaldorf - Astoria,
Nov. 18, were discussed.
William
Brandt was appointed as a committee of one to invite Mayor Fiorello
H. LaGuardia to attend as an honor
guest. Nominations for men in the
industry who, during the last year
have rendered noteworthy service
to their country and therefore are
ner,

eligible for the organization's Scroll
of Honor were called for. It is expected that the list will be decided

upon at the next meeting of the executive committee.

20th-Fox Seeks Material

From "Firebrand" Musical
A deal under which 20th-Fox
would have an option to buy new material that will go into the musical
version of "The Firebrand," to which
company holds the basic rights,
was dsclosed yesterday. Paul Feigay,
who will present the show on Broadway with Vernon Duke-John Latouche songs, would have the privilege of acquiring the screen rights
under a reciprocal agreement with
the film company.

The Edwin Justus Mayer comedy
which dealt with Benvenuto Cellini,

was originally made

into a film in
1934 by 20th Century Pictures and
released through United Artists under the title "Affairs of Cellini."

Clen

manager,

Strand,

Cumberland,

Md.

INTO

WAR WORK

AL LEONARD, Nortown Theater, Chicago.
F. P. SCHMIDT, Cine Theater, Chicago.

stantial

plurality

in

favor

ing of votes
tails

among

were disclosed.

of

on

scaitei

the four. No
Results of

d<
tli

questionnaire will not be ready fc
release for about a week, it was sail
Myers expressed satisfaction i
the exceptionally high percentage (
returns to the questionnaire, wit
answers received from about 10 pe
cent of all "truly independent" ei
hibitors in the country.

Board Fails To Meet
The expected unofficial meeting

<

W est

and the Sayville,
charged that the clearance granted to the Valencia Theater,
Jamaica, over the plaintiff's
ville,

Amityville,

Sayville.

It

houses was unreasonable.
Filed early in March, the case was
unique in that there were no interventions.
No reason for the withdrawal by the complainant was
given.

after their report to state membership. Tr
also reflects concentration of Michigan e
hibitors upon war activity matters to t
partial exclusion of intra-industry problen
Floor discussion was very brief followi;
two extended talks.
Ray Branc
Officers were all re-elected

—

change should be made unnecessarily

Ascap May Do Biz. in Fla.
State Supreme Court Rules
(.Continued from

Page

1)

trade in the state of
Florida and is therefore not prohibited from doing business within
straint

of

the state.

The

effect

of this

decision

:

W. James

Olson, Clai
vice-president; and Edgar E. Kirchner, I
Re-elections, c
secretary-treasurer.
troit,
spite the wish of some to retire, is pari
the result of the feeling that no maj,

Hastings, president;

in lee

ership for the duration.

Imlay Ci1
Joseph
Uviek, Deekerville exhibitor, who was sec
tary-treasurer of Michigan Independent E
hibitors Association, were new members
the board, replacing Henry Carley, Hollar:
Allen Johnson, Grand Rapids; and Lee Wa>
Mount Pleasant. Other members of the boa
Harry Hobolth,

circuit owner.

Thomas Ealand, Ferndale;

all re-elected,

and

are: C. R. Beechler, Chariot

William A. Cassidy, Midland; Glenn A. Cro
Creek: Fred E. Pennell, Decatur;
C. Schram, Kalamazoo; W. G. Thick,
shall, and William J. Schulte, J. E. Stock
and William E. Schuttenhelm, Detroit.
Battle

is

to

M

recognize the fact that the operations of Ascap under the consent decree are such that the decision
of the United States Supreme Court Clarence Robson,
handed down prior to the consent
Executive, Stricke
decree is not applicable at this time,
it was stated by Ascap.
(Continued from Page 1)
Decision was in the action of a stroke after an illness of almost|
8
Florida tavern which had entered year.
Robson's death terminat
into a contract with Ascap on Jan. a career in the film theater busing
The Supreme Court de- of 45 years, the longest in Canac
18, 1943.
cision says: "We have found nothing He became manager of the Rege
either in the contract or in the record Theater here in 1916 which was t
of the proceedings below which in- first deluxe house in the domini
dicated that the contract is con- and the origin of the Famous Pla
trary either to the statutes of Florida ers Circuit.
or to the Federal statutes."
Early in the century Robs
managed tours to Australia, Sot
Africa and elsewhere of theater
Borrows Linda Darnell
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY tractions and was credited with i

Dom.

Odeon

;

—

Hollywood
Arnold Pressburger first film roadshows in Canada
"Tanaka Plan" Star
has borrowed Linda Darnell from
Surviving are his widow and
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 20th-Fox to play the feminine lead daughter who is married to Com

Rainer,

N. Y.

WALLACH,

strictly off the record, the sui

vey shows that there is a basis fo
the presentation of a united fror
by independent exhibitors on th
choice of one of four methods in tl(
selling of pictures. There was a sue

did n<
Playhouses, Inc., has Allied States' national board
Applications of 14 film veterans
materialize, as only three membei
withdrawn
its
clearance
complaint
were favorably considered by the
of the board attended the meetingPicture Pioneers executive commit- against Loew's and Paramount, a
Myers, national Prexy M. A. Rosei
tee at a luncheon meeting at Toots case which, if a favorable decision
berg and Ray Branch, Michigan A
Shor's Restaurant yesterday.
Sev- had been rendered in favor of the lied head.
eral others were received too late complainant, might have changed the
For first time in years, Allied took no of
for investigation. According to Jack entire clearance schedule from Ja- cial position on industry problems and r
This situation i
resolutions were passed.
Cohn, house manager, this was the maica to Sayville, L. I.
Complainant operates the Baby- fleets apparent harmony in the organiz
largest number of applications contion and general satisfaction with the en
sidered since the Picture Pioneers' lon Theater, Babylon; the Regent rent handling- of industry problems by tl
and Bay Shore, Bay Shore; Amity- present officers and National Allied leade
inception.

kess,

A.

was

1)

While Myers' repot

Associated

the

IN

{Continued from Page

organization.

method rather than for the

Charles R. Rogers.

bia.

eral Court.

testify.

194

Questionnaire Replie

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Based on "Bribery

sel

7,

—

Hollywood Frank Melford has in Rene Clair's "It Happened Tosigned Luise Rainer to star in "The morrow" which was formerly titled
Tanaka Plan."
"Tomorrow Never Comes."

Spencer, manager of the Ode
House in Hamilton, Ont.
Robson was born in Ontario.

jrsday,

October

7,

1943
DAILY

ay Change Overseas
Ik

Setup of

—

Grand Island, Neb. Roy Brewer,
motion picture operator here who is
head of the Nebraska Federation

Army

of

(Continued from Page

1)

screenings which she witnessed
The
re during her recent trip.
ort will presumably go to the

General

arrived

in

Staff,

Squawks

Washington

accept a Federal position, only to
find he had landed in a better job
than he expected.
He was to have been chief of the
WPB health and safety division,
instead will be head of the plant and

I

|ny's

labor,

Throw Exhib.

Clark To

Quich Promotion

at Distribs.

(Continued from Page

Attorney General

Tom

1)

C. Clark said

The industry leaders
went down the line explaining their
operation under the terms of the deyesterday.

suggesting difficulties in it
which might be altered and generally
reviewing the entire distribution setvision.
up under its terms.
Another meeting with the same
group will be held in New York Friday morning, at which time Clark
will lay before the industry group
the various types of complaint received by the Department from exThese will not be dishibitors.
Sale via
cussed specifically, Clark said, nor
will the identity of any of the com(Continued from Page 1)
plainers be revealed. He will, howArea chairmen, William F. Rodgers, ever, seek answers to all the various
WAC chairman of this phase of the types of complaints received. ParIn her syndicated column, "My
campaign, announced last night.
•ay," on Sept. 21, Mrs. Roosevelt
ticular points of discussion, he said,
This figure is the cumulative total will be matters of clearance and
old of attending outdoor theaof 1554 Bond Premieres or 354 above percentage rental.
ers in the Pacific area where
the quota originally set by the WAC
Clark implied that the production heads
lms were shown to men of the
and is entirely exclusive of all Bonds who, in effect, offered a general defense of
rmed forces, and said: "The
sold by exhibitors at regular theater their observance of the terms of the decree,
lovie industry is certainly dothat tomorrow he will throw the various
programs, "Free Movie Day," and and
ng well in supplying troops with
types of complaints at them in order to perrallies
held
for
Hollywood
during
the
mit them to answer allegations of decree
lms."
Bond Cavalcade and the War Vet- violation and to permit them to counter
•.ndy
Kelley, columnist of the
some of the exhibitor proposals for decree
Airmada.
News, on Tuesday blast- erans' Bond

First Lady has, it is known,
friends here that she found the
rseas film service unsatisfactory,
the conclusion of her first press
ference, following her return to
shington, she asserted to several
orters during a discussion that
ops in combat areas should be
She
ting much better pictures.
tnd general dissatisfaction with
offerings provided by the Army,
made it plain that she did not
-i it was the fault of the motion
cure industry.
'he

communities

1

facilities

service

cree,

di-

Premieres

30% Admish Tax
As 10%

Looms

,

He has

not,

he

said,

'".

.

>

'

I

'

possible time.

MPS

:

in this country, of course,
jelf-sustaining, with the members
?;|he armed forces paying a small
lission price. If the overseas dis-

Jlution and exhibition of films were
*he transferred to AMPS, it is
that it would mean a separate
sion of that body and supported
fly
A.rmy funds rather than by boxe receipts from the troops.

,]

the rate finally voted would not be 30 per
cent.
Half that would be his guess, with 20
per cent a possibility.

meantime, the House is almost
be asked to vote a national lottery.
Gearhart is studying this matter, and
Rep. Adolph Sabath, Illinois Democrat, has
said he will definitely propose it
as he did
In

the

certain

to

—

last

year.

Trade Collects $190,908
For "Bed for Buddy" Drive
West Coast Bureau of

I

I

—

'Mooslee

Holiday

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Southern
motion picture industry's
a Buddy" campaign came
ficial
end when theater

California
"Bed for
to an ofoperators
turned over checks totaling $190,908.42 to California's servicemen's
overnight theaters to alleviate a
serious shortage of proper housing
for servicemen on leave in California.
The campaign was launched Sept.
Monies were derived from public
1.
donations given in theaters, to newspapers, radio stations and business

Starring

RADIO'S POPULAR

ENTERTAINERS

firms.

THE H00SIER HOT SHOTS

Charles P. Skouras chairmanned
the general drive throughout the

GEORGE

state,

which was handled

in

THE MUSIC MAIDS
HAY as "THE SOLEMN
OLD JUDGE"

0.

Northern

California by a similar theater committee.

ISABEL RANDOLPH as

"MRS. UPPINGTON"
csirlur

ol

"Flbbir McGee and Moll*"

GEORGE "SHUG" FISHER

Goldwyn Coming

East
For "North Star" Debut
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Usherettes Dominant
Hollywood
Samuel Goldwyn
Omaha Usherettes have replaced leaves tomorrow for New York for
male ushers at the Omaha Theater, conferences there on the opening of
Mrs. Harold Martin, manager, an- "The North Star." Negotiations are
id raer
Turns Exhibitor
said to be under way for the film
nounced.
'"^ock Valley, la.— John Nebben,
All Tri-States theaters in the city to open there simultaneously in two
m nerly engaged in farming, has now have made the switch. The theaters the first week in November.
chased the Orpheum Theater here Brandeis is the only first-run house The producer will remain in the
l George Thacker.
East until after the opening.
still using males.

—

greatest galaxy of radio
topnotchers ever gathered
together in one grand entertainment! It's a screenful of
talent, laughter and music

communicated with

the Senate's Kilgore Judiciary Sub-Committee
regarding the course of the Department for
next month, nor does he expect to for another two or three weeks.
The Department has refused to approve the
acquisition of the Walter Reade Circuit by
Loew's. Clark admitted.
He feels that purchase of the 40 New York and New Jersey
houses in the circuit would not properly
fall under any of the exceptions to the general prohibition on adding to theater holdings
by any of the big five.

]

5

The

changes.

1

'

BIG PICTURE

$301,851,629 Bond

shington
the overseas film service in his
min, charging that the explanaRecedes
as offered by Maj. John W. HubSales
Levy
chief of distribution for the
Service Division, are un•cial
(Continued from Page 1)
Kelly also said
.sfactory alibis.
mounting sentiment in the House
t the Army Air Forces, impatient
h the bogging-down of the Sne- Ways and Means Committee for a
AlService Division's repair service general 10 per cent sales tax.
projectors, and failure to sup- though committee members insist
needed projection equipment, has that it is too early yet to point to
'en over this phase of the job it- any "trend," several admitted yesrelying upon Special Service for terday that such a tax appears to
them to be most logical.
us only.
A 10 per cent tax would not in any
'he Red Cross reportedly is also
% satisfied with the supply of films way affect the present tax rates on
theater admissions, but if it were
wounded men.
Out of the controversy may come voted it would probably be accom'^•ansfer back to Army Motion Pic- Danied by an upping of most excise
tax rates, Rep. Bertrand W. GearJfe Service of overseas facilities,"
'".'}
Kelley, who pointed out that hart. California. Republican member
PS is operating 1,129 theaters of the committee, said yesterday.
jthe domestic areas, gives 1,500 "The admission tax rate suggested
He by the Treasury is far too high," he
i\vs daily, or 45,000 a month.
nid, "but my guess would be that
s the fact that AMPS is "oper1
by men skilled in the indus- it will be raised from the present
and who have been handling figure."
Gear-hart said he personally would probably
shows for more than 20 years,
asrainst any raising' of the admissions
w producers and exhibitors, and vote
tax rate, but that he rather thought he
equipped to buy projection ma- would be overruled by other members of the
il es and make repairs in the shortcommittee.
He was certain, however, that
j

Htf\0HM-

LILLIAN

RANDOLPH as "BIRDIE"

Curtetf

il

"Ibi Glut GIMenliin"

Fmolurlng

DALE EVANS

GEORGE BYRON
EMMA DUNN
THURSTON HALL
FRANK McDONflLD.

Director

Original Story and Screen Play
by Dorrell & Stuart McGowan

Buy War Bonds and Stamps
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Transcontinental Tele Net Seen In Post- War Era
RCA

"Lighthouse" Relay

(.Continued from

Page

* COMMISSIONED *
MYRON BLANK,

1)

Reeling 'Round-

TO THE COLORS!

Atop Pike's Peak
Viewed as Key to Chain
Station

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page 1)

AARONS,

STUART

torney.

Warner

home

office

"that television stations will first go
on the air in such broadcasting centers as New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles. But there is every indication that alert broadcasters will keep
pace with them in such localities as
Boston, Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver,
and San Francisco. It seems logical
to assume that the first television
network linked by radio relay stations will be formed along the Atlantic Seaboard.
Sees Radio Map Dotted
"But television will not be limited
to the larger cities. The radio map
will be dotted with stations in cities
like Schenectady, Utica, Syracuse,
Minneapolis, Erie, Buffalo, Louisville, and many others.
By the use
of radio relays, these too will become outlets for the television network which before many years pass
after the war, will weave from the
East across the Mississippi and the

Mid-west plains to meet a Pacific
Coast link striking Eastward across
the Rockies.
A relay station atop
Pike's Peak might well be the key
station to complete a transcontinental television chain."
Radio relaying' will be a comparatively
simple process, Beal explained.
The relay
transmitters will
operate on microwaves
with the energy concentrated almost in a
beeline.
Practically all the power is made
to serve a useful purpose: it is not scattered as in broadcasting. Therefore, relatively small amounts of power will operate the
relay transmitters. The apparatus is neither
cumbersome nor complicated.
It is simple
and compact. It could not be otherwise and
still perform in the domain
of tiny wavelengths which bring radio men so close to

*

major.

ENSIGN

•

BUB KOEHLER,

St.

The radio relay system

is to be no oneethereal street as Beal charts it. Multiple channels make it all the more promising

*

SILLIPHANT,

USN,

Encyclopedia
20thin

ENSIGN RICHARD DUBE, USN, 20th-Fox home

Film Truck Service,

Chicago.

Louis Daily Cuts

Theater Adv. by

efficiency,

flexibility,

The

and service.

20%

—

St. Louis, Mo.
The Post-Dispatch,
afternoon daily which has the largest circulation of the three local
newspapers, has reduced by 20 per
cent the amount of lineage per
month to be devoted to motion picture theater advertisements as compared with the lineage used in the
same period last year.
Independent nabes and suburban
houses which have been using directory space in the Post-Dispatch will
not be affected unless they decide

Is

RKO

will

ballyhoo

the

forthcomof "Behind

Broadway premiere
the
Rising Sun"
via
a
television
broadcast on Sunday from the Du
ing

Mont

television

station

W2XWV

at

8:30 P.M.
The telecast will last
40 minutes and will feature Margo,
star of the picture, and James R.
Young, its author.
Young will interview Margo who also will present
her famous dramatic classic "This
is

It."

Stunt
of

be staged by Carl Rigrod
publicity department.

will

RKO's

War

sell

from
along

Bonds,

Duffus'
is

Davis

A

littl

Tan

first

with

th

been

ou

for a full year selling War Bonds.
Duffu
got a promise that he could have this sul

Held as Grave
(Continued from Page

ran aground at Pearl Harbor
Dec. 7, 1941, by hopping to a Chicago tele
phone and calling the Navy the next dj

1)

from a "monopoly to a When it finally reached Mare Island
super-monopoly."
September of last year, the Navy planne
Because of fewer pictures being to use it for Navy Relief
Fund, but Duffi
offered by the major companies, it
had the promise on record and managed
is now necessary for exhibitors to
get it for Bonds and Navy recruiting.
It
buy every picture available in order been doing a terrific job all over the
com
to maintain policies and stay in
try.
business

i

I

mum

"Human

—

neighborhood theaters are bringing
Chi. Reelfellows to

—

"The

Meet

Reelfellows Club will
Fall meeting at the
Blackstone Hotel, Oct. 17.
its

first

Human

Comedy"

to

their

screens simultaneously. The film is
showing now at the Mission, Madrona, Arabian, Roycroft, Woodland,

Beacon and Queen Anne.

will handle numerous circuits,
down and back from New York
Washington.
Furthermore, the circuits
can be multiplied to any reasonable extent,
not only to carry one television program but

relay towers
for example,

several

sound

simultaneously, as well as "FM"
broadcasts,
telegraphic traffic and
In fact, relay circuits should be
the busiest in the air.

facsimile.

among
The main

relay system, envisaged

by Beal,

will be like a great inter-city spine, becoming inter-state and eventually transcontinental.
The ribs will spread to television
stations.
To illustrate its possibilities, he
describes it as it is likely to function between

New York

and Washington: While the NBC
program is being broadcast from
the aerial on top of the Empire State Building, a different program will be originating
in Washington.
Both programs will be fed
television

simultaneously into the relay system leading
from Manhattan Island through Philadelphia
to the nation's capital.
One Philadelphia
station can elect to broadcast the program
from New York, while another taps the
relay channel carrying the program staged
in

Washington.

Can Tap K«lay Channel
Also, if a New York station, aside from
the NBC transmitter, desires to broadcast
the Washington program it can do so by
tapping the relay channel. In this way, the
relay system becomes a trunk line that can
be tapped at will by the television stations,
thereby affording greater freedom of program selection and operation. The relay enhances variety in programming, because
there may be four or five relay channels
simultaneously carrying different programs,
which can be selected by the main television
stations.

"Of

™™

see, too, the

who used

publicizing

ington

Army

and

theaters.

name

to

Dan

his

Shield

Terrell

course, you
understand," said
in concluding, "that I have spoken
these technical developments from the
standpoint of the engineer. I realize, as do
others, that it will take money to establish such a radio relay system as I have
described.
Indeed, it will take more than
money.
It will require a sympathetic and
helpful attitude on the part of Government
agencies concerned with licensing and regulation and the daring spirit of the American industrial pioneers who have led the
way in so many new developments."
'

;

Loew's

Wasl

release

by

advertising

Since

Hank

of

assist

tl

few months ago Hank has been oi
with the Jap sub.
Then there's John M
a

Gee, legit, theater publicist who's bei
handling most pix contacts for the offic
and Bill Hoyle, director of advertising
the Lichtman circuit, here in Washingto
Bill's handling inter-racial rallies all over t!
country at a dollar per year.
.The guy w
did the most of the touring with Lucy Mo
roe is Herb Gahagan, who used to mana
a theater in Aberdeen, S. D., for the Mi
nesota Amusement Co.
.Incidentally, Di *
fus tells us it was Eddie Robinson who, w
1 1
talks in a single day at Jersey shi
yards and factories, "sold" the Treasury
the value of stars as Bond salesmen. Edc
put over the payroll deduction plan at the
plants
as
the Treasury had never b
lieved it could be put over.
What's ha
pened since has removed any last lingeri
doubts in the minds of the nation's fins
.

.

cial

bosses

as

to

the

.

.

value

of

this

indi

and the men and women who make
up as promoters of War Bond sales.

try

FPC Midnight Shows
Off to Conserve Fuel

—

Toronto As a
measure, Famous

fuel

conservation

Players

Canadian

discontinue midnight shows, it
was learned yesterday. Other oper-

will

will

Beal
of

\A/E

I

Homer Lambert, anothej

Yank

a

.Nov

..

Burton

is

off ice....

man, who took out the
tour and is now
Japanese submarine, which has
for

business, the regional directors declared.
The problem can be solved
only by increasing the number of
pictures and by eliminating the practice of some distributors of holding
back releases, it was said.
voluntarily to limit their space.
The so-called "buying clinic,"
In the event that the space used
initiated at the New Haven sessions,
by an individual theater is not sufhereafter will be known as "buying
ficient in volume to earn the miniDollinger said the disseminars."
rate enjoyed prior to Oct. 1
cussions on product deals were inthe Post-Dispatch will permit the
structive and fruitful, but he dehouse to continue to enjoy the lower
clined to explain the workings of the
rate. It has also announced that its
plan.
rates per line will not be increased.
Next regional meeting is scheduled
S. M. Chambers, general advertis- for Philadelphia in December.
ing manager of the Post-Dispatch,
has estimated that the reduction in
Comedy"
pic theater advertising lineage will Seven Play
cost the paper $1,500 monthly.
Seattle, Wash.
Seven Seattle

to

"Rising Sun" Bally
Via BuMonVs Tele

to

loan

Business.

showing the Brazilian

M-G-M

Product Shortage

way
in

how
on

office.

Show

of

Brazil per request,

which

hold

Not a "One-Way Street"

*

STERLING

Fox home office.

farther

Chicago

the frontiers of light, he said.

ARMY

Chi-

— —

,

open the New York office.
He's no»
in England with the Red Cross. .. Farthe
down the list are Bob Harper, who noi
handles publicity for Screen
Broadcasts
Gordon White, who went from Warners
to the MPPDA via the Treasury, where h
did the first tests on the Minute Me
movies, Barry Buchanan, compiler of th
to

.

*

*

*

at-

— —

secretary of Tri-States Theaopen up a wholly new era in interna*
ter
Corp.,
Des
Moines, commissioned a
communications.
Beal forelieutenant
(j.g.)
USN, assigned to the
MERCHANT MARINE
cast trunk lines over such vast areas
visual education division.
MENDEN WESTCOTT, Film Truck Service,
as China and Russia, and said that
cago.
in tele, China well might find a new
PROMOTED
*
MAURICE S. DILLINGHAM, commander, 547th
Burma Road.
Bomber Squadron, England, formerly, East"It is to be expected," said Beal,
ACTIVATED
man Kodak Co., Rochester, promoted to

tional

*

-

ators are expected to fall into line
under the sponsorship of the Canadian Motion Picture War Services
Committee, now headed by J. J. Fitz-

gibbons.
Last midnight shows probably will
be next M'nday, Dominion's own
Thanksgiving Day.

j

Today's Issue The Equipment News Section

I

(See Pages 9

to

12)
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srnational in Scope
ependent in Thought

Twenty-Five Years Old
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ACTION
ITORNEYS AWAIT _"DEFINITIVE"
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off Describes Kick- in
Editorial

ax
.

Program

double menace

By CHESTER
LE

industry's

the

afurally,

is

the

admissions

nt

concern,

first

proposal

for

which

tax,

he prevailing rate, there

is

a

a
30
would
second

aspect to the Treasury's tax
when analyzed from the stand-

g

effect upon industry economy,

its

the long run, the
rove the more serious.
in

1

=

BAHN

B.

second

well

The program,

as

framed by the

the nation's so-called
class" families to make the biggest
tions.
And it is to that income
-tat film business has looked in the
id presumably must look eventually
calls

<

Methods Used on Execs.

Tells Court

Of Meeting in New York
To Fix Sums to be Paid
Methods employed by him and
George E. Browne, convicted former
head of the IATSE, to compel film
companies to kick in with huge sums
in order to avoid labor trouble were
described
yesterday
by William
Bioff, Browne's personal aide, at
the second day of the New York
Federal Court trial of eight defendants charged with extorting more
than $1,000,000 from picture concerns.
Bioff

constitutes that second threat?
-his:

Browne Aide

-

told

of

period

—

for

major

box

J.

Cheever Cowdin,

chairman

of

Universale board of directors stated
that at a meeting held yesterday the
board declared a dividend of $1.00
per share on the common stock,
payable Oct. 30 to stockholders and
voting trust certificate holders of
record as of the close of business
Thus, for the first time
Oct. 25.
in the history of the company, the
common stockholders will receive
a return on their investment.

two meetings that

Long Runs Rule

in

Australian Houses

jupporr.

Australian theaters are going in
has made
the first-runs for long runs just as they are in
possible
de luxe type of theaters in the this country, according to Harry
residential sections, and it is the Hunter, Paramount's managing direntals
that these theaters have rector in Australia, who is here for
tabled to pay that has made pos- home office conferences.
As an exyislrywood's growth.
ample, Hunter pointed out that the
Piince Edward Theater in Sydney
I
o
formerly played from 16 to 18 picbeen the so-called "middle class"

,

sure, the
!

wage

earner's patronage

nportant, too, but there is a marked
:e
between the industry revenue

from admissions at a dime to 25
'f
Tid that which comes from box ofes ranging from 50 cents to $1.

(Continued on Page 6)

Stars of First Show In
"Night of Stars" Cast

for
the
Producing
committee
^) the Treasury program's "pinch" Tenth Anniversary "Night of Stars"
will endeavor to bring back many
e "middle class families," you might
of the stars of the initial 1934 perthis which appeared in the Busilletin
column in yesterday's Wall formance to repeat their successful
|

(Continued on Page 5)

nal:

the $4,000 to $10,000 a year
nge already have squeezed a lot of
tries out of their lives. They have
f clubs, given up expensive dinner
in

curtailed vacations.
Their 'elastic'
.programs (so much a week in the
have been decreased.
Now, if
up as much as Morgenfh.au wants
>

half as
,3

much

as Congress indicates,

cutting into inelastic savings im-

policies), clothing, housing.

unpainted;

;v

some

property

Homes
taxes

mortgage inferest will be
meet.
Those who maka upwards
)00 will be hit just as hard, but
{"wings are larger, forming a bigger
(Continued on Page 2)
i

paid;

Attorneys for the five consenting
companies will stay out of the New
York consent decree parleys with

Department

the

the decree,
day.

comed after the war because competition

is

still

the

life

of

6,000

tribution, said yesterday in reply to
questions regarding the British in-

reported plans for world(Continued on Page 5)

Company heads

are scheduled to

division

of

the

D

of J,

Stabilization

Washington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Washington -^- An
ment regarding the

overall statestabilization of

commissions, bonuses and similar
forms of compensation is now under consideration by the salary staternal Revenue, it

Bureau of Inwas revealed yes-

(Continued on Page 5)

Joe Lee Reported Being

James Herries has been elected
20th-Fox
treasurer of Pathe News, Inc. as of Shifted
Nov. 1. He will fill the dual vacancy created by the resignations of
Joseph J. Lee, 20th-Fox sales suLeon Goldberg, treasurer, and A. J. pervisor for Long Island, Northern
MacPhail, assistant treasurer. Gold- New Jersey and lower New York
berg recently was appointed man- State, is due to be shifted to an
(Continued on Page 4)
exchange outside of New York where
he will have duties still to be de-

by

Troops

By ANDREW H. OLDER
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington

—

If

Al Jolson, Jack

Brown Benny and other critics of the Army
as assistant general manager of Overseas Film Service would step
Ross Federal Service was announced over to the offices of that service
yesterday by H. A. Ross, president. there would be spread before them
Brown, who moves up from the Mid- a huge volume of material to refute
I.

west division managership in Chi- their charges that servicemen are
(Continued on Page 5)

yester-

Studied by the BIR

As Pathe News Treasurer

Overseas Service Refutes Old Pix Charge

Appointment of Walter

was reported

bilization unit of the

Herries Succeeds Goldberg

Gift Prints tor

Ross Appoints Brown to
RFS H. O. Executive Post

it

trade,

John W. Hicks, Paramount's vicepresident in charge of foreign dis-

dustry's

until

resume their conferences with Tom
C. Clark, Assistant Attorney Generel, and Robert L. Wright, of the

Welcome Bonus

competition will be wel-

British

Justice

of

"something definitive" can be offered
in the way of proposed changes in

(Continued on Page 5)

'

B

Optimism Prevailing

anti-trust

Competition

to

Attend Decree Parleys;

Hicks Says British

i

•

Dividend on Com.

(Continued on Page 7)

for

post-war

Only Company Heads

"I/" Declares First

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 5)

Columbia Coin Sacks
John Bright's Play
That Columbia Pictures

will

sup-

good portion of the backing
Bright
play
"Over
for
the John
Here" was verified yesterday by
Lee Shubert, who will put on the
play in association with Harry Kaufman.
Shubert declined to say just
how big Columbia's share in the
project would be.
ply

a

W^V

Tax Program
.

.

double menace

.

(Continued from Page
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added that
to

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

HAVANA —
HONOLULU—

it

the

undoubtedly will mean fewer
box offices of first-runs and

de luxe nables.

XA/HILE

"'

the

the

war

loss

of

continues,

such

of

course

"middle

class"

patronage may be offset, wholly or largely,
by that of the war worker class.
(It is
estimated that blanket adoption of the
Treasury proposals would take only 7 per
cent of next year's national income).
But
what of the post-war period, when the war
worker is either jobless or working for
much less? Can the middle-class families
then be counted upon to again support the
first-runs and de luxers?
Certainly, not if the tax burden is too
heavy.

Ace Lab. Salary Boosts
Receive

WLB

Approval

Salary increases of $4 to $6 weekAce Film LabMEXICO CITY— oratories represented by the Motion
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mex- Picture Office Employes Union, Lo-

BUENOS

ico,

D. F.

1944.
The raises are retroactive to
Jan. 15 of this year.

(Thursday, October 7)

The approved
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and GO 1

the

West Coast.

six

weeks

film board pledged itself to
PAUL LAZARUS, JR., UA ad-publicir
resolve the carriers' problem.
leaves for the Coast today for product
Louis Nizer, spokesman for the ences.
board, expressed eagerness to get
JOSEPH
LEE, 20rh-Fox exchange e:|
together with the committee and leaves townJ. for a Miami vacation today
representatives of the carriers to
GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount
discuss their difficulty and to or- division manager, leaves today on a
ganize a campaign aimed at induc- exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee, Min
ing the Government to release to Kansas City, Des Moines and St. Lo
TED LLOYD of 20rh-Fox's radio de
the delivery companies vital equipment needed to continue operations. returned to the Home Office yesterd
in

GEORGE

David Carter

Named Radio

Co-ordinator for Universal
David Carter has been appointed
radio co-ordinator for the New York
office of Universal, it was announced

Hollywood.

A.

SMITH,

Paramount

division manager,
leaves today on a
exchanges in Chicago, Milwaukee, Min;
Kansas City, Des Moines and St. Loi
expects to return in about 10 days.
1

WOLFE COHEN,
for Warner Bros.,
office conferences.

Canadian
in

is

He

New
will

division
York fo
to

return

I

over the week-end.

FRED JOYCE, David O. Selznick
yesterday by Maurice Bergman,
representative,
is
on
a
swing throi
Eastern advertising and publicity Midwest and the Eastern seaboard

—

next Monday.

The Recognized

To Ease Dimout Rules

Canadian

Cities

30,000 Donors Sent

—Dimout

Ottawa
Canadian

Standard
Reference

to

By Gotham

Exhibs.
regulations
in R. C.
Radio-Keith cvs.
1 Vi
cities are to be eased.
13/g
13/g
1/8
Sonbtone Corp
31/2
314
31/2
Greater illumination will be allowed
New York City's pix theaters who
I/4
Technicolor
....... 12'/2
121/8
121/4
in business sections where needed since Feb. 8 have been participating
Trans-Lux
„.., .314
31/4
31/4
l/
Universal Pictures
1834
183/4
for public safety, but the ban will in a drive to recruit blood donors for
183/4 4.
2
Universal Picts. vtc.
19
18'/2
19
+ Vi continue on lighting for commercial the Red Cross, have to date sent
advertising displays and store win- 30,869 plasma volunteers to that orBarrett Heads
dows to save power.
Chest Div.
ganization's blood banks, it was anTheater entrances and lobbies will nounced yesterday by Eddie DowWilkes-Barre, Pa. Leo Barrett,
owner-operator of the Ashley The- get more light but signs will remain den who is handling the campaign
Definite order is expected for the WAC.
ater, Ashley, has been appointed dark.
"Major" of the Motion Picture Di- shortly from H. J. Symington, power
vision of the 1944 Wilkes-Barre controller of the Dominion GovernMonogram

COminG

solicit

help

ties
1/g

8,

ploit "Since You Went Away."
are as follows: Machinists, $48 and manager.
$60; copyists and enlargers, $40 and
Carter will serve under Bergman
$55; developers, $33 and $50; print- and Robert D. Hussey, director of Victoria Okays Sunday Pb
ers, $29 and $38; helpers, $24 and radio
activities, handling Eastern
Melbourne (By Air Mail
$30; apprentices, $24 and $28.
contracts on all phases of radio in- by Censor)
The last Aus
Classification of employes and job cluding publicity, advertising and ex- state to adopt Sunday nigh
definitions and rates were worked ploitation in connection with the entertainment
for Servicem
out by Joseph R. Spray, represent- company's product and personali- regular city theaters, is Vict
ing the company, and Russell M. ties.
Moss, spokesman for the union.
Carter assumes his Universal du-

In

B'way 3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
2% 25/g 2%

3/4

2

classifications and
scales

minimum and maximum wage

October

the assistance
of theater men in the carriers' efforts to obtain additional equipSAM COLDWYN, accompanied by tl
ment to prevent a threatened break- sus, is due in from thhe Coast over th
down in the film delivery service end.
WENDELL L. WILLKIE, chairman of tl
was set afoot yesterday in the wake
of a meeting of the transportation of 20th-Fox, is back from a business tri|
Coast.
committee of the New Yo:k Film
FIELDS has left the Waldor*
Board of Trade at which the plight forCRACIE
Hollywood.
The
of the carriers was discussed.
ANNABELLA has departed for the Co
exhibitors were diawn into the picRAY MILLAND, accompanied by hi!
ture on the theory that disruption
is on his way back to Hollywood.
of the film delivery service would
ANN SOTHERN will head for Texas \
affect them as much as anyone.
day.
Ira Meinhardt, counsel for the carBERT SANFORD, JR., Altec Easteii
riers, was advised by the commitexecutive, returned from Boston yesterd
tee to organize a group of promiMARX and FRED WILCOX,
nent theater men to help the car- andSAM
director, respectively of M-C-M's
riers obtain relief.
Come Home," arrive in New York tod
to

AFL, have been approved

by the Regional War Labor Board
under the terms of a contract running for two years and calling for
a 40-hour week and the reopening
of salary negotiations on March 1,

FINANCIAL

Columbia
Con. Fm.

ly for labor at the

cal 23169,

Exhibitor Aid Sought to
Ease Plight of Carriers

A move

1)

cushion for the blow.
If means less War
Bond purchases all along theh line."
And the Wall St. Journal might have
trips

::::::

BAHN

B.

Publisher

MERSEREAU

M.

Friday,
DAILY

Book

of the

Motion Picture Industr

.

.

War

—

Community War Chest Campaign ment.

which starts Oct.

9.

Ordinance's Re-discovery
Ends Midnight Pix Shows
Memphis

—Midnight

shows

were

stopped Saturday night due to city's
re-discovery of an old ordinance when
a nabe house inquired if the midnight shows were legal.
Wa: ner
circuit had discontinued them several

weeks ago.

WANTED
URGENTLY
Ten good
Portugal

THE FILM YEAR BO
Published by

and given

films for Spain

and

import permits and

11

West 42nd

New

CO.,
Street

York, N. Y.

THE FILM DAI
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK

1501

dollar credit available.

EXPORT TRADERS

free with a
year's subscription to

INC.

THE

1944

NOW

IN

EDITION

PREPARATION

n

a&

I

I '

ON FAMED

EYES

Watch

MUSIC HALL!

World Premiere at Radio City Music
VUG^M's "LASSIE COME HOME" starts its hit

A

the

Hall
career.

huge magazine campaign spans the nation.

Chosen by

The Picture of the Month.
u
Watch for 'LASSIE COME HOME'!"

editors as

Tell your patrons:
Its thrills

and throbs

A

among M-G-M's

topper

"LASSIE

COME HOME"

Nigel Bruce

Above

Air'

•
•

with

RODDY McDOWALL

Elsa Lanchester

Directed by FRED

•

•

great group "12 Toppers"!

DONALD

CRISP

Screen Play by Hugo Butler

M. WILCOX

Let's

in glorious Technicolor.

all

AH

Give

!

•

•

Produced by SAMUEL

'National

War Fund

•

LASSIE

•

Dame May

Based Upon the Novel by

MARX

•

Whitfy

•

Eric Knight,

Edmund Gwenn
author of "This

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

—Which Gives To All!

Over "Army" Rights
Fla.

—Federal

Judge Bar-

ker ordered Florida State Theaters
and Vitagraph, Inc., to show cause
why they should not be enjoined
from showing "This is the Army"
at the Tampa theater.
Petition for
the action came from Lewis H. Hill,
Jr., trustee in bankruptcy for State
Theaters, Inc., who contends that
Vitagraph's award of exhibition of
the film to Florida State Theaters
is in violation of a contract between
the bankrupt concern and Vitagraph,
and of Federal anti-trust laws.
Branding first showing rights to
Warner B others pictures as the
chief asset of the bankrupt concern, Hill said rights given the
Tampa theater would constitute a

Hearing is Oct. 14. Hill
asserts that on July 30, B. E. Gore,
owner of State theaters, Inc., signed
a contract with Vitagraph providing for exhibition of "This Is The
Army" at the State theate but that
on Aug. 16 he received word that
Vitagraph refused to sign and protested against certain terms of the
monopoly.

,

arrangement. Plans had been made
for the opening of the show, sponsored by U. S. S. Tampa Post No.

American Legion, at the Tampa
and a big campaign promoting the film was to have been

5,

theater,

started with the closing of the Thi:d
War Loan Drive.

U. K. Managers to Form
Professional Society

—

London (By Air Mail Passed by
Censor) Theater managers will be
recognized by the CEA in a new
type of organization.
Plan calls
for a series of autonomous managers' branches formed as a professional society, with each group corresponding to a CEA area branch.
Manager groups, first of which
has been started in North Lincolnshire, will negotiate on matters afemployment,
conditions,
wages, pension schemes, and generally to improve the status of manfecting

Oct.

11: Lou Formato-Charles Beilan lunch
Philadelphia Motion Picture Associates, W,
wick Hotel.

Annual meeting,

12:

Drama

N.

Y.

Y.

Theaters,

Crit

Hotel Algonqlin.

League

of

meeting, 234

W.

14:

Oct.

Seat:

Victor

to

N.

44th

ann

St.

commercial slogan being used by Film Classics,

Oct. 18-19: Allied MP Theater Owners of We
em Pennsylvania convention, Roose»
Hotel,
Pittsburgh.

Fastest

Oct.

one appreciative

accuracy will concur with the

of

Inc., namely "The
Growing Company In The Industry"
During the some
months it has been in active existence, it has acquired a plethora

six
of

ANY

•

•

•

worthwhi'e product with the seals

Hal Roach

Selznick (via UA),

(prexy of the
associates

—

,

a great deal

'round the land

"Thunder

pic,

playing

which so many people haven't seen

T
BUT

•

•

time

of

— and

is

a

pictures

determination

of

aimed
which year the program will comprise about 50 per
cent top-flight re-issues and 50 per cent new product
Authoritatively, it is learned by this corner that the Hirliman organization
to

the re-issue as far as surface indications point, are actually
1944-45, in

from eight

the fashioning of

bracket

to

12

Hirliman's

Br'r

new

features

avowed

in

the

ambition

T
•

•

his

personally-initiated

We

Chesterfield

Hail"

It

retail stores carried life-size

Claudette

Colbert,

Paulette

studded subways,

Cigarette

45,000,000;

back a

its

standees and

campaign

behalf

in

An

estimated

window cards

of

1,000,000

of the stars,

Goddard and Veronica Lake
street cars and buses from

full

page ad

the

Pep

Relief

;

Club

Fund

Victory

midnight

B

bene

Paramount Theater.
Oct.

Associated Theater Owners of
convention, Indianapolis A. C.

26:
diana

Nov. 5:
ba,l,

Nov.

lOfh-Fox Home Office
Henry Hudson Hotel.

11:

Bonds
"Give War
campaign opens.

Family

as

CI

Christr

Presents"

Night of Stars, Madison Square C

Picture Pioneers Harvest Dinner,
dorf-Astoria Starlight Roof.

Nov. 26-28: Academy's third annual
raphy show, Hollywood.

still

W

photi

Hemes Succeeds Goldbei
As Pathe News Treasurer
{Continued from Page 1)

RKO Radio Hollywood st
and MacPhail, who has be
with Pathe News since 1931, leav

ager of
dios,

on his farm at Searsmoi
George Ronan will contin
Me.
with Pathe News as an assista
treasurer.

Cards
coast

of the stars

and

Morrison Signs Chi.

to

their vehicle

thai

T

Artist

—

Dahlia Brookes, h
signed a contract with Leo Morrisc
the Hollywood agent, and has U
Moriison w
for the West Coast.
here for two days, this week, makii
his headquarters with Al. Loewe

Chicago

in

trio

Ampa

22:

Oct.

Industry Men
Hotel Asl

Forces,

the biggest single exploitation angle

trains,

mags ran

Hoi

to live

ads hitting a total circulation of
and the American Weekly, circulation 7,743,273, flashed

national

coast;

on

was

nation-wide promotion of the opus

of the

also

T

Pcrramount's Bob Gillham certainly started something via

"So Proudly

Armed

Paramount
22:
Hotel Astor.

is

have his company occupy a unique and valuable position in industry
affairs, functioning in zone 'twixt the major and the independent.
to

•

the

in

Nov. 18:

the plans of Film Classics, although currently linked

at

envisions

Oct.

Nov. 16:
den.

effected

T

T

Women

still

of

conference,

technical

Cc

Pittsburgh.

Hotel,

Ampa's Salute to

21:

Oct.

re-

theaters

to

many good
the

is

It

Film Classics to see that such "conservation"

their

heard the lament

motion picture big-wig over the fact there are so

•

pageant

This

corner

this

it

The East,"

In

caviar which has been untouched,

It's

Only the other day,

caviar

and

(secretary-treasurer)

profitable

of

Radio upon

Regional

Mid-Eastern

Roosevelt

wood-Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.

Messrs. George Hirliman

People"

"Hara-Kiri

of

title

presents

issues

— the

outfit) and Irvin Shapiro
have launched again the

new

under the

RKO

M-G-M), and

(via

Also, the solons of Film Classics,

Allied

SMPE

Oct. 18-22

Gaumont-British (via 20th-Fox),

of

18-19:
ference,

of

the

Famous

Artist

Sync?

cate.
.

agers.

•

•

•

GLEANINGS:

Eastern

regional

directors

of

Allied

changed the name of their buying conferences from "buying clinic"
to "buying seminar" because the former title sounded too much like
a hospital or a group of sick guys getting together.
# Despite
.

reports to the contrary, reliable info
for changes in the

Tom
to

New

It's

said that most of the

Wright for the Government and the company heads resume today.
• The Seattle arbitration tribunal slate is still clean,— not a complaint
has been filed since the office opened.
• Arthur Greenblatt, PRC

**/

V « B

Oct.

sales chief, says

Rouben Mamoulian

Finis

Daniel

Jules

P.

Fox
O'Shea

Lapidus

is

is

shifting of populations

Jeanette Loff
Marjorie Beebe

.

Harry

Richman

.

T

Oct. 10

Hayes

for westerns

now coming from

spots that

from western-minded areas to former
gun situations.
4>
Overheard at Lindy's
Producer:
Friend: "I hope so"
"Did you see my last picture?"

offer

anti-six

Oct. 9

Cummings
Jane Woodworth

Irving

demand

.

never before favored sagebrush operas, and only explanation he can

8

Edythe Chapman

squawks have

prices,

.

•

•

•

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Show's Climax Rightly
Next to the Clothes

.

that the flood of proposals

an item which doesn't concern the consent depresent form
The sessions between Clark and Bob

do with film
its

is

York consent decree has Assistant Attorney

C. Clark in a dither

cree in

Helen

—

9:
"We're On Our
Madison Square Garden.

Circle,

From A Film Row

Way

Oct.

Oct.

$100,000-$200,000

—

8, 19'

DATE BOOK

Fla. Court Battle

Tampa,

October

Friday,

*\ DAILY

—

Local Capitol
Springfield, Tenn.
Theater put on a War Bond sales
show and its high point was an
auction of almost revealing characManager Hancock brought a
ter.
pretty
model, elaborately dressed,
over from Nashville, and, piece by
piece her articles of clothing were
When clad only
shoes first.
sold,
in
a bathing suit, stand's manager
called a halt, but audience objected.

—

So out went the house iights. When
they were switched on again, the
"empty" bathing suit was there in the
The
possesssion of the manager.
Capitol sold $22,000 worth of Bonds
at the auction, and $38,000 additional
during the drive.

ay,

October

1943

8,

V*V

torneys Awaiting

5
DillV

Hicks Says British

HOLLrWOOD DIGEST

Competition

definitive" Action
from Page

WALTER PIDCEON,

M-C-M;
PAUL E. BURNS, "Dragon Seed," M-C-M; SYD
SAYLOR, LEO MOSTOVSOY and DOROTHY GARNER, "Since You Went Away," David O. Selznick;
SHELDON LEONARD and CONSTANCE
WORTH, "Klondike Kate," Columbia; OLIVE

SIGNED
1)

JOHN BRAHM,

termer, 20th-Fox.

expected to pre- KEVIN OSHEA, termer, 20lh-Fox.
CRECORY LA CAVA, director, "A Medal for
"
exhibitor objections to the deBenny," Paramount.
Presidents of the companies BESS TAFFEL, screenplay, "Marseilles," Para- BLAKENEY, "The Navy Way," Paramount.
mount.
yesterday with their counsels,
ussing various phases of the
STORY PURCHASES
ASSIGNMENTS
ED DOHERTYS "Rockabye Brady," Harry Sheree.
man.
optimism appears to FRED ZINNEMANN, director, "The Seventh

when Clark

iy

of

spirit

Cross,"

among

the parties involved,
feeling being that the first meetwit h the D of J was productive
that an understanding of rausatisfaction will result for all
;ies concerned.
rail

I

is

irs

of First

Show

ight of Stars"

In

Cast

{Continued from Page

1)

addition to
;enting personalities who rose to
.v
world prominence since that

rtainment turns,

Ian
ert

in

M-C-M.

for

the

Millions,"

Great,"

happened

M-C-M;
Universal;

Tomorrow,"

A.nold Piessburger-UA; KEVIN OSHEA, "Purp,e Heart," ^Oth-Fox; JOHN HUBBARD, "Beautiful
but Broke,"
Columbia; RUDOLF FRIML,
JR.,
"Phantom
Lady,"
Universal;
ALFRED
ZtlSLER, "Dr. Paul Joseph Coebbels," W. R.
Frank; JANE DEVLIN, "Since You Went Away,"
David O. Selznick.
DONALD CCOK, "Patrick the Creat," Universal: SARA HADEN, "Mr. Co-ed,"
M-C-M;

Ross Appoints Brown to
RSF H. O. Executive Post

he revealed the for 13 years, filling posts in Cincincommittee,
60 committeemen.
of his
les
nati and Boston as well as in Chi.
liversary show will be held at
'lison Square Garden, Nov. 16, He will serve as assistant to D. A.
appointment being designed
said, and the goal this year will Ross,
•$100,000 for the United Jewish to permit the latter to make closer
eal for refugees, overseas aid
personal contact with the
RFS
Palestine.
nmry chairmen for this year's "Night branches.
are Barney Balaban, David BernJoseph Page, Dallas branch manNate J. Blumberg-, Jack Cohn, N.
Rathvon, Marvin H. Schenck and ager, succeeds Brown in Chicago.
as

i

I

Co-chairmen

Warner.

rt

will

idney and Ed Sullivan, while
he associate chairman,

be Louis

Ben Boyer

committee embraces Don AlIrving Berlin. Phil Bloom. F. William
Paul Boetteher, Paul Bracco, Ed-

educing

antor.
Evssell.

(

Leo

Cohen.

Ernest

F &

Hicks, who returned Monday from
England, said that the chief problem of distribution over there was
the constant turnover of personnel.
bia.
"Sundown Valley," formerly '"Round-Up for Every woman between the ages of
Victory," Columbia.
18 and 40 must be in some kind of
war work. He said that the senior
SCHEDULED
feminine employe in the London ofDiavolo,"
"Fra
STAN LAUREL and OLIVER fice was a girl 18 years old. Women
HARDY, to be produced in Mexico.
projectionists are now in theater
"Laddie, Son of Lassie," producer, SAM MARX;
screenplay, JEANE BARTLETT, M-G-M.
booths, he said.
In Ireland, Hicks found a strong
Stabilization of Bonuses,
German influence on motion picture
Happened Tomorrow," formerly "Tomorrow
Never Comes," 20th-Fox.
"The Heat's On," formerly "Tropicana," Colum-

Commission Studied by BIR
{Continued from Page

1)

Conferences on these matters with a number of representative employers have been going on
this week.
It was announced yesterday em-

ployers
formal

may pay, without
any

application,

commis-

sions due to employes for Septem-

%

censorship,

many American

pictures

being barred through Nazi pressure
even after approval by Irish censors.

Joe Lee Reported Being
Shifted by 20th-Fox
{Continued from Page

1)

cided upon, it was learned yesterday. It is understood that his present duties with the company will be

Moe Sanders, assisRay Moon, New York branch
neither the rate of commission nor manager, and Moe Kurtz, who has
the amount of any other compensa- been a member of the sales staff.
Before he was succeeded by Arto Operate Shubert tion has been increased since Oct. thur Abeles in November of last
1942.
Film and radio time sales- year, Lee was branch manager here.
Arthur Partnership 2,
men would be covered by this per- Abeles subsequently was succeeded
ber or October, in

all

cases in which

—

mission.

Louis The Shubert will open
Except in cases where there has
Oct. 21 as a deluxe first-run and been an increase in the rate of comp.
BO, Xat Kalcheim, Jesse Kaye, Arthur
moveover-policy theater, it was an- mission or in the amount of any
W. Krakeur. Abe Last•i.
Richard
nounced yesterday by Fanchon & other compensation such as base
Harry
Levine,
Harry
Leonidoff.
Leon
Pernick, Marco Service
Solly
Miller.
Charles
Jar,
Corporation, which sala:y the Bureau has in effect auSidney H. Piermont, Larry Puck, Sam will operate for Service Group The- thorized for the two months' payRomm,
A.
Harry
Roehrenbeck,
Frank
i-h.
aters, a partnership formed last ment of commissions on the same
Rose, Herbert L. Rosenthal, Harry
Manny Sachs, James Sauter, Joe week by three brotheis and two sons basis permitted earlier in the year.
The approval was granted under
Tenfeld, Robert K. Shapiro. Capt. John of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., general maninert, Paul Small, Michael Todd, James
ager of the operating corporation, the revised regulations issued last
talker, Fred Waring, Arthur Weill, David
all of whom are either in the armed month, which required approval beVf-rblin, Max Wolff, Lou Wolfson and
:;
Zee.
se: vices, or are scheduled to be in- fore the payment of commissions
ducted shortly, as pre-Pearl Harbor exceeding in dollar amount the payments in the last accounting year
fathers.
'

dustry.

taken over by

tant to

for New

Emerling,

William Feinbem, Jay C. FlipMoe Gale, Abel Green. Lester B. Isaac,
George Jessel, Harry KalJacobi,

M

1)

Declaring that
there would always be a market
here for good English pictures,
Hicks said the more good pictures
turned out by the British, the better it would be for the entire inexpansion.

"It

{Continued from Page 1)
was announced yesterday by
M. Weitman, chairman of cago, has been with Ross Federal terday.

•

{Continued from Page

wide

TITLE SWITCHES

CASTINGS
KEYE LUKE, "Music
PEGGY RYAN, "Patrick
LINDA DARNELL, "It

Welcome

"If Winter Comes,"

St.

—

—

,

I.

by Moon.
Lee leaves for Miami today on his
vacation in some three years.
be away several weeks.
During his absence his new status
with the company will be decided
upon.
first

He

will

5

...

Atlas Corp. Buys Plaza;

New

Film Center

is

Seen

.

;

'

i

HE

Partners are Edward B. Arthur,
formerly assistant general manager
of F & M, currently attending Armored Forces Officers Candidate
School, at Fort Knox; 2nd Lt. Harry
C. Arthur, III, now on active duty
KISSNER,
assistant
booker,
RKO, New in the Pacific with the U. S. Marine
Haven.
Air Corps; 2nd Lt. Thomas G. ArEVA CRAY, secretary to Barney Pitkin,
thur, navigator in the Army Air
IKO, New Haven.
ION
McCULLOUGH, assistant manager, Forces, James H. Arthur and David
*o
Springfield, Mass.
G. Arthur, councillor and assistant
MACK DOWLING, advertising manager, general manager respectively, for

•Emme touch

I

i,

Jorth

Carolina

Theaters,

Charlotte,

N.

C.

Filmland gained a new center for
its impo:tant trade and social activities
with the announced purchase yesterday of the Plaza Hoprior to Oct. 3, 1942.
tel, 59th St. and Fifth Ave., by Atlas Corp., headed by Floyd B. Odium,
Another Cut in Film
chairman of the board of RKO Corp.
Space in Newspapers
C. N. Hilton, who owns The Town
House, Los Angeles, is among those
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY associated with Atlas in the hotel's
Washington Film space is due acquisition. U. S. Realty and Imfor another major cut next year, provement Co. was the seller.
if the prediction voiced yesterday by
Harold
Boeschenstein,
chief
of
WPB's Bureau of Production ConFour 'Hour-Plus Bill
trols, comes to pass.
Boeschenstein
declared that newsprint will be
Rochester
Some kind of a

Ad

—

the service corporation, and Edward
L. Murphy, treasurer, who will su- further cut until allotments are
25
YN JONES, secretary, Film Truch Service, pervise in the absence of the other per cent below their normal level
Ihicago.
partners.
unless the Army, the War Manpower
EDNA BOYS, assistant manager, Fisher
Pix will be moved over to the Shu- Commission and the general public
"heater, Datroit.
bert, from either of the three other immediately begin to practice conCE GLICK, manager, Alger Theater, DeF & M-ope: ated first-runs each servation and do everything possible
troit.
YOUNC, manager, Rosedale Theater, De- week, the Ambassador, Fox and Mis- to increase the production of wood
roit.
souri Theaters.
pulp.
Y

CROPP,

ircuit,

±

short

Washington.

subject

booker,

Schine

—

reccrd for long picture bills is being
set at the Regent here th s week.

— "Union
Sea" — on
:

With two
cific"

and

re-issues

"Souls

at

the program runs more
four hours.
Showtime on week
bill,

is

1:45, 5:50, and 10 o'clock.

Pathe
than
days

<E?

1M
Friday,

October

8,
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ft R6VI€UIS Of TH€ D6UI f ILfllS ft Long Runs Rule in
Australian Houses
with Donald Woods, Elyse Knox

63 Mins.

Universal

MODEST MUSICAL IS STRICTLY ROUTINE ENTERTAINMENT THAT WILL
CLICK WITH YOUNGSTERS.
another in the series of modest
musicals turned out by Universal, has an
appeal directed primarily at the extremely
impressionable.
At no time does the production make any pretext at maturity.
Story, acting, production and direction are
all
in keeping with the unimportance of

* SHORTS *
"Babies by Bannister"

(Panoramic)

This,

the enterprise.

The

film

is

virtually nothing

collection of musical

strung

together

more than

numbers and

with

small

a

specialties

imagination.

While none

of them lays any claim to disand only one or two has much to

tinction

recommend

of

all

it,

them

will

provide the

young people with some measure of entertainment.
The two names that will mean
most to the torso-twisters are Ray Eberle
and Wingy Manrne.
For curiosity value
there is Myris Chaney, Mrs. Roosevelt's
former protege whose association with the
Office of Civilian Defense stirred a tempest
in a teapot.
Honesty compels one to report
that the lady is nothing to get excited about
so far as her dancing in her brief appearance in this film goes.
Weaving in and out of the musical numbers

is

a

flimsy

little

story

that placed no

mental strain on its creators. The screenplay of Stanley Roberts was "suggested" by
a story by Fanya Lawrence.
It is hard to
understand why Roberts needed a suggestion

to

"Hi 'Ya,

the sort of plot display

devise

in

Sailor."

The yarn deta ls the efforts of Donald
Woods, a merchant seaman, to sell a song
;

on the success of which he hopes to found
career as a tunesmith.
After a lot of
discouragement he meets up with Phyllis
Brooks, a singing star, who introduces the
song for Woods after the latter has had a
run-in with the girl's jealous manager,
Jerome Cowan. Elyse Knox, a taxi driver,
is
instrumental in Woods' success.
Also
helpful are three fellow-seamen of Woods',
Frank Jenks, Matt Willis and Eddie Quillan,
who give out with a bit of comedy.
Jean Yarbrrugh supplied routine direcHe is also down as producer.
tion.
a

CAST: Donald Woods,

Elyse Knox,

Jerome

Jenks, Matt Willis, Eddie
Quillan, Phyllis Brooks, Ray Eberle, Chaney
Trio, Ge-rge Beatty, Hacker Duo, Delta

Cowan,

Frank

Rhythm

Boys,

Neillson Sisters,

Wingy Ma-

none and band.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Jean Yarbrough; Director, Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, Stanley Roberts; Suggested by story by
Fanya Lawrence; Cameraman, Jack MacKenrie; Musical Director, H. J. Salter;
Art Director, Jchn Goodman; Sound Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown; Film Editor, William Austin.

DIRECTION,

Ordinary.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Cunningham Loaned

to

CIAA

Maj. Bert Cunningham has been
loaned by the Office of Strategic
Services to the CIAA as head of
Major
motion picture production.
Cunningham, who formerly was with
RKO-Pathe, succeeds Lt. John Reinhard who has returned to the Office of

Strategic Services.

ancestors arise to
plague him and remind him of his
duty.
Thereupon the old bird encases himself in armor and resumes
his job of delivering the young. He
has an encounter with enemy planes
but comes through triumphantly.
The kids will find plenty to laugh at.
the ghosts of

"Hi 'Ya, Sailor"

Columbia

its

8 /z mins.
l

Excellent

"Storm"

The ladies, especially mothers,
(Passing Parade)
should take this short to their hearts M-G-M
10 Mins.
since it's chockful of some of the
Fascinating
cutest little rascals you ever laid
John Nesbit deals with the forces
eyes on. The film takes the audience of nature instead of human beings
on a visit to the studio of Constance in his latest "The Passing Parade"
Bannister, one of the country's top short. The film is a fascinating and
photographers of babies. How Miss effective study of weather. Nature
Bannister works makes extremely is caught in a variety of moods,
interesting footage. Millicent Robin some pleasant, some ugly.
There
is
commentator and Irving are scenes of nature at its worst
the
Browning the pioducer and director. that will grip the beholder. Photography has been used to capital
"Little Miss Pinkerton"
advantage in this subject, which has
(Our Gang)
to do with a matter that interests
M-G-M
11 Mins. every one profoundly. The short is
Okay for the Kids
a splendid camera study.
The youngsters should get a few
laughs from the antics of Our Gang
"Over the Andes"
in this short.
The young players
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
this time get into trouble in trying M-G-M
9 Mins.
to solve a fictitious murder for a
Good
prize.
The kids find themselves in
In his latest camera journey James
the very middle of a real murder. FitzPatrick takes the audience over
They are kidnapped by the murder- the Andes by air. The jaunt starts at
ers when they get wise to more than Valparaiso and ends at Rio de
is good for them, but they manage Janeiro. There are some swell views
to save themselves after a number of the country over which lies the
of funny complications.
airliner's route. Unfolded is scenery
made to order for the color camera.
Glimpses of life in Rio add to the
"Figaro and Geo"
The short has been
film's interest.
(Walt Disney)
RKO
8 Mins. photographed in superb Technicolor.
A treat for the travelogue lovers.
Topnotch
With the help of fine Technicolor,
"Fixin' Tricks"
Walt Disney has created a cartoon
that is as appealing as it is amusing.
(Pete Smith Specialty)
The chief characters are a kitten M-G-M
10 Mins.
named Figaro and a gold fish called
Excellent
Cleo.
The kitten perpetually keeps
In these days when folks must do
trying to get at the fish but suffers a lot of things for themselves this
It short can be shown to good purpose.
a change of heart at the end.
takes plenty of upbraiding by a The short shows how to fix this or
colored maid to teach Figaro love that around the house with a minifor Cleo.
The cartoon has been mum of time and effort. Here indeed
fashioned with a delicate touch that is a film that is educational without
adds immensely to its fascination.
losing any of its entertainment value.
Pete Smith has brought his humor
"War Dogs"
to bear heavily on the subject. The
M-G-M
7 Mins. result is a short that stands among
the funniest to be turned out by him'
Funny
There are loads of laughs in this
Technicolor cartoon about an army
"Football Thrills of 1942"
hound who has a genius for doing
(Pete Smith Specialty)
everything wrong.
The dog gets M-G-M
10 Mins.
himself in and out of difficulties with
Laughs and Thrills
the greatest of ease and with rePete Smith's review of the highsults that make the short a first- lights of the football season of 1942
rate bookings of its kind. A lot of is a dilly. The customers, the footcleverness has gone into the film's ball fans in particular, should remaking.
spond with unbridled enthusiasm to
the resurrection of some of the most
"The Stork's Holiday"
exciting moments from last year's
8 Mins. gridiron games. The footage, which
M-G-M
Not Bad
has been selected wisely, possesses as
How the stork reacts to the war many laughs as it does thrills. By
has been treated with a good dose stopping the action from time to time
of humor in this Technicolor car- and resorting to certain camera
The stork, afraid of nego- tricks Smith has created moments
toon.
tiating the skyways in wartime, re- that are excruciatingly funny. Book
bels against further activity until this one without reservation.
1

{Continued from Page 1)

tures a year, whereas now the theater plays about six pictures a year.
Long runs are the policy throughout the country, he said, adding that
instead of there being a product

shortage it was sometimes diffic
to get playing time for the availa'
pictures.

The manpower

situation,

however

has been serious in Australia, Hunter said. Early in the Summer, the
film industry was affected by a 2f
per cent cut in personnel, due to thi
transferring of workers to essentia'
war industries. The film industry,

however, has been assured that there
be no further disturbance of

will

personnel.
Australians exppct a three-hour show and
to such a policy, with
the result that double feature represent;
In most cases, seats
the standard program.
are reserved.
Hunter said that the raw stock situa
Because of the limitation or
tion is acute.
raw stock imports, the Government hai
restricted
each feature to eight prints
newsreels, with permission, being allowec

have been educated

"

more than

eight.

Native production almost does not exist
who produced "40,001
Charles Chauvel.
Horsemen" in 1941, is now making "Rat
of Tobruk," which will be the only picture
locally produced this year and the firs
since 1941, Hunter said.
Hunter plans to return to Australia
November. His last trip to New York wa
about 18 months ago.

Memorial Football

As Prelude

Game

Premiere

to

— A monster memorial foot

Boston

game

before an audience ex
pected to exceed 50,000, will serve a
the curtain raiser to the world pr«j
miere of RKO Radio's Pat O'Brie'
starrer, "The Iron Major," set fcj
Oct. 25, at Keith's Memorial.
Honoring the memory of Fran
Cavanaugh, football coach and hei
of the First World War, whoi
O'Brien portrays in the pic, the gan
will pit the varsity team from Bo
ton College against a picked U. a
ball

1

Army team from Hingham

Fiel

Sunday, Oc
24 at 2:30 p.m. at Fenway Par!
Receipts will be split between tl
Athletic Funds of Boston Collej
and Hingham Field.

and

will take place on

1

High ranking officers from the arm
services in the Boston area will attend t
game, as will also the president and facu
of Boston College, and state and city
ficials.

A

fl

O'Brien and Charles Koerner, Rl
in charge of prodij

|

Radio
tion,

vice-president

who

will

come from Hollywood

to

I

tend the premiere, will also be present, H
well as a Home Office delegation headed
I
Peter Rathvon, Ned E. Depinet,
colm Kingsberg, Robert Mochrie, E. A. II
person, and S. Barret McCormiek.
Arrangements are being handled by Te |l
Turner, head of RKO Radio's field exploit!
tion force, under the direction of S. Barl
McCormiek, director of advertising and p I
I

M

N.

lieity.

Fromkess
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Leon Fromkess Ym

Dick Pearl Aide
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

named Richard
his assistant in
studios.

to

of

J.

"Dick" Pearl

charge

of

|i

ELI

r
.day,

October

8,
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6,000

Kick-in

ioff Tells

eans Used on Execs.

Troops

Gift Prints for

Dividends Again to

Overseas Service Refutes Old Pix Charge
(Continued from Page

GUT's Holding Cos.

1)

not seeing good pix.
They would ceipt last month of a report from Capt.
Bailey, formerly a Paramount distribe shown, in addition to the per- Jack
bution expert in the Southwest, who arTSE representatives held
sonal testimonials from a number rived in North Africa early in August on a
,11 executives in New York in April
of fighting men, receipts for some special mission for the overseas film 'disCapt. Bailey's report was
1936 at which they agreed upon G,000 prints given the service by the tribution unit.
received last month.
s sums to be paid by the various
industry and shipped overseas, and
In addition to Bailey, Major Charles Sheeaipanies. It was agreed, according a raft of other documentary eviley,
formerly stationed at Deluxe LaboraBioff, that the major companies, dence.
tories in charge of production for the Signal
WarParamount,
20th-Fox,
Corps,
and Lt. Charles Mayer, who in
|h as
Officers of the service, which is
*rs, Loew's, and RKO, pay $50,000 part of the Special Service Division, civilian life distributed 20th Century-Fox
films in the East Indies, have been assigned
vear, with minor companies as- were ready, willing and able to to prepare a report on the film distribu(Continued from Page 1)

"with

\

;sed $25,000 yearly.

After that, said Bioff, the late SidR. Kent of 20th-Fox and Nichis Schenck of Loew's visited him
a midtown hotel, the former
mging along $25,000 and the latBioff asserted that he
$50,000.

'y

•

Browne the same
$12,500,
lount, and $50,000 was delivered
Paul Ricca, one of the defendants.
said delivery of large sums of
t

answer a raft of questions shot at
them yesterday by this correspondent.
Admitting that distribution
has not been as good as desired, they
nonetheless were convincing in their
were
explanation that measures
taken as long ago as mid-July to
correct the various deficiencies and
that the corrective work is now being carried on as rapidly as possible.

tion for the troops in the Australian theater.
They were given this assignment, it
before the recent outbreak of
is believed,
formercriticism. Maj. Peter de Sanchez,
deputy director of the New York contract
distribution office of WPB, has been in England since June in charge of distribution
there, the print order for Britain is scheduled to be increased by four within the

next day or two.

Army Leased 16 mm. Prints
As for old pix being shown overseas, it
was pointed out that when the first task
forces left' these shores, six months before

Importance Minimized
Recent publicity, they said, has Pearl Harbor, the Arm}' leased a number of
16 mm. prints since these were all that was
tended to minimize the importance available
To New York on "Deal"
The special ser
at the time.
gift
the
most
industry's
unof
the
division has been trying to recall these
vice
Bioff also testified that in 1935
succeeded in getting them all
haphas
not
could
have
but
thing
that
fortunate
came to New York to discuss a
in thus far.
It was estimated that about
They hope the false impres- 500
eal" with executives of Loew's pened.
such prints are still overseas spread
s

loutine with him.

mey had been

—

d

RKO. The witness

said that he

d Charles Moskowitz of Loew's
at the latter would have to deal
th Joseph Basson of the IATSE.
rcording to him, Moskowitz wished
cut the wage scale on the ground

company was paying double the

I

ige scale paid by other companies,
Moskowitz
said,
Bioff
nally,
creed to kick in with $150,000 to

paid over a period of time.

were not received until late in Sepand not until now on all releases.
The print order was tipped from 23 to 2'o
on June 2, from 25 to 29' on July 16, and
from 29 to 38 on Sept. 8, according- to a
key officer in the distribution section who
release

tember,

Other shakedowns listed by Bioff
re Balaban & Katz, $60,000; WarBros, circuit in Chicago, $30,000;
saness, $10,000.
Bioff will continue his testimony

•]'r

:

sions will be ironed out.
In regard to the Mediterranean
theater, referred to specifically by
Benny and Jolson, the number of
prints shipped there has been inc: eased from six to 10 per feature
This did
within the past 10 days.
not mean cutting down the prints
shipped to any other area.
i'or the record shows that 38 prints per

called New York especially to get these
On Sept. 27,
facts for this correspondent.
for the first time, 38 prints of a feature

lay.

were received and then not on everything
included in the shipment.

mer PRC Contract Director
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Decision to step up this print order, as
well as to try in other ways to better
distribution in the Mediterranean theater
and to supplement the availability of projectors and repair parts there followed re-

Hollywood
first

_

— Edgar Ulmer becomes

contract

ir.rned by PRC.
ive Junction"

director to be
just finished

He has

for PRC which in)duces to the screen the 15-year(R'i singer Gerry Young.

;

Zukor and Rinzler Aid
National

War Fund

Drive

through all the battle areas, in comparison
with 6.000 industry gift prints of more recent films.
The gift films are also made available
by the Army for Navy, Marine, Coast Guard
use and to our allies for showing to their

men.

"We have absolute proof that 90 per cent
the boys in North Africa are seeing
movies and that they are seeing three shows
a week," said one officer, referring to the
territory covered by Benny and Jolson.
He
would not vouch for the vintage of these
films however.
The Army has not tried to talk to Benny
or Jolson, but is apparently hurt that the
two entertainers did not contact the film
of

before
issuing
their
distribution
officer
"Had they given us specific
statements.
been
have
glad
to
see
information, we'd
what we could do there, as you know, our
job officially ends when the pictures are
delivered at their port of destination, with
distribution thereafter strictly the responsibility of the commanding general in the
area, but we try to see to it that the pictures do get around, and we believed that
they are."

William Gordon Chairman
Of MPSA's Foreign Com.

:

will serve as chair- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
William Gordon of
of the entertaining group of the
has been elected chairman of
commerce and industry division of
the N. Y. Committee, National War the foreign committee of the Motion

Samuel Rinzler

—

man

Charges Sunday Ban
Means Late, Poor Pix
Knoxville,

fl

Tenn.

— Maintaining that

the largest city in the
United States, probably in the world,
that doesn't have Sunday movies,"

"Knoxville

the

News-Sentinel ediblames lack of Sunday shows
and meager picture schedules

Knoxville

torially

for late
in

is

local

theaters.

Editorial

says

in

part:

"Whenever

shakes off
the bigoted blue law habit and permits Sunday movies the better films
will come here earlier and oftener.
Naturally the theater booking people
are going to show their most soughtafter films earliest in communities
where there is the advantage of
seven days and full week-end showing."

Knoxville

RKO

Fund, James A. Farley, chairman,
Serving with Rinzler
announced.
will be Adolph Zukor as chairman of
the motion picture producers and disWilliam S.
committee;
tributors
Paley, radio chairman and William

Morris,

Jr.,

theatrical

agencies

chairman.

Picture Society for the Americas
succeeding Robert Vogel of M-G-M
whose term of office expired last

week.

The society

is liaison office for the
Co-ordinator of InterAffairs and the motion

Office of the

American

picture

industry.

board of directors

Ray Gallagher Named
Herald's Adv. Manager

top

is

Funeral

distribution of profits since its
re-organization in 1932.
West's, Ltd., one of the holding

first

announces

companies,

having

ceived from the operating

re-

company

a dividend of £10,480, enabling it to
add 3% per cent to the dividend of
1% per cent, from its profits from interest and rent, making a total of 5
per cent for the year.
It is indicated that Greater Union
Theaters has distributed £40,000, or
10 per cent on its £400,000 capital
among the holding companies.
Capital of GUT is held as follows: Amalgamated Pictures, 14.6
per cent; Greater J. D. Williams,
32.5 per cent; Spencer's, 26.7 per
cent; West's, 26.2 per cent. On the
basis of £40,000 distribution by GUT,

Amalgamated

is

entitled to £5,840,

D. Williams to £13,000,
Spencer's to £10,680, and West's to
£10,480.
The percentage relationships of these amounts to the ordinary capital of the holding companies are: Amalgamated, 3.43 per
cent; Greater J. D. Williams, 3.27
per cent; Spencer's, 3.58 per cent;
and West's, 3.88 per cent.
From profits from sources other
than shares in the operating company, Amalgamated has been paying
1% per cent on ordinary shares,
Greater J. D. Williams 1 per cent,
and West's 1% per cent. Spencei's
only asset is shares in the operating
company, and, as it has a small debit
in profit and loss account, will probably not distribute the whole of the
amount received from GUT. Account
of the other holding companies are
expected to be released shortly.

Greater

J.

Greater Union Theaters,
owning either directly or
theaters
British

in

Australia,

Ltd., in addition to
in association 59
also own completely
Pty. Ltd., Cinesound

Empire Films
Productions Pty. Ltd., and National Theatres
Supply Co. of Australasia, Ltd., all of which
companies are under Norman B. Rydge's personal direction.

Rydge, who entered film biz in 1937,
one of the foremost financial leaders of
Australia.
He is publisher of Rydge's
Journal, owns a large number of hotels
throughout Australia, is chairman of Cash
Orders, Ltd., the Morris Plan Bank of America, and is also a director of a chain of
restaurants and a chain of shoe stores.
is

WEDDinG BELLS

Robson Funeral Today

—

holding companies, representing the

The society's
composed of

studio heads.

Toronto

—

Sydney (By Air Mail) Greater
Union Theaters, Pty. Ltd., has resumed payment of dividends to its

rites

will

be

—

Flora, Ind.
Appointment of Ray Gallagher as held today for Clarence M. Robson,
Harvey A. Gridley,
advertising manager of Motion Pic- vice-president and general supervisor manager of the Flora Theater, and
Dora Jackhalke of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
ture Herald, effective immediately, of Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd.
were married in Delphi.
was announced yesterday. Gallagher, formerly was the paper's ad- Rites Held for Oliver

—

Funeral services for
He has
Chicago
industry Gene G. Oliver, 62 treasurer of Allsince 1910 when he broke in via the America News, Negro newsreel, were
held yesterday.
Vitagraph publicity dept.
vertising

been

representative.
with the

identified

USA, formerly of
publicity staff, and Ber-

Jeff Levingston,

the

M-G-M

nice Field, M-G-M employe, have announced their marriage.

(jj&£ tfi&

7no&6 jftoTn uau/t

ICTORY

CARBONS

You can

maximum

rules.

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

meet the new current conditions.

obtain

efficiency

and economy from

your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types

A bulletin

describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution and will
be sent promptly upon request.

of equipment.
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.

when recommended

CHECK FEEO RATIO CAREFULLY.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

S

AVE

H

E

COPPER

of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

burning rate be-

fcj»>victory

2m buy

T

Most

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

HOB

GENERAL OFFICES
Street, New York, N.

30 East 42nd

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

Equipment
Maintenance
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ACUUM TUBE SITUATION NOW CRITICAL
abor Shortage Acute
ntinual Efforts
r

Made

—

Drain on manpower reby the armed forces and by

hicago

war plants

various

in the local

/"^UT

in

new

Ted

Rogvoy,

theater

working on plans

for four

erected

northern

Detroit,

^"'architect,

is

to be
produced such a proMichigan after the war. Project has not yet
need labor shortage that facreached the drawing-board stage.
Charles
es manufacturing motion picN. Angree, theater architect, recently anequipment, and those whose
nounced another project for post-war Delities have been converted to the

itory has

wartime necessities, are
•aping the bottom" of available
>
in order to fill gaps in per:ing of

il

el.

number

a

1

of

instances,

the-

equipment factories

such as
iograph, Bell & Howell, Zenith,
Mills Industries, are using inive

newspaper campaigns to

War

Big

'C's

theaters

troit,

to be

RCA's Chicago

Effort

ntown

—Installations

Automatic

of

Machines,

:ks and Stabilarc Motor-Generain military locations in the
;ed States, Canada and off-shore
s

the

new

Hawaii, totaled, as of
several hundred, it is aniced by Irving Samuels, presiof Automatic Devices Co., conto

1,

(Continued on Page 12)

Under Equipment
On The Face of It

|t's

"'m
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Coast Bur.,

Hollywood

—

First soft plastic

mask

undarion ever used in motion picires
has been tested with comete success on Nils Asther.
For
nal scenes
in
Paramount's "The
Jan in Half Moon Street," Asther
ust

age

as.

Prior

~ns.

to

were

ations

before

visibly

the

war,

the

cam-

transfor-

rubber foundarubber unobtainable,
of

With
Westmore,

makeup depart*nt head, spent eight months per'ally

cting
ining

a
its

soft

plastic.

secret.

He

is

re-

*

signing

items.

In Consultation

Belli & Howell have added another warehouse building, at 6616-6634 Northwestern
Ave., where they will have many thousands
square feet of needed space.
There are
now, by the way, 436 stars on the com-

*

#

Maguire, for the past year

head of the labor division of the War
Production Board in New York City

and northern New Jersey, has resigned
and accepted a position on the staff of
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester.
*

*

*

Harold Makinson and Frank Gaetke, opDueber Theater, Canton, O.,
have leased the McKinley there. House is
currently being reconditioned in preparation
for mid-October opening.
The McKinley
was formerly leased to Harry Reinhart.
Makinson and Gaetke also operate the Lake,
Lyric, Park and Pastime Theaters in Barerators of the

berton.

ANDREW

OLDER

H.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington The toughest problem facing the WPB- Theater Equip-

ment Section today is that of providing a bare minimum of vacuum
tubes for theater operation.
Tube
production is down to an irreducThe Cozy Theater, Tyndall, S. D., ible minimum, aside from the huge
has replaced its sound equipment, with quantity turned out for the armed
Scott Ballantyne, of Omaha, doing the forces, and drastic
steps toward
job.
Western Theater Supply Co., conservation must be observed in
Omaha, has equipped the Army theater all projection booths. Lester Isaac,
at the Grand Island, Neb., Air Base, Loew's
equipment expert, is in
and installed a broadcast system in the Washington today drafting with
Hastings Naval Depot, according to F. WPB's Allen Smith a series of sugA. Van Husen.
gestions regarding tube conserva*
*
*
tion methods, as well as sugges(Continued on Page 11)
The Brandeis Theater, which is celebrating its 10th anniversary under the management of Mort H. Singer Theaters Corp.,
pany's service flag.

undergo complete remodeling and reWork will be done at night
and an attempt will be made to keep the
house open during the repair work.
It is
possible more seats will be added, since
the stand, a downtown outlet, is packed
will

to capacity

*

The new Army

*

nightly.

Further Freon Flow

*

*

*

Ampro Corp., Chicago, has received a
"booster wire" from Admiral Ramsay, praising the dual projector training device of
which the company supplies the projector
in

He

cites

how important

it

is

Washington Bureau of

n

*

and

*

The Alhambra, Columbus,

Also in Chicago,

W.

E. Feather-

and D. W. Bell have established
the Sessions Records Corp., 105 West
Adams St., to manufacture and distribute recording devices.

O.,

nabe

house, has installed close to 400 newlyupholstered, spring-filled seats, finished
in gray leather, it is announced by Lou
Holib, manager and owner.

*
*

*

*

*

FOR VICTORY,

*
KF.EP

YOUR CARBON DRIPPINGS AND
PINGS!

SAVING
STRIP-

members

(Continued on Page 10)

Fifth
Is

distribute electrical devices to the

trade.
ingill

DAILY

in supply
refrigerants will con-

of

Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Industry Advisory
Committee and of the Industrial Refrigeration Industry Advisory Committee were told at a recent joint
meeting. The completion of a new

theater

*

FILM-

WPB's General

Award

at Sarasota (Via.)

Theaters at both Clallam and Neah Bays,
Wash., have installed new horns.
John
Briggs of Altec supervised the installation.

THE

Plant

— Shortage

of Freon-12
tinue for some months,

the training of Navy gunners.

has been
Air Base. It
C. V. Venn, L. G. Brown and D. E.
has a seating capacity of 350 and will Brown have organized the Electrical
be operated for the men at the base on Reproduction Co., 4301 North Harlem
a regular five-nights-a-week schedule,
Ave., Chicago, Firm will manufacture

New

Waifs on
Washington

Globe Theater on Franklin Ave., St.
Louis, is undergoing extensive remodeling, including both exterior and interior improvements. It is planned to
open the house shortly.

component.
*

opened

By

WPB

With

decoration.

*
E.

from Alaska to. Panama and

and

*

offices report

of service contracts with the Schoenstadt Circuit there; the Ansted, Pearson, Schilling chain, Connersville, Ind.;
and the Ben Marcus chain in Wiscon-

Thomas
Pa.

as the Willow.

*

Sol Best, owner of the Amo Theater in
Chicago has bought the Hollywood Theater
at 1500 Fullerton Ave. there and will reopen the house after a thorough overhauling.
New booth equipment and chairs are among

(dosed by Samuels
llentown,

known

in

se-

(Continued on Page 11)

Conservation Suggestions
Being Drafted by Isaac

Equipment Field Notes

Personnel Expansion
Fill Vital War Orders

*ed

Chicago Equip. Plants

In

to

tor

Army-Navy "F"
Awarded to RCA
of

Army-Navy

"E" flag
RCA's Vicsuch award to

Indianapolis plant of
Division

is

fifth

Company's Camden plant
flew
the
"E" in January,
first
1942, and three stars have since
The Harrison, N. J.,
been added.

RCA.

won the
and now

in September,
one star.
Radiomarine Corp. of America's flag
came in December, 1942, and has
an added star.
The "E" flag was

plant

1942,

unfurled at
ceton, N.

J.,

RCA
in

flag

has

Laboratories,

June of

Prin-

this year.

10
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Irreplaceable Seat Covers
Target for Young Vandals

Friday,

Devises Sure

To Curb Breakage
THE

DAILY

compreFILM
Section of
hensively covering the equipment field, puband
Films
lished every second week by Wid's
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Balm, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,

Bureau Chief.

New

Theater Planned

For Posl-War Period
Knoxville—W. E. (Bill) Drumbar,
owner and operator of the Sunset
Western, and Lee Theaters here, believes that film theater men should
now do their post-war planning, and,

—

consequently, has just acted on that
advocacy by ordering complete architectural plans for a new theater on
the site which he has purchased at
the corner of Airlor Ave. and Fort

WB

showing "This

Demand Is Brisk For
Wagner Sign Equipment

Is

the

Army"

for

Army Emergency

Relief.
Charles
Patch of New Haven, an assistant
to John Hesse of the promotion staff,

1943

Wails on

New

Plant

(Continued from Page 9)

plant in February, 1944, will provid

some

relief,

stated,

and there

Government officiali
is some possibilit;

^

that another plant will be built.
The Task Committee appointee!?
investigate civilian requirement

make up the deficit incur
red during the second half of 194;
Civilian requirements for 1945 wer
estimated at 13,000,000 pounds.
Reports of the Task Committe
on requirements for refrigeratio
equipment was also presented at th
meeting. The estimated amount c
stated, to

replacement equipmer
but the entire interior for 1944 indicates that considerab!
has been changed.
The lobby is equipment is being operated beyon
painted sea green, while the the- its normal life expectancy at prest
ater itself has walls of rose color, ent, and that it will be impossih
relieved by modernistic designs in to make replacements unless tr
gilt, and contrasting flame-colored amount of equipment available
drapes.
1943 is greatly augmented next yea
the

signs,

Baltimore; Victory, New
Villas,
Chicago;
Texas,
Grand Prairie, Tex.; Margo, Oceanside, Calif.; Redford, Redford, Mich.;
Royal Oak, Royal Oak, Mich.; and
the Tuxedo, Detroit.

Albert,

London;

Fourth Star Is Added
To B & I/s "E" Flag

—

Rochester Bausch & Lomb Ophere soon will be flying an
Army-Navy "E" pennant with four
Issue of Celotex
stars for continued excellence in
Working Cash
To
Boost
one
of
Company
is
war production.
the first in the country to have the
Philadelphia Celotex Co. has filed
fourth star added to its production
B & L received its "E" a registration statement with the
pennant.
pennant July 25, 1941; and had SEC covering a proposed offering of
stars added May 18, 1942; Oct. 6, 70,226 shares of common stock to
present holders of shares, at $10.50
1942, and Feb. 3, 1943.
Proceeds, estimated at
a share.
$720,399, will be used to augment
Permit Issued for Poli,
the company's working cash.
tical Co.

New

—

Springfield, Alterations

—

Alterations at
Springfield, Mass.
Loew's Poli are provided in a permit issued Friday by Building Commissioner Gordon Robertson, the
Adcost being estimated at 6,200.
ditional seating space will be pro-

vided at the front of the main floor
by cutting: back the stage. Improvements will be made in the rear exits.
Jack A. Halpern is the contractor.

Capitol Remodeling

architect.

WE CAN SUPPLY
;.-"

Fensin Does

—

Army

Job

Okayed

—

Mass.
The Capitol
Theater has been granted a permit
for remodeling the stage and exits
in the house at an estimated cost of
Louis C. Hinckley is the
$5,850.
Springfield,

all
,

4

Chicago Fensin Seating Co. has
installed 600 seats in the Camp theMorris
ater at George Field, 111.
Fensin supervised the installation.

35mm

standard

Thomas F.
W. Walton

St.

Delaware 9111

Chicago,

certain about the future of

ness—both the immediate war-time

show busi-

future,

and

We

pendence on the trained technician — trained in the

FREE:

sell

only

through

—

Our

latest

com-

plete Parts Catalogue is
now available. Ask for it
and give us the Dealer's

ever-changing science of electrical physics— will
increase with the years.

Between the

exhibitor's

present and future technical needs, Altec Service
is

a dependable, time-proven bridge.

250 West 57th

Street

New York 19, N. Y.

name serving your Com-

Flannery, President

315-17

is

the remoter after-war future: the exhibitor's de-

of the
you the
dealer able to serve you.

WHITEWAY

thing

preci-

name

ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.

One

sion projector replacement
parts.

Dealers, but if your dealer
is
unable to supply your
requirements, write us directly and we will give

munity.
III.

WENZEL

PROJECTOR

2509 South Stats St.

COMPANY
Chicago,

III.

fo:

Freon-12 presented a preliminar;
report based on existing commercia
and industrial refrigeration and ai
conditioning equipment.
Finding
indicate that civilian requirement
for 1944 will be 11,400,000 pounds
To this figure approximately 2,000.
000 should be added, the repor

the manager of the Art.
Not only has the exterior been
repainted and new wiring placed in necessary
is

—

Chicago Recent installations by
Sanders St.
Wagner Sign Service of its equipThe new house, modern in every
ment include the DeLuxe, Brooklyn;
detail and designed to seat 1.000, is
Detroit;
American,
Downtown,
expected to cost some $30,000, if
Evansville, Ind.; Warners' Art Theand when it can be built. Drumbar
ater, Springfield. Mass.; and Waris also reported here to be eyeing
ners' Savoia, Philadelphia.
additional expansion to his theater
Others Wagner equipped of late
holdings, as well as improvements
are Loew's Poli, Bridgeport; New
stands.
to existing

Open Revamped
Army"

—

stroyed.

8,

Further Freon Flow

Way

John, N. B.—With leather and
Chicago One of this city's leadleatherette unavailable for theater
ing theater managers declared this
seats, standee rails, rest room furweek that he no longer changes his
niture, etc., film exhibitors through
marquee. He explains that new and
the Eastern provinces are much coninexperienced help has broken so
cerned over the prevailing vandalmany letters which are not replacism among boys and girls, as well
able at this time that the marquee
as young men and women, which
signs are going to stay as they are
takes the form of carving up the
both day and night.
leather and leatherette with knives,
nails, files, and other instruments.
Not content with slashing the seats
Art
covers, some of the young vandals
are cutting off the covers themselves, With "This Is the
and either taking them out of the
theater or stuffing them down the
Springfield, Mass.
Completely
toilet bowls, causing double damage.
In one theater, entirely reseated 18 repainted, renovated and reupholstmonths ago, 260 chair seats out of ered, the Art Theater has just re900 were either damaged or de- opened under Warners' auspices,
St.

A

October

DAILY

Protecting the theatre

— Our

"first line of

morale"

October

Friday,

8,

7W
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acuum Tube Supply

1

Movie House Is included In
Government's Big New Housing Development
Chicago^— A $9,000,000 Government housing project will soon get under

.000" Seat

Irreducible Stage

t

way

for

ions

the

upkeep

general

of

equipment.

Although the most serious situation is that of tubes, any carelessness with other equipment is found
The into have disastrous effects.
dustry has done an admirable job
so far in conservation, Government
officials admit, and there is every
reason to believe that there will be
no serious shortage of most booth
items, provided there is no relaxation of the care with which such
equipment has been treated during
-the past two years.

I

The recent order L-267, setting
'quotas for civilian production of
various photo equipment, in no way
equipment,
affects 35 mm. booth
Smith pointed out. In fact, administration of the order is not even
Smith's job it is that of the motion picture section of the consumers durable goods division of WPB,
headed by Harold Hopper. Its ap-

—

the Lake Calumet district, and, included

in

the plans,

is

movie house for the 7,000 people who will be housed in the
Shaw, Naess & Murphy, local architects, have prepared the plans
opment. Bids for construction will be received until Oct. 15.

(Continued from Page 9)
it

in

a

new

Hartford— The Loew-Poli Fall improvement program includes a new
marquee at the local Poli. A new
front, lighting fixtures and brackets
go into the Lyric, Bridgeport, and
marquees and uprights ax'e being
painted yellow, blue and red in all

Dubuque, la.
in the projection

— A break

Patterson,

P.

War, has informed H. L. Andrews, vice-president of the appliance and merchanof

G-E Transfers Mead to
Factory In Schenectady

E. L. Feininger, manager of the
division of the General ElecBridgeport plant, that for the Resin and Insulation Materials Disecond time the plant has won the vision of the General Electric Co.,
Army-Navy White Star award for announces that C. K. Mead, sales
meritorious services on the produc- manager of the division, has been
transferred to the Schenectady office
tion front.
of the General Electric Co.
All matters pertaining to sales
Another ior New Brunswick
and order service should be directed
St. Andrews, N. B.
Finigan & to Mead's new office.
O'Neill, operating the Marina here
have established the Air Force at
year. These are in addition to the Pennfield, 30 miles East.
Seating
similar quantity authorized for the capacity about 350, and open to serthird quarter of this year, making vicemen and civilians.
a total of 200 for which material
has been released by WPB elo- Ohio Getting Bids
quent testimony to the attitude of
Kenton, O.— W. D. Ward is rethat agency toward the morale job
ceiving bids to rebuild his Ohio Thedone by the industry. These are for
ater, recently destroyed by fire.
replacement of obsolete or burned
out equipment only, although a few
quee lights which has been under
of them, or a few machines from
discussion here for about a year
the minute stockpile now existing,
may be made available for new the- seems no more certain than it has
I aters when and if those are author- in the past, although the plan has
been definitely eliminated.
ized.
OCR may soon authorize a not
has studied box-office receipts from
handful of new constructions in war
Chicago, where lighting of theaters

pearance was in no way inconsistent with the statements of Donald
Nelson and Smith that "we are over
the hump" on theater equipment.
Projector Pool Status
One hundred projectors, sound
systems and other equipment to go
with them have been authorized
for this quarter, and will be available in the second quarter of next

(.Continued from Page 9)

cure more help so that they can
fill orders now on their books.
In addition to Government orders,
which, of course, have first call in
all of these and other plants, there
are efforts being made by projector
manufacturing interests to supply
units to the continuing pool estab-

in the film lished by WPB as an emergency
booth of the Strand backlog for theaters which can actheater at Dubuque caused a fire quire them under specified Govern-

and damage to the projector, film
and wiring in the booth. The theater was forced to close for two
days because of the inability to obtowns.
tain films to replace those damaged.
New sidewalks are being laid at
Crowded at the time of the film
the College Theater, New Haven.
break, the theater was cleared in
a short time without confusion.
Further Honor for G-E

—Robert

Feeling Labor Famine

project.

for the devel-

Film Break Causes Fire;
Latter Shuts la. Stand

Bridgeport

Equiment Plants

1,000 seat

Loew-Poli Marquees In
Color Standardization

Under Secretary

Chi.

dise
tric

—

—

ment-imposed conditions.

Not only is labor continuing scarce
numerically, but also on the count
quality.
of
Manufacturers
are
haunted by the fact that the percentage of applicants for work is
low in adaptability, since most jobs
call for skills beyond the average.
Those accepted for employment are
in virtually all cases induced to put
in extra time as the result of payment of time-and-a-half for overtime. Special instruction class have
been instituted in many cases so
that the training will insure adherence to rigid Government specifications

and subsequent inspection.

Fourth Star for Carrier
Syracuse The Carrier

—

use the National

WPB

industry centers. In the meantime,
there is no assurance that authorization of 100 systems per quarter
will be a regular thing.
Carbons are under allocation to
dealers and, if intelligently used,
there are enough available so that
I
there should be no shortage. Likewise booth lamps, although lamps
for house lighting: and marquees a"e
(not plentiful.
Special ratings are
going out to permit theater supply
dealers to acquire 30-day supplies
1

:

and from
and finds that
New York is holding up as well or
better than the Windy City.
General impression seems to be that
dimming of marquees would not
is

intense

as

as

ever,

New York

dimmed-out

No More

Loose Chairs!

and stere-

Permanently
to

in

any

in

quantity.

We

also

can

What

use

TIONS

Chicago,

anchors
floors

...

$5.

loose

In

ten

f.o.b.

.

.

chairs

minutes.

Chicago.

any

CHAIR

have you?

•

PARTS

NATIONAL THEATRE SUPPLY

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

concrete

COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUC-

the market for Used opera chairs

quantity of standards only.

National Theatre Supply's "Magic Bridge" will help
you plan now for your post-war equipment
without "options" or down payments of any kind.
National's ''Magic Bridge" will close the gap between
your post-war plans and their speedy realization. If
you have not yet received your personal copy of the
"Magic Bridge" Equipment Survey, ask for a copy
at your nearest National branch.

The nation-wide dimming of mar-

are

equipment
.

opticon lamps.

We

to post-war

seriously affect box-office.

!

of projector, exciter, pilot

Corpora-

tion has been authorized to add another star, now making four, to
their Army-Navy "E" Pennant.

Division

GENERAL CHAIR CO.

III.

2035

Charleston

St.

CHICAGO,

A
ILL.

of

General

NATION A L vC»*^SB*-- B L U D WORTH,
Precision

INC.

Equipment Corp. Subsidiary
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ADC's Big

War

Effort

Lots of

But This One Makes

Disclosed by Samuels
(Continued from Page 9)

veying in broad terms the intense
cont: ibution of that organization to

the war effort.
In addition to

their normal use
on Government theaters and auditoriums, these equipment are employed for war purposes in the following applications: Space separation in land stiuctures and on Naval

Another Drive-In For

Showmen Improve Their Theaters

— Shortage

It

a Personal Matter

Cleveland Territory

which has handicapped hundreds of exhibs. in
making minor improvements to keep up appearances of their theaters, was no
problem to Clare Winnie, owner of the Dale here. He made his own plans, and
has done all his own w:rk installing a new front, including glass brick work,
wiring, display signs, and special decorative features.
Winnie has progressed
with the job slowly, doing a portion daily.
Detroit

of

labor,

—

Cleveland Uran Anderson, now
managing the Shore Theater and
formerly president of Midwest Specialties Co., announces that he has
concluded a lease for property on
which he will build a new Drive-In
Theater as soon as building restric^
tions are removed.
Location of the new project is on*

Navy Day Broadcast
To Mark B & L Anniversary

Westinghouse Personnel,
Production at New High

—

Rochester A special Navy Day Route 6, between Sandusky and
Westinghouse broadcast commemorating the 90th Cedar Point. Preliminary plans for
anniversary of the Bausch & Lomb the Drive-In call for space for more
Electric & Mfg. Co. reached new allOptical Company here and the con- than 500 cars.
time highs in August for the third tribution made by the company in
successive month, it is declared by the war effort will be heard over a
tools on manufacturing assembly
W. Robertson, organization's national hookup on Wednesday evelines, and for light-proof and black- A.
ning, Oct. 27.
out purposes.
board chairman.
aircraft carriers; closures in aircraft hangars; for welding booths
and in other industrial operations;
runways for map, screen and camouflage p:ojects; for portable electric

Some

of the service locations are,

—for Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Service,
Maritime
Guard,
Coast
forts, camps, depots, Navy
—
stations and
Yards, air bases,
etc.

,

fields,

centers, submaiine bases,
station and general hospitals, Air Force basic and advanced
flying schools, bombing ranges, navigation, bombardier and flexible gunnery schools; General Staff headquarters; ordnance, chemical warproving
engineering
and
fare
grounds and arsenals; and recreaMistion halls and sports arenas.
cellaneous installations are for the

training
schools,

Panama Canal Commission;

Veter-

ans Administration; American Red
Cross; USO-Camp Shows; Federal

Bureau

Investigation;

of

Employment and
war equipment at

production' of

Lowell Thomas will be guest of
honor at the anniversary ceremonies.
His broadcast, originating in
the Powers Hotel, will be broadcast
over WHAM.
On that date, the company's glass
plant will pour its 2,500,000th pound

Shipments during the month grossed more than $67,000,000, up about
$2,000,000 from July, and employment totaled 106,220, an increase of
The company has
1,200, he said.
shipped more than one billion dollars worth of equipment since Pearl
Harbor.

of optical glass.

Cocoa's State Improves
Brightened
Cocoa, Fla. Manager Harry J.
Tuskegee, Ala. Complete inter- Schultz, of the State Theater, has
ior and exterior painting of the Ma- been making a number of improvecon has been completed by Foreman ments to his house, the latest of
Rogers, who bought the house about which is the installation of aisle
a year ago from the Martin inter- lights on the main floor. New car-

Macon

—

Is

—

pet has been laid in the balcony.

ests.

~S

Soviet

Purchasing Commission; U. S. Department of Agriculture; National
Housing Administration; National
Advisory Commission on AeronauCanteens; U. S. Bureau of
tics;
Prisons; and U. S. Public Health

Here's u. 11.11. for plans..

Service.

Your war time strategy

With the exception of a very few
specialized applications, all of these
contracts, Samuels points out, have
been handled by organization's dealers, and thus, he adds, "all the peacetime advantages of localized service
are made available to our Government at war."

—

Employes

of

the

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
here have donated 2,412 pints of
blood to the Red Cross Blood Bank

in the Production

—

gineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection room equipment in thousands of theatres to "Keep 'em Running"— and other RCA Service groups

—

around your box office. usAIRco systems are as big or small as your job

are installing military equipment and

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION

instructing personnel, in this country

and

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

at the battlefronts.

The

j

RCA Service organization is to-

day more than nation-wide
... it is

world-wide

ing the

home

. . .

serv-

front

and

battlefronts too!

KOOLER-AIRE

sent developments far
beyond previously accepted standards. DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.

DeVRY
CHICAGO

vusAIRco

•

Refrigerated

sion Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

•

ing on important

AIR CONDITIONING

ITS A FACT!
War-bora DEVRY preci-

Hollywood

RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carrywar duties: RCA en-

requirements and operating budget.
Comfort cooling that pays a profit is _/
the blueprint for your usAIRco system, f'
This much you can do now
maintain your house in tip-top condition
and when the time comes, you can
depend on usAIRco Theatre Air Conditioning for greater profits.

Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor

Sound Equipment

war

production and civilian defense.

— usAIRco

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL
For Excellence

drives that are initiated to spur

Yes, there'll be some new ideas. From
today's war time production, usAIRco
has developed new plans.

since April, 1942.

of Motion Picture

ties to

maintain and improve its appearance
and comfort. Most important, keep a
weather-eye cocked on the not far distant time when you can call in usAIRco
for some real box-office boosting.

But one basic idea hangs on

Rochester

many duperform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote
and support the various government
Exhibitors of America have

to make
your house more appealing right now!
There are many things you can do to
is

will continue to design and manufacture Theatre Air Conditioning built

B & L Blood Donations

tffrf/

•

N<

This Unit, a masterpiece of engineering
simplicity combines every phase of refrigerated cooling in a Single Unit.
Manufactured in various sizes, it can be
used singly or in combination with other units to give you the precise capacity
you need. Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is
a good unit to be acquainted with.
Books describing this system are available. We'll be glad to send you a copy.

RCA SERVICE

CO.,

INC.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary

Camden, N.

J.

Dan
± 5
n.M

l

f
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The Daily Newspaper
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international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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HSTRIBUTORS DECREE^ TERMS THIS^WEEK
'resent Sales Method is Fairest, Says Depinet
KO Radio President Says
ompany Will Never Re-

ALLIED ASKS "STERNER MEASURES"

rn to Block-Booking

Report

D of J, Based on Indie Survey, Declares Consent
Decree Powerless to Achieve Gov't Objects

to

Selling of pictures in small
Dcks after trade showing is
3 only fair method of doing
The selling of a full season's output, adequately identified, with a
siness and
20 per cent cancellation was the
CO will never
formula favored
:urn to comby a majority of
blockite

Pictures,
id Friday at a
ide press con-

exhibitors replyAllied's
ing
to
questionnaire on
New York
the
censent
decree.
This reaction and
many others were

nc e
By
Dwing a group

embodied in an
11-page report to

oking

unless

quired to, Ned
presipinet,

RKO

nt of
.dio

r e

.

pictures
e

and

Tom

n determin-

the price,
deal is more
aitable to all
icerned, he said.
r
>

NED

recently

(.Continued on Page 8)

"The consent decree has not,
and by reason of its ineffective
provisions cannot achieve the
objects and purposes of the Department (of Justice) as set
forth in the original petition and
its numerous public statements.
"The unhappy truth is that
the motion picture monopoly is
more powerful and in general

Clark,

its

ABRAM

F.

MYERS

posals of 385 exhibitors operating a

s

The three-year experiences of ex-

Vandalism "Cure" Theater Carpeting

shington

Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Texts for

D

Consenting
Prepare
of J by Friday
to

The limit to which the five
consenting companies are willing to go to correct some of the
alleged abuses
against which exhibitors have protested in connec-

with the
New York contion

sent decree
be outlined

will
this

week by company
counsel and presented to Tom C.
Assistant
Clark,

Attorney
eral, in

Gen-

New York

next Friday when
conferences
o n
the decree revisT0M c CLARK
ions will be resumed.
Clark said that if the propos-

practices

are more oppres-

sive today than

sent decree

was

when the con-

(Continued on Page 4)

entered.

"The three-year

total of 1,154 theaters.

eigh Youth Clubs

for

Companies

-

who sum-

from marized the comments and pro-

—

conclusion":

Assistant Attorney General, by
Abram F. Myers,
Allied general
counsel,

returned

Depinet

DEPINET

C.

hibitors under the decree were laid
Subjects such as
Clark's lap.
rentals, economics, preferred playing
time, blind pricing in fact, every
phase of theater operation since the
decree became effective was outlined and summed up in Myers' report, which offered this "inescapable
in

Counsel

test period
(.Continued on Page 6)

Knust Sees Ecuador

Helping Post-War

Formation of a
Washington
Pix
to Stay
lin of Youth Clubs, with badges
i buttons, to which all youthful
Development of Ecuador's indusWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
;ater patrons might belong, is
Washington There is small pros- try and resources, hastened by the
ng considered by WAC as a means
war, will bring new prosperity to the
combatting the destructive van- pect for the bettering of the outlook film business in the South Amerfor
suitable
carpeting
and
rugs
for
lism of teenagers, which has been
in the peace years, it
theater use. According to the WPB, ican country
(Continued on Page 2)
although some floor coverings are was predicted yesterday by Karl B.

Shortage

—

being turned out, the bulk of Knust, 20th-Fox's manager there,
have been shifted over to who is in the States for the first
looms
the

See Chrome Plating
For

Worn Equipment

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY
Discussions

were

held here last week regarding the
possibility of obtaining chrome and
other materials needed for repair of
worn projection equipment and parts
through the new chrome plating
(Continued on Page 8)

still

Lester Cowan
Productions for 11

Two

West Coast Bur.,
Hollywood
with

THE FILM DAILY

— UA

has signed a deal
Lester Cowan which gives the

Cowan's forthcoming production of a pic version of "Tomorrow the World," Broadway hit, and
distributor

second film to be announced later.
Both will be in the top brackets.
Cowan last made four for Columbia.
UA has four pix now awaiting release, four shooting and four set to
start during December and January.
a

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 8)

Extortion Trial Over to Thurs.
Bioff Continues Revelations of Racketeering

Dual Broadway Bow Set
For Goldwyn "North Star"

The trial of the eight defendants
charged with extorting more than

$1,000,000 from the film industry
was adjourned on Friday to ThursGold- day by Federal Judge John Bright.

Coincidently with Samuel
Wiliiam Bioff, aide to George E.
wyn's arrival today from Hollywood,
it was announced that "The North Browne, convicted former head of
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 2)

Columbus Day to be
Observed Tomorrow
Columbus Day will be generally
observed by industry offices in New
York tomorrow, although the obwill
servance
not
be
identical.
Offices of 20th-Fox and RKO Radio
will be closed all day, while those
of Warners, Metro,
Universal, Paramount, UA and PRC will close at
1
p.m.
Columbia and Republic will
decide today, as will the MPPDA and

WAC.
be

THE FILM DAILY

published tomorrow.

will

not
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causing severe losses to many exhibitors during the war period.
So
many complaints have been received
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor
from exhibitors that
has asked
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays and the aid of child-welfare organizaHolidays at 1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. tions to work out some means of
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Gov't Rejected Schine
Bid for Reade Circuit

Extortion Trial

Calif.—

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue MarBlvd.,

HAVANA—Mary Louise Blanco,
HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien.

soulan (12).
Virtudes 214.

BUENOS AIRES— Dr.

Walter P. Schuck,
Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY—
Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

FINANCIAL

ater destruction to some less damaging pursuit.
(In England where theater
vandalism has been a serious

two major circuits,
Gaumont-Rritish,
and
have approached it through the
medium of Junior Clubs. J. Arproblem,

Odeon

the IATSE, testifying for the third
day, disclosed on Friday that a Chicago meeting with Pat Casey, studio
labor contact, on wage negotiations
in a dispute between the IATSE and
the Coast studios Casey pleaded
with him to settle the controversy.
Bioff said he refused until the studios kicked in with $400,000.
The witness told how he collected
a $50,000 yearly payment assessed
Bioff said he aragainst M-G-M.
ranged to have his brother-in-law
receive seven per cent commission

on

all

raw

film

purchased by

of special films for the clubs).
In a discussion of the whole problem of juvenile delinquency, the
OWI reported yesterday that theater vandalism is one of the commonest forms of gang activity
among youngsters today. It referred to washroom fires, the throwing
of cigarets and matches from balconies, and the more dangerous practice of ripping open theater seats,
stuffing burning cigai-ets into them
and leaving them to smoulder, bursting into flame after the theater has
closed.

II

,

NEW YORK
THEATERS

then collected the
commission and turned it over to
Bioff, with two-thirds going to "the
boys" and one-third to Bioff and

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALI
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
ERIC KNIGHT'S

b: other-in-law

related
the
Bioff also
Browne.
shakedown of the Rialto Theater of
Chicago for half of the grogs.
Bioff disclosed that he had been
placed on trial by the Chicago mob

with

RODDY McDOWALL—DONALD CRISP
IN TECHNICOLOR

AN M-C-M PICTURE

Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stage Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

A

from

Cite $35,000 Coast Fire

1

—

.

THE

MARCH OF TIME
Released by

20" Century Fo

JOHN

JEAN
Arthur

PERSON

IN

Wayne

•

VAUGHN
In

MONROE

.

1

Circle 6-4600

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL

for exceeding his authority as result of an attempt by him to muscle
into Actors Equity, which the gang
was planning to invade.

Berkeley, Calif., theater suf- Knust Sees Ecuador
(October 8)
fered a $35,000 fire from this prac- Helping Post-War Films
tice, while attendants at a theater
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
(Continued from Page 1)
Net in nearby Oakland put out such inHigh
Low Close Chg. cipient
fires
on four successive time in five years for home-office conAm. Seat
161/g
16
16
nights.
Many California exhibitors ferences.
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %) 151/2
15
151/2 +
3/4
Columbia Picts. pfd.
have been forced to hire after-hour
The war, according to Knust, has
Con. Fm. Ind
23/4
23/4
23/4
increased "the potentiality for the
fire-watchers.
Con Fm. Ind. pfd.
16
16
153/4
+1/4
OWI reports also on the frequency of seat development of Ecuador." He said
59i/ ,5 9
East.
Kodak
591/2
2
y2 + y2 slashing.
In one Cleveland theater, for
do pfd
the film industry in his territory was
instance, 60 seats were mutilated in a single
Gen. Pree.
Eq
19
19
19
+ 1/4 night. One manager in that area stopped expected to profit handsomely from
Loew's, Inc
57 1/8 571/s +
58
Va
the practice by placing his faith in the innate
road-building program
24i/
Paramount
245/^
241/2 +
8
y2 patriotism of the thoughtless youngsters. He an ambitious
8I/4
RKO
now getting under way.
81/4
81/s
nut two chairs in his lobby one damaged,
RKO $6 pfd
93
92% 93
+ 1/2
Knust said there already were
the other in good condition.
On the dami/
20th Century-Fox ... 213,4
2H/2 215/g +
8
aged seat he nut a sign reading "vandalism signs pointing to a heavy growth in
20th Century-Fox pfd. 307/8
301/2
3OV2
is treason."
On the good chair he put a the film industry in Ecuador after
i/
Warner Bros
1234
121/2
121/2 +
8
chart pointing out the parts of the seat
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
the war. He cited the fact that film
which could not be replaced because of war
Para.
B'way
3s55
grosses in the country were up deshortages.
The exhibit worked.
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Ficts.
Another exhibitor took the names of the spite the slowness of business gen2% 2% 2S/8
Radio-Keith cvs
13/8
youngsters he could catch and wrote their erally.
13/8
13/8
He attributde the improved
Sonotone Corp
3 3/8
narents,
but many exhibitors have been
1/g
3%
33/s
film business to the availability of
Technicolor
12% 121/2 123/4 + l/2 fearful of offending parents.
Trans- Lux
3 3/8
newer films, more and better adver3% 33/8 + </8
Gang Operation a Problem
Universal Pictures
19
19
19
+ i/4
tising, the existence of better theIn
in
some
areas
the
children
operate
Universal Picts. vtc.
19% 183/s 191/4 + 1/4
gangs, practicing petty thievery on the audi- atrs and the fact that prints had
ences.
six-year old led such a gang in ben arriving in the country in bet*
A
Rubin to Join Copra Unit
Philadelphia, crawling under seats and robter condition in the past few years.
Cleveland Pfc. Bernard Rubin, bing purses in the dark.
It wasn't unti
former PRC sales manager here and the leader appeared at the box-office with Knust asserted that the greater
two five-year old girls and flashed a $5 bill attention being given to advertising
stationed in Dayton with the Signal that he was caught.
had been dictated by the growth in
Corps for the past year, has been
Community, rather than nation-wide acassigned to the 1st Motion Picture tion, is called for because the problem dif- competition.
fers in most cities.
The Government does
The film gains were also attributed
Unit.
This is Col. Frank Capra's not offer aid. however, with nine Federal
outfit.
After a short furlough, Ru- agencies working on the problem. Although to the fact that the public had become more movie-conscious in Ecuabin reports for duty at Culver City curfews have been imposed on young people
in several cities, there is in general a re- dor.
He said film runs were being
to work on war training films.
sistance to it.
Were the curfew placed late extended just as in this country.
enough it is unlikely that it would seriAccording to Knust, our films are
ously affect theater patronage, but exhibiElliott Trotter to Nervy
tors are not generally too keen to have it facing
greater competition in his
Elliott Trotta, who has just turned imposed.
territory because of the larger numCapital
Rejects
Curfew
17, got the okay of his father Vincent
ber of Spanish language films imHen- in Washington the idea was turned
Trotta, to join the Navy and left
down by the police and child welfare or- ported from Mexico and Argentina.
for
Chicago.
Friday
Some of ganizations lor reasons of local application, He. said that product from ArgenVincent's friends gave the embryonic as well ms the moil' general ones of difficulty tina and Mexico had the benefit of
girls, resentment
gob a luncheon at Sardi's. Vincent, in determining the ;n_<e
improved distribution in Ecuador,
bj
the police of haying inure work thrust
Jr., now at the Navy pier in Chiiiimmi
shortage
df
them,
police personnel, besides being vastly superior to that
cago, leaves this week for Memphis. and others.
of the past.
.
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Beloved

COME HOME"
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At the same time the
brother-in-law was put on the stuThe
dio payroll at $125 per week.

from duPont.

thur Rank plans the production

had a

circuit

for the Walter Reade circuit, T
C. Clark, Assistant Attorney G
Sch
eral, revealed on Friday.
asked for an okay from the Gove
ment but the proposal was tun
down before negotiations went v<
far.
Loew's request for permiss
to purchase the Reade houses a
^c
was refused.
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Dislribs,'

Decree

Proposals This
{Continued from Page

COfflinG and coinc

Week

OSCAR A. MORGAN, general sales manas
Paramount short subjects and Paramou
News, is expected back tomorrow from a ti
which is taking him to Indianapolis, Chica
and Milwaukee.

1)

of

als of the distributors in

meet-

ing the requests of the exhibitors did not measure up to what
the Department of Justice believed was right, then the Government might feel that it has
a case and might go ahead with
trial or file a new suit in another
jurisdiction. He said the D of J
was interested only in freezing
the alleged restraints now existing and that the Department
was under obligation to the public to straighten the matter out.
Clark and company executives
held meetings throughout alst Friday and the discussions reached the
point where distributor reactions to
proposed degree changes could be
reduced to writing. At Friday's sessions, Clark summarized the exhibitors' squawks, basing his material
on various surveys and personal
talks with independent theater ownClark said that most of comers.
plaints involved arbitration of clearances, moveovers, holding back of
prints and the opinion that affiliated
circuits were not obliged to wait on
clearances. Franchises, divorcement
and other phases of the Government's original anti-trust suit were
discussed at Friday's meeting but
details were not revealed.

ROY HAINES, Warner

•

duced

^^
V I

C

*

"

OCTOBER
Lillian

Hackett

OCTOBER
Joseph S. Skirball
William Nigh
Crauford Kent

Bob

Doidge

J
11

Maurice

Pivar

12

Amerigo Aboaf
George A. Noffka
John Graham
Peggy Diggins

FILM houses

in Holland, the

Germany

in

Netherlands Information Bureau

Nazi occupation ..... Only pix pro-

be shown, but theater

or in the satellite countries can

hatred for the Nazi invaders

upon them, and

Recently,

to

to

demonstrate

emphasize

West;

W

a propaganda

short dealing

In
was shown in 'Amsterdam's City Theater
was a momentary glimpse of a ship's bow with the name

film

this

"Orange"

man

The whole audience rose as one

in large letters

sing the national anthem, the "Wilhelmus"

Immediately the

to

Performance was resumed but through

the audience to keep quiet

of the projectionist the ship's

flashed once more on the screen
started

demanded

to

know who had

ence jeeringly shouted, "The Jews!,"
ported

to

Poland

officer

jumped upon the
The audi-

started the riot

—the

last of

many months ago

closed the City Theater for a

with the word "Orange"

For the second time the audience

"Wilhelmus" chorus ..... A Nazi

its

stage and

bow

In

whom had been

retaliation

week and threatened

dire

the

ROGER

any

and

•

•

•

ONE

of the oldest

consequences

of

CHARLES MOSCOVITZ,

M/SGT.

flying

lough

from

Amster-

Coast

MONROE

LT.

RUBINCER,

T

T

Theatrical Bingo Okay
If Free, Syracuse Ruling

—

Syracuse, N. Y. Trial of George
Smith, operator of the Civic theater
here, on a charge of violating the
state lottery laws following his arrest in connection with a Bingo game
at the Civic, was put over Saturday
until

tomorrow.

As

Police Chief William E. Rapp
interprets the lottery laws, Bingo
in theaters can only get by provided
there is no charge to play the game

—which means that any one wishing
to play may walk in, sans ticket,
and receive cards without charge.
Civic operated under that interpretation last week.
There were
several changes in the conduct of
the program, however.
Admission
was $2 to see a movie, instead of $1,
and there were no charges made for

cards.

The

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! AND BACK THE ATTACK
So. Calif. Theaters Sold
$42,243,006 in War Bonds

Warn!
i

RICHARD

ROSSON, who directed Howa
Universal production "Corvette K-Z25
here today for a short visit before coi

Hawks'
arrives

tinuing

Ottawa,

to

where

he

will

attend

ti

premiere.

McGRANN

to

flew to the Coast i
set up his own representation ther
to be back at his desk the midd

He expects
the

of

week.

MAX
ject

WEISFELDT,

J.

Columbia

manager, left for
the week-end.

sales

Moines

short

Chicago

and

sul
tfc

over

"Flesh, Fantasy"

excuse

former

the Midwest territory, who w
placed on the inactive list last week follov
ing more than a year's service in the Arm
leaves New York today for Hollywood.
He w
sotp over in Chicago, St.
Louis and Kans
City en route.
for

rep.

field

Debut

After only a few performances the house was set
The Nazis are purposely
and burned to its foundations
encouraging showing of lewd product as a means of corrupting young
minds
Newsreels are a joke with the Dutch filmgoers, containing
nothing resembling news
This policy was enforced because, when
regular newsreels were shown, audiences demonstrated at the least

•

formerly

left
Washington Frid
Hollywood for an 11 -day fu
Guard duties.

to
his

afire,

•

relatio

MATURE

VICTOR
night,

very short run

•

public

Warners publicity department, is in New Yo
on a brief furlough.
He returns to camp
Arkansas the middle of the week.

FRANK

dam, the Rembrandt Theater, was selected by the Nazis for the first
In
showing of a new film on the life of Rembrandt van Rijn
this Teutonic opus the great Dutch painter was presented as a stalwart
Nordic with a Kaiser Wilhelm moustache
The picture had a

prizes

director

addressed the
War Conference.

Friday

in the heart of

LEE,

Paramount, has returned from Detroit whe
Allied Theaters of Michig

for

he

de-

Germans

T
movie houses

City.

editor

Chicago.

CLAUDE

repetition of the incident

T

FERRI,

'

of 20th Century-Foi
house organ, Dynamo, arrived back in Ni
York today after a couple of days in Detri

world
for

Omaha and Kansas

neapolis,

lights

were turned on, and the manager appeared on the stage and implored

an "error"

two-week swing through his midwest %Zf
tory.
Next jumps from Chicago will be Mi

their

with the black market

of the
expected to be reached by

Nov. 20, the expiration date, although a definite formula may not
have been worked out by that time.
Attending Friday's meeting were
Clark, Harry Warner, Joseph Hazen, Nicholas M. Schenck, N. Peter
Rathvon, Spyros Skouras, Barney
Balaban and William F. Rodgers.
At the morning session only, Louis
Phillips of Paramount's legal department was present.

•

their dislike oi the iare that's forced

decision on the future
is

and

In

for

owners and patrons have invented numerous dodges

Clark.

A

•

states, are hot-beds oi resistance to

Clark said he planned to hold further parleys with exhibitor organization lepresentatives in order to
present the distributors' propositions to them.
The Pacific Coast
Conference will send a small delegation to Washington to confer with

decree

Southern

sales manager left over the we<£T2
Detroit and Chicago as the first stop

division

Can't Beat the Dutch, Etc.:

-

in

Cincy

World

I

Oct.. 29

'

W. A. Scully, Universal vice
president and general sales man *
ager, Friday announced that th
world premiere of the Boyer-DuvF~
vier production, "Flesh and Fan
tasy," will be held at the Albee, Cin
,

cinnati, on Oct. 29.

Premiere campaign will be th""
most intensive ever accorded am

i

picture

in

Cincinnati, according

to

(

Maurice A. Bergman, Universa
Eastern head. Hank Linet, assistan
Bergman, will leave for Cin
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY to
Hollywood Theater committee for cinnati later this week to supervist
the plans that have been set.
Southern California closed its books
Newspaper writers and theatei
on the Third War Loan campaign adv. managers
from a large numbei
and reported a total of actual Bond of cities in the mid-west territorj
sales of $42,243,006.60 with 450 mo- will attend the premiere.
tion picture theaters and 11 film
exchanges participating.

—

Christmas Gifts for

about 700 persons in the theater,
simple arithmetic substantiated the
proprietor's lament that "we're taking a licking."
Observers also pointed out that as
soon as the participants realize
they do not have to pay $2 to attend,
but can walk in free of charge as
soon as Bingo starts, the game's income will be cut to such an extent
that the enterprise will be discon-

customary $1,500 in cash
were awarded but with only tinued.

Loeus-ites in

Loew-M-G-M

Former

now

in

Uniform

the

armed services

il

employes
will

re-

ceive

Christmas packages and a
greeting from Nicholas M. Schenck.
Nearly 2,500 former employes will
benefit and 400 of the packages
have already been sent to those in
overseas
will

service.

receive

a

In addition each
separate carton of

cigarettes.

.:

—
SRO

(as if you didn't know!)

stands"for SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY
It's

SRO

in Los Angeles! Three

day-and-date runs are doing a
terrific 133% of "Coney Island"
grosses! And in smaller towns

^

(like Long Beach

tmpwk
ROBERT YOUNG and
Adolphe Menjou -- in

SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY
in technicolor

directed by Irving
Cummings --produced by William

Perlberg -- William Goetz in
Charge of Production

From the studio

SRO
"LET'S ALL GIVE

.

hits!

.

.

.

TO THE NATIONAL
GIVES TO ALL!"

WAR FUND WHICH

CENTURY-FOX
J

or the in-

between towns

BETTY GRABLE,

f

and Riverside)

(like Albuquerque)
it s the same
!

SRO

sock!
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Charge Block - Booking of Theaters Introduce'
Held
Claim Hoarding
Have Been
TO
THE
COLORS!
By
age Harmful
to
Films Rentals
Increased

of Pix

Creates

Artificial Short-

"Blocks-of-Five"

{Continued from Page

to Exhibs.

*

1)

defendants ample
time in which to put their house
in order, but this they have utafforded

the

LT.

that
"We
the Department now insists upon sterner measures better calculated to curb the trust and to
insure fair competitive condi-

urge

JOHN

S.

*

*

MANNING, USAAF,

former-

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, awarded

ly,

the

terly failed to do.

respectfully

DECORATED

MICHAEL

O.

Distinguished

Flying

* PROMOTED *
DALTON,

Theaters,

*

ARMY

*

'

feeling of the independent exhibitors in this

The survey. In the discharge of its important matter and at the same time undercommitment this Association caused to be stand and appreciate the cynical and conprinted and sent to its members and to certain temptuous
attitude
the
distributors
of
I.

Crescent,

etc.

The retursn made

Majority of Replies from
Exhibitors With One House
The returns clearly are representative of
the views of the independent exhibitors under
accepted principles of opinion sampling. A
majority of the returns are from exhibitors
having only one theater, but the ratio of 1
to 3 shows that numerous substantial operators are included and that the survey is
representative of all classes of independent
exhibitors, with the exception above noted.
As was to be expected, the returns from
Allied territories are proportionately heavier
than those from other territories. Some of
the States listed are represented by only a
few casual returns.
The summaries. The signed questionII.
naires are transmitted under separate cover.
To make your burden lighter, the questionnaires have been divided into 13 territorial
divisions, and the returns from each division
have been carefully summarized. The 13
separate summaries are attached to this
report. Each contains complete statistics for
the territory covered: The number of exhibitors making affirmative or negative answers to each question as well as the number
not answering, with the number of theatres
represented in each instance. Not all answers
being of the yes or no variety it was sometimes necessary to interpret the answer before
classifying it. In all such instances the interpretation assigned is noted on the questionnaire and hence can be checked by the
Department.
The statistics are important, but they
depict very inadequately the conditions revealed by the survey. In many cases the
exhibitors added their comments, often in
original and vigorous fashion. The questionnaires are, in reality, 385 separate letters
addressed to you by independent exhibitors
who are anxious to make known to you
what is going on in the motion picture business under cover of the consent decree.
Indeed, some have appended letters addressed
the Department and these should be
to
acknowledged and considered as separate communications. To have quoted all these comments would have expanded the summaries

towards the decree.

Charge They Were Forced
To Take Unwanted Films
Block-booking, (a) Statistics. Questions Nos.l, 2, 3, 4 and 12 all have a bearing
on this general subject. While the questions
overlap to a certain extent they are designed
to provoke thought on all phases of the
problem and to develop fully whether under
the consent decree any considerable freedom
of choice in licensing feature films and shortsubjects has been achieved. Summarizing the
summaries, 210 exhibitors, operating 652
theatres, reported that the consenting distributors, since the entry of the consent decree, have insisted upon the licensing of
unwanted feature pictures as a condition to
licensing the features that the exhibitors particularly wanted. Only 112 exhibitors, with
323 theaters, reported to the contrary. As
regards the forcing of short-subjects with
features, 204 exhibitors, with 460 theaters,
reported that the practice had continued,
while a total of 133 exhibitors, with 543
theaters, reported that they had encountered
no difficulty in this particular. The reporting
exhibitors not accounted for in these totals
did not answer these questions.
Question 12 called for an expression of
opinion as to whether the five-picture selling
plan had eliminated the evils of compulsory
block-booking. The negative vote was overwhelming 311 exhibitors, representing 867
theaters.
Only 26 exhibitors, with 59 theaters, ventured the opinion that the consent
decree selling method had eliminated even
III.

—

partially

(as

most of them qualified

their

answers) such evils.
Forcing features. The statistics are
(b)
damning, but to really appreciate the distributors' flagrant disregard of both the letter
and spirit of the decree which they signed,
it is necessary to read the statements of the
exhibitors wherein they describe the methods
employed. From these it appears that, contrary to Section

IV

(

a)

,

of the decree,

which

provided "that the license ... of one group
of features shall not be conditioned upon the
licensing of another feature or group of features," it has been well-nigh impossible for
an independent exhibitor to skip a group of
pictures. If he did pass a group or groups,
and then sought to license a later group, he
was required to take all, or a "representative
number," of features which he had passed
up, in order to accomplish his purpose. The
exhibitors cite instances occurring while Sec.
(a) was in effect; their comments give
the impression that this has become standard
practice since that provision lapsed.

IV

The decree

did

not

afford

the

SPARS

Mem- MARIE CIESSELMAN,

letter to Clark, sent toy Myers
on Oct. 4, is printed herewith in its to volume size; Only the meatier passages
entirety, except for a brief preface have been copied in order to avoid useless
explaining the purpose of the sur- repetition. We strongly urge you to study the
summaries so as to absorb the spirit and
vey:

exhibitors

any right of selection within a group and,
as a matter of course such privilege was
rarely granted. Even when granted, the price
of the picture's eliminated was added to the
price of those licensed, so that the old policy
of "play or pay" was continued unchanged.
The failure of the decree to afford any right
to cancel out licensed pictitres resulted in
depriving the exhibitors of the limited cancellation privileges which they enjoyed prior
to the entry of the decree.

player,

Co.,

Bausch

*&

Alms.
Forcing shorts.
A number of ex(c)
hibitors report that there has been a gradual
easing of the pressure on short-subjects since
the entry of the decree. As we have seen,
fewer exhibitors report the forcing of shorts
than the forcing of features. ^Nevertheless,
the questionnaires reveal that the practice is
still prevalent in all territories and the methods employed by the distributors show a
conscious purpose to evade the decree and
border on the sordid. In many cases the distributors sent out their salesmen to sell
short-subjects in advance of offering any of
their feature pictures. If the shorts were not
bought, the features were not offered. If an
application for features was unaccompanied'
by an application for shorts, or by an application for what the distributor thought was
an adequate amount of shorts, the bid for
features was rejected. Salesmen have made
it understood that if shorts were not licensed,
the cost would be added to the price of the
features. If an exhibitor falls behind in the
booking of shorts, the exchange sometimes
will not permit him to date features until he
catches up on his shorts. All this and more
too is set forth in the summaries in the
words of the reporting exhibitors.
Provisions should be clear and must
(d)
be enforced by the Government. In revising
the consent decree the provisions relating to
compulsory block-booking and the forcing
of short-subjects should be so plainly worded
and comprehensive that even the resourceful
distributors cannot devise methods for evading them. This applies whether the provision
is for selling in groups, for adequate identification,
for a cancellation privilege,
or
against the forcing of shorts.

Exhibs. Burden of Proof
Called Decree Weakness
fundamental weakness of the consent deit

easts

I

i

'

(

enforcement of a consent

j

assumed by the Department
When the Department feels
that a provision of a decree has been
violated, the Department can ask that
the violator be adjudged in contempt of
court and request that an appropriate
decree

is

\

of Justice.

if an exhibitor operates more than one
theater, the distributors insist that he license
pictures for all his theaters as a condition of
obtaining pictures for one. The opinion of
the Appeal Board in the Welden Theater Case
(No, 71) explains the technique. A number
of instances are cited in the summaries. To
illustrate how oppressive this can be, one
exhibitor reports that Paramount will not
sell him pictures for one town, where he
needs them, unless he also buys them for
another town,' where he has a surplus.
The enormity of the defendants' offense in
scuttling the decree must be jiidged in the
light of what was expected of them when
the decree was entered. In announcing thedecree the Department of Justice solemnly
assured the public that
Under the method of selling prescribed
by the decree, if an exhibitor finds that
a particular group of pictures contains
some that are objectionable, he can request that these pictures be eliminated
or that other pictures be substituted
for them. If the distributor refuses to
grant his request, the exhibitor is in a
position to reject the group without
jeopardizing his entire year's supply of

that

i

Temporary National Economic Committee,
which the consent decree is severely criticize'
Ordinarily,

Lomb Optical

Rochester.

say,

is

—

bears out our point:

Not only are the time-worn methods of the
distributors in forcing pictures revealed by
the survey, but something new has been
added. The distributors have moved on from
the compulsory block-booking of pictures to
That is to
the block-booking of theaters.

A

I

<

Block-booking of Theaters
Introduced, Replies Claim

cree

prji

tices that involve the public interest, su*
as compulsory block-booking, forcing sir" ^J
etc. Whatever may be said in favor orYvjk
tration proceedings
to enforce righijjjgjll
which the public is not primarily interest
such as clearance the Government shou
assume responsibility for the observance
all regulations in the interest of the publi
The following from Monograph No. 43 of tl

—

*

—•—

*

student booker, Columbia,

contract

manager, Grand and Iowa
Independence, la.

co Theaters, Miami, Fla. to first lieutenant.

The

to the Pacific Coast Conference doubtless will
add materially to the total.

USAAF

& CARLTON HATCHER,

phis.

Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, Upstate New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia
and Wisconsin.
A larger return doubtless would have been
made had not the questionnaires been received at the same time as the complicated
Federal tax forms and had not the independent exhibitors been so engrossed with
Even so, the
the Third War Loan drive.
returns cover fully 10 per cent of the truly
independent theaters, that is, those outside
the large unaffiliated chains such as Schine,

Monogram

burden of enforcing provisions against

*

—•—

*

USAAF, formerly, Bausch

JAMES POPE,

co-operating independent exhibitors in nonAllied territories a questionnaire, a copy of
which is attached to this report. Returns
wholly or partially filled in have been made
by 385 exhibitors, operating- a total of 1154
theatres, located in Connecticut, Idaho, IlliLouisiana,
Indiana,
Iowa. Kansas,
nois,
Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,

VALLIN,

Hollywood.

Cross.

Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, to captain.
STANLEY, L. STERN, USAAF, formerly, Womet-

tions."

Griffith,

RICK

NAVY

upon the exhibitors the

\

penalty be imposed. It appears that in
this case the Department has specifically
resigned these powers. Enforcement of
the decree is, instead, imposed on the
members of the industry and to a considerable extent on the weaker members
of the industry.
Section IV (b) provides for arbitrate
proceedings to be instituted by the exhibitoi
in order to prevent violations of the sectioi
Section XVI provides, in substance, that

i

\

consentingdefendant shall be deemed to ha'
violated any provision for which arbitratii
i
is provided unless such defendant refuses
arbitrate or to abide by an award.
Th
conferred on the defendants immunity froi
prosecution for contempt for even the mo:

1

flagrant violations of the decree.

"Arbitration

No

Deterrent

For Forced Block-Booking"
It has been demonstrated that arbitratic
as provided in the decree is no deterrent
the practice of compulsory block-booking 1

i

i

these defendants. The amount involved i
a dispute over a small group of pictures dot
not warrant the expense of a proceedin; '
especially by an exhibitor located at son
distance from the exchange center where th
proceeding must be conducted.
The tim
required would, in any event, defeat the pu
pose of the proceeding since the pictur<
would pass the exhibitor's availability befoi
a final award could be made. Moreover, e
shown by numerous entries on the questioi
naires, the exhibitors are genuinely afraid
risk retaliation by questioning the distribi
tors' tactics unless the Government is stan<
ing by to protect them. Finally, the aggregai
of their spoils from their scofHaw attitude
so great that the distributors are not coi
cerned by arbitration proceedings. An arbitr;
tor cannot impose a heavy fine or send a
offender to jail.
As one exhibitor expressed it, the di
tributors are "as block-booking minded
ever" and if the Department is to achieve tl
ideal described in its press releases it wi
have to take over the enforcement of wha
ever provisions on this subject are writte
into the decree. The distributors doubtle:
will challenge the assertions of this repo:
by citing instructions allegedly given to the
sales forces to obey the decree and will see'fo
to shift the blame to their lowly employee,
But respondeat superior must be the ru fit
for the distributors as' it is for all other
Moreover, there is reason for assuming th;
they are guilty of more than mere lack c
diligence.
Each company holds an annu;
sales convention at which the field force
are given "pep" talks and instructed how
sell their products. It is generally understoc
that quotas are assigned and that bonusi
are paid the sales executives, branch mai
agers and salesmen who reach or exceed the
quotas. The company executives have amp I
opportunity to prevent forcing, but the pre I
sure is all in the opposite direction.
1

'

;

,

1

I

Full-Season Selling Gets
Support of 217 Exhibitors
Exhibitors' preference as to sellii
(e)
Question No. 4 presented to tl
exhibitors four separate selling plans ar
invited them to indicate their choice.
Tl
Department of Justice in a statement issut
August 17, 1942, declared its unalterab
{Continued on Page 7)

method.

—

October

>nday,

11,

1943

Time Demands
HOLLYWOOD LIOESL

Preferred Pl aying
arden

of

Proof on the

Declared Fundaental Decree Weakness

<hib.

(Continued from Page 6)
any return to blind selling as it
i practiced before the entry of the consent
Allied
in submitting its questionnaire.
,^^.
allow any choice that involved a
»i"l%'
losttion to

pre-decree practice. Plan (d) inin? of a full season's output of
ciuately identified" pictures with a 20
cent cancellation privilege. The problem
adequately identifying pictures and coupsuch identification with a cancellation
n so as to avoid a return to blind booking
Iiscussed in the report of the undersigned
the board of directors of Allied States
iciation dated April 30 (pp. 37-39), a
\
of which was sent to the Department,
'lie several plans submitted and the votes
reon are as follows:

}Jf

to

i

five-picture plan, with trade
bowings, as provided in the consent
ecree
T exhibitors and 26 theaters.

—

The

of trade-shown pic<in-s in such groups as the distributor
ml exhibitor may agree upon, with
rovision that the exhibitor may not be
quired to license pictures he docs not
.nit in order to get the pictures he
nes want
60 exhibitors and 148 the(b)

selling

t

—

ters.

Be annual output, with a 20 per cent
.mediation
84 exhibitors and 286 the-

—

ers.

(d)
The selling of a full season's
ntput, adequately identified, with a 20
er tent cancellation
217 exhibitors

—

id 627

theaters.

Other methods which exhibitors
care to suggest
11 exhibitors and

(e)

—

theaters.

bus the consent decree method received
j ally
no support.
The organized extors were opposed to the method when
fas adopted and experience has increased
r bitterness.
As shown under the next
^ling
the distributors killed
whatever
ice of success the plan might have had
asing it as a lever for jacking up prices,
indicated by their comments, some of
<• who voted for (d)
were in full reaction
\i exorbitant film rentals and wanted to
as far away from the five-picture plan
•ossible.
Those who voted for alternate
s (b) and (C) frequently indicated that
,

would be
it

satisfied

with either.

largely a question of

is

(d)

Thereagainst

field.
r

Economics of the decree. The blunt
revealed by the questionnaires are that
the.
consent decree the distributors
raised film rentals to levels wholly
by any increase in the cost of
ovement in the quality of the product;
increased their net profits beyond
>i! have
own dreams of avarice; and (c) have
(.'merely expanded their theater holdinogs
and construction but have
i acquisitions
ived to drain off the greater part of
l
earnings and dominate and control the
jjjlating policies of the independent theaters
as of forced percentage playing.
.

,jtj

6

I

:

,

i

-

I

i

|

ve-Blocks" Said to Have
Jpf Pic Rentals Upward
4'

)

High film rentals. Question No. 15
whether the five-picture plan had
effect unduly to increase film rentals.
vote was practically unanimous
339
tors and 1112 theaters "yes" to 25
tors and 43 theaters "no."

ijj-.red

Hhe
J?

—

vote reflects the deep-seated convicexhibitors that the five-picture
responsible for the intolerable condithat have arisen since the decree was
,ed.
The questionnaires show that the
ndous increase in the exhibitors' film
is due mainly to increased demands for
ntage playing. It may be argued that
istributors could have brought this about
- the old system and that they, not the

,.,.,.13
:

of the
is

oieture plan, are responsible.
The ex3rs in their comments supply the answer.
to the decree only one compaay (Metro)
* n fixed policy with respect
to percentage
'Vrig and it required only a few such
,'ements during a season.
The others
.'

"Experiment

"Tenderloin,"

ERT
Perilous,"

RKO.
producer, "Louisville Lou,"

20th-Fox.

CUMMINCS,

IRVING
the

director,

"Something

Boys," 20th-Fox.
casting director, "It Happened ToArnold Pressburger-UA.

PAUL COX,
morrow,"

•

SIGNED
NORMAN TAUROC,
MILO

ANBERSON,

termer, M-C-M.
designer,
another

year,

ing Said Not Deterred
By the Consent Decree

"Dragon Seed,"
M-G-M;
MICKEY ROONEY and JUDY GARLAND, "Jumbo," M-C-M; SYBIL MERRITT, "The Story of
Dr. Wassell," Paramount; TEX RITTER, "Cowboy Canteen," Columbia; JANIS CARTER, "The
Racket Man," Columbia.
MINERVA URECAL, "The Bridge of San
Luis
Rey."
Benedict
Bogeaus-UA;
JANE
DEVLIN, "Since You Went Away," David O.

HATFIELD,

Selznick-UA.

termer,

M-C-M.

CASTINGS
WALTER PIDCEON, "If Winter Comes," MC-M; FRED MacMURRAY, "Girls Town," Paramount; SIGNE HASSO, "The Seventh Cross,"
M-C-M; FERRY COMO, "Louisville Lou," 20thFox; CHESTER MORRIS, "Hell's Afloat" and
would occasionally sell a few on percentage,
not many. When they were selling a
whole seasons product the distributors had

but

sell all their percentage pictures at one
time. The exhibitor was fortified by a backlog of product and his resistance was high.
Under the five-picture plan all consenting
companies began to demand one or more

percentage pictures in each group. The picshortage
and other factors herein
ture
enumerated lowered the exhibitors' resistance.
Then there is the psychological factor mentioned by erne exhibitor who commented:
Easier to sell an idea on one picture at
high percentage in each group of five than
to .-ell 10 in a block of 50."
Another exhibitor put it
this
way:
".
The distributors found they could

TITLE SWITCHES
"Louisville
Fox.

Lou,"

formerly

"Blue

Skies,"

20th-

SCHEDULED
"If

Winter

MAN;

Comes,'
screenplay,

PANDRO BERMICHAEL ARLEN, M-

producer,

G-M.

Claim Hoarding of Pix
Continues to Prevail
(c)
Picture shortage. It was well-known
to the Department when it issued its statement dated August 17, 1942, that the consenting companies had on hand approximately 100 completed pictures. While the
reporting exhibitors were in no position to

supply

the facts in the sole possession of
the distributors, it is generally known that
the hoarding of completed pictures still
exists and that sorely needed product is being
withheld from release. Thus the difficulties
inherent in the five-picture plan have been
aggravated by an artificial picture shortage.
In response to Question No. 17 120 exhibitors, with 541 theaters, reported that
extort more money when they took it in they were suffering from this condition.
sniuller bunches. We now play approximately
According to several exhibitors the condi35 percentage pictures a year. Before the tion is made still worse by the newly-adopted
decree we played 8 percentage pictures a policy of withdrawing from service prints
year."
of pictures already released much earlier than
formerly, making it impossible to gain relief
from the shortage by licensing older product.
The distributors may try to explain the
existing shortage by claiming it is the result
(b) Preferred playing time. Not satisfied of extended runs being given many pictures
with forcing a percentage arrangement on by first-runs in the metropolitan areas. Cerevery picture deemed (in their own estima- tainly it is due in substantial measure to
tion)
to be above "program" calibre, the the many newly-created "moveovers" cited
distributors have insisted that such pictures by the reporting exhibitors pursuant to Quesbe played on Saturday or Sunday, or what- tion 18. But that does not alter the fact of
ever day or combination of days will be most responsibility, since the distributors control
profitable.
Question No. 15 asked whether the first-run metropolitan theaters and the
The
the distributors had increased their demands cases cited involve affiliated houses.
for preferred time. The returns showed that warranted conclusion is that the steadily desuch demands had increased in about the clining number of releases, the extended
same proportion as demands for percentage playing time and the creation of additional
The result: 273 exhibitors, with first-runs by means of moveovers are all a
playing.
!i5i>
theaters, reported that demands for part of a general scheme to milk the pictures
preferred time had increased; 64 exhibitors, as dry as possible before making them available to the independent exhibitors and to
with 112 theaters, that they had not.
squeeze from the latter the last possible
Exhibitors usually measure their weekly penny in the
form of film rental.
receipts on a point system
three points for
Sunday, two for Saturday, and one for each
Pricing"
remaining day in the week.
Sometimes
week-ends are rated as high as seven-tenths
of the whole. Prom this it is easy to under(d)
Blind pricing.
Another device for
stand how enforced percentage playing on
week-ends drains off the earnings of the extracting maximum film rentals from the
exhibitors is "blind pricing." This involves
theaters.
selling a group of pictures on a contract
There is another aspect of these demands containing certain percentage and flat rental
for preferred time that directly affects the brackets, reserving
to the distributor the
public. It deprives the exhibitor, who knows right to allocate the pictures to the respective
his patrons and the kind of pictures they brackets either before or after
they are
prefer, of any control over the spotting of played.
Under this practice an exhibitor
his pictures.
Saturday and Sunday are the cannot estimate what his pictures are going
days of maximum attendance by children to cost him when he buys them or even
and the exhibitors cannot give them the when he plays them. The distributor desigwholesome action pictures they prefer. The nates the playdates and the terms, based on
questionnaires contain many examples of the prior success of the pictures, and solely
this; one will suffice: "Very frequently we in his own interest.
are forced to show strictly adult pictures,
The one-sided nature of the device is
such as 'Constant Nymph' and 'DuBarry Was apparent and its use is another manifestation
a Lady' on Saturday or Sunday, the favorite of the monopolistic power of the
defendants.
day for children's attendance."
By Question No. 5 Allied asked the exOne exhibitor, speaking of a very small hibitors to indicate whether they thought.
situation, said that it did not make much (;a) there should be a provision requiring
difference to him in dollars and cents but that prices and allocations be written into
he recognized that it is a step in the growing the contract or (b) that allocations should
domination of the independent theaters
be made upon notice of availability, or when
"a little more control of my theater that the picture is booked, whichever is earlier.
is lost."
The vote:
.

.

Preferred Playing Time
Demands Declared Greater

—

Charge "Blind
Used
To Assure Maximum Rentals

—313

exhibitors,

—46

exhibitors,

(a)
In the contract
with 998 theaters.

Pine-Thomas, Paramount; ROBand JOE YULE, "Kismet," M-

WARWICK

Warners.

MARTHA STEWART,

Greater

Compulsory Block-Book-

G-M; |0HN LAWRENCE, CHARLES WILLIAMS,
EVELYN EATON, NEAL MARX and JIMMY
ZANER, "Where Are My Children?," Monogram;

HURD

for

to

The selling of trade-shown or
(c)
i<iequately identified pictures in groups
iiiitaining approximately one-fourth of

|t;

script,

WILLIAM PERLBERC,

The

(a)

ay

ASSIGNMENTS
SALLY BENSON,

H eld
(b)

On

with 121

A few

availability
theaters.

exhibitors

noted

that

the

choice

might depend upon which selling system is
adopted. Their thought was that if pictures
are trade-shown and sold in small groups,
allocations definitely should be fixed in the
contract. On the other hand, if they are to
be sold in dull-season blocks, and played long
after the contract is signed, then the percentage pictures, if any, should be allocated
upon notice of availability.
The heavy vote cast attests the keen interest of the exhibitors in the matter, as do
the many vigorous comments. There is equity
in the remark of one exhibitor that "the distributor and the exhibitor should take the
same gamble at the boxoffice."

"Five-Blocks" Held Menace
To Exhibs. Established Runs
Threatening loss of run. Buying in
(e)
small groups at frequent intervals made possible another form of duress, not only in full
line forcing, but also in clubbing exhibitors
into submission to whatever terms the distributors demand. This is practiced in competitive situations by threatening to "sell
away" (i.e., to sell the pictures to a competitor on the same or subsequent run) if the
exhibitor does not come to terms. The threat
is serious, involving possible loss of the exhibitor's established run of pictures and the
prestige and good-will appertaining thereto.
As one exhibitor expressed it, "The threat
to sell away is a phantom always perched
on the distributor's shoulder in making new
deals."

To the question (No. 3) "Has the fivepicture selling plan had the effect, directly
or indirectly, to endanger your established
run?" 66 exhibitors, with 336 theaters, answered "yes."
It may be argued that this is merely legitimate competition which it is the purpose of
Sherman Law to create and foster. But
it is a strange outcome that a decree designed

the

competition among distributors for
the protection of the exhibitors should have
principal
as its
achievement the stimulation
of destructive competition among the exhibitors for the enrienment of the distributors.
The plain fact is that the distributors
in many cases, with a total disregard for old
customer relationships, have taken advantage
of the opportunity afforded by the five-pictun! plan to threaten the exhibitors with virtual ruination as a means of extorting high
film rentals.
to restore

Department's responsibility. In view
what has taken place under the consent

(f)

of

it can not fairly be argued that the
Department's function and responsibility are
confined to an insistence that trade practices
conform to its concepts of the law. The Department in a legal as well as a moral sense
is responsible for the economic consequences
of its policies and decrees, and if these have
adversely affected innocent parties it owes
such parties a duty to correct the condition.
The questionnaires show that there is a strong
belief among independent exhibitors that the
consent decree is responsible for the intoler-

decree

able conditions that have arisen.
Whether
that is true in a strict sense may be debatable,
it is undeniable that the decree afforded
the opportunity for exploiting the exhibitors
and that the distributors gleefully took advantage of it.

but

"Exhibs. Must be Allowed
Some Bargaining Power"
Therefore, we say that in addition to the
obligation expressly imposed by the
statute to insist upon effective measures for
restoring competition in the production and
distribution of motion pictures, the Department also is morally obligated to rescue the
independent exhibitors from the oppression
practices by the defendants under cover of the
consent decree. The exhibitors must be allowed some bargaining power if they are to
survive in an industry which is so completely
dominated by the powerful affiliated interests. They must be afforded the right to select
the pictures that best suit their needs and to
reject or cancel those which are undesirable
legal

(Continued on Page 8)

m

See Theater Expansion Drive

Depinet Says Sales

Monopoly Held Extended by More

Plan Today Fairest
(Continued from Page

which they tan not afford. We believe that
such a solution can be accomplished under
the Sherman Act if only the Department will
assume a firm attitude backed by a determination to prosecute the defendants to the limit
of the law if proper results are not promptly
or

the Coast where he looked at forthcoming pictures which, he said, were
the strongest to come out of the
studios in a long time. Twenty pic- forthcoming-.
If the Department should nevertheless contures of the 35 announced for the
present season have been completed clude that the Sherman Act is inadequate to
curb the predatory tendencies of these deor are in production, Depinet said, fendants and to restore competitive conditions
and already the company is setting in the industry, then it should follow the
tentative plans for the 1944-45 sea- course to which it pledged itself in an-

son which will have approximately
the same number of pictures as were
announced for 1943-44.
Pictures for which Depinet predicted big business were "The Iron
Higher,"
"Higher
and
Major,"
Comrade,"
"Government
"Tender
Girl," Samuel Goldwyn's "The North

"Around
Cantor's

He was

"Show People."

particu-

over "The Iron
Major" which will be available during the football season. The outook
for high quality product from RKO
was never brighter, Depinet said.
He predicted that Frank Sinatra
enthusiastic

larly

First-Runs

Dual Broadway Bow Set
For Goldwyn "North Star"
1)

Star" will have its world premiere
Nov. 4, simultaneously at two Broadway houses, the RKO Palace and
the Victoria theaters. Seats for the
first night performance of the dual
opening will be on a reserved basis.
Subsequently, the RKO Palace will
operate on a continued run policy,
while the Victoria will retain the
policy of two showings daily with
all seats reserved. "The North Star"
will be released by RKO.

Danish Film Pioneer Dead
Stockholm (By Cable)— Ole

Olsen,
pioneer in the Danish film industry and head of Nordisk Film,
80,

died in Copenhagen.

the suit (statement
filing' of
dated July 20, 1938), and lay the problem
before Congress.
V. Affiliated theaters still a problem. The
utterly cynical attitude of the defendants
towards Section XI has been established by
the number of theaters built and acquired and
the worthlessness of the section has been
demonstrated by the decision of Judge Goddard dismissing the Government's application
to make certain defendants disgorge their
post-decree acquisitions. Answers to Question
No. 11 of the questionnaire show that the
acquired theaters at once succeed to the priorities and preferences invariably accorded
to affiliated theaters. The notation of a Michigan exhibitor sums up the story: "Mel Theater was acquired by United Theaters (Paramount) and priorities that go with an affiliated theater were at once evident."
It
is
reported from another State that
Paramount has bought a lot adjacent to an
independent theater and the exhibitor is faced
with affiliated competition just as soon as
WPB relaxes its control of building materials.

nouncing the

overs has been mentioned. The answers to
the questions dealing with discriminatory
clearance (No. 8), discrimination in supplying prints (No. 9) and double-featuring "A"
pictures (No. 20) show the continuing purpose of the defendants to grant special favors
to the affiliated theaters and to use those theaters in softening the independent exhibitors
for the kill.

But most important of

all is the processing
independent theaters by forced percentage playing so as to exert a degree of control almost as great as if they owned and
operated such theaters. The Department's attention already has been called to this by a
resolution of the Allied board of directors
dated August 12. Comments of the exhibitors
quoted in the summaries show that not only
do the distributors determine admission prices
and playdates on percentage engagements, but
they dictate the amount and kind of advertising the theaters shall use: and not only do
they place checkers in the theaters during the
run of percentage pictures but they require
that the books and records of the independent
exhibitors shall be subject to inspection and
audit for an indefinite period of time.
Thus in spite of the consent decree the
monopoly marches on and the exhibitors are
being transformed from independent business
men into mere agents of the distributors, with
little or no voice in the operating policies of
their theaters and compensated by a bare
commission based on the receipts of their own

of

the

boxoffices.

IN

NEW POSTS

VAL KLAIBER,

DON MacLEOD,

salesman,
officer

M-C-M.
manager,

Five Principal Criticisms
Of Arbitration Operation

Indianapolis.

M-C-M,

In-

dianapolis.

CLIFFORD

WILSON,

assistant

booker,

Memphis.
DICK SUTTON, manager, Crand and

Colum-

bia,

aters,

JACK

Independence,

LEEWOOD,

Denver.

Iowa The-

la.

Warner

exploitation

See Chrome Plating

Worn Equipment

For

different parts of the country shows
that distrust of the system is widespread and
that its defects are fundamental. The five
principal criticisms are:
(a)
Expense incident to the conduct
of proceedings. The exhibitors do not
dwell so much on the taxable fees and
costs as on attorney's fees which distributors have made necessary.
(b) Unfair tactics employed by attorneys for distributors and affiliated
theaters. Each distributor has been separately represented and these "batteries
of lawyers" have bulldozed exhibitors
and unduly influenced arbitrators, besides
resorting to all manner of technicalities.
Lack of available legal talent to
(c)
combat the experienced and trade-wise
attorneys regularly employed by the distributors.
(d)
Delay resulting from the distributors' tactics, the prescribed procedure
and appeals. The system can only be
invoked in proceedings involving clearance and run which look to permanent
relief. It is useless in proceedings involving a- particular group of pictures
since they would pass availability before a final award could be made.
(e)
A feeling (more prevalent in
some territories than others) that the
panels and especially the Appeal Board
are composed of persons of an ultraconservative,
pro-distributor point of
view. Except in Eastern Pennsylvania
this applies more to the Appeal Board
than to the local arbitrators.

from

who stars in "Higher and Higher"
Local Appeal Boards Find
would be as big a hit, if not bigger, as he has been on the air.
Support as a Substitute
Charges Companies Poised
Two pictures from England will be
It has been evident for some time that the
For
Expansion
Campaign
Appeal Board stands low in the estimation
on this year's RKO schedule. They
With
of
the exhibitors. Question No. 14 contained
the tremendous reserves which the
are "The Yellow Canary," a Herbert
defendants are building up as a result of three suggested reforms and asked the exWhite and the Seven Dwarfs" at their wartime
profiteering, they are poised hibitors to express a preference in regard
to Danger."
for another gigantic campaign of theater ac- thereto. But little interest was shown in the
quisition and construction and unless Section subject, this apathy being attributable in
There is no strict policy on re- XI is entirely re-written and made effective part to a feeling of futility as shown by the
issues, Depinet said, although the they will accomplish their monopolistic pur- remarks on the system in general and in
part to lack of familiarity with the work of
company plans to bring back "Snow pose under the very wording of the decree.
Meanwhile, the defendants are extending the Board. The proposals and the returns are
White and the Seven Dwarfs" at their
monopoly by other means. The creation as follows:
some future date.
of additional first-runs by means of move(a)
The Board should be abolished

(Continued from Page

11, 1943

(Continued from Page 7)

1)

Star," "Let's Go Latin,"
the
World" and Eddie

Monday, October
DAILY

staff,

VI. Arbitration. Only 22 of the reporting
exhibitors, operating a total of 81 theaters,
had filed arbitration proceedings under the
15
decree. Most of these
reported that they
had received no, or very inadequate, relief.
The returns, therefore, represented little in
the way of actual experience under the arbitration system. A larger number reported
that they had observed the operation of the
system and assigned reasons for not having
invoked it. The similarity of the comments

— —

and the awards of the local distributors
made final
44 exhibitors, with 128

—

theaters.
(b)
The Board should be replaced by
local appeal boards composed of qualified arbitrators chosen from the panels
89 exhibitors, with 834 theaters.
(e)

The Appeal Board should be

(Continued from Page

1)

method.
Lester
Isaacs,
Loew'
equipment chief, was closeted Sai
urday and yesterday with Allen
Smith, head of the WPB theate
equipment section, studying the .advantages of this method.
fc-K
It

believed that

is

if

it

cahlfi

demonstrated that reclaiming wor
parts will result in greater savin
of material than is used to accom-,
plish the repairs, the needed ma
terials will be made available.
Isaacs and Smith were busy als<
up suggestions to theatei,
owners for conservation of tubes ant
other critical parts of the projec
d cawing

tion booth equipment.

These

shoult

be ready for publication before long

Theater Carpeting
Shortage to Remain
(Continued from Page

1)

production of blankets, duck, web
bing and other war needed mate
rials.
Use of carpet wool is per
mitted at only 25 per cent the rat
of use during 1941.
There is no domestic productio
for this purpose, and import of th
small quantities available from Brit
ain and the Middle East is difficull
Because of the shortage of shippin;
space, rayon, cotton duck and juteall used for floor covering in th
past are now being used mainl
for apparel or for military purposes
Extreme care for floor coverin
is advised by
officials.
A!
though some new carpeting is sti
available, there is strong househol
demand, as well as commercial, an
the stock on hand is insufficient t
care for both needs.

—

WPB

re-

tained but there should be a change in
personnel so that all will not reside in
New York 34 exhibitors, with 90 the-

Department as

—

forth in the original pel

set

tion and its numerous public statements. Tl
unhappy truth is that the motion pictu'
monopoly is more powerful and in gener
its practices are more oppressive today th;
when the consent decree was entered. Tl

aters.

D of J
For "Sterner Measures"

Allied Calls on

three-year test period afforded the defendan
time in which to put their hou'
VII. Conclusion.
In its statement an- in order, but this they have utterly failed
nouncing the signing of the consent decree do. We respectfully urge that the Depai
(dated October 29, 1940) the Department ment now insist upon sterner measures bett
said that "Properly administered it should calculated to curb the trust and to insu
put an end to disputes between distributors fair competitive conditions.
In closing let us add that based on 01
and exhibitors
and should result in
placing the industry on a fair competitive' understanding at the conference on Aug.
exhibitors were told that the informatic
basis." And the Department added:
forwarded by them on the questionnair
If these results are not obtained after
would be kept in strict confidence. The nam
a reasonable trial period, there will be
of the reporting exhibitors have been omitt'
no alternative for the Government but
from the summaries. However, in a few cas
to proceed with the litigation and press
it might be possible to identify the exhibito
for a revision of the entire industry
by
their comments or the nature of tht
structure in accordance with the prayer
grievances. In order fully to protect the
of the petition.
exhibitors against retaliation, neither t
On Jan. 22, 1943 the Department made questionnaires nor the summaries
should
public a preliminary report of the special
exposed to distributor representatives.
J
unit of the Anti-trust Division charged with
the supervision of the motion picture consent
decree.
After commenting that the decree
had supplied "some relief to a substantial
number of exhibitors from certain unfair
trade practices," the Department said
.

.

ample

.

f

I

I

I

|

TOUCH

FEfflfflE

It has not yet demonstrated that film
licensing discriminations inherent in the
ownership of theaters by distributors

may be effectively remedied by measures
short of divorcement.
In view of the conditions revealed by the
survey which this Association has made,
we think the conclusion now is inescapable
that the consent decree has not, and by
reason of its ineffective provisions cannot,
achieve the objects and purposes of the
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$1,906^115,205 IN FILMS'

13.

BOND JACKPOT

Pix Shortage Forces Circuits to
Second Reason Given
As Public's Tiring
Of Pictures on War

Sideliyhts Detroit

— The

In $1,079,586,819, Final

Employment Situation

Report by Griffith Reveals

help

hit the jackpot for Uncle
Loan camin the Third
paign to the tune of $1,906,115,205
in Bond sales, it

Film biz

visit here.

Kantor's

Kantor sa!d

latest

— the

was
was going

applicant
kid

a

aged
work so

b;y,
to

10.

his

War

Sam

His age wasn't the worst.
mother could go to welding

w'a

The reasons given for the upsurge
re-issues are chiefly two. In some

instances it's the shortage of desirproduct resulting from the
able
.'longer runs being rolled up by the
new pictures. Held responsible in
(.Continued on Page 10)
i

Nine Get the Gun,
57

Now

Shooting

Buicau

Coast

Hollywood

—

WAC

general chairman
for

Kuykendall, Myers

Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY
The House Ways

Washington
and Means Committee

will
solid exhibitor front today.

face a

Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA head, and
Abram F. Myers, executive secre-

THE FILM DAILY tary of national Allied, will appear
Nine new pictures as exhibitor spokesmen to declare
opposition to the Treasury's
proposal for a 30 per cent admistheir

the drive

which

Seattle Territory

engaged

the co-operation
of all arms of the

To Appear Against Tax Grosses

of

are scheduled to go into production
this week, making a total of 57 pic-

announced
by L.

s

last night
C. Griffith,

school.

i

J

H'wood Cavalcade Turned

problem, bugaboo cf every local employer, has a new
angle here, in the experience of Arvid Kantor, National Screen Service manager,
who has a regular budget of about $25 a week for "help wanted" ads. His experience was disclosed by Paul Mooney, NSS's public relations director on his
Detroit

closes.
in

Book Re-issues

$25 Weekly Budyet for Help Wanted Ads.

Circuits in this area are going in
for re-issues more than ever in an
cffo: t to prevent a break in the flow
of entertainment to the public, a
study of theater bookings here dis-

i

TEN CENTS

1943

in

'Nose Dive'

trade.

The

—

C.

L.

total, Grif-

represented sales made
by the Hollywood
Bond Cavalcade,
the War Veteran's
Bond Airfith

Seattle
Theater grosses in this
territory have taken a sudden "nose
dive" and a number of reasons have
been given for the slump.
Higher
admission prices, increased taxes
and the recent War Bond drive are
said to be the principal causes for
the dropping off of business, although no direct factor has been

GRIFFITH

said,

mada,

War Bond

premieres, and miscellaneous Bonds
(Continued on Page 9)

determined.

tures in work. The check-up:
siors tax.
Myers and Kuykendall
Northwest theaters will
At Columbia: Seven shooting, in- we:e selected as spokesmen for the competition from college
cluding "Beautiful But Broke," comContinued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 4)
!edy with songs, starring Joan Davis, with John Hubbard, Judy Clark

find

no

NBC

confer-

Will Televise

i

1

(Continued on Page 4)

Columbia Execs. Mourn

Dunas

Arndt Confers Here

On

Reels'

War Coverage

Howard F. Arndt, OWI newsreel
was in New York Monday

at Chi. Services

officer,

and Tuesday visiting newsreel ediChicago Funeral rites were held
tors to discuss with them the whole
Furth Chapel here yesterday for
problem of handling of war pix and
Phil Dunas, 47, Columbia's Midwestother phases of the reel's war job.
'ern division sales manager, who died
The visits were mainly for the pur(Continued on Page 10)

—

in

(Continued on Page 9)

"Army" Best Draw in
War Dept. Theaters
Ace box office draw in War Department theaters in September was
Warners' "This is the Army," R. B.
Murray,
tion

director

Picture

the

of

Service,

terday.

Other

bracket,

in

pix

in

Army Mo-

reported yesthe top five

order of drawing power,
were: UA's "Johnny Come Lately,"
Columbia's "Destroyer," Loew's "Best
Foot
Forward,"
and
Paramount's
Let's

Face

It.'

Execs, in
Report of a

Army

May

New

—

THE FILM DAILY

a

indefinite on

re-organization

Monday. While
of

the

(Continued on Page 4)

Army

Speak

and

Charge by Rep. Walter

Washington Future of the distribution assignment for the industry's
gift 18 mm. prints to the Army remained

Coe

Trade Code Discredited

Get Pix Distribution

Garden

An important development in wartime television was announced yesterday by NBC when arrangements
Notices for the examination of were completed to
pick up major
Harry Pimstein and J. R. Vogel,
(Continued on Page 10)
vice-presidents of Loew's, on Oct. 19
and 20 weie filed on Monday in New
Expected to
York Federal Court by attorneys
for Prefect Theaters, Inc., Fairfield In Montreal
Philly
Holding Corp. and Greenfield, Inc.,
(Continued on Page 11)
A second Canadian speaking engagement
for
Charles
Francis
"Socker" Coe, MPPDA general coun-

Propaganda Parley

Pictorial Service

Washington Bureau of

ports at

To Examine Loew Execs.
In Conn. Anti-Trust Suit

(Continucd on Page 10)

Ascap Membership

C. Ploeser

(R, Mo.,) that the industry has permitted "political propaganda to intrude into motion pictures under the
guise of entertainment" was taken
under advisement at an informal
meeting of some of the major company presidents with Will H. Hays
on Monday.
It was indicated that there would
(Continued on Page 10)

Splits $1,317,989
Ascap
checks
third

on
to

its

quarterly

Monday

forwarded

membership
distribution

ling $1,317,989, an

in

its

total-

increase of more
than $50,000 over the second quarter
of
the year.
The diwy represents the largest made by Ascap to
its
members since 1940.

w
SMPE

Eastern Execs, to
Attend Coast Conference

Wednesday, October

13, 1943

DAILY

IMPOU Absorbs Members
of

Dissolved

UMPOU

COminG

Absorption by the Independent
THE FILM DAILY
Picture Operators' Union of
Hollywood A large attendance at Motion
all former members of the recently
the SMPE's Technical Conference
dissolved United Motion Picture Ophere, Oct. 18-22, is indicated by inerators' Union was announced on
coming correspondence from, and
Monday by Charles Axelrod, presireservations being made by, motion
dent of the IMPOU, which, with the
picture engineers, technicians and
disappearance of the UMPOU, holds
executives. Among the Eastern ofthe distinction of being the only inficers of SMPE who have definitely
dependent projectionists' union in
made arrangements to attend are E. the city.
Allan Williford, secretary and past
time Axelrod an-

and

G0MG

West Coast Bureau of

Wed., Oct.
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Kuykendall Will Speak
At

W.

Va. Managers Meet

Annual meeting of the West Virginia Managers Association will be
held next Tuesday at the Prichard
Among the
Huntington.
Hotel,
speakers scheduled to appear is Ed
of
president
the
Kuykendall,

Dniinrn
V
IS

IfiOO

B'WAY,

storage corpII
II ft* t. ii

N. Y. C. -

CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3 4

WILLIAM

CEHRINC, Western

C.

sales

mana-

ger of 20th-Fox left town yesterday on a sales
trip that will take his to the Coast.

CHRISTY WALSH

is

stopping

at

the

Roose-

velt.

CHICK LEWIS

leaves today for the Coast.

JACK BLOOM,

a

assistant to L. J. Schla/fr
sales manager, left for
the latter,
to
join
there he will proceed to Milwaukee, returning
the end of the week with Schlaifer.

20th-Fox
cago on

Central

Monday

At the same
president; Donald E. Hyndman, ennounced that a general membership
MARGARET ETTINCER left the Coast for
gineering vice-president; Arthur C.
drive was being launched by his New York Monday on a business trip in connection with her publicity organization.
Downes, editorial vice-president; M.
union in a move "to absorb all the
R. Boyer, treasurer; and Harry
BERYL WALLACE is here from the Coast.
remaining non-union operators left
Smith, executive secretary.
O. F. NEU, president of Neumade Products,
in the field."
is
en route on an extended trip to the West
William C. Kunzmann, convention
Coast where he will attend the SMPE meeting.
vice-president, has already arrived
Neu is expected to return for the Thanksgiving
Consent
Settles
holiday.
here to supervise advance arrangements for the five days of sessions Fulton-Schine Complaint
WALT DISNEY, now in Mexico City to do
a series of pictures on health and literacy for
in
the local Hollywood-Roosevelt
the CIAA, will proceed to Guatemala and San
Hotel.
A consent award has been entered Salvador. In the party with MR. and MRS.
in the complaint filed by Fulton En- DISNEY are Capt. RYLAND MADISON, BEN
ALCAR, NORMAN
terprises, Inc., operator of the State, SHARPSTEEN, JAMESROLLING,
ERDMAN
WRIGHT, HOLLINC C.
Defense
Fulton, N. Y., against Schine cir- TENNER, MRS. PHYLLIS HAURET and MRS.
WILLIAM
COTTRELL.
20th
Century-Fox,
Loew's,
cuit
and
Relaxes Coast
RKO and Warner Bros. The 14-day ALEX L. HILLMAN, publisher of Movieland
magazine, has just returned from a business
San Francisco
Relaxed dimout clearance held by Schine's Oswego trip to Chicago.
regulations for the California-Ore- houses was the basis for the comNICHOLAS NAPOLI, president of Artkino
Under the consent award,
gon-Washington area have been an- plaint.
Pictures,
has
left
for
conferences with his
nounced by the Western Defense the State may play pictures on the company's representatives in Detroit, Chicago,
following
of
Sunday
the
end
second
Cleveland
and
Minneapolis.
Command. New rules, designed to
MARCO, who appears in "Behind the Rising
permit recreational lighting for the first-run showing in Oswego,
and JAMES R. YOUNG, who wrote the
spots more than three miles from but pictures shall not be available Sun,"
book on which the RKO film is based, are in
the sea, were made "to help solve to Fulton earlier than 10 days after town for the opening of the picture at the
the juvenile delinquency problem." the conclusion of first-run in Os- Palace tomorrow.
LANA TURNER has gone back to the Coasl
Area has been divided into three wego.
with her hubby, STEPHEN CRANE.
zones with special regulations for
FRED MEYERS, Universal's Eastern divisior
each.
Eastman's

Award

Com.

Western

Dimout

—

Bartholomew

Nab Two as Witnesses

Stricken in Rochester

manager, went to Cleveland on Monday.
due back tomorrow.
E.

Rochester

— Arthur

sion

T.

GOMERSALL,

manager,

is

in

Universal's
Detroit, from

He

i

Western divi
where he wil

Bartholo- go to Chicago.
In Film Extortion Trial
JINX FALKENBURG has arrived in Mexio
mew, 62, secretary-treasurer of the
from Hollywood to be the guest of th
Eastman Savings and Loan Associa- City
Mexican government.
Robert McCullough and Nicholas tion, and a member of the State
ALAN MELTZER and IRVING YERGIN o
Avolio, alleged Chicago hoodlums, Banking Board, died here Sunday. Warners are back from Midwest assignment
warrants for whose arrest were is- Bartholomew joined Eastman Kodak in connection with special premieres of "Thi
sued recently by Federal Judge John in 1907, and assumed the post he is the Army."
C. Knox, have been apprehended, it held at his death in 1921.
He was
was learned on Monday in New York named to the State Banking Board
The Recognized
Federal Court. According to Boris in 1942 by Governor Lehman and
Kostelanetz, special assistant U. S. was re-named by Governor Dewey.
Standard
attorney general, the two men are
Reference
wanted in connection with the trial
Book of the
East
of the eight defendants charged with Levey

Due

extorting more than $1,000,000 from
the film industry.

Paramount's two-reel Technicolor
musical "Mardi Gras" will take the
place of the usual second feature at
the Paramount Hollywood and Paramount Downtown in Los Angeles

Hollywood

P.

Today

To Sign Talent
West Coast Bureau of

"Mardi Gras" Gets Feature
Play in Coast Houses

—Jules

for 4 Pix

Motion Picture Industry

THE FILM DAILY
Levey

is

sched-

New York

today
with his director, Al Santell, to sign
promising talent under long-term
contracts.
These players will be
used in "The Hairy Ape" and the
other four pictures Levey will make
for United Artists release.
uled to arrive in

tomorrow when "Let's Face

It," the
feature, opens its run.
The
two-reeler will receive the same
billing and advertising treatment as
is normally accorded to the second
feature.

first

MPTOA.

[film

—

Oscar

Morgan,

short
subjects
that the booking
established a precedent of significance in local theater history and is
a tribute to quality of the Musical
sales

chief,

Parade

THE FILM YEAR BOOK
Published by
free with a

and given

year's subscription to

THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY, NEW

YORK CITY

1501

said

series.
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EVERY

ENGAGEMENT
UP TO
THIS

MINUTE
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&

&

2nd TIME!
Botfuvncveue

nth GEORGE TOBIAS JACK CARSON ALAN HALE
EDW. EVERETT HORTON-s. z sakall hatti
•

'THANK YOUR LUCKY STARS'
ond SPIKE JONES and

James V. Kern

-

.

otwwuot

•

Screen Play by Norman Panama & Mely
Directed by DAVID BUTLER
his CITY SLICKERS
Produced by MARK HELLINGER
From an Original Story by Everett Freeman and Arthur Schwartz
•

t*©
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Grosses in 'Nose Dive'

1)

(Continued from Page

Charles Barton
directing for producer Irving Bris-

and Lewis Wilson.
kin.

At M-G-M: Six shooting.
At Monogram: Three shooting.
At Paramount: Nine

Mark

Sandrich's
title).
(tentative
Paulette Goddard

including:

shooting',

"When

I

Come

Back,"

starring
comedy-drama
and Sonny Tufts, with

Marie McDonald, Mary Treen, James Milliean, Beulah Bondi and Ann Doran; and,
"The Hitler Gang," factual drama, with
Robert Watson, Alexander Granach and

John Farrow directing for
Fritz Kortner.
associate porducer Joseph Sistrom.
At PRC: One shooting, third in the series
of Buster Crabbe westerns, as yet untitled,
with Al St. John, Carol Parker, Jack Ingram, Roy Brent, Jimmy Aubrey and Bob
Hill, Sig Neufeld producing and Sam Newfield

directing.

At RKO-Radio: Two shooting.
At Republic: Three shooting.
At 20th Cetntury-Fox: Six shooting, including "Four Jills in a Jeep," musical
with Kay Francis, Carole Landis, Martha
Raye, Mitzi Mayfair, John Harvey, Dick
Haymes, Phil Silvers and Jimmy Dorsey and
William A. Seiter directing for
producer Irving Starr; and, "The Purple
Heart," drama, with Dana Andrews, Richard Conte, Donald M. Barry, Farley Granger,
Kevin O'Shea and Dave Willoek. Darryl F
Zanuck producing and Lewis Milestone dihis band.

recting.

For United Artists: Five shooting, Rene
"It Happened Tomorrow," starring
Dick Powell, Linda Darnell and Jack Oakie,
with Eddie Acuff, George Chandler, Jack
Gardner and Eddie Coke. Arnold Pressburger
producing for Arnold Productions; David O.
Clair's

"Since
Corp. of

Selznick's

ducers

Etoliday";

Harry

You Went Away";
America,
Sherman,

Pro-

"Knickerbocker
"Timber," and

Benedict Bogeaus, "Bridge of San Luis Rey."
At Universal: Eight shooting, including
"Patrick the Great," comedy, starring Donald O'Connor, with Peggy Ryan and Donald
Frank Ryan diarecting.
Cook.
At Warners: Six shooting, including "AniPeter
mal Kingdom," with Jack Carson.

Godfrey directing.
Independent: W. R. Frank's
Goebbels, His Life and Loves."

"Dr.

Paul

Sparhs front the Grindstone:
•

•

ON

•

Three Illinois Theaters
Tilt Admission Prices
has

111.

advanced

— The

evening

admission

prices from 25 to 30 cents.
Weekends, the price is now 40 cents.

Inc., will

of National-

announce a merchandising program which

and

the organization believes will be oi unusual interest to exhibitors

• Two Eastman Kodak employes, lames Coleman, Jr.,
and William Jones, have won $1,000 awards for money-saving suggestions made during the current year.
• Nathan Rubin Ads has put a
new twist on the admonition, "Keep your shirt on!"
Firm, having

projectionists.

.

.

.

.

this

year copyrighted a paper band

that

Him companies

will

clean laundry

for

use the band

hopes

articles,

for publicizing pix

First to

take advantage of the invention, which your shirt keeps on until you

use

Warner Bros

is

it,

on the band, "This

That enterprising company

Army".

the

Is

.

clarioning

is

• Ralph Lee Goodman,

.

prexy

the Big Four Advertising Carriers, film poster org. out in Chi. has

named chairman
Denver

the Night

for

Sanitarium.

.

•

.

Fun

of

Harrisburg,

Stadium there

the

at

Pa.,

been

for

the

Twenty

thrilled

is

o'

ago Walter Hurley managed the Colonial Theater

there, and
They were married back in 1923
Their daughter. Laurel Hurley, has just been cast by J. J. Shubert for
the "Kathie" role in "The Student Prince".
• Hollywood flashes
that Ed Verdier, RKO Radio writer, is authoring a cook-book entitled

years

Viola Burd played the organ

.

"Design

which

Dyspepsia,"

for

gathered while

abroad prior

how

volume

war

•

T
THIS- A AND THAT -A:.

•

Mort Blumenstock
patron

recipes
is

Ed

it

he

different
re-

dedicating the

is

collaborator, Irving Phillips

T

T

•

many

Cook-book

accompanied by a paragraph

Verdier happened to discover
his

to

is

.

incorporate

will

the

to

inasmuch as each foreign recipe
lating

whom

.

.

• Jack Benny,

t'other day at Warners, told

visiting

about the night club

he overheard asking for another cube of ice for his
said he was sorry but the rules prohibited

The waiter

more than one cube a drink
a drink," asked the

(This

Grand theater

Supply Division

Oct. 22, National Theatre

Simplex-Bludworth.

highball

Lincoln,

patron

"How come

only one cube of ice to
the waiter

"It's frozen," replied

Benny's story, and not ours, when the shooting

is

• We have RCA expert word for this:
our fighting men return, they will have an
a resplendent

new

When

opportunity

Phosphor

electronic era

the

starts).

.

.

war ends and

to

help achieve

crystals in fluorescent

lamps will not only inexpensively illuminate workplaces, homes, and

Decatur, 111.— The Great States'
Lincoln Theater evening prices are
now 40 cents, weekends 55 cents, a
dime advance.

—The

Majestic has advanced evening prices from 27 cents
to 35 cents.
Milford,

111

1943

Seattle Territory

Shooting

{Continued from Page

13,

city streets,

but will display neius and entertainment on the screens of

which may be tuned by the light from the phosphors
in "Magic Eye" tuning indicators.
• Mad tempo of wartime Detroit proved embarrassing to two of our lads from alleged actionful
television sets

.

New
man,

F. Lee,

MPPDA

(who used

to

live

in Detroit

to their hotel,

At last reup addresses of Auto City haberdasheries.
% O'er at Garfield Temple in Brooklyn on Sunday, Pearl Frisch,
daughter of Louis Frisch, treasurer of Randforce Amusement Corp.,
and sister of Emanuel Frisch, of the same company, was wed to Milton
Snidkoff.
e Local B-51, New York Film Exchange Employes Union,
IATSE, received an appeal from Mrs. Thomas Yawkey, of the American
In response, Prexy JohnRed Cross, for voluntary blood donors
son appointed Thomas Murphy as chairman of a committee to organize B-51 members into an American Red Cross Blood Donor Group.
.

.

T
•

•

•

Pictorial Service

May Get

Pix Distribution

(Continued from Page 1)

Service Forces is anticipated shortly, the film distribution stint apparently has not yet been deter-

mined.
Signal Corps officials thing there is a
Signal Corps officials thinks there is a
50-50 chance that the assignment may go
to the Army Pictorial Service, a part of
the Signal Corps, headed by Col. Kirk B.
Lawton.
They pointed out, however, that
transfer of Lt. Col. Frank Capra's work and
other production activities of the Special
Service Division,
was decided tentatively

ago but not accomplished until last
month. They do not expect any announcement on this for at least another month.
a year

Col. C. R. Frederick of the Air Forces
told FILM DAILY that the Air Force has not
taken over the servicing of projection equipment for Air Force units, although in one

or two "emergency cases"

ment from Air Force
country

when

overseas

for the special
overseas posts.
especially
tribution,

service

it did send equipinstallations in this
it tired
of waiting

unit

to

supply

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

T

the

The Air Force has not been
happy about the overseas film dis-

but is convinced that it is improving.
Fewer old pix are being offered,
said Col. Frederick, and on the whole the
actual distribution of films to the troop
units overseas "is improving.
Certainly it
is improving in relation to the equipment
picture."

Local B-51 Makes Contribution
Membership of the Film Exchange
Employes Union, Local B-51, IATSE,
has turned over
the
the

contributions to

its

New York Labor War
Will

Rogers

Chest and
Fund.

Memorial

The War chest received $1,679, representing one day's pay from each
member of the local. Of this sum
$500 was earmarked for the Rogers
fund.

85-Minute Pic Show
Plays Canadian Loan
Montreal

—

Use of motion pictures
the current Victory Loan campaign of Canada is due to reach a
new high, according to reports. An
elaborate program of films is being
in

ports they were looking

Harry Hershfield
Marilyn Hare

Army

Paramount's good-will ambassador, and Dave Palfreytheater service director

and should know better), taxied together from the depot
and let the taxi whizz off with their luggage still inside

.

Q

.

York, unaccustomed to recent Midwest metropolitan ways

Claude

1)

ence football games this year. Football is out for the duration at the
University of Oregon, Oregon State
College and the Universities of
Washington, Montana and Idaho^<c.
The pep up business in Seatt
first-run theaters are turning to
spot radio announcements on current pictures.

.

drawn
Finance

up

by

the

Committee,

National War
featuring
a

of types of entertainment,
from war scenes to sing-songs.
In each district throughout Canada
sufficient
films
will
be provided
local communities for an 85-minute
program, Icngest item to be a 20minute film showing scenes from
the
Sicilian
campaign.
Comedy
shorts and straight Loan appeal picvariety

tures are also included.

*jd S^uaae^iUm'
to the

Motion Picture
n

Academy
of Arts and Sciences

Why
—a

not give an Oscar for Laughter

special

of the

award

year?

for the funniest film

All surveys

relaxing entertainment
right

is

show

that

all-important

now. So the greatest comedy

1943 should rate

this

of

outstanding rec-

we know we've got
show that would win it going away)

ognition. (Besidesy
the

.

.

.

It's

"TRUE TO LIFEl

Laughing approximately from lower right to
famed N. Y. Times theatrical artist Hirschfeld depicts rich radio-writer Dick Powell slumming for material for his true-to-life serial

left,

— finding

a

$l,000-a-week supply of

it

as

a

#10-a-week boarder with Mary Martin's wacky
and conniving with Franchot Tone to
family
broadcast a daily kiss-by-kiss report of his
romance with Mary and the hilarious details
of Pop Victor Moore's handy household inven-

—

—

-And Twice As Funny!

Meanwhile Tone goes on the prowl for
sister goes on the prowl
is a
busy guy keeping up
disguise with a job at the bakery
and keep-

tions.
,

;

— and Mary's kid
Dick— who
very

Mary
for
his

—

ing the family from hearing themselves

on the

by breaking the radio and staging a phony
alarm. But Mary finally learns the
awful truth and does a fast, fierce and feminine
burn
as millions cheer what is now America's
most famous family!
air

air-raid

—

1AW4H

truth about

To

till

you

audience -test

it...

Life"

They'll

tell

®%d&

"True

yoi

(AAl^

*7%Z

H
$#"
Jk

>"«lp0WELL
victor

Mabel Paige

//JOOPe

William Demarest
Directed by George Marshall
Screen Play by

^^t

•

Don Hartman and Harry Tugend

Laughing Mate

%^ %^

to "Let's Face It" in the 1st

Block of 5

From Paramount
MOTION PICTURE

Entertainment

PRODUCERS

:

•ednesday, October 13, 1943

M<te
$M,906,115,205 in Bond Sales Arndt

uykendall, Myers

o Appear Against Tax

Trade Hits Heavy Jackpot For Uncle
{Continued f

by exhibitors during auctions,
"Free Movie Day," and the
idustry because of their position specially sponsored tours of Westspokesmen for national organi- ern stars.
ations, and each will probably have
The Hollywood Bond Cavalcade,
I?
'lization to present the views
which grossed $1,079,586,819, made
^jimerous state and local groups, the following sales in each of
the
jjjtlted or not with their national
cities
sold

ntinucd from Page 1)

rallies,

Organizations.

The committee has received reuests for permission to appear from
lerhaps two dozen groups, a clerk

Monday, mentioning refrom ITOA groups in Texas,
Tennessee and Kansas, from

itimated
uests
hio,

harles
le

le
le
le
11

Hyman

in

Law Amusement

Buffalo,
Co.,

N. Y.,

Rome,

Ga.,

Western Pennsylvania MPTO,
Maryland MPTO and others. On
theory that the testimony of
these will be similar, the com-

has decided that in order to
it could hear only Myers
nd Kuykendall, whom it feels will
jrve as spokesmen for exhibitors
littee

ive time

ationally.

Show business will also be repre2nted by John F. Reddy, Jr., of the
ingling Bros.' Circus.

Kuykendall was not here for comlent Monday, but
rat his testimony,

Myers revealed

by
and
le national board of Allied
jpported by numerous other groups
hich have informed the commit;e he may speak for them, will deal
authorized

ill

$267,663,975 to the Treasury Department. Flight No. 1. out ol .Los Angeles,
netted $34,495,220; Flight No. 2, out of
Dallas, $59.292,'960; Flight No. a, out oi
Chicago $94,907,295; Flight No. 4. out ol
Atlanta, $32,843,500; and Flight
No. 5,

ditional

out ol New York. $:((!, 125.0UO.
Final figures for the War Bond Premieres

now total $315,845,179.87 with 1,447 premieres contributing to this total instead of
the Mightly lower figure previously reported.
Broken down into the .'il Exchange Areas,
the totals read as follows: Albany, with (j
premieres,
$4,764,000; Atlanta, 128 premieres, $22,084,981; Boston, :f2 premieres,

On

$6,345,000; Buffalo, 11 premieres, $1,588,708; Charlotte, 77 premieres, $21,871,477;
Chicago, 49 premieres, $5,950,251; Cincinnati, 24 premieres,
$1,200,000; Cleveland,
i4 premieres, $641,203; Dallas, 77 premieres, $20,000,000; Denver, 60 premieres,
$3,943,233.92; Des Moines, 30 premieres,
$2,393,763.65; Detroit, 46 premieres, $32,372,320; Indianapolis, 40 premieres, $7,000,000; Kansas City, 51 premieres, $2,54!i,376.40;
Los Angeles, 45 premieres,
$21,304,484; Memphis, 48 premieres, $5,624,051; Milwaukee, 109 premieres, $14,Minneapolis,
672,218.65;
110
premieres,
$2,398,214;- New Haven, 21 premieres, $5,712,006; New Orleans, 31 premieres, $778,600; New York, 38 premieres, $41,000,000;
Oklahoma City, 40 premieres, $18,041,316;
Omaha, 23 premieres, $7,226,493.50; Philadelphia, 77 premieres, $19,628,445; Pittsburgh, 50 premieres, $10,770,943; Portland,
20 premieres, $3,645,381; St. Louis, 23
premieres. $1,784,150; Salt Lake City, 47
premieres, $3,559,175; San Francisco, 80
premieres, $12,571,308.75; Seattle, 18 premieres, $11,000,000; Washington, 22 premieres, $3,325,000.
In Miscellaneous Bracket
reported sales in the "miscellaneous
Bonds" bracket have now reached $253,This group includes all exhibitor
019,232.
activities such as Bond sales by theater issuing agents, theater Bond rallies, auctions,
"Free Movie Day" and Bonds sold by the
In announcing this figure, Grif"Rangers."
fith added, that it did not include all exihbitor sales but took into account all those
that had been reported.
All

In summing up his
expressed appreciation
who had co-operated
achieving a result of
dustry could be proud.

report, Griffith again
to all in the industry
so whole-heartedly in

which the

entire

in-

of JUL FILM 'DAILY
Nominating commit-

—

Cleveland More than 100 friends
ec ted to.
of Harry Goldstein gathered for dinHollywood
till Photography Show
tee for the Screen Actors Guild has ner at the Hollenden Hotel to speed
DAILY submitted to the membership a list him on his way to six months' leave
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Third annual still of candidates for officers and mem- of absence from his post as ParaHollywood
hotography show sponsored by the bers of the board of directors for the mount district manager.
Mr. and
cademy of Motion Picture Arts and coming year. The election will be Mrs. Goldstein are leaving this week
ciences will be held in the CBS ex- held by mail prior to the annual to spend the winter in Florida.
In
ibition salon, Nov. 26-28.
Class A membership meeting which addition to a large local representation of exhibitors and exchange
has been called for Nov. 14.
Candidates for officers are: James men, the guest list included many
Cagney, president; George Murphy, out of town film men from Pittsfirst vice-president;
Paul Harvey, burgh, Detroit, Cincinnati and InLester Zucker, Columsecond vice-prseident; Walter Abel, dianaoplis.
West Coast Bureau

—

—

WEDDinG BELLS

bia b:anch manager was master of
third vice-president; Lucille GleaMovietone News son, recoiding secretary; Russell ceremonies and, in behalf of the
guests, presented a gold wrist watch
imeraman, will be married early Hicks, treasurer.
to Goldsmith.
ext month to Anna Mary Coates.
For 11 vacancies which will ocOut-of-town guests included Pittsburgh
he ceremony will be performed at cur on the board of directors, the John Harris, John J. Maloney, M-G-M district sales manager; Dave Kimmelman, Parale home of Miss Coates' parents in
following names have been submount branch manager; Ed Steuve, Parateubenville, 0.
mitted: Heather Angel, Laraine Day, mount salesman: Bill Brooks, Paramount
Linda Darnell, Marlene Dietrich, Lu- booker; Harry Feinstein and Saul Bragin,
Cleveland Announcement is made
cille
Gleason, Roy Gordon, Louis of Warners' theater booking department;
f the marriage of Nate Gerson, ViBill Weiss, Archie Feinman of Warners; and
Jean Heydt, Russell Hicks, Lena Dave Rigoumont, architect; Columbus; Kenigraph booker, to Helen Schecter
Marsha
Home,
Hunt, Boris Karloff, neth Ray and Walter Miles of the Ohio State
f this city.
Roscoe Karns, Gene Kelley, Carole Censor Board; P. J. Wood, ITO secretary;
Cleveland Sue Bergman of the
Leo Yasanoff, theater builder; Max Steam
Landis, Noel Madison, Philip Meri- and William Pullen, theater owners;
Cincinitagraph
secretarial
staff,
was vale, Dick Powell, John Qualen, Anne nati; Joe Ohlahan, Paramount branch manlarried Sunday to Kenneth Waters, Revere, Robert Strange, John Wayne, ager; Detroit, Jack Ryder, Paramount branch
manager; Indianapolis, A. R. Taylor, Paraome on vacation from his civil ser- Richard Whorf.
mount branch manager.
Also present were J. A. Beidler, Nat
ice duties in Hawaii where he will
The new board members will serve
ike his bride after a honeymoon a three-year term. Additional nomi- Charnas, and Marvin Harris, Toledo; Harry
David and William Boraek, Cincinnati; Mike
i
the states.
nations for officers and directors Shapiro, Pittsburgh; Sam and Leon Reichmay be submitted directly from the blum. East Liverpool; Ray Wallace, AlCleveland Ruth Spott, secretary membership by filing a petition liance; Max Greenwald, Elyria; Ed Prinsen,
Youngstown; and Dan and Paul Ellis, War)
Vitagraph office manager Yaro signed by 50 Class A members in ren.
filler, has announced her engage- good standing.
Such a petition must
lent to Martin Deutsch of this city. be accompanied by a written state- such nominations must be received
he wedding is scheduled to take ment by the nominee, indicating his at guild office not later than midlace late in the Winter.
willingness to run for office.
All night Nov. 4.

Jack

Reels'

War

Pix

1)

Nominations for New SAG Harry Goldstein Feted
Board Members On Cleveland Departure

with the admissions levy. He
not go into other aspects of the Officers,
picture, nor is Kuykendall ex-

alely
ix

16
visited.
Boston, $200,000,000; Philadelphia, $100,000,000; New
York, $152,962,500; Pittsburgh, $87,000,000; Cleveland, $143,702,000; Detroit, $47,000,000;
Cincinnati, $19,961,064; Chicago, $150,000,000; Minneapolis, $19,512,000; St. Louis, $32,941,655; New Orleans, $39,015,000;
Fort Worth, $13,110,000;
Dallas,
$37,518,000; San Antonio, $15,250,000; San Francisco, $21,614,600.
$257,Gl'>3,975 Via Airmada
The War Veteran's Bond Airmada, which
was broken up into five flight zones, each
with its own company of film personalities
and decorated war veterans, brought an ad-

om Page

Sam

Confers Here

(Continued from Page

1)

pose of establishing contact, with no
pressing problems slated for specific

discussion.

The

reels are generally optimistic
about the outlook for combat footage. General discussion of the matter at the meeting of the newsreel
pool over the week-end was considered to have been satisfactory. The
meeting dealt also with problems of
war correspondents, with Col. Curtis

L. Mitchell of the

Army Bureau

Public Relations and Lt. Alan
Browne of the Navy's Bureau of
Public Relations on hand, as well
of

as Claude Collins, Washington newsrepresentative.
reel and

WAC

Balaban Buys Ticket
Block for

Ampa Show

Ticket sales are progressing favorably for Ampa's midnight preview of "Riding High" at the Paramount Theater on Oct. 22 to be held
for the benefit of the Motion Picture Relief Fund. First block of an
undisclosed number of tickets was
purchased by Barney Balaban, president of Paramount. Frank Sinatra
may be among the stage, screen and
radio stars who will attend.
Ampa's ticket-selling committee met
terday.
Trotta,

yes-

Those

Ampa

present included Vincent
president; Jacques Kopf stein,

raising chairman
Leon Bamberger,
McKee, Dave Bader, Don Gillette, Max
Stein,
Herman Schleier, James Zabin and

fund

;

Bill

Charles Alieoate.

"Fighters'

Being

Cavalcade"

Made

as Feature

"The Fighters' Cavalcade," containing highlights from 31 American championship fights, is a feature being made at the Malcolm
Laboratories by Godfrey Jaffe and
Jack Rieger.

Painter,

—

—

—

STORK REPORTS
—

Montgomery, Ala. Born to Ralph
Mann, manager of the Strand, and
Mrs.

Mann

at St. Margaret's Hosa son, whom they have named
Robert Daniel.

pital,

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— It's
a boy at the Mexico City home of
Max Gomez, manager of
Radio Pictures of Mexico.
The newcomer was baptized Eduardo in the
chapel of the local French Hospital.
Phil Reisman,
vice-president,

RKO

RKO

and Mrs. Adriana

C.

de

Amezcua

are the godparents.

—

Chicago A son, named Clinton
Gregory was born at the Woodlawn
to G. W. Koerner, manager Film Truck Service, and Mrs.
Koerner.

hospital

10

W*\

Circuits

Execs, in

Are Forced

Report of a

To Book Re-issues

Wednesday, October

Propaganda Parley

New

Trade Code Discredited
(Continued f rom Page

(Continued from Page

be no joint decision or action by the
companies, and reports published in
the dailies that a voluntary propaganda code will be drafted by the
industry were not credited in informed quarters.
Any formal action by the MPPDA was not ex-

1)

other instances is the fact that a
large segment of the public has
grown weary of seeing war films.
In the latter case, the exhibitor is
compelled to turn to the old product to find the sort of entertainment
that is desired, it is contended.
It is the belief in some circles
that the number of reissues would
be still heavier were it not for the
problem of getting sufficient film
stock for prints.

pected.

Hays

Congressman Ploeser
Washington over the
week-end when the House memand

conferred
last

in

ber issued the following statement:
"The moving picture industry has

been accused of permitting political
Loew's Only Exception
propaganda to intrude into motion
Loew's is the only major circuit
pictures under the guise of enterthat has not at least one re-issue
tainment.
This is a matter which
cirboked.
A spokesman for the
the industry itself should correct
cuit, however, said there would be
and to this end I have discussed the
no hesitancy to draw upon choice
matter at length with Will Hays,
old films should a drastic film shortWho has agreed to take the matter
age develop.
The Warner circuit at the moment up with the industry heads. With
this understanding, I will not press
has seven re-issues booked, ''The

Oklahoma Kid" and a group of six the resolution relating to the question until my return to WashingDick Foran westerns, which, like the
ton."
former, were made by WB,
Hays' statement said: "CongressRe-issues on the RKO circuit are
"The Rains Came" (20th-Fox) and man Ploeser told me that accusations had been made that political
"Under Two Flags" (20th-Fox).
"It Happened One Night" (Col.), propaganda has been permitted to
"Lost Horizon" (Col.), "Scarface" intrude upon the screen under the
He evi(UA), "The Oklahoma Kid" and guise of entertainment.
"Hell's Angels" (UA) are re-issues denced great determination to preserve the freedom of the screen, and
listed by the Skouras circuit.
Brought back by the Brandt circuit are I told him I would take the matter
and "It Happened One up with industry heads."
"Lost Horizon"
i

NBC

Will Televise

Garden

Sports al

1)

Speaker." The committee would be
(Continued from Page 1)
authorized to make an inquiry into
sports events and other spectacles
the industry in regard to political
from Madison Square Garden for
propaganda and to report its findthe enjoyment of disabled soldiers
ings to the House.
and sailors in the New York area.
Plans for this new experime/c-Ploeser Delays Hoppering
television service, arranged invX/'i
Resolution on Propaganda Pix operation with Army and Navy medWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ical
authorities, were disclosed by
Washington Rep. Walter C. Ploe- John F. Royal, vice-president of the
ser, Missouri Republican, will make NBC in charge of International Reno move to hopper his resolution lations, Television and short-wave.
calling for a House investigation in- John T. Williams, NBC's manager
to "partisan political propaganda" of television, is in charge of the
on the screen until he returns to project and the first telecast from
Washington in two weeks, it was the Garden will be on Oct. 25, when
learned last night.
the rodeo will be televised with
As drafted, the resolution provides that
George Putnam as emcee.
the special seven-man committee "is hereby
authorized and directed to make and report
Television receivers have already
to the House of Representatives the results
been installed by NBC in the Halof an inquiry into the motion picture industry and particularly into any charges loran General hospital, Staten Isor complaints that said industry, or any land, and the U. S. Naval hospital,
members thereof, have permitted the use St. Albans, N. Y.
Other installaof any of the facilities of said industry
tions will be made as quickly as
for production, distribution or exhibition
of films furthering or opposing the political possible in the Tilton General hosfortunes of any person, political party or pital, Fort Dix, N. J.; U. S. Naval
organized group, or for the purpose or with
hospital, Brooklyn, U.S.N. Convathe effect of either furthering or discredit-

'.

—

policies, platforms or objectives
identified with particular persons, political
parties, or organized groups.
"Said committee is authorized in particular to investigate and report whether and
to what extent partisan political propaganda

ing views,

has been disseminated by request or with
advance knowledge of any person or persons
holding public office in the government of
the United States; what consideration, if

any, whether in the form of political favor,
Ploeser's resolution called for the immunity from prosecution or otherwise maycieation of a "special and select have been given in return therefor; and
committee to be composed of seven whether the furnishing of propaganda media
My Heart" (WB), "The Male Animal" members of the House or represen- has constituted a violation or evasion of
the Federal Corrupt Practices Act, in letter
(WB), "Song of the Islands" (20th-Fox),
."
be appointed by the or spirit.
to
"Big
Shot"
(WB), "Private Buckaroo" tatives
York
Adven(Univ.), and "Tarzan's New
ture" (M-G-M).
Execs.
to
Walter Reade bookings are "It Happened
One Night" and "Lost Horizon."
at Chi. Services
In Montreal
Philly
"Under Two Flags" and "The Rains
Came" comprise the Randforce reissues at
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the moment.
sel and vice-president, impends, it in St. Lukes Hospital Saturday night
Century Circuit's Re-issues
was learned yesterday.
Coe, who following an illness of several weeks.
Re-issues booked by Century are "My Son,
My Son" (UA), "Lost Horizon," "It Hap- recently scored a personal hit in Dunas had been with Columbia for
pened One Night"
(Col.),
"Casablanca" Toronto, has been invited to speak 15 years.
(WB), "His Girl Friday' (Col.), 'The 39 in Montreal under joint auspices of
Survivors include his widow and
(Gaumond-British)
'The
Maltese
Steps"
Falcon" (WB), "Cheres for Miss Bishop" the Canadian Club and the Advertis- parents, two sisters and a brother.
(UA), "Always in My Heart," "Blossoms ing and Sales Club.
Columbia execs, from the home
in the Dust," "Under Two Flags," 'The Rains
speaking engagement for the
office
here for the rites included
Came" and 'Babes on Broadway" (M-G-M).
exec, in Philadelphia also
Jack Cohn, exec, v.-p.; Abe MonHere's the Interboro circuit's list of reimpends.
issues:
"Hold Back the Dawn" (Para.),
tague, general sales manager, Rube
"The Great American Broadcast" (20thJackter, assistant sales manager,
Pox), "Invitation to Happiness" (Para.),
Agent" (Univ.), "The Remarkable Andrew"
"Buy Me That Town" (Para.), "The Birth (Para.), "Sullivan's Travels" (Para.), "The Joe McConville, Foreign manager
of the Blues" (Para.)', "Skylark" (Para.),
Lady Has Plans" (Para.), "Bahama Pas- and Lou Astor, circuit sales ex"The Maltese Falcon," "Pot O' Gold" (UA), sage" (Para.), "Nine Lives Are Not Enough" ecutive.
"New York Town" (Para.), "Two Yanks in (WB), "Topper Returns" (UA), "Holiday"
Trinidad" (Col.), "The Spoilers" (Univ.),
Others here for the funeral were
(Col.),
"Captain Fury" (UA), and "Love
"Lady in a Jam" (Univ.), "The Invisible Affair" (Univ.).
H. I. Chapman, Minneapolis mana-

Night."
Re-issues booked by Prudential are "Lost
Horizon," "It Happened One Night," "Blossoms in the Dust" (M-G-M), "Always in

Harriman, N. Y>,
Eastern seaboard hos-

lescent hospital,

and

other

pitals.

Because of the shortage of telereceivers none have been

—

vision

made

for civilian use since the

began
their
pitals

—NBC

officials

Columbia
Dunas

Mourn

own personal

sets to the hosfor the use of the wounded

service men.

News

Davis Leaves Pathe

Clyde Brion Davis, "This Is America" scripter, has resigned from Pathe
News to become an associate editor
with Farrar & Rhinehart.

TO THE COLORS!
*

,

A
MPPDA

"Kid" Re-issue Tops

YDD in Buffalo A
e

—

Playing Essaness Theaters
9

Current surprise grosser
Warners' re-issue of "The
Oklahoma Kid," which topped both
"Casablanca" and both the advancedprice and popular engagements of
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" in first
three days at the Twentieth Century Theater.
House is a class A
Buffalo

here

is

first-run.

Chicago
are being

—
booked by

Re-issues

with big star values
the Essaness circuit for

smaller houses.
The Mode, West End
and Joy are three of the houses featuring'
Gene Autrys among them.
its

ROSCOE ATES, USA,
to

ARMY

ROSENSTEIN,

Warner

*

it

was

publicity

staff,

Hollywood.
JESSE MARSH, Universal labor department, Holly

wood.

WILL JOBEN,

Luna, Kankakee,

*

NAVY

III.

*

—•—

tended.

New Army

Unit

MURIELLE

MARINES *
• GAUCHER

H.

Empire,

Fall

River,

Mass.

Charles Villency, formerly
on Motion Picture Daily's editorial
SEABEES
staff, has been assigned to the War NED VALLERAND, Strand, Boston.
Prisoners Information Bureau of
the Provost Marshal General's OfPATRICIA, OCHS, daughter of Herbert
fice at Fort George G. Meade, Md.
operator of the Dayton and Louisville
It's a brand new Army unit.
in Theaters.
Cpl.

of the

Des Moines Film Employes Local
F-39 have received 36 weeks' back
salary under a contract signed with
the film exchanges,
here.

film comedian,

major.

*
JAIK

formerly a

Joe Jacobs, Omaha manager, TEDDY PHARES, Universal labor department,!
Hollywood.
Oscar Ruby, Milwaukee manager, CHARLES
HAND, Universal labor department
Melevider, of the Des Moines exHollywood.
LESTER
TRACEY,
Universal electrical department
change were here for the funeral.
Hollywood.
A large number from the trade at- DONALD
BUHRMESTER, Tivoli, Aurora, III.

Villency in

—

to'

captain.

re-issues.

Get 36 Weeks' Back Pay
Des Moines, la. Members

*

PROMOTED

LEE TRACY, USA, former Hollywood player,

ger,

Re-issues With Star Value

war

have presented

.

Coe Expected
Speak
and

13, 1943

DAILY

disclosed

*

*

* WAF*

Ochs
Drive-

iw

V ednesday, October
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13,

11
DAILY;

30 Deadline on

iov.

109 Negotiations

"The North Star"
Anne

with

al

The Screen
Employes

Office

Local

109,

OPWA,

has set Nov. 30 as the
eadline for the negotiation of a
.^classification schedule for "white
^ftrs" employed at the Loew's
Oth-Fox, RKO Radio and Columbia
•ome offices and the Columbia exhange here, it was learned on Monliiy.
If no agreement is reached by
hen, the matter will be submitted
the Regional War Labor Board

•

.i

determination.

for

The job-rating plan

is

or by the union as a

being fought

means

wage adjustments

aining

of ob-

to

help

aim white collarites meet the higher
•ost

rear

of living.

The SOPEG's two-

contracts with the

companies

re-opened on wages in accord-unce with a clause permitting such
iiction at the end of the first year.
The year was up on July 28.
j>vere

5125.000 Metro
for Year's Best

M-G-M

will

Awards
Book

make an annual award

!>f $100,000,
plus an additional royalty of 20 cents on each copy above
60,000 sold, for the "best book of
he year."
In addition, the pubisher of the book will receive $25,Film rights to the book will
000.

?o to

Dana
Huston

Baxter,

and Profession-

Guild,

M-G-M.

HIGHLY DRAMATIC TALE OF RUSSIAN
RESISTANCE TO THE NAZIS SHOULD
PROVE A HEAVY GROSSER.
It has taken Sam Goldwy-n to crash through
with

the

first

film

from

the

Hollywood

the impact of the war
on the Soviet civilian population. The producer, aided by William Cameron Menzies,
studios

treat of

to

"A Scream

the Dark"
"Scandal for the Bride"
in

the

mystery

the villagers battle the invaders. The hardest
heart will not fail to soften at the sight
of the innocents who become victims of the

Before the picture ends, three other persons are murdered
in
the heme, with McVey finally being
disclosed as the slayer..
CAST: Helen Parrish, Dick Purcell, Tim
Ryan, Frank
Faylen,
John
Duncan, Jon

Nazi

Perhaps

ideology.

the

most touching

the blinding of a young
(Farley Granger).
This episode is

of all the tragedies

guerrilla

is

poignant because

it

involves

a

deathless romantic association between the

youth and

a lovely girl

(Anne Baxter). Other

peace and happiness to show off
Nazi deeds that follow in a harsher

idyllic

the
light,

could

be

deeply

cut

to

the

film's

please
It

with

Beaudine,

attorney, Cyril

Parsons

Lindsley

supplying

Ring.

Thirteen years elapse, and Helen Parrish,
following

instructions,

grandfather's
deserted,

fcllowed

Dick

to

by

comes

to

her

late

home, which is supportedly
open the envelope.
She is
Ring.
Ring is murdered, and

Purcell,

a

private

detective,

by Paul McVey, one of
investigate the murder.

the

is

hired

relatives,

Gas for Salesmen
They Can Prove Need

whose work stands out are Walter Huston
the local medico, Dean Jagger as the

"B" ration books will be able to retain their former gasoline allotment
of 480 miles a month, if they are able
to prove the extra fuel is needed for
their work. Drivers with "C" books
will also receive an early adjustment,
the Chicago OPA office indicates.

chief, Ann Harding as his wife,
Brennan as an old villager, and
Erich
von Stroheim as a Nazi surgeon
whom Huston kills.
Lewis Milestone's direction creates suspense and excitement. Once he gets into

Walter

never lets the interest subside for a second.
The photography of James Wong Howe is a great
the

action

asset.

the

The

director

special

effects

of

R.

O.

much

Baxter, Dana Andrews, WalHuston Walter Brennan, Ann Harding,
Jane Withers, Farley Granger, Erich von

ter

Stroheim,

Dean Jagger,

Eric

Roberts,

Carl

Benton Reid, Ann Carter, Esther Dale,
Ruth Nelson, Paul Guilfoyle, Martin Kosleck,
Tonio Selwart, Peter Pohlenz, Robert Lowery, Gene O'Donnell, Frank Wilcox, Loudie

ing Monday was called off with the
parties reaching an amicable agreement. The case will be formally dismissed later. By the terms of agreement, the Beverly Theater will get
rights to features seven days after the first play date of the Tower
theater
which
the
complainant
sought.
The house formerly had
this clearance by custom but contracts specified seven days after the
last play date but the custom was
dropped and terms of the contracts
were enforced after the Beverly
dropped out of co-operative Theaters, causing the filing of the case.
Further agreements are that the
Beverly will give up two dish nights
weekly and will continue to have its
admission policy conform to the

Tower's prices. Night prices, which
have always been the key prices,

now

40 cents, the same as at the
despite the inferior run, but
matinee prices have in some instances been a nickel lower and have
:un slightly later in the day.

are

Tower

Clawson Theater filed Saturday
an arbitration case on the same lines
as prematurely reported a month
ago.

To Examine Loew Execs.
In Conn. Anti-Trust Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

in

Extra
If

guerrilla

—

to

The production is loaded with fine performances. The Misses Baxter and Withers,
Andrews and Granger give their best. Others
as

Case

connection with their $5,000,000
Dawson, Paul McVey, Jacqueline Dalya, trust suit pending in the Connecticut Federal Court.
King, Addison
Cyril
Richards, Lloyd
InThe defendants are Loew's, 20thgraham.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Fox, EKO Radio Pictures, ParaAssociate Producer, C. J. Bigelow; Director, mount Film Distributing Corp., ViWill am
Beaudine;
From the Arrmitage tagraph, Inc., Universal Film ExInc.,
Columbia Pictures
Trail novel, "The 13th Guest"; Screenplay, changes,
Charles Marion, Tim Ryan, Arthur Hoerl; Corp. and United Artists Corp. They
Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Editor, Dick are charged with conspiring to prevent the plaintiffs, operators of the
Currier; Art Director, Dave Milton.
DIRECTION Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Pickwick Theater, Greenwich, Conn.,
fiom obtaining timely releases of
Good.
feature films.

benefit.

CAST: Anne

billing at

satisfactory

adequate production values.
Helen Parrish, Dick Purcell and Tim
Ryan are featured and do excellent work,
with Ryan furnishing much of the comedy.
Incidentally, Ryan shared screenplay credit
with Charles Marion and Arthur Hoerl.
A farsighted wealthy grandfather, Lloyd
Ingraham, who has no love for his grasping
relatives, assembles them at his home and
gives his eight-year-old grand-daughter an
important envelope, which is not to be
opened by her until her 21st birthday. Also attending the gathering is Ingraham's

to the film's realism.

— Current

program offering
and thriller
has been ably directed by William

very

and love and hate.
Under his supervision
"The North Star" emerges as a throbbing,
vital, searing document of Nazi villainy and
Russian heroism not often matched on the
screen. Here indeed is drama, vivid and uncompromising, drama that will move audience deeply and stir them to renewed abhorrence of the ways of Hitler.
Lillian Hellman has devised a strong and
eloquent screenplay in her attempt to show
how a Russian border village meets the challenge of Nazi brute force. The village is the
first to feel the fury of the Nazi temper.
As the invaders approach, the inhabitants set
fire to the village, the menfolk taking to the
fields and the hills, from there launching
guerrilla warfare against the enemy.
In
defense of their land they show themselves as
pitiless and as determined as the foe, making
up in heart what they lack in arms.
Many tragic scenes crowd the script as

Binger and Clarence Slifer contribute

Harrisburg, Pa.
the Rio Theater:

This
fans.

of

Short, Short Story,

ENCE.

with the subject, which he has
spread on a broad canvas of life and death

effectively

i

4-1).

61 Mins.

MURDER MELODRAMA SHOULD PLEASE
THE MYSTERY AND THRILLER AUDI-

should

designated board of ex- tragic highlights are the deaths of Jane
perts and the plan will be put into Withers, girl guerrilla, and Dana Andrews,
Spiing.
It was empha- an aviator who meets his end when he dey effect next
sized that the contest is not open to liberately crashes his plane into an armored
:he public, as only those manuscripts enemy column.
The film's one noticeable fault is that it
accepted by grade "A" publishing
.louses will be eligible to partici- takes too long setting the stage. Much of
the early footage, which establishes a mood
pate.

Broadcasting of the World Series
*ames had a direct effect on matiiee business in motion picture theaters, it was reported yesterday by
5ome distribution executives.
In
Pittsburgh, matinee attendance dropped off 60 per cent during the run
of the championship games.
St.
Louis had a similar drop, while
scattered reports indicate that matinee business was off 10 to 25 per
:ent.
(P.S.— The Yanks took yes:erday's game, 2-0, and the series,

Monogram

associate producer, has dealt handsomely and

specially

World Series Broadcasts
Cut Into Matinee "Takes'

Tim Ryan

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!)

Files

The Beverly Theater
which was scheduled for hear-

Detroit
case,

with Helen Parrish, Dick Purcell and

105 Mins.

Beverly Wins Cut;

(lawson

"The Mystery of the
13th Guest"

Andrews, Walter

RKO-Goldwyn

particularly

The winning book of the Award
»f the Year will be selected by a

mms

reviews of new

Chicago

— Film

salesmen who have

Upstill

Takes the Pine

—

Long

Pine, Neb.
Eugene Upstill
over the Pine Theater
from a group of local business men.
The Pine has been in use only occasionally of late but Upstill plans to
run it regularly.

has

taken

IN

NEW POSTS

Lynn Winthrop, Charles Bates.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Goldwyn; JACKSON PARKS, personal press rep., Mary
Pickford, Hollywood.
Asscciate Producer, William Cameron MenMERLE MARKS, manager, Tivoli, Aurora, III.
zies;
Director,
Lewis Milestone; ScreenEDWARD DRUNDLACH, manager, Luna, Kanakaplay, Lillian Hellman; Based on story by
kes, III.
Lilian Hellman; Cameraman, James Wong
CEORCE BILSON,
Claar,

Howe; Art

Perry Ferguson; Film
Mandell;
Decorator,
Set
Howard Bristol; Dances, David Lichine;
Sound, Fred Lau; Special Effects, R. 0.
Binger, Clarence Slifer; Music, Aaron Copland; Lyrics, Ira Gershwin.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Editor,

Fine.

Director,

Daniel

assistant

to

assistant

manager,

Sig

Rogell,

RKO,

Hollywood.

CECIL RUDNICK,

NSS,

Bos-

ton.

MALCOLM

SMITH,

staff,

Colonial,

Haverill,

Mass.

MILTON LAWRENCE,

staff,

Colonial,

Haverill,

Universal,

Cincin-

Mass.

DOUGLAS
nati.

PECK,

booker,

:
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survey conducted by Dr. Leo Handel for Metro,

so the

National

\

28th, Motion Picture

\

proved that ^Trailers are responsible for 16.4 per

/

A

cent draw; attractive theatre fronts, 3.6 per cent/
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ADNISH TAX RUIN TO SMAUHOUSES
Report Film Rentals Show 30% Gain in Year
o Recession Expected
Near Term, Says
tandard & Poor's Report

ASK CUBAN AMUSEMENT TAX REPEAL

>ver the

Havana

to

Film rentals, moving steadily upard, are now estimated to be aproximately 30 per cent higher than
st year by Standard & Poor's cursnt analysis of the motion picture
dustry, just released.
"Box-office prosperity and concenation on better quality pictures
re mainly responsible for this up-

and while further important

•end

(Continued on Page 10)

By MARY LOUISE BLANCO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Havana (By Air Mail

Reconversion
Oil Heat is Refused

'o

—A

— Passed

by

The

committee

committee,

comprising

Er-

(Continued on Page 10)

to

Get Duals

Philly Allied

Despite Fewer Films

—

Sydney (By Air Mail Passed by
Censor) Reports from Hollywood
that fewer pictures,
particularly
secondary product, will be available
for theaters are causing some discussion among exhibitors here but
most agree that even a dearth of
U. S. product will not affect the

—

Raps

Washington

H.

OLDER

THE FILM DAILY

—Many

theaters

would be faced with the necessity of closing if the Treasury's
demand for a 30 per cent admissions
tax were granted, The House Ways

and Means Committee was told yesterday by Abram F. Myers, national
Allied chairman, MPTOA head Ed L.
Kuykendall, and William F. Crockett
of the Virginia MPTO. These three
appeared to represent exhibitors,

To Complete Decree

'Unnecessary' Shorts

—

i

j

I

i

Philadelphia
Allied of Eastern
Pennsylvania, at a Columbus Day
meeting unanimously went on record as advocating that production
of unnecessary shorts be discontinued immediately.
This would not
include Government shorts, which
Allied backs 100 per cent.
The unit declares its survey shows

—

(Continued on Page 11)

ANDREW

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 6)

New Haven Exhibitors who conerted from oil to coal here last winir, are as everywhere, feeling the
inch of coal shortage now.
Peti-

Proposed Levy
To House Committee
By

nesto P. Smith, President Edelberto
de Carrera of the National Union of
Exhibitors, Jose Valcarce of the
Valca:ce circuit and Dr. Jorge Casuso, counsel for the American distributing companies he:e, told Montoulieu that the tax, adopted early
this year as one of the special imposts to meet national defense expenditures,
did
not .provide any

of Havana
exhibitors has petitioned the Minister of the Treasury, Eduardo Montoulieu, for repeal of the amusement
tax on the grounds that it is prejudicial to both theater men and to
filmgoers.

Censor)

ommerrial Ad Field Aussies

'heaters'

of Exhib. Units

Protest

Washington Bureau of

ATSE InTonfrol of

Projection in the commercial adertising field has been brought
illy under the sole jurisdiction of
ae IATSE, it was learned yesteray. This development is the result
f a persistent and determined drive
(Continued on Page 6)

Committee Declares Levy Prejtidicial
Both Theater Men and Filmgoers

Exhibitors'

Heads

(Continued on Page 11)

Martin Dies

Maybe

Coast;
Another Inquiry
to

SAG
As

Files

Wage Demands

Changes Draft Today
The five consenting companies'
proposals for changes in the New
York consent decree are expected to
be completed today for presentation
to Tom C. Clark, Assistant Attorney
General, tomorrow in New York.
Company attorneys have been pre(Continued on Page 10)

Chicago Film Executives
Called in Extortion Case

Arbitration Preliminary

—

Chicago A number of important
THE FILM DAILY West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY film executives have been subpoenaed here to testify for the GovernWashington Possibility of a new
Hollywood Screen Actors Guild
ment in -the New York trial of the
industry investigation was scented has filed with
the major producers
(Continued on Page 10)
yesterday with the disclosure that a set of demands for
wage increases
Washington Bureau of

—

Rochester Downtown
Theaters Up Prices

Rep. Martin Dies, D., Texas,

—A

new price raise has
become effective at downtown houses
Rochester

here.

The RKO Palace has gone to 55
cents on week-ends, and 50 cents
on week nights.
Loew's Rochester
50 cents on the week-ends,
40 and 50 cents during the week.
The Regent, carryover house for

—

is

leav-

(Continued on Page 11)

for extras, day players, stunt

men

(Continued on Page 6)

"War Worker" Shows a Flop
//

Forgotten

Men"

Forget to Attend

in Detroit

at

is

the

adopts the Palace price
scale,
while the Century, in the
pool with Palace is at the Loew's
Palace,

price setup.

Meanwhile,

Max

Fogel has upped
the night prices at the Webster, a
neighborhood, to 30 cents.

FWTBT

In Switch to
Continuous at Rivoli
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" starts
tomorrow on a continuous performance policy at the Broadway Rivoli
after 14 weeks at reserved seats and
two shows a day. Charles Reagan,
Paramount's assistant general sales
(Continued on Page 11)

By HAVILAND

F.

REEVES

FILM DAILY Staff

Correspondent
Detroit Detroit war workers are
unlikely to get many special hour
shows, as a result of a combination
of several factors. Latest most ambitious
experiment,
of
morning
shows, has been tried and proved
unsuccessful by a major circuit, and

—

(Continued on Page 11)

Tenn. Valley Exhihs.
Curtail Power Use

—

Tenn. Theater operathroughout the Tennessee Valley
area are being asked to voluntarily
co-operate in the following program
to reduce use of electric current:
Knoxville,

tors

(1)

Cut

of

all

outside lighted signs

and other outside lighting.
(2) Reduce window lighting by 50 per cent
by reducing number or size of bulbs
(3)
Eliminate as much in-

used.
side

lighting as possible,
(4)
to turn off all behind-the-screen

storeroom

lights

when not

in

and
and

use.

w

Thursday, October 14, 1943
DAILY

Ampa's Heroes' Salute
Deferred to Next Month

COmiDG MID G0IHG

Because a number of film compa
and Ampa directors have beer

nies
lOCents
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Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order.
Address all communications
to
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
_

ANN SHERIDAN,

following a

WINNIE SHEEHAN,
Sherry

the

at

ROBERT

HOLLYWOOD, 28,
Hollywood

Calif.—

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue Mar6425

Wilk,

Blvd.,

HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien.

soulan (12).
Virtudes 214.

BUENOS AIRES— Dr.

Walter

Schuck,

P.

MEXICO CITY—
de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, MexD. F.

Casillo
ico,

Coast,

the

is

of radio
route to the

Coast.

SAMUEL COLDWYN

at the Waldorf-Astoria

from the Coast.

ARTHUR

S.

JR.,

manager
back to

Warners'
en route

Montevideo, Uruguay, is
South America from New York.

KATE SMITH

arrived

O.

from

the

Coast,

is

PARSONS

is

stopping at the Wal-

MARGARET ETTINCER

has checked

in

at the

OSSERMAN
New York where

leaves
Chicago Saturday
he will prepare for his as-

JACK
for

signment to South America for RKO.
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Salt Lake City Shakes Off
Effects of Polio Epidemic
Business in the Salt Lake City
territory is slowly climbing back to
normal after having been affected
seriously by the infantile paralysis
reports from that area
Glosses are showing a slight
Polio
increase over a month ago.
outbreak caused attendance to drop
over
a
seven-week
considerably
epidemic,

say.

period.

B & K Pays a Dollar
Chicago— B & K declared
mon stock dividend for the
Paramount
stock.

novelist,

has

'Sliding Scale" Dinner
J. Allied Nov. 4

Net
High

CLOETE,

By N.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

$1 comquarter.
owns 99 per cent of the

New York

in

is

tomorrow.

Monday.

office on

yesterday

left

JULES LEVEY
this week.

due

is

tour

of

all

Coast

the

leaves next

week on

a

PRC exchanges.

SMAKWITZ,

A.

zone manager for Warner

and

from

here

Albany
town.

assistant

Bros.,

in

is

HUNT STROMBERC

MRS.

are

ROSS SISTERS, now at the Diamond
return this week to Hollywood

shoe,

ALEXANDER

goes

week

to confer with W.
Velez for their possible

Lupe

I

at

October 22 will be held, as scheduled
Jack Kopf stein, in charge of the affair, will again meet with his com-

The discussion wil
mittee Friday.
revolve around ticket sales, the response of which is gratifying tc
Ampa, with practically every majoi
company responding with block purchases.

Horse-

add

to

NEW YORK

Coast
and
appearance in
to
C.

relief show plannec
Paramount on midnight oi

for the

M-G-M's "Pretty Baby."

COHEN

H.

t

However, the

president of RKO-Parhe,
Mexico City on company

for

unable to contact several heroes being sought to attend Ampa's "Salutt
to the Heroes of the Motion Picture
Industry," the luncheon schedulec
for Oct. 21 at the Astor Hotel haf
been postponed, with indications il
will be held sometime next moj
Vincent Trotta, president, stated
terday.

the

THEATERS

Fields

"The Nine O'clock Show."

Waldorf-Astoria.

Hollywood.

.

to his

in

FREDERICK ULLMAN,

next

completed
work on the screen treatment of Paramount's
"Curacao," and has returned to New York from

i (Wednesday, October 13)

He returns

another number for

dorf-Astoria.

STUART

FINANCIAL

and

MR.

Waldorf-Astoria.

LOUELLA

Columbus

today

the Waldorf.

goes to Ottawa Oct. 18.

EDGAR BERCEN,
at the

RKO zone manager

Cleveland

CHARLES
ABELES,

engagement

for an

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN will start an engagement
at the Loew's Capitol in Washington today.

ARTHUR CREENBLATT
is

the motion
the AAA, is

business.

D. HUSSEY, Universale new director
cover key cities en
activities,
will

in

Representatives:

from

here
Netherland.

of

for

town

in

SOL SCHWARTZ,

IRENE MANNING, is stopping over in Texas
on her way East and arrives in New York over
the coming week-end.

THE

Ralph

Coast

is

charge

in

tribunals

the Capitol starting today.

at

two-week vaca-

tion in New York, leaves Sunday for the
to appear in "The Animal Kingdom."

LENA HORNE

divi-

sion manager, will visit St. Louis next week.

MURPHY,

JAMES

picture arbitration
in Atlanta.

MORT SINGER
the

has

arrived

in

Chicago

from

Coast.

SONJA HENIE
new

ice

is

in

Chicago to rehearse her

show.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

ROY ROGERS

goes

to

the opening of "Man
there at the Fox.

St.

from

Louis

Music

ERIC KNICHT'S Beloved Novel

Nov.

4 for
Mountain"

No Criticism of Film Biz
Intended, Says Jack Benny

At a luncheon in "21" Club yesterday,
hosted by the National
Allied's
Jersey
be
Broadcasting Co., Jack Benny asFall "sliding scale" dinner at Harry
serted that he didn't want the imHecht's restaurant at Passaic on pression to exist that he had critiThe term cized the motion picture business
the evening of Nov. 4.
"sliding scale" is used to indicate in the statements he made at a press
interview here on Sept. 29, followthat the price of the affair will deing his return from a tour of North
pend on the kind of meat Hecht can Africa, the Mediterranean, and Midobtain.
dle East war theaters. At the press
The New Jersey unit held a mem- confab, Benny voiced the criticism
that most of the film entertainment
bership meeting at its New York
offered at the Army posts in the
headquarters on Monday when the areas in which he appeared conorganization appointed Abram F. sisted of well-aged product.
The
Myers to represent it at the tax comedian is apparently amending
Irving this to apply
hearings in Washington.
to some remote spots
Dollinger reported on the Eastern as exceptions.
regional conference held in New
Haven last week.
Harry Lowen20-Fox Sending
stein presided at the local parley.

"LASSIE

COME HOME"

RODDY McDOWALL—DONALD CRISP
AN M-G-M PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR
Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stage Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

All branches of the industry will

invited

to

New

To Sales Post

Remanded Clearance Case
In N. O.

Again Dismissed

Clearance complaint filed by Anthony Denharder, operator of the
Peacock
Theater,
New Orleans,
which had been remanded back to
arbitration by the appeal board due
to technicalities in the decree, has
been dismissed by the arbitrator who
heard the remanded proceedings.
Complainant had charged that
RKO formerly had sold product to
the Peacock for 60 days after firstrun and that since 1935 RKO had
demanded 60 days after the Rivoli
which, in turn, played 60 days after
first-run.

McManus
in Panama

Twentieth-Fox has promoted Elliott McManus from salesman for a
portion of New Jersey and upstate

New York

to assistant

Panama. McManus

manager

in

slated to leave
in a couple of

is

new post
weeks. He will be succeeded by Joe
for

his

Rosen and John Fernicola, the forselling New Jersey and the latRosen has
ter upstate New York.
been a salesman at the Boston
branch, while Fernicola is on the
New York sales staff.

MARY

FRANCHOT

DICK

MARTIN

TONE

POWELL

•

"TRUE TO
The INK SPOTS

PERSON
•
Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT

times square

IN

*

SONJA HENIE

OAKIE

36'""~

-

ROMERO

f'
PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

•

K. Kelley

Dead

Derry, N. H.— Alden G. Kelley, 77,
theater owner here for a number of
years, is dead.

LANDIS

WOODY HERMAN .SS,
"h Ave.
D ^\

VV
KWW

23333

& 50th St.

p'WAY &
47th

St.

THE |APS ARE WORSE THAN KILLERS!

"BEHIND THE
RISING SUN"

mer

Alden

VICTOR

MOORE
LIFE"
•

l.Tw°s

STATE

ON SCREEN

"MY KINGDOM
FOR A COOK"
CHAS. COBURN

MARGUERITE
CHURCHILL

LIFE-LINE!
"The name Metro -Goldwyrv
Mayer means more in the
motion picture business
than any other

single

name."

Quoted from
September 27th
"

Magazine,
in

a

sixteen

issue

page section

of

entitled

Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer, the Biggest Movie-

Making Machine." When
out to

tell

Life

Magazine

set

the nation about the movies,

it

FOR INSTANCE!
M-G-M's "LASSIE COME
HOME'' is doing "Random
Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver"
business in

its

Radio City Music

naturally selected the

M-G-M

the nation sets out to see

Hall World Premiere. It's another
Life-line picture in M-G-M's

Studios!

a movie, they select—

M-G-M

"12 Toppers" added to such hits
as "Best Foot Forward", "Salute

To The Marines", "Swing Shift
Maisie","Girl Crazy", "I

Dood

It",

"Whistling In Brooklyn" and more!

Hold

tight to that

M-G-M

Life-line of the screen!

Life-line!
Let's

All Give!

National

When

War Fund—Which

Gives

To

All!

WIS A

NAN WYNN
MICHAEL DUANE
Larry Parks- Lynn Merrick
Original Screen Play by

Directed by

A

CHARLES BARTON

•

•

Bob Haymes

Monte Brice

Produced by IRVING BRISKIN

COLUMBIA PICTURE

1.5

s«

r

<<<z

o^:#^V
\W\

^^w

r\#

<*
LET'S ALL GIVE

TO THE NATIONAL WAR FUND

WHICH GIVES TO ALL!

_.
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IATSE In Control of

Mayer Again Heads

Commercial Ad

Highest Paid

List of

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

it is

(Continued from Page

THE FILM DAILY

Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president in charge of production of Loew's, Inc., again drew the
highest income of any one man in
the country in 1941, according to the
list of high-salaried people released
by the Treasury Department. This
is the fifth time Mayer has topped
His salary
such a Treasury list.
plus bonuses for 1941 totalled $949,765 which is $245,340 more than he
received in 1940. After paying taxes,
however, he had left but $131,800,

•

•

•

many

There are so darn

of

Abbott and Costello were second

John Boles,

Kenny Baker, Mary

Martin,

Jan Kiepura, Helen Hayes, Linda Watkins,

Claudette
ceived $324,130.28.
bert's income for 20 months'
was $390,000.

which has

Col-

etc

etc.,

Just

keep the

to

lyrics

% Films
Ind. — The 17th an-

Income Tax on

nual convention of the ATOI will
be held Oct. 26 in the Indianapolis
Athletic Club here.
In keeping with the times, it will
be strictly on a war basis, touchingonly topics which are of prime imterest to exhibitors. These include:
The proposed 30 per cent admission
tax; the Federalization of Social
Secuiity; the gross income tax on
percentage pictures; increased film
rentals, widely discussed but yet undecided, the result of blocks-of-five
buying and their relationship to
soaring distributor profits.

Board of Directors will be elected.
One-day convention will terminate
with the annual banquet in the evening and a Halloween Party.

ball

celluloid

and music by Howard

9

a'rolling
to

Berle,

on thhe stage,

T

(Continued from Page 1)

Radio

a 100-Minute

bitor,

not

is

ciarion-ing that Philadelphia pic stands

only

drive there to collect old clothing for Russian

lite

War

is

I

guard

it

have only one vest

lue

exclusively against the

common

the

sticks

point we have had

is

He

an interesting newspaperman

tells

to

But now against

When The Exhibitor's managing
human journalism (and doesn't try to

Miller

the milk of

to

Up to this
common moth

creme-de-la-Kremlin by making us give Uncle Joe our only
us

at

editor

be the

vest),

length

of

he
the

Love to
under spon-

swell luncheon tendered t'other day in the City of Brotherly

Lou Formato,

Charles Beilan, of Warners, and

of Metro,

sorship of Motion Picture Associates

More'n 200 attended the
which both Charley and Lou received gifts
On
Nov. 8, also under Motion Pictures Associates' auspices, a dinner will
be given in honor of Salem Applegate, Universal's new district manager,
Br'r Applegate was formerly
in Philly's swanky Warwick at 7 p.m
Metro's sales manager in the Philly sector

festivities,

•

•

•

ACE news

Sun"
and James

the Rising

the

at

R.

and

commentators, international notables,

RKO

Young,

its

And

appearances

sonal

in

Palace

of

RKO

night ...... Margo,

last

author and technical director,
Publicity

the

at

Club

in-

Radio's "Behind

of

the

film

made

per-

New

York's

the

20th-Fox's "Jane Eyre"
Teller,

o'er

has grabbed a

on the Avenue

flock

of

windows

in

snooty

Designs are by Nettie Rosen-

were Herb (UA) Berg, Al (Paramount) Finestone, Bob
and Al (FD) Steen
Two minutes later. Editor Bahn's

bull-strength

Tolls,"

was knee-deep
"Corvette

in

K-225,"

"Johnny Come Lately," "For
et

al.

.

.

.

Whom

the

• Kay Brown, Samuel

Bell

Gold-

wyn's story editor, and J. H. Del Bondio will jointly produce "Suds in
Your Eye" for the N. Y. stage
Jane Darwell has been mentioned
for one of leading roles in the Jack Kirkland play- ....
Pert

T

Kelton

Gardner

•

•

•

that with

nine

cerned with raw stock restriction.*
which hold prints to a maximum of
eight per feature and the difficulties
of
war-time transportation over
such a wide territory with so few
prints.
Australians, used to simultaneous release of pictures, will
soon be forced to wait their turn
for new entertainment.

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

SAG
As

Files

Wage

Demands

Arbitration Preliminary
(Continued from Page

1)

Filing

of

mands

Belmont Plaza Hotel, the Margo-Young combo
will feature the program, with Eric Blore as master of ceremonies.

luncheon today

office

men agree

distributors operating here, including the popular British outfits, it
will be the unwary few exhibitors
who will not be able to get enough
pictures to refuse their audience
the expected two-film program. A
backlog of Hollywood and British
precludes any shortage of film fare
for at least a year.
Local film men are more con-

and stock players.

T

dustry big-wigs attended the local premiere

star,

estab-

at

T

and

Cyril

Theater

aid

will

Relief, but

long

populace's

lished love of dual bills.

spreading the rumor that Phil M. Daily will contribute his vest

("U") Wile,

Gish

Australian

Herbert M. Miller, managing editor of The Exhi-

•

...

retailers".

stein
It's marvelous promotion for a ditto pic. ...
• There was
an entirely unscheduled meeting yesterday of Box Office Alumni in
Editor Bahn's sanctorum
Pushing through the portal by coincidence

Hume

Aussies Will Get Duals
Despite Fewer Pictures

star in '"Jackpot,"

Program: Dale-Lined Washington, D. C, Oct. 12 (Special to the New
York Times) is this
"A 100-minute film study of the problems
of retail selling and distribution received its first public showing here
today with the aim
to prove the advantage of radio advertising to

•

Lillian

members

Eggerth,

Milton

Field,

FILE under Why Didn't They Use

•

•

Bonwit

Benita

source of employment for its
after the war, what with
the tremendous advances being made
by visual education in this country.
tive

and Vernon Duke

Dietz

T

T

Admittedly

Consider Gross

Betty

Allan Jones has been signed by Vinton Freedley

work

Year's pay checks of other prominent film stars were: Cary Grant,
$352,562; Charles Bover, $350,000;
Jeanette MacDonald, $300,000; Bing
Crosby, $300,000; Gary Cooper, $299,127.84; Bob Hope, $294,166; Jack
Benny, $250,000; Bette Davis, $252,333; Ginger Rogers, $355,000 (being
ninth in the list of the 10 highestpaid Hollywoodites.)

Indianapolis,

sketchi-

Merman, Ralph

Nolan, Marta

Doris

in high salaries for the film industry, having received $588,423; Nicholas M. Schenck was third with
$425,366; Edward J. Mannix re-

to

The

literally scent the celluloid

Betty Bruce, Jed Prouty, Ethel

will reveal

lists

the local legit

to

Bellamy, Elisabeth Bergner, Victor Jory, Willie Howard, Leo G. Carroll,

estimated.

ATOI

on the up-'n-up, studios

is

thespians with screen experience hereabouts

can almost

that audiences
est

Hollywood

IF talent shortage in

sending out raiding parties and patrols

try

1)

by the alliance to open new avenue:
of employment for its members. The
IA has won domination of the field
by successfully negotiating agreements with several of the bigart
portable
advertW |
commercial
companies, it is understood.
The IA has long been active trying to line up the commercial advertising field, which is regarded by
the alliance as holding promise of
developing into an extremely lucra-

T
Riding The Typewriter Carriage:
might

Field

de

constitutes the first step in
arbitration scheduled to be held un
der auspices of American arbitration association.
Highlights of demands include increasing minimum daily rate for extra players from $10.50 to $12.75;
increasing daily rate for stand-ins to
$12.75; reclassifying work performed by extras who are employed to
dance, ice skate or swim from it?
present $13.75 rate to constitute
p' ofessional extra work for which
minimum daily rate shall be $16.50.

mm. Equipment for
O'Heam Neb. House
Blue
Neb. — Jimmie

I6

Springs,

0'

Hearn, who has been operating an
outdoor house in Hanford, Wash.,
has taken over the Rainbo here and
will reopen en Oct. 22 with 16 mm.
equipment.

*R*AffST

From super- soup
let

r»I«i«

M_f

r
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Rentals

To Complete Decree

Changes Draft Today

No

Up 30%

Recession Seen by Standard
(Continued f

gains will be difficult to achieve,
(Continued from Page 1)
paiing a draft which is to include no recession is expected over the
the extent to which the consenting near term," the analysis declares.
"Moreover, while individual prodistributors are willing to go in correcting the abuses alleged by ex- ductions are receiving more expentreatment, reduced shooting
hibitors in operating under the de- sive

dm

Page

in Year

Ask Repeal

&

Amusement Tax

Poor's

Clark

is

together
holdover

extension
with
of
the
policy for first-run pictures, will largely offset rising costs.
Integrated organizations that have

la: ge excess profits tax exemptions
are the best situated, but all companies in the group will experience
a high level of earnings.
Improved
finances throughout the industry,
aided by the receipt of frozen British funds last year, suggest more
liberal dividend disbursements."
With leference to theater attendance, the analysis says:

Case

Campaign

Approve

Showing

—

Healy,
Ralph
Capone
(brother of Al Capone), Anthony
Gioe, Dr. Charles Papp, Norman Nelson (William Bioff's brother-in-law)
and Mildred Harris.

Stephen

Peskay Elected V.-P.
Of Bogeaus Production

Canadian Navy

is

co-operating ex- through the

Originally

tensively in the premieres.

The Canadian premiere will be
marked by the appearance of Kate
Smith who will broadcast from Ottawa on Oct. 19 and 20, along with
Randolph Scott, star of the picture,
and Richard Rosson, its director.
The Navy League of Canada will

confer a special "Award for Serof THE FILM DAILY vice" medal on Rosson.
High CanHollywood Edward J. Peskay has adian officials, including Prime Minbeen elected vice-president of Bene- ister MacKenzie King, Naval Mindict Bogeaus Productions. He will ister Angus MacDonald, U. S. Amhave offices in New York and will bassador Ray Atherton and others
work on world-wide distribution and will attend the premiere.
West Coast Bureau

—

exploitation on all Bogeaus motion
picture productions first of which
is "The Bridge of San Luis Rey."

WEDD1DG BELLS
West Coast Bureau
Beverly Hills

of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Walter Slezak and
Johanna van Rijn were married here.

—

Des Moines, la. Velma Bixler,
secretary to manager Harry Warren of Cential States Theater Corp.,
for the last four years, will be married to Capt. Kenneth Alley in St.
Capt. Alley is staLouis, Oct. 17.
tioned at Fort Leonard

Wood.

Officers

of

the Corvette

Villa de

key city openings timed to the premiere.
Radio spot announcements also will be employed nationally.

Halperin

Rest in South
Hal Halperin, discharged

to

—

WAC.
made

as

a recruiting

film for the Seabees' construction
battalions, the picture proved to be
so interesting to Navy authorities
that they changed their plans somewhat and turned out a straight infor-

Chicago
from St. Luke's hospital, expects to
go South for a long rest.

(Continued from Page

1)

"practical benefits" to the

Govern

ment.
It was pointed out that many the
aters to get around the tax, whic)
calls for five cents on tickets of^£'
cents to 25 per cent on those ii»jll
cess of 70 cents, cut their adHL^
sion to 29 cents, with the resul
that the Government is collecting
the tax only from the three larg
theater circuits in this city, oper

I

Smith, Valcarce and Cai
of the houses being firs
Montoulieu als
and second-runs.
was told that the income of thes
circuits has been greatly affected b
the tax, which also has hurt Amer
can distributing companies, whos
earnings from the important firsl
runs of their product show seriou
ated by
rera,

all

decline.

The tax has greatly reduced attendan
at the city's leading houses, which in son
cases are forced to charge moviegoers
much as 15 cents for the tax. The tax h
reduced rather than increased the trea
ury's collections, it was asserted.
One large Havana theater is now payn
the treasury less money each -week on
regular two per cent gross income tax ai
entertainment tax combined than it former
paid on the two per cent gross alone.
T.
decline in attendance has been so great th
several times this year at least two of t
American distributors seriously consider
holding up release of any new films due
the poor returns.
Theater attendance ef
tomarily drops during the Summer montl
but this Summer's unprecedented poor sho
ings at the box-offices of the top theaU
have been directly attributed to the
tertainment tax, which is one of the m<
unpopular of all the imposts adopted di
ing the past few years in Cuba.
t

<

The commission took advantage of
opportunity to force a closer study of

t
I

war taxes by the government in order
eliminate those unpopular taxes.
Montoulieu asked the exhibitors' comni
to submit a memorandum on their
for consideration by Treasury
ficials, and it is possible that the House v

tee

;

quest

j

consider the matter.

mational picture on the work done J. Wilfred Wagner Dead
this branch of the service.
Milwaukee, Wis. J. Wilfred Wa
It is in black and white and tells
ner, 40, for 12 years manager
the story of a mechanic who joins
the Garden theater in South M^
the Seabees, and pictures the work
waukee, died at his home. The G;
he does as a member of the batden theater was built by his fatb
talion.
It was produced by the BuJohn Wagner, who also establish
reau of Aeronautics Film Unit, in
other theaters on the south side
Anacostia, D. C.

by

—

Milwaukee and

Quebec,

which rammed and sank a U-boat, will attend the American premiere.
Full page newspaper ads and intense radio
coverage will usher in the Criterion debut.
A radio broadcast from the lobby and the
presentation of the three Canadian officers
on the stage will be part of the ceremonies
on Broadway.
A 35-foot float will be exhibited on Times Square, simulating- the
combat bridge of a corvette.
Maurice Bergman said yesterday that the
over-all plans lor the national campaign
call for the use of full page newspaper ads
and intense radio coverage in all important

Cuban

1

schedules will result in well conscheduled to meet with trolled over-all production costs,
the company executives tomorrow
Recent selling in some of the
and it was believed by some yesteramusement shares did not inan
sort
underday that some
of
clude any important liquidation
Clark,
standing may be reached.
by large holders, according to
however, is expected to take some
brokers close to the picture; in
time in studying the proposals befact, there has been some
imfore making a decision.
"Although theater attendance is
portant buying of Warner comIt is reported that the distribustill increasing in most sections of
mon and Loews on the reaction,
tion execs, and Clark are "not too
the country, the rate of gain over
they say, according to the Wall
far apart" on the various proposals
1942 has been narrowing in recent
St. Journal.
for decree changes and all appear to
months, primarily because of the
be optimistic over the results.
Gasosharply
increased
while
playing strong uptrend a year ago.
time of features will reduce amor- line restrictions have hurt attendance somewhat in rural districts
tization charges," it is added.
Chicago Film Executives
Summarizing the current outlook, where adequate means of transporCalled in Extortion
tation are not available.
However,
the analysis finds:
"Notwithstanding wartime oper- the stimulus of large consumer pur(Continued from Page 1)
ating difficulties for both producers chasing power, coupled with a steady
eight defendants charged with ex- and exhibitors, the outlook for the contraction in available spending
torting more than $1,000,000 from motion picture industry is generally outlets, maintained an upward trend
Among them are favoiable.
film companies.
Large public buying in the country as a whole.
James Cos ton, Warner zone man-' power should hold theater attend'The outlook for theater attendMorhere;
Balaban
ager
John
and
ance at peak levels, while higher ance in early future months is
ris Leonard, Balaban & Katz attor- admission prices and film rentals,
bright."
ney, and Jack Kirsch, Illinois AlAlso served with sub- Record "U"
lied head.
Seabees Pix
poenas are the following labor men:
Ralph O'Hara, former union repre- launches "Corvette K-225' For Public
sentative; Thomas Burke, head of
Universal is preparing its biggest Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the janitors' union; Anthony D. AnWashington
OWI approval for
drea, president of the hod carriers' promotion campaign for "Corvette
public showing of the two-reel Navy
K-225"
which
has
dual
premiere
its
union.
film,
"Destination Island X," has
Others who have been called upon ot the Centre Theater, Ottawa, on
been gi anted, it was learned here
to testify are Tom Flannery, White- Oct. 19 and at the Criterion on
Distribution will be
way Electric head, Clyde Weston, Broadway on Oct. 20. The Royal yesterday.
cree.

of

Dunne Heads Production
Unit for

OWI

Overseas

in

Waukesha.

We

v

ner had been ill six months.
Si
viving are his wife, Viola, a daug
ter, Joyce, his mother, and three s
ters.

Phillip Dunne has been appointed
head of the production unit of the

OWI Overseas Motion Picture Bureau by Robe: t Riskin. Dunne formerly was with the CIAA and is a
well

known Hollywood

Reports were current last night
that Riskin himself would leave
shortly on an overseas trip which
might take him to Italy.

Orson Welles

to
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

STORK REPORT!

writer.

—

Detroit
Mr. and Mrs. Josd
Kessler are the parents of a bs ftboy, Joseph Jr.
of the

manager

and mother
Russia?
Mac Krim,
THE FILM DAILY

— Orson

Welles

is

derstood planning a Russian
before going to England.

unvisit

St.

Palm,

Father is fornl:;
Granada Theat

is a sister of
circuit owners.

—

Sol

Louis Ed Thien, owner of
is the father of a son.

—

jrsday,

October

14,

w
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Havana's Theaters

ti

War Worker

nnecessary' Shorts

—

Havana (By Air Mail Passed by
Censor)
All theaters have increased
the admission prices for children.
First-runs
are
now charging 35
cents, up 15 cents; second-runs, 20
cents, up a nickel; subsequents, 15

—

(Continued from Page 1)

a sufficient backlog of
single
feature
for
ises, and that the industry total
Id be cut appreciably, thus savFurtherj^necessary raw stock.
Bn,the unit, in endorsing the con!£<lecree report of National Alindicated that shorts "forcing"
a serious problem in this area,
he unit also went on record as
demning a growing practice here
lind-checking of pictures bought
The body indicated
i flat price.
opposition to the proposed 30
cent federal tax on admissions,
sent its recommendations to AbF. Myers, national general
nsel; discussed the alleged nont there is
even
rts,

cents, up a nickel.

very of certain Columbia pic:s, and paid attention to the high

— Loew's State Theater,
of

(Continued from Page 1)
tions to reconvert to oil, have, however, been denied. In addition to coal
shortage, the inability to obtain janitor service, is complicating the picture.

SPG.

SOPEG Ask Cos.
War Committees

For Joint

The companies have been asked

Harry Wiener, assistant manager, led all
|ers in the nation for War Bond sales
jg the recently concluded drive. Original
was to sell a Bond for every one of
3,300 seats, but when the score was
d, the house had doubled its expecks, having issued 6,427 Bonds for a
of $3,101,425,
and an additional
v6 in stamps.
itroit

'g

—A

strikingly

different

War

way

of

Bonds is being used by United
Theaters in all of its seventeen
,*rs.
During the show, the screen
blank, with just a light on the screen,
voice, on a specially-prepared record,
Is a direct home appeal to the audience,
al is on the line that the screen is
and the city's record in 3ond sales
ank as well until its quota is reached,
unusual use of sound without image

hold meetings with the guilds
"as soon as possible" to put the
proposals into effect.
to

PRC Buy

Fine Arts
Studio Equipment
Hollywood

for

$60,000

— PRC
cash

has

all

the

,

s

this especially

effective.

Empire,

Syra-

AIKEN,

C.

electrical

equipment, sets, flats and other appurtenances of the old Fine Arts
Studio which property the company
recently acquired.

Samuel H. Hadley Dead

—

shows

on

Tuesdays

and

Fiidays

shows.

St.

W.

E.

N.

manager,

Loew's

Broad,

SCOTT, manager, Loew's Orpheum,

Louis.

LODER,

assistant district manager,
Picture Service, Seattle.

U.

Army Motion

ANCELO PETRILLO,

manager,

S.

Swoy-

Roosevelt,

erville, Pa.

HARRY STEVENS,

manager,

Hart, Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.

CURTIS

HOMNICK,

manager,

Strand,

Carlisle,

Pa.

PETER

BEDNICK,

J.

pheum,

ERWIN

assistant
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

PETERSON,

manager,

department,
Theater Supply Co., Chicago.
sales

Or-

Abbot

MAX MANSFIELD, operator, Norwest, Detroit.
For the "Forgotten Men"
ROBERT BUERMELE, booker, Paramount Pictures, Detroit.
The idea was to give the workers

C.
L.
CLAWSON, manager, Rigney, Albany,
on the afternoon shift, going in at
Mo.
2 to 4 p.m., a chance to see shows. MARY WEISER, studio
exploitation, Warners,
This was based on the theory that
Hollywood.
"forgotten
men"
the
L.
they were
F. HAZLEWOOD, assistant manager, Perkins,
Harrisonville,
Mo.
and women of industry, as far as
JOHN
HIMMELEIN, sales force, Paramount,
picture hours were concerned, since
St. Louis.
they could see neither afternoon nor
EDDIE YARBROUCH, 20th-Fox exploitation, San
evening shows, because of their
Francisco.
working hours, and are too tired af- CLIFF GILL, 20th-Fox studio exploitation, Hollywood.
ter the shift to go out and see a late

—

night or all-night show usually.
Midnight shift workers in this war town
are usually working' a schedule that enables
them to take in a matinee or early evening
show before work, and men working on unusual shifts have usually been catered to
by the all-night houses, but it was these
afternoon workers that were generally forgotten in all theater hour planning.
Idea was off to just a fair start, with
about 400 patrons the first week at each

This was found to dwindle gradually
to the point where it barely paid the expenses of operation, particularly in view of
the difficulties of getting help and arranging
for extra long hours for theater staffs. Result was the decision of UDT to drop the
shows permanently, rather than extend them
to other houses in the city as had been considered if they proved successful at the

show.

Martin Dies to Coast;
Maybe Another Inquiry
(Continued from Page

1)

ing for Hollywood by air on Oct. 28.
Dies was cagey when queried. He
said that he "could not truthfully
deny" that his visit was in connection with the film industry.
Capital observers speculated as to
the possibility that Dies might study
OWI operations in Hollywood.

Ramona.
Midnight Premieres Off

The Recognized

The midnight premieres which the Fox
house in town, tried for
war workers on Thursday nights, showing
first-run
films
the morning before
they
regularly
were scheduled to open, have
They proved to be acalso been dropped.
tually patronized as much by youngsters
as by older war workers, and the hoodlumism problem became too serious.
Incidents were reported of such a nature as
hoodlums tossing beer bottles out of the
balcony, endangering patrons below, as well
as damage to seats and other parts of the
house, and the shows were abandoned.
Result is that special hour shows for war
workers are practically nil in this town, although there has been a minor move toward
later show hours at many houses.
Theater,

Standard
Reference

largest

Book

of the

Motion Picture Industry

purchased

'it

i

operators in the territory, tried out HUBERT

'

through

manager,

O.

Idea was
at 9:45 a.m.
worked out in close co-operation
with local war plants in this neighborhood house. Time and days were
arranged to suit the factory convenience. Executives of the plants and
of employe organizations were back
of the move, and some employe
groups, such as girls' clubs and
others, were sponsoring some of the

Refused

the unions co-operate in developing
plans that will guarantee maximum success for the National War
Fund and the Labor War Chest and
so secure maximum funds for the
vital war agencies served by these
organizations."

Howard Burkhardt, manager,

acting

cuse.

morning

is

•

afforts

JOHN SHELLY,

1)

experiment, aside JOHN L.
NEILL, house manager, Paramount,
from what some wholly independent
Toledo, O.
exhibitor may attempt, is antici- ELMO SCHAUSTEN, manager, State, Toledo,
additional

To Oil Heat

joint resolution calling upon the
companies to unite with the two
/TBT In Switch to
unions in the development of "a
consistent and uniform policy of continuous at Rivoli
operation in the planning and execution of all war drives which shall
(Continued from Page 1)
lager, said yesterday the policy include the professional and white
being revised for the conveni- collar employes of the New York
j
of thousands of war workers film offices" has been adopted by the
had been unable to make reser- executive boards of the Screen Ofand
Professional
Employes
ons. Shows will start at 10 a.m. fice
i
the final performance begin- Guild, Local 109, and the Screen
Publicists Guild of New York, Local
S at 11:20 p.m. daily.
nder the new policy, week-day 114, both affiliated with the UOPWA,
inee prices will be 75 cents in CIO.
Copies of the resolution have been
balcony and $1.10 for orchestras
loges, with evening perform- placed in the hands of Nicholas
is scaled at $1.10 for balcony and Schenck, Loew's; N. Peter Rathvon,
5 for orchestras and loges. Ad- RKO; Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox;
sion prices for Saturdays, Sun- Abraham Schneider, Columbia; Herand holidays will be 99 cents man Robbins, National Screen Ser3
$1.25 for matinees and $1.10 and vice; Herbert J. Yates, Republic; Edward Raftery, United Artists.
5 for evenings.
A second resolution adopted by
ore than 500,000 persons saw
the executive boards of the two
TBT under the former policy.
unions asks that the companies and

Uveland

(Continued from Page
little

Jheaters' Reconversion

A

on the Film Front

manager, Paramount, Syra-

cuse.

pated.

film

...

EDWARD KEARNEY,

Columbus, O.

e of film situation.

WAR SERVICE

Shows Are a Flop

United Detroit Theaters, largest WILLIAM

,

i

NEW POSTS

IN

Tilt 3 uve Scales

Weiss
Of the

is

Named Manager

Proctor's

Newark

Harry Weiss, manager of RKO's
Madison Theater in Brooklyn for the
last 10 years, has been promoted to

Winter Park, Fla. Samuel Hop- manager of Proctor's Newark in
Raymond Hodgson has
kins Hadley, industry veteran, died Newa:k.
here at the age of 65. He was asso- been transferred from the managerciated with the Mutual Motion Pic- ship of the Bushwick in Brooklyn,
ture Corp. and, at one time, business to succeed Weiss at the Madison.
manager for Harry Carey. His life, Harry Padva moves from the Shore
the former Catherine McDonnel, sur- Road, Brooklyn, to replace Hodgson
at the Bushwick.
vives.
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Kuykendall Holds Tax Would Penalize Worker
Go
TO THE COLORS!
12

VV

Myers Alleges

Thursday, October 14,

But Six of Every 13
People in U. S.
to
Movies, Kuykendall Says

Indies'

are Drained off
By Rentals of Pictures

Profits

*

(Continued from Page 1)

having been selected from more than
two dozen who sought permission to

E.

and

testify.

There was

E.

COMMISSIONED

WHITTAKER, USA,

Jenkins,
Atlanta,
lieutenant.

*

manager of Smalley's Stamford Theater, to
technical

formerly with

commissioned

Lucas
a

2nd

HELEN

corporal.

WAC,

THAYER,

the

formerly
Theaters,
Inc.

Smalley

secretary

home

in

office,

to sergeant.

indicate the atpro"moted
titude of the Congressmen as they
LT. HUGH A. MACUIRE, USAAF, formerly oflistened to the exhibitor spokesmen,
fice manager, RKO, New Haven to captain.
but it is known that most of the com- STEVE DEMKO, USAAF, formerly, Capitol, Hazelton, Pa., to sergeant.
mittee is sympathetic to the exhibitors' plight. The case of the exhibi- DONN K. FORKER, USA, formerly chief of service, Century, Chicago, to staff sergeant.
tors will be placed squarely in front
JUNE RICHARDSON, USN, son of H. L. Richof all Congressmen by their own exardson, manager, Smalley's Fort Plain Theahibitor constituents, according to
ter, to 2nd class petty officer.
DONALD
TEFFT, USA, son of Wesley Tefft
associations.
plans of several trade

*

little to

*

*

ARMY

GENE KRAEMER, manager,
sin

*

Wisconsin,

Wiscon-

Rapids, Wis.

FRED KRAVONTKA, Rialto, Waukegan, III.
HAROLD SCHMITS, Washington, Quincy, III.
EDWIN PLANINO, Rialto, Joliet, III.
WALTER KLINGER, Warner foreign publicity
department,

Hollywood.

*"navy
JOHN

M. BUESE, Grand, Alton,

*
III.

Both Myers and Kuykendall made
penses.
the point that Congress does not con-

Only indirectly can it af- hits those least able to pay. (Kuykendall
fect the producers and distributors explained to THE FILM DAILY that the
point was that only six of every 13 people
of the films used by the theaters."
are regular weekly patrons, not that over
50 per cent of the American public stays
Branded With Dollar Mark
away from pix consistently.)
Myers made the same point when
"Why should they be singled out for a
he told the solons that, through no special tax not imposed on other people,

sciously desire to discourage theater
patronage. Relaxation is a necessity
rather than a luxury today, said
Myers, "in addition, the movies more
than any other medium of communication, have carried the Government's fault of independent exhibitors, "the
message to the peoples, have incul- motion picture industry has been
cated the spirit of patriotism, have branded with the dollar mark. We
made clear what the war is about assume that the committee has heard
and why we must win it. For the about the increased net profits of the
Treasury now to support a penalty major producing and distributing
tax on movie attendance is as incon- companies, of the salaries paid to
sistent as for a bill poster to advo- executives and stars, and of the incate the abolishment of billboards. crease in theater attendance in cerIn order for the theaters to do the tain metropolitan areas and war proWhile these facjobs that have been assigned them, duction centers.
to deliver the Government's mes- tors may have a bearing on any prosages, to take up collections, to col- posals relating to adjustments of
lect scrap metal and to sell Bonds, income and excess profits taxes, they
they must have an audience. This is should not affect the consideration
so self-evident that I am confident of this proposal to increase the burthis committee, before placing an den on the theater-going public.
•'The profits of the independent motion
undue burden on theater attendance,
picture theaters are drained off by the
will ponder well the probable conse- producer-distributors in the form of film
quences to the morale of the people rentals."
Myers filed with the committee
and to those features of the war ef- the results of the survey made by Allied.
(See THE FILM DAILY for Oct. 11).
fort to which the theaters are makMyers pointed out also that few admising such a vital contribution."
sions today carry the minimum 10 per cent
admissions levy. When the present law was
Not Pleading Tax Exemption
established, he said calling for one cent on
Kuykendall made it plain that he each 10 cents or fraction thereof "exhibitors had to adjust themselves to it with the
was not pleading for tax exemption least
disturbance to their price structure
for exhibitors, appearing merely to
present "a clear picture of our situation today, so that you will realize
how much of a tax burden theaters
can carry, and there is a limit to
the amount of taxes they (theaters)
can pay and stay in business."

The treasury proposal

so

as to avoid,

as far as possible,

dealing

with pennies, therefore, comparatively few
admissions today are fixed at decimal figure.

The exhibitors who have a

children's matinee for 15 cents could not get more
patrons consider only the net cost to them
as the admission price
and so his admission became 13 cents plus two cents tax,

—

making

a total of 15 cents.

just because they like to so to the movies?" Kuykendall continued.
"Is it fair to
the movie patrons of this country to make
them pay a higher proportion of the cost
of the war and Government than is expected
to be paid by the rest of the population?"
The committee is interested in spreading the
tax burden fairly, and "this tax on amuse-

ments does not accomplish this purpose."
Double Tax in Many States
Kuykendall pointed out also that the Fedtax actually duplicates in many instances state taxes on admissions.
"In a number of states the Federal tax
levied on theater admissions is a double
tax, as the state has already levied a tax
In Mison admissions to movie theaters.
sissippi and Kentucky the state tax is lc
on each 10c or fraction thereof. In Washington state, it was le on each 20c over
20c until recently, when the State law was
replaced by city taxes on theater admissions: in 3 states there is a 3 per cent tax
on theater admissions (Ohio, South Dakota,
and Tennessee) and in 12 States the tax is
2 per cent on admissions (Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,
eral

.

New
and

Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Utah
while 2 states tax admis(Indiana and Mary1 per cent

Wyoming)

sions at
land)."

Small theaters, second-runs and last-runs,
houses and nearly all those catering
the family trade "are not in the war
boom." Kuykendall said, "and a very large
number of them barely make ends meet.
An additional 20 per cent taken out of their
receipt by an increase in the Federal admisrural

to

sion

tax

will

compel

many

of

these

the-

aters to close up and go out of business.
More than 6,000 of these small theaters are
located in towns in which there is only

one motion picture theater. If that theater
goes out of business, the people of that
particular country town no longer have motion picture entertainment."
Both Myers and Kuykendall pointed out
that following the same pattern under which
the tax is now figured, it would invariably
be greater than 30 per cent, since the tax is
levied on each 10 cents of the admission
price.
Tax on a 12 cent admissiton price
would be six cents', or 50 per cent, rather
than four cents, 30 per cent.

excessive
Readjustments Necessary
and may prove disastrous to the inChange in the present price schedules will
require
readjustments
all
down the line.
dust:y, he said. Rising prices mean
"The tax yield at present is certainly very
falling attendance, and "because of high.
It may be that the Government is
this, there is good reason to doubt now enjoying the maximum.
Certainly any
that the tax on admissions is all increase in the tax will affect theater attendance by children, and by those whose
passed on to the public. At least a incomes
have not advanced with the cost
large part of it comes out of the of living. Those are nice, shiny eggs the
Myers For Sales Tax
Treasury
is gathering, and I should think
theater."
of
the
gross sales
If it were a straight 30 per cent tax,
they would not want to doctor the goose Myers added, that would emphasize its charKuykendall stressed the fact that without knowing exactly what the effect will acter as a sales tax. "And we submit," he
this tax does not directly hit Holly- be."
said, "that it is manifestly unjust and unKuykendall made the same point, with scientific to saddle this heavy burden on our
wood. "Please understand," he said,
different
emphasis.
"While the average industry in order to raise a few hundred
"that this is not a tax on the pro- weekly attendance at the 17,000 movie millions when a comparatively small sales
ducers of motion pictures, nor on theaters now operating may be 90,000,000, tax on all industries would raise billions.
Hollywood salaries; it is a tax on the not more than 60,000,000 people go to the There is nothing inherent in motion pictures
In other words, not more than that justifies classifying them, for purposes
motion picture theaters, and the the- movies.
six out of every 13 people in this country of taxation, with those commodities which
ater patrons and on the box office are movie patrons. Every theater operator have traditionally been the subjects of specash receipts of every theater, taken knows that those who go to the movies are cial taxes because it was deemed sound pubworking people, country people and people lic policy to regulate or suppress the traffic
out before any of the gross receipts of moderate
means.
Wealthy people and therein".
can be used by the theater owner for people with very large incomes have other
Kuykendall concluded his remarks with
payroll, film rentals or operating ex- and more expensive diversions.
This tax a strong statement on the war contribution
is

19<

DAILY

of the industry, pointing out that its
feetiveness will be impaired if its audier
out.
"The motion picture industry is
significant position of being one of
industries that has no Government ca^Jf
as a profit," he said.
"Whatever war wc
is being done by us is either done withe)
compensation at all, or done at exact at
as our contribution to the war effort. Ow
6,000 film programs, consisting of a fi|
ture picture and enough short subjects
is

V

provide a show not less than one hour a
one-half long, have been given free of chai
in the last two years to the Army for
overseas, by the motion picture indust
Over 16,000 theaters in the country haj
pledged to the War Activities Committee
the Motion Picture Industry that they a
show war information films provided by t
Government and approved by the comm
tee.
We are proud of our devotion to c
Government and to our country, and I eh
lenge any industry to show more unself
support and co-operation than we have de
onstrated in this business without profit a

without compensation for such war work.;

"The American Bed

Cross,

the USO,

1

War

Savings staff of the Treasury Depa
ment, the United Nations Relief Fund,
National War Fund, the Army-Navy Eme
ne
ency Relief Fund, and many other war agi
cies can testify to the unhesitating co-ope
tion and active support they have reeeit
from the motion picture theaters throughc
the country and the motion picture indus
as a whole.
An excessive tax burden tl
would compel large numbers of theaters
close up and go out of the business can
stroy a considerable part of these activit)
which we believe are important in ev<
town and community throughout the coi
try and which reach those places throw
the organized activities of the motion picti
I

theaters in this country."
The general feeling here is that pix y
not suffer discriminatory tax measures,
ceptance of the Treasury plan is out, witt
general sales tax likely.

Texas Exhibitors Cannot
Stand 30% Tax—Reeve

—

Menard, Tex. Declaring that t
Texas Theater Owners, Inc., dc
not protest the proposed 30 per c€
admission tax with any lack of v
derstanding of "our patriotic dn
to do our part to help win this wa:
Henry Reeve, president, said yt
terday that theaters in his orga:
zation cannot absorb the 30 per ct
of the gross for admission tax uncf
current rising film and operati
costs plus labor difficulties.

Reeve said that the public in t
smaller towns and suburban arc
could pay just so much withc|'
markedly affecting attendance. C
ing the war activities of exhibito
Reeve asserted that "what we
smaller situations, sidetracked fn

'

war

;

E

fianncial benefits, cannot rec<

the Governmental regulatit
of our business through the Depa
J
ment of Justice consent decrl
provenly disastrous to us, on ll
cile is

one hand and this Treasury Depai
ment demand for tremendous tax t
crease on the other."

Max

Fisher

Dead

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM

'DAI

— Max Fisher, song w

violinist and orchestra lead
dead.
He was one of the ea'fj;
motion picture musicians in the silt *
ter,
is

film era.

a

i.

FILE

COPY

DO NOT REMOVE
The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

PL.

NO.

84,

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old

NEW

74

DECREMAY
No

Sees

Eberson

studying

Stiffer

handling theater matters,
of perm'tting

the

advisability

instruction of a few

new

None

theaters.

approved yet, but one or two
oplications have been started through the
actually

-e

No

great difficulty is anticipated, but
does meet with resistance, it is
-epared to fight for these theaters...
ctually, it does not expect great difficulty
getting them through, fcr the need is
3
obvious that the grayest of the gray-

•ill.

75% OF ARMY'S
FIX

OCR

between

competition

the

British and American film industries
after the war will be a natural tendency but there is no reason to believe
that there will be "heated friction"
between them, Fayette Allport, London representative of the MPPDA,
said in New York yesterday. As for
the expansion plans of J. Arthur
Rank, British theater, production
and distribution executive, Allport
(Continued on Page 8)

i

>

eards could not fail to recognize it.
OCR
not anxious to talk about this move,
owever, because it does not want to
"imulate a flow of applications for new
teaters.
It
will treat any such applica-
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ICC Expected to

Okay

Fiber Boxes Re-use
A

ruling is expected from the Instate Commerce Commission by
this week-end to permit the re-use
by distributors of fiber board film
containers for shipping prints to exter

WPB

mochanges. Harold Hopper,
tion picture chief, has already had
verbal assurance that such an ex(Continued on Page 4)

is able to
the necessary manpower to operate
is
theater. ... Several spots in the West
re being studied now, with the tight manower situation there weighing heavily in
he considerations.
.All in all, the inside
.

.

more than two dozen
be permitted throughout
ie country
with the probability that the
umber of applications granted will actually
,umber considerably less than that.

,uess

that

is

neaters

in

all

—

not

will
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"OR

what

it's

worth,

simply

as

a

straw

Stryker has gone to
Roy, erstwhile
lember of the Columbia University faculin

•ork

ty,

the
for

came

wind,

Roy
Standard

to

IN '43

Oil.

Washington with

his

boss

at

Rex Tugwell, eight years ago
hen Tugwell became director of the Re;ttlement Administration, later Farm Seurity Administration.
Roy hired himself
staff of still photographers and built up

Standards Com.

to

Washington Bureau of

—

Washington A committee
American Standards Society

of the
will be

named

shortly to study the possiof further standardization of
and 35 mm. projection equip(Coutinued on Page 8)

bility

16

ered in First Quarter

Up-to-date character of features
gi'atis to the
Special Services Division of the U.
S. Army by the motion picture industry for exhibition to the armed
reforces overseas keynotes a
port issued yesterday through Francis S. Harmon, executive vice-chairman. The report shows that from
Jan. 1 to Sept. 27 last, prints of 158
different current features were delivered, of which 118, or 75 per cent,
are 1943 releases, while 40 were
1942 releases delivered during- the
first quarter of 1943.
Prints of the 158 current features
totaled 3,848, bringing to 6,635 the

and shorts supplied

WAC

(Continued on Page 8)

Biz

to

Monday

the past eight years what is probbly the finest file of pictures on current
.merica to be found, commercial or noncmmercial, in or out of Government.
ast year he went over to OWI, and recently
ih that agency to work for Standard Oil.
.

lis

assignment there

is

similar to his

(Continued on Page 2)

.

.

Gov-

New York

Federal Court

trial

of the eight defendants charged with
extorting more than $1,000,000 from
major film companies was adjourned
yesterday for the second time to

Monday by Judge John Bright.
The adjournment was granted because defense counsel was tied up
next

(Continued on Page

7)

Up 1,000%

in 3

Years

The demand for 16 mm. and 8 mm.
pictures for home use has increased
the
last
in
at
least
1,000%
three years, according to Leslie
theaters during the Third Winik, head of Official Films, Inc.
War Loan drive sold $24,433,150 in As an indication of how the home
War Bonds, E. L. Alperson, general market has boomed, Winik said that
manager of the circuit, reported last his company has orders for 40,000
Figure is exclusive of pur- prints representing 12,000,000 feet
night.
personnel of 16 and 8 mm. film between now
chases made by the
Prints
and company, and is nearly 100 per and the end of this year.

Bond Sale
Hung Up by RKO Circuit

$24,433,150

RKO

RKO

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 7)

ODT

Rejects

By Film

Move

Carriers

An

attempt by the film carriers to
Government order under
which motor equipment was frozen
on Dec. 17, 1941, has met with fail-

test

the

Metro and Para. Execs.
Released by Japanese

Columbia,

tiring

meet today in New York.
Attorneys for the companies held

eral,

(Continued on Page 8)

Demand for Home Pix Zooms
16mm. and 8mm.

shall repthe distributor-defendants
in an arbitration proceeding, rather
than have each company be represented by its own counsel, is expected to be one of the important
decisions in respect to the alteration
of the New York consent decree when
consenting company heads and Tom
C. Clark, Assistant Attorney Genall

ure as result of the local Office of
Defense Transportation's rejection

Film Extortion Trial

The

THE FILM DAILY

Decree Parleys Today
resent

Study

Further Standardization

Clark and Consenting

Company Heads Resume
Whether one attorney

Balance '42 Releases Deliv-

Over

cmonstrated that the applicant
,btain
;

MADE

OLDER

H.

Office of Civilian Requirements, with

Jchn

'

Stiff

Competition Without
Any Unfriendly Rivalry

WASHINGTON
- HE

TEN CENTS

1943

LIMIT ARBITRATIONJOUNSEL

Allport Predicts

=WASHINGTON=
ANDREW

15.

British -U. S. Post -War Films Friction

Reeling Round-By
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{Continued on Page 7)

two film men are among
American citizens who
have been held by Japan and who
will be exchanged for Japanese to-

At

the

least
1,236

(Continued on Page 8)

2,630 Warnerites In
Service; 14 Casuals
Former Warners' employes now
on active military duty total 2,630,
with 14 casualties reported to date,
according to Ralph W. Budd, director
Perof personnel in New York.
centage of employes in service has
From
risen to about 17 per cent.
the Burbank studios, 698 are now in
five
uniform,
with
casualties
so
Warner Circuit has contributed
far.
1,425 to the armed forces, with
eight
casualties;
exchanges,
239,
with'one casualty; home office, 218;
laboratory and warehouse, music firms
and field, 50.

w
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He's to build up a file
and places and land
the same historical, documentary work he
did for the Government.
He will not be
limited to this country, however, operating
throughout the world.
We haven't seen Roy since he went
to Standard Oil, but we'd bet the hand
of Nelson Rockefeller is behind the appointment.
Roy did a good deal of exon

pix

people

work for Rockefeller's CIAA while
Washington, and Rockefeller no doubt
figured that Roy is the ideal man to build
up a still picture file on South and Central
America. .. .All of which indicates that if
cellent
in

Government

Standard Oil is
quite well prepared to step in and carry on
the activities of the CIAA.
Certainly its
research activities, which are believed here
to be its most important functions.
the

.

Paramount

RKO
RKO

.

The
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writing,
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still

looks

as

if

the

Federal admissions tax will be raised,
probably only to about 15 per cent.
30 per cent figure is out.
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Leaves Two Trust
Funds for Wife, Daughter
Basil

l/

8

l/s

3/8
3/8

l/

2

Vz
Vs
1/2

3/g
1/4

—John

Marston Joy,

Buffalo— The

will of Nicholas J.
general manager of Basil
Brothers Theaters, established two
equal trust funds of the entire
residue of his estate for the benefit
of his wife, Mrs. Barbara E.
Basil of Buffalo, and a daughter,
Helen N. Basil of Perry, Fla.
Constantine J. Basil and V. Spencer Balser were named executors
Basil,

and trustees in the will drawn June
The probate petition gives
7, 1941.
the estate a nominal value of more
than $15,000 in real and personal
Reaction to the post-war plan of value and states the trust funds will
the American Television Society has exceed $10,000.
been such that all signs point to a
The trusts must pay each at least
solution of the problems that con- $200 monthly, with the trustees
front the development of television given the right to invade the prinwithin a reasonable period of time, cipal for that purpose and to pay
according to Norman D. Waters, each beneficiary $1,000 a year addipresident of ATS.
tional from the principal for mainWaters said that both the Insti- tenance.
Engineers
of
Radio
and
the
tute
Radio Manufacturers Association have
"Battle of Russia"
agreed to submit the ATS program
to their representatives on the Ra- For Theatrical Release
dio Technical Planning Board.

Tele Society Sees EarlySolution to Problems

Weigh
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are in the market for Used opera chairs

any

quantity.
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also

quantity of standards only.

can

use

any

What have you?

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

III.

WAC

route

New

to

Y01

MANKIEW1CZ,

JOSEPH
has

on

75,

20th-Fox
prodfl
Hollywood to commence woi
the Kingdom."

returned
"Keys of

HAROLD

to

BEECROFT,

20th-Fox

special

Boston, has been visiting the New Haven
Fox exchange for a few weeks.

rep
20tr,

FIRST CLASS PETTY OFFICER JACK BENSOI
tified with the picture business, will
is
home for a month's leave with his parenti
be laid to rest at Salisbury, Mass., the Arthur Bensons. Father is Universai's Ne\
his birthplace, today or tomorrow, Haven salesman.
ENSIGN HOWARD JOHNSON, son of Adolp
depending upon when the body

Religious
destination.
services were held last night at the
Havey Funeral Home here.
Joy
died on Tuesday night.

reaches

its

Before becoming associated with
William Fox in 1925, Joy was engaged for a number of years as an
electrical and technical expert by
Cortland Smith in New York.

NEIC Service Flag Rally
Deferred to Armistice Day

Hamden,

C. Johnson, Strand,
has landed safely in

Conn.,

exhibiroi

Hawaii.

GREER CARSON, who has just completed
role in Metro's "Madame Curie," will

th.

title

rive

in

New

York

next

Monday

for

a

ar
brie

stay.

SAM MARX, M-G-M
the West Coast
to New York.

producer,
yesterday after a

returned

t<

week's via

WALTER LANTZ has returned to Hollywow
Washington with a contract to make
cartoon series for the Navy.
from

\

BARNEY BALABAN, NEIL AGNEW and ROBER1
GILLHAM are due on the Coast Oct. 25.
EDWARD GOLDEN will come East next week.
HENRY BRASH, Eastern representative f|
Arnold Pressburger,

is

en route from the

Coast.

The National Entertainment InWALTER GOULD, United Artists foreign manadustry Council again has postponed ger, has arrived in Hollywood from Mexico ai
will
come East next week.
its rally at which a service flag in
honor of members of the show world
HAROLD RODNER, Warners' home offi<
now in the armed forces will be dedi- executive, is in Chicago on business, returnii
to New York on Monday.
cated and those engaged in the
EDMUND GOULDING who is scheduled
amusement business will pledge megaphone
the first John Crawford starring
themselves to contribute a certain hide for Warners, "Never Goodbye," leaves Nev<
amount of their time to the enter- York for the Coast in about 10 days.
tainment of our service personnel.
JACOB WILK, Eastern production manager fo
Instead of being held tonight at the Warners, returned yesterday from Baltimon
where he inspected the new shows.
Winter Garden, the event will be
ALLEN C. SMITH, WPB theater equipmen
staged on Armistice Day in day- chief,
left Washington last night for Los An
light
outdoors probably
and
in geles where he will address the meeting of the
SMPE.
Smith will remain on the Coast for aboil
Times Square.

—

a

week.

W.

Va. Clearance Cases
Dismissed by Arbitrator
Clearance complaint filed by the
Carter Coal Co., operators of the
Coalwood Theater, Coalwood, W. Va.,
and the Caretta, Caretta, W. Va.,
has been dismissed by the arbitrator following a hearing in Cincin-

The Recognized
Standard
Reference

Book

of the

Motion Picture Industry

nati.

Complainants

had

charged

that

the 30-day clearance granted to theaters in Welch, War and Yukon, W.
Va., was unreasonable and that those
houses delayed their bookings, thus
making it difficult for the complainants to set their bookings. The five
consenting companies were defendants.

THE FILM YEAR BOOK
Published by

Army's "Battle of Russia" was

screened here yesterday for
execs, with a view to theater release.
Decision is expected shortly.
The
Army is said to be anxious to get
the film into pic houses.
Stanton
Griffis and Arch Mercey of the OWI
were both here yesterday in connection with the screenings.

en

is

Hollywood.

CHARLES EINFELD, Warners' ad-publicity <j
rector, arrives in New York on Nov. 1 for
stay of about two weeks.
En route Eas
Einfeld will stop off in Chicago to take pai
in the conference of sales executives being hel
there the month end.
a

doesn't,

•
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Ralph

WPB,

drafting a set of suggestions to theater owners
regarding conservation methods to save tubes and other critical parts and materials.
These suggestions should be made available in another 10 days or two
serving as consultant to

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Isaacs,

COminG
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ICC Expected to

Okay

Brandt

More War

Fiber Boxes Re-use
(Continued from Page

1)

from

film producers and labs.
Production of new fiber containers
is at a minimum level because of
Manthe shortage of wood pulp.
power problems in lumber are so
serious that food is rotting because
of the lack of shipping cases, so it

Week's Waxinys and Wanings:
• • • EXTREMES to which our industry goes to obtain stirring
and timely film fare is exemplified by the four-and-a-half-months of storm
and strife, pitching and tossing, which Richard Rosson, director of Universal's "Corvette K-225," and his aides experienced in making the
opus
The said corvette rushed the roving Rosson up, down and
across the North Atlantic, wherever action was the busiest, and at a
time when the U-boats were at the height of their footloose and fancyThere has been
free depredations on United Nations' shipping

BULLETIN

— THE FILM DAILY

Washington Bur.,

Washington The ICC late yesterday approved an exception to

a

its rules
regarding
the use of
fiber boxes for film shipment,
providing that "fiber boxes may
be re-used provided the original
shipment consisted of unexposed
film in carload or truckload
quantities, and the boxes were
crated and had closed flaps held
in place by paper tape."
These
limitations are designed to assure the good conditions of the
boxes.

we

will be

broke bread (with cheese on
about

the

little

corvettes.

.

•

.

inspired)

about

.Rosson, with

whom

yes'day noontide,

it)

good

ships'

T

qualities,

is

tremendously

perhaps the least

T

ments and sidewalks of Times Square were choked with a coupla
thousand people examining a float, simulating the deck of a corvette, and ballyhooing the new Universal pic
The float, which'll

remain in
ivas

New

built in

cabin in which they are shown,

"The

The reception being: given Paramount'
"Hostages" at the Globe was cited by Brand
as proof of his argument.
He reported
that the film, which deals with the under]

Weapon Which Will Win
the War,"— a War Bond
Anent "Corvette K-225," the Navy League
of Canada announced yes'day in Ottawa that the "Award for Service"
medals would be presented
at pic's

world premiere

in

•

•

Secret

in Czechslovakia, was showing" itselJ
to be the largest grosser of any war film ta
play the Globe, with the first week's "take'j
expected to hit between $25,000 and $30,OOOJ
according to him.

ground

Richard Rosson and Randolph Scott
Canada's capital next Tuesday
to

T
•

T

His

WLB

Warner Bros. Pictures and three
music publishers are named as defendants in a $100,000 damage action filed yesterday in New York
Federal Court by Laurence J. Hirsch,
executor of the estate of Louis A.
Hirsch, composer.
The action involves alleged copyright infringement of the song "Love Nest" used
in the film "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
The music publishers are Music Publishers Holding Corp., Harm's, Inc.,
Victoria Publishing Co. A fifth defendant is Otto Harbach, who collaborated with Hirsch on the song.

Taking cognizance of the fact that
the film wage minimum is in excess
of the 40 cents-an-hour bottom recommended by it for American labor,
the Finance, Insurance, Real Estate,

Eliminates Pix From
Minimum Wage Parley

said.

October 15
Harry

Claire

Mervyn LeRoy
October 16
Harry Rapt

Al

C.
Mollie

Elliott

Lucille

Lloyd

Fairbanks
Corrigan

The

plaintiff alleges the Warner
Bros,
deliberately
misrepresented
the authorship of the song in the
film, implying that the tune was
written by the late George M. Cohan.

Webb

Nat Lewis

Ruben
O'Day

Rex Bell
Vincent Munro,

Jr.

October 17
Jean Arthur

Marilyn Morgan
Roy Stewart
David Bennett
Harris
Casey Robinson
Hapsburg Liebc

Hayworth
Marian Marsh

Rita

Radio

Selznick Signs Garry
West Coast Bureau

of

Moore

THE FILM 'DAILY

trip

had

convinced

hini

Frances Langford Signs
for One Film

PRC Deal

PRC has signed Frances Lan,
ford to star in "Manhattan Rhyth:

Motion Picture and Miscellaneous
Industries Committee of the War
Labor Board yesterday eliminated
the picture industry from its discussions at a conference held at the
Victoria Hotel.

be produced by Jack Schwarz
Miss Langford, featured on the Bob
Hope radio show, recently returned
from an overseas tour with Hope,
The committee's recommendation appearing at U. S. Army bases.
will be submitted to L. Metcalfe
Walling, administrator of the wages
Theater Operators
and hours division of the Department of Labor.
Double to
to

Stromberg Coming to N. Y.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Hunt Stromberg leaves
tomorrow for

New York

Markoff

optional

icals,

the

House"
one

Lady" and "Guest in
two mus-

in Technicolor.

the

Colchester,

working on war jobs

for a busi-

in addition to

cf

War Jobs
— Joe and Ted

East

Hampton and Moodus Theaters,
operating

ness trip of three to four weeks. His
Hollywood production plans include
the making of "Young Widow,"

"Dishonored

Conn.

Colchester,

—

Hollywood— David 0. Selznick has
signed Garry Moore to a long-term
contract.

Hollywood

that "next year we are going to have tha,
best crop of pictures ever turned out by thq
film industry," Brandt said.
Brandt urged the Government to mak
available to the public the Signal Corp:
pictures on the war.
He felt that the ex
hibitors would welcome them.

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

$100,000 Damages Asked
In Hirsch vs. Warner Suit

change o

-

York for about a week before moving on to other
co-op. with the U. S. Treasury Department, and
anyone purchasing a War Stamp can walk up the gangplank to a little
cities,

his

Brandt said that in the future he woBlP
give war pictures as much playing: time al
possible in his theaters "provided they til
no delve into the realm of the unreal aril
go into fiction rather than sticking' to fact.
Asserting: that the swing from fiction tl
fact made all the difference in the wofll
in the public's attitude toward war film;
Brandt said that the new trend in the pre
Suction of war pictures should profit fror
the fact that every one who has any interns
in
the war "wants to see what is takin
place."

Paramount Bldg. the pave-

session with Dick Rosson, for outside the

will relax its regulation against
packing more than six reels in the

Bill

new

• • • BY a strange circumstance (for which Universal's Maurice
Bergman is responsible), Phil M. had trouble getting to the chinning

ICC

Ina

yammering (probably Axis

which is her "wet nose" tendency
Under those conditions, one
have a camera up for'ard, unless protectively housed from the
flying spray
In the production are some immensely interesting
shots made under these exact conditions

use of second-hand boxes and the
packing of more than six reels in
fiber boxes of 16.9 points thickness
or less. Until the present shortage
of fiber, distributors used 30 point
thickness and were permitted to
ship 10 reels to a box. Because of
the fire danger it is not likely that

Hopper

fanciful

Brandt attributed

da's'n't

the

lighter weight boxes, but permission to re-use boxes will probably
avert any serious shortage.
There is no serious shortage of
steel cans for individual reels, nor
of the wooden containers used by
exchanges to ship films to theaters,

and

Pictures

heart chiefly to the discovery on hit
recent visit to the Coast that then
was a strong trend toward the pro
auction of "war pictures which ij
the main deal with factual happenings," adding that what he saw being produced "opened" his eyes. HL
said that up to now war films ha|
been fictional.
"I definitely feel that the changl
from the type of war pictures prajj
duced in the past to those made non
c: eates a real market for war pidH
tures," said Brandt.
"Now exhilim
tors should not be afraid of any pia,]
ture just because it has war as l|
background."

of

resumed

ICC regulations have banned

loose

enthusiastic

unlikely that large scale produc-

tion of film cases
in the near future.

of

lot

the blue water behavior of the

Favors

Harry Brandt, head of the ITO.A
yesterday announced he had altera
his opinion regarding war pictures
In a statement given out some tim
ago the theater executive called fo
an end to war films on the grouru
that the market was being flood!
with them and people wanted to gl
away from such entertainment.

ception will be made. This will permit distributors to use the fiber containers in which they receive stock

is

Now

their

in

theaters.

The

Hampton and Moodus have been
duced

i

;

are

addition

to

East
re-

operating time to two
changes, four-a-week, in accordance
with the usual winter policy.
in
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Asks Gov't Post-War
Research Financing

"Crazy House"
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Washington Bureau of

—

Post-war GovernMins.
and careOLSEN, JOHNSON GO BERSERK IN
ful guarding against the domination FURIOUS COMEDY PACKED WITH MUSIC

Washington
ment financing

of research

"Here Comes Elmer

"Riders of the
Rio Grande"

with Ole Olsen, Chic Johnson
80
Universal

with Al Pearce, Dale Evans, Frank Albert
Gl:ria Stuart

Tom

with Bob Steele,
Republic

Jimmie Dodd
55 Mins.

Tyler,

74

Republic

M

MUSICAL COMEDY PACKED W
of research by large corporations AND SPECIALITIES; SWELL POPULAR
NEWEST OF THREE MESQUITEERS RADIO NAMES RATES AS GOOD
was urged yesterday by Vice-presi- DIVERSION.
SERIES GIVES THE YOUNGSTERS PLENTY TERTAINMENT FOR FAMILY TRAj
dent Henry A. Wallace. Appearing
No film coud have been more aptly named TO GET EXCITED OVER.
I

before the Senate Military Affairs
Sub-committee considering Senator
Kilgore's bill to establish an office
of scientific and technical mobilization, th Vice-president called for the
spreading of the benefits of research,
making new processes and products
available for small businessmen who
cannot affoi-d costly research laboratories.

prepares one

title

exhibition

of

for

as

as

is

funmaking
Those who

Here

as

should be, considering the type of
The
Olsen-Johnson boys are.
ccrn pure and simple and makes

it

comics the

to

film

Worth)

Domination of private research by large
corporations and cartels "has already barred
small businessmen from many of our indussaid
the Vice-Presidevelopments,"
trial
dent. "I know full well that there are great
which cannot
research
necessary
of
fields
and should not be entrusted to the sole control of private companies whose primary
aim and responsibility it is to further the
interest of their stockholders."

the

people, when the war is
"will stand amazed at the array of
"A new world is
inventions." said Wallace.
being fashioned in our laboratories."

The American

Provision for War Job
Transfers in Effect Today

is

Acpretense at being anything else.
cepted as such, it should prove an excellent
no

means

of

relaxation.

every

Practically

Universal

performer on
been pressed into

available

has

lot

service to garnish this dish of

mad

hilarity.

Helping Olsen and Johnson to make "Crazy
House" solid entertainment are a number
of guest stars topped by Allan Jones, Leo
Carrillo, Robert Paige, Andy Devine and Alan
Brief appearances by these are
Curtis.
augmented by an endless parade of specialities by the DeMarcos, Marion Hutton
and the Glenn Miller Singers, the Chandra
Kaley Dancers, the Delta Rhythm Boys and
many, many others, all to the taste of the
avid

who

will

and

Leighton

filmgoers,

Count

Basie's

find

two bands,
Noble's,

as

added magnets.

scngs are many and as down to
Most of them are
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY earth as the comedy.
provision to' rendered in good popular style, with the
Washington
strongest impression made by the Delta
assure transfer of workers to war
Rhythm Boys and Marion Hutton.
Jones
jobs and to keep essential workers
called upon to do one number in his
already on war-useful jobs where is
brief
appearance.
they are, will be in effect throughout
The furious capers of the Olsen and
States today,
the
Chairman Paul V. McNutt said yes- Johnson duo revolve around their efforts
to make a picture of their own after they
terday. Reports reaching Washingare let out by their studio because of their
ton indicate that almost all of the
maddening antics. Their search for talent
nearly 200 area employment stabiliprovides a logical means of introducing
zation plans have been revised to inThey foil
most of the speciality numbers.
clude the minimum standards to
every attempt to cross them up, winding up
bring them into uniformity with the
with a hit picture that draws a million-

The

—WMC

WMC

United

regulation promulgated by the comThese make the
mission Aug. 16.
hiring of technicians for theaters

dollar bid.

.

more

difficult.

McNutt emphasized that the adoption of the minimum provisions
does not mean that hiring of workers through the USES becomes mandatory throughout the

country

on

Adoption of controlled reOct. 15.
ferral plans of the type now in effect on the West Coast, in Buffalo,
Louisville, Kentucky and other areas
depends on the degrees of the labor
shortage in certain localities, and in
these

War

and area
Manpower directors have the
areas

the

region

authority to put into effect certain other provisions.
The objectives of the program are
the elimination of turnover in essential activities, reduction of unnecessary labor migration, the directing of labor to places where it
is
most needed and the bringing
about of the maximum utilization
of manpower resources.

men

those

—

again

— the

The

plot

the film is worked out
loaded with comedy purveyors.
of

by a cast
Besides Olsen and Johnson there are Percy
Kilbride,
Edgar Kennedy, Franklin PangBilly
Gilbert,
Shemp Howard, not
mention Cass Daley, who makes a
mighty hit by her screwball behavior.

born,
to

the

only

straight

Sloan)

as

a

who

is

"dis-

Edward Cline

is

loose

carhop

covered" by him.

The

direction

of

fast.
The authors of the screenplay
Robert Lees and Frederick I. Rinaldo.
Associate Producer, Erie C. Kenton has
made "Crazy House" an expansive pro-

and
are

duction.

CAST: Ole

Olsen, Chic Johnson, Martha

Knowles,
Daley,
Cass
Percy
Kilbride,
Leighton Noble, Thomas
Gomez, Edgar Kennedy, Andrew Tombes,
Ray Walker, Robert Emmet Keane, Franklin
Pangborn, Chester Clute, Billy Gilbert,
Richard Lane, Hans Conreid, Shemp Howard,
Fred Sanborn, Alan Curtis, Leo Carrillo,
O'Driscoll,

Patric

financier's

fact
I

have

then

ing

available

because the bank examiners are due
The banker engages
couple of days.
the Three Mesquiteers to kill him, thinkmembers of Worth's
ing that they are
The mistake makes it possible for
gang.
our heroes to bring about the downfall of
Worth and his boys and recover the money
stolen from the bank.
Steele, Tyler and Dodd are surrounded
Van Sloan
by a good group of players.
and Vallin are more than all right as the
Worth gives
victims of Worth's villainy.
an
unusually convincing performance as
Roy Barcroft and Charles
the head villain.
King enact Worth's underlings excellently.
fast
in

a

Lorraine

Miller

is

the

sole

gal

among

the

principals.

The film has whirlwind direction by
The screenplay is by
Howard Brethertcn.
Albert DeMond.
Louis Gray is associate
producer.

CAST: Bob
Dodd,

Lorraine

Tom

Tyler, Jimmie
Edward Van Sloan,
Worth, Roy Barcroft,

Steele,

Miller,

Rick Vallin, Harry
Charles King, Jack Ingram.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;
Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,
Director,
Albert DeMond; Art Director, Russell KimFilm Editor, Charles Craft; Musical
ball;
Score, Mort Glickman; Cameraman, Ernest
Miller; Set Decorator, Charles Thompson;
Sound, Tom Carman.

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

McJones,
Robert Paige, Grace
Donald, Lon Chaney, Andy Devine, the DeMarcos, Marion Hutton and Glenn Miller
Singers, Chanrdra
Kaley Dancers, Laison
Brothers, the Five Hertzogs, Bobby Brooks,
Ward and Van, Terry Sheldon, Harry Powers,
Billy Reed, Count Basie and his band, Delta
Rhythm Boys.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Erie C.
Kenton; Director, Edward Cline; Screen-

play,

Robert

Lees,

Frederick

I.

The

cated.

film

this shouldn't

To be
is

make
will

others are the

heavily

is

song and laughter.
for the most part

primed

sure, the

com

on the corny side
it any the less funny
be delighted above

radio

The

addicts.

pict J

loaded with radio talent, led by Al Pear
very much of a hit with
comic antics, playing himself and Eln
is

Van who proves

.

himself bumped off, makmoney to replace that taken
Van Sloan has to work
by Worth's men.

and

Allan

O'Driscoll

a

family

for

These who

scandal and to save the citizens from financial disaster, Van Sloan decides to transfer
to his name an annuity belonging to Vallin

played by Patric Knowles as the director
of the Olsen-Johnscn production and Martha

hell

has
son (Rick Vail in
become innocently involved in a robbery
To avoid a
that cleans out the bank.

Good.

roles

is

banker (Edward
mercy because of the

has

his

at

the

that

are

Practically

who

Republic makes a successful
patronage.
"Here Comes
mer" is a bundle of simple, wholesome
tertainment that will divert no end at
ences for whom this type of film is fal

Again

Three

This time the Mesquiteers lend themselves
(Harry
unhorsing of a gambler
the

favorable decision on the bill in
question would greatly affect the
future of television, advances in radio and film methods, providing unrestrained access to new findings to
all business men.

over,

are

Mesquiteers to be welcomed once more
Our three
with enthusiasm by the kids.
heroes in the persons of Bob Steele, Tom
Tyler and Jimmie Dodd, carry themselves
in a manner that will stir the youngsters
Once the
to a high pitch of excitement.

relish
humanly conceivable.
wild
and uninhibited diversion will get
more than their money's worth as Ole
Olsen and Chic Johnson uncork all their
tricks, putting on a breathless slam-bang
show that doesn't slow up for a second. three move into the picture there
Nothing in the film makes sense, which to pay every moment thereafter.
is

A

The

than this.
insane an

Rinaldo;

Blurt,

made

the character which he has

successful on the

members

With him

air.

are seve

Arlene Han
Comstock,
of whom prove of great assistance in de
ing cut the fun.
Other performers v»
have made names for themselves in rai
are "Pinky" Tomlin, Wendell Niles, t
Sportsmen, the King Cole Trio and J
Garber and his band, the last-named bei
of

his

troupe,

air

Artie Auerbach and William

a

special

The

the young folk.
more than

treat for

story

familiar but

is

si

viceable for the purposes of entertainme

such as this.
troupe that

Pearce
finds

West when

Middle
sponsor.

is

the head of a

stranded

itself

rat

in

t

dropped by
Anxious to get back to his swet
it

is

heart,
Dale Evans, in New York, Frai
Albertson cooks up a yarn to the effe
that the troupe is wanted by a big broa
casting company.
When the performe
arrive in New York and d'scover the trut
they have to resort to trickery to land
Wi
juicy engagement
on the
air.
Pearce playing a dual role it is only natur
that mistaken identity should have an in
Th
portant place in the proceedings.
angle perhaps is a bit overdone.
h
Pearce runs away with the film.
gets excellent support all along the lin
Auerbach has one scene that is a rio
Gloria
Stuart
appears
Pearce's
gi
as
friend.

Joseph Santley's direction

is

worthy.

A:

mand Schaefer earns the associate product
credit.
Jack Townley and Stanley Dav
the

did

CAST:

screenplay.

A

Al Pearce, Dale Evans, Frank

bertson, Gloria Stuart, Wally Vernon,

Nic

Cochrane, Will Wright, Thurston Hall, Be
Welden, Chester Clute, Luis Alberni, To
Kennedy, Artie Auerbach, Arlene Harr
William Comstock, "Pinky" Tomlin, Wende
Niles, The Sportsmen, King Cole Trio, J
Garber and band.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Arman
Schaefer; Director, Joseph Santley; Screen
play, Jack Townley, Stanley Davis; Camer
man, Bud Thackery; Film Editor, Richa
Van Enger; Sound, Tom Carman; Art D
rector,
Russell
Kimball;
Charles Thompson.

DIRECTION,

Good.

Set

Decorato

PHOTOGRAPH

Good.

Cameraman,

Charles Van
Enger;
Sound
Bernard B. Brown; Film Editor,
Arthur Hilton; Musical Supervisor, Charles
Previn;
Songs,
Eddie
Cherkose,
Milton
Rosen, Don Raye, Gene DePaul, Shapiro
Seelen-Lee; Dance Director, Georgie Hale;

Supervisor,

Art

Director,

Decorators,

R.

B.
John
Goodman;
A. Gausman,
A.
J.

more.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAP

Se
Gil

ay,

October

;cree

15,

May

rbitration

-m
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Restrict

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Counsel

{Continued from Page 1)

reportedly putting
finishing touches to the proer-distributor suggestions for derevisions. Opposition by exhibi4 to the "battery" of attorneys
'arbitration hearings where the
iplainant has but one lawyer was
d to

offices,

have been a major complaint

ong the

R.

seven-year option ticket, Charles

Rogers.

AL SANTELL,

director,

"The Hairy Ape,"

Jules

Levey-UA.
SIR

CEDRIC

HARDWICKE, new

termer,

20th-

Fox.

new termer, M-G-M.
ANGELA GREENE, termer, Warners.
KIM HUNTER, option lifted, David O.

FORREST, "Rhythm Ranch,"
AILEEN PRINGLE, "Since You

Selz-

nick.

Paramount.

letters to

that

.

n Washington

Border," Monogram.
yesterday, Clark
COL. |. S. TAYLOR, technical adviser, "Since
i that action by the Government
You Went Away," David O. Selznick-UA.
Nov. 20, expiration date of the STANLEY LEACH, director, "Moonlight in Ver-

>ree, is

no certainty, although he

•ected to be 'ready" by that date,
said today's discussions proby would consist mainly of sugtions for decree alterations.
We've gone over the whole pic< pretty thoroughly so far," Clark
"I've been listening, for the
fa.
?t part, trying to get a clear pice of what they want. We've dis-

sed divorcement.

They're against

The Department has not taken

mont,"

ROBERT

Universal.

LEONARD,

Private Affair,"

MARK

ROBSON.

director,

"Marriage

is

a

M-C-M.

Zooms

"Are

These

(Continued from Page

1)

are sold to retail dealers for

Para-

Our

"Show Business," RKO; iBELITA, "Wonderland,"
Monogram; FRANK GRAHAM, "Jack London,"
Samuel Bronston-UA; BETTY ROWLAND, "Manhattan Rhythm," PRC; GEORCE CLEVELAND,
"It

UA;

happened

RHEA,

Tomorrow,"

Arnold

Pressburger-

MARIE and CAY

JAY,

LIPHAM,

pansion of the field is said to be unlimited after the war.

Produce Cartoon
Series for Use By Navy

Lantz

to

West Coast Bureau

"Song of the Open

Road," Charles Rogers-UA;
HARRY HAYDEN, JAMES BUSH and ROBERT
MIDDLEMASS, "Since You Went Away," David
O. Selznick-UA.

Hollywood

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Walter Lantz

J.

.

!

'

Monday

GRAND NIGHT

A

!

for

1

.

that "it seems to come from
ut 10 per cent of their memberJn. It's along the lines of the other
iplaints we've been getting."

Goldberg is Named
vy Aide at Universal
it

V. A. Scully, vice-president and
.eral sales manager of Universal,
jounced yesterday that Nat Goldg had been appointed assistant to
.id. Levy, manager of the New

home

sales.

will

produce a series of cartoons for use
Children," RKO.
by the Navy, including a three-reel
HAL B. WALLIS, producer, "The Conspirators,"
Ben
subject, "Practical Surgery."
Warners.
STORY PURCHASES
Hardaway has been assigned to
MARSHALL KINGSLEY'S "The Man in Black," write the script which will instruct
CASTINGS
PRC.
doctors in accordance with Navy
GINGER ROGERS, "Situation Out of Hand,"
SHERIDAN LeFANU'S "Carmilla," RKO.
RKO; RICHARD ARLEN, "The Monster and the GEORGE RECTOR'S "The Cirl from Rector's," requirements.
Lady," Republic; ROBERT BENCHLEY and HELEN
M-C-M.
Due to his increased program,
BRODERICK, "Her Primitive Man," Universal; "Confidentially Yours," Republic.
CHARLES RUSSELL, "Purple Heart," 20th-Fox;
Lantz has engaged 10 additional ar|IMMY LYDON, "Rhythm Revelry," Republic;
tists and animators for his staff,
SCHEDULED
JEAN HEATHER, "Double Indemnity," Paramount; NANCY KELLY, "Tarzan's Desert Mys- "Minstrel Man," producer, LEON FROMKESS, and has placed his studio on a 48PRC.
the
RKO; |OHNNY COY, "Bring on
tery,"
hour working week, thus increasing
Paramount; JANE FRAZEE, "Beautiful "Situation Out of Hand," story, WALLACE his operating plan from 40 hours
Girls,"
SULLIVAN and JOHN ELLARD; screenplay,
FALKENBURG,
JINX
Columbia;
Broke,"
But
per week.
JANE MURFIN, RKD.
ANGELA GREENE,
Girls,"
Columbia;
"Nine
director,

stand for or against divorcedecree changes or any possible
n-native, Clark added.
PCC Reps, to Washington
Pacific
Jepresentatives
of
the
ast Conference are expected in Film Extortion Trial
shington next week to discuss
ir complaints against the decree, Adjourned to
rk said.
They are coming on
(Continued from Page 1)
rk's invitation since he has found
't he cannot go to the Coast as in Albany on an appeal in a murder
had hoped by the end of next case and because of a luncheon for
'nth.
A December trip is pos- U. S. Attorney James B. M. McNally
which Federal officials plan to atle.
.today's meeting will not be the tend today.
with distributors, although it
:
William Bioff, former aide to
probable that future sessions will George E. Browne, ex-head of the
held in Washington rather than IATSE, is expected to wind up his
jw York, Clark said.
testimony on Monday, when the trial
Assistant Attorney General will resume.
''he
I not gone over the Southeastern
According to disclosures made by
'.'ater Owner Association brief, he
the Chicago Herald-American, Rob':!,
but he has examined the re- ert Montgomery, former head of the
ts of the Allied questionnaire. He
Screen Actors Guild, now a lieutenjld not discuss it beyond remarkant-commander in the Navy, was
7

int

Pictures

Official Films is now selling a
monthly newsreel for home consumpWent tion, latest issue showing the battle
mount;
Away," David O. Selznick-UA; JOHNNY COY, for Italy and Sicily.
Paramount.
Girls,"
"Bring on the
Fuither advancement in the home
TALA BIRELL and JOHN CRAVEN, "Purple
Heart," 20th-Fox: W. C. FIELDS, "Sensations of movie
industry is being retarded,
1944," Andrew Stone-UA; OLSEN & JOHNSON,
temporarily, by the inability to proUniversal;
FRANCES DEE,
"Cornz-a-Poppin,"
ExERNEST duce projectors, Winik said.
Creat,"
Universal;
"Patrick
the

FRANK

MARY WICKES,

one picture, RKO.
MARSHALL, another year,

DORSAY, "Drums of the Jungle," PRC;
LITEL, "Where Are My Children?," Monogram; ALBERT CARDWELL, "The Sullivans,"
FIFI

JOHN

Clark.
It is
ASSIGNMENTS
the decree will be HOWARD ESTABROOK, screenplay, next Fibber
TRUEX and NYDIA WESTMAN, "Her Primitive
McCee and Molly, RKO.
nged to limit distributors to one
PETER VAN EYCK, "The
WALSH, director, "The Horn Blows at Man," Universal;Paramount;
JEANNE BATES,
ending attorney when more than RAOUL
Cang,"
Hitler
Midnight," Warners.
BING CROSBY, "The
company is a defendant.
TED LARSEN, makeup chief, "It happened To- "Racket Man," Columbia; WILLIAM
FRAWLEY,
RKO;
Light Fantastic,"
morrow," Arnold Pressburger-UA.
Nov. 20 Action No Certainty
P.
MCCARTHY, director, "Raiders of the "Rhythm Ranch," Paramount; DON DOUCLAS,
sible

for

20th-Fox.

NORMAN TAUROC,

GEORGE

Warners;
HOWARD
Canteen,"
MITCHELL and FRANK MAYO, "Dr. Paul
R.
Frank;
CERRA
YOUNG,
Joseph Goebbels," W.
"Minstrel Man," PRC; BUSTER CRABBE and

Home

Demand

"Hollywood

SIGNED
PAT STARLINC,

all-day session yesterday at the

PDA

DAILY

largely responsible for bringing the

law down upon Bioff, Browne and
others preying on the film industry.
The paper reported that in 1936,
when he was head of the SAG, Montgomery became suspicious of the alleged extortionists' activities and
carried on a private investigation
which unearthed a lot of evidence

The evidence was
against them.
turned over to the Government, according to the paper:

RKO

Host at Luncheon
k exchange. Goldberg, who has
RKO was host yesterday to the
nt 30 years with Universal, has
21 the
New York office manager Publicity Club of New York at a
luncheon at the Belmont-Plaza Hothe last 15 years.
Guests of honor were: James
,eo Simon, who for ths last 17 tel.
rs has been head booker in the R. Young, author of the RKO pic,
"Behind the Rising Sun"; Margo,
.v York office, will succeed Goldstar of the film, and Eric Blore.
:g as office manager.

GRAND CAUSE

A

new Paramount
Paramount Theatre,

Don't miss the midnight preview of a
picture,

New
The
The

"RIDING HIGH"

at the

York.

time: Midnight,
price:

From

October

$1.10 in the

22,

1943.

balcony

to $1.65 in

the

orchestra, Loges $5.50.

FOR A GOOD TIME FOR YOURSELF AND FAMILY
AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ASSOCIATED

MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISERS
get your tickets

Tickets

Astor

RELIEF

FUND—

now, today!

can be ordered from Room 192.
Times Square, New York.

Hotel,

STARS AND SURPRISES GALORE AWAIT YOU!
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Sees No Brit.-U.

Post-War

S.

Friction

75% oi Army's Pix Made in '43
Rest '42 Releases Delivered Early
(Continued from Page

1)
number of feature prints delivered
was an important during 1942 and 1943. As of Sept.

(Continued from Page

said that Eank
factor and that

the industry both
here and in England could look to
him for leadership and assistance in

the post-war market.
The Board of Trade, Allport said,
has been working with the British
companies on the matter of wider
distribution. A survey is being made
to determine the production capacity
of the British studios and the possibilities of post-war markets. While
the aims of both the British and
American industries are similar, Allport rejected any belief that there
would be bitter or unfriendly rivalry,

even though competition might be
keen.

The

interests of the

two indus-

tries are too close to believe otherwise, he said.
Lifting of the monetary restric-

tions has opened the way for norcommercial relations between
the industries on both sides of the
Atlantic and he expressed the belief
it would be a permanent arrange-

mal

1943,

27,

prints

subjects

short

of

aggregated 8,270.
During 1942, prints of 272 different current features were delivered,
all produced in that year or in the
closing months of 1941. There were
1,436 prints of these features turned
over to the War Department.
160 Pix Given in London
Also during 1942-43, deliveries of
160 different current releases were
effected in London, their prints totaling 508.
Additionally, the Special Services
Division of the Army specifically
requested prints of 115 different films
of former years, including the most
outstanding releases, to be used exPrints
clusively aboard transports.
of these 115 requested pictures totaled 843.
To date the industry, the report stated.
has

offered

to

provide

a

total

of

11,200

programs on 16 mm. film, each approximating- &0 minutes in length and composed
of a feature, or a feature plus one or two
From the
short subjects and a newsreel.
beginning, all pictures have been selected
by the War Department, chiefly upon the
basis of the pictures most enjoyed in U. S.
Army motion picture theaters in the U. S.

Year

in

By Film

Each print to be used aboard transports
the following title: "This outstanding motion picture of former years which we
hope you will enjoy seeing again and the
new motion pictures that you will be shown
free when you reach your overseas station
are supplied to our overseas forces without
cost to the War Department with the compliments of the American Motion Picture
Industry."
Recently the Army's Special Services Division suggested a substitute not yet affixed
to any prints but reading as follows: "The
motion picture industry presents to the War
fairies

pictures

was delivered

directly

the U. S.

to

Marine Corps for shipment overseas pending
completion of arrangements for Marine Corps
to be serviced from U. S. Army Overseas
Film Exchanges, the report said, adding
that, on March 24, 1943, arrangements were
concluded between the Army, Navy and the
industry for Army Overseas Exchanges to

Navy units not accessible
Navy film service.
On Sept.

service

to

regu-

7,
1943,
concluded between the
U. S. Army, the Canadian Army and the
industry for U. S. Army Overseas Exchanges

lar

were

arrangements

Allport to Return
Allport said that the British people accept and appreciate American
pictures just as Americans do, praising the good ones and "panning"
the bad ones. They do not look upon
American pictures as a foreign product,

he

said.

Allport has been back in the United
States
since
June, having been
He
gone for the last five years.
plans to return, although no date
has been set.

1942 and delivered to
the form of new 16 mm. prints

Metro and Para. Execs.
Released by Japanese

Crafton Films Files

day at Mormugao, Portuguese possession on the west coast of India.
Now on the Japanese liner Teia
Maru, they will be transferred to
the Swedish liner Gripsholm under
a reciprocal agreement with Japan.
Film men on board include Isadore
Cohen, for
eral

many

manager

years M-G-M's genin

the

Philippines,

who has been interned by the Japanese in Shanghai, and James E.
Perkins, Paramount's former manager

WEDDinG BELLS

1S43 or

the compliments of the American Motion
Picture Industry through the Special Services Division of the U. S. Army."

1)

in

Japan.

Newsreel Men Hurt In
Naples Delayed Blast

the

Army

in

late

between Jan.

1

in

of this year and Sept. 30th.

—

Carriers

(Continued f~om Page
of an application for one

1)

new

ll

M

Army.

Meinhardt's

imminent

indue

into the service is expected to d
the formulation of plans to ob
the co-ope: ation of the exhibitor
the carrier's fight to get relief,
move to secure the assistance of
theater men was set afoot last wt
at a meeting of the transporta
committee of the New York I
Board of Trade.

Standards Com.

to Stud;'

Further Standardization
(Continued from Page
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ment and most forms of photoj
phic apparatus.
Immediate ef
will be greater ease in handling r
tary orders, making it possible
manufacturers not working at caj
ity to turn out orders which
otherwise be channeled to ph
which are already running on

m

schedule.
Only quality change desired is
ported to be in 16 mm. projec

equipment, with Army and
officials reporting that they are
equipment which appears to
yesterday
been designed piimarily for

$1,000,000 Suit vs. Loew's
Films,
a $1,000,000

Crafton
filed

Inc.,

damage

action in

New York

use.

It is

N
u;
r

hi

hoped that more rug;

Federal Court against sturdy and serviceable 16 mm.
j
Loew's, Inc., over alleged breach of jectors will result. The military
contract in respect to the distribu- ported no serious complaints at
tion and exhibition rights of the film
35 mm. equipment, but feels
"The Stars Look Down," produced standardization would make po
in England.
ble the relieving of some eonj
Crafton alleges that under an tion. Greater interchangeability
March,
into
in
agreement entered
parts among the various manu
1940, with M-G-M Pictures, Ltd., for turers output is also one aim of
distribution and exhibition of the
study.
film in the United States the latter
Allen G. Smith, WPB equipir
assigned the agreement to Loew's. chief, revealed yesterday that
It is charged that Loew's delib- has ordered
a full kit for the j
erately violated the contract by withchrome plating parts repair proc
holding release of the film for more shipped
Tests will
to his office.
Crafton asserts
than 16 months.
run by the U. S. Bureau of Sta
was
20th-Fox
this
because
of
that
ards to determine the advisability
given time to release a similar film, using this process to repair 35 r
1

"How Green Was My

A

Valley."
similar suit against Loew's

was
Supreme

dismissed in New York
Neil Sullivan, Pathe News camCourt several months ago.
eraman,
and
Ned
Buddy,
cameraman
tury Theater, and Eleanor Skweres
for the newsreel pool, suffered slight
will be ma:ried shortly.
injuries in the delayed bomb explos- Rep. Sets More Circuits
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM -DAILY ion in the Naples postoffice, accordWith Prexy James R. Grainger
Eleanor Powell and ing to information received here sitting in, Republic has closed seaHollywood
Sgt. Glen Ford, USMC, will be mar- yesterday. Sullivan was injured in sonal product deals with the Durkee
the leg and Buddy in the head.
ried Oct. 23.
and A. E. Lichtman circuits.

Chicago— Staff Sgt. Donn K. Forker, formerly chief of service, Cen-

Move

truck (one ton or less), it was le
The application
ed yesterday.
been filed in behalf of a New 1
film delivery service by Ira
hardt, counsel for the city's can'
who was asked to act in an effoi
avert a threatened breakdown in
film delivery service because of
Department this outstanding program of inability to obtain replacements
former years as a supplement to the new worn-out equipment.
pictures currently being shown to troops
Meinhardt said yesterday that
overseas."
ODT officials had acted in the
Gift Base Broadened
of the argument that collapse of
So that all arms of the military services,
the Navy, Marine Corps and even Canadian delivery service would affect the
combat units, in addition to our own Army effort since a large percentage
forces,
a total of 104 prints of current
the picture deliveries were for ^

in

(Continued from Page

Rejects

1)

ment.
to honor requests from Canadian combat
Recognize Quota Weaknesses
troops just as if the request came from
From the beginning,
U. S. combat units.
Weaknesses in the quota law have
the exhibitions under U. S. Army auspices
been recognized, Allport said, and
have been free to any "person in uniform"
Army Clarions Gift
As
modifications have been made.
in overseas theaters of operations.
Only new 16 mm. prints have been delivAmerican companies have wanted to
Laurels and "Beefs"
ered to the Overseas Film Exchange for
fulfill their quota requirements, but
Yesterday's WAC report took cognizance
shipment overseas, the report continued.
have been prevented from producing Prints of current pictures have had affixed of both praise and criticism directed at the
over there due to shortage of studio the following title: "This new motion pic- character of screen programs and their availwithout cost to the War De- ability to troops overseas by presenting exspace, the act has been modified to ture, donated
partment, is beinjr shown free to members cerpts from letters received from members
permit American companies to carry of our overseas forces with the compliments of the armed forces, and various commenover their production plans to the of the American Motion Picture Industry." taries published on the subject in the naof the tion's press.
next year. They also may buy Amer- A few weeks ago. at the suggestion
Attached to the report was a list of the
Army's Special Services Division, a new
ican rights to British pictures as an title was prepared, reading: "Presented with 158 current feature pictures, all produced
alternative.
Allport said that 1,814 British exhibitors were in default for not devoting the required screen time to
British pictures.
(London trade papers on Sept. 22
reported 1,402 defaults for the year
Penalties ranging
ended Sept. 30.
from £10 to £75 were imposed).

ODT

booth equipment.

$24,433,150

Bond Sale

Hung Up by RKO
(Continued from Page
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cent greater than the circuit s;
during the 12-month period end
July 1 last.
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EES U^S. FILMS FACING TOUGHEST^ FIGHT
>ecree Parleys With Clark Off Until Mid- Week
Pre-War Lineup
Not
Wometco Exchanges
THE WEEK 1A Ready Reported
war
World Market
be
Submit Plans
Nabe Pilots Weehly
in Postto

Distribs.

REVIEW

to

For Changes in Decree

Decree Changes
By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

ONE COUNSEL?

Counsel for the
majors signatory of the New
rk consent decree worked on the
)ort to be presented to Tom C.
:

e

Because the producer-distributor
group was not ready to submit its
proposals for alterations of the New
York consent decree to Tom C. Clark,
Assistant Attorney General, on Friday as scheduled, the session was
postponed to this week, possibly on

assistant attorney general,
.: lining
the extent to which the Wednesday.
It was reported Friday that the
npanies are willing to go to corconsenting companies needed
five
•t some of the alleged abuses proted by exhibs. One of the points more time to prepare their findings
(Continued on Page 7)
be taken up is limiting compass' counsel to one, instead of an at•ney for each defendant major, in
titration cases, equalizing legal
Presentation between complainant
Allied's report
defendants.
,:1
the D of J on result of its quesnnaire of indie exhibs, urged
erner measures" of enforcement, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood With adoption on vir1
declared the New York consent
jiree powerless to effect Govern- tually a national basis not improbFilm monopoly, able, theater operators in a score
nt's objectives.
report declares, is more power- of cities where the help problem is
especially serious over the week-end
than ever.
*
*
*
were closely studying the Los AnTICKET TAX: Proposal of a 30 geles Theater Defense Bureau's com|irk,

St.

Drive Nation-Wide!

.

—

;

.

cent tax on admissions to film
and other places of amusent, aroused a hornet's nest of ex•itor opposition.
Ed Kuykendall,
?TOA prexy, Abram F. Myers,
lied's
chief counsel and board
c

waters

firman, and William F. Crockett
the Virginia MPTO, appeared be•e
the House Ways and Means
mmittee.
Committee was told
jit a 30 per cent tax would result
the ruin of smaller theaters, reting in killing the goose that lays
golden egg.
I

1

;

jfe

\EWS NUGGETS:

Film extortion
at which William Bioff made
ther revelations of racketeering

al,

Monday, was adjourned to Thurs• Will H.
Y and then to today.
ys, MPPDA prexy, and execs,
major companies conferred on
irge by Rep. Walter C. Ploeser
.

|

.,

.

Mo.) that the industry has per-

(Continued on Page 6)

House Committee
One More Exhib.

Hear
On Tax
to

Sept. Bii Off

—

American

film

of Commerce MoChief, declared today.
official reports and press sto-

den,

Department

tion

Picture

"From
now

reaching

Washington,"

writes in the Government
Commerce
publication
Foreign
Weekly, it is plain that the pre-war

Golden

20%

(Continued on Page 8)

—

0WI

Okay

in

Manpower Plans

Washington Bureau of

—

be discussed.

Harmon, executive
S.
(Continued on Page 6)

Francis

THE FILM DAILY
Although

West
ex-

Washington The House Ways and pected to be tightened to the exMeans Committee will hear one more treme, the general impression here

Indict Gore for Failure
To Pay Social Security Tax

—

exhibitor representative state his is that the studios will fare satisTampa, Fla. R. E. Gore, manager
opposition to the Treasury proposal factorily.
Announcement of labor of the State Theaters, Inc., was ar30
per
admission
for a
cent
tax. He priority systems for four or five rested on a Federal indictment charg(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
ing failure to make returns or to
pay social security tax on his employes.
Gore posted a $1,000 bond
and was released to await trial.
Failure to pay the tax is a felony
(Continued on Page 4)

Sales Drive Awards "Frozen"
Same Bonuses and

W. Penn.

Allied

Procedure, Rules Treasury

Opens

Annual Conclave Today
Pittsburgh

—Twenty-third

.

(Continued on Page 6)

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Because of Treasury
Department restrictions on wage increases and other forms of compenWashington Bureau of

—

annual sation, 1944 sales drives will have to
conform to last year's campaigns in
every respect, including not only the
amount distributed but also the form
of payment, it is learned from De-

propaganda to in- convention of Allied MPTO of Westunder the guise of ern Pennsylvania opens this morn:ertainment.
• L. C. Grifii,
chairman of the industry's ing at the Roosevelt Hotel and will
East•ird War Loan drive, announced continue through tomorrow.
b total of Bonds sold by the indus- ern Central regional conference of

political
jide into films

(Continued on Page 2)

THE FILM DAILY

—The

industry faces the toughest fight in
its history to retain its competitive
standing in the post-war international film market, Nathan D. Gol-

ries

THE FILM DAILY Coast manpower measures are

tted

.

Washington

—Golden

St. Louis
Patronage in the 110
motion picture theaters in St. Louis Griffis in Initial
and St. Louis County fell off 13
to 20 per cent in September as
compared with the previous month. Coast Trip for
Instead of experiencing an increase
in business with the arrival of cooler
Stanton Griffis, newly appointed
weather and the closing of Summer chief of the OWI motion picture secresorts and amusement parks, ex- tion, will make his initial trip to
hibitors here report an opposite sit- Hollywood this week in his new role.
uation.
They insist that it is not While the nature of his western
(Continued on Page 7)
trip is not known, it is reported that
Hollywood's part in the OWI operExpect Studios to Fare
ations under the revised setup will

Washington
Washington Bureau of

Washington ^Bureau of

Louis Theaters

Spread Attendance

.

Markedly Altered

—

Miami, Fla.
A checkup system
among nabe theater managers has
been inaugurated in the Wometco
chain, whereby once a week managers are changed about.
In
this
way all can check as to what is
and what is not done in the other
fellow's emporium.

partment sources here.
Film companies planning annual
(Continued on Page 4)

Signs Dog
To 5-Year Pact

/ft -ft-/ff

West Coast Bur., THE FILM
Hollywood
M-G-M has

—

DAILY
signed

Lassie, the dog, to a five-year con-

This is believed to be first
time a long-term contract has been
given a dog since Rin-Tin-Tin. Lastract.

sie

is

owned by Rudd Weatherwax.

Monday, October,
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Picture and Distributor
For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount Pictures)
15th week
This is the Army (Warner Bros. Pictures)
13th week
Thousands Cheer
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 6th
Jeannie (English Film)
6th week

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
Ernest W. Fredman, The
0882.
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue MarMary Louise Blanco,
soulan (12).
ErTeen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
MEXICO CITY—
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mex-

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

HAVANA—
HONOLULU—

BUENOS
ico,

—

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Am. Seat

Chg.

Close

15

(2Vi%>

Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd

15

+

15

St.

—

—

(

Behind the Rising Sun

My Kingdom

(

RKO

Radio Pictures)

Cook (Columbia Pictures)
(Paramount Pictures)
Opens tomorrow
Wagons Track West (Monogram Pictures) Opens tomorrow
Mystery

Sea

for a

—
—

Raiders

Astor
Carnegie
Playhouse
Criterion
Strand

Roxy
Hall
Rialto

Clobe
Capitol

Paramount
Palace
Loew's State
New York
New York

(a)
(a)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Will Come Back (Soviet picture)
The Story of a Great Love (CLASA-Mohme)
Swedish Rhapsody (Scandia Films)
3rd week
Lad from Our Town (Artkino Pictures)
2nd

—

Victoria

48th

—

St.

week

Belmont
Theater
Stanley

FUTURE OPENINGS
—

Sweet Rosie O'Grady (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Oct. 20
Corvette K-225
Universal Pictures Oct. 20
Five Nights Adam (CLASA-Mohme)
Oct. 22
Nov. 4
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn)
Nov. 5
Princess O'Rourke (Warner Bros. Pictures)
I
Oood It, (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Nov. 10
(c)
Claudia (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
Paris After Dark
Her Melody (Scandia Films)—Oct. 23

—
—

—
—

(a)

Dual

bill.

(c)

Follows current

Roxy
Criterion

Belmont

—

Palace
Strand

Paramount
Music Hall
Rialto

48th

St.

Theater

Dykstra Clearance Case

1

Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

Paramount

RKO
RKO

61

161
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

33/8
13

Trans-Lux
Pictures
vtc.

Picts.
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13/8
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33/8

33/8
13

31/4

125/s
31/4

193/4

191/8

+
—

%
l/
8

31/4

19l/

2

Ask Clearance Reduction
For Century. Los Angeles
Claiming that the five to six-day
clearance granted to the Manchester
Theater, Los Angeles, over the Century, is unreasonable, Sidney Pink
and Joseph Moritz, operators of the
latter house, have filed a demand
for arbitration.
They ask that the
clearance be cut to two days.

"The Bronze Venus" Ready
Pictures

—

N. S.
The Provincial
Government has gone over the heads
of the censors and eliminated the
order calling for 32 inches back to
back on all theater seats. The Allied
Exhibitors have protested strongly
against this and many regulations
of the censor board but no attention
had been paid to the complaints
until the insurance agents handling
Halifax,

Granada, Buffalo; Buffalo Theaters,
Inc., for Shea's Kensington, Buf- theater risks joined in the protests.
It has been pointed out that with
falo; and Dipson Theaters, Inc., for
most of the theaters in Nova Scotia
the Amherst.
in buildings erected many year's ago,
The terms of the award make the it has been impossible to comply
following provisions:

+
+
+

213/4

30i/2

Warner Bros

—

571/4
243/4

22

.

>

I8I/4

18%

93i/4

.

+

183/8

81/4

$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
20rh-Fox pfd. (iy2 ).
20th-Fox pfd. <4</2

1/2

161

filed in the clearance case brought
by Menno Dykstra, owner and operator of the Glen, Williamsville, N.
Y., against the five consenting companies. Interveners were S. G. The-

with the 32 inches demand of the

$1,906,115,205, while RI
reported sales of $24,433,150 throu
its theaters.
• Ned E. Depin

at

RKO
ent

.

Pictures prexy, declared pr<

methods

is fairest.^
reported weigB
Youth Clubs as a "cure" for juven
vandalism in theaters.
• TT
ater carpeting shortage due to cc
tinue,
indicated, while chroi
plating for worn theater equipmt
was envisaged.
• Shortage
pictures is forcing circuits to bo
re-issues.
•
issued stal
ments declaring that 75 per cent
the films contributed for Army's e
tertainment for overseas forces w
of the 1943 vitage.

•

sales

WAC

was

.

.

WPB

.

.

.

WAC

.

NEW YORK
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
ERIC KNICHT'S

"LASSIE

Beloved

Novel

COME HOME"
with

RODDY McDOWALL— DONALD CRISP
IN TECHNICOLOR

AN M-C-M PICTURE
Gala Stage Revue

Symphony Orchestra

First Mezzanine Seats Reterved.

MARY

MARTIN

Circle 6-4800

FRANCHOT

DICK

TONE

POWELL

•

•

"TRUE TO

VICTOR

MOORE
LIFE"
•

IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS • Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT

times square

The Glen Theater shall have the
same availability as the Amherst,
operated by Dipson, provided that
the Glen maintains an adult admission price of 20 cents, including tax.
Maximum clearance for the Granada, operated by the S. G. Theater
Corp., over the Glen shall be four
days.

Maximum

Local 705 Dues Credit
To Equal Service Period

OAKIE

Hollywood

—

better benefits for all of its members in the armed forces the Motion Picture Costumers, Local 705;

Under Knife

which

—

SONJA HENIE
•

ROMERO

•

LANDiS

of

clearance of Shea's Kenoperated by Buffalo TheIATSE, has adopted a plan under
aters, Inc., over the Glen, entered
which all those in the service upon
into only by Vitagraph, RKO and
their return home will have their
20th Century-Fox, shall be 17 days.
The award shall become effective dues paid for a period at least equal
to that spent in the service.
Afon Oct. 21.
fected will be men and women memCosts were borne equally by the
bers alike.
Included will be memparties to the proceedings. In event
bers serving in the Merchant Mathat the Glen shall not maintain
rine, the Red Cross Field Service
the stated admission price then the
and other services apart from Army,
consent award shall be of no force
and effect and the playing position Navy and Marine Corps.
of the Glen thereupon becomes the
same as it was immediately before Epstein, Rep. N. Y. Branch
the entry of the award.
Manager,
sington,

•

THE FILM DAILY
As a move to secure

West Coast Bureau

has
just opened new offices at 723 Sev- Pacent Appeal Dismissed
Morris Epstein, New York branch
enth Ave., announces that final editAlbany
The Court of Appeals manager for Republic, underwent
ing has been completed on "The dismissed the appeal of Pacent, ap- an operation Saturday at Mt. Sinai
Bronze Venus," a feature starring pellant against Warner Brothers Hospital. He has been a patient at
Lena Home.
Pictures, Inc., without costs.
the hospital for the last week.
Co.,

(Continued from Page 1);

try

THEATERS

bill.

— A consent award has been

Decree Changes

.

Music

We

1/4

.

.

Toddy

—

ater Corp., Gloversville, for Schine's

'

Col. Picts. vtc.

Universal
Universal

Little

—

—

Buffalo

{October 15)

;

Monogram

week

N. S. Gov't Vetoes Censors'
Order on Seat Spacing
Consent
Award
Ended by

D. F.

FINANCIAL

Par.

Rivoli

Hollywood

The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 6th week
55th
Hit the Ice (Universal Pictures)
4th week
Thank Your Lucky Stars (Warner Bros. Pictures) 3rd week
Wintertime (Twentieth Century-Fox)
3rd week
Lassie, Come Home
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 2nd week
The Strange Death of Adolph Hitler (Universal Pictures) 2nd week
Hostages (Paramount Pictures)
2nd week
Phantom of the Opera (Universal Pictures)
True to Life
Paramount Pictures)

(

Ralph

—

THE WEEK IN
REVIEW

Si

Theater

,

—

—

18, IS

PLUS • SIC
STAGE SHOW

ROXY.

B23

7

B

!

WAY &

47th

St.

THE JAPS ARE WORSE THAN KILLERS!

"BEHIND THE
RISING SUN"

u^.STRTE
ON SCREEN

"MY KINGDOM
FOR A COOK"
CHAS. COBURN

MARGUERITE
CHURCHILL

^

»

hola over

holdove
\
•

^
W

i^iexe;
The second stanzas of
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
are as sweet as the

first in

Los Angeles, Long Beach,
Riverside! So
to the

that

list

add another

of holdover hits

includes "Claudia"

and "Wintertime"! 20th
is first

ROBERT

BETTY

in

the long runs!

GRABLE YOUNG
Adolphe Menjou in
GRADY
SWEET ROSIE
•

•

IN TECHNICOLOR
and Reginald Gardiner
Virginia
Grey
Phil Regan
Sig Ruman
Alan Dinehart
Hobart Cavanaugh
Frank Orth
Jonathan Hale
Directed by IRVING CUMMINGS
Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG
WILLIAM GOETZ In Charge of Production
.

•

.

•

•

CENTURY-FOX
'Let's All

War

Give To The National

Fund Which Gives To All!"
C

W

Monday, October,

18,

1

DAILY

rr

Treasury "Freezes
Sales Drive

COmmG

{Continued from Page

WENDELL L. WILLKIE, chairman of
20th-Fox board, on Friday was in St. Low

1)

sales drives and applying to the
Treasury for necessary permission
have been so advised.
Warners, for .instance, which dis-

tiibuted $33,500 in War Bonds as
prizes in its 1943 drive, must follow
the same procedure on its 1944 campaign.
It is understood further that even
such details as the amount to be
paid in each category and the territorial quotas must remain the same
as the previous year.

a

Indict

for Failure

To Pay Social Security Tax

EDWARD

T

1)

punishable up to 10 years in prison,
The charges
$10,000 fine, or both.
were directed against Gore personally and against State Theaters.
In four counts the indictment
charged Gore with "willfully, knowingly and feloniously attempting to
defeat and evade excise taxes" for
social security payments and that he
"pretended and represented and
made it appear that said corporation
was not in fact an employer of eight
or more individuals." The indictment
specifically charged Gore and State
Theaters with failure to pay $283.31
for the period from July 12, 1940,
and $726.25 for 1941, and with failure to file returns for the same

The

Henry

O.
•

•

•

day

thereof,

group

film

of

stone of which

Mac Krim With OWI

— Mac Krim, partner in the
Highland Park, has
as field rep. and cor-

in

joined the OWI
respondent.
He will receive preliminary training in New York City,
then be routed to Washington, Algiers, Morocco, and Tunisia.

Reports Junot

Rochester

— Seaman

Dead
Second Class

John W. Junot II, formerly of Bausch
& Lomb, has been officially listed
He had been
dead by the Navy.
missing

Pictures

as historic

organization's

in

stride

first

good

in action since last

January.

1,

for a three-year-old enwas organized by a small

1941, PRC's

tures,

of sales,

now

vice-prexy in

as general sales manager ...... PRC had planned 24 fea-

and a brace

of

18 westerns for '41-'42

It

delivered

42,

all

with promised promotional campaigns, also

CAME

•

March, 1942, and Foster Father Briggs allowed as
how young PRC was waxing so strong that the kid could do with
a sharply stepped-up production "formula"
he dispatched
.So
Dr. Leon Fromkess to the Coast to become vice-prexy in charge of

•

to

Coincidenlally, Greenblatt was

Dr. Fromkess decided

have a

little

more "sugar"

more-profitable-to-showmen

in

that

named

to his present

the production formula ought

There resulted a huskier and

it

lineup

'42-'43,

for

including

the

high-

budget "Corregidor" which the more important circuits snapped-up,
thus encouraging PRC to keep raising the kitty
In '42-'43, a

promised

total of 42 pix

were delivered

In the present season.

the total will be 40, comprising 24 features and 16 westerns

but the budget will be several times as great as in

'41,

Ah,

and twice

•

Summer, defied the physical law of exappeared to expand in the cold months,
January, February, March, and even October
But this past
June came the O. Henry twist again, and William Gel), former Pathe
managing director in London, was made PRC's European representative
Likewise the company has been conspicuously successful
in the Latin-American film marts
The recent studio acquisition
deal involved $305,000 plus $33,000 in back taxes, and this step
PRC,

until

The Briggs

outfit

On

neatly into organization's world distribution plans

the

domestic scene there's a solid setup, with exchanges in 30 U. S. keys

operated by franchise holders, and six in

PRC purchased

outright

an exchange

in

Canada

Just

a

bit

ago,

Lamar

Hopkins
Trotti

Bob Custer

Guy Wonders
H.

J.

THIS month, Briggs and his h.o. team-mates moved from
Paramount Building to new offices at 625 Madison Ave.
Some Film Row wag is reported to have said that Mr. Briggs
saw the futility of having the Paramount Building become the PRC
Building
But,— and don't kid yourself—, Mr. Briggs' ambition
for his company ain't hay
He has done a magnificent job of
putting Vitamins into the young organization, and intends to raise it
far beyond the "B" Complex

•

•

•

local

T

Yates

•

•

•

stay

of a

HERMANN STARR, head of the Warners' n\
returned to New York from
Coast over the week-end.
ABRAM

MYERS

F.

Pittsburgh from

in

is

W

ington,

MARTIN
from

SMITH

G.

has arrived

in

Pittsb

Detroit

a

Pitts

Toledo.

BRANCH

RAY

of

is

visitor.

SAMUELSON

SIDNEY

arrives

Pittsbi

in

i

today from Philadelphia.

JOHN

JOSEPH

is

expected

from

here

j

Coast today.

R. FRANK is en route from the Coast]
York via Minneapolis.

W.
New

RAY BEALL,

WAC

his

stint

New

Dallas today from
Interstate duties.
in

WHITNEY BOULTON

York

finished, arr
to resume

arrives in

New York.
MARJORIE MORROW

j
1

Hollywood

day from

M.

Moines

of the Warners' East)
from a scouting tour

WEISFELDT, Columbia

).

delayed

his
departure
until this week.

for

execut

sales

and

Chicago

PETE

DEFAZIO, former Vitagraph
Haven, home on furlough, from

New

salesn
Ft.

Mi

the exchange district.
JACK GOLDSTEIN, 20th-Fox publicity mai
ger, and RODNEY BUSH, the company's exploi
tion manager, left for Tulsa, Okla., on Fric
for a bit of speechmaking on the subject
"Song of Bernadette."

mouth, N.

visited

).,

TED LLOYD,

in

charge of radio activities

and JULES FIELD, assistant expl
manager of the company, took themsel'
Washington on Saturday to confer w
Muto,
Movietone representative
the

20:h-Fox,
tation
off to

Tony

on the matter of
canal

talks

in

press book e<

back from Washington.
heads East from
tomorrow.
tor,

"Cuad,

behalf of

Diary."

is

the

Cos

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

TO THE COLORS!
PROMOTED
WILLIAM HANMER,
Detroit,

former

lieutenant,

to

*

ANTHONY

20th-Fo

shipper,

Army.

ARMY

STAHLE,

*

shipper,

Columbia

Pic

Detroit.

tures,

IRA MEINHARDT, film attorney,
ton on

Omaha

T
the

York ove?

a

this

—

fit

for

WALTER COULD

T
•

New

in

CHRISTY WILBERT, 20th-Fox's
as

great as last year

•

arrived

weeks.

talent bureau is back
the Eastern Seaboard.

T
•

from.

subsidiaries,

story took

Briggs clarioned appointment of Arthur Greenblatt,

will

Miriam

DANE CLARK
three

—

charge

today

office

week-end from the Coast

goin'

and eight modest-budget
Jan.
on an O. Henry (Briggs)
twist
That astute executive became the president of the young
outfit
This put one of filmland's heavy hitters at the helm
About a month later, PRC came into possession of $1,000,000 wherewith
Gravy boat put in
to finance its then-uncompleted '41 -'42 lineup
Hardly another month passed e'er Prexy
from C, namely CFI

pension

Navy

PRC

giant

the

specifically

exchanges as Producers Releasing Corporation, cornerwas a deal with Sigmund Neufeld (now on PRC Pro-

On

pix

post

Krim Theater

a

of

which, back on March 20, 1940,

production

Detroit

annals

the

That's mighty

on the Coast

home

the

Coast.

and

October,

of

purchase of the former Fine Arts Studios

the

at

arrive

to

signalized

It

namely

trade fortunes,

Theaters, Inc. was incorporated July 12, 1940, and went into

bankruptcy May 18, 1942. Theaters
operated by the company are State,
Rialto, Northtown and Howard.

expected today |

is

I

Twist:

CURRENT month
will go down in

company

the

for

periods.

State

RAFTERY

C.

CRADWELL L. SEARS, UA's vice-presidenl
charge of domestic sales, and CARL LESERfv
company's general sales manager, are schec

T

ductions' directorate) to produce seven westerns

(Continued from Page

speech.

the Coast.

terprise,

Gore

and GOIIH

Awards

LYNN

to

Camp Up

Oct. 29.

*

NAVY

*

USAAF

*

BROWN, associate editor of Eastma
Kodak's Kodakery, Rochester, N. Y.
CHARLES COWARD, Film Truck Service, De
troit.

*

RUSSELL BENSON, Universal home

DONALD
RKO

M.

USAAF *
*
KRANZE,

branch

son

manager,

—•—

office.

of Barney
Cleveland.

Kranze

MARINE *
* MERCHANT
owner Cem
Mo

THOMAS SANDBERC,
vi lie,

la.

Theater,
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Spread Attendance

WHO'S WHO
•

Drive Nation-Wide!
{Continued from Page

campaign

to relieve

business

and

1)

heavy week-end

resultant

manpower

"pinch."

Coast drive, originating with Rodney A. Pantages, Marco Wolff and
B. H. Wallerstein, will be waged by
a committee comprising Pantages,
Oscar Kantner, Jack H. Lowe and
Tom W. Bailey, the Bureau's director.
this a necessary move for
generally,
but it is in
direct line with efforts to solve the man"At
according' to Baily.
power shortage.
present, theaters are finding it difficult to

Not only

theater

is

business

help on Fridays, Saturdays and
"It is their desire not
Sundays," he said.
to have such extra help, as war plants need
it more.
However, such a public educational
program should greatly alleviate this need."
The manual now being' prepared calls for
special trailers, inserts in theater ads, radio
plugs and in telephone contact with the
public. Among the slogans to be used are:
"Go to the Movies Early in the Week"; "Go
to the Movies Today; Don't Wait for the
Week-ends"; "There's just as Much Entertainment at This Theater on Monday as on
Saturday"; "Movies Are Your Best Entertainment, but Come Early" and "Don't get
in the Week-End Rush; Go to the Movies
extra

get

Today."

Montgomery

Dailies Cut
Pix Publicity 50 to 66%

—

Montgomery,

Ala. Paper shortage has caused severe curtailment
of free reader space locally for film
theater publicity though paid advertising space has not yet been
pruned.
Former is cut from 50 to
66 per cent.
Sunday papers that used to give
two full pages to theaters give now
70 to 80 column inches to paid advertising as formerly but have cut
free reader space to 50 to 60 column

IN

MARIAN HAZLITT

manager,

acting

Mercury,

Buffalo.

MRS.

VALLERAND

HELEN

operating

Strand

Boston.

BETTY THORNE, manager's

secretary,
:retary,

C
Columbia

Cincinnati.

MRS.

DOLORES

mount,

accountant,

Para-

Indianapolis.

TOM

MRS.

BOWMAN

HILL,

operator,

Chilton,

Chilton,

Wis.

HELEN

McLAUCHLIN, house manager,
Middletown, Conn.
IVA CRIFFITH, secreatry to Ray Nolan, RKO
district manager, St.
Louis.
MRS.

Capitol,

MRS. JUDY WILLIAMS,
land

ANN

assistant manager. High-

Park Theater, Highland Park, Mich.

TINGLE, secretary, 20th-Fox, Omaha.
SOPHIE
VOLKERT,
inspectress,
Paramount,
Omaha.
HELEN MILLER, student manager, Orpheum
Theater, Omaha.
MILDRED CARSON, student manager, Paramount
Theater, Omaha.

•

SHORTS

REVIEW!

•
"1-A Dogs"
Universal

9

mi

All Right

The training of canine flesh is
lustrated entertainingly in this sh<
Especially interesting is that port
of the footage showing the train
of dogs for war tasks. Some of
things that canines can be taught
do will surprise many persons.
short should go over especially™
with dog lovers. Here is a hun
little booking that will satisfy eve
one.

!

1

"Sweet Jam"
15 mi

Universal

Manna

J

Young
one spreads the jam thicl

This

for the

The short sounds a jive call that v
be answered enthusiastically by
young folk whose interests are
the groove." Blowing out the rhyth
Other
is the Jan Garber band.
tractions are the Delta Rhyt
Boys and Liz Tilton, who take c;j
\

,

j

W. Penn.

Allied Opens
Annual Conclave Today

Expect Studios

Okay

(Continued from Page 1)
Allied leaders will be held in conjunction with the unit sessions.
In addition to the regular program,
which deals primarily with film
and related subjects, special em-

will be placed upon those
activities which pertain to the industry in its relation to the war

phasis

and war

effort.

Among

the speak-

ers will be Claude Lee of Paramount,
H. M. Richey of M-G-M and George
Dembow of National Screen Service.
National Allied leaders who are
slated to attend include Abram F.
Myers,
Ray Branch, Martin G.

Wood and

Smith, Pete

Sidney Sam-

uelson.

Convention is being managed by
George Corcoran. President M. A.
Rosenberg will preside.

Hollywood

of

THE

— Five-day

in

to

Fare

Manpower Plans

(Continued from Page

major regions along the

1)

SMPE

s,-|

expected soon, with every industry classified in one of three groups.
Those in the first group would be
given every assistance toward increasing their labor force, those in
the seeond to retain the number of
workeis they now have, while certificates
of availability would be
freely given workers in the third
group who wished to transfer to
groups one or two. All hiring will

"Farmer Gene Sarazen"

is

be governed by

USES.

The

studios, through their inclusion on the essential list, and through
inclusion of a number of technical
jobs on both the essential and critical lists, are not expected to suffer
greatly. They have won the respect
of the various Government regional
men in the area,
WPB,
and others who will establish the
priority system, by utilizing women

WLB

9 mi

Universal
Interesting

Of chief interest herein are sceion the Gene Sarazen farm
Brookfield Center, Conn. There
of

i

many

shots of the noted golfer j
sisting in the farm chores. The otl
items deal with a museum at Kels
Cal., where are housed mementos
the gold rush, with a woman lumb
jack in action and with the hooki
rug work of the inmates of the Co
radio State Prison. Not a bad boc
'

ing.

Stanton

Griffis in First

Trip to Coast for

OWI

(Continued from Page

1)

vice-chairman of the WAC, is
in large numbers, and by cutting
pected to be in Hollywood at
FILM -DAILY their total work force by roughly same time.
10,000 in the past two years.

meeting

of

There is real danger ahead for
opens at the local Hollywood-Roosevelt Hotel this morning West Coast theaters, however, and
via official registration, followed by they are reported preparing to prean informal get-together luncheon at sent their case before the Governwhich Y. Frank Freeman will give ment. Boards are expected to set
the formal welcoming address.
At up these priority systems.
the

the warbling assignment,
Louis DaPron, who does a corcu
dance. The entertainment is hot
the way.
of

Pacific Coast

WMC,

SMPE Opens Five-Day
Coast Meeting Today
West Coast Bureau

Fimmi touch

•

Presenting Interesting Personalities

inches.

Advertising in local dailies continues on the same space basis.

HOLLYWOOD

Producer-Writer.
Born in Logan, Utah, October 17, 1903.
Casey Robinson.
Studied law at Cornell but switched to journalism due to success as contributor
After graduating, returned to Utah to
to New York World during college.
teach English at Brigham City High School.
in 1927,
came to Hollywood as title writer on "The Patent Leather
Kid" and stayed at First National until Warners bought
studio.
Became director of shorts for Warners and Paramount, then director of westerns for FBO. With Charles
R. Rogers at Paramount in 1933-34, then to Warners to
script "Captain Blood."
Remained there until leaving to
produce and write on his own. Responsible for scripts on
most of Bette Davis' films, including her Academy Award
winner "Dark Victory."
Recent credits include, "Now,
Voyager," This is the Army," "Saratoga Trunk," "Passage to Marseille" and forthcoming Bette Davis feature,
"The Corn is Green." Currently making bow as producer
for RKO-Radio with "Days of Glory," big-budget feature
with all-new-face cast headed by Toumanova and Gregory
Peck.
Ace screen writer, twice has had two of his
scripts among the annual FILM DAILY's "Ten Best," in
1939 for "Dark Victory" and "The Old Maid," and in 1942 for "Kings Row"
and "One Foot In Heaven." Following his debut as writer-producer with "Days
of Glory," he plans to produce two features annually, doing screen writing in
between. Stands, 6 feet. Weight, 180 pounds. Hair, greying. Eyes, blue.

"see-movies-early-in-the-week"

ing

•

2 p.m. and 8 p.m. technical sessions
will be held in the Blossom Room,
with a total of nine papers sched-

uled for presentation.

WB

Hilborne Dies in Service
Des Moines, la. A well known
figure on the local Film Row, Harold
Hilborne, died in Chicago where he
was serving in the Army. Stricken

—

Rushing Portuguese Story
of THE FILM 'DAILY
with
Hollywood Carrying on the War- died

West Coast Bureau

—

ners policy of day-and-dating with

a rare

skin disease, Hilborne

in a week.

a postal
change.

clerk

He formerly was
with

Warners

ex-

important world news events, Jack
L. Warner, has assigned to Hal B.
Wallis for immediate production the
Frederick Prokosch best-seller with 20th-Fox to Show Two
Twentieth-Fox will screen ''Guaa Portuguese background, "The Conspirators." Screenplay is being com- dalcanal Diary" and "Dancing Masters" in all exchanges on Oct. 25.
pleted by Frank Gruber.

Same Old (T) issues
.

.

.

Tojo and Adolph

—

Pa.
Sam Gilman,
Loew's Theater here,
noticed sand on the auditorium floor,
The followjust below the balcony.
ing day he discovered some sand
scooped out of the cigaret receptacle, and said to himself: "I'm on

Harrisburg,

manager

of

the trail."
In the balcony's front
He was.
row, two boys were making bombs,
and sheets of toilet
using sand
paper.

"Here's where we bomb Tokyo,"
one boy whispered.
"I'm gonna get Hitler!" chimed
his companion.
Down went the bombs.

t

t

-m

=

=*nday, October, 18. 1943
.;

;cree Parleys Off
ilil

Middle of
(Continued from Page

1)

Committee

to

Hear

LEO

DR.

one

year, 20th-Fox.
writer termer, Warners.
musical director, Charles R.

ROSTEN,

C.

CHARLES PREVIN,
Rogers.

ca;

ASSIGNMENTS
MAC

BENOFF,

screenplay,

DAVES,

teen,"

director,

"Duffy's

Tavern,"

"Hollywood

Can-

Warners.

LEO SHUKIN, musical

score,

"It

Happened To-

morrow," Arnold Pressburger-UA. HARRY FRASER, director, "Gunsmoke Mesa,"
PRC.
WALLACE FOX, director, "Manhattan Rhythm,"
PRC.

ARCHIE

MAYO,

"Moment

for

Music,"

20th-

IRVING CUMMINGS, "Something

Xmas

Gifts to

—

20%

Producers

WALTER SANDE, "When
WEST,

WILLIE,

for

the Boys,"

Corp.
I

of

Ameri-

Come iBack,"
McCINTY,

and

"Beautiful But Broke," Columbia; EVE ARDEN,
"Patrick the Great," Universal; SAM LEVENE,
Heart,"
20th-Fox;
PAT STARLING,
"Purple
"Song of the Open Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA;

CENE KELLY, MARILYN MAXWELL, BEN BLUE,
KEYE LUKE, JACKIE JENKINS, NANCY WALKER
and ELIZABETH TAYLOR, "Anchors Aweigh."
M-G-M; MAUREEN O'HARA, PAUL HENREID
and ARTURO
DE CORDOVA, "The Spanish
Main,"
HENRY STEPHENSON, "Two
RKO;
and
"Moonlight

Sisters

versal;

Cirl,"

M-G-M; GLORIA JEAN,

Vermont,"

FORTUNIO

HEATHER,

"Double

More Than

125 RKO-ites in Service

Universal; EDWARD
Primitive Man," Uni-

BONANOVA
Indemnity,"

and
JEAN
Paramount;

Philly Erlanger Theater
Returns to Legitimate
Philadelphia

(Continued from Page

and

EVERETT HORTON, "Her

Fox.

Christmas packages from RKO Ra\nother appearance scheduled for
fly this week is that of J. Cheever dio's home office will be sent this year
wdin, chairman of the board of to more than 125 former employes.
dversal Pictures, who will repreThese gifts, which are in addition
ht the National Association of
to the usual monthly gift packmufacturers.
ages, were made possible by a fund
Resume Stage Bills
to which the home office employes
"hicago Stage shows return to contribute voluntarily each week and
B & K Chicago Friday when which is matched by a similar sum
TA bows out.
by the company.
•

Holiday,"

Paramount;

Paramount.

DELMER

NINA FOCH, "Nine
VIRGINIA MAYO, "Petty
RKO; JOHNNY "SCAT" DAVIS, "KnickLOUISE

Columbia;

1)

Henry Reeve, president of the
xas Theater Owners, Inc., who is
pected to appear today or tomorw.

ANITA
Girls,"
Girl,"

erbocker

20th-Fox.

(Continued from Page

Louis Theaters

Sept. Biz Off
OTTO BROWER,

On Tax

St.

CASTINGS

SIGNED

they are willing to
in meeting the requests of exhibis for modification of the decree.
Although Clark was in New York
Friday, attorneys and company
(Wis met among themselves to confTSe the preparation of their forWhether there was any disla.
reement as to policy among the
.'cutives could not be determined.

ruse

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Week

to the extent

ne More Exhib.

DAILY

—

Local

Erlanger,

which has been dark for some time,
and which formerly has a picture-

1)

exhibitor propaganda to beat

down

an actual fact that
receipts are 30 per cent below what
they should be for this time of year.
Causes for the situation are said
film rentals, but

to be the reduction in gasoline allotments, drain on manpower for the

armed forces, the large number of
war pictures and the withholding
tax.
These factors, exhibitors say,
are taking their toll despite the fact
that the population has increased by
approximately 125,000 since this
country entered the war.

Managers Plan
Welfare Organization

Philly

—

Philadelphia
Organization of lotheater managers for welfare
legit policy, returns to the legit to- put poses began at a meeting held in
morrow when Billy Rose's "Carmen RKO exchange. Purpose of the new
body, as yet unnamed, will be beneJones" opens. House is operated by
cal

without any social aspect.
Creation of a fund for those manaOne indication of the size of the gers who may need assistance will
show is that 30 stagehands are be- be one feature, with insurance proing reported used.
tection for all members another.
ficial,

William Goldman.

m

p

2

I
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U. S. Pix Facing Toughest World Market Battl
Pre- War

Lineup in PostMarket to be
Markedly Altered Golden

war World

—

{Continued from Page

1)

"TINY" EWINC,

poster

Columbia,

clerk,

Oma-

in

den forecast.
"If the post-war contest in this
field is a fair contest
one based
upon quality of product Hollywood
If the fight
need have no fears.
should prove to be of a different

—
—

character,
ably find
s e

dent
wholly
its

tic

basis.

The

s

t

campaign now.

But

it is not
"nor do we
have anything resembling an exclusive franchise along these lines.
"Throughout the world, all countries now realize more than ever the
power and influence of the motion
picture. They have seen how American films have had a marked effect
on the daily lives of their people,
how motion pictures have aided
greatly in furthering the sale of
many varied American products
abroad and have diverted to American manufacturers much trade that
was formerly enjoyed by others."

its plans,

Every major country

is

today lay-

plans for the building of a
domestic production, with one of the
major objectives being to oppose the
Hollywood influence on world trade
'Great Britain, the
movements.
Soviet Union, Sweden, Switzerland
and Latin-American countries such
as Mexico,. Chile, Argentina and Brazil are girding themselves to give
the American industry its greatest
competition for post-war film sales,"
writes Golden.
m>.

its

films

with

''

he

authorities
are
working
that
'•trade
follows the

points out. and powerful finanare determined
British
that,

interests

Along'
become of world importance.
the Government aid which they will

Golden

declares

that the British
have learned much during the war about
technics.
Most of the best
production
productions have been non-commercial, but
He technicians making these will be making
commercial films after Die war.
-time of the British films made durII
ing the pa.-t year tinder unfavorable conreceive.

land

Regal

Theater,

PALADIN,

operator,

Regal

Theater,

tory motion pictures seem good to tin

WILLIAM

McPHERSON,

Theater,
tor,

Theater,

manager,

Ambassador

Detroit.

operator, Ambassador Thea-

Detroit.

FLOYD
Oakman Thea-

manager,

Trenton

Theater,

FITZSIMMONS, M-G-M

C.
sentative, Albany.

field

repre-

ROGERS, Eastern representative,
Bacon-Sam Jaffe Productions.

Lloyd

Park,

EDWARD

J.

Benedict

may

plans of Nazi Germany, with its projected 500 features per
theaters
of Europe, is
year for the 27,000
also discussed at, length not because the
post-war plans of the Hitler government are
likely to be realized but because of their
The
significance in current-day thought.
Germans look for 110 German features, 60
French, 50 Hungarian and Spanish, 25 SwedSwitzerland
ish, 15 Danish and 15 Finnish.
is
expected to turn out at least 10 feaItaly was to produce nearly a huntures.
dred according to German estimates of
film

months ago.
Realization of the plans as laid out by the
Nazis is not to be expected, but, says Golden, "the over-all picture that we clearly
discern in such a report as has been cited
above may, to our own advantage, indicate
the necessity for long-range thought and
truly forward-looking action on the part of
thought and acthe Hollywood industry
tion that take cognizance of the multifarious
several

Produc-

SMITH,

assistant

shipper,

Columbia,

Buffalo.

The United Stat
motion picture industry feels, una
mously, that the quality standard is t
only type of barrier to which our Am/
ican films should be subjected in or(j
to do business in the world markets.-!
Golden is hopeful that pix will be i\
due consideration in the framing of J
peace.
"It seems virtually certain.'.!
said, "that the agenda of the peace-ma]
will embrace the endeavor to assure
conditions and circumstances in other
tivities
such as mining, agriculture.
steel, air transport and various other
nomic aspects of the modern world. ll
.

.

;

i

'

j

students of the situation believe that
parable attention and efforts may welJ
devoted to the motion picture, which
fairly be said to have proved itself a n
sary instrumentality in the successful
J
ecution of the war and which promise^
be equally significant in the coming er
J
peace."
j

RKO, Buffalo.

exploiteer,

reminder

that different geographical areas
different political setups and governjurisdictions."
Golden
continued,
"They have, and will have, different tradecontrol measures, tariffs, fees
and possibly
restrictions of a nature that are somewhat
hampering.
Which brings us to a feature
of 'motion pictures, post-war' that can be
discussed only with a marked degree of cir-

have

mental

—

cumspection."
Our industry has always welcomed competition, and foreign producers have always
been free to compete with our product in
this country, "the greatest dollar market in
the world for good motion pictures," Golden writes.
"Are reciprocal conditions to
prevail abroad in the post-war period?"
Quota and contingent restrictions are
unjust, Golden declares, with quality
"the only genuine basis and criterion of
fair competition.
Administrative walls
and restraints cannot make unsatisfac-

"In

Old Oklahoma" Set

For O. C. Premiere Nov.
Oklahoma City

— World

prem

Oklahoma'
the Criterion here Nov. 3 will
tract John Wayne, Martha Sc
"Gabby" Hayes, home office and
dio
execs,
and Thomson Bui
whose "War of the Wildcats" ]
adapted for the pic. It's a saga
Oklahoma's oil rush back in the w
catting days of the early 1900's.
of Republic's "In Old

GRAND NIGHT

A

—

changes which this war has

Y.

tions.

WILLIAM PRACNER,

Mich.

iBogeaus

who view them.

|

PESKAY, vice-president and N.

representative,

ROBERT

RICH, manager, Crand Theater, High-

).

GEORGE

STANLEY KULAWIK,
Mack-Uptown

Park,

The ambitious

alone in laying

I

De-

Nazis' Ambitious Plans

The industry is aware of the problem, Golden reports, and is mapping

fi

Lin-

Theaters,

be considered samples of how
technie of film production is
then the British bid fair to
become our greatest competitors in the film
markets of the world," Golden predicts.

All Countries Planning

cial

for Oriole,

the British
progressing,

u a-

British
trade
the
theory

Theater,

FRED MILLER, manager, Tuxedo Theater, High-

ditions,

termined post-war planning."

on

assistant
Detroit.

ter,

land

tion is certainly one to
induce thinkNATHAN D. GOLDEN
ing, and to
generate judicious, skillful and de-

ing

LOUIS ROSS,

mar-

cial

manager,

BUDD

EMORY

keep
itself on a
sound finan-

SHARPE,

Detroit.

Linwood-LaSalle

it-

domesUnited

i

manager,

Hollywood may conceiv-

upon

States
ket to

its

APEL,

Oriole

Detroit.

Mich.
DAVID WILLIAMS, manager,
Trenton, Mich.

depenalmost

f

1

DEL

WILLIAM
Detroit.

ha.

the world pix market RUDY C. SCHROEDER, manager,
"will be altered very perceptibly."
Detroit.
"Our American motion picture in- ARTHUR FROST, relief manager
wood-LaSalle,
and Avalon
dustry may find itself fighting as it
troit.
never fought before to distribute its
CHARLES VINCENT, manager,
products in foreign markets," GolTheater, Detroit.
lineup

Sees British Pictures
Likely to Be Greatest
Rival in World Marts

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

IN

wrought and

is now inducing, in what may be described
as the motion picture patterns of many foreign lands."
If
his article does spur such thought
among our industry leaders it will have
served its purpose, Golden told THE FILM

for

that Sunday closings
ordered in Australia, and that
for the showing of Russian films
exclusively is being planned in that country, that all Axis films imported last year
or held by distributors have been confiscated
by the Brazilian government, that power
shortage has reduced screening time in Haiti,
that "political newsreels" have been banned
in Afgahanistan, that a Swedish producer is
doing a full-length cartoon a la Disney, that
consular reports coming to his desk frequently include comments upon the excitement, delight and other evidences of "audience participation" noticed as films are
screened for the less developed countries.
These items, says Golden, "have not
the faintest semblance of organic unity
or inter-relationship
but they all drive
home one fact: namely, that things are
moving swiftly in the motion picture
field abroad, that new forces are being

GRAND CAUSE

A

DAILY.
He mentions then

i

have been
a

circuit

new Paramount
Paramount Theatre,

Don't miss the midnight preview of a
picture,

New
The
The

"RIDING HIGH"

at the

York.

time: Midnight,

From

price:

orchestra,

Loges

October

$1.10 in the

22,

1943.

balcony

to $1.65 in the

$5.50.

—

unleashed
and that Hollywood will
need, more than ever, to know, to study,
and to plan."
Another development of importance in
the world picture is the following of our
lag
Hollywood productions,
by
Golden
minted out. Our commercial pix, projected
primarily for our fighting men, are being
;een in the most remote corners of the earth,
and they are "arousing wholly new desires
for entertainment among resident populations
opening the door
for even
broader geographical distribution of the Hollywood studios' products than we have witnessed in the past.
.

.

.

.

.

ical'

— and

just used the word
that serves to bring

get your tickets

Tickets

Astor

now, today!

can be ordered from Room 192.
Times Square, New York.
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10% TAX "DISCRIMINATORY", SAYS COWDIN
tKO Studying Policy for Radio and Television
ame

Austrian Consultant
>r RKO on Radio, Tele;
j Survey Both Fields

RKO

in the foreto place
Vnt of television in the post-war
iod, N. Peter Rathvon, president,
an3 t e r day
unced the region of Ralph

Moving

Austrian

a s
:sultant to the

as•poration,
Tied to develop
over-all radio

Setay Co. Control of Republic Goes Before
SEC in Philadelphia for Approval on Oct. 21

— Hearing

on the proposal by Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.
cent controlling interest in Republic Pictures Corp. of
Under the
Delaware in Setay Co., Inc. will be held by the SEC on Oct. 21.
proposal Consolidated would hold a two-thirds interest in Setay of which
Republic would be a wholly-owned subsidiary.
A statement in the Consolidated annual report for the year ended Dec. 31,
1942 noted that the corporation owned 289,000 of 614,439 outstanding shares
of Republic, or 47 per cent and in addition Consolidated owned one-half of the
stock of Cajo Co., Inc. which owned 225,000 shares, or 36 per cent of the
oustanding Republic capital stock.
Philadelphia
vest

to

its

67

House Com. Congress
Ought Not to Increase
The Existing Tax Rates

Tells

per

ANDREW

By

Washington Bureau of

—

OLDER

H.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington The proposed 30 per
cent admissions tax is "excessive and
highly discriminatory," J. Cheever
Cowdin, Uni-

_

versal board
an,
c h a i r

told

m

The

Film Daily
y e s t e rday,

>adcasting and
evision policy.
t o
According
a t h v on's an-

s

Fabian Lauds Trade's Juve Price Advance

t

War Loan

3rd

jncement, Ausan will make
1
surveys and
alyses of both

S.

RALPH

B.

AUSTRIAN

tele and radio
Ids and submit recommendations
(Continued on Page 15)

t

ark's Brother Dies;

elay Decree Talk!

WAC

H.

Fabian,

Leaders Mulled

general

head

of

Bond

Cleveland

in

ating with the Treasury Department
in putting the Third War Loan campaign well over the $10,000,000,000
goal yesterday lauded the efforts of
L. C. Griffith, general chairman, C. B.
Akers, campaign director, and Ray
Beall, head of the publicity commit-

tion late last week it was proposed
to boost children's admission prices
from 10 cents to 15 cents. Some exhibitors, it is said, while in favor
of such a move abstractly, feel that
with a proposed 30 per cent tax in

the

offing,

(Continued on Page 16)

the

boost

his

tes-

m o ny

be-

the

House Ways
and Means
Committee.
"It is un-

—

It is reported that at
closed meeting of the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-

a

i

f o r e

Cleveland

activities and chairman
of the theaters' division in co-oper-

u pplement-

ing

J.

fair to select

COWDIN

CHEEVER

the

motion

picture industry as a special target
(Continued on Page 10)

SMPE

Told Theaters

would mean

Gel Repair Parts

(Continued on Page 16)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM <DAILY
Resumption of conferences on the
Fire Dept. Court Action
Hollywood— The 17,000 theaters of
w York consent decree between Unaffiliated Exhibs. See
the United States are being supplied
m C. Clark, Assistant Attorney Clark on Decree Oct. 27
Test Film in Fiber Box with
accessories and repair parts
neral, and the decree's signator(Continued on Page 6)
may be delayed due to the death
A three-man delegation repre- Expectations yesterday were that
(Continued on Page 3)
senting the Unaffiliated Independent the New York Fire Department's Universal Files Stock

May

\

riffith

Case

Pre-Trial

pnference Off

to

Nov. 15

Pre-trial conference in the Grifi anti-trust case will be held Nov.
in Oklahoma City.
Parley had
adjourned from Sept. 13. Pur(Continued on Page 3)

m

War

Effort Rating
For Baltimore Pix

Baltimore

'

— Don

motion
Sunpapers, has
a new idea of grading pictures.
He
rates 'em as they aid the war effort.
The plan has attracted quite a bit
picture

of

critic

attention.

of the

Kirkley,

Exhibitors, Inc., New York organization, will confer in Washington on
Oct. 27 with Tom C. Clark, Assistant Attorney General, in regard to
the association's brief on the New
(Continued on Page 3)

court action against Massce, Barnett & Co. and two film laboratories
would resolve itself into a test of
the city ordinance prohibiting the
use of fiber board film containers

Nathan Says
Closed Session

W.

Triple Bills?
New Edict May Halt Old

to

End

Pa. Allied Conclave

—

>

—

A

registration

statement has been

filed by
(Continued on Page 6)

Univer-

Henderson Heads
Bom. Thea. Licensing
Policy

Argentina's decree requiring the
closing of theaters by 11:30 p.m.
daily and at midnight on Saturdays
and Sundays as a fuel and light conservation measure may have the effect of curtailing the practice of
showing three pictures on a program
which prevails except in the firstruns, according to John B. Nathan,

Pittsburgh A closed session for
independent exhibitors only will
mark the afternoon and closing session today of the 23rd annual convention of Allied MPTO of Western
Pennsylvania. Abram F. Myers, gen- Paramount's managing director for
(Continued on Page 16)

Philadelphia

(Continued on Page 16)

End to B.A.

SEC

Registration with

(Continued on Page 10)

—

Ottawa The Canadian Government appointed W. T. R. Henderson of Toronto as director of licensing in the Wartime Prices and Trade
Board in succession to G. E. Wemp

who

resigned.

This official has
over the sale of theater
businesses through permits for trans-

jurisdiction

fer of

that

ownership and

only

approved.

exceptional

it

is

announced

cases will be
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Ampa's Fund Raising and Ticket
Selling Committees announced yesterday that over 60 per cent of the
Paramount Theater has been sold out
for its midnight preview of "Riding

Ontario Exhibitor Units
Consider Consolidation

Russell;

Assistant

Tononto

Nat Finston.
Y. Frank Freeman was appointed
chairman of the Research CounTreasurer,

FRANCIS

HARMON, WAC

S.

head,

left

JOHN

NATHAN,

B.

Paramount

Chicago The manpower shortage
Hills Cemetery in Hastings-onand the need of conserving fuel are ter
Hudson. Glick died of a heart ailexpected to force two more theaters ment on Sunday. He was 59.
in the Chicago area to drop weekday matinees. The houses are the
Balaban & Katz Cine Theater and
the R. B. Circuit's Ridge Theater.
Notices of the contemplated step
*
have been sent to John Smith, busiCO
ness agent of the IATSE operators'
Your greatest motion
Local 110.
Four houses already
have discontinued matinee shows.
They are the Calo and Rosewood
here and the Ray and the Stadium

managing

director

tel.

1

Girl,"

from

arrived

on

Lou Metzger

ATTORNEY THOMAS McCONNELL of
in
New York to take depositions

comes

Theater

Park,

WAC

up

next

month

in

WAC

H

whic
cour

BETTY BUSH,
staff,

formerly on Loew's Rochesti
N. Y., and now a sergeant
visiting in Rochester for sever

Rochester,

the WACS,
days.

is

GREER CARSON,
day for a brief

FRED WILCOX
for

several

arrived
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New York

yestei

visit.

has gone to Cape Cod, Mass

days.
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picture
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experience/
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faster
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Sunday Midnight Shows
Discontinued in Canada

as

m

A

Lou Metzger, California exhibitor,
yesterday started executive duties
in the WAC's New York headquarters on a permanent basis.
MetzSeveral neighborhood managers
ger will concern himself with all not usually holding midnighters
activities which enter into the
have announced dropping matinees
picture.
as alternative to save heat.

1

Chicago.

z

—i
-<
oc
UJ
Without precedent
beyond compare.
Unfolding all the realness of your own

o
OS
4

|

Chica;

anti-trust suit
in
the Federal

m
O

.

life/

usual
Starts at

I

vacation.

felt.

until cold weather arrives.
exhibs. adopted the no midnight policy after Oct. 10 but some
staged just one more owl performance Sunday, then adopted their
own ban.

(

I

is -in
Cleveland discussing new product deal
with local branch manager Lester Zucker.
E. H. KEYS, Great States film booker has n
turned to Chicago from a Wisconsin huntir

CJ

i

tl

a 10-day furlough.
Columbia district manage

30

Evanston, Chicago suburb.
feared that other houses will
be forced to follow the example of
these theaters should the manpower
pinch and the necessity of saving
fuel make themselves more acutelv

Most

f

Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay ai
for conferences with John V
vice-president in charge of forei;

in

survey yesterday
showed Canadian theaters have
adopted a voluntary order to eliminate Sunday midnight shows for coal
High," on Friday. Remaining tick- conservation with
few exceptions,
still
be
conets can
purchased, by
including one Toronto house which
tacting Room 192 at the Astor Ho- announced
late
performances as

Ne

town

California

Jackson

manager

CHARLES B0YER

I

in

in

is

SAM GALANTY,

is

Today

Services for Joseph Glick, general
for Michael Todd, theatrical producer, will be held at noon
at the Riverside Funeral Chapel.
Interment will be in the Westches-

Manpower, Fuel Shortage
Closing More Chi. Houses?

—

f
tt

-Wl

city.

from

—Motion Picture Theaters

Rites for Joseph Glick

I

PETTY OFFICER 3d CLASS JERRY WHITlj
SELL,
ex-M-C-M Cleveland booker is hon

Association of Ontario and the Independent Motion Picture Exhibitors Association may fuse.

cil.

Toronto

e;

York last night and arrives in Chicag"
"J*"
morning to address the Rotary Club o n,Ml

Ampa's Theater

Benefit Tickets Sold

is

week

studio.

Columbia's
"Cover
Coast yesterday.

t,

LeRoy Johnston; AsWiard B. Ihnen;

Secretary,
Treasurer, Donald

the Coast,

York the end of

Jr.,
of the Motion Picture Pioneers are strong supporters department activities.
HUGH OWEN, Paramount Eastern divisit
of the huge UJA charity show, and
leaves today for a visit to branch
they and their organization in no manager,
in Charlotte, Atlanta and New Orleans, and
way desire to hamper in any way expected back on Monday.
the complete success of the Night of
CHERYL ARCHER, six-year-old player
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date of its Annual Harvest Dinner
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York's standout benefit specbe presented on the night
of Nov. 18 in Madison Square Garden, the executive committee of the
Motion Picture Pioneers shifted the
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Brother Dies;

lelay Decree Talk!
(Continued from Pain

American
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ash near
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Memphis Friday

night,

Dallas for the funeral
may remain there for the rest
the week.
The decree parleys

i

SMPE technical
Today:
wood-Roosevelt Hotel,

a victim

in

is

ere scheduled tentatively to connue tomorrow, although company
ttorneys late yesterday had not

any change in plans.
Meanwhile, it was reported that
le five consenting companies had
ot completed drafting a formula

,een advised of

hich would set forth the extent to
hich the distributors were willing
'>
go in meeting exhibitors' requests
.:>r
The signadecree alterations.
ories are reported to be concerned
ith three principal issues in conection with the decree; they are,
^elimination of runs, cancellations
*id the expansion of affiliated cir1
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Incidentally,
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Olga San Juan in Paramount's Technicolor Musical Parade short, "Caribbean Romance," poses interesting
precedent
Dynamic young screen-find, you'll note, sports name of
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So far, it is understood, the dis•ibutors' proposals have been only
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the conversation stage, with little
nothing yet put in writing.
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— Assistant

Attorney

C. Clark is in Dallas,
called there by the

nving been
eath of his brother. He is not exected back in Washington before
hursday, and his office does not
now of any definite date for his
ext meeting with the defendants in
ie

New York

Griffith

suit.
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well
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ball,

Nov.

spotting

His

Nov.

Hollywood hasn't
returned

latest find is Stacey Harris, just

Helen

the very near future

in

described

Gillette,

(Blue Network) Knight as "the year's best find,"

is

Ray

by

another Green

dis-

covery

T
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THIS from Hedda Hopper's column yesterday (Copyright

1943 by Chicago Tribune): "I have the greatest admiration for Winston

Pre-Trial

Churchill, but he needs a

and repeating himself"
day.

(Continued from Page

1)

ose of the session will be to limit
ie issues and to come to a mutual
|nderstanding on various aspects of
case.

manager.

.

•

.

Lt.-Col.

Eberson, U. S.

pre-trial conference.
It was
idicated yesterday that the outDme of the New York consent detee's fate may have some effect
n the entire Griffith issue.

|ie

Army

donning khaki, has been doing a grand job
reflecting great credit

Sam

Brass:

upon

Pa.,

is

filling

Gilman.

his

three

is

officer,

scheduled
partner in

and Drew Eberson

the film theater architectural firm of John

In

Engineers,

overseas duties shortly ...... This heavy-hitting

for

for

his Uncle

prior to

volunteer

alma mater. Filmland. ...
managing Loew's in Harrisburg,
jobs,

—publicity

SWC

10:

annual election,

Hollywood.

"Cive War
Bonds
Presents" campaign opens.
11:

16:

New York

Critics

Christmas

as

Circle

the

election,

18:

Night of Stars,

Madison Square Gar-

19: Picture Pioneers Harvest Dinner,
dorf-Astoria Starlight Roof.

Nov. 26-28: Academy's third annual
raphy show, Hollywood.

chairman,

still

Wal-

photog-

Unaffiliated Exhibs. See
Clark on Decree Oct. 27
(Continued from Page

York consent

decree.

1)

Group

will
talk with Clark on decree changes,
as they might affect the subsequentrun exhibitors.
Attending the conference will be
Jesse Stern, president of Unaffiliated;
Julius Charnow, vice-president, and

Jacob
Tilts

Leff, attorney.

Sunday

Price

Joliet, 111.— Rialto

States

circuit,

a Dime

Theater of Great

raised

its

Sunday

admission prices from 50 cents to
60 cents.

Christmas

STORK REPORTS

Seal campaign; publicity chairman. Community Chest drive; and chair-

man, Dauphin County Theater Managers War Bond Committee.
• Frank L. Newman, Sr., prexy of Evergreen Theaters Corp., Seattle
.

has been appointed

•

to

board

of trustees, Seattle

All the celebrating out Cleveland

done by the stalwart sons

of

way

this

Purdue following

Chamber

of

.

.

Commerce.

past week-end wasn't
their

triumph o'er Ohio

Additionally, Sam Schultz, Monogram's branch manager there,
and Mrs. Schultz, celebrated their ninth wedding anniversary
And
Bob Schwartz of the Film Building Cigar Store was guest of honor at
a party in the assembly rooms of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n. before leaving to join the Army. ...
• In South Bend,
bailiwick of both the Fighting and Fantastic Irish, Hugh Martin, manager of the Colfax Theater, was host to 118 men and women who in the
past few months have become new U. S. citizens
They and members of their families saw a special Sunday morn showing at the Colfax
of a very American motion picture.
the Warners' rousing "This is the
State

—

Roy Del Ruth
Marie Carolan
Helene Turner
Eddie Forman
Ray Coffin

Club

Sam and
• Triples

from

aside

Family

8: Philadelphia Motion Picture Associates
dinner
for
Salem
Applegate,
Warwick

many speeches

Miss Hopper, by the way, speaks every

Drew

I

Attorneys believe that a date for
ie start of the trial will be set at

He's making too

20th-Fox Home Office
Henry Hudson Hotel.

Algonquin.

Nov.

from Africa, who has been discharged from the American Ambulance
Corps because of injuries
Stacey will probably be Coast-bound,
too,

"sliding scale,"
Restaurant, Passaic,

Fall

Hecht's

den.

screen-tested lately, several

wodering why

we're

talent,

Jersey Allied

Harry

Hotel.

Nov.

have been handed contracts, can thank Ted Green for the
coaching
A whiz at both radio and legit directing,
as

New

In-

J.

Nov. 5:

Serracapriola,

T
who have been

of gals

snapped Green up

•

lonference Off to Nov. 15

ie

LOT

I

Associated Theater Owners of
convention, Indianapolis A. C.

dinner,

lesser

and even Yvette Yonkers

Beatrice Bodinayakakkanur.

midnight benefit,

27: Charles Francis Coe addresses Canadian Club and Montreal Ad Club, Montreal.

Nov.

can. therefore, expect thespians to blossom forth

as

Fund

Ball,

Oct.

producers

pic

to

Relief

Victory

26:
diana

Nov.

Puerto

Club

Pep

Oct.

pro-

is

•

one a month. ...

Ampa

22:

Nov. 4:

in

at rate of

in subject matter,

material

Paramount
22:
Hotel Astor.

Paramount Theater.

behalf and his Universal dis-

Man

be "The Greatest

ducing eight cartoons

reels,

have been too limited

solons. feels that cartoons

trib

and has decided

Walter Lanz wafts

of

tab

to

Holly-

Virginia
Managers Association,
Hotel, Huntinghon, W. Va.

Prichard

Scanning the Film Scene:

conference,

Hollywood.

West

Today:

jits.

i

of WestRoosevelt

i

1

who was

Clark's brother

Allied MP Theater Owners
Pennsylvania
convention,
ern
Pittsburgh.
Hotel,

Today:

Army"

•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

T

A daughter, Andrea, was born to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew W. Smith, Jr.,
over the week-end.
The father is
Eastern sales manager of 20th Century-Pox.

Mother and baby are

in

the Greenwich Hospital, Greenwich,
Conn.
New arrival weighed in at
seven pounds, 10 ounces.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Goldenson are the parents of a girl, born
Saturday, at Lenox Hill Hospital,
New York City. This is their first

Goldenson is vice-president
of Paramount in charge of theater
operations.
child.

Miami, Fla.— S/Sgt. Al Prescott,
former manager of the Mayfair, is
the papa of a seven-pound boy, Clarence Alfred. Al is now stationed at
Ft. Benning, Ga.
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All Give

to the

National IVar Fund

—it gives

JACK

ROBERT

OLIVIA

de HAVILLAND-CUMMINGS- CARSON
m PRINCESS O'ROURKE
JANE WYMAN
CHARLES COBURN
•

with

wrtfou)!?/

A HAL

B.

WALLIS Production

•

Written and Directed by

Jack L. Warner,

NORMAN KRASNA

Executive Producer

to

all!
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SMPE

* Reviews of thc new turns

Told Theaters

Gel Repair Paris

"Blazing Guns"

Find the Blackmailer"
{Continued from Page

with Jerome Cowan, Faye Emerson,

1)

Gene Lockhart

they need to operate, according to
Allen G. Smith, chief of the service Warner

equipment

amusement

55 Mins.

sec-

conference yesterday.
He pointed
This is another of Warner's low-cost
out that repair parts carry the highPurely a
est rating with the WPB. He praised melodramas of limited footage.
the engineers for their work in set- program filler, the picture is a compact
ting standards which are being used little mystery item in which the suspense
by manufacturers of secret military
is well sustained despite certain weaknesses
devices and said the studios are proThe story is
ducing training films at the rate of in the plot development.
one per day.
Smith reported that told with dispatch and with some concern
SMPE has agreed to fix war-time for humor where the occasion warrants.
standards for 16 mm. projection
A talking crow is the subject of all the
equipment to be used by all U.S.A. fuss.
Gene Lockhart, running for mayor
armed forces, this in co-operation on a reform ticket, wants to get the bird
with American Standards Society.
(no pun intended) because he fears its owner, his fiancee's brother, who is an ex-con,
Can Save 3,000 Man Hours

Smith declared that a survey con- will use it in a blackmail plot against him.
ducted at one manufacturing plant His political future at stake, Lockhart hires
showed that 3,000 man hours could Jerome Cowan, an obscure private detecbe saved for every 100 lamps by tive, to locate the crow no easy job, let
making aluminum arc-lamps, in- it be said. Matters are complicated when
Cowan's
stead of cast-iron arc lamps that the ex-con is found murdered.
are 90 pounds heavier than the alu- job is made yet tougher by the intrusion

—

Page, head of a

Bradley

minum.

of

President Herbert Grifln announced that
Donald E. Hyndrnan of the Eastman Kodak
Co. had been elected engineering vice-president; Arthur S. Dickinson, MPPDA, financial
secretary; E. Allen Williford, National Carbon Co., secretary; M. R. Boyer, DuPont Co.,
treasurer; Wallace V. Wolfe, RCA, Dr. E. M.
Honan, Erpi, governors. Pacific Coast Section; E. I. Sponable, Pox Movietone, J. A.
Maurer, Maurer, Inc., P. E. Carlson, General
Electric, governors, Atlantic Coast Section;
C. R. Keith, Erpi, president Atlantic Coast
Section; M. W. Palmer, Bell & Howell, secretary-treasurer; E. A. Bertram, De Luxe
Laboratories, James Prank, Jr., NationalSimplex-Bludworth, J. J. Hopkins, Paramount Theaters, managers.
President P. Prank Freeman of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, and
newly appointed chairman of Academy of
M. P. Arts and Sciences, said that television
will become a challenge to the film industry,
but that members of the operating side of
the industry are confident that because of
the ingenuity of motion picture engineers,
it will be possible to meet the challenge of
any group.
Among personalities introduced at the

looking for a huge

luncheon were David Wark

Griffith,

formerly with Paramount; Lt. Herbert Starkey, Navy, formerly with RKO.
Betty
Hutton sang two numbers.
Last night Captain Edmund H. North,
former film writer, now with the Army Signal Corps, spoke on "The Secondary or
Psychological Phase of Training Films," in
connection with his talk a training film,
"Baptism of Fire" was shown.
It demonstrates training of a soldier to overcome
a fear psychosis.
-

Universal Files Stock
Registration with SEC
(Continued from Page

has

Bradley thinks

has found the dough, and the latter
hard time convincing the gambler

a

that he hasn't got

it.

Finally

Cowan

locates

which produces evidence that
Robert Kent, a gambler who is
having a romance with Faye Emerson, as the
killer of the blackmailer.
Cowan plays the detective without takcrow,

the

establishes

He gives a genperformance.
Lockhart,
Miss Emerson and Page also are good. The
film introduces a newcomer named Marjorie
Hoshelle, who has a healthy quality about
her and performs nicely.
ing himself too seriously.

erally

D.

satisfactory

Ross Lederman has supplied tight di-

rection.

A

ing-Roberts
of Robert

ley

E.

magazine yarn by G. T. Flemis

the

basis

of

the

screenplay

1)

the

time, seven voting
trustees for common stock filed a
statement for the purpose of registering voting trust certificates to be
representing the
234,500
issued
The trustees
shares of common.
were Paul G. Brown, J. Cheever

Guns"

"Blazing

The

from

story

been

has

first

to

well

last

named.

doesn't

give

the guns of the heroes and the villains a
chance to cool off.
Thhe picture pounds

along

thereby making certain
backing of the kids.

excitingly,

of the fullest

The
ing

picture unites those two long-stand-

stars

the

of

and

nard

western

field,

Hoot

Gibson, in the
justice.
Neither spares himself
the youngsters a good time.

Maynard

Ken Maycause
to

bibson play a couple of
representatives of law and order who take
on the job of ending a feud between two
brothers, one an honest rancher (Roy Grent)
and the other a good-for-nothing (LeRoy
Mason) who has designs on his brother's
possessions.
The bad brother doesn't miss
a trick in his attempt to break the other.
Maynard and Gibson give the harassed Grent
an assist in his defense against the villainy of Mason, who at the end is put in
his proper place.
Robert Tansey has given the film knock'em-down-drag-'em-out direction.
He also
is down
The screenplay
as the producer.
is credited
to Frances Kavanaugh.
The acting is standard for a western.
Both Maynard and Gibson are given ample
opportunity to give out with the he-man
stuff.

and

Mason makes

Grent gain

lots of

a hissable villain, while

sympathy

for himself as

The feminine
taken care of by Kay Forrester.
CAST: Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson, Kay
Forrester, LeRoy Mason, Roy Grent, Lloyd
Ingraham.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Tansey; Director, Robert Tansey; Screenplay, Frances
Kavanaugh; Cameraman, Marcel LePicard;
Sound, Glen Glenn; Film Editor, Fred Bain.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Okay.
the

target

interest

of

the

villainy.

CREDITS:

Director,

D.

Ross

Lederman;

Kent; Based on story
Fleming-Roberts; Cameraman,
by G. T.
James Van Trees; Film Editor, Harold McLernon; Sound, Robert B. Lee; Art Director, Charles Novi; Set Decorator, Clarence
Steensen.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
E.

Cowdin, Preston Davie, Ottavio ProCharles R.
J. Arthur Rank,
Rogers and Daniel M. Sheaffer.
Shares will be issued as warrants
and exercised for the purchase of
shares represented by the voting

Good.

Southgate, Col., House

Asks Clearance

Relief

Claiming that the 49-day clearance to the Vogue Theater over the
Southgate, Southgate, Cal., is unreasonable, L. A. Allen, operator of
the Southgate, has filed a demand
for arbitration in the Los Angeles
tribunal.

•

Complainant asks that the 49-day
clearance be reduced to 21 days when
the Vogue charges 25 cents and
from seven to 14 days when the admission price is 30 cents. The appeal board previously had cut the
clearance from 79 to 49 days on a
20-cent admission basis for the
Southgate. When, and if, the Southgate is remodeled and enlarged, as
is planned, Allen wants to raise the
admission to 30 cents and is filing
his case now so that a ruling can
be obtained before work is started
on his theater.

—

/« en

ritory.

i

coming

career

a

to

herself

sweet young thing (Ga

make

the big city to
as a warbler.

Despit
the aid of an agent (Rick Vallin) she can
crack the ice.
In desperation the gal hit
for

!

upon the idea of making herself up as
kid and enrolling in a talent school.
Sh
is
given the personal attention of Henr
an

who

instructor,

doesn't

discover

th

The

rus

truth until the gal falls for him.

lands

the

girl

a

radio contract, but she

i

unhappy at the deception she has played oi
Henry, knowing his feelings for her.
Shi
quits the school and returns to Vallin.
Bu
not for long, because Henry soon gets ove
his peeve and seeks her out for the sak<
of a happy ending.
Of coure, at the final
the little lady is on her way to fame anc
fortune as a singer.
The cast serves the

picture

fairly

well

Miss Storm makes an appealing picture,
even though she isn't too convincing in
the sequences in which she poses as a kid.
Vallin plays the agent earnestly.
Luis Alberni provides a

The

number of

laughs.

film has routine direction by Arthur

Dreifuss.

screenplay,
ley

George Sayre concocted the
which was produced by Linds

Parsons.

CAST:

Bill
Gale Storm, Rick Vallin,
Henry, Luis Alberni, Ralph Hodges, George
O'Hanlon, Bebee Fox.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons;
Director,
Arthur
Dreifuss;
Screenplay,
George Sayre; Art Director, Dave Milton;
Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Sound, Tom
Lambert; Film Editor, Dick Currier; Musical Director, Edward Kay.

f

DIRECTION,

Routine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

trust certificates.
No principal underwriters are inPurchase price on 232,000
volved.
shares is $10 and on 2,500 shares at
$9.50 a share to Dec. 15, 1943, and
if issued subsequent to
that date
and on or prior to Dec. 15, 1944, the
price will be $10 per share.
Net Chi. Managers Cool to Union
Chicago Managers union organiproceeds from the sale of the stock
will be added to the working capi- zation progress is slow in this tertal.

The yarn has
Storm)

is

Kent.

Screenplay, Robert

The heavy play given romance in "ItSjj
Eighteen" should go a long way toiP.
making this film acceptable to audienc
in the smaller situations.
It helps to mal
up for a lot of the film's weaknesses, sue
as the overload placed on the credulity ar
the routine manner in which the story h;
been developed.

of

assure

Page, Lou Lubin, Ralph Peters.

chet,

sal Pictures Co., Inc., with the SEC
in connection with 234,500 shares
of common stock and warrants for
the purchase of 125,000 shares of

common.
At the same

been fleeced by the ex-con.

Cowan

gambling ring

of which he has

CAST:
Jerome Cowan, Faye Emerson,
Major Gene Lockhart, Marjorie Hoshelle, Robert
Service, Kent, Wade Boteler, John Harmon, Brad-

E. Cahill, Army Pictorial
Signal Corps, formerly with RKO; Lt. Franklin
Hansen,
Pictorial
Service,
Navy,

Prank

sum out

"Nearly Eighteen"

Ken Maynard, Hoot Gibson
with Gale Storm, Rick Vallin, Bill Her
Monogram
54 Mins. Monogram
61 Mir
MAYNARD, GIBSON GIVE THE KIDS
EMPHASIS ON ROMANCE MAKES TH
CAUSE FOR CHEERING IN WESTERN FILM ACCEPTABLE ENTERTA1NMEN
PACKED WITH ACTION AND EXCITE- FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
with

LOW-BUDGETED MELODRAMA RATED
tion of the War Production Board, AS
ACCEPTABLE PROGRAM FILLER;
who spoke at the SMPE technical PLOT WORKED OUT AT BREEZY PACE. MENT.
division,

;

WB

Music Exploitation
To be Boosted Starr

—

With a greater number

of

mus-

productions on the way, Warner
Bros, music subsidiaries will increase the personnel of their songplugging departments with a view
to more extensive exploitation of
musical numbers from Warner pictures, it was revealed yesterday, following the return from the Coast
of Herman Starr, vice-president of
the company and general sales manager of the music firms. Starr spent
a week at the studio conferring with
Jack L. Warner, executive producer,
and Leo Forbstein, head of the music department.
In addition to "Thank Your Lucky
Stars," which is currently getting
unusual attention, forthcoming Warner musicals include "The Desert
Song," "Rhapsody in Blue" and
"Shine On, Harvest Moon."
ical
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WORLD PREMIER

SAMUEL
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Greatest

Production
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New VICTORIA Theatre
Twice Daily 2:30 and 8:30
Released Through

P.

M.

$

2 20 Top

RKO RADIO PICTURES

All

/nc-

Seats Reserved

RKO PALACE Theatre
Continuous Performances Matinees 75c, Evenings
Let's All

Give to The National

War

Fund!

$ 1 10

,

Loges

$ 1 65

ATTF

STOPPED THE

IT

A

few

of the

buyers of

2000-an-hour

War Stamps

up the ''gangplank
see the secret

walking

to victory" to

weapon on

the

corvette combat-bridge street

ballyhoo!

New

.

.

.Times Square

.

.

.

York.

JUST ONE OF THE BIG PICTURE
SELLING STUNTS BEHIND
CORVETTE K-225
Let's All

National

Give

»

War Fund

Which Gives to All

l

ROSSROADS OF THE WORLD!

Canadian
Premiere

*
"CORVETTE
f
Bm
V**
aMDOLPH SCO
11

„

James

DEVlHE

October 19th
Centre Theatre, Ottawa
f,

•

N. Y. Premiere

October 20th
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R)CH A R

DROSSOH

desStordYiUe0

John Rhode

A unWERS/

, R C

Criterion Theatre

Smith
Kate
Thank you,

millions mare
are
an d there

Americans

who

will love

CORVETTE-* 225",
tool

which made

"I have just seen a motion picture

think a
yet been sung.

The

lot

about heroes whose praises have not

picture

is

'Corvette K-225.' It

those heroes of the Royal Canadian Navy,

ships which fought so valiantly to
in the

North

me

Atlantic. All

is

the story of

who man

the

little

combat the submarines

women

will like this picture,

because American mothers, wives and sweethearts will always

remember that many American
cause the Canadian boys

*<>«*"

*?*$»
l

> >.

made

boys' lives were saved be-

the crossing so

,r,do

>0

much

October 22
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TO THE COLORS!
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jvision Policy
(Continued from Page

PROMOTED

1)

BOB

USN,

ESTILL,

former

which RKO may
Seattle, to lieutenant (j.g.).
advantageously employ both JOHNNY WILSON, USA, formerly

the

manner

in

Hollywood.
M-G-M contract player,

department,

DON DE

Paramount

booker,

FORE,
wood.

ERICH
with National

VON

STROHEIM,

sistant director,

JR.,

Holly-

20th-Fox

as-

Hollywood.

Screen, Seattle, to corporal.

FRED

i.

vers

L.

I

saw

the

n

in the inclusion of

scope

of

SCHMIDT,

Hollywood,

USA,

M-G-M

former

tailor,

PAUL BEISMAN,

Austrian's

ter

*
*
SECCERMAN,
ARMY

Theater

chief

operator, Chicago.
Theater, Chicago.

pioneered by S. Barret Mc- EUGENE HAYDEN, Senate
Jck, the company's advertising- EARL ALLEN, assistant
city

A

chief.

Chicago.
wider CEORCE
HELMS, Army

cation of radio to company adCharlotte.
sing and promotion was seen as HANK HOWARD, RKO

manager,

M.

P.

Southtown,

Service

booker,

publicity director, Cleve-

land.

strian,

RKO
ly

a

who

WALTER KLINGER,
will

Building, was until reof the WPB's Plan-

•

to taking the

in

foreign

publicity

headquarter in

member

Committee

Warners

Washington.

Government

post,

pas for seven years assistant
president of RCA Manufactm -

manager,

ZEVA YOVAN,

as a reflection of RKO's suc- ROBERT C.
State Lake, Chicago.
ul use of radio hookups for 50- BURT ERICKSON, Manor, Chicago.
ARTHUR
ATKINSON,
JR., son of the Gateway
premieres of exploitable pix, a

possible

*~NAVY

sergeant.

to

risburg,

JR., son of the
St. Louis.

assistant

*

American Thea-

Harrisburg,

assistant

manager,

Colonial,

Pa.

* marines *
* USAAF *

PHIL ARNOLD,

Tivoli,

Fox-Wisconsin downtown advertising chief, Milwaukee.
Lyric, Chicago.

Soviet Cinema Committee Victory Scrap Bank Drive
Establishes Canadian Rep. Opens Under the

WAC

— Soviet

Victory Scrap Bank Drive, the film
theater end of which has been proTo., Inc., in charge of sales and
moted through the industry's WAC,
sing of Photophone recording its Canadian envoy.
with R. J. "Bob" O'Donnell prominjment.
ently sparking the effort, opened yesWilliam Thompson Rites
teiday on a national scale. Motion
?arkhouse Dead
Chicago William Thompson, re- picture houses are serving co-op•Chester
Lt. George A. Park- tired theater manager is dead. Two eratively with their local community
committees.
e, formerly of Eastman Kodak
sisters survive.
Funeral services
The campaign, launched to boost
died Oct. 10 in the Asiatic theaccording to word received will be held today from the Lain much-needed supply of salvage metals, will conclude on Oct. 30.
Chapel.
-

—

Toronto

Cinema Commit-

tee has established Leonid Altzev as

—

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM <DA1LY
Hollywood The Theater Defense Bureau
will back the $6,000,000 Los Angeles War
Chest drive, W. H. Lollier, general chairman, announced.
TDB will assume direct-

—

of the drive in all theaters other
than circuits in the Los Angeles city area.
Employes will be asked to donate an
hour's pay per month while theaters will
be asked for a percentage of their average week's receipts.

Chicago.

DON DEMIEN,

ERNEST SCHEPPER,

on the Film Front

control

manager, Loew's, Har-

Pa.

SPASIA TODOROV,

SERVICE

.

Corvette
Universal

in

.

.

— V ...—

which is being used by
connection with the premiere

float

"Corvette K-225 at the Criterion tomorrow, sold more than $1,400 worth of
10c War Stamps while stationed in Union
Square Saturday afternoon.
This indicated
that aproximately 12,000 people walked up
the gangplank to see the "Secret Weapon."

of

Alvaro G. Bonney Dead
Rochester
retired
at the

— Alvaro

legit,

U. S.
nearby Bath.

G. Bonney, 69,
manager, died
Veterans Facility at

stage

Bonney was credited with "discovering" Francis X. Bushman. For
many years he was associated with
the Shuberts and managed theaters
for them at Providence, New York,
and Camden, N. J.
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Fabian Lauds Trade's

War Loan

3rd

Leaders

(Continued from Page

1)

Juve Price Advance

Toronto Police Caution Theater Managers
To Provide Uniform Staff to Police Standees

Mulled

— Theaters

have been advised by the police department that they,
men to police sidewalk standees and
prevent the over-crowding of lobbies, the police move tossing the manpower
problem from the department to the exhibs. of the city.
Heretofore, police have been on duty at local theaters to regulate waiting

Toronto

in

tee in behalf of the drive. Beall has
returned to his duties with the Interstate Theaters in Texas, and Griffith and Akers are back at their
desks with the Griffith Theaters in

DAfLY

(Continued from Page

crowds.

volved.

May

contribution before
over the week-end
was the preparation of a 16-page,
illustrated factual report of the industry's participation in the Third
War Loan, which is now at the
printers.
It will shortly be sent
Beall's final
his departure

WAC

to all

Re-elected to the executive board were
Maurice Walsh, Tom Marguccio. Michael
Newcomers on
Vornacchione and Al Daffa.
the board are Arthur Nickolaus. Emil Homsany, Catherine Grog-an, Fred Hobby, Jack
Named as trusRayner and John Oxton.
tees were Rose Vanoli, Sally Waugh and
Nicholas Koutrouby.
•

Installation of officers will take place
at the Fraternal Clubhouse.

Nov. 5

members.

on

portant factors" in

Masquers

Men

leaders will deliver confidential reports to the exhibitors.
The Eastern Central regional conference is
scheduled for this morning.
Approximately 165 persons attended the opening meeting yesterday
at the Roosevelt Hotel.
Speakers
yesterday icluded H. M. Richey,
Claude Lee, Jules Lapidus and

.

.

She Errs, But In

Her Own Grand Way"
October issue of MagaCanadian counterpart
of
Readers
Digest,
Sara
Colton
writes an article, "Veracity Seekers of Hollywood."
about
It's
all
the importance of accuracy in films,
the diligence employed by studios to
get facts, figures, names, etc., abthe

In

zine

Digest,

solutely

Herman

correct.

research

ner's

tioned

twice

spelled

wrong

and

The name

of

Lissaver).

Dr.

(head of Wardepartment) is menin
the article,
and
both times! 'Lissner

Lissauer

—

£

actic

out.

Laifmovie Labor Dispute
Settled Following Heari:
The dispute between the LaffmC
Theater, operated by James Ms.
and the Motion Picture Thes

Managers and Employes, which
been operating independently si
it was dropped by the CIO, has b!
settled following a hearing bef

New York State Labor Relati
Board.
The case involved the
missal of three employes of the t
the

(

ater.

pageant and rally will be staged
Madison Square Garden, Mond
night, Nov. 15 by the producers a
staff of the Radio City Music H
through arrangements made with
S. Eyssell, managing director of t
big playhouse.
The rally, to be titled "Tribute.
Gallantry," will be presented for t
active workers and canvassers of t

Barney Balaban was pictured as

campaign

charged with extorting

the

Building

Service

Harrisburg

—

Harrisburg

theater

managers are getting their heads
gether

to-

put a stop to vandalism.
Seats are being slashed.
Soap is
being injected among the
paper
towels.
Light bulbs are stolen right
and left.
Fixtures of all kinds are
torn from the walls.
The general thought is that if

Employes'

Edelberto de Carrera, president of the showing of "Scarface." Crossthe National Union of Exhibitors examination of Bioff will continue
and the Carrera Circuit, is dead.
today.

to keynote t
to raise $17,000,000 local

Theater Vandalism
Sweeps Harrisburg

—

union of Chicago. He also related
de Can-era's Mother Dies
a threat against the owner of the
Havana (By Air Mail)— Clotilde Melrose Theater, Chicago, by a memDelgado Vda. de Carrera, mother of ber of the Chicago mob to prevent

War Fund

National

a "lamb" by William Bioff, convicted labor racketeer at yesterday's
resumption of the trial of the eight

defendants

New York dr
War Fund, a gk

To inaugurate the
of the National

of THE FILM DAILY
more than $1,000,000 from the film
The Masquers Club industry.
Bioff's description of Balawill host a special Christmas weekban was offered by the former aide
end party with a dinner-show on
to George E. Browne, ex-head of
Christmas eve and a breakfast
the IATSE, during his cross-examiChristmas morning. Paulette Godnation on a $20,000 shakedown of
dard will be hostess at both parties
the B & K circuit when Balaban was
with guests, selected by commandits president.
The whole day was
ing officers in the area, to be drawn
devoted to the cross-examination of
from service men farthest away from
Bioff.
home, orphans and men convalescBioff told of a plot to take over
ing from wounds.

Hollywood

uniform

Music Hall Staff Stages
Pageant for War Fund

success.

Host Service
at Christmas Party
to

West Coast Bureau

".

its

no

taken, it is reported that any'
in children's admission prices
be left to competitive areas to v4

W.

& K

WAC

While

|

The management agreed to the
instatement of one man, an usi
and the payment of two weeks' i
ary to the others, both assist:
managers. The usher also recei'
two weeks' pay. Mage is underst<
Pa. Allied Conclave
also to have consented to an el
(Continued from Page 1)
tion. The union will file a new pi
eral
counsel,
Sidney
Samuelson, tion for an election with the boa
Pete Wood, Martin Smith, Ray it was said by D. F. Barreca,
Branch and other national Allied union's head.

Willkie on "Info., Please"
Beall also praised the WAC's trade
Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of
press division, headed by Martin
the 20th-Fox board, spoke last night
Quigley, with Jack Alicoate as viceon the NBC's "Information Please"
chairman, for "its magnificent coprogram in the interests of the Naoperation." Beall said: "The impact
tional War Fund.
The program
of the special Third War Loan ediemanated from Pittsburgh, where George Dembow.
tions which all publications issued
A banquet tonight will conclude
it
opened the fund drive in Alsimultaneously two weeks in adthe two-day convention.
legheny County.
vance of the start of the campaign
inspired the greatest all-out exhibi- lar news coverage by all the trade
B
"Shake-Down Told
tor effort in the history of the mo- journals during the campaign was
By
tion picture industry."
Bioff
in Extortion Trial
"one of the most stimulating and impublic reBeall, who is also
lations chairman for the Dallas area,
also stated that the gift of free advertising space as well as the regu-

1)

only an advance of one cent to
exhibitor, and this would be h
than offset by the bad publicity

Oklahoma.
Fire Dept. Court Action
Elect Francavilla Prexy
"To sell almost two billion dolUnion
Test Film in Fiber Box
Technicians
Lab
Of
lars worth of Bonds," Fabian declared, "the industry must have rele(Continued from Page 1)
John J. Francavilla has been
gated business to the background.
A spokesman for
elected president of the Motion Pic- in place of tin.
contribution and
It was a huge
ture Laboratory Technicians Union, the MPPDA said that plans to fight
everyone in the industry should
He has been the city's action were being formu702, IATSE.
know the satisfaction that comes Local
serving as acting president since lated by the organization, which has
with the successful conclusion of a
John H. Rugge's withdrawal from pending before the Board of Standdifficult job.
the presidency of the union last No- ards and Appeals a petition to
"A good portion of this success vember to accept a lieutenant's com- change the ordinance to permit use
can undoubtedly be traced to the mission in the Signal Corps.
of the fiber containers.
The Hays
able administration and leadership
George Waugh, who was made office spokesman asserted that so far
given the campaign by Griffith, Akers first vice-president when Francavil- no action had been taken on the
and Beall.
la stepped into the post vacated by petition.
"It is an indication of the pa- Rugge, was re-elected by the memThe two laboratories involved are
triotism that exists within the in- bership in Saturday's election at the Mercury and Producers.
Vera Dorey
The council of the MPPDA is
dustry when three men, each a key Fraternal Clubhouse.
personality, will leave his duties in was named to the second vice-presi- scheduled to meet tomorrow to disprivate enterprise for several months dency, a post that had been unfilled cuss the matter.
The trio of defendants will apto do a job solely in the public in- since Waugh's elevation to first viceAdolph A. Grude was pear for hearing in Magistrate's
terest.
The industry is proud of president.
these men.
We of the WAC, who returned to office as secretary-treas- Court tomorrow.
have seen the amount of work pro- urer. Others re-elected were Viola
duced by this trio, cannot help but D. LaPreste, recording secretary, Closed Session to End
feel an enormous respect for their and James Branch, sergeant-at-arms.
abilities."
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officials

man"
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at

would do a "minute
each show for a

week, warn that destruction aids the
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the patriotism
pranks might
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Seeking Vandalism Cures

Six-Point Plan Advanced
In Cleveland; Intermediate!
Price Urged in Milwaukee
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WASHINGTON

-

there's

quite

it's

=

nothing

still

offi-

the

that

in-

,

;

hand the effect of its offerings on
people of Spain, Portugal, Sweden and
neutrals he visited during his six
-

abroad, but his opinion of the
overseas operations in general is that
far
outdistance the efforts of any
nation, friend or foe, along the propa-

a line.

•
fHILE

this

to

prediction

direct

a

not

is

be

regarded
to

as

what

as
will

the tax line, don't expect the
l«r cent admissions tax to be accepted.
'en

in

ever, the

chances are that the tax

zonsiderably

higher

than

it

now

will
is

20 per cent.

r

•
WAS LEARNED
llent

not

authority
press

her

•
Mrs.

objections

with Army bigThe President's wife wrote in her
nn just about as much as she had to
on the matter, it was learned.
She

";eas

it

.2

plain

that the

,

job.

I

film

distribution

that the industry was not at

Army

has an extremely diffitales told her by sernot feel that the Army

From the

'nen she does
oing that job

well,

but

she does not
on the matter

«d to take any action
In the meantime, there's some
industry's

:

demanding an

talk

the situation
industry is plain
at

is

a

investigation.

serious

I

,

|S

it

ikly,

the War Activities Committee?
the picture industry is getting an

{Continued on Page 6)

will

with

potatoes

—

Claude R.
representative here,
remarked yesterday. Without in any
way minimizing the seriousness of
the Coast problem, Collins said that
his discussions on the matter with
situation than
Collins,

is justified,

WAC

(Continued on Page 5)

Joseph at "U" Home Office
For Ad Campaign Confabs

British
tention

to

encourage the nation's housewives to buy the tubers in preferFilm
ence to other starchy foods.
favorites will be shown eating potatoes, hauling potatoes, and buying

quota regulations, it was declared
here yesterday by Hugh Dalton, presUnident of the Board of Trade.
official reports to the effect that the
quota act was a dead issue received
a flat denial by the Board of Trade

potatoes.

chief.

Ways and Means Com.
Tax Proposal
solidly

{Continued on Page

7)

in

complete opposition to the Treasury's
tax proposal, Republican members
of the

Cinematograph
the
Meanwhile,
Films Council is slated to meet today
on matters concerning the quota
and the grading of product.
The Films Council's report for
1942-43 was regarded here as not

THE FILM DAILY

— Standing

Gift Pix

Accompany

House Ways and Means Com-

mittee yesterday killed the adminisin
tration plan outright. Although the
statement
issued
by Spokesman
Republican, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Knutson,
Minnesota
made no mention of a sales tax, the
Washington
Moving again to
general feeling was that that, too, is combat criticisms of its overseas
dead.
film distribution, the Army's SpeThere are 10 Republicans on the cial Services Division yesterday re(Continued on Page 5)
leased through the Bureau of Public Relations a statement concerning
facilities in the Aleutian Islands.
Joins Selznick
Occasion was the return to Washing-

Aleutians

Troops

-

Rawson
As Publicity

Director

—

(Continued on Page 7)

Mitchell Rawson, since 1938 EastBlock
Theater Guild
ern publicity manager for Warners,
John Joseph, Universal's adver- has resigned to become publicity di- 'In
Release
tising-publicity director, arrived in rector for David 0. Selznick with
A suit was filed yesterday in New
New York yesterday for home office headquarters on the Coast, it was
{Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
York Federal Court by the Theater

Would

Old Oklahoma'

Hammerstein, II, and
Richard Rodgers to restrain RepubGuild, Oscar

Sees Plastics' Use in Theaters

of

one for
from such letters as
3 from service men which ran Monday in
v
Kelley's column in the Washington
s.
We'll lift a few sentences.
From
h Africa: "... The indus?ry may be
E up to its pledge of making prints of
mportant features, but
can assure
aren't seeing them here.
Is it SpeServices which is causing the SNAFU,
•

THE FILM DAILY
Washington It appears that there
is a good deal more apprehension in
Hollywood regarding the manpower

Roosevelt

concerning

stars

pictures

Washington

Of Prod'n Personnel

—

London (By Cable)
The
Government has no inof removing the film

appear

Hollywood's
still

Washington Bureau of

here yesterday on exthat

in

Crippling Loss

Washington Bureau of

•

now

Kills

No

hs

-

OEM went to the OWI, and
OWI went to our WAC,— and

The
the

Methods of combatting bad beWASHINGTON havior and vandalism by juvenile

likely

Board of Trade President
Says Gov't Has No Intention of Acting; CFC Meets

The Westmores
Make Up The "Eyes"?
II ill

1

patrons in theaters are being studied
by various women's organizations
k's program of 26 war shorts may ac- in the larger cities. Thorough probes
include a good deal more than that of the situation have been underlet.
"It all depends on the need," taken, for example, by the Motion
ton
Griffis
says,
remarking that if Picture Council of Greater Clevere
needed he'd not be surprised to land and the second annual motion
the number go to 40.... As for the picture clinic conducted by Fox- Wisoverseas pix work, which may soon consin Amusement Corp. in Milwaukee and attended by members of
in
for Congressional scrutiny, Grifknown to think highly of the men the Milwaukee Better Films Coun5
{Continued on Page 4)
ling it.
He was not able to observe
cial,

TEN CENTS

1943

W01TT LIFTQUOTA REGULATIONS

RITISH
Heeling

20,

Thompson Talks at SMPE; Next Meet in N. Y.
Bureau
THE FILM 'DAILY
W. Pa. AMPTO Discusses West
Hollywood —That plastics will be
Coast

Variety of Indie Problems

—A

wide variety of indie problems focussed the attention
Pittsburgh

of the delegates at the final session
of the 23rd annual convention of the
of Western Pennsylvania at
the Roosevelt Hotel here.

AMPTO

Principal speakers were M. A. Ro(Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 7)

of

used extensively in studios and theaters following the war was the prediction made by Barton H. Thompson of Paramount studios, speaking
at the SMPE conference.
He said
plastics

Pictures Corp. from releasing
the picture "In Old Oklahoma," The
plaintiffs are the producer, author
lic

have already done much to

replace the use of rubber in studio
"props" and in studio laboratories.
Thompson declared plastics would
{Continued on Page 5)

N. Y. Critics Elect

Alton Cook Chairman
Alton

Cook,

film

World-Telegram
chairman

of

Critics.

Otis

critic

for

the

been elected
New York Film
Guernsey of the

has

the
L.

Herald-Tribune will serve as secretary of the group for the next year.

r^zrr.

Wednesday, October 20,

Bioff Grilled

by Defense

4,200 Indie Contracts
Closed, Asserts Agnew

At Film Extortion Trial
William

Bioff, convicted extortion-

chief Government witness in the
Federal Court trial of the eight dePublisher fendants accused of extorting more
than $1,000,000 from the business,
Manager yesteiday again was submitted to
stiff
cross-examination by defense
ist,

10 Cents
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Recommend Murphy

'

the

It,"

and
May
Resume Confabs Tomorrow

War

Loan

Forms Wheeler
To Handle

—

—

1/4

DFC

for

the Department of Agriculture. Session did not concern motion pictures
but pertained to all industries.
It
is probable that the film industry
will participate in the Fourth War
Loan, although no plans have been
set.

in

Face

"True to Life,"
'Hostages," "The Good Fellows" and
Tornado," all of which have been

"Let's

ing Joseph Basson, business agent
set with Loew's, Warner Bros., RKO
of the union.
The witness admitted that he and National Theaters.
"hopes and prays" that the Govern"Big Five"
ment will do something about re- Clark
ducing his 10-year sentence in return for his aid in the present case.
Bioff will be on the stand for
Next meeting on the New York
further cross-examination today.
consent decree between Tom C.
Clark, Assistant Attorney General,
Advertising Council and the five signatories to the decree
be held tomorrow, it was reHears 3rd
Appraisal may
ported yesterday. Whether the session would take place in New York
An appraisal of the Third War or in Washington had not been deLoan, resulting from a survey made termined, although -Clark reportedly
by the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- has indicated that future confernomics for the Treasury Depart- ences must be held in the capital.
ment, was presented to the War Ad- The Assistant Attorney General has
vertising Council at a meeting here
been in Dallas this week to attend
yesterday. The appraisal summar- the funeral
of his brother who died
ized the Bond-buying habits of the
in an air crash Fiiday night in Tenpublic and the information will be nessee.
used to evolve themes and plans for
the Fourth War Loan which will
Film Co.
be launched early next year.
No
Re-issues
date has been set, the council was
informed yesterday.

Lt. William Murphy, brother of
Loew's John Murphy, has leturned
Grainger Planes
to this country after completing 50

missions

—

—

-

101

01

1943-44 product, Paramount's new
season feature selling among independents has reached approximately 4,200 contracts, according to Neil
Agnew, general sales manager. Volume of independent business is said
to represent the fastest selling start
Paramount has had since the start
of the New York consent decree.
Total contracts is exclusive of
deals for "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
and for the 1,000 contracts sold in
two weeks on "The City That Stopped Hitler Heroic Stalingrad."
Paramount's first group includes

Tunisian,

Sicilian,

J.

R.

West

Grainger,

Republic

presi-

Italian
pilot of a

f?^?Available Immediately^rrr
$65-$75
Formerly headed national
manufacturing organization; recently purchasing; now 4F.
New York City area deAmerican, age 33, fine appearance,
sired.
college education, broad background.
Box
171, The Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y.
Start

.

.

.

EDDIE

RICKENBACKER

is

Chicago

in

he will address the Advertisers Associati
nual meeting tonight at the Edgewater
Hotel.

ARCH
tact,

left

AMPP public relation'
for the Coast last night.

REEVE,

MITCHELL RAWSON, newly
director for David
the Coast tomorrow.

licity

on

O.

appointee
Selznick,

JACK BENNY is en route to the Cc
work in his next Warner production
Horn Blows at Midnight."

start

JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales
ger
for
Warners left yesterday for [
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and other points
Csntral territory.

IRVING

RAPPER,

Warners'

New York from

In

with

fer

star

to

is

Al

Jolson

make

for

director,

the Coast today t
the sequence whi

on

"Rhapsody

Blue."

in

ANITA COLBY <nee COUNIHAN) and
CINE COUNIHAN, having just complete
in

Columbia's "Cover Girl" arrived

in

Ne

yesterday.

ANDY DEVINE
turned from a
Labrador

and

MARY ELLIOTT

USO-Camp Shows

land,

and outlying

h,

tour of

bases.

Metro Sets Tradeshowi;
For Four New Pictures
M-G-M

yesterday announced

t

show dates for four new pic
"Lost Angel" and "Cry 'Havoc'
be screened Nov. 4 in New
Philadelphia and Boston, and
other exchange centers on N(
"The Cross of Lorraine" and ".
About Face" will be shown n?
will

ally

on Nov.

9.

"Old Acquaintance" on No
Warners will tradeshow the
Davis starrer, "Old Acquaints
8, Ben Kalmenson anno

THE FILM DAILY on Nov.

holds a franchise for this territory

Screen Classics, New York,
and will distribute re-issues, independent productions and some for-

from

eign films.
Operations are beginning with 7
Selznick re-issues, 52 two-reel Hal
Roach comedies, four Laurel and
Hardy features made by Hal Roach
and the feature on China, "Ravaged
Earth." Wheeler's territory will include Maryland, Virginia, the Dis-

campaigns.
Murphy, dent, left New York yesterday by
P-38 fighter, escorted plane for Los Angeles, with stop- trict of Columbia and most of West
American Fortresses during their overs en route at Denver and San Virginia.
He will be quartered at
bombing of the Brenner Pass. He Francisco. He expects to spend about 1001 New Jersey Avenue.
10
days
in
Los
Angeles,
will
and
has received the Air Medal with five
Oak Leaf Clusters, and has been rec- then return to New York via Chiommended for the Distinguished cago and Toronto, arriving back in
New York about Nov. 15.
Flying Cross.

and

EXECUTIVE OR ASSISTANT

STANTON CRIFFIS, OWI motion
Washington tomorrow for
wood, stopping off in the Midwest on hi

chief, will leave

The meeting was attended by Ted
Washington
The Wheeler Film yesterday.
Gamble, national director of the Treasury's War Finance Committee, and Co., headed by Sam Wheeler who reOscar A. Doob, assistant director. The signed last Winter after 3 years as
survey report was made by Dr. J. C. Washington manager for TwentiethThe
Lichert, who conducted the poll for Fox, will open next Monday. Wheeler

+
+

13V8 12% 13
+
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
3 'A
3% +
31/s

Warner

RKO

COM

and

practically all
large circuits for the first block of

Washington Bureau of

'Vs

91i/2
22l/8

.

%

153/8

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East.

Chg.

Close

153/8

counsel.
Bioff again recited the details of
deals which had netted his former
boss, George E. Browne, convicted
ex-head of the IATSE, "the boys
from Chicago" and himself a cool
$100,000 from Chicago theater operators.
He also gave details of a
$150,000 collection from Loew's and
in New York in 1935 for settlement of a labor dispute with operate s' Local 306 without consult-

COmiDG

Having closed with

1

Lester V. Bostwick Dead
Milwaukee, Wis. Lester V. Bost-

—

wick,

34,

manager

of

theaters

Houghton, Hancock and other

in

cities
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Upper Peninsula

of Michigan,
died at a local hospital after undergoing an operation.
Surviving are
his widow, two children, his parin the
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Pa. AMPTO Discusses
Variety of Indie Problems

W.

Femme Groups Seek
Vandalism Cures

{Continued from Page

1)

senberg, president of national

Al-

and Abram F. Myers, its board
chairman and general counsel. They
lied,

(Continued from Page

i)

and the Wisconsin Federation of spoke on the New York consent deWomen's Clubs.
cree and what may succeed it, as

cil

Six suggestions for the elimina- well as possible action concerning it
by the Department of Justice.
of rowdyism in theaters were
The decree's arbitration system
advanced by the Cleveland group at and the Kilgore divorcement bill, the
a recent meeting. It was proposed Treasury's proposed 30 per cent adthat (1) the Junior Victory Corps mission tax and the war effort as it
of the high schools be enlisted as affects exhibitors and the entire involunteer ushers on Fridays, Satur- dustry also occupied the attention of
days and Sundays; (2) the admis- the delegates.
sion fee be increased for children
Other matters featured in the final
after 7 p.m.; (3) suburban theaters discussions were the product situamight employ or ask for volunteer tion, sales policies of the distribs,
help in the supervision of wash- percentages and other buying probrooms; (4) it might be advisable for lems.
theaters to deny admission to chilThe two-day convention ended with
dren under 10 years of age unless a banquet last night.
accompanied by adults; (5) schools
should invite a theater manager to Rinzler
Aides for
talk to their assemblies during the
National
Drive
school year on the subject of theater
etiquette, and (6) Parent- Teacher
Assistants to help in the indusassociations should be encouraged,
try's National War Fund Drive have
within their respective communities,
been named by Sam Rinzler, Greater
to assist the managers of theaters
by reporting to them any irregu- New York chairman. Fred Schwartz
will be treasurer and in charge of
larities which they may observe.
major theater circuits and distribuOne of the suggestions brought up tors while Harry Brandt will conat the Milwaukee clinic was the ad- tact independent exhibitors;
Si Fabvocation of an intermediate price ian, independent theater circuits;
range for high school and teen-age Arthur Mayer, producers and Harry
theatergoers.
It was pointed out Mandell,
in
charge of publicity.
that adult admissions have been in- Rinzler and his committee plan to
creased almost everywhere in the make personal calls on local leaders
state and it was felt that the teen- of each branch of the industry.
age group could be more financially
productive if a consideration in price be able to attend theaters frequently.
were given high school students, Methods of working out such a plan
since more of this age group would will be studied by the council.
tion

Names

War Fund

CHARLES BOYER

*

BARBARA STANWYCK
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POSTPONEMENT by Ampa

•

whatever

of

some time

the Motion Picture Industry" to

do with the organization's Relief

to

mount promptly at midnight Oct., 22 (next Friday night, folks!).
are in no way associated, and should not be confused
dual authority to clarion

message,

this

—an

Ampa's Fund Raising Committee

ially historical in content, as
efforts

toward welfare

Frere Jacques' missive

motion picture

in the

here are grander penned-passages
erosity of

Paramount

in providing the theater, the film,

which Dorothy Lamour wore

Ampa

the event

Agnew and
the

first

in the

opus so that

NOT

V

only will Dottie Lamour's chapeau go under the

Sinatra

ice skates

Of

and autographed phonograph records

under the hammer
records

m

Otherwise

That's just a figure of speech

would sound

like

Sinatra-inatra-inatra-inatra,

ad

in-

...

which will be equally divided between the Army Air Forces Aid Society
and the Notre Dame Service Fund ... • A doff of all chapeaux to
55th

Street

day

until

Christmas

women

which

Playhouse

the

for

the

has

set

collection

Patrons

in the services

who

of

aside
gifts

each

for

men

Monand

bring wrapped parcels for our

men will receive free admish to the prevailing screen attrac... • Luncheon which was scheduled for the Hotel Astor on
Oct. 22, under auspices of National Theatre Supply, has been postponed
until a later date ...
• Buffalo flashes that Charles B. Taylor, dirertor of publicity and advertising for the Shea Theaters there, has just
been cited in "The Lion's Roar" as the first showman to receive Metro's
fighting

Well, Sir, both
Honor Roll recognition for outstanding promotion
Phil M. and "The Lion's Roar" are guilty of understatement, Charley,
because you were also the second showman to receive the Honor Roll
six

li'l

That, Dear Industry, will

outstanding campaigns

* Yesterday's issue of
paper was an impressive exhibit of ingenious and

keep the record straight, as
ole trade

types of ads

CHARLES WJNNINGER

all

Frank

• Speaking of Charley Reagan, that Para-worthy is a
member of the Honorary Committee for the Army-Notre Dame rally
which will be held on Nov. 5 in the Hotel Commodore, proceeds from

finitum

this

a series of advance newspaper
in

of

course, these last-mentioned records really won't go

it

should be

important key

cities.

in

•

.

.

Also noteworthy were the diversified

This biz has learned a

impress the exhibition

lot in recent times

•

about how

and show the retail showmen how to
It's a factor which cannot be overlooked

field,

analyzing the potent current grosses

•

.

the creative and scientifu
and copy gentry serving major and leading indie pro-

impress their customers

advertisements running

at

the Benefit Premiere of "Riding High," but so also will

Sonja Heme's

to

of

the hat

could be auctioned

all that

Charley Reagan have done

ducer-distributor interests

one

it

to the gen-

and even

Barney Balaban, Neil
Paramount even purchased

won't easily forget

V

Plaque for

00

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

is

init-

large bloc of tickets!

• • •
hammer at

the

is

But to Phil M..

field

These are devoted

potent trade advertising, reflecting both

This

have

from Prexy

letter

traces the history of the organization's

it

flare of the art

*

official

Events

.

We

Vincent Trotta, and a personal missive from Jacques Kopfstein, chairman
of

CO

THOMAS MITCHELL

mid-November has nothing
Fund Gala Preview of Para-

mount's Technicolor Production, "Riding High," at the Broadway Para-

I—
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CO

o
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SMPE Hears

o Crippling Loss

Plastics'

:

(Continued f.-om Pai_u

(Continued from Pao,

1)

officials

We

are going to be able to proof the key personnel," said
lins.
"I can say that with every
fidence. The cameramen and the
ftctors and others whose jobs rere long training are not going to
taken in any appreciable number,
nember also that we have the
tection*of the critical list, which
udes foremen and supervisors.
:

most

ticipated in scoring at the stage de-

symposium

sign

at

Paramount

last

evening.

Earle Morgan, Roy Peck, Farciot

Edouart and Barton H. Thompson,
of Paramount, gave papers in connection with the symposium on Parwt means production chiefs, heads
:amera crews, laboratory super- amount color, and still background
»rs, head technicians and others." projection system.
The next SMPE conference will be
general Order Number 10, sent local
I boards last August, foremen to be inheld at Hotel Pennsylvania, New
in
part York, probably
=d on the critical list are defined
the last week in
ullows:
who supervise
"Those

h rough
isors

of

directly

April, 1944.

subordinates, foremen and suproduction, technical or scien-

work

in essential activities, although
occupations may not be listed in the
list.
This
.
category includes
individuals who must be in jobs repig an extensive knowledge of the proion, technical or scientific work they are
ivising,
the
exercise
of
independent
ment and responsibility for the products
or services rendered, and a traininj;
•al

.

said,

up"

of

occupational

defer-

is

is

continue

of

tightening

promised by Congress.
Pix prostill an essential industry. Collins
and added that he was confident it will

ments

duction

.

two or more years."
jough though, in line with Congressional
ti
to minimize the drafting of fathers,
il

Ways and Means Com.

Washington Bureau of

1)

!

to receive all possible protection
from WMC. "In the event that things get too
tough, threatening a substantial reduction
pi operations because of the loss of skilled
personnel, the Army, the Navy and othei
Government departments can be counted on
'.0
lielp us," Collins predicted.
He urged
this correspondent
to assure the industry
that the picture is not as black as it has
been made to appear.

Tax

—

be used for theater seat covers and

here have been
te satisfactory and that he feels
indent there will be no crippling
of production personnel.

power

Theaters

in

THE FILM DAILY
Kills
Proposal
Washington
If and when the
will also have other uses in theaters. Army's ''Battle of Russia" finds its
(Continued from Page 1)
American theaters, it will
John P. Livadary, Columbia, and way into
be in a slightly cut version, the cuts 25-man committee, but enough DemM. Rettinger, RCA-Victor Division, being made by Lt. Col. Anatole Litocrats are known to be opposed to
of RCA, C. 0. Slyfield, Walt Disney vak "strictly for political reasons,"
the Treasury plan to make acceptwas
said
yesterday
Col.
Kirk
by
it
Prods., Clem Portman and Earl B.
ance of it impossible.
Mounce, RKO, Loren Ryder, Para- B. Lawton, Army Pictorial Service
The GOP called for Governmental econColonel Litvak arrives here
chief.
mount, were among these who par- tomorrow for showings of the re-cut omies as a substitute for the increase asked

Prod'n Personnel
pi

"Battle of Russia" Cut
"For Political Reasons"

Prediction of

Use

one of the Orientation films in personal and corporate income taxes.
turned out under the direction of Knutson's statement made no mention of
excise taxes, but it was evident that the
Lt. Col. Frank Capra.

pic,

Lawton said the deletions were not entire Treasury plan had, in effect, been disalong with it the 30 per cent adto Russian objections but that "some carded
our own people thought they might be missions tax asked by the Treasury.
That
offended by one part of the picture."
Although the Army is convinced that the pix industry is out of the woods on this
the film will be shown publicly, and the measure was by no means certain, however,
same impression seems to prevail at OWI as the statement, by making no mention ol
and WAC, OWI Pix Chief Stanton Griffis
excise taxes, did leave the way open for
said yesterday that he cannot make any
statement on the matter until the amended increases in the so-called "luxury" levies.
There are many on Capitol Hill who.
version is screened for him.
He declared
that he has not yet been asked to approve either because of their dislike for the pix
industry
or because they honestly do not
the film, explaining that the Army has
not made any suggestion regarding the re- realize the. necessity of the American public
screen
entertainment, still consider atvised version, He did say, however, that of
That there
"Battle of Russia" is an "excellent job," tendance at movies a luxury.
and indicated that OWI will not stand in would probably be no strong pressure againBt
a
sharp
rise
in
the
admissions
levy
except
the way of public showing for the film,
which runs to about an hour and a quarter. from the industry itself is freely admitted
here, because the emotional appeal of such
statements as "look what our boys are doFrank Edwards Dies
ing, and here we are kicking about paying
a few cents more for the movies" would alSeattle Frank Edwards, 69, for- most certainly overwhelm any strong move
mer Mayor of Seattle and former ment of protest. There are, however, enough
owner of the Winter Garden The- lawmakers who do realize the value of pix
so that a compromise may be expected, with
ater of the Associate Pacific The- the admissions figure set at 15 or 20 per
aters, died of a heart attack Monday. cent.
Col.

—

due
of

—
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Atlas

A GRAND NIGHT

Adds

Common

to

RKO

WASHINGTON

Holdings

(Continued from Page

awful black

—

Corp.,

was revealed

this

morning by

the SEC. As of Sept. 10, the period
through which the current report

A GRAND CAUSE

dustry has sent
pictures to the

Paramount

picture,

"RIDING HIGH/

at

•
O
and 53,171 shares of the six
ESTIMATING a weekly attendance
The
per cent convertible preferred.
4,000,000, E. M. Glucksman, produ
American Company, an Atlas sub- of the All-America Newsreel, said
reveals t
sidiary, holds another 345,230 shares terday that an OWI survey
per cent of the Negroes in five la
85
shares
on
3,230
of the common and
on Negro
tember period
comparatively

in picture stocks were
Major Albert
light.

Warner twice bought $5 common
Warner Bros., adding a total of

m

3,-

dollar common, adding
that to the 2,268 which he already
held. The July report was corrected
to show the sale of 1,000 shares of

of

The

price:

$1.65

in

From $1.10

in

the balcony to

the orchestra, Loges $5.50.

No

Monogram

this stock

in

fairs

combined circulation of the natii
The All-Amei
242 Negro newspapers.
r
reel, which is a year old this week, is
seen regularly in 365 of the 451 civii
Negro theaters, he said. Many if
most, of these theaters use one or m
of the other reels also, Glucksman ad(
The Negro reel appears once weekly,
distributed by the AMPS to 70 mili
is
camps in this country, some of them v
three and four theaters to the camp,
the

by W. Ray Johnston, who

retained 15,571
Purchase by Loew's

common

most of their news
The 4,000,1
from the newsreel.
weekly attendance, he said, is larger tl

cities get

WB

The time: Midnight, October 22, 1943.

of eight shares of

Loew's Boston Theaters was

$25
re-

ported, raising- the parent company's holdings to 11,714.
Six hundred shares of Columbia common

were added to Jack Conn's
Trust and Joseph Cohn Trust

—

Ralph

Cohn

300 to each.
The former, as of Sept. 10, held 2,000
shares of the stock, the latter 2,504, while
the Robert Cohn Trust is reported to hold
Jack Cohn, in addition to
3,602 shares.

seats reserved.

j

327,812,

000 shares to his holdings, which
rose to 231,550. No other report on
stock was carried.
Norton Ritchey bought 1,000 shares

the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.

..."

"...

runs, Atlas holds 984,023 shares of value to the industry is being nullified hi
pictures are so old."
stock, warrants for another by the fact that the
this

Dealings during the August-Sep-

1

i

.

And f n
boys.
Each film states it is in i]
feet a gift of the motion picture indusi
The immense advertising and good \
India:

the preferred.

Don't miss the midnight preview of a new

.

.

y
Acquisition of an- From Sicily: "I
Philadelphia
the idea that the movie industry is sen
dollar
RKO
of
shares
other 2,700
.The movie
ing new pictures overseas.
common by Floyd Odium's Atlas
a batch of old and crap
.

for

1)

among the boys.
don't know what gives

eye

is

shown also in Africa.
About 10 per cent of the footage

first

year

subjects

—

has
either

been

directly

actual

combat

:

for

on

mili

or

train

with much of the rest of the footage <
cerned with important home-front to
such as Bond sales, collection campa
and others. A recent feature is the an
sis of news from the Negro standpoint
Chandler Owen, author of the recent I
"The Negro and the War," which runs e

the shares in these trusts, was reported to other edition.
own 31,876 shares of the stock. A revision
of the January report shows that Abraham
to
to
Montague held five shares of Columbia common personally, 202 shares through a partnership and 7,880 warrants for common.
Several revisions of earlier reports reMartin Starr, head of UA's rs
garding Universal holdings were also inAcquisition through exchange of department, goes on the air over
eluded.
June,
during
common
300 shares of dollar
local stations tomorrow and Fri
on the day he ceased to be a director of the
ben
corporation, by Samuel Posen was reported, to plug Ampa's Relief Fund
with another exchange the same day whereby at the Paramount Friday midnij
he disposed of 100 shares. Posen holds no Starr will appear on the follow
equity securities in the company, it is reLater in June he disposed of his 50 programs.
ported.
Ethel Colby's "Broadway Ri
shares of eight per cent first preferred.
Nathan J. Blumberg is reported to have body,"
Paula Stone's "I
held 12,000 shares of common vtc. in SepAdrie
Digest,"
tember 1941, and warrants for an addi- lywood
Judith Alltional 14,500. Between then and last March Ames' show,
Detting
he acquired another 10,000 warrants, which show,
He disposed of
he disposed of in March.
"Other People's Business," WQ'.
another 500 warrants in June, leaving him

Ampa Taking Air
Plug Relief Fund Show

FOR A GOOD TIME FOR YOURSELF
AND FAMILY AND FOR THE BENEFIT
get
OF THE A.M.P.A. RELIEF FUND

—

your tickets now, today!

WMCA;

WNEW;

WHN;

WINS;

Tickets can be ordered
from Room 192, Astor Hotel
Times Square, New York

with 14,000.
Daniel M.

Martha Deane's show,

GALORE AWAIT YOU!

WOR.

shares of
common vtc. late in August, retaining 20.100
Standard
the
personally and 26,500 through
Through that corporation he
Capital Corp.
common vtc.
also holds 111.283 warrants for
Sheaffer

sold

100

Joseph at "U" Home Office
For Ad Campaign Confabs
(Continued from Page

STARS AND SURPRISES

Alma

1)

conferences which are expected to
span about three weeks.
Campaigns for "Flesh and Fantasy" and "Corvette K-225" will receive Joseph's special attention during his New York stay, and plans
for other Universal releases during
the next several months also will be

Russell

Holman

Evelyn

Brent

James H. MacFarland
Master Sergt. David Colding

set.

la*.

w
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ift

Pix

oops

Theater Guild

Accompany
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in

Would

Block

Rawson

Joins Selznick

Old Oklahoma' Release As Publicity Director
[Continued from Page

Aleutians

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

and composer, respectively, of the learned yesterday.
Rawson, who
left for Hollywood Monday night,
stage musical "Oklahoma."
The complaint alleges that lelease will arrive there tomorrow.
I'ati,
Alan Meltzer, formerly with Paraof the film, which is based on a story
of Lt. Col. H. W. Clark of the called "The War of the Wild Cats," mount, who joined Mort BlumenK'ial Services field service divis- will damage the Broadway show to stock's department at Warners to
who has just completed a two- the extent of $500,000. The plaintiffs handle TITA premieres, has been
nth, 10,000-mile tour of our island further charge that the film's re- placed
temporarily in charge of
posts, where he has inspected the lease constitutes unfair competition Western publicity activities.
ertainment and recreational fa- and copyright violation.
Rawson joined First National's
ties provided for soldier morale.
The plaintiffs assert that negotia- publicity department in 1929, foltions are in progress involving the lowing a newspaper career in Hous'he task force occupying Kiska
production of a film version of ton and New York, and had been
ind, in the Aleutian Group, was
"Oklahoma" by themselves.
They with Warners since.
lipped with films and projectors
claim that release of the Republic
a few hours after landing,
!•:

1

British

Won't

Lift

Quota Regulations
[Continued from Patjt

1)

)

'

being over-enthusiastic insofar as
the operation of the quota act was
concerned, intimating that the pur-

,

I

j

y

Col.

film will ha:m the future film rights II est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reported. On Kiska, Adka and
Hollywood Mitchell Rawson, who
of "Oklahoma."
er islands in the chain where
has been appointed publicity and
;ops are stationed there are 63
advertising director for Vanguard
Polio Strikes Cleveland
•jectors, and a daily schedule of
Cleveland With 106 cases report- Films succeeding Joseph Steele, who
screenings of the industry's 16
ii.
Even on Attu, the ed since the first of the year, polio resigned, is en route to the Coast to
gift films.
assume his new duties. Steele had
ermost island in the chain, Col. has reached the epidemic stage in
Health
Commissioner been asked by Selznick to remain as
c.rk reported that for the past five Cleveland,
Normal his representative and to handle pubnths, films have been shown in Harold J. Knapp reports.
licity on his top stars, but Steele is
ts, quonset huts and other impro- average number of cases during the
past five years has been 12 cases. making other plans.
ved theaters.
Knapp advises against overcrowdtwo showings weekly in liusTheaters have Bergen's Mother Dies
'1
wards and hospital ships anchored off ing in public places.
Aleutians, with the Army providing fa- not, as yet, been affected by this anWest (.oast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
es for screening by the Navy afloat and
nouncement.
Hollywood
Mrs. Nellie Bergen,
hnre installations.
f'lark
deColonel
that there is al least one projector maintenance
for
personnel
equipment ami 77, mother of Edgar and Clarence
iery island in the chain, with an "alle- film
Bergen, died at the California Hoslic
new films distributed
supply "
of
"We arc well on our way to reaching our pital Monday following an opera-

—

.i-k

i

—

>

I.

ugh

a

objective

ier-

arc

incnl

pair

regular circuit.
Circuit headon Adak. where there i- also
depot with replacement parts and

needed

of

having

everywhere
bj our ti

in

ps

motion picture equipworld where it is

the

tie

Colonel

-aid.

tion.

New

:eported, were not treated severely,

while at least 12 distributing companies failed to meet their quota obligations.

Weaknesses in the quota act, recognized by the industry as a whole
here, have led some industry sources
to believe that the quota regulations
would be removed, an opinion rejected by Dalton and the Board of
Trade.

Louis Suess Rites TodayFuneral services will be held today for Louis Suess, for many
years manager of Loew's Fairmount
Theater in The Bronx, who died Sunday. Suess recently has been acting
as a relief manager on Loew's New
York circuit. He is survived by his
wife and one child.
Services will be at the Walter
Edgar Bergen, who was in Cooke funeral parlor, 1 W. 190th St.,
York, flew back for the funeral. The Bronx, at 1 p.m.

—

-I

pose of the law had been defeated.
Defaults by exhibitors in the showing of British product, the Council
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BEXTER
THAN EVER
The high

quality

and exceptional

uni-

formity of Eastman motion picture
films not only

have been maintained,

but have been improved under the

tremendous pressure of wartime
production

—a real triumph of

sion manufacturing.

preci-

Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N. Y.

J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

EASTMAN FILMS

COPY

FILE
t-n^

NOT REMOVE
I
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•mate in Character
ernational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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rATE DEPT. POST-WAR HELP UNCERTAIN
lore Re -issues Required, Exhibitors Maintain
of

c

"In-Between

Pic-

ENG.

by Theaters;
Exhibs. Call Parley
Felt

s''

First

SHOWS ALL

GOV'T PIX

U. S.

Archibald Says Every Film Sent Over Given a Release;
V.

S.

Showed Five

British Features

Need

View; Attitude
Of Congress Big Factor

and 12 Shorts

re-issues are not sufficient
the shortage of current
jet but they would help to reEvery official U. S. picture, han- non-theatrical market, alone, repre:he situation if there were more
dled through the OWI, that was sents an audience of 15,000,000, Ar:m, according to a consensus
sent to England for distribution chibald said.
libitor opinion in the field,
Archibald arrived here Monday
imary of opinion appeared to was given a release in either theatrical or non-theatrical situations, it after spending several months in
te that the better of the old
was said here yesterday by George England.
es now resting in exchange
The five American features shown
would be revenue-producing Archibald, director of the films division of the British Ministry of In- theatrically were "The Battle of
)th the distributor and exhibiformation.
Five features and two Russia," "The Battle of Britain,"
id, at the same time, alleviate
shorts were given theatrical distri- "The Nazis Strike," and "Report
{Continued on Page 6)
The shorts
bution, while several others were from the Aleutians."
given non-theatrical release.
The
(Continued on Page 7)
i

For Funds,

Official

By

|;n

rcome

Is

ANDREW

Washington Bureau of

—

H.

OLDER

THE FILM DAILY

State Department
producers in the post-war.
scramble for foreign pix markets is
barely in the discussion stage, an

Washington

aid

to

official

of that department told

Film Daily.

The

Speaking approvingly

of the film activities of the British
Ministry of Information, and particularly of its plans to aid the British industry in foreign distribution
after the war, he said he was not at
all
certain that our Government
(Continued on Page 8)

Lensers Get Used

r

Mono. Sales $645,000
leras

j

Price Trend

Upward

from Army

Over Last Year's

In

Columbia Reports

Chicago Houses

Net of $1,802,279
iton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ihington— Newsreels are beginWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Chicago
A number of houses,
1:0 worry about equipment casNet earnings of $1,802,279.92 afHollywood At the annual meet- both Loop and suburban, have made ter Federal income, excess profits
s suffered by their war correJones,
Linick
ents.
Replacement of lost or ing of the board of directors of price hikes recently.
and capital stock taxes totalling
damaged cameras and lenses Monogram Pictures held at the Mon- & Schaefer has advanced matinee $3,679,562.50 were realized by Conoblem of increasing pi-opor- ogram studios here, it was announced and evening prices a few cents at lumbia Pictures and its subsidiaries
(Continued on Page 6)
that sales at this time are over the McVickers and LaSalle Theaters in the fiscal year ended June 30,
i

—

—

Bernie, Band Leader,
After Long Illness
Bureau of THE
erly Hills
After
'oast

—

FILM 'DAILY

long illrom a pulmonary ailment with
complications, death came yesa

{Continned on Page 6)

$645,000
for the

of last year's
period. Action taken
{Continued on Page 2)

excess

in

(Continued on Page 8)

same

Municipal Curfew Laws
Held Legal in Kentucky

House"
Combat Zones

was reported yesterday
it
1943,
by Harry Cohn, head of the com-

38-Spot "Crazy

Debut

in

(Continued on Page 2)

Coca-Cola Shorts Deal

Army

UniversaPs Olsen and Johnson Not Yet Set, Says
starrer, "Crazy House," will get a
Frankfort, Ky.
Kentucky cities multiple world premiere in 38 spots Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Admitting that there
can legally keep children off the in combat areas where American
streets at night by curfew laws. forces are in action, thus duplicat- is under discussion the acceptance
That is the opinion expressed here ing the arrangement made for "Stage by the Special Sei'vice Division of
;

—

—

"

O'Grady" Sets
Record at Roxy

losie

etc

Sweet Rosie O'Grady" gave the
York Roxy

v

a

new opening day

yesterday, running well ahead
both "Heaven Can Wait" and
rd

ney Island,"
distribution

Tom

Connors, 20threported last

chief,

Technicolor musical is backed
he boards by Danny Kaye, Tommy
ker's ork and others,

it.

pening day biz

understood to
2
hit $15,000, accepted as forcing
a
bigger week than the
0,000 hung up for a record by
'aven Can Wait."
is

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

the

Army

of a series of color shorts

(Continued on Page 6)

Femme Pilot School Clicks
Tri-States Starts
Halligan

Second Class Next Month

Named PRC

Albany Branch Chief

By OTTO WEBER
Staff Correspondent
Des Moines, la.—Tri-States The-

FILM DAILY

ater Corp.'s school for the training
of women as theater managers has
ident in charge of sales, yesterday graduated six women and assigned
announced the appointment of C. R. them to theaters and has plans made
"Daisy" Halligan as branch man- for the second class to be started in
ager in Albany. Halligan has been November.
with Columbia, Universal, and with
The school is the first of its kind
RKO as a branch chief.
(Continued on Page 7)

Arthur Greenblatt,

PRC

vice-pres-

Pylc's

War

Story

Rouyht by Cowan
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Lester Cowan has acquired film rights to "Here is Your
War," for which there was lively
bidding,
it was written by the war
Cowan,
correspondent, Ernie Pyle.
who will produce "Tomorrow the
World," will produce the Pyle picture with an all-star cast for United

—

Artists release.

1NI>

iynw
*
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National Screen Signs
Contract With Local 702

COminG ADD G0MG
KALMENSON,

BEN

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

:

:

Publisher

manager,

returned

Warners' general sales
from a Midwest

yesterday

B.

DONALD

M.

BAHN

:

:

:

:

:

ROY HAINES,

Editor

:

for Warners,

MERSEREAU

General

:

Manager
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Y., by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President and Publisher; Donald M.
Entered as
Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer.
second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
Address all communications
remit with order.
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to
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
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Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.

THE

Representatives:

HOLLYWOOD, 28,

Calif-

6425

Hollywood

is

Eastern division sales manager
back from a two-week tour.

in

head of the Warners' talent
the East, returns today from Boston.

ABE KRONENBERC, Warners' publicist, returned yesterday from the South where he
spent the past two and a half months covering
24 cities.

FRANK

Florentine

the

of

Gardens, Hollywood, is in New York on a comHe
bined pleasure and talent scouting trip.
is stopping at the Hotel Astor.

FINANCIAL
(Wednesday, October 20)

Over

High
Low Close
15Vz
15V2 15'/2
Col. Picts. vtc. <2'/2 %> lSVi 151/4
151/4
Columbia Picts pfd... 36y2 36
36
234
Con. Fm. nd
2% 2%
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 173/8
17
do pfd
1781/z 177V2 1771/2
185/8
Gen. Prec. Eq
18% 18%
58i/4
Loew's, Inc
57*4 58
Paramount
25% 25 Vs 253/3
8 1/4
RKO
83/g
8Vs
93i/g
973/4
93
RKO $6 pfd
Century-Fox
...
22
22
20th
21%
293,4
30
20th-Fox pfd. (rVi). 30
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 )101
101
101

Am. Seat

Chg.

+

Vs

—

1/2

M% +

1/2

+
+
+
+
—
+
+
+

123,4

—

Vs
1/4

Vs
i/

g

i/

g
8

l/

lVz
i/

8

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
B'way

3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
3
3
Monogram Picts. ... 3%
Radio-Keith cvs. ...
1% 13/8 13/g
13i/2

Technicolor

13'/4

13/4

Trans-Lux

(Continued from Page

CORDON,

JULIUS

Amusement

VAN
War

NOMIKOS

are

Relief meeting.

president

of

ARCHIBALD

GEORGE

has

returned

from

England.

BARNEY ROSENTHAL, Monogram manager
a

Louis,

few days
E.

T.

returned yesterday to St.
in New York.

"PECK" COMERSALL

— %
—
—
— %
Vs
Vs

+

and
1.

ready

With

for
its

distri-

VTQfACt

I

C

A.

and

"Johnny

Doesn't

Live

Here

Anymore."
Election of the following officers for
ensuing year was announced: W. Ray Johnston, president; Trem Carr, executive director- Steve Broidy, vice-president in charge
of

sales;

Herman

Rifkin,

vice-president;

Norton V. Ritchey, vice-president in charge
of foreign sales; George D. Burrows, vicepresident and treasurer; Sam Wolf, secretary: E. R. Mulchrone, assistant secretary;

directors consists of
Johnston, Carr, Broidy, Rifkin, Arthur Bromberg, Howard Stubbins, William Hurlbut,

Charles

of

Trampe and Alton A. Brody.

Para. Pep Club Bidding
250 Service Men to Party

HKH>

V X

CUoi 6-ooiitio.4
OISHIIUTIOM

KfVKi

dedicated
mounteers in uniform.
Services,"

is

to \Para-

COME HOME"

"LASSIE

with

RODDY McDOWALL— DONALD CRISP
AN M-C-M PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR

I
I

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-460

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

MOPE'S

tfOG*

CROSSROADS

ly $14,219,000.00.

^ MARCH OF TIME

Rapper Here
For Three-Week Stay
Irving

Irving Rapper, Warners director,
who arrived in New York yesterday
from the Coast, will remain here until the middle of November conferring with Al Jolson on his sequence
for "Rhapsody in Blue" and seeing
the new Broadway shows.

"Rhapsody," which
Rapper directed, is completed except
for dance numbers being directed by
Leroy Prinz.
Jolson expects to be sufficiently
Shooting

recovered from his illness to leave
for the Coast about the middle of
next month.

Blocks of 20th-Fox and
Para. Stock Sell Fast
An
of

MARY

FRANCHOT

DICK

TONE

POWELL

MARTIN

•

VICTOR
•

MOORE

"TRUE TO LIFE"
IN

INK SPOTS

The

PERSON
•
Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT

T ME s square
,

on

entire block of 25,000 shares

Paramount common stock and an-

other 25,000 shares of 20th Centurysold yesterday by Blyth &
Co., Inc., shortly after the blocks
were offered as a secondary distribution.
The Paramount stock was
offered at $25.50 per share and the
20th-Fox at $22 per share.

Fox were

mer Paramount employes who are in Ann Carter In RKO Pic
the armed services and in the vicin- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood Ann Carter, child acity of New York to attend the annual dinner, dance and show tomor- tress, who appeared in " I Married
row night at the Astor Hotel. This A Witch," "Commandos Strike At
year's affair, called "A Salute to the Dawn" and "North Star," has com-

lingi^\

HOJICTOM IOQM HIM IKCMAMOt

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
ERIC KNIGHT'S Beloved Novel

1)

The previous year's net was
$1,611,659.13 after payment of taxes
amounting to $1,163,617.

—

iiivici

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL

schedule

Paramount Pep Club has sent invitations to approximately 250 for-

OU..HT

NEW YORK

tomorrow

THEATERS

(Continued from Page

for 28 releases, ljt have been finished or will be completed before the end
Included among these
of the present week.
in the editing: stage are four of most ambitious productions ever made by Monogram: They are "Lady Let's Dance," starJackie Cooper in "Where Are
ring' Belita;
My Children?": "Women in Bondage" and
"The Sultan's Daughter" starring Ann CoMonogram's second block for season
rio.
of 1943-1944 will consist of nine attraconly
tions,
the first block consisted of
According to present plans, the
eight.
erroup will include, "Where Are My Children?" 'Million Dollar Kid," "Hot Rhythm,"
"Return of the Ape Man," "The Cisco Kid
Comes Back," first in a new series of
"Cisco Kid" features, "Follow the Leader,"
Jack London's "Trail of the Yukon," "Black

The new board

identified its

1945.

10,

in

pany.

treasurer.

second block of four pix as "Miracle
of Morgan's Creek," "Riding High,"
"Henry Aldrich Haunts a House"
and "Minesweeper."

IOWEJT SATIS

run until March

from Detroit.

1)

N. Witting, assistant secretary; J. P. Friedhoff,, assistant treasurer; C. Boyle, assistant

Paramount Identifies
Second Block of Four

laboratoi

IATSE. The pact calls for wi
hikes of 10 to 20 per cent.
Re]
active to April 12, the contract

Louis after

returns

covering

702,

Jefferson

Beaumont, Tex., arrived in New
York yesterday and is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Co.,

Gross earnings for the last fiscal
period were $5,481,842.42, which inofficers, are eligible to participate cluded a reversal of a reserve for
in the bonus, which was originally $248,861.31 foreign taxes no longer
instituted for a two-year term and required.
The gross profits for the
gives all workers a 10 per cent cut earlier year were $2,775,276.13.
of the company's annual net profits,
The balance sheet shows current
payable in War Bonds of cash value. assets of $18,526,604.64 and current
It,
was revealed that for the first time liabilities of $4,307,684.13, resulting
in the history of the company '50 per cent
of its announced schedule for 1943-1944 in working capital of approximate-

Beauty,"

3
3
3
193/g
193/g
Universal Pictures ... 19%
l/
19/4
193/4
Universal Picts. vtc. 19%
2
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid
Asked
7834 81 1/4
Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

Paramount yesterday

and
Greek

calling-

Net

Par.

for a

Net of $1,802,279

Last Year's

has been completed
bution before Nov.

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

12V2

MANTA

Blvd.,

Marco- Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

13

division

contract

workers at National Screen Servi
has been signed between the col
pany and the Motion Picture LI
oratory Technicians Union, Lo[

Mono. Sales $645,000 Columbia Reports

by board of directors in extending
employes' bonus plans for another
soulan (12). HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco. year, was ratified by the stockholdVirtudes 214. HONOLULU— Eileen O'Brien. ers. All employes of Monogram, exBUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck, cept the president and other senior
MEXICO CITY—
Casillo de Correo 1929.

Warner Bros

Western

Universal's

is
en route to the Coast with stopDes Moines and Minneapolis.

JOHN

St.

BRUNI, owner

R.

O'KEEFE,

).

in

coming here

MARTIN JUROW,
bureau

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882.
LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS—P. A. Harle, Le Film, 29 Rue MarWilk,

Ralph

A.

manager,
overs

trip.

CHESTER

A

10 Cents

Thurs., Oct. 21, 1943

Vol. 84, No. 78

pleted a featured role in "The Curse
Of The Cat People," at RKO.

BETTY

1

jvGRABLE
ROBERT

\

l YOUNG

»

ADOIPHE

^

MENJOU

PLUS

A BIG

STAGE

SHOW

ROXY
B WAY &
47th St.

LE3i

THE JAPS ARE WORSE THAN KILLERS!

"BEHIND THE
RISING SUN"

loTw's

STATE

ON SCREEN
JAMES CACNEY
CRACE GEORGE
"IOHNNY COME
LATELY"

J

IN

PERSON

ANN CORIO
HERB MILLER

& ORCH

T

From BOXOFFICE

MAGAZINE, Oct. 9, 1943

Hot, " Metro Short,

"flee/

Up

Lives

to It's

Name!

New York—A bit of short subject history is being made by a Metro Technicolor cartoon, "Red Hot Riding Hood."
At the Iselin Theatre in Iselin, N. J.
the evening show drew spontaneous
applause and whistling. The audience
kept shouting its demands to see it
again. Manager Joe Backsay obliged,
putting it in place of another subject.
During the second showing, reaction
continued. There were repeated demands for a third showing. Backsay an-

nounced

it

sSI

Jf

would be shown again after
show if anyone cared

the last feature
to stay.

It was shown again at 11:30 p.m.
and more than 150 persons remained

to see

it

a third time!

GIVE THIS LITTLE GIRL
A REPEAT BOOKING!
M-G-M's Technicolor cartoon

RED HOT RIDING HOOD"

show-stopper that is getting more worcUof-mouth
publicity than any short of recent years! Every theatre
in the land owes its patrons the joy of its rare and racy fun.
And a tip-off to those who have already played it: repeat
bookings are pouring in and paying off in extra receipts!
Call your M-G-M booker today and get it while it's hot!
is

•

"

a

FROM COAST TO COAST

IT'S

GETTING RED HOT RAVES!

ED SULLIVAN (East).
years"— Columnist JIMMY STARR (West).

"Best animated short of the year"— Columnist

"Funniest cartoon in

Let's Ail Give'

National

War Fund— Which

Gives

To

All!

1

1

tkSi
4
JUe-&m
Let's All Give!

National

War Fund —

Which Gives To All!

AND
*

IN PLAIN ENGLISH:

"SECOND HIGHEST 1st WEEK
GROSS OF ANY M-G-M
PICTURE IN MUSIC HALL
HISTORY!"
*

Topped only by M-G-M's

''Philadelphia Story" at

"LASSIE

New

Years.

COME HOME"

McDOWALL
Dame May

•

DONALD

Whitty

•

RODDY

with

CRISP

•

Edmund Gwenn

LASSIE
•

Nigel

Bruce • Elsa Lanchester • Photographed in
Technicolor • Screen Play by Hugo Butler
Based Upon the Novel by Eric Knight, author
of "This

Above All"

•

Directed by

FRED M.

WILCOX
Produced by SAMUEL MARX
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
•
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Need More Re-issues,

War

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Cameras from Army

Exhibs. Maintain
SIGNED

(Continued from Page 1)

the product worries of the exhibitor.

Van Nomikos, Chicago

HARRY FRASER,

circuit

FAYE MARLOWE,

HARRY

REVEL,
Man," PRC

termer, 20th-Fox.
associate producer,
Prod.

director,

"Gunsmoke

Mesa,"

Alexander-Stern-PRC.

CHUDNOW, musical
hattan Rhythm," PRC.

DAVID
"Minstrel

ALAN DWAN,

director,

"Up

director,
in

Mabel's Room,"

Army

by Assistant Attorney General Guy
H. Herdman.
The opinion came in answer to an
inquiry by City Attorney J. H. Woodward of Greensburg.
Herdman
said that in order to stand court
tests in Kentucky, curfew laws must
exempt minors accompanied by parent or guardian or on emergency
errands. He further stated that he
believed cities could pass and enforce such ordinances under police
power given them by the state's con-

featuring "name" bands to be turned out at the expense of the CocaCola Co., a spokesman for the division said yesterday that the deal has
not been closed. Final details may
be arranged tomorrow in New York,
he said. If such films are distribSalle theater.
uted by the Army, they will be a
From other sources it was said
part of the "G-I movies" programs,
that the product situation had beseen both here and abroad free of
come acute through the lack of "incharge in all camps. There will be
between pictures"; that is, those
no signature on them, nor anything
that are not "A" features and neither
else to indicate that they are sponare they "C" pictures.
In other
sored films.
stitution.
words, according to the survey, there
The
only
coux't
decision
Herd"Our policy precludes acceptance
appears to be a dearth of good
man could find regarding curfew of any advertising material," the
Grade "B" pictures.
laws was one handed down by the Army spokesman said, "and we have
Texas Supreme Court in 1898, which no intention of relaxing it.
CocaGross on
Reissue
stated that curfew laws were uncon- Cola has wanted to give us someTops Original Showing
stitutional and that they were an thing in pictures to compare with
Philadelphia
Warner's re-issue "invasion of personal liberty."
the entertainment it puts on in the
of "Ciime School," with Humphrey
camps for sometime."
Bogart, did about 15 per cent more
No part of the G-I programs is
Fire
business in its first two days at the Bioff
available for theatrical showing, he
Stanton Theater than it grossed In Film Extortion Trial
said.
when originally shown at the Fox
Theater, with a presentation policy,
Resuming the cross-examination
Bernie,
Leader,
back in 1938.
of William Bioff, convicted labor
Although reissued primarily as a racketeer, at the trial of the eight Dies After
Illness
combination double-bill with "Girls defendants charged with extorting
on Probation," the Bogart picture is more than $1,000,000 from the film
(Continued from Page 1)
being shown single here by Warners. industry, defense counsel in Federal terday here to Ben Bernie, 52, famed
Court here yesterday attempted to on screen, stage and radio as "the
/V. Y. Circuits Book Re-issue
show that the shakedowns of which old maestro." The band leader was
Warner's re-issue of "The Okla- Bioff and George E. Browne, ex- stricken with pleurisy while playing
homa Kid," starring James Cagney head of the IATSE, were guilty con- an engagement last February in
and Humphrey Bogart, has been stituted bribery and not conspiracy Chicago. At his bedside when the
booked for "A" time engagements to extort as the indictment against end came were his wife; his son
over two New York circuits, the the defendants alleges.
Private Jason Bernie of the U. S.
Skouras group of 52 houses and the
The story of the $2,000,000 demand Army; his brother-manager, HerCentury Circuit of 36 houses. Pic- made upon the film industry by Bioff man Bernie, and the latter's wife.
ture sets another new record for a and Browne again was told by the
He entered show business in 1910
re-issue on Broadway by going into former yesterday as his cross-ex- in a vaude act with which he toured
its eights week at the Central to- amination continued.
for four years, and in the early
morrow.
Bioff said that everybody involved 1920's played at the Hotel McAlpin
and the Hotel Roosevelt.
Theater,
in the deal was scared to death.
club and radio work followed.
In
1929 the Wall Street crash wiped
Detroit Circuit, Local B-179 out his savings and he went to HolFilms in which he apScale lywood.
peared include "Shoot the Works,"
Detroit
Substantial agreement "Stolen Harmony," "Love and Hisbetween representatives of major ses," and "Wake Up and Live."
Detroit circuits and Local B-179,
IATSE, on a wage increase sought remaining circuit and independent
for theater service employes by the houses in Detroit expected to folunion is expected to make a hearing low their lead without difficulty.
conciliator unnecesNew scales expected to emerge
befo:e a
sary, and only formal approval by from the negotiations are 50 cents
an hour ushers in downtown thethe Board will be sought.
Groucho Marx
Don Hancock
Representatives of United Detroit aters, and 45 cents elsewhere; with
Lloyd Hughes
Josephine Lovett
and Co-Operative Theaters partici- a raise of around $3.00 for cashEdward G. Levy
pated in the djUfpussions, witrrthq iers generally.

WB
—

Again Under

Ben

Band
Long

Near Agreement on

—

—

'.

-

.9

m

i

:

the Army offered to help the ree
locate used equipment. Several car
eras have thus been purchased, b
the reels are fearful that there
insufficient used equipment availab
should the present rate of loss
equipment continue for long. Th<
are doubtful that there is actual
much usable second-hand equipmei
to be had.
Army officials, on the other han
insist that the reels need not won
too much about cameras.
"They'i^
got the best photographers in tl
business over there and we're goir
to see to it that they've got plenl
of cameras and film.
won't gh
them two cameras to one for a Sign;

We

Corps photographer, but we wai
them to keep sending back the be;
war pictures they can get and v.
know they need cameras, lenses an
film to do that," he said.
He bt
lieved that there is sufficient use
equipment to be had now to fill tli
needs of the reels for some time ye
but felt confident that if this suppl
runs out the Army will com
,

through with new equipment.

38-Spot "Crazy

Debut

in

House"

Combat Zones

(Continued from Page

1)

Door Canteen" and "Star Spangle
Rhythm," it was announced yester
day.
Sixteen mm. prints made avail
able by Universal are being shippei
by air to the Overseas Motion Pic
ture Service exchanges, and the pre

mieres will be staged simultaneoush
on Oct. 28. Included in the 38 spot
will be Italy, Sicily, North Africa
England and Alaska. Commanding
Generals in each theater of opera
tion have been notified by cable.

WEDDIRG BELLS

WLB

'»'

1)

with six or eight units eitl
lost or badly damaged during opei
tions in the combat zones. With o
or two exceptions all the corresp&i
dents are using Eyemos with fa
lenses a wide angle, a two-inch,
six-inch and a 12-inch.
Each
takes with him from this count
two cameras and two complete coi
plements of lenses, leaving one t
hind at headquarters and taking o
up to the lines with him.
Negotiations were under way son
time ago for the release of new cai
eras by the Army, but the red ta}
involved was so binding that final
tions,

Curfew Laws

As an indication of what is happening in the Chicago territory,
Metro's "Honky Tonk," originally a
1941 release, was brought back by
the Jones, Linick & Schaefer circuit
yesterday for a run at the Loop La-

(Continued from Page

"Man-

AL SHERMAN, composer; HARRY TOBIAS,
Edward Small-UA.
operator and vice-president of Illilyricist, for score of "Sensations of 1944,"
JOHNNY MERCER and HAROLD ARLEN, songs,
nois Allied, is one who believes that
"Divided by Five," Paramount.
Andrew Stone Prod.
re-issues of past hits would be a JOSE ITURBI, termer, M-C-M.
CASTINGS
solution to the problem.
BARRY FITZCERALD, "Incendiary Blonde,"
Nomikos asserted that RKO and
ASSIGNMENTS
Paramount; JOSE ITURBI, "Two Sisters and a
Paramount had been the most co- TEDDY BAUMFELD, associate producer, "It Sailor," M-C-M; DONALD WOOD, "The Bridge
Happened Tomorrow," Arnold Prod.
operative in allowing the showing
of San Luis Rev " Benedict Bogeaus-UA.
of older pictures and he suggested
Coca-Cola Shorts Deal
that other companies follow suit. Municipal
Illinois Allied has scheduled a meet
Held
Legal
in
Kentucky
Not
Yet Set, Says
ing for tomorrow in Chicago where
the re-issue situation will be dis(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

cussed.

Lensers Get Use

—

Scranton, Pa. Lt. Jack Fursha
formerly of the Bell, stationed in
Mobile, Ala.,
to

was recently marriec

Bettye Elliott of that

city.

ursday, October 21,
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gland Shows
S.

AH

Government Pix

DAILY

Femme Pilot School Clicks
Tri-States Starts Second Class Next
(Continued from Page 1)

Month

SMPE Memberships
For Film Engineers

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Cedar Rapids; Betty
Hollywood— At the SMPE semi\e "Swedes in America" and "Jappraise from officials of Tri-States. Hensler of Lexington, Ky.; and Ma- annual dinner dance, President HerAlthough the school is now set up bel Shaw and Frances Carr of Des bert Griffin presented fellow mems Re-location."
bership certificates to Charles R.
England sent over 85 government for women it is possible in the fu- Moines.
Miss Hensler is a former theater operator
ture it may include male employes
Studios; Lt. Gorjoined the school to learn the circuit Daily, Paramount
its and six government features,
because of the success felt in teach- and
method of operating:.
don C. Chambers, U. S. Navy, forwhich 12 shorts and three fea- ing the theater business to green
Two of the women were assigned to the- merly with Eastman Kodak Co., Holaters in the Omaha district, one to Cedar
?s were selected as being suit- employes.
Col. M. E. Gillette, forRapids and the other three to the Des lywood; Lt.
The six women chosen for the first Moines area.
for American audiences, Armerly in charge of Signal Corps'
Carlson and Mrs. Carr are the wives Photographic Center, Astoria, L. I.,
jald said.
The features were school were selected by three Tri- of Mrs.
service men and Mrs. Carr's husband
States district managers from a list
serving in Africa; R. M. CorVictory," "Coastal
ert
Com- of applications obtained through ad- formerly was manager of the Paramount now
bin, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
theater at Waterloo.
nd" and "Next of Kin." The ma- vertisements placed in midwest newsThe first two weeks of the school were N. Y.; Wallace V. Wolfe, RCA, Holcompanies here have agreed to papers. The candidates for the sec- spent in Des Moines theaters where they lywood; Sidney P. Solow, Consoliwere acquainted with actual theater operaew their agreements whereby ond school will be obtained through tions. The following four weeks were spent dated Film Industries, Hollywood;
the same method and possibly will in classroom work with evenings spent at Clyde R. Keith, Western Electric
h will distribute one feature and
include more than six in the first screenings and such events as Bank Nights Co., New York; Gordon E. Sawyer,
and premiere work.
shorts this year,
school.
sound department, Samuel Goldwyn
Branton In Charge
he most important feature to
studios.
Salary While in School
The classes were taught by men and woLt. Commander Patrick Murphy,
He from the British government
Blank,
Myron
business.
men
in
the
theater
Women selected had to be 30 years secretary of Tri-States, who observed a USCGR, chief of visual training
season will be "Western Apaches," produced in Technicolor or older, with at least a high school similar school in New Orleans, before start- section, U. S. Coast Guard, WashClasses were held in ing the Des Moines operation, was in charge. ington, D. C, will speak tonight and
telling the story of Atlantic con- education.
He is now in the Navy and the school will will illustrate his talk with a speIt was made with Technicolor che same building where Tri-States
in charge of G. Ralph Branton, general
They were be
cial film which demonstrates rapid
lopac which means that the com- has its headquarters.
manager for Tri-States.
a
salary
during
six-weeks'
paid
the
In addition to Blank the instructors in- teaching methods employed by the
-ed negative will have to be sent
training period in addition to allow- cluded Leo McKechneay, Tri-States treas- Coast Guard.
Hollywood for processing,
urer;
Art Stolte, district manager; Dale
rchibald said that J. Arthur ances for living quarters.
MeFarland,
publicity
director;
and Joe
Blank taught Dick Cohen's Mother Dead
ik has announced no plans for
The six graduating and assigned Deitch, booking executive.
:-war expansion of his interests, to theaters as assistant managers maintenance and operations; McKechneay,
Mrs. Esther Cohen, mother of
accounting; Stolte, community work; Meipite various reports heard over were Helen Miller of Sibley, la.; Farland, advertising; and Deitch, booking Richard
Cohen, office manager of
Mildred Carlson of Omaha; Alma methods.
Monogram, New Haven, died here.
[Continued from Page
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State Dept. Post- War Market
Need

Is For Funds,
View; Attitude
Of Congress Big Factor

First

*

DECORATED

*

— —

*

Commerce

could get funds specificially for these men, but Commerce could employ them with industry funds. The industry could support
these representatives indefinitely, or
only for so long a time as needed to
obtain funds from Congress for their
support.

May Extend CIAA Program
Very much in the discussion stage
at present is a post-war extension of
the documentary film program now
operated by CIAA. That program is
overseen by the State Department's
cultural relations division, and there
is reason to believe that CIAA itself
may eventually become a part of the
State Department. This would make
continuance of the agency after the
war a simpler matter than if funds
for a separate CIAA had to be
Documentaries and educasought.
tional films telling the story of this

country are recognized by State Department officials as important tools
in the promotion of international
understanding.
What to do about commercial pix
Thus far, nothing
is a tougher nut.

STORK REPORTS
—

Carbondale, Pa. A son was born
last week to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Burke at St. Joseph's General Hospital. Mrs. Burke is the former Rita
Farrell,

daughter of L.

operator of this area.

J.

Farrell,

Uncertaii

Price Trend

port

control

unofficial.
nation in
reject the

*

of

motion pictures,

official

or

* COMMISSIONED *
WALTER W. TOOLAN
Carbondale,

USA, formerly, Irving,
commissioned a 2nd lieu-

Pa.,

tenant.

—•—

make

scales even

1)

money,

I

Pointing out that the Government has in
eases aided producers in foreign markets
for instance, making it possible for them
to receive dollars for films currently shown
the State Departin Portugal and Spain
ment spokesman told
that "the Government itself is not inter-

Government aid to the industry in the
form of trade treaty clauses banning quotas,
assuring equitable monetary exchange, outlawing discrimination between our industry
and that of some third party have not had
warm reception. Such discussions herea
after must be on a concrete, hard-fact basis.
The fact is that the State Department
except lor a few individuals does not think
of the motion picture industry as a business.

—

—
THE

days.

—

Savanna, 111. Miller and Van r^
mikos circuits are now operating I
FILM DAILY local theaters and admissions ha
motion picture been stabilized at 25 cents and

ested in the distribution of
films, except where these are films specially
designed to key in with our programs in
I refer to such films as
those countries.
those distributed by CIAA and OWI.
"Although I personally think there is a
possibility of some such program for commercial film producers as that now being
w;orked out by the British, that's merely a
curbstone opinion."

cents.

Hart Escorts Sister's Body
Chicago Escorting the remains
his sister, Mary Ellen Hunt,
liam S. Hart was here yesterday

—
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believes
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motion picture.
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tor everyone!
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etc

it
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CD
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great

CO

help

o

CO
didn't.

For everyone who believes or doesn't

For everyone who

in

to

who

tor-

believe in a horoscope or the stars.

and is thus prepared to plunge on documentaries and eduworrying
about the balwithout
eationals,
ance-sheets of commercial producers.

medium

— or

i

route to the East.

For everyone who believes or doesn't
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CHARLES 80YER * BARBARA STANWYCK

of

thinks of pix as a

j

some

world the perfect excuse to

toward pix representatives abroad, no overall plan has yet been projected either by the
Initial overindustry or the Government.
tures to the department, intended mainly to
fee! the way toward arranging some program

elir
|

Hollywood product.

The general problem of aid in the postwar world market has been discussed and
Although there
State Department officials.
may result from those discussions alreadyheld some softening of the consular attitude

It

(Continued from Page

to

rating pennies in change.
A five-cent jump has been set
PROMOTED
BERT CUNNINCHAM, USMC, former Pathe the Commercial, an Elmer Balah
director, to major.
house in South Chicago, and
GEORGE MUCHINIC, USA, former RKO Radio Great States Circuit has increas
assistant secretary-treasurer, to major.
RICHARD CALLERY, USN, formerly with RKO, evening prices five cents in its
BEVON L. HAIGHT, USA, formerly RKO thea- houses and 10 cents in A spo
ters, to corporal.
Van Nomikos' Empress advanc
They forget also evening scales from 22 to 28 cei
films in the same area.
that as a result of its wartime experience with Sunday admission now at
Hollywood will rarely if ever turn out any cents. Parkway goes from 15 to
of these films which admitedly were .'harmcents evenings and 25 cents on Su
ful.

Such a practice would give every
the

Upward

Chicago Houses

In

1)

would ever decide to offer comparLT.
HAROLD FEIGLEY, ]R., USAAF, former
able aid to commercial producers.
manager, Palace, Toledo, 0., awarded the
First need is for funds, he said,
Air Medal in the India-China area.
and he was not certain that Con- T/SGT. EVERETT L. SWICERT, USAAF, formerly of Carlisle, Pa., awarded his fifth
gress would ever vote funds for such
decoration, a third Oak Leaf Cluster.
activities once the war is over.
•
(At the same time, he was not cerCITATIONS
tain that we would have the same
JAMES HERRERNAN, USA, formerly, Penn.,
Congress after the war is over.)
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
gallantry
for
in
the
When he spoke of funds, he had
Tunisian campaign.
in mind the stationing of special
Government experts to specialize in is being blueprinted for after the
motion picture affairs, as is being war. At present, through CIAA and
done by the British, the Russians the OWI, the State Department has
and other foreign governments to- the final say over what pix, commerday. It was pointed out here, how- cial and non-commercial, are to be
ever, that a minimum of six or seven shown abroad. For the duration the
men judiciously placed in key spots Department can be certain no prodthroughout the world and specializ- uct sifts through which might in
ing only in pix matters could prob- any way embarrass its program.
ably handle the job the industry There are those who believe that it
will be difficult to convince the Deneeds.
partment that this control should
Seen Job for Commerce Dept.
Hiring and assigning of these men not be continued after the war.
Export Control Feared
by the Department of Commerce
would be more logical than by the
There are signs that the State Department
Theirs would will not easily be persuaded that foreign pix
State Department.
distribution is simply a commercial matter.
be strictly a commercial function, They have seen as never before the imporand the Commerce Department is tance of the medium in foreign relations, and
the proper agency for such work. there is fear in some quarters that we may
in the post-war world an attempt to
They would have to be cleared by see
In
establish some form of export control.
the State Department, but their ac- itself this is dangerous, but the danger is
considered
that
direction
would come from multiplied greatly when it is
tual
Commerce. There is no assurance the Government might likewise attempt imthat

Aid

TO THE COLORS!

Official

(Continued from Page

15]

DAILY

foreign relations work,

its

State Dept. Said Hazy
There are those in Washington who think
tli.it
the industry will never get the satisfaction it seeks until it goes to the agency
set
up by law to handle trade matters the
It is only reDepartment of Commerce.
cently that pix biggies have gone to the
State Department on these affairs, and they
have met an entirely different attitude there.
The understanding and grasp of problems
of business which they found at the Department of Commerce are less evident at
the State Department, where the talk is of
cultural relations, etc., with no apparent
realization of the fact that the greatest job
of selling America has been done not by

I

It

*

o

CD
D>
cr

—

documentaries but rather by commercial pictures from Hollywood, which by showing
Americans as they are has sold them to most
the

of

They

recall

l

m
-<

UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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CO
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Nominated as

the picture to be seen twice.

THOMAS MITCHELL

* CHARLES WINNINGER

that a scattered few pix have

forgetful of the fact that
the damage done by these few is only a
fraction of the good done by dozens of other
or

If

'N

world.

perhaps harmed our relations with one country
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MAJOR DECREE CHANGES— KUYKENDALL

I

Mass Audience in Early Post- War Years

ele for
Editorial

Receivers to Sell Under
$100 Via Mass Production
Forecast by Para. Exec.

Quota Stays
some background

.

.

By CHESTER

By RALPH WILK
West

BAHN

B.

Board

the

of

audience

office

in

post-war

the

in

week that so
British
Government

— and

period

iod

this

present

the

as
"inues

Trade, said

of

Commons

of

ise

extension into

its

conceded

is

Bureau

Hollywood

S a fair and certainly reasonable invence from what Hugh Dalton, presi-

U

toast

—

i

in

of

THE FILM DAILY
for a mass

— Television

Even Legal Break, Appeal

TO SET PLANS
FOR FJC DRIVE
Amusement

Division's

This Year Raised

Board's End. 20% Cancellation Cited by MPTOA
Three changes

Quota

50%

the early post-war per-

was envisioned here yesterday

by Klaus Landsberg, director of
television for Station W6XYZ, controlled by Paramount via its subsidiary, Television Productions, Inc.
technical
Addressing the

SMPE

David Bernstein and Maj. Albert
Warner, co-chairmen of the Amusement Division of the Fedei-ation of
Jewish Charities, have called a com-

the

conference, Landsberg, voicing the
opinion that "television is ready to
give an excellent service" as of torumpus recently kicked up within the day, declared that, "War-time mass
sh trade by the reported remarks at production of similar equipment has

quota regulations will stand.
hat's not exactly surprising, in view of
ish

luncheon on this side of the
Brendan Bracken, Minister of
nation
That affair, of course, was

The
break, Kuykendall said.
president was of the opinion that the complainant's chances
for winning a case were reduced by
(Continued on Page 5)

by

and certainly

osed affair,

the press

in

ase

which followed, there was nothing

tint

that Bracken had indicated a com-

Government

e reversal of
sh

policy towards

Eberson Asks Exhibs.

August B. 0. Gross

To Notify of Needs

Seen $130,

films.

et the correspondent of a

trade

British

cabled without qualification the Min-

ir

had told the American

of Information

THE FILM DAILY
Work of the theater

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Washington Bureau, of

Washington

section of the Office of Civilian Re-

DAVID BERNSTEIN
ALBERT WARNER
prevented reaching
pany chiefs present at the luncheon maximum efficiency because
of the
mittee luncheon-meeting of industry
"he favored the principle of open corn- failure of exhibitors
both indepenleaders to be held a week from toton in films in the international mar- dent and circuit
to notify OCR of
Continued on Page 5)
free of barriers, such as quotas, mone- their equipment needs.
"We're here

'

quirements

is

—

—

(

and other

restrictions

little

's

the

with

roof

cries

(Cintinucd on Page

nourish-

wonder, then, that British pro-

raised

;rs

artificial

home product."

for

t

New York

MPTOA

(Continued on Page 10)

industry

the

ter

|

i

in

consent decree would eliminate the
principal objections of a majority
of exhibitors, in the opinion of Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president.
If the distributors were prohibited from sending their top attorneys
to an arbitration hearing, thus creating an unfair advantage over the
complainant's local counsel, an exhibitor would be able to get a bet-

that

if

ODT

Exhibitor Leaders Swell

National

War Fund

Chest

Hope

Generous
contributions,
gained
Chief Joseph B. Eastman's through personal calls upon exhibilion of British film production to a statement at the American Truck- tor leaders by Greater New York
ing Association's meeting in Chi- Chairman Sam Rinzler, have been
tion from which it only just rallied,
on Wednesday that means made to the National War Fund by
merican execs, present at the Bracken cago
(Cintinucd on Page 10)
(Cintinued on Page 10)
heon who have since found their way
Bracken were earwould mean the re-

off from the
high of the previous month, when
collections topped $16,178,000, admissions tax receipts during September, on August business, totalled
$13,926,347.21. Since motion picture

{Continued on Page 11)

10)

Head's Statement

Brings Carriers

THE FILM DAILY

— Falling

Para. Execs. Leave
for

Today

Coast Conferences

views attributed to
into

effect,

it

-ondon have assured that the
the

but

least,

'inued

restive.

background
nce

that

d

Commons

in

Minister

was incorrectly quoted,

Information

the

British

.And

..

for

there

Dalton's

quota
this

producers

you
formal

regulations

week.

to

ODT

"Battle ot Russia" via

still

have
aswill

Sliding Scale

Low

Rentals for

Next Decree Conference
Expected Late Next Week

'

inasmuch as this seems to be a Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"background" column, you may be
Washington
Assistant Attorney
re^pd t" know that the Army ud to
General Tom C. Clark is expected
Wednesday was unaware that there
been any publicity given to Coca to return to Washington today after having been in Dallas for nearly
a's elaborate plans for a series of Tech(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 2)

—

Army

the

orientation

(Continued on Page 11)

Feature

Army's "Battle of Russia," one
Lt. Col.

ND

WAC
series

Frank Capra's

Operate on Blumberg;
Condition Very Good
of

produced by
unit, will be

rushed to theaters via the

WAC,

Paramount's sales and production
executives will meet in Hollywood
next week to discuss releasing plans
for forthcoming product.
Sessions
will last about 10 days.
Leaving today for the Coast are

it

was announced yesterday. Feature
will have a minimum rental on a
sliding scale to recoup the cost of
prints, trailer and ad accessories,
it was said by William F. Rodgers,
(Continued on Page 11)

Condition
president

went
at the

a

of

of

N.

Universal,

J.

Blumberg,

who under-

minor operation yesterday
Ave. Hospital, was re-

Fifth

ported ""very satisfactory" last night.
expected that Blumberg will
It
is
be confined to the hospital for seven
or eight days.

<M
Quota Stays
.

.

.

Depinet to Tender Hub
Reception to Koerner

some bachgvound
(Continued from

1)

Pafii

October 22,

Friday,

V.

DAILY

Boston

comma

Gome

and

—A

reception to Charles
vice-president in charge
BARNEY BALABAN, JOHN W. HICKS, Pfl
presented to the Army's Special Service of production of RKO Radio, will be SELI HOLMAN, NEIL ACNEW and BOB G
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
HAM
leave today tor the Coast.
Depinet
by
President
Ned
tendered
Division for troop exhibition. If you deduce
here Monday prior to the world preSPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20tl
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor
that the Army was somewhat annoyed, you
miere of "The Iron Major" at Keith's will arrive from the Coast today.
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager won't be wrong.
Memorial. Affair will be held at the
ED KUYKENDALL leaves tonight for Wash]
Ritz-Carlton and will be attended ton.
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is

reported mulling over

to

that

screen

he

has

raised.

political

The

Congressman

new approach

a

propaganda

grapevine

considering

is

issue

the

says

Federal

a

measure which would permit any exhibitor
to

reject any block

in

the block

the

is

cf

films

any picture

if

deemed objectionable from

standpoint of "unfair"

political

propa-

ganda.

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882.
Ernest W. Fredman, The
Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour St., W. I.
PARIS—P. A. Hade, Le Film, 29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Mary Louise Blanco,
Eileen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
MEXICO CITY—
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

WASHINGTON—
LONDON—

HAVANA—
HONOLULU—

(Thursday,

,

October 21)
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Rohrs Confer Here

PRC

Washington
franchise holder and Fred Rohrs,
Southern district manager for PRC,
arrived in New York yesterday for
meetings with Arthur Greenblatt,
George

PRC
sales.

Gill,

vice-president

in

charge

of

weeks.

LLOYD

•LAS,
C. DOUGLAS
lecture
tour

is

on

to

New York

a

author of "The Roqfl

which will bring
he goes to the

Tuesday;

CM

Wednesday.
A. A. SCHUBART, RKO Radio manager of
change operations, will
tomorrow
leave
Seattle, to be followed by Portland, San Fr
cisco, Los Angeles, Kansas City, St. Louis,
,

other cities.
arrives

MARCO,
a

Texan

San

tomorrow from

Bel

will leave New
tour, her itinerary

Antonio,

and

Dallas

York tomorrow I
embracing Ausf
Houston.

—

already reported for his
at Denver.
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O. Henry Briggs, PRC president,
leaves today for a series of conferences on the Coast at the new PRC
studio. Nat Lefton, district manager
for Pittsburgh, Detroit, Cleveland
will
accompany
and
Cincinnati
Briggs.

«

mU" m
'4il

-K

Lefton to Coast;

Naugati

ROBERT BUCKNER, Warners' producer,
has just completed work on "Uncertain Clo
leaves the Coast today and arrives in nfl
York on Monday for a stay of about I

Des Moines
Mayer Monsky,
salesman for the Universal exchange
here for the last year, has been appointed branch manager of the UniMonversal exchange at Denver.
sky, whose home is at Omaha, has

CHARLES B0YER * BARBARA STANWYCK
Nominated as the picture

3/4

B'way 3s55

Technicolor

Mayer Monsky Named 'U'
Denver Branch Manager

Cem,

the

of

Boston on business.

in

understood that the manageYDD Ready in Italian
to bring wages up to
The Italian version of "Yankee
scale and to refrain from hiring
new people without the consent of Doodle Dandy" will be completed by
Warner Bros, early next week.
the union.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

PASHO,
i:

JULIUS CORDON
mont, Tex.

1/4

—

CENE
Conn.,

It is

3/8

91 1/4
213-4

present

ment agreed

—
8—1/4
—
—

101
12i/2

appearances by O'Brien and Miss
will be made in Portland, Worcester, New Haven and other New England

Other
Warrick

Everything was "as you were" at
Producers Laboratories yesterday
when members of the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, IATSE, returned to their
jobs following the settlement of a

and
Eastwood,
East Hartford
instructor of a bombing squadron
Yale, and is living at the Hotel Taft.
Conn,

Mayor Tobin and

others.
High officials of Hingiiam Field, New
England exhibitors, civic officials on Sunday will attend a Cavanausrh memorial football game between Boston College and a
picked team from the Army base at Hingham Field. From New York will go Ned
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Nat Levy, Walter
Branson, Edward Alperson, Al Dawson, Harold Hendee, Sol Schwartz, Harry Mandel,
Barret. McCormiek and Perry Lieber, the lat-

cities.

4

58
25

ernor Saltonstall,

ter studio publicity head.

Local 702 Members Back
At Producers Labs. Posts

dispute between the company and
The men had left their
the union.
jobs on Tuesday, charging failure
of the management to live up to
its contract with the union. The dispute was settled at a conference
with a conciliator from the U. S.
Conciliation Service.

FINANCIAL

Mrs. Cavanaugh, widow of
Frank "Iron Major" Cavanaugh, Gov-

rick,

advance newspaper

all

important key

cities.

to

narration
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and
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BUSINESS
M-G-M's New Group,
Famed "12 TOPPERS/' The Line-up
It's

Just

One

of

to sign-up!
Let's All

National

Give!

War
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tree Major Decree

hanges

—Kuykendall

MARCEL

1

Regent.

•

New York

in

OUR

•

•

JEFFERY,

A.

Film Rotv-Wiings:
exhibition

rights to Ernie Pyle's

by

with

along

field,

UA.

has

something

to

by Lester Cowan of the iilm
new book, "Here Is Your War" ...... Acquisition

season,

could

producer sets solidly the two pix he will

the

— the

).

BROWN,

make

UA

for

Br'r Lester looms
Broadway stage success now in its ninth month
mightier and mightier as an asset to his new distribution Alma Mater
Ke has, aside from his high showmanship in grabbing ace story

dire a case fairly only from briefs
ithout being acquainted with local

oblems and situations that cannot
described adequately in briefs.
The third, and perhaps the most
uportant request of the average ex-

mount,

Ibitor, is

ces
i

in

strong

Kuykendall

has

IPTOA,

said,

them
In

for years to establish a 20
cent cancellation privilege on a

ut^ht

r

liversal basis.

•

points, Kuykendall
»ntended, represent the "root of all
Kuykendall said
"il" in the decree.
believed in arbitration as a prinple but that it had been abused
He said he believed
the decree.
at local conciliation boards would
JFer the best solution to exhibitorstributor disputes.
The defunct UMPI sales plan had
any good points, Kuykendall said,
though it didn't go far enough. He
.id that the exhibitors have plenty
power to right many of the wrongs
the industry if they would work
,gether and that with a united
ont they wouldn't need a decree or
:>vernment regulation.
Kuykendall leaves today for Washgton.

These

of

mandos

three

sort

box

of

office

dramatic quality

for

uncommon

place

larger blocks with a straight

The

taste

keenest

the

sense,

Circuits

combined

with

and individual

a

JOHN SHELLY,

"savvy"
Some of the reasons are: "ComDawn," "The Whole Town's Talking," and "Ladies

his production

Strike

at

Retirement"

•

•

AT

an

exclusive

reception

cocktail

tendered

by

Harry

Bruno at hi.s fashionable East Side apartment on Wednesday evening to welcome back Ma). Milton O'Connell from Guadalcanal and

A.

other venues of

the

Pacific

front,

the

distinguished

U.

S.

Marines

!

exhibited sonic of the trophies which he and his comrades
captured from the Japs
Among said exhibits was a Japanese war
officer

•

bond with all the coupons attached
This intrigued Floyd b.
Odium. Wall Street tycoon and chairman of RKO's directorate
He picked it Up and examined it minutely
It was a unique

moment,— being

the first time

est

Drafts

Const

•

•

•

—

of

Next Decree Conference
Expected Late Next Week

a week after the death of
Jr.
THE FILM 'DAILY His next meeting with
dants in the New York

Hollywood
Membership of the
:reen Writers Guild are drafting
ary C. McCall, Jr., for a second
rm as president and no opponent
.s been nominated.

the

suit is not
definitely scheduled yet, according to
his office, although it is believed it
will be held late next week.

O'Donnell, Former RKO
Mgr., Missing in Action
Staff

Sergt.

James

J.

O'Donnell,
of RKO's

23rd Street Theater in New
York, is missing in action, according to an official announceppjg.
believed that
It
is
rs* ment.
O'Donnell went down with his
Flying Fortress during a recent raid
on Bremen.
O'Donnell shot down a German
plane on his first bombing mission
in July and the event hit the front
pages of the New York dailies. He
was rated an aerial engineer. Born
30 years ago in Dumont, N. J.,
O'Donnell became an usher in RKO's
Jefferson Theater after his high
school graduation, later becoming

New

October

23

Harry Cohn
George H. Morris

Sally

Fred

O'Neill
Datig

October 24
Gilda

Gray

Byron Morgan
Arthur W. Stebbins

Josef Zimanick

Mary Lee
Dan |. Smolen

chief of staff, assistant manager and
finally to the 23rd Street as manager.

manager,

assistant

assistant manager,

Empire, Syra-

WILLIAM DEWAN, manager, Palace,
ROBERT W. MILLER, projectionist,
Buck

GEORGE KNIGHT, manager
ROBERT

Syracuse.

Auditorium,

Pa.

Falls,

Hill

West Palm

Palace,

Fla.

PORTLE,

manager,

Elm

Street,

Wor-

Mass.

cester,

HURBERT

N.

pheum,

SCOTT,

Loews

manager,

Or-

Louis.

St.

ROY TITLE, manager,

Shubert,

Louis.

St.

Theater Guild Forms Co. to
Sell Pic Rights to 50 Plays
A

corporation which will endeavor
to dispose of the film rights to more
than 50 shows in which it holds an
interest has been organized by the
New York Theater Guild. This is not
a move on the part of the Guild to
go into film production, according to

Lawrence Langner, an administrator of the Guild, who said that company will concern itself with efforts
to push the sale of film rights to
the Guild shows, "Oklahoma" and

is to make sure that the
transfer of Guild properties from
stage to screen is done properly.

company

Meet Next Week to Set
Plans for FJC Fund Drive
{Continued from Page

defen-

student

"Porgy and Bess" among them.
Another stated purpose of the

T

I)

his brother.

AAF, formerly manager

October 21
loan Fontaine
Bela Lugosi
Constance Bennett
Marie Green
M. J. Weisfeldt

Corp. president

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

Mary McCall.

Bureau

the astute Atlas

T

T

(.Continued from Payt

NG

that

ever had a bud investment on his hands!

Alhambra.
manager, Para-

cuse.

exhibs.

confidence in his ability, and appreciate the value to

assistant

Syracuse.

Beach,

his desire to purchase pie-

per cent cancellation right.

KARLSON,

PAUL

•

properties,

RKO

Syracuse.

Eckel,

this

RKO

superintednent,

JACK CROWE, student

being "Tomorrow the World," the socko

course,

of

first,

manager,

assistant

second

Regent.

cheer about as result of the purchase

Not only was there the oppoadded expense, but that
board

mana-

I.

assistant

CORNELIUS

exhibitors did not believe that a

e

R

assistant manager,

manager, RKO Palace.
manager, RKO Royal.
CHARITY, assistant manager, RKO

HUBER,

D.

tion to the
ng'le

assistant

Providence

Albee,

DUCHIN, student

H.

RKO Fordham.
HARRY LYONS, relief

e appearance of major company
talent who were more versed
the industry and the decree than
e exhibitor's lawyer who was cona-ned only in the situation at hand.
Kuykendall said that the elimina5n of the appeal board sitting in
York was favored by exhibie\\
t

ts.

HUDDISH, student

K.

RKO

ger,

HAROLD

ntinued from Paui

NEW POSTS

IN

1)

day, at 12:45 p.m., in the Hotel Astor
to formulate plans for this year's
great humanitarian drive.
In calling together the Amusement Division committeemen, Bernstein and Warner stated that "in
order to do our share in raising the
$10,500,000 which Federation seeks
this year to safeguard its 116 charities, we have an entirely new program and plan for our Division."
Since the Amusement Industry
will be obliged to raise at least 50
per cent more than it has heretofore in order to meet its quota, Norman S. Goetz, chairman of the drive,
will address the luncheon meeting,
the co-chairmen stated.

OPA

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
ployed

Republic branch
manager who was operated on at
Mt. Sinai Hospital Saturday, is reported doing well and expects his
hospital discharge in a week or 10
Epstein,

studio

must

emdefi-

TO THE COLORS!
*

LT.

DECORATED

*

THOMAS J. CALLAHAN, USAAF, son of
Edward X. Callahan, 20th-Fox New England
division manager, awarded the Air Medal
in
the Northwest African area.

PROMOTED
to

—

regularly

employe

pharmacists mate,

ROBERT CAPPOLA, USA,

Merle Blair Improves

THE FILM 'DAILY

comply with "share-the-ride"
order or lose his 'B' or 'C gas coupons, it was announced following a
meeting of the studio transportaOPA representation committee.
tives will check the vicinity of studios to see that the order is enforced and any employe not conforming with it is subject to having
his 'B' or 'C ration books revoked.

to

days.

of

— Every

nitely

Morris Epstein Recovering
Morris

Orders "Share Ride"

Policy at All Studios

first

class.

formerly

with

RKO,

sergeant.

*

*

ARMY
Cedar Falls, la.
Merle Blair,
owner of the Regent theater at BERNARD SCHWARTZ, manager, Piccadilly and
Fenkell Theaters, Detroit.
Cedar Falls, is reported as slowly STANLEY
f. SCHLEIER, son of Herman Schleier,
improving from arthritis at his home.
business manager, The Independent.

Earamount
WHOM

s

"FOR

TOLLS"
THE BELL
IN TECHNICOLOR
~
n GARY
starring

1NGRID

(^ooper

*

xfergman

Produced and Directed by

Sam Wood
with

AK1M TAM1ROFF • ARTURO DE CORDOVA
JOSEPH CALLEIA and KAT1NA PAXINOU
From tbe Celebrated
Executive Producer B. G. DeSylva •
Novel by Ernest Hemingway • Screen Play by Dudley Nicbota

I

m

10

tor Mass Audience

Eberson Asks Exhibs.

Low-Priced Receivers Coming/

To Notify of Needs
(Continued from Page

shown the way for production of
television receivers below $100."
This tacit forecast of an inexpensive receiver, virtually making television possible for the average owner
of a radio, created a marked stir,

that the industry can hang its
heads on our shoulders and pour out
its troubles," John Eberson, theater
chief, said yesterday, 'but unless
we're told what's lacking there's and was accepted by observers as
little we can do."
explaining why Paramount has inAlthough OCR cannot promise to vested both in DuMont and Scoobtain everything needed by exhibi- phony and why its theater partners
tors, it is the agency designated by
have been pioneering in the station
law to obtain needed equipment for field.
is aware of the
them, he said.
Developments Under Wraps
importance of keeping theaters open,
Posing the question, "Have there
working in the same spirit of friendliness as voiced a year ago by Don- been any developments that will
ald Nelson when he declared that the revolutionize television and should
agency will not give exhibitors more color be incorporated into these
than they actually need to keep op- plans?", Lansberg said pointedly,
erating but will see to it that the- "If revolutionary developments have
aters are not closed because of lack been made they are not and cannot
be known now."
of equipment.
"It is certain though," he added, "that
The job was handled until a few months
so

WPB

ago by the theaters section of the Service
Equipment Division, which piled up an
Shifting' it to OCR was
enviable record.
part of a broad scheme to shift that funcIt sigtion for all civilian needs to OCR.
officials,
the reaching of
nified, saja certain equilibrium as a result of which
civilian needs may be cared for as a separate entity, rather than squeezed through
in the midst of overwhelming military needs.
Whereas as the function previously was
to scrape the leavings of the military in
order to prevent closings, civilian requests
now have more prestige than previously
and the filling of requests is possible on a
Ions' range basis rather than simply to plug

SMPE

Exhib. Leaders

Told

Swell

1

foolproofed sufficiently to be put into use
by the layman."
"Electronic means of color scanning must
be developed," Landsberg maintained.
Up to 16 mm. Standards
As to present day tele's quality, the speaker
compared it to the quality of 16 mm. mo"With improvement of
tion picture film.
circuit components and tubes for the transmitter as well as the receiver, particularly
the improvement of camera tubes and ca.
thode ray receiver tubes, so much better
quality of images can be obtained without
a change in the system that it seems doubtful that different systems will become neces-

bad holes.
Plenty of Material
The laundry industry and other service
trades have been quick to utilize OCR, Eber.
son said, submitting their needs in materials on the basis of consumption for a
lengthy period in the future. "They're getting plenty of material, and unless I know
what to ask for theaters there won't be
Getting

left."

many

cases had fairly large
floor coverings, seats, leathette and other materials needed to keep
their theaters in good condition, but even
these inventories are down now, he opined.
"Yet if I were to be asked to go to a textile
Circuits in
inventories of

(Continued from Page

Yesterday,
Rinzler
added Jo
Hornstein to his committee, placinj
him in charge of the Accessorie
Division.

path

will

"Encounter

difficulties

Mandel the
mittee

factor."

Looking to the war's end, I andsberg forethorough experimentation and testing of such
developments would be necessary. Time for east that "the first group of men released
this could not be found tintil after the war from war work will be the designers," and

when the majority of qualified
now occupied with more urgent

engineers,

can

tasks,

be released for this work."
And that, Landsberg warned, "would undoubtedly delay television for many years."
1

Station

W6XYZ's

tele director

work" required "before

it

is

declared

that

at

that

time,

Donation checks to the Nationa

"standards for

tiple

must be ready so that they can
the receiver and projector models,

eliminates the mul
demands previously confronted

by generous givers, are to be sen)
to Fred Schwartz, 50 Rockefelleil
1

)

which are

put into production right
such production shall help
against sudden work and employ,

to be
at war's end, if

saw "much cushion
and ment stoppage."

Plaza,

simplified

Benefit Cleveland Rites Held for
Heinbuch, Pioneer Exhib.
Sell-Out

Ampa's preview of "Riding High"
at the New York Paramount tonight
as a benefit for its industry relief
fund neared the sell-out stage yesterday, it was reported by William
McKee and Herman Schleier of the
Ticket- Selling Committee.
Emcee will be Harry Hershfield, Per-

Cleveland-Funeral services were
held here for George W. Heinbuch,

sonal appearances have been promised by
Margo, Roy Rogers, Victor Moore, Harry
Green and Jack Pearl, and there is a pos-

land

sibility that

Frank Sinatra

also will appear.

72, pioneer film man who figured
largely in the development of motion

picture

theaters

in

Cleveland

and

also in the operation of the Cleve-

Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
League, forerunner of the present
Motion Picture Exhibitors Associa-

Gordon

Theater Parley

—

"If they had let me know before
they did this I could perhaps have had the
regulation altered.
Certainly with prices for
goods and services up and equipment showing more wear I can understand why they

Conferences with top

tion.

executives

Paramount theater department will be held next week by Julof

the

Gordon, president of Jefferson
might have to spend more but I can't get Amusement
Co.,
Beaumont, Tex.
an exception to the regulations which will
arrival
in
New York,
They are violating the law Gordon's
be retroactive.
because they did not notify us of their scheduled for Wednesday, has been
needs."
delayed to tomorrow because of the
A ''.urate information on overall theater
lack of train accommodations.
He
vital if the purpose of the OCR
will remain here until Wednesday
office, representation of civilian theater operators, is to be carried out effectively, Eber- and will stay at the Belmont Plaza
ius

i^-

"Not only the independents, but
son "aid.
the circuit owners as well will suffer if they
let us know what their needs are."

Hotel.

do not

Lee Carrow Stricken

—

Bernie Burial in Flushing

Carson City, Mich. Lee Carrow,
owner and operator of the Lee
Los Angeles Interment rites for Theater here for the past several
Ben Bernie will be held in Flushing, years, died suddenly. He was a naMemorial service? were held tive of Bay City. Surviving are the
L. I.
here last night.
widow and three brothers.

—

of
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"Old Acquaintance" Goes
Into Hollywood Nov. 2
Although "This

Is the

Army"

is

doing standout business, Warners will replace the film with "Old
Acquaintance" at the Hollywood
Theater on Nov. 2. The newcomer
will play on a continuous policy.
When "Army" closes it will have
completed a 14-week run at the Hollywood.
It is understood that Warner is
cutting "Army's" run short in order
to make the production available to
the circuits. The RKO circuit will be
the first to get the film when it
leaves the Hollywood.
still

**&

New York

City.

ODT Head's Statement
Brings Carriers Hope

Ampa's Paramount
Tonight Nearing

com

War Fund which

television

design

publicity, Rinzler's

now

covers every branch o:
filmland in the New York Metropoli
tan Area.

in

where multimore serious

to higher frequencies
transmission becomes a

i

the major circuits and distribs, S
Fabian the indie circuits, Arthu;
Mayer the producers, and Harry

laboratory dream," he emphasized.
Landsberg warned that television "will require more room in the frequency spectrum
and plans must be made to obtain it," alit

With Harry Brandt han

dling the indie exhibs, Fred Schwart:

according to the
television,
Paramount exec, is definitely on the way.
"Projection of high-quality television pic.
tureB to theater screen size is no longer a
Theatrical

though
moving

1)

tinsky.

sary," hazarded Landsberg.

Martha King will sing "The Star Spangled
Banner" prior to auctioning personal effects tion.
from the stars.
Last minute additions inIn 1905 Heinbuch rented a hall
meeting here tomorrow I'd feel foolish. That clude earrings from Ginger Rogers and
would be the place to present the require- Maria Montez, a hand-bag from Anne Shir- for the exhibition of what is claimed
ments of the theater industry for sometime ley, an ash tray from Cary Grant, and through to be the first motion picture shown
ahead, but I wouldn't know what to ask the courtesy of Edward Wallerstein, presi. in Cleveland.
Two years later he
of Columbia Recording, autographed
for. I might say I want 100,000 feet of dent
opened a theater of his own at East
leatherette and 400,000 feet of corduroy, but records of Frank Sinatra.
Two hundred free tickets have been turned 86th St. and Superior Ave., and in
I couldn't know whether that was too much
over to the USO for the use of service men.
or too little."
1911 built the Superior at East 85th
Maintenance Bills Up
St., operating it until 1922 when he
Eberson referred also to a number of Julius
sold it and retired from the industry
Arriving
letterB he has received from exhibitors tellto devote his time to real estate.
ing him they have had to spend more for for Para.
Surviving him are his wife and a
maintenance and repair this year than in
1942 which is forbidden by WPB regulason, Robert, of Houston, Tex.

West Coast Bureau

NWF (hesl

Walter Reade, Max A. Cohen, Juliu
Joelson, Joseph Seider, Rugoff an
Becker, Raff and Ruden, David Wein
stock, Morris Lane and Morris Ku

1

much
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be found fay
Government
to prevent the collapse of essential
transportation brought a ray of
hope yesterday to the film delivery
service, which is threatened with a
breakdown because of the difficulty
of obtaining replacements for wornout equipment. Trucking circles saw
in Eastman's remarks the possibility that motor trucks might be
requisitioned by the Government from
non-essential industries for use by
those held essential.
The film carriers based their hopes
on the fact that the delivery of film
product is regarded as an essential
activity by the Government.

Japs Hold Lt. Don Smith,
First Reported Missing

—

Cleveland
Word was received
here today by Lemotto Smith, owner
of the Mu-Wa-Tu Theater, Coshocton
and the Post Theater, Warren, and
Mrs. Smith that their son, Lt. Don
Smith, previously reported missing
in action, is being held a prisoner by
the Japanese. According to a telegram from the Army Adjutant General's office, Lt. Smith was captured
Sept. 15. Lieut. Smith, who has been
in the service more than two years
and overseas since last February,
was a pilot of a Liberator bomber
attached to the 14th Army Air Corps
in China, under Maj. Gen. Claire L.
Chennault. Lt, Smith is a graduate
of Tennessee Military Institute and
attended Western Reserve University in Cleveland. About two months
ago he was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross.

*»-'•"

W
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'Battle of

telease

Russia"

Through

{Continued from Page

man

of the

WAC

WAG

1)

Distributors

253 from Para. Branches

"Bicycling" in Chi.
Gets Trade's Blessing

—

Chicago Bicycling
but this time with

back

is

the

here,

industry's

blessing.

reduction

Print
territory,

ivision.

said

to

in

be

the

Chicago

approximately

25 per cent, has forced theaters to
•Battle of Russia" will be the secresort to bicycling to bridge the
nd Army pic to be so marketed, the
gap and keep the marquees alight.
rst being the so-called Zanuck sublet, "'At the Front"; it is, however,
ie first time that a rental has been
larged for an orientation film.
"Behind the Rising
Army asked for theatrical release
Shines
at Palace
f "Battle of Russia," with the OWI
assing the request along to the
State Department approved
."AC.
reported yesterday that the
ie subject for public release.
first week of "Behind the Rising
disphysical
handle
Company to
Sun" at the Broadway Palace gave
•ibution may be determined today. the house its biggest one week's
expects that the feature, gross in the history of the theater.
,'AC
aemed unusually timely with the No figures were released, but the
reaking of the Dnieper line and the total was said to have topped by a
loscow conferences, will be shown wide margin any one week's business
one or more houses in every com- in the theater's 30-year history. Now

Sun"

Golden

RKO

i

in its second week, "Rising Sun"
will bow out Nov. 3 to allow for the

And Home

Office Serving

Paraitount's home office has contributed 104 employes to the armed
forces, while the exchanges have

August B. 0. Gross

Seen $130,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)

sent 149 into uniform, according to theater collections are estimated to
account for 90 per cent of these
the initial issue of the Paramounteer,
monthly totals, it is estimated that
for
new Para, house organ designed
the nation's box-office registers rang
Paper will be to the tune of about 130 million dolservice circulation.
during August.
Collections
Editorial com- lars
published monthly.

headed by George W. Har- during September, 1942, on August
business, were $13,662,337.
includes Harold Lager,
The decline in the Third New York
John Cicero, Al Finestone, Albert (Broadway) district was more markFrank Mc- ed, with total collections reaching
Deane, Harry Nagel.
only $1,706,120.66, compared with
Guire functions as art editor.
$1,811,699 a year earlier and $2,062,989 a month earlier.
Theater
admissions accounted for $1,531,Wartime Motor Parley
457.36, compared with $1,685,812.10
Attracts Film Delivery
and $1,849,987.12 respectively. Broker's sales brought in $10,772.60, comChicago Howard Robinson, Film pared with $8,967.16 and $15,435.18.
Truck Service, Detroit, is here at- Roof garden and cabaret receipts
tending the wartime motor confer- continued high, with collections of
mittee

vey,

is

and

Men

—

The
ence at the Sherman Hotel.
many problems before the film trucking industry are being discussed
during the meeting.

$163,890.70, as against only $115,987.74 a year ago.
They 'fell off,
however, from the high of $197,567
reported a month ago.

Age," juve delin- "The Biter Bit" Ready
arney Balaban, Neil Agnew, John quency pic, will have a multiple lo"The Biter Bit," British Ministry
r
Hicks, Russell Holman and Rob- cal first-run at the Family, Kramer of Information one-reeler the title
t W. Gillham. They will confer in and Parkside on Oct. 29. Subject is for which was suggested by Prime
ollywood with Y. Frank Freeman being distributed in this territory Minister Winston Churchill, is schedid B. G. De Sylva.
by Albert Dezel Roadshows.
uled for release in this country soon.

Very, Very Sweet Indeed
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" forged
ahead to break its own first day record at the Roxy yesterday and
turned in a gate of $16,000, it was

unity.

'ara.

or

Execs. Leave

Today

Coast Conferences
(.Continued from Page 1)

.

i
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opening of "The North Star."

"Teen Age" Set

—"Teen

Detroit

in

Three

reported last night.

Building

Equipment
Maintenance

Remodeling
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POST-WAR STUDIO EXPANSION ESSENTIA!
New Recording System on SMPE Agendc
Now Facilities Are
Held Inadequate For The
Making of Feature Films

Even

20th-Fox Technicians To

Equipment Field Notes

Advantages;
Coast Meet Ends Tomorrow
Cite Various

West Coast Bureau

—

THE FILM

of

'DAILY

Hollywood A verbal "unveiling" klATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
of a new truck-mounted recording ' ^ kept busy in the Cleveland
building

channel for use either in a film studio or on location will feature to- Among
day's afternoon, and semi-final, session of the current 54th Semi-Annual Technical Conference of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
at the local
Hollywood-Roosevelt
Description of the new 200
Hotel.
Mil Push-Pull Sound Recording System is to be presented by L. D. Grignon and J. P. Corcoran of the 20th

Century-Fox Film Corp.
Interesting

features

the

of

new

new
the

faces

most

ageing

for

recently

West Coast Bureau
is

being

territory

National-Simplex-Bludworth,

Inc.,

ad-

dressed the meeting.

theaters.

completed

jobs

have been the new fronts built for Ray
Wallace's Strand, Morrison and Columbia
Theaters in Alliance, and for the Boulevard Theater, Kenmore.
J. R. Patterson of Fort Mill, S. C,
reports that damages have been repaired that resulted from a fire which
originated to the rear of the stage in
his house there, and the theater is back

in full use.

The Thurmania, Columbus, O., neighborhood house, has reopened under the management of Harold F. Stegmiller. Theater
redecorated and improvements
has been
effected to the sound system.

equipment so arranged as
it

possible

for

to

(Continued on Page

make

inexperi-

relatively
13)

Services Unite In

new

and lobby
have been redecorated.
Stand was taken
over by the Eskin chain when the former
owner, H. M. Schumacher, died two months
projection

booth.

Interior

Theater Premium Co., Detroit,
Arthur Robinson, has moved to
new offices on the third floor of the Film
Robinson
by

Exchange Building.

Show

— Film-ites

at

Ford's

could

who have gone
the war effort.
this

of

hold

a

Willow Run Bom-

ber Plant, judging from the

number

work there to aid
Meeting in the plant

to

week were Ralph Ruben, head
Amusement Supply Co.; Stanley

Anushko, former manager of the
Grant Theater; and Nat Haase, theater

premium

distributor.

ica

in

(Continued on Page 13)

Pittsburgh.

construction of a new experimental of a balcony which will increase the
broadcasting station, using seating capacity to about 500.
the call letters, W9XBK.

opened the meeting by saying, "There
is a real need in the Services for a
Mrs. Helen Pagnard Albertson, secradically new 16-mm 'Military Model' retary
to L. P. Langford of Oliver
sound projector, with a design call- Theater Supply
Co., Cleveland, and
ing for extreme durability and simple previously
affiliated with National The(Continued on Parje 13)
atre Supply and with Superior Theater
Supply Co., has resigned to devote herself exclusively to her husband who
Industry (louts Aid
has been in boor health. Her successor
is Miss Emily Telling.
The Really Big
Detroit

awarded the Frederick Ives Medal for distinguished work in optics at the annual dinner meeting of the Optical Society of Amer-

Some of the studios will require I
a certain amount of modernization I
A few of the pre-sound stages, although given soundproof treatment.!
are by no means ideal for production 1

Du Pont Photo Wing
rrrrr

Wins Army-Navy "E

television

Cinematography, headed

Col. K. B. Lawton, Chief of the Signal Corps' Army Pictorial Service,

reunion

Loyd A. Jones, physicist of the Eastman Kodak Research Laboratories, has been
Dr.

The Royal, Trenton, Mo., which was
damaged by fire last April, will be reOut in Chicago, Balaban & Katz opened at an early date. The reconhave been granted a license covering struction work included the addition

At a conference here of the Armed
Forces Sub-Committee of the American War Standards Committee on
and

Theater, Mineral
Point, Wis., has reopened there with new
Western Electric sound equipment and a
Point

North Bend, Neb., will again have a film
with the opening of the Nor-Ben
by Henry Hynek. The Scott-Ballantyne organization
is
installing
the
equipment.
Hynek formerly lived in Morse Bluffs, Neb.
theater

National Theatre Supply Co.'s branch

recently. Arthur E. Meyer, manager of
the Projection Equipment Division of

Parlin, N. J.

—The Army-Navy "E";

Award

for achievement in the production of war equipment will be presented to the employes of the Photo
stallation of 420 leather cushioned theater
Products Dept. of E. I. du Pont de
seats. Other improvements include the in^Nemours & Co. at a ceremony to be
stallation of a ventilating system.
Walls
held at the plant here on Nov. 5.
have been redecorated with murals depictDetails of the presentation program,
ing routine life in the Air Forces.
which will mark the 32nd award to.
Du Pont plants, will be announced
Damage was estimated at $1,000 shortly.
High-ranking Army and
a
which
in
the
from fire
broke out
pro- Navy representatives will present
jection booth of the Croft Theater,
(Continued on Page 13)
Bancroft, la. C. E. Hendrickson, owner,
reported that film piled up in the projector and caught fire before it could
Fire Levels
be extracted.
Damage was repaired
Tragic Coincidence
and the stand got back in operation the
following night.
The Roxy TheaGroveton, N. H.
ter, owned by Mrs. Hortense Sharby
William C. Barnes has rounded out his
of Keene, widow of Fred Sharby, Jr.,

The Post Theater at the Leesburg, Fla.,
Army Camp has been modernized by the in-

Roxy—

—

42nd year

of service

Rochester.

He went

paiy

in Seattle hosted a dinner for some 50
projectionists at the Film Club there

|

]

ago.

Photographic Field

Photography

The modernized

all drawn for a new plan
when war interrupted the company';

had plans

expansion program.
A group of 20 geographers from 10
Columbia has been forced to use]
Latin-American countries visited the space at other plants for some time
Rochester plants of Eastman Kodak and recently had three companies!
and Bausch & Lomb this week to see working at Fine Arts. Republic alstl
how aerial cameras, films and lenses plans to use Fine Arts for its ne^I
are made.
Jane Withers picture.

development include a new 200 mil
push-pull modulator, limiting amplifier, together with test and lineup

THE FILM VAIL

of

— The

Hollywood stut
dio "map" is certain to be sharpl;
altered after the war, a check-up o
Some of thi
the situation shows.
studios are seriously cramped fo
stage space, and, in fact, Paramoun
Hollywood

when he was

Eastman Kodak,
work for the com-

with

to

23, and

is

retiring at the

age of 65.

TO LET UP ON COPPER SALVAGE IS TO LET DOWN THE WAR
EFFORT.

prominent film exhibitor, has burned
to the ground here at a loss of some
A tragic coincidence is
$25,000.
that
ished

Fred
in

Sharby,

disaster in

Jr.,

— the

himself

per-

Cocoanut Grove
Boston last November.

a fire,

<M

October 22, 1943

Friday.

SMPE Meet

Spotlight

EQUIPMENT NEWS

Army To Get
mm. DeVry Equip.

China's

35
I

\
I

On Recording Device

THE FILM DAILY

comprenslvely covering the equipment field, pubFilmi
and
Wid's
week
by
second
every
;heJ

A

Section of

«lm Folks. Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
John \V. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
ahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment

Chicago

(Continued from Page 12)

enced personnel to operate same
without undue supervision.
Tonight's concluding session finds
di:or; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk, interest centered on several imporDulevard,
tant papers, including "Post- War
• jreau
Chief.
Television Planning and Requirements" by Klaus Landsberg, director of television for Television Prod-

In

Paramount

Inc.,

Defense

who

as

plant.
the
Other orders of a similar nature are
In wake of deal, Wilanticipated.
company's president,
DeVry,
liam

subsidiary,

Latter will in a general
discuss, it is expected, the contributions which motion picture innovations, now secret, will have upon
filmland when the war is over.

nese

Army,

Chinese

visited

personally

Hollywood

for

left

to

attend

SMPE

conclave and to confer
Joe Norman, Coast sales chief.

Forces.

the
with

way

(Continued from Page 12)
)eration, coupled with ease of

.

mainThe Services have found
nance.
.at the photographic field is in need
standardization of both equipment
The
ad photographic processes."
lportance of entertainment films in
morale among our own
rilding
oops and civilians in occupied tertories was also emphasized.
The Army Pictorial Service has en'

the co-operation of the War
•eduction Board, through its con-

;ted

act with the American Standards
ssociation, in the formation of an

merican

War

Standards Commit-

Photography and
nematography. Its purpose is to
d the Armed Forces in the preparion of photographic specifications,
andards, and minimum acceptance

e in the

field of

quirements.

The

Sub-Committee representing

Armed Forces was formed with

*

Lloyd T. Goldsmith of the Signal
Pictorial Engineering Labatory as chairman.

Yesterday's sessions were given
over to a symposium of papers from
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, Washington, D. C. Of
particular trade interest was the paper by Carl Nater, Walt Disney Productions, "Walt Disney Studio; a
War Plant." Nater asserted that between 90 and 95 per cent of the organization's facilities are today devoted to producing training films
for the Armed Forces.
Both on the counts of attendance
and accomplishments the current
meeting is a source of pride to
SMPE officials and the many members who, in some instances, journeyed across the continent for. the
sessions in order to disseminate and
absorb information which will be
helpful to the war effort.

..

>rps'

Sub-Committees for
Photography; Motion Picture
ill
totography; Photographic Films,
per and Chemicals; Map Reproducm; and Aerial Photography were
Photographic standards and
t up.
lecifications agencies, and photoaphic procurement groups of the
•med Forces were represented, as
re also the National Bureau of
andards, and the American StandAdditional

Rapid Come-Back Made by
Recently Damaged Stand
Frankfort,

Ky.— The New

Theater,

managed by James A. Conn, has
opened

shows

re-

and is running continuous
throughout afternoons and

nights.

House was reopened within less
than a week after fire destroyed the
screen and sound system and damaged the theater's

interior.

ds Association.

Among

present were: "Col.

those
Corps; B. R. Halpern of the
Lawson, Lt.-Col. Charles Stod- Marine
Corps of Engineers; J. W. McNair
t,
Maj. S. D. Lund, Lt. Lloyd T.
of the American Standards Associa•ldsmith, Lt. Boyce Nemec, of the
tion; and Raymond Davis of the Na•my Pictorial Service of the Sigtional Bureau of Standards.
B.

Corps; Lt.-Col. J. H. Fitch, Capt.
ed P. Willcox, Mr. Dressier, of the
•my Service Forces; Com. R. S.
lackenbush, Lt. Geigas, Lt. L. H.
bble, Lt. Groen, of the Navy DeIrtment; Lt.-Col. Parks, Maj*. Pol":k, Maj. George R. Groves, Maj.
ly B. Dame, Lt. Joseph S. Pesce,
•orge A. Magnus, of the Army Air
•rce; Capt. J. W. Lemen of the

Post- War Expansion

Of Studios Essential

placed by the ChiSupply organization,

been concluded with the DeVry ofDeputy Chief T. Y. Lo,
ficials by

and "Cinematography Goes to War,"
by Maj. Arthur Birnkrant, Army Air

'holographic Field

of orders

soon get 20 of the portable 35
mm. outfits manufactured by DeVry
Deal for the units has
Corp. here.

;

ucts,

—The

result

will

.

ervkes Unite

13

DAILY

(Continued from Page 12)

during the rainy season, with heavy
downpours cutting into the shooting
of scenes.

The site which Paramount purchased a few years ago for its new
studio is in western Los Angeles,
not far from the 20th-Fox studio.
Columbia has an 80-acre ranch in
Rurbank, near the Wa: ner studio,
and it is expected that eventually
both Paramount and Columbia will

new

build

Du Pont Photo Wing
rrrrr

Wins Army-Navy "E
(Continued from Page 1-)

a nine-foot flag to the plant and "E"
pins to all employes.

News

of this citation to civilians

on the home front who have contributed notably to production, was received in a recent letter from Robert
Patterson, Under-Secretary of
P.
War, to K. R. Myers, manager of
the Parlin Photo Products Plant.
Recommendation to the War Department that the plant was deserving
of official recognition was made by

Procurement Division of the
Treasury Department.
Du Pont Photo Products has
been supplying the Armed Forces
the

with steadily increasing amounts of
photographic film of many types.
The importance and versatility of
film in modern warfare is evidenced
by the vast quantities of motion picture and still-camera film required
for use in the air, for news coverage
of the battlefronts, and for military
training purposes.
X-ray film contributes greatly to the good health
and low casualty rates in this war.
Microfilm permits swift transportation of military documents, plans
and reports with tremendous saving
of air cargo space and weight.
As
an industrial tool speeding inspection
of structural parts, X-ray film has
also made an outstanding contribu-

move from

and

plants

their present homes.
The various studios are expected,

as soon as hostilities cease and restrictions are lifted by the Government, to eagerly enter the market
for many items of equipment, notably lighting equipment, including

lamps, and copper cables. There will
also be a need for lenses, but there
is no real shortage of cameras. However, considerable repair work will
be needed on cameras to bring them
to maximum operating efficiency. It
is estimated that this result's attainment will require from six to
eight months on the part of major
and leading independent studios.
Back of the post-war planning by
studios is the conviction on the part
of producing interests that international competition will reach a
record level, and, if this competition
is to be met by American film-makers it will be absolutely essential for
studio facilities to be expanded, and
the most modern equipment harnessed.

New Army

Stand Set
Avon Park, Fla. A new

—

theater
has been authorized for immediate
erection by Base officials.
It will
be of the cantonment type, identical

design to Post Theater No.
with seating capacity of 502.
in

WHITEWAY
ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.
Thomas F. Flannery, President
W. Walton St.
Chicago,

315-17

III.

Delaware 9111

tion.

1

For Excellence
of Motion Picture

IT'S

in the

Production

NO MORE TORN SEATS

Sound Equipment

e>

in

any

in

quantity.

We

also

can

use

We

DEVRY

cepted standards. DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Quickly repairs cuts and rips an leatherette
seats. Colars: brawn, green, black, maroan,
blue. Specify calar when ordering. COM-

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
644 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

111.

.

.

.

$6

CHAIR
•

CHICAGO

•

New

•

Chicago

PARTS

now
and

York

St.

CHICAGO,

through

latest

com-

Parts Catalogue is
available. Ask for it
give us the Dealer's

name serving your Community.

GENERAL CHAIR CO.
2035 Charleston

only

FREE:— Our
plete

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

DeVRY
Hollywood

t.o.b.

sell

Dealers, but if your dealer
is
unable to supply your
requirements, write us directly and we will give
you the name of the
dealer able to serve you.

sent developments far
beyond previously ac-

any

What have you?

all standard 35mm precision projector replacement
parts.

i

preciWar-born
sion Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

the market for Used opera chairs

quantity of standards only.

,

A FACT!
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HOWARD HAWKS'
MIGHTY PRODUCTION

CORVETTE K-225
gets the biggest %?.
opening ever had
by any motion picture at the Criterion

Theatre,

New York

Let's
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National
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TATE DEPT. AID PLEDGED TO INDUSTRY
//

"heater Guild to Dip Into "Every Film Activity
Any Way We Can," Breckinridge Long,
"We'll Help
ackage" Deals ConsidTHE
WEEK
IN
Assistant
Secretary
Tells THE FILM DAILY;
ed; Would Swap Talent
in

ith

of State,

REVIEW

Hollywood Studios

Pix After

Anxious

War

to

Hear

of the

Trade's World Market Problems

THE FILM DAILY
keenly aware of the
TOUGH
FIGHT: Nathan D. Gol- importance of commercial pix on the world scene, and will do
formulating plans to enter the
den, m.p. chief, D of C, predicts whatever it can to aid the industry in the post-war, Assistant
ture field on an extensive scale
Secretary of State Breckinridge Long
films will face their toughest fight
LawFriday
by
disclosed on
in the post-war world, with marked
told The Film Daily at the weekce Langner, co-director of the
alteration in world markets from Allied Board Meets
end. "We're anxious to hear of the
The the pre-war years.
producing organization.
it.
problems
By LOU PELEGRINE
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
'hat the New York Theater Guild

By

L.

By ANDREW H. OLDER Washington Bureau
Washington The State Department

—

MITCHELL

H.

of

is

;

the motion picture industry faces abroad, and we'll help in
:
Expected conferences In
in
any way we can," Long said in an
exclusive interview.
on the New York consent decree between Tom C. Clark, Assistant AtThe motion picture industry will
National Allied's board of direc- receive
torney General, and the "Big Five"
every bit as much considerawere postponed due to the death of tors is scheduled to meet in Milwau- tion from the Department as any
Clark's brother in an airplane crash. kee on Nov. 17-18 at the Schroeder other 'industry, the^AVsTsIantlecreBoard session, originally tary said, implying that
prexy, of- Hotel.
Ed Kuykendall,
it possesses
(Continued on Page 16)
fered three changes which, he be- tentatively slated for Dallas, will be
held
in conjunction with the Allied
lieves, will eliminate the principal
unit, the Independent Theaters Proobjections of exhibs. to the decree
an even legal break in arbitration tective Association of Wisconsin and
Upper Michigan, which will hold its
proceedings, end of the arbitration
18-19.
appeal board, and 20 per cent can- meetings Nov.
The Milwaukee parley is expected
cellation privileges.
to center its attention on the New
*
*
*
(Continued on Page 15)
TELEVISION:
Radio is
M-G-M is making available 10 picstudying the policy it will pursue in
tures from programs released sevthe fields of television and radio, 20th-Fox Will Distribute
eral years ago, the company an-

according to Langner, condipping into "every film
:vity," although production will
"Package" deals
Its first concern.
h established film producers were
itioned as one proposal under conjration by the Guild.
:angner said that what tbe Guild

*

Id,

iplates

r

Board

10 fo Fight "Pinch"

—

-ondon (By Cable)
The grading
at the week-end seemed headed
the Board of Trade as a result
the KRS (distributors) spurning
requests by the CEA (exhibi;) for a joint meeting,
tfardour St. circles were of the
(Continued on Page 6)

ecial 16

RKO

War

Zones

Ament,

WAC

Newsreel

Valton

(Continued on Page 15)

WAC

Army's

Enters Fight to

Avoid Delivery

mm. Newsreel

Troops in

Crisis

WAC

[

has entered the fight
The
to save the film delivery service from
collapsing as result of the inability
to obtain replacements for worn-out

I

(Continued on Page 14)

Hope for Frozen
Money Mow in Spain

See

Negotiations

fween

the

:hasing

U.

are
S.

way beGovernment Purunder

Agency and the Spanish gov-

RCA Bow Out

of

RKO

is
completed, the purchasing
igency will reimburse the film cornsanies at the rate of 20 pesetas to
he dollar.

Jeal

nounced

Friday.

Action

was

an-

(Continued on Page 14)

"Battle of Russia," Army feature
Re-issue
White"
will be released by 20th-Fox
for the WAC, the company volunDeal
teering to take over distribution at
a meeting of distrib. execs, of all
Walt Disney's "Snow White and
companies Friday.
Tom Connors, the Seven Dwarfs" will be re-issued
who said the company would get this season by RKO Radio under the
(Continued on Page 6)
behind the pic "in the same manner
it does
any important film," dis-

To
"Snow
Under RKO-Disney

(Continued on Page 16)

RKO into Tele 'Energetically,
Linked with Television

See Curtailment of
Direct-hu'Mail Ads
A curtailment in direct-by-mail
promotion of pictures was predicted
the week-end in the wake of
the
forecast
in
Washington that
additional cuts in the consumption
of paper would be ordered.
The
further cuts are expected to affect
paper for "newspapers, books, magazines, commercial printers and the
elimination of certain uses of paper
at

Riskin Asks for Safety
Stock for Overseas Pix

jrnment

for the legal transfer of
blocked funds in Spain, it was learned
it the week-end.
When, and if, the

"Battle of Russia'

pic,

chairman, announced Friday equipment, it was learned on Frit arrangements have been corn- day when the make-up of a commit(Continued on Page 6)
red to give servicemen in combat
ision

Nov.

Metro Bringing Back

le

r

Milwaukee

MPTOA

Heads

U. K. Trade

*

DECREE

{Continued on Page 16)

acting Issue

*

Robert Riskin, head of the overseas division of the OWI, has asked
the film companies for additional
prints on safety stock of pictures
sent to Italy and Sicily on both 16
mm. and 35 mm. Riskin told the
(Continued on Page 12)

Announcement this week of RKO's
employment of Ralph B. Austrian
to survey the potentialities of television for the company, along with
was described yesterday as
radio,
a continuing, and not just spontaneinterest in tele. Upon the
ous,
highest authority, The Film T)axly
is told that
intends to "go energetically into television," and be
(Continued on Page IS)

—

—

RKO

RKO

for

elaborate bulletins, advertising
brochures
and
much direct mail
matter."

V **

Monday, October

Mon.,

Picture and Distributor
For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount Pictures)
16th
This is the Army (Warner Bros. Pictures)
14th week

10 Cents

Oct. 25, 1943

Thousands

JOHN W. ALICOATE
CHESTER

B.

DONALD

M.

BAHN

:

Ceneral

:

(Twentieth

Town

Lad

from

Our

We

Will

Come

Her Melody
Five

Century-Fox)

Nights

(Artkino

Back

(Scandia

(Soviet
Films)

Iron

The Count of Monte
(a)

Dual

Net
Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
16V4

23/4

2%

"
160Vi 160" 160

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq

183/4

Loew's, Inc

Paramount

583/4
253/j

RKO
RKO

91

8y8

18V2
585/g

181/2
585/8

25
8

251/4

+

5/s

....

—T
— %
+
+

'A

(b)

bill,

Cristo

(CLASA-Mohme)

Dual opening,

123/4

123/4

123/4

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc..

3

3

1%

1%

H/4

3Vi

3Vi

131,4

13i/4

3

3

19

3

183^

4

UA

a

RADIO CITY MUSIC

ERIC KNIGHT'S Beloved Novel

Hollywood
Palace

Vs

3

183^

with

Strand

Paramount
Music Hall

RODDY McDOWALL—DONALD CRISP
AN M-G-M PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR

Criterion

Gala Stage Revus
Symphony Orcheitr;
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4(

Roxy
Belmont

bill.

Exhibs. to Sell

Bonds

For Christmas Presents

The Screen Publicists Guild of
New York and the major film companies have agreed to submit their
dispute over adjustment of wages
to "a single industry-wide, arbitration to be binding on all parties."
Arbitration is expected to start

Latin-America except Mexico, it
was announced Friday by Walter
Gould, foreign manager, following
his return from a four-week trip to
Mexico. Gould said the acquisition
was in line with UA's "open door"
policy of offering an international
outlet for native producers.
film industry is

tremendous

progress,

makGould

vember, ending at midnight Christmas.
Retail stores will be allied
with the theaters in the campaign,
with special promotional emphasis
given to Thanksgiving Day, Dec. 7
and Dec. 21, the latter being "the
shortest day of the year to sell the
most Bonds," and Christmas day.
The Treasury War Finance Committee and the
have collaborated on a campaign book which
will be sent direct to all theaters by

broken all records in Mexico City.
Gould said, however, that in a free
and open market, Hollywood would
continue to dominate the LatinAmerican market because of its
ability to turn out high grade pic-

WAC.

In addition, the

WAC

F

:

THe

MARCH OF Til

MARY FRANCHOT

DICK

VICTi

MARTIN • TONE POWELL • MOOI
•

"TRUE TO LIFE"
IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS • Tony PASTC

AND HIS ORCHES1

PARAMOUNT

times square

jiGRABLE

is

ROBERT

'\

i YOUNG
X ADOIPHE

^

MENJOU

PLUS

A BIG

STAGE

SHOW

WAC

Hollywood
CONTINUES TO BREAK
NATIONAL LONG RUN RECORDS
ON EVERY ENGAGEMENT

6

e

F?o

preparing a brief trailer asking
audiences to give the "present with
a future." The trailer will be free
from National Screen Service. Print
orders for the trailer should 'be
placed immediately, the
advised on Friday.

HAWAII THEATRE

Weeks "CITIZEN KANE" (RKO)
IS Weeks "HELLZAPOPPIN" (Universal)
13 Weeks "CAT PEOPLE" (RKO)
Weeks "DR. RENAULT'S SECRET" (20th Century-Fox)
17

Ano

WAC

"Santa" as a picture on a par with the best Hollywood can offer, the picture having the
said, pointing to

shortly.

The companies involved are Columbia, Paramount, Loew's, United
Artists, 20th Century-Fox, Loew's
Theaters, M-G-M, RKO-Radio, RKO
Service Corp.

CROSSROADS

directed
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Criterion
Rialto

New
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MexicanA campaign to urge theater patby Norman rons to buy war Bonds for ChristPoster, has been acquired by United mas presents will be launched by
Artists for distribution in Spain and the nation's exhibitors late in Nov-
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not affect salaries.
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Business hours on o
days of the week will be extei
notice.

Hall

Globe

Major (RKO Radio Pictures)
Oct. 30
Sahara
(Columbia Pictures)
Oct. 30
Nov. 2
Old Acquaintance (Warner Bros, Pictures)
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn)— Nov. 4 (b)
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn) Nov. 4 (b)
Princess O'Rourke
(Warner Bros. Pictures)
Nov. 5
Dood It (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Nov. 10
Claudia (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)
Flesh and Fantasy (Universal Pictures)
(c)
Guadalcanal Diary
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
(c)

The
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Eileen O'Brien.
Virtudes 214.
BUENOS AIRES—Dr. Walter P. Schuck,
MEXICO CITY—
Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

Dark

55th

The Monster and the Girl (Paramount Pictures) Opens tomorrow (a)
Beyond the Last Frontier (Republic Pictures) Opens tomorrow (a)
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Toronto In a move to save
and relieve the employment si
tion, film exchanges hereafter
be closed on Saturdays until fur

Theater

week

Cheer (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) 7th week...
(English film)
7th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 7th week
Thank Your Lucky Stars (Warner Bros. Pictures) 4th week
Lassie,
Come Home (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer) 3rd week
Hostages (Paramount Pictures)
3rd week
Phantom of the Opera (Universal Pictures) 2nd week
True to Life (Paramount Pictures)
2nd week
Behind the Rising Sun (RKO Radio Pictures)
2nd week
Sweet Rosie O'Grady (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Corvette K-225 (Universal Pictures)
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MERSEREAU

—

—

,

1

Toronto Exchanges Clc:
Saturdays to Save Fuel
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THE JAPS ARE WORSE THAN KILLERS!

"BEHIND THE
RISING SUN"

locVs

STATE
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ON SCREEN
JAMES CACNEY
CRACE CEORGE

"JOHNNY COME
LATELY"
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RKO
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WORK
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ANOTHER

Boston,

New Haven

and

all

New England set for the

the rest of

mighty launching beginning October 25th!
of the

Yankee Network beamed

mass

for

.

.

.

air

The 21 stations
coverage; bill-

boards, newspapers, tieups, promotions of all kinds now functioning to focus the attention of the millions of the territory on
the picture that

Whe amazing life
hank Cavanaugh

all

story

the nation will

want

to see!

of

— tough,

wable, fighting American
maker of heroes on grid,

yon

I.

and

battlefield.
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PAT O'BRI
RUTH WARRICK
LEON AMES • RUSSELL WADE
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ROBERT RYAN

BRUCE EDWARDS • RICHARD MARTIN
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Grading Issue Heads

COmiRG

and GOIIK

For U. K. Trade Board
WILLIAM

(Continued from Page 1)

CEA members

have become in-

creasingly restive over the number of pictures placed in the higher
rentals brackets by American dis-

The Cinematograph Films Council,
industry's "vigilance committee." also is giving its attention to the grading situation. Council at a session
last week
trend.

condemned the grading

Meanwhile, the Council also is
seriously weighing the monopolistic
tendencies in the Biitish trade, not
only the situation arising from expansion of the film interests headed
by J. Arthur Rank, but recent developments involving other potent
forces.

MARTIN MULLIN and SAM PINANSKI,
mount Theater

Monday Morning Quarterback:
•

•

•

Division

is

YOU

ence.

mount

The
hand it to the Navy's cinema forces!
pix turned out by them for that service's Industrial Incentive
as high as the calibre

Most

battlewagons' big guns

of

and cannot be viewed in commercial
some commercial films of particular appeal to war
workers are made available, and are currently being seen in war
plants
As the week-end waned, this comer saw "Full Speed
Ahead!" story of the Destroyer Escort; "December 7," John Ford's pic
report on the Pearl Harbor stab-in-the-back; and "The Life and Death
of the Hornet," saga of the now-lost aircraft carrier which served as
"Shangri-La" for the historic bombing of Tokyo by Maj. Gen. James
these films

of

are "restricted"

theaters, although

Films such as these should, in Phil M.'s opinion, be seen

Doolittle

by every American

Happily

bristled

the

war effort, they are getting
some 300 cities
So litermembers of the Fourth Estate

in

"December 7" that
with indignation, and one hard-boiled newspaper

moving

ally

for

exchange centers

as result

is

the pic

woman wept

AS

T

(Continued from Page 1)

of posters and advertising accessories will be prepared.

No

definite release date has been
but it is likely that the picture
may be re-issued during the Christmas holidays. First released in the

the

Juilliard

leader, has

School of Music

been

'lected to the

is

scheduled

grapevine reports) the managing editorship

of

the

to

take over (the

and

Stars

Stripes

edition which is published at Palermo, Sicily
He was formerly
managing editor of that service noozepaper in Algiers.
• Three
years ago, an ambitious young writer lived at the Hollywood Studio
Club in Room 12
She left the Club to return to Manhattan
An hour later, the same room was taken by an ambitious young actress
.

While the

set,

Fall of 1937, "Snow White" was offered in 10 languages and was one
of the top grossers of all time.

and

actress,

Hollywood, the

Now

hattan

.

Louise Allbritton, concentrated on dramatics

Helen Colton, dittoed on scribbling

writer,

Louise's studio

is

in

Man-

dickering for Helen's story, "Copy-

on Love," as an Allbritton vehicle
The gals have never met
each other!
And that's the yarn spun to us by Dick Fedder.
• Reveille apparently doesn't come early enough for some Warner
Bros, employes now in service, it is indicated by 10 requests for alarm

right

clocks received (and

which

Club,

is

filled)

looking

after

Other principal items sent
according

by
to

the

Girls'

Service Unit of the

the

welfare

the

boys, in answer

of

those

in
to

uniform
their

requests,

Share and Play Square," with actress Betty Field
contributing her services as star of the short film
OWI is making
Charles
Sol

Einfeld

M. Wurtzel

Paul
Billie

A.

Bray

Bennett

McConnell
Eugene J. Zukor

Fred

).

Herbert
Polly

S.

it

at

editor-in-chief of E. P. button & Co
due on the Coast today to assume her dut

ern

JOHN DALL, Broadway

OPA

Berg

•

actor

recently

si

by Warners, reported to the Burbank studio
the week-end for his first assignment.

MERRILL PYE,
for

M-G-M

Coast
PYE.

musical

presentation

New

arrived in

He

Saturday.

is

dire

York from the

I

accompanied by

I

VIRGINIA O'BRIEN, M-G-M
returned

has
p.a.'s

the

to

featured pi
City studios

Culver

New York and Washington, D. C.
WILCOX, director, has returned

in

FRED

New York

from

a

brief

to

visit

Cape

Mass.

CACNEY

accompanied

by

ED

left for Hollywood during the w
after several weeks of participator
Activities in the East and in Canada.

WILLIAM

SERCT.

SPECHT,
in

from

Va..

Pickett,

formerly

I

New Orleans, returns
New York over

DAILY correspondent

Camp

week-end.
PAUL JONES, Paramount producer, arrive
New York from Hollywood Friday on a vac;
trip during which he will cover the Broac
shows.

Enters Fight to

Avoid Delivery

Crisis

(Continued from Page 1)
tee which will meet on the transj
tation situation on Thursday i
disclosed.
On the committee, which will

m

New York

at the

Film Board

Trade to discuss the carrier pi
lem with a view to obtaining
lease of some equipment, are th
representatives Sam Rim

—

WAC

and Fred Schwartz, co-chairmen
the WAC's exhibitor committee
the New York City area, and V
liam A. White, a committee meml
These three, plus one or two othi
will speak for the exhibitors. Ra
Pielow and Louis Nizer repres
the Film Board of Trade on the c<
mittee. Lou Lane and Ira Meinha
will be the spokesmen for the i
carriers.

TO THE COLORS
*

•

instigation

It's

about rationing and the black market.

T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

USAAF

GERALD SCHNITZER,

UA

*

Western

MAY

*

son of Edward Sehnil

division

sales

manager.

MERCHANT~MARINE

TOM SANBURG,

titled "Let's

Ann Young

•

p|
Vi

to

.

No. 4

to

j

i

Warner

phonograph records, books, cameras, shoe-shine kits, razor blades, stationery, soap, toothbrushes and powder, and even bed lamps and hair
tonic.
• Film production in the East enjoyed a temporary boom
on the week-end as Paramount News filmed in our midst War Film Bulletin

the week-end
Charlotte,
Atlanta

VIRGINIA SCHULBERG, newly appointed

Ruth Weisberg, chairman of the Service Unit, include
several hundred rolls of film, loads of candy, cigarettes, cigars, cookies,

.

I

div
fro

conceivably opens

This

.

Algiers from the Italian battlefront,

and

Fla.,

RUBE JACKTER of Columbia goes
delphia today, returning tomorrow.

WAC

T

BENNY GOODMAN, band

•

•

way for Frank Sinatra to take on an engagement at La Scala as
soon as things straighten out a bit over in Italy.
.
• Master Sergeant Dave Golding, our renowned FILM DAILY alumnus, is back in

in

in

returned
to" branches
Orleans.

stage

the

tories to be made as rapidly as conditions permit.
An entire new line

over

trip

War

a font of information

T
•

Miami,

Inc.,

manager,

New

end.

on filmland, (and many other
matters, too) this li'l ole trade paper has long been famed
But on
Friday a particularly bright feather landed in our collective chapeau
The telephone rang, and voice of eager note declared: "We want
some information," and added, "—this is the Book of Knowledge call-

•

•

Enterprises,

I

NAMARA

T

T
•

faculty of

terms of a new five-year deal which
has been completed between the disDistritributor and the producer.
bution of the Technicolor production will be on a world-wide basis,
with release in the conquered terri-

1

manager of

general

HOOVER are vacationing in New York.
HUGH OWEN, Paramount Eastern

JAMES

emotional impact. .....

of the

ing"

To Re-issue "Snow White'
Under RKO-Disney Deal

|

Ij

associates, are visiting here

GEORGE HOOVER,

gotta

fine distribution via film

The Council has suggested
that an inquiry should be held,
with eventual Government legislation to prevent monopolistic
control. Fear is expressed that
unless there is some check
quickly evolved, possibility exists
that indie units in the several
branches of the industry might
shortly be driven out of exist-

vice-p

Boston.

quality of

tributors.

M-C-M

RODCERS,

F.

dent in charge of sales, left for the West C
Saturday to view new pictures at the Ci
City studios.
He will be away several week;

opinion that the theater operators
association would carry their fight
to the Government agency.

manager, Gem, Moville,

*
la.

• WAC*
SITTON, Paramount, Chicago.

marTtime service
u.
*
ROBERT W. HUFFMAN, M-G-M
s.

field represei

tive,

Denver.

!s

in
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CHARLES SOYER

BARBARA STANWYCK
EDWARD G.ROBINSON
BETTY fieLD

ROBERT CUMMINGS
ROBERT BENCHLEY

THOMAS MITCHELL
CHARLES WtNNINGBR
ANNA LEE
DAME MAY WHITTV
C. AUBREY

SMITH

EDGAR BARRIER

#\rf*

IT
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/Wen and
Life

women

and death

Love and laughs
Fortune and chance
Conflfcf and passion
..•and

good

roli'd
1

^ntertammentT ..

mves
.**«*"

IAID FAIM

Who'll

Soldiers
Sailors
Marines
Wacs
Waves
Spars
Riveters
Shipbuilders
Bookkeepers
Clerks
Advertising Men
Grocery Clerks
Bankers
Brokers
Butchers
Bakers
Candlestick-makers
Doctors
m
Lawyers
Indian Chiefs
Housemaids
Housewives
Husbands
Wives
Sweethearts
and Lovers
Duchess and dowager
and just plain
men and women
1

°P

*

r
o

X
X
%

ao1t>&*'r/

V)6

•
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AND FANTASY
appearance

starring in the order o fth

IOBERT

BENCHLEY

EDWARD

G.

J!

ROBINSON

CHARLES

BOYER

with

BETTY FIELD

RODERT

THOMAS MITCHELL

CUMMINGS

C.

Wlfh

ANNA LEE

EDGAR BARRIER

DAME MAY WHITTY

JULIEN DUVIVIER

Screen Ploy by Ernes! Pascal

.

•

Produced by

Samuel Hoffenstein
Laslo

Vadnay

.

CHARLES WINNINGER

CHARLES BOYER

Ellis St.
Ellis

A UNIVERSAL
•

STANWYCK

AUBREY SMITH

with

Directed by

BARBARA

St.

Joseph

and

MIEN

Based on

Stories

DUVIVIER
by Oscar Wil

Joseph

PICTURE

••••*•••*•'••••*••••••••••••*••
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"The Iron Major"
Pat

with

Ruth

O'Brien,

RKO

Old Oklahoma"

"In

Warrick
85 Mins.

Wayne and Martha

with John
Republic

102 Mins.

"Lad From Our Tovi

"Northern Pursuit"
with Errol Flynn

Scott

*

flLfllS

IICIIJ

Warner

94 Mins.

with Nikolai
Artkino

Anna

Kriuchkov,

Smii

65

WAR AND ROMANCE SCRAMBLI
MOVING TRIBUTE TO LATE COACH
SPECTACULAR AND ROMANTIC OUTWAR MELODRAMA, HANDICAPPED BY
CAVANAUGH SHOULD GO OVER BIG DOOR DRAMA WHICH PACKS THE STORY, SHOULD GET BY ON STRENGTH THIS SOVIET PICTURE, WHICH IS
DIVERSION FOR U. S. AUDIENCES
WITH FOOTBALL FANS.
POWER TO PACK-IN THE CUSTOMERS. OF FLYNN NAME.
"The Iron Major" is the story of Frank
Cavanaugh, football mentor who reached the
height of his coaching glory at Fordham
University.

It is a

story finely put together

with a strong box-office appeal.
Warmth
and humanity have been poured into it in
abundance.
The film is more than good
entertainment. It carries a message of faith,

courage and duty of special application toThe story has been developed with
day.
patriotic overtones that give it a certain
Exhibitors

timeliness.

"The

playing

particularly

Iron

will

go wrong

not

Major." Football lovers
it
heavy considera-

give

will

tion.

The

picture traces Cavanaugh's

life

from

adolescence to death, stressing the passion
for football that colored his whole existence
and influenced his attitude toward life and
the world.
The production passes briefly
over his early years.

Cavanaugh took up coaching when he
was forced to quit Dartmouth by the death
of

his

He

father.

coaching

the

at

Then followed

started

University

of

his

college

Cincinnati.

Holy Cross, Dartmouth, Boston College and finally Fordham.
World War
interrupted his career.
After serving with distinction he came back
a major. He resumed his coaching at Boston College handicapped by war injuries,
but his courage and tenacity refused to have
him cry quits.
Aware that his days were
limited, he accepted the Fordham post in
an effort to make his family secure finanposts

at

I

cially

after

his

death.

Ray Enright has directed with feeling.
Robert Fellows has produced with intelligence.
The screenplay, a good job, is by
Aben Kandel and Warren Duff, who worked
from a story by Florence E. Cavanaugh.
Pat O'Brien plays Cavanaugh earnestly
and effectively.
His wife is enacted sensitively by Ruth Warrick.
Robert Ryan and
Leon Ames are others meriting special mention.

CAST:

Using Thomson Burtis' yarn, "War of the
Wildcats," as its basis, Republic, via associate producer Robert North, has come
up with what is patently as rousing an outdoor drama as the company has yet offered to its theater customers, and particularly is this appraisal applicable to the
footage once the story has hit its stride.
In the early stages there are some rather
vapid sequences wherein the highly capable
Martha Scott is given nostalgic
nes with
which to wrestle, and to which dialogue
shortcoming John Wayne is likewise subjected.
But this minor criticism of the
picture is much like reporting that Babe
Ruth, in his heyday, struck out before
polling a few over the center field fence.
The action addicts, and all with a taste for
romance, are bound to get their money's
worth from this often-spectacular meller
whose climax is big, with excitement.
Albert S. Rogell's direction is firm, and
sweeping in understanding of showmanship
values.
The Wayne-Scott combination is
highly successful casting, and the supporting
players fit their assignments like proverbial
gloves.
There is nothing uncommon about
the story of "In Old Oklahoma," but the
attraction derives strength in the manner
in which it is brought to the screen.
There is apparently no ceiling on extras,
nor on the plethora of horses and wagons
utilized to enact the mad dash of Wayne
and his band of oil drillers to get their
"black gold" to old Tulsa and thus thwart
the evil designs of Albert Dekker.
The
latter, Wayne, and Martha Scott form the
red-blooded and romantic triangle, with
the two suitors at one stage indulging in
as bristling a fist-fight as Hollywood has
yet devised.
Happenings are built against
;

l

a

background

exploitation

Ruth Warrick, RobLeon Ames, Russell Wade, Bruce

Edwards,

Richard

thrilling

It's

tributes

Pat O'Brien,

Martin.

the

20th century
belonging to the

early

lands

oil

Indians.

much

worth

film's

ert Ryan,

of

of

and Jack

stuff,

Marta con-

to the general pattern of the

via

his

photography.

CAST: John Wayne, Martha
bert Dekker, George

Scott,

Al-

"Gabby" Hayes, Mar-

ert

Rambeau, Dale Evans, Grant Withers,
Sydney Blackmer, Paul Fix, Cecil Cunningham, Irving Bacon, Byron Foulger, Anne
O'Neil, Richard Graham.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Robert
North; Director, Albert S. Rogell; Original

Albert S.
D'Agostino,
Carroll
Clark; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Al
Fields; Sound, Richard Van Hessen; Film
Editor, Robert Wise.

Thomson Burtis; ScreenEleanore Griffin; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Musical Score, Walter
Scharf; Film Editor, Ernest Nims; Sound,
Dick Tyler, Howard Wilson; Art Director,

CREDITS:
Director,

Producer,
Ray Enright;

Kandel, Warren Duff;
Florence E. Cavanaugh;

jorie

Robert
Fellows;
Screenplay, Aben
Based on story by

Cameraman, Robde Grasse; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Musical Score, Roy Webb; Art
Directors,

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Story Adaptation,
play,

Ethel

Russell

Siegel;

Hill,

Kimball;
Special

Set

Effects,

Decorations,

Howard

Otto
Lydecker,

Jr.

Golden Comes From Coast
To Set Expansion Plans
Eddie Golden arrives here today
from the Coast to complete plans for
the expansion of his indie producing
unit.
Golden was elected to membership in the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers on the
Coast last week.

DIRECTION,

Solid.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Expert.

"Northern Pursuit" will have to depend
on the drawing power of Errol
Flynn's name, for the pic is weak in story
values.
Fortunately, the Flynn name packs
enough allurement to make it possible
for the customers to overlook most of the
principally

film's

faults.

The

story is strictly formula.
It's the
yarn about villainy in the north country, with the
Nazis playing the roles of
the stock villains.
The plot has been developed with only a fair amount of suspense,
old

and what lies ahead can be foreseen without too much difficulty. The film at times
borders on the tedious.

As

it

stands, the picture

should get

its

strongest response from the kids, thanks to
it copious action and touches of elementary

excitement here and there, and from the
femmes, thanks to the romantic appeal of
the

Flynn

person.

The

film,

in

fact,

"Lad

From Our Town," a produ
Central Art Film Studios of
weaves a romantic story in i

Russia's

Ata,

what is a welding of the
mentary and the fictitional film. Th.
has been worked out realistically wi
punches pulled in denouncing the ene

setting in

The story isn't too substantial ant
lows simple lines.
It tells of a Ri
youth who leaves his little communi
join the tank corps.
His baptism o
occurs in the Spanish Civil War.
Lat
goes into action against the Germans,
mance comes
a

into his life in the pers

Thereafter the

singer.

film

tells

they put their love to practical use ii
half of their country's war endeavor,
course, sacrifice plays an important re
the film's development.

The
lacking

is

picture has
in

many rough spots,
The production

I

cohesion.

sim-

from one of the best of the Russian

and familiar lines of the story should
prove an asset where the youngsters are
concerned.

is not always technically right.
photography and sound are much belov
standard set in American pictures.

quite an attraction for the kids.

The

ple

The plot has Flynn, a member of the
Royal Canadian Mounnted Police of German
extraction, playing at being a Nazi so that
he can get the lowdown on an enemy plot
to blow up the Welland Canal, strategic
waterway between the United States and
Canada. Time and again Flynn's life is at
stake as he pursues his dangerous mission.
How he prevents a Nazi bomber from carrying out its mission with a crew landed
from a submarine provides the film's most
exciting footage.

The acting

the most part is routine.
Flynn doesn't give any more of himself
than he has to. Julie Bishop is in the film
for
romantic purposes.
She plays the
bride of Flynn from whom he has to keep
the truth in order to accomplish his job.
for

ports,

The
ican

picture, a

fair attraction

for

I

A

audiences,

has passable directio
Alexander Stolper and Boris Ivanov.
screenplay is from a story by Konst

Simonov. The music of Nikolai Kriuk'
on the credit side.
The composer
whipped up some military choruses tha
stirring.

The

leading roles are enacted by Ni
and Anna Smirnova, the
whom sings several tunes to enh

Kriuchkov
of

I

the entertainment value of the film.
English titles by Charles Clement

r

easy to follow the story.
CAST: Nikolai Kriuchkov, Nikolai
liubov, Anna Smirnova, Nikolai Mordv
i!
V. Stepanov, V. Medvedyev, A. Aleksc
it

P.

Liubeshkin.

CREDITS: Directors, Alexander Sto
The best performances are contributed by
Helmut Dantine as the head of the Nazi Boris Ivanov; Story, Konstantin Simos
Uralov; Special Effi
group landed by the sub and by Gene Lock- Cameraman, S.
hart as the head enemy agent who paves Alexander Ptushko; Musical Score, Nil
the way for Dantine and his men.
John Kriukov; English Titles, Charles Clemen
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAP
Ridgely is the only other important player,
enacting a buddy of Flynn's.
Raoul Walsh has supplied

Fair.

vigorous

di-

The screenplay, stemming from
by Leslie T. White, is by Frank
Gruber and Alvah Bessie. The camera work
of Sid Hickox is very much of an asset.
Jack Chertok produced^ without much disrection.

a

yarn

CAST:

Errol

John

{Continued from Page 1)

company heads that the devastat
in Italy was worse than had b(
Helmut described and that most of the tj

tinction.

Dantine,

Riskin Asks for Safety
Stock for Overseas Pix

Flynn, Julie Bishop,
Ridgely,
Gene Lockhart,

aters in the battle areas had b<
destroyed.
Mobile units are bei
used for exhibition of films and
that reason safety stock is requir
It is understood that the requ>
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Chertok; Di- will be granted.

Tom

Bernard Nedell, Warren Douglas, Monte Blue, Alec Craig, Tom Fadden,
Rose Higgins, Richard Alden, John Royce,
Joe Herrera, Carl Harbaugh.
Tully,

.

rector, Raoul

RKO

Sets

Two Holiday

With more than 250 key

Pix
city book-

ings set to go into effect on or about
Nov. 11, "The Iron Major" will be
RKO's Armistice Day attraction
For the Thanksgiving season, RKO
Radio's principal release, will be

"Government

Girl."

Walsh; Screenplay, Frank GruAlvah Bessie; Based on story by Leslie
T. White; Cameraman, Sid Hickox; Musical Score, Adolph
Deutsch; Film Editor,
Jack Killifer, Sound, Stanley S. Jones; Art
Director, Leo Kuter; Set Decorator, Casey
Roberts; Special
Effects,
Roy Davidson;
Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
ber,

DIRECTION,
Good.

Okay.

Pix Aid Panama Morale
Hollywood Hollywood's contrif.
tion to civilian and military mors
is as great in Panama as it is
the United States, according to D
Rogelio Arosemena, president of t
Municipal Council of the Province

—

PHOTOGRAPHY, Panama, who
dio last week.
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Metro Bringing Back

(Continued from Page 1)

nouneed as being in response to re-

from exhibitor leaders who

have pointed to a shortage in some
localities of pictures for

subsequent-

runs.
It was emphasized that no effort
will be made to sell the 10 pictures,
but that they will be available in

exchanges for M-G-M customers to
book any or all, as individual situations may require. They, therefore,
will not be handled as re-issues. In

most instances,

sufficient prints are
in stock to service affected areas;
in others, new prints will be ordered.
Pictures selected for their diversity of entertainment are "Third

Hand," with Myrna
Loy and Melvyn Douglas; "Northwest Passage," with Spencer Tracy;
"The Big Store," with the Marx
brothers; "Love Crazy," with William Powell and Myrna Loy; "Go
West," with the Marx brothers;
"Flight
Command," with Robert
Taylor; "Billy the Kid," with Robert Taylor; "A Christmas Carol,"
with Lionel Barrymore; "Escape,"
with Norma Shearer and Robert
Taylor, and "Come Live With Me,"
with Hedy Lamarr and James StewFinger,

Left

art.

Observers pointed out that the
pictures include stars of known
value, some of whom are in the service or have been missing from the
screen lately but who are being
brought back in future productions,
thereby keeping their identities and
popularity alive.

Warners' Re-issue Dual
Quickly Held in Hartford
Prime example of the

potentiali-

of re-issues today is provided
by the Warner dual bill, "Crime
School" and "Girls on Probation,"
at the Regal, Hartford, Conn. Show
grossed so big in the first two days
of its run last week that it was immediately set for a holdover by the
house.
ties

Brotman Adds Mills House
Chicago

—

Jay Mills has sold the

Main theater

to the

Brotman

rr

Enlarges Appeal
Petition in Crescent Suit
of

J

High Masonic Honor
Given Tony Sudehum

—

10 io Fight "Pinch"

quests

D

circuit.

STORK REPORTS
—

A son, Dennis, was born
Mrs. Rose Dowser, formerly sec-

Nashville, Tenn. The papers in
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
the Crescent anti-trust case ordered
Tony Sudekum,
Washington
by Federal Julge Elmer Davies to
president of Crescent Amusement
be sent to Washington, D. C, as a
Co., of Nashville, Tenn., was named
basis for an appeal filed by attora Knight Commander of the Court
neys of the Department of Justice,
of Honour, a degree between 32nd
were held here from Aug. 25 until
and 33rd, by the Supreme Council,
today at the request of Government
Southern Jurisdiction, Ancient and
attorneys to permit an "enlargeAccepted Scottish Rite of Free Mas-'
ment" of the appeal petition by the
onry, at a session here.
Government, according to the chief
clerk of the court.
In the appeal previously granted
Club's
to the Supreme Court, the petition Para.
was confined to an effort to secure Party
800 Guests
a revision of the proposed decree in
the case to make it mandatory for
Dedicated to former Paramount
Judge Davies to pass on each the- employes now in the armed forces,
ater acquisition made by Crescent the annual dinner and dance of the
Amusement Co. in a competitive Paramount Pep Club was attended

—

Pep
Draws

situation. Although given an opportunity in passing on several defendant petitions on Aug. 28, Judge Davies did not make any change at the

contested point as he might have
done. Crescent and its affiliated defendants have offered no direct opposition to any provision of the decree that might require a court approval of theater acquisitions.

Special 16

mm. Newsreel

For Troops in

War

(Continued from Page

Zones

retary at Universal, Buffalo.
A daughter, Carol Phyllis,

areas a newsreel specially designed
to be of interest to them. The new
reel, on 16 mm., along with a current
feature, and one or more shorts
make up the programs given by the
industry to the War Dept. for free
showing to men in uniform abroad.
New setup, supplanting the United
Newsreel, calls for a reel combining
the most suitable features in both
of the two issues of a newsreel
company for a single week.
The
five newsreel companies rotate each
week in supplying 38 prints on 16
mm. each week to the Army's Special Services Division.
"In this manner," Ament stated,
"we're able to supply our fighting
men with a reel more to their liking.
In addition to a desire to see the
significant news stories of the day,
reports show that men in uniform
have a great interest in sporting
events, humorous items and an occasional bathing beauty.
In this
tailored-to-measure reel, this 'nonsignificant' material is included." He
added that the prints will carry the
main and end titles of the reel doing
the job for that particular week.

Oklahoman Sponsoring Rep.

—

Pic

Oklahoma City What promises to
born to Lt. and Mrs. Robert Berk- be a most elaborate and colorful
son on Oct. 15. Lt. Berkson, son of world premiere will be staged here
Jack Berkson, PRC franchise holder Nov. 3, when Republic's "In Old
in this territory, is in the Medical Oklahoma," based on Thomson BurCorps and stationed in North Af- tis' story, "War Of The Wildcats,"
is screened at the Criterion Theater.
rica.
The premiere is being sponsored by
Scranton, Pa. A daughter was the Daily Oklahoman, in co-operation
born to Lt. and Mrs. James Gavin. with Oklahoma state and civic orFather prior to his induction was a ganizations, with the receipts going
Comerford Home office employe.
to the city's milk and ice fund.

—

was

by more than 800 persons Friday
night at the Hotel Astor.
A floor
show provided through the courtesy
of Bob Weitman, managing director
of the Broadway Paramount, followed
the dinner.
The entire stage show
currently at the theater, including
Tony Pastor's orchestra, the Ink
Spots, Pat Henning, Toy and Wing
and others, entertained the guests.
Howard Lanin and his orchestra

provided the music for dancing. Harold Danson was chairman of the
party, working with Herman Lorber, outgoing president of the club.

1)

Buffalo
to

Annual

Boss" of Hollywot
Says BioK Modestly
Upon resumption of the $1,00(
extortion trial in New York Fe(
Court on Friday, William Bioff,
victed labor racketeer testified
he had controlled all unions in
lywood.
"I was the real bolj
Hollywood," he asserted.
Bioff, star Government witnes,
the trial of the eight defend!;
said that he could have incre
his salary from $400 to $500 a ^ J
without consulting his boss, Ge
E. Browne, convicted ex-head of
IATSE, or other alliance official
"I could make the Hollywood 11
ducers dance to my music," I j|
asserted.
Bioff testified that he and Broi j
in order to maintain their posij
in the industry, made every e)
to make the IATSE a strong ur
He said the purpose of making
union strong was to make it ea
to carry out their policy of shal]
down the producers.
The former leader again will t'i
Browne or J
the stand today.
Circella is expected to be the ij
Government witness.
\

.

Fabian Among Speaker]
At Review Board Parley]

Knox Haddow Elected
Si Fabian, chairman of the W.A
President of Pep Club
Division, will participat<
G. Knox Haddow, manager of the Theater
Paramount exchange service depart- the panel discussion of "Mc
ment, was elected president of the Trends Produced by the War" at
Paramount Pep Club at a meeting one-day annual conference of
G.

j

|

National Board of Review of Mot
Pictures at the Hotel Pennsylva!
Thursday. Quincy Howe, the Boai
president, will preside.
Other speakers at the morn
session will include: Dr. Sigmi
Spaeth, president of the Natio!
Association for American Compos'
tion legal department, was presented and Conductors; Mrs. Irene Bai
with a kit upon his departure for National Film Board of Canada;
Y. Lo, Film Section, Political De]
the Army.
Military Affairs Committee of Chii

Other officers elected
George Weltner, vice-president; David Cassidy, treasurer; Harriet Miller, secretary; Arthur Israel,
Jr., Herman Lorber, John McDermott, Irving Singer, Irene Scott and
Sophie Weinberg, governors.
Leo James Woods, of the producheld Friday.

were

Ampa
By

Relief Fund Swelled
Benefit at Paramount

Ampa

did itself proud and

its

Mo-

tion Picture Relief Fund decided
financial good via its benefit mid-

night preview at the Paramount
Theater early Sunday morning. When
the curtain rang down on the event,
which featured the special showing
of Paramount's "Riding High," plus
an auction and lively stage ceremonies studded with humor, the organization's president, Vincent Trotta,
and the committee heads, including
Jack Kopfstein, William McKee,
James Zabin, Charles Alicoate, Herman Schleier, Dave Bader, Max
Stein,
Leon Bamberger, Martin
Starr and Blanche Livingston, acclaimed it one of the most success-

Ampa

ful functions in
annals.
All
film
companies purchased
blocks of tickets, and at least 20
stars contributed articles to the

charity auction.

Co-operation given

Mrs. Richard M. McClure, founc
of the Better Films Council of
cago, member of the Board's
tional Advisory Council.
Afternoon session will stress
Navy's use of the motion pictor
with Lt. Earl F. Allvine talking
the work of the Photographic Scien
Laboratory and allied producti

and Lt. (jg) John
Bauernschmidt on the training film
services,

Washington Star Asks

10% Advertising Cut
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAI

— The

Evening Sb
yesterday asked advertisers to r
duce their advertising by 10 p
cent of lineage used in the last qua
ter of 1942 because of new redo
tions in the supply of newsprint.
by the Paramount organization ma
possible the major increment of t
affair's success.

i
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RKO into Tele 'Energetically' Allied Board Meets

I\

RCA Bow Out

REVIEW
War

Pix After
;

B. Austrian as

altant to make a survey in both
ihes, object being to place
e forefront of post-war devel-

RKO

mts. Klaus Landsberg, director
ele station W6XYZ for Paratit, forecast to
SMPE delegates
e Coast conference there would
elevision for mass audiences
in the post-war years, with
•

receiving sets at $100.
*

*

^TANCIAL:

*

Box-office

grosses

August were reported at $130,100, with tax collections at $13,-

Hd You Say Disney?
Or Is It Dizzy?
.

'est

.

.

Coast Bur.,

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAILY
Having

:nith

of hilarity,

orts

fans,

iseball,"

in

reached

a

the opinion of

"How To Play
Walt Disney has ordered
via

his

speed ahead on "How To Play
jotball,"
and it'll star not one
oofy but two teams of them,
I in all! Release date will
be around
ew Year's, probably in time for the
awl games.
II

—

RKO

of

thoroughly prepared to derive from
the science every advantage it offers
in the post-war world.
In commenting upon the designation of Austrian, who, the sources
close to
stated, "is now on our
payroll," it was made clear that
RKO has been weighing for a long
time its entry into television. Only a
few months ago, when the subject
was gaining momentum as the war
picture internationally was improving, RCA sold its stock in RKO.
The move at that time received very
little attention as far as the television and radio implications were concerned, but now it is known that the

RKO

926,347 as against collections of
$16,178,000 for July. . . Columbia
Pictures reported net profit of $1,802,279.
Monogram stockholders
were told that the company's sales
so far this season are $645,000 more
than for the same period in 1942.
*

*

Linked with Television

from Page

(.Continued

{Continued from Page 1);

named Ralph

aas

15
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In

relinquishment of

TRADE BRIEFS:

RCA

.

.

.

.

Nov.

RKO

RCA

RKO

speaking.
The fact that RKO has devoted no
time or finances to the development
of television experimentally does
not mean that it is not on the socalled ground floor with its potential
competition, it is pointed out.
the Treasury's tax proposal
which included a 30 per cent tax on
admissions.
Claude R. Collins
foresees no crippling loss of studio
personnel due to manpower situation.
Femme groups confer on

ager and

.

.

.

.

man who

advance

managed theaters

in

once
Michigan, were

held on Friday.

Xmas Checks Going
To WB Service Men

killed

Treasury Dept.
"froze" sales drive awards.
Stan- Truex in Stage Return
ton Griffis made his first Coast trip
Ernest Truex will return to the
for OWL
John Eberson, head of stage in the non-singing lead in
theater section of the OCR, urged "Marianne," to be produced by B. P.
exhibs. to notify him of their needs. Schulberg and Marion Gering early
.
House Ways and Means Com., next year.
.
.

in

of its
(Continued from Page 1)
interest was more or less directly
York consent decree, which expires
linked to the problem of tele.
a few days later, and the new proheld its block of securiHad
visions of the decree which probably
latter
might
well,
ties in RKO, the
it
will be announced by that time.
was recognized, be open to eventual
Now, how- Rites Held for Walle
charges of monopoly.
ever, that danger is circumvented.
Funeral services for Alfred W.
is no
As matters now stand,
Walle, 74, theatrical business man"blood relative" of RCA, corporately

cures for juve vandalism.

*

Milwaukee

1)

All

former Warner employes

now

will receive
service
active
on
Christmas checks again this year.
Amount of the gift has not yet been
determined, but will at least equal
The
the sum sent last Christmas.
company and the Warner Club each
contribute part of the funds.
in addition to other
gifts being sent by the Warner Club,
will

Checks are

its

Girls'

Service

Unit

and

indi-

company executives to the
2,638 Warner boys and girls now on
vidual

active duty.
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State Dept. to Back Industry
"Basic Position

Is

to

kins, Dept.'s

Trade Officer

(.Continued from

Page

for export, or at least control those
which go out. "I am strongly opposed to that," he said, adding that
he does not feel it is a serious threat.

Opposes Gov't Production
"The industry itself knows far
more about making motion pictures
than the Government does. It has
done a good job in the past and I
that it should continue to
the job," Long observed.

feel

The

do

Government

will of course
production of educational
films, which are exported in quantity, he continued, but these do not
constitute serious competition for
the Hollywood product.
(Quantities of these non-commercial films are sent most
American consulates and embassies and are of value for educational purposes, but it is the
commercial product which has
proved to be the greatest salesman for America, travelers from

continue

They

abroad have reported.

re-

port also that the American diplomatic representatives are well
aware of the greater importance
of good Hollywood product.)

Cites Experience

Long mentioned

Abroad

foreign service while discussing the importance
While in Italy less
of pix abroad.
than 10 years ago, he said, the Italhis

ian government found it expedient
to open a luxurious "arty" house for
the diplomatic corps and Fascist ofAlthough the Italian people
ficials.
rarely saw any but national productions, the government found that its
top men and foreign representatives
were dissatisfied with the meagre
fare offered by Italian studios. Admission to the luxury house was by
card only, and it was extremely
well-attended. American films were
shown almost constantly, with occasional bookings for those of other
countries and, less frequently, an
Italian product the government was
anxious to have seen.
Asked about complaints that for-

Hugh Manning

Sells

local

—

Tenn.
Hugh
business
man, has

Manning,
sold

his

chain of nine theaters to R. E.
Martin, of Atlanta, Ga.
Of these
theaters, the Strand and Athens are
located in Athens and the Gem in

Etowah.

Theater Guild lo Di

—

Into All Film

Phase

(Continued from Page 1)

has

in

mind

is

"a marriage belj

the films and the theater" that
advance the interests of both
iums of entertainment. He ass>
that the Guild hoped to work
an arrangement for the exchani
talent with the film studios. Lar
made it clear that the Guild's
distributors.
plans called for the combinin
film and theater talent.
He
that just as the studios have
borrowing talent from the stag
20th-Fox Will Distribute
Fete Terry
will the Guild seek to borrow t;
"Battle of Russia'
Joins the Marines
from the studios.
What drove the Guild to the J
Miss Terry Mulaney, of Leslie
(Continued from Page 1)
cision to enter the picture field 1
Whelan's Foreign Publicity Staff at closed that it would go out with all the realization that it was losiil
20th-Fox, reports for active duty as
lot of its talent to the screen,
clearance waived.
a Marine the end of next week, and
vealed Langner, who indicated
stressed
that
It
was
by
the
fareon Friday was honor guest at a
it took "Oklahoma!" to prove \
well luncheon in her honor at the the cost of the film would be gauged acute
He
the problem was.
Hotel Woodward, tendered by mem- to return only the expenses incurred closed that all the principals
bers of the company's International for the prints, trailer and other ad- that Guild smash hit had been s
Among those attend- vertising accessories, and that Fox ped up by the film studios.
Department.
ing were Irving Maas, Les Whelan, was contributing everything else.
"We are tired of being a she
Arthur Silverstone, Albert Cornfield, In order to service the film in the
window," Langner said.
"vj
Marian Kley, Edwin Fraser, Arthur most rapid manner possible, several
intend to utilize our people bo
MarAlberich,
Solph
De
Stromberg,
hundred additional prints have been
on stage and screen hereafteii
ion Shoule, J. Carner-Ribalta, Marina ordered and are in work.
The desire to make sure thatj
Villar and Edith Prigozy. Miss MuAll the national resources of the transfer of Guild properties i\
laney is the 19th feminine employe
organization will be placed at stage to screen is done properl
of 20th-Fox to join the armed forces.
the disposal of Fox, to supplement also behind the Guild's decisioi
its job of exploiting, publicizing and invade the picture business, Lanj
eign representatives of our industry distributing the film.
The aim of indicated.
have been, in effect, "brushed off" by the industry is to exhibit "Battle of
The Guild already has organ,
consular officials on some occasions, Russia" in one or more theaters in a corporation to handle its film!
Long said he had had no such com- every community in the country.
tivities.
plaints, but that if such incidents
have occurred they are contrary to
the Department's policy. If such com*
plaints are brought to him, he said,
they will be investigated and might
result in special instructions from
I

Mulaney

Who

Army's

WAC

t

j

\

WAC

CHARLES BOYER

BARBARA STANWYCK

O

Walter Winched gives

his office.

Informed of the Commons statement by Hugh Dalton, head of the
British Board of Trade, that Britain
will not remove its quota regulations
on films from this country, Long
promised that the industry will have
the full support of the State Department in negotiations with the British.
For Removal of Quotas
Harry C. Hawkins, trade officer in
Long's

declared that "the basic
position of the Department is to
remove quotas and other obstructions to the free flow of American
products.
As you know, we have
succeeded in several cases I refer
to the motion picture industry specifically. That is our position basically, and it is also our position with the
office,

—

British.

9 Houses to Martin
Etowah,

UK Negotiation

Memphi, Tenn. Two letters from men on distant battle fronts, received
by M. A. Lightman, Malco Theaters, may help to answer the question of what
fighting men want in this kind of entertainment.
"Even the movies aren't
worth writing about anymore," declared Ensign Richard (Dickie) Lightman, his
son. "Nine out of 10 pictures are war or propoganda films, and who in the hell
wants to see a war picture here?
What we want to see are comedies like
Third Finger, Left Hand,' with civilian clothes, pretty girls and the States."
Col. Everett Cook, a former Memphis cotton man, wrote: "I sat through
think it is
the picture 'Star Spangled Rhythm' last night, and must say that
The picture
the best picture yet made for consumption by troops abroad.
seemed to hit the nail on the head."
Both writers expressed a desire that their views be made known to film

1)

perhaps a stronger claim on the Department than many others because
of the value of pix as an instrument of
international understanding. He volunteered the information that there
were some who felt that the Government should produce its own films

in

Son of Malco Circuit Operator JVomj In Navy
Raps Type of Films Reaching Combat Areas

Re-

move Quotas/' Says Haw-

25,

DAILY

"There are no discussions going
on now with the British, nor are any
such discussions scheduled. We have
concluded 30-odd trade agreements
in the past seven or eight years, and
that's the place to work out these
matters. We've fought for the film
industry right along, and will continue to do so. We're for opening up
all

markets

to

American

films."
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FILES STATE DEPT.

TRAD^ BRIEF

Weighs Producing Plunge

eport Nat'l Allied
•

posal Expected to be
cussed in Detail at
waukee Board Parley

:

reported to be
idering seriously its entrance
Move is
the production field.
;d to Allied's contention that a
tage of pix exists, with its comlts that film rentals are too high
unde: stood to be a factor.
reported that members of
is
units have been contacted on
proposal and efforts are to be
4 *' to put the plan before the
ational Allied

is

Keep Open Mind
On Post-War Admission of Army's Lensmen

Coast Cameramen's Local to

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hrllywood Representatives of International Photographers, Local 659, said
they would keep an open mind regarding what action to be taken following
the war on applications from new cameramen who are working for the Government. John Arnold, head of M-G-M camera department, has trained more than
350 cameramen for the Gcvernment in the past 18 months.
Union representatives point out that 165 members of their local are in the
armed services and must be taken care of when they return; and that even
with this number absent from Hollywood, there is no serious shortage in the
supply of cinematographers for the studios.

—

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—The importance

of the motion picture industry
to the economic structure of the
United States was pointed out in a
brief prepared by the MPPDA and
submitted to the State Department,
it

i

(Continued on Page 7)

Industry's Importance to
U. S. Economic Structure
In Post-War Era Stressed

was learned here yesterday.

The

brief was prepared to describe tbe
film industry's position in the post-

Metro

May Sponsor

Oilers $80,000 to

war market and calls upon the U. S.
Government to deal with foreign
(Continued on Page 8)

mention Touch

to

Board Meet

lied

ext meeting of Allied's board of
ctors, scheduled for Milwaukee
17-18, will have the semblance
J|i national convention, according
r
JA illiam L. Ainsworth, president
he Independent Theaters Pro.

(Continued on Page 6)

iescent Case Appeal

*

nod Extended

OC ashville,

Oursler Over Mutual
A

deal whereby M-G-M will sponsor a 15-minute program five times
weekly over a Mutual network of
56 stations and featuring Fulton
Oursler, commentator and former
editor of Liberty magazine, is being
negotiated and may be concluded
Program will be known
this week.
as "The People's Reporter" and will
be heard at 8:15 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Donahue & Coe is
the agency.

Dec. 25 Swear Kaufman Paid to
N. I. Strike
Tenn. — Federal Judge Prevent
to

WB

f er D. Davies on

Saturday granted

"enlargement" of the order for
and documents
fjjthe Crescent anti-trust case on
jE

Jjyisferring records

(Continued on Page 7)

Minneapolis

—

Libson, Pix Pioneer,
The

Minnesota

Amusement Co., which operates a
string of first-run and subsequentrun houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul
and throughout the Northwest, yesterday offered to pay $80,000 to the
Minneapolis Theater, to settle the
latter firm's anti-trust suit against
the chain.
Minneapolis Theater Co., for a
(Continued on Page 6)

Warners Will Open 3-Day
Chi. Sales Meet Thursday

A three-day sales conference will
be held by Warners at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, with Ben Kalfendants, yesterday was mentioned menson, general sales manager, prefor the first time in the trial of the siding.
In addition to home office sales
eight men charged with extorting

The name of Louis Kaufman, business agent of Newark operators'
Local 244, IATSE, one of the de-

(Continued on Page 8)

'S*Hour Closing for

(Continued on Page 6)

Stricken in Cincy

—

Cincinnati Funeral services will
be held here today for Ike Libson,
67, general manager for the Cincinnati office of the RKO Midwest
Corp., who died suddenly of a heart
attack Sunday.
Libson was a pioneer of the motion picture business in Cincinnati,
(Continued on Page 8)

Ed Kuykendall

—

Proclamation asktheaters and others to close
12
oon to 6 p.m. tomorrow has been

ing

Washington Bureau of

Washington

MPTOA
tions for

—

by Gev. Raymond E. Baldwin
£of Connecticut, designating the day
as "Connecticut Scrap Holiday."
Hartford merchants have replied
a

ing
for

protest

that

the

Production Gets Fan Interest
Marked Shift from Stars, WB Survey Shows

of

houses

runs.

notice

was too short

next move before

announcement
|

West Coast Bureau

Former
Exec, Dies

C. E. Sullivan,

FBO,

RKO

Hollywood

awaiting

making any

to patrons.
affected would

Majority

be

first

of

— That

THE FILM DAILY
fan interest in

films is shifting strongly from stars
to production is disclosed in a studio

the Courant, stat-

Theaters are

closing.

their

in

Decree

THE FILM DAILY
Ed Kuykendall,

head, outlined his suggeschanges in the consent de-

cree yesterday to Robert L.

Wright

Expect Admish Tax
Decision Today

issued

ith

in

Talk with Clark, Wright

(Continued on Page 8)

Scrap Ashed in Conn.
New Haven

Settle Trust Suit

formerly vice-president of RKO Productions and of
FBO, died at the week-end at his
Sullivan,
home in Quincy, Mass.
who was 53, was associated with
Joseph P. Kennedy in the latter's
S. E. Sullivan,

ship

building

activities
(Continued on Page

and
6)

fan-mail survey by Warners.
The
company has found that interest in
stars now stands at 60 per cent, as
against 90 per cent 10 years ago,
while production comment and queries have gone up 40 per cent.
The
went survey revealed that for the first
(Continued on Page 8)

Washington Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington The House Ways and
Means Committee is expected to
reach

a

decision

on

the

admissions

Discussions of excise
taxes got under way yesterday, after
the committee had voted not to
increase gift and estate levies. General feeling here is that the admistax

today.

sions tax,

now 10 per

cent, will be

pegged at 15 or 20 per cent.

V^V
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Ricketson

scheduled to meet Har-

is

Hollywood, and

in

turn to

New York

To Make Films

man

liaison

—
+

In

1/2

THE FILM DAILY

for

Sherman,

and

On

Rogers Plugs

of

—

4.

Two Milwaukee Houses

— Pat

THE FILM DAILY
Casey,

Acquired by

producer

E.

J.

Doody

—

Milwaukee, Wis. The Park and
poenaed by both Government and Midget theaters have changed hands
again, this time to E. J. Doody, fordefense in the $1,000,000 film extormerly with the Warner Brothers
tion trial, plans
labor

contact,

who has been

sub-

leave for

New

to

York

this

week.

to

the

extensive

bally

campaign

which included a special memorial
football
game played by Boston
College and an Army team.
Pat
O'Brien, who has the title role, and
Ruth Warrick, who plays Mrs.
Frank Cavanaugh, attended a buffet
dinner at which Ned E. Depinet,
RKO Radio prexy, was host. Others
present included Charles W. Koerner, Mrs. Koerner, Mrs. O'Brien and
New England circuit execs., friends
of the Koerners, former Hub residents. Stars will make seven p.a.'s
at the theater today and tomorrow
go to Worcester for the opening

Hollywood

leaves

for

Friday.

|

as

ceding Doody.
Rites for

Marcus' Father

chief booker for ;
Fox in Chicago, is leaving for Los An;
where he will spend his vacation with {

I

I

Eckhardt.

CLARK

from

States

CABLE

has

arrived

in

J

overseas.

GEORGE

A. SMITH, Paramount Western
manager, has returned from a two-'
through the Midwest during which
visited six exchanges.

vision
trip

1

GORDON, president of Jeff'
JULIUS
Co., Beaumont Texas, a Param
associate, and CLIFFORD PORTER, general r
ager of the circuit, are New York vis
Amusement

1

j

|

throught

tomorrow.

DR. J. B. FISHMAN, general manager of
Fishman circuit of New Haven,
is
vis
Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, on official 1
Pharmacology
ness for the Department of
Yale,

where he

professor.

a

is

RANDOLPH SCOTT
for

Coast

the

after

has left Charlotte, N.
visit
with
a
brief

mother.

DAVE

RKO

PRINCE,

headquarters

in

N. C, to see H.
Kincey Theaters.

district

was

Atlanta
F.

Kince'y,

WILL BISHOP, M-G-M

manager
Charlc

in

head of the Wi
publicity

directoi

Chicago, has returned home after
:t the company's home office.

confere

SHAW

F.

LOU BROWN

and

of

Loew-Poli division and BARNEY PITKIN,
nanager, were
week-end visitors in Bo?
from New Haven.
I

Thompson

of

Bryan Staff
S. America

American assignment since last Nqvember, covering parts of Chile,
Paraguay, Bolivia and Peru in the
nroduction of Julien Bryan's new

NICHOLAS

NAFOLI,

has

Pictures,

returned

Midwestern business
in

president
to

New

of

York

Artl
fron

trip.

WESLEY RUGGLES, M-G-M director, arr
New York today from the West Coast,

accompaned by MRS. RUGCLES.
ELSON, vice-president
Movies
in
Washington
today
is
s

NORMAN

Transreturr

New York tomorrow.
MARILYN MAXWELL M-C-M featured pi
2r, arrived in New York over the week-end
'0

a

brief

stay.

ARCH REEVE, secretary of
Committee, Western Division,
Hollywood from New York.

Public Relati
has returned

films.

20th-Fox Buvs Pic Riahts
To "Diamond Horse-Shoe'

IVrst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
manager of the Juneau.
Hollywood
Twentieth-Fox has
Leon Drezdon was at the Park and bought screen rights to "Billy Rose's
Midget for just a few months pre- Diamond Horsh-Shoe." It is reported

circuit

Ky.

ECKHARDT,

JACK

HARRY

there.

Returns from

Coming East as

West Coast Bureau

COHN

HARRY
York on

CAPT.

—

Boston World premiere of RKO's
"The Iron Major" at Keith's Memorial here last night garnered an
avalanche of press "breaks," thanks

Louis More than 50 theaters
in the St. Louis territory will play
Francis
Thompson,
of
Julien
Republic's Roy Rogers big-budget
Bryan's production staff, returned
special productions in connection
with the widespread ad and pub- Saturday, from the Altiplano region in the Peruvian Andes, where
licity campaign which will herald
the first-run engagement of "Man he has been making color films.
From Music Mountain" at the Fox, Thompson has been on the South
St.

Extortion Trial Witness
Hollywood

Army

Louis Theaters to

St.

opening Nov.

Pat Casey

for

Pic

Carroll Lewis is in charge of editing
the training films.

Cash

3% +
19

UA

8.

produce Army Training Films, Story
Editor Cecile Kramer announced.
Richard Johnston, production manager, is budgeting the Army films,
Associate Producer Lewis Rachmil

+
—
—

3% +
13

slated to re-

is

on Nov.

Sherman Delays

50

1% —

LOUIS B. MAYER leaves the Coast toda
Washington and New York.

Lexington,

mon in Pueblo for a noon rally.
On Thursday, Harmon leaves Den- "Iron Major" Bows in to
ver by plane for the Friday huddle Press "Break" Avalanche

+

3

G0IM

YMCA

+
—

—

and

Africa, Italy, and Sicily. Report
STEVE
Monogram
BROIDY,
states that immediate distribution and general sales manager, is en

WAC

is

.

COminG

reau, and members of the
Holvice-pres
route fron
lywood Division on a prospective
Coast.
current
shipments
given
to
film program for the OWI-WAC is being
FRANCIS S. HARMON is en route to
shorts for the next few months. He of new pictures, with majority of
Coast.
spent the week-end in Cleveland at- prints received being shown in the
HARRY BRANDT goes to Washington toda
tending the National Council of the Island Base Section, which serves
MA)OR HAL ROACH and MRS. ROACH
of which he was formerly Italy and Sicily, and in the Tunis
president, and continued on to Mil- sub-exchange. Films referred to in stopping at the Hotel Delmonico.
RODNEY -BUSH and JIMMY DUNN of
waukee for a meeting of WAC's the report were documented as fol- Century-Fox
are back in New York after
lows:
Exchange Area there.
week in Oklahoma City in connection
"Flight for Freedom," "Human "The Song of Bernadette."
In Denver he will open the Na)ACK ZIDE, manager of Allied Films. De
tional War Fund Drive in that State Comedy," "Dr. Gillespie's New Astomorrow with a mass meeting ar- sistant," "Spitfire," "Oxbow Inci- arrived in New York, today on product deals
CORP. CARL KRUEGER, who was Pararr
ranged by Rick Ricketson, chairman dent," "They Came to Blow Up publicity
in Chicago before he went
"Edge of Darkness," the Army, head
of Colorado's National War Fund. America,"
was in the Windy Cty on furloi
Prior to the Denver mass meeting, "Sto:my Weather" and "Hit the Ice."
WALTER BALDWIN and CLEM BEVIN

—

-

Seeing
Reports Army

—

Hollywood
Harry Sherman,
United Artists producer is postponing the starting date of "Wherever the Grass Grows" in order to

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

1

Italy

Francis S. Harmon, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Reports have been
executive vice-chairman, arrived yesterday en route to Milwau- received by the Overseas Motion
kee, Denver and Hollywood. On the Picture Branch of the Army Service
Coast he will confer with Stanton Forces detailing the entertainment
North
Griffis, head of the OWI Film Bu- movies now being shown in

West Coast Bureau of

FINANCIAL

Pix,

—

Chicago

Vol. 84, No. 81

Tuesday, October 26,
DAILY

—

that between $75,000 and
was paid for the rights.

'*$B$L

$100,000

—

Milwaukee, Wis. Funeral services Tersey Allied to Meet
were held Saturday for Sam MarFirst Fall meeting of the. South
cus, father of Ben Marcus, general Jersey unit of New Jersey Allied
manager of the Marcus Swirnoff will be held today at the Walt WhitTheaters.
man Hotel, Camden.
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An

Editorial Tribute
frotn

Martin Quisle
fa
i-'ifm

Publisher of Motion Picture Herald

to

OLDWYN'S

VALOUR-WITHOUT

POLITICS

BY MARTIN QU1GLEY
This is about a picture and a principle.
The picture is "The North Star". The principle is the responsible freedom of the art
of the motion picture as exemplified and

demonstrated by that production.
The picture is about Russia and Russians.
It
has been made with skill, effort and
abundant resources by Samuel Goldwyn.
He has poured into it contributions of able
dramatists and technicians. The result is a
distillation of that striving alchemy and
unrelenting pursuit of the utmost which
creative efforts.
The product is the direct concern of the
producer and his audiences, the expert and

characterizes

all

his

The principle so
ably demonstrated is both a precept and an
asset of experience of our art and industry.
Mr. Goldwyn set out on a course and
the ultimate authorities.

pattern so effectively simple that he possibly is only half aware of it himself. He

surveyed the whole scene of opportunity
before the showman's eye.
He found
Russia, that great enigmatic land which is
neither Europe nor Asia, with its fecund,
vital

people, beglamoured with endless tra-

dition,

rich

in

folk-color,

newly

come

into

the interested consciousness of the screen
public.

There was background, a gorgeous

tapestry against which to record a tale of
great warriors in this, the greatest of wars.

Sam Goldwyn was

looking, as usual, for

the best material in the world for the making of a show that should reach into the
emotions of the millions who find heart
throbs and satisfying intensities in the

magic of the theatre.
Maybe there was daring, or maybe only
cold judgment, in Mr. Goldwyn's election
of this great endeavour of Russia for the
scene and the spirit of its people for a
theme. There was the obvious fact that
Russia and its politics, its social revolutions and evolutions, its anomalous, aloof
and special position among the United
Nations, presented issues and problems
not yet clarified

in

the world view.

But

-LET'S ALL GIVE TO THE NATIONAL

there remained, independent of that, the
poignant dramatic fact: people, Russians,
in all the fervour of their tradition, fight-

dying for life and land. All
under the burning white light of togiving,

ing,
this

day's attention.
It was just that which the producer saw
and sought and set down in the crystalliza-

"The North Star".

tion of

He

did not engage in attack upon or
defense of Russian political design, at
home or abroad. He offered no message
of motive or pattern. He put on film an
objective,

vibrantly

human

—

and

imme-

being sure the while
diate story of people
that those people were in the limelight of
interest.
It is to be recorded that in "The North
Star" Mr. Goldwyn has nothing to sell but

tremendous exploration of human experecorded in the events of life and
strife of people who live and die with the
grace of courage.
Here is demonstration of the competent
and responsible freedom of the medium
of the motion picture. Here was possibility and peril of controversial involvement. It was avoided by the startlingly
simple process of a showman and dramatist
a

rience,

tending
his

with

own

The

a

remarkable

precision

to

business.

motion

picture of the theatre is
deal with anything whatever as
material, given the warrant of a conscious-

free

to

ness of

—

province
recognition that the
not pulpit, not rostrum, not classroom blackboard, not tract, not pamphlet;
that it is a stage before the whole people,
of all opinions and no opinion.
screen

its

is

today is important to the status of
motion picture in a world of crisis,
criticism and acute analysis. It establishes
This

the

the constructive position of the screen in
a democracy, justifies a free screen serving
a free people.

And
'himself,

so,
his

in

this,

Mr. Goldwyn

audience and

his

serves

industry.
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Convention Touch to
Allied

Offers $80,000 to

Board Meet

{Continued from Page

tective Association of

Settle Trust Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Wisconsin and

time operated the Minnesota r
ater here but closed it a year
announcing it could not obtain pr<

j

Upper Michigan, whose organization
will hold its 10th
Nov. 18-19.

i

annual convention

•

of other units, are expected to attend the Milwaukee parAmong those who have acleys.
cepted invitations to attend are
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and board chairman; M. A. Rosenberg, president, Pittsburgh; Sidney
Samuelson, Philadelphia; Col. H. A.
Cole, Dallas; Jack Kirsch, Chicago;

Harry

Lowenstein,

is

Paramount Pep Club's annual dinner on
the Hotel Astor, Lt. Emil Kolisch. former Paramount News
just

at the

returned

from

nobody

cold country,

cruel,

it.'

Outside of

certainly nothing to write

Whom

home

Aleutians,

the

declared:

there except the laps

and when our boys got up

laps can have

its

them

there most of
military

strategical

who

said, 'the

value,

Then Emil added

about."

"Kiska

occupied

it

was

(getting in

"One thing Kiska proved is
a sleeping bag!" ... • File under
Ain't This An Unusual World: Jim Cowhig, son of RKO Radio's cashier
out Cleveland way, Dan Cowhig, got his first Army pay check at Fort
Benning, Ga.. this past Columbus Day
The amount of the check
was $14.92.
.
• Capt Ed Fitzgerald, former Paramount exchange
booker in New Haven, has just emerged from an Australian hospital
following a malaria attack, 'tis reported.
.Ed has completed 10
months of actual combat in the South Pacific.
• A. H. Blank, head
of the Tri-States chain, has been elected to the Iowa Methodist Hospital,
Des Moines, succeeding his son, Myron Blank, who recently left for his
indoctrination as a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy.
• Tomorrow night,
headliners at the Silver Screen Canteen, 110 West 48th St., conducted
under the sponsorship of the Screen Office and Professional Employes
Guild. Local 109, CIO. will be Ella Fitzgerald. Duke Ellington and the
Four Ink Spots.
• Parkersburg, W. Va„ flashes that word has been
received there that Malcolm J. Lowe, son-in-law of the prominent exhib,
N. C. Burwell, and associated with him before entering the service, who
is now stationed in North Africa, has been placed in charge of a number
of Army theaters there for Uncle Sam.
• Bernard Baruch once
said that a nation intent on waging a victorious war should so order
its national life as to admit of no other thought or action, and that it
should work and fight and plan as if the war were destined to last
forever
Br'r Baruch thus enunciated long ago the axiom of this
war, namely. "America All Out Means The Axis All In"
By
cleaving to this axiom, filmland can continue to do the big job which
it has been and is doing in a big way
a plug

that

Erdmann,

Columbus;
Lee Newbury,

'Tor

for

you

can't get

the Bell Tolls"):

any Marias

into

.

.

•

•

.

.

.

gram, chairman; Eddie Johnson,
Milwaukee's Roosevelt Theater; William Pierce, Savoy Theater, Milwaukee;
Gene Arenstein, Hollywood
Theater, Milwaukee, and Harry H.
Perlewitz, business manager.
Contrary to custom, the banquet
will be held on the first night of the
convention, due to the fact that on

.

.

the last night the convention will
co-operate with the Goodfellows'
Club in presenting a dance on the
Schroeder Hotel Roof.

Thomas Under

a

the island,

E. Thornton Kelley, Irving Dollinger,
New Jersey, and Meyer Leventhal,
Representatives from
Baltimore.
Connecticut also are expected.
Committee in charge of the affair
includes Charles Trampe of Mono-

Mrs.

SPEAKING

•

sound engineer

Ray Branch, Michigan; Roy HarIndiana;
George
Cleveland; Pete Wood,

•

Friday night in

members

rold,

film attractions.

Current Communiques:

The entire national board, including Caiavan members, and many

Knife

—

.

/

cessful operation.

T
»

WEDDHIG BELLS
W est

•

Former
Exec, Dies

C. E. Sullivan,

FBO,

RKO

Warners Will Open 3-Day
Chi. Sales Meet Thursday

THE FILM DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Santa Monica Joan Marsh and with him when Kennedy
became head executives and all district managers,
Transport
Morrill,
Air
Capt. John
Sullivan served as assis- the sessions will be
of FBO.
attended by
Command pilot, were married Sun- tant treasurer and manager of exJoseph
Bernhard,
vice-president;
day.
Coast Bureau of

West Coast Bureau
Beverly Hills
Sgt. Glenn Ford, USMC, former film
player, were married at the bride's

—

home Sunday.

The

cash

trustees

in

payment would be mad!
bankruptcy of the Minnea

Theater Co.

Yolen on Leave From \
For OWI Foreign Stint
Will Yolen, head of the Spe
Events and Promotion Division
Mort Blumenstock at Warners,
been granted leave of absence,
fective Friday, to go on overseas
signment for the OWI.

New

Pact for Riskin
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM DA

—M-G-M producer Ei

Riskin has been given a
long-term contract upon complei
ett

of "A
rently

i

Guy Named

Joe."

He

is

<

producing "Kismet" and
preparing a script on a new st
titled "Action in the Living Roo

Selwyn theater, and Char-

lotte Baylie, secretary to Abe Cohen,
Shubert district manager, were mar-

at Temple
Asher Katz.
ried

Ksaih

by

Rabbi

ailment.

Ben Blank
Chicago

is

—

ater here

He was

is

52.

Dead

— Benjamin

Blank, musthe Douglass Thedead from a heart at-

ical director for

tack.

—

STORK REPORT

—

Chicago— Stan Levine, treasurer a heart
the

tion.

of FBO before Charles Einfeld, director of advervice-president.
tising and publicity, and Mort Blumenstock, in charge of advertising
Detroit Mrs. Norman Wheal
"Nick" Carter Dies on Coast
and publicity in the East.
wife of the manager of the Telen(
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Home office delegation also will include
Hollywood
Harrison (Nick) Arthur Sachson, assistant general sales Theater, presented him with
daughter.
Carter, film writer, is dead here of manager; Roy Haines, Western and Southern

operations

being named a
of THE FILM DAILY
Eleanor Powell and

of

Co.
the settlement was made ki
attorneys for Minnesota Amuse
Co. announced plans for re-opening of
theater in Federal Court here in conne>
with a motion to dismiss the anti-trusl
Offer of

when

—

change

|

Amusement

Hollywood

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

•

anti-trust

filed shortly afterward.
The Minnesota, largest and newest
ater in downtown Minneapolis, has since
dark.
Since the anti-trust case was
the Andrus Estate here, which ownt
portion of the Minnesota Theater pror
has obtained title to the balance and
paid all back taxes.
The house no
being renovated.
Although maintaining the anti-trust
is
"without merit," Minnesota Amuse
Co. offered the settlement of $80,001
was reported, in order to facilitate a
lease of the house.
Minnesota Amusement formerly ope
the huge picture house on a lease v.
was allowed to expire several years
Now it plans to re-lease the place an
resume its operation.
If the offered settlement is approve!
the Court and anti-trust suit is dismi
it is likely the Minnesota Amusement
will negotiate a new lease on the b
"at a figure more consistent with its r>
value than was the rent formerly paid,'
cording to a statement made by Mimu

.

.

Pittsburgh Mrs. Francis Thomas,
wife of the Film Row projectionist,
was stricken with an attack of appendicitis and rushed to Mercy Hospital, where she underwent a suc-

.

The

was

division sales manager; Jules Lapidus, Eastern Division sales manager,; Norman H. Moray, short subject sales manager, and A. W.
Schwalberg, in charge of branch operations.
District managers who will attend include

Norman Ayers, Eastern; Robert Smeltzer,
Mid-Atlantic; Charles Rich, Central; Harry
A. Seed, Midwest; Hall Walsh, Prairie; R.
L. McCoy, Southern
Henry Herbel, West
Coast; Wolfe Cohen, Canadian, and Clarence
;

Eiseman, Metropolitan Branch.
Pittsburgh
Announcement has
just been made of the marriage of Donohue's Mother Dead
Virginia Alexander, daughter of the
The mother of James J. Donohue, J. D. Brunsburg Dies
head of Republic Pictures here, to Paramount district manager in DalIssaquah, Wash. J. D. Brunsburg,
Lt. John Fowler, of Oakmont, Pa., las, died early yesterday in Cali- operator of the Issaquah Theater,
at Moses Lake, Wash., on Sept. 27. fornia.
died this week after a long illness.

—

Johnstown, Pa.

—A

son was b

to Mr. and Mrs. K. A. Vaveris at
local hospital. Father operates
Strand here, and also theaters

Philipsburg and South Fork.

—

Pittsburgh Lt. and Mrs. F.
Hasley are the parents of a bi
son, their first-born, born in Bost
Before entering the service Lt. H
ley was associated with his fat]
operatnig
in
Pittsburgh.

the

Terrace,

E

;
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Is

Appeal

IN

Producing Plunge

Extended

(Continued from Page

1)

CHARLES CLEMENT, Artkino home office.
CLEN BURT, assistant manager, McVickers,

an appeal

is

Court.
nee the request comes from the
trtment of Justice, credence is
n to a report that the Governplans to seek the appeal on
:
ts other than the question of
irvision by the U. S. District
acquisition by the de*t over
ants of additional theaters in
rict

ijetitive

situations.

FRANK

MAX

GINSBERG,

department,

DAN GORDON,

head, amusement
N. Y. Times.

Toledo,
College,

Mil-

AARON

LANOWSKY,

Amo

manager,

advertising

Theater,

NAT KAUFMAN, operator, Amo, Detroit.
|OHN SALCO, manager, Hamilton, Chicago.
JOHN CAMPION, assistant manager, Avalon,

reviewer, Times,

Indianapo-

BRUCE GODSHAW, manager, Lincoln,
GEORGE ROSENTHAL, manager, Cine,

Chicago.

TED SNYDER,

EDWARDS, manager, the Orient, Dunmore,
succeeding JOSEPH COLO, retired.
DENNING,

assistant

shipper,

RKO,

general maintenance, B.

Shear-

F.

Seattle.

EARL M. HOLDEN,
Hickory,

Chicago.

THEO. DARIOTIS, manager, Nortown, Chicago.
TED CLARK, manager, Yale, Chicago.

N.

DON ABELES,

city

manager, Wilby-Kincey,

C.

manager,

Loew's

State,

Cleveland.
H. PINKERTON, director of public
lations Reeves Sound Laboratories, Inc.

WHITNEY BOLTON,
bia

M.

Studio,

YOUNG,

to

The production idea is expected
be considered and discussed in

at the forthcoming Allied
board meeting in Milwaukee on Nov.
detail

assistant

FRED

0.

The opinion

according to the reports which
are said to be reliable, if 1,000 Allied members would each invest $1,000 in the project, there would be
a million-dollar budget to launch
the enterprise.

Chicago.
film

national body.

is,

St.,

er Co.,

FRANCIS

(Continued from Page 1)

entire

Detroit.

Elm

lis.

JIM

manager, Variety Club,

waukee.

Buffalo.
information has been received
fashville about the preparation NORMAN W. ELSON, vice-president, TransLux Movies Corp.
in order confirming the decree
iily
entered which would origwith Kobert L. Wright and his Levey Suit Trial Tomorrow
J associates and it is believed
The trial of Ethel Levey's $500,such an order will not be forth- 000 damage action against Warner
ng until the Supreme Court acts
Bros, for alleged unlawful portrayal
whatever appeal petitions have
made.
All petitions and mo- of her in "Yankee Doodle Dandy"
I filed
by Crescent attorneys is set for trial tomorrow before Feddenied by Judge Davies on eral Judge William Bondy. The ac28, and it is not known whether tress, former wife of the late George
further action will be taken by M. Cohan, charges that her rights of
privacy were invaded.
nse counsel.
.

HOFFMANN,

BEN SMITH, salesman, Pam-O, Albany.
LEON WEINCARDEN, salesman, Columbus,

•>

;

C.

Chicago.

Chi-

cago.

being taken to CALVIN SCHMIDT, manager, Stratford,
0.
Supreme Court to extend
)fj. S.
CEORCE KRASKA, manager, Loew's Poli
date for such transfer from
New Haven.
25 until Dec. 25, according to ROBERT PORTLE, manager, Loew's Poli
Worcester, Mass.
chief deputy of U. S.
. Watson,
ih

Report Allied Weighs

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

publicity

director,

17-18.
re-

Colum-

Hollywood.
branch

manager,

Ross

Federal,

Top Grosser
As "Sahara" Runs Ahead
Col. Scents

Indianapolis.

Columbia is seeing a new box-ofStern's Brother Dead
fice title holder for the company in
Chicago Will Stern, brother of "Sahara" as a result of its showing
Emil Stern of the Essaness circuit, in early stands. B. O. figures so far
Burial was at Rosehill available on the new Humphrey Bois dead.
Cemetery.
gart starrer show the pic running
ahead of "The More the Merrier,"
Schoenstadt Takes Over Two
piesent top grosser, by about 20 per
Chicago The Schoenstadt Circuit cent, with the range running behas taken over the Olympia and New tween 10 per cent at the Palace,
Radio Theaters from the Bland Bros. Lawrence, Mass., and 45 per cent
Circuit.
at the Fox, Detroit.
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Production Gets Fan interest
Marked Shift from Stars, WB Survey Shows

State Dept. Gets

MPPDA

Tuesday, October 26, 19
DAILY

Trade Brief

{Continued from Page

{Continued from Page

Libson, Pix Pioneer,
Stricken in Cincy

1)

1)

time in a decade nearly half the cor- intelligent handling of war, plus entertainment.
respondence received by the studio
Fan age group, which fell roughly into
strictions.
12-18 year bracket before the war, has
showed a sound critical outlook on the
shifted to a larger percentage of mail from
The brief, it is reported, declared
films and intelligent concern with older filmgoers, it was disclosed.
that the U. S. film industry depended
Mail from soldiers and sailors is par.
the problems of writing, acting, mu- tieularly heavy, and, according to Gale
on the foreign market for 40 per
Beatty, head of the Warner fan-mail desic and production in general.
cent of its revenue.
That 40 per
The Warner survey offered evidence that partment, 67 per cent of the service men
cent, it was said, enabled the Amer- the public is not averse to war-effort films. were as much interested in productions as
Only eight per cent of those commenting on in cheesecake.
ican industry to keep production
The survey showed that "constructive"
this issue gave emphatic expression in favor
quality so high that its competition of pure escapist entertainment.
Consensus suggestions are being offered by an increasing
number of fan mail writers.
wanted
they
with foreign producers has always of those writing in was that
been successful.
American motion pictures, the Swear
Alex Schreiber to
Paid to
brief continued, has been of vital
Detroit
Prevent
Strike
Chest Drive
N.
J.
importance in foreign markets for
all U. S. commercial products. Other
{Continued from Page 1)
Detroit Alex Schreiber, head of
governments are aware of that situation, the brief asserted, and for more than $1,000,000 from the film Associated Theaters, has been named
that reason they allegedly conspire industry when four Warner employes Motion Picture Chairman of the
with local producers and impose re- testified to the alleged payment of Detroit War Chest Drive, Nov. 1-16.
Assisting him are Frank Wetsman, W & W
$20,500 to him to prevent a strike
strictions against U. S. pictures.
Theaters, co-chairman; Joseph Lenahan, thebeing
called against the War- atrical insurance agent; Arvid Kantor, Nafrom
Because the American film indusJersey. The tes- tional Screen manager; Sydney Bowman and
try cannot compete with foreign ner houses in New
Morris Dudelson, United Artists; Irwin Polgovernments, the brief contended timony was given by Donald Ja- lard, Republic manager; Arthur Robinson,
cocks, Warner zone manager in Robinson Brothers Circuit; Jay Frankel,
that
was within the sphere

governments in the matter of

re-

Head

Kaufman

WB

War

—

of the

it

{Continued from Page

1)

having started 45 years ago w'
the purchase of the Bijou Theat
the nucleus of a circuit subsequen
controlled by him and Ben Heidinj
Retiring 15 years ago, Libs
feld.
was recalled two years later to
sume managership of RKO Midw
Corp. which operates the leadi;
picture houses in Cincinnati 31
:

1

subuibs.

The son of Polish parents, Libs]
was brought up in Pittsburgh wb
his association with the John H
ris

eer.

Amusement Co. shaped his
He is survived by a son,

c

S

Robert J. Libson, 23, stationed
Fort Monmouth, N. J., and seva
sisters.
He was a charter meml,j
of the local Variety Club.
Several men now prominent
the

film

business,

including

Os>

Doob, advertising manager
Loew's theaters, got their start w
A.

Libson.

E. Universal; Ben Holmes, Republic; William
U. S. Government to deal with for- Northern New Jersey; George
representative Sehuttenhelm, Globe Theater manager; and
Mei'genroth,
labor
governments
in
eign
the matter of
L. C. Becker. American Seating manager.
Among those from New York v
for the circuit; John A. Flaherty,
motion pictures.
will attend the funeral of Ike I
former office manager, and W.
son are Major Leslie Thompson
Stuart McDonald, assistant treas- Re-elect Mrs. Kantor
Harry Michalson of RKO; John
Ed Kuykendall in Decree urer of Warner Bros.
Detroit The Barkerettes have re- O'Connor and F. J. A. McCart*
labor elected Mrs.
convicted
William
Bioff,
Arvid Kantor, wife of Universal; M-G-M district man;
Talk with Clark, Wright
racketeer, completed his testimony the National Screen
Service man- ers Jack Flynn of Chicago and J
relating how the defendants had ager, as president.
by
{Continued from Page 1)
Maloney of Pittsburgh, and Chat
plotted to make Joseph M. Schenck
Organization is composed of the wives of M. Reagan of Paramount.
and Assistant Attorney General Tom the "goat" of their shakedown conMichigan Variety Club Barkers.
Other ofC. Clark, conferring briefly with
ficers are: Mrs. David Newman, vice-presispiracy.
Clark after seeing Wright. He will
dent; Mrs. Michael J. Chargot, treasurer;
Bioff disclosed that the labeling Mrs. I. J. Katzman. secretary; and Mrs. Rites for Mrs. Chris Dunph
meet with Clark again today.
Rosemont, Pa. Funeral of IV
Kuykendall would not discuss his of all motion pictures as union-made Charles Resnick, in charge of USO activities.
The Barkerettes are inaugurating their Rebecca T. Dunphy, wife of CI
meeting with Wright in detail, aside was the result of his insistence. He 1943-44
social season
with a Hallowe'en
Dunphy, was held here yesteru
from saying that he was presenting said he directed the producers in party at the Variety clubrooms Saturday.
from the estate of her parents,
exhibitor views on the New York 1937 to display the IATSE emblem
on
all films shown in the United
and Mrs. Walter S. Thompson. IV
consent decree.
He is believed to
Epstein Heads Post 713
Dunphy was educated in Paris
have suggested, however, that dis- States and Canada.
tributors be forbidden to send their
Philadelphia Post 713, American was one of New York's leading
terior decorators. Her husband,
top legal talent to arbitration ses- Mayer, Cohn Coming East
Legion, the Variety Club Post,
sions, that the appeals board sit- As Extortion Case Witnesses
last week elected officers as follows: til recently, was chief of the ami
ting in New York be eliminated, and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Commander, I. Epstein: vice.eommander, ments section of the WPB and pi
J.
Kraker; junior
Joseph to that publicity director of Ps
that the exhibitor be allowed to buy
Hollywood Louis B. Mayer will Engel: adjutant. Maxvice-commander,
Leven: chaplain. Jack mount's studio.
in larger blocks, with a straight 20
testify in the film extortion case in Flynn; treasurer, Leo Beresin; sergeant-atper cent cancellation privilege.
New York next week. He leaves here arms, Ely Epstein.
Post commanders are Henry Friedman Abe Kaufman,
He left with Wright a copy of today for a week in Washington and
K, Dies
the MPTOA Bulletin of Sept. 9, then will go on to New York. Harry and Ted Schlanger.
Chicago Abe Kaufman, vetel
dealing with the decree.
Kuyken- Cohn Leaves for New York Friday.
film buyer for B & K, is dead
dall conferred also with Allen G. He has been summoned as a witness Lt.
C. Hicks Dies after a long illness. Funeral ii
Smith,
WPB theater equipment for the defense.
vices were held yesterday witlj
In Action in St. Pacific
head, who returned yesterday from
large number of film persons
the SMPE meet in Los Angeles. Para. Tradeshows Nov. 4-5
tending.
Kaufman is survived
Raleigh, N.
This was more a social meeting than
Lt. Norman T.
Pa: amount's second block of four Hicks, AAF, navigator, was killed a son, Joe; a daughter, Mrs. Phj
a business discussion, however.
features for the current season will on Sept. 10 in action in the South Rosenberg; his wife, Gertrude,
be tradeshown in exchange centers Pacific, according to official War De- brothers and two sisters.
In Albany, the partment notification recently
on Nov. 4 and 5.
re"Old Metro Custom"
screenings will be held on Nov. 4 ceived by his mother, Mrs. Beulah
Lesson In Expression
9.
and
Metro's "Lassie Come Home" has
N. Hicks.
Hicks was manager of
been held over for a fourth week,
The second block includes "The the State Theater here for five years
New Haven Printing a cut of
starting Thursday, at the Radio City
Miracle of Morgan's Creek," "Riding prior to hi sentrance into the Army
western marquee advertising "the usu:
Music Hall.
Pic is the fifth conseHigh," "Henry Aldrich Haunts a in April, 1942. Actually, he was asdouble feature
one piperoo an<
cutive
M-G-M attraction at the
House" and "M5n"sweeper."
sociated with the theater from his
one stinkeroo" in rhe Register thi
*
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Hall

to

run

at

least

four

"The Youngest Profession"

"Woman

of

the

Miniver," 10; and

Year,"

six;

"Mrs.

"Random Harvest,"

holds the all-time Music Hall record

wirh

11

weeks.

grammar

weeks.

ran four;

Bernie Rites Thursday

school days.

Hicks had been in the Asiatic area
Funeral rites for Ben Bernie, who for six months.
died last week at his home in BevSurviving, besides his mother, are
erly Hills, Cal., will be held Thurs- his father, Norman I. Hicks of Norday at 11 a.m., at Temple Rodeph lina; and a sister, Gertrude Hicks
Sholem, 7 W. 83d St.
of Raleigh.

week, helped patrons find words fo
the second feature on many pro
grams, managers report.
Howevei
they also observed that few if an)
patrons walk out on a second feature

and single programs usually

fail.

|
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Full

Decree Changes Tomorrow

Editorial

New

Metro on Air
... a

2=
'

new trend?

By CHESTER

Presented

Washington Bur.,

Washington

ETRO'S sponsorship of Fulton Oursler's
new air show over the Mutual web
deal, via Donahue & Coe agency, is

—

Post-War Gov. Pix Aid
Plea to Specialist

to

Clark

THE FILM .DAILY
— Representatives
of

Washington Bureau of

BAHN -^=-

B.

Document, With
More Revisions, to be

the five defendants in the New York
equity suit conferred yesterday with
Assistant Attorney General Tom C.

Clark promising to submit to him by
tomorrow their full docket of proposed changes in the consent decree.
oris.
Spyros Skouras, president, and John
first time that a film company
is the
purchased a 15-minute network period Caskey, attorney, appeared for 20th
Monday through Friday basis, and Century-Fox; President Nicholas M.
a
to,
which has a way of pioneering, Schenck for Loew's; Joseph P. Han may be setting the stage for a new
zen, vice-prexy for Warners; Presi>rted

trade

e

trend.

watching

on

for

too,

is

the

former

the

of

something

that

fact

of

editor

;azine as a radio sales

oducing

bear

will

variety

a

(Continued on Page 3)

nportant,

ng

stage

inking

the

in

e

in

widely

the

past,

known

smash-bang

it

medium, Metro

new

sales

in

radio

is

tac-

L.

A. Theater

WOR,

with

personalities

for

Feigenspan's

P.O.N,

beer

newsworthy

questions submitted
his listeners to those best qualified to
iwer them authoritatively, and report the
jjult over the air.
The advantages of such

ormat are readily apparent.
And do not be surprised if "The Friendly
mpany," through the medium of the
rsler show, finds it possible to say an
as'onal good word for the motion picture
Justry collectively.
No need to stress
desirability of such action, is there?
In
passing, it might be observed that
Jay's getting together of the motion pice and radio to their mutual benefit is
tainly a far cry from the situation which
-•

only a

few years ago.

War

said

that he has not yet had
time to study the proposals regarding Government aid in the postwar market submitted by MPPDA.
They reached his office this week,
he said, and have gone to a specialist in the Department for analysis.
Long said he does intend to
read the report carefully, as well
as the MPPDA brief, but the latter
quite a long document." He
"is
doubted that he would make any
statement on the matter even when
he has read it.

Police Ending

Boston's Vandalism

—

Metro's hunch, obviously, that the
ter sales strategy is to assure a consent listening audience for the adverng message on those five nights when
most potential moviegoers are apt to
tuning in.
The format of the Oursler
w, expected to hit 56 stations, is peiarly adapted for such purpose.
o
\URSLER will take the most interesting

availed

Long,

sales effort.

Industry Execs. Attend

is

and

State,

Says Myers

Effort,

ANDREW

By

Washington Bureau of

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
An intensive
campaign on the part of exhibitors appeared to be the sole
hope for avoidance of the 30 per cent
admissions tax rate tentatively voted
yesterday by the House Ways and
Means Committee. Ignoring the recommendation of its own tax experts
that a rate of two cents per 15 cents
(Continued on Page 6)

Capone Mob Elected
Him, Browne Swears

Clearance on Appeal

a

sponsor.
t

of

yesterday

Added

has

—

h

secretary

assistant

Wins

The arbitration appeal board has
o
reversed the decision of an arbitrathe instance of Oursler, this is not tor in the complaint filed by the Los
rue.
Metro's indicated strategy is to Feliz Theater, Los Angeles, and has
ding a substantial listening audience for given the complainant part of the
new show, "The People's Reporter," on relief it sought.
ational basis virtually from scratch. OurComplainant charged that the 49's
recent show, "Pay-Off News"
it
day clearance granted to the Los
18
it off the air on Oct.
was local
(Continued on Page 8)
:k

THE FILM DAILY

— Breckinridge

Liberty

been the pre;ng practice of film
companies using
o to rely upon well established shows
In

Washington

Highly Discriminatory,
Poor Return for Trade's

Libson Funeral Rites

—

Approximately 400
Cincinnati
persons attended the funeral of Ike
Libson, head of the RKO Midwest
Services
Corp., who died Sunday.
were held at the Weiss Funeral Home
(Continued on Page 6)

Boston

— While

vandalism in Bos-

At the resumption of the motion
picture extortion trial yesterday in
New York Federal Court, George
E. Browne, convicted ex-head of the
IATSE, told of his rise to the presidency of the alliance with the help
of the Chicago mobsters who are on

ton theaters, particularly in the Roxbury Chelsea and Dorchester regions, continues, it apparently has
been partially eradicated and the po- trial.
The six gangsters;
lice are very hopeful that it will be

John

Roselli,

(Continued on Page 11)

(Continued on Page 11)

Canadian Exhibs. to Give Gruen Retires as NSS
Treasurer; Leo Replaces
Up All Extra Shows

—

Ottawa Organized Exhibitors of
Canada have gone farther in the coal
conservation plan than the elimina-

Sunday midnight shows by
agreeing to abandon all extra per-

tion of

(Continued on Page 8)

Not Enough Air Space For Pix

Toby Gruen, treasurer for

Na-

tional Screen Service, who has been
ill the past six months has, upon the
(Continued on Page 6)

Bell Notes
.

.

.

In

Sound

Key

of Sea

Causes Army's Lack of New Films, HinfsMen jou

Over the trans-Atlantic cable yesterday this message wafted to Adolph
Zukor:

Empire M.P. Operators Win
Point in Leon Cohen Suit

ets premiere of 'For

By LOU PELEGRINE
Staff Writer

FILM DAILY

The demands made upon air transportation by the more urgent needs
Attorneys for Empire State Mo- of war yesterday were offered by
tion Picture Operators Union yes- Adolphe Menjou as a possible exterday had won a point in the action planation for the inability to supply
brought against the union by Leon our fighting forces overseas with
Cohen, a member, as the result of sufficient film entertainment to meet
Supreme Court Justice Joseph Fen- their requirements. The actor was
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 3)

"Why

can't

I

get a couple of tick-

Whom the Bell
Reply paid, (signed) John
Richter, Alford House, London."

Tolls,'

The

reply:

Whom the Bell Tolls' well
waiting for Stop
waited
three years myself,
(signed)

" 'For

worth
over

Adolph Zukor."

I

Wednesday, October

27,

DAILY

Galaxy of 350 Luminaries of Screen, Stage
And Radio to Perform at "Night of Stars"

JOHN W. ALICOATE
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Forthcoming 10th annual "Night of Stars" at Madison Sq. Garden on Tuesday evening, Nov. 16, will present a galaxy of 350 performing luminaries of
screen, stage, radio and the world of music,
an all-time record in both
quantity and quality
it was announced
yesterday by Robert M. Weitman,
chairman of the producing committee. Among the many top-flight entertainers
will be Joan Blondell, John Boies, Billy Burke, Danny Kaye, Lucy Monroe, Paul
Robeson, Frank Sinatra, Bea Wain, Fred Waring and his Glee Club, and the Gae

These are the latest addition to a brilliant cast, the names
have already been made public by Weitman.
Nathan Straus is chairman of "Night of Stars," while Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
Albert Einstein, Dr. Stephen S. Wise and Grover Whalen are co-chairmen.
of scores of

N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered

York
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act of

New

at

March

—

,

Foster Roxyettes.

except Saturdays, Sundays
New
Broadway,
at
1501

COfflinG and GOI

whom

ARTHUR

HUMPHREY BOCART

Film Execs. Pledge Aid
To National War Fund

15-Year Marks Tumble to
"Rosie O'Grady" Business

for

East.

Kodak

High

Low

27/8

23/4

1734

1734

161

do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

20

Paramount

RKO
RKO $6

591/4

25V4

247/s

25

913/4
.

.

Warner Bros

161
193/4
591/4

20th Century-Fox
211/2
20th -Fox pfd. (li/2 ). 291/2
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ). 1003/4
.

1734

193/4
583/4

8i/s

pfd

161

— Chg.

Close
23/4

13

8

l/

8

+
+
+
—

1

l/

2

3/4
1/4

S

911/2

911/2— "i/4

2U/4 213/8
29
291/2
00
1
1003/4

%

123/4

123/4

_
+
+
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l/
8
3/8
1/4

l/
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

31/s

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal

li/4
33/g

13
31/4

3
11/4

33/s

12%
3Vs

3
1

1/4

33/s

—

%

+

Vt

13
31/4

Picts.

Metro and UA Films
For Canadian Re-issue
15

—

Toronto
Pioneer Films, Ltd.,
headed by 0. R. Hanson, has announced the securing of the Canadian rights to 15 re-issues of M-G-M
and United Artists features of former years which are to be released
on the open market during the current season on regular booking
schedule.

gan, Milton Kussel; United Artists,
"The Victory Parade of Spotlight
Harry Buckley, Sam Lefkowitz; Re- Bands," now being broadcast at
public, Herbert J. Yates, Morris EpArmy camps, Navy bases and other
National
Screen
Service,
stein;
centers of the armed services as
George Dembow; Monogram, W. Ray well as war production plants, when

Johnston, Joseph Felder; Ross Fed- filmed will
be carried only in 16 mm.
eral Service, Harry Ross; and PRC,
kodachrome for Army distribution,
O- Henry Briggs and Sidney Kulick. it was announced yesterday
by the
D'Arcy Advertising Co., representPara. vs. Marchessi Bros. ing Coca-Cola.
Contract Suit is Settled
Four shorts will be produced in the
series at an estaimated cost of $60,Chicago
A satisfactory settle- 000. No commercial tie-ins will be
ment has been reached in the action contained in the films.
brought by Paramount against Marchessi Bros., operators of the GeneSet
seo Theater, Geneseo, 111., for breach "In Old
of contract over unplayed product.
For 27
First-Runs
DeLander and Greene, former owners of the Geneseo, sold the theater
"In Old Oklahoma" is expected to
to Marchessi Bros, who refused to have a minimum of 40 first-runs in
assume the contracts.
Paramount key cities during November, the home
brought action under the Illinois office reported yesterday. Pic, based
Bulk Sales Act. Case was settled out on "War of the Wildcats," Thomson
of court and Marchessi Bros, will Burtis' story, already has been set
continue to play Paramount product for 27 first-runs in ace houses next
under teh terms of the original month, beginning with the Oklahoma
agreement.
City premiere on the 3rd.
Republic is spending a total of $350,000 on

—

Oklahoma"
Key

Bookers Club Sets

'

FILMACK
TRAILER CO.
1327 S.WDBD5H

-

CHICAGO

.

S

Up

"Dependency Fund"
of

P.D.QJ
"
FROM

a

with

way

<]

ED HINCHY, head of the Warners' p!
department will
be
among the cor
home office delegation leaving tonight

JACK MEYERS

New

The Motion Picture Bookers Club
New York has set up a "depend-

ency allotment fund" for the families
of the members now in the armed
forces.
This fund was made possible by a recent drive in the industry and was created to relieve any
undue hardships at home.
Plans are being made to keep the
fund in operation for the duration
of the war.

its

campaign.

has

Chicago.

in

returned

to

Bosto

York.

HOWARD MAYER

Columbia

of

Picti

Chicago.

in

Bob Wolf; Columbia, No Commercial Tie-ins
Abe Schneider, Nat Cohen; Para- In Army's Band Shorts
mount, Neil Agnew, Charles Rea-

Net
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

New Yo

in

early
in
November
(Mrs. Bogart) on his
tour of Army camps.

I

Bamberger,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

due

is

Coast

the

PAT O'BRIEN
after

will

participating

premieres of "The

in New York on
Boston and W<
Major."

be
in

Iron

JACK SCHWARTZ,

operator of the

|

We

New York, with his daugh
VOGEL and D. V. BERNSTEIN,

Bridgeport, in

—

(Tuesday, October 26)

vice-presid<

METHOT

three-day sales meeting

Presidents of film companies, theTwentieth-Fox's
"Sweet
Rosie
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway ater circuits and industry firms have O'Grady" in its first week at the
to
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117, pledged full co-operation to Sam Roxy has broken every record for
9-7318, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable addre&s: Rinzler, Greater
New York chairman the last 15 years, Tom Connors, disFilmday, New York.
for the motion picture industry's tribution chief, reported last night.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif
participation in the National War Pic's first week's gross is underRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Fund, and have named important
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H. company executives to assist in mak- stood to be $126,000, a figure which
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
may be tops for a non-holiday week
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler, ing the drive an unprecedented suc- anywhere in that span.
6241 N. Oakley Ave. LONDON— Ernest W. cess.
In most instances, two men
According to Connors, "Sweet RoFredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
have been appointed, one to handle sie
established
O'Grady"
these
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,
HAVANA— Mary home office contributions and the marks: (a) biggest opening day's
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU other, the exchange.
business,
(b)
biggest week-day's
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Those named to date are: At business, (c) biggest Saturday's
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY—Marco-Aurelio Galindo, 20th-Fox, J. Harold Lang, and Ray business, (d) biggest Sunday's busiApartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
Moon; Warner, Ralph Budd, Clar- ness, (e) biggest week's business.
ence Eisman; Loew's, Charles Moskowitz, Jack Bowen; RKO, Leon J.

FINANCIAL

CREENBLATT,

charge of sales at PRC, leaves New Yc
morrow for an extended tour of PB
changes.
Creenblatt expects to return
home office by Dec. 11.

R.

J.

Loew home

office, made a tour of the
Springfield,
Hartford,
New Havei

Poli,

Waterbury houses with

HARRY

j

SHAW

F.

manager.

ion

SI

WAC

FABIAN

OSCAR

and

go

will

to

DOOB

A.

Washington

Thursday

Treasury conference on the Fourth

War Li
JOHN NATHAN, Paramount's Argentine
accompanied by PAUL ACKERMAN of th

office

foreign

publicity

staff

leave

f

I

i

j

Coast Saturday.

IRVING BERLIN
good-will

has arrived

in

Englan.

WILLIAM >B. DOVER,
USO-Camp Shows,

executive admin
European Thea
with headquarters in Londo
arrived for conferences with officials
organization here and on the Coast, fo
which he will return to his post.
of

j

mission.
i

'

Operations,

WALTER BRANSON

left

yesterday

f

Angeles.

Xmas

Gifts for 405
in Army.

Employes

Par
Na^

Paramount will send Chris!
gifts to its 405 home office an,
change employes now in the a]
services.
Seventy packages
been sent overseas in time to
:

Army men

at
the

the

holiday,
Navy men wil

boxes for
shipped this week.
Each package contains 10 art
They are in addition to the ca
of cigarettes sent each month.

Wolper, Golden Leave Metn
Boston Henry Wolper, office
ager and Harry Golden, chief ch<

—

M-G-M

at the local
signed.

offices

hav
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Big 5 To Submit Full

Enough Air

t

Decree Changes Thurs.

ace for Pictures
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

interview at
-Camp Shows headquarters fol\g his return from an extended
of service posts in England,
h Africa and the Mediterranean
Menjou said that
;er of war.
ransportation is at such a prei in the combat areas that ofittle room is available for film,
e screen star reported that the
ice men in the areas he visited
mus3d escapist entertainment
comedies and other light fare,
at

ing

a

press

inspecting the Film Front:
•

•

MARK

•

,

—

T

T

to

leave

nothing

up another score for filmland
undone to aid the war effort

Santa Rosa,

of

Calif., that the inflexible

determination

its

This

That company

credited to the ardor of 20th-Fox

the citizens

in

made

time

it's

plain to

it

prerequisite to their

'-.

y definitely don't want any war
He asserted that
I'ires," he said.

'boys were not getting enough
Este type of pictures desired.
\\\y are the men "hungry for

American

sight

of

ng

Menjou.

to

girls,"

ac-

userting that the soldiers over"want the newest films," Mensaid that he found that some of
pictures they were seeing were

while others were old, though
case more than four years
He said that while prints were
well-worn the sound tracks
1
okay.
4>lms represented 80 per cent of
entertainment served our figrhtnen in the areas he visited, Menj

'

i

said.

Hedy
Lana Turner, Dorothy La-

enjou listed Betty Grable,
i

I

arr,

Jane Russell, Janet Blair and

r,

Hayworth as the
5
;

the service
frequently.

Ifle

inquired about
Of the male stars

•ge

interest

were

Raft, Spencer Tracy, Clark

Humphrey Bogart, Mickey
ley, Edward G. Robinson and
e,

1

1!

Garfield, the actor reported.
enjou, who was away four and
ilf months, left last night for

Coast, where he has an assignt in a Paramount picture.

n Major" Dinner

'

—

to

Worcesterites will attend
Mayor Bennett,
J^Dean and faculty of Holy Cross
~ge, and Mrs. Cavanaugh.
,,,ninent
[[.

dinner, including

'

five

lost

and grapes
So anxious were the folks of the shooting locale to
appear before the cameras that they got those seasonal crops in pronto,
and thus the community's manpower shortage was solved- ... .And
the

war

aided

effort

The Treasury Dept. might make a pre-

P. S.:

War Loan

liminary note of this angle for the Fourth

•

POWER

•

•

New

of

It

T

T

language newspapers

York's foreign

to

influence attendance of their readers at film theaters has been roundly

RKO Radio opened its
"Behind the Rising Sun" at the local Palace, and, at the instigation
of Sigmund Gottlober, the editors of our town's five Chinese dailies
The institutional house has a
went to hat in print for the opus
sealing capacity of 757. and it is estimated that to date some 8,000
This means, via simple
of our Chinese citizens have attended
mathematics, that the Palace has been filled by them better than JOi/^
demonstrated during the past fortnight

times thus far in the run

T
•

T

YESTERDAY we

•

•

RKO

received

Radio's Exhibitors' Guide

To Washington, a promotional booklet issued in behalf of the comAccompanying said booklet, which is
pany's "Government Girl"
being sent

theatermen o'er the nation,

to

ington

exhibs, think

If

they try
takes

is

to get

it's

tough

a map

is

to

full

a large supply

petrified traffic;

map

motorized division

K

of

•

•

T
T
AND THAT A:

THIS- A

Wash-

What
to

it

really

help them through

sublime patience; and a

ration;

previously-established allotment for their families at

•

of the City of

get to Washington, wait until

around the place,— map or no

a heavy barrage; a

O'Brien

orcester, Mass.
Pat O'Brien will
rr;endered a dinner tonight at a
usl hostelry by the city of Worcest'as a prelude to the premiere of
)
Radio's "The Iron Major" at
fe-ner's theater.
More than 500

(story of the

on the Cruiser Juneau) was
the harvest of Santa Rosa's hops, prunes

proof of their having helped in

l

:l

"The Sullivans" there

of

who were

Waterloo, Iowa, brothers

Hollywood

men

who drew most

working on the production

home

Volnar Smith

Move was

School

been

has

in

the

Motion pictures won top
taken in a drive
the major local

to

eradicate

topic

of

in-

hvo weeks, even putting the mayoralty
Students' committee placed movie car-

shade

toons and westerns at top of

lists, professional stage shows next, with
group singing and puppet shows closely following
Soloists wound
up in last place.
# Sgt. Pete She! ton, former usher of Loew's
down Richmond, Va., way, downed his first German plane off the
coast of England, it is announced ..... .Pete has been in the RCAF
.

.

since 1941 as flight instructor, but

seen

active

service

in

the

battle

it

president Harry Brandt, who was in
the building to see Robert L. Wright,
Clark's assistant on the various pix

was only recently that he has
• With the baseball

zones.

Hoffberg

A dozen teams

to

bowling

to

representing

keep thickening waistlines in trim
wings of the industry there are

all

rolling 'em over the alleys every Friday.
# Screen Actress Maria
Montez has received the Order of Juan Pablo Duarte, founder of the
Dominican Republic, and also the Order of Trujillo, honoring the
republic's president, Rafael Trujillo, for promoting friendly relations
behueen the U. S. and her native country
df

M

Jack Cohn
orge Middleton
Jack Carson

1-

John Michelson
Tookie Hunter
Nathan Saland

T
•

•

•

Office

separate department called Film
Booking Offices, designed to serve
as an exhibitor outlet for independent producers and distributors who
have not enough product to warrant
the operation of their own exchanges, has been organized by J.
H. Hoffberg at the new offices of
Hoffberg Productions in the Film
Center Building.

TO THE COLORS!

.

.

.

Opens Booking

A

season over, and football a bit too strenuous, film gents out in Mil-

waukee have turned

not expected that the full

cases.

terest in the press for the past

election

is

group will return to Washington tomorrow, and no appointment has
been made. Clark suggested that the
document be sent him, and does not
expect to have the representatives
of the Big Five walk in in a body to
hand it to him. He thought it likely,
however, that one member of the
group might bring the document to
WashingtonClark also conferred yesterday
with Samuel Milberg, Jersey City
exhibitor, who presented his views
on the consent decree and intimated
that he wished to see several changes.
Clark suggested to him also that he
put his suggestions in writing, and
Milberg agreed to do so. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA head, saw Clark
very briefly before leaving for Atlanta, and the assistant attorney
general also spoke briefly with ITOA

T

place in a student poll taken by the Parent-Teachers Ass'n at Detroit's

juvenile delinquency, which

1)

dent N. Peter Rathvon of RKO Corp.
for RKO and Austin C. Keough, Paramount general counsel.
They came down in a group from
New York prepared to submit to
Clark a list of important changes
which they would like to see incorporated in any revised decree, but
during their trip several other
changes took shape during their conversation. Clark suggested that the
full list be submitted in one document, and the group agreed to have
such a document drawn up for deClark asked that
livery tomorrow.
the brief contain the text of the
present decree, with the suggested
changes printed alongside the parts
of the decree which would be affected, in order that the whole thing
might be more comprehensible.

PHILIP

COMMISSIONED *
*DUCCAN,
Warner
USA, formerly.
commissioned

ater department,
tenant.

a

2nd

thelieu-

.

PROMOTED
WILLIAM CILLIN, USA,

formerly. Warner theadepartment, to corporal.
MICHAEL J. C-UIDER, formerly of Eastman
Kodak, Rochester, N. Y., to captain, AAF.
ter

*

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

ARMY

*

AARON ROTTMAN, Community
field,

Conn.

Theater,

Fair-

-tTcve"

#**?
75fe
m
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*^k

ill iiifflfffijt
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~
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it as
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with
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L

an.

Richard Jaecket

Ralph Byrd
directed by

• Lionel

LEWIS SEILER

Screen Play by

LAMAR TROTTI

"UTS

•

All GIVt

•

•

Roy Roberts

Stander
Produced by

•

Reed

CADY

•

WILLIAM BE

Minor Watson

Hartley • John Archer

BRYAN FOY

Adaptation by JERRY

•

•

-Associate Producer ISLIN AUSTER

WILLIAM GOETZ

TO THI NATIONAL WAD FUND WHICH GIVES TO ALU'

in

Charge of Production

CENTURY-FOX
dd

<M
Exhib. Drive Only

WHO'S

Hope Against 30% Tax
(Continued from Page

•

TREM

1)

EDITORIAL!

not final.
threat

to

the

economic structure of the exhibition field still can be contested, but it is imperative that
the viewpoint of the theater operator whose stake after that of
the theatergoing public is the
greatest
be pressed home to the
members of the Congress WITH-

—

—

OUT DELAY.

—BAHN

—

the rate of 36 per cent or nine
cents.
"It is a highly discriminatory proposal," said Abram F. Myers, national Allied board chairman and
general counsel, "and a poor return
for the tremendous efforts put forth

by exhibitors on behalf of the war
effort.
It calls for a supreme effort
on the part of exhibitors to get their
case before Congress as a whole."
Allied affiliates have already been
circularizing their members to bring
their views before their congress-

men.
Difficulty in

Adjusting Scales

Ed Kuykendall,

MPTOA

head, left
Washington yesterday before the
committee vote and so was not available for comment.
Monday afternoon, however, discussing the possibility of even a smaller increase
from the current admission rate of

NEW POSTS

IN
H.

0. CLEISS, branch
Minneapolis.

C.

C.

CHARLES,

B.

A.

O.

branch

Ross

manager,

Federal,

Ross

Fed-

Cincinnati.

eral,
S.

manager,

ROSE,

branch

manager,

Ross

Federal,

CAZA

Oklahoma

FLOYD

manager,

Ross

Federal,

City.
television consultant-writer,

magazine.
C.

Albany.

FITZSIMMONS,

exploiteer,

M-C-M,

University

of

Born

Illinois.

in

Trenton,

III.,

Nov.

1894.

7,

•

McKenna Dead;

— Francis

Falls, N. Y.
44, manager

TITA

On

FEflimE TOUCI

Graduate of

RECINA

MOLSEED, from assistant bool<
head booker for 20rh-Fox in Omaha.
|

RUTH LEFHOLTZ manager

Albert

J.

Extended Runs
Three N. Y. Circuits
in

"This

E.

is

the

14th and final

ENCLEHARD,

Republii

MRS.

LILLIAN

CLARK,

Ml

manager,

Seattle.

SYLVIA DASH, cashier, RKO Hamilton. I
RACHEL PARRY, staff, Keith's, SyracuJ
GERTRUDE WISNIEWSKI, office, 20th-Fo|
falo.

C. CLEVENGER, relief assistant ml
RKO Manhattan and lower Bronx divfl
JEANNE EISER, student assistant ml

MRS.

Keith's, Syracuse.

KATHERINE WILSON, manager,

Fll

Park,

Fla.

MRS. WILLIAM SACE. manager, Roxy,

No!

Mass.

ton,

ENOLA MURRAY,

head

booker,

M-C-rJ

Orleans.

MARY LOUISE HARPER,

second booker,

MARY

1

Orleans.

AUGUSTA WOOLVERTON,
New Orleans.
BECKER,

New

M-C-M,

third booker,

secretary
Orleans.

ANNE WAGCONER.

I

James

to

manager,

Sta;

Detroit

—

10 per cent, Kuykendall had repeated
his charge that upping the tax was

discriminatory and "unfair to a vast
portion of our people who cannot
reasonably be asked to bear the burden."
Both Kuykendall and Myers
looked for extreme difficulty among
exhibitors in adjusting their scales
to the new rates.
The committee estimates that the revenue
from a three cent on every 10-cent admission rate should top $41)2,000,000.
The tax
is
expected to brine in $105,000,000 this
year, with an additional $327,000,000 looked
for.
Rejecting- the Treasury's proposals on personal income taxes, gift and estate taxes,
and apparently prepared to reject those on
corporation tax rises, the committee, as sug-

THE FILM DAILY three weeks
the Treasury's proposals were
submitted, was more receptive to the
excise levies.
Not alone did it accept the
Treasury suggestion re admissions, but it
raised the liquor taxes, abolished local postage rates, doubled the cost of second and
third class mailing and, in general, showed
more respect for the Treasury's suggestions

Annex

manager,

Nov. 30 over the RKO Circuit in Industry Execs. Attenq
Manhattan, followed by the circuit's Libson Funeral Rites
Brooklyn houses on Dec. 7, involving
a total of 41 houses, with all book(Continued from Page 1)
ings on an extended playing time and burial was at the K. K. I
Cemetery.
Rabbi Victor Re^
basis.

—

first

booker,

Louis.

wood Theater on Broadway, opens

Dead

by

i\

Louis.

GRACE

Army," now in its MARIAN YEAGER,
Detroit.
week at the Holly-

First Brooklyn showing of the
Warners' musical starts tomorrow at
J.
the Brooklyn Strand.
Industry Veteran,
Following the RKO openings in
Detroit James M. Lonergan, 88, Manhattan, "Army" also opens over
general manager of the E. D. Stair the Skouras Circuit of 52 houses
and the Century Circuit of 36 theCorp., theatrical circuit operators,
aters.
for 50 years, until his retirement a
year ago, is dead, following a long
illness. He had been connected with Swerdlove in Re-issue Field
Boston Al Swerdlove, who has
show business in Detroit since coming to the city as auditor for the handled dish campaigns in New Engold Whitney Opera House in 1873. land theaters, has taken on re-isHe is survived by one son. Inter- sues and will open his own offices
on Film Row here.
ment was in Woodlawn Cemetery.

when

adsales

sterdam, O.

McKenna.

M. Lonergan,

of

ment for 20th-Fox in Omaha.
MRS. EARL ALLEN, cashier, Tower, Chicaij
MARCELLA DE VINNEY, booker, Repub.J

MRS.

of the LaSalle Theater, died Monday of pneumonia after a brief illness. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow. Burial will be in the Gate of Heaven
Cemetery. Surviving are his wife, a
sister and two brothers, George H.
McKenna, general manager of Basil's Lafayette Theater, Buffalo, and

McKenna,

27,'

•

Was

Hold Funeral Tomorrow

ago

branch

RICHARD HUBBELL,
Life

Francis

rei ted

Cleveland.

Producer.

•

New

Niagara

The 30 per cent rate is discriminatory and unjust. If permitted
to
stand, it will leave in its
wake closed theaters and bankrupt showmen.
Certainly, that
is not the intention or the
desire of the Congress.

CARR,

Presenting Interesting Personalities

,

Action of the House Ways and
Means Committee yesterday in
permitting the Treasury's recommendation for a 30 per cent Federal admissions tax to stand is

serious

•

HOLLYWOOD

IN

head of a construction company in St.
Louis, and was later paymaster in charge of disbursements for breakwater
Entered
Harbor, Hawaiian Islands.
project at Pearl
motion pictures in Hollywood in 1922 as producer of
short comedies starring Al St. John, and joined W. Ray I
Johnston in Rayart Pictures, of which he was vice- 1
J
president and supervisor of production for seven years.
Formed Trem Carr Incorporated, and was also vice- §
president in charge of production for Syndicate Pictures.
In
1931 assumed similar position with Monogram PicIn 1934 was elected
tures, of which he was a founder.
president of Independent Motion Picture Producers' AsIn the following year, with the merger of
sociation.
several independent companies into Republic Pictures,
became vice-president of the organization, but later
sold his interest and produced a series of films starring
John Wayne, as well as such pictures as "California
Straight Ahead," "Conflict," "Idol of the Crowds" and
During the 1940-41 season, re"Midnight Intruder."
joined the new Monogram company as executive director in charge of production. Stands five, six. Weighs, 136 pounds. Hair, grey. Eyes, hazel.
the

of the admission price be set (14 per
cent of the dollar), the committee
voted that Uncle Sam should receive three cents of every dime paid
in at the theater box-office. Actually, the tax would in many instances
be greater than 30 per cent, since
collection of the tax on a 25-cent
admission, for instance, would be at

This

•

WHO

Wednesday, October
DAILY

officiated.

Among the industry peopl|
attended the services were
O'Connor, F. J. A. McCarthy!
Miller, Peter Rosian, Harry
^
Hank

Bannam,

John

Linet,

Harry

Thompson,

Mich;
Charles Rich, Charles Boasbed

Ham

John Maloneyj
Harris P. Wolfberg,
Flynn, Captain Joe Goetz, E. \i
nerman, Charles Reagan anj
Arthur Fruedenfeld.
Skirball,

Harris,

Gruen

Retires as

NSS

Treasurer; Leo Replac

along these lines than for any other part of
the bill.
Industry circles had expected that the
(Continued from Page 1)
current rate would not stand, but had not
looked for the committee to suggest any- advice of his .physicians, relinoj
thing higher than 20 per cent, with 15 per his
post as treasurer, effectivj
cent thought most probable.
On the other
He will, however, contii]
hand, several industry leaders have not been 1.
unprepared for the committee vote and bevice-president and directi)
fore yesterday had already been working
Gruen, one of the founders
to insure a loud and persistent protest from
exhibitors and pix fans to their representa- tional Screen Service, has be
tives on Capitol Hill.
tive in its management since
Just how the voting went on the admis.
ception in 1920.
His financ
Sions tax was not definitely known, although
one member of the committee, who said he terest in the organization
could not recall the exact count, declared main unchanged.
that the three cent rate did not encounter
Jack G. Leo will succeed 1

NSS

w

substantial opposition.
"My recollection is
that it was 14-7, " said Rep. Bertrand W.
Gearhart, California Republican.
"That's
the way most of the voting went this afternoon.
Of course, you know these decisions are all tentative, but the possibility
of radical change before the bill is reported
is

treasurer.

Xmas Boxes
Richmond,

for Service

— Sam

M

Ben
general manager, Neighb
Va.

slight."

Jr.,

The new

Theaters, has placed orders i
mailing of Christmas packa

dealers voted the higher rate,
Gearhart, with Republicans and SouthDemocrats opposing.
The motion for
the three cent rate was made by Rep. Jere
Cooper of Tennessee, ranking Democrat.
said
ern

all

the

former employes who are

armed

services.

.
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TRAILERS
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found

a
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Empire Operators Win
Point in Cohen Suit
(.Continued from Page 1)

nelly's denial of

a motion to dismiss
the defense offered by them.
The suit is an outcome of the merger of Empire with IATSE Local
306, operators. Cohen sued in Kings
County Supreme Court to stop disbursements of funds from the Empire treasury and to have a receiver
appointed for the union.
He was
granted a temporary injunction halting disbursements and prohibiting
meetings of Empire as such.
The
action was regarded as an attempt
to halt the merger of Local 306 and
Empire. Pending in Kings County
Supreme Court is a suit brought by
Century Circuit to prevent the merger of the two unions.
Justice Fennelly's order, signed on
Monday, confined to one witness the
before-trial examination of the defendant.
Cohen had asked for the
examination of 10 persons.
In the wake of .Justice Fennelly's
order it was indicated by a spokesman for Local 306 that regardless
of the outcome of the two cases the

merger would stick. It was emphasized that an unfavorable decision
in either or both cases would in no
way affect the amalgamation of the
two unions.
It was made clear by the Local
306 spokesman that his union was
no party to either suit and that the
validity of the Empire men's membership in Local 306 was not to be
questioned.

L A. Theater Wins

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Clearance on Appe
TRIANA DANCERS, "The Bridge of
Rey,"
M-G-M; ANN GILDS and
MORAN, "Since You Went Away,"

SIGNED
SUSANN SHAW, termer, Columbia.
BETTY JANE CRAHAM, termer, Columbia.
DUSTY ANDERSON, termer, Columbia.

AKIM TAMIROFF,

Selznick-UA;

San

Luis

JACKIE
David

O.

"Dragon Seed,"

M-G-M.

EILEEN McCLORY, termer, Columbia.

(.Continued from Page 1)

Angeles first-runs over the Los
was unreasonable and that du
economic conditions it wishec
raise the admission price fron
cents to 35 or 40 cents, but
Loew's, RKO and Warner Bros
fused to grant a shorter clear
period on the increased scale,
clearance of 35 days on a 35admission and 21 days on a 40]

GEORCE BRENT and BARBARA STANWYCK,
"My Reputation," Warners; MARJORIE REYJOHN IRELAND,
Pictures.
NOLDS, JOAN BENNETT, CHARLOTTE GREENMADY CHRISTIANS, "Address Unknown," Colum- WOOD
and MISCHA AUER, "Up in Mabel's
bia.
Room," Edward Small-UA; RUTH TERRY, "Pistol
JACK HALEY, two pictures, RKO.
Packin' Mama," Republic; PETER van EYCK,
JOHN DALL, termer, Warners.
"Address Unknown," Columbia; EDGAR BUCHANAN, "Nine Girls," Columbia; iBILL GOODMAN, "Mr. Co-ed," M-C-M; HOWARD FREEASSIGNMENTS
BOB STEPHANOFF, makeup, "Since You Went MAN, "Ten Per Cent Woman," Columbia; PATTl MCCARTHY, "Cunsmoke Mesa," AlexanderAway." David O. Selznick-UA.
JOHN HOUSEMAN, producer, "Fear," Para- Stern-PRC.
mount.
LINDA DARNELL and BENNY GOODMAN, scale was asked. The grievance
LEWIS SEILER, director, "Sunday Dinner for a "Moment for Music," 20th-Fox; PAT ROONEY, directed against the Apollo and
Soldier," 20th-Fox.
"Show Business," RKO; MARY PHILLIPS, "InJACK MOSS, producer, "Mr. Winkle Goes to cendiary Blonde," Paramount; ALEXANDER POPE, ma Theaters which play bets
War," Columbia.
"The Hitler Cang," Paramount; ANNE GILLIS and the first-runs and the Los Fel:
SOL SIECEL, producer, "Cone Are the Days" JACKIE MORAN, "Since You Went Away," David
After reviewing the evidence,
Columbia.
O. Selznick-UA; FAIRFAX BURCHER, CHARLES
FRANK 80RZACE, director "Tomorrow's Har- SHERLOCK, WILLIAM RUHL and HARRY appeal board ruled that the f
STRANG, "It Happened Tomorrow," Arnold run clearance over the Los 1
vest," Paramount.
VICTOR YOUNG, musical score, "The Story of Pressburger-UA; CHARLES J U DELS, LINDA should be reduced to 35 days if
BRENT, CRAIC WOOD
RENEE WHITE and
Dr.
Wassell," Paramount.
house raised its admission pried
CHARLES CALVERT, '''Manhattan
MARK ROBSON, director, "Are These Our PRC; LYLE TALBOT, "The Falcon inRhythm,"
Texas," 35 cents. The ruling was made 1
Children?", RKO.
RKO.
ject to the Apollo's right to a p'l
TOUMANOVA "Days of dory," RKO; WAL- run and to the provision
MICHAEL CURTI2, director, "Janie," Warners.
that 1
HARRY EDWARDS, associate producer "Man- TER SLEZAK, "Tomorrow's Harvest," Paramount; JANE WYMAN, "Cinderella Jones," Apollo may be given a clearancj
hattan Rhythm," PRC.
GEORGE SAYRE, screenplay, "The Trail of the Warners; ARLINE JUDGE "Take It Big," Para- seven days over the Los Feliw
mount; WALTER CATLETT, "Her Primitive Man,"
Yukon," Monogram.
pictures which the Apollo comme
Universal;
ELIZABETH
PATTERSON, "Three
DEWITT BODEEN, screenplay, "Mama's Bank Cheers for the Boys," Universal;
GALE RUSSELL, to play within 28 days after LosJJ
Account," RKO.
"Fear,"
Paramount; NOAH BEERY, JR. and geles first-run closing, such cfl
HARRIET PARSONS, producer, "Mama's Bank MARTHA DRISCOLL, "Week-End Pass," Universal; ROMAN BOHNEN, "The Hitler Gang," ance to be reduced, with respect}
Account," RKO.
DON QUINN, original story, next Fibber McCee Paramount; VERA HRJJBA RALSTON, "Candle pictures not so played, by one 1
Manor," Republic; SIC RUMAN and J. L. for each day in
& Molly, RKO.
excess of 28 w
PALMER. "It Happened Tomorrow," Arnold
FRANK RYAN, director, "Caroline," Universal.
Pressburger-UA;
BING CROSBY, BOB HOPE shall elapse between the Los
and DOROTHY LAMOUR, "The Road to Utopia," geles first-run closing and the ('
Paramount;
EDWARD C. ROBINSON, "Mr. mencement of exhibition at the
CASTINGS
Winkle Coes to War," Columbia; LESLIE
The Apollo's clearance si
BROOKS, JEFF DONNELL and LYNN MERRICK, lo.
T
A
0U
"Mima's
Bank
Account,"
DK
J£
?M BETTY CRABLE and CAR- "Nine Cirls," Columbia; TERESITA ARIAS, "The never be less than one day over)
AHSE.OTfc
5.
r°u
MEN MIRANDA, "Four Jills and a Jeep," 20th- Bridge of San Luis Rey," Benedict Bogeaus-UA. Los Feliz.
F0 "
N E
BR
Wildcat," UniBETTY CRABLE, "Diamond Horseshoe " 20thr?
u
r$al
C A E F^l'
°.^ Y J anie '" Warners; BAR- Fox; FRANCES GIFFORD, "Marriage' is a
Bv SULLIVAN,
i,. ^ w5 M
RY
"Incendiary
Blonde,"
Para- Private Affair," M-C-M; LUIS van ROOTEN,
mount; VICTOR VARCONI, "The Hitler Cang,"
The Hitler Gang," Paramount; SIDNEY MILExhibs. to Gi
Paramount;
JACQUELINE DEWITT, "Dragon LER and CEORCE DOLENZ,
in VerSeed,"
M-C-M; FRANK McHUCH, "Marine mont," Universal; LUCILLE "Moonlight
BREMER,
All
Extra
"Ziegders
RIC0: ,RIS ADRIAN, EDWARD NOR- feld Follies," M-C-M;
VLADIMIR SOKOLOFP,
n?c
A
A %!F WILLIAMS and LORRAINE
*' 5 Harv est," M-G-M;
."
AURORA MIK?.'.i*S?
..I
E
Manhamn
Rhythm,"
RANDA,
{Continued from Page 1)
PRC;
FAIR"The
Three Caballeros," Walt Disney?A» BURGHER
nM»Vur and
FAX
CHARLES SHERLOCK, "It
formances, such as war charity I
Happened Tomorrow," Arnold Pressburger-UAJEANNE BATES and TOM NEAL, "Racket Ma„/
f ormances and special Sunday scrj
Columbia; BOB HAYMES, "Beautiful But Broke"
SCHEDULED
"Moment for Music," producer, WILLIAM LE ings or midnight previews fori
Columbia.
BARON; director, ARCHIE MAYO, 20th- vited audiences, even for Domil
J AN LESLIE
"Cinderella Jones," Warners;
o» -?„ ..
government or patriotic orgar
PATRICIA
MORISON and J. CARROL NAISH " SecrFox.
** s of New York," from JOHN COL..C3 '!!? Dr. Death," Universal; SYDNEY
n„
tions.
CREEN-

EDMUND CWENN

re-signed,
International

M-C-M.
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Conciliator to Confer Again
In St. Louis IA Dispute

—

Canadian

'

Up

St. Louis
New conferences will
be held with A. M. Thompson, Federal labor conciliator, by representatives of IATSE Locals 143, operators, and six stagehands and the theater men in an effort to settle the
labor dispute which has been raging
T ET,
'Outward
Bound," Warners; KEYE
in the theater field here. Today the ?LUKE,
£I .<.Anchors
Aweigh," M-C-M; ANTONIO
situation in the independent field will
be thrashed out.
The dispute be- Para. Deals With Indie
tween the two unions and the firstrun circuits will be taken up at a Exhibs. Reaches 5,000
later meeting with Thompson. Meanwhile members of the unions are
With the addition of new contracts
working under the terms of existing with independent circuits,
Paracontracts.
In all some 110 houses mount's
independent deals
have
are involved.
reached the 5,000 mark, it was anEarlier conferences with Thompson failed to result in a satisfac- nounced yesterday.
tory agreement. The union officials
New York circuits that have closed
are making additional demands upon with Paramount include
Associated
the theaters. They are now seeking
Theaters of New Jersey, Brandt Thea 15 per cent increase for all workers.
aters, J. J. Theaters, Randforce,
Skouras, Century, Fabian, Pruden-

Shows

^

-

!

-

' 1

WEDDIDG BELLS
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Anne Shirley, screen
actress, and Victor Mature, who left
his film career to join the Coast

West Coast Bureau

—

Guard, will wed as soon as they find
time, the prospective bride discloses.

,.

LIER'S "Back for Christmas."
Black Jim Hawk," story, HAROLD

SHUMATE,

Columbia.

National Board of Review

Conference

to

Hear Mayer

This was announced by H.
Marshall, secretary of the Ott
branch, in behalf of the Motion
ture Theaters Association of
tario in a further declaration
measures taken by exhibitors to
30 per cent fuel consumption.

'.

The screen as a

vital

factor in

dealing with post-war readjustment
will be described

by Arthur L. Mayer
of the
at the annual conference of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures tomorrow
in the Hotel Pennsylvania.
In discussing new trends in motion pictures created by the war,
Mayer will point out that just as
the screen played an important part
in keeping the public informed of
tial,
Cocalis, Harry
Harris, Leo the progress of the war, it will be
Brecher, Cinema and Consolidated. used to keep pace with post-war deOthers include Sterling, Seattle; velopments as well. As an example
Simons, Salt Lake City; R. E. Grif- of the coming role to be played by
fith,
Dallas; Central States, Des the
documentary
short
subject,
Moines and Omaha; Ben Marcus, Mayer will introduce the industry's
Milwaukee; Ralph Talbot, Oklahoma first film dealing with anticipated
City; Co-operative, Cleveland; Wil- post-war changes, an unreleased John
liam Goldman, Philadelphia, apd Al- Nesbitt's passing
Parade shorty
lison, Pittsburgh.
"This Is Tomorrow."

WAC

McCoy Wounded
Omaha

in Africa

— Cpl. Max McCoy,

forr
ly a shipper in the Paramount
change here, has been woundeq]
fighting in North Africa and is
in a hospital there, according to
received here.

^

STORK REPORT
Omaha

—A

six-pound

girl,

Sm

Ann, was born to Mr. and Mrs. H
sell Bain. Mother was a Paramo
employe here. Father is in the Ar
Grandmother is Marie Hassett, I
amount inspectress.

1

MARCH

of Tl

AUTHORITATIVE,
CONSTRUCTIVE, and GRIPPING screen
story of JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
With the

first

N

MCX/S/S
PRODUCED BY THE EDITORS OF TIME

The short feature 15,000 exhibitors are waiting for! The
story all leading U. S. Social Agencies say should be
told! The film ONLY March of Time could make!

\\
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k
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Reviews of the new

Preston

Foster,

Lloyd

Nolan, William

Broadcast'

Bendix

93 Mins.

20th -Fox

with

with

Frank

20th-Fox

LAUREL AND HARDY COMEDY SHOULD with Charles Coburn,
Columbia
GIVE SATISFACTORY ACCOUNT OF ITMELODRAMA SELF IN NEIGHBORHOODS.
THANKS TO THE

Republic

TRIBUTE TO THE HEROES OF GUADALROUTINE MYSTERY
CANAL IS DESTINED FOR WEIGHTY BOXOWES STRENGTH TO CAST.
OFFICE GROSSES EVERYWHERE.
Here

is

a

No man could have conceived
monument than this to those Marines

the screen.
a finer

who wrote Guadalcanal

book of hisAs set forth in

into the

tory with blood and sweat.

Richard Tregaskis' book, the exploits of those
fighting

"Mystery Broadcast"

saga of heroism unsurpassed on

men who wrested Guadalcanal from

to arouse a fair amount
The picture doesn't
on duals.
work up any too much suspense in unwinding its plot, and the motivation leaves something to be desired.
The best thing about
interest

the
that

ties

posal.

could have been more favorably answered.
The Tregaskis best-seller has been transferred to the screen with a power and an

impact amazing to contemplate. The spirit
book has been captured with remarkNot often is an author's
able success.
creation brought to life the way "Guadalcanal
Diary" has been. The story of the Marines
who fought and died at Guadalcanal has
been told with unexampled vividness and
The
a tenseness that grips you fiercely.
fiim
pays its tribute to the heroes of
Guadalcanal with eloquence and a sincerity
never to be questioned.
So honestly has the picture been fashioned that it takes on the nature of a
Perhaps the most impressive
documentary.
thing about the film is its lack of the
Hollywood look.
It's all so real and true
that one cannot help but share the experiences of the Marines as slowly and
of the

they

painfully

fight

their

way

to

victory

any wonder that "Guaprofoundly moving
is
a
screen document? The film has been handled in a manner that makes it a superb

over the Japs. Is
dalcanal
Diary"

it

start of the film

we

is

is

Maunknown

see the

aboard ship headed for an
Not until they are about to
land do they learn that their objective is
Guadalcanal.
Their landing, their death
struggle with the Japs and their eventual
victory are depicted with stunning effectiveness and unparalleled excitement. Theatrical heroics have not been permitted to
rines

destination.

intrude.

"Guadalcanal Diary" is not all tragedy
and suffering. The men are made to face
death with a quip and a song where the
occasion warrants it. The comedy moments
are excellent. They should advance the boxprospects of the film considerably.
casting is perfect.
Preston Foster
as a Catholic chaplain, Lloyd Nolan as a
tough sergeant with a soft inside, William
Bendix as a corporal from Brooklyn. Richard
office

that

it

Jaeckel as a private with

milk

still

on his

and Anthony Quinn as a private of
Mexican blood are standouts among the
principals.
Bendix is immense in a comedy
performance.
Other fine performances are
given by Richard Conte, Roy Roberts, Minor
Watson, Lionel Stander, to name but a handful.

Lewis Seller must be credited with one
of

the

The

Ruth Terry, who play rival
writers of radio mystery shows. The action
gets under way when Miss Terry decides
to give her listeners something different
the murder of
by solving an actual crime
and

Albertson

—

finest

The

actress.

directorial

jobs

of

the

year.

who

will

find plenty of opportunity for laughter

The comedy,
yet

it

is

be sure,

to

is

hardly

fresh;

nonetheless sure-fire stuff for the

I

OF COBI

BE CLASSIFIED

SATISFACTORY ENTERTAINMENT.
Charles Coburn puts on
in

"My Kingdom

film

the

to

ment.

a one-man
Cook" that lift;

of enjoyable enter
often that a film is

level

isn't

It

for a

<

depend so heavily upon the
of a single actor.
Coburn is the differ
between failure and success in this
pelled to

admirers of the comic pair.

Which

say that the kids especially will be

it

to

royally

This

antics.

no dish for the sophisticates;

is

wa not

is

in-

tended to be.
time

This

operators

we

of

a

see

comedy

the

dancing

stars

school.

as

Laurel

teaches the ballet while

stance.

Coburn appears as a testy and ill-i
nered English man of letters who com<
the United States for the first time
idea of promoting good-will between
country and his own.
His actions wor
the detriment of his mission, and it is |
when he alters his ways that he succ
in achieving his goal.

girl

runs

plenty

into

of

of the jive.

r

<

acceptably are Nils Asther, Wynne Gibson,
Paul Harvey, Mary Treen, Joseph Crehan,
Miss Treen
Francis Pierlot, Don Fletcher.
provides what comedy relief there is in the
film.

The

ment. It takes place aboard a runaway bus
on which Laurel and Hardy are passengers.
Director and author gave the sequence all
the footage it could stand.

Mai

George Sherman's direction

passable.

is

associate producer credit also goes to

Dane Lussier authored the screen-

play.

CAST: Frank

Albertson, Ruth Terry, Nils

Asther, Wynne Gibson, Paul Harvey, Mary
Treen, Addison Richards, Joseph Crehan,

Fleming,

Alice
penter,

Francis

Ken

Pierlot,

Car-

Emmett Vogan.

CREDITS:

Associate

Producer,

George
Sherman;

Director,
George
Dane Lussier; Additional Dialogue, Gertrude Walker; Cameraman, William Bradford; Musical Director, Morton

Sherman;

Screenplay,

Scott;

Film

Editor,

Tom Carman;
ball;

Set

Art

Decorator,

DIRECTION,

Arthur Roberts; Sound,
Director,

Russell

Kim-

Otto Siegel.

Passable.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

The

makes for high
was turned out by

direction

Clair's

St.

animation.

picture

Lee Marcus. W. Scott Darling's screenplay
was suggested by a yarn by George Bricker.
Miss Marshall, Bailey and Briggs lend
the stars acceptable support.
CAST: Oliver Hardy, Stan Laurel, Trudy
Marshall, Robert Bailey, Matt Briggs, Margaret Dumont, Allan Lane, Nestor
George Lloyd, Bob Mitchum, Edward

Paiva,
Earle,

W. Scott
by story by George
Bricker; Cameraman, Norbert Brodine; Art
Directors, James Basevi, Chester Gore; Set
Decorator, Thomas Little; Film Editor, Norman Colbert; Special Effects, Fred Sersen;
Sound, Bernard Freericks, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Score, Arthur Lange; Musical
Director, Emil Newman.
tor,

Mai

St.

Clair;

Screenplay,

Suggested

Darling;

Good.

CAST: Preston Foster, Lloyd Nolan, William Bendix, Richard Conte, Anthony Quinn,

ciate Producer, Islin Auster; Director, Lewis

Warren Ashe, Walter Fenner,
son,

on an adaptation of the Tregaskis book by
Jerry Cady, has been given a superlative

Hoyt.

David

Thomp-

Martin Black, Charles
Holmes, Bob Ford, Russell

Peters,

George

CREDITS:

Larry

Producer,

Bryan

Foy;

an officer in the U. S.
has a romance with Miss C
Miss Sessions gives an amusing
son,

who

man.
formance as the cook. Others who tur
good work are Miss Elsom, Edward Gar
Mary Wickes.
Richard

Wallace

appreciation

of the

directed

with

comedy

values.

a

Hi;

Goldman, Andrew Solt, Joseph Hoffman
Jack Henley evolved the screenplay
a yarn by Lili Hatvany and Solt.
f
Wolfson produced the film, which hi
choppy continuity and leans too he
upon exaggeration to gain its end.

CAST: Charles Coburn, Marguerite C
Sam Ash, William Haade, Arthur Space, Daphne Pollard. man, Bill Carter, Lucille Scott, Isobel
CREDITS: Producer, Lee Marcus; Direc- som, Edward Gargan, Mary Wickes, Al

production by Bryan Foy.
The photography
Charles Clarke and the special effects
of Fred Sersen are extra-fine.

Richard Jaeckel, Roy Roberts, Minor Watson, Ralph Byrd, Lionel Stander, Reed Hadley, John Archer, Eddie Acuff, Harry Carter,
Robert Rose, Jack Luden, Louis Hart, Tom
Dawson, Miles Mander, Selmer Jackson,

Elsom's

Force,

Charles Rogers, Sherry Hall,

of

Lang,

capital

tertainment for the Laurel-Hardy fans,

WORK

Hardy takes care
Hardy takes out an accident
Several policy on Laurel with a phony insurance
danger in her quest for clues.
murders are committed by the killer be- company operated by a bunch of racketeers.
A lot of the trouble is traceable to
The murderer Most of the fun has to do with the attempts
fore the thing's all over.
burn's passion for fine cooking.
Compturns out to be a radio columnist (Addison of the comedians to raise enough money to
to make a trip without his treasured c
Richards), who, it develops, was one of promote an invention helpful to the prosehe is an unhappy soul indeed.
His se
The cution of the war. The inventor (Robert
numerous husbands.
the victim's
for a cook to his liking ends in the
greatest weakness of the film is the failure Bailey) is the sweetheart of one of their
of one of the social leaders of the
to give a satisfactory explanation for Rich- pupils (Trudy Marshall), whose father (Matt
New England town where he is sta
Albertson is a great help in Briggs) is a rich industrialist.
ard's motive.
The father Coburn has no compuction about ste.
At the finale he is opposed to the romance, wanting Miss
the solution of the case.
the cook (Almira Sessions) away from
and Miss Terry are in a clinch.
Marshall to be married to a chap of his hostess (Isobel
Elsom).
His action p
Terry
handle
the
Albertson and Miss
own choosing.
Everything works out well pitates an uproar that
gives rise to s
Richards plays the when the industrialist changes his mind to
leading roles nicely.
extremely amusing situations.
guilty party in such a good-natured man- the extent of financing Bailey's invention.
Marguerite
Chapman
plays
Cobi
ner that many persons will spot him imThere is one sequence that appeals heavBill Carter enacts
Others who play ily to the child's love of action and excite- daughter capably.
mediately as the villain.
an

Lamar Trotti screenplay, based

The

en-

amused by the comedians'

The

lips,

offers good

main roles are in the hands of Frank

Sherman.

tonic for the nation's morale.

At the

has a nice little cast
superior to the material at its dis-

film

"The Dancing Masters"

Marguerite Cha
83

COMEDY CAN

THIS
mystery

a routine

may manage

that

of

the Japs

in the face of insuperable difficulhave served to inspire 20th-Fox to the
production of a film that deserves to stand
with the best born of this war. The public
acclaim that will accrue to the picture will
No exhibitor prayer
be beyond measuring.

is

for

Cook"

63 Mins.

Ruth Terry
63 Mins.

Albertson,

l|

.

"My Kingdom

and Hardy

Laurel

*

nuns

"The Dancing Masters"

"Mystery

"Guadalcanal Diary"
with
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DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Lamar Trotti; AdaptaCady; Based on book by Richard
Tregaskis; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Art
Seiler;

Screenplay.

tion, Jerry

James Basevi, Leland Fuller; Set
Decorator, Thomas Little; Film Editor, Fred
Allen; Sound, Lorin Grignon, Harry M.
Directors,

Sessions,

Eddy Waller, Ralph

Simpson,
Kathleen

Brewer, Melville Cot
Howard, Charles Halton, Ant

Emil Newman.
DIRECTION,
Aces.

Asso- Fine.

I

Tombes.

CREDITS: Producer,
rector,

drew

P.

J.

Wolfson;!

Richard Wallace; Screenplay,
Solt, Harold Goldman, Joseph Ji

man, Jack Henley; Based on story by
drew Solt, Lili Hatvany; Cameraman, F
Planer; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Mu
Score, John Leipold; Set Decorator, Fj
Tuttle; Film Editor, Otto Meyer; Mu
Director, M. W. Stoloff; Sound, Ed Ber
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAFJ
Good.

London Bow Nov. 9
London (By Cable)—"For Wi-

"Tolls" in

the Bell Tolls," is scheduled to pj
a two-performances-a-day enga
ment at the Carlton on Nov. 9,
the
public
presentation
first
PHOTOGRAPHY, Para.'s pic outside the Continei

Leonard; Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Musical Score, David Buttolph; Musical Director,

Peters,

Betty

U.

S.

Inesday,

October 27, 1943

red Police Ending
sion's

Vandalism

(Continued from Page 1)

wiped out as a result of the
•d precautions now being taken.
iere seems to have been in some
mces an actual connection be-

the alleged racial disturbances
the vandalism in the theaters
with the prompt action of Govr Saltonstall in suppressing this,
police heads believe that there
be little disturbance remaining,
ore than 50 added police have
i
put on duty in the districts
ed to further protect the interof the theater and merchants.
every case the vandalism seems
ave been the work of neighbor"gangs" of boys, ranging in
i
from 13 to 16.
in

"Wizard of Autos"
Everything"
9 Mins.
(Paramount Headliner)
Universal
Paramount
Good
9 mins.
Attention, Oscar!
This short is made up of four subWhen the Motion Picture Acad- jects, all of them attention-holding.
emy's short subject jurists get The first concerns Alvan McCauley,
around to it, "Down With Every- chairman of the board of Packard
thing" should be well up on their Motors, who is shown indulging in
list of award possibilities.
It is a his hobbies, wood carving and a gun
very clever and ingratiating reel that collection. Then follow glimpses of
young and old will like immensely. what is called the largest key collecEssentially it is biographical, re- tion in the world. A champion woman
counting the gourmand proclivities baker next occupies the screen. The
of a pelican named Stuffy. He of the last item, dealing with a dog which
big bill is shown feasting on fish, does amazing tricks, is of special inPlenty of
whether he has to bomb-dive for terest to the children.
them from the sky or raid the creels diversion here.
or pails of fishermen.
Not only is
there lots of amusing human-inter- and timely reel which will be an asest visually, but also orally as Wal- set to all houses wherein tab proThe footage
ter O'Keefe narrates a delightful ductions are shown.

re- wherever shown.
Clinton, closed
for four-a-week op-

led

their Globe,

the

Summer

ion,

two change

"Mermaids On Parade"
Paramount
9 mins.
Dandy Short
imer, the Tremont, Ansonia, is
That there is plenty of glamour
open now, although for weekr

policy.

Warner house

to

The only

close

WACS

takscript.
In many respects it is the opens with views of the
peer, with ease, of "Three Bears in a ing mass swimming instructions at
Boat," which scored a bull's-eye Fort Devens, and swings into fancy

pen Two WB Houses
ew Haven— Warner's have
"

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS Capone Mob Elected
"Down With

rrely

'

11

TRftte

last

the WAVES, from
Hunter College, at the Westchester Country Club pool. Climax consists of the precision drill by the

high-diving by

LADY MARINES
New

River,

on the beach at
The
North Carolina.

latter sequences deserve the climax
John Scanlon, Jr., son of and aquatic prowess in the ranks of spot because of their high showmanWarner Torrington manager, is the WACS, WAVES and LADY MA- ship. Mark "Mermaids On Parade"
harge.
RINES is clear in this well-made as a dandy short.

;

only.

Him, Browne Swears
(Continued from Page 1)

former West Coast collecter for the
mob, and Louis Kaufman, business
agent of operators' Local 244 of
Newark, are charged with extorting
more than $1,000,000 from film companies.

Browne, as the Government's witness, testified that in 1934 with the
aid of the Capone mob and a carload
of gunmen he was elevated to the
presidency of the IATSE. He said
that the mob kept re-electing him
until the Government stepped in and
indicted him and William Bioff, his
personal aide, for extortion.

Browne

corroborated

mony given by

the

testi-

Bioff in the latter's
10 days on the stand. He repeated
stories told by Bioff of their first
shakedown of Barney Balaban when
the last-named was head of Balaban
& Katz. Also he told of the $2,000,000 demand made by Bioff upon the
late Sidney Kent and Nicholas M.
Schenck. Browne described the meetings at the Riverside, 111., house
where plans were made for his election in 1934.
He asserted Bioff arranged the meetings and took him
there.
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IXHIBITORS MOBILIZED TO BATTLE
Zoe Sees Merit as Films'
2ys Good Pix Require But
qual Opportunity to Find
'wn World Market Level
Montreal

— Good pictures need only

uality of opportunity to find their
.el in

world markets, Charles Francis "Socker" Coe,
vice-president and
general counsel of
the MPPDA, told

an
500

Bids

Members to Nov. 9 Meeting
British Grading and Bentals Problem

lilts

On
London

—

Cable)
Hopeful that the meeting will satisfactorily dispose
and rentals problem which has reached the acute stage here,
the CEA is inviting individual distributors, members of the KRS, to discuss
Move follows the KRS rejection of the
the situation at a meeting on Nov. 9.
CEA for a joint meeting.
If the parley on Nov. 9 proves futile, the exhibitors association is determined
to press for Government intervention, via the Board of Trade.
(By

civic,

of
relig-

educational

Fiber Container Cut

Dimoul Regulations

Worries

To Be Lifted Monday

WPB

House

iet

Wage

Staffs to

Increases

—

Detroit An agreement for genraise for theater service emoyes has been filed before the
r approval on behalf of United
etroit Theaters, largest local chain,
id Local B-179, IATSE. New hourscale is 45 cents for ushers in
iburban houses, 50 cents in down-

WLB

•

{Continued on Page 5)

Week
Sets Canadian Mark
—
Montreal "Stage Door Canteen,"

17th "Canteen"

whose 16th final week at the Orpheum, was announced last week will
17th week commencing
a
thereby almost doubling the
longest previous Montreal run and
the Dominion record for length of
run in a cinema made 23 years ago
Set to
in
Toronto by "Mickey."
follow
is
Walt Disney's "Victory

be

held

today

Through

Many exchanges, forwarders and
other film handlers have been using
fiber board containers for some time
as a substitute for tin, the use of
{Continued on Page 8)

Allied's

Caravan Group
in Milwaukee

To Huddle

al

Air

Power."

Protest

Geared

to

Proposed Levy

To Their Congressmen
organizations
from
Exhibitor
Coast to Coast yesterday geared
themselves to fight the proposed 30
per cent tax on theater admissions,
according to information reaching

The Film Daily from

business

{Continued on Page 8)

Associations

of the grading

leaders here yes- Possibility
Coe was
terday.
guest speaker at
Film handlers yesterday expressed
a luncheon tendfurered by the Mon- concern over the possibility of
civilian use
treal Advertising ther reductions in the
and Sales Execu- of fiber containers. Warnings that
might be forthcomtives Club, joined such reductions
by the Canadian ing unless waste paper collections
Club. Merit, Coe were boosted by about 1,500,000 tons
SOCKER" COE
asserted, is the per year were issued the other day
officials and executives of
dy subsidy that artistry requires. by
industry.
(Coe's remarks in Montreal were the paperboard

IDT

Only Required Subsidy

audience

ious,

and

CEA

30% TAX

the field. The
opinion was that exhibitors were
willing to stand as much as the
traffic would bear insofar as taxes
were concerned, but that 30 per cent
was more than they could carry and
still stay in business.

Organization members and nonTHE FILM 'DAILY members, independent and circuit op(Continued on Page 10)
Dimout regulations

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

which have darkened theater fronts
along the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf
coasts for the past two years will be
of
lifted next Monday, it was revealed
last night by the War and Navy Departments, OCD and WPB. Although Pix
full marquee lighting will be permissible thereafter, other GovernWashington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
ment agencies urge that the relaxaWashington Transfer of the overtion not be taken advantage of, since
seas film distribution section from
they increase the necessity for the the Special Service Division of
saving of power, coal, waterpower Army Service Forces to the Signal
and other sources of electric power Corps Army Pictorial Service seems
{Continued on Page 9)
Colonel Kirk B. Lawton,
assured.
head of APS, is expected to assume

Overseas

Handling

by APS Seen Sure

—

Theaters Escape Storm
Damage, But "Takes" Hit

{Continued on Page 9)

Caravan committee will
Sauter Takes the Helm
Milwaukee on Nov. 15 and
The furious storm that tore at this For
Fund Campaign
16, prior to the national board meet- section of the Eastern seaboard on
ing and annual convention of the Tuesday played havoc with theater
James E. Sauter, executive direcWisconsin and Upper Michigan Al- grosses, according to information
tor of the United Theater War Aclied unit slated for Nov. 17-19 at the made available yesterday.
The JerThe committee sey and Long Island shores felt the tivities Committee, has accepted the
Schroeder Hotel.
general chairmanship of the enterAllied's

meet

War

in

(Continued on Page 7)

{Continued on Page 10)

More Entertainers, Gable Plea
Troops Overseas Need Them, Star Declares
Argentina Censor Cuts

By

ANDREW

H.

OLDER

THE FILM

'DAILY
Washington
The more that
Shots
"U", Para.
America can do to entertain its
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) Two troops fighting overseas, the betdeletions in Paramount and Uni- ter, Capt. Clark Gable, AAF, back
versal Newsreels have been ordered from a tour of duty in England,
declared at a press conference here
by the Argentine censor.
Scenes in a Universal clip showing yesterday.
The former Metro star, who left
Italian crowds throwing stones at
Washington Bureau of

—

News

—

{Continued on Page 8)

{Continued on Page 7)

(Cintinued on Page 10)

5 Million for AEBF
Via "Army" by Jan. 1
West Coast Bur., THE
Jack
Hollywood

—

FILM DAILY
L.

Warner,

Warners,
for
producer
states that by an. 1 it is estimated
Irving Berlin's "This is the Army"
will have produced $5,000,000 for the
Army Emergency Relief Fund.
executive

First million-dollar installment already has been handed over to the
Fund, with another million to be
presented within the next 30 days.

g%

Thursday, October 28, 194j
DAILY

Hollywood Canteen
Anniversary on Radio

N. Y. Indies Present

Proposed Decree Changes

—

:

:

:

:

:

and

Holidays

18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the

York

post-office

act of

New

at

March

under

the
(Postage free)

Y.,

Terms

1879.

3,

N.

York,

United States outside of Greater
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00;

New York

months,
should
Address all communications
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.
Foreign,
remit with order.
$3.00.

3

Subscriber

$15.00.

THE

seem to them desirable.
Wright
would not discuss these in detail,
and Leff and his group left Washington immediately after seeing the

Department of Justice

HOLLYWOOD,

WASHINGTON—

LONDON—

PARIS—

HAVANA—
HONOLULU

BUENOS AIRES—

—

MEXICO

officials.

To Present PCCITO's Decree

with
the

to
briefs

appear in
and questionnaires

New York consent

PCCITO

of all questionnaires received from
independent exhibitors in the states
of Washington, North Idaho, Alaska,
Oregon, California, Nevada and Arizona.
L. O. Lukan of Seattle, a trustee
of PCCITO, will leave early next

week representing PCCITO,

in

its

"U" Hosting 40 Scribes
At Cincy "Flesh" Debut

—

Cincinnati More than 40 newspa(.Wednesday, October 27)
per writers from Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky will arrive here tomorrow
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net to attend the world premiere of UniLow Close Chg. versal's "Flesh and Fantasy" at the
High
15'/2
Am. Seat
15V2 + Vs Albee Theater.
15Vz
will be wel(2i/
Col. Picts. vtc.
16'/2
17
+ Vi comed by Mayor They
2 %) 17
James G. Stewart
38
Columbia Picts. pfd.. 38
Con. Fm. Ind
and by local newspaper critics at a
17l/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 17%
17V2
Vi
At
luncheon in the Variety Club.
161 % 161 % 161 % +
East. Kodak
% night
they will be the guests of
do pfd
i/
20i/4
195/8
195/8
Gen. Prec. Eq
8
Universal at a dinner in the Neth61
5934 60
Loew's, Inc
+ % erland Plaza Hotel.
25i/2 +
1/2
Paramount
25% 25
people to attend the premiere
RKO
8% 8l/g 8% + % willNewspaper
be: Betty French and Murray Powers,
9U/4 9iy2
92
RKO $6 pfd

38+2
—

—

21%+

21%
20th Century-Fox ... 22
20th-Fox pfd. (li/2 ). 29% 293A 297/8
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ). 1003,4 1003A 10034
13i/4
12y8 13
Warner Bros

1/2

+ %
+

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

B'way 3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

Radio-Keith cvs.
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal

N. Y.

...

3
13/8

3

3
1

3Vi
13Vi
3Vi

Vi

3Vi

12%
3Vi

1%
3Vi

+ Ve
+ %
—
%

Picts
Picts.

vtc

OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
Bid

Roxy Thea. Bldg. 4s 1st '57

'Family Feud/

Asked

79

81 Vi

WAC Short,

To be Released on Nov. 4
"Family Feud," "War Information
Film, No. 80, was announced for reyesterlease on Nov. 4 by the
day. Film, which will be free to all

WAC

RKO

and
exhibitors, was produced by
Columbia.
will be distributed by
Leon Errol and Jane Darwell star
in the six-minute short which stresses the various ways of conserving
gas, electricity, food, and heat in
the home.

Akron Beacon Journal; Peter Bellamy, Cleve_

visit.

Encino,

in

will

be for

leave for his

will

home

where

Calif., from Washington,
a day or two.

he

Eastern publicity mana month's sojourn on

HARRY M. KALMINE.

assistant general
Theaters, left last

mana-

company's

sales

has returned
the Coast.

of

Warner

Bros.

attend

Chicago to
meeting there.
for

the

HASKELL M. MASTERS,
Odeon Theaters

of Canada,

is

in

mon

stake

comes

with

to the fore

other

again today with

Omar Ranney,

art

NEW YORK
THEATERS

town.

industries,

Warners

the film producti«

of "Hollywood Canteen."

night

—

EWT.

now preparing

manager of

general

p.m.

at 6:30

from

LOU SMITH, M-C-M's
ager,

ger

\

c

r

CAPT. CLARK CABLE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
KNIGHT'S Beloved Novel

ERIC

"LASSIE

COME HOME"
with

RODDY McDOWALL—DONALD CRISP
AN M-C-M PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR
Symphony Orchestra

Gala Stags Revue

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-4600

the Senate Military Affairs Sub-com-

mittee renewing

Kilgore

bill

to

its

hearings on the

E L D O V E R 2nd WEEK
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

H

establish a Federal

Office of Scientific Research which,
with a capital of $200,000,000, would
enter the industrial research field
with authority to requisition patents

and discoveries resulting from re-

CROSSROADS

search.

Senator O'Mahoney (D., Wyo.),
has introduced a bill which, while
not putting the Government on the

An

F

e

to ;

s

;h:

MARCH OF TIME

business of industrial research, would

impose

strict

Federal controls on

ternational business resulting

in-

from

MARY

A

"master bill" on patents and
based on data obtained at committee

so-called

cartels,

hearing's

during'

the

past

two

years,

is

promised by Senator Bone
(D.,
Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Patents Committee.
Large strides are expected to be made
by the present Congress toward clarifying
the

patents

situation

which

would

FRANCHOT

MARTIN

•

DICK

VICTOR

TONE POWELL MOORE
•

•

"TRUE TO LIFE"

that research.

IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS • Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT

times square

other-

wise present many complexities in the postWith film equipment due for
Audrey Stanfield, Herbert Koehl and Myron war period.
Scott, Dayton News; Jerry Fox, Arthur Kany a boom both in the domestic and interna-

land News;

Cleveland Press;

and Gene Moore, Dayton Journal Herald; Edward Klinger, Evansville Press; Herbert
Kenny, Indianapolis News; Corbin Patrie,
Indianapalis Star; Dan Gordon, Indianapolis
Times; A. Y. Aronson and A. Daugherty,
Louisville Times: Mitch Woodbury, Toledo
Blade, and Ann Starr, Columbus Citizen.

13

3Vi

JOSEPH FELDMAN, assistant zone manager
for Warner Theaters in the Pittsburgh territory,
arrived in New York yesterday for a three-day

Washington Subject of patents'
decree. control, in which film biz has a com-

presentation to Clark.

FINANCIAL

—

on

has completed compilation

of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood First anniversary
the Hollywood Canteen will be celc
brated
Sunday with approprial|
ceremonies in which Bette Davi
president, will head the roll call
stars participating.
Event will tjj
broadcast over the Mutual Networ

West Coast Bureau

Questionnaires to Tom Clark
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Patent Control Issue to
Hollywood—-PCCITO is in receipt
Fore Today in Capital
of invitation from Tom C. Clark,
assistant United States Attorney
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
General,

Representatives:
28, CalifRalph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
P. A. Harle, Le Film,
St., W. I.
Mary
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Dr.
—Eileen O'Brien.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

COflHItG and G0II.G

THE FILM

'DAILY
Washington
Jacob Leff of the
York unaffiliated exhibitor
10 Cents New
Vol. 84, No. 83
Thurs., Oct. 28, 1943
group, along with three members of
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
the association, met yesterday with
Robert L. Wright and Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark to disDONALD M. MERSEREAU
Ceneral Manager cuss changes in the New York consent decree. They left with Wright
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New a brief presenting the changes which
Broadway,
at
1501
Washington Bureau of

Hold Brandt, Laffmovie
SLRB Hearings Tomorrow

tional fields with the advent of peace and
ensuing competition, trade's manufacturers
and exporting interest are looking to the
clarification to determine facility with which
world distribution can be effected.

Caskey, Cohn to Settle
Detroit Beverly Case

XGRABLE
'\

ROBERT

4 YOUNG

M
*

AOOIPHE

MENJ0U

PLUS
STAGE

A BIG

fmm

TECHNICOLOR!

DAYV
llt

7th Ave.
50th St.

SHOW IX V^ ,/V. I &

—

Detroit John Caskey and Irving
Hearings on petitions of the Mo- Cohn, counsel for 20th-Fox and Partion Picture Theater Managers and amount, respectively, arrive here toEmployes for certification as bar- day to complete settlement of the
gaining agent for front-of-the-house Beverly Theater arbitration case,
employes of the Brandt circuit and along the lines reported two weeks
the Laffmovie Theater on 42nd St., ago, giving the Beverly rights to
operated by James Mage, are sched- pictures "seven days after first playuled to be held tomorrow before the date" of the opposition Tower TheState Labor Relations Board.
The ater.
The Royal Oak Theater, operated
Brandt hearing will be in the morning, with the other set for the after- by Komer & Goldberg Circuit, and
the Washington Theater of Royal
noon.
D. F. Barreca, head of union, Oak, operated by Louis Kimmel, have
which has been functioning indepen- filed interventions in the case brought
dently since it was dropped by the by the Clawson Theater of Clawson,
seeking reduced
suburb,
CIO, said that he hoped election Detroit
dates would be set at the hearings. clearance.

Loews

5TB7E

ON SCREEN
JAMES CACNEY
GRACE CEORGE
"JOHNNY COME
LATELY"
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Mich. V. (.

Launches

lew Major

Charity

Detroit

Browne Says Capone

ALONG

Mob Took Over 1A

—Variety Club of Michigan

inaugurating a new major charity
vity, using funds raised at its
Complete
lee Templeton Concert.
equipment,
israllation
of
booth
reen, drapes for darkening winand acoustic installation has
s,
made at the Stanton School for
le Deaf, part of the Detroit public
.'hool system.

George E. Browne, convicted exhead of the IATSE, yesterday testified at the Federal Court trial of
the defendants charged with extor-

;

•t

In addition, all seats in the audiirium have been equipped with
oadphones, enabling the deaf chilren to receive perfect sound from
The club will
lms being shown.
irnish the school with feature films
?gularly, opening the season with

Happy Go Lucky."
The Club also provided a radio
nd phonograph, which are tied in
ith the sound system, so that the
lildren can listen to radio broadists or records with headphones,
rid can also use the equipment for
ances, picking up the sound vibraons clearly through the floor.

Variety Club
Electro-Encephalograph

Buffalo's
'ives

Buffalo— The Variety Club of BufInc. will present an electro-

ilo,

icephalograph

to

the

Children's

ospital when the manufacturer is
ole to make delivery, probably with-

The club
aid more than $5,000 for the maiine and its installation and had to
'cure a Government priority for
Buffalo's machine
s manufacture.
ill be the first of its kind in Westtwo or

i

m New

thi'ee

months.

York.

of the Variety
lub this year included the financig- of a canteen for Negro boys and
iris of high school age in Memor-

Other

1

•

•

A LOT

•

of

by Dave Bader
asked 'em

came

The

the U.

to

phoned-up the trade press lads and

latter

a couple

at Lloyd's

was obvious

which

creations

to

witness

commercial reels which George

of

carved from wood instead

in England, using characters

two-dimensional

the day,

since

transplanted hither

S.,

meet the newly-arrived cartoon producer and

to

on the screen up

had made

dam

water has gone over the

early in 1938- that George Pal

come

drawing

from

of the

boards

George had something
unique and promising in the technique ..••.. He gave the boys some
samples as souvenirs, thanked them for coming to the screening, and
It

the

to

departed subsequently

led successively

with him

a deep

the

to

point of origin

Berlin,

Paris,

Eindhoven (Holland), and

for

When

away

the

Nazis

swarmed

Hollywood,

In

on our sagebrush

satire

thoroughly sympathetic co-op

"Tulips

Grow,"

Shall

Holland

of

Dutch"

Well,

which

damn mad and
Paramount made a short

depicted

unflagging

the

spirit

of

with
titled

the

might have been called "You Can't Beat the

It

last

of

night

at

Headquarters, before an audience

Los

the

Area War Chest
and business leaders.

Angeles

of civic, social

Dr. Adrian Hartog, Consul for the Netherlands, presented a parchment scroll to George Pal in recognition of his contributions to the Dutch

war

THERE'S

•

•

no end to the human interest and
Billy Brandt was being interviewed
on Tuesday and got so knee-deep in yarn-

WMCA

spinning anent the industry's early days that the programmed inter-

1,097.275

Nine Months'

let Profit for

GPEC

General Precision Equipment Corp.
companies report
>r the nine months ended Sept. 30,
(after
tst, consolidated net profit
ovision for depreciation and for
;timated Federal income tax and
<cess profits tax, reduced by a postar

of $222,347.94) of $1,subject to re-negotiation
contracts and to year-end ad-

credit

)7,275.66,
:

war

view had

to end in an unfinished state
Immediately the radio
phones began ringing and listening fans demanded to know
when Billy would be on the air again to finish his stories
WMCA put him back on the ether yesterday to do just that
// this becomes a regular feature, WMCA might consider christening

station's

id its subsidiary

istments.

it

"Old Yarns, Brandt Knew"

T

be on deck

to

celebrate the star's success.

.

.

•

Hard-boiled,

actually taking on "flesh,"

—

meaning
Mel Blanc) in person
with Abbott and Costello when the latter return to the air a 10 o'clock
• Lou and Thelma Amacher.
tonight, following a 34-week recess.
he the manager of M-G-M's Portland, Ore., exchange for Lo(ew) these
are celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary
many years

that

he

will

appear

(at

is

least his voice will, via

.

—

Sam
C.

Hamilton

E.

New York, says that unless traveling stage bands improve their programs and personnel they will lose
their audience-pulling power.
He says re-issues are not important at this time on his circuit, as
it has first-runs available.
in

(.Continued from

town houses, with

Page

1)

cents additional for chiefs of service and doorCashiers get raises of from
men.
$3 to $5, depending on present wages,
five

with some houses already paying
above scale.
Similar agreement has been reached and is to be filed this week for
Co-operative Theaters, representing
about 100 independent houses, and
other local theaters are all expected
to fall in line.

Commencing today, it's "Marguerite
Plains, N. Y., home town of the screen star
At Loew's Theater there, her two pix, "My Kingdom For a Cook"
and "Destroyer," will grace the screen, and at tonight's performance
Even
her parents will grace the stage and be suitably honored
before Marguerite went to Hollywood she literally had the "jack" in
The Hon.
front of her, having worked as a telephone operator
Chauncet T. S. Fish, mayor of White Plains, along with her former
telephone co-workers and the lads from the Navy Recruiting Bureau,
will also

Roll in

—

Chicago Mort Singer, who leaves
tomorrow for the film extortion trial

• • • CINEMATTERS:
Chapman Week" up in White

carrot-crunching Bugs Bunny,

John Botes

AAAA

offered to affiliate the
with
the IATSE, Browne testified.
He
asserted a charter was granted to
Whitehead with the blessing of William Green, head of the AFL, but
was later revoked when objections
were raised by William Bioff,
Browne's aide.
Browne said that he was merely
a figurehead as president of the
IATSE after the mob took over the
conduct of the union. He asserted
he was compelled to name Bioff and
Nick Circella to run the IATSE.
Browne denied ever having obtained extortion money under threat.

literally

prolific lore of the pic biz!

by Ethel Colby on

of America.

The witness said that Ralph Whitehead, in charge of the AAAA, had
appealed to him for help in obtaining a charter. In return Whitehead

Pay Rises for Detroit
House Staff Employes

effort

T
•

tistes

Holland and clamped the

into

slavery on that land, young Mr. Pal got

of

people

Dutch people

the

Puppetoon was "Western Daze," a

first

to

whose

For five years he lived in Eindhoven and carried
affection

is

was Buda-

trek

Thus ended a long

sagas

yoke

that

Hollywood, accompanied by his preceptor,

for

day
pest, and
London
this

his

scriveners

trade

There he hooked-up with Paramount, where he

Bader

Br'r

activities

Center and Urban League.

from the film industry that the
Capone mob had attempted to take
over the Associated Actors and Artion

Some Cuff Notes:

—

.

T

Morris

•

•

«

.

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! ... .BACK THE ATTACK!

WEDDinG BELLS
—

Rimersburg, Pa. Marriage of Sgt.
Lewis Serventi, son of Mike Serpioneer exhibitor, who opertheaters here and in several
other Western Pennsylvania towns,
to Cleo Martinelli, at Boca Raton
Field, Fla., where the bridegroom is
stationed, has just been announced.
venti,

ates

—

Pittsburgh Engagements of two
veteran Film Row employes have
just been announced.
Mrs. Nettie
Engel, cashier at Columbia exchange,
will wed Myron B. Oppenheimer, of
this city; Rae Leibovitz, secretary
to Paramount's branch manager will

marry Maurice Firestone.

Tffi
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"Wagon
with Wild
Republic

Adolph

George "Gabby" Hayes
55 Mins.

LATEST OF ELLIOTT WESTERNS HAS

* SHORTS *

Broadway"

Hitler"
72

Universal

$

"Gildersleeve on

Tracks West" "The Strange Death of

Bill Elliott,

#

new nuns

ik Reviews of the

:<

Mins.

with Harold Peary,

Burke

Billie

THIS ONE HAS NOVELTY TO RECOM- RKO
65 Mins.
PLENTY OF WHAT IT TAKES TO MAKE
MEND IT; PIC SHOULD DO WELL IN THE
"Popular Science"
LATEST OF THE SERIES OFFERS GOOD
THE KIDS JUMP UP AND DOWN.
NEIGHBORHOOD SPOTS.
DIVERSION FOR THE PEARY ADMIRERS;
(No. J3-1)
A
Put this down as another humdinger
Death of Adolph Hitler"
"The
Strange
The
Paramount
10 mil
BILLIE BURKE THE SHINING LIGHT.
of a western for the kid patronage.
moves

picture

like

containing

blitz,

a

excitement
the youthful appetite. There
moment in the whole of it.

elements

the

The

Indians
Of

place on

dirty

Indian reservation.

nary a dull
of

the vil-

Bill

Elliott

work takes

The head

commissioner who has deHe attempts to get
the way by tampering
the water so that the Redskins are

bad

man

signs

en the land.
Indians out of

the

The

westerns.
an

victims

the Wild

newest of

lainy in the

series

the

are

is

all

please

that

of

a

is

with
taken down with
picion is aroused
partner,

his

Elliott's susthe fever.
for the first time when
George "Gabby" Hayes, is

bedded with the

fever.

Elliott

and Hayes

lose no time going after the villains.

They

have a tough job convincing the sheriff the
poisoning of the water is the real source
of the trouble he has been having with
the Indians. The sheriff finally sees the light
and helps lower the boom on the head

and

villain

his

retinue.

has the benefit of novelty, something that
cannot be said for many pictures based
While the theme, rooted in
on the war.
the oft-heard rumors that Hitler employs
a double when occasion demands it, has
not been developed to the full, it offers
enough entertainment away from the comPermonplace to please most film-goers.
haps the prime fault to be found with

the picture

Hayes
roles

is

good

for plenty of

laughs.

Other

by Tom Tyler, Anne
Vallin, Robert Frazer, Roy

are well taken

Jeffreys,

Rick

Barcroft.

CAST: Wild
Hayes,

Tom

Bill

Tyler,

Elliott,

Anne

George "Gabby"
Jeffreys,

Rick

Robert Frazer, Roy Barcroft, Charles
Tom London, Cliff Lions, Jack
Rockwell.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;
Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,
Director,
William Lively; Art Director, Russell Kimball; Set Decorator, Charles Thompson; Film
Editor, Charles Craft; Musical Score, Mort
Glickman; Sound, Tom Carman; Cameraman,
Reggie Lanning.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Good.
Good.

Vallin,

its

becomes

plot

That
in

the

Ludwig Donath

a

bit

something

is

face

of

the

compelled to
play both Hitler and the double. Often it
Let
isn't immediately clear who is who.
it
be said, however, that this shortcoming
doesn't detract seriously from the entertainment.
Donath also has a third role to play,
that of a
Nazi-hating German who is
seized by the Gestapo and made to appear
physically like Hitler through facial surgery.
What makes the Gestapo pick on
him is the fact that he has the knack of
imitating
Hitler
with uncanny accuracy.
fact

that

lend

effectiveness

to

is

its

scheme

the

Gestapo makes it appear that the Nazihating Donath has been shot for treachery.

The drama becomes intensified when the
"widow" of the man who was transformed
double sets out to "get" Hitler.
The story is brought to an ironic end when
the vengeful woman
(Gale Sondergaard)
shoots her own husband, thinking he is
into

the

Hitler.

The

which should do nicely in the
neighborhood houses, has ben directed well
by James Hogan and produced capably by
Ben Pivar.
Donath does exceptionally well with
film,

Miller,

20th-Fox War Bond Sales
Totalled $59,461,525

that

confusing at times.
easily understandable

The picture has shotgun direction by
Howard Bretherton, who keeps things hapTo
The screenplay
pening fast and furiously.
Reggie Canis the work of William Lively.
ning has given the film some first-rate
The associate producer is
photography.
Louis Gray.
ElThe acting has plenty of one-two.
liott doesn't let his fans down for a second.

is

his difficult

assignment. Clever

makeup

gives

him a remarkable likeness to Hitler. Miss
Sondergaard is good as his wife.
Among
others

who acquit themselves with merit

Kortner and George Dolenz.
CAST: Ludwig Donath, Fritz Kortner,
Gale Sondergaard, George Dolenz, Fred
Giermann, William Trenk, Merrill Rodin,
Charles Bates, Joan Blair, John Mylong,
Kurt Kreuger, Rudolph Anders, Hans Schumm,
Ivan
Triesault,
Lester
Scharff,
George
Sorel, Trudy Berliner, Erno Verebes, Richard Ryen, Gene Stutenroth, Hans von Morhart, Hans von Twardowski.
CREDITS: Producer, Ben Pivar; Director,
are

Fritz

Here

more fodder
Only here

is

sleeve

fans.

for

and

the Gilderthere does

draw
from

comedy

the

more

than

intelligent

To

be

Burke

strike a note that will
an indifferent response
audiences.

truthful

who

of the film,

the

than

rather

laughs

real

is

in

about
Harold

it,

it

Billie

is

the

Peary,

star

responsible for most of

the

which

production,

was produced by Herman Schlom in strictly
pedestrian manner.
Peary's performance
tends to become tedious unless one is a
That is one
hopeless Gildersleeve fan.

"Gas"

Manager

Resign

—

even theater managers these days.
Fred Miller, manager of the Tuxedo
Faulkner In Edgemoor
Theater in Highland Park, for WisEdgemoor, Del. Fred Faulkner, per & Wetsman Circuit, has reupstate New Jersey exhibitor, has signed, because he lives too far away
assumed operation of the local Edge- to get back and forth to work with
the gas rations allowed.
moor.

—

end the current struggle as quic
as possible when they see t.
post-war kitchens and their equi
ment which await them, as depict
to
ly

Initially is shov
in their subject.
an interesting group of scenes rj

making of aviation gas
The usual comedy relief,

vealing the
line.

i

volving Prof. Oakes, is his newl
invented hat for the women in ui
form.
Finally there is a thrillii
exposition of the work under coi
bat conditions of the U. S. Army E
gineers, building bridges, erectii
barbed wire and destroying that
the enemy, demolishing the fos
pillboxes with grenades and flam
throwers, and constructing roa^
and landing fields under difficult co
ditions. It's one of the best of t']

I

thing that cannot be said of

Miss Burke's
work. When she is around, the film perks
Peary would be a more
up considerably.
pleasant screen attraction if he purged himself

of

the

artificiality

work.
Freshness

characterizes

that

his

is

the material
a

his

in

not

one

proceedings

the

The scene

of

the

virtues

of

Again Peary plays
trouble right up to

sap who gets into
gizzard and doesn't

until

of

this film.

Peary's

wiggle
are

out

virtually

discomfiture

is

of

it

over.

New

which he betakes himself in an
attempt to smooth out a romance which
Peary
he believes is in need of fixing.
unwittingly gets himself mixed up with a
couple of females, Billie Burke and Claire
Carleton, the one a man-mad widow and
the other a golddigger. He has a hard time
escaping from Miss Burke,
The situation
is
made worse by the fact that Peary
York,

series.

to

"Children of Mars"
(This Is America

RKO

20 Mil

First-Rate

The

subject

of

youthful

deli

quency has been explored most e
fectively in this newest of the Th
Is

America

series of shorts.
film that needs

He

has a jealous financee, Ann Doran.
Peary's
experience with Miss Burke, who is head of
a drug supply house, has one good result

indeed

down.

war has aggravated our delinquem

is

a

shown throughout the

to

land

sin

deals with a matter that is gi
it
causes Miss Burke to change her mind ing parents and authorities alii
The picture slw
about going out of business, thereby pre- grave concern.
venting a lot of druggists from closing via a chain of vivid scenes how tl
it

problem.
The disruption of horc
life by the war
a fact which h;
CAST: Harold Peary, Billie Burke, Claire forced many young people still
Carelton, Richard LeGrand, Freddie Mercer, the impressionable stage to shift f
Hobart Cavanaugh, Margaret Landry, Leonid themselves
is depicted in excelle
The film makes its poi:
Kinskey, Ann Doran, Lillian Randolph, Mich- fashion.
by showing what happens to a tyj
ael Road.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Di- cal family under the pressure
rector, Gordon Douglas; Screenplay, Robert war. What is being done to counte
E.
Kent; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; act delinquency takes up much
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Art Di- the footage.
Kent did the screenplay, which
received fast direction from Gordon Douglas.
Robert

E.

—

—

rectors, Albert S. D'Agostino, William Stevens; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, William Stevens; Sound, Bailey Fesler; Film

Hogan; Cameraman, Jerry Ash; Art
War Bonds totalling $59,461,525 James
Director, John B. Goodman; Film Editor, Editor, Les Milbrook.
were disposed of during the Third
Carruth; Sound, William Hedgcock.
DIRECTION, All Right.
PHOTOGRAWar Loan drive by 20th-Fox and its Milton
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, PHY, Good.
subsidiaries, including National TheGood.
Corporate purchases
aters Corp.
"Heroic Stalingrad"
were $10,100,000. Purchases by the
Little
Forces
public through the sale of Bonds and
Metropolitan Circuit
Stamps at all of the theaters of Nato
tional and subsidiary companies were
"The City That Stopped Hitler$48,150,000. Purchases by employes
Detroit Gas rationing is getting Heroic Stalingrad," Para.'s special,
amounted to $1,211,525.

Too

One of Series' Best
American housewives will dour,
less buy more War Bonds in ord

Over

j

"Speaking of Animals in the Deser
(Speaking of Animals)

Paramount
Good Fan Fare

8'/2

Producer Jerry Fairbanks has

mhr
goijj

into Arizona's desert for this one

;

and there captured with h
Loew
humorous lens many of the faur
dwelling
there,
and
some th
don't.
All have their gag lines
speak, and there's punch in ea(
has been bought by Loew's Metro- mirthful comment. Aside from tl
politan Circuit and will start over injected laughs, the reel is very i)
the circuit on Nov. 8-9.
Deal was teresting from the scenic standpoin
set by Milt Kusell, New York dis- Thus it has double-barrel asset
trict manager, and Henry Randel, It's right up to snuff with its pr
branch manager, with C. C. Mosko- decessor of the series in qualit
witz, Loew's theater executive.
and is good fan fare.
locale,

—

mi
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Board Parley

it'l

peeled to

Draw 350

rlth "Movie Trends Produced By
War" as its theme, the 20th anConference of the National
„1
.rd of Review of Motion Pictures
be held today in the Hotel Pennlania, with registration sched1 for 10 a.m. and followed a half
r later by the morning session
loted to "Movies In a World at
r," with Quincy Howe, the Board's
Attendance of
sident, presiding.
re than 350 is indicated.

ous

Richard M. MeCIure. of- the Better
Council of Chicago and member of
Board's National Advisory Council, will
"Effects of the War on Commuk on
Motion Picture Work." and S. H. FabWAC's Theater Division chairman, on
e Industry's Future War Activities."
the National Film
of
Irene Baird.
"Films
will
discuss
nl of
Canada.
Other
addresses are
.V irtime
Canada."
x on "Motion Pictures in China Today
Tomorrow." by T. T. Lo, vice-president
.he China Motion Picture Corp.. Chungr,
and "Music in the Movies," by Dr.
uund Spaeth, president of the National
xiation of Authors, Composers and Conrs.

is

.

Hart, chairman of the Board's
on Exceptional Photoplays, will prethe afternoon session whose topic
be "Movies as Training: for Fighting
Living-,"
with Lt. John E. Baxiren.
inidt, USNR, Training Film Branch, Buof Aeronautics. Navy Dept., speaking
i
"Educational Values of Training Film>
the Navy," and Lt. Earl F. Allvine,
IR. U. S. Naval Photographic Science
oratory, speaking on "Photographic SciLaboratory Production Services by the
Two Navy films will then be
ened, followed by the address by Maj.
w Hubbell, Officer in Charge of MoPicture Section Distribution Branch,
Bfflry
s-e

at

:

•

'

i

I

Division,
Services
entitled "Recreational
iting Men."

eial
•es.

Army

Service

Films for Our

a vital factor in dealing
post-war readjustment will be described
screen

(he
a

as

L. Mayer, WAC official, as a
a seminar on the documentary
and he will introduce the pre-release
wing of "This Is Tomorrow," a John
bitt Passing Parade short, through the

Arthur
of

tire
,

-tesy

of

to

wait

i

Coast Bureau of

— Sam

WB

Clark,

recently

the Paramount, Montgomery, Ala., to
the Enzor, Troy, Ala.

mana-

HAVENS,

city

salesman,

M-C-M,

Buf-

falo.

NOWAK,

head shipper, 20th-Fox,

Buffa-

lo.

SMITH

8uffalo.

shipper

and

poste'

clerk,

'

OLD RANDALL,

booker, PRC, Buffalo.

UA,

to

fulfilled

their

(.Continued f

om Page
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Hollywood to enter the service as although they are shown three or four
times weekly at his main base, he was usually
an enlisted man and who subsequent- camped
with a small group of Air Force
ly won his AAF commission in Flo- men and pictures were rarely shown at
praised the overseas

rida,

Bob Hope, declaring Hope

tour of
did "a

The pictures shown

smaller camp.

this

main

the

base, however,

at

were usually quite

old.

serted.

The former star

here to

is

make

up one or several training films from

THE FILM DAILY
—Frank
Sinatra not-

Washington Bur.,

Washington
withstanding,

Capl.

Clark Gable

"The Man"

hundreds
of secretaries', typists and others
employed in Washington by the
War Department. That was evidenced yesterday when Clark
Gable, who arrived here Tuesday
is

still

to

for a brief stay, talked with the
press at the War Department's
huge Pentagon Building.
Hundreds of girls jammed the corridors before, during and after the
press conference hoping for a
glimpse of Gable.

heated cameras designed for the Air Force
by Bell & Howell.
These are attached
to a gun, and are made to shoot only a
single frame, but his crew altered them so
that they would shoot 50 feet at a clip.
"It's very difficult to keep cameras
iii
good shape when you have them in temperatures of 40 below zero," he said. There
was some trouble on replacing parts, but,
he explained, "it's awful hard to tell what
you'll need until you get over there."
His

crew had exchanged equipment with newsreel photographers once or twice, he said.
On Five Itombing Missions
Gable was questioned extensively on his
reactions to the war, compared with his reactions to Hollywood,
remarking at one
point that "the world I'm in now," is far
more real than Hollywood.
It
was obvious, however, that he was trying to "deHollywoodize" himself, and that he was
anxious to appear as just another air force
officer.

He went on

about 50,000 feet shot by himself
and five other men under his direction. The footage is on the work of
the bombing crews covering both
actual combat and ground work, including care of equipment, maintenance and other important phases of

—

operation.

About

5,000

feet
of it

make

his film.

plans for the future, twice parrying questions as to whether he planned to return to
pix after the war.
Finally asked if there
was some reason to believe he would not,
he explained that there is no reason to
expect him npt to return to Hollywood but
that "I'm just not planning that far ahead."

While on duty in England, Gable has not
seen any American pix, he said,, adding that

does

not

five

Legion,

Countries, he said, and
that he shot down any

—

.

the

in

have
The theater quota

pledges.

.

drives

present applicants

the

.

first-runs

week.

a

_V

.

.

.

—

Post,

Theatrical

American

pacing the entire country in postwar activity, by appropriation of a fund from
the Legion Post treasury for rehabilitation
of veterans of the present war.
Move is
expected to spread nation-wide, with other
Legion posts taking up the movement and
making the American Legion major rehabilitation agency.
Timeliness of the idea was evidenced
by the fact that Theatrical Post has just
accepted its first World War II veteran
Joseph Frederick, former manager of the
Time Theater.
is

...

—

V ...

—

Fourteen Bond Premieres held by the
Schine Circuit during the final week of the
Third War Loan drive brought a total of

$3,500,000 in Bond sales or an average of
$250,000 per premiere.

town of about 24,000
and home office of the circuit, a
premiere netted over $750,000 in

Gloversville,

In

people
single

small

Bonds.
.

.

.

—V

.

.

.

—

— Johns,
house,
grossed $9,003.45 — an average better than
$10
seat — with
Army Emergency ReJacksonville, Fla.

a

indie

St.

its

premiere of "This is the Army," backed
on the stage by a Camp Blanding Army
show.
Theater sold more than $1,000,000
in
War Bonds in the Third Loan drive.
Richard G. Moffett manages.
lief

Detroit

bombing missions over Legion,

Low

believe

Detroit

further

curtail

until

blood

for

exceeded the quota esRed Cross that it is

the

theaters

plea

to

downtown

the

far

so

by

necessary

Troops Overseas Need Them, Star Declares

NEW POSTS

ger,

IE

tablished

More Entertainers, Gable Plea

Jerry Not Co-operative
'itation manager for the Western
Although Gable was not shooting
trict.
for news pix, he had the same problems to cope with as the service
crews and newsreel men who are
shooting for material to show the
public.
The trouble with trying to
shoot aerial combat, said Gable, is
IE
PICKLER,
salesman,
Universal,
Des that "Jerry doesn't exactly come in
Moines.
so that you can photograph him. He
E BURNS, manager, Family, Scranton, Pa.
seems to have another job to do."
>*IE
GAYLORD, former assistant manager.
Gable was unwilling to discuss his own

IN

week

last

Response
at

was 1,000 donors

was shot

loan to the Jack Benny unit, rened to Warners yesterday as ex-

IE

—

Cleveland
denors staged

metamorphosis.
Office
receipt, and startled the

the

WU

in the air, some
by Gable himself. He will go to HolTHE FILM DAILY lywood
in about 10 days, he said, to

Clark Rejoins

lolly wood

E

for

Manager Ruby Dyer took the telegram, signed the
messenger by asking him if he wanted a new job.
Stedman got his release
from
The following day a
and went to work the same day for WB.
comrade of Stedman walked into the WB exchange with a telegram and waited
around for a job offer, but walked out disappointed.

the

I

long

France and the

[embers of the conference will then atthe Warner Little Theater, 325 West
St., where from 5:15 to 8:00 p.m. a
.-ill
pre. release showing of a feature
ure by courtesy of Warner Bros, is to
leld.
Admission tickets for this showing
:t
be secured by the delegates at the
jiference's registration desk.

it

have

M-G-M.

fi

m

didn't

wonderful job" and that the men at
Claims Pix "Months Old"
his base who had seen Hope "talked
An officer accompanying Gable explained
that
"they
were IB mm. prints, and they
about it for two weeks."
were all four or five months old.''
"We need more American enCamera equipment available for his crew
They used Bell &
was "fair." said Gable.
tertainers abroad," Gable asComHowells, Cine-Kodak specials and electrically-

.ors.

"

He

business.

SERVICE

..on the Film Front

.

—

Des Moines Monpower shortage has come to this!
E.
H. Stedman, 66,
ambled into Warner Bros, exchange here to deliver a telegram in his official
capacity of Western Union messenger and cast interested orbs at star photos
on the walls, doubtless musing on how nice 'twould be to work in such a glamor-

.

.

WAR

Change From HI to WB is Only a Matter of
One Letter (Or a Telegram in This Instance)

—

.

.

.

—V

.

.

Theatrical

has

just

set

a

.

—

Post,
new

American

civic

record,

as the first Legion Post to turn in its

Chest contribution

in

the

1943

War

drive.

planes.

Gable declared that the men see training
at all times, regardless of rank or
length of service, and said he found them
the most effective means of training used
films

by

the

Caravan Group
in Milwaukee

Allied's

To Huddle

Army.
(Continued from Page

Former Warner Studio
Grip Flew with Gable
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM 'DAILY

— The

consists of

1)

M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney

Samuelson, Col. H. A. Cole, W. L.
Ainsworth and Rotus Harvey, with
Abram F. Myers, counsel.
Matters for consideration will include the withdrawal of certain pictures from the 1942-43 contracts by

top gunner on
"Murder, Inc.," a Flying Fortress,
during a recent bombing mission over
the Ruhr Valley was Bill Mile, former certain

"grip" at the Warner Bros, studio,
Capt. Cark Gable said yesterday.
Captain Gable, who also was a member of the crew Von that flight, said
Mile was the only other member of
the film industry with whom he
flew.

The former Warner Bros, worker
has 25 missions to his credit and personally has accounted for three or
four enemy planes, Gable said, adding
that Mile would be an officer shortly.

Second John Lee Theater

—

Ephrata, Wash. John Lee is opening a second house at Moses Lake,

Wash.

companies, alleged refusal
of some companies to sell repeat
pictures and the withholding of new
releases and the continued demands
for percentage pictures.

Shortage of Pennies
Forces Price Shift
Chicago

— Penny

shortages are af-

here,
McVickers
Theater of the Jones, Linick b Schaefer circuit has eliminated the odd
penny admission prices, as one solution.
Other theater managers, are
planning similar moves.

fecting

theaters

INI
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Merit Films Only

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

Required Subsidy

"A
Columbia

(Continued from Page

1)

construed in trade circles in New
York as opposition to proposed overseas trade barriers and restrictions
against the American film industry
in the post-war period).
For Free Stream of Pix

A free and untrammeled stream
of world screen entertainment must
be accomplished if a good world is
to follow this war, Coe declared,
adding that "perhaps statesmen can
fashion a world which co-operation
among nations will find full technical expression, but the deeper understanding upon which this must
function can be secured only by what
peoples know of each other."
"Something must engender respect
for each other's culture and achievements," he said. "There is no greater vehicle for such understanding
than the motion picture."
Coe declared that pictures appeal
to universal emotions and that .men
are emotionally the same everywhere.
Talent picked from all corners of
the globe dramatizes this universal
language, he said, adding that the
"drama of the screen is the true
human aspiration,
of
expression
struggle and hope. It can continue
that way only if the screen is left

The

MPPDA

exec,

9 Mins.
Fair
RKO
El Brendel is in trouble again.
Good
This time he plays a goof who joins
This, the third issue, is another
the police force ad gets involved boost for the new series being prowith a bunch of gangsters operating duced by Frederic Ullman, Jr. The
a numbers racket.
The comic be- footage packs plenty of interest as
comes a fall guy for them and is well as a load of laughs. The short
in danger of losing his job until he revives three items turned out in
gets their number and brings about the early days of the flickers. "Age
their undoing with the help of the of Innocence" is the first. Then folneighborhood kids. Brendel gives his lows a glimpse of the Easter parade
usual performance in a film that is of 1910.
The third bit is an opus
strictly for those who will take any- called "Lonedale Operator," which
thing in the way of comedy. Jules D. W. Griffith directed and in which
White directed.
Blanche Sweet starred.

Will Stage Contests for

Argentina Censor Cuts

WB

"U", Para.

Workers

in Uniform

A

MRS. BETTY WINCO, booker, M-C-M, Buffalo.
EILEEN SIMON, stenographer, Columbia, Buffalo.

JOSEPHINE

SWANSON,

Branton,
Tri-States
Moines.

secretary to C. Ralph
general
manager,
Des

BERNICE POWELL, RKO exchange

stenographer,

Memphis. Tenn.
WILHEIM SEQUIN, RKO exchange stenographer,
Memphis, Tenn.
SHIRLEY BUFORD, RKO exchange stenographer,
Memphis, Tenn.

is

News

Shots

(Continued from Page

emphasized factual events, places, customs, manners of life, the every-day blessings
of freedom, the surge of hope, of
gaiety, of drama, the world and its
people as they live and love, win
and lose, triumph and fail, why, I
say to you that the screen reeks
with 'propaganda' and the world
may offer huzzas of delight that this

FEflimE TOUCH

"Flicker Flashbacks"
(No. 3)

Rookie's Cookie"
17 Mins.

contest for company employes
now in the armed forces was announced yesterday by the Warner
Club Girls' Service Unit. There will
be a prize of $10 for the winner in
each of four categories—the best
true story or experience, the tallets
story I've heard in the Army, the
most interesting, unusual or humorous snapshot and the most interesting letter.
Harry Hershfield, the humorist;
Martin Bennett, head of the Warner
Club, and Ruth Weisberg, chairman
free."
of the Girls' Service Unit, will be
Raps Bureaucracy, Tyranny
the judges in the contest, which
Coe asserted that the spurious closes on Feb. 15, 1944.
the
on
bureaucracy
preachments of
one extreme and tryanny on the though there are many definitions
other are the greatest enemies of of the term.
"If by propaganda,"
a free screen and a free world.
he said, "one means information,

that the screen's duties must be in
opportunities.
its
to
proportion
"Eveiy responsible producer is wholly quickened to this fact," Coe said.
"As the tide of Allied fighting now
Axis lands,
across
the
sweeps
shoulder to shoulder with our fighters, go films of Allied production. I
am glad to pay tribute to what Canada is supplying on both fronts.
Some of the leading personalities of
the screen, as we know, are CanadSome of the best technicians
ians.
of the screen come from Canada
and some of the best producing
brains in the art are Canadian-born."
Every true film creator, Coe declared, knows that nothing on earth
would so quickly kill a motion picture as deliberate propaganda, al-

DAILY

so."
Pix International

Medium

that the motion picture is the
international medium of expression
that man has devised, Coe said that through
its
instrumentality billions in other parts
of the world would get through them their
ideas of democracy, and of those things
which would prove enduringly satisfactory
to democracy.
"There is no heel of government and you can spell it heel for Hitler
and Mussolini upon the productive procDeclaring-

most

1)

were ordered
a Paramount shot, the
censor ordered the blacking out of
a sentence which read: "Whom Fascism left starving and without a
a picture of Mussolini

cut.

From

home."
In a statement to the press, Joaquin A. Lautaret, a well known exhibitor here, asserted that "exaggerated" censorship was one of the
reasons for the difficult situation
existing among the Argentinian film

"ber Container
Possibility

Cut

Worries

(Continued from Page

1)

which for film containers has
as result of

restricted

war

I

pri

ties.

How serious the container si'
tion is is indicated by the f act A
the Containers Division of the w
recently launched a nation-wide d
to bring about greater indust
conservation and re-use of cont
ers presently available.
The na
is faced with a steadily increa;
demand for

fiber containers w'
the shortage of woodpulp is grow
Collections of waste paper
said to have dropped far below 1
mal chiefly because of the lack
manpower. Drives instituted by
Salvage Division of the
fiber box manuf acturei s is an
tempt to step up collections of w<
paper are reported to have had
tie or no success at the moment.
Inventories of Eastern box bo
mills stood at 43,294 tons on
16, as against 83,182 on Aug.

WPB

(

These mills manufacture appr
mately 45 per cent of the count
fiber

containers.

Chicago

— No

Chicago

exchan

are using fiber board film conte
distributors.
The city's
ers at this time.
Shortage of films, admitted by the prevention bureau is opposed
censor, is responsible for the fact their use for films.
that during the first 38 weeks of
the current year, the first-run theaters in Buenos Aires had shown Greatest Advertising Ere
only between 10 and 28 new picwith
tures (on double feature programs)
as against a much higher figure in Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DA
former years, according to S. S.
Washington Advent of peace
Horen, manager for 20th Century- bring "the greatest era in Ameri
Fox, here.
advertising," in the opinion of ~Vf
liam Johnson, president of the 1
Brown's Contract Cancelled
tion Picture Advertising Co., L
Hollywoo d Contract between of New Orleans, now engaged lax
Clarence Brown and International ly in the production and distribul
Pictures has been cancelled by mu- of Government-okayed war-mess
tual consent. It was explained that film campaigns.
Brown and William Goetz of InterJohnson's company is planning ace
national were unable to agree upon ingly, its own ad campaign designed
the advertising, merchandising
Brown's first story for the new com- blanket
motion picture fields.
Bolton adverti
pany. Brown is returning to M-G-M. Co. is placing the space.
Campaign

Coming

Peace

—

—

conceived by -Johnson's assistant, Rober
Harper.
Local office of MPA's Screen Broadc
already has been requested to develop p
for marketing Latin-American products
the U. S., via screen advertising, follow
the war.

Correction

The trade screenings of Paramount's next block of four pictures
in Albany will be held Nov. 5 and
esses in Hollywood.
We have, and propose Nov. 9, instead of on Nov. 4 as reto continue to have, a free screen," he said. ported in The Film Daily on TuesContainer Hearing Nov. 5
Coe pointed out that in the new world day.
In other exchange centers the
Magistrate's Court hearing in
billions
of population
would be markets screening
will be held Nov. 4 and
for products that they would first see through
action brought by the Fire Dep<
the medium of motion pictures, not for 5.
ment against the Paramount
purposes of advertising, but rather by the
change, Massce-Barnett and sevt
very casting of the picture. The very revo- foseph Standish Stricken
lutionary process of seeing how people under
laboratories over the use of
Cleveland, O. Joseph Standish, for
democracy lived would crystallize in them
fiber containers instead of tin
the desire to emulate them.
15 years relief manager for Loew
Coe added that advertising had been kept theaters of this area, died suddenly been put off to Nov. 5.
off the screen and it was proposed to conyesterday following a heart attack.
tinue that policy, for people would not pay
His widow and three children surto see advertising.

—

—

—

Coe spoke of the great use made by the vive.
Government in making films for the training of the armed forces, and of how producPara.
tion in the factories had been increased

BACK

Pep Clubs

—

Elect

through motion pictures. "May I tell you,"
Cleveland The local Paramount
he said, "that the motion picture industry Pep Club has elected
Marie Wiegler
has never had a profitable contract with the
Government and has gladly produced their president; Ruth Liephart, vice-presieducational and documentary films without dent, and Lola Conklin, secretarya cent of profit."

:

treasurer.

IN CIVVIES

Honorably Discharged
LUCILLE SUTFIN, from the WAC,
20th-Fox,

HAROLD ZELTNER,
manager,

to inspect

Minneapolis.

Loew's

the USMC,
Brooklyn.

from

to

r

<W

sday, October 28, 1943

idling of Overseas
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Dimout Regulations

TO THE COLORS!

To Be Lifted

by APS Seen Sure
(Continued from Page

ir

1)

of the distribution section
« the end of this month.
•3
Army Motion Picture Ser©1

ALFRED
ter,

J.

COMMISSIONED

HARRY BLATT,

*

Dunmore,

Pa.,

commissioned

a

yron,

who

the

will also retain direcathletic and recreation

:h.

Expect

No Shake up

spite all the recent criticism of
•verseas film distribution unit,

One officer said yesteriplete.
;hat the transfer is designed in
to make possible the keeping
her of the unit.
'>rganization
of
the Special Service
111
would necessitate the shifting of
laition of the "GI films" program and
dentation film series to APS. it was
out. since these are not considered
3
inment and are thus not held to be
bailiwick of the athletic and recreaThey are "mental," it was
iraneh.
and the present organizational trend

War Department makes it imperative
be handled by APS, which also

<hese

training film distribution and all film
except that of the Air Force.
erring these functions to APS would
-

-tion

of

Seattle,

to

ters

secretary

formerly Allied Theato storekeeper 3rd class.

—•—
ARMY

lieutenant.

(Continued from Page

*

formerly, Comerford
Theaters, Wilkes-Barre, to sergeant.
LEONARD SHAPIN, USA, son of Sam Shapin,
Warner home office traveling representative,
to sergeant, in Sicily.
CORP. WILLIAM "BILL" BERNS to sergeant,
at
Second Army maneuver headquarters.

ci

1)

so that in-

eased demands can be met,

it

is

*

drome, Cleveland.

Comerford, Binhamton, N. Y., to medical
supply clerk.
USA, formerly Enjoy Theater,
Johnson City, N. Y., to corporal.

FRANK YEDINAK, USMC,

that are not plentiful

pointed out.
Lifting of the dimout is the reRALFH MANN, manager, Strand, Montgomery,
Ala.
RALPH OLSON, salesman, Universal, Des Moines. sult of successful operations against
BEN RUBIN, assistant manager, Warner Hippo- the submarine menace in coastal

DONALD MILLER.

no evidence that the transfer
)e accompanied by any shakeup
Nashville, Tenn.
n the unit, or that it is being
f erred because it has been found mean breaking up
is

formerly

LOU ABRAMSON, USN,

2nd

PROMOTED
which handles camp theaters in
2nd LT. FRANK P. LIBERMAN, USA, formerly
country, will remain in Special
Warner field publicity, Chicago, to 1st
ce under the new chief of the
lieutenant.
on, Brigadier General Joseph CORP. JOHN EGCLESTON, USA formerly with

bf

USA,

technical sergeant.

COLO, USA, formerly Orient Thea-

Monday

*

*
* WAC*
WESTPHAL. WAC

waters, and a resumption of U-boat
operations off our shores will mean

NAVY

BILL SAGE, manager, Roxy, Northampton, Mass.

ARLENE

training

Richmond,

school,

Kentucky.

VERNA TAYLOR,

clerk,

Monogram

exchange,

that the dimout will again be enforced.
In the event of serious Uboat operations in coastal waters a
total blackout of coastal areas is not
unlikely.

Agencies concerned with the power
ward the end of the list for pix handled by shortage ask that display lighting
the exchange serving units in England, he actually be cut down, rather than
said.
(Neither the base nor the actual increased.
There is still talk of a
number of units served by the exchange can
be revealed for reasons of military security.) nation-wide dimout here, but that is
8 Prints to Army in England
not probable unless unexpected war
Eight prints of each feature are fur- needs or abuse of the relaxation of
nished the Army exchange in Britain, it was
coast area regulations results in
explained, four sent from this country and the
four printed by British labs which are an excessive increase in demands for
Charlotte.

the present overseas distribution unit unless distribution of entertainment films overseas were also put under
Colonel Lawton's aegis.
Officials of the unit declared that they
were delighted with the remark made by
Captain Clark Gable during his press conference that the 16 mm. films seen by troops
in England were "not very new
four or
five months old."
"We're tickled to hear
that statement," said one Major in the unit.
"We feel better to know that pictures of
that age are considered old."
Normal playoff time in this country runs to nine months,
he said, and that's about the same period
for playoff of the industry gift prints given
the Army for overseas showing.
Playoff in
the Navy, he added, sometimes takes four
years.
Captain Gable's base was apparently to-

—

anxious to maintain a "printing relationship."
four prints sent from here are frequently screened for troops in Britain even
before the negative from which the other
four will be made has reached London and
usually there are at least four prints of

The

features

in

circulation

from the Army ex-

change before 35 mm. prints of the same
pix are to be seen in British theaters.
An American soldier in England will see

power.
his

films

"a

lot

sooner

than

if

he

were

or had to catch them at civilian
theaters
overseas,"
the
officer
declared,
adding that except for large cities many
American theaters do not show films any
earlier than they are screened by the major,
ity of the post theaters in England.

home,

wmm

1W
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Exhibs. Mobilizing

To Oppose

30% Tax

(Continued from Page 1)
erators, were receiving instructions
from their association headquarters
to contact their Congressional rep-

resentatives and impress upon them
the seriousness of the recommendation for a 30 per cent tax made by
the House Ways and Means Committee on Tuesday.
It was pointed out in some sectors that the hope for the elimination of any new tax would be a futile
one, but that it was essential that
the exhibitors of the country unite
in protesting against an increase on
It was feared
such a large scale.
that the tax bill would be submitted
under a "cloture" rule which would
prevent the introduction of any
amendments and further would reWhile the tax measstrict debate.
ure as a whole is regarded as being
in a tentative form, industry leaders yesterday emphasized the necessity for speed and action to bring
about a downward revision in the
admissions provision.

Eight Pix Starling,

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Making 57 Shoolin
TITLE SWITCHES

ASSIGNMENTS
TALBOT JENNINCS,

"Victoria

screenplay,

Cran-

doler," Paramount.

RUGCLES,
"Incendiary
Blonde,"
Paramount; JESSIE & JAMES, "Show Business,"
RKO; EDCAR BUCHANAN, "Nine Cirls," Columbia;
HELMUT DANTINE, "Night Action,"
Warners; SICNE HASSO, "The Seventh Cross,"
M-C-M; EMMA DUNN, "The Bridge of San
Luis Rey," Benedict Bogeaus-UA; MADY CHRISTIANS and PAUL LUKAS "Address Unknown,"
Sam Wood-Columbia; FAY HELM "Moonlight in
Vermont," Universal.

Caballeros," featuring several j
standing stage, radio and scl
performers of Latin-America,
director, CHARLES WALKER, Paramount.
producer,
WILLIAM eluding Aurora Miranda, siste
'Diamond
Horseshoe "
j

Donald Duck and
debonaire Braz
the
YARBROUCH,
parrot, and "Panchito," a Mes

Carmen.
WARREN Carioca,

RKO.

KRASNA'S

"Night

JEAN

Action,"

public.

'The Kincaids," from the GEORGE S.
EDNA FERBER play "The Land

Sam Wood

Warners.

Sauter Takes the Helm
For War Fund Campaign
(Continued from Page

director,

Universal.

for

charro rooster.
At M-G-M: Six shooting
At Monogram: Two shooting,
KAUFMAN- "The
Voodoo Man," thriller, with
is

Bright,"

Washington

THE FILM 'DAILY

— With a strong possi-

that there will be an immedreconsideration of Tuesday's
voting of excise taxes, members of
the House Ways and Means Committee voted late yesterday to raise
the excess profits tax on corporations from 90 to 95 per cent. They
rejected the Treasury's proposal that
the normal tax be laised from 40 to
50 per cent.
Several Congressmen, including: members
of the committee, are known to believe that
bility

iate

committee "acted too hastily" Tuesday
it voted the jump in excise taxes, but
none would declare himself specifically on
the amusement tax, which was jumped from
one to three cents on every dime of admission, but there were several who thought
the entire question of excise taxes should
Specific complaints
be reviewed at once.
were on the liquor and postage rates voted
Tuesday.

There is also a danger in this situation,
since it is possible that in order to cut down
on -ome of the rates voted Tuesday, the

Christmas Cheer for

Columbia Servicemen
More than 600 Columbia employes,
from both the home office and the
exchanges,
now serving
in
the
armed

forces, will receive Christmas
packages and money orders from
Gifts for those servthe company.
ing overseas have already been disgift

patched.
In addition, the Columbian Club, employes social organization, will give each of the service-

men

a

years'

subscription

to

Esquire and the Readers Digest.

both

J

and Bob Steele, with Myrna Dell, Ian I
Stewart, Charles King, Carl Ha
George Chesebro and Dan White. With
ert Tansey producing and directing. At Paramount: Eight shooting.

(Continued from Page

1)

in

—

straight pic.
committee might retain or even increase the
"luxury" tax dates voted.
It is not likely
that admissions would be included in the
luxury group but pegging of a three-cents
per dime rate does not indicate that the
committee members consider theatergoing as

circuit

At PRC: Two shooting, including
smoke Mesa," western, with Dave O'lJ
Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson and Patti M

;

j

Producer, Alexander-Stern, with
j
Fraser directing.
At Republic: Four shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Six shooting, incl
"International Zone," love and mystery
drama, with an all-star cast headeM
George Sanders, Virginia Bruce and Le
Aubert.
Maurice Geraghty producing]
Leonid Moguy directing; and, Eddie Cai!
"Show Business," (with flashbacks int I
spectacular theatrical life of Cantor), 1
ported by a stellar east headed by G
Murphy, Constance Moore, Joan Davis!
Nancy Kelly. Directed by Edwin L. 11

;thy.

<

and, "Are These Our Children," which §
with the currently widely discussed pr< I
of juvenile delinquency caused by wai 1
conditions. Mark Kobson directing with I
Smith in an important role; and, "Gj
sleeve, Detective," another in the seri 1
pictures starring Harold Peary.
Being*

duced by Herman Schlom and directej
Gordon Douglas.
At 20th Century-Fox: Six shooting. W
Four shooting for United Artists re
At Universal: Nine shooting.
At Warner Bros.: Four shooting. "A\
Kingdom" has been changed to "One

Tomorrow."

spokesmen.

The only report of a program in- Harry Barlow Buys Point
terrupted by power failure came
Powhatan Point, O. Harry
from the Walter Reade offices. Two
of the circuit's five houses in As- low is the new owner of the P
bury Park were blacked out for half having recently purchased it i
an hour at the height of the storm. Mrs. George Barlow.

—

West Acquires Mangham's
Mono. Interest in South

Mexican Industry
FILM DAW

West Coast Bur., THE
Hollywood
Ralph

—

Staub,

pr<

ducer of Screen Snapshots at Colurr
bia, has just returned from Mexic
where he shot footage on a speci
subject he will make about tr
Mexican film industry, covering
recent expansion of studios, star
Both Engli
directors, and others.
and Spanish prints will be made
the subject.
The Motion Pictui
Society for the Americas and tl
Co-ordinator of Inter-American A
fairs co-operated with Staub.
i

Offices
headquarters in Chicago.
Chicago With the personnel problems of the B & K circuit becoming J. D. Brunsburg Dead

—

Issaquah, Wash.

'.

Screen Build-up for

Immerman Moves

pressing, Elmer Immerman,
director of personnel, has moved his
offices to larger quarters on the third
floor of the Loop End building.

]

j

George W. West, Monogram franchise holder in Cincinnati and St.
a necessity of life.
At any rate, whether immediately or not, Louis, has acquired John W. Mangthe committee will have another chance to
ham's 42 per cent interest in Monovote on the admissions tax.
Tuesday's vote
was tentative, with another vote coming gram's southern exchanges in Atbefore the full bill is approved for sub- lanta, Memphis, Charlotte and New
mission to the House.
Arthur C. Bromberg conOrleans.
tinues as head of the organization
and West will maintain his personal

more

•

—

J. D. Brunsburg,
owner-operator of the Issaquah,
died at his home following a long

59,

illness.

H

S
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Majestic Drops Vaude
Boston Majestic theater, acquired
some months ago by the E. M. Loew
circuit, which went into a vaudeville
policy less than five weeks ago, has
suddenly reversed once again to go

)

Don

Hub

Washington Bureau of

,

j

Theaters Escape Storm
Damage, But "Takes" Hit

1)

section

inclJ
Bel:

John Carradine, George Zucco, M;
Ames and Wanda McKay. Sam Katzmail
Jack Dietz producing, and William Bea
directing: and, "Arizona Whirlwind,"
ern, featuring Hoot Gibson, Ken Ma.J
gosi,

Columbia.

the

Reconsideration of Excise

Tax Proposals Expected

industry

i

'Candle Manor," story, ELIZABETH MEEHAN;
producer-director, GEORGE SHERMAN, Re-

when

the industry's viewpoint.

shooting.

Walt Disney Productions: fei'
length musical comedy, "The T

Adjudicates," by PHILIP WYLIE.
Reputation," from CLAIRE JAYNES' "Instruct
My Sorrows,"; producer, HENRY
BLANKE, Warners.
'The Road to Utopia," producer, PAUL JONES;

the brunt of the storm. In New York
War Fund's current fund- the storm was felt most in Brooklyn.
raising appeal, it was announced
All the important circuits operatyesterday by James A. Farley, chair- ing houses in the area visited by the
man of the New York War Fund's storm announced that "takes" had
Among
commerce and industry division.
taken a terrific battering.
Adolph Zukor, assisted by Barney the circuits reporting were RKO,
Balaban and N. Peter Rathvon, is Loew's, Skouras, Brandt, Warner,
national director in charge of motion Century, Cocalis, Interboro, Island,
pictures, producers and distributors, Prudential, Randforce, Walter Reade.
and chairman of motion pictures for Only the bravest souls defied the
the metropolitan area is Samuel elements to attend the film houses
Rinzler of Randforce Amusement that day. The result was that film
Corp.
Radio broadcasting is under theaters experienced one of their
Ralph Colin, of Goldmark, Colin &, worst days in many moons.
Kaye, counsel to CBS.
The physical damage to theater
property was reported as negligible,
The New York Committee of
aims to raise $17,000,000 by Dec. 7 amounting to scarcely more than
for the USO, United Seamen's Ser- that suffered ordinarily in a storm.
vice, War Prisoners' Aid and 23 other What damage was sustained by the
major war-related relief agencies, of theaters was confined almost wholly
which sum the committee's com- to the seashore communities, where
merce and industry division has the storm was especially violent. Exagreed to raise $12,000,000 toward cept for a torn sign or a roof leak
here and there, there was no damthe eity-wide goal.
age to speak about, according to

Should the 30 per cent tax get the
House's okay, the chances of altering it in the Senate are described as
slim. Thus, it was said the next 48
to 72 hours may tell the story from

The check-up:

•My

WILSON;

PIERRE CENDRON'S "Rhapsody in Youth " PRC.
MOSS HART and GEORGE KAUFMAN'S "The

tainment
National

j

At Columbia: Five

'Cinderella Jones," producer, ALEX GOTTLIEB;
director,
BUSBY BERKELEY, from "Judy

STORY PURCHASES
Invalid,"

D.

J

DCDIE SMITH'S "Autumn Crocus," Warners.

NORMAN

THE FILM

\

tures shooting.

SCHEDULED

PERLBERC, 20fh-Fox.
story-producer,
'Week-End
Pass,"

fabulous

—

Eight new pictt
are scheduled to go into produij
this week, making a total of 57

Hollywood

•

CASTINGS
CHARLIE

CAPT.

West Coast Bureau of

More Tomorrow," formerly, "The Animal
Kingdom," Warners.
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Free Pix, Says Hicks

sentatives of the MPPDA, Jack Bryson and James Fitzgerald, will meet
today with members of the House
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the
as "the little fellow"
: wage earner.
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J.rse, largely war workers whose pay
tes today are abnormally high, but
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in many cases, result in the
lowering of admission prices because of the inability of theater owners to pass all of the increase on to
their patrons, in the opinion of Pete
Wood, secretary of the ITO of Ohio.
Writing in a current association
will,

{Continued on Page 11)

is

theater
able to

or $15,000 for a
25 per cent."

Scollard,

Appeal

Braunberg Will
L. A. Order

WMC

Pat Scollard of Paramount and
Sidney Braunberg of M-G-M's legal
department will represent all distributors in the appeal of the War
Manpower Commission's order in-

admission while the
spend $10,000 for a

To Adopt

Distribs.

diamond bracelet,

is

program

new

season's

January, Charles W.
in

Koerner,

vice-

president
production

and
chief,

said yesterday in

New

York. Koerner came East to
attend the world
premiere of "The
Iron Major" in
Boston and to see
current Broad-i
way shows.
The remaining]
three pictures on|
the 1943-44 schedule
will
be inCHARLES w. koerner
work by the first of the year, Koer(Continucd on Page 8)

Warners

to Tailor

Plans to Market

current organization bulletin.
Expresing the hope that other disWarners sales conferChicago
tributors would follow suit, Myers ence at the Blackstone Hotel opened
said:
yesterday with a discussion of plans
(Continued on Page 10)
"In the difficult position in which
independent exhibitors find themselves, it is as important to express
their appreciation to those who lend
International Film

—

(Continued on Page 10)

Bureau

Say Indies Face Liquidation
Unaffiliated

THE FILM DAILY

start production on a

M-G-M Plan

M-G-M's action in making available 10 releases from previous programs was praised by Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel, in a

(Continued on Page 8)

Group Gives Views

to

D

of J

is

Proposed

Advocating the establishment of
an International Film Bureau by the
United Nations and other freedomloving countries immediately in the

wake

The average independent
Clarification
tor with one or two theaters

Exhibs. Await
Of Lifting of the Dimout
Seeking

official

exhibi-

is faced
with being driven out of business or
forced into a booking and buying
clarification of the combine, a delegation from the Un-

order ending the dimout as of Nov.
the motion picture, it is proper to 1, theater men yesterday were looksize, is not a luxury, but an essential, ing forward eagerly to a meeting of
as perhaps never before.
city officials at City Hall scheduled
«
The showmen, not
for this noon.
is been
inferred, if not so stated in certain exactly how far they could
many words, that the higher ad- go about stepping up their wattage,
jnly

(Continued on Page 2)

Myers Asks

price

Pete J. Wood
out,
the Treasury proy
from
tilt
the admissions tax
\{ to
30 per cent while the Federal tax
and jewelry
two simon-pure
irs
lines
would be boosted from 10 to
cent. To quote Wood:
cannot comprehend the line of reasont
imposes a 46.1 per cent tax upon a

^ji|are

—

Columbus, O. If the proposed 30
per cent admission tax is adopted, it

reasons why:

of

the average

ff\

(Continued on Page 9)
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the mass.

his voice in

explore
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and indeed

family,

seldom finds
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By AL STEEN
Associate Editor,

For the first time, RKO is in a
position whereby it will be able to

No industry in history has ever
Ways and Means Committee in an given to its Government a gift more
attempt to present to them again valuable than that which film biz
presentation of
the industry's case against upping made in its gratis
features, shorts and newsreels for
makes him an interested party, ac- the admissions tax by 200 per cent.
committee voted Tuesday to overseas showing to men in the
in the present instance the theater The
armed forces, Maj. Orton H. Hicks
(Continued on Page 10)
than
fighting
more
operator
is
or
of the Motion Picture Distribution
»n
battle
he is the advocate as
Branch, Special Services Division,
that inarticulate man in the street
U. S. Army, told the National Board
nds occasional personification in the
of Review of Motion Pictures annual
and over the radio as John Q. Pubconference yesterday afternoon at
the Hotel Pennsylvania.
he aggregate, John Q. represents a
Major Hicks, pinch-hitting on the
unfortunately
But John Q
force.
being voiced
30 per cent Federal admissions tax
uld stand a bit of emphasis.
e the exhibitor's financial stake cerposition

Remaining 3 on Current
Lineup to be in Work by
First of Year, Says Koerner

(Continued on Page 9)

Independent

affiliated
Inc.,

told

Attorney

Tom

C.

General,

Exhibitors,
Clark, assistant

and

Robert

Wright of the anti-trust division in
Washington on Wednesday. In presenting the independent exhibitors'
position in the New York consent
(Continued on Page 10)

of the war, T. Y. Lo, vicepresident of the China Motion PicChungking, indicated
ture
Corp.,

participation of China.
bureau would, he points out,
go far toward providing equal educaHe suggested
tion for the world.
some common language such as
His suggestion came
Basic English.
at the 20th Annual Conference of
the National Board of Review here
yesterday, at which he was a principal

enthusiastic

Such

a

speaker.
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Casillo

CITY—

re-

port on the wide scope of the industry's magnificent contribution
to the Third War Loan campaign,
distributed yesterday. Admirable
in the choice of material and
striking in format and presentation, the report must inspire all
in the trade to even greater efforts in the country's service. To
quote from the appreciation voiced
in the report to all ivho contributed to the campaigns success:
"The industry went all-out in the
campaign.
Its reward is the satisfaction of a job well done!"

. . .

and John Q. Public
(.Continued

from Page

1)

missions levy is in line with the Government's program to avoid inflation and curtail national spending.
Such an argument cannot be sustained.
Money spent at the box office does not
contribute to the inflationary spiral.
Indeed it cannot.
Nor does it tend to decrease the supply
of
consumer goods, thus producing a
shortage and spurring continuing price in-

FINANCIAL

contend, are not in that category.

One theater worker who had been
in charge of the heating and other

work at the Dundas in
Dartmouth, across the harbor from
Halifax, was taken away. Manager
technical

L. Haley says he wouldn't object
if this man had been placed on work
important for the war, but he had
been placed at driving a truck and
I.

at which he had no experience. As
a result of this lack of experience,
the truck he was driving had collided with a car, with consequent
severe damage to both vehicles and

some injuries to several people.
Another theater employe was
placed at work in an engraving plant
although he had no experience in
Exhibitors are
that type of work.
doubtful that engraving is more war
essential than keeping the theaters
functioning.
No male is eligible for work in
theaters under 16, and this is a
severe handicapping influence for
the proper servicing and operating of
film houses.

{Thursday,

October 28)

the
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that

to the box office actually
inflation.
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Paramount,
spending a

York.

EDMUND COULDING has returned ft
Coast, following a New York stay of !
months, to start preparations on "Never
bye," first Joan Crawford starring vehic
Warners.

WILLIAM DOZIER,

Paramount

home

leaves the Coast for the

MAX
ing
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while Stuart
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story
office todaj
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Warner Club to
is away
on activi

vice.

ZELMA BROOKOV
department
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of Warners' Eastern
Baltimore on Monday.

JACK ROSE, of the Indiana-Illinois circuit
returned to Chicago from New York.

FRANK McCONNELL, Chicago
here

left

IRA
the

film

aft

yesterday.

MEINHARDT, film
at Camp Upton

attorney

Army

WILLIAM HEBERT
Hollywood to set the

repor

today.

has arrived in Frisco
local

campaign

for

"

Star."

fact,

And

and GOI 11

PRESIDENT BARNEY BALABAN and
employes to other occupations which
ACNEW, Paramount sales chief, have
are supposed to be more war essen- Hollywood for San Francisco.
BOB HUSSEY, in charge of radio acl
tial than theaters but, which, they

creases.
In

COminG
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Halifax, N. S. Exhibitors are objecting to Selective Service ordering
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finds
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check upon
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Harmon
After

brings John Q. Public, his Missus
kids that measure of relaxation

Off to Coast

Denver Address

—

and the
without which America's present war-time
pace would be wholly impossible.

Trade Delegation
To Ask Carriers' Relief

Joint

Denver Francis S. Harmon, exfilm delegation will be sen
ecutive vice-chairman of the WAC,
left Denver yesterday for confer- Washington in an effort to ob
Low Close Chg.
High
Congress
well
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151/4
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Am.
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ences with the Hollywood division
relief for the carriers in an atte
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up.
Funeral services for Frank Handfiled a demand for arbitration against be prepared for approval by P
Schwartz for the exhibitors, B
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Gold and 20th Century Theaters and
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.

Lawndale

—

Clearance Case

—

RKO

Books

Show
RKO

Browne

theaters starting Nov.

2.

Further details of payments made
him and William Bioff by film
companies to avert labor trouble
Universal will be included in the were disclosed by George E. Browne,
SPG industry-wide arbitration of convicted ex-head of the IATSE, at
wage demands, the SPG said yester- yesterday's session of the trial of
day, terming the omission of Uni- the eight defendants charged with
versal from its press release inad- extorting more than $1,000,000 from
Arbitration Includes

vertent.
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Dubuque Curlew Law
Dubuque— A special session of the city
council was held last week to
meet with
the Catholic pastor and welfare
leaders to
discuss a proposed curfew ordinance

The Most Rev. Francis J. L. Beckman
archbishop of Dubuque, and the
Catholic
pastors of the city have petitioned
the
council to adopt an ordinance
that would
keep' unattended children off the
streets
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Prayer of America's Welfare Organizations

MARS

REN

"Children of Mars" accurately and forcefully illustrates the Number One
problem of our times.
Joseph H. McCoy, General Secretary
Big Brother Movement, New York City

i-om a professional point of view "Children of Mars" couldn't have been
;tter if all the social workers in the United States had participated in its
eduction.
Neva R. Deardorff, Ph.D., Ass't Executive
Director Welfare Council of New York City
is

e

a superb production

and

will

help the people

Boy Scout program.

see

it

"Children of Mars" is beautifully done. The incidents illustrating delinquency, etc., cleverly selected and pointed up. I believe the picture is a real
contribution to the home front at a critical time in our history.

better understand

Leslie Stratton, Nat'I Director of
Public Relations, Boy Scouts of America

dramatic without being sensational.

.n excellent film,

end

who

social

We

heartily recom-

Girl Reserve

It.

Louise Avery Child, Finance Secretary
Big Brother Movement, New York City

"Children of Murs" carries a timely and important message.
parent in America could see this picture.

Committee

National Board, Y.

W.

C. A.

I

wish every

Daniel Carpenter, Director

Hudson Guild Neighborhood House, New York
excellent job in presenting the problems of youngsters left alone
others who have gone into industry.

.n

Francis J. Brennan, Acting Director
Recreational and Community Activities, Board of Education,

The

picture

is

unusually good, particularly with respect to ways of preventing

juvenile delinquency.

New York

Suzanne Wunder, Public Information Director
National Probation Association.

City

JOW ON THE SCREENS OF MOTION PICTURE
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RKO

1944-45

to Start

Shooting

Friday,

Ohio's Film Trucks

To Roll on Sundays

January

in

(Continued from Page

The Ohio Office of Defense Tran
portation has withdrawn its ord
prohibiting the operation of fil
carrier trucks on Sunday. The ca
riers will continue to operate
heretofore, five deliveries during s
days of each week.

1)

They are "The Gibson
"None but the Lonely Heart"

ner said.
Girl,"

and "Elizabeth Kenny." Thus, RKO
will have its releases set up to September, 1944. The first pictures to
go before the cameras for the 194445 season will be "The Light Fantastic," with Bing Crosby, and "Ex-

Koerner said
1944-45 lineup would approximate the number of features announced for the current season, between 35 and 40. There will be not
less than six pictures in Technicolor.
First in color is scheduled to be "The
periment Perilous."

the

Spanish Main."

Demand for Radio Series
Koerner said the company would
continue to make the radio series;
namely, the Gildersleeve, Fibber Mc-

Gee and Molly and

Lum

and Abner

He

said there was a big
demand in certain territories for
these productions.
will retain the independent producers it now has, but
it will be the policy of the company to make no future deals.
Koerner said there was a definite
story shortage at the studios. With
40 writers now on the payroll,
stories.

RKO

RKO

trying to develop more originals.
As for war pictures, he said he believed the themes had been exhausted,
but the right story would be a facis

tor in producing one.
Five Top Pix in Backlog

RKO

has

important pictures
and several of lesser
importance. By being well ahead of
production schedules, more time can
be given to polishing up completed
pictures as there is no rush or presfive

now

to get

them

released.
return to

Koerner plans to
Coast next Friday.

T

T

Reverberations Front the "Board*
•
to

•

TO

•

observer there

this

9

:

was considerably more consequence
Review

yesterday's 20th Annual Conference of the National Board of

than

to

any

This opinion springs not

predecessor conclaves

of its

alone from the fact that

was a wartime

it

session, but also from the

would do some of our legislators good to have been there, for the atmosphere was one of eagerness,
both on the part of speakers and the delegates, to participate wholeheartedly in world and domestic reconstruction on a platform of human
and liberal planks
Quincy Howe, the Board's president, sounded
just such a keynote, and Mrs. Richard M. McClure of the Better Films
Council of Chicago, member of the Board's National Council, and one
nature and tenor of the meeting

of the organization's founders,

had had
work for a

desire she
gree, to

communities

of the

full

and

still

and reasonable

in

her address the sincere

possesses in undiminished destatus

between

films

and

the

nation wherein they are exhibited

T

T

• • • THIS woman, who pioneered good-will between the industry and many civic groups, cited her dreams and those of her associates when the Board first came into being, and how those dreams
have been

Those dreams were that motion pictures would

fulfilled

reach out and touch the world; attain splendid quality; be reviewed

and commented upon by every leading publication in the land; be
of enormous aid to education, as well as provide entertainment; win
the approbation of Parent-Teacher groups; and serve to cement international understanding

T
•

•
itself

•

T

T

THE presence of T. Y. Lo on the roster of speakers was
What he had to say was even more so

in

inspirational

He symbolized

the desire of his country to aid,

and without reservation,

every well-intentioned and progressive step toward world unity

the

His suggestion of the establishment of an International Film Bureau for
the post-war world

Speigel Reported Missing
Chicago William Speigel of Bell

—

& Howell, who enlisted in the Signal Corps, is reported missing in
action in the New Guinea field of
operations.

is

difficult

and

Film production

sacrificial

circumstances

So are spare parts

for their projection

the difficult terrain

and

of

footage for showing

into
to

is

its

un-

carried on under indescribably

Mobile units go forth over

far-flung sectors carrying
of

a year's supply

Free China and the

This vice-president of the China Motion

some of the pictures had to be
made at night, so omnipresent is the Jap bombing threat
He apologized for his English, learned in one year and 10 months
But he
unleashed more wisdom than many who have studied the tongue for 10
years and one month
Corp.,

Chungking, said

T

October 29
Jackson

J.

October
Ruth Hussey
Ceorge Marion,

Jr.

Sue

Rose

30
Arthur Benline
Willie Weil

Carol

October
Lawrence Crant

•

that

•

T

T

31

Albert D. Levin

(Continued from Page 1)

voking a 48-hour week for Los Ai
geles back room exchange workei
and a 44-hour week for front offic
employes. The
denied the di:
tributors'
petition for
exemptio
from the 48-hour week in Los Ai
geles.
Scollard and Braunberg wi
leave for the Coast on Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the distributors hav
asked for an exemption from the 4i
hour week in Indianapolis, Oklahom
City and Dallas which have bee;
placed in Group 1, or critical are:
Exemptions previously were grante
for exchange operation in Buffalt
Clevelanc
Detroit,
Washington,
Portland and Salt Lake City.
Petitions for exemptions have bee
I

I

WMC

j

i

filed in Seattle and San Francisc
but no action has been taken by th
regional WMC. Under a ruling mad
in May, when a city is placed i
Group 1, the regional director mus
invoke a 48-hour or 40-hour wee
within 30 days. Previously, the reg
ional director could take his tim
about invoking the work-week hour
or disregard it altogether.

Canada Drops

Fri. Night
Revivals to Conserve Coa

—

Toronto
Friday night reviva
shows customary in some theater
for many years have been droppei
in new moves for saving the coa
supply, following the elimination oi
Sunday midnight and special charit;
performances for the same reason.
Comment in the film trade con
cerning the dropping of revivals
that it makes more old pictures avail
able as re-issues as well as helping
the coal situation in the Dominion.
ii_

10th Potential F. D.
Future Staffer Here
The FILM DAILY's

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

potential sec-

ond generation editorial staff gained
a new member yesterday when Bruce
of
Andrus, second son
Carleton
Winfield Andrus, veteran staffer,
bowed in at Memorial Hospital of
Queens. Arrival brought the number
of

•

Braunberg Will

WMC L. A. Order

OUR Army

and Navy representatives on the program were
credits to their respective services
Lt. John Bauernschmidt, USNR,
and Lt. Earl Allvine, USNR, and Maj. Orton Hicks
The latter,
before donning khaki, you'll recall, was the several-times tennis champ
of the local wing of filmland, grabbing his successive titles at this li'l
ole trade paper's famed and out -for -the -duration golf tournaments
His speech proved that he is as good at verbal drives, volleying and lobs,
as he was on the courts
So was Dr. Sigmund Spaeth
It was
a grand and memorable Conference

•

Scollard,

Appeal

Programs are scarce

the heroic soldiers

equally heroic population
Picture

Withdrawal of the order followi
the contacting of the ODT in Was
ington by H. M. Richey who w;
instrumental in restoring the pr
vious schedules.

reported elsewhere in this trade paper today

China, he asserted, has only 112 film theaters in operation in

occupied portion

j

It

demonstrated

in the past,

in the backlog

sure

October 29, 19

DAILY

editorial

staffers'

children

to

10.

TOT

October 29, 1943

Hy,

DAILY

Community Groups

ally

mpaign "Our

Job," Chi.

ns Council Leader
lis National Board Here
aaracterizing the essential elimijn of vandalism in theaters as
job," namely that of community
national groups representing
public interest, Mrs. Richard M.
lure, of the Chicago Better Films
icil, urged all members of the
onal Board of Review of Motion
jres at its 20th Annual Conferin the Hotel Pennsylvania yesay to sit in with their local the•nanagers and bring a halt to
evil which springs from juvedelinquency.
rs. McClure, a member of the
d's National Advisory Council,
that in all the reports which
come to her attention contain
a shred of reasonable evidence
motion pictures are responsible
this delinquency, which rightly
tributable to the relaxed supern over youth as a result of many
>rs springing from the war.
e speaker told the members of
Board that they should adopt
she terms a Three "V" pro-

to Stop

Vandalism

National Board Sings Industry's Praises
But Calls on Studios to Look to Future

Awail

National Board of Review of Motion Picture's annual conference yesterday at
the Hotel Pennsylvania adopted resolutions proclaiming appreciation to producers "for their outstanding contribution to the war effort," recording "its
unstinting praise" of players who have toured the camps and battle areas to

Of Dimouf Lifting

entertain and of exhibs. for varied war services, urging the industry to provide
playing time for United Nations films and calling upon studios "to look to the

were hopeful that suggestions and
instiuctions would be forthcoming
from the officials following the City
Hall discussion of the dimout cancellation.
The mayor's cabinet hud-

future and prepare to make the American motion picture a powerful instrument in creating world-wide understanding and unity."
The Board pledged all its resources "to back up the motion picture industry in
its

war to victory."
was chairman of the Resolutions Committee.

efforts to help bring this
Dr.

Walter

Pettit

Clarification

(Continued from Page

1)

dled with representatives of the deelectricity yes-

partment of gas and

Army Again Lauds Industry

terday preliminary to today's conference.

A

city saw the
night that Mayor
Free Pix for
Gift
LaGuardia might not disclose the
city's intentions until he got on the
(Continued f em Page 1)
radio on Sunday.
program for Maj. John W. Hubbell, scribed to the Board's membership.
The expectation yesterday was
The unusually large attendance at the that the city would have new lightofficer in charge of the Special SerConference,
which exceeded 350 persons,
ing regulations for theaters and
vices Division's Distribution Branch also heard Lt. (j.g.) John E. Bauernsehmidt,
USNR, Training' Film Branch, Bureau of other users of illumination ready by
for films, who was unable to attend Aeronautics, Navy Dept., speak on the "EduMonday at the latest.
because of official duties, stressed cational Values of Training: Films for the
Theater operators were in a quanNavy," and Lt. Earl F. Allvine, USNR,
the fact that no blame or criticism U. S. Naval Photographic Science Labora- dary as to just how far they could
tory, describe the general functions and opcan be directed at the industry in erations of the lab. Allvine said that at go in stepping up their wattage. The
fact that the cancellation of the dimpertaining to the distribu- one time there were less than 100 photomatters
through which there can be
i,
graphers in the Navy, and not until 1918 out was placed on a purely voluntary
.ed during the war, as well as tion of such gift films overseas be- was photography made a Section of that basis as far as the Government was
service.
Since 1942, it has been a Division, concerned only served to complicate
A'ing its conclusion, the con- cause the industry's responsibility
under the Bureau of Aeronautics, and playtive voice of the organization ceases upon making the 16 mm. pro- ing a vast role in the war's successful the situation.
The "V"
prosecution.
The Navy, he added, has a
The attitude of theater men was
otion picture affairs.
grams available, and that from there top-flight staff in Color Photography,
and to sit tight and see what happened.
am constitutes being Vigorous,
wonderful
things
are
taking
place
in
this
Their problem was summed up by
Vigilant, and being Vocal, so on the Army is in chax'ge. He added medium.
Delegates to the Conference saw two Navy Irving Lesser, managing director of
the ideals and ideas of the that filmland had offered to set up
shorts, "Snoopers, and How to Blast Them,"
the Roxy, when he said: "We don't
d can be impressed upon both distribution
facilities for the gift
made for the Navy by Warners, and "Chief
want to go to the opposite extreme
try and the public.
pictuies, but this generous and well- Neeley Reports to the Nation," a Navy-pro2 lighter type of entertainment,
duced film dealing with the WAVES to stimu- in increasing illumination and inMcClure said, should, along meant offer could not have been ac- late, recruiting in that branch. Latter pic- vite criticism."
ture is slated to be released to commercial
Dright satire on phases of Amer- cepted by the Army because of the theaters in mid-November under
WAC auslife, be accented by producers, civilian or unofficial character of such pices.
added that when the members a setup if it were instituted.
Arthur L. Mayer Speaks
it armed forces return from
Arthur L. Mayer, assistant vice-chairman
1,153 Army Theaters
leas, they will exert more conof WAC, spoke on the potentialities of the
documentary film, traced its past develop)ver films' content by refusing
He told the members of the Con- ment, and declared that its place in the fulbscribe to any scenes which ference that domestic Army theaters ture as an informative
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Announcement
medium is assured,
in
the peoples of other lands
were growing rapidly in number and due to its wartime strides. He pointed out has been made of the marriage of
that
war
information
shorts are documentary Joan Tierney, this city to George
ie light.
She scored any trend cited the existence of 1,153 such outin nature, and that more of such documen^i
leads to "liquor scenes" in lets now operating in military es- taries are being
made in a week now than Welsch, manager of the Sterling.
ge, or the rise of vulgarity, tablishments within the continental were formerly turned out in a year.
From 5:15 to 8:00 p.m. the delegates
of a subtle nature. The Board, U. S.
Buffalo Bob Dame, pharmacist's
This total will, he indicated, attended
a pre-release showing of a Warner
its founding, has witnessed mocontinue to grow from week to week feature in that company's Little Theater, mate, 2nd class, U. S. Coast Guard,
jictures attaining high dignity, as the need for such film stands in- 325 West 44th St.
formerly manager of Shea's Niagara,
Henry Hart, chairman of the Board's and Ruth Drescher, who was former;y and usefulness, she pointed creases.
How these Army theaters Committee
on Exceptional Photoplays, preoperate, and the manner likewise of sided at the afternoon session of the Con- ly in the Shea's Buffalo office, were
married during the bridegroom's
film showings overseas, was also de- ference.
furlough. Carl J. Rindcen, manager
of Shea's Kenmore, and Mrs. RindStockholders
Additional To
in Court
cen attended the couple.

Troops Most Valuable

— Hicks

spokesman for the

possibility

last

WEDDinG BELLS
—

—

JUT
,

Fete

Norman Rydge

—

jydney

(By Air Mail)
Forty-five
stockholders in Greater Union
eaters recently tendered a lunchat Ushers Hotel here to the
or

Suit's

board

chairman,

Norman

Rydge was credited by

Rydge.

with performing a "busimiracle" since taking over conof GUT. The guest of honor ob*ed that the stockholders' action
akers
s

'eting

him was of the "man bites

variety,

:kholders

the
to

rule

make

target for attack.

being

for

management

Show YDD

Recommended
Decoration

for

Golden

To Back Defense Claim

Avoca, Pa.— T/ Sgt. Owen
Jr., former employe of the
has been recommended for
decoration—the Air Medal,

Golden,
An attempt to prove that there
Palace,
was no resemblance between the
another
plaintiff and a character in "Yankee
accordDoodle Dandy" was made yesterday
ing to word received by his parat the trial of the $500,000 damage
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Owen Golden. A
member of the famous 19th Air suit brought against Warner Bros,
Squadron, Sgt. Golden already holds by Ethel Levey, former wife of the
the Distinguished Flying Cross, the late George M. Cohan. Counsel for
Soldier's Medal, and two Oak Leaf
the company will run off the picClusters, in addition to several citation certificates that his squadron ture in court today to back its conreceived.

tention.

—

Memphis Beverly Didlake, assistant contract clerk at M-G-M exchange, and David Graskind, booker
for Malco Circuit, were married at
Ripley, Miss.
Detroit

— Mary

Margaret Light,

daughter of Gil Light, operator of
the Michigan Theater and first commander of Theatrical Post (American Legion), was married to Sergt.
Maurice Banbury.
Natalie Sommers, secretary to Sam
Stearn, will wed Milton Levy on

Thanksgiving Day,

it is

announced.

a

Friday,

October 29, V
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Warner

Bros, to Tailor

Trade Reps. Protest

Their Plans to the Market

30% Tax Today

to alter sales policies

(Continued from Page 1)

and merchandising procedure to meet any_ pos(Continued from Page 1)
sible changes in market conditions
jump the tax from one to three cents in the early part of the new year
as regards both features and shorts.
on each dime of admissions.
Ben Kalmenson, general sales
Their prospects for success were
who is presiding at' the
manager
recommittee
the
when
not helped
three-day meeting, announced that
sales
cent
per
jected a national 10
the company had increased its Notax yesterday, leading most observvember release schedule to three
ers to believe that reduction in the
new productions with the addition
excise proposals voted Tuesday is
Acquaintance," which will
now likely. On the other hand, a of "Old
Nov. 27. Other releases
number of Congressmen are known go out onmonth will be "Find the
for the
to believe that the committee acted
Blackmailer" and "Northern Purhastily in voting the 200 per cent inThe former will be released
suit."
and
tax,
admissions
the
crease on
6 and the latter on Nov. 13.
Nov.
on
will
proposal
the
think it likely that
also disclosed that Dec.
Kalmenson
be reconsidered.
4 had been set as the general release
California Congressmen John Cos- date for the re-issued combination
tello and Will Rogers, Jr., both prombill consisting of "Crime School" and
ised that if the bill comes to the ''Girls on Probation."
floor with the three cent rate included they will take the floor against
Costello pointed out that it is
it.
discriminatory because the taxes
on cigarettes and soft drinks were
not upped, and those on bowling and
billiards were raised only 100 per
cent—from $10 per table or alley
"Of course, that's unfair,"
to $20.
he said, "especially in times like
these, when the public needs recreation so very much. Why, that three
cent rate is all out of proportion
and it cannot be justified."

JOSEPH

Costello thinks there is a strong
possibility that the committee itself
told THE
will modify its stand, he

less it does he will personally take
the floor against the three cent levy.

manager, Arbor and Avenue Theaters, Omaha.
United
manager,
assistant
GEORGE SMYTH,
Artists Theater, Chicago.
GEORGE ROSENTHAL, manager, Cine, Chicago.
GEORGE KRONER, manager, Biltmore, Chica-

EMMETT LOCKARD,

go.

DAVID

J.

MATTHEWS,

manager,

OSULLIVAN, manager,

Myers Asks
To Adopt

Empress,

Danbury,

Garde.

New

London,

Dislribs.

M-G-M Plan

(Continued from Page

a

Forced Out of Biz

hand as

it is

to

1)

(Continued from Page 1)
decree, the unaffiliated represe
tives urged the continuation of
anti-trust suit against the
companies on the grounds that

m

distributors

would find means
suppleme
any

circumventing

compromise decree.
Jacob Leff, attorney for the i
pendents, said yesterday that
Clark and Wright expressed a i
Leff said
pathetic viewpoint.
the committee told the Governi
representatives that the probler
the small independent at this
was particularly grave and press
contending that the companies
using the present decree to pe
tuate and increase their monopj

condemn those who

•

tic

practices.

The committee
j

divorcement.

<

talk in the
afternoon, giving the sales group some slants
The
standpoint.
from the theater operating
playdate situation will be discussed by Ed

Harry M. Kalmine also

Hinchy.

A

District
Seed,

will

.

managers on hand include Harry
Henry Herbel, Ralph L. McCoy,

Ayers, Robert Smeltzer, Hall Walsh,
Rich, Clarence Eiseman and Wolfe
Ted Tod, Midwest field representaalso is attending the sessions.

Norman
Charles
Cohen.
tive,

WB

Post in Cleveland

Cleveland, O.

—

Bert M. Stearn,

or more
survey some 115
ing approximately 550 theaters, re- dents belong to booking comt;
by
Seventy theaters are closed, le£
ported that they were affected
97 theaters with no affiliations.
the shortage.
These unaffiliated theaters, c
Termed "A Helping Hand
poorer clientele, are the
"It is with satisfaction, therefore, ing to a
suffering the most bj
that Allied has learned of the de- that are
Leff said, because oJ
cision of Metro to make available decree,
demands for percentage
to its customers 10 pictures from creased
it might be wis
past programs in order to ease the tures. Leff said
distributors offered wha
announcethe
the
to
According
strain.
shows," consistin
ment, M-G-M customers may book called "unit
on a reasonable
features
as
two
many
as
or
pictures,
all of these
may require. centage for the pair. This v

but committee members.

members are Joselyn Succeeds Wilson
the vote was reported
of course opposed
Robert B. Joselyn has been named
"You never can tell what sort clerk of the motion picture arbitrato be 14-7
among
out
of deals they may have worked
Des Moines. Joselyn
themselves, and so it is not certain that tion tribunal in
any member would sponsor such an amend- succeeds Bruce Wilson, who has entment.''
ered the armed service.
committee

—

Costello declared that there is grave danger that as high a tax as that proposed by
the Ways and Means Committee would simply cut the box-office take and not give
the Government nearly the increased revenue
'Attendance is bound to drop
expects.
it
off with such a high tax," he said, pointing
out that attendance by children would be
hit especially hard.

pressure should bear results in decreasing
the tax from the three cent proposal.
Rogers told
"It hits the ordinary people,"

THE FILM DAILY,

"and

is

definitely

dis-

criminatory against this form of mass amusement unless other taxes are added to increase the burden borne by those whose

forms of amusement are different."

Discriminates Against Youngsters
Rogers Will Oppose the Tax
"About 01 per cent of theater admissions
Rogers said he would be perfectly willing
"and
Costello,
unless
21,"
said
under
ar3 people
to take the floor against this tax,
drop.
it's certain that these admissions would
there is some form of strategy worked out
diswould
against
tax
It is also obvious that the
which would preclude his speaking
criminate against these youngsters, most of it.
He was surprised to be told that the
whom are not earning their own money. three cent rate was supported by adminisfor
paper
route,
a
who
has
The youngster
tration forces on the Ways and Means Comis
going to think twice about ni il tec (this was the statement of Rep.
instance,
see
a
cents
to
going downtown to spend 50
Bertrand W. Gearhart, California Repubmovie if he has to pay an extra 15 cents lican who opposed any increase in the adespecially if he can see missions rate) and said "well, then, this is
to the Government
six months later for 15 cents in his one case where I won't go along with the
it
neighborhood."
administration."
Asked whether he thought there is a
Rep. will Rogers, Jr., of California, who
admissions tax lowhas supported the administration on most good chance to get the
from the committee proposal, he said
thinks
ered
that
he
yesterday
declared
mea ores,
real
chance "if the
,1,,.
excessive and discriminatory." he thinks there is a
i, 1>;
The
He said he had discussed it earlier in the industry brings enough pressure."
will
week with Nicholas M. Sehenck, Loew's time to take the floor on the matter
predicted.
he
weeks,
few
for
a
come
not
head, and thai lie thinks strong industry
i

Hartford,

Conn.

UA

—

Lenox,

Conn.

has
pointed out, however, that unless Warners' local branch manager,
night.
the committee does alter its posi- resigned, it was reported last
as Western dition, it might be very difficult to Stearn was with
change the admissions figure, since vision manager before joining WarSuccessor may be announced
tax bills are usually brought to the ners.
conferfloor under a rule which precludes at the Warner Chicago sales
the offering of amendments by any ence which convened yesterday.

'

manager,

DEMING,

Conn.

JAY

He

—

Producers

Corp. of America, Hollywood.

Bert Stearn Resigns
Film Daily, and promised that un-

some

director,

publicity

STEELE,

Say Indies Being

pressed for
Kalmenson huddled yesterday with Charles are adding to the exhibitors' bur97 Unaffiliated Houses
Einfeld Mort Blumenstock, Arthur Sachson, den.
Roy Haines, Jules Lapidus, Norman H. Moof production
curtailment
and Wright were told
Clark
pre"The
session
in
a
ray and A. W. Schwalberg
and withholding of completed pic- brief prepared by Leff that of
liminary to the main event today.
addressed
This morning's gathering will be
created an artificial 600 theaters in Manhattan, Qu
tures have
by Joseph Bernhard as well as Kalmenson,
shortage in many areas, making the Bronx and Brooklyn, 187 are affil
Einfeld, Blumenstock, Sachson, Moray and
film houses.
One hundred and thirtj
Plans mapped out yesterday at the exhibitors easy victims of the
others.
executive conference will be presented to the rental squeeze. In the recent Allied houses are in circuits having
assembled district managers.
exhibitors, operattheaters and 103 ind<

Com. May Modify Stand

Although

NEW POSTS

IN

individual

situations

made to sell the eliminate the practice of pi:
on percentage an<
pictures as re-issues; they are mere- one picture
time other on a flat rental.
ly offered as a helping hand in
Indies Ready to Testify
of trouble.

No

effort will be

"Nothing is said in the trade paper announcement about terms, but it is believed
purthat these will be consistent with the

—

to aid the exhibitors in
pose of the offer
a tough situation.
Ordinarily exhibitors eye re-issues warily
than
because they usually represent no more
to
an effort on the part of the distributor
buildby
market
take advantage of a thin
ing huge profits on productions that alacready have been liquidated. But Metro's
aid
tion appears to be a genuine effort to
subthe exhibitors by making available a

The unaffiliated group told
and Wright that the indepen
would be willing to testify tha
charged monopolies exist if the
ernment decided to continue tb
against the majors.
Attending the conference
Leff, Jesse Stern, Julius Cha
Max Wallach and Max Cohen.

The unaffiliated group later
number of excellent pictures, from
House members to protest a(
which they may pick and choose, and on on
the proposed admission tax.
terms which reflect this laudable purpose.
At a late hour yesterday the di
"Thank you, Metro. We hope that you
from the
will not draw too fine a distinotion be- consent decree changes due
All
non-customers.
dants in the New York consent deer
tween customers and
Clark,
exhibitors who really need help should re- not been received by Tom C.
it
We also hope that other distribu- tant Attorney General, to whom
ceive it.
ha\
to
was
draft
The
example.
fine
delivered.
your
be
tors will follow
representat
received Tuesday, but the
Keeping Their Memory Alive
agreed on some chai
Jimmie Fidler in a recent broadcast urged the majors had
be made in the presentation while o
exand
combined action by the distributors
to Washington, and so took the
hibitors to dedicate certain days to featur- way
thing back to New York to incorporat
ing pictures starring players now in service
The complete document »
His project is am- changes.
with the armed forces.
here yesterday, but did not arrive,
bitious and presents many practical diffioffice supposes it will come in today.
culties from the standpoint of distribution
But the basic idea
and theater operation.
will be
is splendid and it is hoped that it
6 Weeks; Missing
In

stantial

followed as far as practicable.
"An important feature of Metro's offer
Melvyn
is that it includes pictures starring
Douglas, James Stewart and Robert Taylor.
These and other valuable screen personalities must be kept before the public while
they are serving their country. It would be
a serious loss to all concerned if these fine
actors should have to return to the screen
as strangers."

Navy

—

Andrew
who before entering the servic
manager of the Rialto here
Daisytown, Pa.

been reported missing in action
only six weeks with the U. S.
He was serving on a destroyer
Mediterranean.

lay,

»

October 29, 1943

tarns

30% Tax Will

*

DECORATED

*

*

•

MARINES

asserted that the de CLINT McMILLAN USAAF, formerly Chicago JOSEPH KANNON.
Theater service chief, Chicago, awarded
Ramsey, N. J.
>
the Flying Cross.
first-run theaters "will not sufEDDIE DLOUHY, USA. formerly with the B
because the people patronizing
& K publicity staff, Chicago, awarded the

Wood

co-owner,

Ramsey

*

/ood contended that it was "un!,unate that our representatives
Congress see no distinction been the producing-distributing dion and the exhibition division of
business." He pointed out that
baa natural for the uninformed
slators to conclude that the busii could withstand any tax when
V read that 222 persons in the picbusiness drew $31,386,962 in
s
iiies and bonuses in one year,
/ood urged immediate contact
i legislators, protesting against
passage of the tax measure.
|

*

ARMY

SAUL KALASKY, Columbia

Fabian,

On

4th

*

*

HERMAN

traveling auditor.

Gamble Confer

War Loan

Washington Bureau of

—

Drive

THE FILM

\DAILY

Washington Si Fabian will meet
Tuesday with Ted Gamble and other
war savings officials of the Treasury
Department to work out plans for
theater participation in the Fourth
War Loan drive, which gets under
way in January. Fabian and Oscar
Doob were due here yesterday to
represent the

WAC

in conversations
Smith Hospitalized
with Gamble, but the meeting was
Lake City—Frank H. Smith, postponed until next week. It is beamount branch manager in Salt lieved that Doob will not be on
hand
i.e City, is in a local hospital for
for the Tuesday meeting.

ink H.
alt

,inor operation.

Theater,

The industry

is

not expected to play near-

B.

politan

Films,

Co.,

Chi-

*

RCAF

War Loan
War Bond

sale of $1,909,889,196, it

disclosed yesterday as the

-* —

SHAWN,

Film biz in the Third
campaign hung up a final
total

• WAC*

Cood

Conduct Medal.
houses are, in the main, inMILDRED STEVENS, Bell & Howell
cago.
duals who are engaged in war
PROMOTED
k and have more money than they ROBERT UNSELD, USA, formerly, Bell & HowWAVES
ell
advertising
department,
Chicago,
to
w what to do with, and in these
captain.
ESTHER CHARLES, Bell & Howell Co.,
ations it will be possible to pass E. F. HEFFLEY JR., USN, formerly. Bell & Howell Co.,
Chicago, to lieutenant (j.g.l.
of the tax increase on to the pub;e

Bond Sale

Total, $1,909,889,196

(Continued from Page 1)
ietin,

Final Pix

^ TO THE COLORS!

Lower Scales

rce

11
DAILY

Chicago.

*

general manager,
Toronto.

Cos-

Ltd.,

"Collaborationists" Off

North African Screens

—

leased

WAC

was
re-

a

16-page
magazine size brochure reporting on
the campaign "to you who helped
make it a success."
New figure resulted from added
returns by theaters holding war
premieres, a total of 1,473 houses
for

distribution

selling Bonds in the amount of $319,618,721. Other totals from the Hollywood Bond Cavalcade tour, flights
of the War Veterans Airmadas and
varied exhibitor activities stand as

Algiers (By Air Mail Passed by previously announced.
Brochure is made of representaCensor) Films in which appear
tive photos, clippings and other parts
French artists who have collabor- of the record to give a brief story
ated in any way with the Germans of the industry's activities.
Disin France have been banned in North cussing the contribution of the trade
press, the report hails its "magAfrica. Among the performers held

—

and says:
"The impact of the special Third
War Loan editions which all publiissued simultaneously two
ly as prominent a role in the fourth drive cations
as in the one just past. "It's just too much weeks in advance of the start of the
to expect," one official of the War Savings
campaign inspired the greatest allDivision told THE FILM DAILY, "but the
verboten are Danielle Darrieux, Viviane Romance and Albert Prejean.

industry will have a part to play, and that's
what we've rot to work out with the WAC."

nificent job"

out exhibitor effort in the history of
the motion picture industry."
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CRESCENT APPEAL ASKS DECISION REVERSAL
Golden
icreen Needs More Propaganda Pix

—

Editorial

We Get Scared Too Easily',

* Ratings
.

.

By CHESTER

*"\NE
*"^

indicted again

.

BAHN

B.

Washington

system

rating"

reviewing

of

which survives in the New York D^ily
although John Chapman promptly
ave it the bum's rush when he took over
he destiny of its dramatic pages was spread
News
cross page 43 of the same Daily

lovies

Jews

The "true

_

-iewer

took the

bill"

form of

"Top

Universal's

of

re-

a

Man,"

cur-

holding the screen at Loew's State.
the
comedy with
paper dismissed
ist two and
a half stars, which, if you
How the News regularly, catalogues the
:nrly

he

'.action as an

the review itself, if read despite
discouraging symbol rating, happens
)
sing the pic's praises as a comedy for
ids; indeed, the copy desk apparently was
impressed that it was moved to pro-

But

)

>r

"Loew's
Juveniles," and add
the

:xr,

head,

State

lifted

sub-head

a

quotes which could

the

from

two and

this

a

half

be

these:

stitches"

.

.

".

.

.

.

.

o
despite

what the

viewer had to say

in

Daily

News

commendation

re-

of

comedy, the person who hands
it the
stellar accolade ruled it was enlad to two and a half stars.
Those two and a half stars probably
?pt untold thousands of the Daily News'
ven-figure
circulation
from reading a
>od review
why waste time reading a two
id a half star review, anyway?
Could you ask for a more apt illustration
how unfair any system of symbol rating
e Universal

—

to
r

the critic, to the reader, to the thea-

and to the producer?

How

about

bulky

distributors'

revision

York

—

sug-

the New
was received
of

consent decree
Friday afternoon at the office of
Assistant Attorney General Tom C.
Clark.
This is believed to contain
the complete outline of changes in
the decree which the distributors
desire.
Clark was in New York Friday, and until he has had a chance

make

pro-

paganda p

i

Groups

Six

c-

to

[

[

Aid

and ex-

pressed

the
EDWARD A. COLDEN
opinion
th a t
there should be
a "lot more propaganda" pictures.
"We get scared too easily," Gol(Luntinued on Page d)

Charities
Initial

men

Campaign

meeting of key committee-

of the

Amusement

it,

Colonel Patterson?

Nashville In an apparent effort
get both sides of the case before
the Superior Court, Defense Counsel
George H. Armistead, Jr. Friday
filed a petition for an appeal to the
Supreme Court at Washington, D.
C, in behalf of Crescent Amusement
Co. and its affiliated defendants.
The petition asks a reversal of
the decision in favor of the United
States Depaitment of Justice by
Justice Elmer D. Davies based on an
"assignment of errors" presented by
defense counsel.
The petition for
appeal also seeks a suspension of a
portion of the decree entered last
May 17 until a decision is rendered
by the Supreme Court.
to

Golden said he
would continue
to

High Court Rules

Until

envelope

Division of

"Code

of Practices"

r

New

York-Brooklyn Federation
Campaign was held Friday at the
Status
Hotel Astor to formulate plans for For
the 1943 drive, which Norman S.
Goetz, general chairman, who was
In the wake of the meeting on
the principal speaker at the lunch- Friday at City Hall, to which Mayor
(Continued on Page 9)
F. H. LaGuardia summoned heads
the

Brownout

Rep. Doughton Gets

30%

Tax Protest

Department of Water Supply,
Gas and Electricity, the Board of
of the

.

.

/ET

the

for

THE FILM DAILY

proposals they will not
be made available to the press.

RKO.

star

.

gestions

—A

sion of Part of Decree

to study the

dependent producer for

the

in

has the young fry
"they romp through the
'oceedings on the screen with so much
iuthful enthusiasm that they transmit that
in't we got fun' feeling to the audience"
"Donald and Peggy Ryan demonstrate
lieir dancing ability"
"Susanna Foster
and the rest of the gang
I ngs beautifully
I )n tribute bits of comedy
to the enterI linment,
to
all
the accompaniment of
I ineks of joy from the audience."
As a matter of fact, the review con|
tins nary
a single derogatory word,
hrase, clause or sentence!
;view are

,

day by Edwaid

"Brings Shrieks of Joy."

\ ND among

.

pic-

Feast

Fare

o

*

paganda

tures are unreasonable,
it
was said Fri-

tures

also-ran.

le

de

attacks against the film industry for
producing pro-

A. Golden, in-

Friday.

isr

containing

Every great picture was propaganda for something, and therefore

-

of the sweetest indictments of the

"star

Washington Bm.,

Asks Suspen-

Petition

Clark Gets Distribs.
Decree Changes

Declares Producer; Hails
Coe as Industry Champion

Washington

Bureau

—

of

THE FILM -DAILY

Washington A stiff protest on the
House Ways and Means Committee's

Cowan
To

Pic on Pyle Book
Glorify the Infantry

Transportation, and other officials
concerned with lighting under to-

day's
newly-instituted "brownout"
honest and realistic approach status, the War Production Board
to the war, as viewed by the sol- announced that it had prepared for
with Committee Chairman Robert diers, themselves, will be the goal
that voluntary conservation program
I. Doughton, N. C. Democrat, Fiiday
of Lester Cowan who is preparing
{Continued on Page 6)

vote for a three cent Federal tax on
every dime of admission was lodged

(Continued on Page 9)

An

(Continued on Page 9)

Manpower Chore tor Metzger
WAC

Assigns 'Trouble Shooter 1 to Problems
Lou Metzger, who joined the WAC
Map National War Fund recently
on a permanent volunteer
Campaign Here Wed.
basis, will take over the industry's
various manpower problems as a
Representatives of producer-dis- "trouble shooter" according to an
tributor companies, theater circuits announcement made over the weekand associated enterprises of the end by Si Fabian, chairman of the
industry, have been summoned by Theaters Division.
Adolph Zukor, national chairman of
Metzger, who has been making
the industry's drive in behalf of the a thorough investigation of the genNational War Fund, to meet with eral background on the manpower
him in his Paramount Building of- situation, has already had several
(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 6)

Walker, Ampa's Speaker;
"Socker" Coe to Emcee
Vincent Trotta, president of

Ampa

announced Friday that Postmaster
General Frank C. Walker will attend Ampa's "Salute To Heroes"
luncheon at the Astor Hotel Nov. 17,
(Continued on Page 6)

No
No
will

F. D.
edition of

Tomorrow
THE FILM DAILY

be published tomorrow, Election

Day,
State.

a

legal

holiday

in

New York

Wi
Kalmenson Picks Moray
To Head
Mon., Nov.

1,
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Sales Drive

— Warners

Schenck

Today

LONDON—

29

Rue Marsoulan

HAVANA— Mary
HONOLULU

(12).

Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.

BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Casillo de Correo 1929.
CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,

—Eileen O'Brien.
Walter P. Schuck,

MEXICO

Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

FINANCIAL

to

will

Resume Stand Edward Peskay Resigns
As Roach's Vice-Prexy

open a 21-

week

sales drive on Dec. 19, it

City,

Los Angeles and San Fran- In testifying

was Loew's, today

to the

payment

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
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OWI

$5,000,000 Request

Washington

—

THE FILM
Its

first

of

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
KNIGHT'S Beloved Novel

ERIC

"LASSIE

this

arrangement.

COME HOME"
with

RODDY MeDOWALL—DONALD CRISP
AN M-C-M PICTURE IN TECHNICOLOR
Uala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

First

E L D O V E R 2nd WEEK
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

H

Mopes
crossroads

the major companies per year and
$25,000 from the smaller outfits. He
said that the companies accepted

n?:;^: march of time

Paramount

Luncheon

a luncheon meeting with
exhibitors.

MARY

FRANCHOT

MARTIN

•

—

•

"TRUE TO LIFE"
IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS • Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

PARAMOUNT

times square

Robert M. Gillham planed here
for the affair but returned to Hollywood Saturday. Balaban and Agnew return to New York from this

Cinema Lodge Will Hear
Robert Lurie on Nov. 9
Cinema Lodge, B'nai

B'rith,

A BIG

SHOW iv

7th Ave.

i &

soth st.

B WAY &
47th St.
THE JAPS ARE WORSE THAN KILLERS!

"BEHIND THE
RISING SUN"

will

hold

its first open meeting of the
season a week from tomorrow in the
Sun Room of the Hotel Edison at 8
p.m.
Highlight of the program is
a showing of Frank Capra's "The
Battle of Russia."
On the same program, Robert Lurie, National War Service Director
for B'nai B'rith will speak on B'nai
B'rith's part in helping the war effort. This meeting is open to members of Cinema Lodge.

W

O f\
w_yy

PLUS
STAGE

Army

Robin "Curly" Harris, UA pubCongressional handling will be visited upon OWI on Thursday when licity manager, has been notified to
the House Appiopriations Commit- report for induction on Nov. 8 and
tee reports on OWI's request for an will leave the company Friday, Paul
additional $5,000,000 for its over- N. Lazarus, Jr., UA ad-publicity director announced at the week-end.
seas branch.
There will be two reports as the Harris' successor will be announced
Committee has not been able to later in the week.
agree despite numerous compromises offered by administration mem- Start "Go Down. Death"
bers, one of which was to cut the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
amount to $4,000,000, and then to
Hollywood Spencer Williams Prohalve that sum. John Taber, New ductions has started shooting "Go
York G.O.P. representative on the Down, Death" with an all-colored
committee, refused to agree to more cast.
It is based on a story by
than $1,000,000.
James Weldon Johnson, Negro poet.

VICTOR

•

studio.

"Curly" Harris to

DICK

TONE POWELL MOORE

Bay City

—

'DAILY

taste

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

testified,

Walter Gross.
Netter and Gowthoipe went on to city.
Beaumont, Tex., to attend the annual
directors meeting of the Jefferson West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood John W. Hicks, Jr.,
Amusement Co., of which Julius Gordon is president, to be held next Russell Holman, and William Dozier
are due in New York today from the
Tuesday.

Report Thurs. on

Washington Bureau of

Schenck

later,

THEATERS

Bioff cut the ante to $1,000,000. The
witness said that when he rebelled,
Bioff agreed to accept $50,000 from

Arrangements were made whereby between East and West Coast
execs., were here Friday to attend

+

Com.

few days

Execs. Attend
William K. Jenkins was elected
president of the Lucas & Jenkins Frisco Exhibitor
Circuit, operating in Georgia, at a
meeting of the board of directors of
San Francisco
Barney Balaban
the company in Atlanta last week. and Neil Agnew, who have been atHe succeeds the late Arthur Lucas. tending conferences at the studio
Jenkins will continue as general manager in charge of operations.
Representatives of Paramount attended the meeting in Atlanta. They
included Leonard H. Goldenson, Leon
D. Netter, M. F. Gowthorpe and

-

NEW YORK CURB MARK ET
Picts
2% 2%
3Vs
U/4
Radio-Keith cvs. ...
1%
1%
Sonotone Corp
3'/4
3% 31/4
Trans-Lux

—

Portland, Me. Harry L. Hupper,
stage manager at the Strand Theater, and previous for about 40 years
at the Keith, Jefferson and Gem Theaters in Portland, died at his home
He has been ill
of a heart attack.
several months. He was a 32nd degree Mason and for many years was
stage manager for presentation for
Scottish Rite degrees.

wanted $2,000,000 from the film industry. Schenck said that when he
refused, Bioff threatened to shut
down every theater in the country,
warning that failure to meet his demand for money would cost the industry "many, many millions."
A

—

Monogram

Technicolor

Harry Hupper Stricken

Chg.

—

16%

NEW YORK

of $100,-

cisco.
Joseph

Win. Jenkins Named Head
Of Lucas & Jenkins

{October 29)
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at Extortion Trial

000 in extortion money to Browne
Bernhard, Charles Einfeld and
Bioff, he said that his company
Harry M. Kalmine were conference speakers. and
Kalmenson then conducted a round-table sur- had given in to the labor racketeers
vey with the district managers about cur- because its future was at stake. He
THE
rent selling conditions in their territories.
said that by shelling out to the two
Einfeld. who came on from the Coast to
leaders
he 'perhaps" had
participate in the session here, proceeded to labor
New York over the week-end with the home saved the company $18,000,000.
office delegation including Bernard, KalmenThe witness related that before
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif- son. Kalmine,
Mort Blumenstoek, Arthur
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Sachson, Roy Haines, Norman H. Moray, the basic agreement meeting in New
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON— Andrew H. A. W. Schwalberg, Ed Hinchey and Clarence York in 1936 Browne called on him
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor Eiseman.
with Bioff, who told Schenck that he

0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,

1,

Edward J. Peskay, for the pas
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
will resume the stand two and a half years vice-presiden
announced by Ben Kalmenson, gen- in Federal Court in the trial of the of Hal Roach Studios, Inc., has re
eral sales manager, at the three-day eight defendants charged with ex- signed.
He will continue as East
sales conference which closed Sat- torting more than $1,000,000 from ern representative for Roach unti
urday at the Blackstone Hotel.
the film industry. He is appearing about the first of the new year.
Details of the 1944 sales campaign as a Government witness.
will be outlined to the field force at
On Friday Schenck added impor- Closed on Election Day
The 20th-Fox and Movietone New
a series of regional meetings by tant details to the story he told
Norman H. Moray, who again has two years ago at the trial of George Home Offices will be closed all da;
been designated by Kalmenson as E. Browne, former head of the tomorrow, Election Day.
Metro'
captain of the drive.
Moray goes IATSE, and William Bioff, his per- home office will close at one o'clock
from here to Pittsburgh, thence to sonal aide, both of whom were conBoston, New York, Memphis, Kansas victed of a similar extortion in 1941.
Chicago
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Screen Needs

More

issue Is a Big One;
So's "Legal Notice"

Propaganda—Golden
in

den

(Continued from Page 1)
said in commenting on

plete

to investigate the industry because
of alleged propaganda production.
Golden said that until Charles Fran-

of

this

ville

is

the

only

fight

city

of

100,000 population or over which is
without Sabbath movies.
Issue will
be decided at the general city election to be held Nov. 18.

said.

Around the

the year, Gol-

first of

den

will put his second picture into
production.
It will be titled "The
Master Race" and will be based partially on the book 'What About Germany?" It will definitely be a propaganda picture, Golden said, and
will approach its subject on the ba-

Manpower Chore

the future, the story opening
supposedly as if the war ended yesterday.
Golden predicted that his first picture, "Hitler's Children," would have
a world-wide gioss of $4,500,000,
with a domestic gross alone of $3,Because of the success of
000,000.
"Hitler's Children," Golden said he
couldn't afford to make a "bad" picture, even though "it takes a genius
to make a flop today," he added.
"The Master Race" is being
scripted by Francis Faragoh and
will be produced by Robert Golden.

with leading trade figures.
With Fabian he leaves for
Washington today for conferences
with manpower officials as well as
preliminary talks with Ted Gamble, National War Finance Director, on possible industry participation in the Fourth War Loan.
Oscar A. Doob and Ed Schreiber

sis of

Approximately

six

months has been

For Lou Melzger
(Continued from Page

1)

discussions

Fabian and Metzger for
on the loan, expected to
the
get under way in Mid-January.
will

(Continued from Page

join
talks

Walker, Ampa's Speaker;
Socker" Coe to Emcee

WILLIAM
now

1)

WLB

ticipated.
New scale is set for ushers start-

ing at 40 cents per hour, rising by
two-and-one-half-cent stages every
few months to 50 cents after a year's
service in first-run houses. In neighborhood houses over 1,000 seats the
scale runs by similar stages from
35 to 45 cents and in houses under
1,000 seats from 32 to 40 cents. Cashiers are gi anted a raise of from $2
to $5 per week, depending on class
oi theater.
November
Laura LaPlante

1

M.

A.

Tucker

Ernest Rovelstadt
November 2

Ann Rutherford
Charles Kenyon
Terry Ramsaye

lames Dunn
Lee Bonnell

Mabel julienne Scott

Xmas Cheer

RODCERS,

M-G-M

leave

there

sales

chie

Nov. 6

f<

I

I

I

J

a.

b.

Daytime: Eliminate completely.
Nighttime
Reduce burning- hours so
far as practicable but in no case burn
for an interval exceeding: two hours
and only during the period from dusk
until 10 p.m., in terms of local time.

Electric signs necessary for direction
or identification of places of public
service,
such as public restaurants,
public lodging establishments, transportation terminals, etc., may be opnighttimes
erated during
but only
while the establishment is open for
business.
d. Reduce lamp wattage of all signs by
the maximum practicable amount.
Under "Decorative and Ornamental Lighting Including Decorative Flood Lighting"
a. Exterior lighting: Eliminate completely
at all times.
lighting:
Eliminate all nonb. Interior
essential lighting; reduce the balance
by the maximum practicable amount.
c.

during

until 10
c.

Reduce
ticable

the

p.m.,

wattage
amount.

in

period

from

dusk

terms of local time.
by maximum prac-

"Lighting of Marquees (Other Than Advertising Signs) And Building Entrances":
a. Daytime: Eliminate completely.
b. Nighttime:
Reduce in
intensity
by

tomers":
a.

for

Washington

this

afternoon.

:

Turn

off

lights

and

appliances

when

not actually needed.
Eliminate unnecessary use.
"Air Conditioning":
Adopt more moderate margins of reduction in temperature and relative humidity.

Foch and Alvarez Form
World Pictures, Inc.
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
Pictures,

of

THE FILM DAILi

—Formation

Inc.,

of

Work

which will make

program

£j

of six musicals, was announced here. William Foch is pres
ident of new company and Luis Alvarez is producer. First picture or

World's schedule will be "Lady ir
Gray," a musical which will be produced with the co-operation of American Red Cioss.
Arthur Hoerl i<
now writing the screenplay for the
production, which is scheduled tc
start shooting Nov. 8 with Arthui
Dieifuss directing.
Foch was formerly a producer anc
director with UFA studios in Berlin
Alvarez was associated with Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
some years ago, in addition to othei

major enterprise affiliations, and has
produced for Albatros Films in Buenos Aires and for Inter-Americas
Cinemas in Mexico.
Releasing arrangements will be announced shortly.

World has established its headquarters at the Crossroads of the
World, Hollywood.

"Bell Tolls" Set in 252
Situations by Mid-Dec.

b.

"For Whom the Bell Tolls" will
have opened 252 important key city
engagements by the middle of December, according to contracts alLadd. Para. Star, In Mufti
teady set, and additional dates are
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY being lined up, Charles M. Reagan,
Hollywood
Alan Ladd has re- Paramount assistant general sales
ceived a medical discharge from the manager,
announced
on
Friday,
Army because of a stomach disorder Of this total, 107 engagements opencomplicated by influenza. The Para- ed by October 29.
mount star spent ten months in the
Reagan disclosed that based on
Army Air Forces.
figures received at the Paramount

—

for Service Men
Chicago The Reelfellows Club is
sending Christmas gifts of $10 each, Reopens Syracuse Brighton
to members now serving in the armed
Syracuse, N. Y.— Effie Bettigole
forces.
reopened the Brighton Friday night.

—

F.

Hollywood, will

i

ater building from George N. Spiva,
Detroit
approved a wage
The
Joplin banker and capitalist.
maximum practicable amount consishouse has been under lease to the raise for service employes in the
tent with public safety consideration.
circuit since its completion in 1930. principal Detroit theaters including
completely when establishc. Eliminate
all first-runs.
United Detroit, Fox
ment is not open for business except
for amount necessary for protection.
and Adams Theaters are affected
Harry Lane Service
"General Interior Illumination And Show
A Requiem mass for Harry J. now in a raise previously agreed Case Lighting":
a. Eliminate all non-essential
lighting.
Lane, 66, actor and former Actors upon with IA Local R-179. Next step
b. Reduce
remainder by the maximum
Equity staff member, was held Sat- of the union is to draw up agreepracticable
amount consistent with
ments with all other local houses
urday at St. Malachy's Church.
public safety consideration and eyealong the same scales and submit
sight conservation.
them to WLB. No difficulty is an"General Conservation By Commercial Cus-

—WLB

come

and

\

only

Fox Midwest Buys House
Approve Wage Raise
Joplin, Mo.
The Fox Midwest
Circuit has purchased the Fox The- For Detroit Theaters

in

194

a "code of practices" at the request a two-week tour of company exchanges in Sa
Francisco, Seattle, Portland and Minneapolis.
and under sponsorship of the Office
TOM C. CLARK, Assistant Attorney Cenera
of War Utilities, adopted by the
was in New York Friday.
Special Task Committee and apW. SMITH, JR., Eastern sales manags
proved by the Informal Electric Ad- of A.20th-Fox,
left
New York over the
visory Committee, which includes ex- end for a trip to Charlotte Atlanta, Newweek
ecutives of major utilities companies. leans, Memphis, Oklahoma" City and Dallj'
The code as it applies to film the- CLARENCE HILL, his assistant, accompanl'
aters, and other branches of the Smith to Charlotte and Atlanta.
trade, here and in other aieas where
ANDREW L. STONE, JR., returned to Hoi
the "brownout" may now prevail de- lywood Saturday from his Eastern trip
PATRICIA COLLINCE has hied herself bac
fines the term "nighttime" as the from the Coast.
period starting at dusk (30 minutes
ELAINE SHEPARD has arrived
after sunset) and ending at dawn (30 the Coast to join her husband in town fror.
Col.
Ceorg
minutes before sunrise). Under the F. Hartman of the Air Corps.
heading "Indoor and Outdoor AdverLCUELLA O. PARSONS and MARCARET ET
tising, Promotional and Display Sign TINCER terminating a New York visit of severs
Lighting" the following is recom- weeks, left for the Coast yesterday.
SI
FABIAN, LOU METZGER, OSCAR A
mended:
DOOB and ED. SCHREIBER of the WAC leav j

Golden said
spent in preparation.
(Continued from Page 1)
he had been offered $150,000 for the
"Show Window Lighting Which Does Not
title.
It will be made in partner- as guest speaker.
Charles Francis Provide Essential Interior Illumination":
a. Daytime: Eliminate completely.
ship with RKO which, he said, had "Socker" Coe, MPPDA vice-prexy,
b. Nighttime: Reduce burning hours so far
done a great job in handling his first and general counsel, will be master
as practicable but in no case burn for
picture.
an interval exceeding two hours and
of ceremonies.

—

comma

For Brownout Status

for

published

American

of Practices"

Central

city's

here. The ad, set in solid type occupying six and a half pages, contained
names and addresses of the 20,000
persons signing the petition.
Knox-

cis

den

petition

Labor Union in its legal
Sunday movies has been

threats

Coe, vice-president and general
counsel of the MPPDA, started addressing representative groups on
the functions of the film industry
there was nobody to champion the
business. There should be more people like Coe making speeches, Gol-

—Occupying

52 columns
the Knoxville Journal, the com-

Knoxville

"Code

1,

home office, "FWTBT" is the
Paramount picture of all time
is now definitely established as

top

and

one
of the two top-grossing attractions
released by the industry.
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DIRECTED BY FRANK TUTTLE
Screenplay

— From

By
the

Lester Cole

Novel

and Frank

Butler

By Stephan Heym

WOMEN OF EUROPE S

FIVE GREAT STARS IN I

FEARLESS

THE GRIPPING STORY

UNDERGROUND

OF EUROPE'S

DEADLY^

UNDERGROUND ARMY
.

Even the Gestapo fears them

ARMY-

^

*

•

"

V

as they crack Hitler's "Fort- Jf \
ress"— from insidel
\

*

r

Sff THE UNDERGROUND

They have ways

of;

jetting ertnan's secref

AVENGE THEIR SHAME!

that the

Gestapo

*•

:

killers can't use!

1

,

fy #
j|

Army

his

Took Broadway
Like The Yanks
Took Salerno!
"October 15

This Exhibitor
Reports "Terrific
Business" In
First Key Date!

'HOSTAGES'
gagement
encing
will

at

my

terrific

do even

has just started

key

N. Y. Globe Theatre and

opening and

first

it

city en-

is

experi-

week's business.

better in the later runs

Circuit will give
is

its first

top playing time.

It

and the Brandt

'HOSTAGES'

entertainment of the type the public wants today."

—Harry Brandt

November

«day,

Groups

;

1,

(W^
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Aid

to

First-Rtm Business in Memphis hoop Clitnbs
in the Face of Higher Taxes, Fund Drives

—

Campaign

erities

Memphis There seems to be no stopping the upswing of attendance at
Loop theaters here.
Managers of Main St. theaters say "business could not

Rep. Doughton Gels

30% Tax

be better."
(Continued from Page 1)
session, characterized as the
vital in Federation annals.

I

Pictures continue to play the second and third week to packed houses, and
extra attractions at Auditorium-concerts, opera and orchestra entertainment
are sold out long before the date of appearance arrives.

the AmuseManagers have estimated that instead of the income taxes and drives for
Division's co-chairman, David
t
various funds, decreasing attendance, it has increased slightly, during the past
Warner,
Albert
Maj.
istein and
few weeks to top the already 50 per cent increase over last year.
of whom presided, that the
U campaign must attain its goal
"year of all years because of the
Pic
Pyle
National
ntial demands for social service
•h must be extended to meet warTo Glorify the Infantry
Here
Goetz said that
conditions.
three of the great humanitarian
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
tutions within the New York- to produce a picture based on the fice on Wednesday at 3 p.m., to disreserve
have
any
iklyn area
experiences of Ernie Pyle, noted war cuss ways and means of conducting
Is with which to carry on, and correspondent.
While Cowan has an all-out campaign within the innot only must a record goal obtained Pyle's permission to depict dustry.
but Federation itself the newspaperman on the screen, the
erialize,
Among those called to the meet«ntly needs to establish a reserve story will revolve around the infan- ing are Charles Moskowitz and Jack
neet future contingencies in a try, that branch of the service which Bowen, Loew's; Harry D. Buckley
d of uncertain economic develop- has been more or less overlooked in and Sam Lefkowitz, UA; J. Harold
t.
pictuies and yet is of the most vital Lang and Ray Moon, 20th-Fox; Ralph
116 Agencies to Benefit
importance.
Budd and Clarence Eisman, Ware 116 Federation agencies include nine
Cowan said Friday that the pic- ners; Leon Bamberger and Bob
tals; 25 child care agencies; two family
ture, as yet without an official title, Wolff, RKO Radio; A. Schneider and
pe agencies: 18 community centers: beand other agencies aiding would be adapted from Pyle's book Nat Cohen, Columbia; Herbert J.
»r guidance;
as

cited,

>etz

did

Cowan

on

Book

Map

•

"This

is

Your War," but

would be authored by

in reality
soldiers.
He

hopeful of obtaining Ben Hecht
Some of the
do the screenplay.
scenes may be made in Italy and
agencies dining the past year
-.ttion
Department co-operation has
-tated that the nine Federation hos- War
had provided o80.900 days of free been promised.
while 822.000 visits were made to
Simultaneously with the producdispensaries: the child care agencies
care of 6.400 orphan and dependent tion of the Pyle story, Cowan will
ren, while the family service agencies make "Tomo: row the World."
Both
9.600 families with serious financial pictures will be made for United
"Hher problems. In all, more than 300-.
•nen, women and children, many of them Artists release.
is

to

;

i

charities

during

the 116 Fedpast year, he

by

served

were

wish,
on

the

End Surprise Blackouts

I

Six Groups

Formed

In Southeastern States

than Spingold, of Columbia, serves as
aign chairman and reported that he
irganized six groups to supplement the
These commitof the main division.
and their chairmen are:
lists.
Band Leaders and Agents, Nat
Exhibitors,
Harry
iwitz,
chairman:
It.
chairman: Music Publishers, Max
c
us, chairman, and Jack J. Robbins, aste chairman; Legitimate Theaters, LawLangner, chairman; Broadcasting, MilBiow, chairman; Night Clubs and Resnts, Lou Breeker, chairman.
at yesterday's organizational lunmeeting, in addition to General ChairGoetz: the Amusement Division's Co-men Bernstein and Warner, and Nate
old,
campaign manager, were: Jack
=-<ent

i

B.

Cohen,

Sam

Shain.

William

Blackman.

Sidney

R.

Jack

Charles Sonin,
plus

Zimmerman,

Max

Wolff

representa-

of the trade press.

MPPDA

hei'e.

vote, whereby
proposes to raise one-

Wed.

admissions tax will bring in $327,000,000 above the cuirent estimated

WAC

and the entire
as it now stands is designed to
raise only about $2,000,000,000 above
the present tax levies.
Doughton will, it is assumed, transmit the
case to the commitexplaining that the industry
tee,
feels it is being unjustly discriminated against, but that the tax is
unfair to the huge movie-going public as well as to the industry itself,
as argued by Bryson and Fitzgerald.
yield of $165,000,000,
bill

MPPDA

Show "North

Lee Feted

By 20th-Fox Associates

Star" Nov. 8-9

Samuel

Goldwyn's "The North
Star" will be tradescreened by RKO
in all exchange cities on Nov. 8,
except in St. Louis where it will be
shown on Nov. 9 at 11 a.m. Time
set for the showings is 11 a.m. with
exception of Cincinnati where
seen at 8:30 p.m.; Sioux
Falls at 10:30 a.m. and in New York
where it will be presented at both
11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

the
it

will be

Mrs.

Mary True Dead

Memphis
J.

representatives
of the

— Mrs. Mary True, mother

of Edith Jansen,

change,

is

of

20th-Fox's ex-

dead.

it

STORK REPORTS
—

Cohn,

Fleisher,

ald,

The inequity

War Fund

Yates and Morris Epstein, Republic;
George Dembow, National Screen;
W. Ray Johnston and Joseph Felder,
Monogram; Harry A. Ross, Ross Federal Service; Joseph H. Lamm and
Sidney Kulick, PRC; Samuel Machnovitch and David A. Levy, Universal; and Walter E. Green, National Theatre Supply.
Si Fabian, Harry Brandt, Fred
Schwartz, Harry Mandel and Joe
Hornstein, representing the
will also be present.

Joseph

1)

Unless the Army
mandatory, or the military
Joseph J. Lee, who is being shifted
situation changes there will be no by 20th-Fox from sales supervisor
more surprise blackouts in the seven for Northern New Jersey, lower New
Southeastern states, according to in- York State and Long Island to a
formation brought back by local post outside of New York, was
Civilian Defense Co-ordinators who toasted on Friday at a luncheon of
Pittsburgh
Old Doc Stork has
attended a defense council meeting the Motion Picture Associates at been rushed in film circles.
in Atlanta, Ga.
the Hotel Astor. The industry turnA daughter was born to Capt. and
This comes after the urging of ed out in full force to wish Lee luck
Mrs. Jerome Roth, in Richmond, Va.
prominent political and business in his new post. Among those who
The father is a son of the owner of
leaders throughout this area, with paid tribute to him were Jack Ellis,
the local Penn, which he managed
Nashville, Tenn.

makes

officials of Memphis refusing to parEmil ticipate in the last blackout and
Louis "until New York or Miami is bombed
lander.
Leopold
Friedman,
h. Miss I. H. Garretson, Irving Green- by enemy aircraft."
Local Civilian
Marcus Heiman, Arthur Israel, Jr., Defense organizations will be mainaim Kingsberg, Samuel Machnovitch, B.
loss, Ralph I. Poucher,
Hyman Rach- tained with such practice blackout
Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, Harold drills as may seem necessary.
er, Edward N. Rugoff, Samuel SchneiAlthough these surprise blackouts

Max

ate,

u-l

j

—

(Continued from Page

by Jack Bryson and James Fitzger-

the committee
seventh of the moneys above those
estimated for the current tax bill
from the motion picture industry,
was pointed out.
The committee estimates that the

Campaign

Lged, convalescents, the handicapped and
•privileged.
He stressed that social
alone, as extended by Federation.
orth the money spent in its keeping
milies together in wartime.
rnstein quoted the services provided by

Protest

Harry Buxbaum, Sam Rinzler, An- before entering the
drew W. Smith, Jr., Tom Connors,

service.

A

son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis, president of the MPA, who Robert Biordi, father being a son
Frank
presided, said that fine work that of the veteran exhibitor,
was being done by the organization Biordi, of the Majestic, Ellwood City,
eliminating any chance of a decrease and associated with his father in its
in the membership. Rinzler urged operation.
have seemingly affected movie thea- full co-operation in putting the NaA daughter was born in New York
ter attendance in most sections very tional War Fund over the top.
It to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Peppercorn,
little, removal should stimulate at- was announced at the luncheon that
the father being a salesman for RKO
tendance.
the MPA had contributed $150 to here.

Harold Rodner.

the fund.

VEDDinO BELLS

A son was also born to Lt. and
Dies Defers Coast Trip
It was disclosed by Ellis after the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY luncheon that the nomination of of- Mrs. Robert W. Hornick at Mercy
Father is
Washington
Martin Dies, the ficers was slated for the end of No- Hospital in Johnstown.
now stationed in North Africa; beto Red-hunting
Texas Congressman, vember.

—

Finnegan,
secretary
irles M. Reagan, Paramount asint general sales manager for
/ears, resigned effective Nov. 5
on Nov. 13 will be married to
lace Clifton Rogers, vice-presiand general manager of the
elen

;

,'

York Rubber Corp.

has postponed his trip to the Coast
because of sinus attack that has con- Lottery Trial Set for Nov. 18
Syracuse, N. Y. Trial of George
fined him to his home in Jasper,
Texas. The trip is merely postponed, Smith, operator of the Civic, on a
not cancelled, his secretary said, and lottery charge growing out of a
will probably be made within the Bingo game at the theater, has been
deferred to Nov. 18.
next month.

—

fore entering the service was
ager of Notopoulos theaters in

manHun-

tingdon and Connellsville.

—

Omaha A seven-pound boy was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Max Rosenblatt. Father is RKO salesman here.

—
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ROPOSE 2-CENT TAX ON EACH DIME ADMKH
ee More Tele Stations Through Scophony Plan
velopment

mber

May Increase

of Tele Stations

More

50 Per Cent or

Schwartz to Operate RKO Theaters
In Cincinnati, Dayton Formerly Under Libson

Sol. A.
RKO

in Cincinnati and Dayton, formerly operated by the late Ike
be added to those under the supervision of Sol. A. Schwartz,
Western zone manager, with Arthur Frudenfeld continuing as division manager.
James M. Brennan, Eastern zone manager, will add Boston RKO houses to his
supervision.
Harold J. Mirisch will take charge of the film buying and booking
for Cincinnati
and Dayton, handling them through his New York office.
Changes were announced Monday by Edward L. Alperson, general manager of
RKO Theaters.

theaters

Libson,

ophony Corp. of America, telem concern, has developed a sys-

new Skiatron invendesired by the reguy authoiities in the post-war
od, makes possible the modificaof the present rigid technologlimitations placed on the numutilizing its

which,

if.

television transmission stathat may be established in imant key cities from Coast to
t, and makes possible an increase
he number of such television
dcasting stations by 50 per cent

will

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

It

THE FILM 'DAILY
now appears vir-

tually certain that the tax bill which
the House is expected to vote later
this month will go to the Senate
with a provision for the raising of
an extra $165,000,000 from general
admissions a tax of two cents on
each dime of admission. This figure
was voted Monday morning by the

—

of

?

Gearhart Believes the
Senate Will Pare Down
House's Tax Proposal

Must Keep First-Run

Final

Major Decree

House Ways and Means Committee,
in

Slandards-Kalmenson Proposals

the

face

of

widespread protest

(Continued on Page 3)

lo Clark

lore.

phony

associated with Para-

is

(Continued on Page 7)

G-M Radio Show

Bow on

Nov. 15

network
v featuring Fulton Oursler and
d "The People's Reporter" will
e its air debut on Nov. 15. Prom will be heard over 56 Mutual
ions from 8 until 8:15, five nights
?ek. More stations "may be added

ie

M-G-M-sponsored

This

is

—

Dallas With first-run theaters of
the country enjoying today the greatest number of quality pictures ever
turned out, by Warner Bros, and
other studios, individually and collectively, there is a vital obligation
on the industry in general to maintain legitimate first-run standards
of exhibition and not impose on the
public with product below this level,
stated by Ben Kalmenson,
it was
general sales manager for Warners,
on his arrival here Monday from the
company's Chicago sales meeting.
Taking advantage of any eager

the first time that a

Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., director of
United Artists advertising and pubMonday the aplicity, announced
pointment of Louis Pollock as his
nited Artists will inaugurate an assistant to fill the vacancy created
ressive national newspaper, trade by the resignation of Robin Harris
fan publication advertising and
(Continued on Page 6)
o campaign on five forthcoming

Campaigns on Five
tures Planned by UA

Named

Cleve.

(Manager for Warners
Promotion of Joe Kaliski, of
mer

Bros.' sales staff in

War-

Cleveland, to

branch manager was
nnounced yesterday by Ben Kalmen)n, general sales manager.
Kaliski
jcceeds Bert M. Steam, who regned last week.
ie

post

of

vice-president, was due in Washington yesterday to present to Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark
the final deliberations of the majors
on what parts of the present consent

decree should be eliminated and what
retained. Hazen, who may be accompanied by representatives of the
other companies, was in Washington
a week ago yesterday to present the
distributors' suggestions for changes
in the decree, but submission of
these was delayed until Friday. The

T

"

John Flinn

Named

WAC

Co-ordinator on Coast

Prod'n

Plans Envisage War's End

counsel for the exhibitor defendants, places the entire Crescent
anti-trust case before Supreme Court
at Washington, D. C, for conformation or remanding for further hearchief

(Continued on Page 6)

Extortion Trial

Resumes

Today; Prosecutor

111

—

C. Flinn, executive secretary of the

Society of Independent Motion Pic-

telanetz, special assistant U. S. at(Continucd on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

View

—Two

important Detroit
suburbs have just adopted new curDetroit

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 6)

—

Nashville, Tenn. A carefully prepared appeal petition, filed last Friday by George H. Armistead, Jr.,

The $1,000,000 extortion trial was
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Executive committee postponed Monday in New York Fedof the Hollywood Division, War Ac- eral Court by Judge John Bright
tivities Committee, has named John because of the illness of Boris Kos-

few ordinances, while discussion of
a curfew goes on heatedly in the city
West Coast Bureau of
itself. Feature in Detroit was a conDetails of a long- ference on juvenile delinquency, in
Hollywood
range film production program, cov- which the youngsters themselves
ering even beyond the 1944-45 sea- spoke up, against curfew regulations,
son and which will concern itself and in favor of better recreational

—

Appeal

In Crescent

West Coast Bureau of

Kids Better Off Seeing Pix, Detroit

PRC Long-Range

Govt. Charges

(Continued on Page 3)

Liberalize Theater Curlew?

(Continued on Page 7)

ialishi

Washington

(Continued on Page 6)

company has launched this type Pollock to UA; Succeeds
rogram on such a large scale.
Harris as Lazarus' Aide

THE FILM 'DAILY
—Joseph P. Hazen, WB Deny

Washington Bureau of

Scollard to Coast
for SOEG Parleys
left
J. Scollard of Paramount
Hollywood yesterday to start negotiations with the Screen Office
Employes Guild on a new annual contract.
Scollard is chairman of the
committee representing the eight
major companies and will be assisted
in the negotiations by Tom Murray
of Universal and A. A. Schubart of

C.

for

RKO.

(Continued on Page 7)

_
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Salesmen May Receive Full Joelson Eliminates Wage
Commission for Rest of '43 Cuts at Bronx Theater
Washington Bureau of
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salesmen

may

receive full commissions for the remainder of this year, according to

an announcement Saturday by Com-

Manager missioner of Internal Revenue Rob-

::::::

BAHN

THE FILM

WASHINGTON—

ert E.
to

pay

Hannegan. Employers may
employes any commissions

earned on their own individual sales
during the calendar year 1943, provided the rate of commission and
the amount of any other compensation has not been increased since
Oct. 2, 1942.
In making' this statement, the Commissioner extended for the rest of this year a
statement of approval for similar commissions earned during- September and October
which was issued on Oct. 7 by Former Commissioner Guy T. Helveringr.
The extension
includes
payments which in the normal
course of business, may be made suosequent
to Dee. 31, 1943 on account of commissions earned during 1943.
The approval does not apply to overriding commissions such as commissions to
an employe which are based on the sales of
other employes.
This type of commission
also may be paid without approval if authorized by regulations issued Sept. 4, 1943.

LONDON—

BUENOS AIRES—
CITY—

MEXICO

FINANCIAL
November

{Monday,

1)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat

%)

Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2

Columbia Picts.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.

Fm.

East.

Kodak

Ind.

151/2
16i/

2

Low
15Vi
16i/4

+

I6I/4—

'A

y4

pfd

pfd

160

160

160

do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

193,4

19i/2

60

Paramount

25

593/4
243/4

83/8
92l/4

91

RKO
RKO

Chg.

Close
15'/2

i

4

$6 pfd
20th
Century-Fox
22
20th Century-Fox pfd. 30

8i/8
1/2

21 Vi

29 4

Par.

.

.

for

Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal

Picts
Picts.

14

19

19

19

18%

18'/4

vtc. 18%

agreed to abstain from further wage
cuts for any reason whatever for
the period of its contract with the
union.

The agreement
to the

WLB

will be

submitted

for approval.

Coveted Army-Navy "E"
To Reeves Sound Labs

riim

buying

TED
the
trict
S.

trip.

WYNNE

of RKC's Atlanta office
week-end in Raleigh conferring with
Manager W. C. Enloe.

s|

P1ERPOINT, Paramount general mar

E.

for
Brazil,
arrived in
New Ycrk Friday,
conferences with John W. H.cks, JR., i,
preseident in cha;ge of foreign operations,
plans to remain here about three weeks.

Down Sunday Shorn Jackson, Tenn., Vote
employes and
Turn

—

—

3%
14%
3%

3%

;

Warner Bros.

pictures.

Walter Colmes

.

3'/8

WLB

!/

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 234 234
Picts.
13/8
1% 1%

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

f

Jackson, Tenn. By a vote of 1,
day for the ceremony in which the against to 955 for, Sunday mo\
workers and executives of Reeves were defeated in a referendum h
Funeral services will be held at 10 Sound Laboratories, Inc., received last week. At the insistanee of lead
a.m. today at the Free Synagogue,
the coveted Army-Navy "E" for pro- citizens theaters were opened
40 West 68th St., for Max Reinduction excellence in behalf of the Sunday afternoons beginning th
hardt, 70, famous theatrical impremonths ago for the benefit of s
war effort.
sario who died in his apartment at
The company makes crystals for vice men on leave in the city m
the local Gladstone Hotel on Sunday
airborne radio of the U. S. Army the provision by the city coui
morning of pneumonia, following a Signal Corps. Col. Conrad E. Snow that a vote would be taken at
scries of paralytic strokes.
Dr. made the award, and it was accepted end of a given period.
Stephen S. Wise will officiate at the
Sunday schedules were cance'.
by firm's production chief, Hazard
lites.
E. Reeves, and organization's pres- immediately after the lesults of
With him at his death were his ident, Laurence D. Ely.
election were determined.
Ma
wife and two sons, Sergt. Gottfried
George Smith came out publicly
Reinhardt, former producer for Mfavor of Sunday movies,
G-M and now stationed with the U. Kamins Quits Sherman to local Pastor's association but
led
Army
S.
Signal Corps in New York,
successful opposition.
Join
Rogers
Productions
and Wolfgang Reinhardt, a producer

B'way 3s55

Monogram

and GOIfll

point had been scored for the
President's wage stabilization order
on Monday as result of an agreement
CLARENCE BROWN, M-C-M produc:
between Local 306, operators, and rector, arrived in N3W York yesterday
brief
stay.
circuit
restoring
Joelson
wage
the
cuts to five operators at the KingsRUSSELL HOLMAN, Paramount's Eastern
The of pioduction and WILLIAM D3ZIER, s]
biidge Theater in the Bronx.
scenario and story editor, arrived in New
case had been submitted to the
Monday.
by the union on the argument that
CHICK TOMPKINS, district manager fS\
the cuts were in violation of the diana-lilinois Theaters, Inc., is vacationing^
his
parents at Owensboro, Ky.
President's order.
RUTH WARRICK is a guest at the Wah
Each operator will collect some
$700 in back pay. The 25 per cent Astoria.
JACK ROSE, Indiana-Illinois Theater ci
cuts were put into effect about 11
months ago. The Joelson circuit also prexy, has returned to Chicago from New

Renowned as a producer of spec- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Detroit Suburban Files o
+ 4
Hollywood — Bernie Kamins, pub60 4 +
% tacles, foremost of which was "The
247/3 —
%
Miracle," the deceased went to Hol- licity director for Harr v Sherman Clearance; Names 20-Fo
i/
83/8 +
4
lywood in 1934 where he staged "A Productions, has resigned to become
92!/4 +
Vi
21%
Detroit New arbitration case
Midsummer Night's Dream" in the publicity manager for Charles R.
30
+ % Hollywood Bowl
He is now been filed by Grand Theater, Hi
and then for motion Rogers Productions.
123/4
19%

12% 1234
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Warner Bros

COmiDG

A

Close to 1,500 firm
their guests packed the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria on Mon-

Reinhardt Rites Today;
HAVANA—
HONOLULU Trade Mourns Producer

PARIS—

3,

DAILY

3 Vs

14%

3%

to

Produce

Six Pictures for Republic

+ %

—
— %

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

l/

4

—

of

—

wife of the manager of the
Strand theater in Des Moines, died
following a long illness.
A son,
Max, is stationed in the Aleutians.

ley,

Complainant alleges violation

New Monogram

Section VI and that 20th-Fox
refused to license films to it. It se
release in preferred playing time
percentage pictures and particula
Montreal J. H. Allen, newly ap- that it be allowed to play perct
pointed Montreal manager of Mono- age on last four days of the w~
gram Pictures, announces the se- which it alleged 20th-Fox allows
curing of new premises on film row's the opposition Rosedale Theater
Monkland Avenue, and the engage- erated by United Detroit Theatei
ment as salesman of Roger Lalonde.
Allen was formerly with' Empire-

Quarters
THE FILM DAILY Acquired in Montreal

Walter Colmes who

—

made his debut as a producer with "Harvest Melody" for
Producers
Releasing
Corporation,
has signed a deal to produce six pictures in the next 18 months for Republic Pictures. He will produce his
films independently at Fine Arts
Studio and release them through Re- Universal in Winnipeg.
recently

Mrs. Beckley Dies
Des Moines Mrs. William Beck-

woiking on "Song of the Open Road," land Park, Detroit suburb, opera
Rogers' forthcoming United Artists by Detroit Consolidated Theati
naming 20th Century-Fox only.
:elease.

public.

His
is

now

first

in

production, "Trocadero"
preparation and will go

before the cameras Nov. 25.

MOO
ITOtASI • t

A.

HOJKtOII IOOM BIM (XCHAHG<

OlSlUlUTlOH SUTVKl

He

is

planning it as an all-star musical
featuring three name bands.
No
director has been set as yet.
Colmes was formerly a legman for
Columnist Hedda Hopper and an associate in Henry C. Rogers' publicity
office.

ART FOR J
MOTION
PICTURE
ADVERTISING

BR. 9-4

1

53

4

~

Jnesday,

November

3,

"3%
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opose 2-Cent Tax

Dime Admish

Each

i

Final

Proposals to (lark
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

nst the three cent per dime figit had voted a week earlier,
ne committee rejected on Montwo alternate proposals offered
iep. Bertrand W. Gearhart, Caliia Republican, finally accepting
Gearhart asked first for
third.
•aduated tax which would retain
one cent per dime rate on all
ission up to 50 cents, tax two
s per dime between 50 cents and
dollar and three cents on all adThis would
iions over a dollar.
brought in, it was estimated,
000,000 more than the $165,000,expected from the current tax.
ject Expert's Recommendation
ne committee then rejected also
rhart's proposal that they accept
recommendation of the commit;
own tax expert, Colin J. Stam,
a tax of two cents on each 15
This would have
s of admission.
=ight in additional $70,000,000, it
estimated.
The rate finally
d, twice the current rate, is exed to bring in an additional
..000,000.
he committee seemed to think it was
that." said Gearft a lonsr way in doing
"The trouble is that they need the
badly, and they seem to think that
They
theaters should come through.
tted that my arguments that it was
.»r break for the little fellows in thewere quite true, but said they would
to leave it the way they voted it iin-

they could be shown

some other way

•oduce the revenue."
'arhart predicted that the House will
the two-cent tax. but he has a feeling
the Senate will pare the figure down.
ips to the two cents on each 15 sugOn that supposition. Mond by Stam.
action was a major victory for the
.Try. since it is doubtful that the Senate
J have gone below two cents per dime
ley had been handed a bill from the
f
calling for three cents on the dime.

Exhib.
•lit
i

'rs

for

Leaders Given Credit

the

reconsideration

of

vers,

looked for, he said, although
mail to Congressmen of which
that exhibitor lead,it least, would have preferred a gradulevy which would leave the small ad<in
theaters paying the same tax as
-csent.
He was hopeful that he might
ble to issue a statement yesterday or
is to be
sires and

as

I
'

copies indicate

setting forth
rganization.

the

official

Midtveeh Miscellany:
•

OUT

•

•

Hollywood comes word that Harry Sherman, scion
oi stirring sagebrush sagas and pioduction Papa of the Hopalong Cassidy series, will henceforth be known as Harry A. Sherman to avoid
coniusion with Harry Sherman, former Central Labor Council prexy,
and Harry Scherman, the writer and Book oi the Month Club fame
It has
been a bit muddling both within the trade and without
Harry A. (Producer) Sherman has always been a stickler for
Of
clarity, whether in the realm of the cognomen or pic-making
all the exponents of the outdoor drama. Handsome Harry has been
All you have to do,
most particular about photographic guality
by the way of substantiation, is to lamp his UA pix and all those he made
for Paramount
His productions always give, over and above their
whirlwind entertainment values, a specific "bonus" in the form of
exquisite, carefully-chosen, scenic locale into which the action is fitted.

•

of

DURING

•

•

waning,

week's

last

Manufacturers Ass'n. elected Clarence G.

number

National

the

Stoll

and director

Br'r Stoll, prexy

ernors

a whale of a

to

Electrical

board of gov-

its

Western Electric, has

of

M-G-M

NEMA

has lent

.

.

its

by an outside institution

T
•

•

•

FOOTNOTES:

Charles

prexy and general counsel

for

a thoroughly unalarming

It's

"Socker"

Francis

MPPDA, has

Coe,

vice-

entered a local hospital

step, for Mister

Coe does

the

same

a health-preservation measure, wisely working on the
a periodic check-up. coupled with rest, will do wonders
If more of our industry
in keeping him literally the "Socker" he is
gents would follow the Coe example, they could afford to burn the
candle at both ends either in war or peace.
• Robert Walker,
shaken up badly in an accident a few days ago involving his motorcycle and an auto, is recovering so rapidly that he'll be back at work
in a week, and perhaps before, in David Selznick's "Since You Went

position

of

principal that

.

Away"

Film's

And

.

..... Bob

is

cast in the opus as

notified

St.

.

.

•

Louis

commences Dec.

10

at

their

studios in "In-

County,

with

credited

shooting

down

eight

of

Axis

planes as a Flying Fortress top turret gunner in 36 combat missions,
will

assist

in

making

while, recovering from
Sicily,

'tis

announced

training

back

City

Alaska

He won

films

injuries

Jefferson

at

Metro film technician prior
four Jap

for

the

Gregory,

S.

Army

D.

—

J.

W. Hancer,

op-

other persons were severely burned.
William Jonas, manager of the
theater, said the firt started in the
projection booth when a film touched
Harry Ritthe edge of a cigaret.
ter, assistant operator, threw the
film out of the booth into the hall-

way.
Ritter escaped down the hallway
and Mrs. Hancer, wife of the operator flew through a window. Both
Ritter and Mrs. Hancer suffered se-

Hancer tried to fight
vere burns.
the blaze with a fire extinguisher
and died when he attempted to escape through the hallway.
Fireman arrived in time to check
the blaze before it spread to the theater auditorium.

WEDDMG

Mo

to entering

Frazier

was a

the service, residing in Culver

won
.

down

Dutch Harbor,

Medal with six Oak Leaf clusters,
On local Film Row. Madeleine White,

the Air

.

space-grabbing job she's doing

for that

to

evoke trade "Ahs!"

company

from base, she nevertheless scores heavily with

Some

mags

for

3.000 miles

BELLS

—

Seattle Peggy Greive, formerly
with 20th Century-Fox Seattle exchange, will be married this week to
Lieut. Al Weaver of the U. S. Navy

submarine

Air Forces

the Distinguished Service Cross for shooting

also

S.

erator, was burned to death in a flash
fire at the Gregory Theater and two

service.

Seattle — Fran

sustained in a crash landing in
Barracks,

and the Purple Heart.
•
Monogram's Eastern publicity rep., continues
Paul Panzer

U.

planes during an attack by the Ratmen on

He

Projectionist Fatally
Burned in Booth Fire

Para-

Master Sergt. Kyle Frazier. a former resident

cendiary Blonde"
Clayton,

to his terms.

Maurice Rocco. sensational stand-up, boogie-woogie

his pic stint

pianist that

be acceptable to Clark. When they
reached his office they discussed these
two points, but did not include them
in the draft which they sent Clark
later in the week.
Clark would not say what they
were, but did say that unless he was
satisfied with the distributor proposals he might very well throw out
The impression
the entire decree.
he gave The Film Daily is that he
has been making it plain that he is
set to be tough, and that the distributors, unwilling to give way on
all concessions he has demanded, are
slowly being forced to come round

a soldier

again, appropriately, they're shooting around him.

mount has

—

appropriately indicates the temporary loss oi

title

his histrionic services

group which came to see him then
including Hazen, Spyros Skouras,
Nicholas Schenck, Austin C. Keough,
N. Peter Rathvon and John F. Caskey decided to amend their suggestions in the hope that they would

and they are currently

of friends in filmland

on its astuteness.
• NYU tells us that
Washington Square College of Arts and Science
two shootin' scripts for study by students of motion picture literature
The
Our informant is Dean Charles Maxwell McConn
scripts, selected by Metro as most representative of the studio's quality
are "Random Harvest" and "Joe Smith, American"
Prof. Robert
Gessner, chairman of the College's film dept., sez it's one of the first
occasions that a major studio has permitted its scripts to be borrowed

congratulating

1)

draft received Friday was still not
complete, Clark said Monday.
Aware that Clark would not accept two of the proposals prepared
for submission last Tuesday, the

thing annually as
the tax

House committee was given exhibitor
throughout the country by Abram

national Allied secretary, who
the industry did a "marvelous job"
tting the Congressmen know how they
about the tax.
No further attempt to
ade the House committee to alter its
I

Major Decree

who has

Ryan, comedienne

engagement
"The Drunkard," was married recently to Corp. Gig Kurry.
just closed her

in

—

Charlotte Otis Branon, local manager of Affiliated Pictures, and Alma

Banning were married.
Detroit— Donna McNab of the ofCohen Brothers Circuit,
was married at Kingman, Ariz., to
Sergt. Gordon Campbell, AAF.

fice staff of

r

i°i

h~t

teaw*)
Fantastic

4th frame

in

Boston! All-time hig
Nothing

like it!"

Terrif in
Jacksonville!"

Moveover for
4th stanza

Strong extended

in Frisco!"

run

in N. Y. (13th wk.),

"5th fine Chi week!"

Cincy (8 wks.), Det.

"Great in extended

(6 wks.), Nashville

Seattle run (4th wk.)!"

"Standout 3 wks.

(5thwk.),Chi(4thwk
Louisville (4th wk.),

in

3 Los Angeles theatres!'

San Antonio (3rd wk.

-*
»

Jack L. Warner,

Executive

Initial

N.Y. weeks sock!

1th excellent.

Holds further!"

Wham! 3rd week
Smash

in

Brooklyn!"

Excellent in Frisco!"

Smash

in

Omaha!"

Strong and holds in
Seattle for 4th!"
>ig

in

Los Angeles Ace

3 houses!"

—

Indianapolis • Philly • Buffalo • St. Louis • Stamford

Tops Cincy for 3rd!"
i

I

.J

York • Troy • Tampa • Syracuse • Des Moines • Erie
Milwaukee • Providence • Columbus • Pittsburgh
LklLL-l

OLIVIA De HAVILLAND
in

ROBERT

•

"PRINCESS O'ROURKE"

A HAL. B. WALLIS

All Give to the National

War Fund

Production

—

it

•

with

CUMMINGS

•

JACK CARSON

JANE WYMAN
NORMAN KRASNA

CHARLES COBURN

Written and Directed by

gives to all!

•

1&K*
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PRC Long-Range

Deny Govt. Charges
In Crescent

Appeal

(Continued from Page 1)

ing by Judge Elmer D. Davies, of
the United States Superior Court.
In a broad denial of Government
charges, filed Aug. 11, 1939, that
Crescent and its affiliated exhibitor
defendants, with the aid of distributors,

used

its "circuit

buying power"

out independent competition and to secure lower film rentals
by the same means, the petition declares that there were "no findings
that independent exhibitors sold out
because of shortage of product. In
some instances it was expressly
found that prices charged by the
distributors for films were increased
when competition entered the town
and that was one reason for the
independent's unwillingness to conto

force

AU-Femme Staff
Raleigh, N. C. — Theaters throughout Eastern North Carolina are rapidyielding to feminine influence.
ly
Latest "all girl" theater is the Carolina in Wilson.
Mrs. Frances Finch,
former projectionist, is the manager,
and her staff with the exception

—

of

two men operators

—

is

exclusively

feminine.

John Flinn

Named

WAC

Co-ordinator on Coast
(Continued from Page

1)

ture Producers, to assume the duties
of division co-ordinator. Flinn agreed
to accept the responsibility along
with his work for the producer group.

The committee also unanimously
expressing
adopted a resolution
thanks to Fred W. Beetson, executive

vice-president of the Association of
Motion Picture Producers, Inc., who
Renews Protest
has had to give up the duties bedefense protest against the in- cause of illness, for his previous eftroduction of interoffice communica- forts, as co-ordinator of the Hollytion, particularly between defendant wood Division.
exhibitors and "big five" distribuStanton Griffis, recently named
tois, who were dismissed as defenChief of the Film Bureau, Domestic
dants in the Crescent suit at the be- Branch, OWI, and guest of honor at
ginning because they had accepted a luncheon meeting of the
Holthe consent decree, as evidence is re- lywood Division at the Beverly-Wilnewed in the appeal petition and at- shire Hotel, outlined the purposes
tention of the superior court is of the reoi'ganization of his branch
called to the fact that a motion to and paid high tribute to the mostrike such evidence was introduced tion picture industry for its unceasat the conclusion of the taking of ing and effective work in co-operaConcerning the plaintiff's
evidence.
tion with OWI and other governuse of the contents of these com- mental departments.
munications to reveal the licensing of
Francis S. Harmon, executive vicepictures to Crescent or its affiliates,
the War Activities Comrather than to independent theater chairman of
arranged the conference
ope:ators, the petition states that mittee, who
ex"there was positive evidence that dis- between Griffis and local
committeemen, led a discustributors licensed films to Crescent, ecutive
rather than independent exhibitors, sion of the current program of war
because it was better business whol- information short subjects which the
industry is producing, distributing
ly aside from the question of making
cost to the
circuit deals in any town." It con- and exhibiting without
tinue."

A

WAC

WAC

tinues in part:

Charges Contradiction
"In the final decree of May 17,
1943, Paragraphs 8 and 12 are contradictory in principle and leave defendants an indefinite standard of
conduct. The distributor is left free
to say to appellants: 'Unless you
take our pictures for every theater
which you operate, at such and such
a price, we will not license you pictu: es for exhibition in any town
where you have competition.' Appellant insists that this is unfair
and improper and contrary to ordinary principles of equity jurisprudence."

Government.
Program embraces 12 to 15 short
subjects and 10 war information bulletins which are either in production
at various studios or in varying
Griffis has
stages of preparation.
returned to Washington.

operating in one part of Tennessee
to own stock in a corporation operating theaters in another part of
Tennessee."
In an "assignment of errors" made
a part of the petition filing, defense
counsel places before the superior
court all points of error included in
petitions previously filed in the local
The provision of the decree which court in an effort to secure modificawould require Crescent Amusement tion of the findings of fact and the
Co. and its principals. Tony Sudekum proposed decree filed by Judge Davies
and K. C. Stengel, to sell all of their on March 3, 1943.
Judge Davies granted the appeal
interests in five other exhibitor defendant corporations in the appeal citing defendants and their docupetition is called a "harsh and un- ments to be in Washington by Dec.
necessary provision and under pres- 7, also granting defendants request
ent tax laws may amount to a prac- for suspension of the "running" of
tical confiscation of their property," the one year period for disposition
with the assertion that it is "cer- of interests in affiliated corporations
tainly not a violation of the Sherman pending a Supreme Court decision
Anti-Trust Law for a corporation on the appeal of defendants.

3, 19,

DAILY

Prod'n
Plans Envisage War's End
(Continued from Page

1)

Must Keep First-Run
Standards-Kalmenso

with post-war entertainment tastes,
are being worked out here in a ser(Continued from Page 1)
ies of conferences between 0. Henry
Briggs, president of PRC; Leon amusement-seeking public by sho
Fromkess, vice-president in charge ing "trick pictures," which may
of production; Nat Lefton, Midwest
tract large crowds through freak i
district manager, and George Gill,
Washington, D. C. franchise holder. ploitation angles but send them aw
Arthur Greenblatt arrives Nov. 15 to feeling disgruntled and imposed |
Among on, will have the ultimate effects
participate in the parleys.
points in discussion is the probabil- alienating many regular patroi
ity of a shift in entertainment tastes Kalmenson warned. Several cases
of film audiences when the war this kind had come to his attenti
comes to its conclusion. Acquisition in recent weeks, he said.
of various properties with post-war
Class A houses, charging t
Two prices of admission in the comm
slants is being contemplated.
of the most important items of the nity, must present only quality p
parleys pertaining to the current sit- tures, he declared, and they cami:
uation of the company is increased afford to abuse the confidence
production budgets and the com- trusting filmgoers with current
pany's new program of producing sensational catchpenny attractio
its own pictures.
that aren't worth first-run adm:
PRC has purchased film rights to sion scales.
song, "When the Lights Go on Again
In times like the present, when th
Song will be aters are drawing the highest a
All Over the World."
to
a
picture
be
used as a basis of
tendance in the history of the bu;
"When the Lights Go on ness, Kalmenson pointed out, the
titled
Again," which will have a post-war is a golden opportunity for crea
theme.
ing and cementing good-will for t
screen in general a chance to mai
permanent friends and customers
Succeeds
Pollock to
millions who have not been stea<
film patrons in the past.
Aide
Harris as Lazarus'
Many new customers also are b
ing developed today among the n
(Continued from Page 1)
tion's youth, he said, and this offe
who has received his induction pa- a chance to not only help solve tl
pers. He starts Monday.
juvenile delinquency problem by pr
Pollock has just returned from viding wholesome entertainment
b
Hollywood where he was actively en- also to make new patrons who w
gaged in preparing radio scripts continue to be filmgoers for life.
and handling special publicity for the
Kalmenson further stated th.
Independent Motion Picture Produc- there is no need for any first-ri
California.
ers of
theater to go below its establish!
Prior to his Coast activities, Polentertainment standard and sacrifii
lock was Eastern publicity and ad- valuable prestige in order to f
vertising manager for Universal and
bookings because there is an amp
had been associated with both the supply of top entertainment f<
RKO and Publix B & K theater cir- every type of theater.
cuits.
Kalmenson said he wanted to mal
it clear that he wasn't urging e:
hibitors not to play any particuli
Banquet
World
On the contrar
kind of picture.
For "Guadalcanal Diary" he stated, there is a right theati
for every type and quality of piCompletion of plans for the world ture made, but each must be sho\*
premiere of 20th-Fox's "Guadal- in its proper theater and undi
canal Diary," to take place in Phila- its proper conditions.
delphia on Nov. 10, was announced
Statistics of the industry durhr
on Monday by Tom Connors, vice- and just following the First Wori.;
president in charge of world-wide War showed that the box-office flou
distribution for the company. Film's ished in the war period but lost
formal bow, coincident with the 168th considerable percentage of its a
anniversary of the founding of the tendance in the depression that foj
U. S. Marines in the city of Phila- lowed, Kalmenson said.
This ca
delphia, is set for the Fox Theater be avoided in the present era, he bi
there, and, simultaneously a ban- lieves, if exhibitors take
specii
quet at the Bellevue-Stratford will pains to keep faith with their pa
officials,
be tendered to 20th-Fox
rons and to strengthen the growin
officers of the U. S. Marines, impor- ties between the motion picture ii
tant Washington personages, civic dustry and the general public.
;

':

j

—

I

UA;

j

i

Bow and

leaders and members of the trade
and daily press, by Mayor Bernard
Samuel of Philadelphia in the name
of the city.

Lepovitz

Adds Two

Omaha — Roy Lepovitz, owner
theaters at Onawa and Madrid, la

The picture will be screened at
the banquet for the guests at the has acquired two houses at Sewan
same time it is presented at the Neb., the Rivoli and Lyric, from
Pox, Connors disclosed.

N. Kuhl.

iw<
3 dnesday,

November

3,
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Resumes

Extortion Trial

irfew for Theaters

Today; Prosecutor
{.Continued from Page

ay Be Liberalized

«

111

REVIEWS* More Tele

1)

"Gangway

for
torney general prosecuting the eight
defendants charged with being asso(Continued from Page 1)
ciates of George E. Browne, conPossible solution to victed ex-head of the IATSE, and
with Margo, John Carradine, Robert Ryan
Lortunities.
69 Mins.
5 situation, unofficial comment inWilliam Bioff, his personal represen- RKO
ues, may be an actual liberaliza- tative, who weie convicted of a simiTHIS PRODUCTION HAS GOOD BOX
n of theater curfew laws.
lar extortion in 1941.
OFFICE VALUES DESPITE FAMILIAR MA"vie officials and theater men
Upon resumption of the trial toACHIEVES NOVEL EFFECTS.
TERIAL;
we been discussing the idea of ai- day
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's
As its title indicates, "Gangway for
ring younger patrons to stay in head, will continue his testimony unateis later than now allowed by der cross-examination by counsel for Tomorrow" deals with those on the home
Idea is that the the six Chicago gangsters charged front working for a Hitler-free world to
j ordinances.
The film is told with vigor, sin»ngsters will be better off in the with being the brains behind the mo- come.
aters than on the streets, where vie shakedown by the two former cerity, feeling and a high purpose virtues
which make it possible to forget that the
would normally be, while their labor leaders.
j
familiar.
undistinguished and
tnts are working. The increased
Isadore Zevin, foimer secretary material is
ount of youngsters on the streets to Browne, who is named as a con- The novel effects employed in unwinding
reveal the radio hand of Arch
1 light is largely a direct result of
federate in the indictment of the the story
who did the screenplay.
re wo: king mothers, as well as ab- eight defendants, Monday had his Oboler,
The picture is a series of five unrelated
ce of older brothers and sisters sentencing for perjury postponed by
yarns the principal characters in which are
'mi home, either in the services or Judge Murray Hulbert in New York
brought together in a plant turning out
war jobs.
Federal Court until Dec. 1. Zevin
planes to make possible the realization of a
lie suburb of Allen Park just adopted an
recently pleaded guilty to the perin- persons under 17 from tha
nice bi
common goal the destruction of Hitler.
er l() p.m., unless accompanied by jury indictment, which charged him
The stories draw upon a variety of emotions
guardians, with an hour's addi. with testifying falsely before a Fedtold with
in
their development and are
Pargrace on Friday and Saturday.
eral grand jury investigating the
great effectiveness, even if the material
olguardians are held responsible for
special
whereabouts
of
$1,500,000
a
penalties
net oi their youngsters, with
something to be desired.

Seen by Scophony

Is

Tomorrow"

—

;

.

—

,

1

;

leaves

I

up
uburb
-

to $100
of River

assessment fund collected from

and 90 days.

Rouse

iadopting an
controlling
Nov.
:s.
and going into effect
Penalties run up to $50 or 30

live

-

under 16,

;

p.m.

1

Curfew as Too Early

of

maximum

used throughout.
of the five stories
reviews his life while being driven to work
in the car of a family man who has imagined
each person to be different from what he

Campaigns on Five
Planned by UA

really

The

—

is

(Continued from Page

is

is.

person to dip into the past
French refugee who was active
The second is Robert
in the underground.
Ryan, who turned to building planes when
his racing car cracked up and ended his

Pictures

Louis Owners of nabe triers while not objecting in prinie to the juvenile curfew law bill
rented to the Board of Aldermen
'e expressed the opinion to varimembers of the aldermanic board

It.

The flashback method
a
The chief actor in each

He faces
the IATSE.
sentence of 60 years and
fines totaling $42,000.
bers

Louis Nabe Exhibs. Oppose Big
p.m.

mem-

1)

first

Margo,

a

releases, Paul N. Lazaius, Jr., director of advertising and publicity, dream of joining the Air Force. The third
announced Monday following his re- is James Bell, a prison warden who went
turn from Hollywood, where he dis- through the agony of throwing the switch
cussed preliminary details of the that ended his wayward brother's life in
-t the tentative curfew hour of 10
The attractions are the chair. Then comes Amelita Ward, who
campaign.
i.
is too early.
The theater owners have suggested 'Three Russian Girls," an R & F enjoyed brief glory as "Miss America." The
perhaps 11 p.m. would be a production; "Jack London," the Sam- final person to be heard from is John Carit
1

time for enforcing the pro- uel Bronston featuie; "Voice in the radine, a hobo who turned to defense work
This would Wind," the Ripley-Monter attrac- when a village judge showed him the light.
ordinance.
•mit children to attend the mo- tion; "The Bridge of San Luis Rey,"
The acting is a great help to the film.
n picture theaters and get home a Ben Bogeaus feature, and "Knick- Each of those mentioned gives a creditable
erbocker Holiday," a Producing Corp. performance.
ore the zero hour arrived.
Among others to be noted
ter

city

j

of

—

Three more mid^pringfield, 111.
Jnois towns, Hillsboro, Carlinville,
Greenfield, have joined the cur-

America release.
Campaign calls for newspaper

vertisements coinciding with the pictures'

engagements

in

key situations.

Trade, fan magazine advertising
and radio will play an important
Installs Nov. 11
A
role in publicizing the pictures.
TOA will hold its installation of unique angle will be the extensive
cers for the ensuing year at its use of posters in areas affected by
Set meeting on Nov. 11.
the shortage of newsprint.
Plans for the campaign will get
under way the latter part of this
month and carry through until late
January with the release of
in
"Knickerbocker Holiday."

DA

.

TO THE COLORS!
PROMOTED

'

TALIE BEIERSDORF, WAC. daughter of Herman Beiersdorf, 20th-Fox district manager,
Chicago,

ICN

to

corporal.

STANLEY

USN,

LEVINE,

Stanley Theater Supply
lieutenant (j.g.).

SAN

formerly
Chicago,

Co.,

of
to

Washington

* ARMY *
ANDERSON,
manager

Service

Shore, Cleveland.

-1ALD KRANZE, son of Bernard Kranze,
branch manager, Cleveland.

London
RKO

CRAVER, manager of the Visulite Theater,
and LLOYD HART, manager of the

B.

t

Plaza Theater, both to
duction into the army.

*

H.

Expect First Print of Film
On Tunisian Campagin
Washington Bureau of

Fort

NAVY

Sragg for

in-

is

THE FILM 'DAILY

—The

Army

Pictorial

expecting to receive from

this

month

Harry Davenport, Charles Arnt, Erford
Gage, Richard Ryen.
John H. Auer produced and directed acThe Oboler screenplay was
ceptably.
Vernon
based on a yarn by Aladar Laszlo.
L. Walker is responsible for some unusual

are

ad-

parade.

j»-

a first print of

special effects.

*

Pictures,

1)

(through

Inc.

its

wholly owned subsidiary Television
Productions, Inc.) and General PreCorporation
cision
Equipment
which in turn is associated with 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp.
This revolutionary development,
long sought in the television field,
was announced yesterday by Arthur
Levey, president of Scophony Corp.
of America, after long laboratory
experimentation.
"Scophony's
Skiatron
electron
opacity television system, invented
by Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, director of
research and development for SCA,
means a possible upheaval in the
present tight fabric of television
bioadcasting which now permits
only four or five telecasting stations in important broadcasting centers because of technological limita-

Levey said.
"With the incorporation

tions,"

of the
television
picture
'storage'
methods into the post-war television
receivers, many more non-interfering television transmission stations
become possible within the same television
broadcasting
This
band.

SCA

makes for greater competition, more
and

better

grams and

is

quality television progenerally in the public

interest."

Samuel Farber

is

Named

Eskin's Representative

New Haven — Samuel

Farber, sperepresentative for the National
Committee for Education, and associated with George Boroff in book
premium distribution, has been appointed home office special representative for the Harold S. Eskin
Amusement Enterprises, in charge
of two Connecticut houses, three New
Jersey, and three Pennsylvania.
Farber was once New Haven
branch manager for American Feature, which sold Metro, Bluebird and
Jewel Pictures, and has had a long
expeiience on the distribution end.
cial

CAST: Margo, John Carradine, Robert
Ryan, Amelita Ward, William Terry, Harry
Davenport, James Bell, Charles Arnt, Wally
Brown, Alan Carney, Erford Gage, Richard
Ryen, Warren Hymer, Michael St. Angel,
Don Dillaway, Sam McDaniels, John Wald.

CREDITS: Producer, John

H. Auer; DiJohn H. Auer; Screenplay, Arch
rector,
Oboler; Based on story by Aiadar Laszlo;
Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Special EfL.
Walker; Musical Score,
fects, Vernon
Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleini-

Albert S. D'Agostino,
Al Herman; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
William Stevens; Sound, Bailey Fesler; Film
Editor, George Crone.
koff;

Art

Directors,

NEW POSTS

IN

MRS. KERMIT CARR, assistant manager, Paramount Theater, Oes Moines.
BETTY HENSLER, assistant manager, Strand
Theater,

W.

A.

Des Moines.

FEHLABER,

manager,

Liberty,

Liberty,

Neb.

TONY KOTT
Elkhart,

"BUD"

of Chicago,
Ind.

FRIEDMAN,

department,

WALLACE
A.

house manager,

Warner

theater

Elco,

booking

Cleveland.

LAFPE, manager,

MICHALSKI,
Conn.

assistant,

Rialto,
Circle,

New

Haven.

Manchester,

PHOTOGRAPHY, ELWIN C. JOHNSON, chief optical tool enDIRECTION, Okay.
the film on the Tunisian campaign
gineer, Bell & Howell, Chicago.
being prepared by Col Frank Capra Good.
RUSSELL B. SNYDER, chief chemical engineer
and a staff of British and American Manta Adds Three
Bell & Howell, Chicago.
Completion was set for
editors.
INTO WAR JOBS
Chicago John Manta has added
Nov. 1, but it is believed that work
JOSEPH KEARNS, IB & K film costs superon the film will continue for at least the Milda, Wallace and Ramova Thevisor, Chicago.
aters to his circuit.
IAMES A. FLYNN, Columbia booker, Philadelphia.
an extra week.

—

PALMER, Monogram exchange, Chicago.

(Continued from Page
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XARK REJECTS MAJORS' DECREE PROPOSALS
owa May Try to Collect Tax on Film Rentals
Plan Would Cover Collections Allegedly Due
State for Ten Years

Reeling 'Round --

WASHINGTON
p=

ANDREW

By

=

OLDER

H.

By OTTO

WASHINGTON
CLARK

iM

men

five

ley would,

of

days.

New

in

we

number
and

industry,

if
he means
There are at
York who could,

as

the story far better than
do know that Clark is

tell

but
the

can,
|re

talking

is

these

business

high

of

the

size

salaries

year's

this

of

in

And we know

its.

between

him

that the points at
and the majors deal

Exactly what he wants,
what the majors are offering, we can't
Nobody's doing much talking about
out it shouldn't be too long now before
nly with rentals.

story

rseas
ial

'ice

is

out.

Pix

.

.

The order

distribution

to

transfer

from the Army's

Service Division to Army
the works now, but
is in

Pictorial

seems
number

hitting

iiiags.

if

We

headache, but
that
he is determined that if it
es to him he'll try to make its operamore of a success than it has been
ar.
There's no indication as to whether
seek to change the personnel of the

ks

I

of

it

largely

as

"INCALCULABLE"

WEBER

Staff

Gamble Says Industry's
Value Worth Millions

Correspondent

—

Des Moines An effort to collect a
state income tax on film rentals is

being made in Iowa, with the state's Washington Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
attorney general, John M. Rankin,
Washington The value of indusrecommending the appointment of a
try war Bond promotional activities
Louisville,
tax
consultant,
Ky.,
Mayer and Associates, to handle the in the Third War Loan Drive was
Gamble,
Ted
R.
'incalculable,"
matter.
director, deThe Mayer and Associates firm Treasury War Finance
provided
brought the matter to the attention clared yesterday. The aid
by both producers and exhibitors
of the state tax commissioner and
would have a value of millions of
(.Continued on Page 9)
dollars if it could have been bought,
he said.
Questioning by the Government
Brit. of people in small and large com-

—

Rank Heads New

a

Assistant Attorney General Says Parties Far
Apart on Several Points
By

ANDREW

H.

OLDER

THE FILM DAILY
Washington "The next move
is up to them," Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark

—

Washington Bureau of

Tuesday after rejecting the
proposals brought to him for the distributor-defendants in the New York
equity case by
vice-president
Joseph P. Hazen.
"We're so far
apart now that unless they come
across with a good deal more we
said

WB

(Continued on Page 9)

Subsequent: Subbing

(Continued on Page 6)

it

at least the usual
It
not more than the usual.
ild
be through fairly soon, however
Col. Lawton, head of APS, does not
know he
t
the unit, particularly.

be

FILM DAILY

PIX BOND AID

Shorts for Duals

Film Organization
London (By Cable)

—A

new mo-

tion picture company formed for
the purpose of promoting the marketing of British pictures has been
registered, with J. Arthur Rank
heading the directorate.

New
British

organization

is

Seven Pix Starling,

Making

SI in

Work

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Seven new pictures
named the were scheduled to go into production

Commonwealth Corp.

West Coast Bureau of

—

this

week, making a total of 51 pic-

Exact purpose of the company has tures in work.
(Continued on Page 3)
At Columbia: Three shooting.

Subsequent-runs across the country are looming as an increasingly
important market for short subjects,
according to reports from the field,
and, in the instance of several companies, are said to account for early
gains in shorts sales.
Situation is tied in with the desire
of subsequents to husband their feature resources. With long runs and

APT. CLARK GABLE, sprouting a little
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
Police
more gray at the temples, never looked 53
e handsome than last week as he sat
Fight Juve
Testifies
lis khaki uniform before a hundred refor
1943
in
with
ers, two dozen army officers and nobody
Chicago
Juveniles who behave
ws how many gals who had bribed rein theaters will have a corps
badly
Columbus,
O.
Collections
of
the
ers who know how to lend them press
Louis B. Mayer, production head
lentials.
He handled himself remark- of police women to contend with in three per cent state admissions tax of Loew's, was threatened with
future.
Chicago
police
the
departto
reached
Oct.
1943,
1,
$1,661,509,
well, and to his eternal credit said
death, Nicholas M. Schenck, presi(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 9)
when asked, after he had admitted
dent of the company, testified yesfear of press conferences, whether he'd
terday at the Federal Court trial
er flying over enemy lines to sitting for a
of the eight defendants accused of
s conference.
He's quite a guy.
.The
(Continued on Page 6)
ndment to L-41 WPB's construction
in
•r, which
will exempt picture sets from
coverage of the order, is due this week,
or
Nashville, Tenn.
One of the most
a case of finding a lawyer who's got
Lewis,
City
in B. A.
a
important
issues
involved
in
Suicient time to write the thing.
Into
preme Court review of the Crescent
Air
Mail)
The
Buenos Aires (By
Amusement Co. case will be a deLKING responsibility for post-war forMarch of Time film, "Fascist Spain,"
termination of the legality or illegalKansas City James Lewis,
ign aid to the industry, we glanced
has been banned by the Argentine
the statutes setting up the Depart- Radio branch manager, and Ray- ity of franchises for the licensing
censor. There is at present a shortt
of Commerce
the other day and mond McKitrick, booker, have re- of pictures. Holding that the decree
age of good American films as about
ned one or two excerpts such as these: ceived notices of induction into the entered by Judge Elmer D. Davies
40 films have been rejected or are
Lewis reports to the in the case is not clear as to whether
shall be the province and duty of said armed forces.
held up by the censors.
'artment to foster, promote and develop Army on Nov. 18, and McKitrick re- a franchise is illegal or legal "per

Chicaao

Women

To

Vandalism

—

See Record Admissions
Tax
Ohio

Schenck
Threatened

Mayer

Death

—

Asks Franchise Legality

.

.

Question to Supreme Court

—

RKO Kansas

Manager, Goes

—

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

Crescent Case

Army

Censors Ban
Up 40 Films

Hold

—

RKO

(Continued on Page 3)
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Phone
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Hollywood

New

Filmday,

HOLLYWOOD, 28,

few
Rene

within

director

for

his

days,

a

for

first

to

Clair's

"It

trip

accompanied

by

FRANKOVITCH,

become
Hap-

is

at

the

Waldorf-Astoria,

her husband, CAPTAIN
United States Army.

M.

J.

SHERRILL CORWIN, Hollywood circuit operais
in New York.
He will be met by JACK

tor,

manager of the Newsreel Theater,
one
of
Corwin's operations,
and
return together to Baltimore.

zone manager for
Warner Theaters, and HARRY FEINSTEIN, head
film buyer for that territory, are in New York
on business.
Pittsburgh

who

Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

WASHINGTON—

J.

LATTA, Warner

circuit

zone

CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

E.

V.

RICHARDS

is

here from

due

in

New

Orleans.

the

NORMAN

foreign

lishing,

is

in

film

New

critic of the NewsYork, on vacation.

domestic

and

—

in-

and

supplying

all

available

concerning

information

such

and

indus-

and such markets. .. and all consular
officers of the
United States, including
consuls general and consuls, are required,
and it is made a part of their duty.... to
gather and compile. .. useful and material
information and statistics. .. in the countries and
places to which such consular
officers are accredited, and to send such re-

fa/./)i,.,jm

November 3);
Net
High

Am.

Low

Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %)

16

153/4

153/4

Columbia Picts. pfd. 39
39
39
Con. Fm. Ind
25/8
25/8
25/8
Con. Fm. Ind pfd.
16% 16% 16%
East.
Kodak
1 59i/
2 1591/ 1591/
do pfd
1 771/2
1771/2 1771/2
Gen. Prec. Eq
20
191/2
191/2
.

Loew's,

.

.

60i/4
247/8

Inc

Paramount

RKO
RKO

591/4

pfd. ......

20th
Century-Fox
20th-Fox pfd. (ll/2
20th-Fox pfd. (4'/2

92

Warner Bros

73/4

9OV2
21

291/4

29%

OOI/2

IOOV2

100%

127/g

121/4

121/2

30
1

)

73/4

901/2

20%

215/8

.

)

591/4
241/g

24

83/8

$6
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Chg.
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—
—
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..
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—

—

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
3
2% 2% +
Radio-Keith cvs
U/4
U/4
U/4 —
Sonotone Corp
—
3% 3
3
Technicolor

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts
Universal Picts. vtc.

.
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31/2
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18%

18%
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MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
EXECUTIVES

CO.

PRODUCTION
SCRIPT WRITERS
AD. COPY MEN
EXPLOITATION MEN
PUBLICITY WRITERS
PRESS BOOK WRITERS
ARTISTS

THEATRE MANAGERS
FILM SALESMEN

FRANK McGRANN
POSITION SECURING BUREAU, INC.
(Agency)
331 Madison Ave.,

New

York,

MU. 2-6494

INA CLAIRE

is

.

James

Walker

J.

will

be

toast-

is

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood As a result of action
taken by the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, studios will make
an intensified effort to shift schedules so that players can be away

silver

trophy will be

awarded by

who

are leading circuit
and independent exhibitor executives
and trade paper editors.
Judging, which will take place in
the South Gardens on the Hotel Astor at noon, will be followed by luncheon.
the judges

the eight to 10 consecutive weeks
required to make overseas personal
appearance jaunts instead of six, the
number of weeks previously agreed A. J. Tinsley Dies
upon when more than 700 players
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Alfred J. Tinssigned Hollywood Victory Commit- ley, father of Joseph Tinsley, astee pledges.
sistant manager of the Penn, is dead.

jj

YOUTH IN
CRISIS

MARY

FRANCHOT

MARTIN TONE
•

•

DICK

VICTOR

POWELL

•

MOORE

"TRUE TO LIFE"
IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS
Tony PASTOR
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
•

PARAMOUNT

times square

BETTY

iGRABLE
ROBERT

YOUNG
ADOIPHE

in

West Coast Bureau of

—

IS

OUR CHILDREN TODAY?

To be Judged on Nov. 12

Weeks

Circle 6-4601

0xm!=
WHAT HAPPENING TO

campaign is two-fold: First
Bonds as Christmas gifts,

Universal's second featurette exappreciation of
Fabian and Mayer's efforts on behalf ploitation contest will be judged at
of the war that the theater owners a luncheon Friday, Nov. 12, it was
announced by B. Bernard Kreisler,
are holding this luncheon.
featurette and newsreel manager. R.
J.
(Bob) O'Donnell of the InterPlan for 10
for
state Circuit of Texas will be the
guest of honor and the only speaker.
Actors' Overseas P.A.'s
Prizes totaling $3,000 and a $500

are $3.00. It

Symphony Orchestra

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

.

master while David Weinstock is
chairman of the luncheon. Tickets

20th

Gala Stage Revue

to sell

and second to dispose of as many
small denomination Bonds as possible in line with the Government's
Quotas
fight against loose money.
are to be set up for each Theater
and each exchange of Film Row,
and an intensive exploitation camports as often as required by the Secretary paign
is
under way with special
."
of Commerce.
trailers and lobby material.
Gift Christmas envelopes will be
all theaters for each Bond
To Honor Fabian, Mayer supplied
sold.
Chairman Dave Bershon anAt Luncheon on Nov. 16
ticipates a heavy Christmas sale
particularly in the $25 and $100
Si Fabian and Arthur Mayer will fields. Bulk of $42,000,000 in Bonds
be guests at a luncheon given in sold by Bershon's committee during
their honor by the theater owners the Third War Loan were of these
of Greater New York in the main denominations.
ballroom of the Hotel Astor on
Tuesday, Nov. 16.
"U" Featurette Contest

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Committee.
The U. S. Treasury Department
idea of

ROBERT YOUNC

DOROTHY McGUIRE

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Using as their slogan
450
commerce... "The present with a future"
film exhibitors of Southern Califor-

tries

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"CLAUDIA"
with

CLARK,

Post, Baltimore,

1)

and develop the various manufacturing

useful

-

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL

town tomorrow from

Dallas.

West Coast Bureau of
{Continued from Page

Galindo,

FINANCIAL

THEATERS

manager

Albany, and MAX FRIEDMAN, buyer and
booker for that area, arrived in New York yesterday for a short stay.
in

nia are being mobilized into a unit
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary dustries of the United States, and markets for a Christmas Bond campaign outLouise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr. for the same at home and abroad, domestic lined by the Theater Committee for
California War Finance
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929. and foreign, by gathering, compiling, pub- Southern

MEXICO

NEW YORK

has

So. Calif. Exhibs. Mobilize
For Bonds for Xmas Gifts

-

WASHINGTON

Ralph

LONDON—

star

Bros,

York following com"Destination Tokyo,"

A

Reeling 'Round'

Calif.—

0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,

New Theain New

spending several days

BOB O'DONNELL
SILVER,

of the

1
fc<

pany's entire 1943-44 program. D
covers the circuit's 217 theaters
California and Arizona and is c
sidered by the company as its m
important contract of the season.

his
pletion
of
role
in
leaves today for the Coast.

Baltimore

MOE

is

DANE CLARK, Warner
on vacation in New

C.

CARTER,
they'll

Saturday

lot.

the

York.

been

BARNES

BINNIE

York.

Representatives:

leave

will

pened Tommorow,"

Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Baltimore,

ter,

musical

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and
Holidays
at
1501
Broadway,
New

leaves

singer,

MORRIS MECHANIC, owner

trip.

to

radio

Hollywood and the Monogram

for

an

of

ROBERT STOLZ

::::::

BAHN

Columbia's assistant
foreign
has arrived in Mexico City on the first
extended Latin-American business

manager
leg

JERRY COOPER,

SEGAL,

JACK

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

West Coast Theaters for

MENJOU
PLUS

A BIG

STAGE

SHOW

TECHNICOLOR!

D
f\ V V 7th Ave
1\.\J A. I &

50th St.

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH
NEW

VICTORIA

•

B'WAY

&. 46th— Daily,
2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats., Suns., Hols.) 75c,
SI. 10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra
shows
Sats..
Suns., Hols.— CI 6-7429

—

B'WAY

ON SCREEN
Claudette

Paillette
.

GODDARD

Veronica

"SO

LAKE
PROUDLY
HAIL"

&.

4 7

t

(

performContinuous
priced
ances.
Popular
run. Doors open 9 a.m.

^.STPTE
COLBERT

STA1

RKO PALACE

I

IN

PERSON

Benny

FIELDS
Jean

WE

PARKER

. rsday,

November

4,

1943
DAILY

bsequenls Subbing
lorts for

Franchise Legality

To Supreme Court

Duals

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

pix cutting into the subse- nts' potential
supply, a considere number of operators are investin shorts and substituting a soed "balanced" program for the
ventional double feature bills,
niprovement in shorts from a
lity standpoint, plus the emphaupon color now in the shorts
d, are factors which are bringing
<ly public acceptance of the subntion, accoi'ding to the field rei_r

Thursday Tome:
•

•

•

OFF

nk Heads

m

New

Gassner
well

One

Since filmland

you

tell

title is

book

that the

a

is

will

pretty commercial

be tagged

we

biz.

by Robert

Riskin. from

Its

"It

Happened

Samuel Hopkins Adams'

novelette;

not strictly accurate, for there are 21 screenplays:

Night."

might as

copy

at $3.50 per

I.

Organization
(Continued from Page

1)

jrketing of British pictures
i of he United Kingdom.

out-

he North Star" Opens
night at Two Houses
J.amuel

Goldwyn's

by Sidney Buchman and Seton
"Rebecca," by Robert E.
Sherwood and Joan Harrison, from Daphne Du Maurier's novel; "Withering Heights," by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur, from Emily Bronte's
novel; "The Grapes of Wrath," by Nunnally Johnson, from John
Steinbeck's novel; "How Green Was My Valley," by Philip Dunne,
from Richard Llewellyn's novel; "Make Way For Tomorrow," Vma
Delmar. from Joseph Lawrence's novel and Helen and Nolan Leary's
play; "Little Caesar," Francis Edward Farragoh, from W. R. Burnett's
novel; "Fury." Bartlett Cormack and Fritz Lang, from Norman Krasna's
story; "Mr. Smith Goes To Washington," Sidney Buchman; "The Life
of Emile Zola,"
Heinz Herald, Geza Herczeg and Norman Reilly
Raine, based on a biography by Matthew Josephson; "Juarez," John
Huston, Wolfgang Reinhardt and Aneas MacKenzie, based on Bertita
Harding's book and Franz Werfel's play; "Mrs. Miniver," James Hilton, Arthur Wimperis, George Froeschel and Claudine West, based
on Jan Struthers' novel; "This Land is Mine," Dudley Nichols; "The
Good Earth," Talbot Jennings, Tess Slesinger and Claudine West, from
Pearl Buck's novel; "All That Money Can Buy," Dan Totheroh, Stephen
ter's

British

been revealed but it is underEod that it will concentrate on the

production

of

le North Star," the Lillian Helln film about the Nazi invasion of

two-theater
will have its
premiere tonight at the New
toria Theater and the RKO Pal-

ssia,
•Id

Seats for the first night perof the dual opening will be
Subsequently,
a reserved basis.
RKO Palace will operate on a
tinuous run policy, while the Vicia will retain the policy of two
wings daily with all seats re.

mance

ved.

novel; "Here

Comes Mr.

Jordan."

based on Harry Segall's

Miller,

Vincent Benet, from

latter's

Pic

poem; "Stagecoach," Dudley Nichols, from

Howard's play and Paul de Kruif's book; and "The Fight For
Pare Lorentz from Paul de Kruif's book .....

•

Honored

lobert S. Kerr, governor of Okla.na; Stanley Draper, president of
Chamber of Commerce; and RobHefner, mayor of Oklahoma City,
led a proclamation designating

terday as "In Old Oklahoma" day,
honor of the world premiere of
Republic film at the Criterion
;ater.
The premiere, sponsored
the Daily Oklahoman, was for
benefit of the Milk and Ice Fund.
(in is based on Thomson Burtis'
;

"War Of The

Wildcats."

play;

"Yellow Jack." Edward Chodorov. from Sidney

Ernest Haycox's story;

T

ry,

Publishers will come, on

"The Women." by Jane Murfin and Anita Loos, from Clare Boothe's
play; "My Man Godfrey," by Morrie Ryskind and Eric Hatch, from lat-

ts.

p.

Crown

the presses of local

Nov. 24. "20 Best Film Plays/' edited by Dudley Nichols and John

•

•

OVER

Life,"

The defense petition also raises
the question, for the superior court
to decide, as to whether the jurisdiction in the case was taken away
from Judge Davies after he had
granted the Government's petition
for appeal on July 16 and while a
defense motion to dismiss the D of J
appeal remained without action by
the local court, calling attention to
the fact that this dismissal motion
has not yet been acted upon by
Judge Davies, although on Aug. 27
he denied various other defense motions.

T

at the Child Study Association

Varieties of

1943,

"Old Acquaintance" Tops

Grand

Ball-

Opening Mark

organization's annual show, held in the Waldorf-Astoria's

room on Election Night, Br'r Clifton Fadiman, master of ceremonies,
engineered the American debut of Noel Coward's song, "Let's Not Be
Beastly To The Germans" ... .'Twas sung by Celeste Holm, of "Oklahoma," and you'll hear more, much more, of this wise and cleverlycomposed opus
There's only one copy of the ditty in the U. S.
now, Fadiman says.
• Score another superb strategem and example of initiative to the Messrs. John Joseph and Maurice Bergman of Universal
On Election Day, while John was on here from
Universal City and huddling with Maurice, word came to former
that the release date for the new Deanna Durbin pic, "His Butler's
Sister," had been advanced, and, consequently, ads put into work
.

1)

Crescent

defense counsel in
their petition for an appeal to the
Supreme Court state their opinion
that "a franchise is not per se illegal especially if clearance provisions are subject to readjustment
and if such franchises are not in
effect at any one time with more
than half the distributors currently
producing pictures."
"From the standpoint of the exhibitor a franchise (long-term contract) may have valid business advantages in that the exhibitor is assured a supply of pictures without
having to negotiate at frequent intervals over prices; and the distributor has corresponding advantages in having an outlet for its pictures," the defense petition points
out, insisting that "in the event the
consent decree and block of five
plan be 'modified' and long-term contracts again be permitted, defendant
exhibitors should be free to negotiate on this basis."
se,"

.

So John, with the aid of Maurice, got the ad roughs

to

the

They sent them via telephoto, 'cause
in the kind of weather we've been having, you can't depend on plane
deliveries pronto.
• Double Coincidence: Ann Harding, who
came out of retirement to appear opposite Walter Huston in
Warners' "Mission to Moscow," also appears with him in Samuel Goldwyn's "North Star," which also is an epic about Russia.
• Pat De
Blasi is the new prexy of the Family Club at the 20th-Fox New York
exchange, succeeding Seymour Jonas, who is no longer with the company
Catherine Clark has been named vice-president; Herman

at

H'wood

Aided partly by the election day
half-holiday for most workers, and
despite rain in the evening, premiere of Warners' 'Old Acquaintance" at the Hollywood Theater on
.

set a new first-day record
for the house, topping the previous
r*ecord-holder, Irving Berlin's "This
is the Army," by close to $900.
Latter picture had a non-holiday opening, on a Friday, following a special
advanced-price premiere performance the night before.

Tuesday

Coast within two hours!

.

.

.

.

The board
headed by Ray Moon, branch manager
Others on
the board are Joseph St. Clair, Irving Green and Moe Kurtz

WEDDIHG BELLS
—

Indianapolis Mary Robbins, receptionist at Universal Pictures exchange, and Corp. Charles Short, U.
S. Army, were married at the Robbins home.

Reiper, treasurer; Bess Goldstein, recording secretary
of governors,

is

T
•

•

•

T

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Blake announce
engagement of their daughter
June to Jesse Krieger. Blake is producer-director with Columbia Picthe

tures.

*gg#**
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Let's All

Give!

National

War Fund— Which

Gives

To

All!

v

.

November

Thursday,

4,

1943
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Seven Pix

Starling,

Making 51

Selznick's Best Seller

Work

in

(Continued from Page I)

At M-G-M: Six

shooting-,

western

Border,"

the

of

shooting.

Two

At Monogram:
"Raiders

including
starring

Johnny Mack Brown.
At Paramount: Seven shooting, including
"Incendiary
"Tomorrow's Harvest," and,
Blonde," a Technicolor mUBical.
At PRC: Three shooting, including "Jungle Terror."
At RKO-Radio: Four shooting.
At Republic: Three Bhooting.
At 20th Century-Fox: Seven shooting,
including "Greenwich Village," musical in
Technicolor.
Four shooting for United Artists release.
At Universal: Eight shooting, including
"Moonlight In Vermont," starring Gloria
Jean.

At Warners: Four shooting.

53 Chicago Women Police
To Fight Juve Vandalism
(Continued from Page 1)

ment

a training school
for women police who will work especially
on juvenile delinquency.
Fifty-three women are now enrolled.
The theater industry here has endorsed the move and will aid in the
drive to curb juvenile vandalism.
is installing

Enoxville Votes Nov. 18
On Sunday Movies Issue

—

Knoxville, Term. Knoxville voters will decide the question of Sun-

day movies on Nov.

by unanimous

18,

action of the City Council in ordering a referendum on that date. By
the recent decision of the State Supreme Court the Sunday movies
question cannot be brought before
the City Council again until the charThe Central Labor
ter is amended.
Union recently secured the names
of 20,000 people on a petition for
operation of the theaters on the

Sabbath.

"Sahara"

at Capitol
Columbia's production
starring Humphrey Bogart, and directed by Zoltan Korda, will have
its New York premiere at the Capitol Theater, Broadway, Nov. 11.

"Sahara,"

Chi.

Twin Premiere

—

Chicago B & K is using the Garrick and the Apollo for day-anddate first-runs.
first

picture

new

policy.

Dood It" was the
be used under the

"I

to

David O. Selznick's recently purchased novel, "So Little Time" by
J. P. Marquand, according to reports
from leading booksellers, is now in
first place in 48 out of 53 important
key cities.
It will be his next UA
release to follow his "Since You

IN CIVVIES

Honorably Discharged
METE,

from

the

Army,

to

Bell

Chicago.

CLOVER, from the Army, to salesman, Monogram Southern Exchanges.
LEON SCHULTZ, from the Army, to manager,

ROBERT

A.

Detroit.

WEINER,

Columbia
branch
from the Army.
JAMES WINTER, from

Harry E. Weiner,
manager,
Philadelphia,

son

of

the Army, to Universal,

Philadelphia.

LOU

MARKS,
M-C-M,

"Incalculable"

1

on Appeal

Are

|

I

(

WAC

War

—

REO Kansas
Army
Manager, Goes

Abe Berk Dead

B.

Paradise,

Was

Bond Aid

extorting more than $1,000,000 from
the industry. Schenck made the dis(Continued from Page 1)
closure under cross-examination by
defense counsel, James D. C. Mur- munities in order to check the effic-i
iency of the methods used in the
ray.
Went Away," now in production.
Schenck said that William Bioff Third War Loan indicates that Bond
blamed Mayer for the California premieres, the appearance of Hollylegislature's interim committee in- wood stars and other efforts of the*
Schenectady Clearances
vestigation in 1937.
He told of a industry "were highly popular ef-|
at the house of his brother, forts with the small Bond buyers,'"
meeting
Modified
"Through theater
Joseph M. Schenck, which was at- said Gamble.
tended by George E. Browne, Bioff, lobby Bond booths, comprising about]
An arbitrator's award reducing Mayer, himself and Joseph M. 10 per cent of the issuing agencies
the 35-day clearance of the Proc- Schenck.
Schenck said Bioff was of the country, millions of small
tor and State in Schenectady over
very angry and said: "There is no Bonds were sold."
and
Plaza's
the Plaza to 28 days
the
has not estimated the actual!
room for both of us."
clearance over the Scotia, Scotia, N.
Nicholas M. Schenck was con- cash outlay for the various forms I
Y., to 14 days has been modified
vinced that Browne and Bioff, con- of promotion undertaken by the in-j
by the appeal board. Case had been victed labor leaders, could have de- dustry, but has indicated that it
J
filed by the Edsol Corp., operators
stroyed the motion picture industry would exceed a million dollars. "Wei
of the Scotia.
"by a gesture," he testified. He ad- have made no effort to tabulate thel
The clearances remain as directed mitted that he had signed only one cost," said Si Fabian, Theaters Di-I
by the arbitrator provided that "in voucher for $7,000. Schenck denied vision chairman. "The expenses were!
the event that the Plaza shall com- that Marvin Schenck, Al Lichtman, shared by thousands of theaters, all I
mence to play a picture more than J. Robert Rubin, Leopold Friedman studios and many individuals. If wej
42 days after its last playdate at
or Joseph Vogel, with Loew's, had helped make the third war loan al
either the Proctor or State, then the signed vouchers
to cover the Browne- success, the effort was cheap."
clearance of the Plaza over the Sco- Bioff shakedown on the books
of
tia shall be reduced by one day for
Fund Drive Support
All those mentioned
the company.
each day of such delay except that in by Schenck are connected with
Asked
by Adolph Zukor
nc event shall such clearance be re- Loew's.
Stressing the excellent service I
duced to less than one day; and prorecord of exhibitors to date in thel
vided further that the Plaza shall
advancement of the war program,!
be deemed to have waived its prior* Seek Extortion Charges
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Na-j
ity rights over the Scotia on all pic- Dismissal in St. Louis
tional War Fund for the War Ac-j
tures which the Plaza fails to book
St. Louis
Circuit Judge Edward
within 28 days after their last play- M. Ruddy has taken under advise- tivities Committee, yesterday asked I
date at the Proctor or State and as ment motions of defense counsel all theatermen to give their total I
support to the success of the War]
to such pictures no clearance shall seeking the dismissal of the third
be granted to the Plaza over the degree robbery (extortion) charges Fund Drive in their own communi-j
Scotia, but they shall become avail- against John N. Nick, former first ties.
In a letter to more than 16,000
able to the Scotia upon the expira- international vice-president of the
tion of said 28 days."
IATSE, and Clyde A. Weston, ex- thetater men Zukor stated that while
general assistance to the local cam
business manager of Local No. 143
paign committees was all that was
Hilton Clearance Case Denied of the Moving Picture and Projection being asked of exhibitors, it was
Machine
Operators
Union,
IATSE
an
Complaint of the Hilton Theater
important that all of us, as indiaffiliate, both of whom are now servCo. of Baltimore which sought the
viduals, go the limit in the personal
having
five-year
prison
sentences,
elimination of the clearance of the
suppoit of the drive from our own
ing
convicted
the
United
been
in
Forrest and Gwynn over the Hilton
funds.
charges
States
District
Court
here
on
has been denied by the arbitrator,
Jerome Henry. Arbitrator ruled that of violating the Federal anti-racketLewis,
City
the present clearance allowing the eering law.
Sigmund
Bass,
of
counsel
for
the
Hilton to play 20th-Fox pictures afInto
defense, argued before Judge Ruddy
ter the last playdate of the Forrest
that the state court indictments,
(Continued from Page 1)
and Gwynn was reasonable.
charging the men with extorting ports to the Marine Corps on Nov. 10.
$6,500 from a group of local motion
Lewis has been manager of theB
Spring Green Case Withdrawn picture theater owners in the Fall
RKO Radio branch since February,*
Having reached a satisfactory set- of 1937 to side-track their demands 1942.
He entered the film industry I
tlement, Lillian Forbes, operator of for a stiff increase in the pay of
in 1926 as a salesman for Pa the, and|
the Spring Green Theater, Spring their machine operators, should be
in 1932 when that company was ab
Green, Wis., has withdrawn her thrown out of court because the
sorbed by RKO Radio he became a I
clearance complaint against the Rich- State had failed to bring them to
salesman in the Kansas City branch
land and Eskin Theaters, Richland trial within five terms of court after
where he has been ever since.
Center.
Complainant had charged the charge was returned by the grand
that the 14-day clearance granted to jury.
the two theaters was unreasonable.

—

HENRY

(Continued from Page 1)

Industry's

:

f]

BACK
ANTHONY P.
& Howell,

Schenck Testifies Mayer
Threatened with Death

from

the
Cleveland.

Army,

to

salesman,

Buffalo Abe Berk, 47, manager
of the Mercury, died here Thursday,
October 28.
He had recenlty returned to theater business in which
he had been engaged for a number
of years prior to his entering city
employ.
Surviving are: his wife,
Mae; a son, Robert, carpenter's mate
first class, in the Navy; two brothers,
Ira Berk and Arthur Berk of Newark, New Jersey, and a sister, Mrs.
Rena Young of Hartford, Conn.

Gaynor, Powers to Fox
Hal Home, director of advertising-

FEflimE TOUCH

20th Century-Fox
Film
Corporation,
announced yesterday the appointment ESTHER
publicity-exploitation

of

Leonard Gaynor and Pat Powers
to special posts in the publicity and
exploitation departments.
Gaynor
will function under Jack Goldstein,
publicity manager, and Pat Powers
will specialize exclusively on the New
York run of "The Song of Bernadette," plans for which are now going
of

ahead.

Joe

LYNN,
Scott,

CERALDINE

secretary

20th-Fox,

McCLURE,

to

Branch

Manager

Omaha.
department,

contract

20th-Fox, Omaha.

MARIAN PROKOYR,

secretary,

Columbia,

Oma

ha.

LAWHORN, bookkeeper,
change, Memphis, Tenn.

AUDREY

JANICE LONG,
change,

availability

clerk,

RKO

ex-

Warner's ex-

Memphis, Tenn.

JEANETTE LUNDE,

office

staff,

Cohen Brothers
j

Circuit

Detroit.
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*Quoted from the "TRUE TO LIFE" reviews of Bosley Crowther, N. Y.
Times; Kate Cameron, N. Y. Daily News; Lee Mortimer, N. Y. Mirror;
Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post; N. Y. World-Telegram; and Film Daily.
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CLEAR

N

aramount
has another great

Entertainment Hit

in

starring

MARY

FRANCHOT

Martin -Tone
DICK

Powell-

VICTOR

Moore
In first

DAYS'

Canadian engagement,

— and

was within

"Star Spangled
date

FULL WEEK

business equalled

"Let's Face It" and

topped

FIRST

5
of

FULL WEEK of "Dixie"
8% of FULL WEEK of

Rhythm"

.

.

.

And

first

U.

S.

"Happy Go Lucky" by 14%!

Songs by Hoagy Carmichael and Johnnie
Mercer 'With Mabel Paige •William Demarest
Directed by George Marshall
Screen Play by Don Hartman & Harry Tugend

It

An Oscar for Laughter—
And Your Top Holdover Time!

Rates

!

"lursday,

November

4,

{late Rentals
Is

Talked

in

Tax

i

to

what

it

Tom

HOLLYWOOD OIOEST
MITCHELL

SIGNED

1)

amounted

)00 in taxes and penalties
4:ate during the past 10

RUTH CLIFTON,
to $220,-

"Are These

adviser

RICHARD ARLEN, termer, Republic.
ALFRED E. GREEN, termer, Columbia.

due to the DAVIS
years.

technical

Our Children?", RKO.

JOHN IRELAND,

natter over to the attorney general
.vho in turn recommended hiring the
nrm by the executive council which
nas the authority to employ special
assistant attorneys in state matters.
The council did not take action because Gov. B. B. Hickenlooper requested more time to study the case.
Jens Grothe, assistant attorney
g-eneral assigned to the tax commission, in a letter to the council expressed the opinion that the matter
should be given serious consideration, but pointed out that if Mayer
and Associates are employed by the
?tate it should be as a special assistant attorney on a flat fee and not
on a percentage basis.
Mayer and Associates contend that
25 per cent of the box-office receipts
;o to the producers and that the
tate should collect an income tax
on this amount.
The firm claimed that the theaters retain 65 per cent of the receipts, that 10 per cent goes for
distribution costs and that the remaining 25 per cent goes to the producer through the booking offices.
The firm contended that the film
booking offices are either affiliated or
subsidiaries of the producers.
Figuring that this 25 per cent
over the nation amounts to $50,000,000, the firm estimated that Iowa's
share of this income would amount
to $15,000 a year in taxes. This was
figured on a basis of the number of
theaters and seats in the theaters in
Iowa.
The firm figured that on the basis of $15,000 a year that over the
past 10 years, figuring interest and
penalties the amount due the state
would be approximately $220,000.

PANDRO

BERMAN, producer,
Cross," M-G-M.
FRED ZINNEMAN, director, "The
M-G-M.

optional deal, International.

JOAN LAWRENCE, terrrier, M-C-M.
RUTH NELSON, termer, 20th-Fox.
BELLA SPEWACK, writer, Leo McCarey

unit-

RKO.

BEVERLY LOYD,

termer,

Republic.

•

ASSIGNMENTS
ALFRED

E.

CREEN,

director,

"Victory Caravan,"

Columbia.

PETE SMITH, comedy

"Up In Arms."
Samuel Coldwyn.
FRASER, director, "Texas Wildcats,"
PRC.
MITCHELL LEISEN, director, "Victoria Crandolet," Paramount.
LEWIS KINC, director, "Son of Flicka," 20thnarration,

HARRY

Fox.

JACK MOSS,,

producer.

"I'll

Be

You"

Seeing

and "School for Americans," Columbia.

WILLIAM

BACHER,

producer,

"A

Tower

of

Steel," 20th-Fox.

LEWIS KINC,

director,

"Son of Flicka," 20th-

Fox.

MATTY

KINC,
dance
Rhythm," PRC.

EDITH

WATKINS,

director,

dialogue

"Manhattan

director,

"Man-

hattan Rhythm," PRC.

TALBOT JENNINGS,

screenplay,

dolet," Paramount.
HOUSEMAN, producer,

JOHN

dolet,"

"Victoria Gran-

"Victoria

Gran-

Paramount.

CHARLES

VIDOR, director, "At
Dream," Columbia.
RAY RENNAHAN, cameraman,

Night

We

"Incendiary

'Blonde," Paramount.

See Record Admissions
Tax for 1943 in Ohio
(Continued from Page 1)

as compared with $1,939,668 in all
of 1942, with officials of State Treasurer Don H. Ebright's staff predicting that final 1943 quarter collections will bring the total to $2,100,000, an all-time high in the history
of the tax. The tax yielded $1,694,120 in 1940; $1,820,904 in 1941; and
$1,939,668 in 1942.
P. J. Wood, secretary of the ITO
of Ohio, estimated that admissions
to motion picture showhouses in the
state for the year would total nearly
$53,000,000, or about thre-fourths of
Rapids Relaxes
all the admissions in the state subTheater
ject to tax, including ball games,
boxing and wrestling matches, night
Cedar Rapids, la. The manpower club cover charges, and similar
shortage has caused a relaxation of events.
a city ordinance, which requires a
fireman to be in attendance at all
Federal to Distribute
theaters while they are in operation.
The fire chief of Cedar Rapids re- Film Classics in N. E.
ported it is no longer possible to find
ifiremen who will put in the time for
Federal Film Co., a new distribut$3 a day which has been the rate of ing company, has been formed in
pay. Retired firemen who have han- Boston to distribute the program
dled most of the assignments in the 36 pictures released by Film Claspast now can get jobs paying more sics, Inc. in New England.
money in war plants, the fire chief
The deal for Film Classics was
reported.
closed by Irvin Shapiro, general manager of Film Classics, and Albert
Benjamin Robbed
Swerdlove, head of the new company,
Fort Dodge, la. William Benja- represented the Boston interests.
min, RKO salesman for Des Moines,
was robbed of a $1,000 diamond Republic Signs Arlen
ring and $57 in cash by two robRepublic has signed Richard Arbers who hid in the back seat of his len to a three-year contract.
He
car and forced him to drive to the will be starred in four pictures a
outskirts of town.
year.

Cedar

—

—

Law

LEISEN, director, "Victoria Grandolet," Paramount.
BILLY DANIELS, dance director, "Bring On the
Cirls," Paramount.
"
JAMES A. CAIN, script, "Frankie from Frisco

M-C-M.

LEWIS, producer, International.

BROWN re-signed, M-C-M.
The tax commission turned the CLARENCE
MARION BELL, termer M-C-M.

Fireman

Clark Rejects

Decree Proposals

be assigned to collecting
alleged

DAILY

Iowa
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"The Seventh

S.

(Continued from Page

1)

might just as well go ahead with the
case in New York, or bring another
one elsewhere," Clark said.

Hazen came down yesterday with
Seventh Cross,"

distributor proposals on the "three
EDWARD CLINE, director, "Rhythm on Pa- or four points" which, to Clark, conrade," Universal.
stitute "the guts of the whole thing."
MERVYN LE ROY, director, "Thirty Seconds The distributors have been aware
Over Tokyo " M-C-M.
CLARENCE BROWN, director, "National Velvet," that Cla.k would not accept their
M-C-M.
proposals on these matters as they
•
were prepared for submission last
CASTINGS
week, but their further deliberations
LUCILLE WATSON, "Tomorrows Harvest," have not gone far enough to satisfy
Paramount; POLDY DUR, "The Hitler Gang,"
Clark.
Paramount.
RUTH NELSON, "Wilson," 20th-Fox; ALEXIS
"Hazen said they've gone as far
SMITH and DOLORES MORAN, "The Horn Blows
as they could," Clark said, refusing
at Midnight," 20th-Fox; CEORGE JESSEL, "Four
to reveal just what the points at
Jills and a Jeep," 20th-Fox; CHARLES MURRAY,
JR., "Arizona Whirlwind," Monogram.
issue a:e. "At any rate, Hazen said
Magic,"
KELLAWAY,
"Mississippi
CECIL
down again later
Paramount; FRED SANBORN, "Lucky Cowboy," he'd probably be
Paramount;
B.
WARNER, "International" this week, but I can't help thinking
H.
Zone," RKO; BERT GORDON, "Show Business
they're just horsing along."
RKO; MONA FREEMAN, "Tomorrow's HarClark will review the situation
vest," Paramount; THE HOPKINS TWINS, "Rainbow Island," Paramount; MARCIA MAE JONES to date with independent leaders
and SHIRLEY MILLS, "Nine Girls," Columbia.
MONTY WOOLLEY, "Laura," 20th-Fox; AL- Monday and Tuesday of next week,
Para- with conferences with R. H. Poole
BERT DEKKER, "Incendiary Blonde,"
mount; HOWARD FREEMAN
"At Night We of PCCITO and A. F. Myers of naDream." Columbia; THURSTON HALL, "One
More Tomorrow," Warners; ANN MILLER, "Jam tional Allied booked and probable
Session," Columbia; DINAH SHORE, "Belle of discussions with representatives of
MARION BELL, the Virginia
the Yukon," William Goetz;
and the New
"Ziegfeld Follies," M-G-M; BARBARA BRITTON and JOHNNY JOHNSTON, "Mississippi England independent group.
Magic," Paramount; BARTON MacLANE and
The point of bringing a new case
JULIE LONDON, "Drums of the Jungle," PRC.
rather than proceeding with the
New York case, Clark said, is that
Exhibs. to
in
it
may be possible to present a
Recruiting Via Short
clearer case elsewhere.
new action would be more up to date, he
swell
the
In an attempt to
enroll- said, and change of locale might proment ranks of the WAVES, the War vide a local condition where the
Activities Committee will shortly abuses which the Government would
embark on a national campaign, cen- move against are more obvious than
tering around the exhibition of one in New York.
of the
war information sub-

MPTO

WAVE

Aid

A

WAC

"Chief Neeley Reports To The
Diet Pic
Nation."
The film, which runs 10 minutes, For Theatrical Exhibition
was produced by the U. S. Navy,
and is considered by the
ProToronto Originally made as an
gram Committee to be one of the official film for the RCAF to emphamost expertly fashioned brief films
size proper diet, "Training Table"
on the release schedule.
National
has been made over from 16 mm. to
distribution, through Columbia ex35 mm. width for theater release by
changes, will begin on Dec. 2.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., and
Lhe large-size prints have been made
is Releasing
available to all theaters in Canada
jects,

Blown Up

RCAF's

WAC

—

Monogram

Four Features

in

Nov.

without charge, the expense of the

new negative and prints having been
Novem- met by Famous Players circuit as a

Monogram's releases for
ber consists of four features, including a straight drama, a drama with
music, a musical and a western.
The drama is "Mystery of the 13th
Guest," to be released Nov. 5. "Nearly Eighteen," the drama with music,
is
set for Nov. 12 and "Campus
Rhythm," the musical, will be released Nov. 19. Johnny Mack Brown
in "The Texas Kid" is set for release
Nov.

26.

Army

patriotic gesture.
The film, emphasizing the proper selection of available foods, will play all theaters of
the Canadian chain and is being released by Paramount without fee to
other exhibitors who ask for bookings.
The Life Underwriters Association has prepared a booklet on nutrition and health which is to be
distributed in connection with the
release of "Training Table."

Calls Leo Jones
Upper Sandusky, O. Leo Jones,
owner of theaters here, in Carey Mrs. Kumler Drowns
Toledo, O. Mrs. Teresa Kumler,
and Forest, has been instructed by
his induction board to report for 54, whose husband, John, was forduty early in January.
Jones is merly manager of the Pantheon, Tothe father of two children aged six ledo, was found drowned Oct. 30 in

—

—

and four years.

the

Maumee

River.

BASIC AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH in the laboratories of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics at Langley Field, Va., uses Cine-Kodak to study airand air currents— through "smokeflow movies" made in wind tunnels

and fuel combustion in aircraft engine cylinders. These movies, showing
what the eye can't see, lead to design refinements — in aircraft and engines
which "pay out" when the guns begin to chatter or the bombs find their mark.

foils

KEYXO SECRET WEAPONS ^^..^~<**w_
(§aai(§ Q5S®(fil§iIk ^w/t/cfi s/refcfiez sp/zf-secovc/s info /77/m/e$
'TKTORKING'BLIND"
»

trying to improve a plane or gun or projectile

which moves so

fast

you

.

.

fire" into

.

can't see

it

...

is

Fortunately, back in 1932,

.

.

Kodak made

available to our best engineering
entific brains a

new kind

of eye

.

.

and sciwhich
.

Research scientists used these cameras
to help develop faster airplanes, more
powerful motors. And, with the approach
of war, to find out why a machine gun
"jammed"— and fix it; to "take the bugs
out" of the recoil mechanisms of bigger
guns; to pack a more effective "train of

.

examples are

.

"prism"— speed 90,000 r.p.m.

could see what goes on at blinding speed
in our mechanized, electrified world.
This eye was a movie camera for taking
thousands of pictures a second— which
could then be shown at normal movie
speed of 16 pictures a second. It "magnified time." In the resulting movies, action which had actually occurred in a splitsecond was stretched into minutes.

.

Your 16-mm. home movie Cine-Kodak
was the "jumping-off place" in designing
Eastman's super-speed movie camera,
which takes 3,000 pictures a second— the
film streaking through at over 50 miles
an hour. The "shutter" is a spinning

necessarily a slow, fumbling business. In

time of war, not good enough

a contact bomb
in hundreds.

numbered

At this incredible speed, this Cine-Kodak
makes good movies— with standard 16mm. films, Kodachrome included, and has
become a most effective military tool
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
.

NOT "OLD FAITHFUL," but "stills" enlarged
from movies made at 2500 pictures a second,
showing the comparative efficiency of two designs in fuel injection

jets.

The superior

dis-

REMEMBER MAJOR HENDERSON?
Lofton Henderson,

write America's fighting record in the

BUY MORE WAR

Serving

air.

human

.

how Major

flew his crippled,
bomber right down onto the Jap carrier's
deck? And how his name was given to that

stern example for us at

—

.

.

USMC,

from the jet at the right
invisible without the movies is the type of
small improvement which helps our men
tribution of fuel

.

.

bomb-scarred

on Guadalcanal?
home.
BONDS.

field

It is

a

progress through Photography

1J
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WAR BOOM WORRYING

Wood Proposes Revisions in Admission Tax Plan
Six Recommendations Sent
To House Ways and Means
Committee's Chairman

\. Y.

circles yesterday were studying with interest an Apupholding a New York Supeme Court decision backing
the contention of local 306, IATSE, that the terms of a contract apply to all
houses that may be acquired by a theater operator subsequent to the signing
of a contract as well as to those covered by the agreement at the time it is
drawn up. The court decision was rendered in an action brought by Local 30S
against the Uptown Theater, Manhattan, operated by the Interboro Circuit.
The union had charged that when the theater was taken over from RKO in the
Spring, the new operators cut wages of the booth men and refused to arbitrate.
As result of the Appellate Division ruling the circuit will be comInterboro had argued that
pelled to arbitrate the matter, it is understood.
since the Uptown was a new addition to the circuit it was not covered in its
contract with Local 306.

Exhibitor

Six recommendations for changes
the proposed admission tax have
been sent to Robert L. Doughton,
chai.man of the House Ways and
in

Means Committee, by Pete Wood,
secretary of the ITO of Ohio. Wood,
a letter to exhibitors, asked that
they agree with his suggestions
that they write Chairman Doughton or contact their local Congressmen before the bill goes to a vote.
Among the proposals is one which
would place a six-cent tax on admissions ranging from 22 cents to 30
in
if

N.

8,)-

Gulf States Theater

and labor

Division

pellate

(Continued on Page

Supreme Court Upholds Local 306's
Contention on Validity of Labor Contract

Heads "Dimes" Drive Industry

is

(Continued on Page 10)

in

On

in Central

Albert

America

In Bioff Extortion

I

i

Chicago

City

are
seeking more tax
money.
Among the plans proposed is one taxing theaters $1 per
seat in addition to annual theater

authorities

license tax.

Chicago

—

The Chicago Censor

the

107 features

(Continued on Page 6)

Tele Not to Replace
Films, ietl Declares

"A" Product

Division of

Figures in

M Suit

F &

Testifying at the Federal Court
Circuit Judge James E.
St. Louis
of the eight defendants acMcLaughlin has under advisement
cused of conspiring to extort more
Ambassador Building
than $1,000,000 from the industry, the suit of the
of the Ambassador TheAlbert Warner, vice-president and Corp., owner
(Continued on Page 10)
treasurer of Warner Bros, yesterday

—

(Continued on Page 10)

Representatives of the

War AcNew York

Committee of the
exchange area met yesterday to canvass the possibility of a breakdown
tivities

handling of film deliveries for
the coming winter.
committee composed of distributors, exhibitors and representatives
submitted to the of the carriers was appointed to

in October examined 368,000
feet of film Which was submitted for
Out of
inspection by distributors.

Board

(Continued on Page 6)

trial

Probe Carrier Difficulties
Committee to Report Findings to the WAC

Proposed in Chi.

— The

Warner on Stand
Case

Boom Now

Chicago Censor Rejected
One, Pinked Two in Oct.

tendance over the past year despite
the fact that the country generally
is experiencing a war-time boom.
On the basis of figures made available by large and small operators,
including affiliated chains, attendance at the nabes today is down
from three to five per cent, with
fears held that the dip if anything
will become greater.
As a sidelight, many nabe theater

(Continued on Page 8)

Up

$1 Per Seat Tax

expressed by

indie operators alike
over a decline in neighborhood at-

—

There is a film business boom currently in Central American countries
and particularly in Panama, where
Profit
to $221,524
distribution of U. S. films to Army
camps and Navy installations is!
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
boosting revenue along with that dereport for the quarter ended Sept.
(Continued on Page 8)
30, 1943, subject to renegotiation, a
net profit of $221,524 after charges
and provision of $160,414 for Federal normal and surtax. Net is equal
(Continued on Page 10)

is

and

ater of operations, expressed his ap- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Theater television is
preciation to the motion picture industry for the gift of 16 mm. films a certainty for after the war, FCC
to the War Department and stated Chief Engineer E. K. Jett said yesthat in his area they were of ex- terday, but he does not look for it to
leplace motion pictures as we now
(Continued on Page 8)

CFI Third Quarter Net

Chicago

(or Films

In a statement released by the War
Department, Lt. General Millard F.
Harmon, of the South Pacific the-

—

apparently

Circuits, Indies

Growing concern
circuits

Gen. Harmon Praises

M. Schenck Again

Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, Inc., responding to a direct,
personal
President
request from
New Orleans Gulf Coast theater Roosevelt, will again serve as nabusiness which has ranged from tional chairman for-the motion picheavy in the cities to sha ply off ture industry's 1944 March of Dimes
in smaller communities seems now Drive on behalf of the fight against
to have an even keel, with the coun- infantile paralysis.
Schenck has
try areas picking up once more.
(Continued on Page 10)
This opinion, which reflects the
sentiments of various film exchange
men, especially the independent dis- Film Business
outfits,

By Both

ruling

Biz Hits Even Keel

tributing

Attendance Decline During
Year of 3 to 5% Reported

in the

A

(Continued on Page 6)

Kids Pledge Co-op,
Mayor Ends Curfew
Fairfield,

la.

—A

curfew

law,

in

effect only three days, was lifted by
the Fairfield Mayor because of the

co-operatirn

of

the

children

who

no further pranks or vanDuring the three nights the
dalism.
curfew was in effect, not a single
complaint was received by police.
The children s'gned pledges agreeing to co-operate with the police and
city officials if the curfew law was
pledged

lifted.

T»
Friday,

Novembers, 1943
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OWI
May

Mono. Sees $1,000,000
Quota for "Children"

Gets Whacked, But
Also Get $5,000,000

COminG

THE FILM DAILY

W. Ray Johnston has announced

Washington While the House Appropriations Committee recommended that the additional $5,000,000 apPublisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
propriation asked by the OWI for its
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager overseas activities be granted, that
descathingly
organization was
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor nounced in a minority report.
The
work of the overseas branch was
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
Broadway, New commended in the majority report
and
Holidays
at
1501
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film which quoted from letters and testiFolk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and mony from Generals Marshall, EisenPublisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered hower, Devers and others, declaring
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the that OWI had performed yeoman
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
service overseas.
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
Rep. John Taoer, N. Y., ranking Repub-

that at the recent Hollywood meetings of principal Monogram franchise holders, sales quota on the ex-

Washington Bureau of

—

Vol. 84, No.

Fri.,

Nov.

5,

10 Cents

1943

:

::::::

United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
remit with order. Address all communications
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
to
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York,
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N.

Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
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Pine-Thomas Completes
Plans for Year's Lineup

FINANCIAL
(Thursday,

November 4)™

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Low

High

Am. Seat

15%
15%

15 Mi

Col. Picts. vtc. (2 1/7%)

Columbia

Picts,

153/4

Close

15%
15%

pfd.

25/8
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 161/4
East. Kodak
160
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
19Vi
60
Loew's, tnc

Paramount

241/4
77/3

2%
15%
1

59
18 1/4
583/4
23'/?

2%

—
—

—
I8V4 —
—
23% —
7% —
—
90
—
29'/ _ %
—
15%

159

583/4

Steve Broidy, vice-president and
general sales manager, is now in

New York

working with Weiss

&

Eastern division manage
Philadelphia yesterday.

to

be back tomorrow.

STEVE BROIDY, general

manager of Mono-

sales

gram, left for Boston yesterday.
He is
pected back at his desk early next week.

JOE

BROWN

E.

Astoria,

is

a

guest at

accompanied by MRS.

M-C-M

the

ex-

Waldorf-

BROWN.
New York

studio personnel in
inthe
company's executive de
arrives today, and EDWIN KNOPF
producer, also arriving today.
NANCY WAlKER,
contract player, arrived yesterday.

clude

IRENE,

signer,

who

Hollywood

7%

'/'

V*

1

today.

—

'/a

vtc. 18

Pitcs.

17

17

—

'A

l'/8

quired to round out the schedule
a third property for Morris.

Son Drowns
THE FILM DAILY

RCA

WILLIAM

DORFMAN, assistant
for RKO Radio, is

"Days of Glory,"
in

New

—Henry

Richmond, Va.

L. Saunders, operator at the Grand Theater,
has announced his candidacy as congressman-at-large for the state of
Virginia in the 1944 general elections.
He based his candidacy on
contentions that the state's Congressional apportionment as it now
stands is illegal. This is so, his petition contends, because the right to
vote of more than 50 per cent of
Virginia's citizens has been abridged,
contrary to Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment of the ConstituThis abridgment is attributed
tion.
Saundto the State's poll tax law.
ers' move has the backing of CIO
and AFL labor gr oups and the Southern and Virginia Electoral Reform
Leagues, organized foes of the poll

Warner
S.

J.

director

of.
vacationing

York.

JAMES COSTON
h.o.

here
is
conferences.

GREGORY,

from Chicago

to

from

Alliance prexy,
the West Coast.

Chicago
is

en

foi

route

Marine, Capital Officials
For "Guadalcanal" Debut
Arrangements for the gale premiere and banquet of 20th CenturyFox's "Guadalcanal Diary" in Philadelphia on Nov. 10, 166th anniversary
o± the founding of the U. S. Marines,
have been completed by Hal Home,
with Jules Fields acting as liaison
between 20th-Fox, the city of Philadelphia and officials of the U. S.
Marines and important men and women from Washington, D. C.
Preston Foster, one of the pic's
stars, will attend the p.emiere ban-,
quet with his wife and daughter.!
Mayor Bernard Samuel of Jf nuadelI

(

i

Christmas Checks
in Service

special for

I

4

Richmond Booth Man
In Congressional Race

WB Men

1

Costello's

will

advertising.

With camera work on their initial
musical extravaganza, "Take It Big,"
starring Jack Haley, scheduled to
begin Monday, Producers William
Pine and William Thomas have their
Net 1943-44 output for Paramount mapChg. ped up to the close of the year endVa ing next July 31. After selecting one
% more vehicle for Chester Morris, the
producing team will have their en- tax.
1
tire six-picture schedule under way.
Vz
Over and above their regular pro- Boost
1V4 gram will be an additional picture,
V?
"Storm," planned as an extra-budget To

Paramount release.
The current year's program is as
90% 90
$6 pfd
Yf
S/s
20th Century-Fox ... 21
2OV4 203/g
follows "The Navy Way" is being
20th Century-Fox pfd. 29% 291/s
2
edited; "Take It Big," the musical
Warner Bros
12% U'/2 11i/2
opus, goes before the camera MonNEW YORK BOND MARKET
485
Par. 6'way 3s55
85
85
% day; "Tenderloin," an original, is
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
being scripted; "One Body Too
Monogram Picts
2% 2% 2% — % Many," an original written by Pine
l'/4
Radio-Keith cvs
11/4
..
'A
and Thomas, is being put into screen3
3
3
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
13% 131/4 131/4 — Vn play form; "Hell's Afloat," an ArTrans-Lux
3% 3 V? 3% +
gosy Magazine serial. Still to be ac18l/ —
19
181/4
Universal Picts
RKO
RKO

Universal

campaigns in all sections, with
a $100,000 budget appropriated for
cial

Monogram, went

He

York.

WASHINGTON—

S

"Where Are Your

Children?", was set at $1,000,000.
The picture will be handled with spe-

HARRY THOMAS,
of

Geller Advertising Agency on variIRVING RAPPER, Warner Bros, director now
ous angles of magazine, newspaper
in New York, goes to
Boston tomorrow.
He
radio advertising, and will be returns here early next week.
and
lican
on the committee, declared in the
Lifton,
Louis
S.
Monojoined
by
minority report that OWI "was a stench"
DOROTHY CISH will return to New York
grad director of advertising and from Hollywood tomorrow.
under the administration of Elmer Davis.
"The domestic branch was so apparently publicity, who leaves Hollywood toLEON AMES, of the cast in RKO Radio's
a stench and so dangerous to the war efmorrow.
"The Iron Major," will leave New York for
fort that this Congress in July wiped out the

major portion of the appropriation for the
domestic branch." said Taber. "They were still
than they needed,
left with more money
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.— and that continued to keep them in trouble.
has been guilty
overseas
branch,
too,
The
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H. of enormous waste. They have 3,766 emforeign
service
ployes
in
the
outfit, most
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler, of whom are totally incompetent and are
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W. fooling their time away all day long. There
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour is no need for this additional appropriaSt., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film, tion."
Richard B. Wigglesworth, Mass., Republi29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Mary
can, another member of the Appropriations
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Committee, seconded Taber in his attack
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929. on OWI.
MEXICO CITY—Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

New

Filmday,

ploitation special,

and G0IRG

Christmas checks to former Warner Bros, employes now in service
will be 50 per cent bigger this year
The
than they were last year.
amount, $15, will be sent jointly by
the company and the Warner Club.
Every former employe, regardless
of length of service with the company before going into the service,
will receive a check.

Supreme
act as host.
Court Judge Carroll will be the master of ceremonies.
The banquet at the Hotel Bellevue- Stratford, at which 500 guests
are expected, will take place at eight
p.m., simultaneously with the premiere at the Fox Theater. The picture will also be screened at the
hotel, following the banquet.
phia

will

More Theaters Playing
Walter Lantz Subjects
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Theaters playing Walter Lantz Cartunes, released by Universal, have increased from 7,500 to

West Coast Bureau

is

20th-Fox Employes Now
In Uniform to Get Checks

—

Net $7,435,025
Nearly one thousand men and wo- 8,200 duiing the past year, accordRCA's net income, after all charges men of 20th Century-Fox and Mo- ing to a checkup just completed by
Costello
afternoon
Lou
yesterday
sal
and taxes, was $7,435,025 for the
learned that his one-year-old son, first nine months of 1943, compared vietonews, now in the armed forces, the producer.
First-run playing time has risen
Louis Francis Jr., had drowned, in with $6,999,127 in 1942, an increase will receive as Christmas gifts from
during the perthe swimming pool at the Costello of $435,898. The portion of net in- the company $10 in cash in addition about 50 per cent
home. Costello rushed to his home come resulting from war production to parcels containing articles of food, iod, Lantz states.
but went through with his opening contracts is subject to renegotia- cigarettes, razor blades and several
other useful articles, it was an- Newsreel Meeting Today
Camel show last night.
tion by the Government.
nounced by Spyros P. Skouras, pres- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ident.
Washington Lt. Cols. Curtis L.
Arbitration Hearing Delayed
Ugast Joins Columbia
At the same time it was disclosed Mitchell and Marshall Newton, moChicago The arbitration hearing
Edward Ugast, until recently a that National Theaters Corp., affiliate tion picture and overseas liaison ofin the case brought by R. J. Miller member of Paramount's New York of 20th Century-Fox, will present ficers, respectively, and Claude R.
for his Colony Theater, McHenry, sales staff, has joined the Columbia Christmas gifts to approximately Collins, Washington newsreel repreexploitation department under Frank 1,400 of its men and women now in sentative, are in New York for news111., has been postponed from Nov.
P. Rosenberg.
the armed services.
10 to Nov. 30.
reel pool meeting today.
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—While at dress rehear-

—

—
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S GREATEST PICTURE

By LEWIS MILESTONE
Or\gmaY§tory an J Screen tfay By LILLIAN HELLMAN
Directed
RELEASED

THROUGH RKO RADIO

PICTURES, INC.

<?#
Committee

Friday,

Hobs

Probe

to

November

5,

1*

DAILY

Biz Drop in

Boom

Carrier Difficulties

W

Causes Worry

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page

1)

investigate the situation and
report to the WAC.

file

a

Members appointed were H. M.
Richey, Harry Brandt, Irving Dollinger, Bob Wolff, Ralph Pielow,
as well as several additional men to
be designated by the cariiers.
Also on the agenda at yesterday's
meet was a discussion of the best
method of handling "Battle Of Russia," the War Department feature
which is being distributed for the
by 20th Century-Fox.

tractions

Polaris and Other Sights:
•

•

•

enough

not

phenomenon

To Bicycling of Prints

confounding

express shipments

matter of world premiere night brightness, the tens

in the

thousands along the thoroughfare could look up and see "The North

Chicago Shippers Resort

—With

Mayor LaGuardia's

—

WAC

of films delayed from two to three
days, exchange shippers are having
difficulty in keeping up their schedules. This, added to the 25 per cent
reduction in prints, is forcing exchanges to resort to doubling up and
bicycling of films as the only way
out of the difficulty, according to
leading bookers.

night.

Star" in two places at once

to

peek through

was a

have been an incredible

This might

as well as

the astronomers at the local Planetarium,

to

man on

the

12nd

St.

who makes a

gargantuan telescope

his

living letting folks

a dime per

for

squint,

but

it

enough
to have invitations to the dual-bow of Mr. Goldwyn's marvelous movie
with Russian venue
Everything in the way of illumination and
symbols was in the Great Goldwyn's favor last night
Even
the sun went down in hues so-very-Red
delightful expedience to the throngs of notables fortunate

T

T
•

ADDING

•

•

luster

to

the

were

occasion

respective

the

They included
New Victoria and RKO Palace
Rathvon, Ned Depinet, Charles Koerner, Bob Mochrie,
Ed Alperson, Ray Bill, Fred Ullman, Jr., Garrett Van Wagner, Dick
Patterson, Jr., Bob Wolff, Malcolm Kingsberg, Harold Mirisch, Harry
audiences at the

Chicago Censor Rejected
One, Pinked Two in Oct.

Thompson,

Michalson, Phil Reisman, Sol Schwartz, Ma]. Leslie E.

(Continued from Page 1)

board, one film was rejected and two
others pinked.
The director of the motion picture department of police, Sergeant
Healy, expressed the opinion that
the films submitted to the Chicago
Board had improved over those of
previous years.

Howard Diett, Orson Welles,
Elsa Maxwell, Bernard Gimbel, Lt. Com. Eddy Duchin, Edna Ferber,
Hunt Stromberg, Edward A. Golden, Sam Dembow, Dorothy ThompS.

Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson,

McEvoy, George Medalie, Carl Leserman, John J. O'Connor,
Joe Vogel, A. Montague, Herbert Bayard Swope, and Producer and
Mrs. Goldwyn, plus scads of others from the industry, armed forces,
society and civic life
son, J. P.

T

Memphis Meeting Called

A

meeting of representatives of
all branches in the film industry in
the Memphis tenitory will be held
Tuesday in Memphis by Ed Kuy-

MPTOA

president. Session
will be held in the Variety Club.

kendall,

Peter

N.

•

•

•

T

T

Waldorf—Astoria's Starlight Roof yesterday. The
March of Time held two special showings of its latest issue, "Youth
In Crisis," followed by a luncheon
The production, some 18
IN the

minutes in length,

not only

is

a "natural" but a "very natural"

stands throughout the nation,

pic

corner, nor

anyone

— and

vandalism, which
it

he

is

should not require
is

an

M

of

an

need

tell

He has had

for

This

Mr. Exhibitor about

to

put up with vicious

offshoot of said delinquency

Consequently,

much urging

to

T customer or not

have him play the
"Youth

eral public consumption, yes, but tailored to

have been (and

audiences

their

for

else for that matter,

juvenile delinquency these days

will continue to be,

beset with destruction to their theaters

if

In Crisis" is

measure

something

by

for

isn't

film,

whether

made for genshowmen who
done about it)
• From

recalcitrant youth.

.

.

Hope Harding Davis, daughter of the late author,
playwright and war correspondent, Richard Harding Davis, and the
late Bessie McCoy Davis, famous "Yama-Yama Girl" and ZiegfeldDillingham star, has come to town
And so has Dailey Paskman
from the Coast to collaborate with her on the life and romance of
Bessie McCoy and Richard Harding Davis.
• Edward Finney is
about to record his new feature. "White Fury," and has just signed
Knox Manning as the narrator
Pic is on the order of "Nanook
her farm in Maine,

i • •

*

November
Will

Ceorge
Joel

H.
J.

5

Hays
Schaefer

McCrea

.

Roy Rogers

Dona Drake
He'en E. Hughes

Theodore von Eltz
A. Firzsimmons

and

November 6
Trem Carr

Paul

Ellis

H. M. Wilcox

June Marlowe
Ruth Selwyn

November 7
Edward
Rcinhold

Herman

J.

Joe

Sedgwick
Schunzel
Mankiewicz

Cobb

Margaret Morris
Alice

Day

their

Ranson

herds of reindeer

It

Ed's associate, Thor Brooks, directed

grounds

(he's

now a

lieutenant

OWI, Ed says, has seen the opus
shows democracy that is a model

in

required
it

against natural Lapland back-

Air

in the

Laplanders

10 months to film

Corps Intelligence)

rough and

is

'thusiastic,

.

.

The

as

T

Mona Maris
Lois

.

of the North," recounting the dramatic story of the lives of

Thomas

•

•

•

I

Monday
minimum varie

through

j

Friday is of the
the houses being essentially dep<|
dent upon top biz Saturday and Si
days to get by and turn in a pro
Matinee
business
during
tl
week, in the words of one circ
exec, has been "shot to piect!
I

Broadway "brownout"
Adding
took on unauthorized lumens. a decided Gold(wyn) hue
physically to the Main Stem's brilliance were the marquees of the New
Victoria and the RKO Palace which glittered, and, as if this were

LAST

that unless the
|
of first qu

offered a: e

business

ity,

of

Chicago

say

operators

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

{

|

many

in

this

conditij

reflecting peak femme employms|
in war time, plus the fact that th<
sands of other women are devotii
their leisu: e hours to war serv

organizations. Night patronage, t
is noticeably off after the week-ei
rush.
Nabe operators contend that
gain in business indicated by so;
ing Federal admissions tax colli
tions stems from better business (I
joyed by the first-runs and de hi
houses across the country and fnj
<

inc eased box-office scales.
The existing situation which

fir

I

actually with fe^i
customers in a boom period thl
prosper!
it had before war-time

industry

the

became rampant is termed both i|
healthy and dangerous by those w
have studied the development. Th
point out that unless the nabe tl
aters can hold thei: customers wh
a boom is on, the industry is in 1]
trouble in the post-war reconve:
ion years.

Cinema Lodge Will Havi
Novins as Guest Speake
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, i\
nounces a change in its program il
the first open meeting of the seasi
scheduled to take place next Tuil
day evening in the Sun Room of t|
Edison Hotel at 8 p.m. Instead
Robert K. Lurie, who will be unal
to attend, the speaker will be Loi
A. Novins, former Assistant Atti
ney General of Massachusetts a
now Assistant National Director
the Anti-Defamation League. HeM
also National Director of the Le|
and Faet-Finding Departments of t
League.
Feature of the meeting, which,
open to members of the Lodge a
their guests, will be Frank Capri
"The Battle of Russia." Attendat
will be limited to 500.
"North Star" in Buffalo
Buffalo— The 20th. Century Th«
ter, has set "The North Star" to op
Nov.

18.

Admission Prices
In Omaha Are Up
Omaha
Guana's

it

situations,

— Admissions

prices

four

downtown

first-run,

of

theaters have bern raised five cents
evenings to 55 cents and from

for

30 to 40 cents for matinees.

E

AUERBACH as "KITZEL"
"PINKY" TOMLIN

•

•

ARLENE HARRIS

WENDELL NILES

THE KING COLE TRIO

•

•

WILLIAM COMSTOCK

THE SPORTSMEN

<W

JOSEPH SANTLEY— Director
Original Screen Play

by Jack Townley

8>

Stanley Davis

A

REPUBLIC PICTURE
BUY

U.

S.

WAR SAVINGS BONDS

3K
Wood

Offers

Changes

Thea. "Divorcement"
Until School's Out

Admish Tax Plan

In

Crestview,
recreation

(Continued from Page

The

cents.

follow:
1
Permit

—

exemption

the

admissions

children's

of

of

less

all

than

—

two cents federal tax

plus

If modified as

—total

and
di-

15

your commit-

Tele Not lo Replace

a 13-cent estabadmission would call for a
four-cent tax and a total of 17 cents.
As custom requires that there be
contemplates,

tee

Education

diplomatically

here this week.
The local
Board found that too many
school children were skipping late
afternoon classes to attend the matinee at the Elgin Theater.
Cooperating
with
the
B;ard,
the
house's manager, Neal Robinson, is
keeping his film stand shuttered until
4 p.m. each school day.

ten cents to remain.
2 Many, many hundreds of theaters now charge children 13 cents
cents.

—

vorced
School

1)

recommendations

six

Fla.

were

lished

some substantial

differential

Films, Jeff Declares

between

(Continued from Page

adult rate and the children's
rate, the lower-priced theaters would,
the

under this set-up, drop their children's price of 10 cents with a two
cent tax. As the low-priced houses
cannot afford this loss of three cents
per children's admission, we recommend that the law be amended to
read: "Children's admissions of from
10 to 13 cents be taxed two cents per
admission."

—

3
Under the modified law, adult admisfrom 11 to 20 cents will be taxed
This would eliminate entirely
four cents.
the very popular 25-cent admission, which,
under the existing' law, is made up of 22
cents plus three cents tax. Under the modified plan, the 20 cent established admission
carries a four cent tax, and the next step
No theater
beyond this, a six cent tax.
presently charging 22 cents plus three cents
tax would retain this established rate because it gains nothing except, to be brutally
frank, to collect a larger tax for the Government.
So what happens: These houses
drop back to an established rate of 20 cents
and collect a four cent tax. In our opinion
the Treasury will get more money from this
bracket if the law is amended to read: "All
admissions of from 11 to 21 cents shall be
taxed four cents per admission."
4 Admissions ranging from 22 cents to
30 cents to be .taxed six cents.
5
We submit the same facts regarding
established admissions of 41 and 42 cents
as set forth in No. 3 above, and recommend:
"All admissions of from 31 cents to 42
cents be taxed eight cents per admission."
This would enable the industry to retain
the popular admission rate of 50 cents.
6
Beginning with 43 cents, two cents for
each 10 cents to apply.
sions of

—
—

—

TO THE COLORS!
COMMISSIONED

ic

WILL HOLDEN,
Chicago,

& K

B

*

insurance department,
a lieutenant
Ij.g.),

commissioned

USN.

—•—
PROMOTED

CHALMER DEAN,
ger

USA, formerly assistant manaParamount Theater, Toiedo, to corpora!.

*

WALTER LONC,
FRANK

V.

ARMY

KING,

*

Hollywood.
manager, Midland

dancer,

and Audi-

torium Theaters, Newark, O.
SIERCZEK, manager. Homan Theater,
Chicago.
SIDNEY GOLDTZM, operator Parkway, Chicago.
WALDO BAIL, B & K advertising department,
Chicago.
FRANK BARR, Chicago theater manager.

FRANK

*

WAVES

MARGARET WAITE,
ment, Hollywood.

Republic

*
publicity

i

I

1)

Film Business Boom Now
On in Central America
(Continued from Page

1)

quarters in Panama City.
He declared that camps and stations are
receiving Hollywood product at the
same time that the first-run stands
get it, and, in many instances, before initial release.
Goidon, who is in New York for
a span of some two weeks, is huddling in routine consultations with
home office officials, as well as formulating plans for the distribution
of 'For Whom the Bell Tolls," in
his territory, which, in addition to
Central America includes Jamaica,
and some of the northern countries
of

South America.

It will

FM

—

tuate

international

Closing

television.

Two Days a Week

—

5.

Gen. Harmon Prais
Industry for Films

from the public exhibition field,
stated yesterday by Henry
it was
(Continued from Page 1)
Gordon, general manager for Paramount in that territory, with head- tieme importance to morale,
lived

American product is, of course,
be mainly used
for special events, such as football dominant in that country, but Mexgames and other spectacles suitable ican-made pictures of the better
for spot coverage, he said.
These type are enjoying considerable fawill also be available in the home, vor, taking some playing time from
but doubtless theaters will handle the potential of American features.
Many of the first-run stands are on
them as well.
A Government industry conference the single feature policy, but duals
will be held here Nov. 17 to go over are the rule in the subsequent^, he
the entire problem of allocation of said, adding that there are few cenfrequencies after the war for radio, sorship problems and the record
FM, television, aviation radio, Gov- shows that no American film has
ernment radio, medical uses of radio been banned in a matter of two or
and other problems. This conference so years, but several Spanish langwill be more of an organization meet- uage films have.
Some complaint is heard from
ing than anything else, FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly announc- trade and public in the territory that
ed, with study topics probably to be there are too many war pictures,
but virtually without exception they
assigned for further sessions.
Fly pointed out that science has do business. By "war pictures" apbeen far ahead of industry, in that pears to be meant those disclosing
it has developed uses for ultra high combat, rather than those in which
frequencies which industry is not war is the background.
People have few ways of spending
yet able to exploit.
Until this exploitation is accomplished, he con- their money, and are on a very high
tinued, there is a danger that use standard of living, Gordon declared,
of the radio spectrum for television, which accounts for the exceedingly
and other forms will be cramped strong demand for film entertainment
because of greater demand that can purpose. Panama City has the new
readily be met now for frequency Presidente Theater, formerly a night
assignments.
The important thing club, but difficulties in equipping the
at this time is to open up the higher house are holding up its active opfrequencies. He suggested as an ex- eration.
ample that FM and television might
In Jamaica, where a difficult labor
find themselves competing for as- situation exists, gangster pictures
signments.
are taboo.
All through the South
Television networks are to be ex- and Central American territory and
pected, Fly said. He does not think the West Indies a huge demand for
they will spring up right after the air conditioning equipment exists,
war, but they are technically feas- and will bear fruit to manufacturers,
ible and will probably develop be- distributors and exhibitors as soon
f o: e long, he predicted. Rather than as such equipment is made availuse coaxial cables, as radio networks able at the war's end.
now do, he explained that television
nets would probably employ transmission between stations by means Chi. Wage Case to Capital
of radio relay.
Chicago The Chicago operators
International television is also to union wage increase case has been
be looked for, through the medium referred to WLB Washington headof radio relay, Fly said, but there quarters for final review, following
again there is no immediate likeli- the appearance of John Smith and
hood of any development to effec- Harry Ragan before the War Labor

know them.

November

Friday,
DAILY

Board here.

New

Theater In
Tampa, Fla.

Work

—

general pointed out that three
tures (i.e., full programs) each
were the average film fare foi
G.I.'s in the South Pacific are;
"The entertainment and re
tion provided by motion pictu
Harmon wrote, "is one of the g
est morale building factors in
theater, where entertainment,
than that provided by membei
the Armed Forces, seldom a|
able.
I wish to take this opp<
nity to express appreciation tc
motion picture industry for its
erous donation of films to the
Department, which has tremend<
enhanced the value of this e:
tainment.
"At the present time the maj'
of troops in the South Pacific
are able to enjoy three motion
tures weekly and on innume:
occasions it has been noted
large
gatherings have witnc
these movies in an open theater
ing a downpour of rain, which si
beyond all doubt that this fori
entertainment is most apprecia
"Additional projection equipm
Harmon concluded, "is expecte
the near future and upon its di
bution the troops in this area wi
able to enjoy four new movies w
ly if the present supply of films
be maintained."

Novitsky Leaving

Omaha

Omaha

—Hymie Novitsky, who

number

of positions along ]
for several companies be
taking over the Hays Coffee s
has sold out and he and Mrs.
vitsky will move to Arizona.

a

Row

NEW

IN

ED PRINSEN, manager,

MILTON KAISER,
town,

POST!

Palace, Youngstown,

house manager, Palace, Yo

O.

JOHN RISPECK,

manager, State, Yo'

house

town, 0.

DALE TYSINGER. manager, Midland and
RASKIN,

representative,
Detroit.

Premiums,

-

Newark, 0.

torium Theaters,

RALPH

GEORGE NORMAN, manager

Price

Ingersol

Tt

Th

,

Des Moines.

FRED PLESS, manager,
Island,

Spencer Theater at

III.

GEORGIA SHANNON, manager^ Uptown
Des

Th<

Moines.

TED RANDALL, manager, Lory, Highland,
BEN SCHREIBER, general manager, Bronx

II

vision,

HARRY

Interboro

S.

DAHN,

Theaters,

Theaters.

manager,

district

Hamilton,

C

Ont.

GRIM NATWICK,

animator, Walter Lantz.

DON WILLIAMS,

animator,

GENE

YARNELL,

land Park,

manager,

Walter Lantz.
Th
Calvin

Mich.

Clinton, Conn. Lee Malcarni has
Work has been CARL VANDERCOOK, manager, Calvin The
Dearbon, Mich.
cut operating time of the Clinton started on a 1,000-seat theater for
SCHULTZ, manager,
Theater to five-a-week for the winter Negroes. George T. Taylor is con- LEON (SONNY)
dise Theater, Detroit.
months, keeping closed Wednesday tractor, and Tampa Negro Theaters, CLAYTON SYMONS, manager, Rio Theater,
and Thursday.
Inc., the owner.
troit.

\

depart-

CHRISTMAS

SOCK
OF
1043!

I

You can make
it come true

J

1

1

with showmanship!

War

Activities

Committee of the Motion Picture

Induti-rv.

,c;ri i

Broadway,

New

York City

<7fe
Gulf Slates

Friday,

N.

HOLLyWCCL DIGEST

November

line

ASSIGNMENTS

1)

with developments throughout HAROLD SCHUSTER,

the nation.
When the war effort first got under swing, smaller communities'
business dropped heavily as a result
of inhabitants treking to the war
industries centers and the draft taking up the younger theatergoers.
However, service men's allotment
checks are now coming into these
communities to make up for the loss
of some of its income and war workers apparently are mailing funds
home to help relatives through the
period.
In addition, the spread of some
industries essential to the war effort
has tended to smooth out the lag.
Gulf States tastes in pictures continue to be unchanged and unpredictable with the cities apparently
paying dividends to any good film
despite its theme and the smaller
localities still going in heavily for
melodrama and westerns. Comedy
and music are apparently always in

demand.

Chicago Houses Hire
More Girls for Ushers

"Marine Raiders,"

director,

RKO.

RAY

ENRICHT,

"Heavenly

director

Days,"

RKO.

SCHEDULED
"Make Your Own Bed," produce-, ALEX GOTTLIEB; director, PETER GODFREY, Warners.
"An Errand for Uncle," p. ay (.LlrFOrtu uUciS;
JERRY

producer,

KAZAN,
"Ground

WALD;

director,

ELIA

Warners.

Forces,"

producer.

HAL

B.

WALLIS,

Warners.

CASTINGS
TESSA BRIND, "Are These Our Children?",
RKO; ROSE HOBART "Song of the Open Road,"
Charles R. Rogers-UA; d'ARTECA and ORK,
"You Can't Ration Love," Paramount; PEGGY
ANN GARNkR, "Son of Flicks," 20rh-Fox;
BILLIE BURKE and EUGENE PALLETTE, "I
Married

a

Soldier,"

20th

-

Fcx;

WILLARD

ROBERTSON, "Nine Girls," Columbia; OTTO
KRUCER, "Knickerbocker Holiday."
VICTOR MOORE, "The Connoisseur," Para-

versal; ISABEL JEWELL,
DELTA
Universal,

JACK

of 1944," Andrew Stone-UA; ROBERT
ADLER, "Cindeiella Jones," Warners
JOSEPHINE DILLON, "The Monster," Republic; BEVERLY LOYD, "Rhythm Revelry," Republic;
in

Vermont," Uni-

Warner on Stand
Bioff Extortion Case

BOYS, Week-End
(Continued from Page 1)
ROBERTS "Wedding
CORDOVA, "In- served in similar capacities for th
industry drives of 1943, 1942 an
RLCINALD GARDNER, "One More Tomorrow"
and "The Horn Blows at M dnight," 20 h- Fox; 1941.
\
EDDIE QUILLAN, ANNE ROONEY, LEON ERROL
The industry campaign has bee
and BETTY K.AN, "Rhy;hm on Parade" Unito start Monday, Jan. 24 an
set
versal;
MAYRIS CHAN.Y, "Week-End ["ass,"
Universal; MADELINE FORBES, "Wilson," 20th- come to a climax on Sunday, Jai
Fox; FRANK FOREST "Take It Big," Paramount; 30,
the President's birthday ann
POLDI DUR„ "The Hitler Gang," Paramount;
WA.LY BROWN and ALAN CARNEY versary.
There will be collections in thj
"Seven Days Ashore," RKO' PAUL GU1LFOYLE,
"If Happened Tomorrow," Arnold Pressburger- auditoriums of theaters. It is ant:
UA; LUCILLE WATSON, "Tomorrow's Harvest,"
cipated that more theaters will joi
Paramount; NANCY BRINCKMAN and FUZZY
KNIGHT, "Take It Big," Paramount; CECIL in the drive in 1944 than ever be
KELLAWAY. "Mississippi Magic," Paramount.
fore. In 1943, more than 11,000 the
aters participated and turned in th
record-breaking, net total of $2
EDGAR ULMER, director, by PRC Prod, to H.
116,539, almost half of the amour
Wolff Advertising Agency.
contributed to the National Four
dation for Infantile Paralysis froi
STORY PURCHASES
HARRISON CARTER'S "Natal," PRC.
all sources!
Universal;

LYNN

LOANED

i

"Action

in

the Living

Room,"

TITLE SWITCHES

"It
"I

Happened Last Night," formerly "Her
Bachelor Husband," Monogram.
Married a Soldier," formerly "Army Wife,"
20th-Fox.

Albert

CFI Third Quarter Net

In

Profit

—

Up

to $221,524

(Continued from Page

—

WEDDinG BELLS

Warner testified that his company
paid Bioff $50,000, its share under
is made of the engagement of Lau- an agreement the producers made
rel Ruth Denham to Ralph Minter with Bioff following the basic-agreeSaunde" s. Saunders had been asso- ment meeting with representatives
ciated with Florida State Theaters of the IATSE. He said he made the
for the past seven years, as manager payments in $10,000 installments,
of the Vogue theater, before join- which Bioff collected personally. The
following year, he testified, Bioff
ing the Navy.
Fla.

—Announcement

Norman Thaw

Chairman Schenck will soon ar
nounce his national and state con
mittee associates and organizatio
of the drive will get under wa
promptly.

"A" Product

Division of

Figures in

F &

M Suit

(Continued from Page
1)

(.Continued from Page 1)
Chicago Swing toward the use of
to 55c a share on 400,000 shares of
gi:l ushers in local theaters con- admitted he was "plenty scared"
$2 preferred stock, on which divitinues, although boys are still used when William Bioff, convicted labor
dend arrearages amount to about
in most of the houses. At present, racketeer, made a demand upon film
the Oriental and RKO Grand, Loop companies for large sums of money $11.75 per share.
This compares with a net profit
houses, are using girls while the in 1936 under thieat of calling naRKO Palace continues with boys. tion-wide strikes of theater workers. of $104,450, equal to 26c a share on
Warner said that knowledge of preferred for the quarter ended Sept.
6 & K continue swith boys but have
put older men in a number of ticket the background of Bioff and those 30, 1942, when Federal taxes amounton trial had made him fearful of ed to $92,626 and with a net profit
taking spots.
Jones, Lim'ck & Schaefer uses personal violence as well as phy- of $245,704 or 61c a share on pregirls at the McVickers and LaSalle sical damage to Warner property. ferred for the quarter ended June
Theaters and the Trinz ci r cuit uses Under questioning by Boris Kostela- 30, 1943, when Federal taxes amountboth boys and girls for ushers. Es- netz, assistant U. S. attorney, War- ed to $117,924.
saness is continuing with boys at ner asserted that "the power of these
the Woods while the newsreel houses people and the harm they could do" Bonoffs Leave War Jobs
have girls. All legitimate theaters were in his mind as he considered
Madison, Conn. Leo Bonoff and
Bioff's demand. He said he was
have been using girl ushers.
Usher problem is not so acute in aware of the effects of a strike Mrs. Bonoff of the Madison and Saybrook Theaters are again back to
the residential areas where manag- called by the projectionists' union
theater operation only after several
ers hire school boys and girls to in Chicago in 1935 and finally conwork part time with most theaters cluded that his company, from a months of war work in a nearby
financial standpoint, could not endure glider factory in addition.
hiring boys.
the strain of a walkout.
Simon Into Army
Replying to questions by defense demanded another $50,000. The witHarold K. Simon, for 12 years in counsel, Warner denied that he had ness said that subsequently he paid
an additional $30,000.
the National Screen Service art de- any knowledge that his company had
Hugh J. Strong, supervisor of perpartment, leaves today to join the paid money to Bioff for the privilege
of maintaining only one operator in sonnel for 20th-Fox, testified that
armed forces.
the projection booths of Warner the- Bioff twice received sums of cash
aters in Chicago. The witness also from the late Sidney Kent in 1937.
William C. Michel, executive vicedenied that he ever had met Bioff
prior to the 1936 basic-agreement pi esident
of
20th-Fox,
followed
meeting in New York. He said that Strong to the stand and testified
even at the meeting he did not know that upon Kent's orders checks for
Harry M. Goetz and Mrs. Cather- Bioff's status and first learned of "inflated and padded" expenses were
ine Rouse Conner of Bardstown, Ky., the money demand later through cashed by the company in 1936 and
Nicholas M. Schenck, head of Loew's. the money turned over to Kent.
were married last week.

Winter Park,

Drivi

Dsath,"

RHYTHM

Pass,"

sations

LYNN MALONE, "Moonlight

Dr.

Guest," Universal; ARTURO de
cendiary Blende." Paramount.

CARSON and JANE WYMAN, HARRY StGALL'S
"Make Your Own Bed," Warners; BONITA
M-C-M.
CRANVILLE and KENT SMITH "Are These Our
Children?"
RKO; ELEANOR POWELL, "Sanmount;

"Calling

194

M. Schenck Again

Heads "Dimes"
(Continued from Page

5,

Nelson, brother-in-

law of Bioff, testified that he received
$125 weekly from June, 1937, until

1)

ater and of ice building, against th
St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Inc
lessee of the house, to determin
the rights of the owner and th
lessee under the terms of a leas
entered into on July 20, 1934.
One of the points under consider
tion is the question of division c
"A" pictures between the Ambasss
dor and Fox Theaters, both of whic
are under Fanchon & Marco mar

agement. Harry C. Arthur,

Jr., chic

executive here for the Fanchon
Marco interests gave the plaintifl
a real surprise when he pointed or
at the hearing that if their contei
i

tion

was complied with strictly, th
& Marco organization woul

Fanchon

be in the position along about Christmas of having to play double bills o
"A" product at the St. Louis Theate:
in opposition to the Ambassador an
Fox, which would have but one "Apicture supported by a "B" produc
In short, the plaintiffs had give

I

r:

the

Fanchon

&

Marco

interests th

:i

unusual position of winning an ac
vantage if they lost the case at ba:I

Added Chores

!;

for Porter

—

Salem, Ore. Carl Porter, for som>
years past manager of Warner thes
ters in Salem, will hereafter als
supervise the Warner houses \

-j

':

Aberdeen and Hoquiam, Wash.

STORK REPORTS

early in 1939 from a total of $77,448 paid to him as commissions for West Coast Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
the sale of raw film to M-G-M. The
Hollywood
daughter, Elizabet
balance, Nelson said, went to Bioff Louise, was born to Mrs. Robei
who, in turn, paid Nelson's income Young. The Youngs have two othe
tax for the entire amount.
daughters.

—A

•:

i

V

W

R€VI€UJS Of THE IKUJ fILmS

with Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins
110 Mins.
„ er

Ritz

Bros.,

H DRAMA; DAVIS SUPERB,

^

RKO

M

;

ns.

SWELL COMEDY THAT WILL
EVERYWHERE; DE HWILLAND

HERE'S

60 Mins

-

IES

list
which has been treated in a manner that
worthy addition to the interminable
"False Colors'
makes it palatable to intelligent amuseof Hopalong Cassdy films.
latic
than never is extremely long on entertainment. Those ment seekers as well as the run-of-the-mill
to its title. The comedy is more
in this
bid most strongly for
ral appeal, will
The picture is another dandy from
less than extremely who love action will get their fill
fans.
It's never any
dull.
that a
Nichols has
attenton of feminine filmgoers, who funny.
the Dudley Nichols drawer.
fact, at times its positively production, which has everything
In
the sentimental touches
in
revel
Id
Thanks for the swell time well-made western should have. The story made the production very much of a peruproarious.
the
picture is so packed with violent doings that the s nal affair, having functioned as producer,
the display of emotion with which
that audiences will have at this
The central characin
«
turn kids will work themselves into a d ther.
has been told.
director and author of the screenplay,
should go to the Ritz Brothers, who
thanks to the playing of Bette Davis,
long time.
series is every one of which capacities he has covin their finest screen work in a
villain in the latest of the
The
— -p'f with praire.
plunge the femmes into an ecstasy of Besides the zany antics of the Ritz trio
the water er"
after a ranch which controls
music
ess.
located.
from a story by Adela Rogers
is
it
Working
which
in
the production contains good doses of
area
the
to
rights
finest act ng talyarn of an
,ss Davis parades her
and romance. Put this down as a fast-mov- The fact that the owner of the ranch has St. Junn, Nichols has woven the
Her role
the
into
in this story of frustrated love.
Conthrown
boy
makes
wonder
son
his
industrial
to
property
ing musical that hits the bull's-eye.
died and left the
not
nat of a high-brow novelist who is
The baddie simply Washingtn whirlpool when he becomes a
sidering that the Ritzes are at their best, the villain's job eas'er.
to
c-ntrast
sharp
In
nancial success.
stooges dollar-a-year man entrusted with the job
nothing less could have been expected.
has the son killed and has one of his
bombing
stands her bosom friend, Miriam HopFor the first time in moons the comic who looks like the lad pose as him. Hopa- of boosting the production of
down
who tries her hand at writing
rugged indiv dualist, the fellow
A
triumvirate has been supplied with material long isn't fooled for long, but he doesn't planes.
-he public and makes a fortune at it.
Often the gags
the vil- rebels at Government procedure, making
that is genuinely funny.
have an easy time maneuvering
otion to her career loses Mi's Hopkins
audience
the adminisare of the variety that sends an
into the net of justice. himself game for critics of
stooges
his
and
lain
husband (John Loder) and drives her rolling in the aisles. The Ritz boys give the
secretary proves a godsend to
His
tration.
pleashis
William Boyd gives another of
ghter (Dolores Moran) to Miss Davis.
ever the bumps and
material all they've got and more.
Hopal.ng. him. She helps him
ant, easy-going performances as
*r and Miss D:vis fall in love, but the
It is to be expected
ropes.
the
him
The film uses the mistaken-identity theme
teaches
in several encounters
out
3r foregoes a chance at happiness
down-at- He delivers with gusto
and secretary fall in
for its comedy. The three Ritzes,
again makes that eventually boss
Clyde
Andy
Dav's
Miss
men.
bad
friend.
the
her
with
to
loyalty
When the boss is
vaude team, are hired by a bistro
very love with each other.
much the-heels
Boyd's sidekick, California Carlson, a
n goes sacrificial when a chap
owner (George Zucco) to steal a pricemade the target of a Congressional Invesis good
Rogers
Jimmy
with
love
character.
junior (Gig Young) falls in
party. amusing
department, the girl shows
less necklace during an engagement
Clyde. tigation of his
the young associate of Boyd and
Hopkins' daughter. At the end, after
jfe
Zucco thinks they are a trio of tough thugs. as
the real quality of her love by pleading in
impers.natof
task
Tom Seidel falls the
ff between Miss Davis and Miss Hopwith such eloquence that the
The necklace belongs to Frances Langford's To
the impostor. his behalf
the two women, united by a common
Risdon). ing the rancher's son and
(Elizabeth
mother-in-law-to-be
against him are dropped.
charges
The
we.
I.
chap handles the assignment
:liness find themselves facing the future
Miss Langford, who sings at the bistro, is The
Miss de Havilland gives a swell performeffectively by Dougie.
The Ritz boys land head villain is played
As her boss S nny
secretary.
a friend of the Ritzes.
participates ance as the
Drake
Claudia
1 iss Davis has a superb supp-rting cast.
Dumbrille.
las
disapstock immeasurably.
his
in a police net when the necklace
daughter. Tufts advances
her
in
rancher's
acceptable
the
although
as
Hopkins,
proceedings
s
the
makes believable
pears, but they succeed in clearing them- in
It is to his cre-'it that he
prone to overact on many occasions.
George Archainbaud's direction is touch- a role that could have been easily a caricaselves and bringing Zucco and his stooges
perfinest
his
with
through
for
mg comes
Bennett Cohen is responsible
and-go.
to justice.
Anne Shirley appears as Miss de
ture.
Loder plays pleasantly,
ranees to date.
The film is a pictorial de- Havilland's sister and James Dunn as her
fellows get nice support from the screenplay.
Ritz
The
Other
Moran is ch'efly decorative.
s
to the camera work of Rus- soldier husband.
Both are all rhht.^ Jess
Miss Langford, who sings a number of tunes light, thanks
-ers to be nted are Philip Reed, Roscoe
Tufts' rival.
contribute good sell Harlan.
who
Others
is subtlely villainous as
Barker
excellently.
ns, Anne Revere, Esther Dale.
Risdon, Mary Beth
B:yd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy Good work is also forthcoming from Paul
Miss
William
are
performances
CAST:
-'incent Sherman has handled a tough
and Jack Rogers, Tom Seidel, Claudia Drake, Douglas Stewart, Agnes Moorehead, Harry DavenHe has Hughes, Zucco, Stuart Crawford
ctorial assignment creditably.
LaRue. Also on the crsdit side are a number Dumbrille, Bob Mitchum, Glenn Strange, portsed none of the dramatic values of the
items, the best one by Igor and Pierce Lyden, Roy Barcroft, Sam Flint, Earle
This very amusing film has the benefit
He has built too many moments of dance
y.
and
cf fine photography by Frank Redman
Hodgins, Elmer Jerome.
Van Druten Pogi.
t
are emotional smashes.
Sherman; As- first-rate art direction by Albert S. D'AgosBenedict, the film
Harry
Howard
Producer,
Lenore
Produced
by
with
CREDITS:
assoc'ation
in
screenplay
the
He and Miss Coffee have crn- has snappy direction by Edward Lilley. Mel sociate Producer, Lewis Rachmil; Director, tino.
fee.
deserve much George Archainbaud; Screenplay, Bennett
CAST: Olivia de Havilland, Sonny Tufts,
uted heavily to the success of the film, Ronson and Stanley Roberts
Barker, James Dunn,
Shirley, Jess
screenplay.
by
Anne
created
laugh-peppered
characters
a
on
are
for
assets
credit
other
Based
Cohen;
ong the film's many
Moorehead, Harry DavAgnes
Stewart,
Russell
Paul
Cameraman,
the
Ritz,
and
Mulford;
Clarence E.
musical score of Franz Waxman
CAST: Harry Ritz. Al Ritz, Jimmy
Ruman, Jane
Henry Blanke Frances Langford, Stuart Crawford, Eliza- Harlan; Art Director, Ralph Berger; Sound, enport, Una O'Connor, Sig
nera work of Sol Polito.
Berger; Set Darwell, George Givot.
e the story a gilt-edge production.
beth Risdon, Mary Beth Hughes, George Jack Ncyes; Film Editor, Fred
CREDITS: Producer, Dud'ey Nichols: AsTAST: Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins, Zucco, Jack LaRue, Sammy Stein, Barbara Decorator, Emile Kuri.
Producer, Edward Donahoe; Direcsociate
Young, Jhn Loder, Delores Moran, Brown, Douglas Wood, Charles Jordan, Igor
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
DIRECTION,
Nichrls; Screenplay, Dudley
Dudley
tor,
lip
Reed, Roscoe Karns, Anne Revere, and Pogi.
Excellent.
Nichols; Adaptation, Budd Schulberg; Based
her Dale, Ann Codee, Joseph Crehan,
CREDITS: Producer, Howard Benedict;
rre Watkin, Marjorie Hoshelle, George
on story by Adela Rogers St. John; CamMel
Director, Edward Lilley; Screenplay,
Ricci
;sey, Ann Doran, Francine Rufo.
eraman, Frank Redman; Special Effects,
Ronson, Stanley Roberts; Based on story by
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke; Di- Stanley Roberts; Cameraman, Charles Van
Vernon L. Walker; Art Director, Albert S.
P. R.
tor, Vincent Sherman; Screenplay, John
D'Agostino; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
Enger; Sound, Bernard B. Brown; Art Din Druten, Lenore Coffee; Based on play rector, John Goodman; Film Editor, Paul
Al Fields; Musical Score, Leigh Harline;
MailAir
(By
R.
San Juan, P.
John Van Druten; Cameraman, Sol Pclito;
Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Sound,
Minimum
The
Landres.
Passed by Censor)—
m Editor, Terry Morse; Art Director,
Roy Meadws; Film Editor, Roland Gross.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
SalGood.
Jose
DIRECTION,
Wage Board has appointed
in Hughes; Sound, Robert B. Lee; Set
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
PicDIRECTION,
Good.
gado, secretary of the Moving
corator, Fred M. MacLean; Musical Score,
Association, to serve Good.
Exhibitors
tu:
e
linz Waxman; Musical Director, Leo F.
Astor Gets "Melody Lingers
on the committee which will inves-

hn

Van

play,

reaches the screen as solid
fare which, although possessing

ntance,"

FRCDUCTION CLICKS.

1

"Never

,

a

Dull

Moment"

lives

up

fully

'

.

Girl"

Tufts
with Olivia de Havilland, Sonny

Frances Langford

Universal

t

Ac-

65 Mins.

UA

t5r

LATEST OF HOPALONG CASSIDY SER- CLICK
PROVIDES A SUBSTANTIAL TREAT AND TUFTS MAKE FINE PAIRING.
RITZ BROTHERS PROVE A RIOT IN FOR WESTERN FANS.
The Washington scene has served as the
another
comedy,
THEIR BEST PICTURE IN A LONG TIME;
Harry Sherman gallps in with
nspiration for this entertaining
with

|

OMEN ESPECIALLY WILL GO FOR
PIC. WHICH IS RICHLY STOCKED
"O'd

with William Boyd, Andy Clyde

Moment'i"

*

"Government

False Colors

'Never a Dull

Old Acquaintance"
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Salgado Replaces
Wage Study Com.
On

On"

rbstein.

theater industry.
Astor Pictures Corp. has acquired tigate wages in the
Jose Davila Ricci,
from Reliance Pictures "The Melody Salgado succeeds Representing the
od.
Lingers On," formerly released by who has resigned.
him will be Rafael
Re-titled "The War Bride's employers with
UA.
ol. Signs Jane Frazee
There will be one repreQuinones.
and
re-cut
being
after
DAILY
FILM
THE
Secret,"
est Coast Bureau of
for dis- sentative of the public and two ol
Hollywood Jane Frazee has been streamlined, it will be ready
line of the workers on the five-man comnew
a
with
1
tribution Dec.

^DIRECTION, Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

—

lined
f

to

a three-picture

Columbia.

_

contract

I

I

accessories.

mittee.

Beverly Case Settled
Detroit— The Beverly Theater arbitration case has been formally settled by arbitrator along the lines
dein
reported
agreement
of
tail in the Oct. 13 issue of THE FILM

Daily.
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You can obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple
rules.

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all

types

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.
A bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution
be sent promptly upon request.

and

of equipment.
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

S

A

T

H

E

COPPER

burning rate be-

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

QTJS
l_„.

E

Most of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

FQPJ/ICTORY

BUY

I

GENERAL OFFICES
Street, New York, N.

30 East 42nd

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
Now York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

will
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Equipment
Maintenance

Remodeling
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'BROWNOUT" IS CLARIFIED ON BOTH COASTS
Huge Jump in Theater Candy Sales Is Recorded
Observers

ut

oom
>n

Warn

No Marquee

That

Equipment Field Notes

Puts Responsibility

Showmen's Shoulders

Sales of candy and other types of
Zenith Corp., which recently developed a
in film theaters during
new hearing-aid, is reported utilizing the
le past nine months have not mereattained an all-time high in vol- device for the war effort via industrial
ne and attendant levenue, but the incentive and employe welfare. Any hardperson
joining
Zenith's
perlin in such sales is conservatively of-hearing
timated at mo e than 100 per cent sonnel and who stays 60 days or longer
'er the corresponding span a year will rece ve gratis one of the hearing-aids
50. a check-up of the situation na- fo- personal use.
*
*
*
anally discloses.
Pace of the vending to even higher
Nick Chious has reopened the Charm
vels is kept in check only by curTheater in Chicago after making imilment of the supply. Factors conprovements.
oiling the latter are (1) specific
*
*
*
-trictions imposed by the GovernW. C. Couch has been named manager
ent; (2) classification of the candy
dustry as non-essential in the mat- of the lighting department of the Sola Eleccivilian
consumption; (3) tric Co., Chicago, under the direction of
r of
infections

(Continued on Page

15)

ilm Exhibs. Eyeing

Company
Vice-President L. G. Marshall.
is
developing some
new uses for its
cold cathode lighting transformers and it
is expected the data will be ready in about
Bjrh plants are working at ca60 days.
pacity on

osl-War Era-Auger

*

*

With theater lighting under preshe was manager of the B. F. Shearer ent wartime conditions delegated to
the authority of municipalities for
Screen Equipment Co. of Seattle.
their regulation, in view of improvGeneral Chair Co., Chicago, well-known ing conditions springing from UBoat attack-control otf seaboard, as
to the theater chair trade, and manufacturers and distributors of Patch-a-Seat and well as the diminishing danger of air
ther specialt es,
are
moving to larger raids, specific recommendations, parquarters at 1308 Elston Ave. Chester Fen- ticularly with reference to exte: ior
lighting of motion picture stands,
sin, general manager, says the new quarters
are commencing to emerge.
will provide more space both for manufacturing and distribution

#

Ted Snyder,

of

for

of theaters

tor

und among motion picture exhibits throughout the country by Edard Auger, national office repremtative of RCA's Photophone Seeon in the course of a nation-wide
/ving which he has just concluded
behalf of RCA's Purchase Priory Plan. Exhibitors everywhere are
anning to modernize their facilis, and thereby improve their busii

(Continued on Page 14)

shortage
for

use

and specifically
essential motion picture

generally,
in

equipment, is heralded by a report
from Washington, D. C, that the
aluminum-for-war program is over
the top, producing every three months
100 000 000 pounds in excess of requirements. Aluminum scrap salvage
is accountable in a considerable degree for the present favorable position.

New

Commissioner

York,

of

many

years owner-opera-

Chrome Seen Panacea

K'amath

For Paris' Repair

maintenance of theaters.

while on the subject of "cur#
#
rent" happenings, Hub Electric Corp.,
An organ, originally valued at $10,Potentialities of chrome plating as
of Chi, will soon have a new trade
000, but which has been an idle fixture
catalog ready, according to L. M.
a solution to the problem of providin the Dawn Theater, Hillside, Mich.,
Fixman, sales manager, that will coning repair for projection booth parts
since the advent of sound films, has
tain data on lighting and control
moved nearer to practical applicabeen presented to the Hillside College,
equipment of interest to the theater
tion yeste: day as Allen G. Smith,
it is announced by Harvey L. Turner,
trade.
theater equipment chief of the War
president.
Production Board, arrived in New
*
*
*
York to check up on the results of
The Bonesteel Theater, Bonesteel, S. D.,
The stone building formerly occupied by
(Continued on Page 16)
being remodeled and new heating and the Marblehead public school, Marblehead,
is
ventilating installed.
House is owned by O., has been purchased by Charles Var)!c

Blakkalb

Al

300

to

ply

Co.

500
is

Aluminum Prospects
Steadily Improving
Alleviation
of the
aluminum

in

F.

And

Marked consciousness of post-war
•oblems
and opportunities was

In

Licenses Paul Moss, acting in behalf

#

Falls, Ore., has
Shearer theater and equiporganization, and will be in charge

ment

*

needs.

$

LaGuardia, has
Rialto Theater, Flint, Mich., oper- of Mayor Piorello H.
folated by Associated Theaters, is shut- just requested publication of the
order that it may
tered as the result of a backstage fire lowing message in
Dropping of the be brought to the attention of theof uncertain origin.
ater ope ators:
fire curtain prevented any damage to
"In connection with the War Prothe auditorium.
(Continued on Page 15)

joined the B.

war orders.

Is

Lights After

New

York; TDB
Also Guiding Problem

10 p.m. in

and
seats.

Roy

be

enlarged

from

Western Theatre Sup-

handling the remodeling.

*

Out of

will

*

*

Jr.,

vert

into a motion

it

destroyed

the

community

last

ment dealer there, has the difficult fob
of setting up shows in the field for
Marines stationed on Guadalcanal. His
special duties are as motion picture
officer and the supervising of 16 dif-

who

#

Fire

that

in

—

and Portland

stores.

Tallahassee, Fla.
The highest fine
ever imposed against a violator of a
War Pr:duction Board construction

*

H. W. and B. R. Gebhardt have organized the American Electronics Co.
out in Chicago, with offices at 403
West Erie St., to manufacture and distribute parts and
tronic equipment.

castings

for

Subsequently required

for

the

new

inspection

order has been paid here by Roy

light.

E.

Martin and Martin Theaters of Columbus, Ga. The fine of $10,000

was

elec-

ferent open-air theaters for the benefit
*
*
*
of the widely-scattered Marine units.
Capt. Peacock at one time wis manCurtis Lighting, Inc., Chicago, has deager of the Theater Supply Co., pur- veloped a new inspecticn light using two
chasing agent for toe L\ agonal i oeai.er 6-watt fluorescent lamps in a dust-ti°ht
Supply Co.'s five West Coast offices, unit made of steel. Low wattage results
'ater becoming manager of their Seat- in cool operation.
Priority of Al or J are
tle

Pays $10,000 Fine
For WPB Violation

plans to con-

picture theater.

Auditorium Theater
Winter.

*

word

that Capt.
C. Peacock, former theater equipSeattle wafts

of that town,

gosick,

paid

to

WPB

regional

office.

Moyer, regional compliance
manager
for
WFB, said Martin

Harry

S.

pleaded guilty in Federal court to
charges of continuing construction cf
theaters
|

'

at

Panama

City,

Fla.,

and

beginning construction of another
Marianna, Fla., in violation of

WPB

order.

in

a
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Film Exhibs. Eyeing

Actual Smohe-Screen
For "Corvette K-225"

Posi-War Era-Auger
THE FILM DAILY

A

Section of
hensively covering
lished

even

Film Folks,

Inc.,

City.
John
M. Mer->ereau,

\V.

compre-

field,

1501 Hroadway, New York
Alicoaie, Publisher; Uonalo.

Central Manager; Chester b.
Balm, Editor; George II. Morris, Equipment
Editor; Wesi Coast Uureau, 6425 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Boulevard,

Bureau

Cliiet.

Becomes
House

Boston's Esquire
Full-Fledged Pic

—The

Esquire Theater in
Boston's Back Bay has had its lobby
and auditorium completely redecorated and remodelled and is in excellent condition as it reopened under
and P ownership and the dithe

Boston

M

rect

management

Henry

of

Kalis,

former manager, and of his assistant,
Herbert Philbrick, who is of the
and P o:ganization in the public
relations department.
"
Comfortable seats with plenty of
room between them have been inDoors open now at noon
stalled.
Adult
with program at 1 o'clock.
tickets are priced at 33 cents up to
5 o'clock, after which the orchestra
seats a;e 50 cents and the balcony 40

M

cents with children's tickets 17 cents
First-run pictu.es are
at al times.
to be played for the first time in the
history of the house, which seats

{Continued from Page 13)

ness opportunities after the war, said

Auger.

He was accompanied

on his tour

New York State by Bernard Sholz,
RCA theater equipment representaIn
tive in the New Yo.k region.
of

Camden, Auger conferred with Barton Kreuzer, manager of the Photophone

Section;

Homes

B.

Snook,

taste of reality

Election

Day

marked the

ini-

performance

Plans

Knoxville

New Hampshire

Theater

—

A fire which
Lincoln, N. H.
section
business
the
threatened
caused heavy damage to the Charkarohen Theater, a 400-seat movie
house owned by the Interstate Theater Corp. of Boston.
The blaze, discove ed by Manager
Lawrence Tinkham, who has an
apartment in the building, burned
through the main floor of the theater
auditorium. The stage and projection
room escaped damage.

In theater to be located three mi

in the

For Excellence

Production

Sound Equipment

ITS A FACT!
War-horn DEVRY precision Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

standards

•

i

i

purchases.

ner at the St. Botolph Club, Boston,
an exhibitor may and an address by Dr. Mees the:e on
obtain priority by selecting the "Sensitizing Dyes and Their Use in
equipment he expects to need when Scientific Photography."
The Rumford Fund which makes
che war ends, figuring the app: oximate cost on the basis of RCA's De- possible the medal award was estabposit Evaluation Chart, and deposit- lished by Benjamin T. Rumford, dising either 10 per cent in a lump sum tinguished scientist and inventive
or 20 per cent over a period of two genius, born in Massachusetts in
years.
Deposits bear interest pro- 1753. At the invitation of the Univided the agreement runs six months versity of California, Dr. Mees will
or longer.
The plan p: ovides for be the Charles M. and Martha Hitchrefund of deposits, plus interest, if cock professor at Berkeley du:ing
the agreement is cancelled by either the latter part of this month and

Under

this plan

part of November.

first

"S
Here's

uLH.GL

for plans.
many d
perform these war days. Y
build unity and morale through moti

ties to

Your war time strategy is to make
your house more appealing right now!
There are many things you can do to
maintain and improve its appearance
and comfort. Most important, keep a
weather-eye cocked on the not far distant time when you can call in usAIRco
for

some

picture presentations— and you

diives that are initiated to spur

real box-office boosting.

Yes, there'll be some new ideas. From
today's war time production, usAIRco
has developed new plans.

But one basic idea hangs on

—usAIRco

will continue to design and manufacture Theatre Air Conditioning built

around your box office. usAIRco systems are as big or small as your job

Armi-

w

production and civilian defense.
requirements and operating budget.
Comfort cooling that pays a profit is
the blueprint for your usAIRco system,
This

much you can do now — main-

tain your

— and

house in tip-top condition

when the time comes, you can
depend on usAIRco Theatre Air Conditioning for greater profits.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION
Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

-/
y

RCA Service, like exhibitors, is can
RCA e

ing on important war duties:

gineers are rendering scheduled servi
to projection

room equipment

in tho

Ru

sands of theatres to "Keep 'em

ning"— and other

RCA

Service grou

are installing military equipment

ai

instructing personnel, in this count

and

at the battlefronts.

RCA

Service organization

^usAIRco

day more than nation-wide

AIR CONDITIONING

ing the

... it is

world-wide

home

. . .

serv-

front

and

is t

battlefronts too!

This Unit, a masterpiece of engineering
simplicity combines every phase of refrigerated cooling in a Single Unit.
Manufactured in various sizes, it can be
used singly or in combination with oth-

111.

CHICAGO

promc

and support the various governme

KOOLER-AIRE

DEVRY

DeVRY
Hollywood

l

|

American Academy
Mees
Rumford Medal

Refrigerated

sent developments far
beyord previonilv actage Avenue, Chicago,

;

1

The

t'orpt ration, 1112

Knoxville Theate

which owns and operates
Tennessee and Riviera Theaters ha
has purchased the site for a Dri

Inc.,

—

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL

cept*

—

Drive-In

Exhibitors of America have

Damages Heavily

of Million Pictuie

New

out on the Alcoa highway and
applied for a county construct
permit. The site is 500 by 1,200 f
Gives and will accommodate 350 auton
biles.
It is believed that consid
the
able work can be done in develop
site although material construct
Rochester
Dr. C. E. Kenneth may not be obtainable until af
Mees, director of the Eastman Ko- the war.
dak Research Laboratories, has received the prized Rumford Medal of

nies for several years.

Fire

5, IS'

Knoxville Theaters

of

Universale "Corvette K-225" at the
local Criterion Theater. A backstage
fire started, igniting the screen. Latter burned completely, wafting smoke
not only through the theater but into
the surrounding Broadway air.

November

manager; and J. F. O'B-ien,
The Purassistant sales manager.
chase Priority Plan was devised by
RCA as a means by which a theater
owner may reserve a preferred position on equipment delivery schedules after the war, at the same time the American Academy of Arts and
building up an interest-bearing cash Sciences.
reserve to apply against future
The award was preceded by a dinsales

The house thus takes its party.
1,200.
place with Boston's leading picture
theaters converted into a first-run
house and completely rejuvenated.
It was originally built as the Civic
Repertory Theater and housed legitimate roadshows and stock compa-

A
tial

pub-

equipment
week by Wid's Films and

the

:>ccond

Friday,

V*^V DAILY

•

New

you the precise capacity
you need. Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is
a good unit to be acquainted with.
Books desctibing this system are available. We'll be glad to send you a copy.
er units to give

York

RCA SERVICE CO.,

,

IN
Ml

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary

Camden, N.

J.

:

,

November

W!
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Theater Candy Sales Jump
Closing of

eing Clarified

EQUIPMENT NEWS
DAILY

Retail Stores

Carbon

Australia's

one Reason

hortage

Relieved

Is

(Continued from Page 13)
{Continued from Page 13)
shutte: ing of many retail candy outBoard's program to conserve lets throughout the nation; and (4)
t is desired," the Mayor stated, shortage of manpower in the facelectric signs operated by mo- tcries.
iture theaters be extinguished
Notwithstanding the seasonal drop
e night not later than 10 p.m., in supply which occurred during the
operated
by
iat elect: ic signs
months of July and August, effected
iate theaters be extinguished by employes' vacations from manuliately after the opening of the facturing
plants along with the
No lighted signs permitted usual letrogressional tide common
t the daytime."
to the warmer months, deliveiies
aters throughout the country, to, and stocks in, the thousands of
•kup yesterday showed, are co- motion picture houses resulted in
;ing fully not only with muni- far greater than normal sales to the
and community requests for public
illumination safety measures,
In many communities, closing of
-re wo: king whole-heartedly in candy outlets by their operators,
J-vation of current, which, in either for economic reasons or for
will save invaluable fuel for service in the armed forces, left film
ial purposes.
houses as the principal channel for
im Hollywood yesterday came the public.
Reports from various
that the suspension of dimout sections of the country reveal that,
itions on the West Coast will whereas a filmgoer would buy a reasabout a voluntary reduction in onable amount of candies and contor
lighting in Los Angeles fections to consume during the screen
nher theaters, acting in ac- program, in recent months the patice with the recommendations ron would acquire from the theTheater Defense Bureau. The- ater's candy counter or vending maboth legitimate and motion chine a full supply for consumption
e, are being urged by the Bu- in
interim days before leturning
to observe the "brownout" for again to the box-office. One circuit,
vation of power, Neon tubes operating independently in the ex"Wherever pos- hibition field, is reported to have
ight bulbs.
theaters will meet with neigh- vended in its outlets during recent
ed commercial establishments months the huge sum of $750,000
ing about a general saving of worth of candy, popcorn, gum and
nation and lighting products," sundries, tempting the chain's operas stated by Nat Holt of the tors to weigh the feasibility of purexecutive council.
chasing or const: ucting a candy factory, as and when building mate,ip
Gets 2nd
rials' restrictions are lifted.
This bonanza economic condition
*ater;
1,000-Seater
for the exhibitor is seen by experts
iart, Fla.— The new 1,000-seat in the confection field as rife with
potential pitfalls, unless present cirtter at Camp Murphy has been

]

n

i

|

j

:

|

i

|

cumstances are p: opeiiy appraised,
It is held that, at best in normal
times, the selling of confections by
theaters is an accommodation to
patrons, and should not be viewed
as an important increment of exhibition, which some showmen are
doing now in the highly abnormal

Sydney
victories

—

(By
the

in

Air Mail) Recent
Southwest Pacific

a resultant improvement in
shipping are responsible for the alleviation of the acute carbon shortage
which only a few months ago threatened to close many theaters.
A substantial shipment has arrived
in Australia and been readily absorbed by the trade in all States.
Relieving recent shortages still further, this import is expected to be
followed at regular intervals in future by others which will keep the
trade adequately supplied for the

and

market. How unbalanced and temporary this market is for the showman is pointed out in the authoritative statement that some 60 per cent
of retail candy stores a:e now closed.
Because the selling of candy to
moviegoers is an accommodation,
t he theaterman should, it is asserted,
be very careful to vend only quality
merchandise, purveying only recognized, standard brands if he wishes
duration, though
to circumvent the candy "bootlegger."
The candy industry is, like probably remain.
others, fighting the illicit manufacturer and the black market.
A moritorium on peppermint, recently imposed, has shut down manufacture of candy of this type. There
has also been a decreasing supply
of popcorn due to crop limitation.
Shortages of cartons and packaging
essentials are also being felt, the
check-up shows.

will

restrictions

many

WHITE WAY
ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.
Thomas F. Flannery, President
Chicago,
W. Walton St.

315-17

III.

Delaware 9111

Murphy
a

::

This is the second theater
erected at this Camp, the first

id.

g been destroyed by

Stand

Now

Housing Project

—

last

fire

Seattle The old Montlake Thenber.
ater is being remodeled in order to
completely
equipped
with
the
ns
house some of this city's overflow
s't sound and projection equip- population.
It is not known how
many persons the theater will accommodate, but it is learned that 32
Post
fb In
stoves have been purchased for the
1 Chester
Eugene J. Robb, for- housing project.
with
Kodak
here,
Eastman
Co.
f
-^joined the Owens-Illinois Glass
taff in Toledo, 0. He had been
I

New

—

with

iiated
1934.

Kodak

Eastman

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

CAN SUPPLY
all

35mm

standard

preci-

sion projector replacement
parts.

We

sell

only

through

Dealers, but it your dealer
is
unable to supply your
requirements, write us directly and we will give
you the name of the

dealer able to serve you.

FREE:

—

Our

latest

com-

Parts Catalogue is
now available. Ask for it
and give us the Dealer's
name serving your Complete

munity.

WENZEl

PROJECTOR

Smith State St.

Chicago,

III.

The work

Altec Service

is

performing, under mili-

THEATRE

tary secrecy, for the nation's

TICKETS?

Altec Service carries on in the nation's theatres.

The

INTERNATIONAL
T

technical

J.

lie

immediate and the remoter

work

in both pursuits

ahead— both

in the

future.

Street,

New York 19,N.Y.

(^COMPANY
\££/

knowledge gained

evolutionary changes that

250 West 57 th

E T

meshes

required to take the theatre through the technical

Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery Iree Maine to Virginia.

C K

forces

meshes perfectly with the knowledge that will be

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.

NEWARK, N.
52 GRAFTON AVE.
Sales Offices in Principal Centers

armed

perfectly with the equally essential war-time

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service .. .Low cost...
45 year's experience serving theatres,

I

COMPANY

MESH

Protecting the theatre

— Our

"first line

of morale

4
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WB Studios Now Using
New

Master Dimmer

Only master dimmer with

in use

Warner

especially

B: os. Studio here.

Built

Glennon,

for

dimmers.

Bell

"Quietest
Is at

RCA

New Wave

Continued evidence of the inten-

in World'

Laboratories

of THE FILM >DMLY
Hollywood The "quietest room in
the world," which was built to make
possible accurate measurements of
sound and pe:formance of radio and
sound equipment, was described in a
paper by Dr. Harry F. Olson, of the

West Coast Bureau

—

RCA

Army-Navy Production Award

the

for "high achievement in the production of war material" has been

given to Eastman Kodak.

This rewill add a
second white star to the flag presented to the plant when it first received the "E" on Aug. 17, 1942.

—

—

No

Permanently
to

concrete

anchors
floors

loose

in

ten

TIONS

are in the market for Used opera chairs

any quantity.

We

also

can

use

any

Chicago,

.

.

.

CHAIR

What have you?

$5.

•

f.o.b.

j

The United States Plywood
has bought the seven-story and
ment building at 55 and 57
44th St., formerly the City
which it plans to occupy on expiration of existing leases as its exTitle was acquired
ecutive offices.
through a wholly-owned subsidiary,
the Duke-Lapham Realty Corp.
Cross & Brown Co. was the broker.

Woman Mgr. in Florida
Continues Femme Touch
St.

Petersburg,

Fla.

— Extensive

Other improvements are in process of completion throughout the theater.

W

Smith, it is reported,
officials in aril
with other
tempt to obtain more vacuum 1
Shortag
for the film industry.
vacuum tubes is one of the
critical now prevailing in the in
try, and the barely adequate
rent supply, which provides vir
ly no safety margin, has been ;
parent for some weeks, and was
of the topics which caused
alarm in the trade during the r«
Theater Equipment Dealers Pr
tive Association conclave in Chic
Authoritative channels assert
little alleviation can be expecte
the vacuum tube famine becaus
the persistent need for such t
on the part of all branches of
ington,

WPB

:

i

armed

forces.

1308

Elston Ave.

In these days,

many

items of essential theatre equipment are difficult

or impossible to obtain but

— there's

no waiting for Walker

CHICAGO,

ILL.

PM

Screens!

How

old

is

your screen?

four years old,

it is

If

it is

an average screen and more than
efficiency and you owe it to

beyond the age of

your patrons to replace

it.

The Walker

PM Screen

•

DELIVERS

has these outstanding features:

A

—

BETTER PICTURE

HAS A PLASTIC MOLDED SURFACE
HAS A SEAMLESS SURFACE
• CAN BE EASILY CLEANED
HAS A LONGER LIFE
Your new Walker PM Screen is waiting
National Branch. Order it today!

for

you

at

your nearest

,....... :; .^^....^.....

.

:

..

,

NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY

PARTS

GENERAL CHAIR CO.

III.

NO WAITING for
WALKER PM SCREENS!

There's

..,.:.

Chlcast.

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

If the new method proves of v.
Smith, it is understood, will seek,
thorization for its widespread us
Corp. a means of combatting the ij
basesituation.
West supply
Prior to coming here from
Club,

chain
minutes.

COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUC-

quantity of standards only.

ment head.

ward for performance

Laboratories, before the SoMotion Picture Engineers
gathered for their Semi-Annual Con- Boosting Stand's Capacity
Springfield, Mass.
The Loew-Poli
ference.
Looking more like a weird and stage is being ripped out to increase
fantastic stage setting for a psycho- the seating capacity of this house by
Theater will not
logical drama that the scientific 250 to 300 seats.
workshop that it really is, this "free close while the work is in progress.
field sound room" is only one fea- Palace, Meriden walls are being reture of the acoustical research and covered with damask.
development facilities of the RCA
Laboratories, located at Princeton, B & L Reports Nine-Month Net
New Jersey, the paper revealed.
Rochester Bausch & Lomb OpOther facilities described by Dr. tical Co. for the nine months ended
Olson include a large stage for re- Sept. 30 on Wednesday reported a
cording sound, a standard living net income of $1,190,388, equivalent
room, a sound proof room, dust free to $2.41 a share on the common stock.
rooms,
magnetizing facilities,
a This compares with $1,258,866 or
"live" reverbe: ating room, a field lab- $2.57 a share in the corresponding
oratory and towers, and the more period a year ago.
conventional type of sound research
laboratory facilities.
The "quiet" or free field sound
More Loose Chairs!
room is used to provide the necessary conditions for making accurate
acoustic measurements required in
the development of microphones,
loudspeakers,
and other electroacoustic equipment.

in

carried on ha
Loew's laboratories under the dj
tion of Lester B. Isaac, Loew's e<

improvements have been made at
the Plaza Theater since Miss Nell
Schaeffer became manager.
Both
the men's and women's lounge have
of the St. George Hotel, Brooklyn.
been refurnished, with new floor
Also this week from Rochester covering and attractive furniture incame word that for the third time stalled.

ciety of

We

(Continued from Page 13)

now being

testing

"E" Awards U. S. Plywood Purchases
Building for Exec. Offices
To Film Industry Firms
of

floor,

Room

j

pany's gifts.

Burbank con- sive contributions of film industry
trols not only low-watt bey lights firms and those closely allied with
Ma- the trade in the war effort outbut huge overhead as well.
Smith
chine was built for 2,000-watt plate, cropped this week. Alexander
but due to built-in compensators, it & Sons Carpet Co. at Yonkers was
can work 500-watt lights as well. notified that it had won the ArmyMaster dimmer handles eight lights Navy "E" award, the fifth such comat once and can accommodate more pany in that line of business to be
honored.
if lamps are dimmed to same density. thus
This afternoon in Parlin, N. J.,
Used principally for key lights on
dolly shots, dimmer diminishes den- the Photo Products Plant of E. I. Dusity of light as subjects approach pont de Nemours & Co. there gets the
On
cameras.
Dimmer, only one cur- "E" in a colorful ceremony.
rently in use in Hollywood, was con- Monday of this week the coveted
structed entirely in Warner Bros, award was made in the Grand Ballof the Waldorf-Astoria to
electrical shop at Glennon's specifi- room
Reeses Sound Laboratories, Inc., and
cations.
on Wednesday to Amperex Electronic Products in the Grand Ballroom

Working from

For Parts' Repair

&

Howell employes in war service will be the recipients of Xmas packages which have already gone forward to their respective
Before the shipment was ready, large condestinations around the world.
tainers at each of the company's five plants had to be continually emptied of
the generous packages contributed by the employes to be added to the com-

450

and oper-

ated by Buster Burbank, electrician,
the cabinet includes several new and
revolutionary advantages over oldstyle

—Some

5,

Chrome Seen Panas

Plants Not Only Engaged 100% In War
Production, But In Building Morale Abroad
II

Chicago

built-in

is

ballast in operation today

at

B&

November

:

Division of National
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•
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•
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Of Motion Pictures
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EXTEND DECREE 60 DAYS OR MORE
Why Are We Kicked Around?"— Kuykendall
[AY

Reeling 'Round- -

WASHINGTON
p—
.

ANDREW

By

H.

OLDER

=

MPTOA

Chief is Bitter
Over Tax Discrimination
In Current Bulletin

Reduction of the proposed 30 per
cent admission tax to 20 per cent
view of the current interest in post-war
may be considered a major victory
iix
markets, and the role our State for the theaters, but it still leaves
artment must play, the address given the rate of tax at double the present
levy and Ed Kuykendall,
ntly in New York by Assistant Secrepresident, would like to know "why
of State Howland G. Shaw takes on
are we kicked around?"
ific trade import.
Below are some pasIn a special bulletin issued over
from what Shaw told the World the week-end, Kuykendall asks:
s
"Why are we singled out for such
le Dinner of the National

WASHINGTON

MPTOA

Foreign Trade

The

Hotel

at the

mention,

basic

(Continued on Page 6)
Pennsylvania:

underlying

policy

the

trade

ements program of securing the mutual
ction

excessive

of

discriminatory basis
gress

the

in

Act

trade
is

laid

itself.

Rodger s

to

Address

what

.

.

may

down by the
This

policy

."

seem

to

some

a

rather

entary exposition of the Trade Agree,ts Act, Shaw stresses the responsibility
the Departments of Agriculture and

merce

London

—

Frank Capra
Legion of Merit
out the unique
series of films under the title, "Why
Fight," which are indoctrination
Col.

Lt.

has received the
here for turning

We

features

made

primarily

for

the

some of which have
been released also for public showing in the U. S.
They are "Prelude
To War," "Battle of Britain," "The
Nazis Strike," "Divide and Conarmed

forces,

quer," and "Battle of Russia."

Capra

conceived the series.
Lt.
Gen. Jacob L. Devers, commander of
the U. S. forces in the European theater personally pinned the high award
on Capra.
originally

on a

barriers

Allied in

Milwaukee

now been three times reaffirmed by
Congress.

Another Feather In
The Cap of Capra!

the drawing up of any such
and the requirement that "any insted person may have an opportunity
resent his views" before an agreement
in

smpleted.

W. F. Rodgers, vice-president and
general sales manager of M-G-M,
will address the combined meeting

Payments

to Bioff

Not Bribes-Warner

of Allied's board of directors and
the Wisconsin Allied unit in Mil-

Payment of bribe money to WilRodgers' ses- liam Bioff, convicted labor racketsion with the Allied group will be eer, was denied by Major Albert
part of his contemplated tour of key Warner, vice-president and treasurer of Warner Bros., on Friday at
(Continued on Page 6)
the Federal Court trial of the eight
defendants charged with extorting
Arthur Jeffrey is
waukee on Nov.

18.

Named

HE
is

technic

international

of

relations

no static affair," said the assistant
"There was a time when inter-

etary.

nal relations were personal relations
veen sovereigns and their personal repreatives
ambassadors.
That concepwas long ago broadened to include reins between governments and now in
day is being still further broadened so

—

UA's Publicity Manager
Arthur Jeffrey has been appointed
publicity manager for United Artists,

effective

immediately,

it

Shortage

As Factor

Time Seen

in Setting

Back Expiration Date
A

possibility that the

New York

consent decree will be extended 60
days or longer was reported at the
week-end. While there was no official
confirmation from Tom C. Clark, assistant attorney general, industry
leaders were of the opinion that
only an extension of the decree could
solve the problem.
It was pointed out that because
of the shortage of time, it would be
next to impossible to draft a new
(Continued on Page 6)

Three N, H.

Cities

Vote Sunday Shows

—

Manchester, N. H. Voters in ManConcord and Somersworth
gave overwhelming approval to Sunday afternoon movies, lectures and
stage shows in their municipal elections. Action by the people confirmed
temporary authority for the Sunday
matinees granted by city governments following passage of the new
state law at the last session of the
chester,

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 4)

Five Regional Meetings
For Warner Sales Force

of

Nearly 9 Million Service
Men At Loew's Houses

was

That the attendance of uniformed
announced by Paul N. Lazarus, Jr.,
Roy Haines, Western and Southservice men and women has become
advertising and publicity director.
ern division sales manager for Waran important factor in show busiJeffrey, who has been with United ner Bros., and Norman H. Moray,
ness is indicated in a report by
Artists since 1937, has at various short subject sales manager, left
Loew's theaters.
international relations are coming to
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 6)
Between July 7, 1941 and Aug.
nought of more and more as relations be31, 1943, Loew's theaters in New
en peoples. We have become convinced
York and throughout the country
official relations, relations between Gov-

Col.

nents, are not sufficient.

Relations be-

must be strengthened and
e relations must be based upon mutual
cledge, mutual understanding and mutual
ect.
That conviction finds expression

en

peoples

tur cultural

relations program."

these excerpts

Shaw has affirmed both

the claim of the

industry

for

full

con-

To Meet Needs Of Increased Inventory

the

(Continued on Page 6)

of Pix

Caravan To Meet
That Columbia Pictures is negotiating changes in its five-year bank
loan agreement to meet the needs of
"an increased inventory of pictures"
The United Artists' sales staff is disclosed by Harry Cohn, presihas set a new precedent and has dent, in the company's annual re"This will
broken current established exhibi- port to stockholders.

Are Re-Booking
"Canteen" at Same Price

Circuits

Department and the
of the Department for an intelligent tion policies in connection with the make available during a period of
profitable motion picture industry in engagements of "Stage Door Can- five years a maximum of $5,000,000
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

ration
i

from

Seeks Bank Loan Change

—

Allied Caravan will
Cleveland
meet in Cleveland Thursday. Among
those scheduled to attend are Sidney Samuelson and P. J. Wood. The
closed -meeting will be held in the
assembly room of the Cleveland Motion

Picture

Exhibitors

where buffet luncheon

Association,

will

be served.

—

m
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8,
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W. CONROW.
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M.

CHESTER

B.
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MERSEREAU

Holidays

York

18,

Editor

except Saturdays, Sundays
Broadway,
New
1501

daily

and

Manager

Ceneral

::::::

BAHN
at

to

order
president

New

business

SAMUEL BRONSTON,

THE

Altec

after

Service,

month's

a

trip.

BEN KALMENSON,
Warner

Bros.,

manager for
is
back from a Southwest trip
company's recent sales meeting
general

sales

PAT O'BRIEN and RUTH WARRICK,
lywood

MANNINC, Warner

IRENE
a

tour

of

New

in

RKO

arrived

director,

JOE COOPER, Paramount partner,

left

New York

Osserman Leaves
A. Post Via

for

New

W. Coast

Bros,

star,

Army camps and scheduled

York about Nov.

to

of Warner's
rived in New

arrived
day.

in

Jack

York.

Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Mary
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien.
AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio
Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
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Miss
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Direct from the
years

with
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major

in

Pacific Coast.

theatre

Experienced

in

all

Person!

Many

circuit

and

phases of

—

showmanship general theatre operation, good statistical background, advertising, etc.
Full of pep and personality
fit
well
in
"Never A Dull

—

Moment"

office.

Reasonable but not

Box 172, The Film Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York City.
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specialist,
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markets
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his

certain
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NEW YORK

Finney Gets Distribution
Rights to "White Fury"

THEATERS

under Phil Reisman, left New York
on the week-end for Chicago and
will continue on to the Coast. While
there, he will, it was learned on
Friday, take a brief vacation before
leaving for South America.
Formal announcement is expected
to be made shortly by Reisman on
the specific nature and scope of Osserman's duties in his new post, as
well as the title he will have on his
Latin-American assignment.

for national distribution of the production which is a drama of everyday life in the Far North.
to record the narrative
written by Walter Anthony. With
the exception of Peter Freuchen, author of "Eskimo," the book which
was filmed by M-G-M, the cast is all

native.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"CLAUDIA"
with

DOROTHY McGUIRE

Thor Brooks, now a lieutenant

in

Harvey Cook Weaver Dies

Holdovers on Columbia's "Sahara"
that the picture ranks in
playing time with the best pictures
Columbia has released.
Latest situations where the picLure has been given extended playing time are the Palace, Milwaukee;
Midland, Kansas City; Denver and
Esquire, Denver; Liberty, Seattle;
Bijou, Springfield, Mass.; and State,
Providence. In these seven theaters,
"Sahara" has more than doubled its
original playing time of 49 days,
having been booked for an additional
56 days. This makes a total of 105
days for the picture in the seven

West Coast Bureau of

A

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestral
Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-46"

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

£XTR4!=
WHAT

IS

HAPPENING TO

OUR CHILDREN TODAY? I

YOUTH IN
kl

THE FILM DAILY

— Harvey

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

20th

First

After Short Illness
Hollywood

ROBERT YOUNJ

INA CLAIRE

intelligence division of Army Air
Corps, directed "White Fury." Highlight of the picture is a stampede
involving 10,000 reindeer. The film
was in production 10 months.

"Sahara" Getting Many
Holdover Engagements
indicate

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAI

Finney has engaged Major Knox

Manning

Cook Weaver,

producer in the industry's
early days, died here on Thursday
63,

film

in his home after a short illness. He
made features at the old Christie

Studios here in 1918, subsequently
producing several films in New York,
and is c: edited with having started

Frank Capra and W.

S.

Van Dyke

on their successful careers.
His widow, Mrs. Anna L. Weaver,
survives, as does a sister, Mrs. Anna
Creesy.

M-G-M

to

"Curie" in

Tradescreen
L.

A.

and N.

«j!S!i*-~

MARY

FRANCHOT

MARTIN

DICK

VICTOI

TONE POWELL

•

•

•

MOORl

"TRUE TO LIFE"
IN PERSON
The INK SPOTS • Tony PASTOf

AND HIS ORCHESTI

PARAMOUNT

times square

Y.

houses.

Show-Woman?

international

HEMPSTEAD, RKO Radio producer,
New York from Hollywood on Satur-

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

M-G-M

Looking for a

KJATE GOLDEN,
pix

of

—

4

'21/2— "Va

'2i/
2

8

pfd

Ind.

do pfd
Gen. Prec.

RKO
RKO

'25/

Ind

Kodak

East.

job

15.

"Thank Your Lucky Stars" has

.
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its

effectively be carried out.

West Coast Bureau

former
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd

Osserman,

may

on

is

arrive

of THE FILM DAILY
Chicago
Hollywood
Edward Finney has
district manager for RKO Radio, and acquired
distribution
rights
to
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone recently tiansf erred from that post "White Fury" which was produced
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON—Andrew H. to the company's foreign department in Lapland, and is now arranging

New

Filmday,

that

tions

the

DAVE

on Friday night for Wilmington, Del.

Hol-

are

bound.

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ,

Saturday.

S.

CHARLES W. KOERNER, RKO Radio's vicepresident
in
charge of production,
has
returned to Hollywood, with MRS. KOERNER.

producer of UA's "Jack

London," arrived in New York from Hollywood
accompanied by
JOSEFH NADEL,
Saturday,
his production manager.

N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film following the
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and in Chicago.
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
EDWARD DMYTRYK,

as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscriber should
remit with order. Address all communications
to
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address:

York

of

Modern Film to Release
World Product Nationally
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
Hollywood All six musicals

—

DAILY

which
World Pictures
nationally by
Corp.,
headed by

will be produced by
will
be distributed

tradeshow "Madame
Curie" in New York and Los Angeles on Nov, 18.
The new film,
which co-stars Greer Garson and
Walter Pidgeon, will be screened
morning and afternoon at the company's New York exchange, and in
the afternoon only at the 20th Century-Fox screening room in Los Anwill

Modern Film
geles. Tradeshow dates for the film
George Barnett, with headquarters in other exchange centers have not
in New York, it was announced fol- yet been set.
lowing closing of the deal.
First picture under the arrange- Re-opening Ohio Theaters
ment will be "Lady in Gray," which
Freeport, O.
William Crewson,
will start shooting Nov. 12 at PRC owner of the Seneca, Senecaville,
studio with Arthur Dreifuss as di- has re-opened his Port Theater, which
rector.
has been closed all Summer.

—
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Payments

Cities

Vote Sunday Shows

nities under the temporary authority for several months.

Arthur Jeffrey

is

Named

UA's Publicity Manager
(Continued from Page

been

1)

New York newspaper

representative, trade press contact,
has handled New York and out-oftown exploitation, national magazines, syndicates and special events.
Before coming to United Artists,
Jeffrey was publicity director for
the Warner Bros. New York Theaters, was with Warner Bros. Pictures and Paramount-Publix.
Lou Pollock starts today as assistant to Lazarus.

De Havilland Pact Dispute
With Warners
West Coast Bureau of

—

in Court

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Testifying before SuJudge Charles S. Burnell
whom she seeks to have adjudge her
contract with Warner Bros, at an
perior

end, Olivia De Havilland stated that
she could not conscientiously accept
disputed roles because she felt she
was not suited for them and could

to Biofff

'(Continued from Page 1)

more than $1,000,000 from the indu
try.
The Government is attemptii
to

•

•

•

OUT

Hollywood the impulse and practice of every conscientiosu producer is aimed at film-making of maximum effectiveness,
within those limits dictated by purse and other understandable cirin

cumstances, such as story, direction, player availability, photographic

and other technical

skill,

—not

day

For example, one

meticulous

A

desk chores, strutted
it

the

into the auditorium,

The

virtually filled the

New

in

few minutes before

absolutely deserted

week a well-known film
York Town
The

last

was playing a secondary stand
manager of the house was waiting for

Fortune

our producers aren't over-

if

property

break at 11:28

Dame

mention the smiles of

to

But sometimes this comer wonders

had
times

19^

Not Bribes-Warner

(.Continued from Page 1)

legislature. Some communities have
yet to express themselves in city
elections or town meetings.
The vote in Manchester was 13,696
to 2,327, with one ward still to report. In the capital city of Concord,
the result was 2,444 "yes" ballots
and 1,016 opposed. There was virtually no opposition in Somersworth,
where the vote was 457 to 14.
Sunday film shows have been
starting at 2 p.m. in these commu-

8,

DAILY

night-performance

last

he arose from

that time,

and

amazement found

to his

him

chief usher told

house had been gone

to

his

that the folks

almost

for

who

minutes

15

The surprised manager probed the situation pronto and discovered
two entire reels had inadvertently been omitted by the projectionists
......He further learned that the audience hadn't even missed them!

that

T

T
•
local

•

•

MUSIC

Famous

to

stimulate the creative urge

Studios, o'er

on West 45th

general manager, has installed his

own system

the

is

new

policy at

where Sam Buchwald,

St.,

to

provide melodies for

some 200 artists, animators and other creative workers on
Paramount's "Little Lulu" and "Popeye"
A record-player run by

his corps of

the switchboard gal furnishes the tunes,

P.A. system

throughout the plant

and they are relayed via a
Best results are said

to

be

achieved by not playing the music continuously, but during \b-minute
periods alternated with spans of silence of the same duration
Classical pieces predominate, but

toward mid-afternoon the tempo is
Sam's psychological use of music
has even vaster possibilities than he probably realizes
When,
f'rinstance, he wants his animators to go all-out with the lead, he can
speeded-up via pop numbers

play the record, "Pistol Packin'

Mama"

And

spraying of drawings, he has only to have
Genie with the Light Brown Air-brush"

House

Kills

Supplemental

honestly accept money which
Bill for Million for
would be paid her for them.
Warners contend her contract still
has six months to run and that the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Supplemental approsix suspensions that she had when
she refused to play certain roles priations bill offered by John Taber,
should not be considered in the life
(N. Y., R.) which would have alof the contract.
lowed the overseas branch of the

not

OWI

to

inspire flawless

rendered "I

Dream

of

Pioneers' Soldier Sons
Invited to Harvest Dinner
Following

prove extortion.

Under cross-examination by d
fense counsel, James D. C. Murra
the witness took full responsible
for the handling of the paymen
made by his company to Bioff fc
lowing the basic-agreement meetii
in 1936. Warner denied that he hi
ever heard of a $26,000 payme

made by Warner
loy, late business

Bros, to

Tom Me

agent of the IATS

operators' local in Chicago.

Asked by Murray why he had n
appealed for help to the authority
Warner said that he felt any he
from the law would be too late
far as his company was concerne
The witness added that a strike
that time would have jeopardize
the future of the company.
Another Government witness
the day was Harry M. Warner, pre
ident of Warner Bros., who descrih
:

a $7,500

payment made

to Bioff

December, 1937, which, he said, h;
been demanded by the labor racke
eer as Christmas money for "tl
boys." He asserted the sum repr
sented part of the final installme:
on a $50,000 payment made to Bic
by him on the Coast.
Samuel Carlisle, comptroller
the company, also appearing as
Government witness, described ho
the vouchers for the payments we:
made out by the company.
The last witness of the day, Jam'
Coston, Warner Bros, zone managi
in Chicago, told of a $30,000 pa;
ment to Bioff to avert a threaten*
strike at the time when the IATS
was clamoring for the two-m
booth in Chicago.
i

P.

J.

Morgan

Cleveland

Services

— Services

Today

for Percy
Morgan, 65, head of the Morgj
Lithograph Coip. of New Yorj
which is well known in film circh
will be held here this afternooj
Morgan died in New York on Thur
day after being seized with a heaj
attack during luncheon.

precedent estabPicture Piocommittee
has
unanimously voted that members'
sons now serving in the nation's
armed forces and with Allied forces
OWI but $1,000,000 of the $5,000,- will be allowed to attend the orMono. Buys "Aquacade"
ganization's Annual Harvest Dinner
Monogram has purchased from 000 additional asked for, was de- in the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf- Allison Drops Rivoli
the
Friday
in
the
House
by
Frank Banticky Wisbar an original feated
Astoria on Nov. 19.
South Fork, Pa.— The Rivoli, wind
Lindsley close vote of 146 to 139. It appears
story titled "Aquacade."
Advance reservations for the big was operated by R. Allison of the Al
Parsons will produce.
likely now that the OWI will get affair are almost double those of lison Circuit for many years, ha^
the sum requested for its overseas fo:mer years, and a particularly been taken over by K. A. Vaveri
large number have been received who also operates the Majestic ThJ
work.
from out-of-town members, it was ater in Philipsburg, and the Strarj
Administration supporters warned declared on the week-end by Jack Theater, Johnstown.
that failure of the House to make the Cohn, house manager of the Pioavailable
would endanger neers.
funds
Ameiican lives and perhaps prolong
Cooley Got a Zero
the war. Taber said his amendment Decision Reserved in
Suit
was a "compromise" with his conSeattle
Bill
Cooley, manager of
Federal Judge William Bondy on
science. He thought no funds should Friday reserved decision in the $500,Egyptian Theater, received a
the
bs voted.
thrill when he heard over a recent
000 damage suit instituted by Ethel
newscast that his son. Bill, Jr.,
Levey, actress and former wife of
Mono. Sets Release
lieutenant in the U. S. Air Forces,
the late George M. Cohan, against
had bagged his first Zero.
Young
Dec. 15 has been set as the release Warner Bros., charging unlawful
Cooley was with National Screen
date of "Lady, Let's Dance," Mono- portrayal of herself in "Yankee DooService before entering flying Corps.
gram skating-dancing musical, star- dle Dandy." The court asked both
Ted Hadley
ring Belita.
sides to submit briefs.

—

lished
neers'

the
year,
executive

last

the

WB

—

THEY DIDN'T LET
THE PICTURE DIE!
DAILY ATTENDANCE CHAR?
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absent treatment

it
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theatre business. ..with trailers

lowest priced theatre advertising there

showmen know.
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knew what
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stuff
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Kuykendall

Five Regional Meetings
For Warner Sales Force

Bitter

FEfllfllE

Over Tax Situation
{Continued from Page

TOUCH

11

Seeks Changes

severally, to offer any effective protest?
"In response to urgent pleas from
the Secretary of the Treasury, theaters everywhere and the whole motion picture industry had just finished in October probably the most
effective job of any industry in the
the SecreWar Bond Drive.
tary of the Treasury should immediately turn around and sock us with
a huge new tax far in excess of that
imposed on any other industry, is
don't expect spehard to explain.

Why

We

from our Government
nor are we favored with any profitable war contracts in our industry,
cial privileges

In 5-Yr.

Bank Loan

much
in

exhibitors
tax of 2c
right
It*s

effort,

it

will

Congress and
are

on

in

generally

each

naturally be asthe industry that
satisfied

with

during the first year, which is progaccording to
ressively
reduced,"

The bank-loan agreement,
Cohn.
dated March 26, 1941, was amended
on June 3, 1942.
"The operations for the first quarter of the 1944 fiscal year indicate
a continuance of the present business which the corporation has been
doing," Cohn informs the stockhold"It is well to bear in mind,
ers.
however, the uncertainty of the times
and the probable effect on all business of sudden developments incident to the war and its conduct."
The report also reveals that 587

Men

At Loew's Houses
{Continued from Page

a

1)

all

admitted 8,957,232 uniformed men
up to you.
at reduced p; ices.
you going to do about it?
Some theaters report that as high
Hnrri Work Required
"In the face of this action and vote, after as 40 per cent of the attendance
the
exheld
and
hearings
were
the public
on certain days has been uniformed
hibitor protests and arguments had been
men and women.
presented to the Committee in person by
Messrs. Myers. Crockett and myself, it was
a difficult, uphill effort to make the Committee members understand the predicament
of the majority of theaters today, the unfairness of an excessive special tax on theaters, and the destructive effects of such
taxation.
that then- are serious
'It is no secret
obstacles in the way of a lair and unbiased
consideration by Congress of a motion picture tax.
Such handicaps and obstructions
bad to be overcome as the big increase
month after month in the present tax collections on all admissions as reported by
the Treasury:
the fact that Congressmen
live
in
Washington, an overcrowded city
with overcrowded theaters, with three times
as many people trying to get into the- same
theaters that were there torn- years ago: the
big movie salary li-i> published regularly
by the press: boastful publicity of i>
corporation '•alliums in our business: dollar
publicity on production costs, story buys,
rental
ami
records
film
totals
box-office
intersuccessful pictures;
on semationallj
nal 'I --en-ion. friction and bitterness over
ignored trade abuses ami the universally
unpopular Consenf Decree; ami bad publicity
j

u-

the

Be Extended 60 Day

Sales Manager Ben Kalmenson as 20.
drive captain for the 1944 campaign,
already has completed a tour of the
Eastern division with Jules Lapidus,
sales manager for that territoty.
At

Rodgers

More
N. B.

Women in Important
Theater Positions

for about 15 years a partner of
her husband in the operation of the
Star, and catering to both sides of
the St. John River, which is the U. S.Canada boundary, is now wholly in
charge and manager as well as
owner.
There has been increased use of
women in managerial posts in theate: s in the Eastern provinces. Marguerite Wheeler, the past eight years
cashier at the Capitol, Casino and
Garrick at Halifax, N. S., has been
named assistant manager at the
Garrick. Mary Hogan, for the past
10 years cashier at the Mayfair
St. John, N. B., has been appointed
assistant manager and has been acting manager the past month, owing
bitt,

1)

admissions.
brother, what are

10c on

over

Edmundston, N. B.— Mrs. E. Nes{Continued from Page

but we do expect fair treatment at
the hands of the very agencies who
benefit most from our whole-hearted,
volunteer and extensive active coIs this our reward for employes of the company and its
operation.
co-operation subsidiaries are serving in the armed
all-out
unhesitating,
with the Treasury Dept. in their cam- forces of the nation.
paigns to sell war Bonds and Stamps
The date of Columbia's stockholdto individuals?"
ers' meeting will be disclosed on or
Continuing-. Kuykendall wrote:
about Dec. 15, when proxy state"It's up to us as individuals, first, to decide whether this 20 per cent tax is ex- ments will go out to all share owners.
cessive and unjust at your own particular The meeting had originally been set
theater: and second, to do something: about
for Oct. 13 but was put off to a later
it by at least taking- the trouble to write a
letter to your own Congressman and the two date.
Senators from your state, telling- them explicitly just what this tax will do to your
Nearly 9 Million Service
own theater, and why.
•If you are not willing- to make even
that

1)

May

week-end for
Chicago, Memphis, Kansas City, Los
{Continued from Page 1)
Angeles and San Francisco, where
MARY LAIRD, cashier, Columbia, Pittsburgh.
DOROTHY McARDLE, assistant cashier, Columbia they will hold meetings for sales decree, have it okayed by the I
Pittsburgh.
staffs of those territories in connec- partment of Justice and approved
FLORENCE CORATTI, assistant, Loew-Poli, New tion with the company's forthcomFederal Judge Henry W. Godda
Haven.
ing 21-week sales drive.
within the space of two weeks,
Di|ANA
HIRSOHSTRITT,
cashier,
RKO exMoray, designated by General the decree expires officially on Ni
change, New Haven.

a special, heavy retail sales tax?
I3 it to punish the movies, to cut
down the 'consumption' of motion
picture entertainment in the public
interest, to make the movies expensive so fewer people can afford to ESTELLE CALEGMAN, assistant, College, New
Haven.
see a show now and then? Or is it
because we are an 'easy mark' and HELEN PAYNE, ad sales department, 20th-Fox,
Omaha.
a 'soft touch' who can be socked with
an excessive tax with impunity because we are believed to be too timid
and too indolent, individually and Col.

sumed

(Continued from Page

New York

Consent Decree

to hospitalization of J.

M. Franklin,

owner-manager.

Mrs. Daisy Butler,
cashier at the Imperial, Moncton,
N. B., the past three years, is assisting her husband, John Butler, owner-

to

Address

Allic

Milwaukee Meet
{Continued from Page

1)

piupose of discussii
frankly industry problems.
Rodgers plans to call exhibito
in each territory to the exchan.
city for a luncheon at which he w
delve into exhibitor problems in c
der that both he and his custome
can reach a better understanding
cities for the

(

various

aspects

of

operation.

Present itinerary calls for

tall

San Francisco, Portland, Seatti
Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Ch
in

cago.

Are Re-Booking
"Canteen" at Same Price
Circuits

{Continued from Page

1)

Leserman, general
manager, announced.
teen," Carl

sail

This production, Leserman points
is receiving more return
ei
gagements than any previous U
release and is playing twice instee
of once in first-run houses througl
out the country.
out,

manager. They were married two
In practically every section of tl
months ago. Mrs. R. A. Foster is country, major circuits are re-bool
assistant manager at the Commun- ing "Stage Door Canteen" in the:
ity, Yarmouth, N. S., of which her entire group of "A" theaters, an
husband, Al Foster, is manager, but at the same admission prices e
who may soon be drafted; in which charged duiing the picture's firs
event, Mrs. Foster takes over. Mrs. engagement.
Brownell substituting for her
S.
husband, Sid Brownell, as manager
of Imperial, Sackville, N. B.

Wolfe Cohen

to

At Canadian

WB

Toronto

New

Officers of Lab.
Local 702 Are Installed

Preside

Meeting

— Wolfe

Installation of officers of the Mi
tion Picture Laboratory Technician
Union, Local 702, IATSE, who wer
elected on Oct. 16, took place Fri

Cohen, vice-presiat the 1943-44
from the Brownc-Bioff trials and other moEastern Canadian sales conference day night at the Fraternal Club
vie scandals.
James J. Brennan, fourt
of Vitagraph, Ltd., to be held today house.
Don't Prejudice Position
at the King Edward Hotel. Details vice-president of the IATSE, con
"While these unfortunately and unfairly
of the new Warner Bros, sales drive ducted the installation ceremonies.
dent,

prejudice our position, they have nothing to
do with the merits or justice of our protests against a plainly excessive tax, nor
w th the fact that our industry is doing an
outstanding and very important job both at
home and abroad. Those within the industry ought to avoid calling attention to these
items, as constant reference to them just
keeps alive the handicap and is a detriment
to our efforts on the tax situation.
Why
r:r \iu:Ii.t
our position at this critical time
by harping on our own weaknesses, defects
and scandals? Let our enemies do that, and
don't worry, it. won't be neglected by them.
Nevertheless these obstacles just mean
we have to work that much harder to get
consideration and to make the members of
Congress understand our particular situation.
Ami that means you. and you, and
you.
I'uless everyone really helps and does
his individual part, no amount of organization or speeches to a Committee hearing or
formal briefs will get anywhere."
;

will

preside

announced.
Attending the meetings will be:
J. Plottel, branch manager; A. E.
Piggins,
district
booker;
George
Altman, salesman; and Glenn Irewill be

ton, director of public relations, all

from Toronto; I. Coval and G. Kiely,
manager and salesman, respectively,
of the Montreal branch; and Lewis
McKenzie, St. John branch manager.

Installed were John J. Francavills
president; George Waugh, first vice
president; Vera Dorey, second vice
president; Adolph A. Grude, secre
tary-treasurer; Viola D. LaPrestt
recoiding secretary; James Brancli
sergeant-at-arms.

Homan

P.

—

Jack Kirsch's Gold am
Twentieth Century Theaters ha
THE FILM DAILY filed an intervention in the Lawn
ators

James

Co. Intervenes
Homan Company, oper

Chicago
of

Hogan Dies

We-i Coast Bu-eau

Hollywood

of

— James

P. Hogan, 52, dale a:bitration case started las
veteran director and writer died of Friday by Charley Nelson against I
a heart attack. He was under con- & K Central Park, Kirsch Theaters
tract to Universal.
and Essaness' Crawford Theater.
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APPEAL, CRESCENT ASKS

'ost-War Surge of Building by Industry
•-modeling

Wave

to

Britain, Conn. Independents Join for
Mass Increase in Scales; One Jump, 13 Cents

><'«•

Dme With Peace, Gen.
eming Tells Contractors

New

1

Federal Works Administrator
Washington, D. C, in an address
ich he made here yesterday at
Post-War Conference of Massa-

—

All New Britain independent theaters have raised adConn.
Roxy shooting up 13 cents in one move.
This house has gone
from 22 cents to 35 cents, while Sunday vaude brings 55 cents. At the Palace,
the prices have upped from 30 to 35 cents; at the Arch Street from 25 to 33
cents, and at the State, from 22 cents to 30 cents.
The Colonial, Southington
has gone up from 35 to 40 cents.
It was also reported that many houses throughout the territory had been on
the verge of calling for higher admissions, but were waiting to see the results of the 20 per cent tax proposal.

—

Britain,

missions,

Joston
A tremendous surge of
lding on the part of the motion
ture industry, including the conuction of many new theaters as
II
as of studio projects, with a
ge amount of equipment to be
lized in each of the two categorthe post-war
is predicted for
,
-iod by Maj. Gen. Philip B. Flem-

•

Contractors.

ie also expressed the conviction

WPB

As Marquees Blaze

To Aid U. K. Industry

lo

Seek Equip.

(Continued on Page 6)

Boston

— Shopping

nth Exhib. Leaders

quees,

with Tom C. Clark, assistant
orney general, regarding the New
rk consent decree.
Here with
ole are several members of his
^anization, it is believed, but it

;

(Continued on Page 2)

Funeral Services
Dday for J. H. Gallagher

old

for pictures by

Conn. Allied Mulls
20% Tax, Pix Needs
do

— Discussion

of

what

about

the proposed 20 per
cent admissions tax tops the agenda
for the meeting of the Allied Theater

Owners

Connecticut meeting at
the Hofbrau Restaurant, today.
Shortage of film is also to be discussed, and the use of re-issues to
fill

of

the current needs.

man

will preside.

Dr. J. B. Fish-

P. R.

RUSSELL
Correspondent

Staff

—

Nashville, Tenn.
George H.
Armistead, Jr., chief counsel,
has filed a petition in the U. S.
District Court here asking for the
dismissal of an appeal by the Government in the Crescent anti-trust

—

Crescent Amusement Co. and affiliated exhibitor deSudekum and
fendants, Anthony
Kermit C. Stengel, "move the Court
to dismiss the appeal of the plain(Continued on Page 7)

THE FILM DAILY

If

Units'

"Observers

Meeting

(Continued on Page 7)

Newspaper Increase
Theater Advertising Space

Chi.

—

First sign that the worst
over insofar as the effect of newsprint cuts on theater advertising
space is concerned is seen in the ac-

Chicago

is

Juvenile Vandalism Hits
High in Tenn,; FBI Acts

—

observers will participate in the discussions but will be restricted from
voting. Sessions will be held at the
Schroeder Hotel on Nov. 17-18, while

Knoxville, Tenn.
Vandalism in the Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
Tennessee has reached a new high,
(Continued on Page 8)
with a special agent from the FBI
calling on schools and churches of
Griffis Satisfied With
Knoxville to co-operate fully in an
effort to curb juvenile delinquency Industry's Co-operation
and vandalism.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The move has resulted in the forWashington Returning yesterday
(Continued on Page 2)
from his first trip to the West Coast
as an OWI official, Stanton Griffis,
motion picture chief, declared him-

—

Battles Court Seniority Order

(Continued on Page 7)

New Haven

By

FILM DAILY

clarification
of while demands from the European At Allied
following
"brownout" regulations which now theater run to from two to three
permit exterior lighting of theaters million feet, according to Lincoln
In addition to Allied's directors,
at virtually full power in the down- V. Burroughs, assistant to WPB moeach unit will be represented by one
town area as well as in neighbor(Continued on Page 8)
or more "observers" at the Milwauhood sections.
kee board meeting next week. These
Unusually heavy attendance was

Joheph H. Hallagher, 63, old-timer tion of local newspapers in increasthe film advertising field, will be ing the allocations for amusement
d to rest today in Calvary Ceme(Continued on Page 8)
y in Queens following final rites

to

Washington Bureau of

surged upward here
Washington British film laboraon the week-end, obviously induced tories are able to process about one
by brighter illuminatihon of mar- million feet of 16 mm. film per week,

ark Talks Decree

skington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington—R. H. Poole of the
CITO is due to confer this morn-

On Government's Move
Made by Defense Counsel

suit filed Oct. 27.
In the petition

Hub Fans Shop Again

local filmgoers

Seen

Double-Barreled Attack

the

;,

jsetts

Is

Local 244 Challenges Validity of Decision
"Guadalcanal Diary" Bow
To Attract 600 Notables

—

Newark, N. J. Operators' Local
244 of Essex County, New Jersey,

has filed papers with the Court of
Approximately 600 notables from Errors and Appeals protesting a
Washington, New York and Philadel- Chancery Court decision ordering
phia will attend the banquet and the establishment of a seniority sysscreening of 20th-Fox's film, "Gua- tem for members of the union. The
dalcanal Diary," to be held under the union, according to Herbert Shasponsorship of the City of Philadel- piro, its counsel, has appealed on the
phia at the Bellevue- Stratford Hotel ground that "a court has no right to
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

Schary Leaves Uf-G-IW ;
May Join RKO Radio
West Coast Bur., THE
Hollywood
Dore

—

M-G-M

FILM DAILY
Schary, an

production executive, has
association
an
of
the Culver studio

resigned
after
seven years at

where he started as
is

considering several

fers

from

other

a

writer.

He

attractive

of-

studios

and

rather likely that he will join

it

RKO.

is

1NV

Tuesday, November

9,

DAILY

Clark Talks Decree

Juvenile Vandalism Hits
High in Tenn,; FBI Acts
(Continued from Page

Exhib. Leaders
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%
% Klune Resigns as Prod'n
%
% Manager of Vanguard
1/2

S.

J.

la.,

is

at the

Minn.,

for

a

checkup.

CRECORY, head

Ins

the Alliance

of

ter circuit of Chicago, is on the Coast on
ness.
PETE PANAGOS, promotion manai
the circuit, is visiting the Indiana houses.

PHIL FISCHER

the Hollywood
has gone to the

of

of Chicago,
business.

Lexington, Ky. In a report to the
Fayette County Grand Jury here
Dr. John R, Mulder, head of the

West.

—

Mayo

Falls,

ROSALIND

RUSSELL

has

arrived

EDWARD SCHNITZER, UA

Amus
Coa
fron

Western

d

manager, returned to the home office
swing around the Western exchanges.

a

Youth Defense Council, stated
RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant
that juvenile delinquency and vansales
manager, left yesterday for Minn
dalism were on the wane.
on a business trip of 10 days.
He attributed this in part to the
GARY COOPER, UNA MERKEL and PH
enforcement of the curfew law and BROOKS have arrived
in Australia on a
the fact that the local theaters (all Camp Shows tour of service posts.
Schine-owned) had co-operated with
the council and refused to sell the- Silverstone Inspects
children
during
ater
tickets
to
20th-Fox U. K. Branche
school hours.

local

Lincoln,

Curfew

III.,

London (By Cable)

—

— Murray

1

Mounts

"Night of Stars'

of entertainment-world

I

verstone, vice-president in chargJ
foreign sales of 20th-Fox, has\,

turned here following a tour el

of the company's British branch!
Francis L. Harley, mai
ing director of 20th-Fox interesv
the U. K., accompanied Silvers™
6 a.m. was
drew attacks by two members of as did Sutton Dawes, British A
the City Council. Proponents of the manager.
ordinance said that it would be re-

vamped and presented again

later.

fices.

Scully, Blumberg Both
Recovering from Surgerj
j

Fred Wesley Wentworth,
Theater Architect,

Dead

William

A.

Scully,

Univer

vice-president and general sales r
Newark, N. J. Fred Wesley Went- ager, is recovering from an op
worth, 79, theater architect, died at tion
performed Friday when he
his Paterson home, after a short illhis tonsils removed. He will be a
ness. Retired the past 10 years, he
from his office for several days. I
designed theaters in many large cit- Blumberg, Universal president,
including
this
city's
ies,
Branford; is in a hospital recovering fro
Hoboken's Fabian; the Stanley in minor operation.
Jersey City and all the principal
theaters in Paterson, N. J.

1

—

WAC

Boyd, Sherman Separate
After 9 Years Together

Theaters Division
Executive Com. to Meet

Executive committee of the ¥
THE FILM DAILY theaters division will meet in
Hollywood — William Boyd and York on Thursday to map plans
W est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Producer Harry Sherman are ending forthcoming activities. A nun
Hollywood
Raymond A. Klune their association of nine years with of Paramount partners who
has resigned as production manager Boyd understood to be anxious 'to members of the committee art
with Vanguard Films, Inc., effective free lance. Boyd will be starred in town for the sessions.
upon completion of "Since You Went "Forty Thieves," his 54th in the serAway."
He will be succeeded by ies and last, and it must be comWest Coast Bureau of

1

-

announced by Robert M.
Weitman, chairman of the producing
committee, as having accepted performing roles in the "Night of Stars,"
to be held in Madison Sq. Garden on
the night of Nov. 16, includes Phil
Baker, the Berry Brothers, Carol
Bruce, Nadine Connor, Marta Eggerth, Jan Kiepura, Benny Fields,
Jay C. Flippen, Harry Hershfield,
Jerry Lester, Ted Lewis, The Merry
Macs, Ethel Merman, The Ritz
Brothers, Ethel Waters, Barry Wood
and Yvette.
celebrities

Allied's

Rochester,

BLAIR, owner of the Regent

R.

Cedar

Co.

in

Lincoln, 111. A proposed curfew
general counsel, and representatives
prohibof the New England independent ordinance which would have
ited minors under the age of 16 years
group and the Virginia MPTO.
from the streets or in any place of
Although it is difficult to predict public entertainment between 10 p.m.
just how far Clark will go if the
and
withdrawn when it

153

-

8)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2

tional

MERLE
terf

Ky.;
Schine Co-operation Helps

Vandalism Wanes

Ordinance Withdrawn
board chairman and

173/4

(Monday, November

Am. Seat

WB

distributors fail to meet his demands, significance was seen in the
revelation yesterday that the Justice Department is determined to
go into court in its huge anti-trust
case against the Atlantic and Pacific
Tea Co. This case has been pending for some time, and the general
Net impression was that the
GovernChg.
ment would not move to go into court
Va
% for the duration. Observers here
y2 pointed out yesterday that this dey4 cision might forecast a similar deVa
cision in the pix case, noting that
- 21/4
l/
4 the business of supplying groceries
- 43/8
-21/2 is every bit as vital in wartime as
- 1%
in the pix industry, and that the
- H/2
Department is apparently not afraid
- 2%
-23/4 of moving into the field.

FINANCIAL
;

mation of a Junior Chamber of Commerce Welfare Committee which has
called for a general meeting of all
(.Continued from Page 1)
was not known definitely who they Knoxville youth, welfare, and law enforcement agencies within the next
are.
two weeks to consider co-operative
No word has been heard from the action in the matter. Local theater
distributors since last Tuesday, acmen are co-operating.
cording to Clark's office.
On that
day
Vice-President Joseph P.
Hazen presented Clark with what
the distributors intended to be their
final
concession regarding decree
changes. Clark found these absolutely unacceptable, he said then, declaring that "we're as far apart as
the poles." He said that there was
a chance he would hear again from
the distributors within a few days,
but has apparently had no overture
from them.
He now proceeds to hold discussions with a number of exhibitor
leaders.
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
head, was in last week, Poole today,
and Clark says he hopes to talk soon
again with Abram F. Myers, na-

COM

COfllMG and

1)

—

Richard P. Johnston, formerly with pleted by April

1,

1944.

Paramount and Harry Sherman.
Novins, B'nai

B'rith

Speaker

Louis A. Novins, former assistant
attorney general of Massachusetts,

"North Star" Gives B'way
Houses Record Week-Ends now assistant national

director of the

Anti-Defamation League, will adSamuel Goldwyn's "The North dress Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith,
Star" broke week-end records at the tonight at the Edison Hotel. Army's
Palace, Broadway, and was a sell- "Battle of Russia" will be shown.
out at the Victoria, the latter on a
two-a-day basis.
On the basis of Perdices as Advance Exec.
current business, it was estimated
Havana (By Air Mail)— Antonio
yesterday that the picture would Perdices, production manager of the
gross between $45,000 and $50,000 Peliculas Cubana, S. A., producing
This brings the roster of stars the first week at the Palace and company, has been named adminisclose to the 500 mark.
$16,000 at the Victoria.
trator of the Avance, newspaper.

Hedy Lamarr
P. Medbury

John

Lucille

John

Miljan

Forrest Halsey

Coldin

i

j

j

|>,tj.b
IT.

vd1+*ftB

COME

&0S4

To VoUKiw.)

JULIE

BISHOP'HELMUT DANTINE-JOHN RIDGELY'GENE LOCKHART
RAOUL WALSH • Produced by JACK CHERTOK

Directed by

Screen Plo, bv Front Gruber and Al»ah Bess.e

^H

All Give
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•

From a Storv bv

National

Leslie T

War Fund

-it

While- Music by Aaolph Oeulsch

gives

to

all!
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Saw

See Building Surge

Bioff

When War

Trade's Head-Coslon

Ends

(Continued from Page

Academy, West Point, and has been
is keenly interested in the value
of recreational channels to Ameri-

and
can

James Coston, Warner Bros, zoni
manager in Chicago, testifying a;
a Government witness yesterday a

1)

that a wave of remodeling to existing industry structures will be undertaken in order that the most modern facilities can operate to make
and exhibit films during the vital
period of national readjustment to
normal, peacetime status. Maj. Gen.
Fleming was formerly the director
of athletics at the U. S. Military

Blossoms on the Indus-tree:
•

of the motion picture industry in this territory heard
him speak at yesterday's session,

and they were told, as were newspaper representatives at a press conference, that there would be a great
deal of building by private enterprise at the war's end, with every
encouragement to be given by the
Government to such a program as
the Massachusetts Contractors' organization envisages. That body has
among its most active members Murray Weiss, prominent in the affairs
of the local Variety Club, who strenuously champions post-war building
as a program whereby employment
can be afforded to thousands of returning service men.

•

•

brushes
South

Goes

Anti-Trust Suit

to Trial

Philadelphia

—

Next

Week

tomorrow's

WEDDIRG BELLS

midnight

Trek

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Susan Peters and
Richard Quine, USCG, were married
over the week-end.

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Ada de
Armas, daughter of Basilio de Armas, manager of Warners here, was
married to Dr. Jose Lopez Isa.

Brotherly Love, to

the

in

off

will

commemorate

to

afternoon

and

— something

attending the dinner at
of the City of

the 168th anniversary of the founding

Following the repast. 20th-Fox

screen "Guadalcanal Diary" for the assemblage, while the pic's

world premiere

is

be classed as a

PRODUCER OSCAR SERLIN

•

•

junket, so let's tag

it

celebrated

With Father" at the historic Empire Theon Saturday night and into the hours of Sunday morn
Some
500 distinguished guests poured through the institutional stage door
to honor "Father" (which you can't deny has had an Oscar since its
the fifth birthday of "Life

ater

and has every

inception,
it

becomes a screen

grabbing the Academy kind when

possibility of

show,— the New

Serlin's great stage

offering)

York company alone—, has grossed over $3,000,000 since
to

My

Hollywood,

its

1939 bow,

Wotta presold property for
Various road companies have

nearly 2,000,000 people

Countrymen!

grossed another $3,250,000 in four years, and biz

is

up

T
•

WITH

Goldwyn's

stirring

views here

in

•

•

12 per cent this

and RKO Palace
given a composite

T

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Anselmo
Tropical
Morlans,
salesman
for
Films, was married to Gloria de la
Maza at the Monserrate Church here.

powerhouse, "North Star,"

b.o.

two-ply world premiere at the

of its

New

Yes'day,
of the

metropolitan dailies

New

keep thee, dear reader,

we

in the

in

closer

record herewith

language newspapers are
have on our desk-top the penned
views of the Armenian Mirror-Spectator, The Jewish Day, China Daily
News. Tiesa (Lithuanian). China Tribune, Russky Golos (Russian), MeraatUl-Gharb (Arabian), and Ukrainian Daily News
Their comments
are much more than a triumph for Mister Goldwyn ...... They're further evidence of the "One World" advocated by Wendell Willkie
pic

that

appraisers

of

America's

•

•

T

Coe

in

That address by Charles Francis
Montreal recently was so highly regarded by the

Montreal Daily Star that

it

unfurled a long editorial on the speech

The Public Information Committee
thought so

much

torial

and the reprint
.

that he says: "I
is still

about the product-announcement

Home
is

Pictures

here

had reprints made

much

also

N.

of both the edi-

hope everybody in the industry
and continuing so to do,

talking,

insert

unleashed by 20th-Fox via Hal

Said insert, heralding company's 1943-44 ace productions,

certainly one of the great promotional-plus-art jobs of this or any
.

.

%

La Dottie Lamour

Cash-and-Carry:
a

War Bond

during the Arrowhead Springs

Bob Hope and Bing Crosby gave

for serving as their caddy on

(Calif.) Victory

T
•

it

Corp. prexy, thought so

• Filmdom

.

of Motion

of the editorial that

RKO

Peter Rathvon,

•

•

'

j

Under cross-examination by James
D. C. Murray, defense counsel, Coston said that Warner Bros, paid Malloy $1,060 for every operator taken
out of the circuit's booths.
Coston's testimony brought out
that the "Chicago mob," which had
control of the IATSE for several
years, had levied a five per cent payroll tax on owners of Chicago theaters as the mobsters' share for selling out the projectionists, who had
J
sought a wage increase in 1936.

Griffis Satisfied With
Industry's Co-operation
1)

completely satisfied with the cooperation his agency is receiving
from the industry.
"Hollywood is completely co-opeiative, as I knew they would be,"
Griffis remarked, "and I am of course
tremendously pleased."
The OWI program there is proceeding in good shape, he said, and
added that he hoped to be able to
issue a comprehensive statement on
that program in about two weeks.
self

T

POSTSCRIPTS:

•

("Socker")

foreign

We

heaping laurels on the opus

the circuit in 1932 paid tin
Maloy, business agent oi
the operators' local in Chicago $26,000 to reduce to one the number oJ
men in a booth and Bioff received
$30,000 in a similar deal in 1935

Tom

(Continued from Page

glowing comments via big-lineage ads
So, just to

when

Victoria

York's legions of filmgoers were

touch with over-all reviewer view on "North Star,"

other year.

Cleveland, O. Ruth Spott, secretary to Warners office manager Yaro
Miller, has chosen Thanksgiving Day
for her marriage to Martin Deutch

Samuel
received grand re-

certain (and understandable) minor exceptions,

wake

Will Hays would no longer be thi
head of the nation's movie industry
that he was."
The witness admitted that Warnei
Bros, had saved in excess of $300,late

junkette

appropriately

the Federal Court trial of the eigh
defendants charged with extortiru
more than $1,000,000 from the in
dustry, disclosed that, after paying
William Bioff $8,500 personally t<
avert a threatened strike, the con
victed labor racketeer told him tha:
he was the big boss of Hollywooc
and was no longer interested ir
"chicken feed."
"Bioff told me," said Coston, "tha;

000

on at the Fox Theater relatively nearby

goin'

Trip is too short to

•

of

N.Y.C.

scriveners,

of

by Mayor Bernard Samuel

there of the United States Marines

will see this".

of this city.

take

purpose

the

for

is

the Bellevue-Stratford, hosted

T

—

will

entourage

return to the local diggings in the early hours of Thursday.

Anti-trust action

held a first-run monopoly in Philadelphia and that the majors were in
conspiracy in helping to maintain
He asked $1,350,000
the monopoly.
RKO Radio is the
triple damages.
only major company not involved.

—

The

pack tooch-

to

Broadway.

from

hegira

year over 1942!

brought against Warner Bros. Theater Management Corp. and seven
major companies by William Goldman is scheduled to go to trial Monday in the U. S. District Court here.
Goldman, who operates a circuit
of houses, charged that Warners

West Coast Bucau of

even have

Estate won't

colorful

Philadelphia

Broadstreet,

playing

Goldman

FILMLAND'S Fourth

ior

chaperoned by the 20th-Fox gents,
after

life.

Many members

Self as

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Sunday

Golf Tournament

STORK REPORTS
Phil Abrahams, head of the print
department and in charge of home
office

screenings for

Warner

Bros.,

became a grandfather Sunday with
the birth of a girl to Mrs. Harold J.
in the United Israel Zion
Hospital, Brooklyn.
Harold Abrahams, formerly a member of the

Abrahams

Warner playdate department

now a

Pfc. with the

Hospital Medical Corps,

and

40th General

Camp Camp-

Phil's son. Event makes
a great-grandfather of Phil's father.
bell,

Ky.,

is

—

Chicago John P. Ryan, Mills Industries, Inc. executive, is the father
of a baby girl.

:

November

•esday,

9,
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Shop Again

iub Fans

reviews of new films Dismiss Appeal of

Marquees Blaze

is

"Cry Havoc"
Ann

with Margaret Suliavan,
(Continued from Page

1)

Sothern, Joan

Blondell

97 Mins.
by the downtown stands on M-G-M
•klay, Saturday and Sunday, afTHIS
ONE PROVIDES EXHIBITORS
the earl- WITH A DRAMATIC HIT; ALL-GAL CAST
r spotty business during
days of the week. But most to A BIG ASSET.
nefit by the stepped-up illuminaThe film- version of the Allan R. Ken>n were the nabe stands. Such theward play is a splendid tribute to the woers as the Circle and the Harvard men who ministered
to the wounded and
juare were recipients of particuailing on Bataan with selfless devotion to
rly strong business, and their parktheir task and with complete contempt for
almost deserted,
ff lots, previously
their personal safety.
By playing "Cry
Bad
trade.
parking
heavy
owed
)cked

with Bruce Kellogg, Jean Parker
67 Mins.
Republic

is

lling-off

held accountable for the
of theater grosses on

Havoc" the exhibitor

will be doing a great
he will give those on the
home front reason to feel ashamed of any
complaining about having to sacrifice some
of their comforts because of the war.

service

that

in

Tuesday, Wednesday and
mrsday of last week.
Encouraged by the week-end trade
Specifically, the film is the story of 13
lame, downtown outlets are makwomen who saw their duty when the Japs
-mistice Day attendance and build
closed in on Bataan and did it to the full
g special plans of a promotional of their abilities. Of the batch only two are
large
handle
and
ture to create
trained nurses.
Another is a driver and a
:r the "long week-end" ahead.
onday,

fourth

polyglot

Use of Bright Lights
New Haven Although theaters

shortage of experienced

—

services

relationships among
thus far been given full rein tremely human tale,
their return to bright lights, ly dramatic.
The

the

.ve

ither

ken

downtowns nor nabes have

full

advantage of the

lifting

the dimout.
soffit lights are not burned
ring the day, uprights have been
ft dark for the most part, and marees go on at the last possible moThe exhibitors are not only
ent.
-operating with the warning that
wer must still be conserved, but
€ acting for greater economy.

old Funeral Services
oday for J. H. Gallagher
(Continued from Page

.

ss.

Surviving are Gallagher's wife,
two daughters and a son who

>ra;
I

in the

Navy.

Gallagher was serving as advertis-

manager of Showmen's Trade
when he was taken ill. Prior

>

rview

that he acted in a similar capac'
for Boxoffice. He had once been
vertising chief of Columbia Picres.

=

TO THE COLORS!
DECORATED

*

USA, formerly Paramount shipper,
Omaha, awarded the Purple Heart and an
Oak Leaf Cluster in the North African

.X

theater.

*
'JRCE

AR M~Y

FRAZER, manager,

*

Palace,

Des Moines.
DIE WALTER,

Lorain,

0.

booker,

Faramount.

*~NAVY
PALMER, manager,

State,

the transformation.

in

to steal the officer sweetheart of the

girls

command. It isn't
the film when the man is

nurse

in

discovers

N. C.

until

of the girls are

the

the

officer

At the end several

dead and the others are

in

the hands of the Japs.
Paul Osborn has done a good job of transEdwin
ferring the play to the screen.

Knopf

handled

meritoriously.

Thorpe

who

those

for

cry

action

is

the

producer

assignment

The

direction

of

Richard

first-class.

The nurse

command

enacted superbly by Margaret Suliavan. Ann Sothern
and Joan Blondell stand out among the
others. Fay Bainfer, Marsha Hunt and Ella
Raines are a few others who deserve a nod.
CAST: Margaret Suliavan, Ann Sothern,
Joan Blondell, Fay Bainter, Marsha Hunt,
Ella Raines, Frances Gifford, Diana Lewis.
Heather Angel, Dorothy Morris, Connie
Gilchrist,

in

Gloria

Grafton,

is

Fely

Franquelli.

CREDITS: Producer, Edwin Knopf;

DirecRichard Thorpe; Screenplay, Paul Osborn; Based on play by Allan R. Kenward;
Cameraman, Karl Freund; Musical Score,
Recording Director,
Daniele Amfitheatrof
Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorator, Edwin B. Willis; Film

diversion for the kid trade.
production represents just the sort of

It's been a
the children holler for.
time since an action picture about Indians
This fact should help
has been along.

the film's prospects.
That the film possesses
tinuity

the

should

be

a

little

been

has

picture

of

choppy conconcern since

fashioned

with

the

kept busy as a beaver rescuing this one
and that from the treacherous Hurons. When
it's
all
over, the white settlers owe him
more than a debt of gratitude.
One of
greatest

Deerslayer's

feats

is

rescuing

an

snatched by the Hurons
from the tribe with which our hero has
grown up. The chap is made such a noble
sort that he readily bows out of the picture when he discovers that the girl he is
attracted to is in love with another man.
The screen play and story treatment of
Harrison and Derr are filled with violent
incidents, besides containing enough excitement and suspense to satisfy juvenile
Indian

princess

Lew Landers'

minds.
stress

on

action.

direction

W.

John

places

Krafft

did

the adaptation.

The

acting suits
this
type
of
film.
Kellogg
plays
Deerslayer.
Jean
is the girl he renounces and Warren
Ashe the rival who gets her.
Larry Parks
enacts an Indian brave with whom our
hero has been brought up.
Ashe is easily
the
best
of
the
players.

Bruce
Parker

CAST: Bruce
Parks,

Kellogg, Jean Parker, Larry

Warren Ashe, Wanda McKay, Yvonne

de Carlo, Addison Richards, Johnny MichPhil
aels,
Van Zandt, Trevor Bardette,
Robert Warwick, Many Treaties, Clancy
Cooper, Princess Whynemah, William Ed-

not raise a substantial question."
Cites Supreme Court Cases
The defense petition for dismissal

cited by Armistead to sustain
defense contention that "after
an appeal has been granted by the

were
the

District Court and citations issued,
the District Court loses jurisdiction
until the appeal is dismissed or abanThe
doned" by the higher court.
petition points to the fact that on
Oct. 27 a second Government appeal
petition was filed and granted by

Judge Davies.
Remedy Adequate

Injunction

With

reference to the defense's contenthat the Government's appeal "does
not raise a substantial question," the petition cites the "acquisition clause" in the
amended and modified decree filed by Judge
Davies on Aug. 30 which provides "that
each exhibitor defendant may acquire additional theaters if no coercive or predatory
practices are used" and claims that "the
injunctive remedy granted is wholly adequate and it would be outside the scope of
the decision to require the Court to pass
upon the acquisition of other theaters where
the sale is purely volnutary."
It continues:
"If such an injunction is appropriate
in the case at bar, it would be appropriate in the case of every small indeendent chain of theaters in the United
States and would simply mean that the
District Courts of the country would be
giving approval or disapproval to transactions of an ordinary business nature
without any rule or standard to guide
tion

them.

It

would appear from the

state-'

meiit of jurisdiction filed by plaintiff
that the idea is to prevent defendant exhibitors from purchasing competitive theaters.
The assignment of errors (Government) contain no such limitation
and the decree presented to the Court by
the plantiiff contains no such limitation."

Filing

of

the

by assistant U.

petition was acknowledged
District Attorney Horace

S.

Frierson in the absence of Judge Davies who
in Washington, D. C, presiding over a
is

term of District Court there.

mund.

CREDITS:
Derr;

Producers,

P.

S.

Harrison,

E.

Lew

Landers; Screenplay, P. S. Harrison, E. B. Derr; Adaptation,
John W. Krafft; Based on novel by James
Fenimore Cooper; Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli; Film Editor, George McGuire; Set
Decorator, William Kiernan; Sound, Fred
B.

Director,

Stahl.

DIRECTION,
All

Okay.

Judge G. H. Foster Dead

—

Kenton, O. Judge G. H. Foster,
former Marion County probate
judge and manager of the Kenton
Theater for the last 15 years, died in
Antonio Hospital Nov. 5 of heart
disease after an illness of six weeks.
71,

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Right.

McLucas Trains 'Em

;

Rogers Sets

—

St.

Louis

Mark

Louis Republic's Roy Rogers,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, appearing with his "Man From MuDIRECTION,
sic Mountain", set a new high in atGood.
tendance for the first-run Fox here,
Eugene S. Rook Dead
playing to 50,000 admissions in the
Youngstown, O. Eugene S. Rook, first four days of the current engage86, manager of the Loop Opera House ment. On Sunday the b.o. shut down
for over an hour.
for 30 years, is dead.
Ralph Winters.

1)

on "no jurisdiction" grounds is based
on the fact that the first Government
appeal petition was filed July 16,
1943 and that Judge Elmer D. Davies granted this appeal and cited
The
defendants to the Supreme
the
stuff
Court. Several Supreme Court cases
long

ideal

end

killed that the

her superior and

secretly married.

—

*

Raleigh,

The
squab-

of

WhatThere are no men in the cast.
ever romance there is in the film is confined
to dialogue.
There is considerable talk
concerning the attempt of one of the

Editor,

JCE SHELTON, manager, Paramount Theater.

time
characters

little

beings.

bunch

a

tor,

*
McCOY,

the

giving

human

change from

portant part

Cath- were

Ave.
Death
me on Saturday in Boulevard HosDtal, Queens, after a protracted ill-

has

fear-stricken females to a united
group consecrated to the alleviation of the
suffering of the fighting men of Bataan
has been negotiated with skill and plausibility.
Harrowing experiences play an im-

girl

1)

Roman

picture

as

make an ex-

moving and high-

bling,

of

St. Ignatius Loyola
c Church on Park

girls

vivid,

heroics,

substance

real

civilians'

The

|

shallow

for

of

entertainment should be more than
adequately met by this film version of
James Fenimore Cooper's "Deerslayer" with
which Pete Harrison makes his bow as
a producer in association with E. B. Derr.
places
movement above
Since
the film
every other consideration, it pans out as
film

The young ones are given
The others represent a kids in mind.
ample opportunity to root for Deerslayer,
group of civilians who offer their
who proves himself one of those heroes
nurses' aides to relieve the
as
that only exist in fiction.
The fellow is
medical help. The

ew Haven Exhibs. Sparing
i

The needs
in

cook.

a

(Continued from Page

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER STORY tiff on the grounds that (1) the Court
REACHES SCREEN AS GOOD ENTERTAIN- had no jurisdiction to grant the appeal and (2) plaintiff's appeal does
MENT FOR KID AUDIENCES.

•

jather

U. S.. Crescent Asks

"Deerslayer"

St.

—

Omaha Four of Omaha's branch
managers along Film Row formerly
worked under Donald McLucas, present United Artists' manager.
The
four are:

Frank Hanhon, Warners; Bernard
Mariner, PRC; Harry Lefholtz, Republic; and Bill Barker, Monogram.
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Seek Equip.

Tuesday, November

Local Fights Court's

To Aid U. K. Industry
(Continued from Page

value

in

boosting

the

Seniority Order
Wedding Guest,"

SIGNED

1)

Harold V. Hopper.
Burroughs returned last week-end
after three weeks in England studying the situation. The major bottleneck, he found, is in equipment for
processing, and efforts will be made
here to round up a quantity of laboiatory equipment which will be of
coating

ac-

9,

DAILY

H€LLYWC€D DIGEST

tion picture chief

i

ALFRED

E.

CREEN

director,

"Two
HOPE

Columbia.

LILLIAN ALBERTSON, dramatic coach, RKO.
ELIZABETH DAILEY, termer, M-C-M.

director,

"The Patent Leather

Kid," Warners.

JEAN NECULESCO,
trios,"

director.

"Coffin

for

Dimi-

Warners.

DAVID LEWIS,

producer, "Tomorrow is Forever,"
International Pictures.
STEVE FISHER, story, "Ground Force," War-

tivities of the British labs.

ners.

DMYTRYK, director, "Elizabeth KenThe situation on 35 mm. film is EDWARD
ny," RKO.
satisfactory,
Burroughs reported, ROBERT ROSSON, director, "The Patent Leather
Kid," Warners.
with the studios not having a great
director,
plentitude of film but receiving HUGH BENNETT,
Dance " Paramount.
enough to meet their production

schedules.

"National

"Duffy's

and a
Tavern," Paramount.
ELTZ, HARLAND

(Continued from Page

1)

invade the internal affairs of a loc
and CARLISLE BLACKWELL, JR.,
The attorney said that the only t
Went Away," David 0. Selznick-UA; RUTH
HUSSEY, "Marine Raiders." RKO; BARRY SUL- a court can step in is when a 1<
LIVAN, "And Now Tomorrow," Paramount; acts in violation of a national, si
THEODORE VON

ASSIGNMENTS
ROBERT ROSSEN,

Sisters

ALBERT COATES,
Sailor,"
M-C-M; BOB

Columbia;

ERICGS
"Since You

ATHENS, "Empire of the West," Columiba;
JACK OAKIE, "The Merry Monahans," UniJEAN HEATHER and JAMES BROWN,

or local law.

Barn Dance," Paramount; HER"Creenwich Village," 20th-Fox;
WARD BOND, "The Sullivans," 20th-Fox; AMPARA ITURBI "Two Sisters and a Sailor,"
M-G-M; TIM" and IRENE, "Hot Rhythm,"
Monogram; NICK and STEVE CONDOS, "Song
of the Open Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA.

was acting
last

STORY PURCHASES

over

VI

Shapiro

versal;

"The National

BERT

EVERS,

wishes

of

THOMAS

membership,

the

wl
j

the seniority idea.
Under

plan

the

members

Court,

of
entitled

proposed

by

Char I

20 or more years' stan

|

to jobs paying $90
those of 10 to 15 y
standing, $60 to $90 per week.
Other
would be graded according to length^

JOB'S "Uncle Harry," Universal.

per week;

;

membership.

SCHEDULED

CASTINGS

ur
in accordance with

week voted unanimously aga

would be

Barn

asserted that the

The court gave the union 20

to

60 da;

"Stranger on the Highway," based on H. R. amend its constitution and by-laws to r
Studio Equipment "Tight"
RANDOLPH SCOTT and ANN RUTHERFORD,
Hay's novel; producer, JOHN BRAHM; di- provisions for the seniority system,
Studio equipment is "tight" there, "Stranger on the Highways," 20th-Fox; HURT
rector, ISLIN AUSTER, 20th-Fox.
union wants members graded on at"
however, with shortages in Mitchells, HATFIELD, "The Picture of Dorian Cray " "Rendezvous in Heaven," story-screenplay, WAL- rather than length of service, accordin
M-C-M;
GORDON
OLIVIER, "Seven Days Ashore;"
producer, HAL B. WALLIS; di- Shapiro.
KLINE;
LY
lights, dollies
and perambulators. RKO; GLENN VERNON, "Are These
rector, MICHAEL CURTIZ, Warners.
Our
The ruling on the seniority plan was
Cameras and movieolas are wearing Children?", RKO; FAYE EMERSON, "Cinderella "Pan American Highway," original story, M. L. eluded
in the final decree handed dowi
Jones,"
Warners; JANE WYMAN, "Make Your
MEYERS, producer, WALTER COLMES. Re- Vice-Chancellor Bigelow here in the a<
badly, with considerable parts trouOwn
Bed," Warners; JANIS CARTER,
public.
"The
brought by a group of Local 244 mem
ble, Burroughs reports.
British stu-

dios are lending equipment among
Units' "Observers" Will
"Guadalcanal Diary"
themselves. The Government is especially anxious to see badly needed Attend Allied Meeting
To Attract 600 Notables
equipment supplied British studios,
(Continued from Page 1)
Burroughs said, declaring that the
(Continued from Page 1)
Government is "wonderfully aware" unit will hold its annual convention tomorrow night, marking the 168th
anniversary of the founding of the
of the importance of pix in the war
on Nov. 18-19.
The Caravan comeffort.
U. S. Marine Corps. Mayor Bernard
"Britain has been right in the thick of mittee is slated to convene in Mil- Samuel, will host.
the war for four years," he said "with plenty
Simultaneously with the banquet
of blackouts and plenty of hard work.
The waukee Nov. 15-16.
Government knows that the people of the
A
full attendance of the board and the screening of the film at the
country really need pictures as a morale aid,
hotel, the world premiere of "GuaAl Steffes, who upon
and is anxious that they get the best pos- is expected.
dalcanal Diary" will be held at the
sible."
his retirement was made an honorary Fox, where special guests will include
Among' American films popular there when
Burroughs left were "Coney Island," "Gen- national councilor for life, and Her- state and civic officials, as well as
tleman Jim," "Stage Door Canteen" and
dignitaries of the U. S. Army, Navy
"Bataan."
"Gone With the Wind" has re- man Blum, who was similarly honand Marines.
cently resumed running in London
to full ored, also will be present.

Bow

—
be moving

The British appear to
away from grim war pix in favor
and more entertaining fare.

houses.

Highlights of the agenda include
the consent decree and consideration
60 British Pix This Year
of further steps based on the genBurroughs had no figures on production, eral counsel's report; the proposed
but did carry away an impression that the
greater proportion of British production this admission tax; plans for the peryear would be non-war.
Last year's pro- fecting of the organization's field
duction of 40 to 45 features, he said, would organizations for legislative work;
be expanded to about 60 this year.
the Caravan report and trade pracThe Government through the Ministry of
of

the

lighter

Information, keeps a close check on all production, but seems inclined to sanction a
greater proportion of "escape" films this
year than ever before since the war began.
There has been no interference with playing time, said Burroughs, and the decision
as to whether a program should include one

tices.

Among

{Continued from Page

copy.

Bill

as well as George Dembow of
National Screen Service. A number
of independent exhibitors from the
surrounding territory will be on
hand.
ers,

Chi. Newspapers Increase
Theater Advertising Space
1)

all

up

to $50, with a flat $5 on wages a
Bigelow asked that the union
that.
the tax to $90 per year, with anythin
excess of that applied toward the initi;
fee,

which

Frank

Campeau

Dies

is

$500.

300 Attend Dinner
For Salem Applegate
Philadelphia

—A testimonial din

Salem

Applegate, Univers
Publishers and editors of leading trade new district manager covering We
paper journals will be guests of the City ington and Philadelphia, was 1
of Philadelphia at the banquet, the guest here last night
at the Warwick
list
including: Film Daily, Jack Alicoate,
Ap
publisher; Don Mersereau, general manager; tel, given by his associates.
Chester B. Bahn, editor; George H. Morris, gate was sales manager here
columnist;
Motion Picture Daily, James M-G-M until a month ago.
The
Cunningham,
associate
editor;
Boxoffice,
William G. Formby, editor; The Exhibitor, fair was attended by about 300
Jay Emanuel, publisher; Herbert M. Miller, hibitors, film buyers and salesr
editor, Mel Konecoff; The Independent, R. who
presented Applegate with
W. Baremore, editor; Showmen's Trade ReToastmaster
view,
Thomas Kennedy, associate editor; chest of silver.
C. Sweigart, Paramount
Variety, Mori Krushen and Mike Wear, and Earl
for

'

i

to

now

in

Philadelphia

Gumpert

of

details for

Home's

is

with George
staff, completing

together
field

both events.

manager

here.

Attending from Universal were Ei
Gomersall, assistant general sales maneFreddie Meyers, Eastern division man;
B. B. Kreisler, short subjects sales man;
Linet, executive assistant advert

Hank

Rodgers Prepares Sales
Analysis of
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

>

New M-G-M Pix
of

THE FILM DAILY

William F. Rodgers,
vice-president in charge of sales for
M-G-M left yesterday for San Fran-

manager; Max Cohen, branch manage:
Washington, and George Schwartz, P
branch manager.
Among others prf
were: J. J. O'Leary, president of the Co
ford circuit; Frank McNamee, regional A
and an exhibitor; Federal J
Harry Kalodon; Jay Emanuel, publis
John Nolan, chief film buyer for Comeri
John Turner,
film buyer in Philly
Floyd Hopkins and J. Fred Osterstoci
Wilmer & Vincent; Sidney Samuelson
Boyd, Sidney Lust, Morris Mechanic,
director

WB

Portland and Seattle.
He is
en route back to New York after
and Lawrence Shamberger, Frank Gra
completing conferences with studio Frank
Weiland, Harry Waxman, Lester I
executives for release plans on new ger. Dr. Leon Levy, Abe and Lou Sable
cisco,

product.

Rodgers worked out a special ex-

The Tribune has removed

a ruling under which it would have tc
the work tax assessed against a
cants for membership.
At present the
amounts to 10 per cent of weekly ean

duee

those who are expected to
Bulletin, Mo Wax, publisher and editor. trict
attend the Milwaukee sessions are Film
Jules Fields, assistant
Rodney Bush,

Ainsworth, Maxwell Alderman,
Hay Branch, Harry Chertcoff, Col.
H. A. Cole, Irving Dollinger, Dr. J.
or two features is strictly up to the exhibiB. Fishman, Louis Gold, Roy Hartor.
The Government has been asked to step
E.
Thornton Kelley, Jack
in here, but has not done so.
Admission rold,
prices, said Burroughs, run nearly double Kirsch, Meyer Leventhal, Harry H.
those of our theaters, but the tax is a great
Lowenstein, Abram F. Myers, M, A.
deal higher.
Rosenberg, Don Rossiter, Sidney
Burroughs will try to locate some equipment for both the labs and the British stu- Samuelson, Martin G. Smith, Harry
dios, he said.
He does not expect to find Walker and Pete Wood. W. F. Rodgused equipment plentiful, but is hopeful ers is slated to
be among the speakthat he can turn up needed equipment either
second-hand or new.

to appoint a receiver for the union an„
oust its officers.
Bigelow ruled against
receivership and ouster moves.
The union at the same time will ar.

hibitor sales analysis on such new
M-G-M films as "Cry Havoc," "The
Cross of Lorraine," "Lost Angel,"

"Doc" Harry Sehad, L. J. Chamberlain,
gar Moss, Harry Weisner, Clark Davis, Ge
Krause and Max Korr.

Irene Lee PA Story Rep.
"Heavenly Body," "Broadway Rhy- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA
amusement
long a stage and screen actor, but thm," "A Guy Named Joe," "AmerHollywood
Producing Art?
paper recently strengthened its mo- who retired in 1928, died here Sat- ica," "Madame Curie," "See Here, Inc., has appointed Irene Lee as
vie depaitment by installing Henry urday from a heart ailment.
He is Private Hargrove," "Andy Hardy's Eastern story representative.
Murdock, formerly of the Philadel- survived by a brother, Alexander J. Blonde
Trouble,"
"Russia"
and was formerly with Warner Bi
phia Ledger, as critic.
Campeau of Ft. Worth, Tex.
"White Cliffs of Dover."
Samuel Goldwyn and 20th-Fox.
restrictions

Marshall

on theater copy.

Fileds' Sun has tilted
rates 5 per cent. Latter

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Frank

Campeau,

79,

—

|
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WAKING TRAINING FILMS, BIG TRADE BIZ
tank Has Extensive Production Plans for ABP
Editorial

Scratch-pad
. . .

=

jottings

By CHESTER

B.

wager

=

BAHN

you're a betting man, you

F

might want

uniown quantity in the present conferences
the fate of the New York consent dece and the so-called New York equity
it
against the majors is the probable
titude of the U. S. Supreme Court on
to

place

a

the

that

real

Boulting Bros. Signed to
Produce; Will Exchange
Stars with Warner Bros.

London (By Cable)

— Asso-

British Picture Corp.,
Ltd., controlled by J. Arthur
Rank, dominant Biitish trade figure,
yesterday announced extensive Britciated

production plans for the postperiod, indicating that Rank is
prepared to make good his promise
in
the industry liti- to bid aggressively for a place for
issues involved
e
rtion. ... If the Department of Justice
British Pix in the world market once
knew peace comes.
;d the majors, too, for that matter,
st what the nation's highest court might
The present Elstree studios will
"if, as and when," well, it would speed
be brought up to date with the best
decision
hanging
you
e
now
fire.... If
(.Continued on Page 44)
ish

war

—

Home

Offices Closing
Marks .Armistice Dag
Majority of the home offices will
at one o'clock tomorrow, Ar-

close

mistice Day.
Twentieth CenturyFox will be closed all day, while
United Artists and Republic had
not decided on a policy yesterday.
Closing at one o'clock are RKO,
Universal, Paramount, Warner Bros.,
Columbia, M-G-M and the MPPDA.

Execs.,

Army Will

i

t

duct from
onomic and

won't be wrong.

u

line

are

o'

fac-

thought,

.Well, at least not

..

— —

ry.

every time
rrs that the

the

stocks

market

should

dip

to

re-

reacts

Nazis are on the verge of
is
one of those questions
which there is no sensible answer....
•anted that during the reconversion period
nich must follow the peace there may be
me dip in patronage here, the long range
ternal

J

I

collapse

Hook when the bombs stop hurtling down
hardly gloomy. .. .Remember what the
it
foreign
market yielded before the
art
?
That can and will happen again,
oner or later.... Of course, there will

,

Metro

Meet

•

UST why amusement

District

in Chi.

(Continued on Page 41)

50 District Managers,
Execs, at Schine Meeting

race to capture

'
n
-

for free showing to serviceoverseas.
Gen. Byron will be
introduced to the motion picture

films

men

(Continued on

Page 44)

to Texas After Talk
Decree with PCC Reps.

Clark

On

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Assistant

it.... But before you

—

.

Im Board of Canada under the astute diction of John Grierson.
.The Board's
.

division
which started
months ago now conducts
m programs in Canadian industrial plants
ywr 200,000 employes monthly, and further
velopment of film entertainment for facry
workers is in work. .. .Granted the
anadian factory programs are not exactly
the made-in-Hollywood variety, but they
•viously are clicking.
.And significantly
dustrial

'.rations

circuits

id.

importantly,

terest of
!een

Varied Subjects Before

they

many who

.

are

attracting

Kenneth Thomson Quits
SAG To Join Morrison

Copies of close to 2,000
nautics.
training films from the various military forces of the united nations

now on hand

here,, with more
Closely reevery day.
stricted now, it is expected that these
films will be turned over to the U. S.

are

coming

West Coast Bureau

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Kenneth Thomson, for

Hollywood

resigned and will join the William
(Continued on Page 4)

in

Para. Forced to

Pay

Browne-Bioff-Keough
Testimony that Paramount was
forced to pay $100,000 to George E.
Browne, former IATSE head, and
William Bioff, his associate, to avoid
labor trouble was given yesterday
by Austin C. Keough, a director and
general counsel of the company at
the Federal Court trial of the eight
extorting
defendants accused
of
more than $1,000,000 from the industry.
Keough, testifying for the
(Continued on Page 3)

Silverberg Setting Deal
for Mex. Pix

With Major

Herbert Silverberg, film attorney,
in New York with Dudley Murphy
to negotiate a distribution deal with
one of the majors for a series of
A wide variety of subjects com- features to be produced in Mexico,
pose the agenda of the meeting a country which is currently attract-

scheduled tomorrow of the executive
theaters division.. Session will be attended by
Joseph Bernhard, E. V. Richards,
Arthur Mayer, E. L. Alperson, A. H.
Blank, Harry Brandt, Herman Levy,
Sam E. Morris, Charles Moskowitz,
R. J. O'Donnell, Dan Michalove> R.

committee of the

the past 10 years executive secrethe
tary of the Screen Actors Guild has

the past have not
consistent moviegoers
safe
It's a
(.Continued on Page 2)
in

WAC

Theaters Division Group Meets Tomorrow

10

.

Washington by the United NaFilm Committee, sponsored by the Army's Signal
Corps and the Navy Bureau of Aeroin

tions Central Training

.

ences, you might give a thought to the
"recruiting" activities of the National

.

—

Heads of the industry, on invita- archives after the war and made
from the U. S. Army, will meet
(Continued on Page 4)

on Monday with Brig. Gen. Joseph
W. Byron, newly-appointed director
of the Special Services Division, under whose jurisdiction falls the disannual mid- tribution of filmland's 16 mm. gift

the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Nov.
29-Dec. 2. William F. Rodgers, general sales manager, will preside.
Attending from the home office

ANDREW

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
One of the
largest film operations in the
world is being carried on today

By

Washington Bureau of

tion

Nov. 29

M-G-M will hold its
season meeting of district managers
and home office sales personnel at

li

i

Mgrs.

Attorney
General Tom C. Clark conferred yesthis industry short, ask yourself what
Gloversville, N. Y. J. Myer and terday with Rotus Harvey and L. O.
untry will have the films ready and
Louis W. Schine, heads of Schine Lukan of the PCCITO, later leaving
3iting for the certain demand.
.The rest Enterprises, Inc., welcomed here yes- town for Dallas, Texas, where he
Tgely will prove academic.
terday more than 50 district man- will be engaged on personal business
agers, field executives and others until Monday. R. H. Poole of PCCITO
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
'PEAKING of tomorrow's potential audia

I

Meet on Pix Gifts

bench's

top

philosophies

social

somewhere along the

rs

.

the

that

this

on Hand May
Be Available After War
To Commercial Producers
2.000 Films

is

(Continued on Page 3)

WAC

(Continued on Page 3)

iVo F. D.
Tomorrow,
a

national

issue of

Tomorrow

Armistice Day, being
there will be no

holiday,
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Out-of-Towners Coming
For Fabian-Mayer Dinner
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thur Mayer at the Astor Hotel on
Don Jacocks reserved a
Nov. 16.
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For

NWF

Drive Today

Two

rallies for the
Fund will be held

special

War

Na-

1/2

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

will

be

toast-

of Greater New York in appreciation of the services rendered by Faband other
ian and Mayer to the
war effort activities of the industry.

WAC

this

Films Council Defers
Meeting on U. K. Grading

—

(By Cable) Meeting of
Films Council to consider the
grading and rentals situation yesterday was deferred to Nov. 23.
Meanwhile, the CEA's Rentals
Committee yesterday huddled with
Sam Eckman of Metro, S. W. Smith,
the

United Artists exchange with Sam Lefkowitz
presiding, and the other at the Warner Bros, home office under the direction of Ralph Budd.
At both
rallies Sam Rinzler, Greater New president of the KRS, Major Baker
Yo: k chairman of the industry's Ditcha and F. W. Baker.
drive, and Fred Schwartz, treasurer,
There was an interchange of views
will be present.
regarding grading, but no agreement
Further meetings of
Entire personnel and executive was reached.
officers have been invited to attend. the committee will be arranged with
Harold Dunn, Warners' Far Eastern individual members of the distribumanager, who was a prisoner of the tors organization.
Japs, will speak at the Warner rally,
along with Pvt. Herman S. DuBarry,
Heads
who was wounded in the Tunisian
campaign; Nila Magidoff, who was in Special Events Dept.
the siege of Moscow; Ralph W. Budd,
the company's director of personnel
Creation of a special events deand Warner chairman for the drive, partment for United Artists with
and others.
Bernard M. Kamber in charge was
There also will he a musical pro- announced yesterday by Paul Lazagram, with Eleanor Burston of rus, director pf advertising and pubWarners singing the National An- licity. New department is designed
them, accompanied by Sid Goldberg. to promote forthcoming UA releases
Yesterday Rinzler addrsesed a through varied merchandising channels.
company meeting of Monogram.
Kamber recently was honorably
discharged from the U. S. Army. He
formerly was associated with UA.
M-G-M's "Cry Havoc"
one

at

the

Opens

at Astor

Nov. 23

M-G-M's "Cry Havoc"
its

"Dremiere

at the

will have
Astor Theater

Friday

fro:

advertisir

publicity director,
has
returned from
to Paramount's Hollywood Studios whe
participated with other Eastern executive
and studio heads in discussions on new seasc
product.

WILLIAM
editor,

New UA

Funeral Services Held
For Joseph H. Gallagher

FADIMAN,

M-G-M

LA

Eastern

en route from the Coast.

is

PAT
en

CASEY,

route

labor

studio

representative,

Hollywood.

to

DAVID HEMPSTEAD and EDWARD DM'
TRYK, RKO producer and director, leave f
Coast

the

London

due here

and

Friday.

EARLE

1/4

do pfd

Walker

master at the luncheon which is bemake ing sponsored by the theater owners

Hold Two Special Rallies

is

ROBERT M. GILLHAM, Paramount
he

do no

no wrong, but, oh boy; can't he
mighty embarrassing for those who get
the word from San Simeon a bit late?....
That about-face by the Sunday Daily Mirror in the instance of Sam Goldwyn's "North
Star" was a journalistic honey.

O. HENRY iBRICCS
Hollywood.

visit

exhibitors.

Kamber

FINANCIAL
____ (Tuesday, November

to

it

afternoon;

MEXICO

definitely

•

tional

York.

PARIS—

that's

of out-of-town requests
have been received for tickets to the
luncheon honoring Si Fabian and Ar-

Broadway-

1501

Phone

Y.

.And

Editor

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New
1501
Broadway,
and
Holidays
at

York

1)

good.

::::::

BAHN

A number

bet that Dominion theater attendance will
be on the gain for some time to come as
a result of the Grierson "recruiting" activities. ..

GOMG

COmillG and

jottings

. .

manager

SWEICERT,

W.
in

MORRIS

Philadelphia,

Paramount

is

New

a

distri

York

visitc

HELPRIN

returned
has
from A
giers and Cairo where he has been serving wi
the OWI.

LEW LIFTON

arrived

from

night

last

MAURICE

BERGMAN

Friday

leaves

for

HUGH OWEN, Paramount Eastern divisi
leaves
today
for
trip
a
coveri
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington branc

manager,
es.

WILLIAM ERBB, Paramount
with
for

headquarters in Boston,
office conferences.

manag

district
is

in

New Yo

home

WILLIAM J. KUPPER, 20th-Fox's genei
manager, is back from a sales trip th
took him to the Coast.

sales

DINNING SISTERS, HOOSIER HOT SHOT
PAT BUTTRAM, LULU BELLE & SCOTTY, J(
KELLY and ARK1E THE ARKANSAS WOO
CHOPPER, entertainers on the National Ba
Dance
the

tor

Radio Show, will depart from Chica
Coast on Nov. 14 to appear in t

Paramount film based on the program.
Th
will return to Chicago Dec. 21 or 22.
PAT MURPHY, editor of Movie Stars Parat
is
headed for Hollywood.

Warners Sole Backers
Of

"Pillar to Post"

Warners

is understood to be tl
backer of "Pillar to Post," Ro:
Kohn play which Brock Pembertc
will unveil on the Rialto. The cor
pany has the rights to Dodie Smith
"Autumn Crocus," which was pr
sented on Broadway more than
years ago.

sole

'.

Legion Rates Two Class B
The National Legion of Decern
has placed Warners "Old Acquain
ance" and RKO-Goldwyn's "Nor*

B'way 3s55

Monogram

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
2%
2/2
.

.

1

1

1

—
—
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Sun

THEATRE

—

TICKETS?
.

We

can

supply

.

your

.

.

needs.

machine folded, reserve

August Thiel Stricken

—

Detroit August Thiel is dead, as
the result of a heart attack. He was
the father of Mrs. Gil Light, wife of
the first commander of Theatrical
Post, American Legion, and Michigan Theater operator.

t

Coast.

Star" in Class B.
on Broadway Nov. 23, following the
Approximately 100 industry percompletion of the run of "Thousands
sons attended the funeral services
Radio-Keith cvs
%
% Cheer." Picture has an all-femme for Joseph H. Gallagher yesterday
Sonotone Corp
3
2% 3 +
cast.
in St. Ignatius Loyola Roman CathTechnicolor
12% 12
12%
'A
SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
Trans-Lux
31/4
3% 3'/8
olic Church on Park Ave. Burial was
'A
Universal Pictures
in
Calvary
cemetery
in
Queens.
GalBacking
Rattigan
Play,
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
Universal Picts. vtc. 16%
16% 16% -+ %
lagher, formerly advertising man"While
the
Shines"
ager of Columbia Pictures, Boxoffice
Ulm Sells to Leise
and Showmen's Trade Review, died
Hartington, Neb.
Leonard J.
"While the Sun Shines," the Ter- on Saturday. He was 63 years old.
Leise of Hartington has purchased ence Rattigan play which John C.
the Rand at Randolph from A. A. Wilson will produce on Broadway,
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Ulm, who had operated for the past will be backed wholly by M-G-M.
Dependable service
Low cost
31 years.
45 year's experience serving theatres,
The play is scheduled to go into restadiums, amusement parks, etc.
hearsal on Dec. 1.
Par.

r

Coast.

seats,

.

.

Roll,
etc.

Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL

TICKET /•«£) COMPANY
NEWARK,
\^/

N.
52 GRAFTON AVE.
Sales Otiices in Principal Centers

J.

Vednesday, November

<W
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10,

DAILY

Para. Forced lo Pay

'ariety of Subjects

WAC Members

efore

(Continued from Page

Browne-Bioff-Keough
(Continued from Page

1)

Wilby, Nathan Yamins, Sam Rinzr and Hany Lowenstein.
Si Fabian, chairman of the comittee, announced that the followsubjects would be taken up: a
isurer's report by Arthur Mayer,
resolution paying tribute to the
te Ike Libson, the war information
k rts, a campaign to recruit for
WAVES, "The Battle of Rusie
a," a special events report, next
Red Cross collections, Lou
jar's
etzger's report on manpower probms and a discussion of the proved admission tax for the purpose
considering a possible statement

part of the alleged $2,000,000 originally sought of the industry by

A*
I

'

WAC's

'

Jack and the Sereenstalk,
•

C

•

now

IT'S

Browne and Bioff.
The Paramount executive asserted the late Sidney R. Kent told him

T

T

Etc.:

National Screen Service's directorate

official

has installed Jack G. Leo as organization's treasurer

makes you think that
saga entitled "Jack and

"up-shot" in the Leo career

than fantasy

Young

to that stirring

when Fox

Co. back in 1909. and.
1915,

he became a

chief exec,

latest

the Beanstalk"

New

Leo, planted his magic beans with Greater

This

may be more

there

York Film Rental

Film Corp. absorbed the former in early

new

under the

Therein he

set-up

served successively and successfully as vice-president, a director, and

position.

ilverberg Setting Deal
Vith Major for Mex. Pix
(Continued from Page

treasurer of the corporation until 1930 when, after having over-all super-

'

-

and

vision of production, theater operation

Giant firm

the time of

(at

motion picture

1)

g increasing attention from AmerContract talks
an pix interests.
e progressing, Silverberg said yesrday, and an announcement is exThe film attorney,
acted shortly.
ho is accompanied by his wife, is
Mopping at the St. Regis.

activities,

the golden
of

— much

eggs

Here

a

is

embrace the hen

to

discrepancy

slight

today and the old beanstalk version

bins.

—Herman

by name

was

Jack

It

in

in

the

withdrew from

as the fabled Jack withdrew

emerging again

into the oven, before

distribution activities

reorganization), he temporarily

its

for

a time

produced

that

our cinema story

wasn't a hen but Rob-

too bright a lad to

be

in

even

temporary retirement, and accepted a special advisory assignment with

I

egional
[like for

WLB Okays Pay
Canton Operators

—

Canton, 0. Regional War Labor
oard in Cleveland has approved
age increases for union motion picire operators here as agreed to in
ie final year of a three-year contact, retroactive to Sept. 1. Firstjn theater operators received a $3

week increase and second-run house
aerators $2.50 weekly under terms
r
the new contract.
Back pay has been received by the
perato; s from the Palace and Loew's
teaters, but in the case of Warner
ros. Ohio, payment still is pending,

was

said.

He became a

National Screen

and now

is

handling "the golden eggs"

In

because

of

S.

S.
C.

C, House

—A

new

theater,

Victory, has been opened with
harles A. Harper, Jr., as the op:ator.
Harper also operates the
nn in Estill, S. C.

ie

"jack"

flare for

capabilities,

Jack's

happened

It

this

Toby Gruen, withdrew from active duty
which
children, there you have the story,

—

So,

illness

your "treasury"

to

T
•

•

secretary.

his predecessor,

you can tenderly add

•

words.

other

resourcefulness and experience with the

way because

and

vice-prexy

director,

The company's board knows Jack's

treasurer

of

prose

T

T

INTERSTATE'!, Bob O'Donnell

will

honored guest

h,

and the principal (as well as only) speaker at U's second annual Exhibitors Good-Will Featurette Exploitation linn loon in Ye Hold Astor
on Friday, .chcreul. under Bernie Kreisler's

aegis,

a

trade jury

will

award
G-s and a silver trophy for best campaigns selected.
% Grapevine se% Dave Lipt'on has received induction call, which means
a new pinch-hitting promotional head for Columbia.
• Anipa's
:i

.

.

"Service Flag of the Industry" will be

"Salute to the Heroes" Luncheon in

Hampton,
tew
Hampton,

M-G-M's Howard
measure 16 x 20

Dietz, who'll

feet, clarions

the stern section

It's

The

.

Ye Hotel Astor on the \lth by
for

it

Flagll

filmland

Prexy Vincent Trotta.

.

.

• From

Lou

the second time

has become beset with

They're a symbol of last place in U's
• Henry R. Arias, veteran pic gent, has acA. Powers and Celebrity Productions the exclusive

drive.

quired from P.

.

.

world distribution rights for the 35
the Frog," 12 "Willie

Comicolors.

.

.

•

As

\ltli

its

mm.

(black

bow in Nov., 1926, Bob Weitman's
_^—New_ York Paramount unleashes M-G-M's Skelton-Powell opus, "I
Jt's first Leo the Lion feature to play the house.
Dood It"
• On eve of Thanksgiving Eve, management and employes of Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co., up Yonkers way, will be formally preIt's 'nother triumph for a resented with the Army-Navy "E"
its

.

November 10
Thomas

T.

Martin

Edwin H. Wolk

November
Roland Young
Pat O'Brien

Dave Weshner

Edwin Knopf
Raquel Torres
Bruce C. Coleman

.

lated-to-filmland factory which has done a marvelous job for Victory.

T

T

11

•

•

•

Keough said that the $100,000 was
paid to Bioff in installments.
He
testified that Barney Balaban, head
of Paramount, did not become aware
of the payments until 1938, two
yea: s after the first one was made,
when he inquired into a $50,000 real
estate transaction that appeared on
the books.

Asked by James D. C. Murray,
chief defense counsel, why he had
not gone to the authorities, Keough
said
he was afraid that Bioff's
would wreak
'gangster friends"
He added that
vengeance on him.
Browne and Bioff had the power to
harm his company or even destroy it.

Para. Pre-Releasing

Two Timely

Pictures

Because the pictures are considered

for

ideal

the

holiday

trade,

"True to
Life" on Thanksgiving Day and
"Riding High" to important key accounts as a Christmas-New Year's

Paramount

will pre-release

attraction.

BACK THE ATTACK!

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

T

T

Sends Shining Dime
For Shining Effort

cartoon reissues,— 38 "Flip

and white cartoons), and 25
Anniversary attraction and the 650th

Whoppers"

feature to play the stand since

Stevenson

dealing with desperate men."
He
said that Kent had told him that
Bioff had threatened to shut every
theater in the nation if the money
were not paid.
The reference to Bioff's being a
member of the Capone gang brought
a demand for a mistrial from Otto
Christiansen, attorney for John Roselli, one of the defendants, who was
formerly West Coast agent for the
mob.
The motion was denied by
Judge John Bright.

time he swore he'd never see them again,—

first

but back they've bounced

Mat Blumberg

demands of Browne and Bioff.
Keough said Kent referred to Bioff
as a member of the Al Capone gang.
He quoted Kent as saying: "We are

unfurled with 28,200 stars at

dedicate

Am pa

that the industry had decided that
was helpless and would meet the

it

.

Des Moines wafts word that Manager Lou Levy, of U's exchange there,
-would like to get rid of a pair of old pants which has lead sewed in
the pants

Kennedy

1)

Government, said that the sum was

.

T

M. Schenck, head of
1943 campaign for the
of Dimes," has sent as a

Nicholas
filmland's

"March
symbol

of

his

Roosevelt's
able

service

own

and

appreciation
in

the

infantile paralysis, an

President
valu-

for

fight

against

Award

of Merit

each of the 11,000 volunteer
workers who participated in the
The Award is
humanitarian drive.
testimonial,
cardboard
oblong
an
carrying a sealed-in token dime, a
signed message by Schenck, and the
Now You're a "Dime-alegend:
Year" Man.
to

Wednesday, November,

Making Training Pix

WHO'S

Big Trade Operation

•

(Continued from Page

•

•

WHO

available to commercial producers.
Over 5,000,000 feet of film, including
about 2,000 film strips, is now to be
found in the library.
Primary purpose of the committee, which was formed in the Summer of 1942, was to provide a means
by which i epresentatives of the various allied armies and navies could
keep au courant on the training film
activities of their allies. No lending
goes on from this library, but the
information supplied by it is a basis
for purchase of large numbers of
training prints by our allies.

•

Presenting Interesting Personalities

A LFRED ZEISLER,
** at University of

1)

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Born Chicago,

Director.

pictures on stage

HH

films

HgR

producer

H

UFA

at

in

European countries.

director

and

finally,

huge

the

at

was named executive producer.
created by

ditions

the

Hitler

In

Edited

became

1927,

due

1935,

regime, went

a

Eventually

studio.

to

con-

England,

to

where he directed "The Amazing Quest of Mr. Ernest

:

for

Bliss"

pictures.

laborate

"Crime Over London" and

Garrett-Klement,

Coming

other pictures.
in

In

with

to

Hollywood

in

W.

R.

1942, engaged by

Herbert O.

Phillips

on

and screenplay of "Dr. Paul Joseph
Loves,"

which

vice studios.

Now

and

|

Bulk of Films American
This country has supplied the bulk
of the films thus far, with about 1,300 films from our various military
forces over 900 from the Army.

in

'

he

later

Eyes, gray.

Frank to col-

the original

Goebbels,

directed

at

His

General

story

Life

Ser-

under long-term contract to Frank.

Hobby, mountain climbing.
pounds.

worked

1937,

Stands 6 feet.

LETTERS

•

Educated
Acted in

1897.

later Czechslovakia.

various

Berlin

in

and

Sept. 26,

III.,

Germany, and

Berlin,

Berlin,

•

Weighs, 174

The Film Daily,
At a meeting of the Independer
Theater Owners of Oregon, hel
Editor,

Benson Hotel, the followin
motion was passed unanimously:
"That the secretary be instruc^f
to communicate with all trade \
at the

protesting the publishing
gross receipts, suggesting to the pua
lications that instead of dollars ani
cents it be expressed in percentagi
of increase or decrease in volume oi
individual pictures or on gioss bus!
ness for any given period of time!
I think you can readily understanj
the meaning and intent of the abovj
motion.
Very truly yours,

pers,

<

O. J. Miller,

Hair, Black.

Executive Secretary,
Independent Theater Ownei
of Oregon.

—

The British army and navy have
supplied over 450, with relatively
small quantities as yet from other
allies.
It is hoped that these latter
classifications will be growing soon.
Exchange of training- films among the

20th-Fox Execs. Leaving

Clark

For "Guadalcanal" Debut

On

A

to Texas After Talk
Decree with PCC Reps. 50

armies

in

is

by British funds, is the supplying of infor- Marine Corps, Generals, civic, U. S. Navy as to what his course of action will
mation concerning productions by one branch and state officials, motion picture executives, be, or else that
he will wait beyond
of our armed forces to other branches. The Preston Foster and Phil Regan of 20th-Fox
index is used extensively by various officers Studios, Lt. John Keogh, Navy chaplain who the Nov. 20 deadline for the distribwho are able to select films for showing to was in the Guadalcanal battle, Bishop Lamb utors to attempt to meet the conditheir men which might have been turned out who will give the invocation. Judge Vincent tions
he has demanded of them.
by another service, and of whose existence Carrol will be emcee.
He has not heard from the distribthey had not been previously apprised.
In addition to the British, our trainers different nations is difficult to estimate, al- utors since he turned down their
are used extensively by the Chinese and by though it is generally believed that Amer- suggested changes in
the decree a
Nearly 300 sound ican films followed the lead of the British
Latin-American armies.
tracks in Spanish, Portuguese and Chinese in placing more emphasis upon humor and week ago.
have been turned out by the Signal Corps, human interest.
Our first films were rewith Spanish leading the list and Portu- ported to be rather dry, while the British
Quits
A few have been made in from the first tried to include attentionguese second.
French, with more to follow.
getting humor in theirs.
Tendency here has
Join
Finally there is the historical value of been to increase the humor and story idea

—which

films

Kenneth Thomson
SAG To
Morrison

actually

include

educa-

tionals, orientation films and others besides
strict trainers. These will all probably go

the archive vaults after the war, and
be available to commercial producers.
Much valuable material is included in the
into
will

footage.

Effectiveness

of

McCord

the

of

productions

of

Eastman

Dies in South Pacific
Rochester

McCord

of

—

First

killed in action

g;

ator

Lr.

Ralph

E.

Eastman Kodak, has been
in

the Sourh-

west Pacific area, according
to word received here.
Lt.
McCord was pilot of a Liberbomber and leader of his

squadron.

the

in

Managers,

number

(Continued from Page

a major opera-

itself

—

the

District

Execs, at Schine Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)
of 20th Century-Fox exunable
was
to be on hand for yesSpyros
President
headed
by
ecutives
tion at this date, with the British using,
terday's conference.
for
Philleaving
today
Skouras
is
P.
cent
of
25
per
at a conservative estimate,
Clark will be working out details
our production for training their own men, adelphia to attend the "Guadalcanal
while we use somewhat less of the British.
premiere
at the Fox Theater of his brother's estate while in DalDiary"
trainers,
Russian
no
adapted
have
As yet we
but some of ours have been used by the Red and the banquet at the Bellevue- las, and it is not expected that there
We get copies of all British pro- Stratford Hotel tonight. Those acArmy.
duction, however, and likewise they get companying Skouras will include W. will be any developments in the New
prints of all our training films. Use of our
York case until his return. He has
films by our allies is expected to increase C. Michel, executive vice-president;
as a result of the sending of increasing William
J. Kupper, general sales indicated, however, that he intends
streams of American armament abroad. Be- manager; Hal Home, director of adto reach a decision on the case next
cause of difference in weapons our films may
have been unsuited for British use, but as vertising and publicity; Roger Ferri; week, prior to Saturday
the day the
members
equipment
covexecutive
Dave Bader and
they begin to use lend-lease
ered by our training films, they will use the of motion picture tradepaper jour- trial period of the decree expires.
films. Detailed figures on these exchanges
No fuither appointments with exnals.
is restricted.
The banquet, to which approximately 600 hibitor leaders are now set, and inInterchange Information
have been invited by Mayor Bernard Sam- dications
are that Clark either has
A second purpose of the committee, which uel, will have a dais consisting of 27 honalso has a counterpart in London supported ored guests, consisting of U. S. Army and his mind fairly well made up now

various

TO, 194

the

pix.

Significant

is

the

fact

featuring professional actors. The British began with professional actors and have been
using them right along except for a recent
departure.
In order to speed up production
they have been turning out a series of films
iu the field, shooting only enough to pull
the story together in the studio.
This practice was employed for a certain series in
order to combat a situation where, in some
cases, the weapons in which the film was
to instruct had themselves become obsolete
by the time the film was in circulation.
Russian films, judging from the few on
hand, are very matter-of-fact, made usually,
it is believed,
without professional actors.
One Russian trainer, a historical piece on
parachuting, is reported to use a remarkable new technic. The picture is shot from
murals, which gradually acquire animation
and tell their own phase of the story.
As yet there are only British and American representatives on the committee, but
inclusion of Russian and Chinese members
is expected soon.

1)

states

attend the year-end meeting at

1

hon

The two-day series of se:
which opened at 10 a.m. wei
presided over by zone chief, Lc
Lazar.
Speeches from departmei
heads were largely dispensed wit'
most of the program being give
over to discussions from the fio<
offices.

sions,

by the

men

themselves.

The meetings will close today wit
a dinner at which the Messrs. Schir
will be hosts.
Theatermen in attendance

home

office

state,

Lou

in addition
executives included: from N.
Hart. Gloversville: Frank Nola

Malone;

Bill
Tubbert, Watertown;
Jai
Syracuse; Harold Degraw, Oneont
Young. Geneva; Gerry Fowler, Genev
Harry Long, Rochester; Toby Ros
Corning; Harry Goldsmith, Buffalo; Fieldii
K. O'Kelley, Glens Falls; Lou Levitch, Loc
port;
Abe Cohen, Massena; Sam Shafe

Flex,
Clint
Col.

Rochester;

Joe

Schwartzwalder,

Aubur

Gus Depauw, Newark.

From

Ohio: Bill Selman. Ashland; Wilbi

Fostoria; Harold Sliter,
Harold Raives, Cleveland:

Eckard,
taine;

Belief o

From Kentucky: Eddie May, Lexingtoi
Harry Stearn, Middlesboro; Lew Hensle
Lexington.

From Maryland: Lee
Gollner, both

Reopen

that

whereas we began by using soldiers as actors, nearly all our films are now turned out

who gathered from four

Insley

and Mars

from Salisbury.

in Leavittsburg

(Continued from Page 1)

—

Leavittsburg, O. The Canoe Cit
Morris Agency about Jan. 1, 1944.
Thomson was one of the founders Theater, operated by Don DeMil
of the Guild and was a stage and is re-opening the end of this montl
screen actor before assuming secre- House has been closed since it ws

damaged by

taryship.

Para. Partners Meet
Paramount's theater partners held
an all-day meeting in New York
yesterday. The new proposed admission tax
cussion.

was

STORK REPORTS

the only topic for dis-

—

Paul, Neb. A boy was bor
Mayor and Mrs. Moms Thomj

St.

to

F. E.

Henderson Dead

—

floods last Spring.

son Sunday.

Father also owns

viera theater here.

R

Interlaken, N. J. Francis E. Henderson, 75, former theater operator,
Chicago Eddie Silverman, Esse
is dead here.
Survivors include his ness Prexy, is the father of a bab
widow, Sara C, two daughters, a son boy, born at Michael Reese Hos
and three grandchildren.
pital.

—

:ENTUR Y- FOX presents
showmen of

its

Far more forceful than

the nation!

any claim are the

facts

the pre-selling that has

on the pages

that follow!

gone back of

of 20th's intent to surpass
the past!

product line-up to the

its

attractions

own proud

Never have there been

hits

record of

conceived and

produced with such inspiration —never any pictures
with so mighty a prestige and profit potentiality—

never in the history of our industry, so
great attractions

from one company

!

many

m%0>
The novel: over
300,000 copies! The
play:

728 sensational

performances on

Broadway! Magazine
stories:

1938

in

running since

Redbook with

a readership of over

7,000,000!

On

the air:

heard over 110
In

stations! Full

page

ads:

national publications illustrated

by famed Arthur William Brown!

" ev

*r h

P '"0^

°s
e

"CLAUDIA"

"e

'*>„

y!

and

with

Reginald Gardiner

DOROTHY McGUIRE
.

Olga Baclanova

Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG

Adapted

Profl

.

for the

YOUNG

.

INA CLAIRE

Directed by

EDMUND GOULDING

GOETZ

Charge of Production

WILLIAM

for the Screen by Morrie Ryskind

Produced

ROBERT

.

.

•

In

From the Play by Rose Franken as

Stage by John Golden

CENTURY-fOX

"

!

''"V'

.:T:\?*:

j
:

What

a mighty boxoffice figure

it's

cutting! In key citiessmall towns

—and situations in

between! And what a natural
for extending playing time!

:

'.-'

Jack Oakie
Cesar Romero

Lundis

Carole

and Woody Herman
and His Orchestra
Sonja

.

.

.

surrounded by stars

... in the

outstanding

screen success of her sensational career!

SONJA HENIE
with

S.

Z. Sakall

Produced by
Arthur Kober

JACK OAKIE

.

•

Cornel Wilde

WILLIAM
•

Lyrics

LE

BARON

•

•

CESAR ROMERO
WOODY HERMAN and
.

Screen Play by

E.

.

his

CAROLE LANDIS
Orchestra

•

in

"WINTERTIME"
JOHN BRAHM

Directed by

Edwin Moran and Jack Jevne and Lynn Starling

and Music by Leo Robin and Nacio Herb Brown

•

•

Story by

Musical Sequences: Supervised by Fanchon-

Staged by Kenny Williams

<£NTUKr-fO»

ETTY

6

ABLE

ROBERT YOUNG
ADOLPHE MENJOU

You know how sweet

it is!

Smashing Records 0ver
country

.

.

the entire

Another big one

.

in

20th's big box office tradition!

And What Song Hits!
Lyrics

and Music: "My Heart

Me,"

Tells

"Goin' To The County Fair," "The

Wishing Waltz," "My Sam" by Mack
Gordon and Harry Warren Musical Sequences: Dances Staged by Hermes Pan,
Musical Numbers Supervised by Fanchon

BETTY GRABLE
in

*

ROBERT

YOUNG

"SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY"
Virginia

Grey

•

Phil

Regan

Hobart Cavanaugh
Directed by

•

ADOLPHE MENJOU

*

and Reginald Gardiner
Sig

Ruman

Frank Grth

IRVING

•

Alan Dinehart

Jonathan Hale.

CUMMINGS

WILLIAM PERLBERG

•

V

Produced by

Screen Play by Ken England

Based on Stories by William
Frederick Stephani and

R.

Edward

WILLIAM GOETZ

in

Lipman and
Vaft Every

Charged

Production

\

CHEERS

iP§l
S»£frZZ*»
S^feif

.,.,;.
J

e///

Booto,

' / one
/ 2ft/,'

n g Canj

PaS

.

om
\.

America for the men

the heart of

of Guadalcanal! They could laugh
with the odds against them

.

.

.

and

turn the tide toward Victory!
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Richard Tregaskis

»j^

AJ*«hff»ri<

^^H

"GUADALCANAL DIARY" with PRESTON FOSTER
LLOYD NOLAN
WILLIAM BENDIX
RICHARD CONTE
ANTHONY QUINN and Richard Jaeckel
R6y
Richard Tregaskis'

.

•

Roberts

.

.

Minor Watson

by LEWIS SEILER

•

Associate Producer

.

Ralph Byrd

Produced by
Islin

Auster

.

.

•

Reed Hadley • John Archer • Directed
WILLIAM GOETZ in Charge of Production

Lionel Stander

BRYAN FOY

.

•

Screen Play by Lamar

Trotti

-Adaptation by Jerry Cady

A {±o\ Hit

TO EVERYONE IN TH
OR POOR, MILITARY <

WSfl/J!
the

the

P lC

tuf e

Hit

MacKin'ay Kantor's "HAPPY LAND" with

RUTHERFORD and Cara

Williams

Directed by IRVING PICHEL

and

.

Julien

•

DON AMECHE

Richard

Produced by
Josephson

.

Crane

•

.

FRANCES DEE

Henry Morgan

KENNETH

.

MACGOWAN

.

HARRY CAREY

Minor Watson
.

.

Dickie

•

ANN
Moore

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola

From the Novel by MacKinlay Kantor

•

•
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as "Jane' in

by Charlotte Bronte

The

greatest love story of

erty of the year!

Made

romance! With the two

The

time!

all

picture prop-

for every heart that ever

who were born

stars

ORSON WELLES
"JANE EYRE"

to play

«

JOAN FONTAINE

•

by Charlotte

Bronte with
MARGARET O'BRIEN
PEGGY ANN GARNER
JOHN
SUTTON
Sara Allgood
Henry Daniell
Agnes
in

•

•

•

"i-2
W^^

Moorehead

•

*

Aubrey Mather

WILLIAM

GOETZ

in

•

•

Edith Barrett

•

Barbara

D recfed by ROBERT STEVENS(
Charge of Production
Screen Play

Everest- Hilary Brooke

•

;

•

by Aldous Huxley, Robert Stevenson and John Houseman

found

'-<

it.

...

BETTY GRABLE
JOE

E.

BROWN

•

in

"PIN UP GIRL"

Eugene

Pallette

•

with

JOHN HARVEY

Skating Vanities

•

MARTHA RAYE

CHARLIE SPIVAK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Produced by WILLIAM LE BARON

Brothers and

by

•

Dave Willock

•

Play by Robert

Ellis,

Helen Logan and

Earl

Baldwin

•

Condos
Directed

•

•

Screen

Based on a Story by
Libbie Block
Lyrics and Music by Mack Gordon
and James Monaco
Musical Sequences: Dances Staged by
Hermes Pan
Military Number
Staged by Alice Sullivan
Mus,cal Numbers Supervised by Fanchon
•

•

•

•

This

is

itl

The musical sensation

attuned

...made

to every heart in the nation

for every boxoffice in the land I

She's the pin-up

girl

from North Africa
the

title

she

was made

won

.

.

of the

armed forces

to Alaska! Here's
.

the picture that

for her. ..the natural for the

biggest boxoffice receipts you ever had

A

lhe

stirring glorification of the blazing

and

its

West

most famous and colorful hero!
Spectacularly produced... with a

mammoth

cast!

JOEL

McCREA

with Linda Darnell

Quinn

•

•
•

MAUREEN O'HARA
Thomas

Moroni Olsen

Directed by

WILLIAM

SHERMAN

•

•

Mitchell

Frank Fenton

•

•

WELLMAN

in

"BUFFALO

Edgar Buchanan

Matt Briggs
*

•

•

George

Produced by

BILL"

Anthony
Lessey

HARRY

A.
Screen Play by AEneas MacKenzie, Clements Ripley and

Cecile Kramer

.

Based on a story by Frank Winch

Hit

Based on a story by Jerry Cady dramatizing young
American valiants in the South Pacific war area!

As technical adviser
Otto Tolischus, New York
rimes correspondent in Tokyo before Pearl Harbor!
.

.

.

*

production

As exeat

as its title!

colorful

—a

and

Vital

thrilling of

and

theme

mighty property assured of

that big- scale handling

it

merits!

Hit

,

,1

I

X^

S?

PRODUCTION

The

directorial genius of this generation!

gave us "The Grapes
the star
Hit

of

Wrath!"

whose stage success

OF

The writer -who

And a cast that includes
won a nation's acclaim

Never so strange a
suspenseful

setting... so

a drama

...

so stirring

a climax!

From the

man who

master

all

is

of

those elements of

great entertainment!
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STEINBECK
of ".LIFEBOAT" By

Mary Anderson

eromm

.

:

Lee

-

•

JOHN

STEINBECK

Welter Stezok:. John Hodiok

Directed by ALFRED

-

HITCHCOCK .Produced

TAUULAH BANKHEAD
Heather Angel
Hume
KENNETH MACGOWAN

starring

Henry
by

Hull

•

•

duced by

DARRlL F.^ANUCK
in Technicolor!
The towering, dramatic

Woodrow Wilson,
. .

.

human

.

.

.

heroic

great
.

.

.

story of

American

assured of

place in the screen's Hall of

its

Fame!

America's president in World War I! His
amazingly dramatic life
the excitement and
of his times
the glamor of its people!
An epic that will be hailed as the greatest
success story ever brought to the screen!

—

—

&

Hit

)M«
WMDEU.
produce
Mevc
of

more

vitc

given eve
n*|
every
by

tfEJB

ias

there

been a P

^iTerioi
re P
iore

r!na

ttST-StUW

^^

impact

doythe
event of

y°
Fastest -selling

book

in publishing

history! Sold 1,000,000 copies in
first

6 weeks!

Has passed

1,600,000

mark at this writing! Editorialized
and commented on by the greatest

names of today!

token of

its

Its

record

is

boxoffice potentialities!

C
CENTURY-FOX

Hit

o

m

\

»
#
L

«i

^n&

^

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON

LYNN BARI
VICTOR McLAGLEN

..

TAMPICO
MERLE OBERON
GEORGE SANDERS
LAIRD CREGAR

..

M

THE LODGE!

nl

m
fl

Ah

FOUR JILL!
IN A JEEP
co-starring

CAROLE LANDIS

KAY FRANCIS

1
(wm

•

•

MARTHA RA

MITZI MAYFAIE

HOME

IN

A. J.

CRONIN'S

INDIANA

The KEYS of
The KINGDOM

The SULLIVANS

ALL-OUT

erring

THOMAS MITCHELL

ANN BAXTER

ARLENE
BY

H.

I.

PHILLIPS

•

MAXWELL ANDERSON'S

Phil Stong's

THE EVE OF

STATE FAIR

ST.

MARK
•

GREENWICH
VILLAGE

Mnsicauztd

bY

RICHARD RODGERS

and OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN

II

•

WING AND
A PRATER

mm

m

1* 7ec6*Ucdo>i

00
n*
0l#

WMT

^^^ ^

NEWS
IETONE
__
Edmund
Reek

Produced by

Mightiest of

all!

Boxoffice-timely! Star-

name commentators! Issued twice
weekly! The screen's greatest newspaper! More vital today than ever!

PLUS SHORTS WITH THAT

£n^

^M
3^8

jIerryt III
The cartoon that's
to make the world

different!

Laughter

brighter! Produced

with the showmanship of Paul Terry!

Every

release in Technicolor!

ARCH of TIME
Produced by the Editors of Time
Sensational boxoffice!

Scoops the

field!

Acclaimed by press and public alike for
its

dramatic exposition of "inside news"!

POWERFUL!

. .

.

INDIVIDUAL

.

.

.

PRE -SOLD!

«n\ CENTURY- FOX SHOWMANSHIP!

SUBJECTS
Entertainment par excellence! The perfect

"pick-up" for any program!

one of the variegated
in subject matter

series

is

Every

sure-fire

and audience appeal!

CENTURY-FOX

URY-FOX

€&

mnAs

/c

NTUR Y-FOX (_
:

NTURY-FOX
-FOX I

Now More Than

Ever

— WAR

BONDS!

f WNJr

Us.*-

idnesday,

November

10,

1043

"J*

«tro District Mgrs.
eel in Chi. Nov.

WAR

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

. . .
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{Continued from Page 1)

E. M. Saunders, assistant
sales manager; J. E. Flynn,
in sales manager; J. J. MaCentral sales manager; E. K.
|5l,a, Eastern and Southern sales
l^.ger; Howard Dietz, vice-presn: in charge of advertising and
!ty; E. W. Aaron, circuit sales
nager; H. M. Richey, assistant to
charge of exhibitor
jgers
in
itions; S. F. Seadler, advertising
nager; W. R. Ferguson, exploita1 manager; A. F. Cummings, manbe:

•1

41
DAILY

,ieral

exchange operations; Harold
Rodgers;
to
assistant
jtman,
Bezahler and Irving Helfont,
..istants to Flynn; I. L. Hirsch,
''istant to O'Shea; C. F. Deeand Paul Richrath, assistants to
of

•1

RICHMOND,

H.

producer,

associate

Uni-

versal.

LORRAINE MILLER,
|ANE FRAZEE,

termer,

three

M-C-M.

ASSIGNMENTS
"Are These Our

dialogue director
Children?", RKO.

BERNHARDT,

tion,"

director,

"My

20th-Fox; CHESTER MORRIS.
"Pilebuck," Columbia; BEN BARD, "Are These
Our Children?", RKO; TOM BRYSON, "Marine
Raiders," RKO; LORRAINE MILLER, "Meet Me
In St. Louis," M-C-M; BILL EDWARDS, "You
Can't Ration Love," Paramount; WARNER ANDERSON, "My Reputation," Warners; DIANA

Columbia.

pictures,

BEN BARD,
CURTIS

PECCY ANN GARNER, "The

dier," 20th-Fox;
Son of Flicka,"

SIGNED
T.

Reputa-

Warners.

LYNN, "Double Indemnity," Paramount; MARIE
WILSON, "You Can't Ration Love," Paramount; JANE FRAZEE, "Kansas City Kitty,"
Columbia; WILLARD ROBERTSON, "Nine Girls,"
Columbia; JANE FOWELL, "Song of the Open
Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA; ELEANOR POW"Sensations of 1944," Andrew Stone-UA.

CASTINGS

ELL

WARD

BOND, "The Sullivans," 20th-Fox;
EVERS, VIVIAN BLAINE and FELIX
BRESSART, "Greenwich Village," 20th-Fox; RANDOLPH SCOTT and ANN RUTHERFORD, "Stranger on the Highway," 20th-Fox; BILLIE BURKE
and EUCENE PALLETTE, "I Married a Sol-

•

HERBERT

SCHEDULED
Eat,"

to

ARMAND

producer,

SCHAEFER, Republic.

—

Three arbitration awards are anDetroit Telenews Theaters (Michnounced by the American Arbitra- igan News Reel Co.), and AssoDistrict managers: M. N. Wolf, tion Association.
Two of the com- ciated Theaters, leading local cirBton; J. J. Bowen, New York; Ru- plaints were dismissed and one was cuit, are jointly taking over the
jph Berger, Washington; Robert settled through a consent award.
Cinema, first-run house, which has
nch, Philadelphia; C. E. Kessnich,
The consent award involved the been closed since last Spring, for
P.
Detroit;
H.
lanta; J. P. Byrne,
complaint of the Beveily Theater, opening in about two weeks after
ilfbe:g, St. Louis; Burtus Bishop, Detroit, against Loew's, Paramount, complete redecorating.
Policy for
Dallas; S. A. Shirley, Chicago; 20th Century-Fox and the Tower the 500 seater has not been set.
A. Hickey, Los Angeles.
Operating Co. Under the award the
This marks the fourth venture in
Tower was given a maximum clear- Detioit area for Telenews, with the
aierican Seating Net
ance of seven days after its first Norwood Telenews, which is also opplaydate over the Beverly, provided erated jointly with Associated TheMonths,
$319,092
9
>r
che two theaters charge the same aters, the original Telenews downadmission price and that the Bev- town, and the Willow Run Theater.
American Seating Co. re- eily shall not engage
Detroit
in the practice Latter is considered a temporary
:ts a net profit for the nine months
of giveaways. If the Beverly changes wartime theater in connection with
ded Sept. 30, 1943, subject to
its admission price or offers give- Ford's bomber plant,
and is run
lit, year-end adjustment and reaways, then the clearance shall be about three to four nights a week as
?otiation, of $319,092 after depremeasured from the Tower's last play- a picture house, being used for dances
tion, interest, a $564,000 provision
date.
If the Tower fails to main- and other entertainments and meetFederal income and excess profits
This house
tain prices on a parity with the ma- ings on other nights.
:es, and $50,000 reserve for conjority of Detroit key runs or en- was opened about two months ago,
gencies. The net is equal to $1.44
gages in giveaways, then the clear- but the fact of its operation by
;hare on 221,062 shares of capital
ance shall be operative without re- Telenews has not been authoritativeThis compares with a net
ck.
gard to the other conditions binding ly confirmed for publication hitherto.
>fit of $371,727, or $1.68 a share,
on the Beverly.
the nine months ended Sept. 30,
Complaint brought by the Palace Haines Leads Warner
income
Federal
taxes
on
when
12,
ounted to $1,140,000 and contin- Theater, Gallatin, Tenn., was dismissed for lack of evidence that Div. Meet in
it reserve was $100,000.
ompany is currently negotiating a VT Loew's and Paramount had arbi,

—

•

I

Memphis

I

'

|

agreement which will enable it to borup to $4,000,000. H. M. Taliafero,
;i.lent.
told stockholders in a letter ae-

a

.

Cleveland

man,

licity

and Pvt.
produced

trarily refused to license product.

—
in

.

.

—V

.

.—

.

Columbia pubGene King
wrote, directed and

Sid Zins, local

collaboration with
Salter

Bill

a full length musical revue

with a

40 people entitled "The Stage
Door-A-Belles" Sunday at the Stage Door
Canteen before a crowd of top-flight ofof

ficers

Three Arbitration Awards Telenews and Associated
Are Announced by AAA
Taking Detroit's Cinema

loney.

I

—

Detroit
Charles A. Garner, Artkino
manager, and Irwin Pollard, Republic manager, have been named to the committee, already reported,
in
charge of the film
industry's
War Chest Drive, under the
chairmanship of Alex Schrieber.

cast

"Head Hunters," from PAUL CANCLIN's "Good
Enough

SERVICE

on the Film Front

crowd
show

and servicemen second only
that turned out for Bob

the

to

Hope's
last June.
The show was such a
success that the producers have been requested to repeat it at war plants and
local veterans' hospitals.
.

.

.

_V
—

.

.

.

—

Cleveland, O.
Four strong J. Knox
Strachan, Robert Giles, Evelyn Friedl and
Edna Charns, all of the Warner theater department marched to the blood donors headquarters.

Giles

for

the

ninth

time,

Charns for the third time and Miss
and Strachan for the second time.

40

Miss
Friedl

Towns Now Book

WB

Pix Day-and-Date

Day-and-date bookings, which were
given a stimulus by "This is the
Army," are now a regular practice
in more than 40 situations, an increase of about 15 in the past month,
it was shown by current Warners
playdate records.
Portland, Ore., after experimenting with the policy, has gone for it
permanently, with the Orpheum and
either the Oriental or Playhouse
teaming up on simultaneous runs.
Sacramento is now day-and-dating
legularly in the Alhambra and Senator.

In Ogden, Utah, the Orpheum and
Colonial are playing day-and-date
sales meeting at the Peabody, was for week-ends, a practice already
a cowboy round-up of film fare for employed by a number of smaller
the coming year in which top hand, cities to test simultaneously runs
Roy Haines, Warner Bros. Western before adopting them regularly.

Memphis

—

Warners

divisional

The arbitrator likewise dismissed
the complaint of the Harford Theater, Baltimore, which sought elimination of the 14-day clearance granted to the Boulevard and Waverly and Southern sales manager, headed
Warners also have used as many
the herd.
Theaters.
as five different houses for double
[arching On" to Hoffberg
dew" sprinkled on or triple dating in Denver.
"Mountain
'Marching On," with an all-colboots and saddles stampeded the
d cast, has been acquired by J. H. Selznick Pix in 16 nun.
herd to bigger and better ranges,
ffberg for distribution in the East.
Pictoi'ial Films, Inc., which acbut the top hands lassoed the maveSelznick
prothree
quired
David O.
ricks down to business now and then.
ductions for the 16 mm. field, will
Top Hands who rode the Peabody range
Captive I/. S,
carry full page advertisements in tor the meet were:
Smith
iff. €.
Norman
Moray,
sales drive leader; Ralph
West
Coast
Bur., THE FILM DAILY
11 magazines, both trade and conMcCoy, Southern district manager; Henry
Hollywood Walt Disney's latest
At "Wight of Stars"
sumer, in addition to a direct mail Krumm, former Memphis branch manager
international good deed is his deschools, elevated to distribution and sales head in
directed
to
campaign
For the first time in her meteoric
sign of insignia for American capConnor, New Orchurches and other institutions. Ac- Atlanta territory; Luke
and versatile career, Kate Smith
leans; Doak Roberts, Dallas; Winston Loewe,
tives in a Nazi prison camp, "Stalag
count is handled by' the J. R. Kup- Oklahoma City; John Backman, Charlotte,
will fill the role of a master of cereLuft
III." It
was done at the inWilliamson,
Ed
Memphis
Advertising
Agency.
N.
C:
branch
mansick
monies on the stage.
It will hapipanying the new report. American Seatsales for the first three-quarters this
r totaled $8,726,759 as against $11,170,for corresponding period a year ago.

Kate

Donald Won't Duch
Lads

An

—

pen at the Night of Stars in Madinext Tuesday night.
The famous songstress has, for the
ipast several years, presented theatrical stars on
her radio programs,
but never before a public in-thetflesh audience.
son Sq. Garden

ager;

man,

and Frank Bruner and Herbert Pickpublicity directors for the Southern

Buys Massena Lux
territory.
Massena, la.
Lux theater has
been sold to L. W. Sackett who will 63 Stars on
Sackett

—

I-I Flag
Chicago The Indiana-Illinois cirThe former owner, H. V.
Mullins will live in Des Moines and cuit service flag now has 63 stars,

—

operate.

continue
Carlisle.

to

operate

a

theater

at including one for a
Smith.

WAVE,

Lucille

stigation of Capt. Robert H. Bishop,
one of the captives, whose home
town is Knoxville.
Walt's design
shows Donald Duck behind bars,
beneath which is the legend, "I
Wanted Wings." Disney to date has
designed some 600 emblems for the

armed

forces.

INC

Wednesday, November,
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"Henry Aldrich Haunts
A House"
Lydon, Charles Smith, John
Oiive Blakeney, Joan Mortimer

Jimmy

with

Litel,

73 Mins.

Paramount

Those legions of fans whose interest in
the amusing escapades of young Henry
will

air

on

the

this

new

both
find

screen

and

on

film greatly to

the
their

the best of the
Aldrich pix to date, possessing an exciting
end engaging story, and studded with human
liking.

interest

Indeed

is

it

easily

and humor.

—

The

cast

is,

—and

no

spirited and appears to
have had a good time making the opus.
Audiences will have even a better time
watching its action, eerie qualities, romance
Jimmy Lydon, as
and, at times, pathos.

pun

is

intended

At the out-

schoolmates are convinced that he
his refusal to engage
with a bullying and newlyin fisticuffs
arrived student at school. The white feather

set
is

a

his

coward because of

doesn't really exist.

the

It's

lad's

way

of

appearing intellectual in the eyes of his
sweetheart, Joan Mortimer.
The latter, when Jimmy pays his almost
nightly visit to her home, gives him a poconcocted by her science-pursuing
tion,
father, to drink. It is supposed to make the
imbiber three times as strong as formerly.
The expected effect doesn't materialize,
but does cause Jimmy to stumble into an
haunted mansion where, under
allegedly
the potion's influence, he causes, without
any subsequent remembrance of the inci-

ROMANTIC COMEDY

AMAZING

IN

JOB.

give
will

"Lost Angel"
be translated

universal

a

into

grosses

appeal that
of gener-

On a limited budget Leo
ous proportions.
the Lion has turned out a charming comedy
endowed with a human quality that makes
the production irresistible entertainment. A
most

creditable

looks at

No
little

this,

any

way

one

it.

succes; of the
the cast of
Brien, the moppet who
Margaret
be
remembered for her work in
small

picture
will

job,

is

factor in the
the appearance

in

"Journey for Margaret." The child wistful
beyond words, carries the film on her
fragile shoulders in an amazing performance that completely vindicates Leo's faith
in her.
The Young miss is fully up to the
tough assignment given her in "Lost Angel."
The child gives such a touching account
of herself in the number one role of the
she steals your heart.
The
sympathy she wins for the character she
portrays
makes the film a tremendous
picture

that

magnet

for the

women.

Lennart

has

provided

an

vehicle for the star from an idea by

The

ideal

Enters.

child

Angna

is

Michel

Cameraman, Robert Surtees; Musical

Sawley.

DIRECTION,

Excellent.

PHY, High Quality.

PHOTOGRA-

IS

A

vote of thanks

SWELL FUN

with Richard Arlen, Jean Parker

Paramount

making

for

due Mitchell Leisen
exhibitors a smart,

to

available

buoyant comedy that meets the entertain-

ment needs of the man in the street withthe more cerebral. Gen-

out antagonizing
use

erous

clever

bright,

of

situations,

titillating

and

dialogue
the

possi-

for humor has been fully realized
by a heads-up cast anud knowing direction,

makes "No Time for Love" a candidate for
spanking box office returns.

Working from
is

screenplay

a

Claude

by

rich in fine material although

loose in form, Leisen, thanks to his astuteness as producer and expertness as director,

has turned into delicious fun a romanin which the principal partici-

comedy

tic

pants are Claudette Colbert and Fred MacHe has given the proceedings a
Murray.

and

breeziness

quality

worldly

a

N
i

No one will be swept away by "J
sweeper," to which only the kids wl
act with anything stronger than ind
ence. The production is a stereotyped
vice yarn whose developments are for
able far in advance of their occurren
fact which limits the suspense to a min
for anyone beyond the knee-pants
While the William Pine-William Th
action films have never been notec
originality
their
or
any pretension
other than a B rating, this one leaves
to be desired.

j

<

which

of

bility

Binyon that

67

TO THE EXTREME,
DRAMA NEEDS BADL

ROUTINE

STRONG SUPPORTING FEATURE.

ACES.
is

.

that

are

For a

service

"Minesweepe

picture

wanting in excitement.
Gr I
ups will have their blood pressure ja I
up on no more than one or two occa I
Incidents holding promise of thrills
I
to nothing because of routine treatment 1

curiously

haste

in

their

The chance;

staging.

I

drama were there aplenty, but those
had a hand in the making of the
failed miserably to take

advantage of

j
]

1

among the main charms of the comedy.
The result is a film which will hav H
Miss Colbert and MacMurray capture
depend upon the kids for whatever si 1
the spirit of the comedy with signal success.
ing it makes at the box office.
The one is cast as a high-toned photogThe acting and direction fail to mak
rapher engaged by a picture magazine; the for the weakness
of the material. The |]
J

Isobel

wonders with the material at his disposal.
CAST: Margaret O'Brien, James Craig,
Original Marsha Hunt, Philip Merivale, Henry O'Neil,
Kraike; Director, Hugh Bennett;
Screenplay, Val Burton, Muriel Roy Bolton; Donald Meek, Keenan Wynn, Alan Napier,
Cameraman, Daniel L. Fapp; Music Score Sara Haden, Kathleen Lockhart, Walter
by Gerard Carbonara; Art Direction, Hans Fenner, Howard Freeman.
Dreier, Haldane Douglas; Film Editor, EverCREDITS: Producer, Robert Sisk; Direcett Douglas; Sound Recording, Gene Mer- tor, Roy Rowland; Screenplay, Isobel Lenritt,
Don Johnson; Set Decoration, George nart; Based on idea by Angna Enters;
Producer,

MacMURRAY

BERT,

tough sandhog working on the
construction of a tunnel under New York's
East River. The seeds of the romance between the two are planted when Miss Col-

other,

bert

Score,

Amfitheatrof
Recording Director,
Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorator, Edwin B. Willis; Film
Editor, Frank Hull.
Daniele

as

is

a

assigned

to

pictures

take

of

the

MacMurray, a hard-boiled, cynical
to her when she
sort, becomes indebted
saves him in an accident that occurs while
That
she is discharging her assignment.
tunnel.

doesn't please our hero at all because he
resents the ultra-sophisticated Miss Col-

The

him without letting

gal

falls

for

on, while the

mug

plays hard to get.

bert.

two

a

lot

unpleasantness

of

The

words, but
each other is

nasty

toward

Macmask for their true feelings.
Murray doesn't give in until Miss Colbert

submits to the construction company pictorial evidence assuring the success of an
invention of his that will save the tunnel

from being flooded with the

river

muck.

get fine assistance from Ilka
Chase, Richard Haydn, Paul McGrath, June
stars

Havoc and others.

x

The Binyon screenplay
Warren Duff's adaptation

is

of

derived from
yarn by
a

in

Hans
Rinaldo.
Lees and Fred
and Robert Usher dressed the film
fine style and Charles Lang photographed

it

excellently.

Robert
Dreier

Claudette Colbert, Fred MacChase, Richard Haydn, Paul
McGrath, June Havoc, Marjorie Gateson,
Bill Goodwin, Robert Herrick, Morton Lowry,
Rhys Williams, Murray Alper, John
Kelly,
Jerome DeNuccio, Grant Withers,
Rod Cameron, Willard Robertson.
Ilka

;

Pick Local 23169 to Bargain
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Voting in an election held under Good.
NLRB auspices, officer workers at
Paramount News have selected the Foreign Pix in Bristol
Bristol, Conn.
Employes
Joseph Faith is
Office
Picture
Motion
Union, Local 23169, AFL, as their running foreign films Monday and
Tuesdays at the 600-seat Carberry.
bargaining agent.

—

j

CREDITS:

hero.

Redemption comes at the end u

he is killed while inspecting a Japai
magnetic mine at the bottom of the sea
William Berke directed from a s<
by Edward T. Lowe and Maxwell Sh
CAST: Richard Arlen, Jean Parker,
sell Hayden, Guinn Williams, Emma Di
Charles D. Brown, Frank Fenton, C
Chandler, Douglas Fowley, Ralph Sanf
Billy Nelson.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine, >
liam
Thomas; Director, William Be
I

Screnplay, Edward T. Lowe, Maxwell Shi

Cameraman, Fred Jackman,

Jr.;

Film

William Ziegler; Art Director, F.
Sylos; Sound, Frank Webster; Set Decor;
Ben Berk.
tor,

CAST:

Murray,

principal

.

only a

The

merely walk through their roles,
parts are entrusted to Ric
Arlen and Jean Parker.
They form a
mantic hook-up that may help the f\
prospects a bit.
Among the other ph
Russell Hayden,
who provides •!
are
competition for Arlen for a while; G|
Williams,
Emma Dunn and Charles
Brown.
We are offered Arlen as an officer
deserted from the Navy under a cl
At the time of Pearl Harbor he re;
as an ordinary sailor and is put on
aboard a minesweeper.
Several incid
arise that give him a chance to play

ers

i

exchange

their

Phillips.

Associate

83 Mins.

Paramount

,V

"Minesweeper"

MacMurray

Fred

Colbert,

FUL UNIVERSAL APPEAL; O'BRIEN CHILD FOR EVERY SORT OF AUDIENCE; COL- SERVICE

TURNS

an abandoned tot
brought up in accordance with strict scientific principle by a group of doctors, under whose tutelage she becomes a model
of perfection blessed with rare precocity.
Inspired by wondrous tales of the world
dent, the imprisonment of his school's Prin- outside related to her by James Craig, a
After hap- reporter, while interviewing her for
cipal in the tomb-like cellars.
his
penings rife with mirth and chills, Jimmy paper, she steals away to see for herself.
and his young companions not only free Her reactions to a strange new world are
the incarcerated Principal, but in so doing sometimes humorous, sometimes touching.
bag a band of counterfeiters who were The child searches out Craig, who has
Hugh no choice but to take care of her.
the haunting souls of the mansion.
She
Bennett's direction is excellent, and Asso- develops such an attachment for Craig
Producer Michel Kraike has given that he cannot find it in his heart to reciate
the film unusually good production values. turn her to her guardians.
The reporter
Daniel Fapp's photography is of high quality tries to resist the youngster's appeal withthroughout.
out success.
The child is instrumental
CAST: Jimmy Lydon, Charles Smith, John in fostering a romance between Craig and
Litel, Olive Blakeney, Joan Mortimer, VaugMarsha Hunt, an entertainer.
han Glaser, Jackie Moran, Lucien LittleCraig and Miss Hunt assist the young
Mazurki,
Mike
field,
George Anderson,
star without stint.
Philip Merivale and
Edgar Dearing, Charles Cane, Kernan Cripps, Keenan Wynn, are others whose work is
Jack Gardner, William Inman, Ferris Tay- outstanding.
lor, Anita Bolster, George M. Carleton, Dick
Roy Rowland directed with feeling and
Rush, Ray Walker, George Sherwood, Paul understanding.
Producer Robert Sisk did

McVey, Paul
CREDITS:

Claudette

with

CHARMING COMEDY PACKS POWER-

,

usual, essays the central role.

flLIHS

"No Time for Love"

Angel'

'Lost

with Margaret O'Brien, James Craig
91 Mins.
M-G-M

The warmth and tenderness which have
BEST OF THE ALDRICH FILMS TO
DATE, WITH LAUGHS, CHILLS AND RO- been infused into this simple tale of a
waif in a grown-up world
of hard reality
MANCE, SUREFIRE B.O. ASSETS.

Aldrich

M\0

REVKUJS OF TH6

.V

Producer,

Mitchell

Leisen;

Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar; Director,
Mitchell Leisen; Screenplay, Claude Binyon; Adaptation, Warren Duff; Based on
story by Robert Lees, Fred Rinaldo; Cam-

eraman, Charles Lang, Jr.,
Victor Young; Film Editor,
Art Directors, Hans

Musical

Fair.

PHOTOGRAP:

Good.

Kerasotes Buys in Peoria

—A

Springfield, 111.
deed has h
the reeoider's office in Pec
county conveying to George Ke
sotes of this city the building
which the Beverly theater in Pea
Theater is under le
is located.
to Kerasotes.
filed in

Score,

Alma Macrorie;

Robert Usher;
Special Effects, Gordon Jennings; Process
Photography, Farciot Edouart; Sound, Earl
Dreier,

DIRECTION,

I

Hayman, Don Johnson; Set Decorator,
Comer.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAP,

1

November

Jnesday,

10,

3i*

1043
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V ik R6VICUIS Of THE H€UI fILmS
Dick

Dorothy Lamour,

Moore

Don Ameche,

with

with Henry Brandon

Victor

Powell,

Mins.

68

Republic

"The Falcon and the
Co-Eds"

"Happy Land"

"Drums of Fu Manchu'

"Riding High"

Frances

20th-Fox

Dee
75 Mins.

with Tom Conway
EMOTIONAL THUNDERBOLT IS ONE
TURNED INTO FEATURE IS
68 Mins.
RKO
YEAR;
BIG
THE
FILMS
OF
BEST
THE
OF
ENTERTA1NARK THIS MUSICAL ATTRACTION BLOOD AND THUNDER
LATEST
OF FALCON SERIES IS STRICTINDICATED.
GROSSES
V-N AS ACE POPULAR ENTERTAINM £NT FOR THE KID TRADE.
From the Mackinlay Kantor novel Ken- LY ROUTINE ENTERTAINMENT FOR
ST HEADED FOR HEAVY TAKES.
„
has been put neth Macgowan has produced a film that LOWER HALF OF DUAL BILL.
">«•"" of Fu Manchu
popular vein rides
I

89 Mins.

mount

SERIAL

|

-

-

j

j

irtainment

in the
Technicolor beauty from the
,„j
i,„.u or and
j„
„..„
laughter
Love,
mount studios.
,
l
"d;j„™
nm hin)Hnn
combination
High
a r
Riding u;„k"
c make
will gallop home with plenty of dough,
marquee strength doublepicture's
ts the box office success of the pro-

In

this

[

'alter

.

^.ether from the serial of the same name
which was released by' Republic in 194U.
...
,„
,.
musr be concluded from this tact that
t

.

i

..

DeLeon, Arthur

Phillips

who

delightful

jrs
.

with the script

fault

f

of

fits

insanity.
is

that

drags

it

Exsequences beyond reason.
for one or two such spots, the film
enerally a fast-stepping musical show,
Tf against a Southwestern background
gives it tremendous eye appeal and
Producer
Associated
by
uced richly
:»«.. »u« n (( nr fc
v
li
il
l.
j
Kohlmar, the show depicts the ettorts
v
l d
-ii
_:„:.,„ „,,„;„ 00 r tr. nk
Jick Powell, a mining engineer, to odseveral

.

financing

\

Victor

by

Moore,

Claus

a

make

to

owned

mine

r

by

success of a
a
Dorothy Lamour's

supplying

principally

will

go

for

the

The production

is

a

fantastic affair filled

a brand of fiction that gets a heavy
esponse from the youngsters, who will dis
cover more than enou S h suspense and exdement to suit the.r tastes. The prime
ncern •" telescoping the serial into a
gature has been action, action, action.
Nothing else seems to have mattered. The
for th ° se wh ° h ave "° °°1S str,cf

with
v

universal

is

such

,

«

|

|

j

!

[y

f''"\

I""

"

suited

!

trie

—

f°

of

having

whom

enterprise
r

Fu

a

Manchu

the.r

intelligence

in-

,

there are enough
to
&

the

head

!

tough

picture

\

wball

owes

lot

to

Cass

comedienne, who proves

has

a

may make

make

and

as

the

owner

of

a

CAST:

film has a flock of good tunes by
Rainger and Leo Robin and Johnny
cer, Harold Arlen and Joseph J. Lilley,
ferb photography by Karl Struss and HarHallenberger and ace art direction by
h

simple,

!

j

Directors,
Director,

tography,

on play by James MontRalph Rainger-Leo Robin,
nny Mercer, Harold Arlen, Joseph J.
jy; Musical Director, Victor Young; Art

Based

Songs,

a

Hans Dreier,
Danny Dare;

Good.

is

go,

the Falcon series of melonot quite up to the standard of
of

Not much happens to
more than a passing interest
There is more talk than action in the picThe
ture and much of it is confusing.
predecessors.

its

command

film
contains only one scene that will
get a genuine rise from the audience and
that comes at the end when the guilty person accidentally plunges to her death from
a cliff after missing a try at shoving an in-

tended victim into eternity.

obtained

Don

through he has another
second victim of the
killer being the head of the school.
As
is his wont, the sleuth takes time out for
a bit of repartee and smart talk as he goes
about solving the murders. Jealousy is established as the motive of the crimes by the
the time

By

murder

to

superb

Ameche

results

from

the druggist;
Harry Carey, the
is

Ann
are

he

is

the

solve,

Falcon.

Tom Conway

the

plays

with

Falcon

his

customary suaveness and man-of-the-world
air.
Jean Brooks and George Givot, instructors at the school, are

They

pects.

formances
played
the
the

by

the

in

among
the

of

school's

killer

is

member of
Prominent among

faculty.

Cliff Clark

the susper-

best

The

film.

Isabel Jewell, also

other players are

Ward,

ta

two

give

a

Rita Corday, Ameliand Ed Gargan.

Maurice Geraghty produced the picture,
which has fair direction by William Clemens.
The routine screnplay is by Ardel Wray and
Gerald Geraghty, who worked from a yarn
the

by

first-named.

CAST: Tom Conway, Jean
Ward,

Amelita

Brooks,

Rita

Jewell,
George Givot, Cliff Clark, Ed Gargan, BarBrown, Juanita Alvarez, Ruth Albara
varez, Nancy McCollum, Patti Brill, Olin

Howlin,

Isabel

Wolfe.

Ian

CREDITS:

Maurice Geraghty;
Clemens; Screenplay, Ar-

Producer,

Director, William

Wray, Gerald Geraghty, based on story by
Ardel Wray; Cameraman, Roy Hunt; Special
Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Director,
Albert S. D'Agostino; Set Decorators, \)arrell Silvera, William Stevens;
Musical Director,
C.
Bakaleinikoff;
Sound,
Phillip

del

son,

S.

Brigandi; Film Editor, Theron Warth.

Shields Heads B & K Ass'n
Chicago James Shields was electLillian Bronson, Ferris Taylor, Larry Thomped president of the B & K Employes
son, Paul Weigel, Ned Dobson, Jr., Jackie Association.
Jerome Winsberg, J.
Averill, Joe Bernard, Housley Stevens, El- J. Katz, George Bressler were named
vin Field, Juanita Quigley, Milton Kibbee, vice-presidents, Samuel Stott, treasJohn Dilson, Leigh Whipper, Marjorie Cooley, urer and Gertrude Studdert, secreRobert Dudley, Pass Le Noir.
tary. Geraldine Beach, Robert ReichErnst Fegte; Dance
CREDITS: Producer, Kenneth Macgowan; ardt, Frank P. Riley, Helen Caeske
Cameramen, Karl Director, Irving Pichel; Screenplay, Kathryn and Edmund Crane are new directer Baldwin,

Tom

Stevenson, Aileen Pringle,

—

Matt Moore, Darla Hood, Richard Abbott,

Scola, Julien Josephson;

Farciot

DIRECTION,
Aces.

dramas

excitement

and

suspense

as

far

latest

Corday,

incisive.

CAST: Don Ameche, Frances Dee, Harry
Carey,
Ann Rutherford, Cara Williams,
Richard Crane, Henry Morgan, Minor Wat-

Hallenberger; Process PhoEdouart; Film Editor, LeRoy Stone; Sound, Gene Merritt, Don Johnson; Set Decorator, Stephen Seymour.

Struss,

,

ery;

has

cast.

is

fine.

Harry

;

iur;

boy.

Dickie Moore, William Weber, Oscar
OShea, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, RoseBrown, Jr.,
Directors,
William
Witney, anne Murray, James West, Larry Olsen,
John English; Screenplay, Franklyn Adreon, Bernard Thcmas, Terry Masengale, Edwin
Morgan B. Cox, Ronald Davidson, Norman Mills, James J. Smith, Mary Wickes, Wal-

J

Burke.

new courage

Florence Dee, his wife;
grandfather; Richard Crane, the son;
Rutherford, the boy's swetheart.
All

!AST: Dorothy Lamour, Dick Powell S. Hall, Barney A. Sarecky, Sol Shor; Based
or Moore, Gil Lamb, Cass Daley, Milt on novel by Sax Rohmer; Cameraman, Wil,ton and band, Bill Goodwin, Rod Camliam Nobles; Film Editors, Edward Todd,
i, Glen
Thompson; Musical Score, Cy
Langan, Louise La Planche, Marie William
) jnald.
Andrew Tombes, Douglas Fow- Feuer.
Tim Ryan, Pierre Watkin, Stanley Pine,
DIRECTION, So-So.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
ght
Butcher,
Lane Chandler, James Okay
in, Charles R. Moore, William Edwards,

REDITS: Associate Producer, Fred KohlDirector, George
Marshall; ScreenWalter DeLeon, Arthur Phillips, Art

direct,

Pichel
his

Brandon,

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Hiram

Dreier and Ernst Fegte.

es

parents of fallen

triumph of direction.
This is said without attempting to detract
from the exceptional screenplay of Kathryn
Scola and Julien Josephson.
But the fact
remains that the film is what it is largely
because of the Irving Pichel direction,

William Royle,
Robert Kellard, Gloria Franklin, Olaf Hytten,
Tom Chatterton, Luana Walters, Lai Chand
Mehra, George Cleveland, John Dilson, John
Merton, Dwight Frye, Wheaton Chambers,
George Pembroke, Guy D'Ennery.

''he

s

Henry

for

greater

American
"Happy Land"

lain.

I

possible

typical

The acting is in keeping with the story.
Henry Brandon makes a most devilish vil-

the

it

understanding.
The picture takes the case of a Midwestconvey its
drugstore
proprietor
to
ern
thought.
Notified of the death of his boy,
the man withdraws from the world to
in
solitude.
His
wife and
his
brood
One day
friends are concerned about him.
long dead, reappears on
his grandfather,
earth to clear away his doubts and to explain the son's death in terms that will make
To accomplish his end
his loss bearable.
the granfather reviews with him the life
of the boy.
What results is a profoundly
moving recital of events in the life of a

secret

society
bent on seizing world
domination by stirring up the Asiatics. To
get them to accept him as their leader he

dude ranch.
fy time she appears the show perks up
zingly.
Gil Lamb's work as the sheriff
!•; heavily to the laugh content.
Another
('attraction is Milt Britton and his band.
)n

be

film attempts to answer in simple
eloquent language the question that
tortured the minds of many parents

sons to face their loss with a
of

power
will

brings a tightening of the throat and overwhelms one with compassion. The picture

Oriental

sen-

grosses

As
the

who have lost sons in the war. While the
The scene of the Falcon's activities this
What brings
answer may not always be clear to some time is a school for girls.
minds, it has been given in a manner that him there is the murder of an instructor.

j

Daley,

emotional

The
and

going

a

Its

tremendous

greatest tributes to the film.

hands on the plaque, hitails it to Asia and
because Miss La
His opponents, led by
thinks Powell is working against her seizes the sceptre.
r
British
Empire
representative of the
a
er s interests.
wrest the sceptre from him and douse his
nder the skillful direction of George
light after a hair-raising set-to.
shall,
Miss Lamour appears to good
William Witney and John English diintage as an entertainer at the dude
Powell car- rected and Hiram S. Brown, Jr., produced.
:h where the story is laid.
the assignment opposite her acceptably. The film is based on a novel by Sax
Rohmer.
Jit for most of the fun goes to Moore.
has

terms.

that

"Hap-

that speaks

Done with rare
everywhere.
honesty and sincerity, the picture is one
of the finest screen achievements of the
That it brings to the eyes tears of
year.
which one is unashamed is one of the

profitable
one.
r
is

human document

realized

r

i

a

is

in

must gain possession of the sceptre of
Ghengis Khan. The sceptre reposes in the
e
Most of the action lost tomb of the conqueror. The plot conlived with the law.
to
do with a cat-and-mouse game cerns Fu Manchu's efforts to locate the
His search leads him to America
ween the sheriff and Powell and Moore, tomb.
plaque conything is worked out satisfactorily in where an archeologist has a
The film would not taining a clue to the whereabouts of the
am-bang finish.
There is a blood-and-thunder tus:omplete without a romantic tie-up be- tomb.
Fu Manchu gets his
The ro- sle over the prize.
en Miss Lamour and Powell.

:

i

—

kids

py Land"

dough with which to attract legitiThis gets Powell innocently
money.

ce

*

those

can be recommended unqualifiedly.

ley

i

'

to

film.

with

Powell

primarily

interest

of

the type of entertainment found
which is to say
chapter pictures

the

that

plays

counterfeiter,

a

is

relish

the

in

and Art

The

film

„

.,

.,

the

ur have turned a play by James Montery into a breezy comedy that often

.

.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
i

Based on novel by
Mackinlay Kantor; Cameraman, Joseph La
Shelle; Art Directors, James Basevi, Russell
Spencer; Set Decorator, Thomas Little; Film
Editor,
Dorothy Spenser; Special Effects,
Fred Sersen; Sound, E. Clayton Ward,

tors.

Roger Heman; Musical Score, Cyril J.
Mockridge; Musical Director, Emil Newman.

DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Superlative.

PHOTOGRA-

m
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Rank Has Extensive

Syracuse Newspaper Goes Editorial In

Syracuse
Declaring that "wacky comedy is good for the soul" in these war
days when butter is scarce at 16 points, coal miners playing around as if it
weren't the worst war in history, and rayon stockings getting runners on the
least provocation.
The Post-Standard here has come out editorially with a
paean of praise for Warners' "Princess O'Rourke." Describing the opus, the newspaper said: "It's one of those film where you never can hear the next wisecrack

(Continued from Page 1)

Rank

ling the best that

A

to offer.

Hollywood now has

further investment run-

ning well into tens of thousands of

with

been signed as producers.
One extremely significant

side-

Coast Starting Six,

Making

54 Shooting
was the further revelation that
an exchange of stars with Warners
was contemplated by ABP. While West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Six new pictures are
Warners long has maintained its own
studios at Teddington, the company scheduled to go into production this
has a strong financial interest in week, making a total of 54 pictures
Associated British, having acquired shooting. The check-up:
At Columbia: Four shooting, inpart of the holdings of the late John
cluding "The Wedding Guest Sat
Maxwell from his estate.
The stellar exchange angle served on a Stone," comedy mystery, with
further to point up the existing Janis Carter, Arthur Lake, Frank
close ties existing between Rank and Sully, Robert Williams, Matt Wilvarious American major companies, lis and Barbara Brown. Jack Fier

light

—

due to mutual interests.

Rank, in producing under the supervision of
John Stone.

ABP, controls both
addition
to
Odeon Theaters, Ltd., and GaumontBritish Pictures Corp., Ltd. The former brings him into association with
United Artists, the latter with
Loew's and 20th-Fox.
Additionally, Rank is an important factor in General Film Distributors, which, among other things,
handles Universal's distribution in
the United Kingdom. Rank is a member of the American company's directorate.

Sullivan, Pathe Lenser,

Ordered Hospitalized Here
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Neil

Sullivan, Pathe

At M-G-M: Six shooting-.
At Monogram: Two shooting.
At Paramount: Seven shooting, including
"Take It Big," Pine and Thomas musical
with Jack Haley, Harriett Hil-

production,

liard, Frank Forrest, William Frawley, Arline Judge, Ozzie Nelson and his band, Fritz

Richard Lane, Esther Dale, Roland
Dupree. Frank McDonald directing, and Maxwell Shane, associate producer.

Feld,

At PRC: Two shooting.
At RKO-Radio: Six shooting,

including
"Marine Raiders," starring Pat O'Brien. Harold Schuster directing for producer Robert
Fellows.
At Republic: Four shooting, including
"Pistol Packin' Mama," with Bob Livingston, Ruth Terry, Wally Vernon, Jack LaRue,
Joe Kirk, Helen Talbot and King Cole Trio.
Associate producer, Eddy White.
Frank

while shooting there, has
been ordered hospitalized in this
country for a bone operation. Sullivan is the second newsreel correspondent to be sent home for reasons of health, the first being Newsof-the-Day's John Bockhorst, sent
home from Australia some months
ago because of malaria. Bockhorst
office

now

in

Warren Wilson.
At Warners: Four shooting, including "The
Horn Blows at Midnight," starring Jack
Benny, with Alexis Smith, Dolores Moran
and Reginald Gardiner. Raoul Walsh directing for producer Mark Hellinger.

Schlager to Coast After
Talking Deals with UA

London.

—

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED
*
BERNARD
COURNEEN.

USAAF,

J.

for-

merly Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, awarded the Air Medal and the Distinguished Flying

Cross.

—•—

IRVING

HILLMAN,

Capitol,
geant.

Danbury,

talked deals for "Rosalinda," current Broadway play, and "Carmen
Jones," which opened in Philadelphia
last week.

PROMOTED
formerly
manager,
Conn., to technical ser-

Twain

HANS HOCARTH,

ARMY

*

manager, Lincoln,

New

Haven.

slated for the Hotel Plaza's

^

partment's second report to th<
dustry on the gift films' distribi
to date, based on Army reports
Featurette
statistics.
The previous report
given to the industry last May|
A list of the contestants compet- Attending the session will be
ing in Universal's second annual fea- ney Balaban, O. Henry Briggs, S
Broidy, Jack Cohn, Ned E. Depi]
turette exploitation contest was announced yesterday. A total of $3,- Howard Dietz, public relations
sultant to the Army Motion Pic
300 in cash awards and a $500 trophy will go to the winners who will Service; L. L. Allison, Williani
German, James R. Grainger, Jo;
be judged by a committee of circuit
and independent theater executives Hazen, Stanton Giiffis, John
nad trade paper editors at a lun- O'Connor, N. Peter Rathvon, Edv
Raf tery, Nicholas Schenck,
cheon Friday at the Hotel Astor. C.
Bob O'Donnell of Interstate Circuit ros Skouras, and H. M. Warner. 1
resenting the War Activities C
will be the only speaker.
Complete list of contentants is as follows: mittee will be Arthur L. Mayer
East of the Mississippi
Ed Schreiber. Other Army re]
Towns of less than 10,000: Joe Katz, sentatives, in addition to Byron
Grand, Bend, 111.; Paul K. Mulheirn, Libwill include Col. Kirki
erty, Mercer, Pa.; P. J. Pedrucci, Lyric. Gil- Osborn,
lespie, 111.; Earl Pierce, Dreamland, Liver- Lawton, chief of the Army Pic
more Falls, Maine; George Thornton, Or- ial Service; Joseph H. Seidell)
pheum, Saugerties, N. Y.
consultant to the Secretary of ¥
Population, 10,000 to 25,000: Carl Buckner, Paramount, Kingston, N. C; A. C. Det- Maj. John W. Hubbell, Maj. ©j]
wiler, Grand, Latrobe, Pa.; Frank Hollis, H.
Hicks, and Capt. Seymour

"U"

Offers $3,300 in

Awards

]

J

I

!

1

Olympia Portsmouth N. H.; Lawrence Kelly,
Majestic, Cudahy, Wis.; D. P. Monroe, State,

Mayer.

Warners Sub Campaigi

On
A

,

W

tion stops, is being launched by
ners in connection with the w<
premiere engagement of "Old

Gary, Ind.

quaintance" at the Hollywood T
ater on Broadway.
Coverage
eludes all three subway systems,

Over 200,000 population: Frank Boucher,
Washington, D. C: Herman Comer,
Philadelphia, Pa.; J. McGreevey,
Newsreel, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Hardie Meakin,
RKO Keith's, Washington, D. C; Ben Wachnansy, Parkside, Detroit, Mich.; Earl Westbrooke, Granby, Norfolk, Va.
Apex,

aimed particularly at the sevt
million feminine moviegoers i
ride the subways daily.
is

West of the Mississippi
Towns of less than 10,000; Jerry Baker,
Liberty, Mexico, Mo.; Harry Blubaugh, Ritz,
Mapleton, Minn.; A. J. Chantry, Muse, Osceola, Neb.; C. H. Granoski, Bijou and State,
Huron, S. D.; Ed Harrison, Joy, Smackover,
Ark.; Wm. Jenkins, Realart, DeRidder, La.;
H. S. Twedt, Lido, Manly, Iowa; Ken Wagner, Wilton Junction, Iowa.
Population 10,000 to 25,000: J. P. Harrison, Texas, Denton, Texas; Woody Hilsabeck. Peoples, Chanute, Kansas; Paul Jones,
Saenger Pine Bluff, Arkansas; Wm. Mick and
S. Miller, Palace, Corsicana, Texas.
Population 25,000 to 75,000: Joe Floyd,
Hollywood, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.; J. D. Hillhouse, State, Galveston, Tex.; J. Wooten,
Midland, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Over 200,000 population: Harry Biederman, Fox Isis, Kansas City, Mo.; John Heflinger, West End, St. Louis, Mo.; Leon Lewis,
New Liberty, Fort Worth, Texas.

Kay

story.

Francis

"Old Acquaintance']

special subway advertising c
paign, with a three-color poster;
x 45 inches in size spotted at all

600 at

Cinema Lodge Meeting

Last night's meeting of the C
ema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, at the I
son Hotel drew an attendance
600 to hear the address by Louis
Novins, former assistant attorn
general of Massachusetts and i
assistant

national

director

Anti-Defamation League.

of

*

After

address the audience saw the "Bai
of Russia" on the screen.

still

TOUCH

FEfflfflE

111

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
owns rights to
Hollywood Kay Francis is hos- MAY C. KELLEY. editor, Personal Romances.
Twain's "An American Claimant," pitalized from an attack of influenza. VIRGINIA GILMAN, assistant manager, C
Chicago.
"The Gilded Age" and "The Man Her condition is reported not seriMYRTLE CLEMENTS, assistant booker.

PCA

•

"Knickerbocker Holiday"

shooting, and the company's
next picture will be based on a Mark
is

USA,

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood Sig Schlager, president of Producers Corp. of America,
returns to Hollywood today from
New York where he discussed with
UA officials the company's next four
pictures.
While there Schlager

!

and Gold Room.
\
An important aspect of the
cheon meeting will be the War

Capitol,

West Coast Bureau of

CAPT.

is

Dunkirk, N. Y.; Ed Purcell, Strand, Staunton, Va.; Robt. Russell, Palace, Ashtabula,
Ohio;
Jack Touchett, Roxy, Logansport,
Ind.; Horace Truitt, Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Population 2'5,000 to 75,000: Thomas
Burke, Liberty, Cumberland, Md.; William
Exton, Roosevelt, Kenosha, Wis.; Harry Goldstein, Morton, Dorchester, Mass^; T. R. Jones,
Bradley Columbus, Ga.
Woodruff directing.
Population
At 20th Century-Fox: Seven shooting.
75,000 to 200,000: Robt.
Four shooting' for United Artists release. Dietch, Dewitt, Bayonne, N. J.; John Goodno,
At Universal: Eight shooting, including Palace, Huntington, W. Va.; J. Silverman,
"Week-end Pass," with Martha O'Driscoll, Strand, Altoona, Pa.; Clyde Winans, Palace,

Noah Beery, Jr., The Leo Diamond Quintet,
cameraman who suffered leg injur- Mayris
Chaney and George Barbier.
Jean
ies in the bombing of the Naples Yarbrough directing for associate producer,

is

now director of Morale
and formerly head of the
dling of the gift films. The se;
Osborn,

vices,

Associated

British's expansion plans, it was disclosed that Boulting Brothers had

post

(Continued from Page 1)

anticipated.

is

connection

In

Army Will

leadeis by Maj. Gen. Frederic!

We haven't had one of those in a
because gales of laughter overwhelm it.
long time and it's good right up to the last fadeout, where the amused couple
If that isn't the
are leaving the White House and tip the president a buck.
American sense of humor, what is?"
In welter of enthusiasm, the editorial
writer actually forgot to mention the film's title!

envisions a plant equal-

10,

Meet on Pix Gifts

—

Production Plans

equipment and most modern sound
stages, it was said, and it is under-

pounds

Execs,,

Its

Advocacy of More Wacky Hollywood Comedies

ABP

stood

Wednesday, November,
DAILY

Who

—

already

Corrupted Hadleyburg."

V
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Theaters,

Detroit.
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0V x T TRADE CONTROL MOVE INJHUTAIN
/PB Gives Green Light to Four New Pix Houses
proval of At Least Half

Dozen More
ted

in

PIX

Concen-

War Areas Expected

ashington

F.D.R.

—Construction

May Appear

WAC

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

.ington

in Film Bulletin for

Renews Pledge

of four

aheady been apby OCR and the other necry department of WPB, and work

Proponents See It as Alternative to Alleged Dominance by U. S. Distribs.

PROGRAM FOR 4TH WAR LOAN

theaters has

Co-operation via a film program
Fourth War Loan, tentatively
either started or will shortly, scheduled to start in mid-January,
>rding to John Eberson, OCR
was pledged by the executive comaters officer. Eberson yesterday
theaters division
he would not reveal the loca- mittee of the
It was
of these theate: s, beyond stat- in session here yesterday.
concentrated announced that the Treasury had
that they are in
Eventual ap- advanced the possibility that Presiindustry" areas.
dent Roosevelt might be available for
(Continued on Page 16)
a Fourth War Loan "film bulletin."
The Red Cross theater collection,
'ed

in the

WAC

'

War

of Gov't

Campaign;
Co-op

—

London (By Cable) British
trade interests opposed to what
set tentatively for March 19-25, was they charge is domination of
discussed with Edward L. Alperson, the domestic industry by American
chairman of the special events com- distributo: s are prepared to press
mittee, scheduled to hold further for Government control as the preferable alternative, it was established
conferences with the Red Cross.
yesterday.
The committee reaffirmed the
theater's eagerness to be of service to the country and a resolution to the effect was passed
unanimously, with those present pledging to "continue and
(Continued on Page 18)

And proponents of the move fast
taking shape are confident that they
will find the Government acquiescent
if the issue reaches the show-down

state.

Restive for months, that segment
(Continued on Page 13)

Readying More

asl

ilian

Version Pix

St.

Louis Exhibs.

Set Costs to

Govern

Exempt Film

Ask Decree be Ended Television Progress

From

Sets

L-41 Order

hat Hollywood is preparing Italversions of American pictures
•r than the 40 which were made
Rapid development of television Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
St Louis Approximately 20 local
lable iecently to the OWI by the
Washington
will announce
motion picture theater owners, op- after the war will depend on an actstry for exhibition in Italian
erating some 75 or 80 of the 110 ceptable low cost radio television re- today the exemption of motion picitory freed of Nazi domination
houses in St. Louis and St. Louis ceiver the Number One problem of ture sets from the te: ms of the
{Continued on Page 13)
County, have signed a petition to the post-war television industry, ac- construction order L-41, thereby
Attorney General Biddle requesting cording to Thomas F. Joyce, man- culminating a struggle of several
that the Department of. Justice take ager of the radio, phonograph and months du' ation on the part of

—

—WPB

—

•een Writers Guild
,

WPB

McCall Again Heads

try

necessary

steps

to set aside
(Continued on Page 18)

THE FILM DAILY
ollywood — Mary McCall, Jr., has

Max

president of the
?en Writers Guild.
Lester Cole

Sales Mgr. for

Coast

1

Bureau of

re-elected

(Continued on Page 16)

*ie

Houses Showing
Plenty of "Cents"!

Film theaters here are not losing
.my sleep over one kind of rationing,
-that of pennies, notwithstanding
worried Federal Reserve Bank of
Bhe
fJew York over the situation. Broadway and nabe stands, and those
round the country generally, are

—

'naking

it

a

practice to ask patrons

or the coppers (or even the confusig steel cents) in all instances where

ickets are

odd

prices,

whether He,

7c, 22c, or 87c.
The customers
hus turn over their penny coins in
onsiderable volume, and outlets in

um

conserve them.

Roth

and television department of the
(Continued on Page 16)

Named Chicago
Paramount

Milt

(Continued on Page 2)

RCA

Cohen, A. A. Renfro

Advanced by Ned Depinet

20% Admission Tax
Approved by House Com.

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The House Ways
Max Roth, veteran film executive,
Two promotions in the RKO Ra- and Means Committee last night aphas been appointed sales manager dio field sales staff was announced proved a 20 per cent tax on admisof Paramount's Chicago branch, it Wednesday by Ned E. Depinet.
sions as it agreed on a tax bill for
(Continued on Page 18)
was announced yesterday by G. A.
Milton E. Cohen, city salesman
Smith, Western divisional sales man- in the Detroit branch, has been apager.
Roth will work under J. H. pointed branch manager to succeed
(Continued on Page 16)

Special SAG

(Continued on Page 13)

War Membership

Assures Needed Talent, Protects Service
T

oseph W. Levenson,

Circuit Operator, Dies

Men

We it Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
The Screen Actors

—

Guild

has

created

a special temporary war membership within its
Boston The Boston film district Class B category in order to have
was saddened Wednesday by the sud- available enough members to meet
den death of Joseph M. Levenson, current production needs without
one of the owners and operators of jeopardizing the economic future of

—

(Continued on Page 18)

(Continued on Page 4)

Washington

—

-

"Sahara" Tops With
Troops in October

The five most popular pictures
with members of the armed forces
in October, based on attendance at
War Department theaters, were announced yesterday by the U. S.
Army Motion Picture Service. The
pictures'
standings,
the order
in
named were "Sahara," Columbia;
"Girl Crazy," Loew's; "Sweet Rosie
O'Grady," 20th-Fox; "Princess O'Rourke,"

Takes

a

Warners; and
Chance," RKO.

"A

Lady

»
November

Friday,

12,

DAILY

Exempt Film

From
Vol. 84, No. 92

Fri.,

Nov.

12,

NEIC Service Flag Rally
Again Set Back to Dec. 7

Sets

JOHN W. ALICOATE

L-41 Order
(Continued from Page

Publisher

1)

::::::

Address

all

THE FILM DAILY,

to

New

York,

N.

Phone

Y.

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Filmday,

New

communications

1501

Broadway

BRyant

9-7117,

Cable address:

York.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,

WASHINGTON—

LONDON—

29

Rue Marsoulan

(12).

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

Directed Verdict Frees
Mooney in Hub Holocaust
Boston

—

Building Commissioner

Nov.

28.

Damaged by

Fire

—

Savannah, Mo. The 436-seat New
Globe Theater was badly damaged
by fire on November 8. The flames
spread to adjoining building. The
total loss will aggregate many thousands of dollars.

1B00 B'WAY,

N. Y. C. -

CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

THE FILM D

— Walter

NEW YORK
THEATERS

RADIO CITY MUSIC HA
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"CLAUDIA"
with

DOROTHY McGUIRE

from now on reams of paper
On the flag will be a blue star
part of studios and Hopper's representing more than 75,000 names
eliminated.
Hopper will deal
the various materials branches and one gold star in memory of at
of WPB for materials to fill the industry's least 55 members of the show world
construction needs for sets.
who have fallen in the war.

L-41 continues to apply only in the case
permanent outdoor sets designed not for
a single picture but for continued use. Such
construction is very uncommon, but the
language would preclude the building of,
for instance, a street scene by a non-producer whose aim would be to rent the set

ROBERT YOU

INA CLAIRE

A

Hopper, but
work on the
staff will be
directly with

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

20th

Symphony

Gala Stage Revus

First Mezzanine Stats Reserved.

HELD OVER

—

2nd

Orthtati
Circle 6-4

WEEK

of

to producers.
Language of the amendment to L-41
states that the order "does not apply to
;he construction or erection of temporary
jets of a kind which may be stored between
.jictures, nor to the incorporation of temporary sets into permanent sets for the
making of a single motion picture.
However, it does apply to the construction of
permanent outdoor motion picture sets and
foundations for sets designed for use in
more than a single picture at one location."

May
New Members

Picture Pioneers

James H. Mooney has been found Induct 50
"not guilty" by a verdict directed by
Judge Francis H. Good absolving
Dignitaries
him from indictment which charged
neglect of duty in connection with
the Coeoanut Grove fire disaster a
year ago. This was the second acquittal within a week, Fire Inspector Linney having previously been
freed of blame.
Thus of the entire group arrested
and charged with neglect of duty,
as well as responsibility for the
blaze in which 21 film folks and
more than 480 others lost their
lives on Nov. 28, 1942, only Barnet
Welansky has been sent to prison.
He was the Grove's owner, and operated several film theaters. At the
time of the fire he was confined to a
hospital with a heart ailment.
Memorial services for the victims
of the tragedy will be held here on

Hollywood

"Ramona"

of

In-

motion picture chief, Harold V. HopDONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager per. Operation under L-41 has never
been completely smooth, with freCHESTER B. BAHN
Editor
quent instances of delay and occaPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays sional mishandling of application be- gaged in the business to contribute
New cause of the unfamiliarity of con- a certain amount of time to the enand
Holidays
at
1501
Broadway,
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and struction branch workers with the tertainment of our service personnel.
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- business of motion picture producThe rally, which was to have taken
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered tion.
place on Armistice Day, will be held
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
All applications for materials lor motion
7 in commemoration of the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
picture sets will hereafter be handled by on Dec.
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) Hopper's office.
This has been true for second anniversary of Pearl Harbor.
United States outside of Greater New York several weeks now, since an agreement earlier
The site will be Times Square at
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, in the Fall that processing of applications
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Subscriber should under L-41 should be handled entirely by 43d St.
remit with order.

Film

to

West Coast Bureau

Colmes
produce "Ramona" as one of sb:
dustry Council, representing every tures he will make for releas
U. S. amusement body, once more Republic. Arthur Gregor will d
has been compelled to set back its
rally at which a service flag honoring members of the show world in
the armed forces will be dedicated
and pledges received from those en-

The National Entertainment

10 Cents

1943

Colmes

will be

among

of the armed forces
the many prominent

guests at the annual Harvest Dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers
at the Waldorf-Astoria a week from
tonight. In addition to Capt. Eddie
Rickenbacker, who is guest of honor,
Maj. Gen. A. D. Surles, War Dept.'s
chief of public relations, Capt. Iceland P. Lovette, Navy Dept.'s public
relations head, and filmland's own
Lieut. Col. Frank Capra, who has
just returned from Italy, will oc-

cupy key dais places.

An

elaborate

festive evening

Jack Alicoate

is

program

for

the

being prepared by
is in charge of

who

the special events.

House Manager

Funeral Services Today
In S. F. for
San

Francisco

—Funeral

services

YOUTH IN

today for Leo Meehan, former Hollywood general manager of Quigley Publications and
more recently with the McCarthy
Advertising Co.
A former writer
and director and assistant production manager of the RCA Photophone Studio in New York, Meehan
died Tuesday from a heart attack
which he suffered the previous week.
will be held here

Hold Funeral Services
T/oday for C. L. Cobb, Jr.
Funeral services will be held today in Universal Chapel, Lexington
Ave. and 52d St., for C. Lang Cobb,
Jr., long connected with the industry as a traveling sales representative for Reliance and Ramo. He became a specialist in sales promotion
for the defunct Kinemacolor in 1916
which later operated under the name
of Artcolor Pictures and subsequently as Colorfilm Corp., which was the
parent company of the present Cine-

LATEST

-JgSfeSs

»

20*

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"I

DOOD

IT"

A Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Picture
RED SKELTON
ELEANOR POWE
•

IN

;

PERSON

Woody HERMAN and
TIMES
PARAMOUNT

Ban
S Q" A

ARABLE
ROBERT

'\

color, Inc.

i YOUNG
adolphe

J^

Paramount to Bring Back
"The Sign of the Cross"

Jack Cohn declared yesterday that
demand for tickets has been of such
volume that the deadline for reserCecil B. DeMille's "The Sign of
vations will be next Thursday eve- the Cross," first released in 1932,
ning.
Membership applications re- will be streamlined and given a modceived to date have surpassed any ern prologue for distribution within
nrevious year, and the possibility the next few months.
Paramount
looms that 50 candidates will be in- announced that the new version
ducted at the dinner.
would be printed in sepia. Decision
to bring out the picture was made
SSC Dance for Service Men
at the recent conference of ParaA special dance for service men mount executives in Hollywood.
will be held tomorrow nigbt at the
Silver Screen Canteen in the FraterWe are in the market for Used opera chairs
nal Clubhouse. The canteen is sponin any quantity.
We also can use any
sored bv the Screen Office and Proquantity of standards only. What have you?
fessional Employes Guild, Local 109,
UOPWA. The music will be fur- CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
nished bv the band of the U. S.
844 South Wabash Ave.
Chicago, III.
Signal Corps Photographic Center
in Astoria.

IS HAPPENING TO
OUR CHILDREN TODAY?

WHAT

Leo Meehan

W

MENJ0U

TECHNICOLOR

D f\

PLUS

A BIG

STAGE

SHOW T\.\J A\. f &

7th Ave.
50th St

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STA
NEW

VICTORIA

B'WAY

&.

46th— Daily.

2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sots.. Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra shows
Sats.,

—

Suns.,

Hols.— CI 6-7429

•

RKO PAL/

B'WAY

&

4;|

Continuous
perfoi
Papular pr

ances.
run.

CAME HOME
AND BROUGHT
THE BACON
LASSIE

11

Hold-overs!

CLASSIE

biz as

by 4 great weeks
Radio City Music Hall!

forecast

s*

at
J

rt\V*

W

Held Over 2nd Week in Atlanta,
Baltimore, Richmond, Cleveland.
For example:

Richmond
and

all

$J$

tops " Salute to the Marines"

the Biggest Ones!

Albany, N.

Y., tops everything!

And watch

the small towns:

Suffern, Haverstraw

and Nyack, N. Y.

%,

were phenomenal!

"Proud of
jou

dll!

M
*****
Dame May

it's

All Give! National

War Fund— Which

Gives

To

All!

•

„w Triumph
fe

Hugo

Butler

.

_

Ditected by

9*
SAG

Create Special

comma

War Membership
(Continued from Page

JACOB
1)

that inc. easing necessity for waivers could be somewhat curtailed by

admitting new members to compensate for hundreds who have left for

work

war

in

industries.

The board

felt,

however, that such

new admittances must not be

per-

mitted to compete for available work
in the post-war period with Guild
members of pre-war standing. Admittance to new membership will
come within jurisdiction of the Admittance Committee, who will interview only those prospective members whose application is accompanied by a statement from a casting official indicating that the applicant is considered employable for
extra work. No initation fee will be
cha: ged for such temporary membership. Dues have been set at $7.50
quarterly, to cover the cost to the
Guild of carrying and servicing such

members.

Temporary membership

subject to revocation without cause
or stated reason at the end of any
quarter.
is

FWTBT Has Gala Opening
At London's Carlton

arrive

IT

seem

doesn't

possible

such a

that

lighting

iip-roarin'

machine as the U. S. Marine Corps was founded in the City of BrotherlyLove
But it was, and the fact brought forth brilliant celebration
of that anniversary,
the 168th
on Wednesday night, and there was
a triumphant celluloid flavor to the fiesta as 20th-Fox p!ayed a standout role via the world premiere of its mightly movie, "Guadalcanal

—

—

climax an

Mayor Bernard Samuel ••.... Adding

Bellevue-Stratford

the

in

and scope

luster

to

by

the proceed-

and eight years ago the Leathernecks were born, as, both
and archives have it. the founding fathers browsed over their nut
brown beer
The brew in itself appears to have presaged the
destiny of the Devildogs. for they were to become known synonomously
tradition

•

THIS

O

Foam

the Sea, or, as the poets say, the

T
•

the

of

night's

multiple

doings as confined to the Grand Ballroom of the Bellevue-Stratford,

which was,

of

the vortex

course,

of

the celebrating and gathering

At the long double

of celebrities

—

gala fashion here at the Carlton

Reviews
Theater Tuesday night.
were uniformly excellent and it is
the consensus throughout the film

W.

Michel representing

C.

Adm. Milo Draemel, Rear Adm.

A.

J.

Chantry, Brig.

Gen. Clifton B. Cates, Lucy Monroe, Rt. Rev. Monsignor John J. Bonner who delivered the Invocation, Capt. W. L. Beck, Capt. A. E. Coffin,

Rabbi Fineschreiber, Col. G. L. Gloeckner, the Rev. John Edwin
who pronounced the Benediction, Hon. John W. Kephart, Lt.
Matthew L. Keogh, Brig. Gen. Cyrus Radford, Col. A. E. Rayxdall, Col.
John B. Rose, Ted Schlanger, Col. W. Dulty Smith, Col. L. S. Swindler, el al, and some 30 Marine heroes of Guadalcanal

trade that the picture is destined
for long runs throughout the United

T
•

•

•

the

of

for

the

large newspapers locally and cities along

It was a great night for 20th-Fox, as well
Marine Corps ...... Mayor Samuels, following a speech

studded with lavish praise

«|te

for

adelphia declared tha
to

Channels wise

as a film

November
Eddie

Buzzell

Edward A'person
Gertrude Olmstead

proxy

this

is

Collier,

Cwen

Lee

13

H. C.
Nicola

for

the

in

absentia

that such a scroll has
The Mayor asserted that the
the Skouras contributions to the world

the

first

time

but from

work

a humanitarian
for Greek War
Relief and the many other war activities in which he is engaged
Every motion picture theater owner and operator had a direct stake

*
William

by

in the factual side of Phila-

official,

the

invaluable

nature which the 20th-Fox head has done and

November 12
Oakie
Tourneur

the picture, delivered

a private individual

testimonial issued not alone for

Jack
Jacques

and

C. Michel, serving as

recipient of the honor

been given

v i t

20th-Fox

Toastmaster Carroll, added his laudatory expressions in presenting a scroll
to Spyros P. Skouras, which was accepted and most tastefully ac-

knowledged by W.

Potter
Napoli

Robert Sterling

November 14
Nicholas M. Schenck
Doris Anderson
Carson Kanin
Eugene O'Brien
Veronica Lake
John Moynihan
Betty Caldwell

Sr.

in

it.

for

it

is

they

who

stand

to

is

of

benefit through their

by the press present and those who

in the

steaming jungles

of

exhibition

•

•

guest

of
op

HARRY BERKSON, Monogram
for
the
spent several

der

days

franchise

Albany

and

'Buffalo

week

this

tent
C

the

in

CLAUDE

originally enacted the

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

LEE,

director

Paramount,
Washington.
for

of

MARSHA HUNT, M-G-M
arrived

New York

in

public

back

expected

s

rel

today

featured playe:

|

vacation.

brief

for a

WILLIAM JAMES FADIMAN, M-C-M so
has arrived in New York from the

editor,

He

Coast on a business visit.
for about two weeks.

PAUL COLDBERG,

remain

will

HARRY

son of

C

BERG, director of advertising and publicit
Warner Theaters, is here from camp for
i

day furlough.

HERMAN

GLUCKMAN

has

returned

Coast.

the

HARRY THOMAS, Monogram
manager,

left

Indianapolis,

Eastern di
Wednesday for Detroit Clevi
Pittsburgh, Chicago and Cinci

DR. A. J. CRONIN,
writer and playwright,
dorf-Astoria.

WILLIAM

British

novelist,

guest at

a

is

GEHRING, Western

C.

s

the

sales

20th-Fox, returns tomorrow frc
trip which covered all of the exch

ager

of

sales

under

supervision.

his

ARTHUR

SACHSON, assistant general
for Warner Bros., and JULES LAP
division sales manager, left Wedn
visit to exchanges in Pittsburgh, C

manager
Eastern
a

JERRY

WALD

Warner

New York from

in

the

HUMPHREY iBOGART
for

New

RITA

Bros,

producer,

Coast on
left

a

Nov. 26

the Coast yest

York.

HAYWORTH

gets

in

from

the

today.

ORSON WELLES was
day

lunching

with

in

Washington
Claude

Sen.

We

Peppe

Florida.

Dwight Frye Dies
We-t Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM D;

Hollywood Dwight Frye, 44, si
and screen actor, died here Sun

He was to h
Newton D. Bi
20th-Fox's 'Woodrow Wilso

of a heart attack.
played the role of
in

Rlumberg Home Afte
Hospital Confinement

of

drama

Guadalcanal

T
•

the

is

doing

"Guadalcanal Diary," and that they will profit financially in high degree, and will be channeling great and timely entertainment to the
American public, is evidenced by the rousing reception accorded the
film

for

week.

this

land and Cincinnati.

the Atlantic seaboard

as

supervisor

sales

Albany

in

ROLAND

GILBERT

of the

Every major wire service was represented, as was
every leading motion picture trade publication, and, augmenting this
staff writers

ad

was

Hauck, Colonial Cardens, N. J., for the
New Jersey's hunting season.

for

more than 603 guests were the legions

Fourth Estate

array were

Kingdom.

AMONG

his first furlough

of

was His Honor the Host,

dais

the Toastmaster, Judge Vincent A. Carroll,

20th-Fox Rear

Camp

troops,

ski

Albany on

LOU RODGERS,

PVT.

T
wide-angle view

scribe's

in

Century-Fox,

eight score

of

home

City.

ings generally was the radio program originating from historic Tun
Tavern over the Blue Network, with Lowell Thomas, Movietone's reWithin said tavern just
nowned commentator, as the cornerstone

as Soldiers

vice-president of
going to Boston today.

is

enlistment last February.
His father
Shure, Fabian district booker in Albany.

the special screening of that film to

banquet hosted

civic

official

toe

,

and

Diary." at the Fox Theater,

is

York

Monday.

ROBERT SHURE,

PFC.
Colo,

New

look

ELSON,

Lux Movies,

—PHILADELPHIA

•

•

•

prod

Eastern

Boston to

leaves

California on

in

NORMAN

Montezuma To Philadelphia:

Hill

London (By Cable) Paramount's
'For Whom the Bell Tolls" opened
in

Warners'
for
tryouts.

play

EDWARD GOLDEN

Board of Directors,
which has had such a membership
several
under
consideration
for
months, approved the new classification recommended by the Admittance Committee because it concluded

12,

and coin

left yesterday

new

some

in

Guild

military service or to

WILK,

manager,

members who are now serving
armed forces.
The

November

Friday,
DAILY

That Blumberg smile

among

BACK THE ATTACK!

wili

Universal-ites

be bad
short!

Prexy Nafe returned to his horn
yesterday after a lengthy stay in
hospital where he underwen
minor operation.
His home tele
phone was kept busy by many well

local
a

T

the

wishers.
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WALTER CATLETT
Directed

by

•

*

evelyn ankers

ELSA JANSSEN

FRANK BORZAGE

•

alan mowbray

•

• Original Screen Play, Samuel Hoffenstein
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frank jenks
•

Betty Reinhardt
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"The Cross

"Swing Fever"

of

with Kay Kyser, Marilyn

Lorraine"
Jean

with

Kelly

90 Mins.

*1-G-M

WAR

DRAMATIC

FILM

A STRONG WITH THE YOUNG.

IS

THAT WILL APPEAL
TO MALE AUDIENCES.

PRIN-

OFFERING
IIPALLY
Here

film that expresses in dramatic

a

is

France's ability to rise again,
fhe film leaves one with a feeling of exends voicing the French
it
as
iltation

erms faith

in

the

of

robbed

vho have

Nazi

conquerors
them of their cherished

defiance

oeople's

The

story

length.

larrative of

It

men who

the footage

.f

tand

the

in

tense

a

is

producexciting

refuse to forget their

past,

to

relentlessly

neves

the

and

throughout

glorious

nation's

manner that

told vividly in a

is

interest

the

tion's

Much

conclusion.

Two

stirring stuff.

is

that

narrative

a

its

facts

of whole-hearted accept-

way

One is lack of comedy
nce of the film.
the other, the absence of all romance,
may be gathered from this that "The
t
>oss of Lorraine" is not the sort of enterelief

;

ainment

to

women

which

drawn

be

will

ease.

vith

has to do with

film

following the signing

After subtreatment by the Nazis, some

Franco-German armistice.

the

letting to vile

are

prisoners

the

if

home

their return

ised
<f

released

work

to

in

Germany.
Once they find themselves in
rance they escape and proceed to a village
vhere they make plans to fight against the
:

Bermans as
to

irrive

labor

or

he Nazis.

When

civilians.

in

Germans

the

some of the
Germany, the former

conscript

ead the people

a

in

villagers

soldiers

revolt that cleans out

To make the

village

useless to

people destroy it and
narch off to continue their fight against
he Nazis elsewhere.

conquerors

he

the

Produced by Edwin Knopf, the film,
ased on Hans Habe's "A Thousand Shall
all" and a yarn by Lilo Damert and Robert
isner, has strong direction by Tay Garnett.
There is but one woman in the cast,

mma

Dunn, and her role is
Aumont and Gene Kelly

'ierre

nain roles
Sir

are

negligible,

enact

the

commendably. Among the others
Hardwicke, Richard Whorf,

Cedric

oseph Calleia, Peter Lorre, Hume Cronyn,
Wallace Ford and Tonio Selwart.

CAST: Jean

Pierre

Aumont, Gene

Kelly,

Cedric Hardwicke, Richard Whorf, Joseph
(Zalleia,
Peter Lorre, Hume Cronyn, Billy
ir

Tonio Selwart, Jack Lambert, Wallace
Donald Curtis, Jack Edwards, Jr.,
- h a d
Ryan, Frederick Giermann, Emma

*oy,

i-ord,
i

r

Dunn.

CREDITS: Producer, Edwin Knopf; DirecMichael
Alexander Esway,
(obert D. Andrews; Based on Story by Lilo
)amert and Robert Aisner and "A Thousand
•hall Fall" by Hans Habe; Cameraman, Sidey Wagner; Musical Score, Bronislau
Caper; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer;
^rt Director, Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorator,
dwin B. Willis; Special Effects, Warren
or,

Tay

<anin,

Garnett;
Ring Lardner,

ewcombe; Film

DIRECTION,
cod.

on the strength of the Kay Kyser name.

ly

The musical content is of the sort
makes a hit with the young ones. In
the chief appeal of the picture

Screenplay,

Jr.,

Editor,

Good.

that
fact

directed

is

young minds. The comedy and the music
will not work up the adults to any enthusi-

SHORTS *

Dew, Smiley Burnette
57 Mins.

Eddie

Republic

THIS WESTERN PACKS MORE THAN "Hit Parade of the Gay Nineties"
ENOUGH ACTION AND EXCITEMENT
(Melody Masters)
TO SATISFY THE KIDS.
Warner
10 mins.
another
"Beyond the Last
hell-bent-for-leather

Frontier"

is

Excellent

gets
that
western
going from the opening scene and doesn't
take time cut to breathe in its determination

at

please the kids.
gives the youngsters a

to

The

picture

Here is a musical short that will
overwhelm the oldtimers with a
feeling of nostalgia and supply the
new young folk with a superb musical

Vaudeville scenes of the Gay
Nineties come to life again in an
laughs, and it cannot be said that Kyser has
excellently produced item that will
chance to win the huzzahs of the kids. Dew
been too kindly dealt with so far as mateplease everyone. Heard are "Hello,
throws himself into his role with all he's
rial is concerned.
Ma Baby," "My Wild Irish Rose,"
got.
The wise exhibitor may be able to bolster
"Take Back Your Gold," "Back, Back,
Working with Dew as his comic sidethe "take" by appealing to the fight fans
Back to Baltimore," "The Bowery,"
kick Smiley Burnette, whose comedy bits
on the strength of the fact that included
"When You Were Sweet Sixteen,"
enhance the entertainment value of the
in
the cast are Maxie Rosenbloom, Lou
"Ta Ra Ra Boom Deay," "Bedelia,"
film.
The two play Texas Rangers on the
Nova and Jack Roper, the latter two of
The plot is one "The Band Played On."
trail of a gang of outlaws.
The

has

film

to

strive

hard

for

Pendleton.

Eddie

swanky

bistro

operated

cauliflower man.

by

To make

a

pal

sure of

Kyser the fight manager promotes a romance between the band leader and Marilyn

Maxwell, singer
has taken a

at the bistro,

to

whom

Kyser does his
eye act in the last minute of the fight and
wins the championship for Pendleton.
Kyser does fairly well with his role. Miss
Lena
Maxwell provides much eye appeal.
Home is effective in a brief number. GarKyser

root

to

for.

The

Dew.

The

fellow's

player

doesn't

name

miss

is

yen.

gan plays the fight manager nicely.
Irving Starr produced and Tim Whelan
directed indifferently.
CAST: Kay Kyser, Marilyn Maxwell, William Gargan, Lena Home, Nat Pendleton,
Bois, Morris Ankrum, Andrew Tombes,
Maxie Rosenbloom, Clyde Fillmore, Pamela
Blake, Lou Nova, Jack Roper, Merriel Abbott Dancers, Kay Kyser band.

Curt

Dew
the pets of writers of westerns.
poses as a notorious outlaw wanted by the
law and has himself taken in by the gang.
Thanks to his efforts the brigands are
hooked by the Rangers, but not before
of

plenty

of

violent

give-and-take

the feminine touch.
CAST: Eddie Dew,

Smiley
Burnette,
Lorraine Miller, Bob Mitchum, Harry Woods,
Ernie Adams, Richard Clarke, Charles Miller,

Kermit Maynard.

David Snell; Dance
Matray, Maria Matray;
Cameraman, Charles Rosher; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorator, Edwin B. Willis;

Little

Stoll,

Ernst

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Louis Gray;
Howard Bretherton; Screenplay,
John K. Butler, Morton Grant; Cameraman,
Bud Thackery; Musical Score, Mort Glick-

menace.
Footage showing what is
being done about it has been assembled skillfully. Here is a short
that discusses a vital problem without ceasing to be entertainment.
This

is

a "must" booking.

man; Film

Craft; Sound, Ed
Charles Thompson.

Editor, Charles

Borshell; Set Decorator,

DIRECTION,

Good.

"Sweetheart Serenade"
(Melody Masters)

Warner

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Here

Army and Navy

use.

The demand

is

greater than the DeVry factory can
supply at present.

is

a

human

little

tale of a

The short traces
their romance from babyhood to marriage. Providing the musical theme
couple

DeVry Permits Others to
Make Its Proj. Mechanism

10 mins.

Music and Romance
in

love.

sweetly

sentimental tune,
a Smile on Your
Mother's Lips and a Twinkle in Your
Daddy's Eye." The thing has been
simply done. The lovers are played
by Warren Douglas and Joyce Reynolds. The music is provided by the
Rudolph Friml, Jr., band. Jean Negulesco directed.
is

that

"When You Were

"Hiss and Make Up"
Mrs. Millman Composer
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Merrie Melodies)
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.
7 mins.
Hollywood Marion Heller Mill- Warner
Okay
man, wife of M. Howard Millman,
This Leon Schlesinger cartoon in
formerly with the publicity departRock Rejects Curfew
ment at Warner Bros., and at one Technicolor is about a cat and a dog

FMm Editor,
DIRECTION,

Good.

Mins.

Timely

Director,

—

Georgie

18%

20th-Fox

between

CREDITS: Producer, Irving Starr; DiChicago DeVry Corporation has
Tim Whelan; Screenplay, Nat Per- permitted leading Chicago comparin,
Warren Wilson; Based on story by nies to manufacture, royalty free,
Matt Brooks, Joseph Hoffman; Musical Di- the DeVry projector mechanism for
Directors,

"Youth in Crisis"
(March of Time)

both sides. The heroes have a tight squeak
before they gain control of the situation.
Thrown into the plot for added excite-

rector,

rectors,

treat.

a

How the war is affecting our
adolescents is told well and not without a touch of drama in the latest of
the March of Time issues. With dement is a fire that has been done up nicely linquency in this country registering
an alarming increase, this footage
for the benefit of the young patrons.
John K. Butler and Morton Grant banged represents a booking of timely worth.
out the screenplay, which was directed by The picture goes into the subject
Howard Bretherton with lots of biff-bang. with more thoroughness than the
limited footage would suggest.
It
Louis Gray acted as Associate Producer.
Chief among those backing up Dew and does more than merely place the
Burnette are Bob Mitchum, Harry Woods, problem of delinquency on the table.
of the
Ernie Adams, Richard Clarke, Charles Mil- What is more important, it suggests
holding
Lorraine Miller is ways and means of combating the
ler and Kermit Maynard.

Nat Perrin-Warren Wilson
which is based on an original
by Matt Brooks and Jcseph Hoffman, presents Kyser as a composer and orchestra
leader gifted with an evil eye with which
he is able to "immobolize" a person, as he
Determined to use Kyser's strange
puts it.
talent to help Pendleton win the world
championship from Nova, William Gargan,
the former's manager, keeps Kyser handy
by getting him a job as band leader at a
infantile

screenplay,

hero

its

whom fought with Joe Louis for the world
heavyweight championship.
Fight fans
have been thrown a further sop in the
form of a sizzling and realistic ring battle
in which the principals are Nova and Nat
The

French soldiers
who are thrown into a Nazi prison camp
lear the French border after being prom-

The

Put this one down as an undistinguished
musical that will have to get by principal-

asm.

reedom.

lolds

OFFERING IS THE
SORT OF STUFF THAT GOES OVER BEST

*

Frontier"
with

MUSICAL

THIS

,V

"Beyond the Last

Maxwell
80 Mins.

M-G-M
Gene

Aumont,

Pierre

.V

Ferris'

Webster.

—

—

Little Rock, Ark.
By a vote of
12 to five, the city council rejected

time a writer on the Variety staff, that are at each other's throat every
has written a song called "First, Last time their mistress, an old maid,
A pet canary has
a proposed curfew ordinance which and Gorever" with Claude Lapham turns her back.
Dan Milner.
would have made it illegal for youths as collaborator. A story of the same an important place in the plot. Some
PHOTOGRAPHY, under 18 to he on the city's streets title has also been written by Mar- of the* situations in this one are
zona Self and Jane Bostwick.
very funny.
after 10 p.m.

12

Friday,

November

12,

19.
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"Caribbean Romance"
(Musical Parade)
20 mins.
Extra-Special
The second in the series of tworeel Technicolor musical specials being turned out by Paramount is even
better than the first, "Mardi Gras,"
which was itself a nifty. This high-

budget short, into which is crammed
enough entertainment to meet the
needs of a feature, will cause plenty

The film deserves all the
time that the exhibitor can give it.
An unalloyed delight, the footage
mixes music, comedy and romance
in a gay melange featuring songs
and dances of Latin-America.
In every respect the short merits raves. Walter MacEwen has gone
all out in producing it, and Hans
Dreier and Haldane Douglas have
dressed the show with all the care
lavished upon a feature. The Technicolor camera work of William Snyder makes the film a stunning sight.
of talk.

"A Feud There Was"

"Curie on Duty"

RKO

Paramount

Those

18 mins.

Good Fun
who relish Leon

Errol's

cavortings will be highly entertained
by the comedian's latest short, which
is the best in some time.
This time
Errol incurs the ire of his wife when
the store where he has bought a set
of cooking utensils for her as a
wedding anniversary gift insists on
sending a demonstrator to the house.
The girl, a cutie, arrives while Errol's wife is out.
When the missus
arrives unexpectedly the fun begins.
Matters are complicated by the fact
that the demonstrator has a bruiser
of a boy friend who is jealous.
At
the end Errol gets beautifully conked
by his wife. Dorothy Christie, Claire
Carleton and Tom Kennedy are in
the supporting cast. Direction is by
Ben Holmes, with Bert Gilroy producing.

"Inki and the Minah Bird"
(Merrie Melodies)
Latin-American rhythms in
which the short abounds are emi- Warner
7 mins.

nently satisfying.
Excellent
Beautiful girls
aie in evidence everywhere.
Leon Schlesinger has done a swell
The story, which transpires aboard job with the story of a lion's ena Caribbean cruise ship, involves counter with a little jungle native
two romances, one adolescent, an- (Inki) and a minah bird, a mysteriother adult. Among the players are ous sort who remains silent throughJimmy Lydon, Olga San Juan, Mabel out. Inki runs into the lion while
Paige, Eric Blore, Marie McDonald. out hunting. He is almost done for
The Triana Dancers and Jose Bar- when the bird comes to the rescue.
roso and his orchestra are among The Technicolor is superb.
the entertainers. The exhibitor can
"Field Trial Champions"
go the limit on this tabloid musical
(Sportscope)
without qualms.
RKO
9 mins.
Good
"Behind the Big Top"
This one concerns the training of
Warner
20 mins.
hunting dogs a subject which, no
A Humdinger
Warner offers exhibitors a grand matter how often presented to film
short in its latest Technicolor spe- audiences, never manages to lose
interest.
The footage shows evcial. Dealing with the activities of its
the Ringling Brothers circus at its ery step in the hunting dog's educaProduced in fine fashion by
winter quarters at Sarasota, Fla., tion.
the footage could scarcely be any- Frederic Ullman, Jr., the short is a
thing but surefire entertainment for natural for hunters and dog lovers.
old alike.

The kids espe-

devour it. The film comprises a comprehnesive tour of the
circus grounds. Many of the Ringling star performers are shown rehearsing routines that will thrill the
youngsters no end.
The showman
will not find a more engrossing twoExcellent Technireeler than this.
color helps to capture the circus
flavor and adds to the excitement of
the film. Andre De LaVarre directed

superbly.

"The Old Army Game"
(Walt Disney)

RKO

10 mins.
Swell
Donald Duck has a run-in with his
sergeant, a hard-as-nails fellow, in
his latest army experience. Donald's
flouting of army regulations leads to
some extremely hilarious moments.
Clever incidents develop as he and
the sarge have it out. At the windup the sarge is pursuing our feathered hero with a bayonet. Of course,
the cartoon is in Technicolor.

7 mins.

7

mil

Okay
By giving what he

refers to
the "inside story" on the Moth
the subject of
Goose rhymes, the narrator offers
this extremely funny cartoon in Techversion of some of the chil
nicolor.
A peace-preaching charac- modern
hood favorites.
The treatment
ter named Elmer keeps butting in.
consistently amusing. There is mu
He makes himself so obnoxious that satirical
material in the Technicol
the two factions unite to drive him
cartoon, which is a Dave Fleisch
off.
In a surprise ending the meek
offering.
fellow is transformed into a fighting fool.
He beats up the feudists
"Wagon Wheels West"
and brings about peace.
(Santa Fe Trail Western)
Warner
20 miL

All Right

A

hill-billy

feud

is

"Not on my Account"

RKO

17 mins.

Passably Funny

Edgar Kennedy
This time
chased by

is

Okay for Kids
The second of the series

of twr

westerns provides ideal ente
tainment for kids. The short is n

reel

in trouble again.

over a fur coat purhis mother-in-law and
charged to his account. The footage
has to do with Kennedy's attempt
to return the coat.
The fellow is
passed from hand to hand at the
store
without getting anywhere.
Finally, he is suspected of having
stolen the garment. It is only after
he is picked up by John Law that
he learns the coat was purchased at
another store.
The Kennedy fans
will find many chances to laugh.
Bert Gilroy produced and Chailes
E. Roberts directed. Pauline Drake,
Dot Farley and Jack Rice support
it's

intended for grown-ups since i
compounded of extremely routi
material. The story tells of a you]
who returns to a western town to g
even with the town banker for t
murder of his pop many years t
In his capacity of a U. S. de*
uty marshal assigned to halt
plague of stagecoach hold-ups o
hero gets the goods on the villa:
who exits out of the picture
hurtling over a cliff.
B. Reev»
Eason's direction makes for loads
action.
Robert Shayne is the he
and Charles Middleton the villair
fore.

Kennedy.
"Meatless Tuesday"
Universal

"Choo-Choo Swing"
Universal

Pap

15
for Swingsters

9 mil

Funny

mins.

The

Walter

Lantz cartoon
an amusing bit.
star is Andy Panda. The fellow, hu
gry for chicken, spends his time tr
ing to capture a rooster for dinm
The action is hectic, winding up wi
the rooster triumphant.
The kr
Technicolor

is

Count Basie and his orchestra give
out with plenty of the stuff that
puts swing addicts in seventh heaven.
This is all-colored entertainment that
is
stocked with sizzling rhythm.
The Delta Rhythm Boys are the main
in particular will get a kick out
attraction after Basie and his band.
the cartoon.
They contribute generously of their
talent.
Also a big attraction is a
"Joe Kirkwood"
harmony quartet of which the star
(Sportscope)
is Bobby Brooks, the sweet soprano
"Mr. Chimp Raises Cain"
quality of whose voice is in strange RKO
9 mil
Universal
9 mins. contrast to the hot stuff dished out
Interesting
Entertaining
by the other entertainers.
Here's a short demonstrating J
Audiences will respond warmly to
Kirkwood's golf magic that h
the antics of a playful little chimp
plenty on the ball. The golf gre
"Seeing Nellie Home"
whose curiosity and deviltry involve
unveils some shots that are amazir
him in many amusing situations. RKO
17 mins. The site is the Sky Top Lodge lin
The little fellow makes a nuisance
So-So
in Pennsylvania's Pocono Mountaii
of himself in a pleasant way. EveryThis comedy strains awfully hard This fact gives the short visual a
thing he does endears him to the be- to draw laughs. It has Leon Errol traction.
The inclusion of Kir
holder. There are some swell laughs in another of his messes.
In this wood's two cute kiddies in the foe
in this shoit, which proves that instance he gets into hot water when age widens the appeal
of the fil
monkey business has its good side.
he offers to see a visitor home. Com- Surely here is a golfer's delight.
plications develop fast and furiously,
"
"Bees A'Buzzin'
each one getting the comic deeper
"Fannie Hurst and Her Pets"
(Vitaphone Variety)
into trouble.
Confusion and mis9 mir
Warner
10 mins. understanding have an important Universal
All Right
First-Rate
part in the proceedings. The funny
This short about bees is a honey. man winds up drunk in a barber
Universal offers another collecti
It's easily one of the best films of shop where he joins in singing "See- of interesting items.
The first pi
Amazingly fascinating, ing Nellie Home." Bert Gilroy is sents Fannie Hurst, the novelist, a:
its kind.
the subject is highly instructive as listed as producer.
Ben Holmes' her family of pets. A wood-carv<
well as vastly entertaining.
The direction never lets the action down. a man of 123 reputed to be the ol
bee is traced from birth to death. Dorothy Chiistie, Elmira Sessions, est in America, a pipe collector ai
Scenes in modern apiaries are in- Juanita Alvarez, Kate McKenna and a gal who operates a giant crane
cluded in the footage, which repre- Bud Jamison are some of the other a gun factory are others shown
sents an ace photographic job.
players.
the footage.

—

cially will

"Nursery Crimes"
Columbia

(Merrie Melodies)

Warner

The

young and

•

Reviews or short subjects

1

Iday,

November

12,

cW
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Employes Are Voted Record Bonus By Eastman
ripients Are to Share
.476,403; Stockholders
so Profit Via Dividend

Sarnoff Says Television Screens on the
Wrist is Not Impossible for the Future

Rochester — Eastman

predicted

Lancaster,

Kodak Co.,
result of action on Wednesday by
directorate, will pay in March
wage dividend of record propor-

:

i

amounting

)

—

past five

•

wages received in
years.
This compares

of individual

into

future,

the

some day

The RCA top
to

design

radio

cigarette case, a billfold or a lady's

MARION HELLER MILMAN,

on

the

Bert Levey Agency

Hollywood.

DICK SUTTON, manager, Grand and Iowa Theater,

Independence,

HENRY WOODS,

la.

checking

M-C-M,

supervisor,

Boston.

BEN

SMITH,

Pam-O-Film

salesman,

Exchange,

Albany.

PHILIP DEMAS, manager

Royal. Tarpon Springs,

Fla.

ap-

JOHN RACHWILIK,

assistant

shipper,

20th-Fox,

Omaha.
JOSETH ORNSTEIN,

cashier, 20th-Fox,

Washing-

LOUIS BOCATO, manager. Princess, Paris, Tenn.
PLEASANT A. HOLT, manager, Fairfax, Jack-

Gov't Trade Control in U. K.?

sonville,

dustry

is

not broken in a reasonably short

time.
It is recalled that Dr. Hugh Dalton, president of the Board of Trade, in July went
on record to the effect that "the Govern-

assistant

manager,

20th-

Fox exchange, Detroit.

KNOWLES,

PATRIC

1)

E.

which desires to see the development
of a vigorous and successful film industry.
lately
has been much concerned at the
appearance of certain monopolistic tenden-

WRAY.

S.

civilian

flying

instructor,

Loma

Lira

(Continued from Page

Fla.

ARNOLD MONETTE,

U. S. Firms Target for Domination Charges

I

Flight Academy, Oxnard, Calif.
manager, State, Raleigh, N. C.

nient,

.

.

Milt

Cohen, A. A. Renfro

Advanced by Ned Depinet

cies."

the same time, the application
(Continued from Page 1)
was to the expansion activities
Arthur Rank, then agitating the trade. Fred E. North who has resigned to
Rank quickly assured the Board of Trade enter a new activity. Cohen has
president that he had no thought of obtainbeen with
Radio for several
in;,'
for himself or for the companies with
which he was associated Odeon, Gaumont- years in Detroit.
British,
General Film Distributors, among'
A. A. Renfro, city salesman in
them "any undue measure of control."
the Kansas City branch, has been
(In transcribing a London cable earl-

While at
specifically
of J.

—

ier this

RKO

—

week, Associated British Pictures

was erroneously included among Rank's
enterprises).

Await Council Meeting
Critics of the existing situation

here contend that if the Board of Trade was concerned with industry dominance by Rank,
it
can hardly be less critical of the alleged

dominant position of the American distributors.

Whether there will be any important developments before Nov. 23 when the Films
Council is scheduled to meet is uncertain,
but something of a blow-off at that time
would not be surprising.

appointed acting branch manager in
place of James Lewis who has entered the Army. Renfro has been
with RKO Radio for about twelve
years.

Paul Walker, Newspaper

Man,

Joining

Columbia

Paul Walker, well-known columand feature writer of the Harrisburg, Pa., Telegraph, joins Columbia's exploitation department unHosts Paramount
der Frank P. Rosenberg on Nov. 29,
Partners at "21" Party
according to David A. Lipton, advertising and publicity chief.
Walker has been with the HarrisCelebrating the arrival in New
York of the Technicolor print of burg Telegraph for the past 18
years, having started as city editor
Paramount's "Lady In the Dark,"
in 1925 after serving in various ediNeil Agnew, Paramount vice-presi- torial capacities for the Baltimore
dent in charge of distribution, was News.
In the Columbia exploitation dehost at a dinner party and special
partment,
Walker will act both
screening of the picture Wednesday
as copy chief and special feature
large
night for a
group of Para- writer.

Rochester Eastman Kodak's ditorate here on Wednesday crePreparing
d the new office of vice-chairman,
cted Albert F. Sulzer to fill it, Italian Versions of Pix
d elevated five other Kodak men
(Continued from Page 1)
new posts. Sulzer has been with
company since 1901, a director was disclosed yesterday by Robert
ce 1932, a vice-president since Riskin, director of the Overseas Moand general manager since tion Picture Bureau of the OWI.
Riskin said the pictures for showank W. Lovejoy relinquished that
ing to the Italian people had been
fcy in 1941 to serve with the Govselected from a list of films found
iment.
films calcu\lbert K. Chapman, vice-presi- acceptable by the OWI
it and assistant general manager,
lated to advance the United Nations'
aims and the cause of democracy in
Italy. These films will be d:awn up- mount theater partners who are
now
on as the need for additional prodUrges Early
in Manhattan.
uct for showing in Italian areas
The dinner was held at "21" and was
'Salute' Reservations
arises, according to Riskin.
attended by Karl Hoblitzelle, R. J. O'Don-

nist

More Agnew

Hollywood

—

'.'

RCA,

ton.

CEA

i

of

screens

As the useful spectrum of radio approaches the frontiers of light,
paratus will become simpler and more compact, Sarnoff asserted.

i

1

president

television

powder box.

quarterly
Directorate
voted
a
lend of $1.25 a share on com- film scene here is urgently required
present grading
iv's common to bring the total has seized upon the
and rentals controversy as a springity- the year to $5.00, and also voted
s the regular 1% per cent divi- board for its campaign.
in Stormy Session
ld on the preferred, amounting to
50 per share.
There was an extremely stormy
Wage dividend voted on Wednes- meeting of the CEA, national ex1 was the 32nd since the plan was
hibitors organization, on Wednes-' .ugurated
31 years ago, and will day in the wake of the conference
ng the total of Eastman's wage held earlier in the week between
idend payments since that time to its Rentals Committee with reprere than $55,000,000.
sentatives of the KRS on grading
Codak employes who have gone and rentals.
Dissatisfaction with the attitude of the
the armed forces, and who
was expressed in no uncertain
under the rules before distributors
"falified
terms by exhibitor leaders, and Government
ving, will receive the wage divi- eontrol frankly was foreshadowed if the
id, it was stressed.
American companies' domination of the in-

—

carry

exec, pointed out that tiny electron tubes may make it possible
receivers and transmitters no larger than a fountain pen, a

of the trade which feels that a radical and drastic revamping of the

istman Names Sulzer
ce-Chairman, New Post

Sarnoff,

may

radio."

h $10 per $1,000 for the dividend
d last march which totaled $2,5,455.

David

people

now carry watches.
an address before the local chapter of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Sarnoff said that "we have much to learn about
the microwaves, in which is wrapped up this new world of individualized

als.

%

that

In

to

fhe wage dividend rate to individworkers, however, will drop bei>e of the increase in the number
J employes.
It was voted at the
of 1 per cent under the
pe of
stman formula, or $7.50 per $1,-

— Looking

night

their wrists as they

an estimated tool $2,476,403, to its employes in
Western Hemisphere, it is anUnced by the organization's ofns,

Pa.

last

NEW POSTS

IN

Ampa

Because several of the film comhave reserved as many as

panies
eight

tables .for

Ampa's "Salute

to

Wednescommittee is urging all who
to
attend to make their

the Heroes" luncheon next
day, the
-

expect

immediately.
Tables
may be obtained through Vincent
Trotta at National Screen Service.
Postmaster Frank C. Walker will be
the principal speaker, while Charles
Francis "Socker" Coe, vice-president
and general counsel of the MPPDA,
will be toastmaster.
reservations

was named to succeed Sulzer as general manager, and was also elected
a director to

fill

a vacancy.

Myron

V. Richards, Maurice Barr, Slim
Higginbottom, Lieutenant and Mrs. Clay
(daughter and son-inrlaw of E. V. Richards)
M. J. Mullin, Sam Pinanski, John
Balaban, R. B. Wilby, Frank Rogers. Abe
Blank, Ralph Branton, Harry Royster and
E.

nell,

;

Hayes, general manager of Camera Works and Hawk-Eye Works, John
was elected a vice-president, and home
J.

three assistant vice-presidents were
also elected.
Latter are Ivar N.

Fitzgibbons;. and from the Paramount
office: Mr. and Mrs. Barney Balaban,
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor, Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Keough, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Phillips,
Russell Holman, Charles M. Reagan.
George Smith, Hugh Owen, Leonard Goldenson, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Netter, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Dembow, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hicks, Jr., Mrs. John Hertz, Sr„ Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Weisl and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice

Hultman, Edward S. Farrow, and
James E. McGhee. Hultman becomes company's assistant general
manager; Farrow, an assistant genNewton.
eral manager; and McGhee continues
Following the dinner, "Lady
functions and title of general sales was screened for the entire
Paramount projection rooms.
manager.

In the Dark"
party at the

liar

Bond

A "Fine"

Literally

Investment

Judge Charles Solomon of Brooklyn Magistrate's Court phoned Murray Greene, manager of Century Circuit's Albemarle Theater, to hurry
right over with a $50 War Bond.
His Honor, it developed, had a defense worker who was charged with
disorderly conduct and did not want
the man to lose any working time
by being locked up.
So the practical
(and patriotic) Judge decreed
that the transgressor could go fre«
if he bought the War Bond.

here's why all records

are being broken at

the SPECTACULAR

TWO-THEATRE RUN
ON BROADWAY- at
the RKO PALACE and
(Continuous Performances at 75c, $1.10, $1.65)

at the

NEW VICTORIA
(Twice Daily, $2.20 Top)

where ticket?
SELLING eight weeks
in

advance!
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MOVIE OF THE YEAR
WALTER WINCHELL
"'The North

Star'

is

mi

LIFE Magazine

says

"Goldwyn makes eloquent tone poem of Russian town
What gives it eminent distinction
in peace and war

Says:

.

.

.

over any other production of the year so far
breadth and sweep."

about as tops as cinema gets."

is its

epic

mi
mm
N.Y.

LIBERTY Magazine:
"'The North Star' is more than a great and thrilling motion
picture. It is a human document particularly needed at
the present time. Every American owes it to himself to
see it."

"A

cinemilestone. No other Hollywood film has done the
job quite so well."

THE

"'The North Star' was presented at two theatres — an
Has so
honor accorded to only a few previous films
much in it that is moving and triumphant."
.

N. Y.

TIME Magazine

POST

"Excellent ...
to see."

It

is

.

.

-Archer Winsten:

m

a picture worth going out of your

IP

SUN — Eileen Creelman:

"A Samuel Goldwyn
"An award for meritorious script writing ... to LILLIAN
HELLMAN. The picture is a honey and MR. GOLDWYN
and MR. MILESTONE ought to be complimented."

$&£|

way

N.Y.

NEW YORKER:

TIMES — 8os/ey Crowther:

luxurious in

all its

production, polished and smooth,
production values."

mi
Wmffl

N.Y.

NEWSWEEK:

HERALD-TRIBUNE Howard Barnes:

"Picture has heroic proportions
filled with exuberant
songs. Final sequences are melodramatic .
. they are
.

"Exciting entertainment,
headlines."

it

is

as timely as today's

.

.

.

tremendously effective.
from the heart."

It

has obviously been written

mm

§§1
N.Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM -Alton Cook:
"'The North Star' is full of tremendous emotional and
dramatic impacts— moments that will remain landmarks
in

any movie memory."

PM —John

T.

McManus:

"A superfine film about Russia, by and for Americans
Completely enthralling. Has moments of inexpressible
charm and gaiety and peaks of tremendous excitement.
You can bet your bottom simoleon that 'The North Star'
is one h - of a wonderful movie."
.

1

CUE Magazine —Jesse Zunser

.

m
i'j'-uTiy

,

wm
'Eloquent, spectacular, splendidly played

drama."

I

*rs$+*
O'

1
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Green

New

Light for Four
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SET COSTS GOVERN TELE PROGRESS

DIGEST

RCA

Film Theaters

Exec. Says Low Cost Receiver is Principal Factor
in the Rapid Development of Post-War Television

(Continued from Page 1)

proval of at least half a dozen more
new theaters is also expected.
When essentiality was adequately
demonstrated, Eberson said, it was
not difficult to win approval from the
construction branch and others
involved. All the operators had most
of their materials already available,
although they were forced to buy
their booth equipment second hand.
New both equipment, according to
the policy laid down some months
Theago by Allen G. Smith,
ater Equipment chief, is to be had
only to replace burned out or obso-

WPB

WPB

equipment beyond repair.
Two to be Indie Houses

lete

Two

new

theaters approved will be independent houses,
with two belonging to subsidiaries
of the majors. One of the latter is
to replace an eailier theater which
of the four

was burned

out.

The stockpile of new booth equipment is
at the minimum level for safety, according
to Smith, who remarked that theater operators have been "wonderfully considerate
and sensible" in their demands upon this
stockpile. They have not gone into it unless
absolutely necessary. Smith said, and because of this spirit of co-operation and conadequate
servation the stockpile remains
for "any usual emergency.''
Smith
explained
As for the new houses.
that the program of production on new

booth equipment has been drawn up through
the first quarter of next year with no allowance for new theaters, and therefore new
equipment cannot be made available for new
theaters.
If he tried to disrupt this arrangement to make new equipment available
for new theaters, Smith opined, there is
danger that his excellent and very important good relations with the Army and the
Navy might be disrupted.
OCR is now drawing up a directive
the standards of essentialin order that an
application for a new theater may reNumerous applicaceive consideration.
establishing
ity

which must be met

tions have been received, said Eberson,
which do not merit approval because
essentiality has not been proved.
His office is. working now to program its
requirements for the first part of next year,
said Eberson, working from questionnaires
which are now being received.
OCR sent
questionnaires regarding industry needs in
textiles, seats and all sorts of equipment to
operators,
covering- according
6,000
to
Eberson about 90 per cent of the nation's
theaters.
When all these are in he is hopeful that a requirements program can be
drawn and taken into numerous conferences
in which he will try to obtain the needed
material from other branches of WPB.

—

—

Judge "U" Contest' Today
A panel of judges will award

$3,000

(Continued from Page

Victor

Division

of

Radio Corp.

America.
service available to 33,336,000 people,
Speaking Wednesday night before 9,379,039 wired homes, representing
a combined meeting of the Amer- 36.62 per cent of the total U. S.
ican Television Society and the Ad- buying power."
vertising Club of New York, Joyce
Joyce pointed out that an addisaid that television broadcasting can- tional
1,300 miles of network cirnot become a substantial, self-sup- cuits could link the Middle West
porting, profitable advertising medwith the Atlantic seaboard, adding
ium until receivers are in hundreds 10,725,400 people. In approximateof thousands or millions of homes.
ly five years after the commercial
"Given a good low cost television resumption of television, transmitreceiver that is within the buying ters in 157 key cities should be makrange of the average American ing television program service availhome, then broadcasting facilities able to a primary market consisting
and program service will develop of 72,159,000 people, 17,252,000 wired
with a speed which will amaze even homes, or 59.6 per cent of the total
the most ardent friends of televis- and 61.5 per
cent of the U. S. purion," Joyce said.
He added that in chasing power, Joyce said.
a recent survey in 11 cities, 61.3 per
R. L. Gibson, assistant to the manager
cent of the persons interviewed said of General Electric broadcasting and pubthey would consider buying a radio licity, stated that television required more
the motion picture technique than that
and television receiver if the price of
of radio.
In four years of experience in
were $200. Such a receiver, Joyce televising over the GE tele outlet WRGB,
said, would be possible, based on 1940 Gibson said that people were more interlabor and material costs and assum- ested in programs where seeing is more of
a factor than hearing.
He said that the
ing no excise taxes.
absence of mob psychology in the small
"We can assume," Joyce contin- home audience may call for a different kind
ued, "that within three or four years of humor than is now found on the stage
and in motion pictures.
after the commercial resumption of
Film men were among the guests at the
television, Washington, D. C, Bal- meeting, RKO, 20th-Fox and
Paramount
timore, Hartford, Providence and having observers present. Among them were
Jules
Alberti,
national
director
of radio
Boston will have television transadvertising for 20th-Pox, and Ralph B. Ausmitters. These citeis, together with trian, radio
and tele consultant for RKO.
Philadelphia, New Yo:k, Schenectady Scophony Corp., which is associated with
and Albany, could be interconnected Paramount and 30th-Fox, was represented
by Arthur Levey, president, and Dr. A. H,
with a television network about 600 Rosenthal,
research director and inventor of
miles long.
This network circuit of skiatron tube.

Caravan Membership

Mary McCall Again Heads

Meeting Held

Screen Writers Guild

in Cleve.

—

Cleveland
National Caravan
meeting for members only was held
here yesterday with Sidney Samuelson, representing the national Caravan committee, presiding. ITO Prexy
Martin G. Smith of Toledo was "master of ceremonies."

secretary,

was

Pete Wood, ITO

also present.

Samuelson arrived here following
a two-day meeting in Akron. From
here he goes to Detroit and Milwaukee and then to Dayton for a meeting scheduled for Nov. 22.
After
that he will go to Pittsburgh to report his findings to the national

(Continued from Page

—

MORROW,

Eastern

talent

scout,

Warners.

ZELMA BROOKOV,
row,

new

assistant to Mariorie MorEastern talent scout. Warners.

Chicago
Universal's "The Mad
Ghoul," which was rejected by the
local censor board, has been reviewed
again and passed for adults only.
Picture has been booked by the
Essaness circuit to be co-featured
with U's "The Son of Dracula" for
an early Loop showing at the Woods
Theater.

1)

was

elected vice-president, Talbot
Jennings, secretary, and Hugo Butler, treasurer.
At the tenth annual meeting of
the Guild, Major Leonard Spigelgass
of the Army Special Services, declared that screen writers had received recognition for outstanding
achievements in all branches of the
service and when they return to
screen work they will have an excellent background for new work
that should give important impetus
to film production progress.
The
Guild has 217 members now in the
armed services, and several others
are working in various Government
capacities associated with the war

Okays

MARJORIE

ASSIGNMENTS
NECULESCO,

JEAN

LENORE

director,

"Mask

for

Dir

Warners.

trios,"

COFFEE, screenplay,

J.

Forever,"

"Tomorrow

International.

CASTINGS
DENNIS MORCAN, "Cinderella Jones,"
ners; ROBERT SHAYNE, "Make Your Own

W
Be

"My

Reputation," Warners; MONTE BLI
Own Bed," Warners; W.
FIELDS "Sensations of 1944," Andrew Stoi
UA; JOHN FHILLIBER, "The Shooting Fart
Angelus-UA.

and

"Make

Your

BARBARA BRITTON, "Tomorrow's Harves
Paramount; GRACE McDONALD and LEON E
ROL, "Cross Your Fingers," Universal; Tl
HAN BEY, "The Climax," Universal; AL
LADD,
"And Now Tomorrow," Paramou
DANE CLARK and ROBERT HUTTON, "Hoi
wood Canteen," Warners; SIMONE SIMC
"Mademoiselle Fifi " RKO; ELAINE SHEPAI
"Seven Days Ashore," RKO; TED OONALDSC
"Mr. Winkle Coes to War," Columbia; MAI
WILSON, "You Can't Ration Love," Paramou
CLORIA DeHAVEN, "Meet Me In St. Loui
M-C-M; HUME CRONYN, "The Seventh Cros
M-C-M; WOODY HERMAN and CAB CALL

WAY

ORKS., "Sensations of 1944," Andr
Stone-UA; ANN BLYTH, "The Merry Monahan
Universal; GLENN VERNON and TESSA B R
"A-e These Our Children?", RKO; FREDl
SLACK ORK., "Seven Days Ashore," RKO.
I

Max

Roth

Named

Chicaq

Sales Mgr. for Paramour
(Continued from Page 1)

|

"Mad

FEflimE TOUCH

DIANA LYNN, another year, Paramount.
MICHAEL KIR8Y, termer, M-G-M.

!

cash and a $500 silver trophy today
to the winners in UniversaPs second Caravan committee chairman, M. A.
annual featurette exploitation con- Rosenberg, who is later expected to
test at the Hotel Astor. Event will issue a statement on the subject.
effort directly.
be hosted by Bernie Kreisler, featurette and newsreel manager and
Chi. Censor Board
Paramount
will have R. J. O'Donnell as the only
Ghoul" for Adults
speaker.
With "The
in

SIGNED

1)

ZOLTAN KORDA, director, "Counter Attac
would make television broadcasting
and "The Missing Hour," Columbia.

of

Stevens, branch manager, and w
start his new duties on Monday.
A graduate of CCNY and the N<
York Law School, Roth started
the film business 20 years ago
New York representative for S
Lesser.
He subsequently was Mi
west district manager for both F<

and Columbia, later becoming

di

manager for

Republic wi
headquarters in Chicago. For t
last four years he was with Warn
Bros, as Buffalo branch manager.
trict

WEDDIIIG BELLS
Albany

—The former Mildred Wi

delspecht, assistant booker at RK
was married recently to Sergt. 3d.
J.

Byrne.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAL

Hollywood
Lt. Rudy
USCG, and Bette Jane Greer
married early next month.

Vallt
will

Short Booked

North Star"

Winter Park, Fla.— Miss Etl
Viola Lyman, for a number of yea
connected with Florida State Th
aters in the capacity of cashier, h
been married to Aviation Cadet B<
don Lester Douglas.

Paramount's two-reel Technicolormusical "Caribbean Romance" has
been booked into the Victoria Theater, Broadway, to play in conjunction with Samuel Goldwyn's "The
North Star" at advanced prices.
Buffalo Sylvia Silverman, seci
Subject, which is the second in the tary of Phil Fox, Columbia bran
series, was selected personally by manager,
married Irving Lang<

—

Goldwyn.

who

is

in

the service.

U. S.

Navy

Official

Photo

SOUND ...in war and peace
Strange as

it

may

seem, the same

the screen

its

voice

— are actively engaged in the

development of these new weapons.

principles learned in recording
1

Many

and reproducing sound for motion
pictures are today being applied

by

techniques

scientists to

— will

speed the winning of the war.

— who

new

war

gave

discoveries

— hastened

and improved

by the pressure of war

be utilized in the development of

equipment to provide

Naturally the engineers at Bell Telephone
Laboratories and Western Electric

of their

still

finer

sound in post-

pictures.

Electrical Research Products Division
OF

Western Electric
Company
"
*
INCORPORATED
195

*

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

SPEED THE DAY OF VICTORY BY BUYING WAR BONDS- MORE WAR BONDS -AND STILL MORE!

*

18

k

Reeling Round-

-

WASHINGTON
— ANDREW OLDER =
By

WASHINGTON

*»

there

proposal

on the House

every

is

two-cent

the

that

per

meet

will
floor,

it

is

indication

dime

with

admis-

opposition

generally expected

be made in the
Senate Finance Committte. This committee
enjoys more prestige than does the House
Ways and Means Committee, and if the
industry can get a break there
and by
the industry we also mean, and quite sincerely, the public
it is probable that whatever rate is set by that committee will
be accepted by the Senate. .. .And, most
likely,
by the House.... The bill should
be reported this week to the House, and
it's probable that it will go to the Senate
committee within another week or 10
that

the

real

fight

will

—

—

days.

THE

War Department's message to a Hollywood studio asking that it not issue
productions showing Jap atrocities applies
strictly
to pictures which the War Department sponsors, or on which it is cooperating, it was learned here.... It was
given to one studio off-the-record, according to Allyn Butterfield, with no expectation that it would become public property
OWI pix chief Stanton Griffis disclaimed any knowledge of the message,
and said he was completely unable to discuss it. George Barnes, assistant to OWI director Elmer Davis, said after consulting
with Davis that OWI was in no way involved
and has not in any way altered its policy
regarding treatment of enemy atrocities
...."Our policy is not far away from that
of
Barnes.
the War Department,"
said
"It's simply that any atrocities which are
reported or shown should be clearly authenticated."
He did not know whether the
War Department has decided to abandon
'

a similar policy.

JUDGING

May Appear

H.

A LTHOUGH

sions

Pix Program for 4th
F.D.R.

from

what

happened

while

"^

Capt. Clark Gable, AAF, was here recently, there is little danger that the big
stars who have left the screen to enter the
service will be forgotten by their fans.
Capt. Gable, of course, was rushed
out of town after only about half of a projected 10-day stay, in order that the girls
at the War Department could get back to
something like normal and get some work
done.
The erstwhile Metro star was just
too much to throw at them in this manless
city.

in

Cross.

A

standing tribute to the memory of the
Ike Lisbon, WAC theater chairman for
Cincinnati, was given by all present, with a
formal resolution passed lauding his work.
late

Arthur

L. Mayer, treasurer and assistant co-ordinator, reporting on the status
of the exchequer, stated that only six exchange areas had not paid their assessments in full, a defection which he anticipated would shortly be remedied.

War

Information Films
Mayer also reported on the war information film program, which provides for 2b'
short subjects, preferably one reel in length,
as well as 26 bulletins not exceeding 260
feet in length, to be attached to newsreels
and then to receive supplementary distribution to theaters not playing newsreels.
The
greatest number of bookings since the last
report was totalled by "Wings Up," a tworeeler made by the Air Corps, with narration by Capt. Clark Gable.
Bookings with
the block-booking system devised by William
F. Rodgers, distributor chairman, average
Release schedule for November,
14,000.

two shorts, "Fam-

to

Back

sophisticated

national

is just another hick town after
.Witness the ease with which a
phoney describing himself as one "Foster
Smith," Warner advance agent, victimized
hotels, night clubs, shops and individuals
....His story was that he was bringing
Bette Davis, John Garfield and Pat O'Brien
here to work in a new
pic, "Capital
Capers". .. .Considering the capers cut by
the phoney ere he blew the town, he was
'

capital

with 677 prints available, rolled up
12,848 bookings in seven months, Mayer

ners,

WAC

the

minimum

of Russia," being distributed

by

20th

film rental to

on a
return cost of 450
Century-Fox,

advertising accessories, Mayer
declared an "extremely important job."
He
complimented Tom Connors, and Hal Home,
20th-Fox executives, for "the vigor and enthusiasm with which their organization has
thrown itself into the distribution of the
picture."
prints

—

USAAF,

Carrier Relief Plea

formerly
Y.,

with

commissioi

lieutenant.

BRENNER,

USAAF,

Eckel,
Syracuse,
lieutenant.

N.

THOMAS DINAPOLI,

M-C-M

USA, formerly

sistant shipper, Albany, to staff sergean

WALTER

*

ar*m~y

PLATO,

*

projectionist,

Whiteho

Milwaukee.

Fourth War Loan Drive
Discussions on the Fourth War Loan,
which is tentatively scheduled to begin in
the middle of January, were conducted by
Fabian, who relayed the urgent request from
the Treasury's War Finance Committee that

WILLIAM

the theaters again co-operate.
It was decided that the Division chiefs would confer
with Theodore R. Gamble, War Finance
Committee director, on final procedure.

Circuit Operator, Dies

Co-operation via a film program was
assured, with the Treasury advancing
the possibility that the President might
be available for a Fourth War Loan
"film bulletin."

Louis Exhibs.

Ask Decree be Ended

w

formerly

commissioned

Y.,

PROMOTED

and

HARVEY BLACK,

projectionist,

Studio,

Milv

kee.

MURRAY,

J.

20rh-Fox

assis

booker, Albany.

Joseph

W.

Levenson,

(Continued from Page 1)

the Levenson circuit of theaters
New England, including the delu

Coolidge Corner and Brookline V
lage Theaters in Boston's suburb
district.

Levenson was an attorney by

pi

fession but was a pioneer in the u
tion picture theater business, bei
one of the original members of t
old Moe Maik firm which open

New

York's

first

downtown delux

the Strand Theater.

Coming to Boston with his broth
Max, Levenson opened a theal
which grew into one of the b<
in

New

England. Tu<

day night he was a guest at the

Vi
iety Club in Hotel Statler here a

played several friendly games
cards with members. He was in
unusually jovial humor, but had
ways been known as the man w.
the perpetual smile. Riding home
midnight he became violently ill
the automobile and died early W<
Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co.; nesday morning.
Fred Wehrenberg, president, Motion
Levenson has a son in the An
Picture Theater Owners of St. Louis, Air Corps in Texas and a daugh
Eastern Missouri and Southern Il- who is in the advertising depa
linois, and Lou Ansell of the Ansell ment of Filene's department stc
Brothers Circuit. It is probable that here.
the petition will be forwarded to
Attorney General Biddle within the
Admission Tax
next few days.

Data for submission to Washing(Continued from Page 1)
ton in the hope of releasing to the eliminate the New York consent defilm carriers new motor equipment
cree. Among those said to have
held necessary to prevent a breakdown in their service is being as- signed the petition are Harry C. Arsembled by the committee recently thur, Jr., head of the Fanchon &
appointed to handle the industry's
transportation problem, it was learned yesterday. On the committee are
representatives of distributors, exhibitors, and the carriers. The date
for the trip to Washington to place
the data in Government hands will
depend upon when the committee
is able to complete its task.
The industry representatives are
expected to present figures on the

20%
Approved by House Con

UA

Pickford Mulls
Suit;
"Unanimity," the Target

services possible.
West Coast Bureau

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

N. J. Cowles Dies
Hollywood In a move to have the
Funeral services will be held to- by-laws of United Artists Corp.
day at Riverside Chapel for Norman clarified, Mary Pickford will file a
John Cowles, husband of Rose Lesher friendly suit against the company,
Cowles, M-G-M home office cashier. it was reported here yesterday.
Interment will be at Beth David
It was said that Miss Pickford beWB
Cemetery.
lieves that one of the by-laws which
requires unanimity on the part of
so easy, just a phone call to Warners' ofthe four owners of UA on all probfice
here.
blessed with a sense of the eternal fitness
lems and matters is hampering the
•
•
o' things and titles. .. .Moral: When a guy
corporation's
activities.
George
talks big about Hollywood, just check his PORECAST for today: Look for a couple Wharton Pepper, counsel for Miss
identity with the company he professes to
of important announcements from Allen Pickford, is expected to file the comrepresent. .. .That the local phoney's vic- Smith's Theater Equipment Section, at WPB, plaint in Delaware because UA
is a
and it would have been within the next two weeks.
tims forgot to do
Delaware corporation.
all. ..

a

* Ue

COMMISSIONED

PARLIN,

and Keith's, Syracuse, N.

MARVIN

noted.
for

*

DON

known chains

minimum needs to make
continued operation of the delivery
supposedly

WAVES. Future pix
dealing with
blood
subjects
Victory Gardens, Nurse Cadet
recruiting, and the industry's war effort.
"At the Front," distributed through Warinclude

plasma,

"The Battle

*

DECORATED

son of Joseph Bernhard „
ner Theaters general manager, awarded
Air Medal for action over Western Eur

campaign to recruit

St.

called for

RKO, and "Food and Magic,"

TO THE COLORS!
*

Ready Data

Feud,"

19

-

JACK BERNHARD,

1)

Warners, plus two bulletins, "Tin Can Salvage," Universal, and "Is Your Trip Necessary," News of The Day.
Special mention was made of "Chief
Neely Reports To The Nation," for release on Dec. 2, a one-reeler around
which exhibitors will stage a national

ily

carriers'

THIS

War Loan

Those attending, in addition to those already mentioned, were: M. J. Mullin, G. Ralph
Branton, John Balaban, Sam Rinzler, Sam
Pinanski, Harry H. Loewenstein Karl Hoblitzelle, Sam Dembow, Sam E. Morris, Leon
Netter, Leonard Goldenson, Stanton Griffis,
Joseph Bernhard, Herman Levy, A. H. Blank,
E. V. Richards, Edward L. Alperson, R. J.
O'Donnell, R. B. Wilby, C. C. Moskowitz,
Dan Miehaiove, Harry Brandt and Claude
Lee.

Mayer explained,

12,

Drive Film Bulletin

(Continued from Page

redouble onr efforts as long as the
need exists."
S. H. Fabian, theaters division chairman,
presided at the meeting, which was to acquaint the exhibitors with reports on finances,
distribution of war information films, and
airing of personnel problems, plus discussions of future plans for co-operation on
the forthcoming Fourth War Loan and the
theater collection next year for the Red

November

Friday,
DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

The Treasury Ij
partment had asked for a $10,5C.
$2,142,900,000.

000,000 tax bill.
The draft of
be in form of final readi
on Monday, Rep. Robert L. Dou]
ton, chairman
of the commitl
'

j

bill will

j

j

stated.

Included in the approved tax

1

was repeal of the victory tax wh
would integrate the victory tax w
j

the normal tax rate, the latter be: j
changed from six to eight per eel

Postage

on

local

letters

is
\

creased from two to three cents,
airmail from six to eight cents, vi
parcel post 3 per cent by weig
Present rates on third class mail
doubled.

li

BETTER
BUT

NO

v*:v

BIGGER
(in

THE

26th

EDITION

BOOK
(NOW

IN

of

cooperation

of

with

war

effort)
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• BILL RODCERS, sales head of MCM,
is in town on one of his frequent visits
to the studio to look at new product.
Rodgers' visit at this time is of interest
to this column, due to the fact that,

during the past ten days, eleven letters

from that many exhibitors scattered
throughout the country have reached
this desk, applauding MCM's distribu<4
tion methods and the
absolutely fair
deal" they have always gotten from
that company.

"Gosh, Mister
Wilkerson!'

In addition to the letters referred to

above,

Wood,

Pete

Secretary of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio

sets

their

up the

crowd for
"ethical business methods" in the

handling of

Bill

Rodgers

MCM

pictures.

and Pete Woods' comments are nothing new. We have been
told by many, many exhibitors over a
period of years that it's pretty tough to
'

The

letters

with MCM, but
once you do, you can sit back in the
protection of the contract and bank on
every promise made by that company.
finally

make

a

deal

which makes MCM what it is
and wins it an exhibitor confidence
that is not shared by many releasing
All of

organizations.

MCM's

It's

cap and

in

a

big feather in
the hat of Bill

Rodgers.

Let's all give to

National

War Fund — which

gives to all!
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U.

CASE
CC URGES PROSECUTION OF
ecree Test Span's End Won't Halt Arbitration
THE WEEK IN

Sections 5-10 Continuing
In Force; Circuits Free
To Expand, But No Rush

REVIEW
20% Admish Tax?

PARA/S 9-MONTH
EARNINGS RISE

Whatever

the ultimate disposiDebt Reduced $13,000,000 Since
so-called New York
Jan. 2, 1943
equity suit may be, expiration of
:TORY IN SIGHT: Approval the consent decree's three-year trial
e item of a 20 per cent tax on
period next Saturday will not ter•5sions by the House Ways and
minate the arbitration system which
Paramount's earnings for the nine
s Committee in its considerathe decree signed by the Govern- months ended Oct. 2, 1943, were esof the Treasury's $10,500,000,ment and the "Big Five" established, timated at $11,655,000, including $1,tax bill, may mean a partial
it was emphasized at the week-end.
906,000 shares of undistributed earnry for the industry which has
It was pointed out that, despite ings of partially owned non-consolifighting the Treasury's promisconception widely held in the dated subsidiaries, it was announced
Final a
of a 30 per cent tax.
trade, Sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 Friday following a meeting of the
aittee action is expected this
Raising of postal rates, tax of the decree are not affected by board of directors. Earnings for the
(Continued on Page 7)
corresponding period of 1942 were
iivel tickets, etc., would raise a
$9,278,000 including $1,953,000 shares
Jerable sum from the industry.
of undistributed earnings.
*
*
*
Thiid quarter earnings for the
EEN LIGHTS SHINE: Approvperiod ended Oct. 2 were estimated
OCR and other necessary deat $4,268,000 after all charges inlents of the
for the buildcluding all Federal taxes. This inf four new theaters, and poscludes $532,000 representing Parahalf a dozen more, struck a
Setting the stage for the forth- mount's direct and indirect net innsive chord in the film realm.
(Continued on Page 6)
.ption of film sets from the coming March of Dimes campaign,
sions of the L-41 order, placing which the industry will wage Jan.
under Harold Hopper, WPB's 24-31, Nicholas M. Schenck, national
n picture chief, also heartened chaiiman for the trade's drive, en"ade.
tertained members of the Executive
Committee at luncheon Friday at
AINING PIX: Making of train- the Rockefeller Luncheon Club.
Schenck paid tribute to, and expres•ix for the armed services is
{Contimied on Page 7)
ed with being one of the
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
's
largest film operations,
Washington
Joseph P. Hazen,
of such films having been made, Corporate Contributions
WB- vice-president, is expected here
:ximating 5,000,000 feet. These
Total $456,162
it is stated, will go into the
this week to confer again with Asarchives and after the war will
Incomplete list of industry corpo- sistant Attorney General Tom C.
iailable for use by film produ- rate contributions to the National Clark regarding proposed changes
*
*
*
War Fund totals $456,162, Adolph in the New York consent decree. No
OF NEWS: Film Zukor, chairman, announced Friday. date has been set for the meeting,
testifying in the $1,000,000 Zukor emphasized that this figure and none will be until late today or
;ion
trial of several alleged
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)

By

L.

H.

MITCHELL

tion

of

the

West Coast Group Tells
Clark Decree Should Be
Dropped, Not Amended
By AL STEEN
Associate Editor, THE FILM

action, the Pacific Coast Conference
of Independent Theater Owners has
presented a brief and the results
of a survey to Tom C. Clark, assis-

tant attorney general.
The PCC contends that after the
"test period" has expired for the New
York consent decree, no consent decree or amended decree should be

Trade Dimes Drive

WPB

Set for Jan. 24-31

Expect Hazen, Clark

To Meet on Decree

To

—

NWF

TGGETS
.

le

New York

mobsters in

tes-

that payments to Browne and
were not bribes but were exon threats of closing all the
i's
theaters with a strike.
3scent circuit asked dismissal

Singles

Hold Level of Scales

Interstate Policy Solid Success

—O'Donnell

Government's appeal from the

Crowd
Goldman Trial

decision in the anti• Industry's particiin the Fourth War Loan drive
discussed at meeting of WAC's
.

.

It

\

|rs

division.

.

•

.

Louis

asked for end of the New
consent decree.
• Hollyis
readying Italian versions
•re than the 40 pix recently
unced as in preparation.
.

I

St.

.

Addressing a group of some 40
exhibitors and members of the trade
Philly for
press who participated in the judging
at the Hotel Astor on Friday of
Philadelphia One of the strong- Universal's second annual Exhibitors
est arrays of industry legal talent Good-Will Featurette Exploitation
to be assembled since the New York Contest, R. J.
("Bob") O'Donnell,
equity suit trial opened several years general manager of the Interstate
ago is here for the opening in Fed- chain, and sole guest speaker at the
(Continued on Page 6)
(.Continued on Page 7)

Film Legal Lights

court's

suit.

—

DAILY

Calling upon the Department
of Justice to prosecute its suit
against the distributors named
in the original New York anti-trust

(Continued on Page 8)

BIR Issues Rules

On Bonus Payments
THE FILM DAILY
Washington The Bureau of Internal Revenue yesterday issued more
comprehensive rules to guide employers in determining what bonus
payments may be made to employes
Washington Bureau of

—

without formal application for approval under the salary stabilization program. Film and time sales(Continued on Page 2)

Neb. Blizzard Hits B. O.,
Maroons Film Employes
Omaha

—An

early season blizzard

in the Omaha area not only sliced
box-office receipts for the week, but
(Continued on Page 8)

Companies' Shorts
Biz at 20 Millions
Importance

was cited
trade

of

the

short

statistically

press

on

subject

Friday

to

representatives and

exKreisler, tab-

Bernard B.
newsreel chief for Universal,
who declared that the yearly "take"
through shorts' distribution by prinhibitors by

and

cipal

film

companies

mately $20,000,000.

totals

approxi-
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Filmday,

Cheer

—

Jeannie (English picture)
10th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 10th week
Sweet Rosie O'Crady (Twentieth Century-Fox)— 4th
Corvette K-2Z5 (Universal Pictures)
4th week

—

—2nd

HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.—
Hollywood

6425

Blvd.,

Rivoli
Little

55th

—

St.

Roxy
Criterion

Hollywood
Music Hall

week

—
—
—2nd week

New

I

Dood

Palace
Victoria
Rialto

Paramount

It

Capitol

—

New
New

Globe
York
York

W.

St.,

I.

PARIS— P.

Rue Marsoulan

Le

A. Harle,

—

(

En Saga

(J.

H.

Hoffberg Co.)

48th

(a)

St.

(November

12)

Net

Low

High

Am. Seat

143/8

Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%

Columbia Picts. pf
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak

151/2
21/2

154

Inc

Paramount

RKO
RKO

143/8

143/g

14%

147/8

21/2

151/2

.

do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,

)

15V2
1521/2

21/2

15'/2

154

18

173/4

55
2334

5434
23

23%

173/4
543/4

71/4

63/4

63/4

88
871/2
$6 pfd
871/z
193/4
19
193/4
20th Century-Fox
20th-Fox pfd. (1i/2 ). 285/g 28
281/z
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ). IOOI/2 IOOI/2 IOOV2
lH/4 10% 10%
Warner Bros
.

Chg.

Close

.

—
—
— %
l/
8
l/,

+

_
_
+
—
+
+
+
+
—

1/2

1

y4
i/

4

i/

8
3/g
7/g
3/g

3/8
I1/2
1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

B'way

Monogram

3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts
23,4
2% 2l/2
T/g

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal

3

Pictures
Picts.

1

2%

12%

12%

3!/2

3l/4

.18

vtc. 173^

18
17

—

1/4

12%—

1/4

1

3y4
18
17

Jack Warner, Einfeld

Kalmenson

in Chi.

%

2%

— %
— %

and

Huddle

—

Chicago Jack L. Warner, WB's
studio head; Charles Einfeld, adpublicity chief, and Ben Kalmenson,
company's top sales exec, huddled
here over the week-end on production matters.
It was a quiet and
unpublicized huddle.
Warner returned to the coast, Einfeld heading back to
son.

New York

with Kalmen-

a

meoi

both

of

d

where the possibilities of formiii
national group were discussed.

NEW YORK

Belmont
World
Theater

THEATERS

Roxy

Nov.
17
Guadalcanal Diary
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
Nov. 17
Flesh and Fantasy (Universal Pictures-Charles Boyer)
Northern Pursuit (Warner Bros. Pictures)— Nov. 25
Riding High (Paramount Pictures)
Dec. 8
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) (c)
Girl Crazy
(c)
Dancing Master (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(a) Dual bill,
(c) Follows current film.
(b) Dual showing,

—

Criterion

Strand

—

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAI
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Paramount

"CLAUDIA"

Capitol
Rialto

with

DOROTHY McGUIRE

ROBERT Y0UH

INA CLAIRE

A

On Payment

of

Bonuses

Illness of Extortion

Case

Illness of Paul De Lucia on Friday forced postponement to today of
the trial of the eight defendants
accused of extorting more than $1,His at000,000 from the industry.
torney, A. Bradley Eben, told the
court that De Lucia might have to
undergo an operation. In such an
iod.
includes
payments
The bonus statement
event, he asserted, he would not
based on percentages of profits, percentagree to continuance of the trial
ages of salaries, percentages of sales by
other employes and similar percentage pay- without the presence of his client.
(Continued from Page

20th

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

Gala Staoe Revue

Symphony Orchestra

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Circle 6-46

Defendant Delays Trial
HELD OVER

1)

— 2nd

WEEK

men

are included.
The general effect of Sunday's
statement is to enable employers to
pay bonuses without obtaining prior
approval if they do not exceed
amounts paid in the 1941-1942 per-

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

follows

representatives

FUTURE OPENINGS

Film,

FINANCIAL

Move

Ontario.
of

Stanley

—

HAVANA— Mary BIR Issues Regulation
HONOLULU

(12).

Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

minion-wide association will be
dertaken by the Quebec Allied 1
atiical Industries, Inc. and the
tion Picture Theaters Associatioi

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
Day After Day
Artkino Pictures)
2nd week
Count of Monte Cristo (CLASA-Mohme) 2nd week
It happened in Gibralter (French picture)

LONDON—

29

—

Montreal A survey of all the t
ater associations in Canada wit
view to ultimately forming a

Strand

O'Rourke (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Sahara
(Columbia
Pictures)
The Battle of Russia (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Under Dog (Producers Releasing Co.)
Opens tomorrow (a)
Silver City Raiders (Columbia Pictures)—-Opens tomorrow
(a)
Princess

Astor
Carnegie
Theater

week

Claudia (Twentieth Century- Fox )^2nd week
The North Srar (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn) 2nd week (b)
The North Star (RKO Radio-Samuel Goldwyn) 2nd week (b)
Son of Dracula (Universal Pictures)
2nd week

—

Phone
Granite 6607.
WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Longfellow
St.,
Older, 841
N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
Wilk,

Thousands

Theater

—
—

19th week
(Paramount Pictures)
10th week
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

Cable address:

York.

Representatives:

Ralph

Picture and Distributor
For Whom the Bell Tolls

Old Acquaintance (Warner Bros. Pictures)

::::::

BAHN

Broadway Parade H

Unit:
for Unity

On Movement

ments, hut does not include ordinary commission payments to salesmen hased on
their own individual sales.
In the case of
commission payments to salesmen based
on their own individual sales, BIR has previously approved the payment of commissions earned through Dec. 31, 1043, provided the rate of commission and the amount
of other compensation has not been increased since Oct. 2, 1942.
Since Oct. 3,
1942, he may be paid a bonus not to exceed
the same dollar amount of bonus paid him
for the employer's first accounting- year
ending: after Oct. 3, 1942, provided the
bonus does not exceed 20 per cent of his
present base salary.
If the employe has been paid regularly,
in
accordance with an established policy
of the employer, a bonus based on a percentage of base salary, such bonus payment
may be made, regardless of dollar amount,
nrovided the percentage has not been changed
since Oct. 3, 1942 or Oct. 27, 1942, as the

sioner Hannegan explained that other types
of bonuses may also be paid if submitted
to him for approval and receive his approval. The purpose of the statement is to
advise employers that no application for approval is necessary to pay bonuses for the
bonus year 1943 or subsequent years if

IS

OUR CHILDREN TODAY?

fWHAT

Rodgers Sends Identity
Cards to WAC Workers

CRISIS
.*»**

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

"I

Identification cards for executives,

WAC

such bonuses meet any one of the following conditions:
If
the employe's base salary has not
been increased since Oct. 3, 1942 (in the
case of salaries of more than 5,000 per annum) or Oct. 27, 1942 (in the case of
salaries of $5,000 or less per annum), as
the case may be, he may be paid a bonus
which does not exceed the higher of the fol-

lowing amounts:
(A) The dollar amount paid for the emnloyer's last accounting year ended prior to
Oct. 3, 1942, or (B) the dollar amount of
a bonus authorized under the salary stabilisation regulations for the employer's first
accounting year ending after Oct. 3, 1942,
provided the bonus does not exceed 50 per
cent of the base salary.

I

YOUTH IN

If Eben holds to his stand, Boris
Kostelanetz, special assistant U. S.
attorney general who is prosecuting
the case, can sever the indictment
against De Lucia, who would have to
go on trial alone at a later date.

salesmen and bookers who have
given their time and effort to the
War Activities Committee have
been presented by W. F. Rodgers,
chairman of the
distributQrs'
division. The card is in appreciation
case may be.
of the work done by the men and
An employe may also be paid a bonus
Card No. 1 went to George
which, together with all other compensation women.
for personal services, does not increase his J. Schaefer, chairman of the co-ortotal
compensation for the current year dinating committee. Other cards will
over the total earned in the calendar year
1941 by more than, (a) Vo per cent if the be issued on the recommendation of
total compensation for the year 1941 was the local distiibutor chairmen.
$2,400 or less, (b) 10 per cent if the total
compensation for the year 1941 was over
$2,400 but not over $4,000, (c) 5 per cent
if the total compensation for the year 1941
was over $4,000 but not over $7,500.
Based salary for purposes of this statement means salary exclusive of bonuses and
other forms of additional compensation.
May Approve Other Bonuses
While yesterday's statement outlined conditions under which bonus payments may
be made without prior approval. Commis-
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now
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STALKING
money, power, and

JOHN WAYNE

•

a

woman's smile!

MARTHA SCOTT

ALBERT DEKKER
MAR10RIE RAMBEAU
DALE EVANS

ALBERT
Adaptation

Screenplay bv

6.
fry

•

•

GEORGE "Gabby" HAYES

GRANT WITHERS

ROGELL.

Director

THOMSON BURTIS

ETHEL HILL ana ELEANOHE GRIFFIN

Associate Producer,

ROBERT NORTH

¥£
1

1.1
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15, \9-

DAILY

Paramount'; 9-Month
Profit

Up 2

COfllinG and GOIflC
Million

(.Continued from Page 1)
terest as a stockholder in the

HARRY COHN

EDWARD

bined undistributed earnings for the
quarter of partially owned non-con-

The board of directors also authorized the prepayment on Dec. 1 of
an additional $2,000,000 of the company's debt, making a total reduction
of approximately $13,000,000 in debt
of the company and consolidated
subsidiaries since Jan. 2 last.
On Dee. 1, the consolidated debt will aggregate approximately $18,000,000, comprising $2,800,000 debt of consolidated domestie theater subsidiaries, $5,200,000 debt of
Canadian theater subsidiaries payable in Canadian dollars, and $10,000,000, the sole debt
of the parent company, which matures annually during the years 1949 to 1958.
Extra

Common

Dividend

The board increased the dividend on the
common stock by the declaration of a regular quarterly dividend of 40 cents per share
payable Dec. 29, 1943 to stockholders of
This represents an
record Dec. 10, 1943.
increase from $1.20 to $1.60 per share
annually.
Earnings for the 1943 periods include the
company's full share of film rentals and
earnings of its subsidiaries operating in
England, Australia, New Zealand and India.
Earnings for the 1942 periods, due to currency restrictions then in force, included
only those subsidiaries which had operations in the Western hemisphere, the operations of all other foreign subsidiaries (including those operating in England, Australia, New Zealand and India) and the company's share of film rentals therefrom being
included only to the extent received or determined to be receivable in dollars.
The $4,268,000 of estimated combined
consolidated and share of undistributed earnings for the quarter represent $1.14 per
share on the 3,752,136 shares of common
stock outstanding on Oct. 2 last, which compares with $1.13 per share for the quarter
ended Oct. 3, 1942 on the 2,901,650 common shares then outstanding, after providing $189,048 for dividends on the then outstanding first preferred shares.
Estimated combined consolidated and share
of undistributed earnings of $11,655,000
for the nine months ended Oct. 2, last represent $3.11 per share on such common stock
outstanding, which compares with $3.00 per
share for the nine months ended Oct. 3,
1942 on the 2,901,650 common shares then
outstanding, after providing $567,144 for
accrued dividends on the then outstanding
first preferred shares.

Rites for Jenkins' Father
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ornin Roundup:
Wednesday goes one

Fantasy"
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and unique attractions. Universal's "Flesh and
a resounding answer to prayers of lilm exhibs. and

year's most star-studded
is

for off-the-beaten-path entertainment.

.

•

.

At the annual

of the directorate

.

trustees of the

.

Mizara, treasurer

"reviewing"

and

Incidentally .the Circle's

all the

membership

is

currently

pix they've seen this year so's to cast their ballots

in THE FILM DAILY'S Ten Best Pictures Poll, results of which are to be
announced in the comparatively near future. .
• Latest publication
.

triumph

by Fred Lynch,
dence

•

of the

in

trick

L.

City Music Hall Pictorial, edited

the big house's publicity director

keen showmanship

of

Gus

S. Eyssell.

It's

who

Murray, Ascap exec, yesterday presented two

further evi-

doesn't miss

widening the appeal and prestige

progressively

Robert

new Radio

advent of the

is

of

a

phono-

graphs and several albums of recordings of Victor Herbert's works

T
•

•

greatest
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20,000 people will rejoice tomorrow night in the

Night of Stars show-spectacle ever

son Sq. Garden

to

\

RUBE JACKTER,
returns

ger,

assistant general sales ma
a business trip

tomorrow from

Minneapolis.

HERBERT PICKMAN, Warners'
the

Atlanta

field rep.
territories,
is

Memphis

and

New York for several days.
CLARENCE BROWN, M-C-M

director,

turned to the West Coast Friday after a
stay in New York.

hi

week

IRENE, Metro executive designer, entrains
West Coast today after a brief visit

the

grace the stage of Madi-

In their rejoicing they are spiritually joined by

Snapshots,

week-end

Columbia producer of Scr.
back in Hollywood over
Mexico City.

arrived

from

WILLIAM DOZIER,

head of the story
department at the Paramount stui
on Friday for the Coast after two we
of conferences here.
writers'

who recently sent this message to Chairman Nathan
Straus: "I rejoice to know that the proceeds from the 10th Anniversary
of The Night of Stars will be devoted to the relief of human suffering
throughout the world"

CEORGE

S.

KAUFMAN

to present the

radio

The

WILLIAM GOETZ,
due

]

Washing,
"Over 21,"'

International

Pictures,

from the Coast today.

in

FRANK SELTZER,
Bronston Productions,
San Francisco.

publicity rep. for Sam
leaves
Hollywood to

for

FRANK SINATRA goes
RKO iBoston.

Boston

to

Dec. 2

open at the

Six masters of ceremonies will be

none too

E.

V.

RICHARDS

MARTIN MULLIN

Mayor James J, Walker, Ed
Flippen, Henny Youngman, and Bert Lytell.

J. C.

T

T

the

Saenger

Circi

SAM PINANSKI

of

P Theaters and R. B. WILBY of Wilby-Kin
Theaters Corp., who were among Paramo
Theater partners in New York last week, E

RISE

home

cities.

STEVENS,

Metropolitan Opera
arrived
from the Coast Friday, having
pleted her role in Paramount's "Going My

ELAINE SHEPARD,
returned to
vacation.

FWC

of

and

&

500 participating luminaries of screen, stage, and

Sterling Six are former

Sullivan, Kate Smith,

and Majors Named

—

Film Legal Lights Crowd
Philly for

Goldman

Trial

(Continued from Page 1)

RKO

contract

Hollywood after a brief

Mrs. Leonard Boyd
West Coast Bureau of

—

sini.

c<

Wa

player

New Y

Dead

THE FILM DAI

Hollywood Mrs. Margaret Bo:
wife of Leonard Boyd, publicity he

Court here today of the anti- at Republic studio, died last we
trust
suit
William Goldman following a long illness. The Boy
of
have a daughter, Mildred.
against Warners, et al.
In the Warner corner, among
others, are former Justice Joseph
Inc., RKO-Radio, Vitagraph, ColumM. Proskauer, special counsel; Robbia, Universal and United Artists.
ert
W. Perkins, general counsel;
Complaint charges conspiracy and
violation of the Sherman and Clay- Howard Levinson and Stuart Aarons,
Des Moines Yeoman Robert
ton anti-trust laws and accuses FWC all of New York, along with Morris
of inducing defendant distributors Wolf and others of local counsel.- Dotson, formerly of National Tl
to agree not to furnish pictures to Aarons, recently inducted into the atre Supply, will be married to Mi
jorie Jean Hammond of Des Moin
Vinnicof's Sierra Theater in Eagle Army as a private, is on furlough.
Rock on the same basis as other
Others from New York who are when Dotson arrives from Alaska
first-run houses in Los Angeles, thus here as counsel include John Cas- furlough.
pi eventing the Sierra from compet- key, for 20th-Fox; William Zimmering with the circuit's theater.
man, for RKO; Stanley Thompson, West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAI
In addition to damages, plaintiffs for Loew's, and Irving Cohen for
Hollywood Sidney Toler and Ve
ask a permanent injunction against Paramount.
Lou Phillips of Parathe continuation of the alleged con- mount also will double between Tattersall Orkow, sculptress, ha
spiracy and $10,000 attorney fees.
Philly and New York.
announced their marriage last we<
eral

WEDDinG BELLS
—

Hal Dansen
Samuel Ornitz
Reddy

i

in

is

doctoring the Ruth Gordon play,
association with Carson Kanin.

Friday for their

many

—

P.

•

left

President Roosevelt

Atlanta, Ga.
Funeral services In L. A. Anti-trust Suit
were held Friday for William M.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jenkins, father of William K. JenkHollywood Asking $47,400 damins, president of Georgia Theater Co.
Inc., Harry
(Lucas & Jenkins Circuit).
The ages, Eagle Theaters,
Vinnicof and Southern California
elder Jenkins died Thursday.
Amusement Co. have filed suit in
Federal court against Fox West
Coast, 20th Century-Fox, Loew's,

Lewis Stone
Herbert Rawlinson
Joseph

,

New York.
RALPH STAUB,

GINNY SIMMS leaves the Coast Nov. 26
an Eastern trip which will include seven bro
casts and two appearances at the Stage D
Canteen.

named for Ascap's founder, who accepted on behalf of his crew
Capt Magnusdal has had two ships shot out from under him

•

I

J.

Dallas.

to

Capt. Arnt Magnusdal, master of the Liberty Ship. S.S. Victor Herbert

I

"BOB" ODONNELL, Interstate gem™
manager, left New York last night by train
R.

RCMH.

electric

'British

Coming and Going

joint

Museum of Modern Art on
Armistice Day, Walt Disney was one of four new trustees named
the other newcomers are A. M. Burden. Henry Allen Moe and Mrs. George
Henry Warren, Jr.
• Among past week's innovations was appearance of the new Bulletin, issued by The Foreign Press Film Critics' Circle,
of which William Edlin is prexy; Andrew Valuchek, secretary; and Roy
meeting

managing

England, and

in

Paramount

9

the local Criterion next

ROSE,

director for Pa
JOHN OJERHOLM of
laboratories, plan to co
to the U. S. next month for home office vi*

solidated subsidiaries.

To Further Reduce Debt

returned to Hollywood over

week-end.

com-

—

\

^
November

piday,

15,

1943

ngles Hold Level

IN

Scales-O'Donnel!
W. M.

NEWSOM,

manager, Capitol, Raleigh, N.

EDWARD DENTON,

C.

(Continued from Page

Theater,

DONALD

1)

Decree Test End Not

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

STELL, manager, Palace, Raleigh, N. C.

DEL APEL,

To Halt Arbitration
manager,

Linwood-LaSalle

Detroit.
relief

manager, Wisper

& Wetsman

Detroit.

BLUBAUCH.
salesman,
M-C-M
;heon which followed the ballot- CLARENCE
Omaha.
EDWARD YARNELL, manager, Tuxedo Theater
declared that, because of InterHighland Park, Mich.
CENE CAUDETTE, RKO exploitation man, Clevee's single feature policy, admisland.
MAURICE WHITE, general manager, United
scales have been able to be JACOB SCHLINK. salesman,
Theaters,
Cincinnati.
Universal,
Oes
Moines.
ntained in 99 per cent of chain's
OWEN BLOUCH, operator, Downtown Telenews Theater, Detroit.
JACK KALMENSON, salesman, Warners, PittsMitions.
burgh.
FRANK SELTZER, publicity director, Jules Levey
Iirrently, he disclosed, bookings
Productions, Hollywood.
cab reel attractions in Texas CONRAD GRUCZA. head shipper, UA, Albany.
CHARLES HALLICAN, Albany territory sales- JOSETH J. LEE, formerly sales supervisor at
ses, averges 1,500 per week, and
circuit,

i

(Continued from Page

1)

three-year trial provision, and
will continue in force.
The five major companies, it is
understood, are prepared to continue
their financing of the arbitration
system. The current budget is $285,000, and there is an auxiliary fund
of $25,000 which may be drawn upon
the

.

presenting Saturday
formances for children of proms consisting exclusively of
its is continuing and resultful.
'Donnell stressed his conviction
t all theateis can profit by mainting shorts on their bills, and
se should enjoy exploitation along
h all other program increments,
said that Karl Hoblitzelle, preslt of Interstate, and himself had
vinced themselves as long ago as
nd's advent that the short subject
nitely belongs on screens, and
:e so today than ever before, bese of the consistently ascending
lity of tab attractions produced
all companies. One of the trends,
'.iely that toward longer feature
of

policy

•actions,

is

affecting,

lally.

lernard B. Kreisler, head of Unisal's short features and newsactivities, presided at the lun\[
on in the wake of the judging
called attention to the increasuse by showmen of marquee and
ertising space to spotlight shorts,
well as put promotional camgns behind them to attain maxi-

m

box-office results.
Universal's

in

oitation

contest,

second

announced

featurette
following:

luncheon, included:

—

<

lver Trophy
A. C. Detwiler, Grand,
obe, Pa., for "Roar, Navy, Roar" camast of the Mississippi:

OWNS OF LESS THAN

—

10,000
George
•rnton, Orpheum, Saugerties, N. Y., first:
Katz, Grand Bend. 111., second.
OP., 10,000 to 25,000
A. C. Detwiler,
lid,
Latrobe. Pa., first: Horace Truitt,
.--ria, Athens, Ga., second.
"OP. 25,000 TO 75000
Harry Goldstein,
ton, Dorchester, Mass., first: T. R. Jones,
,lley, Columbus,
Ga., second.
OP., 75.000 TO 200,000
John Goodno,
ce, Huntington, Va., first: J. Silverman,
3

—
—
—
POP. — Herman Comer,
Earl

nd, Altoona, Pa., second.

VER
tol,

200.000

Philadelphia, Pa.,

first:

ke,

Granby. Norfolk, Va., second.

'est

of the Mississippi:

OWNS OF LESS THAN
-ison,

pier,
(rid.

manager, Ace Theater,

De-

troit.

Expect Hazen, Clark

To Meet on Decree
(Continued from Page

tomorrow,
is

it is

1)

assumed, since Clark

morning.

Thus far Clark has no

definite

appointments for this week with
exhibitors, although it is believed
that several will be here to see him.

Appointment at
Warners Made Permanent

Permanent appointment of Allan
Meltzer as Eastern publicity manager of Warners was announced on
Friday by Mort Blumenstock, in
charge of the company's advertising
and publicity in the East. Meltzer
had been filling the post temporarily since the resignation of Mitchell
Rawson.

Joins Other Majors

For

Wage

Re-negotiation

Jan. 24-31

Leonard Goldenson, Eddie Alperson
Malcolm King:sberg\ Gus Eysscll, Dan Micha

cent,

love,

WB

repre-

Trade Dimes Drive
Set

not expected to return from Dal-

las until this

for contingencies.
Persistent reports, including many
that have appeared in print, to the
LEE NORTON, salesman, Monogram, St. Louis.
effect that the decree "expires" on
Nov. 20 are challenged by distributor spokesmen. While some provisions of the decree do terminate
Section 11 is a notable example
they point out that what will hapfor
pen is this: The Department of Justice after Saturday will be free to
act in the pending case or in any
(Continued from Page 1)
sed appreciation for, the highly suc- case which may be filed.
Talk of an interim arrangement,
cessful work of the committee in piling up a total of $2,116,000 in the heard recently, is likewise scouted
1943 drive. He described a luncheon by major company counsel, who conmeeting he had with President Roose- tend that there is no necessity for
velt at which he had an opportunity it.
Section 11, which will do a fadeto tell the President of the great effort put forth by theater owners and out, relates to circuit expansion,
their staffs in ail parts of the coun- banning general programs of expansion on the part of affiliated cirtry.
Schenck announced that within a cuits. It was stressed at the weekfew days a bool^et, now on the pres- end, however, that the major cirses, would go out to all participat- cuits have no intention of embarking theaters and committee mem- ing upon an expansion program afbers giving a theater-by-theater tab- ter Saturday when the GovernmenThere may be an
ulation of the 1943 collections.
tal lid is lifted.
Among: those at the luncheon meeting: occasional house added here and
were: N. M. Schenck, C. C. Moskowitz,
Harry Brandt, S. H. Fabian. Oscar A. Doob, there, but that is all, it was indiHarry Kalmine, E. C. Dowden, Walter Vin- cated.
N. Y. 20th-Fox exchange, to special
sentative, Central sales division.

William Kupper.

Who's

Industry's

Who

To Fete Fabian, Mayer

Warners and the New York SPG,
Local 114,
agreed that

UOPWA

(CIO)

have

the re-negotiation of
the wage clause in the contract
signed a year ago shall be joined
with the recently-established industry-wide arbitration.
The joint industry-wide arbitration originally
was agreed upon several weeks ago
between the Guild and the seven
other majors and Loew's Theaters
and RKO Service Corp.

Pix Stars, Studio Execs.
Discuss Overseas P.A.'s
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

— In

THE FILM DAILY

the greatest turnout of stars in the history of Hollywood, at a mass meeting of actors
and studio executives, the motion
picture industry signified its determination to do its job in entertaining America's fighting men
overseas.

Practically everyone who is anyone in the industry here will turn
out tomorrow to honor Si Fabian
and Arthur Mayer at the luncheon
to be given for them at the Hotel
Astor by the theater owners of
Greater New York. James J. Walker, the city's former mayor, will
head those who will pay tribute to

ties

Zukor.

gomery.

Four hundred and fifty celebriheard reports from Jack Benny,
the two showmen for their work in Bob Hope, Adolphe Menjou, Frances
behalf of the WAC.
Langford, Judith Anderson and
Over 1,000 will attend and on the James Burke, who have recently
dais in addition to the guests of completed tours of combat areas,
Denton, Tex., second.
POP., 25,000 TO 75,000
Joe Floyd, Hol- honor and toastmasters will be
and assured the support of the Hol'ywood, Sioux Falls. S. Dak., first: J. WooBarney Balaban, Joseph Bernhard, lywood Victory Committee's plan to
len, Midland, Hutchinson, Kan., second.
Harry
Brandt,
Jack
Cohn,
Mrs.
Si meet the War Department's appeal
OVER 200,000 POPULATION John Hefling-er. West End, St. Louis, Mo., first: Harry
Fabian, Mrs. Rose Fabian, mother for increased entertainment abroad.
Biederman, Fox Isis, Kansas City, Mo.,
of Si, Mrs. Arthur Mayer, Samuel
The audience included Capt. Clark
second.
In each case, first prize was $200, second, Rinzler, Herman Robbins and Adolph Gable and Lt. Comdr. Robert Mont-

—

n.
:

HAROLD BERMAN,

somewhat Meltzer

playing time which shorts could
entially enjoy. Interstate, as well
Consolidated, has inaug, Texas
ted a maximum of two hours and
minutes for shows, and tab reels
used as extensively as possible,
h Interstate's manuals, containexploitation campaign ideas, goto stands by mail throughout
country.
le praised highly the work which
been done in his circuits' behalf
Besa Short to give tab reels their
per niche both in Texas and na-

;"inners

man, PRC.

West-

—

10.000 Ed.
Smaekover, Ark., first; Ken
Wilton,
Wilton Junction, Iowa,
Joy,

—

Wm. Mick and
pp.. 10,000 TO 25.000
ty Miller, Palace, Corsieana, Tex., joint
ners of first prize: J. P. Harrison. Texas,

—

$100.
Prizes of $100 and $60 were given to the
and second best campaigns on Walt
Lantz Cartunes East and West of the Mis-

—
—

House Tax

Action

Bill
Winners:
EAST J. Silverman,
Strand, Altoona, Pa., first: Joe Katz, Grand,
Until
Bend, 111., second.
WEST Wm. Mick and
Sidney Miller Palace, Corsieana, Tex., joint
winners first prize: John Hef linger. West Woslvnaton Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
End, St. Louis, second.
Washington
Printing and final
If the employe's base salary has been increased since Oct. 3, 1942, he may be paid checking of the new tax bill reported
a bonus not to exceed the same dollar by the House
and Means Comamount of bonus paid him for the em- mittee will delay consideration
of
ployer's first accounting- year ending' after
Oct. 3, 1942, provided the bonus does not the measure until Nov. 22, Speaker
exceed 20 per cent of his present base salary.
Rayburn said Friday.
sissipi.

Following the overseas
Louis B. Mayer and Y.
Frank Freeman pledged the aid of
the studios in doing "everything humanly possible" to adjust productroupers,

best

Off

Nov. 22

—

Ways

Sam

tion schedules so that players could
sufficient free time to make
overseas tours.

have

Kenneth Thomson, chairman of
the Hollywood Victory Committee
outlined the procedure by which players could volunteer for both overseas and" domestic tours.

m

Monday, November

As

Prosecute N. Y. Equity Suit, Coast Indies
West Coast Group Tells
Clark Decree Should Be
Dropped, Not Amended
(Continued from Page

Exploiteer's midnight Horror Fantasy
Quichly Turns to Flesh and Blood

—

Edward Jacobson, exploiteer of the Monroe Theater here, provided
He had
horror thriller the other morning at the creepy hour of 3 a.m.
been scaring some of the personnel of the house with a tale of the dead bodies
which had been found in the rambling old theater. Then Eddie took a flashlight
aloft to locate some typewriter paper, stumbled, and flashed his ray on a body

entered "and that the plaintiff should
Basing its
proceed with its case."
contentions on a questionnaire to
several hundred independent exhibitors, the PCC alleges that most of
the unfair trade practices upon which
che

Government

suit

own

When

the hallway.

in

was

visitor

just a

the police revived Eddie,

drunk sleeping

it

had been found that

28,200 Stars in Industry's
Service Banner

his

\

it off.

Unveiling of a huge service
with 28,200 stars and the signing
a special V-Mail letter to the forn
film-ites represented by the st;
v/ill
highlight Ampa's testimon
luncheon at the Hotel Astor on Wi
nesday.
Howard Dietz will unv
the banner.

was founded

"are ignored in the consent decree
that the consent decree is inadequate in its treatment and incomprehensive in its scope; that in practice, at least, the consent decree opposes the principles and purposes
of the Sherman anti-trust law and
the Clayton act."

Asks Abolishment
compulsory
that
Pointing
out
block-booking was one of the principal features the D of J sought to
eliminate, the PCC charges that
through Section IV of the decree,
block-booking in a more objectionable form has been established "by

Clawson

Arbitration

Hearing on Wednesday
Detroit

—Hearing has been set for

Wednesday

arbitration case
brought by the Clawson Theater of
Clawson.
Ferris Stone, who was
arbitrator in the case brought by
the Southlawn Theater of Grand
Rapids, has been made arbitrator.
Stone is president of the Detroit
College of Law, and a director and
past president of the Michigan
State Bar Association.
in

the

.

impossible rentals are being exact- Boston Theatrical Post
ed."
It further charges that the Installs Harry Browning
spirit and intent of the consent decree has been "utterly disregarded
Boston Installation dinner of the
by the consenting distributor defen- Lt. Vernon Macaulay, American Legdants" and that in the interest of ion, Theatrical Post 270, at the Hothe public at large and the indepen- tel Statler here on Sunday night,
dent exhibitors, the decree should be was one of the most colorful such
abolished.
The
events yet held in this city.
brief declares that certain industries

—

The

require regulation but that the motion picture industry does not fall within the category.
"If defendant distributors and afthe PCC
theaters are divorced,"
filiated
writes, "we believe the motion picture inoperate
basis
of a
again
on
the
dustry may
The confree economy without regulation.
tention of the Pacific Coast Conference that
a regulatory consent decree is not a solution to the problem is fundamentally sound
and in accord with American concept of a

Neb. Blizzard Hits B. O.
Maroons Film Employes
(Continued from Page 1)

also

marooned a number of Film

Row

employes.

Presidents of the various comji
nies will sign the letter which will
sent to the men and women in u

5

Salesmen Wayne Stephenson of
Paramount and Jules Gerelick of
Columbia, Booker Fred Pejfar of
M-G-M and Shipper Harris Kuntzelman of 20th-Fox, were among

new Commander is Harry Browning, of M & P Theaters.
"Bernadette" Bows in L. A.
Los Angeles will get the world
premiere of 20th-Fox's "Song of Bernadette" late in December. The exact date will be

made

public later.

.\

I

Century-Fox; E. C. Raftery, Unit
Nate J. Blumberg, Univ<;
sal; Harry Warner, Warner Bro

of St. Paul, spent seven hours driv-

Artists;

Johnston, Monogram;
Henry Briggs, PRC, and James

W. Ray

Corporate Contributions

To

NWF

Grainger, Republic.
For industry associations, Will
Hays, MPPDA; George Schaefi
WAC, and Vincent Trotta, Ampa.
"Socker" Coe will be toastmasi
at the affair and Postmaster Fra
C. Walker will be the principal spea
Several industry service m
er.
will be present, in addition to Gre
3a
Garson, Marsha Hunt, Jack Pea
Harry Green and Yvette.

Total $456,162

(Continued from Page 1)

did not represent donations from individuals within the trade.
Breakdown of corporate gifts folColumbia, $18,000; Loew's,
lows:

and Loew's Employes' Welfare
Fund, $77,500; National Screen Service, $7,512; Paramount, and theInc.,

ater partners, $115,000; RKO, $31,700; 20th Century-Fox, and National
Theate-s, $87,950; Universal, $24,000; United Artists, $10,000; Warner Bros., $84,500.

War

heroes at the luncheon will inch
Sergt. Schiller Cohen, AAF; Seam
Eddie Fitzpatrick, USN; Capt. Edw;
Callow, Sergt. John Bassilone, Fred Schmi
Jack Sugarman, Harold Zeltner, all US1
Sergt. Jack Simms, USA, and Lieut. Willi
Staff

f/c,

economy."

Hits Film Rentals
discriminatory practice,
the
brief contends, is that which deals with film
The "percentage
rentals and license fees.
picture racket" permits the distributors to
sell affiliated theaters of other distributors
flat, or, if they sell on percentage, take into
consideration the overhead of the particular
theater involved, the brief charges, adding
that "this assures affiliated theaters a profit
on percentage pictures on the one hand and
empowers the forcing of independent exhibiThe
tors out of business on the other."
PCC claims that many independent exhibitors were forced to sell out to circuits because they couldn't compete under the system.
One exhibitor, in answering the questionnaire, wrote that in making a comparison of
the average rental per picture of the various companies for 1940-41 with 1942-43,
the increases of individual companies were
as follows: M-G-M. 78 per cent; Paramount,
32.4 per cent; 20th Century-Fox, 88.7 per
cent; Warner Bros., 2.33.3 per cent and RKO,

The

most

109.6 per cent.
Forcing Product
Replies to the questionnaires indicate, according to the brief, that several of the
companies continue to make certain feature
deals contingent on other deals.
The effect
upon the public of forcing features is patadding that "the
ent, the brief contends,
public is forced to see poor grade pictures
and the exhibitor is helpless to eliminate
them." The same is declared to be true in
the matter of short subjects.
Five Picture Plan
In answer to the question on the five-picture blocks, the brief asserts that 322 theaters out of 346 stated they preferred to
license their pictures on a full season basis

with a 20 per cent cancellation unrestricted.
The questionnaires demonstrate, according to
that the five-picture selling plan
eliminated block-booking, but alexhibitors
than they
have
had prior to the consent decree.
The designation of playdates has compelled exhibitors to play pictures which they
;onsider are not suitable for the days demanded, according to the replies to the
questionnaire.
Clearance and Run
The d«cree has not remedied the practice
of discriminating against the independent
•xhibitor in the matter of clearances, the
orief charges, further declaring that affl<ated theaters have been able to strangle
che competition contemplated by the Sherman act. The brief contends that the matter of runs has been a weapon to keep independent exhibitors in line and that the
distributors "have used this weapon to extract exorbitant film rentals, to require increases in admission prices,
etc."
The
'havoc" allegedly caused by move-overs is
described in detail by the brief, which further attacks refusals to license on run requested, withholding of prints, hoarding of
releases and the new practice of additional
the

brief,

has

not

to the contrary because
less selection of pictures

legedly

first-runs.

Theater Extension

While factual evidence may not prove
that affiliated circuits deliberately built or
acquired theaters in direct violation of the
expansion clause of the decree, the brief
contends that the D of J records will show
that affiliated circuits have taken theaters
formerly operated by independent owners.
The brief asserts that "it is obvious that
no independent theater owner would give up

I

form wherever they are station;
throughout the world. The signH
will include Harry Cohn, Columb
those stranded at widely varied Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's; B;
ney Balaban, Paramount; N. Pel
spots through the area.
One exhibitor, Mons Thompson, Rathvon, RKO; Spyros Skouras, 2C
ing 42 miles en route to Omaha.

which inflationary, prohibitive and

free

TO UNVEIL FLAG
AT ANPA AFFAIR.

Detroit

his

1)

15, V.\

DAILY

Murphy, AAF.
Choir of 40 WAVES will sing, and Ll
Monroe will sing the national anthem,
to appear also are Greer Garson and

a profitable investment and operation unless
distributor deals precluded this possibility."
It is claimed that 18 new theaters have
been acquired by affiliated theaters in Southern California alone and the PCC endorses
the D of J proposal that court approval be
obtained before affiliated theaters can make

new

1

Richard Ney, USN; Tyette, Jj]
Harry Green, Harry Hershfield, P
Baker and Don Albert's ork.
husband,
Pearl,

acquisitions.

Arbitration

Three Cash Dividends
Declared by 20th-Fox

The brief's comments on arbitration appear to be no criticism of arbitration as a
means of settling disputes but of the manner
in which it is forced to operate under the
High costs and the appeal board
decree.
appear to be the principal targets.
The brief and survey were submitted personally to Clark by L. O. Lukan of Seattle
aal Rotus Harvey of San Francisco, trustees of the PCC, which represents
in California, Washington, Oregon,

Three cash dividends were d
by 20th-Fox on Friday. Tl,
first was a quarterly dividend
$1.12% per share on the outstaru
clared

theaters

ing prior preferred stock. The se;
ond was a payment of 37% cen
for the fourth quarter on the ou
standing convertible preferred stoc
The last was $1 per share on t]«
outstanding common.
All dividends are payable Dec.
to stockholders of record Dec. 1.

Northern

Idaho, Arizona, Nevada and Alaska.
In conclusion, the brief says:
"After reading the above, it should not
be surprising to the Department of Justice
that independent theater exhibito learn
tois on the Pacific Coast have the following comments to make with respect to the
:cnsent decree:
" 'It is a joke'; 'It was designed to get
the defendant distributors and affiliated theaters off the hook'; 'It offers no protection
to the independent exhibitor or the public';
'Arbitrators are useless' (in this regard, it
should be noted that in not one case on the
Pacific Coast

was an

arbitrator's

award

af-

firmed without modification)
'There aren't
any attorneys familiar enough with our
business to adequately represent us against
the specialized legal experts of defendant
;

distributors and
can't win.' "

affiliated

theaters';

'You

Norman Moray

at

WB

Studios

THE FILM DAIL
Norman H. Mora
subject sales man^

West Coast Bureau, of

—

i

Hollywood
Warners' short

ger, spent the latter part of the w^f
at the studio conferring on 19

short subject product.
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30,000 TROOPS ABROAD AT PIX NICHTLY
lark,

Majors Near Decree Change Agreement?

Dservers Believe
.inks in

Terms

He Now

Legalized Bingo IMext Door to Theaters
Hurting Theater Business in Cleveland

of Revis-

Not Pressing the Suit

i.

ANDREW

By
-hington

Bateau of

—

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

There will be no acYo:k
this week in the
ity suit, Assistant Attorney Gen-

Vashington

year ago,

a

is

understood that the Bingo Parlors now in operation are sponsored by organizations, but what percentage of the take is turned over to charity and
what is retained for profit is difficult to ascertain.
Exhibs., however, state
that the spreading prevalence of the game is hurting busines.
It

Tom C. Clark said last night afvicemeeting yesterday with
sident Joseph P. Hazen.
^he discussion between Clark and
1

WB

zen was considerably more harnious and productive than that of
)
weeks ago, after which Clark
larked that the Department of

is

Says Trade Invited

See Canadian Odeon

Outside Regulation

After

J

(Continued on Page 7)

inadian Managers

ey

Men/ NSS

The predicament

Rules

—

Toronto
Canadian theater manors are to be regarded as key men
special consideration be given
J
in dealing with proposed transs, the National Selective Service

m

Word
notified all local offices.
the ruling was sent to S. B. Taube,
(Continued on Page 7)

in

which exhibi-

themselves

allegedly

because of the New York consent decree can be blamed upon the exhibitors, themselves, it was declared in a
special
bulletin made public
tors

find

MPTOA

yesterday bv President

Ed Kuyken-

dall.

Commenting on
(

the threat of reg-

Continued on Page 7)

;

lm Notables Join
jte

Seizure of All Foes'
U. S. Properties Urged

to

Fabian and Mayer

THE FILM DAILY
Calling for immed-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

iate seizure and conversion into cash
opyros P. Skouras, N. Peter Rathl,
Gradwell L. Sears, Herbert J. of all enemy-owned properties, Rep.
Bertrand W. Gearhart, R., Calif.,
tes, Edward L. Alperson, Oscar
Doob, John Hertz, Jr., W. Ray yesterday hoppered a House bill to
amend the Trading with the Enemy
(Continued on Page 6)
Act to permit outright sale of enemy
(Continued on Page 6)

Hanh's Father Dies;
England's Bichest
London
richest

father

(By Cable)
tycoon,
Joseph

of

Joseph

—

England's
Rank,
89
Arthur
Rank,

Britain's No.
film industryite, is
1
dead at the Reigate Heath suburban home.
Rank, who refused a
peerage and who has given upwards
of
$20,000,000 to the Methodist
Church in Britain, made his fortune in flour milling, and was chairman of Joseph Rank. Ltd.
One
other son, J. V. Rank, in addition
to the film leader, survives.

UA

By GEORGE
FILM DAILY

H.

MORRIS

Staff Writer

Accounting thoroughly and inspir-

private gain.

New

1

— Bingo

which was eliminated from the Greater Cleveland area more
flourishing again with legal sanction.
Bingo parlors have
been opened all over the city, in some instances right next door to theaters.
Last month a state law was passed making Bingo legal if not staged for
Cleveland

than

Industry 16 mm. Gift Films
Total 7,368; Army Ahead of
Projector Supply Schedule

to

Quebec

String

That the Canadian Odeon Circuit
"invade" the province of Quebec on a large scale was indicated

may

yesterday when

ingly for its stewardship of the motion pictu: e industry's 16 mm. gift
film programs for showing to members of the armed forces overseas,
the U. S. Army's Special Service
Division, Overseas Motion Picture
Service, told newspaper representatives during a pi ess conference, in
the Hotel Plaza, immediatfely fol-

lowing a luncheon meeting with industry heads there, that since Feb(Continued on Page 10)

Study Legality of

it was learned here
that the 928-seat Capitol Theater in la.
St. Johns, Que., had been purchased
reportedly by an Odeon buyer.
It
Des Moires, la. The Iowa Attorwas further revealed that this same ney General's office
has been asked
"buyer" was negotiating for 10 or
to study the legality of collecting a
15 other theaters in Quebec.
state income tax on film rentals folOdeon to date has had no theaters lowing an offer of a Louisville, Ky.,
(Continued on Page 10)
tax consultant, Mayer and Associates, to collect back taxes which
it alleged was owed the State.
Anti-Trust Suit
The tax consultant brought the

Tax on Rentals

—

Goldman
Goes

to Trial in Philly

(Continued on Page 6)

—

Philadelphia
Tiial of William
20,000 to See Cast of
Goldman's anti-trust action against
Warner Theaters, the major distrib- 500 In "Night of Stars"
utors, and other defendants opened
Before an assured capacity crowd
yesterday before Federal Judge William Kirkpatrick.
Session was held of 20,000, and a galaxy of entertainment world luminaries, number(Continued on Page 7)
ing some 500, Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia will take to Madison Sq.

Release Mexican Pix

long-Range Program Looks
Defied Brown

and

Bioff,

In a

to

move

World Market
to build

The King's Question
Is

up a Mexican

production unit on a large scale,
Columbia Prexy Swears
United Artists has completed negotiations to distribute in all LatinHarry Cohn, head of Columbia American countries and Spain the
Pictures, testifying under cross-ex- product of a new Mexican producing
amination at the Federal Court trial company, tentatively named Assoof the eight defendants accused of ciated Artists.
extorting more than $1,000,000 from
With Dudley Murphy, well known
the industry, told yesterday how he producer-director, as general mandefied George E. Browne and Wil- ager and treasurer and its principal
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

No

Understandable

wonder

Britain's

monarch

when he met so many of the
American soldiers who are in England

asked,

from the Lone Star State, if all our
Bob O'Donwere from Texas.
nell, Interstate's general manager, reveals that 700 of that chain's former employes are now in the uniforms of Uncle Sam.
lads
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WAVES

One Eastman Man Dead,

can be gleaned from the fact that 60 theatrical leaders have arranged to have the
performers transported to the Garden in
special automobiles and buses, and, from
estimates made on the eve of the show, the
program will require five hours of elapsed
time, with each, participant or group on
the stage limited to a relatively few minutes in the scheduled program.

Four Missing

in Action

lr^5

Seigt. Howard T. Flannigan
died in the Mediterranean area last
July. He had been reported missing
over Sicily July 11 after participating in every battle of the North African campaign.
He was radioman
on a troop transport.

Herman,

ANN

SHERIDAN,

Thursday

New York

leaves

MET*

today

1

Coast

the

York.

WALD, will leave the Coast Fr
York, planning to spend three wee

JERRY

New

tor

New

for

MAYO

and

in

RICHARD

accompanied by
president

]

WALSH, head of the IA
WILLIAM P. RAOUL, assis

F.

i

the
international,
and
LC
KROUSE, its general secretary-treasurer,
gone to Seattle to help celebrate the \
anniversary of Local 15, stagehands.
of

SIGMUND VERMES and his wife have gone
winter home in Florida from Clevel.
where the theaterman owns the Eclair and
Yale in association with his sons
their

LEONARD
president

COLDENSON, Paramount

H.

v

charge of theater operations,
theater department execut
return from Minneapolis, Thursday.
in

SAM DEMBOW,

Circuit,

ported here, along with word
that four Kodak employes are
missing in action.

pES

HUMPHREY BOCART,
(Mrs. Bogartl) arrive
the Coast by plane.

KARL HOBLITZELLE,
left New York

—

Death of a former
Eastman Kodak employe in the
Mediterranean Area has been reRochester

A phalanx of top-flight personalities will
serve in the introduction of acts, among the
masters of ceremonies being Kate Smith.
Bert Lytell, Major James J. Walker, Ed
Sullivan, Henny Youngman and J. C. Flippen. Commentators slated to
appear are
Quentin Reynolds, John W. Vandereook, Bob
Trout, Quinoy Howe, George Hamilton Combs
and Johannes Steel.
A very partial list of
headliners: The Gae Foster Roxyettes, Buck
& Bubbles, Yvette, the Ritz Brothers, Fred
Woody

Gome

and

On

the basis of ticket orders reGarden's great stage tonight to in- ceived up to last night a turnout
augurate the 10th annual Night of of 800 is expected for Ampa's SaStars show for the United Jewish lute to the Heroes" luncheon at the
Appeal
for
Refugees,
Overseas Aitor tomorrow. Paul Benjamin, in
Needs and Palestine.
New York's charge of ticket sales, warned yeschief executive's address of welcome terday that those who failed to obwill be followed by similar greet- tain their ducats by 10 a.m. today
ings expressed by Nathan Straus, would be out of luck.
former U. S. Housing Commissioner
Additional names lined up for the
who is chairman of The Night of affair aie Michele Morgan, Milton
Sta:s. Then will commence what is Be:le, Phil Baker, Harry Green, Jack
heralded to be the biggest parade Pearl, Bob Hall, Lou Hearn, Harry
of performing stars of screen, stage, Hirschfield, Postmaster Albert Goldand
radio, and the ace night spots, ever man.
A chorus of 40
to appear at the Garden, and quite Don Albert's orchestra will particilikely under any other roof in the pate in the salute.
annals of show business.
Some conception ol the star-outpouring:

Waring,

F.

A. MCCARTHY, Universal^ Southern
manager, left for Louisville yesten
due back at the week-end.

J.

vision

He

president of Inters
yesterday for Dallas.

is

JOSEPH

A

president in
parted over

McCONVILLE
the

week-end

on an extended business

ROY

Columbia's

charge of foreign

v

distribution

for

South

Ame

trip.

ROWE,

president, Theater Owners
North and South Carolina, is in Oklahi
City as North Carolina's delegate to the
tionai Aeronautical. Conference.

HUGH HUBER,
the

to

Hal Roach
Coast Thursday.

vice-prexy,

\

Marion Hutton,
PVT. PAUL COLDBERC, son of Warners' F
Benny Fields, Danny Kaye, Hazel Scott, Conry Goldberg, is in town on furlough.
Listed as missing in action are:
nee Boswell, the Ink Spots, Jack Durant,
Lt. Kenneth Baron in the European area:
JOSEPH HAZEN was in Washington yes
Milton Berle, Frank Sinatra, Nadine ConLt. Robert P. Kramer, over Germany; Staff
day.
nor, Phil Baker, Bea Wain, Tommy Dorsey,
Sergt. John C. McKenna in the European
Toe E. Lewis, Ethel Waters, Lucy Monroe,
area; and Lt. James A. Fullerton.
HARVEY DAY of Terry Toons, was a Chic
Ted Lewis, Georgie Price, Benny Goodman,
Reported wounded in action in the Italian visitor
Lionel Hampton, Gene Krupa, Teddy Wilcampaign on Sept. 11 is Pvt. Priscillo D.
son, the Merry Macs, Binnie Barnes, Danny
MORRIS FEN31N, prexy of Fensin Seating
Guidoni, formerly of the Bausch & Lomb
Thomas, Mary Martin, Bill Robinson, Paul Optical
Chicago, is in the East on an extended busii
Co.

FINANCIAL
{Monday, November,

Expect 800

Ampa's Heroes Luncheon

i

AL1COATE

W.

20,000 to See Cast of
500 In "Night of Stars"

15,)

(

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Chg.

Close

Order

Am. Seat
Ccl. Picts. vtc.
Columbia Picts
Con. Fm. Ind

(2/2%
pfd.
.

2V4

2i/2

.

179" 179" 179"

Kodak

do pfd
Cen. Prec.
Loew's |nc

Case Flops

.

21/2

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East.

Robeson, Ethel Merman, Katherine Dunham,
Bert Wheeler, Frank Fay, John Boles, Joan
Blondell, Mary Small, Jan Kiepura, Marta
Price-Freezing
Eggerth, the chorus of "Oklahoma," Tom
Howard, George Sheldon, Harry MeNaugh- Violation
ton and Lulu McConnell.
A decided patriotic and military flavor
Toronto
charge of violating
will be imparted to the huge spectacle as
outstanding fighting men of the nation will the Wartime Prices and Trade Board
be introduced in a colorful "Parade of Heprice-freezing order was dismissed
roes," led by Platoon Sgt. John Basilone,
who holds the Congressional Medal of against the Star Theater Co., Ltd.,
Honor for extraordinary heroism in killing operator of the Strand, Prince Al58 Japs on Guadalcanal.
bert, Sask. in City Police Court.

Eq

18
55

543/8

54%

235/g

22%

235/8

175/g

177/g

+
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Chi. Operators Talking
Warner Bros
10% 10% 107/g +
Action for $2,500,000
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Paramount

:

.

1/4

1/2

Magistrate

E. Lussier ruled
that it is legal for the theater to
charge adult prices to all patrons,
regardless of age, when such a policy had been advertised, as the theater had established the policy before the basic period (Sept. 15 to
Oct. 11, 1941).
He held that the
theater should not be penalized be-

).

l/g

Par.

iB'way

3s55. ...

85

85

85

NSW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
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Profits for "Junior

LOU HARRIS, maintenance
Theaters, Chicago, is on a
spection tour, ot the circuit.

engineer, All

West

Coast

Harry Thomas Holds Mon
Conference in Chicago

—

Harry Thomas, Easte
manager for Monogra

Chicago
division

held a sales parley here yesterd
in connection with "Where Are Yo

Children?" and

"Women

in

Bor.

Model campaign to be us
on "Where Are Your Children?"

age."

for

level

prices

for

all

ages,

its

ed.

had

played the house during the basic
period.

Weitman

to Hollywood
To
Line
Up
Bands, Talent
35%

Miss"

Max Gordon, who was given the
choice of one of two offers when he
sold the film rights to the play
"Junior Miss" to Mary Pickford, has
accepted a payment of $355,000, plus
35 per cent of the net profits of the
picture version. The other offer made
to the legit, producer by Miss Pickford was $410,000 in cash.

;

premiere in Detroit was explaii
Attending the conference we'
Irving Mandel, Chicago; Tom Burl
Minneapolis; Carl Harthill, India
apolis, Charles Trampe, Milwauki
cause no special attraction, calling and Bill Onie, Cincinnati.

—

Chicago -A group of Chicago operators is reported getting ready to
slap a $2,500,000 suit against theTechnicolor
12% 12y4 125/8 + % ater owners, film companies and forTrans-Lux
33/8
33/8
33/g +
% mer union officials involved
in the
Universal Pictures
Universal Pitcs. vtc. 17
17
17
New York trial of eight defendants
accused of extorting more than $1,Blumenthcd Leaves Paramount
000,000 from the industry. The baWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY sis of the suit is said to be testimony
Hollywood
Richard Blumenthal, given at the trial.
who has been with Paramount studios
for 10 years, has resigned, and will $355,000 In
Plus
announce a new affiliation shortly.
Monogram

J.

trip.

Robert M. Weitman, managing

di-

rector of the New York Paramount,
plans to leave for Hollywood on
Nov. 29 to line up "name" bands
and personalities for Paramount's
Broadway "flagship" and to see new-

completed pix that will play the
Weitman will be accompanied
by Harry Levine, in charge of stage
bookings for Paramount out-of-town
ly

house.

i

theaters.
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'PRINCESS O'ROURKE'

Written, Directed by

NORMAN KRASNA

»

(P*^

U/A^WtP^

TVidtem

WEST * MOORE • GAXTON
with

LESTER ALLEN
Original Screen Play

Directed by

*

ALAN DINEHART

by Fitzroy Davis, George

S.

*

LLOYD BRIDGES

George and Fred

Schiller
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United Artists Will

Study Legality of

Release Mexican Pix

la.

(Continued from Page

UA

Mexican Pix for England
be the purpose of the project to present Mexican-made pictures to audiences outside of Mexico and subsequently in places where
Mexican pictures have never played
before, such as England, Australia
and New Zealand.
Murphy said the new company had been
It will

banking
interests with some backing' of American
The first picture is slated to go
interests.
into production in Mexico City at the Azteca
Studios on Dec. 20. It will be "The Bell of
My Village," based on a Saturday Evening
Post story by Budd Schulberg, who collaborated with Murphy on the screen script.
Second production will be a musical in
Cinecolor, while the third will be a drama
of the jungles directed by Emilio Fernandez, who recently completed a Dolores del
The fourth will be
Rio starring picture.
based on a story by Aben Kandel.
Murphy predicted that Mexico City would
be one of the production centers of the
world within three years. He said the studios were furnished with the most modern
equipment and that there was a wealth of
The
technical and acting talent available.
Azteca Studios have 15 modern stages.
Calderon Heads Company
Associated with Murphy are Jose Calderon,
owner of the Azteca Studios, who is president
of the company, and Elizabeth Jenkins Higgins, prominent in Mexican banking circles
and owner of an important circuit, who is a
member of the board of directors. Herbert
principally

Silverberg,
represents

well

by

known

American

Mexican

industry

financial

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

producer-director, Associated Artists
will make four pictures for the 194445 season. Two of the four pictures
will be ie-made in English in Hollywood for domestic distribution.
vice-president
Arthur Kelly,
in charge of foreign distribution,
said yesterday that the company's
"open-door policy" of encouraging
native producers to make better pictures by offering them woi Id-wide
distribution facilities "is the only
sensible way of maintaining good
film relations with other countries."

financed

Tax on Rentals

attorney,
interests in

the company.
Murphy said that a number of top-flight
American writers and directors were interested in making pictures in Mexico for Associated Artists.

Delay Empire-306

Trial
Failure to reach the case by the
close of court yesterday delayed to
this afternoon or possibly tomorrow
the Kings County Supreme Court
trial of the action brought by a
number of Empire State Motion Picture Operators Union members in
an attempt to upset the union's mer-

ger with Local 306.

matter

Film Cuttings:
•

•

•

BOSTON

appears

be stealing some

to

thunder as a honeymoon resort

and Ensign Richard Ney
morrow's "Salute

to the

Ampa

in

auspices,

by

(both,

Heroes

French star-lovely, with her

Niagara

Falls'

the by, are expected to attend

Astor)

.

to-

Motion Picture Industry," under

of the

Hotel

the

of

week 'twas Greer Garson

Last

Now

.

new hubby.

Bill

Michele Morgan,

it's

{Film Luminary) Marshall

—

Charlotte, N. C. Jackie Newman
of the M-G-M exchange and Sgt.

Frank Owens, USA, were married
recently.

J

>

:

i

!

ties.

Gov. B. B. Hickenlooper, pr<
ing officer of the Council, held
action on the matter and it is
learned has asked the Attorney
eral's office to look into the rat
and determine whether the state
a just claim or not.
The Atto
General's office is expected to
on the matter and it will thei
brought up at the Council's n\
ing this week.

I

<

The Marshalls were married
Methodist, and, on either the

gage

•

nuptials

in

will

go

in

a hosiptal

to

18th or 20th of

church,

Michele's

manager

Will Baker,

of Republic's

for

Hollywood

in

—local

month, will re-en-

this

•

Patrick's

St.

Cathedral.

ill and
Manager Walton

in Chi. is

Philip Kendis, prexy of Ex-

acquired by National
wedding anniversary today
• The No. 1 fan of Pvt Josephine
in that
Rainey, of the First WAC Training Center, Ft. Des Moines, none other
than Jane Withers, young pic star
For 10 years Pvt. Rainey
lived in the Withers' Hollywood home as Jane's secretary, biz manager
and press agent, and was a close friend of the family long ago in
Atlanta, Ga.. when Jane was a three-year-old, showing even at that
Around Xmas, Jane expects to visit
age signs of precocious talent
Friend Josephine at Ft. Des Moines, following a personal appearance
Poster Service,

hibitors

.

'round Chi.

committee

•

.

.

was

Cleveland, which

and Mrs. Kendis celebrate
city with a family party.

Screen,

their 40th

.

Assisting Bert Lytell, chairman of the entertainment

of 'the Police Athletic

League's second annual benefit show,

are George Abbott, Don Albert, Barney Balaban, Alan

Corelli,

Gus

Eyssell, Vinton Freedley. John Golden, Vincent Jacobi,

Leon Leonidoff.

Marvin Schenck, Lee Shubert and Ed Sullivan.
has been named chairman of annual Friars Frolic

•

.

.

set

Milton

for

Berle

the Winter

T
• • BASIL BROS., owners of the Lafayette Theater and sevcommunity houses up Buffalo way, Niagara Falls and North Tonawanda, are celebrating their 20th year in show biz
First ven•

eral

into

this

field

by

the

Brothers,— Nicholas,

.

.

terial,

captured by the gallant

made

Red Army

.

in the Stalingrad Kilkenny,

Paramount by the National Council of
the Soviet Embassy for exhibition
with key engagements of "The City That Stopped Hitler— Heroic
Stalingrad."
• Anent Para., W. Somerset Maugham saw himself
has been

.

available to

.

on the week-end when the company's opus,
"The Hour Before the Dawn," based on the author's novel, was
in pix for the first time

screened, for

posed
"Lassie

him

at the

home

office.

.

(Continued from Page 1)

property, including patents, by
Custodian
Properties
Alien
would be renamed the Enemy P;
erty Custodian.
Two benefits to the industry
foreseen under the bill.
It w
throw open for bidding all ent
owned properties held here phy
i

i

—

j

copyrij
properties,
secu: ities,
patents, etc. Secondly, industry
ses in enemy countries would Ik
paid in part at least by the f
realized from the sale of this en

property.

Film Notables Join to
Fete Fabian and Maye
(Continued from Page 1)

Johnson, Charles C. Moskowitz'

O'Connor have joined

John

J.

long

list

of

industry

leaders

honor Si Fabian and Ar
Mayer at a luncheon at 12:30 t<
at the Hotel Astor.
Under the chairmanship of E
Weinstock, this testimonial to
ian and Mayer, sponsored byi
theater owners of Greater New
will

!

"

in recognition of their

war work

blossomed into what promises t.
one of the greatest turnouts in
trade annals.

SAG

Re-elects

Cagney

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM

D.

Hollywood
James Cagney
been re-elected president of

SAG.

a A new symphony com-

.

who wrote the scores for Metro's
Come Home," "Cry Havoc," and "Lost Angel," will have its

by Daniele Amfitheatrof,

premiere at local Carnegie Hall

late in

December

Amfitheatrof

Marriage of Sergt. Jack Partington, Jr., son of the Roxy's general
manager, to Jeanne B:ideson took
place Sunday at St. Thomas' Church

plans to trek East to attend the initial performance, following completion of assignments at several Hollywood studios.

here.

•

T
•

Seizure of All Foes'
U. S. Properties Urged

Constantine, Basil

and Theophilos—, was purchase of the Clinton, now the Strand, in
November, 1923
The partnership, reduced to three by death of
Nicholas, has operated more'n a score of film houses in the past two
decades.
• Columbia's Dave Lipton was clearly the victim of
local Film Row's grapevine, when the latter went to the sour variety
and averred that the company's promotional chief is imminently
Army-bound
The fact is that Dave went to induction last
August, was shuttled back to continuing civilian status, is now subject to recall, but doesn't know when it'll be.
# Nazi war ma.

i

Gearhart is confident his mea
will get strong industry backing

Garden. Nov. 29 .....

ture

|

I

District

.

church, the

Bill's

exchange out

an operation

will take over during his absence.

in

American-Soviet Friendship and

WEDDIRG BELLS

to
the
attention
of
State Tax Commission which
turn asked
State
Exect
the
Council to pass on hiring the
as an Assistant Attorney Gen
in attempt to collect the taxes,
firm claimed the film producers c
the state $220,000 for the pasi
years, including interest and pe

•

T

"'

Boston

— There's

a

new daug

Elaine Carol, in the family of L
ard Kraska, manager of the

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK

STORK REP0R1
H

I

Framingham.

]

j

November

*sday,

^

irk,

16,

Majors Near

tcree

Agreement!

CContinued from Page 1)
Cice and the dist: ibutors were

"as
apart as the poles." There were
te or four main points at issue
he said. Today there are "one
i,
wo," and apparently some headhas been made in resolving
k is considerably more pleased with
attitude of the distributors than he was
a?o. he said, adding- that he
they don't change their minds and
s
to their former position before he
B with them arain.
*fpe next meeting: should come next
After the conference scheduled for
if.
by Clark with representatives of
ly
England independent group these
any over beyond the 20th of this
on which day the trial period of
w York consent decree ends, so the
will continue to operate indefinitely.
ns of all but one member of the arbi!

"fion appeal board expire in January, and
ink will ask the court to extend the term
one member whose term expires
ay until January, by which time he
course will be
the Government's
us

Decree Revision Likely
sounded as if Hazen's

ark

j

Jfied

him somewhat,

visit had
talking: in less harsh

about the distributors' proposals and

is

that these have
feeling: pleased
He
as much as they have.
not say on what points the distribuhad moved closer to him, nor will he
those on which they're far apart, but
Aid say that "I want to g-et as much as
tor the independent exhibitors," which
s definitely as though he is thinking
ms of decree revision and not in terms
essing the suit.
He has no meetings
exhibitors scheduled for this week, he
Robert Wright, pix specialist for the
on hand to
rust division, was also
with Hazen yesterday.

ously

h

altered

Id

madian Managers Are
ley

Men/' the NSS Rules
{Continued from Page 1)

cutive secretary of the Motion
ture Theaters Association of Onio,

» the

who has been corresponding

subject with Arthur McNamcharge of NSS.
tuling is expected to keep the man
.,

V\

1943

in

ir shortage from becoming worse
it will prevent local NSS offices
calling men on the grounds,
by some, that women can be
ined to do the job as well as men.

J

Mm

^ademy May Sponsor

Goldman
Goes

Anti-Trust Suit

to Trial in Philly
(.Continued

from Page

1)

—

Says Trade Invited

«REVIEUJS>>

Outside Regulation

"Women

over until the afternoon to allow
William Gray, counsel for Goldman,
(Continued from Page 1)
to examine some documents.
Goldman's suit, filed on Dec. 8, illation from outside the industry,
1942, seeks triple damages of $1,- Kuykendall said: "And we, all of us,
350,000 because of alleged inability have invited it by lack of unity
to secure suitable product for his among ourselves, lack of sincerity,
Erlanger here.
admitting our inability, to run our
The legal battery for the defen- own business in this dollar-mad era
dants included the following, among of war hysteria, forgetting the fuothers:
ture years to come, scrambling madly
Loew's—Stanley Thompson; Warners
for individual advantages, measuring
£x-Sen. George Wharton Pepper, Judge Joseph Proskauer, Robert Perkins, Morris Wolf, everything by the dollar mark."
Howard

S.

Le Vinson;

—William
Cohen; United

Paramount

Schnader. Louis Phillips, Irving
Artists;
William Schnader; Columbia
IrvWilliam Schnader, Wiling Moross; RKO
Adolph Schimliam Zimmerman; Universal
John P. Casmel; Twentieth Century-Fox

—

—

—

——

key.

Ex-Judge Joseph Proskauer of New York
was admitted to the bar in order that lie
mi;:ht conduct the case for Warners with
Morris Wolf withdrawing from that position
inasmuch as he expects to be called as a
witness.
The entire session

was taken up with William Gray, counsel for Goldman, entering as

evidence answers to interrogations filed by
the various defendants alter he gave a brief
history of the ease.
Most of the information contained in these interrogations was
kept confidential because of prices of film
mentioned therein, but Gray did bring out
in all instances the reasons given by the
defendant distributors for not selling Goldman a first-run on "A" product at the
Erlanger.
These were mainly to the effect
that the defendants considered Warner Bros.
Circuit Management a more advantageous
account than the Erlanger Theater.
In connection with RKO, it was brought
out that his company leased the Erlanger
Horn Oct. 12, L029 to June 22, 11)30 for
the showing ul their product and that ot
other companies.
Mention was also made by Gray in the
intrerogatory answered by Loew's, Inc., oi
the period when they operated the Loval
Keith and showed their own product there.
Tins house also is now a William Goldman
house.
Gray brought out that collectively the
defendants produce so per cent of all the

motion pictures made.

From
in

the

the trend ol
interrogatories

some
it

is

of the questions
clear that Gray

will stress the operation of the S-W Mastliauni and the fact that since 1940 Warners
have exhibited first-run in Philadelphia all

"A" pictures made by all of the defendants
with few exceptions.
Stuart Aaron is a late addition to Warner
counsel.
He is on furlough from Camp
Dix,

N.

J.,

for

the

trial.

Puerto Rico Exhibitors
Ask 40% Top Film Terms
San Juan, P. R. (By Cable)— Maxi-

mum

terms of 40 per cent on "A"
pictures were requested in a resolution passed here by the board of di\tt Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lolly wood
The Academy of Mo- rectors of the Exhibitors Associari Picture Arts
and Sciences' new tion which also asked for the right
has endorsed to book "A" product for one day
Jtrd of governors
general idea of the Academy only with options for more playtime
•nsoring training class for new if desired.
The board also adopted a resoluors, actresses and writers. It has
thorized the appointment of a tion requesting the elimination of
nmittee to study the matter. It charges considered detrimental and
expected that it will be several excessive for advertising material,
nths before all details are worked including trailers and shorts acces;.
Charles Coburn is chairman of soiies.
nmittee.
Rites Today ior Mrs. Lyon
r
mrly" Harris In 4-F
Services for Mrs. Louisa Lyon,
'Curly" Harris, publicity manager actress, who died on Friday at 74,
jTJnited Artists until called up for will be held this afternoon at Christ
Church, 71st St., near
jj-uction, has been reclassified to Episcopal
Future plans have not been Broadway, with interment in Greenf.
wood Cemetery, Brooklyn.
>ermined.

aining Class for Actors

HillY

Kuykendall, in pointing out that the
decree ends on Saturday, asserted that
"it now becomes a matter of whether
we have regulation of our business by
or by Congressional
decisions
court
legislation.
In any event, we are in the
hands of those outside the industry.
We are in a political football game, in
which many agencies of our Government are taking part, anil believe it or
not, many agencies outside the Depart-

ment of Justice."
Asking both sides

of the industry to "quit
quibbling," Kuykendall declared that only
by being fair with each other can "there
Both
be a happy, self-regulated industry."
sides have made mistakes. Kuykendall admitted, but, he added, until there is unity
"we will remain targets for
of purpose
those within the Government, and for those
from without our industry who will continue to shoot at us."
Meanwhile, industry attorneys are understood to be drafting proposals for decree

revisions which may be submitted to Tom
C. Clark, assistant attorney general, in WashThe proposals are exington this week.
pected to be the final draft, inasmuch as
previous recommendations were said to have
been not entirely acceptable to Clark.

Defied Brown

and

Bioff,

Columbia Prexy Swears
(Continued from Page 1)

liam Bioff, convicted labor racketeers, by refusing to pay his firm's
share of assessments levied on film
companies in 1936 and 1937.
The witness said that Leo Spitz,
then head of RKO, had informed
him that his company's share would
be $25,000 per year and that nonpayment of the money might shut
down the nation's houses. Cohn testified that Browne and Bioff did not
interfere with the distribution of
his company's product in spite of
his refusal to accede to their de-

with

Gail

Bondage"

in

Nancy

Patrick,

Kelly

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram

70 Mins.

ABOUT NAZI TREATMENT OF
WOMEN SHOULD DO NICELY IF GIVEN
PIC

RIGHT EXPLOITATION.
In

this

ment

offering the

women

Nazis' brutal

treat-

Properly
dramatized.
exploited the picture should play to excellent

of

returns

at

is

the

box-office.

Herman Minkowsky's debut

as a

It

marks

producer

in the
United States and has been well
directed by Steve Sekely. Jeffrey Bernerd
served as associate producer and Trem Carr

functioned as executive director for Monogram.
The acting is uniformly good and is
highlighted by the work of Nancy Kelly as
a maid who cannot marry her sweetheart,
Bill
Henry, because of the rule that only
physically
perfect women can marry SS
soldiers, and she has been rejected by the
Reich because of near-sightedness.
Gail
Patrick is co-starred with Miss Kelly, while
Gertrude Michael, Tala Birell, Anne Nagel,
Mary Forbes, Maris Wrixon, Gisela Werbisek, Rita Quigley, Alan Baxter, H. B.
Warner and Roland Varno are among the
important principals.
Miss Patrick, married to Varno, an officer
on the Russian front, returns after 10 years
to war-torn Germany. She is forced to serve
as a section leader under Miss Michael,
district
leader in the youth
movement.
Miss Patrick's group includes Miss Kelly,
who, when prevented from marrying Corp.
Henry, denounces the government.
Miss
Kelly is arrested and declared insane. She
is
shot as she attempts to rejoin Henry.
Miss Michael, hating Miss Patrick, because
of her leniency toward her charges, orders
her examined under the ruling that all
women must bear children.
Miss Patrick's husband, wounded beyond
hope of recovery, is home from the front,
and the woman is horrified when Miss
Michael tries to compel her to become a
mother by her brother-in-law, Baxter. Learning of the situation, Varno commits suicide.
At this juncture, an American air raid is
announced, and Miss Patrick manages to

to the planes the location of the
hidden munitions works nearby.
Houston Branch furnished the screenplay,
based on an original story by Frank Bentick
Wisbar. Mack Stengler was in charge of
mands.
witness, the photography.
Government
Another
CAST: Gail Patrick, Nancy Kelly, GerFrank C. Olsen, head of Chicago
stagehands' Local 2, linked three of trude Michael, Anne Nagel, Tala Birell,
Mary Forbes, Maris Wrixon, Gisela Werthe defendants to the activities of
Browne and Bioff. He said that the bisek, Rita Quigley, Francine Bordeaux, Una
Franks, Bill Henry, H. B. Warner, Alan
trio, plus other gangsters, attended
Baxter, Felix Basch, Roland Varno, Ralph
convention of 1934 at
the
Lynn, Frederic Brunn.
Louisville.
It was at that convenCREDITS: Executive Director, Trem Carr;
tion that Browne was elected to the
Producer, Herman Millakowsky; Associate
presidency of the alliance.
Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; Director, Steve
Sekely; Screenplay, Houston Branch; Based
Brazilian Filmites
on story by Frank Bentick Wisbar; Cameraman, Mack Stengler; Dialogue Director,
of
Harold Erickson; Production Manager, WilThe Brazilian film industry played liam Strohbach; Technical Director, Dave
host to the 1,261 passengers on the Milton; Musical Director, Edward Kay;
exchange ship Gripsholm which ar- Film Editor, Richard Currier.
rived in Rio de Janeiro on Sunday.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
the passengers was James E. Good.

reveal

IATSE

Host

Passengers

Gripsholm

Among

Perkins, formerly Paramount's genHouse Using Dishes
eral manager in the Orient, who has B &
Chicago The Ridge theater of the
been a prisoner of the Japs in Manila and Shanghai for more than two B &
circuit are using dinner sets
years.
to stimulate week-day attendance.
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630,000 Troops See

See Canadian Odeo

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Pix Abroad Nightly

After
RICHARD

DAVIS,

Broadway

Universal

actor,

termer.

MICHAEL KIRBY, termer, M-C-M.
BRUCE KELLOGG, termer, M-G-M.
DORE SCHARY, producer, Vanguard

Films.

KITTY CARLISLE, termer, Warners.
HARRY COOL, Warners.

ALAN MARSHAL, two more pictures, M-C-M
HELENA SORRELL, dramatic coach, David

O.

Selznick.

Not an Army release, but the
editorial comment of the Stars
and Stripes editorially in the Middle East tags the "gripes" that
our boys aren't seeing new and
quality movies as "so much baloney," and cites specifically the
recent criticisms by Al Jolson and
Jack Benny.
The editorial says
briskly: "In fact we're the open-

mouthed envy

who

of

Allied

BOBBY

CONNOLLY,

CANNON
"Song

LEE

Open

the

of

KENT,

Road,"

score,

Charles

CARMES,

director-cameraman,

R.

additional
David 0.

"Since You Went Away,"
Selznick-UA.
BILL ZIECLER, head cutter, "The Hairy Ape,"
unit,

Levey.

Jules

HARVEY GATES,

screenplay,

"Outlaw

Trails,"

score,

"Johnny

Monogram.

DAVID

fortu-

CHUDNOW,

Doesn't Live

Officially,

"Sensa-

director,

WALTER

and

Rogers-UA.

nate."

uniform each night.
accounting was by the

dance

1944," Andrew Srone-UA.

tions of

troops

means so

are by no

ASSIGNMENTS
KIM

the

ROBERT BRUCE,
Went Away,"
ED

VERDIER

and

musical

Here Any More,"

Monogram.
You
David O. Sehnick-UA.
special

shots,

IRVING

"Since

THILLIPS,

itself,

—the

BARKER, "Jam Session," Columbia- MARJORIE
WEAVER, "You Can't Ration Love," Paramount;

German, Walter Titus, Joseph
Bernhard, Steve Broidy, Armand
Schenck, Arthur Mayer and Ed
Schreiber,

Gen. Frederick Osborn,
Gen. Joseph Byron, Col.
Kirk Lawton, Lt. Col. William
Slater, Maj. John Hubbell, Maj.
Orton Hicks, Capt.^ Seymour
Mayer, Joseph H. Seidelman and

Maj.

Brig.

Howard

Dietz.

Transport

films,

used
—which have beenvarious
carrying men
860, and
— have
with most
have been

on transports

fighting fronts

the

to
totaled

,

all

returned,
but 386
this remainder having- been lost

of

in

the musical film with girls, and next in
preference is the comedy. In last place is
the so-called war film, and just above it the
western. Maj. Hubbell pointed out that the
ground troops like war pictures with a sea
locale or ones dealing with the Air Forces.
Technicolor is a highly prized medium in
their estimation but there is a bottleneck
in this process which prevents more such
color films from reaching the fighting fronts.
As a test night, the Army selected Oct.
1, last, to probe for statistics relative to
attendance and other vital wartime film
statistics. It revealed that a total of 1,269
movie shows were presented in Army camps
around the globe, and attendance ranged
from To, 000 in an open-air New Guinea amphi-theater to 11 men at a lonely Alaskan
outpost. Other shows dotted the globe.
is

and for the Army,

combat

operation or are worn out, it was revealed
at the press conference.
A highlight of the general report concerned the growth of projectors necessary to the presentation of the indusIn the early part
try's gift programs.
of December, 1942, Major Hubbell said,
there were only 370 projectors in use,
whereas today there are 2,500, which
means that the Army is far ahead of
this
provision,
for
schedule in
its
figure was not expected to be attained
until January, 1944.
Overwhelming: choice of the figrhting; men

19

Exchanges

Operate

In handling gift films, the Army has 19
exchanges
Persia,
Algeria,
Egypt,
Gold
Coast, England, Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, New Foundland, Trinidad, Bermuda, Panama, Alean Highway, Alaska, Hawaii, Fiji
Islands, New Caledonia, Australia and India,
:

with sub-exchanges in many places.
A total of 62 shows were given on Guadalcanal
alone on the night of Oct. 1, last.
Major Hubbell said that there are
of the armed forces who
do not get to see motion pictures,
an estimated 5 per cent
and these are
at the most advanced posts, along a
certain railway in the Middle East, in

some members

"Oscars on March 2,
But Without Dinner
9'

West Coast Bur., THE
Hollywood For the

—

its

history,

there

FILM DAILY
first

will

not

Academy Awards banquet

time in
be an

this

year.

Instead of the customary dinner,
they will make the Awards presentation in a theater, but no dethe
will

made as yet on
The presentations
made Thursday, March 2.

has been
theater.

cision

be

The reason

for this

is

because of the food
secondly, because it
find

a

banquet.

suitable

place

two-fold, first
situation,
is

difficult
to

hold

and
to

the

—

troop

movements,

,

assigned to special
select
or
assignments which
impossible for them to witness
programs. He said that as matters now
stand it is a commonplace for troops
to see the 16 mm. programs, consisting
of a feature and a short, or shorts,
before they are shown in civilian houses,
and that England, Australia and New
Caledonia are typical examples.
When overseas film shows began, prior
to 1942, it was unavoidable that some of
the old 16 mm. pictures on major and indie
shelves be employed.
Some of these dated
back to 1935.
But now there are a minimum of 156 now features each year selected,
or three each week.
In the instance of
some 10 exchanges there is an extra release.
Since February, 1942, 260 new programs have been shipped overseas, Hubbell said, and added that the workings
of the exchange system makes the maxitime 24 weeks in which a soldier
duties,

make

mum

it

ORK., "Sensations of 1944,"
GRETA GARBO, "Lena
Stone-UA;
Andrew
Storme," Frank Ross-RKO.
WILLIAM DEMAREST, "Nine Girls," Columbia; LYNN ROBERTS, "Wedding Guest," Columbia; CHARLES STARRETT, "Empire of the
West," Columbia; SAM ADAMS, "It Happened
Tomorrow," Arnold Pressburger-UA; MARJORIE
WEAVER and JOHNNY "SCAT" DAVIS, "You
Can't Ration Love," Paramount.
JANE LAWRENCE, BOB HAYMES and LEWIS
WILSON, "A Sailor's Holiday," Columbia;
LOWELL THOMAS, "The Eve of St. Mark,"
20,h-Fox;
TOM PATRICOLA, "Rhapsody in
Blue," Warners; DONA DRAKE, "Hot Rhythm,"
Monogram; ELAINE SHEPARD, "Seven Days

Sfrino

(Continued from Page 1)

in the province,

although

it ha.

interest in the Rouyn Theater, A
ander. Most of Odeon's 78 ho
are in British Columbia and
tario, although most of the p
inces have one or more Odeon

1

ater.

News

of the St. Johns deal is
have caused some concern an
both circuit and independent op,
HEATHER, "National tors who have not had to con
RKO; JEAN
Ashore,"
Barn Dance," Paramount- LUCILLE GLEASON with Odeon competition in Quebe
MEEKER, "Take It Big," Para-

and GEORCE
mount; GAIL

"Up

PATRICK and JOHN

to

HUBBARD,
Small-UA;

Edward

Room,"

Mabel's

in

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD, "Home

in

Indiana,"

Bookers Club

to

Own

Produc

Show

TOM TULLY, "Cinderella Jones," War- Its
Musical
BLYTHE, "The Merry Monohans,"
ners; ANN
Universal; STANLEY LOGAN, "Wilson," 20thBookers Club of New York is t
Fox; BETTY O'NEILL and JANE POWELL, "Song
of
Road," Charles R. Rcgers-UA; ning an all-industry local talent 1
the Open
20rh-Fox;

CLARENCE MUSE, "Double

Indemnity,"

Para-

mount

ical

show as a

allotment
f
Writers, singers, comedians, i
nues, leads in fact, the entire
duction personnel will be dr
f:om the company offices. Thosi
terested should contact Sam Be
Room 2410, Paramount Bldg., or
him at Chickering 4-4349 for
pointment.

—

STORY PURCHASES
NICKY ARNSTEIN'S "Diamond

Boosters,"

Kras-

Mcnogram.
FREDERICK FAUST'S "After April," Warners.
VICKI BAUM'S "Hotel Berlin 1943," Warners.
BERNIE RUBIN'S "Hollywood and Vine," Prone-Burkett,

ducers Releasing Corp.

•

SCHEDULED
"Lena

Storme,"

ducer,

"Hotel

ducer,

story,

FRANK

Berlin

HAL

B.

SALKA VIERTEL;

ROSS,

1943,"

novel

pro-

RKO.
VICKI BAUM; pro-

WALLIS;

director,

benefit attraction

dependency

its

screen-

play, "Lady of the Lampoon," RKO.
War DepartiBRUCKMAN, screenplay, "South of
fouith such since CLYDE
Dixie," Universal.
the gift film setup was inaugurated.
•
Attending the luncheon meetCASTINGS
ing were, for the industry, BarPHYLLIS THAXTER, "Thirty Seconds Over
ney Balaban, H. M. Warner,
Tokyo," M-C-M; MARJORIE MAIN and GLORIA
de HAVEN, "Meet M = in St. Louis," M-C-MNicholas M. Schenck, Jack Cohn,
HUGH CRONYN, "The Seventh Cross," M-C-M;
N. Peter Rathvon, Carl LeserARTHUR LAKE, "Sailer's Holiday." Columbia;
man, Phil Reisman, John J.
BARBARA HALE, BARTON MacLANE and
ROBERT RYAN, "Marine Raiders," RKO; JESS
O'Connor, W. C. Michel, William

ment

Quebec

WOODY HERMAN

SIGNED

(Continued from Page 1)

ruary, 1942, a total of 7,368 new gift
pix have been turned over to the
Army by the eight majors and the
three leading indies, and that the gift
films are now being seen by an average of 630,000 overseas men in

1

HERMAN

M-G-M's

Has

Its

New Radio Sh
Debut Tonight

SHUMLIN.
not have seen a particular prounless some contingency arose,
associated with military operations.
Col. Lawton, of the Army Pictorial Service, had high praise for the co-ordinated
work which OMPS is doing consultatively
could

grain,

"The People's Reporter," M-G
daily 15-minute Coast-to-Coast
dio program and the first of its
to be sponsored by a major film
1

pany, bowed in last night ove
with his branch and he warmly commended Mutual network stations, with
OMPS for its splendid job in global combat ton Oursler as commentator,
areas and posts.
The press conference demonstrated that program will be heard at 8:15-

by far the largest increment of criticism
directed by individuals and groups at the
Army's handling of gift films and film shows
generally is without full understanding of
the facts or springs from segregated cases
and "gripes" inherent to a war's prosecution.

8th

Army

Air Force Asks

Comedy and Musical Films

—

London (By Air Mail)
overwhelm-

Particu-

lar stress, as result of

ing preference on the part of the 8th
U, S. Army Air Force personnel for

comedy and musical films, is being
placed upon availability of such product by the Cinema Section, Special
Service of Supasserted here, and arrangements have been made to obtain 12 prints per week of this type
of entertainment from the United
States, and a similar number from
British sources.
All Hollywood pix
are gifts from the American industry via its WAC, which commenced
supply of these programs in AugDivision,

Services
ply,

it

is

ust, 1942.

At present, some 75 projectors have been
At other
issued to the Eighth Air Force.
stations not equipped with such projectors
films are shown by mobile units.
A complete repair section has been set up under
direction of Lt. Troy L. Cox to service all
equipment in the field, thus assuring that
the schedule of performances won't be disrupted by breakdowns.
The Cinema Section is headed by Lt. Joseph G. Dixon, with
Lt. P. M. Conway as assistant chief; Lt.
Scott Tonemah in charge of mobile units;
and Lt. Claude V. Bache heading distribution departments.

EWT, Monday through Fri
throughout the country, excep
the West Coast where there wi
a rebroadcast at 7:15-7:30
p.m.,

-

PWT.
Drop Week-day Matinees

—

Chicago The Adelphi theater
der Ludwig Sussman managei
have eliminated week-day mati

Epigram: Time Flies

On

Restless Pinion

Maurice Bergman, Universal's
and publicity chief, has made t
practice of handing out audienc
comment cards at film performanc
as antequated as the bustle, t
powdered wig, or even Neanderth
Man.
In connection with the ir
performances
afternoon
tial
"Flesh and Fantasy" at the lo<
Criterion

tra-modern

tomorrow,
Bergman

to present Dr.

nationally

Franz

has

1
the
arrang

J. Polgar, inte

famous psychologist,

w

"read" the thoughts of t
attending patrons, and even find
(without their saying a word) wh

will

they think of the pic's quality!

you want to know in a perhaps !
scientific way, but more professior
withal, see the Sept. 17 issue

THE FILM DAILY.
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BOOK

was acclaimed by the trade as
one of the finest books of information ever published in the Motion
Picture Industry. The 1944 Edition now in intensive preparation will
be no exception. Year Books are given Free with a year's subscription to

1501

BROADWAY

V

|f
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FILMDOM SALUTES
•

HEROES

ITS

••••*•••**.
with an address by

POSTMASTER fflERAL FRANK
a dedication

of

the

giant

WALKER

C.

service

flag covering the industry's personnel
at

HOWARD

war by

DIETZ

*

a chairmanship

of the

proceedings

by FRANCIS "SOCKER"

COE

at

LUNCHEON
Grand Ballroom Hotel Astor
Noon November 17, 1943
•

•

i

•

FAMOUS GUEST STARS
including

GREER GARSON DON ALBERTS and his band MARGIA HUNT
MILTON BERLE JACK PEARL
YVETTE
RICHARD NEY
Pisa SURPRISE ATTRACTIONS!
•

•

•

&]j

•

•

GauAAe, you'll

£e

I

*JUen&
I

to

cheer the industry's 28,205 fighting men!

from Paul Benjamin

*

Get your tickets (only $3.50)

National Screen Service *

Phone Circle 6-5720.

V

COPY

FILE.

\
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KO TO STRESS MUSICALS AND COMEDIES
ioldwyn Switches 'Star' Policy to Regular B. O.
Drops Advance Scale Requirement at Sacrifice of
Millions in Gross Revenue

Editorial

Giit Films
. . .

the Gf view

Br CHESTER

\

OINCIDENT

B.

BAHN

-

published

arial

on

comes

overseas there
desk a photostat

editorial

'he

the

exhibition

troop

the

of

of

Middle
the
and Stripes for

in

Stars

an
East

Nov.

Army

newspaper, discussing "The
takes issue, and that
ply,
with what Jack Benny and Al
in had
to say about the calibre of
en entertainment provided the armed
le

We

res

See,"

THE FILM DAILY

available

instead of
requiring advancGolded scales.
wyn told a press
conference yesterday that the
original plan had

for

making reports which are

of

much

baloney." The paper admits that
there was cause for criticism, but
ts that has not been the case for at
irst,

months.
we're the

six

all

lied

i

and for

tended by approximately 1,000, fulfilling the forecast by the arrange-

ments committee headed by David
Weinstock that it would take rank
as one of the largest assemblages

that reason a polof popular prices should pre-

point

is

Goldwyn

we ARE

seeing the

new

hat,

then,

is

the

explanation

for

said

the

decision

To

and Jolson criticism?
Well, the
and Stripes hazards this:
Zould it be the traveled comics based
criticism on the ads they've seen in
.

papers of films the luckless
ans must wait their turns to see?"
'at could be
lie

East

Allied Clans Gather

Col.

and Musk

Hall

In

New

3-Year Deal

Columbia's Radio City Music Hall
franchise has been extended for
three years, it was announced yesterday by Abe Montague, general

For Milwaukee Meet

Yank takes issue thiswise:
you slapped Betty Grable, Ann SheriAbbott and Costello and all the other
of the war,

(Continued on Page 2)

women
ica's

in Amerarmed forces

for musical films

and comedies,

was

it

disclosed
yesterday by Sid
Rogell, the com-

pany's executive
producer, who is
I currently in New
& York on a two
I weeks* vacation
B accompanied b y

m

ilPjSB

I

£ Jm
jM
|

M&mA

§j

,^J

his wife.

Con centration
on

ROCELL

SID

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

Goldman on Stand At Trial
Tells of Inability

To Get Pix

Record Production on
War Information Film
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Something approach-

(Continued on Page 7)

Rodgers Asks Unity

in

Talk lo N.W. Exhibs.

—

— Allied's

for Erlanger

—

Philadelphia
William Goldman,
head of William Goldman Theaters,
plaintiff in the anti-trust suit
against Warner Theaters, major dis-

Inc.,

tributors

and other defendants, was

put on the stand yesterday morning
ing a record in film producing, edit- by Counsel William Gray. Goldman
'wood stars into ODs, it might make ing, and processing of positive prints told of his efforts to buy "A" prod'Army very pleasant but it would also is being established this week in uct, with correspondence entered inmovie production. Life is pretty glum Hollywood for the nation's war film to with the majors, talks with local
3 days for Gl's in remote parts of the
information program.
With War- exchange managers, etc., dating from
t

'43-'44,

to parallel the definitely
expressed tastes
of the men and

Minneapolis
Two hundred Minboard neapolis and Northwest exhibitors,
of directors last night was setting gathered here yesterday as guests
the stage for one of its most impor- of M-G-M, heard a fervent plea for
tant executive sessions. The board understanding and unity between
(Continued on Page 10)
and a number of unit observers are
scheduled to meet this morning here
at the Schroeder Hotel to set poli-

Milwaukee, Wis.

(Continued on Page 6)

f HILE we're considering what the service papers have to say editorially
s days, it may be
desirable to spotlight
her outspoken piece, "We Could Use
;
Bob Hopes," which appears in the
ly weekly, Yank, issue of Nov. 19.
scussing the statement printed in the
tader, official weekly of General Montsry's Eighth Army, that all entertainers
Id have been put into uniform at the

made

(Continued on Page 3)

to

(Continued on Page 3)

the

y

will be

the musicals
and comedies, Rotrade annals.
provide a concrete expression gell declared, will also better serve

mate," the paper declares, adding that
real

product,

vail.

open-mouthed envy
troops who are by no means so

«$."

feature

Radio's

in recent local

SAM GOLDWYN

icy

fact,

r>

i

possible

War Work

RKO

throughout the balance of

Glowing tribute to the patriotic
services of S. H. Fabian and Arthur
Mayer, with special recognition of
their work during the recent Third
War Loan drive, was paid by the
theater owners of the New York
metropolitan area at a testimonial
luncheon at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
With the dais crowded with industry leaders, the luncheon was at-

admission

lar
prices

called

for Their

Studio Sees Big Backlog
to Timeliness of Pix,
Sid Rogell Declares Here

Bar

for

showing at regu-

that particular theater of opera-

Stripes

1,000

Samuel Goldwyn has revised his
distribution plan for "The North
Star" and will make the picture

openings at $1.10
s.
but that he de•nny and Jolson who toured the Middle cided that it was
under USO auspices and then returned a picture that
•Jew York to assail the movies shown everybody should
ce men there, are accused by Stars see as quickly as
es in

FABIAN, MAYER
Honor WAC Executives

By AL STEEN
Associate Editor,

Army's further
report this week for its stewardship
he industry's 16 mm. gift film programs
with

TRADE FETES

(Continued on Page 7)

Roosevelt Tribute
To Industry on Way
One of the most striking tributes
ever paid to the people of the
motion picture industry will be included in the booklet now being
edited by Oscar A. Doob for the
industry March of Dimes committee.
The tribute comes direct from the
White House and will not be re-

leased

"So

until

They

the

May

booklet,

Walk

entitled

Again,"

is

sent to the 11,000 theaters that
participated in the 1943 Dimes drive.
The book will contain the name,

owner and remittance
ter in the drive

of every thea-

from Coast

to Coast.

f

1W
K

GUI Films
.

.

.

the Gf view

(Continued from Page
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world but, if it weren't for the movies, it
would be much worse.
But we could use
a few more personal appearances of bigname stars overseas
It's
about time
that the hundreds of unpublicized, self-

show people on overseas duty
shared the burden they have been carrying
so quietly with more of the higher-paid
sacrificing

glamor personalities of Hollywood and Broadway."
Respectfully referred.

KRS,

CEA

Grows

.

.

.

Meet; Hope

to

for Settlement

London (By Cable)

— Settlement of

Wednesday, November

Stage All Set for Ampa's
"Heroes Salute" at Astor

luncheon to be held at the Astor
Hotel today.
Among the guests
whose attendance was assured late
last night were Lt. Col. Frank Capra, Lt. Col. Robert Lord, and Lt.
Col.
Anatol Litvak, plus
Capt.
Thomas Moore, formerly with Dave
Fleischer; Pfc. Dana Babcock, Century Circuit; Pfc. Louis Davidson,
Paramount;
Midshipman
Cadet
Frank Thomas, the actor; Chief
Petty Officer George J. Dauenheimer, Paramount; Pvt. Anthony Province,

Paramount.

SAM COLDWYN

CEA

returns

Coast

the

to

morrow from New York.

HAL HORNE goes to Hollywood
confabs a week from Friday.

prod

for

LT.
COL. HUGH STEWART, British A
Film Unit headquarters commander, is in W-:
ington
from
which
city
he
goes
to
Coast.

CEORGE

WELTNER,

Paramount's

manager

assistant

department, has
later going to

foreign

left

Mexico City by plane,
Cuba and Guatemala.

JOHN

B.

FRANCIS

Pana

NATHAN, Paramount managing
left
New York

rector for Argentina, has
plane for his Buenos Aires
S.

HARMON,

Angeles hospital
York this week.

rental

KRS

come

comiriG and

The stage was all set last night
for Ampa's "Salute to the Heroes"

The principal speaker will be
and grading dispute,
which has had the British trade on Postmaster General Frank C. Waledge for weeks, loomed as extremely ker and the toastmaster, Charles
Francis
"Socker" Coe.
Howard
likely yesterday.
the

17, 19-

DAILY

NORMAN

headquarters.

discharged

yesterday,

ELSON,

returns

vice-president

from
to

of

\

Tr;

Lux Movies Corp., has gone to Washington
a

brief stay.
P.

A.

WILLIAMS,

March

of

Time

adi

director, went to Boston yesterday
get to- Dietz will dedicate the service flag, tisingpreview
the
there
gether next week for a round table which contains 28,200 stars. There latest MOT release. of "Youth in Crisis,"
discussion, and hope is expressed will be a minute of silence in memJANE DARWELL will return to New York f
ory of members of the industry who Hollywood
that a settlement will evolve.
on Friday.
Both sides, it is becoming evident, have fallen in the war.
PAT CASEY, studio labor contact, is
have concluded on sober second
town.
thought that Governmental control of
to Bring Stage
STEVE BROIDY, general sales manager
the industry is not desirable.
In
Monogram, leaves for the Coast Dec. 7.
Studio to Capitol
this respect, operations of the American industry under the terms of
A complete stage show prepared Christmas Bonuses
the New York consent decree have
by M-G-M at the Culver City stu- If Held to 1943 Figures
been under study, and the reaction
dio will be brought to New York by
here has been emphatically negative.
the company for an engagement at Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAl]
the Capitol Theater starting Dec. 23.
Washington
The War Lai
The show, which will be a new ex- Board gave the "green light" to f|
Golob
Meltzer's
perience for the company, will run payment of Christmas bonuses
Administrative Aide
concurrently with the showing of thousands in film biz yesterday,
"A Guy Named Joe," the new Spen- nouncing it will sanction paymi
Larry Golob, member of the War- cer Tracy film. The troupe will ar- of regular Christmas bonuses wi
ners publicity department for the rive from the Coast on Dec. 20.
out specific approval if they do
past 18 years, has been promoted to
The show will be produced by Lou exceed bonuses given last year. B<
administrative assistant to Allan Holtz, who also will act as master of uses in excess of amounts paid pr
Meltzer, newly appointed Eastern ceremonies.
Others in the troupe iously require approval by regio:
publicity manager, it was announced will include Kathryn Grayson, Nancy War Labor Boards.
yesterday by Mort Blumenstcck, in Walker, June Allyson, "Rags" Ragcharge of advertising and publicity land and Carlos Ramirez. The music
Signs Schwartz
in the East.
and lyrics will be by Ralph Blane
Producer-Composer
Golob also continues as manager and Hugh Martin.
of the field exploitation force, as
Arthur Schwartz, who has j
well as carrying on his publicity ac- Duffus
Quitting Post
completed "Cover Girl" for Colu
tivities in charge of national and fan
bia, has been signed by Jack
magazines, syndicates, picture and In Treasury Division
Warner to a
long termer as p.
roto sections of newspapers, and
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ducer-composer, it was annoum
other services.
Washington Carlton Duffus will late yesterday.
Schwartz, co-author and compo
leave his post as director of motion
Stanley
Altec pictures and special events for the of Warners' "Thank Your Luc
War Finance Division of the Treas- Stars," is at present in New Y<
Publicity Chief
ury Department at the end of this and will remain here until the arri
Stanley Hand has been named Ad- month, remaining in Washington to of Jack Warner, with whom he
vertising and Publicity Manager of open his own public relations office. confer on his first assignment unj
Duffus joined the Treasury staff the new contract.
Altec Service Corp. Hand, who will
also continue in his capacity of staff in March of 1941 after serving as
representative, is filling the post public relations officer here for MI
He will announce more deleft vacant by Harold Wengler who G-M.
Looking for a Show-Woman]
has left the company to take an ex- tailed plans soon.
ecutive position with the Ted Bates
Miss Executive Secretary in Perso
agency.

The

arid

will

M-G-M
From

Show

Okay

—
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Harry Botzum Dead
Akron,

O.—Harry Botzum,

71, last

the five Botzum brothers, who
were pioneer theater operators in
Akron, died in St. Thomas Hospital.
At the time of his death he operated
the Orpheum here and the Strand
and Valentine, Canton.
of

For Rent
Akeley camera,
3

lenses,

5

regular and
tery,

Phone

and

roller

pressure

magazines,

large

I

Ad and

—
+

Warners
As

WB

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

1

Direct from the Pacific Coast.

years
studio.

plate,

finder,

UNSHIP/
•

SEND
<;

F s,

r>

vnnp
YOUR

ni
US

NEXT TRAILER ORDER

baby tripods, motor, bat-

FILMACK

complete accessories.
Circle

with

6-0078

TRAILER
1327

S.

WABASH

-

CHICAGO

I

Experienced

in

all

ar

phases

—

showmanship general theatre oper.
good statistical background, at
vertising, etc.
Full of pep and persoi
ality
fit
in
well
"Never A Di
tion,

—

Moment"

CO.

Mai

major theatre circuit

office.
Reasonable but r
Box 172, The Film Daily, 15(
Broadway, New York City.

cheap.

rdnesday,

Advance

ifop
r

l

November

1943
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T3W&3
Fabian and Mayer

Prices

Honored by 1,000

Goldwyn's "Star"
(Continued from Page

popular

to

price

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

openings

fige
ht represent a sacrifice of a
«v million dollars" in gross revebut that he was willing to do it.
likings already set at advanced
lission prices will revert to house

their
standing:

Mayer

Midiceeh Pic-torial:
•

•

les.

week of "The North Star"
Broadway Palace grossed

»irst

the
,000,
-iday,

while the second week-end

Saturday

and

Sunday)

At the Victoria
ssed $24,000.
the picture is playing on a
-a-day, leserved seat policy, the
hts have been sell-outs, although
matinees have been a little off.
ture opens in London on Dec. 10
the Pavilion in Regal.
e:e

he had any answer
:the attacks on the picture by the
trst newspapers, Goldwyn said
t the box-office spoke for itself
that he didn't have to answer.
?oldwyn will put three pictures
work early next year. The next
>
Hope feature starts March 1;
next Danny Kaye picture goes
ore the cameras on April 1 and

Vhen asked

•

LATEST and one

Gus

in the

S. Eyssell

Gallantry" rally

to

of the brightest of the figurative feathers

chapeau has landed thereon as result of the "Tribute
which he and his Radio City Music Hall confreres,

Leon Leonidoff, Erno Rapee. Bruno Maine, Florence Rogge, Gene Snyder,
Irving Evans, Eugene Broun, and the members of the big theater's

Madison Sq. Garden on Monday night to
Mobilization of the National War Fund
The pageant proved a marvelous aid to the war effort, and also

technical staffs, hatched in

inauguarte

the

Home

Front

proved that when better spectacles are

•
to

Yesterday the entire back page

of

The

RCMH

built,

New

'em.

build

will

York Times was devoted

shouting from the Fourth Estate housetops the merits of Harry Bruno's

if

.

"Wings Over America," which packs
what with this country
and the world sharply attuned to the romance and power of aeronautics ....- Br'r Harry, one of our land's top authorities on flying and its
brilliant

book on aviation

history,

potent possibilities for a rousing feature film,

lore,

likewise one of the leading aces of the public relations

is

field,

)

lose Endearing Young Charms"
[Arts May 1. Goldwyn said that he
I
a year-to-year contract with

motional

aspects

of

Suffolk County's

ment

a

of

AWVS,

AWVS

day

week

New

commented, expressing the opinthat the quality of most of the
;rent attractions was the "worst
years." He said he was not bidg for any stage production, alugh he indicated he would like to
•e "Oklahoma." The current plays,
fcjh few exceptions, are not helping
theater,
Goldwyn
legitimate
d. The theater, just as Hollywood,
st adjust itself and build for the
ure, because
the present lush
es are not going to last forever,
dwyn said, declaring that he
ught the war in Europe would be
n

not

past

this

week was

last

prominent

only

the

His wife, vice-chairman of
the sparkplug in the establish-

co-workers succeeded in obtaining on one single
331 pints of blood for the

Red Cross Plasma Bank
and more

from residents on the extreme eastern end of Long Island.

—

than 200 donors were turned away!

T

T

T

THOSE

•

deep reverses and full spinners of the present
pigskin season have nothing on paradoxical play which the New York

•

•

film

unleashed

critics

night

last

En

Sardi's

at

tendered a testimonial dinner to a press agent!

they

masse,

Recipient of the

unprecedented honor was Jimmy Dunn, one of filmland's most expert publicists, whom they hold in extreme esteem both as a person
and exponent of his craft
Up to now the saw has been "the

power
power

the

of

tween the U.
night

The

press"

of the press agent".

at

S.

local

Bomber.".

.

.

and the U.

S. S.

Loew's Sheridan

Monogram

.

will

have

critics

• To

amended

it

"the

to

celebrate friendly relations be-

Bond rally will be held to"The Greenwich Village

R., a big

build

to

preview tomorrow in the Waldorf-

:

by May 1.
Joldwyn returns

Astoria's Perroquet

formerly

'V

to the

Coast to-

titled

at

Suite,

"Hitler's

11:15

a.m.,

its

"Women

Women," and immediately

In Bondage,"
after

the

pre-

view a luncheon will be held

T

rrow.

•

•

•

LAST

T

night this corner hied over to the Brooklyn Paramount

to see, of all. things

a

the Marine

of

regulation, full-blown basketball

game

in

to

ARMA

Corps

to

—

just that to

theater's
Crane Wilbur
Edna Murphy
John

R.

Freuler

Milton H. Feld
Frank Fay
Sara

Haden

Samuel Goldstein
Ella
Neal
Eddie Baker
Wilma Freeman
Leon Rosenberg

fans
its

third

•

•

see the basketball game,

of paying, the big

first

of

a series

this

audience did

season on the

There was an added attraction (and how!) the
namely Paramount's "So Proudly We Hail," now in
big week at the Brooklyn Paramount
stage

came

•

have never
or

any

fallen
to

appeal

down on any assignment
consciences

their

or

for

Warning' against those who
would use the industry's war contributions
as a basis for "special exemptions or privileges," Mayer said "we dishonor, we degrade those services if we ask for any special
privileges or rewards in return for
them."
Fabian told the assembly that "there
is much
work yet to be done" and
"there can be no let-up in our effort."
Terming- the Industry's unity In the war

he

"inspiring-,"

effort

we must

carry on,

"To

affirmed,

continue to bury

our differences, our

all

our factionalisms which tend to weaken our
rivalries,

united efforts."
Fabian voiced warm praise for his cohonor guest, asserting that without Mayer,
"the work of the
would bog down
and not be done."
Others coming in for
complimentary mention by Fabian included
Rinzler, Fred Schwartz, Don Jacocks, Harry
Lowenstein, Harry Brandt, Herman Gluekman, Ed Schreiber and Lou Metzger all
spokes of the
wheel.
"They." remarked Fabian, "are the stalwarts who make our work possible."
Notables on the Dais
Seated on the dais, in addition to those
already named, were:
Barney Balaban, Spyros P. Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, Jack Cohn, Herman Robbins,
Carl Leserman, Eddie. Alperson, Oscar A.
Doob, John Hertz, Jr.; C. C. Moskowitz,
John J. O'Connor, Steve Broidy and Sam

WAC

WAC

Rosen.

Cleveland

While on the subject

service

NWF

Gifts
Apnea's for
Rinzler. who mingled praise for the honor
guests with a stirring presentation of the
urgent needs of the Fund, said that as a
result of his committee's solicitations, the
New York trade had already raised $120,000.
Rinzler was presented by Toastmaster
James J. Walker as the first speaker, following the reading' of te^grams lauding
Fabian and Mayer from Francis S. Harmon,
WAC executive vice-chairman, and L. C.
Griffith, who headed the WAC's Third War
Loan drive organization.
Adolph Zukor. who followed Rinzler,
spoke appreciatively of Fabian and Mayer,
and echoed the National War Fund appeal.
On behalf of the assembly. Harry Brandt
presented medals and inscribed silver platters to Mrs. Fabian and Mrs. Mayer. Fabian's
mother, Mrs. Rose Fabian, also was introduced.
Walker then called on the two
guests of honor who expressed their thanks
for the tribute tendered.
Mayer, echoing the appeal in behalf of
the National War Fund, declared that "the
exhibitors of New York and New Jersey

Jack Gerts

bowed

out-

which

commodate the pastime
By the same token, there are darn few promotional gents, however big their stages, who'd have the idea of putting such an athletic contest before the stand's customers
But
Joe (Fabian) Lee is one of those guys with vision
It's another
example of the many functions which film houses can perform as true
community centers an aspect to which many an exhibitor only pays
lip

cause.

the

Bendix finally

the

tendance were invited by Sam Rinzler, heading the industry's National
War Fund committee in the New
York territory, to contribute to that

There are darn few theater stages which can ac-

division

tune of 24-20

T

in

of

work done bv Fabian and
the war effort, those in at-

their services."

record in connection with the war's winning

thrilling

She and her

son to change.

Corp ...... He's

Atlas

pebble on the Bruno "beach," however

O

York stage attractions
"he
a whole are "pretty bad," Goldi

handling, on his impressive roster of business responsibilities, the pro-

jinet

for distribution and that Ned
and his sales organization
.1 done such a great job in selling
previous pictures that he had no

appreciation

of

to see,

T
T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
BACK THE ATTACK!

Moves

— Jack

Gerts,

premium

distributor, has moved to
quarters in 404 Film Bldg.

Is
Can
take

Radio Sissy?

be that radio fans
but film addicts can?

it

it,

Station

larger

WMCA

this

week

can't

de-

clined to broadcast a commercial oneminute platter advertising Universal's

"The Son of Dracula" on the ground
was too gruesome."
Not so exhibs., who have been

that "it

using

it.

ti

THE BATTLE OF RUSSIA
Produced by

ARMY

SPECIAL SERVICE DIVISION
SERVICE FORCES, WAR DEPARTMENT
In cooperation with

THE UNITED STATES ARMY SIGNAL CORPS
Released through the

OFFICE OF

WAR INFORMATION

CENTURY-FOX

DISTRIBUTED BY

for the

War Activities

Committee, Motion Picture Industry

DST TIMELY

and

alked-about feature ever
"One

of the great motion

pictures of our time!"

—JVilliam Shirer

most

vividly

moving, emotionally

stirring,

"One

of the

colorful

tures

I

and dynamic

pic-

ever saw!"

—John Gunther

"A

truly great picture!"

— Ernie Pyle
"The most exciting drama
and the greatest document
xna.mTffir
I

WMa

it

have seen... want to see
I

again ... and again!"

— Dorothy Thompson
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Musicals, Comedies

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS Col. and Music Hall

RKO Mainstay

To be

"Corny Concerto"

"Screen Snapshots"
(Series 23—No. 3)
mins. Columbia
10 mins.

(Merrie Melodies)
(Continued from Page

Warner

1)

entertainment desires of filmgoers on the home front, for the
reason that they, too, are subject to
wartime pressure and like best the
very type of motion pictures which
our fighting men overseas are calling for.
Opposes Big Backlog
Unlike a number of the other majors, RKO Radio has no extensive
General expansion of studio facilities, and the widespread purchase of new equipment, is bound

come

to

after

Hollywood as shortly
the war as allowable, Sid
in

RKO

executive
said yesterday.
Even
though his company has the advantage of two film lots, in Hollywood and the Pathe plant in
Culver City
further facilities
could be used to advantage, especially more sound stages whose
Rogell,
producer,

—

,

availability would permit more
to be left standing, thereby
cutting down costs of striking and
erection.
(See
sets

THE

DAILY,

FILM

Oct. 22).

backlog of productions, nor does it
intend establishing one beyond some
six or seven attractions, he told trade
press representatives attending the
interview with him at the home office, and added that the wisdom of
refraining from such backlog establishment on a large scale lies in
the circumstance that the world
scene is rapidly changing, and the

Youth Appeal
This latest of the series should

Leon Schlesinger characters, Bugs appeal heavily to the young people
Bunny and Porky, in this Techni- since it is devoted almost entirely
color cartoon means a high old time to Kay Kyser and his Kollege of
for those who like animated enter- Musical Knowledge.
The reel has
tainment. The two do their stuff to plenty of music and comedy that
the accompaniment of those enchant- makes an impression on youthful
ing tunes, "Tales from the Vienna minds. Also seen in the film are a
Woods" and "The Blue Danube." number of film luminaries such as
Here is an ace booking that will es- Robert Cummings and Jinx Falkenpecially please

music lovers.

burg.

Allied Clans Gather

M-G-M

for Milwaukee Meeting

For Three

Radio's

—

7

Corking
This teaming of those hilarious

the

(Continued from Page

cies and take action on
of exhibitor problems.

While the

New York

M-G-M

1)

a number

status of the
consent decree remains
official

undetermined pending final submission of pioposals by the consenting
distributors to Tom C. Clark, assistant attorney general, Allied is expected to taKe further steps on the
decree based on the report of Abram
F. Myers, general counsel.
Other
important items for consideration
include the proposed admission tax,
plans for the perfection of Allied's
held organizations for legislative
work and the activities of the Cara-

Sets Trade Shows
New Pictures

tradeshow three pictures between Nov. 18 and Dec. 14.
"The Heavenly Body" and "Song of
Russia" will be screened in Memphis on Dec. 11; in Buffalo on Dec.
13 and in all other exchange centers on Dec. 14.
"Madame Curie,"
which has been set for tradeshowings in New York and Los Angeles
on Nov. 18, will be screened in other
key cities on Nov. 30.
will

Chicago

—Chicago

and reflect international goodmerely in the important LatinAmerican market, but in all foreign countries
with which we are allied in the war, or enjoy peaceful and friendly relations.
Technicians Drift Back
Discussing the present Hollywood scene,
Eogell revealed that some of the many industry-ites who have gone into the armed
forces are beginning to drift back into
civilian life, and studios are welcoming back
not

Film Stock Selling
Surprises Wall
Liquidation

shares

during

of
the

St.

moving
picture
few weeks

last

surprised

financial circles, the
Journal reported yesterday.
Selling move followed an
advance
ever the last 18 months, and is beSt.

represent profit taking, in
Brokers
interested
contend
that despite the liquidation noted,
the "large" investment position in
film issues has been undisturbed.
lieved
part.

to

Columbia's first franchise was rf
with the Eyssell-opeiated show ph
in 1933, and deal has been perin
ically renewed.

Loew's Theaters October

Bond

Sale, $1,013,745

Loew's Theaters report that n
viegoers invested $1,013,745 in "W
Bonds at the theater Bond bool
during October, indicating that
anticipated slump in sales followi
the September drive did not ma

stated

that

while minor flaws in

the

pro-

George Dembow, Al Steffes and
others.
Main purpose of the Allied Caravan meeting here was to review the results of the
first year of operation of the Caravan plan
and to revise and perfect the machinery for
the prompt interchange among the co-opera-

tive

exhibitors

of

information

concerning

these technicians. Another facet of the war
that Hollywood, which has felt the pinch
of materials as well as manpower, has become more resourceful because of the necessary restrictions placed upon it in the common fight for Victory. From conservation,
and even materials' swapping, a new school
of solid economy has emerged, and this will
be carried into the post-war era.

is

RKO

Radio's lot

is

dynamic with enthu-

siasm, Rogell said, and a contributing stimulus has been the inaugurated practice of developing important talent both with regard
to players and technicians.
The studio holds
out "great hopes" for the new comedy team
of Brown and Carney whose latest assignment is a musical.
Rogell mentioned numerous others, including directors, camera-

and Tom Conway.
Latter is being
groomed for more vital tasks than the Palseries.
He also had high praise for
Edward Dmytryk and Carol Gallagher.
Rogell will visit Wilkes-Barre in a few
days, return to New York and then leave
at the end of next week for Hollywood.
men,

con

meeting tonight.
Attendance of members and guests is expected to be about 30 at the meeting which
will continue all day tomorrow when the
ITPA convention starts.
a

Philadelphia Allied Surveys
"Forcing" of Short Subjects

—

Philadelphia Allied Independent
Theater Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania plans to take immediate
steps to halt the alleged practice of
"forcing" short subject contracts
with feature deals, according to a
service bulletin issued by the organization this week.
The bulletin asks its members to
report to the organization any attempt by salesmen to "force" short
subjects on exhibitors. The bulletin
presented a chart showing the number of shorts sold by each company
and the number delivered.
Members were asked to compare the chart
with their contracts to see whether
an exchange sold more shorts than
it actually released or had available
for use.

<

rialize.

In August,
were $912,765.

Loew's Bond sa
During the Septe;

War Loan

Drive, Loei

an all-time record with sales
of $14,551,181.

Picture Pioneers Will

Award

Seven

received a $2.50 wage increase, with
Scroll to
van Committee.
the approval of the War Labor
The local Allied unit, covering Board, making the
first advance in
Picture Pioneers Scroll of Hoi
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, will
14 years.
will be awarded at the annual H;
hold its annual convention tomorvest Dinner at the Waldorf-Asto
conditions in the film market.
In behalf
row afternoon and Friday.
Among those who were here last of the committee, Chairman Rosenberg Friday night to Com. John Fo

•

has

Wall

l

uct," said that it called for the asic Hall to devote a "substanti;
part of its annual playing time
Columbia pix.

amount

RKO

to disseminate

Montague, pointing out that t]
was negotiated with Gus E]
sell "on purely a matter of pa

deal

hit

billposters have

3-Year Deal

(Continued from Page 1)
sales manager, the renewal beari
an Oct. 1 effective date.

ber Third

After 14 Years, Chi.
Billposters Get Raise

studio wants to be in a position to night or were expected to arrive to- cedure had been revealed, the plan has functu: n out features of maximum time- day were Bill Amsworth, Max Alder- tioned satisfactorily and accomplishments
been substantial.
liness.
He cited that there have man, Ray Branch, Harry Chertcoff, have
With slightly revamped
it
is
been a number of pictures in the Col. H. A. Cole, Irving Dollinger, confidently expected that theprocedure
plan will betrade generally which, when finally Dr. J. B. Fishman, Louis Gold, Roy come increasingly effective.
The committee agreed that the organizareleased, were forced to be retro- Han old, E. Thornton Kelley, Jack
setup in co-operating territories should
spective when they could have been Kirsch,
Meyer Leventhal, Harry tion's
include, along with their main function of
"spot news" in their content.
It Lowenstein, Abram F. Myers, M. A. disseminating information, that of rallying
won't be permitted to happen in the Rosenberg, Martin Smith, Don Ros- exhibitors to action in combatting unfair
and legislation adversely affecting
instance of
siter,
Radio, he said.
Sidney
Samuelson,
Harry taxation
interests.
The Caravan will make a
An important policy at the studio, he Walker, Pete Wood, W. F. Rodgers, their
report to the Allied board of directors at
pointed out, is to gear features most fully
special
will,

New

In

Lt.

Col.

Frank Capra, Harry

Warner, Bob Hope, Jack Benny a
Bill Robinson, it was announced y
Distinction is in recog
their outstanding work
connection with the war effort d'
ing the year, selection being m?

teiday.
tion of

by the Executive Committee.
Guest of honor will be Capt. Ed<
Rickenbacker.

Rites for Jackter's Uncle

Funeral services were held in R
erside Memorial Chapel yesterc
for Morris Jackter, uncle of Colu
bia's Rube Jackter.

Northwest Allied May
Rejoin National Ass'n
Minneapolis

Northwest
and again
national

—

Allied

A

whereby

plan

may

become
Allied
may

be

revived

affiliated

be

with

submitted

Allied board in Milwaukee
While the report has
week.
not ben confirmed, it is understood
that Ben Friedman, who has been
to

the

this

leader in exhibitor activities, is
going to the Milwaukee sessions with
that purpose in mind.
The Northwest unit, once one of the most
powerful in the Allied setup, was
suspended by the national organization early this year for non-pay
ment of dues.
a
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Idman on Stand

HOLLYWOOD

TO THE COLORS!

DIGEST

His Trust Suit

*

{Continued from Page 1)

DECORATED

*

BERNARD LAPP,

Defense counsel objected on TECH. SCT THOMAS W. NULTY, USAAF, forRochester,
Eastman
Kodak
merly,
Co.,
nds that local exchange heads
awarded the Legion of Merit.
no authority to pass on con*
Testimony was introduced
;s.
CITATIONS
the
instances
in
all
that
tow
WILLIAM B SCHULMAN, USNR,
LT.
(j.g.)
4us defendants could not sell to
son-in-law of Budd Rogers, the presidenman at the Erlanger since they
tial unit citation as a member of the staff
of the USS Enterprise.
already contracted with War-

HERBERT

LAZARUS,

Bros.
*ferring to Paramount, Golds<
said
he talked with Neil Agnew,

*

B.

Capitol,

ger,

Steubenville,

H.
Theaters,

ART

staff

to

0.,

rai sales chief, in

*

A R*MY

CREEN, general
Baltimore.

PICOLLA,

manager,

RKO

manager,

amusement
Memphis

20th-Fox,

Fox-Wisconsin Amusement
Milwaukee.
R. F. VALENCIO, RKO Radio construction dept.,
Hollywood.

TOLLETTE,
,

*~NAVY

test as available for the showing
our pictures in Philadelphia?"

colonel.

FHILIP

ABRAMSON,

formerly

FRANCIS

Paramount,

to

sergeant.

CASTINGS
ELISHA COOK, JR., "Cinderella Jones," WarSOPHIE TUCKER, "Sensations of 1944,"
Andrew Stone-UA; EDWARD BUCHANAN, "Mr.
Winkle Goes to War," Columbia; LIONEL BARRYMORE, "Since You Went Away," David O.
Selznick - UA;
CHRISTINE FORSYTHE, "You
ners;

Ration
Love,"
"Incendiary

Can't

Buffalo.

HANK

USA, husband of Mildred Blatt,
about first-run
M-C-M booker, Seattle, to master serErlanger before he took the
geant.
According to Goldman, Ag- GLEN HAVILAND, USA, formerly Paramount
,»e.
salesman, Seattle, to sergeant.
said: "We are going to break
MAJ. CEORCE F. DOYLE, USMC, formerly, WILLIAM HICCINS, son of Pete Higgins,
Warners, what theater do you
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, to lieutenant
lic
branch manager, Seattle.
,

Press-

editor,

booker,

assistant

LARAINE DAY, new termer, M-G-M.
NORMAN Z. McLEOD, new termer, M-G-M.
BRUCE KELLOGG, termer, M-G-M.
STAN JOHNSON, termer. Paramount.

Cin-

Fox-Wisconsin Theaters, Mil-

JOHNSON,

CARROLL,

Corp

jae

Hicks'

Lyric,

waukee.

DICK

SIGNED

to

cinnati.

HANK TOLLETTE,
Scimitar,

USA, formerly assistant mana-

BILL

*

WILLIAM

ROBERT

* PROMOTED *
McCLAIN,

mid-Summer,
sergeant.
Paramount pix HARRY BLATT,

cor-

to

formerly Paramount,

lieutenant.

— —

*

Paramount,

formerly

poral.

*

SILVACGIO,

MICHAEL,

JOHNNY

Paramount;
Blonde,"

Paramount;

KONSTANTIN

SHAYNE, "The Hitler Gang,"
Paramount; JANE POWELL, "Song of the Open
Road,"

Charles

R.

Rogers-UA

SCHEDULED
Repub-

chief,
assistant
Schine Keith, Syracuse, N. Y.
CERALD BOYLE, Eckel. Syracuse, N. Y.

RKO-

story, FREDERICK FAUST; producer, JACK CHERTOK.
"•Blockbusters," screenplay, HOUSTON BRANCH;
and
JACK
producers,
SAM

"After April,"

DIETZ;

KATZMAN
WALLACE

FOX,

Mono-

screenplay-producer,

"Aller-

director,

declared that Paramount DONALD BARUCH, formerly Paramount to lieugram.
tenant.
operated Keith's here in 1931
MARINES
formerly Paramount, to
BOTTLEMAN,
SAMUEL
with
break
i Paramount had a
STORY PURCHASES
technical sergeant.
JANE E. McNEILLY, Eastman Kodak Co.,
WARREN SILSON, JACK TOWNLEY and JOHN
ners, and at that time made JACK BRICKEL, formerly Paramount, to lieuRochester.
LARKIN's
"Allergic to Love," Universal.
tenant.
,000 in film rental against $90,MITCHELL WILSON'S "Stalk the Hunter," CoLEO. BRODY, formerly Paramount, to corporal.
over successive years with War- FRANK DANZEISEN, JR., formerly Paramount,
lumbia.
MARILYN BURTON, daughter of Bernard Burto corporal.
ton,
associate
producer, HollyIdman said Paramount considered its FRED DEUTSCHEN, formerly Paramount, to
Universal
ASSIGNMENTS

man

*

*

*

on with Warners as only secondary,
hat in Paramount's estimation, Warners
Warners, Metro, and 20th Century-Fox

,

rence

the

in

local

first-run

playofi.

nan said that Agnew, while here on a
er inspection deal, wanted to acquire
(Erlanger, and asked Goldman if he
>d to be associated with Paramount.
w also spoke to him about entering

Goldman

Jersey,

Goldman

declared.

assured by Agnew and J. J. Unger
that Paramount would
ugust. 1940,
way from Warners, he started to negofor the Erlanger.
Dispute Patched Up
Para.,
ldman testified that at that time he
said,

I

WB

$80,000 in unplayed
by Warners, and
nount wanted to settle this before any
Later, Goldman said he was advised
Barney Balaban, Paramount president,
itold Harry M. Warner that it would
a national break instead of only a
i
one. and that Balaban and Warner
Goldman said he
patched things up.
told to be patient, and that the break
1
come "eventually," but he was left
ag the Erlanger, and never got Parathere

told

in

let

|

was

Philadelphia

wood.

corporal.

ALIAN DUNAYER,

formerly

Paramount,

to

CERALD GOLDWASSER,

formerly

Paramount,

to

corporal.

LAWRENCE
to

T.

CORDON,

formerly

Paramount,

Service Men's Admission
Standards Under Scrutiny

—

Detroit Checkup of standards of
admission for men in the armed services is being sought by local exhibitors, as the result of a public
squawk by members of various services, complaining of discourtesy at
Exhibitors generally
the box-office.
agree that they are having difficulty
with help problems, and that it is

WARREN WILSON,

gic to Love," Universal.

MERCHANT MARINE *

it

JAMES CRAIN, manager,
WILLIAM WHITTAKER,
transportation

lieutenant.

*

—•—

cor-

poral

WAVES

dept.,

driver,

RKO

Radio

JOAN BENNETT, from "Up

Hollywood.

Record Production on

War

casting Withdrawals

Maffitt, St. Louis.

Information Film

in

Mabel's Room,"

Edward Small-UA.

Arkansas Indies Oppose
Further Taxing of Patrons

—

(.Continued from Page 1)

Arkansas IndepenLittle Rock
production dent Theater Owners, meeting here
costs, and Bette Davis and produc- yesterday, adopted a resolution optaxation of motion
tion executives giving their services posing further
picture patrons.
gratis, the star, under the direction
"If additional taxes are needed by
of Vincent Sherman, completed in the Government, we are willing and
one day on Sunday, shooting of a ready to bear our part of the burChristmas holiday short subject en- den in the form of a general tax,"
the resolution said.
titled "A Present with a Future," by
C. C. Mindon, president of the organization
local Rex and Liberty
Delmar Daves, for the U. S. Treas- and operator of the the
resolution, said that
Theaters, discussing
taxes
would force many
additional admission
ury Department.
ner

Bros,

contributing

to train new employes to
the proper distinctions on uniforms, as well as to greet all patproduct.
Oct. 7, 1942, Goldman said he was rons, regardless of whether they pay
by Joseph Bernhard in New York that full admission or not, with accusThe film will be distributed starting Dec. small theaters to close except on week-ends.
Discussions concerning improvements in
e product would be available for him,"
tomed theatrical courtesy.
1 by the War Activities Committee at the box-office statements, the system of bookhat Bernhard said he could not tell the
ing
pictures, fire prevention and care of
of the company although it was not
request
of
Office
of
War
Information.
U.
S.
that all of his secoud-run theaters were
Goldman said he profitable, but that he had never attempted The entire camera and sound crews of Miss films were held.
>dueing organization.
this was UA, and declared that BernDavis's current picture, "Mr. Skefflngton,"
to obtain "Grade B" films.
finally admitted this, and stated that
The witness testified that he had obtained collaborated on the one-day shoting mara- Rome Leaves Hospital
,iers intended to break with UA.
This
Ernest Haller, Academy award winthe Height and Karlton only after they had thon.
was patched up, Goldman said, and been offered to Warners. He declared that ner, handled the camera.
Cutting, editing,
Baltimore J. Louis Rome, owner
ever got UA product.
In the aiterthe Keight and Karlton were losing money and music recording are scheduled to be of
the Rome Circuit in Baltimore,
under examination by defense counsel, that would eventually affect his entire cir- completed by Friday.
Six duplicate neganan admitted that nori of his theaters
returned from Sinai Hospital
tives will be turned over to Consolidated has
cuit.
(first-run.
Film Laboratory by the week-end and 10,- after several weeks' sickness.
No Money from Warners
,e3tioned by ex-Judge Joseph Proskauer,
He denied that he had ever obtained money 000 positive prints, of which 1,000 will be
;nan admitted that there was some difdirectly from Warners, but admitted that made in Hollywood, will be struck off for
of opinion as to what actually conhis stock losses in the Coalfax Company, a immediate shipment to film exchanges of George Tobias Dead
He said Warner subsidiary, wholly owned by War- National Screen Service.
I a "Grade A" production.
The latter will
Memphis
George Tobias, office
ners, had been covered.
relay the prints to 16,000 exhibitors who
Under cross-examination by Proskauer, have pledged, through the theater division manager of National Screen Servarious
times of WAC, to exhibit the Government mesGoldman also admitted that at
vice, died after a long illness.
he had borrowed considerable sums of money sage to the public.
from Spyros P. Skouras, who is now presiTwo other OWI-WAC shorts are in prepdifficult

make

t

:

'

:
|

—

"

\

!

—

EmmE

EVELYN

CLARK,

TOUCH

receptionist,

Universal,

(harlotre.

ROSENFIELD,

E

al

iNE

Roach Studios,

LESTER
ENCLER,

Eastern

representative,

Inc.

Republic
biller,

Exchange,

Columbia

Buffalo.

Exchange,

luffalo.

JAMES
bub,

m

CRAIN,

manager,

Maffitt,

of one of the defendant companies,
20th Century-Fox.
Questioned as to why the Mastbaum had
been closed for a period of approximately
10 years, Goldman said that Warners would
never have had to close it "if they had

aration, John C. Flinn, co-ordinator of the
Hollywood division, announced.
At the
Paramount studios, Joseph Sistrom and
Charles Brackett are doing a short on economic stabilization, and Col. Jason Joy at
20th Century-Fox is polishing a script on
followed my instructions."
juvenile delinquency.
These pictures are
In an effort to speed proceedings which part of the industry's volunteer program of
had been hampered by frequent examina- 26 shorts and 25 film bulletins.
"Brothers
tion of documents introduced as evidence, in Blood," a short recently produced at
the opposing battery of attorneys agTeed to M-G-M, has been contributed to the program
hold a "pre-trial conference" during which and will be released nationally on Dec. 16.
documents would be examined to speed up Other studios have OWI-WAC subjects untestimony, and court adjourned for the day. der consideration.

dent

St.

WEDDIHG BELLS
Marriage of Naomi Gordon, secretary to Universal district manager
Peter Rosian in Cincy, and Rubin
Epstein will take place here on Dec.
12.
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Produced by

MAURICE KING

•

Associate Producer

FRANKLIN KIN

A SUREFIRE BET
SAY THE TRADES!
"Gangway, Mr.

Hitchcock!

ffrj
This does for
in

audience

its

65 minutes precisely what

the mystery master's productions do in 90. Excellent."

[V

lar

^1

"'

— MOTION PICTURE HERALD
• • •

*"

"Rates with the best sus-

pense movies Hollywood
has turned out."

— FILM DAILY
•
"First class

• •
thriller.

Builds

suspense from the

first

frame."

— HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

<'/

• •

•

"Will keep you on edge of

your seat.

Worthy of top

spot."

-SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
•
'%,

I

"A triumph

• •
of

sustained

suspense and action."

— MOTION PICTURE DAILY

(*Sf

X

Directed by

KURT NEUMANN

.

Screenplay by PHILIP

YORDAN

A

10

Wednesday, November

17,

DAILY

Rodgers Asks Unity

in

IN

Censor Revenue Hi

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

Talk to N.W. Exhibs.

Toboggan
HUGH

(Continued from Page

manager,
BEST,
Capital,
Shelbourne,
N. S. and supervisor, Capitol, Lockport,
N. S., Canada.

1)

distributors and exhibi- ROBERT SAXTON, junior booker, Universal,
Charlotte.
tors from W. F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager of SAMMY SPERENZA, booking department, War-

producers,

ner Theaters, Pittsburgh

M-G-M.

JACK KALMENSON,

representative,

sales

JOHN McSWEENEY, manager
Niagara

of

Basil's

Falls.

BLASE, booker, Warners, Boston.
McMENAMIN, ad salesman, Warners,

V.
Boston.

MALCOLM ROSE,
War- HYMAN BLOOM,

manager,
relief

Riviera,

Detroit.

manager,

Wisper

telling

office

me

that one of STANLEY

TUVIL,

salesman,

Republic,

St.

VINCENT HERBRT,

assistant

manager,

vis,

just released the annual repor
the bureau showing that the b
& reviewed
1,290 films during the f

Wetsman, Detroit.
Rodgers met the exhibitors and
ners, Pittsburgh.
spoke briefly following a luncheon PAUL PRICE, Goldwyn publicity department, DON BELFORD, assistant manager, Palms-State,
Hollywood.
Detroit
at Radisson Hotel.
HAL KNUDSEN, Wisconsin and Rapids TheaMARSHALL
GREEN, manager, Cinema, Detroit.
"As an example of what I mean,"
ters, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Rodgers said, "I had just arrived in TRUMAN HENDRIX, salesman, Paramount, St. HENRY HILL, operator, Civic, Detroit.
Louis.
Minneapolis Monday night when I
MALCOLM McLEAN, assistant manager, Cinderella, Detroit.
received a telegram from my New ED RUDOLPH, salesman, PRC, St. Louis.

York

—

Levin Nock
chairman of the State Div:
of Motion Picture Censorship,
Richmond,. Va.

ANTHONY
R

in Virgin

LaSalle,

Cinder-

year ending June 30 last. This
pares with a total of 1,495 the I
ious year. Included in the films

<

'

mm.

a

number

in

"Juke Boxes."
Gross collections for the year

of 16

subjects as
i

$39,268 as against $42,862.11
1942, a decrease of $3,594.11.
total of 41 eliminations

ella, Detroit.
Louis.
your exhibitors here had attacked
A
LEE, New York story editor, Producing NED BROWN, assistant manager, United Artists
me in charges sent to New York, IRENE
Theater, Detroit.
Artists.
ordered in 24 films.
saying I was taking punitive action JACK PARVER, assistant, Eastwood, *ast Hart- M. E. DONLON, operator, Calvin, Dearbon, Mich.
In its 22 years of operation
against him as an exhibitor because
ford, Conn.
EMIL RAUSCH, operator, Martha Washington, board has examined a total of
Hamtramck,
of his recent action in filing stateMonogram
Montreal.
ALLEN.
manager,
Mich.
W.
805 films, and made a total of I
ments with the Department of Jus- HARRY McDONALD, special representative on ALFONSO MERLET, Columbia home office eliminations in 2,051 films. Ri
i

I.

Universale
England.

tice.

"Gentlemen, there
rest

this

in

would only

is

too

much

"Flesh

and

Fantasy,"

un- AL

SELiC. special representative on
"Flesh and Fantasy," Washington.

Universal's

now.
If he
and talk things over CHARLES

business

sit

there wouldn't

be

so

much

of

"The

E. COHEN, branch manager, RKO, Dealways willing to talk MILTON
troit.
things over. Maybe I don't always
A. A. RENFRO, acting branch manager, RKO,
agree with the exhibitor who comKansas City.
plains but I'll always let him know GEORGE BILSON. assistant to Sid Rogell, RKO
Studio, Hollywood.
why.
"I have had many differences with MARTY JUROW, assistant to Steve Trilling,
Warners, Burbank.
exhibitors in this area and you may
rest assured I have respect for the Maj.
Harold F. Parker
independent as well as for the own-

And

am

I

on

foreign

publicity

staff

BEN LENTZ, booker, Paramount, Memphis.
JAMES CEERS, manager, RKO Lyric, Cincinnati.

RICHARDS, casting director.
Hairy Ape," Jules Levey, Hollywood.

it.

New

Italian Front

PHIL
J.

FRANKSHERMAN,,

assistant

Edward

to

WILLIAM CUTLER,
ward

J.

accounting dept. head,

Ed-

Peskay.

WAR

INTO
FRANK WEINSTEIN,
Hartford,

JOBS

assistant,

Eastwood,

Seattle,

to

Cood-

year Rubber Co.

Extortion Trial Testimony
Switches to Chi. Charges

Testifying at the Federal Court
Yarmouth, N. S.—Maj. Harold F.
Parker, 35, on leave of absence as trial of the eight defendants charged
manager of the Capitol, for the Yar- with extorting more than $1,000,000
mouth Amusement Co., was killed in from the industry, Nathaniel (Jack)
the Italian fighting with the Canad- Barger, operator of the Rialto, Chiian Army. Parker, who went over- cago burlesque and film house, yesseas to England, in late 1939, as a terday told how he was forced to pay
lieutenant, was a crack shot and had close to $100,000 in extortion to Wilwon numerous prizes in shooting liam Bioff, convicted labor racketcompetitions in Canada and England eer, and his associates over a sevenyear period. The witness said that
before the war.
the sum included $200 paid weekly
to Phil D'Andrea, one of the defenN. S. Censor Board Head Dies
dants, whom he was compelled* to
Halifax, N. S.— C. Henry Bennett, carry on the payroll.
Barger said
of Halifax, for the past 10 years that he dropped D'Andrea from his
chairman of the Nova Scotia Board payroll on May, 1942, after a talk
of Censors died here after an illness with Government agents.
of three weeks.
Barger asserted that he acceded
to the demands of Bioff and his aseffects all sections of the country sociates because he was afraid that

is

needed espe-

in like

harm would

manner.

iXazis
I/.

Confiscate
S. Pi* for Hitler

—

No. 1
Stockholm (By Cable)
Nazi admirer of the movies produced by that "decadent democracy," America, has just replenished
his

film

supply,

thanks

to

German

aboard
Swedish liner Drottingholm.
confiscation

The

of

pix,

prints

reportedly

prints

"Coney
land" and "Bambi," were rushed
"Cairo,"

"Crash

Dive,"

Hitler's

headquarters.

Co.

Dead

to

other Government witness, disclosed
that he had been elected to his office
in July, 1937, with the help of Nick

and

alias

eight

George

Nick Dean, who
years
E.

for

is

extortion,

Browne,

former

died.

Drowns on Maneuvers
Sistersville, W. Va.— S.

Clarence H. Brown Dead
of

his busi-

Rochester Norman T. Appleton,
IATSE head, who is serving time
father of Sergt. Joseph H. Appleton,
for a similar crime. He said
was
Army Air Forces cameraman and forced to split his $400 perheweek
former newsreel cameraman here, salary with Circella.

the

Is-

him and

John P. Smith, business agent of
Chicago operators' Local 110, an-

serving

—

befall

—

A. Peters,

Detroit Clarence H. Brown, 40, who operates the Paramount here,
former scenic designer with Holly- has just been notified that his

wood

studios, is dead.
sets for the
Lafayette here.

did

the

He

recently brother, Pvt. Pete A. Peters,
and cidentally drowned during
maneuvers at Camp Richie,

Wilson

—

Century-Fox,
of the Motion
the new year
by almost 70

was

Columbia; J.
Jack Engel,

J.

Al Davis of
elected presi

Picture Associate;
at a meeting atte:
members at Kug
restaurant.
Other officers ch
were: Vice-President, George E
tie,
Paramount; Secretary, Lc
Wurtele, Columbia, Treasurer;
Ham G. Humphries, 20th-Fox; B
of Directors: Ely Epstein, R
Saul Krugman, TJA; Harry We

McFadden, R
and Wil

RKO;

Doyle, Universal.
Retiring president Saul Krug
opened the meeting, with Pvt
Cohen, on leave from Fort Br
N. C, conducting the session,
treasurer's report showed the
to be in a healthy condition. K
man was awarded a desk set by
group for his good work.

Technicolor to

Pay 50c

Technicolor's board at a me(
Saturday declared a dividend o
cents per share payable Dec. 1
stockholders of record on Nov.

ness.

Circella,

Appleton's Father

MP

Philly
Associates
Elect Al Davis Prexy
Philadelphia

MARGARET SPARKS, M-C-M,

"There is opportunity in this business to create better understanding
and unity and it is my contention it
can be done. Always remember that
any proposal with merit will get
consideration from me.
"As to independents, I might say
that my company, which closed last
year on August 31 with the greatest
circulation in its history, derived 47
to 50 per cent of that business from
independents."
Rodgers congratulated the picture men on the work they had done
in the war effort and said that if
any group deserved the Army and
Navy "E" award it was the theater
owners.
He concluded by telling those present he favored a strong, nationwide organization of theater ownhe said

form.
years amount to $647,933.75.

East

Conn.

Slain

present a united front
Leonard Goldenson, president of
against unfair legislation and to see Paramount-Publix Theaters, and Sam
that whatever legislation is passed Dembow, vice-president, were guests
at the luncheon of John J. Friedl,
president of Minnesota Amusement

to 77 with 30 b
approved in reconstru
Gross receipts for th<

Peskay.

ers of chains.

ers, which
cially
to

amounted

tions
later

was

ac-

Army
Md.

Theater Is Relieved
Of Rest Room Loge
Philadelphia

Wagner,

of

— Manager
the

local

Cha
New

rl

Pei

Theater apparently made a mistal
by militantly clarioning that he hi
a "surprise" in store for the troubli

some
tested

young
his

was

the

than

the

vandals
playhouse.

who

announcement
juvenile

had

No

ii

soon

publishi

delinquents

de

cended on the theater, armed wi
And no sooner hi
screw drivers.
Manager Wagner descended into tl
Rest Room, he discovered all tl
toilet

seats

gone.

MONTANA
'—the 1943 Year Book seems to contain even more interesting information
than the Year Books

in

the past."

M. RUSSELL, Manager
A. M. Russell Theatres
Bozeman, Montana

A.

FLORIDA
"We

wish to congratulate you on your

splendid service."

WANDA PARKHURST
Royal Theatre

Miami, Florida

ARKANSAS
"

—

it

is

very

fine

—

times the coming year

W.

serve

will
I

am

many

sure."

SON NEMAN

F.

Palace and Ozark Theatres
Fayetteville,

WASHINGTON,
"We

find the

ones

helpful

think

it

will

Arkansas

D. C.

book one of the most

we

have received.

We

The Film Daily

YEAR BOOK

prove to be more helpful
(

as time goes."

DUNBAR THEATRE
Washington, D. C.

is

given

rixi-i. w....

J

a year's subscription to

/

THE FILM DAILY

V 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE

26th

EDITION

BOOK
(NOW

IN

of

of

,

1

\
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44TH ST

TWO
ALL-TIME HIGHS
WITH

millions of feet required by our

Armed Forces

for training

tary purposes,

the

total

Eastman motion picture
into

production of

films has

new high ground. And

quality

and other mili-

pushed

the all-around

of this huge output has never

been excelled. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

EASTMAN FILMS

v/

The Daily Newspaper

Character

in

tiznate

REMOVE

ternational in Scope

Of Motion Pictures

Thought

Twenty-Five Years Old

dependent

in

-^P DAILY
1

NO.

84,

NEW

96

YORK, THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

MAY INTERVENE

LLIED

18,

CONSENT DECREE

IN

Ampa

lonor 28,205 in Uniform at
Editorial

.

.

—

Plan Now So They Can
Carry On, Heads High,
Upon Return Walker

Patron

Pix,

—

mutual labors"

.

B 7 CHESTER

fOST

BAHN

B.

—

Declaring a "fierce pride" in the

monumental

communities now know that filmland

able and
r to help in all co-operative efforts.
t sure that this will be one lasting
fit that the theaters of the counwill get from their mutual labors
their local exhibitor

is

«as

Fabian

Si

who

made and

has

is

which

making

toward the prosecution of a

war

which

"far

is

said that this

from

the establishment of this

rstood,

— and

interest

of

purpose

of

community

and

r er

— between

must

necessarily

rd the collective trade.

by

i

excellent policy

— and

Each

Trade Locally Must

Hampering Laws
THE FILM DAILY
Aid from Washing-

Washington

—

perfect public

ton toward the lifting of hampering
slations
to see
that this fact is local ordinances will never be more
sed to the end that "the one lasting than supplementary to the main atfit" cited by Fabian crowns the mutual
tack upon these laws, which must
s of theaters and communities. The be local representations, OCR rec-

—

is
casually
disfrequently
indeed it is appraised at all.
the
unfortunately
has applied
to
tity of theater and community inter-

too

3us
ed,

if

many

in

was

more

opportune
to tell John Q. Public that he and the
ter owner and manager in his bailihave common purposes, common as"ions, common interests
yes, and cornproblems to bort than in th s day
a

:

—

hour

when

together
er as soldiers on the
or

Jimmy Walker

as

the

ter

at

ed,

the

two

Home

:

they

stand

home

front.

to-

in his role of toast-

Fabian-Mayer luncheon

industry's

WAC

—

leaders,

execs.,

are

typified

"making

ob-

by
the

of our country realize that the mopicture business is not one of legs
gangster films as pictured by some, but

>'e

(Continued on Page 2)

this

week

manager, who disclosed the results
of a recent network survey.
This octet breaks down to an
average of three men, three women
and two children. Poll of 155 public
(Continued on Page 3)

Dunham, Pathe News
Man, Killed in Action

Lt.

H.

Dunham, a

American 5th Air Force
and the first man from RKO
Pathe to go into service, was

pilot of the

f^Q

New

killed in action over
Guinea last month, it was learned

yesterday.

—

THE FILM DAILY
If the final dis-

position of the New York consent decree is not satisfactory
independent exhibitors, Allied
intervene and even carry its objections to the United States Supreme
Court, it was said here yesterday
by Abram F. Myers, Allied's board
chairman and general counsel. Myers
to the

When he was commissioned

(Continued on Page 3)

Film Rentals

May Be

Under OPA Control

—

Milwaukee
Film rentals may
come under the control of the 'OPA,
it was reported unofficially here as
the board of directors of national
Allied went into session last night.
An item on the agenda of the meet(Continued on Page 7)

New

314 of 669

Deal with Phases

Features
of

War

Louis Kaufman, business agent of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Of 669 features in
operators' Local 244, IATSE,
one of the eight defendants on trial production, finished but unreleased
preparation, 314 or 47
New York Federal Court on and in active
in
(Continued on Page 2)
charges of seeking to extort more
than $1,000,000 from the industry,
threatened with death "some people"

—

Newark

(Continued on Page 6)

Goldman Again on Stand

Iffi^s

Milwaukee

In Film Extortion Trial

Says "A" Pix Average

Ha v ry

By AL STEEN
Associate Editor,

Death Threats Charged

(Continucd on Page 3)

Lt.

—

(Continued on Page 6)

itation chief, George W. McMurwho wanted him to go to jail, it was
phey, said yesterday.
"You of the industry must con- testified yesterday by William G.

First

Supreme Court
Form
Myers

to

Possible if Final
Is Unsatisfactory

Televisor

Television in the home has an average audience of eight people before
each parlor televisor, the American
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35%

at Philly Trial

—

Philadelphia
Charging that today's average price for an "A" pic
is on 35 per cent terms, William
Goldman, testifying on his own behalf in his anti-trust suit against
Warners and others, declared in Federal Court here yesterday that "no
exhibitor can make money playing
pix at 70 per cent."

Goldman swore that

his Pottstown,
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Yates Scores Direct
Hit On Rumor Factory
Taking

cognizance

of

persistent

reports, apparently originating in Hol-

lywood, to the effect that the Leo
Spitz-William Goetz group is negotiating with Herbert J. Yates for
the purchase of Republic Pictures
and Republic Productions, James R.
Granger.,

Republic's

president,

em-

declared here yesterday
that there is absolutely no foundation to such reports, and asserted
that he is speaking directly for Yates
phatically

and under the

latter's specific aucontained in a telegram
sent to him from the Coast yesterday
by Yates.
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JEFFREY
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"Where

Are

Hollywood
his

Tues-

Mono-

Your

Children?"
at the Paramount Theater, Detroit, Thanksgiving
Day.
He will continue on to New York.
release,

CPL.

JULES FIELDS of the 20th-Fox exploitation
department and GEORGE COMPERTS, field exploitation representative of the company, are
Des Moines in connection with the world
in
premiere of "Happy Land."
J.

L.

day to attend the world premiere of

of his territory.

HERBERT

HILLMAN,

publisher of Movieland
and other magazines, has gone to Florida on
business.
He is due back on Monday.
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with Warner Western
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meeting
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formerly
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DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president and
general manager of Technicolor, arrives in Hollytoday after a three months' business
trip in the East.
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Stern Unveiling Sunday
Unveiling ceremonies for Cha]
Stern, former United Artists si

who was

executive

killed in the

coanut Grove fire in Boston, will
held Sunday, at 3:30 p.m. at
Mt. Hebron Cemetery, block
in Flushing, N. Y. Industry wil
represented by many of his frie
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Syracuse Representatives of locthroughout New York state and
Long Island held the semi-annual
meeting of the New York State Projectionists Association at the Yates
Hotel yesterday afternoon and evening. President Glann Humphrey of
Utica was chairman, with Charles

Wheeler of Geneva who recently
succeeded the late Harry Brooks of
Troy as secretary-treasurer report-
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the Red Ryder cartoon strip, distributed by
and published in more
release, "Youth in Crisis," dealing than 700 newspapers with an aggre- ing the minutes.
with the delinquency situation, was gate circulation of over 15,000,000,
previewed yesterday in the Hotel and also appearing in Hawley PubStatler here in the presence of state lication's Red Ryder magazine, was
Looking for a Show-Woman?
and. local officials, social welfare announced yesterday by Republic
and theater officials. Mayor Maurice Pictures which will use the newly
Miss Executive Secretary in Person!
J. Tohin of Boston was among those acquired property in the production
Direct from the Pacific Coast.
Many
executives, clergy, press and radio of eight Red Ryder westerns, first
years with major theatre circuit and
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be-
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February L.A. Premiere
For "Lady in the Dark"

per cent could in the broadest sense be given its world premiere in Los
be classified as war pictures, accord- Angeles early in February, to be
ing to a survey made by the Holly- followed shortly thereafter by the
wood office of OWI's motion picture New York opening, Neil Agnew, genbureau.
Of the 314, 107 deal with eral sales manager, said yesterday.
Seventy-five of Houses for premiere showings will
the armed forces.
the 669 features are westerns. Re- be announced later.
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:

do all it can in support of
moves against Sunday Blue
outmoded building codes, un-

places showed an audience mean of
46 individuals before a receiver, consisting of about 31 men, 11 women

will

and four children.

r>ese

—

"From Us

able

child-labor laws, etc.
all such cases, said McMurphey,

.

important thing is that the
lem be attacked locally, as has
done for over a year now by

to

(This quoted

You":

title

column

of today's

by Charles

the salutation

is

Francis Coe, toastmaster at yesterday's "Salute to the Heroes of the

Motion Picture Industry, held under Ampa auspices in the Hotel
Astor, as he commenced reading the following letter to the close to
1,000 who attended. It was resolved by the assembled members of the
motion picture industry that the letter be sent to the 28,205 men and
women in the service wherever they are throughout the world).

ral months ago, accomplished
relaxation of blue laws and sim-

"DEAR BUDDY:
"On November

OCD

restrictions in

numerous

locali-

These are supposedly only for
duration of the war, but OCWS
ials are confident that few of the
is which lift blue laws will imthem again after the emergweight of the OCR will be used to
D all such local problems where there
Bed to better or increase recreational
•t unities.
McMurphey said. Discussions
already been held with the Departof Justice, and some aid can be looked
!here, but the important fight is on the
;
grounds. OCR will go to local councils
•
is
found necessary, and McMurphey
the Department of Justice will do
Ue, but only when the fight has been
ously pursued by local exhibitors and
'Med citizens.
plaining the purpose of the OCR to aid
ndustry wherever possible, McMurphey
led that through his intervention, the
had granted a theater operator in
fork, Ky„ permission to operate a bus
Jirry people from a nearby mining com'
Lack of
ty to his theater and back.
ftr recreational facilities in the mining
aunity had been held responsible for
nusually large turnover, and the thewas too far for the miners and their
attend without motor trans:ies
to

Picture Industry

17, 1943. 750 of your fellow workers
mef at the Astor Hotel in New York City
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what you Motion
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were our hearts
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Operating condition of more than 80 per
of 1,434 television receivers in the

cent

of Community War Serof the Federal Security Agency,
groups,
iking through local
latter office has, as revealed here
Office

;

,

Televisor
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e to carry the ball in all cases,"
that
isaid, promising, however,

i

Home

"Howard

a Service Flag of our
on it for you. Howard's voice told as plainly as his words of what
was in his heart, and ours- .....
"Charles Francis Coe was toastmaster. He closed
the meeting with a ringing pledge that we here

1

home

at

Dietz dedicated

There

Industry.

will

was a

star

do our lesser

and devotion equal

to

your

i

'bit"

own

with patriotism
magnificent con-

New York area, which were tabulated by
NBC during the past month from answers
received to 4,590 questionnaires sent to
the NBC television mailing list, was revealed as fair or better by John T. Williams. Present quality of 957 sets was
noted as excellent or good: 202, fair; 68,
poor; 160, not operating, and 47, didn't
know or answer.
Majority of televisors, according to the
returns from the NBC survey, incidentally,
was of RCA make, which accounted for
870 replies, or 60.7 per cent of the total
return.
Du Mont came next with 149 sets,
or 10.4 per cent; GE, 146. or 10.2, and
other makes such as Andrea and Westinghouse trailed the list. Twenty-two answers
reported more than one receiver. Screens
were found to range from more than twelve
inches down to five.
Greatest number of
image reflectors was in the 12-inch category as noted in 721 returns, or 60.2 per
cent of the total.
Other speakers were C. E. Hooper, head
of his own commercial radio research organization,
who forecast listening trends
among radio audiences during the coming
Winter, and a brief introduction by R. L.
Gibson, assistant to the manager of GE
broadcasting and publicity, to a screening
of "Sightseeting at Home," GE educational
A turn-away crowd of 275
film short.
members and guests attended the gathering, which was the first of a series of
Pall and Winter radio luncheons scheduled
by the marketing society.

AMA

!
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"

tion.
:: iother

example of the sort of problems
which OCR might take action, said
iurphey, would be in the case of a

"A.M. P. A. sponsored the meeting and the whole

gang from presidents
dustry were on hand.

age

.

of

qualified

projectionists.

If

to keep theaters
attempt to obtain a
ation of state licensing requirements
,3rojectionists, suggesting suspension for
Juration of the requirement that a proin

order

OCR would

Ijnist

must have a

full

year's

experi-

Carolan Dead

'imes S. Carolan, 52, head of the
^ '/
:,

York Times amusements copy
is

dead.

—we

all

to

the

newest member

of

the

in-

stood

the thousands from our industry

be due

to the

it

will

if

you have a buddy

this greeting

who

are in military service.

accidents inevitable in so large

a

If

we

greeting.

from the industry, check with her or him.

do,

So
Pass

along in case accidents have happened

"We want

none missed because each and every one of you, no matter
where serving, is a source of deep pride to us. We want each and every
to know that
Good luck, Happy Landings and

— HARRY COHN, Columbia; NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK.
BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount; O. HENRY BRIGGS. PRC; N.
PETER RATHVON, RKO Radio; SPYROS P. SKOURAS, Twentieth Century-Fox; EDWARD C. RAFTERY. United Artists; NATE J. BLUMBERG,
Universal; JAMES R. GRAINGER. Republic; HARRY M. WARNER, Warners; VINCENT TROTTA; WILL H. HAYS; GEORGE SCHAEFER. WAC.
•

in May, 1941, Dunham
was a newsreel editor with RKO
Pathe News. He entered the Army
as a second lieutenant at Chanute
Field, taught aerial photography,
and this year went into the glider
branch as a glider pilot.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.

Marion Chase Dunham, of 14 East
Tenth St., and his parents Dr. and

T
T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

A. M.

Ellis Circuit Gets
Philly Erlen and Renel

Roy Haines
Margaret Seddon
Frances Marion
Eugenia Gilbert
Maude Macgowan
Ralph H. Haines
Aestheta Hoffer

of Cin-

RKO's Jack Rarick Decorated
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Word has been re-

—

ceived here that Pfc Jack Rarick, formerly at RKO Radio's plaster department was decorated for valor and
personally congratulated by the general in command for saving the life
of an American flyer during the
Sicily

—

Hy Kennon Dunham,

cinnati.

(Signed)

•
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Dunham, Pathe News
Man, Killed in Action
Lt.

Mrs.

one

for instance.

ies S.

through

They stood and cheered when you folks were
and cheered
"And A.M.P.A. decided you just had to know how we feel. This
expression is sent to you by them, for us.
We might miss a few of
mentioned

(

'i necessary
iting,

right

Philadelphia
Sale of the local
Erlen first-run neighborhood, and
to A. -M.
Renel, subsequent-run,
Ellis Enterprises, local independent
circuit has been confirmed. Houses
had been owned by Erny and Nolen
and price was said to be 540,000.
Ellis circuit has been expanding in
recent years in city.

Indicates N. W. Allied
Will Rejoin Nat'l Allied
Milwaukee

—

That Northwest Alapply for re-instatement in
national Allied was indicated here
last night by E. L. Peasley, former
unit leader, who is attending the Allied board meeting.
Peasley would
not confirm or deny that the purpose
of his attendance at the sessions was
to discuss the matter with the board.
lied will

campaign.

STORK REPORTS
"Life

With Father" took on high-

ly personal significance for Oscar
Serlin, producer of the stage success,

became a daddy on Tuesday
night via the arrival of a 6% pound
son, who will be christened Anthony
Block Serlin.
Mrs. Serlin prior to
her marriage was production assistant to. her husband-to-be.
as he

'
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Para- SIDNEY HERMAN,
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have been
of

LEO SCHUMER, formerly Paramount, to corporal
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formerly Paramount,

to

corporal.

staff

HOWARD

SMIDT, formerly Paramount,

LEHR, formerly Paramount, to seral.
J.
and 30 more JOHNgeant.
JESSE SPIVEY, formerly
are reported as missing in action, a HERMAN B. LIPPMAN, formerly Paramount, to WILLIAM H. STRUHS,
corporal.
corporal.
corporate checkup established yesJOHN A LUTOCKA, formerly Paramount, to EDCAR A. SULLIVAN,
terday.
corporal.
C.
class

staff sergeant.

number

of former employes

LAWRENCE OLDS,

formerly Paramount,

cor-

to

VINCENT

poral.

uniform stands now at 6,381. ROBERT T. RICHARDS,
Twenty-nine have received decoracorporal.

in

ROBERT

tions.

ROSENBERG,

formerly

Paramount,

to

Paramount,

to

COSIMO

corporal.

formerly

RUBIN, formerly Paramount,

tenant.
contributed 5,451 to the
JACQUES J. SAUNDER, formerly
services, probably the largest numsergeant.
ber of any theater group. The Hol- BERNARD SCHEIM, formerly
lieutenant.
lywood studio has 525 former employes in uniform; the home office,
248, and exchanges in the United Expect Settlement

to

lieu-

to

HANS HOGARTH,
HAROLD SMITH,

to

ROBERT

affiliations

Two

States, 157.

Detroit

Paramount,

Music, seven
Paramount Music,
Six girls from
and storehouse, two.
;

one,
the home office are in the

WAC

Hopper Explains

and

WAVES.

New

Set Construction Rules
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

of

Cases

Three Basil Arbitration
Complaints to be Heard

—

Buffalo Three cases brought by
Basil Bros. Theaters have been set
for dates for arbitration according
to Edward W. Spitznagel, district
manager and clerk of the American
Arbitration Association. They are:
the LaSalle, Niagara Falls, 10 a.m.,
Nov. 29; the Apollo, Buffalo, 10 a.m.,
Dec. 2 and the Varsity, Buffalo, Dec.
13.
No date has been set for the
Genesee.
Notices of the dates set have been
sent and the dates are still open to

Hollywood Meeting with purchasing agents of 19 production companies, Harold Hopper explained simplified procedure of obtaining film
set construction materials through
use of the new form CMPB-4-B.
has ruled limitation order L-41 change.
does not govern construction of sets
unless they are permanent outdoor
Prexy
sets or foundations for sets which Stackhouse
were intended to be used in more Of Visual Education Assn.
than a single picture at a given lo-
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Paramount,

to

*

ARMY

manager, Lincoln,
National

Screen

New Haven.
Service,

In-

WINDISH,

National

Screen

Service,

Indianapolis.

—

News, 23; Paramount Broadway Corp., seven;

seaman

to

JR.,

formerly

Hefferan-Muzzallos Expand

Interven

(Continued from Page 1)

said that both Allied and PCC le
ers believed it was within their rig
to carry such action to the higl

A

court.

Pending a release of the

to

dianapolis.

Paramount,

Paramount theater affiliates report 35 killed, 28 missing and 28 decDetroit Settlement of two more
orated; the studio, two killed; ex- arbitration cases now pending in
changes, two killed, one missing, one the Detroit tribunal appears likely,
decorated; and home office, one miss- pushing still higher the remarkable
ing.
proportion of cases settled here by
Casualties in the distribution division are: friendly agreement.
Lt. Albert Rhett Droyles, AAF., and Lt.
The case brought by the Clawson
Noble Carroll Peacock, AAF, both formerly Theater
of Clawson, Mich., seeking
at the Los Angeles exchange, who were
killed in separate plane crashes in South reduction of clearance in order to
Carolina recently while serving' in the U.. S. raise its admission prices, which was
Air Forces; Lt. John Hummel, formerly em- set for hearing yesterday has been
ployed at the Seattle exchange, fought with
the Army on Bataan and Corregidor, now postponed until Dec. 1, with indication that it will be formally settled
listed' as missing; Pvt. Max C. McCoy,, formerly employed at Omaha, is now in a hos- by agreement before that time.
pital, in North Africa.
McCoy has been
The newest case, filed by the Grand
awarded the Purple Heart and Oak- Leaf
Theater of Highland Park, seeking
Cluster.
preferred playing time relief on
Cpl. Lawrence Olds, formerly chief of staff
will also apat the New York Paramount Theater, fought percentage pictures,
in the African campaign and is reported parently be
settled by agreement,
missing in action.
according to informal, comments of
The home office contributed 102 men principals, though no papers have
and women to nine different arms of the been filed as yet..
service; New York Paramount Theater,. 82;
Long Island Laboratory, 24; Paramount
Famous

Paramount,

formerly

-• —

*

corporal.

The company's widespread theater WALTER

Paramount, to corporal.
Paramount, to

formerly

TROTTA,
VIOLA,

F.

to corpor-

May

Consent Decree

In

Flag

killed in action thus far

Total

Allied

TO THE COLORS!

1!

of

the

distributors'

finall

proposals

changes in the decree, Allied will
tight" and take no further action
the matter, it was decided at
opening session of the board of
rectors meeting at the Schroe
Hotel. Myers' report on the dec

which appeared in full in THE F
Daily, was approved unanimoi
by the directors. The distribufc
recommendation, if and when t

made public or made avails
exhibitor organizations, will
analyzed by Allied's executive a.
Detroit Rapid wartime expansion mittee before any action will be
of
Theaters, Western Mich- cided upon.
&
Due to late arrivals by board meml
igan circuit recently formed by Albecause of train and plane delays, the
bert Hefferan and John C. Muzzal- rectors did not go into formal session
los, received
another boost today last night, although a brief meeting
with disclosure that the circuit is held at noon. As a gag. President M
taking over the Family, Stocking, Rosenberg was presented with a si

Western Michigan

H

Circuit

are
to

—

M

l

and Vogue,

all

nabes in Grand Rap-

ids.

Hefferan is well remembered in
the industry for publicity received
a dozen or so years ago, when he
successfully operated a 60-seat garage theater, the Owl, in Grand Rapids, at the age of 16.
For the past
four years, he has operated the Century Theater in Coopersville, after
two years with a smaller theater in
a former restaurant there. Coopersville is a formerly theaterless town
of 1,200, about 20 miles from Grand
Rapids. Hefferan is now completing
a second theater, the Princess, nearly ready for opening there.

hammer

instead of a gavel to open the n
ing, although later he was presented
an inscribed gavel as a special gift. Dn
the afternoon the delegates were the gi
of the Schlitz Brewing Company at a
cheon at the brewery.
While details of the conferences with

the three further ones, making a total of eight theaters
starting with
only one a year ago.

—

Death Threats Charged
In Film Extortion Trial
{Continued from Page 1)

Studios, therefore, are not bound by limitations in the L-41 order for construction
of sets which can be stored between pictures
or incorporated into permanent sets for takfng of a single picture.
Regardless of this,
official pointed out, during the past
year and one-half the industry has been held
down to a limited quantity of controlled
materials to be used in set construction.
In future, he said, under the new regulations studios must not atempt to purchase
or use a greater overall quantity of such

WPB

'

PCC Favors Divorcement
While changes in the decree are desir
rather have theater divorcei
than anything else, according to Rotus
vey,
"observer" here for the PCC.
West Coast representatives are particu
PCC would

the present arbitration st
his members advocated nt
torneys at all in arbitration hearings:
limit the distributors to a single la's
It was indicated that some such dec
may become evident in the new decre

one

is

created.

Among those present at the board met
Abram P. Myers, H. A. Cole, Pete W

are

Roy Harrold, Jack Rossiter, Bill Ainswi
Rotus Harvey, Harry Walker, George I<
Meyer Leventhal, Ray Branch,- Sidney
uelson,
Fred Pennell, M. A. Rosen!
Charles Trampe, L. O. Lukan, Bill Sch
Bert Fisher, E. L. Peasley, Mrs. "Lt
Forbes, E. Thornton Kelly, Harry Lo
stein, George Smith.
!

Nugent, who appeared as a Government witness. The witness, a mem- Rosenberg Asks Exhibs.
ber of Local 244, said that Kaufman Play Delinquency Shorts
uttered the threat at a meeting of
Milwaukee, Wis. Playing time
the union in January, 1942. TestiElection of J. M. Stackhouse of mony along similar lines was given all theater screens for the two shc
Richmond, Va., as president of the by Nathan Zapol, also a Local 244 "Children of Mars" and "Youtt,
Crisis," which deal with the juve
National Association of Visual Edu- member.
cation Dealers is announced. Other
The Government is expected to delinquency problem is urged by
A. Rosenberg, national prexy
officers
designated include: Vice- close its case today.

—

;

Allied.

president, Merriman Holtz, Portland,
Ore.; directors, Richard F. O'Neil,

Wilmington, Dies from Motorcycle Accident
Del.; J. E. Foss, Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Huntsville, Tenn.
Lycurgus W.
Bernard Cousino, Toledo, 0.; Paul Coleman, 40, operator of a local thematerials than have heretofore been made
Brand, Washington, D. C; Earl P. ater, died in Huntsville Hospital as
available to studios, and he is hopeful that
Cleveland,
Jasper the result of injuries received in a
O.;
there will be an even greater economy in Carpenter,
critical materials.
Ewing, Baton Rouge, La.
motorcycle accident.
Boston;

Milton

Hill,

—

j

Clark, assistant attorney general,
kept in confidence, a feeling of optin f
appears to prevail among both Allied I
PCC leaders here. Basis for the optin I
could not be determined, inasmuch as "C i
has not committed himself as to whe i
he will order a new decree or decide to 1
ceed with the original anti-trust suit. II
ever, Allied men here appeared hopeful I
the independent theater owners will get 1
break they are seeking.

Earlier this year, he took over the
Burton and Roxy Theaters in Grand bitter over
Rapids, and formed the partnership Harvey said

with Muzzallos. In the past few
weeks he took over the State, another Grand Rapids nabe, and now

|

i

C.

Named

cation.

I

Observing that there is no de
nor assume that the

to "state

s

gestions contained in these films
entirely solve the problem," Ro:
berg states "they will aid matei
ly, and any assistance towards s
tion is worthy of the effort."

]
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stifles

"A"

wage

Price

Lauds Fiimites in Uniform

Film

Trade's Future Rests

35%

Them—Walker

Upon

(Continued from Page
(Continued from Page

1)

Germantown, Philaoperations were successful
that the Goldman circuit was a
— profitable venture.
He said
|
good times businses veers
/ 1 in
n the second-run or neighborhood
iters to the downtown first-runs,
in times of depression patronswings back to the cheaper in
neighborsubsequent,
jission
1 run houses.
Says Pix "Dissipated"
eclaring that all theaters have
;et good pictures in order to opGoldman consuccessfully,
'te
led that there would be plenty
'A" pictures available if Wardid not dissipate the product,
cited as a recent illustration
ro's "Lassie Come Home" which,
:laimed, Wa;ners put in the Boyd
one week whereas the same picplayed five weeks at New York's
io City Music Hall and showed
nany thousands more' people.
Bandbox,

(Continued from Page 1)

meeting

filled

the

and that
the principal address at the "Salute
world with hope and desire for their fellow
to the Heroes of the Motion Picture man.
Filmland, he inferred, will be perfunction
Industry," held in the Grand Ball- forming a similarly valuable
channels of motion pictures
room of the Hotel Astor yesterday throughthe the
war is over. Walker specifically
when
under the auspices of Ampa, called called attention to the highly constructive
upon all branches of the trade to work which producers, distributors and the
"think now, and plan now, so that members of the exhibition field are accomfor the national and United Nawhen they (the men and women in plishing
tions' weal.

.

Dietz Voices Tribute

1,000 who attended the
close to
"Salute to the Heroes" heard in the silence
the sincere and moving
emotion
of high
tribute rendered by Howard Dietz to the
absent-in-service men and women and were
deeply impressed by the brilliance of the
remarks by Charles Francis Coe, vice-president and general counsel of MPPDA, who
was the function's toastmaster. The latter
said of the "Salute to the Heroes," that
"we of the industry will cherish it as long
as the industry lives."
Dietz, who officially performed the Seraccented the role
unfurling,
vice Flag's
which the "little people" of filmland are so

The

;

—
—

:

:

:

'Kidman

that

said

the

Aldine

was

not

HOWARD

DIETZ

CHARLES FRANCIS COE

to lack of product, but
the yearly fishts Warners

1932 due

the services) come back, they can
to one of
with various producers, and carry on with heads high for the
Sly had
«ers refused to buy sufficient product at generations to come" in jobs which
particular time. He charged that War- they left in answering their counusually find some distributor to fight
in

id

each year, and that these yearly "nonarguments" continued up to and inm? the season of 1940. In connection
ps;

Pottstown situation, Goldman said

his

•

ad to lease two theaters there in order
one.

;t

He maintained

that his friendexists as does his

with Warners still
dship with all of the named defendants.
Letters Introduced
foceedings were interrupted then by a
raid
drill,
following which
^ice
air
spondence from Joseph Bernhard, and
r Warner
and correspondence to the
Sidney R. Kent were entered as evidence
These
objection of defense counsel.
»-s. Goldman said, were part of his "perfiles" from Warners, and were turned
to him at the time he resigned his
ion with them.
ere followed a lengthy argument over
admission as evidence of various let-

•

sent
B.

by Goldman to distributors
The defense counsel stating

were obviously written with the idea
gilding up Goldman's case.
The Judge
ted them, subject to the defense counlater right to protest and argue on
,

admission.
;

Erlanger lease, a list of RKO theoperated by RKO in the TJ. S.: a list
arner theaters in the U. S.: a list of
;y Company of America theaters in
delphia were all entered as evidence, as
e

Characterizing the industry's sons

the
nobly playing in the current conflict,
obscure clerks, office boys, stenographers,
and others. He declared that there are more
bonds in this war than War Bonds, the
bonds that will go on in filmland as its
everlasting asset, due to the mutual sacrifices which are being made not only by our
armed forces, but also the people who are
lighting the good fight of the home front.
Unveiling of the Service Flag, containing
the total of 28,205 in numerals beneath the
symbolic star, was followed by a
single,
minute of silence to the heroic dead of the
Rarely in industry annals has so
industry.
impressive an event been held, and the acme

Praises Industry Leaders

Walker paid

tribute also to "the
great leaders of filmland who are
still a part of us," namely executives

who have grown up

in the industry,
particularly
referred to

WAVES

by the
stage.

Don

musical
ical

in the singing
salient feature
of Navy songs

ranked on the Ballroom's
Albert's orchestra furnished the

accompaniments and interim

mus-

selections.

Climax of the luncheon was the reading
by Coe of the letter which the industry is
sending to each of the 28,205 members in
uniform.

On the Double Dais
At

the

Bubcock,

USAAF;

Heroes'

USMC;

Dais

Staff

Pfc. Dana
Schiller Cohen,

were

Sgt.

Corp. George Dauenheimer,

USCG;

Pfc. Louis Davidson; Seaman 1st Class Edward Fitzpatrick; Ensign Richard Ney; 1st Lt.

Wall

Paramount to
more than $4 for
current year, the Wall St. JourSt.

expects

ow earnings
e
1

reported

<i

is

of

yesterday.
Anticipabased upon the fact that the
mpany reported $3.11 a common
are for the first nine months. Para-

AWVS.

Junt's

cash

position

described
financial circles as "very strong."
is

Connors, Joseph Bernhard, Arthur Mayer, J.
Robert Rubin. Nate Spingold, Martin QuigCharles D. Prutzman, Carl Leserman,
Clifford
Ross,
Jack Ellis,
Steve Broidy,
Bill Formby, James Zabin, and Hap Hadley.

At the recent Washington conference, held
in the White House to explore and plan the
distribution of food to war-wracked nations, Walker said that the delegates from
various lands represented 80 per cent of

ley,

Playing Mexican Color Pic

Booth Fire

—

Louis Theaters Sign
Operators Contract

St.

Louis

— Members

of Local 143,

IATSE,

have approved
new two-year contracts with theater
owners in St. Louis and St. Louis
County.
The pacts, which are reoperators,

in

houses

now paying $55 per week

or less will get a $5 boost. All theaters paying up to $80 weekly will
grant two-week paid vacations to
operators on the payroll one year or
more and one week to those employed
less than a year.
Not affected are some dozen colored houses, which have separate
contracts with Local 143A, an auxiliary of Local 143. These pacts still
have some time to run. When they
expire, the colored houses will be

WLB

Bine,

I'

Year Anticipated

St.

New

William Murphy, USAAF; Pvt. Anthony Prov- asked to work out new agreements
ince; Pfc. Harold Zeltner, 5th U. S. Ma- similar
to those applying to the
rines; Sgt. Jack Sugarman, USMC; Sgt. Al
other houses in this area.
Schmidt, USMC, and others.
Robert Thomsen, business manager
Escorts for the war heroes included Greer
Garson, Marsha Hunt, Yvette, Mary Small, of Local 143, anticipates no trouble
Michele Morgan, Jane Deering, Jeanne Cag- in obtaining
approval of the
ney; Maj. Kathrine Corelli and Valerie La

and he
At the central dais, in addition to PostAdolph Zukor, who was among the master General Walker, Charles Francis Coe
and
Howard Dietz, were Jules Brulatour,
big an ay of officials at the luncheon.
i 1940 master agreement between RKO
Nicholas M. Schenck, N. Peter Rathvon, Maj.
Warner Brothers circuit management; Filmland, he stated, has done a grand
Albert Warner, Jack Alicoate, Jack Cohn, J.
some Goldman correspondence with the
job both in the war and over the J. O'Connor, Neil Agnew, George Dembow,
^sota Amusement Corp., dated 1936years, and he said it was his con- O. Henry Briggs, Blanche Livingston, Vincent Trotta, Charles "Chick" Lewis, Louis
this point court adjourned for a coun- viction that the industry, which has
Nizer, W. C. Michel, A. Montague, Carl E.
^usultation. Trial resumes today.
spread the American brand of de- Milliken, Albert Goldman, Ben Kalmenson,
Malcolm
Kingsberg, Si Fabian, David Bernmocracy
throughout
the
world,
Will H. Hays, Barney Balaban, Adolph
doesn't realize the magnitude of that stein,
Zukor, Spyros P. Skouras, Ned E. Depinet,
contribution to mankind.
4 Para. Earnings
Herman Robbins, Gradwell L. Sears, Tom J.

For

ing under the heading of "film rentals" hinted at the fact that the OPA
was studying the situation. Allied
members declined to discuss the
matter, except to say that the subject would come up today. It also
was reported that Tom C. Clark
promised that the distributors' proposals for decree changes would be
submitted to Allied for criticism and
suggestions.
The Allied questionnaire on the decree brought 385 replies representing 1,154 theaters.
Myers reported that after the test
period of the decree which ends on
Saturday it would remain in status
quo until the Department of Justice
issued an official statement.

troactive to Sept. 1, provide for
wage increases for operators in
some 50 to 60 houses, each of which
has two men in a booth.
The contracts leave unchanged
of both taste and showmanship prevailed. wage scales and working arrangeInaugurating the testimonial, Lucy Monroe ments at first-runs.
Projectionists

and daughters now in service as the
"second generation" upon led the close-packed audience
trade's
whose shoulders will rest the respon- of the National Anthem. A
sibilities of the future and the pres- was the rendition of a group

ervation of the fine traditions of
the motion picture business as the
fountain-head of much of the nation's culture and leading source of
entertainment, he declared that they
are today "fighting for all the things
nearest and dearest to us," and
added, "to them, I bow my head."
He asserted that at the present time
more than 450 of the Comerford
chain's personnel are in the various
and
said military branches.

ii5 s
i

try's call.

May Be

Under OPA Control

1)

civilization,

hia,

Film Rentals

Kills

Operator

—

El Paso, Tex. First all-color pic
Gregory, S. D. J. W. Hancer,
to be made in Mexico, "Asi En Quiere projectionist, was killed and his
en Jalisco" is playing the Colon here.
wife and Harry Ritter, assistant opFilm is being distributed in the U. S.
by Azteca Film Distributing Co. of erator, were injured when fire swept
this city.
the Gregory theater here.

contracts since the employers have
joined with the union in asking theiracceptance.
He points out further
that the wage increases are well
within the Little Steel formula.

Coal Short, Theaters

Ready

to

Burn Wood

—

Athens, Tenn.
Local theaters
have agreed, along with other business institutions, to use wood for
fuel during the coal shortage which
appears to be heaviest in the small
towns, if county or city will establish a "wood yard" from which
wood can be obtained easily. Most
of the heating equipment in theaters
throughout Tennessee's small
towns will burn wood with extra
labor

in

bought a
last

handling.
full

Many

theaters

winter's supply of coal

summer and need not

shortage .this year.
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Character
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nternational in Scope
ndependent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures

intimate

in

Twenty-Five Years Old

-^FDAIIY
NO.

L. 84,

NEW

97

TEFFES URGES
Read At

Name

Stop

lilwaukee

Allied

Washing Trade Linen in

Tremendous Post-war

Calling

Sales Possibilities for

Firms Envisioned by U.

—That those withwindow down

"pull the

.ild

re yelling at each other" was
cated yesterday hy William F.
ters, M-G-M general sales manin an address lead before the
»nal Allied board and the local
d units.
The speech was read
I. M. Richey, assistant to Rodginasmuch as Rodgers was ill
linneapolis and was unable to
,

(Continued on Page 7)

use Passes

Bill to

fer Draft of

Dads

By AL STEEN

THE FILM DAILY way of developing the market apWashington Latin America offers pears now to be the availability of
tremendous post-war sales possibili- funds, for the CIAA program, with
ties for manufacturers of 16 mm. its 113 16 mm. projectors and 60 moprojection and sound equipment, and bile trucks, is driving home to Latinfor producers of educational films in Ame: icans the startling effectiveness
that size, Nathan D. Golden, De- of the motion picture as an educapartment of Commerce motion pic- tional medium. At the same time,
ture specialist, writes in the current CIAA is introducing American-made
issue of Foreign Commerce Weekly. equipment into markets where it
The only important obstacle in the
(Continued on Page 8)

—

Kirsch Urges Trade

Rosenberg

War on Delinquency

Present Admish Tax

—

— The House yesterday

d with no opposition the conce report on the bill to place
ts at the bottom of the draft

ond Mistrial

(Continued on Page 8)

Move

Penna.-Virginia Exhibs.

Extortion Trial

»s in

the second time since the trial
d in Federal Court, counsel for
the eight defendants accused
torting more than $1,000,000
the industry sought yesterday
(Continued on Page 8)

!

Manager Hakes

en

Passes
ortland,
n.

here

rhs

are

theaters,
'cise

.

.

—

Ore.

Available
Parent-Teachers

stricter

too

much

kissing

managers can't
supervision the woif

be glad to police the theathemselves.
In
rebuttal, one
ager observed: "The campaign
will

years late.

I'll

give a pass to

P-T-A woman who can
say

she's never

eater."

truth-

been kissed

in

Milwaukee

THE FILM DAILY

—

Milwaukee
"We feel that the
present level of the federal admission tax is sufficient and that it
should stand without increase." This
statement was made by M. A. Rosenberg, Allied president, following
the close of the national Allied board
sessions in Milwaukee yesterday.
(Continued on Page 10)

— Al Steffes yes-

terday called upon Allied to
strengthen its position through
nation-wide membership so that the
organization can demand the re-

forms desired and become so powerthat the distributors could not
refuse any request made of them.
Looking somewhat thinner than
when he retired from active organiful

(Continued on Page 8)

New

Forms

Steffes

Calls for

Minn. Theater Unit

—

Milwaukee Al Steffes is back in
the fold. The former national president of Allied and former Northwest
unit leader, announced yesterday
that he and some of the members
of the old organization had formed
a new association in Minnesota to be
(Continued on Page 10)

Toronto Exchange Fire
Fails to Halt Pix

Picture Pioneers Induct

Toronto

Forming Buying Combine 47 Candidates Tonight

Shipments

— Destruction

of the main

film exchange building here resulted
in the loss of one life through the
death in hospital yesterday of Her-

—

Pittsburgh
Independent theater
Forty-seven new members will be
owners in this territory are reported inducted at the Picture
Pioneers an- bert Naiman who was trapped on
forming a buying and booking com- nual harvest dinner, at
the Starlight
(Continued on Page 8)
bine to combat high film rentals and
Roof, Waldorf-Astoria,
tonight.

(Continued on Page 10)

And

(Continued on Page 10)

Ea.-Neb. Exhibs. Fight Tax
"20% Too Rough on Small Towns"—Wolcott

squawks that 'teen-age
doing
and

Grant Reforms

tribs. to

Washington Bureau of

Milwaukee That the motion picture industry should take an active
interest in the solution of the juvenile delinquency problem not only
for the protection of its property,
measure did not reach the but also in order to forestall any efiThe
e in time for action by that
fort to place the blame on motion
and action thus has been de- pictures and
to impose burdensome
(Continued on Page 7)
and unnecessary regulations on the
tshington

'

Equipment

S.

Associate Editor,

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

n.iton

Public

Demands a Punch-Driving
Body That Can Force Dis-

MART

motion picture business

;he

,

TEN CENTS

1943

LATIN AMERICA MAJOR 16MM.

on Trade

eting Calls

19,

A STRONG, POWERFUL ALLIED

lodgers Attacks
eech

YORK, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

—

day to make a survey of the situation, it was learned yesterday.
Accompanying Langner will be

Eldora, la.
Allied-Independent
Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska
is stepping out to carry the ball for
the industry in an attack on the
House proposal for a 20 per cent
admissions tax in the new war revenue bill.
Terming the proposed increase
"too rough on our small towns and
theaters," Prexy Leo F. Wolcott of
the unit from his headquarters here

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 7)

Langner Going

On
A

Coast
Theater Guild Plans
to

step in connection with the

New

York Theater Guild's plans for film
activity, Lawrence Langner of the
Guild leaves for the Coast on Sun-

Hollywood

Is

Going

Front Riches to Rags
Latest

WPB

assist

by

the

industry

to

campaign to collect
discarded
clothing
and rags
for use in plants and by the armed
is

forces,

in

as

latter's

well

as

charitable

pur-

and abroad.
Top-flight
stars will aid by being photographed:,
contributing
fifth - run
suits
and
dresses to .church organizations and
salvage committees active in campaign.
Arch Reeve, WAC's Hollyposes

wood

here

Division, is arranging for the
star-photos for wide syndication.

V *V
Monogram

Hosts 200
At Screening, Luncheon

Friday,

Travis Quits as Hopper's
Coast Aide; Doane Named

Fri.,
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Named WAC's

Chairman

ing of Animals" short.

Col.

Eliminate "Little Three'

As

Griffith

Arthur Frudenfeld has ac-

PHIL ENGEL, Warenrs New England fiel
cepted the post of exhibitor chair- leaves New York today for Buffalo.
in the Cincinnati
man for the
M. A. SILVER, Pittsburgh zone mana.
exchange area, Si Fabian, Theaters Warner Theaters, accompanied by BEN
MAN,
contact manager for that territor
Division chairman, announced yes- CHARLES
A. SMAKWITZ, assistant zone
terday.
ger in Albany, arrived in New York ye
Fiudenfeld has been acting chair- for conferences with home offices executi
man since the death of Ike Libson, ROBERT BUCKNER, Warners' product
exhibitor head in this area since the returned to the Coast from the East.

WAC

Defendants

1

Oklahoma City

—Pre-trial

confer-

between

Govern-

yesterday

ences

ment and

Griffith attorneys followthe
dismissal
Columbia,
of
United Artists and Universal as defendants in the Federal anti-trust
action against Griffith Amusement
Co.

ing

With

FINANCIAL

all film

now

companies

disYork at-

WAC's

inception.
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fice

"Labor Front" Released

Mort Blumenstock, in chari
Warners advertising and pul
in the

East, announces the p

of Irving Yergin to hea

tion

Special Events

Bureau of the

licity

department,

Yolen,

now

succeeding

in service.

Yergin's appointment was th
ond promotion made last we
Yergin has b
Blumenstock.

"The Labor Front," newest of the member of the WB- home offici
World in Action series produced by for the past year, coming here
National Film Board of Canada, its Chicago publicity office, wh
today with Fred Meyers, East- the
is released by United Artists today. served for two years as field

manager, presiding.
managers Salem Applegate,
David Levy, Dave Miller and Barney
Rose will attend the meeting.
ern

WB

Division

District

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

today.

meeting of the district managers in Universal's Eastern sales division will be held at the home of-

2

1/4

At "U" District Meet

returned to Ho

has

Confers Here Today Blumenstock Picks Yei
Release Schedule To Head
Spec. Ev

On OWI

^^

do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Int

MANNING

from a six-week tour of Army camps.

missed from the suit, New
OWI motion picture chief, Stanto: neys started
home immediately
after Federal Judge, Edgar S. Vaught ton Griffis, arrived in New York last
{Thursday, November 18)
handed down his decision. Case was night to confer today with the WAC.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
dismissed
against Loew's,
Para- Subject of the meeting will be the
Net
OWI schedule of releases through
20th-Fox
and
mount,
RKO,
Warners
High
Low Close Chg.
upon entry of the New York consent WAC for the next few months. Grif14
14
Am. Seat
14
fis has had this schedule tentatively
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%
16V4 15% 16i/4 + 1% decree in 1940.
worked out since his return early
Columbia Picts. pfd.
2i/
2i/
2'/2
Con. Fm. Ind
Vs
2
2
this month from Hollywood, and exi/
153/4
153/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
153/4
4 Meyers Presides Today
pects to reach final agreement on it
East. Kodak
.
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Editor

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New
and
Holidays
at
1501
Broadway,
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
VV. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York, N. Y. t under the
act of

19,

200 persons, including cir- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Merwin Travis, West
cuit buyers, trade and fan magazine
representatives and newspaper syn- Coast assistant to Harold C. Hopper,
CHARLES EINFELD flies to the Coast
dicate writers, attended the preview chief of motion pictuie and general New Ycrk at the week-end.
of Monogram's "Women in Bond- photographic section of the War
LT. GILBERT S. BAHN, AAF, and A/C
age" and the luncheon that followed Production Board, has resigned ef- TER B. BAHN, )R., AAF, sons of FILM D
private
editor,
are home on leave and furlough,
to
31
return
to
fective
Dec.
the screening at the Waldorf-Astoria
industry as general manager of tively.
yesterday.
TED WEBER, Chicago Sun amusements
Ltd.
Prior to asAmong those present were Edward Smith &hisAller,
present post more than tor, is on a two-week tour of the
suming
studios.
Alperson, Harry Brandt, Max Felmonths ago, Travis was vicelerman, Harold Mirisch, Matty Po- 18
ABEL VICARD, Warner Theaters, lega
president and general manager of partmenf
head, will return from Pittsburgl
lan, Joe Becker, Jack Shea, Maury
Laboratories, Inc. of Califor- the week-end.
Pathe
Shea, J. Benas, Al Reid, I. Renner,
nia.
AL JOLSON returns from Florida next
J. Hattem, S. Stiefel, L. J. Furman,
He will be succeeded by Warren and will leave for the Coast shortly f
Norman Elson, Don Jacocks, John
unit chief, now in Washing- sequence in Warner's "Rhapsody in Blue.
Doane,
Nolan, Martin Harris, Alton Cook,
ton, D. C, who was at one time genWILLIAM WILKERSON arrives Monday
John T. McManus, Harriet Gould,
eral manager at Hal Roach Studios. the Coast.
Jesse Zunser, Tom Pryor, Dorothy
WILLIAM FADIMAN of Metro retut
Masters, Archer Winston, Tom WenCulver City tomorrow from New York.
ning, George Frazer, Gil Blackfo:d, Frudenfeld
CARL BERGER, news-photo-reporter for
Alice Hughes, Judith Allen, Adrienne
shorts produced by Jerry Fairbai
for Cincy mount's
"
in Sarasota, Fla., to film a forthcoming
Ames, Edwin C. Hill, Paula Stone. Exhib.
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Circuit Court Reserves
Plagiarism Suit Decision

in

Date)

Leroy Carlisle Dead
Anacortes, Wash. Leroy

RKO RA

home

JEW YORK TRADE SHOWIK

—

Carlisle,
actor, died of a heart attack at his

here.

Looking for a
Miss

Decision was reserved yesterday
by the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on the appeal of Vincent McConnor, author, from a Federal Court
judgment awarded to atto: neys for
George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart,
authors of "The Man Who Came to
Dinner," which, McConnor charged,
was pirated from his play, ' The MurOther defendants were
der Issue."
Warner Bros., the estate of Sam H.
Harris and Random House.

(Change

Executive

with

major theatre

Experienced

studio.

in

Person!

Many

in

circuit

all

and

—

f!t

Moment"

well

I

nc

Will be held

—

ality

#

"AROUND THE WORLD"

phases of

showmanship general theatre operation, good statistical background, advertising, etc.

PICTU RES

Show-Woman?

Secretary

Direct frrm the Pacific Coast.
years

DIO

Full of
in

pep and person-

"Never

A

TUES.,

NOV.

23, at

1 1

A.M. and 2:30 P.M. a

Dull

office.
Reasonable but not
Box 172, The Film Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York City.

RKO

Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave.,

New York

Cit

cheap.

and not on December

6,

as previously advertise<

I

THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS TRADE-MARK
.

:)

ON THE AIR!

!

FIRST AGAIN!

A

15 -minute ticket-selling radio program

nationwide

five nights

every week!
Turn

the dial to

M-G-M

(next page)

4

AGAI

M-GFirst to

launch

nationwide

your
5 nights each
direct to

ON
THE
MUTUAL NETWORK

COAST TO COAST!

TIME: 8:15 to 8:30
five nights

West Coast

weekly,

P.

M. Eastern War Time

Monday through

7:15 to 7:30

COVERAGE:

P.M.

RADIUS: 1408

WHN, New

cities

York City)

of 5,000 or over.

POPULATION: 97,000,000

M-G-M

War Time,

46 Mutual Stations.
(Also

HOMES:

Pacific

Friday.

persons.

25 million radio-equipped.

presents

FULTON OURSLER
"THE PEOPLE'S REPORTER"

A

program to sell tickets for M-G'M pictures! Mr. Oursler, noted journalist and editor,
answers the most interesting and newsworthy
questions submitted by his listeners. His data
is obtained from the most authentic sources,
which he quotes. Fascinating, inside information that clarifies the news in the public minds.
great

THEY'RE LISTENING

EVERYWHERE!
See next page for
complete Station

list.

BLANKETS AMERICA!
Homes

Cities

Station Watts

City

Over
5,000

KC

Popltn.
in

Area

with
Radio

Boston

WNAC

Boston

VVHAI

Mass

Greenfield,

Holyoke-Springfleld
Laconia, N.

H

Lewisiun-Auburn,
Lowell-Lawrence

Me

Providence, R. I
Rutland, Vt
Worcester, Mass
Totals

WHYN
WLNH
WCOU
WLLH
WEAN
WSYB

WAAB

5000
250
250
250
250
250
5000
1000
5000

1260
1240
1400
1340
1240
1400
790
1380
1440

(9)

15

2,824,955
49,453
454,021
100,627
95,802
1,467,703
527,685
222,725
504,470

705,399
12.7C4
114,412
24,028
22,812
366,381
132,244
52,531
122,836

176

6,247,441

1,553,347

46
4
13

9,970,699
450,189
446,730

2,614,649
112,775
113,787

63

10,867,618

2,841,211

74
3
16
3
3

42
15
5

New Haven
Bridgeport
Hartford

WICC

Waterbury

WATR

Totals

New

*\VTHT

flOOO
250
1000

600
1230
1320

(3)

York

New York
Washington

WOR

City

Baltimore
Norfolk-Portsmouth

Washington
Totals

WFBR
WSAP
WOL

50,000

710

258

18,495,333

4,730,847

5000
250
1000

1300
1490
1260

13
7

1,830,508
343,423
1,099,368

417,511
68,614
251,895

29

3,273,299

738,020

(3)

9

Philadelphia

WIP

Philadelphia

New

5000

610

119

6,096,190

1,490,752

250

1450

4

762,968

136,966

flOOO
250

550
1240

7
5

1,415,698
584,794

357,550
153,699

12

2.000,492

511,249

22
34

1,907,652
2,298,074

498,973
595,636

56

4,205,726

1,094,609

Orleans

New

WNOE

Orleans

Buffalo
Buffalo

WGR

Rochester

WSAY

Totals

(2)

Cleveland

WJW

Akron

Totals

5000
5000

WKW

Cleveland

850
1420

(2)

Detroit

ClvLW

Detroit

5000

800

76

5,971,871

1,530,744

Pittsburgh

WCAE

5000

1250

73

2,680,561

623,526

WKRC
WHKC

t5000
500

550
640

47
34

2,501,836
2,126,670

637,367
533,398

81

4,688,512

1,170,765

Indianapolis

WICB

Louisville

WGRC

f5000
250

1070
1400

12
3

766,276
488,806

201,755
114,111

15

1,255,082

315,866

KWK

tSOOO

18S0

19

1,632,952

414,929

WRR

5000

1310

27

1,925,272

364,919

WHB

1000

880

18

1,548,034

380,594

KOCY

250

1340

5

381,194

85,659

*WGN

50,000

720

207

13,522,790

3,490,478

WHBF

5000

1270

27

1,462,351

382,373

WLOL

1000

1330

12

980,491

262,875

Pittsburgh

Cincinnati
Cincinnati

Columbus
Totals

(2)

Indianapolis

Totals (2)

Louis

St.
St.

Louis

Dallas
Dallas

Kansas City
Kansas City

Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City

Chicago
Chicago

Des Moines
Rock Island-DavenportMoline

JJ)
M-G-M's

Minneapolis
Minneapolis-St.

Omaha

NEW RADIO

PROGRAM PRE-SOLD!

Omaha
Denver

KBON

250

1490

3

477,890

111,952

Denver

KFEL

5000

950

10

762,094

196,997

KH.I

5000
250
1000

930"

57

1490
1360

5

4

3,719,411
140,240
289,348

1,103,160
36,888
84,343

66

4,148,999

1,224,391

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
San Diego
Totals

TONIGHT

know about it!
NEWSPAPER ADS:
campaign.

Special

on Radio Pages (sample

right)— prior to

and

first

program

afterwards.

ADVANCE AIR PLUGS
Each station carried announcements for days
ahead building up listener
interest.

8:15|

WOR
WHN

(3)

Portland
Salt Lake City
Ogden-Salt Lake

KALE

5000

1330

3

602,857

175,359

KLO

5000

1430

8

414,911

101,719

KFRE
KFRC

250
5000

1340
610

3
44

201,879
2,604,253

48,734
738,471

47

2,806,132

787,205

4

689,745
230,969

207,829
64,521

San Francisco
Fresno
San Francisco
Totals

METRO-GOLDWYK-MAYER
presents

ads

KDB
KGB

Portland

Your patrons

46-city

Paul

(2)

Seattle

':

A NEW IDEA IX
RADIO JOURNALISM

the
PEOPLE'S

Seattle

KOL

Tacoma

KMO

Totals (2)
S. Totals (46)
Also WHN, New York City,
10 States.

U.

5000
5000

1200
1360

3

7
920,714
272,350
1421 98.131,774 24,989,702
50,000 watts, covering 12,851,700 population in

t At night, 500 watts
* Hartford starts 12/6/43; Chicago,

2/21/44.

(FULTON OURSLER)
You're the editor! You send in your ques
tions and that's his assignment! He get!

you the answers from official

sources

NEXT PAGE! M-G-M PICTURES
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE!

The

first

tised

Hit adver-

on Leo's new

radio program,

M-G-M's

Technicolor musical

"GIRL CRAZY"
Second Hit
air-waves,

for the

M-G-M's

"THOUSANDS
CHEER"

HE'S

GOT AMERICA

BY THE EARS!
First in

newspapers!

First in radio!

Now

First in

magazines!

the Air

Waves

are

FRIENDLY!
Let's All

Give! National

War Fund— Which

Gives

To All

November

lay,

19,

1943
DAILY

.-Neb. Exhibs.

Rodgers Attacks

hi 20% Tax

Doing Wash

(Continued from Page

on

all

(Continued from Page

1)

Nebraska exhibs.

to "pull
ditch fight

Ither in this last
nst an unreasonable
itax proposal."
n. Hugh A. Butler of

kee.

and ruin-

Nebraska

•

itement rallying exhibs. to oppose
cent proposal, Wolcott says:
le Ways and Means cut helped considbut the proposal is still a 100 per
mi'ease over the present tax. and $20
6 tax out of each $100 gross is still
m-'h on our small towns and theaters.
x ample, take a child's admission of
lus the proposed tax of 4e. total 15c:
\\c of
tax would be 30. G per cent!
Ml Cc tax. total 30c: and 32c plus 8c
would run 25 per cent!
40c
total
nyone believe it is a 20 per cent
mmonly called.
On these lower
admissions it surely is not!
You
have to set to 50c and 10c tax,
it
would
come
even.
before
out

long-term

calls

ior

new

continuance

men than to believe that we
can attack, slander, talk loosely
about one arm of the industry without handicapping, if not mortally injuring, the other part of the body.
Whether you like it or not, and if
you don't you had better seek a more
enjoyable vocation, we are all a part
of the motion picture business and
we must learn that to parade our
family quarrels on the st:eet is to
reduce the reputation of the family
in the neighborhood of industries.
Make no move not to correct its
faults?
God forbid that the time
will ever come that we are so smug
and complacent that we think we are
perfect but let's pull the windows
down before yelling at each other."
On the subject of divorcement, Rodgers
ness

three-year deal between Radio

Pictures than
of

the

by

indicated

is

product on

latter's

Gus

the pact,

S.

Eyssell,

the

being

Nation."

calls his theater "The Showplace of
everybody who's been around globally knows the

but

RCMH

of

on

the

When

scene

international

the

the

House

Cohn

of

So, whi'e product quality is the cornerstone of

just-signed booking arrangement, the element of tradition should not

overlooked

That tradition,

cess, is brightly reflected via

in

itself

a notable background

a glance over

RCMH

of

be

suc-

—

There-

records

Happened One Night," which grabbed five of the
1934 Academy Awards; "One Night of Love," which played a major
role in the establishment of a cycle of musica's; "Theodora Goes Wild."
launching Irene Dunne as a comedienne; "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
"The Awful Truth," and "You Can't Take It With You," likewise Oscarevokers
Yes, and there's been "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,"
"His Girl Friday." "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "The Talk of the Town,"
"My Sister Eileen," "You Were Never Lovelier," "The More the Merrier," and numerous others
Total is 49 (that magic ligure which

in

You know

all too
of gett'ng
reduced
And there are few
3
itors indeed who would not glad'y
a profit equal
to the proposed
!

urease.

between this 2c tax
proposed is the 2c will take

difference

first

to the

—

and paper and see how
your admission prices!
it.
figure $25 to $36
<\.
pdus $2 for State sales tax.
>40. $50 or even $70 for feature
plus shorts and your overhead
b $100 gross and then just try

•ily

more

house opened, a Columbia picture was selected for the inaugural program, "The Bitter Tea of General Yen"
And, ever since, the
Generals who have guided RCMH destinies have had a Yen for pix from

much chance you have

•

is

which

pre-eminence

you're at

!

THERE

and Columbia

the

work on

profit left

•

a conservative gentleman, merely

pencil

>

•

City Music Hall

screen of the world's foremost film house

per

-hile

Asking that exhibitors refrain
from endangering their investment,
Rodgers said: "Let's be better busi-

The Golden 49:

of the Senate's Finance
mittee which will consider the
bill when it it sent along by

House.

I

you out of business.
proposal becomes law. the small
re through and the thousands of
owns in the country will lie left withneeded recreation in these trying'
To these people who are not graining',
longer to put

can be found

evokes thoughts

t'.iis

gold)

of

Columbia pix since

The next Cohn opus

date

losing from the war effort and
"st of living', the movies are not
mt a vital necessity and they canMany of them
ird to pay more for it.
v
to quit coming- to the theater if
i8
increased as it will surely have
for the theaters cannot absorb it.
the tax collections will drop as the
falls off and theaters are closed."

"It

RCMH

Br'r Eyssell gets

opened,

should

ca'.l

down

for

that if he was to believe independent
exhibitors
who have had actual experience "they prefer affiliated competition to
the sometimes ruthless and ill-advised competition of independent chains."
Must Test Pix's B. O. Pull
Rodgers said that based on testimony, if
a poll were taken by exhibitors as to their
preferences, it would overwhelmingly swing
affiliated
to
competition.
Discussing the
much attacked "blind-pricing" of pictures,
Rodgers said that "under our method of
pricing pictures we must have performance
to test its box-office abilities.
Only in that
Way can the unknown quality of motion
pictures be equitably determined.
Any attempt to look at it in New York and determine its price for the entire United
States is to do an injustice to our many
customers, for it might be priced many
times beyond its earning capacity, if priced
before performance experience."
As to the consent decree, Rodgers said
that he hoped whatever amendments are
made would be for the "general betterment
of the business and not to satisfy a selfish
few."
said

to

proper

make it an even 50 ..... The Columbia cohorts
powerhouses up their celluloid sleeves this current

celebration

It'll

have a number

ol

ly

season, so the celebration should come

tague's as general sales

gue's

-

Moines, la.

— Harriette

initial is

•

•

manager

House Passes

Bill to

Defer Draft of Fathers

Smu-

(Continued from Page

1)

and

stationed.

alo

— Ramon

Buskirk,

M-

married
East Aurora.
Rosalie, stenographer at
shipper,

assistant

Loudon

n

;ter,

in

acted as bridesmaid.

,

of

This difficulty will be outweighed, howby tho ending of the practice followed
by some draft boards of classifying industry
workers as non-deferrable, regardless of the
work they do, and ordering them into "essential" industries within a short space of

to

time.

C. Ryan of the Barnes
Film
g Co., printers of
will be married tomorrow af-

ard

The

i

at 3:30 at the Church
cension, Elmhurst, L. I.,

Sllen

M.

Cooke.

Reception

Memorial

Hall,

Elm- "Fantasy" Biz

make

their

t

THE FTTM DAILY
Bunny Waters and

Bureau of

wood

—

Green, orchestra leader, anthat they will be married

un\

.

ever,

the couple will
Flushing.

held at

md
i

ferrable lists, and that it represents a direct
slap in the face to
Chairman Paul V.
McNutt for his bungling; of the nation's
manpower administration.
All branches of
the industry stand to gain as a result of
the bill, although it will be more difficult
to retain single men and childless married
men, regardless of how skilled they are or
how technical their work.

WMC

Van

Incidentally,

the

for film

incidentally,

Br'r

Monta-

product

T
T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.. ..HACK THE ATTACK!

>

is

soon

Also,

"A," the top designation

stenographer at ferred until Monday, when no subbia exchange, will be married stantial opposition to acceptance of
Sgt. Bernard Weindruch Sun- the report is looked for.
The couple will make their
WMC officials are frank to admit that the
n Texas where Sergeant Wein- bill means the death blow to their non-declerk

off

tenure of Columbia attractions during the past 10 years parallels Br'r Mon-

•

EDDinG BELLS

1)

attend the Allied affair in Milwau-

member

!

in Public

No Fantasy

Univer sal's "Flesh and Fantasy"
set a house record at the Criterion
on its opening day, Wednesday, it
was reported yesterday. Admissions
hit 11,652, which compares with the
previous high of 11,461 for "Hers to
Hold," also a Universal film.

Other Speakers
Another speaker was Dave Palfreyman of

Stock Trading Slow in
Sept. 10-Oct. 10 Period
Washington Bureau of

Washington

-

—

out their

THE FILM DAILY
Trading

in

MPPDA who urged exhibitors to point
own theater operations when writing to Congressmen about the proposed increased admission tax.
In that way, he
said.
Congressmen will understand better
^vhat the tax will do in mortally injuring
so many theaters.
Other speakers at the
sessions included Abram F. Myers, L. O.
the

film

stocks fell to a new low in activity Lukan, Rotus Harvey, Pete Wood and Sidney
during the period from Sept. 10 to Samuelson.
Oct. 10, according to SEC figures
revealed yesteiday.
In only two
cases were large dealings reported,
and in one instance the report was
an addition to the report for June
of this year.
That was the exchange of 3,000
shares of dollar par common in the
old Universal Pictures for a similar
bloc in the new company by Paul
G. Brown of Boca Raton, Fla. Brown
also holds 13,600 shares of common
vtc, plus 26,500 along with Daniel
M. Sheaffer in the Standard Capital
Sheaffer last month disposed
Co.
of 1,400 shares of common vtc, sellNovember 19
Nancy Carroll
Natalie Thompson
ing on seven different occasions. He
Wallace Sullivan
Ralph Cervers
retains personally 18,700 shares of
William Massce
Louis Craf
Only other current acthe stock.
November 20
tivity was the acquisition by Loew's,
Rosita Delmar
Judy Canova
Evelyn Keyes
Elsa Bonham
Inc., of 296 shaies of $25 par comRobert W.
Richard Fiske
Armstrong
mon in Loew's Boston Theaters.
November 21
shares
holds
120,010
Loew's, Inc., now
Eleanor Powell
of this stock.

w
Shortage of Scotch?
Not of Genius Type!

Urges Strong

Sleffes

And Powerful

Allied

Detroit
of

(Continued from Page

zation

work but

still

fighting spirit that

Co.,

1)

McArthur
a

is

made him fam-

meeting of
Allied's national board and the Wisconsin and Upper Michigan unit that
the Caravan was a waste of time,
energy and money unless it brought
the distributors to their knees on
matters of film rental and percentages. In fact, he suggested that Al-

job

by himself.

all

of

shortage

coal,

Then
he

fac.ng a
discovered

—

Friday,

(Continued from Page

1)

was brought out by Jack

theaters,

Fire

Halt Pix Shipments

(Continued from Page

1)

the third floor of the flaming struc
cure as he was prepaiing to screen
a picture Wednesday night and who
had been rescued by fire fighters.

A

survey revealed
film vaults escaped
though prints may
the heat and tons of

getting
in
Steffes declared that Allied was
to the co-operation of exchanges
no place fast," even though it has worked three other buildings, word was sent
But
aims.
its
day and night to accomplish
to all theaters that film shipunless there is national unity by all inde- out
pendents in the country and brought to- ments would not be held up, and
gether in a powerful national organization chat temporary offices, with one telethat the distributors will fear, all the energy
phone line each, had been set up in
and work have been for nothing.
three nearby
in
style
Steffes pointed to blind-pricing, increased makeshift
percentages, more percentage pictures and places.
of
some
as
the present arbitration setup
Examination showed that the film buildhave
rethe evils that the independents will
ing, made of concrete and steel, can be
He warned that when the war stored despite explosions which blew out
to combat.
theateron
a
start
will
is over, the circuits
window frames and entrances and destroyed
building program that will stagger the in- office partitions.
Official inquiries have not
dependent exhibitors.
traced the origin of the fierce blaze and
Exhibs. Can Have Power
mystery surrounds the claims that the flames
spotted in three scattered sections of
Steffes criticized the pledging of screens were
inthe building, with tongues of fire shooting
to the Government without allowing the
into the air in a matter of
dependents to have a voice in the matter, up 100 feet
even though the average theater owner would moments.
Some films just delivered or ready for
have been willing to co-operate just the
lost but figures are not yet
Steffes contended that it was time shipment were
same
Expecon extent of the damage.
distributors
available
the
for the exhibitors to tell
offices can be reconstructed,
how the business should be run or at least tation is that thedelay
scarcity
the
of
because
some
have something to say about how much of but with
equipment, and much fureach admission dollar the theater owner can of materials and
The fortunate
niture cannot be replaced.
keep for himself.
records were saved,
booking
that
power
is
part
The independents can have as much
thus facilitating resumpas Willie Bioff and George Browne, two fel- although scorched,
lows who got what they wanted, Steffes tion of business.
interest angle yesterhuman
touching
tactics.
A
same
the
said, but not advocating
in day was that the film trade subscribed $2,It is quite evident that Steffes is back
projectionist Kaiman
of
family
the
He
for
500
the business and in organization work.
of contribuappeared to be militant again and is ready who had no insurance, the list
quickly filled despite chaotic
to take up the fight where he left off a tions being
fire.
the
by
about
brought
into
him
conditions
forced
few years ago when illness
H. M. Masters of the Universal Republic
retirement.
organization and Leo Devaney, general manager of RKO, were both away on inspection
trips but were reported hurrying back to
Pic
The annual general meeting of
Toronto.
the motion picture session of the Toronto
Distribution
Board of Trade, scheduled this week, is indefinitely postponed because of developments.

Disparait," produced
by Guyot in Switzerland and said to
be the fi: st French pic to be made
since France's fall, will be distribu-

waukee.

After describing the work of his committee
in
to

UA

Latin-American
countries, Turkey, Portugal and Can-

ted by

in all

ada.

in Crisis," "Where Are Your Chiland "Are These Our Children?" as
examples of the work being done by the
various film companies in conjunction with

these efforts.

"These films are a complete answer to
the weak-kneed element who feared that any
picture dealing with this delicate subject

would

more harm than good", Kirsch
"The good that these pictures wih
limited only by the public
is

do

stated.

accomplish

spiritedness and foresight of the exhibitor in

piaying them."
a recommendation

In

to

Allied,

he sug-

the convention to pledge themselves to exhibit at least one of the afore-

attending

mentioned

films.

should be of great benefit
manufacturers of 16 mm. equipm
and producers of 16 mm. educatio
Total In Sharp Contrast
that flare in this country some 22,800
mm. projectors for school and
lege use nearly half of them \
sound equipment. In Chile, howe
only 10 schools have projectors, a
no more than 60 projectors in
Brazil has 1
entire country.
silent and about 100 sound 16
projectors in school use. No eq
ment is to be found in the sell
of Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican
public, Ecuador, Honduras, Me:
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay

William Ainsworth, presi-

dent of the association, spoke in behalf of
the members in promising such support.
Kirsch concluded by saying "the work
and the results so far obtained by the
juvenile delinquency committee should prove
to the mighty forces in our industry what
can be accomplished by Allied when it sett
out to do something timely and constructive."

Mistrial Move
Extortion Trial
in
Flops

Second

(Continued from Page

The
declared.
to have a
motion was made during the questioning of George B. McLane, former
boss of the Chicago bartenders'
union, by Boris Kostelanetz, special
S.

attorney general prosecuting

the case.

The motion was denied.

Coast
Theater Guild Plans

Langner Going

On

IN
BOB

NEW POSTS

MOREDOCK, manager

Shea's

North

Park,

Buffalo.
assistant chief, RKO-SchineSyracuse, N. Y.

ALBERT FRIEDMAN,
Keith's

MICKEY NUNES, manager,

Lincoln,

New

Haven.

;

i

S.

finds, for instance,

—

Uruguay.
The Colombian Ministry
other

the

to

films

hand, supplies
private and

all

of Educatio

equipment
official

sc

Providing 44 sound and silent 16 mm
only
use.
for educational
iectors
schools in El Salvador use films, and
Haiti.
and
two each in Guatemala
Peruvian ministry of education, likj
Colombian, encourages the use of fil
education, but has only seven sount
jectors. Only 400 silent projectors are
found in the country, and it is not
how many of these belong to the M
of Education.
1

Interest

Ahead of Use

Golden finds that interest in the
films and acceptance of them as a vi
educational force, runs ahead of th<
tual use in most countries below tl
Grande mainly because of the lack c
The major probl
ficient equipment.
the past has been the expense of the
ment.
CIAA has 182 16 mm. projectors
Latin-American countries now. Gold
ports, with the largest quantities Iocs
Mexico, Brazil, Cuba and Colombia.

to

(Continued from Page

his wife,

U.

He

i

1)

mistrial

U.

j

films.

BACK

1)

Jacoby of the Guild's film unit.
Plans of the Guild to dip into every
phase of pix activity were disclosed
by The Film Daily on Oct. 25 in a
Langner interview.

Vournakis, Former Mrs. Louis Watson Dead
Boston — Mrs. Louis G. Watson,
Mgr., Reported Missing
wife of the publicity head of the
Cohasset Players, died Wednesday
Holidays Cove, W. Va. Lt. John
following the birth of a nine pound
P. Vournakis, USAAF, former manboy.
ager of the Anas Theater, Weirton,
operator
Anas,
Nick
of
nephew
and
Resume Empire-306 Trial Monday
of theaters here and in Weirton, is
Trial of the action brought by
a
over
action
in
reported missing
several Empire State Motion Picture
German area.
Ope:ators Union members in an attempt to upset the merger of the
"The Heat's On" Into State
adColumbia's "The Heat's On" will union with Local 306 has been
County
open at Loew's State on Thanksgiv- journed to Monday in Kings
Supreme Court.
ing Day.

IN CIVVIE;

Honorably Discharged

Armina Marshall, and 'Lois

P.

—

Is

feels,

the efforts of the industry
combatting the problem, Kirsch pointed
such porductions as "Children of Mars,'
enlisting

in

"Une Femme

John

America

]

that nearly all gested that a questionnaire go forward to
destruction al- each member to obtain his pledge to play
m
be affected by all pictures, features or shorts, produced
with the juvenile delinquency
water. Thanks connection
exhibitors
campaign. He also appealed to the

Swiss-Made French
To Get UA

19'

Kirsch, president of Allied Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
penetrat
of Illinois and also chairman of Al- had never previously
lied States Association's committee Golden observed.
The Department of Commerce
on juvenile delinquency, in his adchief devotes considerable space
dress to the Independent Theaters an exhaustive survey of the equ
Protective Association of Wisconsin- ment and production situations
Upper Michigan convention in Mil- regards 16 mm. in all the count:
This survey,
of Latin America.

•Youth

when exhibitors must stop begging

19,

Major 16mm. Mart

dren?",

Exchange

November

DAILY

Kirsch Urges Trade to Help
solve Delinquency Problem Latin

by a carpet cleaning works.

disband unless it got results.
Toronto
Exhibs. Must Stop Begging.
ails to
c
The time has come, Steffes said,

but must be in such a
strong position that they can get
anything they want. He urged Allied to canvass every state in which
memit does not now have a unit or
bers and knit a solid, punch-driving
organization with such power that
no effort could fail.

Faced

asset.

"Scotch fuel" that burns as well as
coa^ tons of ancient dust that had
accumulated under the floor of his
plant when the building was used

lied

relief

wartime

with a help shortage, McArthur had
to move the furnace in his store,
He did the
and lower it six feet.

ous, Steffes told a joint

for

McArthur, head
Equipment
Theater

has proved that his Scotch an-

cestry

possessing the

—George

I

RICHARD
Pa.,

EDWARD
WARREN

Liberty,
DAILY, formerly,
from the Army, to the Phi.
ACKER, Paramount Theater Bro

E. ALLEYN, Paramount home
JOSEPH BARTONE, Paramount News
ALAN CORBETT, Paramount home offic

CHARLES FRANKENBERCER, Paramount
IOSEPH CIMBLET, Paramount News.

;OHN CUNN, Paramount News.
CHARLOTTE HANFT, Paramount home
BENJAMIN LITTEL, Paramount News.

DON

LURIE, Paramount home office.
V. MARION, Paramount News.

GEORGE

Paramount Theater,
JADDIE SCOTT,
way
FLORENZ TEDESCO, Paramount Lon
laboratory.

Taramount News.
Paramount, Dallas.
SHERIDAN R. ETKIN, Paramount, Buff
OLLIE P. WALKER, Paramount, Dallas.

ARMEN THOMAS,
THELMA CANDY,

I

j
I

I

j

ft"*
nit

THE PRESENT WITH A FUTURE.
WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS.

10

Pioneers

'iclure

V

"Film-Vodvil"
No. 2)

(Series 1

1)

Rosenberg

Present Admish Tax

—
be

DIGEST

"Fin
Carry"
(Merrie Melodies)

—

the largest attendance ever to as- Columbia
io mins .
semble at a Picture Pioneer event
Hot Stuff
Presenting entertainment hot off
will be on hand to greet the newcomers, more than 250 reservations hav- the griddle.
The short offers an
array of Negro talent that gives
ing been made.
out
in
a
big
way. Leading the perGold honorary membership cards
formers
is Cootie Williams, popular
will be presented a/c Schilling Cohen, who prior to his enlistment in colored tiumpet footer, who swings
the Army was employed by Loew's it to the delight of the jivers.
at their Paradise Theater, Bronx. Among the swing numbers heard are
He became a sergeant in the U. S. "Things Ain't What They Used to
Air Force and as an aerial photogra- Be" and "Gid-Yap Mule."
pher and waist and tail gunner completed 52 flights over enemy territory in the European and African
Calls for
theaters of war. He wears the DFC,
Air Medal with 10 Clusters, Squadron citation in all 13 decorations.
Second

194£

19,

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS H€LLywCCD

Endud 47 Tonight
(Continued from Page

November

Friday,

DAILY

Warner

7 mins.

Amusing
Done

in

SIGNED

Technicolor

by Leon RUTH BRADY, termer, M-C-M
Schlesinger, this animated cartoon ARTHUR SCHWARTZ, producer-composer,
er, Warners.
deals with a cat that schemes to get
its paws on a goldfish.
The cat KATINA FAXINOU, two more pictures

tries every trick to gain its end but
without success. The fish triumphs
by capitalizing on the discovery that
cats dislike water.
The end finds
the cat thoroughly immersed.
The
laughs are numerous.

RUTH

TOM

termer, M-G-M
WARRICK, termer, RKO
BRYSON, termer, RKO.

ASSIGNMENTS

LAMBERT HILLYER,
Monogram.
GOTTLIEB,

Forms

Dead,"

New

"Outlaw

director,

"He

producer,

Fell

Warners.

Trails,"

Down

CASTINGS

ANN

Minn. Theater Unit

Para-

mount.

JUNE LOCKHART,

ALEX

Steffes

term-

SHIRLEY, "The Man from Frisco,"
ReMtRLE OBERON, "At Night We Dream "
Co.umtna; JACK OAKIE, "Moment for
Music"
20th-Fcx; RUTH BRADY, "Meet
Me in St
JAMES RENNIE
" Wi '">n"
Zofh'-Fox.
pub.ic;

to
so honored is Staff Sergeant
Goldberg, recently honorably discharged
from the Army as the results of wounds
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
sustained in action in the Solomons.
Gold- Speaking for the group,
MABEL PAICE, "You Can't Ration Love "
he further known as the Motion Picture
berg, now a member of 20th-Fox,
where stated
Theater Paramount; JOHNNY
that the public had reached a
he was employed prior to entering the Army
"Take It Big'"
Owners Unit. In making the an- paramount; BAREARA ARTHUR,
HALE, "Marine Raiders "
wears the DSC, DFC, the Air Medal, Silver saturation point and could
pay no nouncement at the opening session
r
JAM
R ENN| E and THURSTON
Star and Purple Heart with Three Clusters.
;
HA
more, which fact would lead to disaslson
20 'h-Fox; CHARLOTTE GREENof the annual convention of the In- WOOD,
Honor guests on the dais with Jack Cohn
wnrm <^'
Home in Indiana," 20th-Fox
house manager of the Picture Pioneers, wili trous results for the industry should dependent
Theater
KATHERINE
Owners
DUNHAM,
Protec"Sensations' of 1944"
include
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, Judge the proposed tax be legislatively aptive Association, Steffes petitioned Andrew Stone-UA; EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
Ferdinand Pecora, Harry Cohn, Jimmy Wal- proved.
the Allied board to have the new or- •lTDir£h ° 0tJ n fU u f. arty '" Angelus-UA; CAIL
ker,
Barney Balaban, Harry M. Warner
nd J HN HUBBA RD, "Up in
The need for better team work on ganization
Mabel's
Adolph Zukor, Capt. Leland P. Lovette!
Ron,^V,,
become affiliated with na- «m
Edward Small-UA; SIMONE SIMON
j'
USN, Col. Kirke B. Lawton, Col. R. H. Magee' matters initiated by national Allied
tional
Allied
B £N
which will welcome the tLixABtlH
BARD and
Lt. Col. Frank Capra, Lt. Col. Emanuel
especially
EUZMETH
lll«FI
l
"A° These
tl
by
CoRUSSELL,
of
"Ae
obtaining new unit.
Our ChilH
hen, Comm. S. J. Singer, Lou Nizer, Gregory

Lew

:

'

?r"w

.

'

5L

,:

'

P

.

;

way

prompt action

in teiritories on legis-

RY S0N

"M-ineRaide"

£

RKO' LSniJ°M^
D
it
was not announced at the RKO,
LOUIS MERC ER,
FDMUN1 CO^RINir
understood that the first step
BRl,NN "'n^rnational Zone,"' RKO
T,ERNEY " Are TheSe 0ur
Emde this end, an enlarged bulletin ser- will be to incorporate the theater owners f
Louis Goldberg, Harry M. Pimstein F l'
renrof both Minneapolis and St. Paul
RKO.
into the
"
McNamee, W. A. White, Edmund H. Reek' vice has been suggested along with new body. It also was reported
BA E
Jam Session '" Columbia;
that some
ways of improving this service and of the members of the
MiCHAFi
fe« 5'-A
Russell A. Muth, Capt. Emanuel J. Jacobs
and.
STANLEY CRACtR
North-Central Asso- ...I#l AEL » 0SH - A
lack G. Leo, Arthur Ungar, W. B. Brenner' rendering it more effective.
"Where Do We Co from Here'" 2fJrhFn»:
ciation will join the new Steffes
group
M. S. Fine, H. L. Need.es, U. F. Smith
Whether North-Central will continue in op- EDWARD EVERETT HORTON and S.' 2 'akAl'
s'
Relative to the manpower situation,
Rotus eration is not known
ST. Wheeler, Tony Sudekum,
n
eUa Jones," Warners; REGINALD
Walter J. Moore,' Harvey described to the group
at this time
DENk,v' °f'
an experiL.t.
Song of the 0"en Road," Charles
Col. Emanuel Cohen, Harry M. Warner' ment
The Northwest Allied unit was dropped NY,
being conducted in Los Angeles whereR
j'
iVinfield R. Sheehan, John Eberson
from national Allied a few years ago
"AMY
LANCDON'and
by the various industries were
ROBERT
for
KfBt""mV Rhy t nm
placed in
iupper, W. C. Gehring, John A. Norling i' groups
Monogram; RUTH WARaccording to essentiality, the motion non-payment of dues
air
..T-lc
KICK,
China Sky,
VI.
Rappaport, Beverly Griffith, Jack Davis Picture industry
RKO- CUY KIRRPP =,„,<
appearing in Group 2.
As
)ave Miller, F. K. Abbott, Allyn Butter- yet there
is no general relief in the
n
manV3 r n rS: CEN E L °CKHART and
leid, Moe Goldman, Harry Ross,
W. J. Heine- power shortage seen by way of decline
DAN
'm'RYFA
Tl »
AN,-5
URYXA. 'The
in
nan. Jack Levy, Robert Daru, G. R.
Man ,from Frisco," RepubR
Giroux inductions or release of men, it was reported.
P
" °"
l,C: C HES E R M0 R,S
Princess'
Jradwell Sears, Lee L. Goldberg, John
D ble Exposure." p ar aSixth
l'
»
/a
d«
^
mcunt;
In
a
discussion
CAROL
THURSTON, "Rurales," Paraconcerning the M-G-M
IcCurdy, W. A. Scully, William Finkel h'
mount.
i.
Ebernstein, J. J. O'Connor, Fred Myers policy of price allocation, Rosenberg said
that a great deal of dissatisfaction
•
nd John Leroy Johnston.
was exand

Ratoff,

Bill

Candidates

Robinson.

to be
inducted are:
Edelstein, E. Russell

Leslie

Wimk, Michael

lative matters,

was emphasized.

To

Although

time,

it

aUK

is

'

^

-

«

W

J

uWJ*

,

,'.

™NcWn, "YheHomTols^
. .

Goes
Wk.;
Breaks Mastbaum Record

pressed by Allied members, but
that no
resolutions were passed relative to
the polrecommendations made for fu-

icy nor any
ture action.

^enna.- Virginia Exhibs.

"orming Buying Combine
(Continued from Page 1)

increasing

tie

or

number

percentage terms.

of

demands

Preparations

le said to be well under
Many mmebers of the

way.

AMPTO

Western

Pennsylvania,

—

Rochester
Downtown theaters
here have been successfully
combatting juvenile vandalism by employing

uniformed

policeman

on

week-

ends.
Traffic
eff

officers,

who

are

usually

nights

and on week-ends, have
been hired by the houses to
patrol
the theaters.
The uniformed offi-

who can

make arrests, have
tendency to quell any vandalism.
Houses have been using two
officers for the most part.
cers,

had

a

STORY PURCHASES
Philadelphia— Warner's "Princess
O'Rourke," starting its sixth week VIRCINIA PERDUE'S "He Fell Down

at the

Warners.

Mastbaum

today, sets a new
to the group long run record for
...
the house. Prevthat.°l\.
the OPA is making a study of the
TITLE SWITCHES
film ious
record holders were "Casarentals situation with the
possible view of
"Between Two Worlds," formerly
making recommendations for some sort
blanca"
and
"This
is
Bound,
the At my,"
Warners.
of
price control inasmuch as at
the present each with five-week runs.
All are
tilme the OPA is prevented by
law from Warner releases.
placing
C

HAt^"

any

Cole

ceilings

of

Dead"
'

reDort ed

Goldman Trial
In Philadelphia

"Outward

SUSPENDED

on film rentals

DENNIS MORGAN, Warner

as well as
xhibitors in West Virginia, are beeved to be interested in the project.

Employ Traffic Cops
To Combat Vandalism

-

West Coast Bureau of

Resumes

THE FILM DAILY Nolte
Hospitalized
"

Bros.

Holly wood—"Princess O'Rourke
Baltimore— Cha: les Nolte, circuit
playing day-and-date at
Warner''s
Hollywood, Downtown and Wiltern operator, is a patient at Union MePittsburgh— Trial of the William Theaters, has been held over for a morial Hospital.
Goldman anti-trust action against fourth week, tieing the house recWarners and others in Federal Court ords.
here will resume on Monday.
Guadalcanal Troops
Defense counsel will again huddle toWilson,
Reel Fare
Detroit,
day to map strategy in the wake of
Won't
Goldman's action in suddenly rest- Pass to UDT, Says
Chicago So avid is the appetite
ing his case.
of American fighting men on
Guadalcanal for film entertainment
Decision must be reached whether
Detroit— Reports that the Wilson
that
to swear defense witnesses or
Capt.
Ben
Bosley
of
this city, who
to per- theater now playing "For Whom
is
in charge of Army motion
mit the case to go to a decision on the Bell Tolls,"
pichas been taken over
ture shows on the South
the basis of Goldman's testimony.
by United Detroit Theaters
Pacific
for a
Island, has told a Chicago
first-run house were denied
Tribune
authoricorrespondent that five times as many
tatively by Earl J. Hudson,
Mrs. Yorke Hospitalized
UDT
shows
could be used if supply of
president.
The theater will
Solita Palmer, wife of
such programs and essential equipEmerson to the owners at the end of therevert
y orke, motion picture producer
presment were available.
Many of the
is ent
engagement, probably in two
in New York Hospital for
men on Guadalcanal are located in
a minor weeks, and presumably
return to its
operation.
isolated spots.

Monday

Need More

Hudson

I

'

legit, policy.

—

Equipment
Maintenance

*

•

•
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•
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19,

•

1943
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WE TO

SLASH ITS SOUND ROYALTY FEES 75%
Post- War Carpets to Incorporate New Advances
Film Stands

Much

Better

Can Expect
Weaves and

End of Next July Is Set
As Deadline for Renewal

Equipment Field Notes

Innovations in Material

With rug and carpet manufactuLt. Lauris S. Baker stopped in Chicago the
E. W. Butler, manager of the commerengaged heavily in the
still
production of duck, blankets, web- other day, while on his honeymoon, to cial research department of RCA, spoke
bing, and even machine parts, for visit the DeVry plant and thank the manage- at a dinner meeting which was largely atthe war effort, no prospect exists ment for the DeVry projector outfit sent tended in Chicago's Town Club. His topic
immediately for the opening up of to the boys in an out-of-the-way Aleu- was "Peacetime and Wartime Research in
rers

the floor-covering situation to civilian needs, a checkup of current conditions reveals.

Notwithstanding

continuing

the

use of mills' virtual total facilities
to fill Government contracts, carpet
makers are generally fo: mulating
plans for the post-war period, in

which

tian

post where

camp

no
Baker was on furlough from
their

dreary

has

entertainment.
Alaskan command and said the films
are doing a great job in keeping up the
morale of the man in far-flung corners
of the globe.

*

*

The M-G-M exchange
remodeling

its

executive

in

Omaha

is

offices.

Down

*

Scranton way, the Family Theater,
acquired by the Comerford chain
has been completely renovated with new
paint and decorations.
House also got new
projection and sound. Mike Burns has been
appointed the manager.
recently

Addition to the Ampro Corp.
will be
tory in Chi. is nearing completion.

many improvements

Action."

his

fac-

noted in floor-coverings, and many
innovations launched, all of which
John ladonisi of New Haven, original
will carry benefits to theatermen
builder of the 600 seat Michael Tomasino
eager, because of the rug and car- Victory
Theater, is renovating the house and
(Contimicd on Page 12)
Dr. Walter Clark of Eastman Kodak's
will shortly reopen it after a "dark" summer. Stand will have new sound, recovered research labs is one of four persons
throughout the country to receive the
seats, and decoration handled by Joe Do
Is
honor of being made a fellow of the
besch of New York.
Photographic Society of America. The
1943 atvards were tnade at the SoCharles F. Hutchinson, controller of ciety's headquarters in Philadelphia.
film and plate emulsion for Eastman
Chicago Although it will not be Kodak, has been elected a member of
The Columbia Theater, Alliance, O.,
marketed to the trade through the the directorate of Rochester's Union one of the Tri-Theaters group, went
dark
Trust
Co.
company's exclusive dealers until
this week for interior decorating.
Job is
wartime restrictions of production
being done by Philip Garbo, prominent
are lifted, Motiograph is ready with
Stone Theater, Stoney Point, N. C, is that Cleveland decorator.
It will be the first
a new projector, which it has engi- territory's newest pic stand.
Hall Haupe time in many years that the house has
neered, designed and built, to play is manager.
had such improvement effected.
an ace role in theater booths through*
*
*
out the United States.
The new
post-war projector, as it is informalChicago Used Chair Mart, Sam LevinJoseph Periard is installing a new
ly
called,
has been exhaustively son owner, reports that, among other tile front on the Colonial, downtown
(Continued on Page 12)
recent and large volume business, the Detroit house.
organization is supplying 1,000 Victory
chairs to the Camp Wheeler (Va.)
Western Electric Co., in a report to
Pic Biz
Theater, and Walter Greiner has gone

Motiograph

New

With

Projector

Large
Role
In Post-War Building

volume of post-war
building totaling $16 000,000 annually

there to supervise the installation.

average

for the five-year period

about

forecast

beginning

months after the

12

by

the

Producers'

war

is

Council,

national organization of manufactur-

and equipment. A considerable percentage of
this figure will compiise new theaters,
studio expansion,
and other
construction within the motion picers of building materials

ture field,

it

is

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

Also Cut

THE FILM DAILY

— Motion picture studios

being serviced by Western Electric
are not required to notify that com-

pany

of their desire to renew present sound recording agreements until July
31, 1944. The new agreements will be for 10 years, effective
Jan. 1, 1945, and royalty fees will
be cut 75 per cent.
However, new
pacts will not give studios any
credit on lease-purchase agreements
on equipment as at present.
None of the agieements between
RCA and studios using its service
expire until 1947 or 1948, but it is
expected that RCA will make healthy
cuts in its distribution fees long before that time, due to the cut that
Western Electric has authorized.
Serviced by both RCA and West(ConHnued on Pane

12)

Set

—

An

RCA May

Notice;

estimated.

Also from Chicago comes word that the
Schoenstadt chain
has
taken over the
Olympia and New Radio Theater from
Bland Bros.
This makes 20 houses in the
circuit.

%

%

=£

Medrick Johnson has been appointed
manager for Alexander
Smith & Sons Carpet Co., with headquarters in Chi. John J. Higgins goes
to the Los Angeles office as western
credit manager.
central division

WPB

SMPE ToHold Spring
Confab

in

New York

Society of Motion Picture Engineers will hold its 55th semi-annual
technical conference in New York
City on April 25, 26 and 27, it is

announced

by

W.

C.

Kunzmann,

SMPE

convention vice-president.
The Fall conference of the Society
recently held in Hollywood was the
best attended and the outstanding
meeting held by the Society since
its inception in 1916, Kunzmann as
serted.

"To date

all

wartime conferences

Smaller War Plants Corp.,
which is to be made public today, discloses that 50 per cent of the company's
total sales of war materials to the Government since Pearl Harbor has been produced by sub-contractors.

held by the Society have been a suc-

Salute Night, dedicated to firms giving whole-hearted support to the war
effort, will be staged every Monday
night, beginning Dec. 6, at Loew's
Rochester, it is announced by Manager
Lester Pollock.
Salute Night will be
launched with a salute to Bausch

Rochester
Photographic department of Kodakery, Eastman Kodak
Co.'s newsDaper for employes, outWillkies Wendell Willkie
in
the
"W" department. Chief photographers are Wesley Wooden and Warren Wyntep Wilnford Wright.

&

and

Lomb.

the

(Continued on Page 12)

Basic Alphabet Is

Trend On Kodahery

—

November

Friday,

EQUIPMENT NEWS

1943

19,

CfHJwuu

SMPE To Hold
THE FILM DAILY

compreA Section of
hensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
XI. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard,

Hollywood,

Ralph

Cal.,

Wilk,

Bureau Chief.

Big Advances Seen

Confab

Spring

Is

New York

in

Another Post
Handed To Hand!

Still

Stanley Hand is named
Corp. to serve as

Service

Society's playing
its contributions
to the existing wartime technical
problems within the industry."
Headquarters for the New York
"It

indicates

and

tising

(Continued from Page 11)

from the viewpoint of attendance and pape:s presented," he said.
cess

the

an important part in

conference will be the Hotel Penn-

he

of

staff

city

dent,

as

tative

Theater Carpets

NSS Advises "Order Now"
For

Its

(Continued from Page 11)

pet famine, to

Holiday Posters

make replacement

in-

personal

theatrical

lar

the

for

to

L.

presi-

represen-

con-

business

setup in 1937 and
important industry
posts, from the time he originally
entered filmland as New England
executive

filled

manager

for

World

Film

He succeeds Harold Wengler,

Altec's former ad and publicity

mana-

who

has taken an executive
position with the Ted Bates agency.
ger,

posters for the coming holiday season, and has been taking orders for
them alieady, it is announced by
that organization.
The Christmas
Poster is unusual and timely, in that
it embodies
in artful display the
flags of all the Allied Nations and
their native Christmas Greeting.
The New Year Poster, which pre- Is
scribes a "Victorious" New Year,
humorously shows Mussolini in his
(Continued from Page 11)
vanquished state, and Hitler and ern Electric are 20th-Fox and CoTojo hanging f om an American
lumbia, while RKO Radio, Warner
bayonet, the kind of medicine that
Bros., and Disney have agreements
is being cooked-up for them in 1944.
Universal,
Goldwyn,
The illustration is aptly described with RCA.
by the further caption, "One Down, Service Studios, Sound Service, Par-

Sound Royally Slash

WE

and carpet field do not anticipate
any sudden boom in manufacture
for some time after the war ends,
because the: e will have to be manpower problems solved, repair and
replacement of machinery, and economic adjustments made in supply
of such materials as wool and jute.
At best, it would take four months
to get the mills into their normal
capacity for manufacture.
Two To Go!"
amount and M-G-M have contracts
In addition to synthetics and vastThe Midnight Show Trailer, which with Western Electric.
themethods,
weaving
shares the colorful motif of the
ly improved
aters can expect other fresh facto: s Christmas and New Year's Posters,
to enter the rug- and carpet-making depicts a gay New Year atmosphere Kurasch-Tibbetts
equation. Rayon is expected to play with the clock striking 12, New Year
Lombard Theater

Heralded by

i

—

Open

a vital role. It is both readily avail- bells, confetti, balloons, streamers,
able in normal times and price is and other scintillating effects to
comparatively low.
glamourize the New Year's Eve per-

formance.

Now Probing
Character of Drive-Ins

Commission

—

Knox County Zoning Commis-

is holding up on a petition by
Knox-Tenn Theaters for a permit

sion

construct a D:ive-In theater on
Alcoa Pike until members of the
commission can investigate the reputation of Drive-Ins in other places.
Meanwhile Knox-Tenn, which operates the city's largest regular theaters, may select another site for
the proposed 350-car theater.
to

WE CAN SUPPLY
all standard 35mm precision projector replacement
parts.

We
is

portation handicaps defeating efgive service, in all branches
of American industry, NSS recommends that exhibitors order these
posters now, so that they will be assured of receiving their supply. The
posters are available at all NSS
branches.

Improving Theat. Balcony
New Haven Loew's, Inc., is cutting new balcony entrances at the
Former stair arrangement
Bijou.
made balcony seats inaccessible with-

—

out considerable

No More Loose

FREE:

—

Our

latest

Permanently

anchors
floors

looss

minutes.

...

CHAIR

$5.

f.o.b.

Chicage.

•

PARTS

Columbus, Ind.
Atterbury

1308

Elston

Fire

—

Authorities s\
undecide I
Wednesday as to rebuilding of The I
ater No. 5 destroyed by fire Sundaj
George Jones, of Columbus, assisj
tant fire chief at the camp, suffer e ]
burns on the hands and face in fight
ing the fire, while Corporal Adanj
Miller, of the 1560th service unit]
theater projection machine operatoij
suffered face burns and a lacerate^
knee. The public relations office es
timated the loss at approximately

Camp

were

J

\

$60,000.

To

Ave.

Chicago,

III.

ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.
Thomas

F.

Flannery, President

Chicago.
315-17 W. Walton St.
Delaware 9111

III.

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

For Excellence in the Production
of Motion Picture Sound Equipment

TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service
Low cost
45 year's experience serving theatres,
.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Hollywood

•

CHICAGO -New

.

.

.

.

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write

lor

samples, prices or other information.

Deliver

free

Maine

to

Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL

DeVRY

GENERAL CHAIR CO.
III.

Rebuild

844 South Wabash Ave.

WHITE WAY

cepted standards DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.

chain

ten

In

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

COMPANY
Chicago,

concrete

TIONS

munity.

2509 South State St.

Army May Not

House Destroyed by

COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUC-

com-

also learned,

is

it

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART

sent developments far
beyond previously ac-

Parts Catalogue is
now available. Ask for it
and give us the Dealer's
name serving your Com-

PROJECTOR

Motiograph,

looking f oi ward to supplying th|
needs of the film theater trade in fo
eign lands on a large scale when tlj
war is over. Authorities on expo
have all eady made the pronouncemeij
that foreign trade for U. S. proje
tors, other film equipment, and m
chanically opeiating devices gene
ally, should far exceed the large^
volumes on record.

—

sion Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

plete

ENZEL

Chairs!

through
your dealer
unable to supply your

to

liability.

THEATRE

if

requirements, write us directly and we will give
the
name of the
dealer able to serve you.

(Continued from Page 11)

tested, and those close to its crt
tion declare here that it embodi|
beauty, great ruggedness, simplicii
ease of operation and thorough r]

New

ITS A FACT!
War-born DEVRY preci-

you

Projector

R. I. on Navy Job
George Robertson, Syracuse Seen
ery and Stage Lighting Co. is ir|
Portland, Ore. The New Lombard Newport, R. I., installing curtains
Theater, on the edge of the new de- drapes and other stage equipment
fense area, has been opened by E. H. in the batallion dill hall of the Naval Training Station.
Kurasch and Walter E. Tibbetts.
The theater had been rebuilt and
latest equipment installed, includWe are in the market for Used opera chairs
ing RCA high fidelity sound and
in any quantity.
We also can use any
accompanying acoustical installaquantity of standards only. What have you?
tion. The house seats 500 persons.

The

climbing.

only

sell

Dealers, but

Set

Is

1

With wartime employment problems, paper restrictions, and transfo: ts to

Knoxville, Tenn. After two prowere received at a public hear-

tests
ing,

New

With

and
capa-

The veteran and highly popuHand joined Altec from the

division

National Screen Service has prepared three outstanding 40 x 60

his

tract.

Corp.

Two of
stallations in their stands.
the certainly anticipated improvements will spring from the development of synthetics in rugs and carpets, and the advances in technology
attained in weaving, through the
employment of new machinery.
Competent observers in the rug

in

representative

latter's

in

Altec
adver-

manager,

company, reporting directly
W. Conrow, organization's

previously

In

continue

also

Erpi

sylvania.

publicity

will

by
its

Moliograph

T

I
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LLIED TO BROADEN SCOPE OF CARAVAN

ay Navy Is Failing to Move Newsreels
ope and Africa Failing

Bureau of

U,gton

—

i

jule,

Navy

to

Declared

cutting down the consumption of coal this
heat up an auditorium of a theater before the
opening of each day's activities, and then when tickets start to sell, shut off
all or practically all
the heat from the heating equipment and rely on the
heat from each body.
It the crowd thins out, the heating equipment will be
called on to supply some more heat.
Thus far, although there has been no real cold, there has been an overdose
of very chilly rain and some snow, but the theaters have been comfortably heated
with a reduction of from 30 to 50 per cent of the normal coal consumption for
the corresponding time last year.
Eastern Canadian

winter.

ashington Europe and the Afcontinent are not seeing on
screens the evidence of U. S.
xipation in the war as a result
rican

First

9

THE FILM DAILY

le failure of the

Year's Operation
to Have Greatly
Benefited All Members

Eastern Canadian Houses Cut Consumption
Of Coal Depend on Body Heat to Help Out

Get Pix of U. S. War
iicipation as Result

move

newsreels to London on
it was charged here Fri-

an agreement reached a
ago between the four U. S. reels
British editions, one pooled reel
to go to London each week, with

The new

exhibitors

routine

is

are

to

By AL STEEN

THE FILM DAILY
Milwaukee The first year of
the Allied Caravan plan has

Associate Editor,

—

been so successful that

Penny Footage Tax

Extend Marsh Term

Asked

On Appeals Board

(Continued on Page 6)

in Missouri

—

Jefferson City, Mo. Constitutionamendment to provide for a tax
in
of one cent per foot on all film exhibited in Missouri has been submitington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ted to the state constitutional conashington The new tax bill, with vention here by Delegate' John T.
Opie.
Drovision for a 20 per cent adOpie, who evidently has his hatchet
ions tax, will reach the House
out for the industry, also is sponsor
tomorrow. No further industry
of a proposal for state censorship
on is looked for until the bill
of pix.
es the House and goes over for
Latter is not given much chance
ideration by the Senate Finance
(Continued on Page 10)

20% Tax

Sight

al

—

•

mittee.
ne bill, calling for a tax of
(Continued on Page 10)

two Safety

Measures Cut Fire
Loss in Toronto Taube

—

Advance Scales Asked
Para/s "Lady in Dark"

Stress upon safety measures by
the Canadian industry as a safeguard
against fire hazards was credited
aramount will not ask advanced in New York Friday by S. B. Taube,
jission scales for "Lady in the executive secretary of the MPTA
k" and, despite the fact that the of Ontario, with keeping down in(Continued on Page 11)
is one of the most costly in the
pany's history, reports that the
r

(Continued on Page 10)

Demands for
Exhibs. Actual Costs

Assails

—

Charging that disbecoming more and more
ggressive in demanding exact breakowns of exhibitors' operating costs,
Xllied Independent Theater Owners
Philadelphia

iribs.

are

Pennsylvania in a bullein
yesterday termed the claimed
practice "unfair and unwarranted"
and declared it "has no justification."
•f

Eastern

of the Arbitration

Board of

Down

—

New

RKO

Two

May Name Joint CEA-KRS
Union Sues

For Accounting of Funds

—

Chicago
David Riskin, attorney
for six members of the Chicago
operators union, is filing suit against
officers of the Chicago union, the

Grievance Group

—

London (By Cable)
Establishment of a joint distributor-exhibitor
committee, probably with an independent chairman, for the investigation of all trade grievances is anticipated to follow a joint meeting of
the CEA and KRS on Wednesday to
discuss the grading and rentals dis-

companies, B & E, Warners pute.
The plan, advanced in industry
Theater Circuit, Essaness, Schoenfilm

(Continued on Page 10)

Rodgers Asks Toning

Appeals set up under the New York
consent decree was extended until
of Resolutions
Jan. 31, 1944, by Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard on Friday.
Marsh's term would have expired
Resolutions against
Milwaukee
on Saturday.
The extension met company policies or practices may be
no
with
opposition from the film comtoned down in the future by exhibi(Continued on Page 10)
tor organizations as the result of a
plea for such a move by William F.
Zone and Divisional Rodgers, Metro sales chief, whose
Managers for
Circuit message to the Allied board and the
local unit was read Thursday by H.
(Continued on Page 10)
Realignment of the Greater New
York RKO circuit, with provision
Clearance Squawks,
for two zone managers and three
division managers, was announced Three Consent Awards
over the week-end by Edgar L. Alperson, general manager.
In line
Two new clearance complaints and
with the changes, Charles B. Mc- three consent awards were reported
Donald, New York division manager at the week-end by the AAA.
A
(Continued on Page 11)
complaint, filed with the Buffalo
tribunal by George J. and Dorothy

Modified 'UMPI' for Britain ?
Chi. Operators

scope

(Continued on Page 11)

Robert McC. Marsh's term as a

member

its

broadened and its technique
improved, it was stated following a
meeting of the Caravan Committee
with the Wisconsin and Upper MichAllied memigan unit on Friday.
bers have benefited greatly by the
exchange of information provided
under the Caravan setup. While Allied leaders would not comment on
will be

ider

ide Senate Fight

PLAN
Abroad

(Confinued on Page 11)

cir-

Gammel,

of

Gammel

Theaters, held

(Continued on Page 11)

Detroiters Answer
Call of the Wild

—

Detroit
Film Row here was depleted last week by an estimated
20 per cent of the male personnel

—coinciding

with the opening of
the hunting season for deer and bear
Trend exin
northern Michigan.
tended to exchange staffs and exhibitors

alike.

Monday, November

22,
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Pictures)

The

271/2

28

86 1/2

871/2
113/8

'

11

NFW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts.
3
2% 3
.

U/8
3
123/8
.

Gang's

All

Here

(Twentieth

Century-Fox)

Crime Without Passion (Paramount Pictures)
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Dual showing,

(c)

1

3
12

33/8

33/s

171/2

173/g

V/a

+
+
+
+

33/s
171/2

+
—
+

Star Revival

Under Coast Consideration

2

Capitol
Rialto
Criterion

Clobe
Loew's State
Roxy
Music Hall

(c)

Stanley

Belmont
(c)

Little

Follows current

Carnegie

bill.

"Cry 'Havoc' " Bow to Mark
premiere

tomorrow

of

Goldman

Defendants
To Reveal Course Today
Suit

Rosson Here Today for
Cowan and Pyle Confabs

signalizing

sj
i

try and the Government, was
on the week-end by Ted R. Gj
national director of the War Fi
Division, through Oscar A.
chairman of WAC's public rel;
division, calling upon all posti
tists in the industry to subir>'
gestions for posters to be ( -J
the Treasury in the coming ?
i

War

Loan.

the approaching drive,
probably commence in Jar
the Treasury will use millions o
ters, including 24-sheets, one s
40 x 60's, 22 x 28's, car cards
other sizes.
Rough sketche

In

will

contributing artists, whose oni
muneration will be the pal
pride they will experience in
ing and designing their subr
poster-ideas, should be receivi
by Dec. 10, and relayei
mediately to Washington, D. C.

WAC

Industry artists' interested in
mitting designs will be supplied
a 1 act sheet," giving possible th
slogans and approaches for
Fourth War Loan. The "fact s
can be obtained by writing to
Doob, War Activities Committee
tion Picture Industry, 1501 B
way, New York, 18, N. Y.
'

Cowan and Rosson go

to

Wash-

ington tomorrow to talk with War
Department officials concerning story
and Pyle immediately leaves on a

new assignment

in

European combat

Rosson expects to return to
Hollywood Thursday. He was set to
direct "Here Is Your War" after
Cowan had had a private screening
of "Corvette G-225," Rosson's latest
picture which is being released by
Universal.

Kaufman and Mob

THE FILM DAILY

RADIO CITY MUSIC IM
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"CLAUDIA"
with

DOROTHY McGUIRE

cago mob on Friday by Andrew J.
Roach, a member of the IATSE lo-

WAMPAS

ROBERT YOt

INA CLAIRE

zone.

—

dis-

THEATERS

the columnist's book.

Philadelphia With three courses Extortion Trial Witness
of action possible, counsel for War- Links
ners and other defendants in the
William Goldman anti-trust suit on
The name of Louis Kaufman, busitrial in Federal Court here were exness agent of Newark operators'
pected to reach a decision on strat- Local
244, was linked with the Chiegy over the week-end.

The defendants may ask for

NEW YORK

Richard Rosson arrives today from
Coast to confer with Lester
Cowan and Ernie Pyle on "Here Is
Your War," which he will direct from
the

missal, they may elect to continue
cal.
The witness, testifying for the
Hollywood— The Studio Publicity with the case, or the may choose to Government at the Federal Court
briefs
court.
file
with
the
Goldman
Committee will consider a proposal
trial of the eight defendants accused
made by the Screen Publicists Guild in a surprise move rested his case of conspiracy to extort more than
that the
baby star con- after testifing as his own principal $1,000,000 from the industry, said
test be revived. Tentative plan would witness.
that in November, 1938, he delivered
allow each studio to select its own
a package to Frank Nitti, Chicago
Curie" to Start racketeer, at the request of Kaufcandidate from a list of newcomers.
West Coast Bureau of

invitation,

i

Strand

..

3
121/8

An

type of co-operation between

'

World

i

WAMPAS

St.

Belmont
World
Theater

Paramount

What a Woman (Columbia Pictures) (c)
One Day of Victory (Artkino Pictures) (c)
No Matanas (CLASA)— Nov. 24

.

20th Century-Fox pfd. 28!/8
871/2
RKO $6 pfd
Hi/2

vtc.

48th

Pictures)
Pictures)

.

Warner Bros

Picts.

Stanley

(c)

GWTW

Universal

Astor
York
York

Casillo

.

Trans-Lux

New
New

—

— Nov. 25
Crazy
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) — Dec.
Dancing Master (Twentieth Century-Fox) — Nov. 25
Crazy House (Universal
Around the World (RKO Radio
— Nov. 24
The Heat's On (Columbia
— Nov. 25

)

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

—

—

Metro's "Cry 'Havoc' " at the Astor
marks the 18th anniversary of the
Broadway theater as a pic house.
(November 19)
^
;
First film at the theater was Metro's
MARKET
YORK
STOCK
NEW
Net "The Big Parade," which opened on
High Low Close Chg. Nov. 19, 1925, and still holds the all14
14
14
Am. Seat
17'/4 16l/2
17
+ % time long-run record, having played
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %
for almost two years as a two-a-day
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
attraction.
"Cry 'Havoc' " is the
pfd.
I53/4
153/
Ind.
153/4
Con. Fm.
4
45th M-G-M picture to play at the
....... 153i/2 153i/2 1531/2 + 13/4
East. Kodak
Astor. Actually, there have been 46
do pfd
181/8
Cen. Prec. Eq
17% 181/8 +
returnengagements, with
553/4
Loew's, Inc
55
55
+
ing for a continuous-run showing
235/8
23
23
Paramount
after a 10-month roadshow engage63/4
71/4
RKO
71/4 +
211/4
20th Century-Fox.
2OV2 21
+
ment.

.

Clobe
Roxy
Criterion

—

FINANCIAL

.

Capitol

—

Astor's 18th Anniversary

Monogram

Strand

Paramount

FUTURE OPENINGS

BUENOS AIRES—

.

Palace
Victoria
Rialto

New

Northern Pursuit (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Riding High (Paramount Pictures)
Dec. 8

HAVANA—
HONOLULU

.

.....Hollywood
(b)

—
—

—

—

LONDON—

—

Carnegie
Theater
Music Hall

St.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

HOLLYWOOD,
WASHINGTON—

de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

—

Day After Day (Artkino Pictures) 3rd week
Count of Monte Cristo (CLASA-Mohme) 3rd week
It
Happened in Gibraltar (French Picture) 2nd week
En Saga (J. H. Hoffberg Co.)—2nd week

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, III., Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,
Mary
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
Dr.
—Eileen O'Brien.

Schuck,

Rivoli

55th

—

—

—

THE

P.

Theater

week

Old Acquaintance (Warner Bros. Pictures)
3rd week
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures Samuel Goldwyn) 3rd week
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures Samuel Coldwyn)— 3rd week (b)
Son of Dracula (Universal Pictures)
3rd week
Princess O'Rourke (Warner Bros. Pictures)
3rd week
Dood It (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 2nd week
Sahara (Columbia Pictures)
2nd week
The Battle of Russia (Twentieth Century-Fox) 2nd week
Guadalcanal
Diary
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
Flesh and Fantasy
(Universal Pictures-Charles Boyer)
Cry Havoc (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
Opens tomorrow
Tiger Fangs (Producers Releasing Corp.)
Opens tomorrow (a)
Arizona Trail (Universal Pictures)
Opens tomorrow (a)..^

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New
Broadway,
Holidays
at
1501
and

Walter

— 20th

Little

—

Manager

::::::

Pictures)

The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 11th week
Claudia (Twentieth Century-Fox)
3rd week

Publisher

MERSEREAU

BAHN

Picture and Distributor
For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount
Jeannie (English Picture)
11th week

10 Cents

Mon., Nov. 22, 1943

Vol. 84, No. 98

19

Fourth War Loan Post?
Designs Asked by Gov

A

20th

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE
Symphony Orchat

Gala Stags Revug

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

"I

DOOD

Circle 6-

IT"

A Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Picture
RED SKELTON • ELEANOR POW
IN PERSON

Woody HERMAN and

PARAMOUNT

TIMES

Ban
*?"'

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STA
NEW

VICTORIA
WAY &

B'
46th— Daily.
2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats., Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra shows
Sats.,

—

Suns.,

RKO PAL

W

B '
A Y & 4
Continuous
perfo
ances.
Popular o
run.

Hols.— CI 6-7429

"Madame

Rites for

Lee Beggs

At Music Hall on Dec. 16

Christmas attraction at the Music
character actor, who died in Lenox Hall will be M-G-M's "Madame CuHill Hospital on Thursday at 72, rie," starring Greer Garson and Walwere held on Saturday, with inter- ter Pidgeon, G. S. Eyssell, managing
ment in Kensico Cemetery in West- director, announced. Film opens Dec.
16.

is

one of the eight defen-

Nitti committed suicide following his indictment as a member
of the alleged crime syndicate which,
according to the Government, shook
down the picture business on the
threat of calling strikes that would
harm the industry.

dants.

Funeral services for Lee Beggs,

chester,

man, who

loTw. STATE
ON SCREEN
"LASSIE

COME HOME"
IN

TECHNICOLOR!

DONALD
RODDY
McDOWALL . CRISP

IN PERSOf

LOU

T

WALTERS
presents

THE FAMOl
N.

Y.

LAT

QUARTER
REVUE
STARRING
Dave APOLLs

tfc&w*L

"-

,.11

produced b
Screen

V paol0

P^Y

Based V3po

^^

^\Van R-

Let's Ail

Fund

Give! National

4 Which

Gives

To

War
All!

sbort

plo y by

a td

fi^e

o^S>*

«.,*

TOM NEAL

BRUCE BENNETT

•

Original Screen Ploy by Horace

•

I

%

EVELYN KEYES

JOHN HUBBARD
McCoy and Barry

Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF

Trivers
•

•

JEFF DONNELLl

Directed by ALFRED

E.

GREEN

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

I

I

Let's all

give to the National

War

Fund!

It

gives to

all!

Monday, November 22,

19'

DAILY

Say Navy

Fails to

Gome

COmillG and

Move

Reels Abroad
WENDELL

(Continued from Page 1)

has

South.

A. W. SMITH, JR., Eastern sales manager
20th-Fox board, has left town on a tour of^
to six of the exchanges und? I

weeks now.
State Dept. Aided Setup

The agreement was reached by the
through the aid of the State
Department, with Secretary of War
Stimson personally setting the priorreels

ity necessary to assure regular dePrior to that time, each of
livery.
the four reels (Pathe has no London edition) had been attempting
with indifferent success to send
semi-weekly prints to London. The

agieement reduced from eight per

week to one per week the film shipments to go over, with the four reels
sending only a six pound shipment
in

which finds its way to London from the war theaters.
Navy Dropped Priority
Several months ago the Navy took

in action

Army

authority over
shipments, and
air
transatlantic
shortly thereafter dropped the priority rating of the newsreel pool. As
a result shipments began to arrive
in London irregularly, and for sev-

over from the

eral

weeks now, none have arrived.

This is in face of complaints from
across the Atlantic that theaters
are not carrying sufficient pix of
American participation in the war.
newsreel
Claude R. Collins,
representative here, is working on
the problem now, and is hopeful that
with the aid of the State Depart-

WAC

OWI

some satisfactory
can be worked out.

ment and
lution

The Evening
•

•

•

a sales trip
supervision.

Colossal:

THE men who wrought

our star-studded industry met ap-

propriately Friday night in the Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria to

annual Harvest Dinner

feast at the 1943 edition of their

Festivities

Motion Picture Pioneers brought together a record attendance,

of these

close to 300 being present,

Cohn.

(Columbia)

founded

and

was warming

it

affable

organization's

the

to

House

good-fellowship institution and watched

this

the heart of Jack

Manager,

it

grow

from his personally-hatched idea, subsequently supported by

stature

the trade's trail-blazers with quenchless enthusiasm

T

T
•

HERE

•

•

so-

Norse Embassy to Get
Print of WB "Darkness
Washington Bureau of

Washington

annals

the guest of honor, Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, held his listeners en-

which can only be described

thralled via a speech

He

— The

Norwegian em-

epochal

recounted his personal saga of the present war, including his
and first-hand observations at the many fighting fronts, with the

upon Russia and the essentiality of our close and continuing
friendship with her and our other great allies in a community of
accent

duced

the world

if

by Louis Nizer, the dinner's toastmaster,

brilliantly

M. Warner and other

presented Lt. Col. Frank Capra, H.

mingled with

plea,
as

The Warner

occupants

dais

justified

other leaders

all

Rickenbacker was intro-

enjoy peace

to

is

who

speech, which

the ideas

was a

and

classic of

also

warning, that we in the industry, as well

sculpture the opinions and actions of the

ideals of America, not only

now but

patriotism and astuteness

salty address, destined to

who

distinguished

sounded a fervent

nation, must guard against the pernicious forces which

would

destroy

in the post-war era,

Another

bristling

and

be long remembered by the several hundred

on hand, was delivered by Capt. Leland P. Lovette, U.S.N.
public relations chief of the Navy
Other oratorical highlights were
furnished by Gregory Ratoff, Col. Kirke B. Lawton, and by Bill Robinson when he acknowledged the scroll presented to him by the organization
Other scrolls went to Air Cadet Schilling Cohen, Staff Stg.
Lew Goldberg, Lt. CoL Frank Capra, Capt. Clark Gable, Jack Benny,
Bob Hope and H. M. Warner
Judge Ferdinand Pecora made the
industry-ites

T
•

•

Lt.

Col.

• NEW members comprised H. H. Warner, Emerson Yorke,
Emanuel Cohen. Winfield R. Sheehan, Gradwell L. Sears, Wil-

liam A. Scully, John Eberson, Leslie Winik, Michael Edelstein, H. Russell

Emde, Louis Goldberg, Harry
White,

"Bill"

Edmund

M

H. Reek. Russell

Jacobs, Jack G. Leo. Arthur Ungar.

McNamee, W. A.
A. Muth, Capt. Emanuel H.

Pimstein, F. L.

W.

B.

Kupper.

J.

Davis,
Ross.

Dave

W.

J.

W.

C. Gehring.

I.

Miller. F. K, Abbott,

M. Rappaport, Beverly
Allyn Butterfield,

J.

Moore.

Griffith,

Jack

O'Connor, Fred Meyers. John LeRoy Johnson, and

John A. Norling --.... On the dais, in addition to those already mentioned

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's
on

a

others

It

was a

•

•

,

week-end.

IRVING A. MAAS, 20th-Fox assistant direc
distribution,
has gone to Me)
of foreign
City on business.

a

Western

division

i

ma

United Artists, left at the weekcovering Chicago, Indianapolis,

of

ger

on

trip

and Omaha.

Louis

JOHN LeROY JOHNSTON,

publicity

direc

for Frank Ross Productions, returned to the Cc
on Friday.

I

i

A. A. SCHUBART, RKO manager of excha
operations, is scheduled to return from his t
of exchanges on Dec. 1.

on his way from
is
huddle with Orson Welles on U
cury Productions product.

JACKSON L1CHTER

Coast

to

STEVE EDWARDS,
has

I

ch

publicity

Republic's

j

on the Coast for a stay there

arrived

]

>

two weeks.

CHARLES SKOURAS,
back

Theaters,

is

M. J.
was on

his

Republic's

SIECEL,

way

West C<j

head of Fox
Los Angeles.

in

production ch
at the we

New York

to

[

end.

JERRY WALD, Warners' producer,

New

arrives

York today from the Coast.

NAT WOLF, Cleveland zone manager
and TONY STERN, cl
Theaters,
buyer and booker, were in town over the we

Warner
end.

HUGH HUBER, vice-prescient of Hal Ro
Studios, Inc., has returned to the Coast a
a two-week visit in New York.
WILLIAM PINE

left

}

Hollywood yesterday

conferences at the Paramount

home

office.

EMMET LAVERY,

stage and screen playwri
recently signed to a seven-year contract
RKO as producer-writer will arrive in t
York from Hollywood today.

Buys Wilson Mystery

Screen rights to "Stalk the Hi
ter," by Mitchell Wilson, curie

mystery field, wi
purchased Friday by Columbia fr>
best-seller in the

Simon

&

Sam

Schuster.

will produce the film
as associate.

Bisch

with Burt Ke

TO THE COLORS
*

Great credit

for the vast

success of the

•

COMMISSIONED

IBAHN, AAF, following grac
tion yesterday from Technical School, AAFT
LT.

GILBERT

S.

New officer
University.
editor of THE FILM DAILY.

Yale

—•—
PROMOTED

*
ERNEST

CHABALKA,

Hazelton,

Pa.,

to

is

son

of

*

USA,

formerly.
sergeant.

Cap

Hal Hode, Joe Hornstein, and

•

colossal evening!

T

T
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.
T

gent'

zone manager
from Cincinnati at

got back

circuit,

were Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor, Col. R. H. Magee, Jack
Lt. Col. Emanuel Cohen. Com. S. J. Singer, and, of course.
his aides,

assistant

SCHWARTZ, Western

SOL

RKO

Alicoate,

House Manager Jack Cohn
dinner goes to the latter and

j

manager, leaves for Jacksonville, Fla. to
business trip, will be gone about a we

sales

Heineman, Jack Levy, Robert Daru, George R. "Technicolor"

J.

N

Moe Goldman, Harry

Giroux. Lee L. Goldberg, John L. McCurdy, William Finkel, Herbert R.
Ebenstein, John

:

p{
v

Brenner, M. S. Fine, H. L.

Needles. U. F. Smith, S. N. Wheeler. Tony Sudekum, Walter

W.

j

York on the 29th.

Col.

induction address to the Picture Pioneers' Class of 1943

THE FILM DAILY

bassy has submitted a request to
Warners' for a print of "Edge of
Darkness," which deals with the activities of the underground in Norway. The company's local exchange
is complying with the request.

as

visits

nations

R. CRAINCER, President of Republic
After a
tures left yesterday for Toronto.
there, he will go to Boston, returning to

EDWARD SCHNITZER,

was, by all odds, the greatest function yet tendered

one of the most consequential and inspiring in industry
For a full. 80 minutes,— which seemed virtual seconds,—

veterans,

yA

j.

who

to current

by the Pioneers, and, indeed, in the valued opinions of the trade's

all.

This shipment provides the only
means whereby England, Europe
and Africa can obtain American
newsreels, aside from the occasional
combat footage showing Americans

WILLKIE, chairman of
left town on a tour of

L.

20th-Fox board, has

drawn off there. None
reached London for several

prints to be

*

contract

Paramount

REX VAN HORN,

owner, Cozy, Augusta,

REID,
Hollywood.

.

arm~y

ELLIOTT

pla

III.

ft!

November

nday,

M
22, 1943
DAILY

REVIEWS Of THE

r

'Madame Curie"
M

I^PHICAL

PIC

A SWELL BOX

IS

j.- PROPERTY.
story of Marie Curie of radium fame
een brought to the screen in a brilproduced, richly documented and
gently conceived film that possesses

qualities that

jse

a

stir

lively

public

Solid grosses should be the

ise.

rule

production is exhibited.
The
is
unlimited
in
its
appeal,
being
led with all the human elements that
lie essence of first-rate
dramatic eniver the

-iment.

based on

film,

I

her mother,

f

is

a

Eve Curie's biograrecord of self-de-

courage and faith that bears
Nothing less than tremendous
; today.
ation will be derived by audiences as
witness the work of Madame Curie and
tenacity,

usband,

Pierre,

behalf

Here indeed

umanity.

is

of

science

a

moving

the discovery of radium by MaCurie with the assistance of her husof

I

story

:

the meeting of Marie and
marriage, their collaboration

of

their

,

i

in

the discovery of radium and
leath of the partner without whose
the woman might never have been
led

'

to

make

great contribution to
>:e, has been told with warmth, revera fine sense of dramatic values and
without a touch of humor here and
to

her

The production
the
f

scientific

rich

is

sequences

in

detail,

bearing

an

authenticity.

Madame Curie
She makes the characHer portrayal
low with womanliness.
is
one of her finest achievements.
;r
Pidgeon lends dignity to the role
rre Curie.
Except for a certain stiffthere is little fault to be found with
erformance.
Henry Travers and Dame
Whitty play Pierre's parents superbly,
Garson

;er

ifully

to

brings

life.

former supplies many rich
r.
Other smaller roles

Robert
by Albert Basserman.
C. Aubrey Smith, Victor Francen,
aid Owen and little Margaret O'Brien,
last-named enacts Eve Curie in childed

Iney Franklin has discharged the duties
roducer with distinction.
The diof

Mervyn LeRoy

is

er,
ity,

aald

en.

GERRA

78 Mins.

Universal

EERIE PICTURE

ON VAMPIRE THEME

OFFERS PLENTY OF RED
LOVERS OF HORROR PIX.

MEAT FOR

All the ingredients on which horror gourmets sharpen their cinematic appetite are
intro- contained in "Son of Dracula." Eeriness,
It
for
PRC by Leon Fromkess.
duces 15-year-old Gerra Young, a singing mystery and suspense abound in this chiller,
discovery, who scores with her rendition which was produced by Ford Beebe with a
Edgar keen eye to the requirements of shocker
of the Bell Song from "Lakme."
G. Ulmer has turned in a good job of fans.
The heir to the Dracula mantle is a most
directing.
Lew Porter and Leo Erdody fashioned fearsome creation. He will give the lovseven songs, with "Mother Earth" and "A ers of this type of entertainment a scare
Little Music Shop" among the most pleas- such as they have not enjoyed in a long
Only a true devotee of horror will
ing.
Malvin Wald and Walter Doniger while.
wrote the original story and Wald, Doniger delight in the sight of vampires doing their
stuff.
Others will be repulsed.
and Irving Wallace the screenplay.
Dracula s descendant (Lon Chaney)
Dickie Moore does nice work as the

Here

is

offering

pleasant

a

produced

leader of a high-school band, while Tina
Thayer, Caral Ashley, Johnny Michaels and
Frederick Feher are among the principals.
Dickie and his fellow high-school students establish a junior canteen for the
entertainment of servicemen.
Dickie and
his band participate in a national contest
for high-school bands.
Suspense develops,
when the boys find they cannot use their
regular instruments because they are locked
up in a building padlocked by the sheriff.
At the last moment, Dickie and the boys
induce Conductor Feher to use his band's
equipment, and they go on to win the con-

launches his reign of terror when he arat a Southern plantation to exercise
his spell on
Louise Allbritton, a fanatic
on occultism.
Miss Allbritton breaks her
engagement to Robert Paige to become the
wife of Chaney. Paige kills Miss Allbritton when in a fit of rage he shoots
at Chaney only to have the bullets pass
through him and hit the girl.
Chaney
makes the dead girl a vampire like himself.
Later the girl returns in human form and
pleads with Paige to share her immorality.
His love for the girl makes him receptive
to the idea, but when he realizes what a

test.

menace vampires

Morgan has handled his camera well,
while Don Gallaher is to be credited for

britton

Ira

guiding

a

jitterbug

sequence.

CAST:

Dickie Moore, Tina Thayer, Gerra
Young, Johnny Michaels, Jack Wagner, Jan
Wiley, Beverly Boyd, Bill Halligan, Johnny

Duncan, Johnny Clark, Frederick Feher, Caral
Ashley, Odessa Laurin, Bob McKenzie.

CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess,

Di-

Wald,

Editor,

Robert Crandall.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Mono.
Columbia Deal

Dreiiuss Leaves

For

New

West Coast Bureau,

are

like

THE FILM DAILY

Chaney and Miss

humanity

this

While

sort.

britton

and

duties

well,

Paige, Chaney,

Evelyn
it

is

Miss AllAnkers discharge their
Frank Craven and J.

of

acting

in

Robert

Curie; Narrator, James
3raman, Joseph
Ruttenberg;

Editor, Harold F. Kress.

Herbert Stothart;

Hilton;

Musical

Recording Direc-

Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Set Decorator, Edwin B. Willis;
Effects,

DIRECTION,
Fine.

the

— the

War

workers!

men and women

behind the men
behind the gun!

—

their lives, their
their

days

exciting

in

work,

these

war days!

-THEIR STORY ON
YOUR SCREEN!

Siodmak

directed
the
picture
Taylor did the screenplay
from a story by Curtis Siodmak. The photography of George Robinson and the art
tensely.

direction

THE

Eric

John

of

Goodman do much
mood of the film.

to

LABOR
FRONT

CAST: Robert Paige, Louise Allbritton,
Lon Chaney, Evelyn Ankers, Frank Craven,
J. Edward Bromberg, Samuel S. Hinds, Adeline

Reynolds.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ford Beebe;
Director, Robert Siodmak; Screenplay, Eric
Taylor; Based on story by Curtis Siodmak;

—Arthur

tor,

Eve

—

FILM!

the film.

RKO

Special

ON

Edward Bromberg who contribute the best

Cameraman, George Robinson; Art Director,
Dreifuss will John Goodman; Film Editor, Saul Goodkind;
leave Monogram after one year's as- Sound, Bernard B. Brown.
DIRECTION, All Right.
sociation as a director to join CoPHOTOGRAlumbia to make "Beauty For Sale," PHY, Good.
which will be a Darmour, Inc., production. Dreifuss has written the
Radio Will
original story with McElbert Moore
Five
Films
on Dec. 6-9
and the team is now writing the
screenplay.
Dreifuss. was with CoRKO
has scheduled five films for
lumbia in 1938 and his new deal covtrade screenings Dec. 6-9, Ned E.
ers both writing and directing. His
Aubrey Smith, Dame May last picture for Monogram was "The Depinet announced Friday. Titles are
C.
"Higher and Higher," "Around the
Victor Francen, Elsa Basserman,
Sultan's
Daughter" produced by
World," "The Ghost Ship," "TarOwen, Van Johnson, Margaret Phil Krasne and James Burkett.
zan's Desert Mystery" and "Rookies

Hollywood

AUDIENCE

All-

he changes his
mind and destroys both of them.
How he
brings about their destruction is depicted
excitingly and effectively.
The acting in general befits a tale of
to

establish the eerie

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

HERE S YOUR

rives

rector,

EDITS: Producer, Sidney Franklin; Dik Mervyn LeRoy; Screenplay, Paul
rn, Paul H. Rameau; Based on book

t,

PIC:

distinguished.

Osborn and Paul H. Rameau have
the Eve Curie book into a screen"
of high merit.
The photography of
Rh Ruttenberg, the musical score of
ert Stothart and the art direction of
jc Gibbons contribute heavily to the
ess of "Madame Curie."
Gibbons and
issociate, Paul Groesse, deserve much
e credit for the fine atmospheric treataccorded the film.
»ST: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon,
Albert Basserman, Robert
y Travers,
d

ARRAY OF YOUNG TALENT COMES

Edgar G. Ulmer; Authors, Malvin
Walter Doniger; Screenplay, Irving
Wallace, Walter Doniger, Malvin Wald;
moments of Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Art Director,
Frank Sylos; Dance Director, Don Gallaher;
are vividly

er,

in

Allbritton

62 Mins.

THROUGH WITH PLEASING
YOUNG CLICKS.

Dracula"

of

with Lon Chaney, Robert Paige, Louise

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

AND PRODUCED PRC

.UTIFULLY ACTED

"Son

"Jive Junction"
with Dickie Moore and Tina Thayer

Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon
124 Mins.

ith

IIEUJ flLfllS*

Warren
Fine.

Newcombe;

Film

PHOTOGRAPHY,

in

Show

Latest precision -timed hit
in

UNITED ARTISTS

remarkable series of
2-reelers

KbAM'MtfJ&A

JKORLL
\

Burma."
New York

dates and times will be: "Higrher
8, 11:00 a.m. and 2:30

and Higrher," Dec.

p.m.; "Around the World," tomorrow, 11:00
a.m. and 2:30 p.m.; "The Ghost Ship,"
Dec. 6, 2:30 p.m.; "Tarzan's Desert Mystery," Dec. 7, 11:00 a.m. and "Rookies in
Burma," Dec. 7, 2:30 p.m.

y.

fy™
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SMARTEST HORSE IN THE MOVIES

Y IN SI LOUIS!
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Monday, November 22,

Chi. Operators

"Hole-tness" Checks

Extend Marsh Term

The

On Appeals Board
(Continued from Page

Detroit

1)

panies which are parties to the de
cree.

The extension was recommended by Robert L. Wright,
special assistant U. S. Attorney
General in charge of film litigation for the anti-trust depart-

Wright pointed out that
the Government was in the midst
of negotiations which might or
might not be concluded successment.

fully,

although there was no

—

Little Devils!
Roy

Campbell,

He punches a
world" for doing it.
small hole in each pop corn or candy
bag at the stand's concession counter
before it is filled. When the youngsters enter the theater and inevitably blow into the emptied bag, the
air won't stay in and they can't explode

it.

Rodgers Asks Toning

decree aside.
Asserting that arbitration "has become a permanent part of the deof
cree," Wright argued that the Government would be in a better posi(Continued from Page 1)
tion in the matter of the decree's
future on Jan. 31, when the terms M. Richey. Rodgers was sick in Minof the other two members of the neapolis and was unable to attend.
Rodgers said occasionally he read
board will expire.
Marsh was appointed to the board where some organization had passed
last December to fill the unexpired a resolution touching on some phase
term of the late Judge Van Vechten of M-G-M's relationship with its customers or a resolution of general
Veeder.
No action was taken with respect condemnation on all producers and
to the decree itself, trial period of distributors.
"I believe," Rodgers told the group, "the
The
which expired on Saturday.
passage of these resolutions and the atdecree continues in force until the tendant publicity given them is unfair until
termination of negotiations now in such time as the problem has first been
are given an opporprogress between representatives of presented to us and wecomplaint
if it proves
tunity to correct the
the Government and the major film justified, or to discuss the matter with the
companies.
affected parties, in the hope of arriving at

Down

Resolutions

,

Frank Farley Here
Para.

Home

for

Office Talks

Frank Farley, European rep. of
the Paramount home office produc-

(Continued from Page 1)

stadt Circuit and Allied Theaters organization, demanding an accounting from them for wages claimed
withheld, resulting from various
union activities revealed in the New
York extortion trial.
Riskin said he would file another
bill on Saturday, adding names of
13 more members to the original
suit, and include the union's president, Peter Shayne,

and former

sec-

retary-treasurer, Neal Bishop, who
were not included in the original
bill.

in-

tention of moving to set the

Union Sues]

For Accounting of Funds

mana-

ger of the Sharer Theater, Garden
City, has found a way to control
one phase of juvenile delinquency,
but isn't sure that he isn't a candidate for "the meanest man in the

a mutual understanding."
Rodgers said that conciliation should precede a slap in the face, not follow it. After
the subjects have been thoroughly discussed
with the proper authorities and no results
are achieved, then there is time enough to
resort to other activities to bring about the
results desired, Rodgers insisted.
"I feel the same way about general state"It would, in my
ments," he continued.

\

DAILY

The suit seeks an injunction preventing the officials from spending
union funds, and to defend themselves against the charges.
Riskin has an injunction from
Judge Julius Miner, preventing violence and intimidation against the
six members
plaint.

named

in the first

Penny Footage Tai
Asked

in Missouri

(Continued from Page 1)
of passage, but the tax propc

deemed more dangerous.
The censor proposal has be
ferred to a committee and j
1

(

it
pected to die there.
Under Opie's plan the cens
board would be selected by th
ernor on a bi-partisan basis,
designation of the number of
bers of the board and their co
sation, the source of their pa
similar details would be decic
the legislature.

New Tax

Bill to

Read

House Floor Tomorro\

com-

(Continued from Page

1)

cents on each dime of admissioi
be brought out under a close

ITOPA Changes Name,
Directors

Elects Officers,

—

precluding any

amendment

\

>

exc

committee members, and it
tain that no committee memb
propose any substantial chan

i

The Wisconsin and
Milwaukee
The industry is expected tcj
Upper Michigan unit of Allied, for- representations to the Senate
merly known as the Independent mittee, however, in an effort
Theater Owners Protective Assn., to have the tax lowered or t
j

has changed its corporate name to a graduated tax imposed.
Independent Theater Owners of WisThis
consin and Upper Michigan.
Advance Scales Jj
change was voted at the closing session of the organization's annual For Para/s "Lady in Ii
convention on Friday.
William Ainsworth was re-elected
(Continued from Page 1)
president of the association for the
asking terms will be on pa

No

|

1

term.

Charles

those set for "For Whom tlj
Trampe was re-elected vice-presi- Tolls," are unfounded, Neil
dent, and Harry Perlewitz was re- sales chief, said Friday.
elected executive secretary. Russell
"Lady in the Dark" will
Leddy of Green Bay was elected
as a special, with a
leased
Morgan
Mark
secretary to succeed
of important nati<
number"
Langheinof Cedarburg and George
bookings planned for Easter,
rich of Milwaukee was elected treasA selected number
stated.
urer, succeeding August Berkholtz
release bookings will precl
Bend.
fifth

consecutive

_

.

I

department, located at Paraopinion, be most unfair if we issued a
mount's London office, has arrived statement that the practice of theater ownin New York with Mrs. Farley for ers returning to us doctored box-office stateThe ments must stop, for it would at once be a
a visit of about three weeks.
most unfair reflection on the thousands of
trip was made bv boat. While here
fine theater owners with whom we have an
proregarding
Farley will confer
honest business-like arrangement. If that of West
Coast premiere is j
Directors elected were Harry Mel- March.
HolRussell
be true, how then do you think we feel
duction matters with
"X
statements allud- chor, Milwaukee; L. V. Bergstold, for February, with New
devastating
see
when
we
man, Eastern head of production, ing to the distributors' sometimes, on pracfollow.
J.
Merrill;
Forbes.
Lucille
Westv,
and other home office officials.
tices that we have never tolerated and for
Discussing the scale polic
which we would discharge any of our em- P. Adler, Marshfield; William Smith,
such
of
guilty
they
are
if
forthwith,
ployes
George Fisher, West new commented that while
Menomonie;
Stops Financing
an infraction?
and Jack Yeo. Burlington. All vance prices were to be insisj
"We believe we run our business on a Allis;
Leddy, and Yeo on, he felt the public "p
Theater Defense Bureau
clean business-like basis and we have proven officers, Bergtold,
and are new members of the board, all would not hesitate to pay m
it can be done and done successfully,
generalities
it" because of its magnitu
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY therefore, don't feel that when
others having been re-elected.
are resorted to, if they must be, we should
entertainment qualities.
Hollywood At a special meeting be
gave
a
Century-Fox
Twentieth
guilty
charged with anything we are not
representatives of Fox West Coast of simply because we do distribute, to the cocktail party for the delegates
announced that the circuit would satisfaction of thousands of satisfied custom- Thursday afternoon, and Trampe
good motion pictures."
withdraw its financial support of the ers,Many
the banquet.
delegates here admitted that Rodg- gave one after
However,
Bureau.
Defense
Theater
ers was right and indicated that resolutions
would be given more thought before being
it will continue to co-operate in the
activities of the bureau which is co- prepared.
Star Is Born" Deal
financed by other first-run s, in cirPhiladelphia Elmer Hirth
Seen as Trail Blazer
cuits and independent exhibitors.
and booker for the William C
AU-Femme Choir for Para.
a daddy We
Detroit— Robert Snyder, manager Circuit, became
The Paramount Pep Club Choral
night when his wife Jane pi
confirmareports
Classics,
for
the
activities
Film
get
its
will
of
Group
him with a seven-pound-thrt
season under way with a meeting tion of deal for "A Star Is Born"
girl, Joan Ellen, in Jeffersi
the
in
Theater,
Uptown
at 5:30 p.m. today in the Paramount to the RKO
pital.
is
This
Park.
board room. Because many of the suburb of Highland
time in
Avoca, Penn. Announcement has men singers who have been stand-bys believed to mark the first
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
second-run theater in this
been made of the marriage of Eliza- in former seasons have left for the years that
Hollywood Brenda Marsl
will territory has booked a revival film,
beth McNulty, this city, to Pfc. Ed- services, the Group this season
Lt. William Holden, USAiJ
the
re-issues
of
Casregular
Martha
women.
from
aside
only
of
consist
ward Gallagher, former employe of
son, Peter W
Group chair- majors, and is expected to mark a parents of a
the Palace, which took place in the tellan is the new Choral
Couple have a six year old d
older
use
of
is
increased
Savage
Morgan
toward
Edith
turn
Mrs.
Chapel of the Orlando Air Base, man.
tion

|
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director.

films in subsequents.
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Hied to Broaden

See Modified UMPI

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Plan for Britain

tope of Caravan
extent

e

its

making deals or getting adjuston contracts, it was said the
rpose of the Caravan had been
and that greater activity

(planned

and

McHUGH,

JIMMY

for the future,
only have Allied members
en aided by the project, but all
e theater owners received the beneAccount," RKO.
of the Caravan through the efrts to get the proposed 20 per cent MAX PRETZFELDER, costumes, "The
Party," Angelus-UA.
mission tax reduced, leaders said.
ROBERT MILTON, dialogue director,
ie floods of letters that descended
national Zone," RKO.
-rot

.

(Continued from Page

ners;

Road," Charles
Shooting

SHELLEY

MICHAEL
"Inter-

"Where

Do

R.

Rogers-UA.

WINTER,

"Sailor's

Holiday,"

Co-

O'SHEA and STANLEY PRACER,
We Co from Here?", 20th-Fox;

STANLEY RIDCES, "Wilson," 20th-Fox; TED
"Having Won- DONALDSON, "Mr. Winkle Coes to War," Co-

House Ways and Means Com- HOWARD J. GREEN, screenplay,
derful Crime," RKO.
ttee and on Congressmen as a
lole in protest against the tax was MICHAEL HOCAN, adaptation, "Tall in the
Saddle." RKO.
complished in a large measure by
CAPT. DEAN DAVENPORT, USAAF, technical
le Caravan, it was said.
advisor,
"Thirty
Seconds
Over
Tokyo,"
the

M-C-M.

Hied'8
itified

Decree Report
by Wis. Unit

Milwaukee

—The Independent The-

Safety Measures Cut Fire
Loss in Toronto Taube

—

lumbia.

(Continued from Page

Two Clearance Squawks,
Three Consent Awards

>

1)

sister organization

of industry over the Broadway, or at least, equal
Dominion, pointed run.
all film vaults survived the
its own
Joseph Carrolo, operator of the
mning Columbia for its alleged fire intact and that all important Midway, filed a complaint with the
Boston tribunal asking that clearto deliver pictures listed in exchange records were okay.
[j. lure
Death of Herman Naiman, pro- ance be reduced to 30 days after
company's 1942-43 announcement.
dine convention recommended that jectionist for Monogram, following Providence first-run.
Awards were all in the Boston area. Arhibitors play "Children of Mars" the fire was due, Taube said, not to
Naiman had bitrator Matthew Brown set the maximum
d "Youth in Crisis," shorts deal- burns, but to shock.
clearance of the Poli Palace at 30 days over
recently been discharged from the the Plymouth. Worcester, Vt. in an action
delinquency.
l with juvenile
brought by Consolidated Theaters, Inc.,
Approximately 550 persons at- Canadian Army.
Discussing the current Dominion against all five distributors. Case was disided the annual banquet Thursday
missed against 20th-Fox.
?ht in the Schroeder Hotel. Dele- situation, Taube described theater
Brown also set the maximum clearance
tes attended a dance Friday night business, save in towns which were of the Strand and Paramount at 45 days
the Newport. Newport, R. I., in a
over
drained
of
manpower
the
by
war,
as
the
given
by
the Wisconsin Hotel
Newport
Allied's local unit also re-affirmed

''

the

National veterans
directors in con- out that

both

of

*e action
ard and

in

the

the

•

,

;

elfellows Club.

.'

FEmme TOUCH
I.

St.

Ambassador,

treasurer,

Louis.

MARVIN

..

treasurer, Fox, St. Louis.

STIVER,

relief

manager,

St.

The powerful Films Council meeting
tomorrow will discuss not only the grading issue but what has been assailed
here as the "monopoly" enjoyed by
It

is

expected that

the

recommendations

of its members will be made known immediately to Dr. Hugh Dalton, president of the
Board of Trade.

Pix Stars

on Air Marks
Anniversary

A round-the-world radio program
USO-Camp
on NBC will mark
Shows' celebration of its second anniversary
on Thanksgiving day.
Known as "Soldiers in Greasepaint,"
the three-quarter-hour program will
waves at 12:15 p.m. EWT.
Taking part in the broadcast will
be performers who have toured the
service posts for USO-Camp Shows.
Among them will be Judith Anderson, Jack Benny, Jim Burke, Jerry
hit the air

Colonna, Andy Devine, Jinx Falkenburg, Kay Francis, John Garfield,
Bob Hope, Carole Landis, Frances
Langford,
Fay McKenzie, Mitzi
Mayfair, Adolphe Menjou, Merle
Oberon, Martha Raye. The broadcast will be for civilians and service personnel alike.
USO-Camp Shows was formed at
complaint brought by
excellent.
He said that the growth clearance
Theater Co.
the request of the War and Navy
of so-called community shows in
In an action brought by Watertown Square Departments to supply live enterWestern provinces were a matter of Theater, Inc., operator of the Strand, Water- tainment for those in the service.
town,
Mass., Arbitrator John A. Daly set
concern to the trade, the commuthe clearance of the Coolidge at 14 days The first unit made its bow at Camp
nity shows escaping tax levies.
over the Strand.
Lee, Va., on Nov. 20, 1941.
Observing that the provinces generally follow the lead of Ontario,
Zone
Divisional Angelo J. Poulos Dead
the Canadian exhib. leader said a
Ann Arbor, Mich. Angelo J. Poumove is under way to establish unifor
Circuit
los, 53, owner of the Michigan Theform regulations for the Dominion.
ater, is dead, following a heart at(Continued from Page 1)
Such uniformity, he pointed out,

New

WILLIAM ABELN,
KENNETH KREH,

i.

conjecture at this stage.

Camp Show

(Continued from Page 1)
Upper Michigan convenFriday ratified and ap- dustry loss in the fire which swept that the clearance granted by all
oved the report of Abram F. Toronto's Film Exchange Building. five signers of the N. Y. decree over
Taube, here to attend Friday's their Columbia Theater, Buffalo is
Allied general counsel, on
,-ers,
estionnaires dealing with the New Harvest dinner of the Picture Pio- unreasonable. They asked that it be
neers as official representative of fixed giving the Columbia clearance
«rk consent decree.

nsin and
n here

Whether the joint investigating group will
become a permanent fixture or whether from
it will evolve some organization akin to the
American UMPI is strictly a matter for

American distributors.

SCHEDULED
CARLTON
Man's Family," adaptation,
MORSE and ELEANOR GRIFFIN. Charles R.
Rogers-UA.

"One

Protective Association of Wis-

»rs

1)

WILLIAM PRJNCE, "Cinderella Jones," WarJOHN WAYNE, "Tall in the Saddle," cles over the week-end, found ready
years, 20th-Fox.
RKO; TALA BIRELL, "Tomorrow's Harvest," support, and it was evident that proPHIL HANNA, termer, M-C-M.
Paramount; CATHERINE CRAIG, "National Barn
ponents were influenced by the
Dance," Paramount; BILL SHAWN, "Jam SesCHRIS DRAKE, termer, RKO.
LAWRENCE TIERNEY, "Are United Motion Picture Industry exsion," Columbia;
CHARLES QUICLEY, termer, Paramount.
These Our Children?", RKO; CHRIS DRAKE, periment in the United States. Lat•
"Marine Raiders," RKO; CHARLES QUICLEY,
Dance," Paramount; WALLY ter was killed by the Department of
"National
Barn
ASSIGNMENTS
BROWN and ALAN CARNEY, "The Cirl Rush," Justice's adverse stand, but on this
RICHARD WALLACE, director, "Having Wonder- RKO; HUCH HAAS and JOHN FHILLIBER,
side, there is no such obstacle to be
ful Crime," RKO.
"The Shooting Party," Angelus-UA; CHUCK
HARRIET PARSONS, producer, "Mama's Bank FAULKNER KID BAND, "Song of the Open encountered.

ADAMSON
members have profited HOWARD
songwriters, two

jnts

hieved

CASTINGS

SIGNED

(Continued from Page 1)

and

—

RKO

Managers

generally advantageous, for several years, was assigned to tack.
other things as a sta- home office duties.
office, St. Louis.
Zone managerial posts go to Louis
tot
bilizing factor.
H CHRISTY, general clerk, Warner Bros.,
If It'll Only Give
Canada's
Pioneers,
Taube an- Goldberg and H. R. Emde, while
Buffalo.
Michael
Edelstein
Vandals a Tanning!
and
Edward
Sniwill
Pioneer
nounced,
observe
Night
^-ILLE PANZICA, cashier's department, WarWashington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
derman step up from district to diner Bros., Buffalo.
in Toronto Dec. 2.
Louis

Amusement

HOWARD

IE

Co.,

St.

Louis.

HARRIS, Fanchon

KOLKEN,

secretary

of

&

Marco home

branch

would

be

serving

among

manager,

"Free Movie

Paramount, Buffalo.

Day" Dec.

—

21

CKEY" HYMAN, secretary of branch manaMinneapolis A letter urging ex= ger, Republic, Buffalo.
"BARA YEAGER, general office, RKO, Buf- hibitors to set aside Dec. 21 as "Free
Movie Day" for War Bond purchasfalo.
MA CAMPION, general office, RKO Buf- ers has been sent to all Northwest
falo.
area theaters by John J. Friedl,

'

i

WAC

-•,

CUERITE

BARTLOW,

assistant
manager,
?- United Artists
Theater, Detroit.
jiUCHE LESPERANCE, manager, Alger, Oe...

chairman for the area. Campaign is
designed to back up the Treasury eph Becker.
plan

troit.

Y DUROCHIE, assistant manager, Madison,

of

Christmas

boosting

JCES

ARNAN,

teletype

Publicity

staff.

sales

as

York

National

Max

Fellerman,

New

film booker, has resigned.

Metro Shows

operator,

Memphis.

iSlOTHY ROCCO, booker, Warners, Memphis.
SESTO, Columbia home office foreign
>.U >
f

Bond

gifts.

Detroit

-'Screen,

vision managers under Emde and
John Hearns is similarly advanced
under Goldberg.
Alperson also announced that the
film booking department headed by
Harold J. Mirisch, will be realigned
with Jack Lamont as chief booker,
assisted by Matthew Polon and Jos-

—

Two

Dec. 28
tradeshow "A Guy
George Berkenstadt,
Joe"
and
"Broadway
stage employe is dead. Rhythm" on Dec. 28 in all exchange

George Berkenstadt Dies

Chicago
veteran B & K
His widow and four children survive.

M-G-M
Named

centers.

will

—

were

Washington
Exhibitors
given an inkling of what the theater
of

the

like

when

disclosed

post

-

war

era

will

be

the U. S. Patent Office
that James H. Owens, of

Camden, N. J. has gone fluorescent
carpet more than one better with
his proposal to use ultra-violet activation for the entire theater, including luminous theater chairs, enabling patrons to find seats in the
dark, and, believe it or not, give
the customer a sun-tan bath in the
bargain.
The patent rights are assigned to RCA.

2
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"Some one

to

remember

He's the Star of the Greatest

whose

sacrifice

Show on

War Bonds

for Christmas Gifts.

Show your

audience the powerful

FREE

Christmas"

Earth. He's the lad

makes your happy holiday

Remember him by reminding your

Bette Davis.

at

possible.

patrons to buy

trailer starring

at National Screen Branches, its

powerful message cannot be resisted. Get the
holiday

War Bond

Use the

When

gratis

wrappers from Federal Reserve Banks.

free posters

and campaign book.

Christmas comes to your family

it

will

be

all

the

merrier in the knowledge that you saluted the Star
in the

Window with showmanship

War

Activities

Committee of the Motion

at

your Bond Booth!

Picture Industry, 1501

Broadway,-'New York City

m
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VPB REMOVES EQUIP. PREFERENCE RATINGS
)ct. Admish Tax Collections Highest in History
on September

ceipts

GOV'T STANDS PAT ON CRESCENT

siness, $16,499,395;

No

mth's Gross $150,000,000
THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

hington

Further Appeal Move to be Made by Gov't in
Nashville Anti-Trust Suit, Says Wright

—

'ashington
Soaring far above
i the
record collections of last
rmer, the admissions tax collec-

—

—on

Washington

—

Nashville, Tenn.
Wright, of the D of

Robert

L.
anti-trust

J's

iness
was reported today by the
eau of Internal Revenue to ba the
lest in history,
$16,499,395.06.

trust suit against Crescent Amusement Co. and its affiliates but allowed to date to pass with a notice
to the local D of J office that a plan-

ion picture admissions, the indus(Continued on Page 9)

Seven Theaters
Offers a Million

Arbitration

File

Squawks

Rule

Seven new demands for arbitrawere received by the American
arners with a reported offer of Arbitration Association at the weeknvn payment of $1,000,000 (four end. Six of the cases were docketed
es
the initial check the same in the Boston tribunal, while one
pany handed over for Irving Ber- was filed in Buffalo.
The Buffalo cases was entered by
"This is the Army") is underd to have the inside track on the the Rivoli Theater, Buffalo, which
rights for Moss Hart's "Winged claimed that the five consenting comtion

r

UTO Attacks 20%
missions Tax Proposal

Goldman

Offers

Income Figure

Los Angeles theaters are permit-

in

a category that

is,

roughly, "semi-

essential," through the WMC's socalled "Los Angeles Experiment,"

WAC

exhibitor chairmen were ad(Continued on Page 12)

S-W

at Trial

Howard, Yamins Will See
Clark on Decree Today

—

—Asserting

A. Theaters

ted to replace any personnel losses
as of Oct. 1 by filing applications
with the U. S. Employment Service
as a result of the placing of theaters

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

L.

To be Semi-Essential

iwn for AAF's Show

nois

—

Philadelphia
A document show- Boston -Arthur Howard, of Afthat "the
been created that the ing the income of Stanley-Warner filiated Theaters, and Nathan Yamistry can be socked with exces- Theaters for the years 1941-1943, the ins of the circuit bearing his own
taxation with impunity, because period in which William Goldman name, and chairman of the Indepenwas lessee of the Erlanger Theater, dent Theaters Committee on legisla(Continued on Page 6)
was accepted in evidence yesterday tion, left last night for Washington,
ontiac,

111.

(Continued on Page 12)

SPG May

Join

\FL and the CSV
THE FILM DAILY

Vest Coast Bur.,

Hollywood — Screen

iu id
i

the

P

barter

ocal of the

in

AFL

with
tudios Unions.
(filiation

ver the
ive

'

The

filiate.

will

as a prerequisite to

the
In

Conference

of

a report mailed

week-end, the SPG execu-

board

tliation

Publicists

December

take
matter of applying for a
as
an autonomous federal

early

recommended

that the af-

be sought.

New York SPG

is

a

CIO

af-

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 12)

14 New Films Start On Coast
Production Rush Sends Total Shooting to 54
Expect Gov't Will Rest

West Coast Bureau

Today

of

in Extortion

Case

Hollywood

new

THE FILM DAILY
the standpoint

week takes rank
tops, with 14 new

activity, this

with the year's

The Government is expected

of

—From

to rest

pictures getting the gun.
Checkup,
today in the Federal Court trial of which follows, shows that there will
the eight defendants accused of con- be 54 shooting.
spiracy to extort more than $1,000,At Columbia: Five shooting, in000 from the industry under threat cluding the Sam Wood production,
of calling strikes.
"Address Unknown," drama, with
John Portem, a member of the Paul Lukas, Mady Christians, K. T.
(Continued on Page 12)

(.Continued on

Page

9)

—All necessity for ex-

hibitors to obtain preference ratings for repair parts, accessories and

sound reproducing equipment
was removed yesterday with the isused

suance of

WPB's new

ment order L-325.

theater equip-

The order, one

of the simplest in language ever to
issue from WPB, will be administ(Continued on Page 12)

Einleld Asks

Wider

Institutional

Adv.

Post-war film merchandising plans
devised to meet any aftermath that
may develop from the current boxoffice gorging that is causing some
exhibitors to take a holiday from
showmanship were considered at a
(Continued on Page 12)

Added Time Granted
To Answer Cameo's Suit
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger
yesterday granted five New Jersey
theater chains and 16 film distributors an extension of time until Nov.

ression has

oast

Smith in Charge

sories;

Washington Bureau, of

September legal staff, secuied from Federal
Judge Elmer Davies, an extension
from Nov. 12 to Nov. 19 of the time ned "counter praecipe" had been
allowed for an enlargment of its abandoned.
:e about nine of every 10 dollars
This apparently completes action
appeal filing to the Supreme Court
scted is estimated to stem from in the Department of Justice anti(Continued on Page 9)
October

for

Permit Dealers to Stock
90-Day Supply of Acces-

(Continued on Page 9)

Schench Pichs Aides
For Polio Campaign
National

leaders

for

the

indus-

campaign,

to be
24-30, were announced
yesterday by Nicholas M. Schenck,
national chairman.
Listed are:
Executive Committee: E. L. Alperson, Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt,
Oscar A. Doob, Gus Eyssell, Harry
Kalmine, Charles C. Moskowitz, SpyChairros Skouras, Richard Walsh.
try's

annual

waged

polio

Jan.

man Exchange Committee, Tom Connors; Public Relations Chairman, Er-

nest
Emerling; Chairman Vendors
Committee, Frank Meyers; Chairman
Home Offices, Leonard Goldenson;
Treasurer, Walter Vincent.

&l
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc.

(2V2 %

Co.umbia Picts. ptd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
do pfd

.

)

.

Low
14

14

175/8
37i/2

173/g
37l/
2

37y2

16
181

23/g

153/4

181

18%

Cen. free. Eq
Loew's, Inc.

18%
55'/2

55

Paramount

23%

231/g

71/2

7i/8

RKd
RKO

17%

"Vi

i/

8

153/4

181
183/4
55i/

2

23%
71/s

.

Warner Bros

+ %

2% +

90'/4
883/4
$6 pfd
901/4
Century-Fox
21
2H/4
211/4
20rh-Fcx pfd. (li/2>. 27% 271/4 271/4
20Hi-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ). 1003/4 1003/4 1003/4

20tth

Chg.

Close

14

2%

Moskowitz

will

Al

on

action

Steffes for

the

new Northwest

the

petition

admission of his
organiza-

exhibitor

the national body will be
taken at the next meeting of the
Allied board which has been slated
tion

Warwick Howed Dorothy

Speier of New York Saturday.
The couple will honeymoon in Flo-

into

tentatively for early January

New

in

either

New

rida.

Washington

Among those who attended the bachelor
dinner last night were Tom Connors, W. J.
Kupper, W. C. Gehring, L. J. Schlaiier, S.
i'oweU, W. J. Eadie, W. V. Michel, Joe
Moskowitz, Charles Moskowitz, Harry MosKowitz, Arthur Moskowitz, Dan Michalove,
rial Home, Sam Shain, Charles Schlaifer,
.ttog'er Ferri, J. Sichelman, Rodney Bush, Harvey Day, Charles Goetz, Joe Pineus, Jack
Bloom, E. H. Collins, D. Ornstein, E. McEvoy, W. J. Clark, Eddie Mack, J. Glynn,
George Roberts, Larry Kent, Audrey Sehenck,
Kd. Reek, Jack Darrock, Frank Barry, H.
Mersay, H. Fenster, Frank Carroll, Wm.

group will be known as Motion Picture Theater Owners Union.

or

York.

COminG

M-C-M

H. M. RICHEY, assistant to
ge
sales manager W. F. Rodgers in charge of
hibitor relations, was in Philadelphia yest
to address the local Motion Picture Forum.

CHARLES

EDWIN
JAMES
have

Levey

left for

returns

Suit to Dec. 16

KNOPF,

who

finally

plans another

producer

left

Eastern

nd

W/*

FADIMAN,

returned
to

NANCY

Postpone Ritchie Exam.

EINFELD,

the Coast yesterday,
in January.

visits

In

and GOIIK

of

scenario departme
artmenf
the Metro stud
idios
foil
York.

to

New
WALKER,

Metro
featured
i
Hollywood yesterday, and LENA HO
to California
tomorrow after a

•engagement at the Capitol.

Examination of Norton V. Ritchie,

CAPT. HOLLIS KENNAHAN, formerly of
FILM DAILY editorial staff, is on leav

New York from Camp
vice-president of Monogram Pic- to Fort Benning, Ca. Roberts, Calif., en
tures, in the $500,000 bieach of conSERCT. WILLIAM HICKEY, formerly of
Weiss, Paul Terry, Maurice Goodman, Deon tract suit brought by Arthur Levey
FILM DAILY business staff, returns to La
De Titta, I. Lineer, Harry Remhardt, Jack yesterday was
Field, Va., tomorrow from New York.
postponed
to
Dec.
16
Goetz, Al Youngr, Clarence A. Hill, M. Chikolsky, Ray Moon, Lew Lehr, Ham Kupper, by Federal Judge Edward A. Conger.
DAVID HERSH, president of Ideal Fa
Corp., left for the Coast Saturday in
Arthur Hirschkowitz, Lou Hirschkowitz, Ray
Defendants are Monogram, Pathe ing
nection with additional financing of major
Koenig, Harold Kamber, Al Abramowitz,
Pictures,
Ltd.;
Ray
W.
Johnston,
pany productions.
Mickey Seopp, Irving Snyder, Jack Harris,
.Norman Elson, Leo Cohen.
head of Monogram, and William Geli,
PAUL CUSDANOVIC, president
managing director of Pathe. They danovic Circuit, Cleveland, leaves ofDec.the11
are cnarged with breaching a con- his annual trek to Florida, to remain unti
Spring.
in
to
tract under which Levey allegedly
AARON STEIN, Chicago film attorney
was
to
receive
five per cent of aii
Wis. 10-City
Bally
sums received by Monogram from New York.
WALTER E. CREEN, president of Nal
Monogram's "Women in Bondage," Pathe for the distribution of the for- Theatre Supply Co. visited in New Haven.
mer company's films. The plaintiff
tied witn the same company's "What
TALLULAH BANKHEAD returned to New
asserted that he was promised the
a Man," will stait a lu-city day and
yesterday from Hollywood.
money for his services in ai ranging
date run in Wisconsin on Dec. 9,
JAMES COSTON, Warner Theater zone n
a deal between Monogram and Pathe.
ic was announced yesterday by Steve
ger, has returned to Chicago from New Yo
Broidy, sales chief, now in New York.
NAT WOLF, Cleveland Warner zone »
ger
has called
Houses set are Fox Wisconsin "A" Morris Epstein, Rep.'s
in
theater district mar
RAY
WALLACE, FRANK HARPSTER and f
theaters in Milwaukee, Racine, Fond
ARD WRIGHT to discuss holiday plans.
Here,
du Lac, Green Bay, Appleton, Lacrosse, Kenosha, Fort Washington,
Funeral services will be held at 8 20th-Fox's
Manitowoc, and Wausaw, with the
in 49
Winconsin, Milwaukee, the key spot o'clock tonight in Park West Funeral
Horn
for the multiple opening.
Several Chapel, 15 W. 79th St., for Morris
stars are being lined up for p.a.'s Epstein, 55, Republic's New York
Des Moines Plans for the
exchange manager, whose death ocin the 10 situations, Broidy said.
miere of 20th-Fox's "Happy La
curred yesterday in Bronx Hospital.
Deal
was handled by Hairy
in 49 Iowa theaters on Dec. 2
Identified with the industry for
Thomas, Eastern sales manager, and
been disclosed by Stanley Ma
many
years,
Epstein
his
had
been
in
Charles W. Trampe, Wisconsin franmanager of the company's excha
chise holder, for Mono., and Harold last Republic post since 1938.
J. Fitzgerald and Vernon Touchette
His widow, Mrs. Rose Epstein, here. Officials of 20th-Fox met
j
for Fox Wiscconsin.
survives.
a group of Tri-States Theaters C

Women

Bondage'

Get

Bow and

Dead

To Bow

"Happy Land
Iowa
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

tel.

Allied

Board to Act
Steffes Petition

Branch Head

November

(Monday,

Approximately 65 officials and executives of 20th-Fox last night tendered Martin Moskowitz, executive
assistant to William J. Kupper, a
bachelor dinner at the

MERSEREAU

M.

CHESTER

Publisher

1

DAILY

managers who are taking

'Flesh and Fantasy' Marks "That Hamilton
Criterion's Week's High
"Trade Winds"

B'way 3s55

pari

Woman/'

the premiere. Other houses than

on Chains

States will take part in the even

Meeting with the Tri-States
were Jules Fields, George Gumpt
cuits in Metropolitan New York,
and Walter Huffman, in additioi
Loew's, Skouras, Century and Randforce, have booked two UA re-issues Mayer and G. Ralph Branton,
"That Hamilton Woman" and "Trade eral manager of Tri-States.
Winds" for their entire chain, Carl
Leserman, UA general sales manager, announced yesterday.

j

"Flesh and Fantasy," "U" pic,
which opened to a record-breaking
day at the Criterion Theater last
1/8
Sonotone Corp
Wednesday indicated its continued
Technicolor
strength over the week-end, and at
Trans-Lux
33/8
33/8
33/a
Universal Pictures ... 17
17
17
the end of five days was within sevUniveisal Pict. vtc... 17
17
17
eral hundred dollars of the week's
high at that theater.
It is estimated that by tonight, the finish of
Board Rejects
the week's run, "Flesh and Fantasy"
Syndicate's Stock Offer
will have established a new high for
the theater by an exceedingly wide
An offer of an Eastern syndicate margin, according to Universal.

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
2% 2% 2%
Radio-Keith cvs
1% 1%
1

Monogram

to

invest

$1,000,000

in

indie cir-

j

Pix,

originally

released

in

1941

and 1938 respectively, will start their
Loew engagements Dec. 7.

Larry Hart,

Monogram

was rejected by the board of direcHarkins Joins
tors, it was announced yesterday.
Syndicate offered to invest the money
in the form of preferred stock, convertible into common stock at a
fixed rate. W. Ray Johnston, president, said that the board preferred
to keep the company on a steady, upward course instead of going in for
a rapid expansion program.

Four leading major and

Rawson

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—John

THE FILM DAILY
Harkins recent-

ly transferred from Warners home
office to the West Coast studios will
join the publicity department of Van-

Lyricist, Dies
Lorenz ("Larry") Hart, 39, a popular and successful writer of songs,
died here last night at Doctors Hospital from pneumonia. For the past
12 years he had been associated
with Richard Rogers who composed
the music for Hart's lyrics.
The

guard Films, N. C, as assistant to team was responsible for the lyrics
Mitchell Rawson, director of the and music of a dozen of Broadway's
publicity department.

successful musical shows.

Harpo Marx
Hobart Henley

Boris

Karloff

Rosetta Dune*

Brad King

'
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BISHOP-HELMUT DANTINE-JOHN RIDGELY«GENE LOCKHART
Directed by

RAOUl WALSH

•

Produced by JACK CHERTOK

Screen Play by Frank Gruber and Alvoh Bessie

From a Story by

leslie T.

While

KEY-RUN

ATION OF THE MINUTE!

• •

GIVE

WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS

1W
Tuesday, November 23, 19
DAILY

Seven Theaters

DATE BOOK

File

Squawks

Arbitration

(Continued from Page

1)

panies had refused to license product on a run requested, pictures going first to the Roosevelt. The Rivoli asked that its former run ahead
of the Roosevelt be restored and/or
pictures be made available 30 days
after downtown first-run.
As an
alternative, plaintiffs asked one dayafter the Roosevelt or not later than
34 days after downtown first-run.
that

Claiming-

granted

60-day clearance

the

Brockton,

to

Modern Theater

in

Mass.,

now

the
a com-

first-runs,

Brockton has

filed

plaint asking that the clearance be reduced
to 21 days.
The Randolph Theater, Randolph, Massfiled a complaint asking that the clearance
enjoyed by the Quincy first-runs be eliminated.
RKO, Warners and Loew's demand
14 days' clearance to the Quincy first-runs,
while 20th-Pox asks no clearance and Paramount requires clearance immediately alter

Quincy.

The Park Theater, Brockton, in a comclaimed that it had to follow the
Rialto by 30 days, but that the Rialto does
not play product of the five consenting companies.
Complainant asked that it be allowed to play 30 days after first-run, or if
the Rialto should play product of the five
companies that the Park be permitted to
play 60 days after first-run.
E. M. Loew circuit asked that the clearance ranging from seven to 14 days granted
to surrounding towns over the Winchester,
a first-run in Winchester, Mass., be abolished or reduced to one day.
The National Theater in Boston, which,
plays third-run subject to clearances ranging from 21 to 60 days required by the
distributors, asked that the clearances be
abolished or reduced to one day.
The Regent, Arlington, Mass., now playing second-run 30 days after the Capitol,
asked that the clearance be reduced to
seven days.
plaint,

WB

for

Victory," the Army Air Forces
counterpart of "This is the Army."
Consideration of screen bids will
begin this week.

Sipes Heads Charlotte V. C.
Charlotte, N.
Lester C. Sipes,

C—

of Everett Enterprises, is the new
chief barker of Variety Club Tent
No. 24. Others elected include: Benn
Rosenwald, first assistant barker and
H. P. Kincey, dough guy.

As a Trading Center
Cleveland

— Because

cessful in securing

quired

for

the

was

he

suc-

some material
operation

of

rehis

John Newkirk, manager of
the Beach Cliff, set up a "swap
board" in his lobby.
Now he gets
daily "swap" notices from the entheater,

neighborhood.
Result is that
the theater has become the center
of neighborhood interest.
Newkirk
says
baby
carriages
have
been
tire

swapped
dios

for

for

washing machines,

electrical

The stunt has
and

has

built

appliances,

filled

a

local

invaluable

Dec.

Allied, the Decree, Etc.

etc.

need

managers

district

•

THE ONLY DISAPPOINTING feature of the recent Allied
in Milwaukee was the inability to serve the piece de
and that was the presentation of the distributors' pro-

•

•

board meeting
resistance

posals
it

changes

for

was presumed

in

the revised decree

of

New

the

at the time the

York

consent

was

meeting

would be available

decree

In

a

called that

fact.

final draft

study by the directors,

for

was too late to postpone the sessions when it was learned
And here's some lowdown on the
that the draft was not ready
decree:
It was learned on good authority that a few weeks ago
the distributors had agreed on a completed draft
a draft which
would have allowed a straight 20 per cent cancellation on any sized
and

it

blocks that the

Government wanted

to

and, according

designate

know

it was a draft that the Department of JusAnd then something
would have accepted
Whether some
The proposals were not submitted
happened
of the company heads took time to think it over and backed down on
what had been agreed upon tentatively has not been revealed

to

those in the

C

m<

Michigan

ba^|

Dec. 17: Equity Council quarterly meeting,

Hjl

As tor.
Jan.

18-Feb. 15:
000,000,000.

Jan. 24-31:
Feb.

Fourth

War

Loan; goal, %\

Industry March of Dimes Drive.

Photographers Association
Waldorf-Astoria.
4:

Press

da

Ha

March 2: Academy Awards presentation,
wood.

March 19-25: Red Cross theater campaign.
April

I

25-27: SMPE Spring technical conferel
Pennsylvania.
Hotel

Illinois

UTO

Attacks 20^

Admissions Tax Propos c
(Continued from Page

unquestionably

tice

Variety Club of
Cadillac Hotel.

6:

Book

is

it

offer

1)

an 'easy mark', too timid!
any protest," the United T

Owners of Illinois charges
proposed 20 per cent admission
'discriminatory" and contel
is
that curtailed attendance in the wl
of such a tax will make the posit
ater

j

I

T

T
T
• BUT TO GET BACK

•

•

the

PCC

O.

representatives— L.

thing that the

ment

Milwaukee

to

According

Lukan and Rotus Harvey—the

West Coast exhibitors are interested in

They claim

to

only

is

divorce-

that the proposals for alterations in

the de-

cree are not half as vital to the independents as the matter of thea-

divorcement

ter

while

that divorcement

position

is

the
just

appear

take

to

the

the Allied leaders are militant in their actions to achieve them.

•

T

WILLIAM AINSWORTH

•

dependent Theater Owners
fifth

units

Allied

one of the desired reforms

of

time against his will,

it

was some
was rumored

presidency

the

took

of

the

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan

was

naming Charley Trampe for
the post, but it
that Monogram, whose franchse there
is owned by Trampe, objected to his
being a candidate
and
there was another report that Jack Yeo of Burlington, Wis., was slated
There

vention

for the

Anyway,

job

it

talk about

appears that the local unit insisted about

• The Schlitz brewery
a luncheon and all of its product that the visitors could consume
Abram Meyers accused Col.
Cole of bad conduct by sitting down at the Schlitz bar and asking for
Bill

Ainsworth at least

hosted the exhibitors on

bottle of

for

another term.

Wednesday

.

.

to

Budweiser

T
•

•

of Phil M.'s chapeau to Gil

World Theater
Don't ask us how it happened, but when praise was being given for the success of the PicJosephson

of

the

ture Pioneers' party on Friday night in yesterday's colyum, Gil's

was omitted
than did Gil

and Phil M. probably

felt

worse about

for the success of the party was largely

fine co-operation Gil gave Jack

Industry Affairs Told
In

New Volume by Coe

A

running account of his exp
ences as vice-president and gen
counsel of the MPPDA will be
bodied in a book written by Cha
Francis Coe and will be publis
in March or April, 1944.
The volume, which is to be
lished by Hastings House, will
in part, of Coe's contacts with
film industry's leaders and will
scribe incidents within the busii

during the last few years, or at
during Coe's tenure of office with

lj

APOLOGIES AND A DOFF

•

of exhibs. in the smaller situatij
"desperate."
President Edward G. Zorn expij
ses the opinion that some incre
in the admissions tax is "inevitab
and adds that many exhibs. bel:
the compromise proposal to fix
tax at 2c on each 15c "would 1
more fair and reasonable incre
for the theaters to assume."

In-

for the

reported after the Milwaukee con-

Cohn,

bers of Century circuit's executive

et al.

.

.

#

and managerial

it

due

Eighty-five
staff

name

yesterday
to the

mem-

Hays

organization.

According to the publishers,
book has not been given a title,

few chapters, the publis]
were completed only recei
the material in them bringing
film business' activities up to q
last

said,

attended the

annual Fall drive dinner in Flatbush last night
It was
announced there that Century had sold $6,500,000 in Bonds and
Stamps to patrons and personnel.
# Dominic Frisina head of
the Frisina Amusement Co. which operates throughout Central Illinois, has been elected president of the new Bank of Shawnee, III.
circuit's

.

ra-

New York Winter

Frolic,

Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

a

Lobby "Swap Board"

Metro

6:

Dec.

T

1)

Friars'

phot

still

Dec. 2: Canadian Picture Pioneers annual
ing, King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

3

•
(Continued from Page

Nov. 29:
den.

£ **'$$

And

a Million
AAF's Show

Offers

Down

Nov. 26-28: Academy's third annual
raphy show, Hollywood.

TV

goodwill

for the theater.

•

•

•

STORK REPORT

.

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

Detroit
for Price

— Ralph Raskin mam

Theater Premiums
has become a grandfather, with
birth

of

daughter.

1:

an

8Y2

lb.

girl

to

'

iwnmrvwinf

at American novel

This

comes to the

screen

»»v®

e*
e«

MacKinlay Kantor's

Ho 5 on
^V'^
s

e

j;>

^Variety

nce

HARRY CAREY
and Cara Williams

Morgan

•

•

Minor Watson

Directed by

IRVING

Richard Crane
•

•

Dickie

Henry

Moore

Produced by

PICHEL

-

KENNETH MACGOWAN

Screen Play by Kathryn Scola and Julien Josephson

in the

Century-fox tradition

"uesday,

14

November

New

23, 1943

Gov't Stands Pat

Pictures

larl

on West Coast
(Continued from Page

On

Crescent Appeal
(Continued from Page

1)

Peter Van Eyck, Morris
amovsky, Charles Halton, Erwin
Cornell, Peter Newiaiser, Dale
»eyer, Larry Joe Olson and Gary
William Cameron Menzies
ray.
roducing and directing; and, "EmWest," western, with
ftre of the
Carles Starrett, Vi Athens, Walter
tevens,

Dub" Taylor, Jimmy Wakely and

by both

plaintiff

HCLLYWCCD

Short, Short Story
Johnston,
short

N.

Y.

via

story,

—Today's

short,

marquee

the

DIGEST

of

Smalley's Johnson Theater:

"On the Stage, Silver String
Also, Young and Willing."

1)

Girls,

SIGNED

and defendant on

appeals to the Supreme Court. Service on Crescent, its affiliates and
principal defendants, Tony Sudekum
and K. C. Stengel, was fixed for Dec.
7 on the defendants' appeal, but prev-

WILLIAM DIETERLE,

RENNY McEVOY,

Tax Collections

Oct.

GEORGE

(Continued from Page 1)

A

in

transcript of certain records

of Assistant Attorney General

producer Pandro S. Berman:
id, "Three Men In White," Lionel Bairywith Van JohnlOre Dr. Gillespie drama,
Keye Luke. Marilyn Maxwell, Alma
in.
Neil Craig in
King-sford
and
ru?er, Walter
Willis Goldbeck directing-.
lpporting- roles.
At Monogram: Two shooting, including
Mirth in the current series of Trail Blazer
externa as yet untitled, with Hoot Gibson,
ob Steele and Chief Thundercloud in the
with Betty Miles in the
roles,
(attired
Robert Tansey producing
•minine lead.

Tom

ad directing.

have also

irrctina:

for

filed a petition seeking
dismissal of the Government's
appeal on the grounds that the petiHal Walker directing for pro- tion for more stringent provision for
iy Lamour.
"National Barn supervision
and.
uder Paul Jones:
of theater acquisition
•anee." musical, with all the members of
is not sufficiently material for an apne popular air show playing themselves,
ley are James Brown, Jean Heather, Lulu- peal and that Judge Davies had lost
ille
and Scotty, Hoosier Hot Shots, Arky jurisdiction in the case when the

At Paramount: Nine shooting, including
Road to Utopia." musical comedy.
airing Bing Crosby. Bob Hope and Doro-

The

the

Arkansas Woodchopper, Three Dinning
Government's appeal petition was
Joe Kelly, Glen Wilte. Pat Buttram
Walter MacEwen pro- filed the second time.
nd Catherine Craig.
nMng and Hugh Bennett directing.
At RKO-Radlo: Six shooting.
At Republic: Four shooting, including
iRosie the Riveter," musical comedy, with
Picture
ine Frazee, Vera Vague, Frankie Albertson
Armand Schuefer pron.i
Frank Jenks.
and.
n in-- and Joseph Santley directing:
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
he Walter Colmes production. "Trocadero."
Washington "We have not, we do
with Rosemary Lain- and Bob
lusieal,
hester and his orchestra. Eddie LeBaron, not and we will not plan any action
Arnheim and Matty Malneck and their in the matter of motion picture renta
rchestras. columnist Erskine Johnson playal rates," an
spokesman reis himself. Cliff Nazarro, in a comedy part,
"Although we
ill
cartoonist Dave Fleischer will have a marked last night.
teters,

OPA Plans No
On Motion

Action
Rentals

—

i

OPA

ri"k role in the film.

receive frequent complaints

from ex-

At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting, in- hibitors charging that there are disTechnicolor production,
luding "Wilson."
criminatory practices in the setting
a-ed on the life of Woodrow Wilson, with
•l'xander Knox in the title role, supported of film rentals, there is nothing we
v Charles Coburn. Sir Cedric Hardwickp.
can do about them."
'tiomas Mitchell, Vincent Price. Mary AnHe pointed out that when the price confison, William Eythe, Ruth Ford. Ruth trol act was written a clause was included,
Jrlson,
Stanley Ridges, Madeleine Forbes desisiied to remove any possibility of OPA
nd James Rennie.
Darryl F. Zanuck pro- interference with freedom of the press, to
nging and Henry King directing.
exempt from control "materials furnished
motion pictures
other than
At United Artists: Five shooting, includ- for
ithe Angelus Production, "The Moon, is waste or scrap."
lieir Mistress."
drama, featuring George
It was reported in Milwaukee last week,
Douglas Sirk at the National Allied convention, that
anders and Linda Darnell.
irecting' for producer Seymour Nebenzal.
OPA was studying the practicality of setAt Universal: Five shooting, including ting rental ceilings.
There is no truth to
Christmas Holiday," starring Deanna Dur- the report, said the agency spokesman,
in and featuring Gene Kelly and Deen opining that it was held up merely as a barKarens.
Felix Jackson producing. Frank gaining threat.
haw associate producer and Robert Siodmak
.

.

.

.

.

.

irecting.

At Warners: Six shooting, including "Cinerella Jones,"
musical with Joan Leslie
r.d
Busby Berkeley diWilliam Prince.
eting and Alex Gottlieb producing; and.
Hollywood Canteen." with an all-star cast.
•eing produced by Jesse L. Lasky and dier-ted

by Delmar Daves.

Press

Book Shipped on

WAVE
A

Recruiting Film

press book on "Chief
Reports To The Nation," has
>een prepared and is being shipped
>ut by Columbia exchanges, which
ire distributing the
film.
special

•Teely

WAC

Rodgers' Illness Defers
Metro Chi. Sales Huddle
M-G-M's annual mid-season meeting of district managers and home
office sales personnel, scheduled to
*tart next Monday at the Blackstone
Hotel in Chicago, has been postponed
to Dec. 6, according to Edward
Saunders, assistant general sales

of 1943 proved to be

the

busiest

industry

has

ever

seen, despite the fact that millions
of men are abroad with the armed
services and other millions see their

C. Clark on Nov. 15.
Crescent Amusement Co. and affiliated defendants have filed an apscreen fare
peal to the higher court on the basis
theaters.

of an assignment of errors and a
plea that punishment proposed in
the decree filed in the case is too severe and that proposed regulation
of film licensing too indefinite and

in

tax-free

Army

Open

Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA;
KIM HUNTER, "Tender Comrade," David O.
Selznick-UA; JESS
BARKER, "Jam Session,"
Columbia; JANE LAWRENCE, "Sailor's Holiday,"
Columbia;
RICHARD MARTIN and RUSSELL
WADE, "Marine Raiders," RKO.
of

the

DICK HAYMES, PERRY COMO, BENNY COODand JIMMY DORSEY ORK., "Kiton the Keys," 20th-Fox; MARY BETH
HUCHES, "The Cry of Youth," PRC; DONALD
NOVIS, "Slightly Terrific," Universal; SON-

post MAN ORK.
ten

More Americans than ever before elected
motion pictures their favorite form of wartime relaxation, with admissions tax collection hitting $15,750,519 on June business,
$10,178,306 on July business, $13,926,347
on August business and record high reported
These figures were
above for September.
considerably higher than those for the Summer of 1942, when the highest was the
of
September figure (October collection)

NY TUFTS, "Bring on the Girls," Paramount;
CHARLES COBURN, "Road to Yesterday," Columbia; TRUDY MARSHALL, "The Purple Heart,"
20th - Fox;
SCOTTY BECKETT and BOBBY
COOPER, "My Reputation," Columbia- LLOYD
INCRAHAM, CYRIL RING and HORACE CARPENTER,

third

New York (Broadway)

"Yes,

Sir,

$2,062,989 collected In August and
October, 1942, collec$2,403,248 in July.
tions amounted to $2,060,325.
Of the Broadway total for October, $1,
849.364.30 was accounted for by theater
admissions, as against only $1,531,457 the
previous month.
It was only a few dollars
below the August collection of $1,849.987 on theater admissions, but considerably below the July theater admissions
total of $2,223,605.
October, 1942, collections

from

source,

this

amounted

to

$1,-

915,841.

"Trail

Monogram; CHIEF
Monogram.

Blazers,"

She's

My

Baby,"

formerly

"Curly,"

Columbia.
"Slightly Terrific," formerly
rade," Universal.

"Rhythm

Pa-

on

•

Total Broadway collection was $2,043,'581.99,
compared with only $1,706,121 a month
earlier,

Rhythm,"

TITLE SWITCHES

district

appeared to have recovered somewhat from
its relatively poor showings of recent months,
although the Broadway total was somewhat
below the collections from that district in
August and July, and in October, 1942.

"Hot

THUNDERCLOUD,

$14,694,997.

The

the

STANLEY CATRON and KAYE POPP, "Song

The Summer
be

on

CASTINGS

tember.

the case were forwarded to the

office

"Kitten

JESSEL,
producer,
Keys," 20th-Fox.

Jack Fier producing that records upon which the appeal try appears to have grossed nearly
nd Benjamin Kline directing.
is based be in Washington by Dec. $150,000,000 for the month of Sep25.

Selz-

ASSIGNMENTS

loyd Bridges.

M-G-M: Seven shooting, including\t
starring
a Private Affair."
Mirriag-e is
iana Turner with John Hodiak in the male
ad, with Frances Gifford, Morris Ankrum
Robert Z. Leonard
id Natalie Schafer.

O.

JACK MURTON, casting director, "It Happened
Tomorrow," Arnold Pressburger-UA.
JOHN STAHL, director, "The Keys of the Kingdom," 20th-Fox.

Highest in History

ious extension by the court requires

David

termer,

Cecil B. DeMille.

STORY PURCHASES
JACQUES DUVAL'S "Amstel," RKO.
MAURICE DEBOKA'S "French Can Can," Herman Millakowsky-Monogram.

Added Time Granted
To Answer Cameo's Suit
(Continued from Page 1)

30

to

answer

the

anti-trust

suit

brought against them by the Rosyl

Night Weekly

Blackout

1

May Sub

for Chi.

Brownout

—

Chicago Substitution of a blackout one night a week for the allweek brownout is reported under
While all theconsideration here.
aters are co-operating in the brownout, difficulty is being encountered
with other amusements, it is said.

New Haven— In a "recommendaby the War Production Board,

tion"

utmost economy in illumination is
still urged in spite of the fact that
Connecticut has repealed and the
Army has suspended the dimout regulations effective Nov. 1.
Specifically as to lighting of marquees and building entrances, the
new rules read: Daytime: eliminate
completely; Nighttime: Reduce in
intensity by maximum practicable
amount consistent with public safety
consideration; Reduce wattage by
maximum practicable amount.

Amusement Corp., operators of the
Cameo Theater in Jersey City. The
complaint

alleges the defendants
created a monopoly to restrain trade
in the distribution of films in the
Jersey City area. The five circuits
operate 21 houses alleged to have
been favored by the distributors in
obtaining first-run product.
The defendants are the Skouras
Theaters Corp., Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., Rosewelt Realty Corp.;
Leon Rosenblatt, director of Rosewelt; Loew's, RKO, Stanley Co. of
America, Warner Bros. Circuit Management Corp., Warner Bros. Theaters Corp., Universal Pictures, Big

"U" Film Exchange, Universal Film
Exchanges,
20th-Fox,
Paramount
Pictures, United Artists, Republic
Pictures, Monogram, Warner Bros.
Pictures, the Hays office, Columbia
Pictures and M-G-M.

Bernhard Speaks in Philly

—

Philadelphia
Joseph Bernhard,
general manager of Warner Bros.
Theaters, spoke last night at the National War Fund Dinner held by the
manager Postponement was due to Woollcott Estate $70,000
the illness of William F. Rodgers,
The late Alexander Woollcott left local motion picture industry in the
general sales manager, who is re- an estate of approximately $70,000. Ritz-Carlton Hotel. New York delecovering from a heavy cold. He is Appraisal has not yet been com- gation also included Harry Goldberg
and Harold Rodner.
due in from the West today.
pleted.

*•
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Removes Preference

TO THE COLORS!

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

IN

Ratings on Equip.
LON

JOHNSON,
Rouge,

River

{Continued from Page

1)

MAXWELL

B.

The order does away with the
necessity for preference ratings for
the transfer of used 35 mm. sound
reproducing equipment, and, in general, simplifies the procedure for an
exhibitor to obtain nearly all needed
equipment. Disposition of new projectors or sound systems is not affected.
Manufacturers

by the eliminaAppeals will no
tion of much paper work.
longer be required before production can
get under way on equipment for all agencies. As before he must file for the materials he needs, but once these are authorized
he is free to go ahead with his distribution,
provided he takes care of military orders

Lancaster

Theater,

LEVINE, acting manager, Paramount
Des Moines.
CHARLES BUTTON, ad sales manager, 20th-

DAVID

PETER HUCHES,

operator,

Cinema Theater, De-

BERNARD
Loew's

troit.

MILTON ZIMMERMAN,

booker,

Universal,

De-

Theater,

De-

Russell

troit.

CLARENCE (TURK) ROWSTON,

National Theatre

DOUGLAS,

Astor

Theater,

Clayton,

Clayton,

operator,

Warners,

MARSH,

manager,

O'DRISCOLL,

Cleve-

Palace,

first

Rochester,

assistant

N.

manager,

Y.

Einfeld Asks Wider
Institutional

Adv.

manager,

Juneau,

Mil-

assistant

manager,

manager,

Oriental,

Mil-

Sheboy-

National

Screen

Service,

Rochester,

FRANK

VERSACE,

R.

N. Y.
son

RALPH COHN,

*

Jack

of

Regal,

Franklin,

N. H.

former house manager, RKO
manager,
associate
Rochester,
to
Rochester, N. Y.

KELLEY,

L.

LEE SCOTT, assistant manager,
ter

FRED

A. Theaters

Supply,

{Continued from Page

*

—•—
AAF

*

former manager of the
Morris, N. Y.
Oriental Theater, Chicago.

Mt.

RALPH RIECAL,

ings by Charles Einfeld, director of charge of exhib. manpower
advertising and publicity, before his lems for the WAC.

*

*

MARINES

Chiniquy,

*WAC*

in

prob-

New

—•—

DON CHINIQUY,

1)

Warners home-office meet- vised yesterday by Lou Metzger,

Thea-

National

Seattle.

EVERSON,

Family,

fo be Semi-Essential

1)

Riveria,

Cohn, formerly a
head
Darof

son of Oscar L.
National Screen Service, Seattle.

{Continued from Page

Y.,

TW

Paramount

operator,

chief

producer
Columbia
and
mour's, Hollywood.
LESLIE EMERSON, manager,

will benefit

series of

N.

—•—

ARMY

manager,
Moines.

Des

Geneseo,

Wisconsin,

Kodak,

SHELTON,

BRUCE

Seattle.

Rule

*

Lincoln, Cleveland.

gan, Wise.

Palace,
Capitol,

the Eastman
major.

of
to

manager,

ter,

ARNOLD,

jAMcS

111.

CKAYDON HODGES,

assistant

G.

Cleveland.

JACKIE SOHNS,

Detroit.

KKO

State,

waukee.
TOM BOLES,
waukee.

RAY

Supply, Detroit.

H.

salesman,

McCRANER,

BEN WHEELER, manager,

THOMAS

troit.

IRVING KATCHER, owner,

ROBERT

KAUFMAN,

*

PROMOTED

HOLLIS KENNAHAN, USA, formerly of
the Warner home office publicity staff
and THE FILM DAILY, to captain.
CAPT. ALLEN HARRY WOOD, AAF, formerly
LT.

land.

troit.

ROLAND

Des Moines.

Fox,

Cinema Theater, De-

operator,

*

ARNOLD

Theater,

SILER, operator, West End Thea-

ered by Allen G. Smith, chief of the
ter,
Detroit.
theater equipment unit of WPB's ALBERT POTTER,
service equipment division.
As a result of the order, supply
dealers will find themselves able to
carry far larger stocks than before,
now being permitted to stock a 90The
day supply of accessories.
dealer will continue to report his
disposition of these accessories, but
it will not be necessary for the exhibitor to file anything with WPB.

manager,
Mich.

IRENE

PRIESTER,

cashier,

Symphony

Theater,

Chicago.

*

*

Privileged "semi-essential" rating,
return to the studio yesterday after
WAVES
head- SOPHIE MANES, cashier, Avalon, Chicago.
at
it was understood
a three-week sojourn here.
Before leaving, Einfeld declared quarters, was due in no small measOffers
The order defines "new equipment" to in- that not enough is being done to ure to the theaters' active participaequipment
projection
35
mm.
any
clude
Income
Figures
at Trial
"which has never been used or which has make permanent patrons of the many tion in war projects, as well as the
The new order

places administration
the hands of Smith's section,
making the aiding of equipment manufacturers a simpler matter than before.
first.

strictly

loans,

trial
only for demonstration,
Repair
repair loans and the like."

loans

of

been

WAC

in

S-W

Goldman

used

additional millions brought into the need for entertainment films as a
made theaters during the past two or three war morale factor.
without authorization in cases of emergWith the Los Angeles try-out provyears. He said institutional adverency, for periods not exceeding 16 weeks.
has recoming feasible, the
tising on a wider scale should be
mended it for Detroit, Akron and
Will See utilized to establish pictures solidly Hartford, and is expected to extend
with these new fans as well as the it shortly to Cleveland and Buffalo.
Clark
Decree
older ones. Advertising trade paper
plan has three classificasurveys were cited by Einfeld to tions as follows Group 1, essential or
{Continued from Page 1)
show the wide and keen readership war industry; Group 2, semi-essenthere to confer with Assistant At- enjoyed by institutional
ad copy, and tial; Group 6, non-essential. On rectorney General Tom C. Clark on the
said the Warner campaign along ommendation from the Washington
New York consent decree and to put he
this line is bringing highly saitsfac- office of the OCR, the theaters were
again before the Department of Justory results.
placed in Group 2. As a concomitant
tice their views as to why that deEinfeld advocated adherence to the of this grouping, all staffs were
cree either should be abolished or
basic fundamentals of showmanship, frozen at the Oct. 1 level, with the
considerably modified.
and stated that more intensive in- privilege of personnel replacement
to
reHowaid and Yamins expect
dividual handling of pictures would
main in the capital two days. They be one of the first steps after the through the USES. Several plants
in L. A. have already been placed
were originally to have been accom- war.
in Group 3, and, having no justifipanied also by Joseph and Max LevWhile here, Einfeld worked out with cation in war time, have been forced
enson but the death of the former
Mort Blumenstock the final details of to close.
last week has changed the arrangespecial campaigns for "Destination
ments to include this committee of lokyo" and "The Desert Song,"
two, representing the Independent
early winter releases, and also map- Tri-Min Films Enters
Their attorney, George
Exhibitors.
ped out special plans for "The Ad- Juke
Field
W. Farnum, former special assis- ventures of Mark Twain," which
tant to Attorney General, will probis on the Warner schedule for spring
Tri-Min Films, Inc., has been orably accompany them to Washingrelease.
ganized here to produce three-miton.
nute shorts for juke boxes.
The
company has a contract to make a
Expect Gov't Will Rest
Police Checking
minimum of 48 films in the year endin Extortion
of Cleveland Bingo
ing Dec. 15, 1944, for distribution by
Royal Pictures, Inc. of Chicago. The
{Continued from Page 1)
product will be shot in 35 mm. and
Cleveland The mushroom growth
of Bingo throughout this area with- executive board of Newark opera- reduced to 16 mm. The pictures will
in the past month has attracted the tors' Local 244, yesterday was being be turned out at the Minoco Studios
attention of local police department held in that city for the Federal in the Bronx.
which announces that an investiga- Grand Jury on the charge of trying
The president of the company is
will
be held to determine to intimidate a Government witness, Jack Goldberg.
A. Allen Saunders
tion
whether they are conforming to the Andrew J. Roach, a member of the is secretary-treasurer and counsel.
recently passed legislation which local, who had testified against Louis
Saunders said yesterday that the
legalized Bingo provided it was of- Kaufman, business agent of the company may extend its activities
union, one of the defendants.
fered for charity support.
to embrace feature production.

new

equipment

may

be

WMC

Howard, Yamins
Today
on

WMC

{Continued from Page 1)

Goldman's anti-trust suit against
Warners and others although it is
in

still

subject to

argument of defense

who were not present

attorneys

at

a counsel conference in the judge's

chambers.

:

Box Movie

Mushroom

Today

Growth

—

.

Case

Goldman rested

his case last

Wed-

nesday and the defense had agreed
to plead "no defense" since it believed Goldman had not proved a
case, but when court reconvened
yesterday for the judge's decision,
William Gray, Goldman's counsel,
pleaded to reopen the case to present

new

documentary

evidence.

Morris Wolf and Bernard Siegal,
defense attorneys, objected on the

ground that any new evidence should
be submitted to

all

neys, and that the

defense attor-

move was not

in

accordance with an agreement arrived

Nov.

at
17.

in

the

judge's

chambers

The judge, however, was

willing to admit the

new documen-

tary evidence and it was temporarily admitted following a counsel confab.

Contents of the document were
not made public, but Gray, in his argument before its admission as evidence, stated that the Mastbaum in
1943 took in $971,281.27 in admissions and that the S-W theaters on
the list did $6,000,000 in admissions
in the period from Sept. 1, 1941 to
Sept.

1,

1943.

Court was adjourned until this
morning, when the judge will probably make his decision and both
sides are expected to

file

briefs.

"Here's

Lookin'
You!'

would rather be associated
than with any other businessman I've met
for
organizatops
turn
your
screen,
your
you are
. .The way you
tion and your best individual efforts over to Uncle Sam when
Here's to you Mister Exhibitor ...

with you

I

. . .

.

. .

.

he needs you .'. puts you in a class all by yourself .When the
war came along and upset the fine service to which you've
and which we always want to give you
become accustomed
...you were reasonable, you were patient, you understood
what we were up against... I've been doing business with
and wouldn't trade your fine friendyou for a long time
for all the gold in Fort Knox ... So here's to your health
ship
... and your family's good health... and your continued business success
and
want your dealings with
I'm for you
that you will be
for me.
this company to be always such
.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

I

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

I

.

.

nan on rl

.

.

.

.

.

C*xfte€ti service
(

J PRIIE BftBr OF THE ItlOUStRY

m

saying

my

Happy M.G.M. Thanksgiving to

exhibitor pals with gay box-office

tidings!

I'm still delirious with

joy from seeing

'MADAME CURIE'!

superb!

the sensation

It's

It's

of the generation

Oh, Greer

!

Ga rson! Oh.WalterPidgeon!
You've

done

it

again Mr. and

Miniver! Tra-la-la

i

And

M

Irs.

I'm all

goose-pimples over that wire from

Hollywood. Spencer Tracy and
Irene

Dunne

GUY NAMED JOE

in 'A

cheered by a thrilled audience at

the first preview.
at the preview of

And next

night

'ANDY HARDY'S

BLONDE TROUBLE' the
unanimous

TOPS

verdict called

it

of the entire series

HAPR
THANKSIt's

GIVING,
INDEED*?

AND YOU HAVEN'T HEARD
THE HALF OF
(For instance, at press-time

"GIRL CRAZY"
Let's All Give!

National

IT!

doing gorgeous 277% in
War Fund—Which

Gives

To

All!

first

date, Seattle!)

>Vf

The Daily Newspaper

Character
iternational in Scope
idependent in Thought

Ultimate

in

NO.

L. 84.

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old

NEW

100

YORK, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

RADE REFORMS VIA
Editorial

Opportunity
.

knochs twice

.

.

By CHESTER

=

BAHN

B.

New England Indies Tell
D of J Divorcement Only
Cure for Industry Woes

E.

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Assistant

Attorney

General Tom C. Clark will be in New
York today on a matter not connected with the industry, and plans
e, will accept the situation arising from
to contact Joseph P. Hazen,
act that the Fourth War Loan drive and
to arrange another
industry's 1944 March of Dimes will vice-president,
meeting between Hazen, representiap as no serious problem, but rather
double opportunity for patriotic ser- ing the defendants in the New York
suit, and Clark and Robert T. Wright,
to the nation.
the drives which parallel for a single his assistant on the pix case.
Arthur Howard and an exhibitor
that of Jan. 24-30 when the polio

M

which

biz,

has

happy,

the

inher-

things

taking

of

faculty

ent

in

its

WB

.

—

be stressed by the national
nittee headed by Nicholas M. Schenck
for double the effort, by all show(I
that double effort, and more if needed,
be forthcoming that the industry's brilrecord of achievement may be main-

(Continued on Page 13)

ctions will

viously,

it

important

be

easier

not to
Fabian,

drives

but

overlap,

WAC

rements

the

of

nation's

war

chest.

sell

The trade's March of Dimes

.

points out,

•e

in

essence

calls

for

gle

in

the hard-working
an extra burden,

'hile

theater

mana-

we know

he'll

ibute his energy gladly to both causes,
•ise to

the occasion," says Brandt.

could

hat already
nation's
:ver

be

no

Paramount

And

Consider:

is

(Continued on Page 7)

portent

than

their

sights

the "Salute
September, 1942,
In

those

who

assisted

in

capacity

his

in

the

the

press

mm.

War Bond

Charles Ray, Silent Pix
Dies in Hollywood
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

Ray, 52, once
silent screen's biggest
aces, died here yesterday

For

(Continued on Page 10)

Participation

Expect Extortion Dismiss
Motion by Defense Today

Defenuse counsel is expected to
in New York Federal Court today for dismissal of the indictments
THE FILM DAILY against eight men charged with con-

West Coast Bureau of

—

Hollywood John Dales, Jr., who
for past six years has served as assistant executive secretary of the
Screen Actors Guild, has been named
(Continued on Page 7)

May

War Loan

Exceed That of 3rd Drive

WB

Yipee!
Goes Western
For Round-up Sales Drive

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

—National

WAC

WB

i

in Bond sales.
1942 March of Dimes for funds

ombat infantile paralysis, the industry
•touted and collected $1,420,568, while
(.Continued on Page 2)

launch Dec. 19 under direction of
General Sales Manager Ben Kelmenson, it was announced yesterday
with the return of Roy Haines,
(Continued on Page 13)

—

John Dales Succeeds

— Charles

following an extended illness.

Trust Suit

—

Thomson as SAG Secretary

of the

box-office

Goldman

in

Philadelphia
Defendants in the
action brought by WilWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY liam Goldman against Warners and
Washington
Controls contained others, yesterday rested their case
for a dismissal of
in the copper and steel orders over without asking
(Continued on Page 16)
manufacture of 35 mm. booth equipment are removed by the new order,
L-325, issued Monday, it was de-

.

the

Continued on Page 13)

anti-trust

sales

19,889,196

(

Booth Parts

War Finance Director Ted Gamble conferred
"Warners' 1944 Round-Up" has yesterday with Si Fabian, Lou Metz{38,540,000.
In the recent Third War
the industry's participation in the cam- been designated as the name for the ger and Ed Schreiber of the
brought a final reported total of 21-week sales drive Avhich
will concerning plans for industry partiHeroes" month in
ndustry accounted for

ur

on the matter for introduction when
the solons reconvene in Albany in
January.
Walker, former New York mayor,
several months ago.
It is under-

and

(Continued on Page 3)

has been accomplished by

showmen.

raised.

better

along to

exhibitor

for

campaign.
Schine while here
of chairman thanked

Trade's Part in 4th

course.

RE

war,

still combing the British and European literary markets for stories,
according to Frank Farley, the company's European representative of
the home office production department. Farley is in New York on his

one

week.

faces

the

the

theaters and making careudience collections at each show during
trailer

al

campaign

Stop Restrictions on

com- Star,

executive

Brandt of Schenck's

/

drive, as

chairman
upper New York.
Schine received Dewey's congratulations, with the request they be passed
of the

That the ITOA may seek relief
from alleged unfair trade tactics
through the New York state legislature was indicated yesterday when
it was learned that James J. Walker
was preparing legislative measures

Defense Rests

$14,000,000,000

emphasis upon the sale of $5,500,000,to individuals, is yet to be fully de-

WAC

ersville,

35
Despite

e role of the industry in the Treasury's

18-Feb. 15 drive to

with
the film industry's contribution to
the success of the Third War Loan
campaign, it was learned yesterday.
The Governor received a full report from J. Meyer Schine, of Glov-

Combs Europe

Para.

were the

Theaters
:henck and Si
ion chairman, point out, the calendar
The
the war permitted no changes.
h of Dimes is keyed to the President's
day, and the Fourth War Loan to the

impressed"

"greatly

is

J. Walker Reported
Preparing Measures for
ITOA for Next Session

James

radio for their assistance.

For Screen Stories

d.

would

New Decree Parley

Dewey Impressed by
Trade's Bond Sales
Albany — Governor
Thomas
Dewey

Washington Bureau of

LEGISLATURE?
_

N. Y.

See Hazen Today on

lark to

TEN CENTS

24, 1943

cipation in the Fourth War
drive in January.
There is

Loan
still

nothing done about industry activity
in the drive, but the tentative lineup
(Continued on Page 16)

move

(Continued on Page 7)

New Music

Hall Air

Series Starts Dec. 3
Radio City Music Hall will launch

new

weekly variety conand the NBC web
on Dec. 3, with Erno Rapee and the
Music Hall symphony, together with
guest artists featured, it was announced yesterday by Gus Eyssell,
managing director.
Show dubbed
"Radio City Music Hall on the Air,"
will be aired at 11:30 p.m., EWT.
Program similarly titled went off the
ether waves in late September, 1942,
after
more than 500 continuous
a

series of

certs over

WEAF

broadcasts during a 10-year
with Rapee conducting.

period

T&fa
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THE

Coast, accompanied by M.

JACK SKIRBALL
from

W.

I.

LONDON— Ernest

PARIS— P.

Rue Marsoulan

Le

A. Harle,

W.

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

New

to

Hollywood

left

Hollywood

to

FRANK

P.

York

yesterday

for

producer-writer,

re-

wood

JOHN

CRAD SEARS
Coast

Friday

to

attend

War Bond

Universal

last night

HARRY THOMAS

ANDY SHARIK

of

Philadelphia

a

is

arrived

di-

Buenos

in

the

annual

the

the

stock-

five

for

UA

sale.

arrives

on the Coast Fri-

Chicago

left

for
Detroit
there of Monogram's

for the opening

"Where Are Your Children?"

visitor.

.

.

knochs twicB

(.Continued
year,
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the industry total was increased

to $2,122,340.
If
it

is a challenge in these figures,
challenge that will be accepted
cheerfully and confidently by the

there

is

a

eagerly,
industry.

Yes,

and thankfully, for

this

free

is

America.
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Century-Fox, Loew's and Paran
and the five companies grant th<
con, East Orange, seven days.i
Complainant asks for the cor
j

NEW YORK
THEATERS

announced yesterday.
titled

"Is

were produced by M-G-M and Paramount, will be tagged to all newsreels Nov. 25 and Dec. 9 respectively.

Film

—

RADIO CITY MUSIC H
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

1600 B'WAY,

II

N. Y. C. -

UP

b

M

CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

Symphony Orchw
Gal* Stage Revue
Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6

First

DOOD

"I
A

IT"

RED SKELTON

•

ELEANOR

Woody HERMAN and Ba
timessqu
PARAMOUNT

jiGRABLE
'\

ROBERT

4 YOUNG
jk

ADOIPHE

PLUS

A BIG

STAGE

SHOW

DA
VV &
jyVg

7thA »

J\.

I

all

who have signed pledges

to
to

THEATRE

THE NORTH

TICKETS?

NEW

Dependable service
Low cost
45 year's experience serving theatres,
.

.

.

.

.

.

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery Iree Maine to Virginia.

2:45. 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats., Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra shows
Sats.,
Suns., Hols.— CI 6-7429

—

TIMMM.

Loew's

I

C K

E TfigvV

\g/

COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE.
NEWARK, N.
Sales Offices in Principal Centers

J.

B'WAY

"LASSIE
plus

BIC STACE

SHOW

&

per
Continuous
Popular

ances.
run.

STRTE

COME HOME"

STJ

RKO PA

VICTORIA

LAST TIMES TODAY

INTERNATIONAL
T

SOth

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

B'WAY & 46th— Daily.

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:

PO\r\j

IN PERSON

York chairman, yesterday urged

New

1

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Va

Duty

[FILM STORAGE CORplI

20th

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

Army

II

A

tion in the drive in the New
area, Sam Rinzler, Greater

those

DRHRCII
V

ROBERT YO

INA CLAIRE

s/
8

training to assist in
the William Goldman case in Philadelphia, leports back to Fort Dix
on Friday.
his

with

DOROTHY McGUIRE

—

forward their checks promptly
Stuart H. Aarons, Warners legal Fred Schwartz, treasurer, 50 Rockestaff member, who was granted leave feller Plaza.

from

"CLAUDIA"

War Fund

York

i

j

Bulle-

tins,

PCA

pfd
9034 91
91
20th Century-Fox... 21% 21
21
20rh-Fox pfd. (IVi). 275/g 271/2
271/2 -f
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ).100V2 lOOyi 100l/2
Warner 8ros
-11% HI/4 1 1 1/4
Par.

Vs

%

|

Central,
Newa:k; Warners
Loew's give the Central seven
the Ormont, East Orange, a
seven days from Warner Bros.

Your Trip Necessary?" and "Save Waste Paper,"

WAC

—

[Tuesday, November 23)

City tribunal,

elimination of the clearances 1|
Royal, Broadmoor and Centi.
Two new Film Bulletins and four not more than one day.
War Information Films will be released between Nov. 25 and Jan. 6,

Information subjects are "Brothers
produced and released by
"Desire Under the Elms"
M-G-M, Dec. 16; "The Price of RenWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY dova," produced by the Army and
Hollywood William Rowland an- released by M-G-M, Dec. 23; "No
nounces plans to film "Desire Under Exceptions," produced and distribthe Elms," and Robert Edmond uted by 20th-Fox, Dec. 30 and "DesJones, who staged the Eugene O'Neill tination, Island X," produced by the
play in New York, will be asso- Navy and released by Paramount,
ciated with him in a supervisory Jan.' 6.
capacity and conclude releasing arrangements with a major company. Maybelle Oldenhage is
He plans to start production about Sales Counsel for
Jan. 15 at the Pathe studios.
Rowland recently produced two West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
pictures in Spanish for RKO in MexHollywood
Maybelle Oldenhage,
ico City.
They were "Harvest of with Warners for 22 years, has been
Hate," starring Arturo De Cordova appointed sales counsel for Proand "Perfidia."
ducers
Corporation
of
America,
which is making "Knickerbocker
Send National
Holiday," for United Artists reChecks Promptly Rinzler lease, and will arrive here in a few
days to assume her post.
With the National War Fund
headquarters anxious to have an accounting of the industry's participa-

to

New York

i

Schedules New War
Opportunity WAC
Information Pix, Bulletins
.

b;.l

A

Theater, East Orange, N. J.,
filed a demand for arbitrat

in Blood,"

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

sought

has

and ED RAFTERY leave

MARVIN SCHENCK
day.

leaves

William Rowland

FINANCIAL

is

consenting
companies
holders' meeting.
named defendants.
JEFFREY BERNERD leaves tomorrow for DeThe complaint charges that I
troit.
and Warner Bros, grant 14
"SOCKER" COE leaves tomorrow for Florida. clearance to the Royal and I
ORSON WELLES and RITA HAYWORTH were moor Theaters, Bloomfield, ov(|
in Chicago
last night to headline a Treasury
Ampere; RKO grants 14 days
show at Medinah Temple which rolled up a

exploitation director
Friday to visit the Holly-

studio.

NATHAN, Paramount managing

B.

rector for Argentina,
has
Aires by air from New York.

$5,000,000

Friday.

ROSENBERG,

Columbia,

for

SIEGEL.

route

EMMET LAVERY, RKO

Film,

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

(12).

J.

en

York.

turns

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
29

ALLEN

FRED

New

is

Coast.

the

WASHINGTON—

6241 N. Oakley Ave.
St.,

20th-Fox,

of

in

JACK

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6f>07.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,

Ralph

president

Ho.lywood yesterday.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK leaves Friday for
Hollywood.
Other leaving Friday for the Coast include

arrived

COHN, NATE SPINGOLD, ABE MONTAGUE and AL JOLSON.
Sundays
HERBERT J. YATES has returned from jhe

BAHN

Clearance relief

pere, Ltd., operator of the

10 Cents

Wed., Nov. 24, 1943

Orange House As

Clearance Elimination

j

jsday,

November

24, 1943
DAILY

r.

$400,000

mm. Booth

For "Lady in Dark"

Parts

(Continued from Page

here yesterday.

ied

1

I

he order are (1). Prohibition of
^lufacture of new equipment with*s
permission (such permiswill cover manufacture for stock
poses and for sale or lending to
»ific users);
(2). Permission for
lending without authorization of
equipment to an exhibitor in
^'-i of emergency, for a period not
xceed 16 weeks; (3). Prohibition
jroduction of accessories except
11 rated orders and maintain prac-

WPB

!

=

:

fe

a
V

A Family
•

armed
the

u
—

service equipment division. Unthe administrator of the new ortheater equipment chief, Allen
1^1
Smith, will negotiate for mate-

WPB

branches
with the other
program, rather than for indual applications of the various

is

his

lufacturers.
la

dd Rogers Sales Rep.
~r Norwegian Feature

cy

"Norway

titled

Replies,"

it

announced by the Royal Norjian Embassy.
Negotiations are
B.er way for release through a
— jor company.
"irl

Crazy" at Capitol Dec. 2

Crazy" will have
New York premiere Dec. 2 at

|l-G-M's

"Girl

Capitol.

the

families

of

company has

provided

is

established

employes entering the

its

wives and children and other

sttictly

plan ••....

for in the

requiring

close-of-kin

forms

of

Motivating

assistance

factors

of the welfare program by the board, chairmaned by J.
Cheever Cowdin, were the appreciation of the sacrifices which attend

transfer from civilian

to military

life

revolving upon those

whom

military status, served in
Pictures.
its

.

•

.Linked

.

employes

in

to

service

the volunteer

civilian

these

and the responsibility
and inductee had. prior to
in

life

factors

is

the

instance.

this

Universal

company's premise

that

uniform had given their best efforts in their respective

peacetime jobs. and.

if

they are to give their best

to

their

country.

home

which would cause
distraction and consequent impairment of efficiency and morale
Except that the benefits range from a percentage of salary upwards, it
is
doubtful if any further details of the welfare setup can be extracted from the patriotic and reticent directorate, which holds it all
as the company's own private affair
But it is. nevertheless, a
great example of human relations
and one which is a solid
contribution to the winning of the war
and the peace!
they must not be beset by worry at

.

.

.

Summer

Film goes into production next
his radio schedule.

.

after Allen completes

Noel Meadow, operator

.

of the Stanley in

Times Square, already has set a policy for his theater on the day
peace, is declared
He announced yesterday that New Yorkers will
be guests of the management on that day, ticket sales to stop as soon
as the word is flashed that the war is over.
• Loew's has presented the Humane Society with a glass-enclosed dog house as a tieup on "Lassie, Come Home"
House will be a permanent exhibit
on 12nd St. betwen Fifth and Sixth Avenues
.

T
•

for

T

.

into the

RKO New
•

nine days instead of the usual seven.

Margaret O'Brien, star of M-G-M's "Lost Angel,"

is

.

.

the

fifth

York

circuit

recipient of

award to the most talented screen juvenile
a big day in the family of Jack Pegler. exec.

.

.

•

This

is

Cone and Belding, which handles the RKO account
Son Arthur James Pegler graduates as an ensign at Columbia and then
weds Nancy Hutchinson of Cleveland and Bronxville
Navy's new
of

In Lincoln Theater Suit
Examination of Joseph H. Cooper,
operator of a string of theaters in
the Middle West, is scheduled for
Nov. 29, according to papers filed
yesterday in New York Federal Court
by attorneys for Montague F. Gowthorpe, treasurer and director, and
Sam Dembow, Jr., director of the
Lincoln Theater Corp., of Lincoln,
Neb., and Paramount Pictures. Cooper and the Lincoln Theater Corp.
are being sued for an accounting
of assets of the corporation, in which
Paramount is a half partner.

Cuban Exhibitor Ass'n
Names de Carrera Prexy

—Passed by
—The Union National of Ex-

Havana (By Air Mail

has elected these officers:
Edelberto de Carrera of the Circuit
Carrera, President; Fernando
of
Enrique
vice-president;
Gonzalez,
Vazquez, treasurer; Celestino Diaz,
Vocales: Francisco
vice-treasurer.
Solis,
Jose Valcarce, Ernesto P.
Smith, Ambrosio Guanche, Manuel
Santiago Rodrigue, Carlos
Trillo,
Secretary and
Botta and others.
Counsel, Dr. Oscar Tariche.

Gary Case Hearing Dec.
Chicago

—The

arbitration case hearing has been postponed to Dec. 17 by agreement between counsel.

WEDDIItG BELLS

Foote,

was graduated from Dartmouth last June
He'll serve in the
• Secretary of War Stimson will entertain guests at his
Thanksgiving dinner with a screening of "So Proudly We Hail".
• Corp. Monroe Goodman, former assistant to Oscar Morgan at Para-

—

Grand Rapids, Mich. Announcement is made of the marriage of
Mrs. Betty Gilbert, assistant to Walter J. Norris, manager of Butterfield

Theaters, here, to William K.
is not identified

Loomis
Loomis.
with the industry.

officer
»i

f£!raldine
.;:

J.

S.

Fitzgerald

jharles Francis

Terry

Arthur

Hummel

Lee Bonnell
(j
F.
Natteford
jjjion

U

Pacific.

November 24
E.

Z.

E.

Christie

C. DuPar

Alex Moss
L. Petreanu

mount,

.

Kilburn

_Louis D. Lighton

Lincoln Quarberg
Margaret Livingston

.

is in

November 25
Coe
Vera Reynolds

charge

of Post

Theater No.

T
•

•

•

17

Gary theater

Six-year-old

Parent's Magazine's annual
of the year.

Examine Cooper Nov. 29

T

"THE NORTH STAR" goes

•

•

houses

in

New

hibitors

Cary Moncure, assistant edi•
tor of RKO's Salute, joins Pic Magazine on Monday.
• U. S.
Army Motion Picture Service has moved from the RKO lildg. to the
Paramount Bldg.
• Jack Skirball, Fred Allen zvill huddle in New
York next week on the picture Skirball will produce starring Allen
.

and

Censor)

T
T
THIS AND THAT

•

February in Hollywood,
York, the campaign schedule will keep the picture before the
public for a period of four months.
openings

voluntary

the

in

29,760,000.
Timed to break with the premiere

al-

setting-up

•

i

aid

to

matter

the

aid in making

*

udd Rogers will serve as sales
'I'resentative for the picture testa-

keeping

payments on obligations contracted by
and
service man or woman previous to his or her induction

other

such units as previously,
he removal of the industry from
^ct governance by the copper and
orders places full authority in
•I

of

leviation

5

ire

and

publicity

Every contingency

forces

needs

the

(4).
- mission
for unrestricted distrion and production of repair units,
~i the qualification that exhibitors
distributors must continue to

pers having a total circulation of

within the family of Universal's board, the

:

wo:king inventories; and

SHUNNING

•

•

T

T

Affair, Etc.

a policy designed

=

l

Paramount's complete advertising
campaign on "Lady in the Dark"
will cost more than $400,000, according to Bob Gillham, advertising and
Campaign will
publicity director.
open with an expenditure well over
$100,000 in magazines and newspa-

1)

The new ormaking manufacture and disction practices more flexible, esishes a definite framewo:k with<?hich the industry must operate.
he four main accomplishments

i!

Ad Budget

p Restrictions on

1

at Kelly Field,

Tex

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! ... BACK THE ATTACK!

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY
McLaglen and

—Victor

Suzanne Maria Brueggemann, were married.

his secretary,

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Beverly Hills, Cal. Johnny Green,

—

composer-conductor, and Bunny Waters, screen actress, were married by
Judge Cecil D. Holland.

This
with the

This
who

JACK LONDON

is

woman

he stole from the lawless oyster pirates!

JACK LONDON

is

followed adventure thru the Klondike's golden age!

*
...andf
8

This
the

first

is

JACK LONDON

American

This

is

whose romantic

to

know

the horror of a Jap detention

camp!

JACK LONDON
life

was crowned by a great romantic

lovel

This

is

whose

JACK LONDON

fist

was

as punchy as his pen!

--ffigSfe^

I
m

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS THINKING EARLV

Okh

RKC

RADIO

v
Watch the Grosses Climb HIGHER and HIGHER

November

Inesday,

24, 1943

13%

WHO'S WHO

NEW POSTS

N

•
MELTZER

E.

Filmakers,

ed

ENWEST,

frcm

Inc.

FAHIY,

Theaters
Bukee.
2r

from

Colony,

to

War-

department,

Mil-

the Army,
Cleveland.

COODWIN,

T.

to

DUNN, publicity
Command."

Blumenfeld

RKO,

to

handle

n Dales Succeeds
•mson as SAG Secretary
(Continued from Page 1)

board of directors to the post
xecutive sec etary, succeeding
*e

award.

Thomson, whose resignation

effect at the

I,

New

Born

Ycrk City,

Hair,

1893.

•

•

Educated

•

director

of

Becoming

westerns.

a

director,

Manners," "Today
We Live," "West Point of the Air" and co-directed
"Scarface," "Roar of the Crowd" and "Tiger Shark."
Directed "Eskimo" for M-G-M in Alaska, handled second
unit of "Too Hot to Handle" in S:uth American jungles
and was imprisoned by the Nazis in Austria in 1939 when
making scenes for M-G-M's "Florian."
One of seven
civilians present when Roosevelt and Churchill drafted
Atlantic Charter, having been shooting scenes on a
British destroyer which guarded historic meeting.
Last
picture is "Corvette K-225" for Universal and in recognition of his work, British Naval League gave him an
Hobbies, wood and ivory carving. Stands, 5 ft. 7 in.
Weighs, 140.
light.

Eyes,

as "Fine

blue.

end of the year.

3uild board has named Thomson
onorary life member of the or:ation. The only other honorary
oership has been conferred on
Emerson, actor, and one of the
3ers of Actors Equity.

Pay

Increase, Hours Cut
For Detroit City Carriers

I

!

Warns

Chi. Union Officers
Against Intimidation

—

—

to Thomson,
very closely with

assistant

;

I

i

For Screen Stories
(Continued from Page

1)

He headLondon, although prior
to the war he covered the talent
and story possibilities in 13 countries with headquarters in Paris.
Farley said yesterday that British
and European writers were "bursting" with stories that they were unable to write at this time and that
a great field of talent would be
available after the war. Among the
stories purchased through Farley
Paramount production were
for
"Midnight House," "The Man in
first visit

quarte:

s

in eight years.

in

Half-Moon Street," Graham Green's
Ministry of Fear," Somerset MauDawn,"
Before
"Hour
gham's
"Frenchman's Creek" and "The Un'

invited."

Chicago
Superior Judge Julius
Detroit
Agreement has been
reached by Detroit film carriers with Miner has warned the operators'
has worked
the Teamsters' union, after pro- union officials against intimidation of
oredecessor on all Guild prob- tracted negotiations, on a raise for 19 union operators who have filed a
and, according to the board, is truck drivers, as well as change of $5,000,000 suit charging officials with
rably equipped to administer working conditions.
Terms as now conspiring with Capone principals.
Attorney David Riskin added 13
affairs of organization.
Prior agreed upon affect city drivers, but
ining the Guild staff, Dales en- do not affect firms and drivers han- more names this week to plaintiff's
d in the practice of law.
for which suit filed last week in Judge Miroutes,
dling upstate
ir:ay Kinnell will continue as ag: eement was not available at this ner's court. Riskin cited cases of
nistrator of the agency divis- writing.
Herman Goldberg and George Halliind will assume additional exoperators he claimed were disBasic work week is to be changed day,
«re
duties. Pat Somerset, who
from present 44% to 40 hours, it charged from their jobs for comlerved as an assistant executive
was said, with overtime to be paid plaining about existing union conditary, and who has directed memA further pay tions.
at time and a half.
ip department as well as served
No injunction was issued by Judge
increase of $5.00 weekly was agreed
chief

Combs Europe

Para.

in

Played violin with Boston Philharand New York City.
First film industry
monic Orchestra for two seasrns.
job was selecting music for pianists to play in late Ralph
Ince theaters in New York City in 1911.
In
1912,
joined Vitagraph studio in Santa Monica, Calif., as assistant

Zoastal

eth

R.

Director.

worked on such productkns

supervisor,

dept.,

HOLLYWOOD

Presenting Interesting Personalities
ROSSON,

assistant

Frisco.

rcuit,

;

•

Newport,

Henderson

to

Army,

the

service

RANDALL, from
onager.

T

Army,

the

•

ICHARD
D
'*

Detroit.

dios,

»RD

Asso-

writer-producer,

IN

DAILY

British publishing houses, Farley
were continuing to bring out
books, even though the paper was
not of good quality and the type
very small. Both the legitimate and
film theaters are doing a tremendous
business, Farley said, with the stage
contributing a number of new plays
He said that
as well as revivals.
said,

Noel Coward was planning to make
the film version of "Blythe Spirit"

!

1

i

'

After home office conferences, Farley will go to Hollywood in mid-December and return to London after
the first of the year.

Expect Extortion Dismiss
Motion by Defense Today

Miner restricting operators' officials
from using union funds to defend
agreement
was
reached themselves.
The
(Continued from Page 1)
Labor
through the aid of the U. S.
Riskin says all defendants have spiracy to extort more than $1,000,Conciliation Service, and must now
been served with subpoenas. They 000 from the industry. Dismissal is
have been elected to serve on go before the WLB for approval be- have 20 days in which to answer.
sought on the grounds of insufficient
fore it can be placed into effect.
body.
evidence. The Government rested its
Japs Hold Slater's Nephew
~aine Day has been named for a
case yesterday.
Alexander
Smith
Gets
"E"
-year term to replace Jean HerSeattle, Wash.— Art Slater of the
It is not likely that defense witwhose term as an alternate
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Northwest Film Service, has received nesses will be called before Monday.
xpired. Lena Home will serve Co. was awarded the Army-Navy word that his nephew, Lt. Al Mead James D. C. Murray, chief defense
alternate for Elizabeth Ris- "E" yesterday at the Yonkers plant. of the Navy Air Corps, who was re- counsel, said that some 50 witnesses
vho has withdrawn to do war Company has converted over 80 per ported missing in action last Oc- would be called.
as a nurse's aide, and Gene cent of its production facilities to tober, is alive in a Jap prison in
will substitute for Boris Kar- war
manufacturing duck, Yokohama. Lieut. Mead, 23, is the
work,
'ho is on tour.
processing and finishing of tarpau- son of Slater's brother-in-law and 'Where Are Your Children'
lins, bunk bottoms, Army blankets sister, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Mead of Gets Accolade of Hearst
Z to Pay 25-cent Dividend
San Marino, Calif.
and Army and Navy ordnance.
ectors
of General
Precision
Chicago William Randolph Hearst
•ment Corp. yesterday declared Hazelwood Off to India
Garner in Brandon Deal
has wired approval of Monogram's
Harrisonville,
Mo.—
L.
F.
Hazeli dividend of 25 cents per share
Detroit
Charles Garner, Art- "Where Are Your Children?", it was
wood, manager of the Perkins TheB capital stock, payable Dec. 15
kino
manager,
has signed a deal said here yesterday by Lou Shainckholders- of record Dec. 3. The ater, has resigned to become a civileditor of the Herwith
Brandon
Films
to act as local maik, managing
ian instructor for Chinese soldiers.
amount was paid on Sept. 15.
ald-American.
distributor
for
its
entire
16
mm.
He will go to India for his initial
Arrangements to show the pic to
work and later move into China. product. Garner is specializing in
French,
and
American the newly organized Chicago Youth
Mrs. Hazelwood will accompany him Russian,
Conference officials are being comto do Red Cross administrative work films.

Guild's labor contact, will rehis present duties, and will be
iced by the assignment of addil responsibilities,
board action, three new mem-

•e

;

himself.

upon.

i

I

i

r

—

—

EflimE

TOUCH

in

Survey

Levey

££

E

RUDSTON,

yer,

20th-Fox, Des Moines.

to

Stanley

WELSH, clerk, 20th-Fox, Des Moines.
DOLLINCER, publicity director, Film

jffWjissics,

Inc.

Sf JEN BOLLINC.
|V°n. O.

f

secretary

assistant manager, Strand,

pleted.

China.
of Tele

Broadcasting

"Ape" Dec. 27
survey of television reception
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY over a number of years will be the
Hollywood Jules Levey has set topic at a meeting of Radio EngiDec. 27 as the starting date for "The neers, Inc., and the Radio Club of
Hairy Ape" which will star William America next Wednesday at 8 p.m.
Bendix. Levey is negotiating for a in the United Engineering Societies
feminine lead.
Bldg., 29 West 39th St.
Starts

—

A

BACK

IN CIVVIES

Honorably Discharged
MARVIN WOLFISH,
RKO, Pittsburgh.

from the Army, to booker,

IIM/FIC

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

GIVE

WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS

3"°

WEEK AT TWO

B'WAY THEATRES
)/>f«/«GJ (N

FOUR OTHER

CITIES

New

York box-office lead for the THIRD
WEEK as TWO theatres play to bulging capacity— the New
Victoria, with reserved seat- $2.20 top policy, and the RKO

"THE NORTH STAR"

retains

PALACE, continuous.

SAN FRANCISCO blasts through with tremendous opening and followup business, twice daily at $1.65 top ... as WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, and BUFFALO report smash openings and boom
business.

That's

why smart

theatre operators are

contacting

RKO

this

minute to negotiate contracts for runs at regular admissions!

BTHSU
Directed

Original Story

and

RELEASED

By LEWIS MILESTONE

Screen Play by

THROUGH RKO RADIO

LILLIAN
PICTURES, INC.

HELLMAN

rm-.

10

Wednesday, November

24, 194!

DAILY

Michael O'Shea, Susan

UA

Hayward
94 Mins.

with Bobby Larson, Barton

PRC
TALE OF KID

65 Mins.

AND HIS DOG HAS BEEN
BRONSTON'S FIRST UA EFFORT IS
MADE INTO HIGHLY SENTIMENTAL
BIOGRAPHICAL FILM WITH EXFILM: IDEAL FOR FAMILY TRADE.
CELLENT BOX OFFICE POSSIBILITIES.

imagination-stirring
is

life

the stuff guaranteed

that the writer led
to

command

lively

public attention.

The showman's

the attraction has been made easier by the fact
that the film has been brought close to the
events of the present by playing up Lonjob

of

selling

don's views of the Japanese menace, based
London in
on his personal experiences.
the picture is made to see the shape of
things to come.
This treatment of the
subject gives point to the film, besides adding to the entertainment value of the offering.

The screenplay

of

Ernest

Pascal,

as

de-

from Charmian London's "The Book
Jack Lrndon," makes much of the

rived

of
author's

consciousness.
This contributes additionally to the film's timely note.
To meet the requirements of film standsocial

ards the

London character has ben some-

Manhunt"

MacLane

FINE

Samuel Bronston's first production for
United Artists is a highly creditable screen
version of the life of Jack London bristling
with showmanly qualities.
It places in the
theaterman's hand a property of considBronston could
erable box office value.
hardly have chosen a better subject than
London, robust figure of American literaThe
ture, for his United Artists bow-in.

"Day

"Death Valley

"The Underdog"

"Jack London"
with

$

Reviews of the new turns

.v

:<

with Wild

Bill

Day"
62 Mins

Artkino

George "Gabby"

Elliott,

After

:<

Hayes
55 Mins.

Republic

LATEST WAR DOCUMENTARY FROI^
SOVIET IS VIVID STUFF, ALTHOUGI
NOT QUITE SO GOOD AS PREDECESSORS

Out of Russia has come another filn
THIS RATES AS STANDARD WESTERN
CONTAINING SUFFICIENT SLAM-BANG record of the conflict between the Sovie
and Germany. While "Day After Day"
been told in a manner that will make "The STUFF FOR THE KIDS.
not the best of the Russian war docu
Underdog" appeal chiefly to youngsters and
While this western is not made up strictly mentaries that have been exhibited in thi
lovers of canine flesh.
The entertainment of the sort of stuff customarily associated country, it still has enough excellent ma
This story of a boy and his dog is sentimental with a vengeance.
The yarn has

i

has a certain

amount of warmth and dra-

Dealing heavily in human inmatic value.
terest, the film should prove a most satisfactory attraction for the family trade.
The boy in the case is Bobby Larson.
The dog is called Hobo. The youngster is
taunted by the other children because he
In
has no one in the country's service.
the hope of quieting them he offers Hobo
to the WAGS.
When the dog fails in
several crucial tests he is returned to his
young master.
The boy is consoled when
the dog does his bit for his country by
putting to flight a group of saboteurs plotting to wreck the defense plant for which
Larson's father, Barton MacLane, works as
a guard.
To make the lad still happier
At the end
MacLane joins the army.
the lad is able to face his young companions with pride.
Young Larson plays sensitively. He makes
many of his scenes real tear-jerkers.
He
and Hobo form an irresistible combination.
MacLane does a fine job as the boy's father.
Others whose work calls for a kind word
are Jan Wiley, Charlotte Wynters and

with horse operas, it still manages to pack
The kids
excitement and action aplenty.
are not likely to be disappointed by what

goes on

in

"Death Valley Manhunt."

Once more Wild

Bill

Elliott plays a

mar-

entrusted with the job of enforcing
law and order and seeing that justice is
All the fuss is over the attempt of
done.
a big oil company to seize a digging behngshal,

Elliott
to an independent operator.
While he is
seeks to settle the matter.
so engaged, a villain connected with the
company starts giving out with a lot
oil
The guy goes to such exof dirty stuff.
tremes that he almost destroys the comBut thanks to Elliott, the story is
pany.
brought to a satisfactory conclusion.
Elliott discharges his assignment with a
vigor that will please the kids considerably.
He gets plenty of help from George "Gabby"
Hayes supplies
Hayes in doing his duty.
many humorous moments that will push
Others who figure promthe film along.
inently in the doings are Anne Jeffreys,
Weldon Heyburn, Herbert Heyes, Davison

ing

terial

make

to

it

a

worthy picture of

it

Highly realistic though much of it
material is, the picture is not the harrowini
exhibit that "The City That Stopped Hitle
Heroic Stalingrad" proved itself, for ex
ample. Even so, this newest Russian docu
mentary is not something that audience
generally will view with relish, being
savage and distressing picture of war ti
the death. There are a number of scene
that take the audience right into the jaw
kind.

—

,

of death.

"Day After Day" may be able
its

to advanci

interests in this countrv by drawing upoi

those
lease,

who saw that fine March
"One Day of War," the

of

Time

re

material fo

which was derived from the film under con
sideration.

vantage

The feature has not the

ad

superb editing that con
tributed so much toward making "One Da'
of War" the effective thing that it was
More careful editing would have madi
"Day After Day" a more potent subjec
than it is.
of

the

Santell.

The picture takes London from the early
days when he was trying to find himself to
the height of his fame as a writer of life in
the raw.
Much time is devoted to his
romance with Charmian a romance that

—

has

its

quota of moving moments.

Because of the kaleidoscopic and eventful life that

London

lived,

the picture could

not have escaped being episodic.
A lot
of the London life has been crowded into
the footage.

Phillips.

Jan

Wiley,

Binyon,

Charlotte
Wynters, Conrad
Elizabeth Valentine, Kenneth Har-

George Anderson, Hobo (dog).
CREDITS: Producer, Max Alexander;

lan,

Di-

William Nigh; Screenplay, Ben Lithacters that many of them are necessarily man; Based on story by Lawrence E. Taysketchy.
H~wever, the characters of Lon- lor, Malvin Wald; Film Editor, Charles
don and Charmian are well realized. Michael Henkel, Jr.; Set Decorator, Harry Rief;
O'Shea plays the author vividly and forcefully. Cameraman, Robert Cline; Sound, Corson
Charmian is enacted charmingly by Susan W. Jowett; Musical Director, Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Hayward.
Other players to be noted are
Osa Massen, Harry Davenport, Frank Craven, Okay.

The

film

is

peopled with so many char-

rector,

Louise Beavers.

To Vote Stricter Curfew
CAST: Michael O'Shea, Susan Hayward,
North Platte, Neb. The city counOsa Massen, Harry Davenport, Frank Craven, Virgina Mayo, Ralph Morgan Louise cilhas voted unanimously to abolish
Beavers, Jonathan Hale, Leonard Strong, the present curfew ordinance affectPaul Hurst, Regis Toomey, Hobart Cava- ing this city's "small fry" and to subnaugh, Olin H?wlin, Albert Van Antwerp, stitute a more stringent measure to
Ernie Adams, John Kelly, Robert Homans, combat juvenile delinquency.
Morgan Conway, Edward Earle, Arthur
Alfred Santell; Screenplay, ErLoft, Lumsden Hare, Brooks Benedict, Mei Director,
Lee Foo, Robert Katcher, Pierre Watkin, nest Pascal; Based on "The Book of Jack
Paul Fung, Bruce Wong, Eddie Lee, John Londcn," by Charmian London; Cameraman,
W. Boyle; Art Director, Bernard
Fisher, Jack Roper, Sven Hugo Borg, Sid John
Musical Director, Fred
Rich;
Dalbrork, Davison Clark, Harold Minjir, Roy Herzbrun;
Gordon, Torben Meyer, Charlene Newman, Film Editor, William Ziegler; Special Ef-

The picture was made under the directioi
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy
White; Director, John English; Screenplay, of 'Mikhail Slutzky. Daniel Pokrass com
Norman S. Hall, Anthony Coldeway; Based posed a good musical score. The Englisl
on story by Fred Myton, Eddy White; Cam- commentary is by William S. Gailmor.
eraman, Ernest Miller; Art Director, Russell
Kimball; Film Editor, Harry Keller; Sound,
Howard Wilson; Set Decorator, Otto Siegel;
Musical Score, Mort Glickman.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Charles Ray, Silent Pix
Star, Dies in Hollywood

—

Edmund Cobb, Wallis Clark, Charles Miller,
Richard Loo, Dick Curtis, Sarah Padden,
Evelyn Finley, Rose Plummer, Charlie Lung.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Bronston;

I

The film pictures one day of war on thi I
two others.
John English directed at a swift pace vast Russian front. The day was June 13 i
from a screenplay by Norman S. Hall and 1942. On that day each of 160 camerameil
Anthony Coldeway which was based on a from the Central Newsreel Studios ol
nice attraction for the family trade.
The stcry by Fred Myton and Eddy White, the Moscow recorded the events of the 2-1
only fault to be found with his work is latter of whom acted as associate producer, hours on his sector of the Russian theatef
his
tendency to go overboard with the Ernest Miller shot the footage in nice of war. That the lensers discharged thei
assignments well is attested by the fac
sentimental stuff. Max Alexander produced fashion.
that when the day was done some o
the film well.
Ben Lithman has some good
CAST: Wild Bill Elliott, George "Gabby"
touches in his screenplay, which is based on Hayes, Anne Jeffreys, Weldon Heyburn, them lay dead. Many of the shots in thi
film, made in the very heat of battle, mak
a yarn by Lawrence E. Taylor and MalHerbert Heyes, Davison Clark, Pierce Lyden,
it
easy to understand the heavy toll o
vin Wald.
Charles
Murray, Jr., Jack
Kirk,
Eddie
cameramen.
CAST: Barton MacLane, Bobby Larson,
Clark, Pierce Lyden and one or

Conrad Binyon.
This, however, doesn't
what beautified.
William Nigh's sympathetic direction conlessen the holding power of the picture,
tributes much to making the production a
which was directed in fine manner by Alfred

i

fects,
Earl

Harry

Redmond;

Wooden.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

(Continued from Page

1)

the last five weeks, Ray had been
confined to Cedars of Lebanon Hospital suffering from a malignant
throat infection. A sister, Beverly,
survives.

A

native of Jacksonville,

111.,

Ray

broke into pix as an actor at $30 a
week and climbed to a weekly pay
With savings of
check of $11,000.
about $500,000, he backed his own
Set
Decorations, producing venture.
A single pic,
"The Courtship of Miles Standish"
PHOTOGRAPHY, v/as a financial flop and Ray never
recovered.

Split Shift

Going

Dispute

to Conciliation

—

Detroit
Disagreement betweei
the RKO Uptown Theater in the sub
urb of Highland Pa:k, and the Inter
national Union of Operating Engi
neers, Local 327, is being referrei
Conciliatioi
State Labor
to
the

Board.
The union is opposing thi
theater position that the enginee
in question work a "split shift."
The union contends that such
split is unfair, and that it must b
avoided, either by adding an extr;
man, or by altering the system o:
handling the heating system, si
that one man can take care of thi
woik in one shift. In some cases
according to union officials, theater;
are employing one man for five days
and another man for the two remain
ing days. The union operates on
This is the onl;
40 hour week.
split shift case in local theaters.
:

i

I

1

J
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"Around the World"

"Silver City Raiders"

with Kay Kyser and His Band

with Russell Hayden

RKO
81 Mins. Columbia
55 Mins.
MUSICAL BINGE HAS A WORLD OF
THIS WESTERN GIVES THE KIDS JUST
ENTERTAINMENT TO OFFER THOSE WHAT THEY WANT; MUSICAL CONWHO RELISH LIVELY RHYTHMS.
TENT PROVES BIG ASSET.
"Around the World"
younger generation.
sheer

DAILY

a field

The

day for the

For the hep cats
the grown-ups it

For

ecstasy.

is

it's
is

kids will

"Silver City

in

what they crave

find just

Raiders,"

a

lightning-paced

western that doesn't pull up for a second.
Gun play, hard riding and hand-to-hand encounters are scattered generously through

* SHORTS *

to

comedian

thrown
is

in to

cerned

lend variety. Plot or story there
fans will not be con-

The Kyser

none.

about

this,

for

the

musical

items
are strictly in the groove as far as they are
concerned.
Certainly the production is
a conglomeration of corn, but that's the
stuff that goes solidly with the young people.

Jimmy

McHugh

and

Harold Adamson
have knocked out a load of tunes for the
film.
All of them are peppy and quite
singable.

The performers
be members of

the films are supposed
a troupe entertaining the
service personnel overseas.
follow them
from hop to hop.
Kyser works like a
to

in

We

beaver to keep the entertainment sizzling.
He dominates the film, although Joan
Davis and Mischa Auer are several of the
other players who take the ball away from
Kyser whenever they are around.
Marcy

named

to the fore.

Dub

sidekick.

who

Taylor,

her intended will

makes

favorable

a

Here

is

and James Cagney ai*e shown in bits
from films representing various
stages in the growth of talking films.
more
A sound short, any way you look

Hayden's

plays

would be
acceptable comedian if he
slowly and more distinctly.

much more

a

spoke

The

impression

fellow

despite

at

it.

the

little of what he says is fathomable.
Hayden has the task of exposing a chap

fact that

"

"Garden of Eatin'
who is trying to seize the ranchers' property Columbia
16 mins.
by waving a phony land grant in their
Garden Humor
faces.
The villain (Paul Sutton) tells them
Mark this down as an anemic comthat the land was deeded to his family by edy shoit.
The players try awfully
king of Spain

the

in

the eighteenth

cen-

The way Hayden and his friends
prove the document to be a fake makes an
tury.

exciting
of

story

action.

from

—

a

story

with

told

a

world

Our hero gets plenty of help

Taylor

and

Bob Wills, who plays a
to be on the side

Alan

Carney, Georgia Carrol!, Harry Babbitt, Ish
Kabibble, Sully Mason, Julie Conway, Diane
Pendleton, Kay Kyser's Band, Jack b Max,
Little Fred's Football Dogs,
Robert Armstrong.

CREDITS: Producer, Allan Dwan; Director, Allan Dwan; Screenplay, Ralph
Spence;
Special

Material,

Director,

C.

Carl

Herzinger;

Bakaleinikoff;

Musical

Jimmy
McHugh, Harold Adamson; Musical NumSongs,

bers

Created and Staged by Nick Castle;
Russell Metty; Art Directors,
Albert S. D'Agostino, Al Herman; Set Decorators,
Darrell Silvera, Claude Carpenter;
Sound, Jean L. Speak; Film Editor, Theron
Warth.

Cameraman,

DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

"Dusty" Rhodes Recovering
Akron, O.
Robert "Dusty"
Rhodes, manager of the Colonial,

—

Akron,
ation in

recovering after an opera Cleveland hospital.

is

Hatcher Sells in Zenia

—

Cincinnati Jack Hatcher has sold
Ohio at Zenia to Sol Aronwitz.

his

the
duty.
of

who pretends

Taylor,
Wills,

baddies,

Alma

Jack

better

Carroll,

Ingram,

discharge

to

Paul

his

Sutton,

Edmund

Luther
Cobb, Art

Mix.

CREDITS:

Producer,

Leon

Barsha; Director, William Berke; Screenplay, Ed Earl
Repp; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Film
Editor,
Jerome
Thorns;
Set
Decorator,

call

off

the m\

parents that she isn't crazy, thai
was all a gag. Jules White produ
and directed. Appearing with 11
Vague are Minerva Urecal and Do
lass Drake.

Priestley;

Cameraman,

Benjamin

Warner

7 mi
Daffy and Funny
Daffy Duck tangles with a G
man called Von Vulture in his lat
adventure. The fellow launches
one-man blitz against the officer
his aide that is flood for a load
laughs. Daffy winds up on top af
an exciting set-to with the villaij
He then sets out to give Hitler a d
The Technicolor tre
of trouble.
ment is extra good in this carte
which is an ace filler. Leon Sch
inger produced capitally.
i

j

I

\

<

j

j

|

j

"The Lion and the Mouse"
(Terrytoon)

20th-Fox

7 mins.

Okay

\

An endless variety of birds is s
jected to the comedy treatment
Lehr. Some of the feathered cr
tures have been caught by the ce
e:m in very funny poses. The sh'

\

has a grand wind-up in which a p
rot executes some amazing mane
ers. Old and young alike will en
the footage immensely.

"The Cocky Bantam"
Columbia

Here

is

6'/i

mi

Funny
a Dave Fleischer anima>

cartoon in Technicolor that is g<
for a few laughs. The short has
added advantage of dealing with
timely subject that conveys a moii
A starving falcon buys a chicken
the black market and immediate
lij
gets into a mess of trouble,
chicken is revealed as an FBI age
At the end it's the clink for the f
con and the Jap who sold him 1
1

(

—

'

"Daffy the Commando"
(Looney Tunes)

The fable of the lion and the mouse
has been treated amusingly in this
Kline.
animated cartoon in Technicolor.
DIRECTION, All Right.
PHOTOGRA- The lion finds his generosity in sparPHY, Good.
ing the mouse's life well repaid when
he falls into a trap. The rodent,
transforming himself into SuperMono. Holds Preview Party
rout the hounds menacing chicken.
Monogram will hold a special pre- mouse,
lion and gains the king of beast's
view in the Waldorf-Astoria Star- the
release. The kids especially will find
"Tropical Sportland"
light
Roof at 2:30 p.m. today
something to laugh about in this
(Sports Parade)
of its new feature, "Where Are
10 mi:
Warner
Your Children?", dealing with juve- short.
Plenty of Eye Appeal
nile delinquency.
Jackie Cooper,
"You Dear Boy"
Patricia Morison and Gale Storm
Florida scenes caught in Tech
18 mins. color make this a visual delight. T
head the cast. A cocktail reception Columbia
All Right
will follow the screening.
subject loses none of its interest
This one is all Vera Vague. The spite the familiarity of its conten
actress' scatterbrain antics provide The film takes the audience or.
George Landis Hospitalized
a load of laughs, even though the tour of the cypress gardens and
Indianapolis
George Landis, material is pretty silly. Miss Vague fers views of some of the sports i
branch manager for 20th-Fox, is con- is anxious to break her engagement which Florida is noted. Andre
fined to the hospital following the to a chap she hasn't seen since LaVarre directed.
Sidney Blackrr
recurrence of an old malady.
childhood. She remembers him as a speaks the narration.
Robert

i

"Fuss and Feathers"
(Lew Lehr Dribble Puss Parade
hard to squeeze laughs out of the
material at hand, but the results 20th-Fox
9 m:
aren't too happy. Only the kids will
Very Funny
Lew Lehr invades the bird wc
be above indifference to what happens in the film. Slim Summerville for his latest venture in come
is starred as a gardener who has a The results are extremely hilaric

talent for getting into trouble. When
he moves on to Arizona, his nephew
leaves home to be with him, the kid
McGuire, Wally Brown, Alan Carney and
Hayden gets good support from everyone. being fonder of him than of his own
Ish Kabibble are some of the others
who Wills also helps out with the singing chores. father. The comic
is suspected of
add to the fun.
Sutton makes a very effective head vil- kidnapping the youngster.
After a
Allan Dwan produced and directed with
lain.
Alma Carroll adds to the film's big to-do, everything is settled satisa loose hand.
Ralph Spence did the screen- eye
appeal.
factorily.
Bobby Larson, Chester
play, with Carl Herzinger providing addiWilliam Berke has supplied ripping direcConklin and Christine Mclntyre aptional material.
C. Bakaleinikoff did a tion under Producer
Leon Barsha.
Ed Earl pear with Summerville.
Harry Edstalwart job as musical director.
Repp did the screenplay.
wards directed, with Hugh McColCAST: Kay Kyser, Mischa Auer, Joan
CAST: Russell Hayden. Bob Wills, Dub lom producing.
Davis, Marcy McGuire, Wally Brown,
sheriff

teiribly unattractive kid and
desires no part of him. She is
love with a chap who has looks t\
muscles. Miss Vague carries on
a maniac in the hope the parents

"The Voice That Thrilled
riage.
When she discovers t
the World"
both men are one and the same,
Warner
20 mins. has a tough time convincing

He's a chubby chap

Taylor

,

]

First-Rate
a brief history of talking
films. The featurette is an extremely
the footage.
The film guarantees its sucinteresting and absorbing item that
cess with western fans by incorporating a
takes the audience back to the days
considerable amount of music in the story.
of George Eastman's experiments.
Russell Hayden, who has been playing
It touches the high spots in the desecond fiddle to a number of western stars,
velopment of the talkers light down
cession of musical numbers following one steps out as
top man in "Silver City
John Rarrymore,
another breathlessly.
Most of them are of Raider." He shoulders his new responsibility to the present.
the jive school.
The entertainment keeps well and conducts himself in a manner that Giovanni Martinelli, the New York
going furiously from first toot to last.
A will gain him added popularity with the Philharmonic Orchestra, Al Jolson,
Ethel Waters, George Arliss, Paul
lot of comedy of the obvious sort that apyoungsters.
The film also brings a new
Muni, the Ballet Russe, Gary Cooper
peals heavily to unsophisticated people is
be too much of the same thing.
However,
being
deliberately
aimed
at
young tastes, at those who go in tor the
Kay Kyser brand of entertainment, the
production is certain to get a lively play
at the box office.
The film is nothing more than a suclikely

.V

jj

i

November

dnesday,

24, 1943
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irk to

See Hazen

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS Trade Reforms Vice

day on Decree Talk
(Continued from fay.'

"Our Alaskan Frontier"

"The Hopeful Donkey"

(Vitaphone Varieties)

(Terrytoon)

Warner

1)

10 mins.

Lber of the New England Inde>ent Exhibitors we:e in Clark's

20th-Fox

N. Y. Legislature!

7 mins.

Good

(Continued from Page

Fair

was retained by

The footage deals with a donkey
Again Alaska has been made the
yesterday, conferring with subject of a short.
The film takes who flees fiom his master to save
k and Wright for nearly two the audience on a quick tour of the himself from being disposed of beThe animal des.
Their attitude, as expressed territory, with emphasis placed on cause of old age.
months ago in a lengthy brief the place of the country in the cides to go to town in hope of beOn his
with Clark, remains that di- present scheme of things. The foot- coming a great musician.
ement is the only solution to the age conveys a good picture of the way he picks up a dog, a cat and a
(try distribution problem.
wealth of resources that lies within rooster who are in the same fix as
:?ide from divorcement however, the borders of Alaska.
A glimpse of himself. The four make heroes of
y gave us some new slants," the Alaska military highway (the themselves by putting a villain to
k said, adding that nothing they Alcan Road) brings the film to a flight. The appeal here is more to
The
rested yesterday differed in prin- close.
The treatment gives the sub- children than to grown-ups.
from the points outlined in their ject a sense of timeliness. A good cartoon is in Technicolor.

said to have set up a
legislative action.
Industry sources indicated some
doubt as to the practicability of the
reported move on the part of the
ITOA, inasmuch as motion pictures
come under interstate commerce and
states cannot control interstate commerce under the U. S. constitution.

and is
program for

n

the Department of
not likely to demand
*t distributors all adopt the
me contract forms, the New
gland group spoke at length
their desire that
uniform
itracts and uniform contract
nisions be required.
ey complained specifically about
1-G-M contract, Clark said, beit does
not indicate rentals
the contract is signed insertental rates two weeks or more

though

slice is

i

e

the picture

is

exhibited.

;tributors have not raised any
ition to using standard contracts,
ht said
adding that the sub-

—

has not arisen during discusbetween Government and distor representatives. "That's not
province, " he said.
exhibitors complained also
2
checkers for the distributors,
ring that distributes gain ination
concerning a theater's
ess to which it is not entitled

,

;

.

.

;

checkers.
They objected
that the presence of checkers

.gh

ie a theater in

a small town

to lower the repute of the thein the eyes of the public, who

'

ot understand the purpose of
hecker. They suggested that if
butors want to check to make
in they are getting their proper
ntage they should audit the exn-'s books, or check on his ad-

on tax payments.

WB

"Film-Vodvil"
1—No. 3)

Columbia

Lamp"

Fair

(Terrytoon)

20th-Fox

7

mins.

Good
Sergeant Cat and Private Gandy
Goose are the characters.
Gandy
falls asleep and dreams that he and
the sergeant are in China where they

meet Aladdin.
Wondrous things
happen to our heroes, thanks to the
magic wrought by Aladdin's lamp.
The two make the most of their
dream. The animated cartoon has
plenty of laughs. This one

11 mins.

is

in Tech-

nicolor.

"Yokel Duck Makes Good"
(Terrytoon)
20th-Fox
7 mins.
Highly Amusing

The central character is a yokel
duck selling brushes. His efforts to
interest a family of ducks and a
couple of swans in his wares are
cruelly rebuffed. He is a pitiful figure until a sinister bird of prey appears on the scene and attempts to
seize a duckling. The yokel rises to
the occasion, puts the invader to
flight and is honored as a hero by
those who spurned him. The Technicolor cartoon is good fun.

A

—

Gordon and His Educated Dogs;
the Three Samuels, dancers; Arthur
Blake, mimic, and Zeb Carver and

His Hillbilly Band. Blake, who also
functions as master of ceremonies,
is easily the best thing in the short.
He gives several imitations that
are swell.
The producer is B. K. distributed as prizes to the field
forces.
Blake.
A rodeo and wild west motif, in
"Screen Snapshots"
place of last year's military flavor,
will be utilized in banners, order
(Series 23— No. 4)
Columbia
9 mins. blanks, stationery and other accessories for the drive.
Good
Here is a memory-stirring short
which should draw heavy interest Mich.
V. C. Banquet Dec. 6
Creating a
from the old-timers.
Detroit—Variety Club of Michsense of nostalgia are glimpses of
some of the screen stars of other igan will hold its annual election of
days, plus views of a few of the officers on Dec. 6, combining the
present-day luminaries in the early event with a banquet for the first
days of their film careers. Among time in the history of the organizathose seen in the film are William tion. Event will be held in the main
S. Hart, ZaSu Pitts, Eugene O'Brien, ballroom of the Book Cadillac Hotel.
Norma Talmadge, Charles Ray, HerRawlinson, Ronald
bert
Colman, Mrs. Seplowin Under Knife
Greta Gar bo, Norma Shearer, Mary)
Detroit
Mrs. Samuel Seplowin,
Pickford, Charles Laughton, Deanna
wife of the Republic district manDurbin.
age:
is in the University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, for an
Technicolor for "Vienna"
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY operation.
Hollywood W. R. Frank plans
j

—

,

for

Broadway

Negro Marches On,

Inc.,

has read-

ied a film on the Negro and his part
in the war effort under the title

3

Omaha

—The Variety club here has

!

was

1)

and
Western
division
sales manager, and Norman H. Moray, short subject sales manager,
from the last of a series of regional
meetings to set up machinery for the
campaign.
Moray was again named by Kalmenson as Captain of the campaign,
with $33,500 in War Bonds to be
Southern

-

Negro Pic

elected the following crew men for
the coming year: Harold Johnson,
by Maj. George Ike Rubin, Jess McBride, Henry Mcns.
Grath, Bill Barker, Gene Blazier,
Frank Hannon, Meyer Stern, Joe
ole "Bernadette" Bow
Scott, Sam Epstein, Glen Rogers.
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
iywood Twentieth-Fox's "Song Cincy Gets "Happy Land"
ernadette" will have a dual
World premiere of 20th - Fox's
premiere Christmas Day at the "Happy Land" has been set for Dec.
ay Circle and United Artists 2 in Cincinnati.
The company is
srs, following an invitation pre- planning a special exploitation cam'on the 21st at the Carthay Cir- paign for the film' which will make
heavy use of radio.

g|jte

(Continued from Page

variety of entertainment is offered vaudeville lovers in this item.
Four acts display their stuff Al

—

make

his next picture, "Springtime in Vienna," in Technicolor, as
to

"We've Come a Long, Long Way,"
subject especially lends itself
it is announced by Jack Goldberg, the
Sequence for "Army"
Original story
idon (By Cable)— "My British head of the company, who says that to this treatment.
jy," a number added to "This plans are being made to show the is being written by Alfred Zeisler,
who will direct, and Herbert C. Philfilm on Broadway.
i Army" by Irving Berlin when
lips.
how opened at the Palladium,
lmed after last night's perform- Omaha V. C. Elects Board
f or inclusion in prints of the
e version to be distributed by
ers in Great Britain.
The se-

Yipee!
Goes Western
For Round-up Sales Drive

(Serial

"Aladdin's

work

tors

booking.

anxious for standardizaof contracts, Clark said,

to

a formula on trade practices
several months ago.
It is understood that he has been delving into
the various problems of the exhibi-

;

illy

1)

ITOA

out

i

The New Englanders are espe-

the

Mimi Forsythe

W est

in

New

Role

THE FILM DAILY
Mimi Forsythe, who

Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

directed

made her screen debut

—

Hirsh Taking CAF Lineup
Melvin Hirsch of Crystal Pictures,
Inc., has closed a deal with Walther
Loewendahl, chairman of the board

in "Three
Russian Girls," has been signed to
play the feminine lead in "Sensations of 1944," in support of the star,
Eleanor Powell.

of Concert Artists Films, to handle
domestic and foreign distribution of

the latter company's product.
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Industry's Part
In 4th

War Loan

WAC

WAC

have been accompanied by Oscar
Doob, Loew's New York publicity
chief, but Doob had to cancel his

moment.
Attempt was made by Fabian to
see Bruce Smith, administrative assistant to WMC Chief Paul V. McNutt, but Smith was tied up in conference most of the day, and no contact was made.
trip at the last

Communications Exhibit

Shows War-Effort Products
Western Electric yesterday opened
Manhattan Center a two-day dem-

onstration of its war effort products.
Intended primarily for the personnel of WE,
T & T and Bell Laboratories, the display will go on tour
factories in Clifton and Bayof
onne, N. J., Hawthorne Works, Chicago, and Point Breezy Works in
Baltimore.
The exhibition consists of three
large diagrams illustrating how the

A

WE

ELL,

RKO.

ASSIGNMENTS
EDWARD

LILLEY, director, "Has Anybody
Seen Kelly?", Universal.

Here

MIKLOS ROZSA, musical score, "The Man
Half Moon Street," Paramount.

in

CASTINGS
HILLARY BROOKE, "The Road to Utopia,"
Paramount;
CHESTER MORRIS and NANCY
KELLY, "Gambler's Chance," Paramount; ALLYN JOSLYN, "The Horn Blows at Midnight,"
Warners; RAY MALONE, "Slightly Terrific,"
Universal; W. C. FIELDS, "Song of the Open
Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA; RUTH DONCHESTER

has cancelled
"Junior Miss,"
"The Male Animal," "The First
Year" for our armed forces due to
lack of funds caused by its increased
activity in supplying entertainment
for U. S. uniformed forces overseas,
it
was stated yesterday by Lawrence Phillips, executive vice-presiof

dent.

Ord Theater

to Honey
Ord, Neb. M. Biemond, owner of
the Ord theater here, will turn over
his house to Fay Honey after Jan. 1.
Honey previously was an exhibitor
at Tecumseh and for a short time
managed the Grand at Grand Island.

—

Sheldon Theater Sold
Sheldon, 111.— The

250-seat

Shel-

don was purchased by George Anderson of Lake Forest, from Clayton
E. Jones.

Part-

M-G-M; CLAUDIA DRAKE, "SpringW. R. Frank.
CHARLES QUICLEY, "National Barn Dance,"
Paramount; OLCA SAN JUAN, "You Can't Ration
Love," Paramount; EDGAR BUCHANAN,
in

Vienna,"

"Mr. Winkle Goes to War," Columbia; CHRIS
DRAKE, "Marine Raiders," RKO.

filing

of final briefs,

was asked

*

ARMY

*

CARL KNOX, manager, Strand, Newport, Ky.
MEYER COLDINC, Smith Chain Theaters, Syracuse, N. Y.

bj„

the defense.
Earlier, defense attorneys agreed
TITLE SWITCHES
admittance of documentarjj
formerly,
"Tenderloin," to the
"Gambler's Chance,"
evidence, offered by the plaintiff
Paramount.
"Gildersleeve's Ghost,"
formerly "Gildersleeve, showing
Stanley-Warner Theaters
Detective," RKO.
income for the years 1941-1943 01
condition that it be amended by i
STORY PURCHASES
RACHAEL MADDUX'S "Turnip's Blood," Sam list of their own showing attend]
Wood.
ance figures for the same house.'J
from 1928 to date. Goldman's atRegister Interest
torney, William Gray, ai gued thathe figures other than for the year;
In
Goldman operated the Erlanger The
ater were not relevant, but agreed tt
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
submission.
Washington
Interest in trade- its
marks, commercial prints or labels
now or formerly held by enemy na- Pittsburgh V. C. Elects
tionals must be registered with the
Alien Property Custodian by Feb. 1, Feinstein Chief Barker
it was announced yesterday. The purpose of the order is to locate such
Pittsburgh
The local Variety
interests and to aid in the adminis- Club has elected these new officers
tration of those marks held by APC. Chief Barker, Harry Feinstein; Is
No report need be made if the interest was assistant chief barker, William Fin
acquired prior to 1939, if no money has
been paid to a foreign national since that kel; 2nd assistant chief barker, B. D
date.
For the purpose of the order, a "Buck" Stoner; Secretary, Al Weib
"designated foreign national" is a resident linger; Treasurer, James H. Alex
of any country other than the American
Republics, the British Commonwealth or ander.
the U.S.S.B.
Last night a midnight supper wa
A second order also announced yesterday held in the Cardinal Room of th
|

I

THE FILM DAILY
Washington—John S. Allen, M-GM branch manager, was elected chief
Washington Bureau of

barker of Tent No. 11, Variety Club,
here.
Allen succeeds Sam Wheeler
of the Wheeler Film Co., long-time
Twentieth-Fox branch head here.
First assistant chief barker for the
next term will be Fred Kogod of the

Kogod-Burke circuit, with John E.
Fontaine, Paramount branch manager second assistant chief barker.
Sam Galanty and Jake Flax, Columbia and Republic branch managers,
retain their posts as treasurer and
secretary, respectively.
The new Board of Governors includes Carter

T.

Barron,

Loew's

division

manager;

Berger, M-G-M division manager; AlFlax, George Crouch, Warners Bros.;

Harry Baehman,

Circle

Theater

—

requires reporting of royalties due and payable to APC with respect to the interests
already vested by the cxistodian in trademarks, commercial prints and labels and
agreements relating thereto.

and Wade

Pearson, district manager for the Neighborhood Theaters (Virginia) circuit.

Benefit for

—

Youth Center

As Vandalism Antidote

Theater Labor in

Wins New

Cuba

Benefits

Havana (By Air Mail

—Theater

—Passed

by

William Penn Hotel in honor of th
retiring Chief Barker, Brian
Donald, and his fellow officers.
Because of the war and transpor
tation conditions, for the second tim
in its history the local tent will no
hold its annual banquet.

M

Local F-51, I A, Keeping

labor has won
new benefits as result of a decis- Jack Finkelstein Prexy
Detroit Sol Krim, manager of the ion handed down by the department
Jack Finkelstein will get anothe
Krim Theater in the suburb of High- of labor in the dispute between exland Park, is staking a special mid- hibitors and ushers, cashiers, ticket term as head of the Film Exchang
night benefit show Friday to raise takers, washroom attendants and Employes Union, Local F-51, IATSi;
as result of being unopposed fo
$1,000 for the establishment of a other front-of-the-house help.
youth center in the suburb.
Krim
Besides a minimum salary for nomination for the presidency. Nomi
is using this practical means as an
ushers and washroom attendants^ nated for vice-president are Irvin
additional contribution of the the- the new regulations provide for va- Baron, Hannah Traeger, and Agne,
secretary
recording
ater to the juvenile delinquency cations with pay for all workers in McLaughlin;
problem of his community.
Show theaters, three days' pay per month Eleanor Howard and Gertrude Re
is being sponsored by the Highland
in cases of illness and recognition of man; financial secretary and treas
Park Junior Chamber of Commerce. seniority rights where dismissals urer, Angelina Mazzei and Mildre
Weber. Murray Bluetreich is uno^
are concerned.
posed for sergeant-at-arms.
Lorenz Hart Rites Today
The election is scheduled for De<
in French Gets
Final rites for Lorenz Hart, noted
14 at the Lincoln Hotel. The insta
Broadway lyricist who had collabor- Premiere in
lation exercises will be held at tli
ated with Richard Rodgers, will be
held this afternoon in the Universal
Quebec French dubbed version of
Funeral Chapel, Lexington Ave., near
Cut In Space
"All This and Heaven, Too," recent52nd St. Interment will be in Mount
ly completed by Warners with a view
Adv.
Zion Cemetery, Maspeth, L. I. Hart,
to the reopening of the French marAn approximate 50 per
Cleveland
48, died of pneumonia in Doctor's
ket, had its world premiere at the
Hospital Monday night.
cent increase in radio advertising has
Capitol here last night.
Charles
followed the rationing of newspaper
B-oyer's voice is heard in the French
exploitaspace,
local
advertising
Kummer, Dramatist, Dead
version, but otherwise there's a new
Results, they state,
tion men report.
Baltimore
Frederick Arnold cast of voices.
Micheline Cheirel
are highly satisfactory.
Kummer, 70, playwright and novel- speaks for Bette Davis. Pic is titled
ist, is dead here after a long illness. "Le Ciel et Toi."

Censor)

—

ATAHT

Quebec

—

Jumps

50%

Radio

TO THE COLORS!

1)

the suit. Both sides will file briefa
within the next two weeks and ar
additional week will be allowed coun
sel for both sides to answer th(^
briefs. Oral argument, following the

<

Domestic Play Tours
tours

St.

Washington Variety Club Must
Names Allen Chief Barker
Enemy's Trademarks

len,

USO-Camp Shows

in

ington,"

CAVANAUCH,

Trust Suit

(Continued from Page

HARRY DAVENPORT, HUGH MAR-

and ROBERT SCULLY, "Meet Me.
Louis," M-C-M; GREER CARSON, "Mrs.

time

Rudy

domestic

JR.,

LOWE
year,

company's equipment is being used Kogod, Galant, Nathan D. Golden, Departon the home front and in the war ment of Commerce motion picture specialist;

USO-Camp Shows Cancels

Goldman

and CRANT MITCHELL, "Cinderella
Jones," Warners; TOM DRAKE, HENRY DANI-

SIGNED
one year, W. R. Frank.
HILLARY BROOKE, termer, Paramount.
WHELAN,
producer-director,
TIM
one

HOBART

1943d

CLUTE

CLAUDIA DRAKE,

NELLY,

24,

Defense Rests in

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

(Continued from Page 1)
indicates that participation might
rival in magnitude, if not exceed, the
industry's job in the Third War Loan
drive last September.
Before final
plans can be set it will be necessary
that a tri-partite conference among
and the Holthe Treasury, the
lywood Victory Committee be held
in order that the extent of star participation may be clearly outlined.
The
trio was originally to

at

Wednesday, November

—

—
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MAJORS APART ON FOUR POINTS

J,

idie Producers to
inference with Assistant
torney General Clark to
Held in Capital Friday

Voice Decree Views to U.

Reeling 'Round--

WASHINGTON

S.

Circuit Expansion, Pooling of Theaters, Forcing of
Product and Cancellation and Unsolved Problems; Gov't
Will Insist Upon a Liberal Cancellation Provision

By ANDREW H. OLDER
The five consenting companies and the Department of Justice
independent producers
are
said to be "at loggerheads" over four major issues in the
WASHINGTON
given
an
opportunity
i\
be
RODGERS message to Allied's Mil- alteration of the New York consent decree, it was learned
present their views on re- DILL
" waukee meeting calling for an end
Wednesday.
nping the New York consent deto the public airing of industry laundry,
The four issues were reported to
e next Friday when a representahere.
The

The

of the indies will confer in
shington with Tom C. Clark, as:ant attorney general. Clark, who
i

s

New York

in

on Wednesday,

struck a responsive chord down
M-G-M sales chief referred to the effect
of such ill-advised action on the public.

en

tion

(Continued on Page 4)

the effect of such acGovernment.
.That essento individual beefs regard-

Equally pertinent

the

applies

tially

is

.

Prexies With Coe on

Next Speaking Tour

be circuit expansion, pooling of theaters, forcing of product and can-

cellation.
It was said that the D of J
had been placed in a bad spot
on a few occasions when major
circuits had acquired theaters
and reported the transaction after the deal had been made.

.

Two

public luncheon-meetings at
Charles Francis Coe, viceov'l
p esident and general counsel of the
MPPDA, will be the guest speaker
Hereafter, it was said, circuits
they don't raise the industry in the esteem have been set for mid-January in
(Continued on Page 7)
ejected in Britain
Several of
of the agencies to which they dribble in. Chicago and Cleveland.
If it's an intra- industry matter, the reaction
the company presidents will accomCalls
.ondon (By Cable)
Dr. Hugh is, "Why don't they work out their own prob- pany Coe on the speaking trip, a
(Continucd on Page 2)
new departure from the previous
tton, president of the Board of
practice.
ide, turned down the request of
Films Council for the appointThe Chicago meeting is being
nt of a Royal commission to insponsored by the Executive Club,
Profit
tigate the British film industry
(Continued on Page 4)
UA's division and district manag1 charges from some quarters that
ers will convene at the home office
(Continued on Page 8)
Monday for the first of a series of
for
9,000 000 Admissions to
sales meetings, Carl Leserman, gening,

for

instance,

film

rentals,

manpower

any one of a number of other things.
It's
not that most or all of these complaints might not be legitimate, it's that
aid or

Film Inquiry

which
-

—

Leserman

UA

Meet Monday

Sales

60.9% Net

Jump

ho Told

mned

That U.
Block-Booking?
P. R.

told Puerto Rican exhibs.
the U. S. Supreme Court has

med block-booking and
?

FWTBT

S.

Who
it

Pix Slocks

blind-sell-

profit jump of 60.9
per cent over last year, amusement
company stocks listed on the N. Y.
Stock Exchange lead all other industries in percentage of net gain
for the first nine months of 1943,

Showing a net

the magazine Exchange reported
department executives Wednesday.
know, following
Estimated net of the five compa(Continued on Page 5)
nies surveyed was $7,489,000 for the
period. All showed a profit for the
period and a gain over the first nine

foreign
i-

e

would

like to

Vp-State

Snow

Hits

(Continued on Page 8)

Deliveries, Grosses
— The record breaking

Albany
storm

grosses
cities

-

week

knocked
50 per cent in the
and villages in this exchange
early
off

in

the

while the snow-drifts
missouts inevitable.

some

made

The territory above Claytcn, Port
Henry and Granville was said to have
ben hit particularly hard.
Local exchange borkers said Wednesday there were no missouts Monday
j

night,

but

that

some Tuesday

shows did not reach Northern
York towns in time.

New

Key Spots

Gear hart Move

to

In City's

Exchange

-

to

27

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

The

industry's

Fire

chances for holding the 1944 admissions tax rate to below two cents on
Toronto The machinery was in the dime rests solely with the Senmotion Wednesday to hold a fi"e ate now.. The House, passed by a
marshal's inquiry to fix responsible voice vote late Wednesday the huge
ity for the fire which swept most new tax bill as submitted by the
of Toronto film headquarters, with Ways and Means Committee after

—

(Continued on Page 5)

manager, announced Wed-

Charge

Recommit Shouted Down

Toronto Gov't Inquiry

-

e al sales

nesday.
Paid admissions to Para.'s "For
Highlights of the two-day session
Whom the Bell Tolls" ah-eady have will be the discussion of sales polihit nearly 9,000,000 in approximately cies
on forthcoming product and
200 kev engagements to date, it was
(Continued on Page 8)
said Wednesday by Charles M. Reagan, assistant sales manager. Rea- Court Dismisses Extort
gan reported that in many spots, the
Against Pierce
nix was hitting new highs for extended runs of advanced price pix
The indictment against Ralph
and for gross receipts.
Pierce of Chicago, one of the eight
is
enterFWTBT
York,
New
In
defendants on trial in Fede al Court
(Continued on Page 4)
on charges of conspiracy to extort
more than $1,000,000 from the industry, was dismissed on Wednesday

House for 20% Tax 200

by

territory,

in 200

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Hub's Owl Theater
Experiment Cliching

—

Boston
Former Fine Arts Theater
has reopened as the Owl, operating
from 11 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. Sunday
House, seating 750,
through Friday.
is
in the s?me building as Lnew's
State.

New

York policy looks like a
house jammed.

solid success, with the

3*
Reeling 'Round -

Teen-Age Femmes
Said Worst Vandals

-

Vol. 84, No. 101
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intra-industry

matter,

wartime, must depend
how strong a case is made for in-

upon
dustry

in

There

essentiality.

again,

a

re-

sponsible

representative organization can
present the case and can command respect
which very few individual exhibitors can do
regardless of how well they present their
case. .. .Exhibitors have such organizations.

they were to

call upon them, rather than
attempt individual action, their chance
of success, whatever the matter, wculd be
far better, and they would be presenting a
far more harmonious industry picture
to
the view of Government agencies.
If

to

•
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an
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of

pix

will

be

made

in

the next Red Cross funds campaign,
according to present plans.
The campaign
will

get under way
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one-reeler for the campaign. Last
year
put out a reel showing the home
front aspects of Red Cross work in collecting materials for shipment abroad. This
time a sequel will be released, showing
the reception by the fight'ng troops of the
materials sent by the Red Cross.
Footage
from the Navy, the Signal Corps, the OSS
and many other sources will be included,
and the reel will be released through the
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What have you?

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
Chicago,

its

Ways and Means Comnew tax bill devoted only

the adm'ssirn
the additional

be raised

was learned Wednesday.
The company has currently

six

productions in woik, with 36 other
properties, scripts of which are completed or nearly completed.
The
sextet before the cameras comprises
"My Reputation," with Barbara
Stanwyck; "The Horn Blows at Midnight," with Jack Benny; "Hollywood Canteen," with an all-star
cast; "Mr. Skeffington," with Bette
Davis; "Outward Bound," with John
Ga field and Paul Henreid, and
"Rhapsody in Blue."
In refusing to reduce its current
high rate of production Warner
Bros, is understood to be impelled
by the fact that the country will
find itself in better shape to increase
its number of releases should the
market warrant it next year. The
company feels that maintenance of
its present schedule of production
will place it in an extremely advantageous position should the war terminate by next year.
n

report of the

mittee on

hoped

•

•

it

tax,

money

stating
it

is

badly needed, and
that the amusement industry generally has
profited greatly from the currently expanded
national income. If was given in the House
the same day the Internal Revenue Bureau
is

announced the greatest single month's
admissions tax collection in history.
By
sheer coincidence or something else, that

from

arrived

the

Cc

JACK SKIRBALL

arrived

EUGENE FRENKE

is

town

in

yesteri

town from the Cc
Edward Peskay, his K
in

conferences with
York representative,
on
the
distribution
"Three Russian Girls," which United Art
for

will

release.

N. H. RUIZ, head of Pan-American Newsr
will depart for Havana the first week of
cember on business. He will be gone a mor

JOHN KIRBY, Atlanta district manager
Paramount, and KERMIT STENGEL, general m
of the Crescent Amusement Co., Na
ville,
are in New York conferring with H
ager

Owen,

Paramount Eastern

division

ma

sales

ger.

ARTHUR

RIFLEY,

co-producer

of UA's "Voice in the Wind"
conferring with executives on
vertising plans.

is

and
in

sales

direc

New

III.

The project in Ontario for emergFrederick W. R. Pride of New
York has been appointed by the ency film centers to meet Winter
United States Navy Department as delivery problems fill be adopted in
general counsel of the Price Adjust- other provinces of Canada, it was rement Board of the Navy, such ap- ported yesterday.
pointment to become effective Nov.
Under the setup, missouts and de30.
The Price Adjustment Board layed transportation will be overis in charge of all re-negotiation of come by the establishment of emergwar contracts made by the Navy.
ency centers where exhibitors may
Pride, a graduate of Ohio State get programs when scheduled films
University and the Harvard Law fail to arrive due to storms.
School, was born in Portsmouth, O.
In Ontario, the following theaters
He has been since 1937 a member will serve as centers: Capitol, Windof the New York law firm of Dwight, sor; Granada, Hamilton;
Capitol,
Harris, Koegel & Caskey, counsel Ottawa; Capitol, Sudbury; Capitol,
for 20th Century-Fox, and is one of London; Capitol, Kingston; Broadprincipal attorneys for the film com- way, Timmons, and Empire, Cochpany.
rane.

Y

and

Report Walsh Removes
Chi. Operator Officials

—

Chicago
The Herald-Americ
Wednesday night said Internatioi
President Richard Walsh of i
IATSE had removed temporarily
officers
of the Chicago Operate
Union, including President Pel
Shayne; Clarence Jalas, secretai
treasurer;
John Smith, busim
agent; George Krag, Joseph Bei

stein

and James Cisco, members

executive board.
Hearing
charges are scheduled for today
Felix Snow, vice-president fn
Kansas City is temporarily in chai
Nate Cross, the Herald- Ameriq
columnist, says that Chicago thea
owners may petition the City coi
cil for permission to operate th
own projectors owing to opera'
shortages. There was no confirn
tion on this statement.
the

2

are in the market for Used opera chairs
any quantity.
also can use any

844 South Wabash Ave.

Despite the existence of a backlog
of 18 productions either completed or
in the process of being edited, War-

O'SHEA

V4

Little

quantity of standards only.

With 18 in Backlog, WB
To Keep Production in High

MICHAEL
Wednesday.

Navy Names Pride Counsel Emergency Film Centers
— "i/ Of Price Adjustment Board To be Adopted in Canada
—

Whitefield, N. H.—The Little Theater, 250-seat, has been sold by the
Goodwin Brothers to Charles W.
Brown of Lynn, Mass. Harold P.
LaDuke will continue as manager.

We

WAC

It is probable also that
will
contribute a special trailer for the drive.

was timing.
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Warner Bros

I/4

tapestry, stolen faucets and fixtures.
Situation is all the more serious in
the face of the shortage of such
material and difficulty of getting
workmen to make repairs.
Arrests are made only occasionally as was the case last week when
a 16-year-old boy was held for
throwing the stuffings from a balcony seat on to the patrons below
in Shea's Buffalo.

ties rolling in high gear to guard
itself against any future contingency,

a special

THE
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he wrote the female of the species
PAT MURPHY, Movie Stars Parade 'Ed
is more deadly than the male, for of the Ideal Women's Croup is back from Ho
wood
after a two-week stay.
teen-age juvenile vandalism, ramHENR! ELMAN, Chicago franchise hoi
pant here, finds girls the worst offor PRC, and HARRY ALLAN, company's Ca
fenders by far.
dian
franchise
holder,
arrived
in
New
Most frequent complaints are of over the Thanksgiving holiday for home oflY
broken plumbing, defaced walls and conferences.
furniture, slashed curtains, broken
FRANZ WAXMAN, Warners musical direc
seats, cut and ripped curtains and arrived from the Coast Wednesday.

ners will keep its production activi-

"movie

COfllinG and GOiTlC

from nabe exKipling was right when

March, but the dates

in

1!

it

week" have not yet been
set... March of Time is again making up
for

MOT

FINANCIAL

—Take

hibs. here,

go to the proper agency?"
The reaction might be quite different
if one complaint,
backed by an organization
representing hundreds of exhibitors
were to come in, but there the organization
would determine beforehand whether there
was any point to bringing in its complaint,
and to which agency it should properly go
or

26,

Buffalo

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page
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November 26
Frances

Dee

Leon Holmes

Julian Johnson
Philip Longdon

November 27
Spencer Charters
Herbert J. Ochs
John Hunter

Astrid Allwyn

Madge Hunt
Booth

November 28
Emerson Yorke
John Willard
Melville A. Shauer

Maurice McKenzi
David Miller
G.

R.

Keyser

HAPPY HOLIDAYS WITH

RKO!

R K

O

RADIO

Watch the Grosses Climb HIGHER AND HIGHER

Friday,

November

26, 19
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Indie Producers to

Voice Decree Views
{Continued from Page

said that he

wanted

to hear

resented at the Washington hearing,

understood that they include

is

those

who make

pictures for major

release and not those
ducer-distributors.

It

Nov. 29:
den.

what the

independent producers had to say
about the decree before making a
decision on the anti-trust action.
While Clark declined to identify
the indie producers who will be repit

Nov. 26-28: Academy's third annual
raphy show, Hollywood.

1)

who are prowas reported

that the independents involved are
not opposed to theater divorcement.
Clark said Wednesday that the Department of Justice's decision on
what action to take on the decree
would be made shortly after his parleys with the independent producers.

As

of Wednesday, he had not received a final draft of the consenting
companies' recommendations for decree changes. If a new suit is filed
against the majors, the action will
be taken against affiliated and large

independent circuits, Clark said.

Nov.

9,000,000 Admissions to
in 200 Key Spots
its

nite

engagement at the

grosses
level.

twentieth week of an indefiRivoli,

and

maintaining

a strong
The pic closed at the Four
in Hollywood on Wednesday
are

Star
night after the most successful engagement any roadshow picture has
had in Los Angeles during the past
six years.
FWTBT played a total
of 15 weeks in Hollywood-Los Angeles, and during that time was seen

by some 425,000 persons. The picture played 12 weeks concurrently
at two houses, the Carthy Ciicle
and United Artists, and continued
its engagement at the Four Star
for three weeks at the same price
scale, really giving the attraction a
total Hollywood run of 27 weeks.

In San Francisco,

FWTBT

played

at three different houses for a total
of 11 weeks. Currently,
is
going into a ninth week at the Wilson Theaters in Detroit, whe:e for its

FWTBT

weeks the picture played
day-and-date both at the Wilson and
United Artists Theaters. The picture
completed a nine-week run at the
Ohio Theater, Cleveland, on Wednesinitial five

day.

Among new engagements, the pic
opens at the Malco, Memphis, Sunday for an indefinite run.

•

•

Marraige of Ensign Arthur James
Pegler, son of Jack Pegler, to Nancy
Hutchinson, took place Wednesday
in the Little Church Around the Corner.

manag

that Eli Culbertson will

• News
for

from D.

Dec.

We

glad

are

be the technical advisor

John

deny the
"The Bridge

for

of

San

who was

Phillips,

advertising-pub'.icity

.

concerned

is

has

doorman

in actual service in the

mond Theater
Kleinerman

Henry Jackson, doorman

Charles

63 years ago

birthday and

He

area
that's

of Exhibitor Pictures

a

at

the

probably the oldest

is

job to

a door!

•

.

.

•

latter to Morris' son, Sgt.

(CIO)

Committee

is

Benjamin

going political aggressively

Guild,

.... .Its Political

will issue a weekly bulletin titled Expose.

.

Action

« Currently

.

in "The Merry Widow" is one Ethelyne Holt whose operatic
and looks are said to be combined into a new Jeanette Mac-

Donald that should have the screen scouts on the run.
Gerety over at Metro isn't a full-blooded American, it's only
.

Cross, but

.

He's donated his blood three times

ary state of affairs

you wouldn't hear about

Industry March of

Dimes

$1

Drive.

Press

dar

March 2: Academy Awards presentation, Ho
wood.

March 19-25: Red Cross theater campaign.
April

25-27: SMPE Spring technical
Hotel
Pennsylvania.

If

Tom

a tempor-

to the

Red

from him.
% Cosmopolitan
Magazine, which first printed "Guadalcanal Diary," purchased 2,000
tickets for the picture's debut at the Roxy
and is sending them
to prominent advertisers and contributors of the magazine
it

.

conferei

Prexies With Coe on

Next Speaking Tour
(Continued from Page

Employes

Professional

appearing
ability

Loan; goal,

Photographers Association
Waldorf-Astoria.
4:

T

SCREEN OFFICE AND

•

•

Feb.

War

Morris

sporting a

is

very real and inspiring autograph these days ..... it's the John Han-

T

Jan. 24-31:

started at the old Rich-

over in the Film Building

cock of Gen. Mark Clark given by the

War Loan campaign.

Fourth

.

Theater in Richmond, Va., insofar as the

just celebrated his 81st

18-Frb. 15:
000,000,000.

Jan.

by the AAF and is now with the 311th Base Headquarters
and Air Base Squadron at Ontario Army Air Field, California
Post is just 36 miles from Hollywood.
• The labor turnover situation hasn't affected the State

As tor.
Jan. 8-Feb. 15: Fourth

us that he has been re-assigned to

tells

banqi

Dec. 17: Equity Council quarterly meeting, Hi

chief

public relations

State,

meet!

Michigan

Variety Club of
Cadillac Hotel.

6:

Book

report

to

digest yesterday's Thanksgiving dinnei.

to

Paramount's short subjects,

doorman

managers

district

.

Rey " ...... That ought

Luis

Metro

6:

mi

Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
.

GOOD MORNING!

•

.

1)

while the Chamber of Commei
will be the host in Cleveland. Af
the luncheon in Cleveland, Coe v
speak befoie the 50 Club, an
ganization composed of 50 leaders
industry and banking.
The lat
will be an "off the record" sessi
the discussions not to be made pi
lie.

Coe left yesterday for Palm BeEi
where he will look after some affai
in connection with his law ofl
there.
He will remain there foi
few months, except for his br!
trip to Chicago and Cleveland.

Change Richmond
•

•

•

B. S.

MOSS

IS

the drive for funds for the

veteran Pathe

CHAIRMAN

Boy Scouts

News cameraman,

of

of the

amusement

America.

returned

this

.

.

•

division of

Neil Sullivan,

week from covering

the Fifth Army's operations in Italy

and has received the Purple Heart
decoration.
• Monogram screened "Where Are Your Children?"
at the Starlight Roof cf the Waldorf-Astoria on Wednesday and followed
up the trade showing with a cocktail party that was hailed by all as
one of the best of the year
Among those present were Lester
Grady, Steve Broidy. John McManus, Roy Chartier, Mel Konicoff, Joe
Hanley, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Lifton, Muriel Babcock, Frances Kisch, Llewellyn Miller. Mike Wear, Rodney Butterworth, George West, Bill Formby,
A. Schlesinger.Tom Wenig, Ray Gallagher, Herman Schlierer, Made.

.

M

leine White, Virgina Vale, R. W. Baremore, Al Cormier, Bob Socas, Ed
Morey, Lloyd Lind, Al Delacorte. Perry (Sell You a Piano Course for a

Law

Curfe
to Aid Theaters?

—

Richmond, Va. An amendment
new curfew ordinance tl
would relieve motion picture hou
from responsibility when child)
under 16 are found in their pla>
the city's

after 11 p.m. has been introdu>
in the Board of Aldermen at
request of H. Bayliss Epps.
The object in eliminating theat
from the provisions of the ordinal
is to prevent the possibility of p
formances at such places being c
turbed
by police office: s go:
through the audiences in search
children under 16.
I

Dollar) Leroy, Jim Cron, Herb Fecke, Charley Casanave, Henri Elman,
Charley Goetz, Frank Ortega, H. Alin Mestanza, Ralph Bettinson, Nell

Witting,

WEDDinG BELLS

York Wiiter G

29: UA divisional and district
sales meeting, home office.

Dec.

This and That.

UOPWA

(Continued from Page 1)

ing

New

Frolic,

Dec. 2: Canadian Ficture Pioneers annual
ing, King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

Kleinerman

FWTBT

Friars'

phc

still

Valle, Joseph Cohn, Jeffrey Bernerd, George Frazer, Jeanand many, many others
All in all, it was a grand affair
and it reminded the old-timers of the hilarious affairs when
Monogram had its home office in New York where its Xmas parties
were the ta'.k o' the town
Bill

nette Emrick

FEfflffli

TOUCH

LILLIAN PRIEBE, manager, Maxine,

Detroit.

MILDRED FOURNIER,

Paramo

billing

clerk,

Buffalo.

T

T

AUDREY ROCERS,

accounting,

Paramount,

I

falo.

•

•

• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

JEANNE
Fort,

MERRICK,

assistant
Forty-Forf, Pa.

manager,

ft

w
,

November

ay.

26, 1943
DAILY

jronto Gov't

Probe

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Exchange Fire

3

(Continued from Page

1)
JACK CARSON, option renewed, Warners.
at the provincial Govern- tLAlNE RILEY, termer, RKO.
PACE, termer, M-C-M.
JOY
building to which witnesses
it
be called for examination. OpenASSIGNMENTS
date of the hearing depends on
LT. EUGENE D. WALLACE, USAAF, technical
recovery from illness of W. J.
adviser, "The
urple Heart," 20th-Fox.
tt, Chief of the Ontario Depart- RICHARD WALLACE, director, "Having Wonderful Crime," RKO.
u.
'acts already gathered by authoriCASTINGS
show two film vaults burned and
WILLIAM EYTHE, "Wing and a Prayer,"
is outside of vaults on two floors
These 20th-rox; TOM DRAKE, "Meet Me in St.
buildings also destroyed.
Louis," M-C-M; BILL COODWIN, "Incendiary
believed to have caused violent B.onde," Paramount; SIMONE SIMON, "John•losions which accompanied the ny Doesn't Live Here Any More," Monogram;
I

.

bINNIE BARNES, "Up

made of
installation
conditioning
air
ich served several offices in the
equipment helped the
ief this
itning spread of flames.

Examination

has

been

in

Mabel's

Room,"

Ed-

(Continued from Page

the conspiracy.

—

Buffalo Robert T. Murphy, mailing director of the 20 th Century
jater, has announced an increase
prices on Sundays. Matinee price
now 45c and the evening price,
2., an advance of 10c in both cases.

Own

Bed,"

Hitler

MANNINC, "Make
Warners; FRANK REICHER,
IRENE

ANN SOUTH-

Gang," Paramount;
Goes to Reno,"

M-G-M;

"Maisie

MALONE, "Slightly Terrific,"
CHANtY, "Three Cheers for
FORSIYTHE,
ve.sal;
MIMI

Univeisal;
the Boys,"

"Sensations

RAY
LON
of

1944,"
CLEN STRANGE,
Andrew Srone-UA
LLOYD INGRAHAM, CHARLES MURRAY, JR.,
FRANK ELLIS, AL FERGUSON, PETE SMITH

and HENRY HALL, "The Roarin' West," Monogram; HUCH MASSACLI, "Hot Rhythm," Monogram; CARMEN AMAYA TROUPE, "Knickerbocker Holiday," Harry Joe Brown-UA; DALE

NEWMEYER,

"Sai.or's

Holiday,"

Columbia;

WALTER "DUB"

TAYLOR, JIMMY WAKELY, WILLIAM COULD,
LLOYD BRIDGES and NETTA PACKER, "The

Who

Told P. R. That U.
Banned Block-Booking?

Defense counsel also presented
motions to dismiss the indictments
against the other defendants.
The
motions were denied.
Arguments on the motions were
interrupted long enough to permit
evidence by William R. Wilkerson,
editor and publisher of the Hollywood Reporter, and George Burrows, vice-president and treasurer

N.

H.— The

Upsal

Theater,

World-Wide

salesman,

Pic-

Chicago.

tures,

Brandt,

Brandt

Cosmopolitan

Films,

operations division,

Theaters.

LOUIS

COLOFF,

manager,

Toronto.

Ltd.,

MAX BRONOW,

payment
film
Philadelphia.

ner Theaters,

JOHN

W.

KIRSTON,

Princeton,

RAY LEDEL,

N.

War-

dept.,

Princeton

Center,

Film

J.

manager, Annex, Detroit.
manager, Riviera,

assistant

WALLACE CORRY,

assistant

Detroit.

MORTON MEYER,

RKO

manager,

assistant

Or-

pheum, Brooklyn.

RKO Mid-

manager,

assistant

way, N. Y.

student

assistant

manager,

RKO Franklin, N. Y.
HARRY LEONARD, student assistant manager,
RKO Chester, N. Y.
WALTER RYAN, student assistant manager, RKO
Newark, N.

Proctor's,

H.

J.

G. HODCES, assistant manager,
Rochester, N Y.

JAMES

KELLY,

Rochester,

members.

its

publicity

partner,

MICHAEL GODSHAW,
AL NEROFF,

S. ALBERT MURRAY,

receipt of resolutions adopted by the
Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors of Puerto Rico which affirm
that such info, has been received by

Theaters

Philadelphia.

Empire of the West," Columbia.

assistant
N. Y.

RKO

manager,

Palace,

Capitol,

J.
HOCAN, manager, RKO Lyric,
adopted at a recent EDWARD
Cincinnati.
San Juan, P. R., meeting assail block- FREDERICK J. DELANEY, manager, RKO Famibooking and blind-selling as ''detrily,
Cincinnati.
mental and dangerous in Puerto THOMAS CLASSMEYER, assistant manager, RKO

Resolutions,

Rico,"

among

Shubert,

other things.

Also protested are charges for ad- LEROY
vertising accessories, including traila 40 per cent
ers; percentage terms
top is proposed and length of engagements for pix played on perAssociation suggests that
centage.
the latter be restricted to one day
unless exhibs. agree otherwise.

—

R.

Albany

New

assistant treasurer,
R.

RKO

Albee,

I.

House Voles 20

Directors

—Variety

Club held its annual election at a special meeting in

P.C.

Admission Tax 200-27

Albany Variety Club
Elects

Cincinnati.

SMITH,

Providence,

—

(Continued from Page

1)

an afternoon of dull and uninspired
debate.

Passage of the

was a

bill

fore-

Hotel.
The crew gone conclusion and opposition was
elected consisted of C. J. Latta, War- strictly for the record rather than
ner Circuit zone manager; Louis R- in any hope that the bill could be
Golding, Fabian Theaters district
altered.
manager; Clayton G. Eastman, ParRepresentative Bertrand W. Gearamount branch manager; Charlie
Smakwitz, assistant zone manager, hart, California Republican, terming
Warner Circuit; Neil Hellman, Par- the bill "a huge mess," moved that

the

Ten

Eyck

of Monogram Pictures, to be taken.
Strand, Burrows appeared as a character
State
i.lace and State, owned by the
witness for John Roselli, allegedly
lerating Co., have announced new former West Coast collector for the amount, Royal and Open Air Themission prices.
Chicago mob.
Wilkerson and Bur- aters; Herman Ripps, branch manMatinees at the Strand and State rows were the first defense wit- ager; Metro; Harry Lamont, Lamont
ve been set at 35 cents, including nesses to be called.
Theater Service; Nate Winig; Joe
x, while the charge at the Palace
Shure, district booker, Fabian TheNight shows will
111 be 30 cents.
aters; Harry Alexander, branch manBiz
Says
Trade
Pix
50 and 40 cents, with a special
20th
Century-Fox; Arthur
ager,
-cent rate for servicemen, at the Should Credit Stage
Newmann, branch manager, Repubrand and State, and 40 and 35
lic Pictures.
nts, with a 25-cent charge for serDetroit A blast against distribuFirst chief barker in the reorganAll three tor trade ads citing record New ized tent was M. A. Silver, now zone
i:emen, at the Palace.
leaters will admit children at mati- York grosses as "misleading" was manager for Warner's in Pittsburgh.
es for 15 cents and night shows issued by Alex Schreiber, general Silver was succeeded by Lou Goldr 20 cents.
manager of Associated Theaters Cir- ing, while C. J. Latta is the prescuit. Schreiber is not attacking the ent chief barker.
entire idea of dollar figure publicity,
Cuban Distributor
as some critics have recently done,
Theater Grosses Off
Havana
Ideal
is confining his attack to the
(By Air Mail)
but
III.
in
H
claim that such figures in advertis- Films, S. A., a new distributing comTheaters in Eastern MisSt. Louis
ing mislead the average exhibitor pany has started operation with ofsouri and Southern Illinois have susin that reference to supporting stage fices at Consulado 167. Officers, Faustained a drop of 15 per cent to
shows is omitted.
Schreiber con- tino Brana, manager; Valentin Pe24 per cent in business since early
tends that to quote the figures on rez, treasurer and Pedro Valcarce,
September, according to exhibitor
the picture and not inform the ex- director. The company will distribreports.
hibitor what the stage show was is ute pix in the Spanish language for
misleading.
the present.

Manchester,

ZIMMERMAN,

BEN

LARRY

JOE
OLSON and GARY GRAY, "Address Unknown,"
Columbia; BOB HAYMES and LEWIS WILSON,

PETER

CORNELL,

Warner

Philadelphia.

staff,

Uni-

(Continued from Page 1)

5

and Manchester
leaters Advance Prices

Small-UA;

1)

official

jffalo

ward
Your
"The
ERN,

SIDNEY TWINER,

Court Dismisses Extort
Charge Against Pierce

medical report on the by Federal Judge John Bright on
.th of projectionist Herbe:t Naithe grounds of insufficient evidence.
n, placed in the hands of Coroner
The court reserved decision on a
Lawson shows burns on body and
lungs affected, but statement is motion to dismiss the indictment
|de that heart collapse or shock against Louis Kaufman,
business
s not cause of death.
agent of Newark operators' Local
\ coroner's inquest will be in ad244.
Judge B:ight said that he
ion to the Ontario Government
wanted to study until Monday the
ard of Inquiry.
There is no talk from official argument that the indictment be
arces of criminal action and be- dismissed on the ground that the
'( is the main purpose of the instatute of limitation applied in Kaufiry is to bring out evidence for
One of Kaufman's atidance in revising safety regula- man's case.
torneys had argued that there was
is governing operation of film exanges and storage of films. It is no evidence showing a direct conderstood the sessions of the innection between the defendant and
iry will be open to public.
7he

WEINER,

ROBERT

SIGNED

sions

ze.

NEW POSTS

IN

Ads on

Shows

it

be

recommitted

to

the

House

Ways and Means Commitee. He was
shouted

down and a few minutes

later the bill was passed on a voice
vote, 200-27, and the Congressmen
rushed to get out of town for the
holidays.

—

New

15-24%

—

Mo. and

—

Aussie East Coast
Theater Biz Sags

—

Sydney (By Air Mail)
With troop
northward-bound,
ever
city theaters in Adelaide, Melbourne
and Sydney are feeling the drought.

movements

While business is still good, it is
way off the bumper trade that has
12
been enjoyed over the last
months on Australia's East coast.
The sag is most noticeable in day
trade and only the more outstanding
attractions

queues.

are

holding

the

big
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ik REVIEWS OF THC nCUl

"Where Are Your

with

Children?"

Woods,

Donald

Billie

with Jackie Cooper, Gale Storm

Monogram

Your Uncle"

"So's

73

Elyse

*

Knox,

Burke

should be able to capitalize
handsomely on its astuteness in being the
first in the field with a film taking cog-

the neighborhood trade

for

abundance

is

to

be found

Your Uncle," a farce
be regarded with
special favor by the young folk.
The film
in

with

music

in "So's

which

will

Ullman,

Jr.,

Fleischer

produced and Richa
wrote the humoro

commentary.

OFFERING ON JUVENILE DE- ULAR

Monogram

3

the other, with a tussle over a gc
stake.
The third subject is a 19
bathing beauty contest.
Frederi
0.

Mins.

MUSICAL FARCE IS ACCEPTABLE POPENTERTAINMENT
APPEALING
LINQUENCY HITS THE TARGET AS AN STRONGLY TO YOUNG.
EXPLOITATION PICTURE.
Light,
frothy
entertainment fashioned
FIRST

SHORTS *

64 Mins.

Universal

,V

FILITIS

,

"Sailors All"
(This Is America)

RKO

20 mins.

"Phony Express"
Columbia

17 mir

Fine
Tough Going
The story of the U. S. Coast Guard
Again the Three Stooges repe
Reserve has been told in superb fash- themselves to the point of dullnes
ion in the latest of the "This Is It is no exaggeration to say that
America" series of shorts. The ac- the whole footage there is not o;
tivities of a group of these one-day- genuine laugh, certainly not one ne
a-week sailors, who are busy at pros- situation. It's the same old routir
aic civilian tasks when they are not Only admirers of the Three Stoog
serving their country, are shown and others hopelessly addicted
minutely in a camera record that is slapstick of the most obvious so
The will find anything to entertain the
absorbing and most effective.
camera takes the audience on patrol in this comedy short. The story pi
duty with the men. Before that there the three comics against a gang
are scenes of the reservists in train- outlaws of the West. It is done
ing.
The film has much action and rapid-fire style under the directs
excitement and has been photo- of Del Lord.
graphed well. It is a swell tribute
to the Coast Guard Reseive, that
"Community Sing"
body of little-known heroes who play
(Series 8—No. 4)
an important part in promoting the Columbia
8 mir
nation's safety.
Producer Frederic
Good Larnxy Exercise
Ullman, Jr., and Director Slovko
The latest of the series has Di
Vorkapich merit high praise for the Liebert of New York's Radio Ci

nizance of the delinquency problem arising
out of the war. In "Where Are Your Child- is loads of fun dished out at a lively pace.
ren?" it presents exhibitors with an ex- As a concession to the young ones there is
ploitation film that is capable of stirring a generous quantity of music of the popular
The timeliness of sort.
up plenty of interest.
the subject gives the production social
The plot of "So's Your Uncle" is based
significance that transcends its value as on mistaken identity.
Donald Woods is
mere entertainment.
The seriousness of an actor and playwright who is having a
the question of wayward youth in these days tough time getting backing for a play. As
of stress makes the film one that parents luck would have it, he is knocked down by
and others concerned with the problems of Elyse Knox's car.
Woods, feigning injury,
youth will want to see.
has himself taken to Miss Knox's home
Youthful delinquency has been treated with the intention of striking up a romance
with understanding in "Where Are Your with her.
The fact that he is made up
Children?"
The film goes to the extent like an old man in an effort to escape a
cf showing ways ad means of ameliorating creditor
handicaps him romantically, althe situation.
Here indeed is entertain- though it does manage to enlist Billie Burke,
ment with a purpose that will prove a Miss Knox's flighty aunt, as an angel for
powerful magnet for the family trade.
his play.
To gain his end he has to make
The film tells the story of a good girl believe that the author is a nephew. Therewho gets innocently involved with the after Woods is compelled to switch from one
excellence of the subject.
Music Hall at the organ. The o
law in her search for a little fun to make character to the other with comic agility.
ganist provides some fine accoi
her humdrum life more bearable.
A casual Miss Burke is willing to back the play so
"The
Labor
Front"
paniments for a wide variety of po
acquaintance with a boy from the other long as she believes Woods is the uncle.
(World in Action)
ular tunes, including "When ft
side of the tracks leads to love.
The When the truth come out, Miss Burke is
21 mins. Baby Smiles at Me," "Do It Now
girl's sister-in-law misunderstands the reladisconsolate.
She is happy again when
Good
"I'm in Love With a Beautifj
tion betwen the two.
Driven from home,
Woods' uncle (Paul Stanton) appears on
the girl gets into trouble, but all ends
The manpower situation in the Girl," "It Can't Be Wrong" and "Tl
the scene to supply Miss Burke's romantic
happily for her and the boy after a lot
various warring nations is the sub- Covered Wagon Rolled Right Along
needs.
of misery caused partly by the fact that
The film owes a lot to the playing of the ject of this powerful short, the latest There are vocal accompaniments 1
the youth tries to end the romance after
The Song Spinners.
cast.
Miss Burke, Woods and Miss Knox of the series of "World in Action"
he joins the Navy.
The blame for the enact the leading roles capably.
Frank films being turned out by the NaSyracuse Operators Nominate
plight of the young people in the film
Jer.ks and Irving Bacon contribute much to tional Film Board of Canada for
Syracuse Nominations for office }
is laid squarely on the shoulders of parents
The importance
the hilarity.
Jan Garber and his orchestra Warwick Pictures.
who permit other interests to interfere
of Local 376
includ
supply the musical accompaniment to num- of labor to successful prosecution of
j
with their duties as custodians of their
for president, George Doss, Melv I
bers done by Mary O'Brien, the Tailor Maids the war is stressed in a chain of
children's welfare.
Denny,
Andrew
J.
Seeley;
vice-prej
scenes excellently edited by Stuart
and the Delta Rhythm Boys.
Jackie Cooper and Gale Storm play the
The picture makes it clear ident, William Meany, George Dos
Director Jean Yarbrough keeps the film Legg.
boy and girl nicely.
Patricia
Morison
business agent, Raymond Roe, Jol
moving snappily.
Yarbrough also served that it is not so much the machines
handles well the role of a juvenile court
Kerly, Walter Scarf e; sergeant-a
as
the
men
behind
the
machines
that
associate
producer.
Leo
as
Maurice
and
officer.
John Litel, Gertrude Michael,
arms, George Raaflaub, Joseph C
Clyde Bruckman concocted the screenplay count in the life-and-death struggle
Addison Richards, Herbert Rawlinson, Betin which the world finds itself today. cile, William Meany; financial se
from a yarn by Leonard Lee.
Bly the
ty
are other players who acquit
retary, Lionel Wilcox; delegate
CAST: Billie Burke, Donald Woods, Elyse Means employed by the warring nathemselves capably.
Trades Assembly, George Raaflau
Knox, Frank Jenks, Robert Lowery, Irv.ng tions to keep the wheels of vital inJeffrey Bernerd more than deserves the
Bacon, Chester Clute, Paul Stanton, Mary dustries moving and the greater reproducer credit.
William Nigh's direction
Party
Brien, Tailor Maids, Delta Rhythm Boys, spect won by labor as result of its Shep Fields For
Hilary Lynn and George W. Sayre
is good.
contribution to the war effort are
Jan Garber and Orchestra.
Shep Fields and His Orchestra aj
did the screenplay from a yarn by the firstaccorded considerable footage. The
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Jean Yargregation have been engaged for tl
named. Trem Carr acted as executive difilm draws a contrast between the
brough; Director, Jean Yarbrough; Screenentertainment program of the
rector.
industrial democracy in the free naCAST: Jackie Cooper, Gale Storm, Patricia play, 'Maurice Leo, Clyde Bruckman; Based tions and the labor slavery that ob- ner Club Thanksgiving Party Fr
Morison,
John Litel, Gertrude Michael, on story by Leonard Lee; Cameramen, El- tains in Germany under war condi- day night in the Ballroom of tl
Henry Hudson Hotel.
Servicenu
Addison Richards, Herbert Rawlinson, Bet- wood Bredell, Milton Krasner; Musical Di- tions.
The picture suggests ways
rector, Charles Previn; Art Director, John
will be guests of club members.
ty Blythe, Anthony Ward, Charles Williams,
and means of adding to the efficiency
Goodman; Sound, Bernard B. Brcwn; Film
Evelyn
Eaton, Jimmy Zaner,
Sarah
Edof those engaged in war industries.
Editor, Paul Landres; Set Decorator, R. A.
Shafton Turns Exhibitor
wards, John Laurenz, Neyle Marx.
i

UA

j

j

—

IATSE & MPO

WB

Wa

CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd;
Production
Manager, William Strohbach;
Executive Director, Trem Carr; Director,
William Nigh; Screenplay, Hilary Lynn,
George W. Sayre; Based on story by
Hilary Lynn; Cameramen, Mack Stengler,
Ira Morgan; Technical Director, Dave Milton; Sound, Tom
Lambert; Film Editor,
Duncan Mansfield; Set Decorator, Al Greenwood; Musical Director, Edward Kay.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

Gausman,

I.

S.

DIRECTION,

Webb.
All Right.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

"What a Woman!" Opens Dec.

2

Columbia's "What a Woman!"
opens at Radio City Music Hall on
Dec.

2.

—

Kokomo, Ind. Walter Pischke has
PHOTOGRAPHY, acquired the Palace formerly operated by Merrill Moore.

—

St. Louis
Ellis Shafton, Meti
"Flicker Flashbacks"
salesman, has taken over the 90i
(No. 4)
RKO
10 mins. seat Palm from Victor B. Thie
who plans to devote his entire tin
Good
The latest of the series is as en- to his hotel and restaurant in Be
tertaining as its predecessors. Two leville, 111.
of the three items taken from the
diaper days of the industry are Farmer Turns Exhibitor
"Saved for himself, or the Curse
Moville, la. Clarence Mills, Sloa
of the Cigarette" and "A Race for la., farmer, has obtained the low
Millions."
The one has to do with theater here from Tom Sandbe;
a chap who licks the smoking habit; now in the Merchant Marine.

—

Jay,

November

26, 1943
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izanowski Charges
olation of

D

TO TUB COLORS!
*

*

*

DECORATED

*

COMMISSIONED
One of the two arbitra- ENSIGN ARTHUR
JAMES PECLER, USNR, son NEIL SULLIVAN, Pathe News cameraman, Ordemands filed in the past week
der of the Purple Heart.
of Jack Fegler, account exec, Foote, Cone
& Belding.
•ne in which an award was made
—
—•
ARMY
viously. Both involve the "Big
ROBERT JOHNSON, amusement editor, PressPROMOTED
e" as consenting defendants and
Scimitar, Memphis.
aters in the Shea, Gammel, Basil WILLIAM CHAMBLISS, USN, formerly 20th-Fox CERALD M. WESTERCREN, advertising-publici-

—

uffalo

i

*

Rivoli Operating Co. circuits,

..

.

falo downtown first-run.
similar complaint last Spring
i
alted in a stipulation and award
It
ed upon certain agreements.

iow claimed that these have been

by the distributor
ds and the intervenor.
n^a's RooseveU is named as the

-.ated

home

theater

and eieht other Buffalo
Walden, Grand. LoveAvon. She'don. Plaza. Casino and Linare named as exhibitors and distribuwhose business or property the comnant believes may be affected by an award
side theaters: the

.

be arbitration proceeding.

clearance ease filed by George and DorGammel. in co-partnership, owners and
Columbia Theater. Buffalo.
names the previously enumerated disHors as consenting: defendants. The comlant contends that the clearance applied
the distributors named to the Columbia
t-r is unreasonable since the defendants
heir contract with the complainant prothat the Columbia Theater shall have
I'anee immediately following the Broador longer.
Prior to this contract, prevones did not provide such unreasonable
-ance excepting from the time of the acition
of the Broadway by the Basil
sts.
The Columbia until that time
enjoyed prior clearance over the Broadand does not see reason for being com•d
to show immediately following the
idway.
The defendants, it is claimed,
sed to grant equal clearance, day and
The complainant seeks that present
"ance be found unreasonable and that
ance shall be fixed giving the Columbia
ance before the Broadway or in any
t
equal availability.
•

ators of the

i

*

office

publicity

staff,

—

iollywood
M-G-M and Father
brose R. Hyland, Catholic chapof the Church of the Good Thief,
iton Prison, Dannemora, N. Y.
€ signed an agreement whereby
company will make a picture
ed on the church. John W. Conne, Jr. will produce.

slove in Pix Publicity Post
Coast Bureau of

iollywood

commander.

THE FILM DAILY

—Alex Evelove, of War-

Bros., has been unanimously
ted chairman of the public innation committee of the motion
ure industry, Western division.

*

ty director, 'Basil's

Lafayette, Buffalo.
booker, Schine Circuit,

KAMMLER, USA, formerly Kingston
Theater, Kingston, Pa., to corporal.
JOHN CARROLL, USA, formerly Comerford
Theaters,
Scranton,
Pa.,
to
staff
sergeant.
ERNEST CHABALKO, USA, formerly Capitol,
Hazleton, Pa., to sergeant.

JACK CAULEY,

Sunday

Pix Referendum
Set for Rochester, N. H.

Special Newsreel Screening

Rochester, N. H.—The City Counhas approved an amendment to
the city ordinance permitting Sunday afternoon movie shows starting
at 2 o'clock, thus paving the way
for the voters to act on a referendum
in the city election, Dec. 7.
The action resulted from a petition presented by William J. Stanton, manager of the Scenic and Colonial
theaters of the Interstate
chain, who pointed out that Sunday
matinees are being held in the near-

Washington Bureau of

cil

HARRY

GOLDSMITH,

Buffalo.

•"navy
HUGH McGEEHAN,

*

Capitol, Hazleton, Pa.
Capitol, Hazleton, Pa.

For Delegates
Washington

to

UNRRA

THE FILM DAILY

—Delegates to the At-

lantic City conference of the

UNRRA

were entertained Wednesday by a
special screening of a recent newsreel subject of the UNRRA, arranged
by Howard Arndt, OWI newsreel
liaison man and the State Departprogram
included
ment.
The
newsreel composites on post-war
planning, and the recent Pathe reel
"United Nations Plan for the Future."

Harry Davis New Mgr.
In Peru for RKO Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

will

have to take the matter to

court

before

making new

ac-

quisitions.

The

D

of J,

it

was

learned,

frowns on theater pools and

will
insist that the practice be elimi-

nated.
If a new decree is decided
upon, the alleged practice of
making the sale of one block of
pictures contingent on the exhibitor's purchase of a previous
block will be curtailed or stopped through more drastic measures. While the present decree
prohibits the practice, a new
decree will put "teeth" into the
provision by exacting stiff penalties for violation, it was said.

A
will

liberal cancellation privilege

be insisted upon by the

D

of J.

was indicated by D of J spokesthat unless an agreement could
be reached on these points, it was
It

men

quite likely that a new anti-trust action would be started in a jurisdiction outside of New York.

Curfew

for

Hazel Park

—

Detroit Hazel Park, north end
Detroit suburb, has adopted a new
Local approval must be given for
city ordinance establishing a 10 p.m.
Sunday matinees under the state
Harry Davis has been appointed curfew for children of 16 or younger.
law passed at the last session of the manager of RKO Radio's Peruvian New law allows an hour's grace in
Legislature.
office with headquarters in Lima, it June, July, and August.
was announced Wednesday by Phil
in the Dark"
Reisman, vice-president in charge of Wilson Leases Bonaparte
foreign distribution.
In
Feb. 9
Des Moines, la. Lester Wilson
Davis succeeds Bert Reisman, resigned. Formerly with Republic Pic- has leased the Bonaparte theater at
Paramount will present the world tures, Davis has had extensive ex- Bonaparte, from Earl Biier, owner.
premiere of "Lady in the Dark," pel
ience in the Latin-American dis- W. T. Reinhold has closed the Winat the Hollywood Paramount Thetribution field. He has already left throp theater at Winthrop, until
ater on Feb. 9, Neil Agnew, general
Spring because of injuries sustained
New York for his new post.
sales manager, announced Wednesby the owner in falling off a ladder.
day.
The picture will open simul- Lassie Comes, and How!
Moore Sells in Kokomo
taneously the following day at both
M-G-M's "Lassie Come Home" is
the Hollywood and Los Angeles ParKokomo, Ind.
Merrile Moore,
cent
normal
playing
to
177
per
of
amount Theaters for indefinite runs
business in its first 30 index city en- owner of the Palace for the past
at no advance in prices.
eight years, has sold it to Rodney
The New York opening will follow gagements.
Rea and Walter Pische.
on Feb. 16 at the Paramount TheSingle Albany Price Tilt
ater on Broadway.
Albany
Ritz, now getting 50
cents at night, tax included, is the
Trans-Lux Sets Dividend
only local house to tilt prices.

them here.

"Lady
Hollywood on

Bows

—

—

—

Trans-Lux Corp has

t

to

HENRY

dividend
on Prison Church
Dec. 20
t Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

'

•

defen- by cities of Dover and Somersworth
and a number of his patrons desired

he controversy

:

and Majors

Apart on 4 Points

Award

he Rivoli Operating Co., Stanley
-.anowski, president, is complainagainst Vitagraph, Inc., Parajnt. Inc., RKO Radio, Inc., Loew's,
and 20th Century-Fox Corp., conting defendants, and asserts that
distributors refused to license
ir feature pictures for exhibition
':he Rivoli Theater on the run rested. The complainant wants the
oli restored to its former status,
ad of Shea's Roosevelt and/or
lays after Buffalo downtown firstHe also seeks to establish that
ximum clearance which may be
nted to Shea's Roosevelt or the
oli shall be one day and in no
nt later than 34 days after the

of J

declared a
of 10 cents a share payable
to stockholders of record

Dec. 10.

Midwestern Theaters Sold

—

Louisville, Ky.
C. J. Steuerle has
sold the Baxter to C. A. Hicks.

FBI Rounds Up Youths Using Phony Draft
Cards to Avoid Theater Age Restrictions

—

Detroit
New wrinkle in beating the curfew limits for youngsters was
turned up here by the FBI, which rounded up 29 boys, accused of violating
the Federal Delinquency Act. They were specifically accused of getting or using
fake draft registration cards, although they were only 15 to 17 years old, for
the purpose of passing as older than their actual ages.
One objective of the youths' impersonation was to secure entrance to theaters at night, as possession of a draft card was prima facie evidence of proper
age. In some cases, the boys were said to have altered the names on the cards,
while others were wholly fraudulent.
Penalty of up to five years' imprisonment
is provided for the offense.

Ws?

Friday,

November

1'

26,

Royal Commission Industry Probe Refused in U.K
Films Council Members to
Continue Inquiry Move;

AMUSEMENT EARNINGS LEAD ROSTER

Grievance Com. Okayed
(Continued from Page
it

1)

was under the monopolistic conof American distributors.

trol

The entire session of the Council
on Tuesday was devoted to a discussion of monopoly and the alleged
monopolistic tendencies of the indusWhile the dominance of the
American distributors came in for
attention, some concern as well was
understood to be expressed over the
try.

expansion moves by J. Arthur Rank.
While Dr. Dalton spurned the suggestion that there be a Governmental inquiry, certain members of the
Council were understood still plugging for the establishment of a
royal commission.
At a joint meeting Wednesday of
the KRS and CEA, it was agreed to
establish a joint committee to deal
with all rental problems and percentage or flat rentals to small exhibitors. This was forecast by The

Film Daily on Monday.

New Aussy Edict on Film
Relieves Raw Stock Use

—

Sydney (By Air Mail) As a compromise to the raw stock conservation edict which limited each feature to eight prints, the Government
laboratoiies to process
up to 60 per cent of the quantity of
raw stock used during a six-month
period last year. The present period
started June 1 and ends on Nov. 30.
Industry leaders here are of the
opinion that complete satisfaction
could be obtained if the Government
would nominate a 12-month period,
the total footage used by individual
companies, not laboratoiies, during
that "base year" be then curtailed
accordingly to meet available raw

now permits

stock.

The

The following

table gives nine months' results of 385 companies, ivhose stocks

are listed, by groups

compared with a year ago:
No. ReportDate
5

Automotive

34

&

to

Ottiee

Electrical

9 Mos.
34

13
5

13
5

42

Equipment

Finance

9
19

9
19

Food

28

28
44
44

Machinery & Metal
Mining
Paper & Publishing
Petroleum

42
15
14

.

Retail

Merchandising

Steel, Iron

& Coke

All

20

385

379

5

Groups

order

tends to allay
the panic felt in the trade when
faced with the prospect of servicing
1,800 theaters in the territory with
a limit of eight prints per feature.
At least, dist: ibutors now can determine for themselves where best
to economize. If the plan is to remain as the Government's final word,
then distributors can decide whether
the elimination of trailers, shorts,
features, newsreels, etc., is to their
best interests in preserving stock
for the more important money-making feature material.
Lincoln on Jan. 11.

26
11

13
5
13
1

10
237

Net in
Thousands
9 Mos. '43
§7,489
458,434
47,441
14,317
162,508
45,341
29,366
90,405
49,482
19,318
20,162
153,052
360,653
12,531
140,424
10,124
244,294
33,569
20,656

Net

Advance Leads All

Profit

(Continued from Page

20th-Fox

Change
from 1942

+ 60.9

are

listed

Following amusements, Exchange
listed the automotive industry and
railroads as showing the next highest percentage gains over the iy42
Automotive gained
th:ee-quarters.
24.6 per cent and railroads, 21.6.
Petroleum was fourth with 20.5 per
cent.

Current results disclose an appreciable change of trend inasmuch as
the 390 companies reported on last
year revealed a decline of 16.3 per
cent fiom 1941.

Alberta Theaters Form
Unit; Matt Park, Prexy
Calgary,

Alta.

—Matt

Park was

aters

new

Association,

exhibitor

group formed here. Also named as
officers were Alex Entwhisle, honorary president; Walter Wilson, 1st
vice-p:esident and Roy Chown, secBoard comprises
retary-treasurer.
H. G. Stevenson, W. Ramsay, I. Shaker, W. H. B. Sharp, J. De. Zeeuw,
K. M. Leach, J. J. Lieberman, P. D.
Leach.

— 8.6
—
0.9
+ 10.4
+ 40.2
—
+ 43.1
—+ 5.9
8.4
7.4

+ 8.2
+ 20.5
+ 21.6
+ 12.3
—
0.6
+ 9.1
+ 3.0
—
3.5
+ 14.2
+ 11.4

1,589,563

Industries

1)

terialized.

Mgr.,

To Long-Term Contract

New York

head.

headquarters.

tant.

F.

s,

Wess Huss

Associated Theaters

is

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Edward Small has
signed Dennis O'Keefe to a longte:m contract and his first assignment will be the male lead in "Up
in Mabel's Room."
O'Keefe's second picture will be a co-starring
role with William Bendix in "Waltzing Matilda" which is set for March
production.
Story is an original of
Army camp life in Australia and
script is now in the hands of the
War Department for approval.
West Coast Bureau of

—

second assis- of

prexy of
the retiring

Jr.,

;

Need

Sees Tele

Drama

of

his pioneer course in televisi
prog: am production at the Yale U
versity Department of Drama,
appraise television as a drama
medium, and consider its proces.'
and procedures.
in

—

Theate:

Sherman's "The Woman of t
Town," Harry Joe Brown's "Knic,
erbocker Holiday" and the Riph
Monter production "Voice in t
Wind."
Among the district managers
tending the meetings will be: Sj
Lefkowitz, New York; James Wii
Boston; Jack D. Goldhar, Detro
Fred M. Jack, Dallas; T. R. Thon;
son, Kansas City; Rud Lohrenz, C
cago; W. E. Callaway, Los Angel
and David H. Coplan, Toronto.
Other executives in attendance,
addition
to
Leserman,
Edwa
Schnitzer and Harry Gold, Weste
and Eastern division managers,
elude Paul Lazarus, Sr., Ha: ry Buc
ley, Emanuel Silverstone and Pi

—

Laffmovie Votes Non-Union

RKO

knowledge on plann
advertising and public!
campaigns for new releases. Up i,
discussion at the initial meeting \t\
be the following productions: Sa:
uel Bronston's "Jack London" whij
had its world premiere yesterday
the United Artists Theater in S
Francisco;
Gregor
Rabinovitc).
"Three Russian Girls," Ben Bogeaii
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey," Har"*

The chemical group results also
indicated the sharp expansion of deNew Haven Believing that po
liveries this year, showing, in contrast with a decline of 30.1 per cent war television programs, three-m
ute commercials, and news prograr
in net profits in 1942, an upturn of
will have a large dramatic comp<
10.4 per cent.
ent, and will be prepared either
outline form or in minutest det;
Small Signs O'Keefe
Prof. Edward G. Cole is attempti

—

activities committee,
is spending a 10-day rest on desert,
following which he will return to his

Monday

(.Continued from Page 1)

In

—

war

,

hand

first

category, for example, gained 24.6
per cent over the 1942 nine-month
period, which showed a decline of
40.7 per cent from the like period
of 1941, reflecting the greatly in- Lazarus, Jr.
volume of deliveries this
c: eased
year as heavy war production ma- Prof. Cole

Both Motion Picture Theater Managers and Employes and Local B-171,
White Heads Cincy V. C.
lATSE, were defeated in a bargainCincinnati Maurice White, prexy
ing election at Laffmovie Theater,
was
United Theaters
elected
it was reported yesterday by James
Harmon Convalescing in Desert of
Chief Barker of the Queen City VarWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY iety Club at the annual business Mage, operator of the house.
Hollywood Convalescing from the meeting, with Harry David of Norattack of pleurisy, Francis S. Har- thio Theaters, first assistant; and, Howard Craven Convalescent
mon, executive vice-chairman of in- Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, Division
Detroit Howard Craven, manager
dustiy's

UA

+ 24.6 showmen

of

board").

Sales Meet

P.C.

show more
ColumIndividual
groups
RKO and clearly the reversal of trend, ExThe automotive
on the "big change explained.

months of 1942. (Stocks
bia, Loew's, Paramount,

Calls

Est.

Pix Stocks in 60.9% Increase

elected president of the Alberta Thelatest

7
7

21

8

20
5
19

Foreign Firms
Others

7

23
22

30

8
20

Textile
All Utilities

No. Showing Gain
9 Mos. '42
5
22
3
4
32
5

14
25
34
44

25
36
44
31

Railroad

'13

5

42

Equip

Chemical

No. Showing Profit

ing

INDUSTRY
Amusement
Building
Business

Leserman

Exhibitors' Service, local film
carrier organization, is convalescing
after
an operation for varicose

veins.

Open only

to students

the course is divided into
considerations
presel
at
These range f om studio progra 1
to producing a television drama; a I
from writing and acting for te I
vision to non-dramatic studio pi
tion,

:

grams.
Field trips will be taken by 11
class to WRGB, Schenectady G|
eral Electric station, and a play vl
probably be presented. Last yeai I
Yale group telecast "First Ca

Fire" over the Schenectady stati
Cole, who is Technical Director 2
head of stage lighting at the I
partment of Drama, has been as
ciated with the school for the p
13 years.
With Prof. C. L. Mee
assistant Dean of the Yale i
School, he has published origi:
work in the problem of televis
studio design.
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XHIBS. IN LAST-DITCH FIGHT
Only Exception;

By

vantages of Air-Screen
op Sharply Reflected
^fleeting the advantages of screen
radio- co-operation, as well as
r interdependence, 15 out of 16
network programs are both raOnly exand film attractions.

Walter Winchell.
C. E. Hooper, Inc.
the leading evening attractions
:he air, in order of survey popu:ion is

hows rated by

ty:

McGee and

Fibber

Molly,

Bob

{Continued on Page S)

ilier

Scores

AAA's

A. Pix Activities

—

{Continued on Page

8

'

Toronto Fire Probe

11

Start

on Wednesday

— The

first of several inthe Film Building fire will
Wednesday with the inquest
i
the' death of Herb Naiman, erae of Monogram Pictures of Can-

jronto

'

{Continued on Page 4)

of the industry are
meeting that responsibility by the splendid
work you are doing in behalf of the fight
against infantile paralysis.

Des Moines,
een included in
er

requiring

la.

a

have

City Council or-

removal

of

"sidewalk

bstructions" which started over a
ispute on newsstands occupying part
+ the sidewalks.

Two

h

iven
jiff

d'wntown

were
theaters
take poster stands
sidewalks or; the city will

orders

the

The

to

department
ave the theaters the order upon the

©

it.

city

legal

instruction of the City Council.

THE FILM DAILY
to make a

—Prepared

—FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT

Today

As

ndustry.

March

a

foreword

in

booklet, President Roosevelt sends the message to
outstanding success of the 1943 drive.
The 1944
movie theaters has been set for Jan. 24-30, inclusive).

who helped make such
of

Dimes campaign

in

the
an

Buchanan on Coast as
West Coast Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

—Bar:y Buchanan, New

in Okla. City

the president

Publication of a 40-page booklet by the Motion Picture Committee for the 1943
March of Dines, entitled "So They May Walk Again" and off the presses today
discloses the ab:ve, one of the most striking tributes ever paid to the motion picture

those

will

(Continued on Page 5)

(

:

who

Committee public sessions
on the bill get under way this morn-

humanity."

Orders 48-Hour Week for
Chicago, Starting Dec. 1

—

—

Oklahoma City With trade leaders prominent among the mourners,
funeral services for Rupert E. Griffith, 50, president of R. E. Griffith
Theaters, Inc., operating houses in
Arizona, New Mexico and Texas,
will be held at 3 p.m. today in the
{Continued on Page 4)

Holiday Matinee Biz Off
As Macy Cancels Parade

Regional War Manpower
Dean William Spencer is-

Chicago

The absence of the usual Macy pabeen
rade on Thanksgiving day was given
sued an order Friday, effective Dec.
U. S.
in some circles as the reason for the
Treasury Department for two years, 1, that all companies in Cook, Kane, drop-off of matinee business on the
{Continued on Page. 5)
has arrived from Washington to de- Kendall and Dupage Counties, invote much of his time as co-ordina- cluding Chicago, with eight or more
tor for the Treasu: y Department employes must work 48 hours weekand motion picture industry on the ly to help relieve the manpower
Then. Cop With M. P.
Hollywood

legit showman, who has
in charge of special events for

Coast.
special Treasury represen(Continued on Page 5)

—Theaters

Today

testify.

When the final victory over this dread dis- §
ease is won, you will have the inspiring satisfaction of having shared in giving this boon

He was

Ban

Bill

support of industry figures

You men and women

West

idewulk Poster
Stands Under

Tax

"IVf OTION pictures and motion picture theaters occupy an last-ditch stand against the p: oposed
important position in the community life of the American doubling of the present admissions
tax rate, numerous exhibitor organipeople.
zations have wired the Senate FinThis places upon the film industry a seriance Committee asking either to be
granted hearing or announcing their
ous responsibility.

York

dies into

ings on

Washington

Pix-Treasury Liaison
st

Pix

Senate Finance Com.
Starts Public HearWashington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau o*

n

the President:

A Message to the Industry,.,

to

ashington Nelson Rockefeller's
.n-American program came in for
^unmerciful lacing in the Senate
jiay from Rep. Hugh A. Butler of
t.raska.
Although the Senator,
•nting on a pe' sonal trip through
various republics below the Rio
jnde, did not dwell on the pix

I

ON 20% TAX

Top Network Shows Link Radio and

5 of 16
.nchell

TEN CENTS

29, 1943

Director

shortage.

and exchanges
working five-day weeks are affected.
Theater

Insignia Not-So-Good

circuits

Detroit

— The

discipl'nary

lO to 12 Pix in Blocks
Report Two-Pic Cancellation

in

New

problem of special

officers

for

theaters,

by some theaters by putting
private detectives into their houses,
appeared due for a going-over again
by the authorities, with the arrest
of Orville James Sanderson, 21, by
solved

Plan

police. Sanderson was
picked up at a railroad station, for
wearing an M. P. armband, but
claimed that he was entitled to do
military

Local 109, Five Cos. Will
Negotiate Classifications

Selling of pictures in blocks of
10 or 12, with a cancellation privilege of two pictures in each block,
was reported at the week-end to be
The Screen Office and Professional among the proposals in the distribuEmployes Guild, Local 109, UOPWA, tors' recommendations for changes
CIO, and Loew's, Inc., Columbia Pic- in the New York consent decree. AH
( Continued
on Page 8)
{Continued on Page 8)

me

night a week
so as he worked
as a private detective in a theater
and that he had an O.K. from the

FBI for the purpose.

Monday, November 29,
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For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount Pictures)—21st week
Jeannie (English picture)— 12th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 12th week
Claudia (Twentieth Century-Fox)—4th week
Old Acquaintance (Warner Bros. Pictures)— 4ih week
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn)—4th week (b)
The North Star (RKO Radio Pictures-Coldwyn)—4th week (b)
Pictures)

(Universal

—

4th

Rivoll

c*r? e
J-'* «|
f*
55th
St. Jneaier
Music Mall
Hollywood
«- »
Victo ria
... Kialto

week

Paramount

Dood It (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)—3rd week
week
Pictures)— 3rd
(Columbia
Sahara
Guadalcanal Diary (Twentieth Century-Fox)— 2nd week
Flesh and Fantasy (Universal Pictures-Boyert— 2nd week
Cry Havoc (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— 2nd week
Northern Pursuit (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Around the World (RKO Radio Pictures)
The Heat's On (Columbia Pictures)
Night in New Orleans (Paramount Pictures)—Opens tomorrow (a)
Fighting Valley (Producers Releasing Corp.)—Opens tomorrow (a)
I
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(French picture)—3rd
Co.)—3rd week
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of Russia (War
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Belmont
Stanley

Activities Committee)

rUTLUE OPENINGS
Paramount

High (Paramount Pictures)— Dec. 8
Crazy (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— Dec. 2
The Gang's All Here (Twentieth Century-Fox) (c)
(c)
Crazy House (Universal Pictures)
Dec. 1
Dancing Masters (Twentieth Century-Fox)
(Republic Pictures)— Dec. 4
In Old Oklahoma
Destination Tokio (Warner Bros. Pictures)— Dec. 31
Madame Curie (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)— Dec. 16

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
2% 2% 2%
Picts

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

1

3%
12

4

Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.
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1

—
—

1

%

1

—

3/
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8

3%

3%

12%

17%

.

—

Columbia Said Backing

"When

Doctors Disagree'

Columbia

R<« Y
l

—

Cuando Viajan Las Estrella (CLASA-Mohme)
See Sweden (Scandia Films)— Dec. 4
(a)

Dual

bill,

(b)

Dual showing,

(c)

-

£?

n

r
',»

R |a »°
Cl0
<
j
•.- 5tr nd
Hall
Music j
.Belmont
48th St. Theater
.

•

(c)

•

the Plan's executive directc

Organization of separate units f
boys and girls from 9 to 15 years
age is proposed. Groups will be e
listed in the support of patriotic a
tivities.

Hearst's Herald-American
soring the plan.

is

Future

Ignore Safe for Clothes

—

Thieves en
Jacksonville, Fla.
ered the Temple theater and pass
up the office safe and its conten
on their way to the dressing roor
of employes. Here they gathered
clothing valued at approximate
$300 and made way with it.

Orrin Johnson Dead
Neenah, Wise. Orrin Johnson,
stage veteran who made a number

Kramer Unsettled

Gets U.

S.

Army

Call

Rubin

First

Salesman

Head Omaha

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAD
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

"CLAUDIA"
with

No

INA CLAIRE

A

20th

LTEC

to 61.

changes

CENTURY-FOX PICTURfE
Symphony Orchestra

Gal* Stage Revue

ClrtU 6-4600

First Mezzanine Seats Rtierved.

"I

DOOD

IT"

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
RED SKELTON

•

Picture

ELEANOR POWELL

IN PERSON

Woody HERMAN and Band
TIMES

PARAMOUNT

SQUARE

SAMUEL COLDWYNS

THE NORTH STAI
NEW

VICTORIA

B'WAY

—

ROBERT YOUNG

DOROTHY McGUIRE

to

—

ing the Rose

de

THEATERS

Variety Club

Toronto Stan Gosnell, manager of
Omaha E. I. Rubin, Paramount
Loew's Uptown for the last five salesman, will head the Omaha Varyears, is the first Canadian theater
It is the first
iety club in 1944.
men to be called up by American time that honor has gone to a salesSelective Service for induction.
man. Other officers include:
Gosnell, an American citizen, has
Jess McBride, Paramount branch
local
his
by
1-A
reclassified
been
manager, first assistant chief barker;
States.
board in the
Harold Johnson, Universal branch
manager, second assistant chief barPix Representation
ker; Meyer Stern, dough guy; and
Gene Blazier, property master.
For CBC's Governors

reported to be back-

is

'

YORK

I\EW

—

Man

I

1

here.

of Detroit's

Connors, distribution head of
Detroit Fate of the Kramer The20th-Fox, accompanied by William ater, large West Side house, remains
J. Kupper, general sales manager of a mysteiy here, as the deadline for
the company; Hal Home, director of repossession by Herman Kramer,
and son of the builder, nears. House has
publicity,
and
adveitising
Charles Schlaifer, advertising man- been the subject of protracted litiager, left for the Coast on Friday gation that went several times to
for conferences on new product with the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
President Spyros Skouras, who al- and becomes the property of the
ready is at the studio; Joseph M. Massachusetts Mutual Life InsurSchenck, studio head; Darryl F. Za- ance Co. of Dec 4 if Kramer does
nuck, chief of pioduction, and Harry not exercise his six months' redempBrandt, studio publicity director.
tion privilege by that date.

Canadian Theater

spo

Wardrobe-Minded Thieve

appearances in silent films,

Ottawa— Succeeding N. L. NathanOkay
Franken play, "When son, who died last Spring, F. J. Army and Navy
William
Doctors Disagree," which
Crawford, stock broker, has been "Destination Tokyo"
Brown Meloney will bring to the Bi- named to Board of Governors of the
jou Theater on Dec. 28.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., leav- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Following a special
ing the film trade without represenscreening for Secretary Frank Knox,
tation on the radio board.
PROTECTING THE THEATRE
Admiral A. C. Pickens and other
.OUR "FIRST LINE OF MORALE'
high-ranking military officials, War"Happy Land" Debuts in 61
been
The number of Iowa theaters ners' "Destination Tokya" has
the Navy
both
by
approved
formally
prestate-wide
a
stage
will
which
War Departmiere of 20th-Fox's "Happy Land" Depaitment and the
without
Dec. 2 has been increased ment. Picture was okayed
starting
York
City
New
Street
57th
Weil
250
or deletions.
is

named

—

Follows current film.

—

3% +

3%
1 1

Capitol

Girl

+

B'way 3s55

Monogram

Theater

St.

Matanas

The Battle

Chicago Theaters here confron
with the juvenile delinquent
problem will co-operate closely wi
the newly launched Chicago You
Plan. Industry reps, on the commi
tee are headed by John Balaban ai
Jack Kirsch. Citizens group is to
ped by Maj. Lenox Lohr, form
NBC prexy. Stanley Pieza has b&
ed

-World

week

Tom

—

{November 26)

Am. Seat

York
York

Galindo,

FINANCIAL
High

*?*
State

;
s

FOREtGJM LANGUAGE FEATl/RES

Connors, Kupper Off For
20th-Fox Coast Parley

^^^

J

V-Ik
loe ™

•

-Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.

MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio
Aptrtado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

.

if

Riding

Representatives:

—

Theater

and Distributor

Son cf D.-acula

Chi. Theaters to Co-op
In Anti-Delinquency Mov

II

46th— Dally.

2-45. 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats.. Suns., Hols.) 75c
$1.10 Eves.. $1.10 $2.20
Sats.,
Extra shows

—

Suns..

•

RKO PALAC

B'WAY

4 47t
perform
Continuous
prlei
Popular
ances.
run.

Hols.—CI 6-7429

w^mM
On Screen

MAE WEST
VICTOR MOORE
Wm. CAXTON
•THE HEAT'S ON"

In

H.

Person

YOUNCMAh

H.

PARRISH

EXTRA!
P.

MARTELL

t

J

I

1

WALTER WANGER'S
PRODUCTION

TO BE RELEASED DEC. 31st
IS

THE FIRST MOTION

PICTDRE TO DRAMATIZE

THE HEROISM OF THE
MARINE RAIDERS ON

MAKIN ISLAND!
I

^k

UWVZRSAL PICTURES
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29, 19'

DAILY

Hold

Griffith Rites

Today

in

COminG

Okla. City
COLDWYN

SAMUEL
(Continued

x rom

Page

weeks.

occurred in Bevon Wednesday following a second heart attack within
week. He had been stricken in his
hotel suite while on a West Coast
The body was brought here
visit.
Saturday night by his widow, Mrs.
Marcella Griffith, of Las Vegas, Nev.,
and will lie in state at the Hahn
Funeral Home until noon today. Interment will be in the Griffith family plot in Rose Hill cemetery here.
One of the outstanding theater op-

We're Telling You That

owned two hotels, the Last Fiontier
in Las Vegas and El Rancho at Gallup, N. M.
A philanthropist, the deceased was
a benefactor of Father Flanagan's
Boys Town in Nebraska and a patron of the Griffith Boys Camp for
underprivileged youth on his ranch
near Belton, Tex.
Survivors, in addition to his widow,
include a son, Rupert; a daughter,
Julie Joan; his mother, Mrs. H. J.
Griffith, Sr., of this city, and two
brothers, L. C. Griffith of this city,
president of the Griffith Amusement
Co., operating houses in Missouri,
Alabama and Texas, and H. J. Griffith, of Kansas City, Mo., operating
a Kansas-Missouri circuit.
Griffith was prominent in Variety
Club affairs. He was a member of
the board of directors of the Variety
Club of Texas and a member of the
national board of Variety. Clubs.

A

native of Hallettsville, Tex.,
Griffith was educated in Texas and
Oklahoma. From a single house in
Oklahoma City, he built up one of
the largest and most important in-

—

day aiternoon was the fire in
Square was so packed that it looked

like

New

Year's Eve.

e

.

.

.

.

"Jack London" opened at the United Artists
broke the house
Theater in San Francisco on Thanksgiving Day and
• Reports from the field indicate that the better rerecord by S12.

the

WACS.

.

• UA's

.

.

.

grossers. .
• Lynn
issues of all companies are proving to be big
is on a special intelliand
colonel
lieutenant
AAF
an
now
Farnol is
who was
assignment in England. . . • Pvt. Haro'.d A. Goldstein,

U.

Critic to

—

S.

has been
a booker at Universal's "Big U" exchange in New York,
under
awarded the Silver Star for helping to rescue a wounded comrade
tank
When
a
April
last
battle
tank
heavy fire in Tunis during a
from
had been struck by enemy shells and set aiire, Goldstein leaped
through heavy
another tank and helped to carry wounded man to cover

son,

amusement

editor of the

Mem-

phis Press-Scimitar, was staged at
the Variety Club by managers of
local theaters, artists, publicity men,
and others. Johnson is scheduled to
be inducted into the Army at Camp
Shelby, Miss., on Dec. 3.

PAUL WALKER, who made

•

nist for the

Harrisburg, Pa., Telegraph,

his

is

mark

as

movie colum-

.

.

arbitrators in the present

member

.

wage

issue, will

meet today

to select the third

• Pubof the three-man arbitration panel.
tie-ups between the
is setting up promotional

and neutral
lisher Alex Hiliman
Film companies and his Movieland Magazine and on several radio shows
• Lawrence Beatus, Loew district
utilizing magazine material.
manager, is vacationing in Louisville where his son, Lt. Larry Beatus, is
.

.

.

T

T
•

•

THE BOYS AND GALS

RKO's publicity department
Hotel for Cary Moncure, assislant
in

who takes up her new post today with Pic Magazine.
Rennahan. Technicolor cinematographer and a three-time winan Academy award, will fill some lecture dates in the East, speak-

editor of Salute,

• Ray

before

organizations

technical

several

Paramount's "Lady in the Dark.".
hind the Rising Sun,"

is

.

His

picture

latest

• limmy Young,

author

of

is

"Be-

broke house records

.

.

•

Bill

in Buffalo

.

.

Rod LaRocque

.

Employes Guild has sent more than 500 Christmas packages to its
• The 38th annual frolic of the Friars
members in armed forces.
Club tonight at the Winter Garden will be dedicated to the late Ben
.

Harold Beaudine
Kay Johnson
Cenevieve Tobin
Naomi Ruth Stevens

.

Bemie

•

•

from

yesterday

arrived

WILL DeVRY
for

left

week

the

Chicago

at

New

York

and

Washington

for

coi

•

Toronto Fire Probe

First

on Wednesday

Start

(Continued from Page

1)

ada from effects of acrid fumes a
his rescue by firefighters. The h
ing will be under the direction of
S. Lawson, chief coroner for
tario.

Numeious witnesses have
summoned to give medical and

1

pert as well as eyewitness

testiir

under oath.

p.m.

11

St.

Louis Curfev
to Theaters

—

Exhibs. here will
St. Louis
port a local curfew ordinance
vided the deadline is 11 p.m., it
indicated at the public hearing
by the aldeimanic legislative

t

Curfew move, however,
stired up considerable oppos

mittee.

and

it

may

flop.

lecturing in the South on his experiences as

Heineman reports that "The North Star"
• More
and Washington on Thursday.
than 300 service men were entertained by the Warner Club at a Thanksgiving party Friday night at the Henry Hudson Hotel ...... Among the
former Warnerites present was Bobby Fleischer, pharmacist's mate

war correspondent.

.

Berkeley
Louise J. Reider
Mildred Harris

BRIAN AHERNE
Coast.

Acceptable

stationed

Among the
who was decorated for bravery in action
members were Arthur Sachson, A. W. Schwalberg, Ed Hinchy,
Party was guided by Martin F.
Lou Kaufman and other execs
Bennett, Bernard Goodman and Harry Mayer and Max Blackman
Talent included Shep Fields orchestra, Willie Howard, Henny Young• The Screen Office and Professional
man, Perry Como and others.

Busby

producer

.

700 club

**»/

UA

RABINOVITCH,

GRECCR

rived Friday from the Coast.

.

3rd class,

v • e

ihe Waldorf."

joining Columbia's publi-

• Golf Champion Tom Creavy, who won the
city setup today.
bookNational Open Championship in 1931, has joined Paramount's
Aaron
and
Thompson
Leslie
Maj.
«
ing department in Albany.
here as
Schneider, designated by the major companies and the SPG

ner of

producer-directo
the Waldorf-Astoria from Culver City, C.
connection with the script of "Week-en

T

T

T

ing

Friday for Hollyv

ences.

shell fire

tossed a luncheon Friday at the Tqft

Army

Memphis, Tenn. A surprise "going-away" party for Robert S. John-

to

ALLAN SCOTT, departed
New York visit.
ERIK CHARELL, M-G-M

in

•

HARRIS,

after 'a

at,,

.

die chains in the

circuit

Illinois-Indiana

Hot Springs.

in

ecutives.

gence

•

v,

GREGORY,

J.

turned

.

•

on

is

Alliance Theater prexy,
maintenance engineer, have
Chicago from a tour of the
cuit's Western theaters.
AL JOLSON, recovered from his recent illr
left New Yoik over the week-end for Burb
where he will make a scene for "Rhapsod;
B.ue," Warners biography of George Gershwi'
WILLIAM TINE of Paramount's Pine-Thc
production unit left New York Friday for Hi
wood after conferences with home office
S.

LOU

RKO's

circuit,

trip.

MANTA,

|OHN

is

J-L-S

JONES,

vacationing

Uni-

a

today.

Fia.,

AARCN

Coast business

complete
re-vamping its ninth floor publicity offices, with a
of
formerly
Shea,
Dotty
•
face-lifting and remodeling under way.
has joined
publicity department and currently with Monogram,

versal

from

returns

ville,

The big Show on Broadway FriTimes
the Gaiety Theater Bldg

GOOD MORNING!

•

•

•

j.

erators in the country, Griffith also

assistant general sales ma
business trip to Jacks

RUBE JACKTER,
ger,

ficiating.
Griffith's death
erly Hills, Calif.,

COLDW

MRS.

and

the Coast over the week-end 6
following a stay East of about

arrived on
New York,

1)

First Baptist Church here, with the
Rev. Howard Williams, pastor, of-

Memphis

Gome

and

T
T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

B & H Uses Serials tot
Combat Absenteeism
Chicago

—

Serials, long

bat absenteeism

in

used to

coi

film theaters,

a,

bang-up job keepi
'
Bi
industrial workers on the job.
& Howell reports that absenteei
on the two worst days of the we
has been cut 14 per cent since e
sodes of "Flash Gordrn," "Riders
Death Valley" and other mod«
chapter plays have been shown
recess audiences, and that patrona
when the serials are shown doub

now doing

other
library

a

days.
cf

Company

serials,

has

available

its

to

o
otl

war plants, with episodes split in h
so that screening time is limited
10 minutes.

November

tonday,

29, 1943
DAILY

op Network Shows

reviews of new

nk Radio and Pix

"The Gang's All Here"

utinucd from Page

with
1

iBergen).

(two features under this
title already made by Republic)
Jack Benny, Aldrich Family,
Radio Theater (using almost exclusively film scripts and film
players); Kay Kyser. Walter
ney"

Winchell,

Frank Morgan-Fanny

Bing Crosby, Joan Davis
and Jack Haley, Burns and AlBrice,

ien, Screen Guild Players (along
same lines as Radio Theater)
Cantor,
Red Skelton.
Eddie
(leading program among broad-

casts after 10:30 p.m.)

(

In many instances, sharp rise in
dio popularity has followed moThis is
>n picture appearances.
1 'cicularly
true of Red Skelton.
bber McGee and Molly also moved
in rating after transferring f:om
.icago to

Hollywood and embark

g on several film productions.

Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and Jack
Anny,

who have

maintained

top

aces over the airwaves, also have
en appearing most consistently on
3 screen.

;

Faye,

Carmen Miranda, James
Ellison

103 Mins.

20th-Fox

Attor-

District

"'Mr.

Alice

LUSH MUSICAL PACKS TREMENDOUS
EYE AND EAR APPEAL; IT
MISS AT THE BOX OFFICE.

CANNOT

Again 20rh-Fox has applied the pattern
with resounding success in its latest TechA stunning show of trenicolor musical.

mendous appeal to eye and ear, "The Gang's
Here" is popular entertainment of the

All

water. It has everything that the man
the street relishes in the way of diversion.
Music, comedy and lovely girls fill the film
first
in

to capacity.

Baron was denied
box office magnetism of the film, one of the lushest and
most lavish musical offerings to come out
of the 20th-Fox cutting rooms. Technicolor
has been used strikingly in production numbers done with an abandon and an expansiveness that only a Busby Berkeley can

Producer
nothing to

William
assure

Le

the

Berkeley's direction has

achieve.

made

pos-

Exhibs. in Last-Ditch
Fight

"O, My Darling
Clementine"

)

Mope, Charlie McCarthy (Edgar

mms

on 20

P.C.

(Continued from Page

Tax
1)

Frank Albertson, Lorna Gray
ing, with Edward Johnson of the MetRepublic
68 Mins. lopolitan Opera scheduled as the
UNSOPHISTICATED ENTERTAINMENT first witness. Johnson will oppose
SHOULD GET BY IN SMALL SPOTS AND the new admissions rate.
Four other witnesses were defiNEIGHBORHOODS.
with

Here

entertainment
audience in the smaller
spots.
Intelligent audiences are likely to
regard the corn and hokum in the film as too
much for them. Radio fanatics should derive much pleasure out of the goings-on in
"0, My Darling Clementine," which has
as its theme song the popular tune on
which the title is based.
The radio lovers are catered to by the
presence of Roy Acuff and His Smoky
Mountain Boys and Girls, the Radio Rogues,
Randolph, Harry "Pappy" Cheshire
Isabel
and the Tennessee Ramblers.
All these
give out with hayseed entertainment that
unsophisticated

is

that should find

should
of stuff

its

those
intended.

satisfy
is

for

whom

The tunes

this

sort

are mostly

nitely scheduled to appear on the
admissions tax Friday afternoon,
with the probability that two or
three others will be heard. Wednesday will see P. J. Wood of the Ohio
ITO, David Newman of the Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan, and
James F. Reilly of the National Association of the Legitimate Theaters
arguing against the two cents per
rate.
Samuel L. Gillette of
the Intermountain Theater Owners
Ass'n, Utah, is listed as the final
witness for Friday afternoon.
Ed Kuykendall and Abram F.

dime

Myers,

MPTOA

representing

and

national Allied, had not been cleared

Friday by Senator George, although
it is certain that they will be heaid.
Frank Albertson, a brash wise guy, ap- Numerous organizations have wired
has given his penchant for the spectacular
pears as the head of a troupe of itinerant the committee that Myers or Kuya free rein.
What entertainers. The company gets stranded in kendall may speak for them.
The story is of no consequence.
Anxious to keep the hearings to
Albertson welcomes
fhere is of it is a familiar little affair a blue-nose town.
the minimum, with as little repetihaving to do with a romance between a the misfortune (?) because it gives him a
soldier
James Ellison) and an entertainer chance to make a play for Lorna Gray, the tion as possible, the committee will
try to limit additional appearances
n a hoity-toity night club
(Alice Faye). mayor's daughter, whose aunt (Isabel) RanThe scldier is engaged to a gal from a fami- dolph) is bitterly opposed to the young man to Myers and Kuykendall, it was resong and dance numbers possessed of
powerful showmanship allure. The director

sible

the hill-billy variety that goes over big
with many diversion-seekers.
of

'

oliday Matinee Biz Off
e Macy Cancels Parade

ly

wealthy

as

There
(Continued from Page

is

lot

as
of

everything

before

1)

a

his

own

(Sheila

suffering on
is

adjusted

Ryan).

both

sides

happily.

because she believes he is a bad influence.
plot revolves around the efforts of
Albertson,
with
the
connivance of the
mayor (Harry "Pappy" Cheshire), to change
the place from a blue-law town to a place
of life and gaiety.
Miss Gray, who at first
resents Albertson, is in love with him at the

What matters is the tunes and the comealong
business
oadway was strong in several dy. The story fortunately doesn't get in
rhe way very much.
In fact, the film is
aces, grosses as a whole during
day were described as being at its best when the story is forgotten.
B
finale.
newhat below the attendance of Then it is pure fun and gaiety.
Armand Schaefer is down as associate
Seven tunes encompassing a variety of
;t year.
Night business, however,
Frank McDonald directed at a
moods have been contributed by Leo Robin producer.
is more than capacity.
The screenplay is by Dorrell
and Harry Warren.
Those calling for swift pace.
playing
"Northern
The St: and
and Stuart McGowan.
a tender treatment are sung by Miss Faye;
\ rsuit" broke all Thanksgiving day
CAST: Frank Albertson, Lorna Gray, Roy
those requiring boisterousness in their deJeords for the house, topping by
livery, by Carmen Miranda.
As a special Acuff and His Smoky Mountain Boys and
50 the gross of 'Gentleman Jim,"
treat for the young
people there are Ben- Girls, Radio Rogues. Isabel Randolph, Harry
Thanksgiving's attraction.
"Pappy" Cheshire, Tennessee
ny Goodman and his orchestra.
Ramblers,
"Claudia"
The Music Hall, with
While Miss Faye and Ellison are looking Irene Ryan, Eddie Parks, Loie Bridge, Patriits fourth week, played to capac- after
the
romance, Miss Miranda, Phil cia Knox, Tom Kennedy, Edwin Stanley,
all day and topped last year's of- Baker, Eugene Pallette, Charlotte Green- Emmett Vogan.
fing by a wide margin.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Armand
wood and Edward Everett Horton are giving
The Paramount, Roxy, Capitol, out with the comedy and most satis- Schaefer; Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay, Dorrell and Stuart McGowan; Camate and Criterion reported heavy factorily.
Edward Cronjager's camera work, the eraman, Bud Thackery; Musical Director,
»ht business, with matinee patronMorton Scott; Film Editor, Arthur Roberts;
art direction of James Basevi and Joseph
e "normal."
C. Wright, the set decorations of Thomas Sound, Tom Carman; Art Director, Russell
Little and Paul S. Fox, and the musical di- Kimball; Set Decorator, Charles Thompson;
•liday.

While

•

:

t

j

—

ntinees Re-instated

— The

FJerwyn, 111.
s reinstated

Oakwyn

rection

of

theater Henderson

matinees.

superlative

and Charles
contributions to

the success of "The Gang's All Here." The
Walter Bullock screnplay is based on yarn
by Nancy Wintner, George Root, Jr., and

Tom

WEDDinG BELLS

Newman

Alfred
are

Bridges.

CAST:

Good.

Alexander Film Dividend

St.

Rose of Lima

Martin Moskowitz, executive asWilliam J. Kupper, genJ sales manager of 20th-Fox, was
Irried on Saturday to Dorothy
eier of this city.
The couple left
sterday on a Florida honeymoon.
itant to

Lavelle,

Colorado Springs

— Alexander Film

Charles

Saggau,

George

Dobbs,

been called

in.

Leon Belasco.

CREDITS: Producer, William Le Baron; James Basevi, Joseph C. Wright; Set DecoraDirector, Busby Berkeley; Screenplay, Wal- tor, Thomas Little; Film Editor, Ray Curtiss;
ter Bullock; Based on story by Nancy Wint- Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, George
ner, George Root, Jr., Tom Bridges; Songs, Leverett, Roger Heman; Musical Directors,
Leo Robin, Harry Warren; Dances Created Alfred Newman, Charles Henderson.
and Directed by Busby Berkeley; CameraDIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
man,

Pix-Treasury Liaison
(Continued from Page 1)
tative who worked with Charles Einfeld of Warners, supervising industry's
participation in the Second
War Loan Drive, and also co-operated with E. L. Alperson of

RKO

charge of recent Hollywood Bond
Cavalcade. Buchanan will office with
in

Howard D. Mills, associate field director of the Treasury's War Finance
Division, Los Angeles.
to Meet
Thursday

Film Section
In Toronto

Toronto, Ont.
film

in

circles

— With calm restored
after

the

film

ex-

ward Hotel. Rosenfeld is general
manager of Columbia Pictures of
Canada.

Alice Faye,

—

alter Elliott in

Buchanan on Coast as

change fire, Louis Rosenfeld, chairman, has called the annual session
Dance Director, Dave Gould.
for Thursday of Film Section of the
DIRECTION, Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Toronto Board of Trade in King Ed-

Carmen Miranda, Phil Co. has declared a dividend of 25c
Baker, Benny Goodman and orchestra, Eu- per share on company's stock,
paygene Pallette, Charlotte Greenwood, Ed- able today to stockholders of record
C'arbondale, Pa.
Clair Haran, of ward Everett Horton, Tony De Marco, James on Nov. 20.
Majority of the orEllison, Sheila Ryan, Dave Willock, Miriam
t Irving staff, became the bride of
ganization's preferred shares have

uirch.

ported unofficially Friday.

The

Edward

Cronjager;

Art

Directors,

Superb.

STORK REPORTS
Omaha — A seven-pound

boy, RobBallantyne Hoff, was born to
Mrs. J. Robert Hoff in Chicago.
Mother formerly was associated with
Scott-Ballantyne Co. here for a number of years. Grandfather is Robert
Ballantyne, owner of Scott-Ballanert

tyne.

It is his first

grandchild.

ANOTHER BIO MONE)

PATRICK nancv KELLY bill HENRY
GERTRUDE MICHAEL
HB WARNER MARIS WR
gail

WASH from MONOGRAM!
"Graphically and tensely presented. Catching attention in
the opening scenes, it moves through episodes to point up
the destruction of morality and womanhood under the Nazi.
A strong women's picture, it also holds possibilities for extensive exploitation that can lift grosses to surprising levels.'
... DAILY VARIETY
Compares

in

theme, treatment and

execution with

'Hitler's Children/
Exploitation in similar vein would
appear to promise similar boxoffice results. The film reflects ex-

treme care and an expanded
budget."
.

.

.

MOTION PICTURE HERALD

"Top offering!

Title is a natural for
everyone, especially the women."
"Endowed with fine direction and

splendid characterization."

"We know it will keep the spectator
absorbed."
.

.

.

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

Produced by

HERMAN MILLAKOWSKY
Associate Producer, JEFFREY
Directed by

Screenplay by
Original Jtory by

BERNERD

STEVE SEKELY
HOUSTON BRANCH
FRANK BENTICK WISBAR

M
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Butler Scores ClAA's

Nashville

Monday, November 29,

19'

DAILY

Mayor Re-names Tony Sudekum

to

Blocks of 10 to 12

Housiny Authority, Transportation Board

A. Pix Activities

S.

{Continued from Page 1)

CIAA

— Mayor

Thomas L. Cummins has re-appointed Tony SudeCrescent Amusement Co., for a new five-year term as a
member of the Nashville Housing Authority, of which he is chairman.
The
Mayor has also named Sudekum as a member of the C.ty Board of Transportation
Tenn.

Nashville,

kum, president

he did
Trustees.
This board represents the city in matters related to Cumberland
outline some figures on expense of
river transportation and terminal facilities.
Sudekum's long connection with civic and public affairs in Nashville is inthe film program, and heaped constanced by the fact that he was a member of the advisory committee for the
siderable ridicule on the pix activi"United War Drive" in 1918 and again served on the advisory board of the
ties in Mexico.
Community and War Chest drive for 1943.
Presenting in a lengthy report figures on the film budget for the individual countries none of these
figures especially large Butler re- 2 Gov't Economic Experts
James O. Cherry
ported also that in addition to the To

phase of the

activities,

—

—

Named

two or three million dollars in actual
Government expense, the motion pic-

Advise on

West Coast Bureau of

OWI

Shorts

THE FILM DAILY

ture industry has spent, in the past
Hollywood At the request of Holtwo years, about $25,000,000 on spelywood Division, War Activities
cial features and entertainment films
Committee, of which Mary C. Mcfor Latin America. He did not menCall, Jr., is chairman, two Washinginvestment.
this
on
tion the return
ton economic experts have anived
Reporting specifically on the Merida, Yucatan consular district in Mexico, Butler re- in Hollywood to confer with local
ported that the screen program got under producers of two of a program of
way in April of this year, with screenings 26 OWI-WAC short subjects which
This program, he
for 15 schools weekly.
has agreed to produce
said, is "first, thought to he unnecessary the industry
and, second, thought to be of such ridicu- and distribute gratis for the Gov-

—

lous character as to be practically worthless."
While there, he continued, he saw three
films, their subjects being "How to Select
the Best Yacht for Various Pleasure Purposes." "How New York Policemen Train
Their Police Horses," and "U. S. Battleship

ernment.
Bert Cummings, economic expert
of the War Food Administration and
Office of Price Administration, will
aid Cliff Work and Milton Feld of
0:1 Maneuvers."
Universal in production at that stuLargest CIAA movie outlay, Butler redio of a short dealing with control
ported, was that in Mexico for this year
$6o,000. with Brazil benefiting to the tune of food prices, and, Herman HetArgentina $18,866 and the tinger, of
of $58,025.
the Treasury Department,
other republics considerably less, rarely exwill confer with Paramount producceeding $5,000 or $6,000.
Some confusion exists as to the authentic- ers Joseph Sistrom and Charles
ity of his figures, with Senator Kenneth Mc- B:ackett
on an anti-inflation film.
Kellar, Tennessee Democrat and chairman of
the Senate Appropriations Committee, challenging the validity of the entire set.

In the meantime, rumors of an impending
executive order to shift CIAA and the overseas branch of OWI to the State Department
continue to be just that, THE FILM DAILY

Friday by a high White House
official that although the matter has been
under discussion for a year it is not likely
that anything will be done about it for some
He said he could not guartime to come.
antee that no executive order had been prepared ordering the shift, but he felt fairly

was

Arrangements for co-operation of the
Government men, who will remain
in Hollywood about a week, were

made by Stanton
the Domestic Film

Griffis,

chief

of

Bureau of OWI.

told

Miami Exhibs. Favor
Smoking in Theaters

—

Miami, Fla. City Commissioners
certain it had not.
and theater operators are arguing
Some significance was seen in capital cir- the question of whether or not smokcles in the visit of Orson Welles to Vicepermitted in picture
President Wallace Saturday, but no word ing may be
was given out on this meeting.
houses.
There is a city ordinance
Butler's report, challenged by McKellar, now being enforced which prohibits
also drew a statement from Vice-President smoking inside a theater.
Theater
The Vice-President, not naming operators

Wallace.

that he regretted the "slur
on the South American people" contained in
Butler's report. The Nebraskan had adopted
as a theme the contention that the U. S.
is doing more in Latin America than Latin
America merits for its part in the war.
stated

Butler,

*
Promoted
MA). LYNN
nel,

CARL

in

*

PROMOTED

FARNOL, AAF,

to

USMC,

formerly,

Chicago,

Operators Union, to captain.

LEONARD

*

ARMY

SLEPSKI, partner,
Hazel Park, Mich.

ter.

*

Hazel

• WAC *
* WAVES *
MANES,

Park

Thea-

cago.

Warner Theaters,

—

Dallas
Variety Club of Texas
elected its new board of directors at
a special meeting. James O. Cherry,
city manager in Dallas for the Interstate circuit, was named Chief Barker for the next term, by the new
Board, which includes W. G. Underwood, Ray Beall, Sol Sacks, R. I.
Payne, Ted de Boer, Phil Isley, William O'Donnell, Julius Schepps and
F. W. Allen, with L. C. Baxley,
Houston, newly elected Chief Barker
of the Houston auxiliary of Tent 17.
W. G. Underwood is Assistant Chief

Barker, William O'Donnell, second
Chief Barker, R. I. Payne, Property
Master, and Ted de Boer, Doughguy. Don C. Douglas and S. L. Oakley were named as delegates to the
national convention of Variety, with
Ben Ferguson and Louis Charninsky
as alternates.
Tent 17 now has 55 of its members in some branch of the war service, out of its present membership
of 235 in Dallas, 200 outside Dallas,
and 25 associate members.

cashier,

Chi-

in

Plan

Continued from Page

I

1)

would be tradeshown,

pictures

w

announce

action on t
issue, Tom C. Clark, assistant i
torney general, said last week
New York that he would first hear
representative of the independe
producers.
Cla:k will confer
Washington on Friday with the ^
dies' representative.
It is possible that the D of L
final word on the decree will cot
its

official

next week.

Local 103, Five Cos. Will
Negotiate Classifications
(.Continued

from Page

1)

20£h-Fox, Movieto
News and RKO Radio Pictures hi
put their signatures to a stipulat
providing for immediate start of
tures

Corp.,

gotiations in an effort to evolvi
mutually satisfactory system of
and salary classifications for soo
Accoiding
1,500 office workers.
the SOPEG, the companies n
grant merit or promotional incre;
under
regulations.
:
The wage clauses in the SOPE
two-year contracts with the comj
Salary!
nies expired last July.
justments resulting from classif
tions will be retroactive to Oct

WLB

is understood.
Sidney Young, head of the SOP
said on Friday that "classificatil
will correct, by fair and equit;
job and wage standards, many lc
Cape Girardeau, Mo. The Fox standing salary grievances and
Midwest interests have purchased the equalities and provide substar
Broadway, Orpheum and Pa:k the- relief to the problem of turnover
ater buildings from S. E. Brady, who contribute greatly to the stabil
operated the houses prior to Decem- tion of the vital movie industry.'
ber, 1929, when he leased them to
the Fox Midwest circuit. The Park, Balm for Forced Moving
Denver Fox Intermountain
a 450-seater has been dark for some
time.
The Broadway has 1,250 aters were awarded $6,286 as
ment of damages arising out c
seats and the Orpheum 735 seats.
it

1

—

—

•

]

forced moving of

its offices

when

Government took over thei" of
Finney Buys McCulley Story
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY in the Paramount theater buile
damages of $10,692 i
Hollywood
"Inside Thibet," "an Total

—

story by Johnston McCul- awarded tenants in a suit in I
district court here. Fox Interm
Minneapolis E. J. Hurley, chief ley, who wrote "The Ma: k of Zorro,"
tain is now housed in the De
accountant and office manager at the has been purchased by Edward Finbuilding.
Paramount exchange, will be given ney, who plans to start shooting theater
Finney is intera dinner at the Andrews Hotel to- early in January.
Para. Re-issues in Squire
night, on the occasion of his retire- ested in signing Mala, Eskimo who
J.

Hurley Tonight

a

cording to the report.
While the:e has been no indie
tion as to when the formal dra
will be presented to the Departme
of Justice or when the D of J

Fox Midwest Purchases
Three In Cape Girardeau

in fireproof

original

—

to move to Southei'n Califor- made his film debut in M-G-M's "EsHurley has been with the local kimo," for a leading role in the picParamount office for 25 years, work- ture.
ing with nine different branch manName Seven in Tax Liens
agers.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Tax liens have been
John F. Webber Buried
filed by the Bureau of Internal RevNorthampton, Mass.
Following enue against Busby Berkeley in the
funeral services here on Saturday, amount of $26,947; Edmund O'Brien,
John F. Webber, 74, actor best $18,953; Everett Crosby, $15,255,
known for his enactment of Father Bruce Cabot, $11,028; B. P. Shulberg,
Whalen in "Abie's Irish Rose," was $6,730; Patsy Kelly, $2,849 and Maxie
laid to rest in Coeymans, N. Y.
Rosenbloom, $6,514.
nia.

Two Paramount

pic, "The Tra
Lonesome Pine" and "Islan
Lost Souls," were revived Satu

the

for the re-opening of the Squire
ater.

—

—

IRENE PRIES. Warner Theaters, Chicago.

SOPHIE

it

Texas V. C. Chief Barker

ment

lieutenant-colo-

England.

DANIELSON,

amended

to pertheater sections.
The matter will be decided
before the end of the year.

Fete E.

TO THE COLORS!

want

mit smoking

Reported

of

IN

NEW POST

O. C. FINLEY, manager,

Tampa

Theater,

1

Fla.

JOHN HIATT. shipping
FRANK C. HOFFMAN,
Cedar Rapids,

a.

clerk,

Warners, Oi

assistant

manager

i

The Daily Newspaper

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
^dependent in Thought
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tKO 39-WEEK NET ZOOMS TO $5,008,074
"harles Skouras to Lead 4th War Loan Drive
VC

Prexy Accepts Trade
to Service;

ill

Name
in Week

To

3-workers Later

Skouras, president of Fox
will spearCoast Theaters,

"Charles
?t

Fourth War
c?mpaign,

industry's

the

Loan

18-

Jan.

for

set

Feb.

15,

was

it

announced yesterday by Si Fabian, chairman of
Thethe WAC

aters

is

vassing the

canfield

manpower
the

staff

expected

jtt

Fourth

few days.

Dame

Hear

n

to

nounce his
workers in

Said Fabian's statement
(Continued on Page 8)

i

n

Bureau of

proposed" f:r the admissions tax and several other excise taxes.
Pix industry
witnesses are due to be heard tomorrow.
Morgenthau who pleaded for the tax program originally brought forth by the
Treasury, ran into strong talk on the advisability of a general sales tax.
,

Pic

G-M

star,

is

the

only

Rochester

announc-

new

curfew law

rs

Oklahoma City

dak

drive,

titled

"So

They May Walk

The

general

and his crew

some 16,000

to
the-

es-

of

—

Toronto
have

along the
of

Charging that distribu-

raised

tors

line,

Independent

film

rentals

all

the National Council
Exhibitors lias pre-

sented a brief to Ottawa.
An official acknowledgement has been
issued but the brief has not been
answered. It is understood that the

document
form soon.

will

be issued

in

booklet

Do Stage

Pickford to

Musical Version

caped without injury in a crash
landing in Allied
territory with the
exception of one

being member

today

(Continued on Page 7)

of

"Rain"

THE FILM DAILY
Mary Pickford will

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

leave shortly after the first of the
(Continued on Page 8)

their

party who was injured by flak.

News of the CEN. "TED" CURTIS
important officials of the
crash came from
11 industry and in public life. A spe- General Curtis in a letter to his

Firestone in Tele
Bow Relies on Pix

to

(Conlinued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 2)

Forerunner of future tele producwhich may govern many special

tion

as well as live talent, was
revealed last night in the debut of
"The Voice of Firestone Televues,"

events,

Vote in '44, Urges Hoblitzelle

a

Canadian Indies File
Film Rentals Brief

— Tribute to his hu-

Mary

NICHOLAS M. sCHENCK maile d

in effect, local theare pledging co-operation in
(Continued on Page 8)

Rites for Griffith

Loew's prexy and it has been learnnational chairman ed here.
industry's
March of Dimes
committee, in the
printed
40-page
record of the 1943

Whitty,
industry

Brig.

manitarianism highlighted the rites
yesterday for R. E. Griffith, co-owner

of the

aters,

a

—

Company,
was shot down in
a bomber in Italy
is hinted by Nicholas M. Schenck, early in October,

eradicate into
fantile
paralysis

Again,"

5an

(Continued on Page 7)

Curtis Safe

Gen. -Edward
coFuture dramatization on the enAAF, peacetime
the tei tainment screen of the film indus- Peck "Ted" Curtis,
motion picture film sales manager
try's role in the national campaign for Eastman Ko-

O. Deadline for Juve
cket Sales in Frisco
p.

Jumping from a net loss of $389,853 for the 39 weeks ended Oct. 3,
1942, to a net profit of $5,008,074 for
the same 39-week period in 1943 was
the accomplishment of RKO Corp.
and subsidiaries, according to a
financial statement issued yesterday.
Earnings reached new high levels in
each of the three quarters of the
current year, President N. Peter
Rathvon announced.
Gross profits for the 1943 period

Film Execs. Attend

an-

,ness definitely scheduled to tes(Continued on Page 6)

Francisco —-With

"Ted"

Polio Drive Hinted

Whilly

May

Bomber Shot Down,

Based on Trade

THE FILM DAILY

— Dame

THE FILM DAILY

Secretary Henry J. Morgenthau yesterday asked the
Senate Finance committee to restore to the tax bill the Treasury proposal for
a tax of three cents on each dime of the admission price.
Appearing as the
first witness before the Senate Committee,
Morgenthau sa!d in a prepared
statement that the "Treasury again recommends the wartime increases originally

Juve Delinquency

Washington

— Treasury

Earnings Rise From a
$389,853 Loss Last
Year to a New Record

to

War Loan "high
command." He is
HARLES SKOURAS

Washington Bur.,

Washington

Division.

Skouras
for

Morgenthau Ashs Senate Finance Committee
to Restore 30% Levy on Theater Admissions

All Interstate Employes Get Prexy's Letter

Kaufman Charges Stand
As Court Denies Plea
Federal Judge John Bright yesterday denied motions to dismiss the
indictments against Louis Kaufman,
business agent of Newark operators'
Local 244, and the six other defendants on trial in Federal Court here
on charges of conspiracy to extort
(Continued on Page 6)

—

Dallas Urging all members of the
Interstate ' family" to register and
pay their poll taxes (a voting tax is
required in Texas) and be prepared
to vote in all 1944 elections, Karl
Hoblitzelle, circuit president, mailed
a letter to the organization's full

personnel.

Hoblitzelle writes:

"The most solemn period

in the

history of our nation will be the
{Continued on Page 7)

half

-

hour

Probably

for

commercial

weekly

series scheduled over

the

NBC's
first

WNBT.
time,

a

scene was taken down as a motion
picture and telev'sed the same day.
This particular portion of the show
was a film made of Harvey Firestone,
mel!,

Jr.

and

NBC's Niles Tram-

who appeared

in

a

five-minute

which preceded the showing
of the' pic "For America We Save,"
prepared by Firestone to show ways

scene,

of conserving rubber during the

emergency.

war
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Hollywood

—

Examine Cooper

Examination of Joseph H. Cooper

Paramount Theater Execs.
Leave for Coast Parley

in his $250,000 action against Paramount Pictures will take place on

Broadway
BUyant 9-7117,

1501

Bob Weitman, managing diSt., W. I. PA IMS— P. A. llarle, Le Film.
rector of the New York Paramount,
Marsoulan
Rue
HAVANA—
29
(12).
Mary and Harry Levine, booker of stage
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU
— Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr. shows for out-of-town theaters, also
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour

Walter

Schuck,

de Correo 1929.
CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Mexico,
D.
F.
Apartado 8817,
P.

Casillo

MEXICO

train.

left

yesterday to look over the

ent and band

FPC

to

tal-

field.

Again Pay Extra
Year

50 Cent Dividend for

FINANCIAL

—

Montreal
Famous Players
Canadian has
declared
a dividend of 50 cents a share, pay-

(.Monday, November 29)

Net

Low
High
14
14

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %)

16i/4

157/s

Close
14

1/8

15%

3
/8

— Chg.

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
2% 25/8 25/8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. 15Vs
15 'A
151/4
East. Kodak
152
153*A 152
'

do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
173/8
Loew's, Inc
55%
Paramount ......... 221/2

RKO
RKO

63/4

$S pfd
93%
20th Century-Fox
20%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 27
.

Warner
Par.

.

.

16%

21%

16%
55%
21%

6i/
2
921/z
201/4

6 1/2
93
203/8

265/8

26

55 V

—
—

.

y4

—

Montreal
Directors of Eastern
Theaters, Ltd., have declared a dividend of 50 cents on common stock,
payable December 31, to shareholders of record December 15.

%

10% 10 y2 101/2
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Brcs

B'way 3s55

Monogram

86

86

86

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
icts
2% 2% 2%
I

Radio-Keith cvs
Srjnotone Corp
Technicolor

1

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.

1

3Vs
11

%

3%
11%

Dec. 31, to shareholders of
record Dec. 15. It supplements four
25-cent dividends paid on March 1,
May 1, July 3 and Oct. 1, making the
total for the year, $1.50 a share.
This is the same as last year. There
are 430,524 no par value shares outstanding.
able

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

Moss
Meet

-

1

3% +
—

11%

to

Address Mass.

of Exhibs.

Friday

Exhibitors of the New York area
hold a meeting at 10 a.m. on
Friday in Loew's Ziegfeld Theater,
and will be addressed by License
will

17

16%

16%

\'4

_

Engel Leaving Warners;
Commissioner Paul Moss.
To Discuss New Deal Here Sam Schoenstadt Dies
Chicago — Sam Schoenstadt,
Boston — Phil Engel, for the past
10 years Eastern publicity field rep.
for Warners with headquarters in
Boston, resigned yesterday effective
Dec. 1. No successor has yet been

named.
Before coming to Boston, Engel
was for seven years in Warne: s home
office in New York.
He has covered
Boston, Buffalo, Albany, Syracuse,
Rochester and other Eastern points
out of here.

Engel

In his suit
held in Cooper's name.
against Paramount, Cooper charges misuse of
$138,581 while he and the company with,
drew from the Lincoln Theater Corp. of
nies

Lincoln, Neb.

studio.

GEORGE BROWN, Paramount
director, arrives in
New York
Hollywood

to

confer

home

other

jnd

execs.

home

in

time

spend

to

Christmas

LEIGH WHIFPER

New
a

York, where
stage show.

leaves

he

thei

Hollywood today

fo

rehearsals

fo

start

will

AL LOWENTHAL of Famous Artists Syndi
cate will be in town from Chicago in December
CHARLES LINDAU, head

of the circuit bear

name, has gone to Phoenix, Ariz., fron
Chicago for the Winter to convalesce from hi
ecent illness, leaving his wife to run th

ing his

in

his

absence.

JOHNNY JONES,

chief barker of the Chi
cago Variety Club, is expected back home fror
the West Coast on Dec. 10.

CAPT. JAMES STEWART has

Names

with

children.

European theater of war.

Swelled by 17

publicity

JOAN BENNETT and her husband, WALTEI
WANCER, leave the Coast for Washington am
New York on Friday.
They plan to returi

Ampa Membership

Is

studio

Saturday fron
Robert M. Gillham

with

office

business

C. L.
has

ing,
for

arrived

CARRINGTON, president of Altec
arrived in New York from the

in

tans
Coas

company conferences.

A/C CHESTER B. BAHN, JR., returned t
Receipt of 17 membership appli- Camp Moody, Ca., yesterday.
Ampa was announced yes- F. J. A. MCCARTHY left yesterday fo
terday by Vincent Trotta, its presi- Miami to confer with William Scully and Harr
dent. The applicants: Phil Williams, Graham.
March of Time; Dave Bader, 20thSAM DEMBOW, BOB WEITMAN and HARR
Fox; Jacques Kopf stein, Astor Pic- LEVINE left yesterday for Hollywood. LEON
ARD
GOLDENSON leaves tomorrow.
tures; Sam Kastenbaum, Producers
HANK LINET goes to Boston today.
Releasing Corp.; Mel Gold, National
Screen; Belle Goldstein, free-lance;
JULES GIRDEN, Warners' theater departmen
Herman Schleier, The Independent; executive, will be in Albany today.
Marguerite Weybuin, Republic; Raymond Cavanaugh, National Screen; Harris
O'Donnell
Sidney Mesibov, Paramount; Arnold
To Attend Philly Dinner
Stoltz, United Artists; Evelyn Kolman, Republic; Gertrude Merriam,
Philadelphia John H. Harris am
Quigley Publications; Clifford B.
Ross, Ross Federal; Al Finestone, Robert J. O'Donnell will be presen
Paramount; Irving Shapiro, Film at a Variety Club dinner Dec. 13 a
Classics; Bob Montgomery, 20th-Fox. which time Harris, as chief barke
of the Variety Clubs, will presen
the Pittsburgh tent a plaque for do
Joel Swensen Joins Warners
ing the finest charitable work of an;
Appointment of Joel Swensen to a tent in the national setup durinj
newly created special research post 1942.
in the home office publicity department was announced yesterday by
Mort Blumenstock, in charge of Warner Bros, advertising and publicity
in the East. Swensen, formeily head
of the MPPDA information depart-

and

—

Schoenstadt Circuit theater superis dead of a heart attack.
His ment here, more recently was with
wife and two child: en survive.
the WAC.

Arthur Koch Dies
Stein's Brother Dead
Chicago
Chicago Max Stein, brother of
Arthur Koch, veteran
Roosevelt Theater movie operator is Isadore Stein, B & K Albia theater,
dead. Burial was at Mount Emblem is dead.

—

—

^^

His wife survives.

—

—

stage and screen player,

is

dead here.

th

cations by

visor

Cemetery.

wood

The examination of Cooper in the suit for
accounting' of assets of the Lincoln Theater Corp., brought by Paramount and two
of its directors, was postponed yesterday
until further notice.

Sidney T. Treen Dead
Frank Sheridan Dead
Rochester
Sidney T. Treen, a
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY foreman in the chemical department
New York
Hollywood Frank Sheridan, 74, at Eastman Kodak here for 33 years,

night for
future connections.

left last

to discuss

and GOIflG

gotiating with three major compaSPYROS SKOURAS is expected to return t<
Makes Crash Landing Behind
nies for distribution arrangements New York from the Coast Saturday.
Cassidy"
pic"Hopalong
Allied Lines in Italy
for future
LESTER COWAN left for the Coast yes
tures, but no deal has been closed terday.
as yet.
He must deliver his final
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK is due in Hollywooc
Hopalong picture, "Forty Thieves," today.
(Continued from Page 1)
wife, who is now residing in Alex- to United Artists by April 1, 1944.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, in charge of adver
tising and publicity in the East for Warners
andria, Va.
leaves
today for the South in connection witl
Gene:al Curtis is serving as chiefFriday
special promotional plans for "The Adventure
of-staff to Maj. Gen. Carl Spaatz,
of Mark Twain."
In $250,000 Para. Suit
American
Aerial
Commander-inWILLIAM SAAL, Republic producer, am
Chief in the Mediterranean theater.
STEVE EDWARDS are en route from the Holly

Friday in the office of the company's
attorneys. Notice to that effect was
Paramount theater executives are filed in New York Federal Court
New York, N. Y.
Phone
9-7118, 9 7119, 97120. 9-7121.
Cable address: headed for Hollywood this week to yesterday.
Filmday, New York.
According- to Albert C. Bickford, Parasee new pictures and confer with Y.
attorney, Cooper already has been
Frank Freeman and B. G. DeSylya. mount
examined
in the suit brought by the comRepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD. 28. Calif.—
Leonard
Goldenson, vice-president pany agrainst him and his three Colorado
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
corporations,
Joseph H. Cooper Enterprises
Granite 6(V07.
WASH 1NCTON— Andrew H. in charge of theater operations, flies
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor out tomo: row. Sam Dembow, depart- of Colorado, Interstate Theaters, Inc., and
Rialto, Inc.
This action seeks adjudication
0882; CHICAGO, 45. III., Joseph Esler.
ment executive, left yesterday by of ownership of stocks in the three compa6241 N. Oakley Ave. LONDON— Ernest W.
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WARNERS LEAD
ALL COMPANIES
IN BOXOFFICE

PERFORMANCE FOR
ENTIRE YEAR!

b

JPW Bonds

for Christinas!

GIVE

WAR BONVS

FOR CHRISTMAS

^Ro6cSn4

RUSSELLAHERNE

with

WILLARD PARKER

SCRJEEN PLAY BY THERESE LEWIS

AND BARRY TRIVERS... A

COLUMBIA PICTURE
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Based on Trade

Pic

To Hear

(Continued from Page

copy

is

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

being sent to President

Roosevelt.
The booklet contains a complete
report, theater-by-theater, of the
collections in the 1943 drive and impressive tributes from the President
and Basil O'Connor, president of the
National Foundation for Infantile
(Text of the President's
Paralysis.

message appeared
Daily yesterday.)

The Film

in

In his statement, in which he
gives full credit to the theater owners and staffs, Schenck reports that
the Polio drive raised a net total of
$2, 116,539. 18 out of the over-all total
of the National Foundation of $5,
648,419.38, or nearly 40 per cent.
"The cost of conducting our campaign
(2.64 per cent) was so exceptionally low
because so many in our industry contributed
service and materials so liberally," explains
Schenck.
Pointing out that "the dollars and dimes
listed in these pages are already saving
prexy adds: "During this
lives," Loew's
paralysis epidemics swept
infantile
year,
Many
over many sections of our country.
an exhibitor has had this dread disease
brought close to him and his family and

Senate sub
committee on wartime health aru
tify before the special

education in

Off
•

The motion
mysterious malady.
picture industry may be proud of the part
it is taking in this warfare on the home
front. When victory is finally won some one
may write an exciting screen script on how
a group of showmen helped humanity free itself from a dread enemy."
A map in the booklet shows the theater
collections in each state and the per capita
National average donation
contributions.
per capita was $.0159.
this

The 1944 March

Dimes drive

of

set

is

for Jan. 24-30.

"Tender Comrade" Aims
For an Academy Award
RKO

"Tender
open it at the
Hillside and Hollywood Pantpre-release

will

Comrade" and

RKO

will

tomorrow in order to make
picture eligible for Academy
award honors. The Ginger Rogers
picture will not be given its tradeages
the

showings until February, but it had
to be shown in a Los Angeles theater prior to Dec. 31 to be a contender for

Academy

honors.

NEW POSTS

DAVID KAISER,

assistant

manager,

Hippodrome,

CLAUDE

THOMPSON,

Logansport,

Chicago

Ind.

representative,

Movietonews.

ROY CERMAINE.manager, Times

Theater,

Chi-

cago.

DOC ZOTOS, manager, Thalia, Chicago.
CERALD PRICE, salesman, United Artists, Washington.

down

while on the Coast.

.

.

have

will

his

knee

a

in

cast for

the.

next six

the job, however, with the help of crutches.

back

at

Columbia

after

WAC

• Hal

son of Paramount's advertising department had an accident at

ex-

.

weeks
.

•

Dan-

home and

He'll

be on

George Frazier

is

being honorably discharged from the Army.

• Frances Simon, well-known publicity lady, is doing special promotion
on Paramount's "Lady in the Dark.".
• Dick Arlen is due in town
within the next few weeks.
• A major company is reported to
have offered Monogram $200,000 for Belita, the skating star.
Monogram nixed the offer.
• Bill Rodgers will discuss M-G-M
.
product and maybe other items with the trade press at a luncheon Thursday at the Astor.
• Universal will screen "Flesh and Fantasy" for the
Boston newspaper boys and gals today. .... .Hank Linet will go to the
.

.

.

.

.

.

Hub

T
•

•

T

AND SPEAKING OF

being tacked on to the
public won't get

The foreword

the

reads:

title

T
A

Universal

strips

cute foreword

of "His Butler's Sister" so

is

that

wrong impression about rationing, etc
"The foods, drinks, clothes, shoes, rubber,

gas

and other articles consumed or used in this picture are purely imaginary and have no relation to any actual foods, drinks, clothes, shoes,
rubber, gas and other articles of today, rationed and unrationed
purely accidental. .... .This

is

is

a fable of the day

That is what will greet the audiences when
the title of the Deanna Durbin picture is flashed on the screen.
• Jay Blaufox, well-known as the former publicity and advertising
director of the Fox Brooklyn Theater and the Stanley in Jersey City,
has been appointed director of advertising and publicity for the Carter
Hotel Chain, with executive offices in the Dixie Hotel in New York.
before yesterday"

T
•

•

BOSLEY CROWTHER

in the

New

—

men

two columns

Drawing upon first-hand reports from Times
Milton Bracker. Herb Matthews. Frederick Graham and Frank

Kluckholm

—Bos.

presents the conclusions that "the fact

vious that the service has been poor in the past
of

room

for

improvement"

problem was neglected

.Observing that

for so

many

and

—

it

He

contends that

"it

is

a

situation

Kaufman Charges Stand
As Court Denies Plea
(Continued from Page 1)

pretty ob-

a shame

"it is

months, which

is

that there is plenty

that the

obviously was."

Crowther said, "we can be assured that the Army is trying hard to
plug holes. No one should see more clearly the great morale Value
films.".

ing out that there has not yet bee:
any complete compilation of infor
mation on the causes, extent or re
grow
suits of juvenile delinquency
ing in magnitude as an industr.
problem Senator Pepper indicate
that his committee has in mind rec
ommendations for joint Federal-corn
munity action to combat youthfi
vandalism and crime.
Thursday's session will see
screening of the recent March o
Time subject on juvenile delinquent
with Time-Life publisher Henry
Luce scheduled as a witness. Tb
committee and witnesses will als
be guests of Monogram this wee!
at a special showing of "Where Ai
Your Children?"
That actual legislative proposal
will arise from the hearing is doub
ful, with the main purpose concede
to be the "pointing up" of the prol
lem before the public.

York' Times on Sunday,

discussed the servicing of films to American troops overseas to the extent of

Thursday of this week, will repr<
sent a "round-up of expert opinion
sub-committee chairman Claude Pep
Poin
per, Florida Democrat said.

.

Any resemblance

•

I

—

for the event.

which bears

more than $1,000,000 from the indu
try. The dismissals were sought c
grounds of insufficient evidenc
Ralph Pierce was eliminated as
defendant last week.

The defense

will start firing toda

scru-

New

•

•

•

Bridgeport, Conn.

WARNERS' DON CARLE GILLETTE

is

represented in

Astor Exchange
Jay Schrader and Hat
Hearn have opened the Astor Pi
tures Exchange on West 2nd
i\

the current issue of Barron's, national business

and financial weekly,
by a feature article on the industry's present and future
While
Gillette spotlights the trade's current profits from revivals, the article
generally discusses the industry's prospects and problems
Latter,
in the Warner publicist's opinion, are three—tax uncertainties, increased production costs and the likelihood of a post-war slump
As to the third, says Gillette, "if some kind of a 'peace boom' does not
develop within a year after the war, the film industry at least will be
in the strongest position of its history to withstand a slump"

T

ington.

Clobe,

Harmon, the

S.

basking in the Arizona sunshine, recuperating

from an illness that got him

W. EMMETT JASPER, salesman, Warners, Wash-

AL DOMIAN, manager,

THAT...... Francis

is

oij

—

City.

Roxy,

AND

THIS

public sessions

delinquency,

Charlotte

FRANK GREEN, salesman, Universal, Denver.
C. W. RODEBAUCH, salesman, Universal, Kansas

•

its

scheduled ti|
get under way this morning.
Tw<
other screen luminaries were tenta'
tively booked, but Rosalind Russel
is definitely off the list now becaus
she had to return to Hollywood ani
Madeleine Carroll, as of yesterdaj
is not booked to appear.
Miss Car
roll was to have appeared for th
United Seamen's Service, but can
celled her appearance late last week
No official representative of the WA<
is scheduled to appear.
The hearings, to run throug]
juvenile

tiny"

Baltimore.

BOB PILCHER, manager,

T
T
Reporter's Cuff

ecutive vice-chairman,

of

IN

A

•

•
"Slowly, but surely, the fight against inparalysis is being won," Schenck
"Each year sees progress being
concludes.
made both in the prevention and the cure
fantile

of

Whiffy

On Juve Delinquency

Polio Drive Hinted
cial

Dame

•

•

•

Y

Y

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

Office will handle all Astor
in addition to independent

produ
produ

available.

FEflimE TOUCH
LUCILLE JARESKE, secretary, Columbia, Oma
CRACIE PALMER, booker, Monogram, Chicagi
FRIEDO BIOFF, secretary to Elmer Immerir
B.

&

K.,

Chicago.

tesday,

3*

November, 30 1943

KO 39-Week

Profit

DAILY

Hoblilzelle Urges

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

ops Five Millions
(Continued from Page

Staff lo

re $11,914,106 compared with $2,pro,2,210 in the 1942 period.
(

A

for

ion

contingencies

FRED MacMURRAY, termer, 20rh-Fox.
JEAN SULLIVAN, option renewed, Warners.
TIM WHELAN, producer, new termer, RKO.
THtODORE STRAUSS, writer. Paramount.

and post- PAUL LANCTON,

adjustments was set at $1,000,- VINCNT McHUCH,

r

this year.

)

We Dream," Columbia; FLORENCE BATES and
HUGH MARLOWE, "Meet Me In St. Louis,"

SIGNED
1)

income taxes for the 1943 period
ounted to $4,180,000, compared
In addi$1,050,356 last year.
n, provision for excess profits
:es came to $720,000 this year
Provision
iiinst none last year.
the Fede: al taxes this year were
a 42 per cent basis on a consoli:ed tax return, whereas the 1942
ome taxes, calculated at 40 per
:t. covered the aggregate liability
an individual tax return basis.
:h

M-C-M.

termer,
writer,

Paramount.

DAVID HORWICH, writer, Paramount.
ABRAHAM POLONSKY, writer, Paramount.
RICHARD NUSSBAUM, writer, Paramount.
ELIA KAZAN, producer-director, termer,

20th-

Fox.

HANK

DANIELS, termer, M-C-M.

ASSIGNMENTS
CEORC
t

MARSHALL,

director,

Town,"

"Cirls'

aramount.

FRANK

McDONALD,

director,

Gambler's

Choice," Paramount.
JULIE STYNE and SAMMY CAHN, music, next
Kay Kyser musical, Columbia.
ELIA KAZAN, director, "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn," 20th-Fox.

CEORGE

MARSHALL,

"Girls'

director,

Town,"

Paramount.

lm

CASTINGS

Execs. Attend

PASS LENOIR. EDDIE CHANCLER, HERBERT
HEYES, JEAN WAYNE and FRANCIS MORRIS,
"It Happened Tomorrow," Arnold PressburgerUA; RICARDO CORTEZ, "Make Your Own Bed,"
Warners; ANCELA LANSBURY, "The Picture

tes for Griffith
1)

350 theaters in the Southwest.
:>resentatives of the industry from
Hundreds
states were present.

:

messages of condolence flooded
Over 500
Griffith headquarters.
-jrners were told by Rev. J. How-

3

pastor of the First
Church, that a man's charBr should be judged by his acts,
that Griffith's business efforts
philanthropies were intended to
ag happiness to both the fortue and unfortunate of the work»y wo: Id.
i
eaders of the Texas film busiB arranged for transportation in
rtered Pullmans, although crowdschedules kept dozens away.
Williams,

otist

t

Cray,"

Dorian

of

(Continued from Page

AVA

M-C-M;

CARDNER,

"Three Men in White," M-G-M; RECIS TOOMEY,
"Song of theh Open Road," Charles R. RogersUA; JOAN SINCER, FRED SKINNER and FRED
COOK, "Hot Rhythm," Monogram' DENNIS O'KEEFE, "Up in Mable's Room," and "Waltzing
Mathilda,"
Edward Small-UA; EDDIE QUILLAN and SAMUEL HINDS. "Has Anybody Here
Seen Kelly?", Universal; REGINALD GARDINER.
"Laura," 20th-Fox; ROBERT BENCHLEY, "National Barn Dance" and "The Road to Utopia,"
Paramount;
HAYDEN,
RUSSELL
"Cambler's
Choice," Paramount; JANE JONES, "Incendiary
Blonde," Paramount; NINA FOCH, "At Night

:

Amusement

Jefferson

sr,

Don Douglas and

i,

L.

M.

Co.;
Rice.

H. B.
Robb-

United Theaters: Phil Isley, presiIsley Theaters: Burt Bishop, district
|as-er,
M-G-M Claire Hilgers and Phil
don, 20th Century-Fox; Jim Donohue,
lea Dees and Fred Larned, Paramount;
Y. fammack and Sol Sachs, RKO; Jack
;-iwood. Columbia: W. A. Oldsmith, Uni.
Wallace Waltall, National Screen
ll;
it: Lloyd Rust, Republic: John Franley

:

j

Monogram;
Warner
iill'rts.

land.

Hollywood

— Mather

accident.

McCoy and Doak survive.

Bros.;

Jack

His widow and a child

Jr.,

VEDDinG BELLS
^

Coast Bureau of

ollywood
.,'G,
:

—

THE FILM DAILY
Rudy Vallee,

Lt.

and Bette Jane Greer have
will be married

mnced that they

t'sday in Westwood Village
ity Chapel.

Com-

insign Douglas Netter, USN, son

'

Dead

—

Falcon
in

Out West," formerly "The Falcon

Texas," RKO.

SCHEDULED
Impatient Years,'
UPP, Columbia.

'The

story,

VIRGINIA VAN

Washington

Bureau of

Iowa Amusements Show
12% Quarterly Biz Gain

—

Amusements
Des Moines, la.
showed nearly a 12 per cent gain in
receipts

during

the

July-August-

September period over the previous
three-month period, collections of
THE FILM DAILY the Iowa State Tax Commission,

WPB

G. Smith,
theater equipment chief, has moved
his quarters from the Standard Oil
Building to temporary building D.,
Fourth Street and Independence
Avenue South.
He is in Section
2211 of that building, which is diagonally opposite the Social Security
Building, main
headquarters.

show.

The Legion has placed "The Power
of God" in Class A, Section 1, with

ter 1,091

Washington— Allen

Collections for the period of the

two per cent sales tax amounted to
epresented ap$84,850.83 which
proximately $4,242,500 in receipts.
This compared with $75,869.61 for
i

the previous period or $3,790,000 in
For the July-August-September period of 1942 the total two
per cent collections was $75,806.31.
Although the collections represented
all forms of amusement centers, it
Legion Puts Two in Class B
The National Legion of Decency was believed moie than half of it
motion picture houses in
has classed Columbia's "The Heat's came from
On" and Monogram's "Women in theThestate.
collections were turned in by 1,091!
Bondage" as objectionable in part. operators while during the previous quarreceipts.

operators turned in reports.

This

compared with 1.285 reports received during the July-August-September period in
The comparison with last year's
1942.

1

Producers Releasing; Corp.; Joe Jack, Liberty en masse to Oklahoma City to attend
Film Line; and Claude Ezell, chief barkerthe last rites there for R. E. Griffith,
elect, Dallas Variety Club.
Seven past barkers of the Dallas Variety who, with his brothers, L. C. and H.
Club were present, and 60 Griffith partners J., long rated among the Southfrom Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Texas
and New Mexico, joined over 100 Oklahoma west's ablest showmen.
Griffith men in the Griffith family section
The Variety Club of Texas, of
of the church.
They included Harold Har- which Griffith was past chief barker
ris, general manager of H. J. Griffith Theaters, Kansas City: Ted Jones, RosweU divis- and to which he gave the site for its
ion manager, and R. I. Payne, general man- camp
for underprivileged boys at
ager of R. E. Griffith Theaters, Dallas.
Belton, sent its full board of direc-

eon Netter, Paramount Theaters
utive, and Mrs. Netter, will be
Dallas Film
Deserted
tied today to Anne Giles in St.
ph's Church, Bronxville. Ensign As Leaders Mourn Griffith
er saw two months' combat serDallas This city's Film Row was
and leaves shortly for a new as- virtually deserted of execs, yesterment.
day as trade leaders Tiere traveled

—

L_

'The

New Orleans, La. Morris Bour- the observation that the pic "condreaux, 49, owner of the old Lyric tains a Protestant interpretation of figure also indicates the large number of
amusement enterprises that have closed durChrisianity."
Theater, died of heart disease.
ing the past 12-months although the last

Row

(

27,

of

Morris Bourdreaux

9

Shanahan,

the Fox West Coast
Theater, died after an auto

manager

Ralph

Adams,

1)

WPB

Mather Shanahan Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Loma

(Continued from Page

—

WPB Theater Equipment
Overseas Riskin
London for Conferences Chief Moves His Quarters

Robert Riskin, head of the OWI
Overseas Motion Picture Bureau, arrived in London yesterday to discuss
with American and British officials
film problems pertinent to the war,
among them plans for the distribuBong those attending from Dal'as were
Hoblitzelle. president, R. J. O'Donnell tion of United States film product
Raymond Willie of Interstate Theaters: in the liberated areas. While abroad
is Gordon, president. S. L. Oakley, Cliff
he will visit areas other than Eng-

in '44

KURT KATCH, "Mask for Dimitrios," Warners;
M-C-M; JACK LaRUE, ROBERT BARRAT and year 1944. Great forces will be pullNESTOR PAIVA, "The Road to Utopia," Para- ing at the destiny of our country,
mount; ALAN DINEHART and MARJORIE GATE- and plans for a post-war world will
SON, "Seven Days Ashore," RKO; FRED MacWhether our
be in the making.
MURRAY, "Girls' Town," Paramount.
CASTINGS
country and the world will be inCHARLES COBURN, "The Road to Yesterday," volved in another World War for the
Columbia.
PAUL LANCTON and HUGH MARLOWE, next 100 years will devolve largely
Affair,"
a
Private
M-C-M; upon the leaders during 1944. The
"Marriage
Is
CALE SONDERCAARD, "Christmas Holiday," political, social, and economic future
Universal;
ROSEMARY DeCAMP, "The Merry
HERBERT, of our country will be largely foreTOM
MONAHANS,"
Universal;
"Sailor's Holiday," Columbia; OLIVER THORN- cast by the men we elect to public
Paramount;
"The
Dr.
Wassell,"
DIKE,
Story of
KAY LINAKER, "It Happened Tomorrow," Ar- office in November of next year.
"The average American, the comROBERT
Pressburger-UA; JACK LaRUE,
nold
BARRAT and NESTOR TAIVA, "The Road to mon citizen, you and I, can largely
UTOPIA," Paramount.
which will be
BILL GOODWIN, "Incendiary Blonde," Para- control the decisions
mount; MABEL PAIGE, "National Barn Dance," made next year because it is a naLEONARD, "Gambler's tional election year; and by our
Paramount; SHELDON
Choice," Paramount; BETTY ARNOLD, "Song
votes we can elect men who pledge
of
the Open Road," Charles Rogers-UA; ST.
LUKE'S CHORISTERS, "Since You Want Away," themselves to do things we want
David O. Selznick-UA; HUGH MARLOWE, "Mar- done, and who speak out against
riage is a Private Affair," M-C-M; ANDREW
TOMBES, "Mr. Co-ed," M-C-M- SUSAN HAY- things we don't want done."
WARD, "The Hairy Ape," Jules Levey-UA;
In the letter, Hoblitzelle further
HANK DANIELS, "Meet Me in St. Louis," urges each voter to pay the poll tax
M-C-M; STANLEY PRAGER, "I Married a Soldier," 20th-Fox; MAURICE TAUZIN, "At Night for each eligible voter in his family,
Wa Dream," Columbia; FRANKLYN FARNUM, and for all of them to vote in all
"Incendiary Blonde," Paramount.
elections "whether for county weigher or President for the man you
TITLE SWITCHES
think is best qualified for the job."

OWI
In

Vote

tors to the funeral, including C. C.
Ezell, chief barker; and Fred Koenscheidt, Don Douglas, W. G. Underwood, Joe Jack, Mclnenny, Jas. O.

Cherry, R. D. Thrash and Ted deBoers.

report shows a trend in the opposite direction which has been noticeable with reports
of several operators reopening their houses.

WAR
.

.

.

SERVICE

on the Film Front

—

Columbia, Tenn. A. E. Shortley, manager of the Princess Theater, has been appointed to raise a deficit in the War and

Community Fund in Maury County. Backed
by the Chamber of Commerce, Al launched
a "We Gave Twice Campaign."

Tuesday, November, 30, 1943«
DAILY

Sees

Pix Future

Brit.

Dependent on Quality

Skouras to Head Bond Drive

727 FPC Employes

FWC

In

Prexy Accepts Trade's Call to Service
(Continued from Page

'

from the Coast:
"I have accepted

I

depends on the quality of the pic- am able to say that Charles Skouras
is eager to serve the nation and the
tures produced, rather than on the
industry as head of our part in the
given
help
Government
of
amount
His initiative,
Fourth War Loan.
them, Sir Alexander Korda, produc- drive and showmanship are widely
I am
tion chief of the M-G-M Studio, said known and justly applauded.
certain that under his leadership
in a letter to The Times, in answer
to

letter

a

from Michael Balcon,
some days

published in that paper
before.

Toronto Enlistments of Famou^
Players Canadian emplyoes in thu

armed forces

this responsibil-

total

727,

it

is

re'

in a report by John J. Fitz
with great enthusiasm and will vealed
gibbons, circuit president. Thirteen
of
behalf
in
possible
do everything
of the number are women.
the Fourth War Loan, but, in the
Of the total, 322 are in the Roya
inthe
final analysis, the success of
Canadian Air Force; 285 in the Candustry's participation will depend adian Army, 115 in the Royal Car.
mainly upon motion picture theater adian Navy, and five in the U. £|
throughout
the campaign will be up to the stand- patrons and exhibitors
showing AAF.
ard set in past Bond drives by such the nation. Their splendid
Eight have been killed in actior)
leaves
efforts
Bond
War
previous
in
patriotic showmen as Oscar A. Doob,
nine are missing, eight are prison
again
they
that
for
doubt
Edward L. Alperson, L. C. Griffith, no room
ers of war, and three have bee;
may be counted upon to do their wounded. Twenty of the 23 casual
C. B. Akers and Ray Beall."
effectively."
Skouras, long active in Southern part fully and
ties have been in the Air Forces, j
Pilot Officer L. M. Cavanaugl]
Dismiss Okla. Case
B. O. Deadline for Juve
RCAC, formerly at the Palace The
ater, Calgary, has been awarde
Exhib. Fails to Prosecute
Ticket Sales in Frisco
the Distinguished Flying Cross.
(Continued from Page 1)
Because Ray H. Russ, operator of
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL"
Camera Theater, Stillwater, West
the diive to curb juvenile delin- the
Hollywood
Of 525 employes c
Okla., failed to prosecute his somequency.
the Paramount studios entering tb
California Theaters Association, run complaint against RKO, the arcase without services, two are now considere
Inc. members have voluntarily es- bitrator dismissed the
which orig- dead. One was reported killed, tr.
Paramount,
prejudice.
that
no
tablished a box-office rule
previously other has been reported missin;
defendant,
a
was
inally
tickets are to be sold to minors under
more than six months.
For minors un- was dismissed.
16 after 7:30 p.m.
On Jan. 11, 1943, with the consent
der 18, the deadline is 9 p.m. Mrs.
Hulda McGinn, executive secretary, of all parties, the arbitrator ordered
Strike Part of
has been appointed to a new Board Russ to file a brief within 10 days
file its reto
ordered
RKO
was
set
up
Allegations
and
to
committee
Schoenstadt
Supervisors
of
additional
a constructive wartime and post-war ply to the brief within an
Russ asked for several
10 days.
youth program.
Chicago Motion to strike certa
More pic theaters meanwhile are extensions of time until the time allegations in the Schoenstadt ci
working out daytime programs for period expired without requests for cuit's anti-trust suit has been mac
children, along suggestions of the lo- further extensions, thereby bringing by Adcock, Fink & Miller, attorne;
about a dismissal of the complaint. for Paramount and B & K.
cal Motion Picture Council.
The Fox Theater Saturday schedIn their answers to the chargt
N. H. House Wins
uled a lag salvage party for 5,000 Derry,
attorneys contend that the firs
the
youngsters, admission a minimum of Reduction of Clearance
un situations in other parts of tl
wooand
been
cotton
has
clean
clearance
pounds
of
two
A reduction in
country have no effect on the CI
len rags. Manager C. E. McDonald ordered for the Plaza Theater, Derry, cago run situation and that su<
the
30expedited
emceed the event and
N. H.. which claimed that the
allegations are irrelevant and n
sale of the salvage for war industry day clearance granted to the State material to the case.
The lawye
use and the proceeds to the Junior and Tremont in Nashua and the deny that Paramount has refrain
Red Cross.
Crown, State and Strand in Manchescompetitive negotiations fi
ity

j

Alexander challenged Balcon's
statement that a small group of industrialists" control the U. S. market and that this group blocked the
marketing of British product. Competition between the British and
American film industries has been
on a quality rather than a quantity
basis, he said, and "in that competiSir

'

stood our ground."
He held that "the future of the
British film indust:y depends very
much on whether its leaders avoid
trying to evolve grievances against
America or to create excuses for
Further, Sir Alexanthemselves."
der said, "we will have to decide in
the future that besides making purely local pictures we must concentrate on films of great merit for the

tion

—

California civic activities, telephoned

ing Skouras' acceptance of the drive

London (By Cable)—The future leadership:
market for British motion pictures
It is with great pleasure that

Uniform; 8 Slain

1)

we

world market.
"And, instead of producing large
of mediocre, undistinguished films (the showing of which is
neither commercially profitable nor
good national propaganda), the surplus inventiveness of our young
craftsmen should be directed into
making educational and documentary films in which we have made
such magnificent progress."

numbers

Hopkins Replaces Rogers

As Atlanta Journal
Atlanta

—Linton

Critic

Hopkins

of

the

editorial staff succeeds Ernest Rogers as motion picture, dramatic and
radio editor of the Atlanta Journal.

the spot for
several years, has been given a roving assignment as columnist.

who has

Rogers,

filled

These Pals At Home
Are "Still" Buddies
Coral

Gables,

Fla.

— Tommy

Jones

and Bud Curry, ushers at the Coral
and Gables Theater respectively before jrinlng the Army, are now in
Recently they
the South Pacific.
assigned to the same outfit
and decided to celebrate while occupying a foxhole. So they put some
dried apricots and prunes in a pot

were

improvised distillery
there was a loud
not the still, but a Jap shell.
blast,
The boys managed to save a few
drops of the "powerful stuff" remain ng after the enemy shell ex-

and

started

going.

—

ploded.

an

Then

|

When

J

—

Would

—

Mary

Pickford to

Musical Version

Do Stage
of

(Continued from Page

year for

New York

"Rain"
1)

to establish

a

and publicity office for
her production unit. She has made
a deal with Howard Dietz and A.
P. Waxman whereby they will protalent, story

duce a Broadway musical comedy
based on "Rain." No deal will be
made for screen rights to it until

New York presentation.
Dietz and Vernon Duke are writing the lyrics and music.

after its

Columbia Sends Prints
Of "Sing" to Soldiers

from
was unreasonable.
films for South Side theaters, as a
The arbitrator ruled that there leged in the Schoenstadt complaii
was no competition between the
It is further denied that the exhibit
Plaza and the Nashua houses and defendants participated with the distribu
ter

Thea
ordered clearance eliminated. Clear- defendants to prevent the Piccadilly
from pre-release exhibition of films or
ance to the State and Strand in priving- it of first-run product.
Manchester was reduced to 14 days.
Myles Seely, counsel for RKO. Loe-s
Clearance of the Crown, Manchester, '20th Century-Fox. Columbia and Univen
while Vine
over the Plaza was eliminated, un- will file answers this week, Bros.
O'Brien will file for Warner
less and until the Crown operated
regularly on a seven-day-a-week
If and when the Crown
schedule.
Conservation
adopts a seven-day policy, there
shall be a seven-day clearance on
Exhibs.
Hits
first-run product and no clearance
cf printed paper by
Use
Ottawa
on pictures not shown first-run.

Paper

Canada

—

Canadian

George

Hammond

Stricken
Cambridge, O.— George M. Hammond, pioneer motion picture theater

executive, owner of the Cambridge
At the request of the U. S. Army Outdoor Advertising Co., vice-presiMotion Picture Service, Columbia dent of the Ohio Outdoor Advertishas produced and delivered within ing Association, died here from a

one week, 150 prints of a special
Community Sing, featuring Christmas Carols. Fifty-two 16 mm. prints
were turned over yesterday to the
Overseas Motion Picture Service,
and these are being flown to bases
located all over the globe.

a widely

known

theatrical man, having been
ciated with his father in the

Ham-

heart attack.

He was

asso-

Later he and
house.
Charles operated the
Colonial and Strand theaters here.
His widow survives.

mond Opera
his

brother

exhibitors

is

1 s

'.I

cur-

being

granted

for

24-sheets

and

A direct order
streetcar cards only.
to job printers prohibits printing blotters and production greeting cards
must be cut 50 per cent.

The

order

but permission is
granted to clean up the manufacture
of printed supplies under ban before

is

effective Dec.

1

the end of December.

DAN

1JIZ

greatly

the Prices Board Order No.
332 for paper conservation in banning posters, cards, throwaways except on or in theaters, exemption
tailed in

IStrV M HZ
CKUUI cl in

file-

copy

DQ NQT REMOVf
Character

The Daily Newspaper

nternational in Scope
independent in Thought

Oi Motion Pictures

-ntimate

in

NO.

1. 84,

Twenty-Five Years Old

NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER

104

1.

TEN CENTS

1943

ANK REPORTED AFTER KORDA'S UA STOCK
enate Will Get Trade's Taxation Views Today
Editorial

Myers, Kuykendall, Wood,

Scratch -pad
.

—

.

By CHESTER

SLY

B.

BAHN

company whose

a

zation

hitting

is

entire

on

Biechele, Bren-

nan. Levy Will be Heard

jottings

.

Newman,

~

Washington Bureau of

organi-

of exhibitor leaders is
present the industry's case against

Washington

cylinders

all

THE FILM DAILY

— An. impressive

array
scheduled to

in
12 months time, jump from a proposed hikes in Federal admission tax rates before the Senate
553 net loss to a net profit of $5,Finance Committee here today.
74.... That business feat, turned by
Scheduled to appear are Abram F.
Corp. and its subsidiaries, and disNational Allied; Ed. Kuykeni
by its earnings report for the 39 Myers,
,

ended Oct. 2 last, ranks with the
try's peak financial achievements....
the highly efficient RKO setup, topped
B.
loyd
Odium, N. Peter Rathvon,
Dep net, Charles Koerner and Ed Ali.
among others, has accomplished in
r's
time is perhaps even more strikpointed up by a comparison of gross
s

Is.... For

the

the

figure

tion

was

the

gross

hit

while

dethis

Wood of the
ITO; David Newman, Co-operaP.

J.

Theaters of Michigan; R. R.
Biechele, Kansas-Missouri Theater

tive

(Continued on Page 9)

Constant Flow of

UA

don't

do

that

THE FILM DAILY

— Joseph

Washington

vice-president, will probably con-

fer

with

Tom

C.

Assistant

Clark,

Attorney General, early next week in
another attempt to clear up the
four major points at variance between the Government and the distributors on the New York consent

The appointment

the British film industry,
whose announced plans to enter the
American market recently created

in

take place

a stir on both sides of the Atlantic,
reported negotiating for the purchase of a part ownership of United
A: tists.
The stock interest which Rank is
said to be seeking is identified in
Wardour St. as that of Sir Alexander Korda, although in some quarters it is claimed that the Rank nego-

is

tentative

is

week.

(Continued on Page 4)

not

for

definite,

early

next

week,

and
will
probably
follow
Clark's proposed conference with indie producers.
That latter meeting
has also not been definitely set, but
is

—

London (By Cable)
J.
Arthur Rank, dominant figure

is

decree.

but

UA

Hazen,

P.

WB

it

probable that
or Saturday

Friday

it

will

of

this

Hicks Denies Para.

Pictures Assured

'Movies Don't Breed

$11,914,106.39... To
sort

of

ithout expert executive direction,

pix

e

Ohio

MPTOA;

Washington Bur..

Clarification of Korda's
Interest Expected at
Coast Meeting of Owners

year

a

and

reserves

$2,302,210.91,

you

that

39-week period

before

dall,

Expect Clark, Hazen
To Confer Next Week

Talking

Rank Deal

United Artists has seven pictui'es
completed and awaiting release, five
Juveniles'
lick at the box office, expert and agin various stages of production and
Reports from London to the ef<e selling, canny theater operation and
19 being put into shape for early
fect that J. Arthur Rank was negow-all right down the line is mereWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
shooting, acco:ding to Carl Lesertiating with Paramount for a partindicate the obvious.
Washington
First reference to nership
man, general sales manager, who
deal were denied yesterday
o
told a meeting of the district man- movies and their effect upon juve(Continued on Page 3)
GNATION of Charles Skouras to agers yesterday that the company nile delinquency in the hearings now
•earhead the Fourth War Loan camheld
being
the
Senate
by
Committee
(Continued on Page 9)
within the industry is a happy choice
on War-Time Health and Education
Sinatra's
to
he Fox West Coast president has the
(Continued on Page 4)

Delinquent

,

—

RKO

energy, the buoyant enthusiasm and
Lility to infuse his fellow workers with

neasure

of

inspiration

mpaign success.

so

necessary

.The industry has
rd for distinguished War Loan serWith Skouras at the helm for the
..

jkan.

,

18-Feb. 15 national effort, that
will not only be sustained but enthanks to the country's exhibitors

teir

1

devised

for

the

report

on

has been criticism that the
theater failed to receive speecognition
of
its
contribution....
omplaint will not be heard in the
there

lal

(

of

the

March of Dimes

{Continued on Page 2)

report,

Up

Nearly a Million

Ned

only $143,283 over the corresponding
(Continued on Page 4)

RKO

M

Sues Time to Stop
"Music and War'

of T's

RKO

in

(Continued on Page 10)

in

New

Decree

Schenck Nantes First
Dimes March Aides
State chairman of the 1943
of

Dimes campaign

is

the independent exhibitor
will get a better break on the arbitration of clearance and designated
run in a new consent decree, if and
when one is adopted, was reported
yesterday.
Broadening of the present provisions in the New York consent decree to cover those subjects is said
(Continued on Page 3)

"More

will
in

March

do an en-

'44" drive,

it

announced by Nicholas M. Schenck,
chairman of the industry
which is set for Jan. 24-30.

national
drive

That

prexy, an-

(Contimied on Page 9)

core for the

Broader Provisions Hinted

RKO

E. Depinet,

nounced yesterday that "Higher and
Higher" will get a 50-theater pre-

While the net profit of Keith-Al-

bee-Orpheum Corp. and subsidiaries
for the 39 weeks ended Oct. 3 was

Better indie Clearance Break?

Radio Pictures filed a suit
Federal Court here yesterday
identifies each theater,
its
owner against Time, Inc., seeking a permaager, and lists the sum, down to the nent injunction to restrain the ded
penny, which it raised in the fendant from releasing the March of

;e

K-A-O's 39-Week Net
Profit

(Continued on Page 4)

1943 March of Dimes Theaters'
ions might well serve as a model
ilar reports on campaigns which enco-operation of the country's thearators
In the past, on many oc-

j

Moving to develop fresh writing
talent, Paramount has placed under
contract six New York writers who
will arrive in Hollywood after Jan.
1 to begin work as screen writers,
it was announced yesterday by Wil-

patrons.

format

'

Six New Writers Sign
Contracts With Para.

Open

Picture in 50 Theaters

They

are:

Harry Nace, chairman for Arizona; Rick Ricketson, chairman for
Colorado; Milas L. Hurley, for New
Mexico; R. J. O'Donnell and Julius
Gordon, co-chairman for Texas; W.
F.
Crockett, for Virginia; Frank L.

Newman,

Sr.,

for

Washington.
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Golden Productions Buys
Herbert Biberman Story
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Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.

111.,

!

theater during World

War

II."

—There's

nothing like a published
report to spur one to greater effort....
and the slogan for the 1944 March of
D^mes campaign, now on the industry's
P.

S.

norizon,

is

"More

in

'44"!

'There Shall Be

No

Night"
Rights Going to 20th-Fox

secretary;
secretary.

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour

W.

at

29

PARIS— P.

I.

Rue Marsoulan

A.

(12).

Le

Harle,

Film,

Ann Harkavy,
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treasurer,

Hollywood.
j

of

a member of the WACs (stationed
Texas), and a brother.

graduate of Dartmouth Univerhe went through OCS and was
Com.
Coast
For
commissioned a second lieutenant.
Eighteen months ago he went to AusWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tralia and since then he had seen
Washington Arch Mercey, assis- considerable action with the Army
tant OWI film chief, will become a in the South Pacific theater of War.
Lieutenant in the Coast Guard on
or about Jan. 1. Mercey, veteran of Tracy as Jimmy Doolittle
seven years in Government film
Role of Col. James Doolittle in
work, was assistant to Lowell Melpicturization of Tokyo raid
lett in the old OGR film program, M-G-M's
and Bob
coming with Mellett to OWI, where book by Capt. Ted Lawson
assigned to Spenbeen
has
Considine
chief,
present
the
under
served
he has
Mervyn LeRoy will diStfnton Griffis, as well. He has been cer Tracy.
Zimbalist produce, the
Sam
and
rect,
agency
contemplating leaving the
picture.
for some months.

A

—

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

designer for
Rey," which United A
here from the Coast.

REYNALDO LUZA, costume
Luis

Bridge of San
will

release,

is

V. STURDIVANT, Northern Californi;
vision supervisor for Fox West Coast The
has returned to San Francisco after a s
wide speaking tour as California public rel;
chairman for the War Chest Drive.
iB.

WILLIAM
Century
a

SAXTON,

K.

manager

Baltimore,

Theater,

has

brief visit with his parents in

of Li
returned

Long

Island

A. A. WARD, E. O. W1LSCHKE and A. F
have arrived in New
if A'tec Lansing,
from Hollywood.

QUICLEY,

MARTIN

JR.,

returned

:

ye

from Dublin and London.

KITTY CARLISLE arrived in town today!
She is due to return West
the Coast.
the Christmas holidays for her first assigi
under her contract with Warner Bros.
manager
^resident
E.

in

Paramount

g>

yesterday
arrived
Mexico,
with John W. Hicks, Jr.,
charge of foreign operations.

(TED)
Paramount in
S.

GRAHAM,

L.

for

conferences

Inc.

has gone back to the Ct

GREER CARSON

ROBERT

and Time)

in Place

PIERPOINT, general manag.
Brazil,

headquarters in
office conferences.
his
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studio.
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Coast

in

sity,

(Change

Picts

Radio-Keith cvs.
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

OWI

in

I

HARRY COHN, NAT SHNGOLD and FR
ROSENBERG have returned to the Colu

LEO SPITZ is due to leave the Coast
William Gilbert Werner, USA,
New York next week.
20th-Fox
Werner,
William
The
ROBERT RISKIN, of the OWI Overseas
Lonsdale comedy, "Another Love home office office manager, was killed Division,
in England for an extended of
is
Islands,
Gilbert
the
in
Theaction
Fulton
the
in
Story," current at
visit.
adhas
Department
War
Wp^
Columthe
ater, have been acquired by
DAME MAY WHITTY will be in Washh
The price: $35,000. \fs^ vised.
Senate
bia Pictures.
the
before
appear
to
today
by
survived
is
Lt. Werner
committee on Wartime Health and Educat
Under the deal, the film version will
whom
one
of
his parents, two sisters,
be released in July, 1944.
GINNY SIMMS is in town from the Coast

B'way 3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET

Thea

Lt.

son

Guard

Net

Affiliated

of

JOHN URSE, owner of the Eastland The
Fairmount, W. Va., is at the Cleveland C
convalescing from an operation.

returned

film

Arch Mercey Leaving

Chg.

Close

head

BAKER,

Indianapolis, accompanied by his wife,
St. Petersburg, Fla. for the Wintei

gone to

Slain in Gilbert Isles

'Another Love Story" Sold

is

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

East.

William Werner's Son

$100,000.

TOM
Inc.

about

is

HAVANA— Mary To Columbia for $35,000
HONOLULU
rights to the Frederick

Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
AIRES— Dr.
—Eileen O'Brien.
Walter P. Scbuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

MEXICO

Twentieth Century-Fox

LONDON—

6241 N, Oakley Ave.

and GOinC

Hollywood Robert S. Golden, pro20th-Fox executives SPYROS SKOURAS,
ducer of "The Master Race," has
CONNORS, W. J. KUPPER, HAL HORNE
acquired an original story by Her- CHARLES SCHLAIFER will leave the Coast
Biberman, who di- day for New York.
bert Biberman.
:ected a number of successful plays
A. MCCARTHY, Universal Southern
F. J.
for the Theater Guild, is working in vision manager is in Miami for conferences
general sales manager, and
Scully,
Faragoh,
A.
W.
co-operation with Francis
Graham, Southern district manager.
who is writing the screenplay on ry
LESTER COWAN, is en route to the Coast
"The Master Race."
SKOURAS, Skouras Theaters' p
CEORCE
production
first
This will be the
dent, arrives in Hollywood Monday.
of the newly formed Edward A. GolJOHN A. FLAHERTY of the Universal homi
den Productions, Inc., of which EdWas!
fice is back at his desk after a trip to
ward A. Golden is president; Robert ton.
Golden, vice-president; Herman
S.
MRS.AL SCHUMAN of the Black Rock, Bri
Weiman, treasurer; H. S. Lewis, port, is on a trip West.

1)

1943 polio campaign. .. It's a safe bet that
what Nicholas M. Schenck calls a "Book of
Good Deeds" will be preserved by thousands of showmen as "a lasting reminder
and your
of a service rendered by you

Bieberman's original story will be
to close a deal for the film rights included in "The Master Race" which
to the Robert E. Sherwood play, will be based on factual data taken
Filmday, New York.
"There Shall Be No Night," which form Thomas P. Lochner's book,
Pulitzer Prize for the "What About Germany?"
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.— copped the
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone legit, season of 1940-1941. The purKaluli
WASHINGTON— Andrew H. chase price is understood to be
Granite 6607.

THE

COmiDG
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yesterday by a
de Janeiro after

left

Rio
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WITH MOVIE EXPERIENCE

3 Artists
1— LAYOUTS
1

will
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8,

BACKGROUNDS

1943, at 10:00 A.M.

2 Copywriter!
FRANK McGRAN!

at

LOEW'S ZIEGFELD THEATRE
6th Ave., at 54th

St.,

New

York,

N. Y., and not at the

11:00 A.M., and 2:30 P.M., as previously advertised.

—VISUALIZER

1—LETTERER AND

be held

RKO

Projection

Room

POSITION SECURING BUREAU,
at

(Agency)
331

Madison

Ave.,

(43rd

St.),

N.

lr

December

Jdnesday,

6

I,
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Under Ayers
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Norman Ayers from
manager with headquarters
combined New-

>oston to head the
land and New
k metropoliterritories
made public

Hicks Denies Para.
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erday by Ben
nenson, gensales manfor Warner

Ayers
his
ters

here,
be-

OWI and

the

ior

Paul

that

reports

man remains

pite denials,

NORMAN AYERS

opolitan exchange.
addition to his former area,
•h took in the Boston, New HaAlbiny and Buffalo exchanges,

new district under Ayers
embrace the New York Metroan branch, which includes Brookand Northern New Jersey as
Territory is
as Manhattan.
of the Eastern Division under
sales

manager for

territory.

may

a week-end

uptown

Whom

follow "For

old news, but did

Warner promotion

the ranks to
=ive

post

on

an important exthe

sales

staff,

1922 and
?d Warners in 1926 as a salesHe
in the Washington branch.
:ed

his film career in

served

as

•

•

at the

salesman

in

theater.

manager

for the

New Eng-

Donahue &
man has been

and

the

the Bell Tolls" at the Rivoli.

you know
Music

Ha'-l,

that

•

.

Des-

.

.

its

of Bernadette"

• Maybe

ifs

a picture doesn't otoss $90,000 on

if

three

that

Tom

Coe. might consider
to

Tom

Gerety had been

no

the plasma bank

just

beginner

Seid-

In

times

weight and health

to his

as

a

than seven

less

.

.

He's

post

with

leaving l.oeie's

Life Magazine has selected

Week and

will earn' six pages

.

Fizdale office

'Loin

contact

"Madame

in

Hollywood,

department after 21

years.

on the picture

Dec. 13—

in the issue of

flicker, will

.

Herman Robbins, George Dembou' and Leo Abrams were among
• Jimmy Cagney's "Johnny Come Lately" is enjoying triple moveovers and an increasing number of holdcniers in key
.

.

|(t

,

embodied in the draft which is
to be submitted by the disnot already delivered,
C. Clark, assistant attorney

tors,

bm
ral.

if

market

American

have

most

at

entered the controversy to declare
that American interests accept or refuse British films purely on their
merits. Korda. it was said, saw the
remedy as an improvement in both
the Quantity and auality of British
production.
The Journal completed
its cabled s+ory by stating that "according to trade circles, Rank is
negotiating with Paramount."

•

•

bought the

STANTON GRIFFIS DENIED reports yesterday
New York Yankees or that Madison Square

he had

that

Garden,
.

of

.

.

quite possible, too, that the

tive

MPTOA

committee as soon as the fate

of

a parley of
the decree is known.
will ca'l

its

.

story

.

.

execu-

•

Ed-

.

He's found the man he wants in William A. Drake who trans"Grand Hotel" and adapted "The Eternal Road"
Cantor's
is said to revolve around Hollywood's Brown Derby

•

Knox Strachan, Warner

Cleveland Heights.

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Charles Lemaier, head
of the 20th-Fox wardrobe department, and Mrs. Beatrice Goetz were
married here.

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!.... BACK THE ATTACK!

« « «

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Mary Lee and 1st Sgt.
Harry B?nan, of Haverhill, Mass.,
have announced their marriage on
Nov. 12.

West Coast Bureau

—

» » »

THE FILM DAILY
Lynn Bari and Sid

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

Luft, test pilot, are married.
Seattle,

Wash.

ier at the
married to

—

Beth Beeson, cashMusic Box Theater, was

Frank Rokita, now

in the

Navy.

—

Rochester Capt. Harry A. Staley,
forme: ly of Eastman Kodak, and Miss Helen E. Walz of Batavia, were married recently in nearby Batavia. Captain Staley has been
decorated six times for meritorious
achievements in aerial flights in the
Southwest Pacific.

USAAF,

T
•

— Jane

Meisel, assistant
theeter publicity director, has announced her engagement to Herbert Simon of this city. An engagement
reception will be held Sunday, at
the home of the prospective bride in
J.

.

ward A. Golden Productions, Inc., has been chartered in Albany with
an authorized capital of $20,000.
• Recently Eddie Cantor advertised for a "succssful playwright" to work on an idea of the comedian's
lated

Cleveland

to

—

which he is chairman of the board, had taken over the club.
• India has awarded the Certificate of Merit to "How Green Was My Valley."
• If accommodations can be arranged. Allied plans to hold its next
and a special session may be called
board meeting in Washington
if a re-vamped consent decree requires the directors' attention.
• It
is

WEDDinG BELLS

West Coast Bureau of

Y
•

1)

Balcon that "in the p?st four
years American films have earned
at least £^0.000.000 from +he British
market, whereas British films in the
ael

Curie" as the Picture-of-the-

adorn the cover of Time on Dec.
• Sam HiirJer wound up the National War Lund drive in
industry with a meeting at National Screen Service yesterday

Creer Carson, star of the
20.

the

radio

;ak for Indies!
from Page

Thp Wall Street Journal reported
Rank cited a statement by Mich-

that

.

new

take (ever his

situations

{.Continued

Ena'land.

Sir Alexander Korda was said by
The Wall Street Journal to have

But Lloyd Seidman. vice-president

times

partnership basis.
(Subsequent cables from London
now indicate that Rank's negotiations were with United Artists).
Rank told the Daily Mail that his
purnose was to insure good showing
of English pictures in America such
as American films are receiving in

earned £1,000.000."

the picture goes out?

he keeps a (hart in his office

the speakers.

Clearance

Quigley,

and when he is fit again, he trots off to make another deposit.
Ernest Emerling and Eddie Dowden of Loew's theaters advertising
department are victims of Old Man Flu.
• Lou Lusty has left
Universal anil is heading for the Coast where he is expected to announce a new connection.
• Perry Charles leaves Saturday to

the

field.

Iter

UA

not renewing

is

• "The Song

.

.

LAST WEEK we announced

of

New

and branch manager in Phila|iia, Detroit, Albany and Boston
re being promoted in 1941 to

•

blood donor

a

:

ict

with

T

fact,

latest

yers,

formerly

reported that the Skouras circuit

is

it

lease on the Beacon,

alarged

Lapidus.

with that organization over

still

.

manager of
New York

's

is

Radin,

• Another arrival from the other side yesterday was Martin
Jr., who has been in Dublin and London for many months.

Clarence

e.

He

Buchanan agency, with whom he worked in Algiers, is now in Cairo
and that the pair used to pal around with Master Sergt. Dave Golding. formerly of THE FILM DAILY, when the latter was in Algiers.

effective at

s

• BACK FROM ALGIERS is Morris Helprin. well-known pubmany a big "name" and producer. .... Helprin has been

here

will

change

for

North Africa

in

head-

e

•

licist

titterings

iff

1)

bv John W. Hicks, vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution.
Rank was reported to have told
the London Dfily Mail that he was
now trying to get an association with
an American company on an equal

.

Midweek

Rank Deal

Talking

im~t*

Wednesday, December

1,

19

DAILY

London Hears Rank After Korda' s UA Stocl
'Movies Don't Breedl
TO TIME COLO US!
UA
Owners
Clarification of Korda's
Interest Expected at
Coast Meeting of

Delinquent Juvenile

*

(Continued from Page 1)

DECORATED

*

are not restricted to the HAROLD A. COLDSTEIN, USA, formerly a
one-quarter United Artists holdings
backer in the Big U exchange awarded the
Silver star.
of Korda, now actively associated
LT.
MAXWELL R. HOLDER, USAAF, former
with Metro on this side.
M-G-M booker, Charlotte, awarded the
Distinguished
Flying Cross.
(Korda is associated with Mary
•
Pickford, Charles Chaplin and David
0. Selznick in the ownership of
COMMISSIONED
United Artists.
Latter's stock is ART JARRETT, USN, former orchestra leader,
split up into four units, each concommissioned a lieutenant (j.g.l.
sisting of 4,000 shares of common. RUTH HIRSCH, WAC, formerly, Paramount home
office contract approval department, comThere is no preferred issue).
missioned a 2nd lieutenant.
tiations

— —

*

Clarification
It is

*

—•—

Expected

understood here that the sta-

*

within the week.

It is

believed in

some quarters here that Rank may
find Selznick a serious rival bidder
for Korda's quarter interest.

fC-A-O's
Profit

*

general manager for WilBaltimore circuit operator.
ARCHIE PALMER, Monogram, Chicago.
JAY MILLS, Midwest Poster Exchange, Chicago.
JOE KARKOWITZ, M-C-M exchange, Chicago.
PETE NICKLES, Thalia Theater, Chicago.
VINCENT AVERY, Esquire Theater, Chicago.
CHARLES DRAKE, Warner contract player, Hollywood.
FELIX JACOVES, Warner dialogue director, Hollywood.
liam

GREEN,

Hicks,

*~NAVY
RUSSELL

FACINE,

*

vice-president,

*

*

Thea-

Circuit,

39-Week Net
Nearly a Million

Up

WAVES

JANE COCKS, daughter
Fort

*

of Harvey Cocks,

Wayne,

Cor-

Quimby

Ind.

New Writers Sign
Contracts With Para.

Six

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
support of the reports that
period in 1942, the gross profit rose liam Dozier, heed of- the Studio story
is seeking to buy into UA, it
almost
$1,000,000, according to the and writing department.
is pointed out that such a deal would
have marked advantages for the B: it- financial ststement issued by the
Sextet embraces:
ish tycoon.
It presumably would company yesterday.
Vincent McHugh, author of "I Am
Net profit after all charges for Thinking of My Darling," and many
make immediately available to him
a working high-powered distribu- the first three quarters of 1943 was New Yorker articles;
tion organization for the handling $1,217,541, compared with $1,074,Theodore Strauss, assistant pix
Profit before deductof such British pix as might be 258 last year.
critic of the New York Times, who
ing
all charges was $3,156,726 for
deemed suitable for the American
has had a novel and several short
For the same stories published;
market. Earlier forecasts of Rank the 1943 39 weeks.
period
in
the
gross
profit
1942,
was
overseas expansion had been preAbraham Polonsky, for seven
dicated upon the setting up of his $2,188,472.
The company set aside $250,000 years one of the writers of the popown exchange system in the United
for contingencies and post-war ad- ular Goldbergs radio serial, and who
States.
Income taxes this year also has novels and magazine serials
justments.
Would Assure Distribution
amounted to $1,045,000, against to his credit;
Such a move obviously could not $631,168 during the 1942 period.
David Horwich and Richard Nussbe effected under war-time condi- There was an excess profits tax of baum, young playwrights;
tions, shortages of necessary phy- $170,000 this year compared with
Dwight Mitchell Wiley, author of
sical equipment as well as in man- none last year.
The provision for •'The Griswold Story," which appower looming as major complica- excess profits taxes, according to the peared in the Saturday Evening
tions.
A United Artists part-own- statement, "gives effect to extensive Post, and which Paramount will film.
ership, it is pointed out, would solve and
non-recurring unused excess
The deals were concluded in New
the distribution problem for Rank profits credit adjustments and to the York by Dozier, after he interviewed
statutory credit against such excess 15 prospective writers culled from a
without delay.
The name of Morris Ernst, New profits taxes resulting from debt re- list of 50 assembled by Paramount's
York attorney, is mentioned promi- tirement."
New York office and by his assisnently in the Rank-UA reports cirtant, Meta Reis.
Cities
Twin
in
United
States.
the
Ernst has been in
culating here.
Paramount also recently gave a
Serve"
produced
"In
Which
We
London for some time. His law firm
term contract to Frank Waldman,
represents Twin Cities Films, Ltd., which UA released on the other side. who worked on the screenplay of
Should Rank finally emerge as a
"Mr. Co-Ed" for Metro.
co-owner of United Ai'tists, it would
occasion not too much surprise here.

In

Former Metro

Booher, Awarded DFC
Former

M-G-M

booker

Maxwell

Haider, now a lieutenant in the
USAAF, has been awarded the Dis-

St. points out that Rank
already are jointly interested in Odeon Theaters, one of the

Wardour

UA

and

major British

Cross for "exachievement while par-

ticipating

Flying
in

flight

Southwest Pacific."

the
Medal was pre-

missions

in

sented by Lt. Gen. George C. Kennedy, commander of the Fifth Air
Force.
Lt. Holder came to M-G-M
as an assisting shipper in 1938, became a booker in 1940 and was head
booker in the Charlotte office when
he was appointed an aviation cadet
He is also theater ofin July, 1942.
ficer of his post.

Foresees Tele in Color.
Newspaper by Radio
Washington Bureau of

(In addition to the

Korda

situa-

Washington

two other matters are expected member of the
come in for a going over when chief engineer,

tion,

to
the

UA

partners huddle on the Coast.
the pending suit by Chaplin
against Selznick, 20th-Fox and UA.
The second is Miss Pickford's recent
threat to sue to effect changes in
As the
the corporation's by-laws.
latter now stands among other things,
unanimous approval of all owners
would be required in the event of a
proposal involving the sale of
stock by any owner or the sale of
treasury stock to a new owner).

One

reply from

is

UA

—

War

FCC

and

M. Craven,
its former

the Senate InCommittee yes-

over the country, but also when every telephone will have
its co: responding video attachment.
"People living in rural areas will
be able not only to hear and see the
radio news commentators, but also
will have the newspaper itself delivall

ered by radio."

among

factor

m

the causes

McCloskey made

it

plain that

combating

problem, but that the industry toe
is not contributing heavily to
]
causes of the problem.
Dame May Whitty, M-G-M star
scheduled to testify tomorrow 1
fore the special committee.
Katherine Lenroot, chief of I
Children's Bureau of the U. S. 1
partment of Labor, called for l
establishment of well-rounded co

munity recreational programs incl
ing "wholesome use of motion r
tures," which she considers valua
both for education and entertaJ
ment.
Miss Lenroot has been
<

of the chief proponents of comnl
nity action.
Significrntly, Dr. William He]
of the Judge Baker Guidance C
ter,
Boston, stated that thror
clinical studies "we can give chaj
ter and verse for the effect uj

youngsters leading them to en
tain notions of the perpetration
delinquency, derived from crime
tion, radio programs, from cri]
movies." His implication, later c
firmed by this reporter, is thst
recent years the industry has tu
ed out far fewer harmful pix tlj
during the height of the gangs
production craze.

Hold Ayers Rites Today
Funeral services for Frank Mo
rose Ayers, 69, vaudeville old-tin
will be held this afternoon in Riv
side Memorial Chapel, Manhatt
Interment will be in Kensieo Cei
tery in Westchester. Ayers died
Sunday in Roosevelt Hospital.

Selznich's

SYWA May

\

Require 3 Hours
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
David O. Selznick"Since You Went Away" is ex^

—

:

told

terstate Commerce
terday that:
"I foresee the day when not only
will be have color television broad-

casting

Ma

Services, that pix are a

ligible

THE FILM DAILY
T. A.

1)

witness

McCloskey, on leave as New Yq
City Board of Education recreat
director to serve here in a simi
post with the Office of Commun

circuits.

R.

tinguished
traordinary

a

feels pix can aid in

Rank

If older,

(Continued from Page

drew

current juvenile delinquency.
Music

poration of America, Chicago.

PROMOTED
Korda may be clarified at the
ACKRON, USA, formerly, A Nance
annual meeting of the UA owne: s, JAMES
ters, ogansport, Ind., to corporal.
scheduled to be held in Hollywood
tus of

*

WILLIAM

ARMY

pected to have a running time ol
about three hours, as compared with
the three hours, 48 minutes, re

GWTW.

Another month
quired for
of shooting remains on the pic.
Including seven stars in the top
roles of SYWA, Selznick already has
cast 94 speaking parts, with a number of others
including

still

its

principal parts.

to be set.

five

stars,

GWTW
had

59

^&ee^

"BERNADETTE"
by

Early in 1943,

Norman Rockwell

Norman Rockwell completed

He had

of paintings "The Four Freedoms."

an interpreter of America's folkways.

celebrity as

became international and he was the
acclaim.

was

It

at this

time that the

his

famous

already achieved

Now

his stature

recipient of a global

artist

series

wave of

conceived of a subject

comparable in emotional appeal and perhaps even more challenging to his mature craftsmanship.

simple

He saw

in Jennifer

Jones

as the

of Lourdes in Franz Werfel's "The Song of Bernadette"

girl

the inspiration for one of his finest canvases. Here, through the

medium of

a

lone

girl,

glorious and exalted, could be created a

painting to inspire people in

all

sketches prepared. Constantly, the

walks of
artist

life.

Many were

the

deliberated over details of

composition and color. With expert draughtsmanship he sought to
capture what Franz Werfel had expressed in words.

succeeded

is

ir

in

its

well he

implicit in the reproduction of the finished work.

This portrait of Bernadette will reach the hearts of

— for

How

who

see

it

subtle expressiveness, in every stroke of the brush

—

all

conveys the essence of everything that was so movingly written

into

"The Son? of Bernadette."

— PEYTON BOSWELL,

Jr.,

Author of "Modern American Painting,"
"
Editor of "The Art Digest.

-

THE SOTO OF

BERMDETTE
A

,

CENTURY-FOX PICTURE

with

JENNIFER JONFS
ne Revere

»

•

•
CHARLES BICKFORD • VINCENT PRICE • LEE J. COBB • GLADYS COOPER
Patricia Morison • Aubrey Mather • Charles Dingle • Edith Barrett
Mary Anderson
Marcel Dalio
Pedro de Cordoba • Jerome Cowan
Erm.3d.2an Walters
Blanche Yurka

WILLIAM EYTHE

Roman Bohnen

tuman

•

•

•

•

•

Directed by

HENRY KING

•

•

Produced by

William Godtz in Charge of Production

•

WILLIAM PERLBERG

Screen P'ay by George Seaton

dnesday, December

1,

1943
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nate Gets Trade's
xation Views Today

Pictures Assured

—

Paso
Film fans find it a bit confusing to keep track of the various b.o.
The old tradition
formations as practiced by various local pic stands.
that all lines form to the right has been broken because crowds are so big
that they require special handling.
The Ellanay has line form both left and
right,
left for balcony, right for first floor.
Plaza has line form on left as
does the Wigwam.
Palace also uses a left line, but the Texas Grand and
Pershing favor right-hand method. Why doesn't some showman try the "single
wing" or the "T"?
El

UA

Constant Flow of

Texas Filmgocrs Don't Mind the Shuffling;
All They Care About is Getting Into Show
line

^Continued from Page

1)

Joseph H. Brennan, AlTheaters of New England, Inc.;
man M. Levey, MPTO of Conicut; E. M. Fay, C & P Theater

.ociation;

Providence; R. B. Livingston,
raska Theater Owners Ass'n;
F. Crockett of the MPTO of Vir-

Lam, of the Lam AmuseRome, Ga.

a; 0. C.
Co.,

t

he last three were also schedto appear before the House
;s and Means Committee to opthe Treasury's suggestion for a
r cent admissions rate, but only

Myers
showed up there.
Kuykendall also testified before

kett

House group,
uuel L. Gillette, of the Intertain Theater Owners AssociaUtah, is scheduled to testify

Senate Finance Committee
rday heard its first witness
aist the 20 per cent admissions
ate, as proposed in the House
bill.
He was Edward Johnson,
Metiopolitan
the
esario
of
a, who declared that the demozation of the opera audience
mplished by films and radio
s that the patronage of opera
longer the society groups to
n the addition of a few cents
would mean nothing.
ticket
a lovers are ordinary people,
id, and will feel any increase in
tax rate.
Ihnson asked consideration for
Metropolitan as an institution
lture rather than as a commerenterprise, declaring that alie

(Continued from Page

—

sive array of quality pictures than
ever before. He announced that 20
producers were now actively affiliated with the company and that exfor an
hibitors can depend on
outstanding flow of releases from
now until well into 1944.

UA

Stroke Fatal to Diebold,

Veteran Iowa Theater

Man

—

Cedar Rapids, la. A. J. Diebold,
Iowa theater owner and opera-

61,

tor for the past 35 years, died in
Mercy hospital at Cedar Rapids following a stroke.
Diebold moved to Cedar Rapids
36 years ago from Buffalo, N. Y.,

where he had been

in the jewelry
Shortly after his arrival
in Cedar Rapids he entered the theater business and continued in the
profession until his death. In addition to houses at Cedar Rapids he
also had theaters at Waterloo and

business.

Mason City.
Owner of

the Palace and State
theaters at Cedar Rapids, he leased
the latter to Tri-States of Des
Moines. He also built the Palace and
Strand theater buildings at Waterloo, leasing the Strand to Tri-St;.tes
12 years ago.
He also was interested in two former theaters at Waterloo, the Waterloo and the Crystal
theaters.

Surviving are his wife, a daughter

and two

sisters

RKO

To Open Sinatra's

Among the pictures individually
discussed yesterday were: Samuel
(Continued from Page 1)
Bronston's "Jack London," Gregor
miere on New Year's Eve via RKO Rabinovitch's "Three Russian Girls,"
Met. houses in Manhattan, Bronx, Benedict Bogeaus' "The Bridge of
Brooklyn, Queens, Westchester and San Luis Rey," Harry Sherman's
Newark.
"The Woman of the Town," the RipPreview of the Frank Sinatra pic ley-Monter pioduction, "Voice in the
will be for the one night only to be Wind," Harry Joe Brown's "Knickfollowed at a later date by a regular erbocker Holiday" and Arnold Pressengagement. burger's ''It Happened Tomorrow."
first-run
Broadway
Performances in all of the 50 theThe meeting was concluded with
aters concerned will be continuous, a short analysis on pictures now in
starting at 5 p.m. and running until production, which include David O.
dawn the next day. A minimum ad- Selznick's "Since You Went Away,"
mission price of $1.10 will prevail. Charles R. Rogers' "Song of the
While no seats will be reserved, spe- Open Road," Seymour Nebenzal's
cial souvenir tickets will be placed "The Moon Their Mistress" (tentaon sale immediately.
tive title), Edward Small's "Up in
Fifty house New Year's Eve pre- Mabel's Room," and Andrew Stone's
mieie, it is estimated by Edward L. "Sensations of 1944."
Alperson, general manager of the
In addition to the above producers United
Circuit, will play to in excess of a Artists can look forward to the following
product now being prepared for the camhalf million people.
eras: David O. Selznick's "So Little Time,"
Mary Pickford's "Junior Miss," Charles Chap,

Picture in 50 Theaters

"Happy Land" 60-Theater

lin's

Bow Echoed

"The Gaunt Woman," "One Man's Family"

and three brothers.

in Italy

—

Pal's

Puppetoon Studio

Des Moines, la. More than 100,000 Iowans are expected to attend

Now

in Full Production

the all-state premiere of 20th-cenFox film, "Happy Land,"
tury

West Coast

Bureau of

Hollywood

— George

Pal's

Puppe-

will

films

—

in

Gabriel Pascal's picturiza-

Attack"

is

now shooting and

Geo:ge Bernard Shaw's "CaeCleopatra," which will star Navy

}f

about the

is

scheduled

of the year.
His next training film for the United States
for completion

md

n Leigh.

Rains,

who

is

cur-

appearing in Warner's "Mr.
mgton," plans to leave here

first

on P-T Boats is now in preparation and
will start shooting in a few weeks.

y

ly after the first of the year.

NEW POSTS
WALSH, manager, New Newington TheNewington, Conn.

;r,

|*M HOYT,

engineer,

Paramount Theater,

Haven.
IjiM

TWIG, Paramount

sales

force,

Cleve-

Ttd.

/RICHT,

salesman,

Paramount,

Cincin-

|*T B. ARSTEIN, manager, Heights, Clevepd.

CHARLES,
od.

Tom

Fizdale,

Inc.,

Holly-

Brian Aherne in P.A. Tonight
Brian Aherne, here following a
tour of Army camps, will make a
p.a. at an advance screening of his
latest pic, "What a Woman!" tonight at 7:30 for 1,500
recruits at the U. S. Naval Training
Pic will be
School, the Bronx.
shown in the Walton High School.

WAVE

"The French Bluebeard,"

"Three's

A

Family,"

Charles

Sol

R.

Lesser's
Rogers'

and "My Wild Irish Rose," Edward Small's
"Cagliostro,"
"Bella
Donna,"
Valentino,"
"Kate Fennigate," Hunt Stromberg's "Dishonored Lady." and "This is Life," Jules
Levey's "The Hairy Ape," Benedict Bogeaus'
"There Goes Lona Henry," Lester Cowan's

"Tomorrow The World" and "Here

Is

Your

have its first showing at War," Jack Skirball's Fred Allen starrer
some 60 Iowa theaters on Dec. 2. It "Music From Heaven" from David Loew

TUB FILM DAILY which

toon Studio is now in full production is believed to be the first all-state
have meant
with all stages occupied with Para- premiere.
incomes, for opera stars, they
In addition a premiere will be held
mount Puppetoons and training
not meant great earnings for films which Pal
in Italy at the same time, a special
is producing for the
Metropolitan. Nor, he added do
16 mm. print having been flown
Army and Navy.
itists become rich through their
Re-recording is new being done cm "Pack- across the Atlantic and rushed to
age for Jasper" winch is the- next Puppctoon the Fifth Army front lines where a
ngs at the Met.
''Say Ah,
scheduled for Paramount release.
Arspecial showing is scheduled.
"MulJasper," is now in the- cutting room.
berry Street" is now shooting and the mus- rangements for showing the pic in
.s Rains for Shaw Pic
ical
score is being composed for "Jasper Italy
were made through Gordon
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Goes Hunting," with shooting scheduled to
Gammack, Des Moines Register and
llywood Claude Rains has defi- »e1 under way today.
who is
Pal's second training film for the Army Tribune war correspondent,
i been set for one of leading
with the Fifth Army.
titled "The Tank Platoon Fundamentals of

gh ladio and

1)

was better equipped with an aggres-

MacKinlay Kantor

of

Webster

City,

au-

thor of the story which is based on his native city, arrived home after a hurried re_
turn from England where he has been serving as war correspondent for Saturday Evening Post.
Kantor was scheduled also to
arrive in Des Moines for a series of personal
appearances and radio broadcasts in connection with the premiere.
Another feature of the all-state premiere
activities is a contest to select "Iowa's ideal
The grand prize in the
service parents."
state contest is an all-expense trip for the
winning parents to any Navy, Army, Marine
or Coast Guard base in the United States
to visit their son or daughter in service.
Local winners will be named in each of the
60-odd participating cities.

and
and
United Artists will also release additional features from William Cagney productions and forthcoming Hopalong
f'assidy westerns from Harry Sherman.

Arthur Lyons.

UA Will Hold Canadian
Sales Meeting This Week
A three-day sales meeting for
United Artists Canadian branch
managers will get under way tomorrow, Friday and Saturday at the
Windsor Hotel in Montreal.
Carl Leserman, accompanied by Paul Lazarus, Sr., contract department manager; Paul
Lazarus, Jr., director of advertising and pub-

and David H. Coplan, Canadian divismanager, leave tonight for Montreal.
Among the Canadian branch managers
scheduled to attend the sessions are: J. H.
Reid, Calgary; Charles S. Chaplin, Montreal:
George Heiber, St. John; A. J. Jeffrey, Toronto; Harry Woolfe, Vancouver, and DougJ. B. Cronk,
las V. Rosen from Winnipeg.
Canadian publicity representative, will also
licity,

ion

attend the sessions.

Mrs. Nellie Arlington Dead
Funeral arrangements were being

made

yesterday

for Mrs. Nettie
Arlington, 69, retired actress, who died on Monday.

Bourne

PRC

Greenblatt Resignation Accepted
Sets "Harvest Melody"
PRC's musical, "Harvest Melody," West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
PRC Pictures anopened yesterday at Loew's Lexington, 175th, 72nd, Ziegfeld and Olym- nounced that the resignation of Ar- Mrs. James Hill Dead
Mrs. James Hill,
pia.
Pic also opens tomorrow at thur Greenblatt, as sales manager
Indianapolis
Brooklyn Strand and has been book- and as an officer and director, was wife of James D. Hill, who operates
ed in Loew's nabe houses for en- accepted by the company. Announce- Hill's Indiana Theater here, died aftire New York met. area.
ment will be made in near future ter a lingering illness.

—

:

—
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Altec Field Execs.

Charge Browne,

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

Biof

Hampered Louis

Open 3-Day Parley
CASTINGS

SIGNED

General conference of Altec ex- RICHARD JAECKEL, termer, 20th-Fox.
Testimony that under the admini:
JAMES GLEASON, "I Married a Soldier," 20thFox; JULIE BISHOP, "Cinderella Jones," Warexutive field personnel opens today RUSStLL HOPTON, termer, RKO.
tration of George E. Browne ar
JAMtS
CLEASON,
new
ners; MARGUERITE DALVAREZ, "Give Us This
termer,
20th-Fcx.
at the Park Central, with L. W. DAVE BARRY, voice impressionist, Columbia Day," Paramount; ANN SAVAGE and TOM NEAL,
William Bioff, convicted labor rac!
Conrow, prexy, in
cartoon studio.
"Two-Man Submarine," Columbia; JANIS WILGRACE CANFIELD, "Song of the Open Road," SON and JEROME COWAN, "My Reputation," eteers, the IATSE interfered wi
the chair for the

which

sessions

Charles R.

LEW LANDERS,

president
George L. Carrington will call
the meeting to
order today, with
of
address
an
-

—

W.

L.

addressed

by Harry M. Bessey, secretary-treasurer and operating manager. Technical and war production development, and a symposium of West
Coast activities will be covered by
Carrington, with talks by John K.
Hilliard. chief engineer of the Radar
and motion picture division of Altec
Lansing, E. 0. Wilschke, Andy Fiore
and A. A. Ward. C. S. Perkins, Electronic Division of Altec, and E. Z.
Walters, Altec comptroller, will also

address the meeting.
Other industry problems will be
discussed by Hewitt S. Morris, merchandise manager; Martin Bender,
systems engineer; Stanley Hand,
staff representative and advertisingmanager; and Peul F. Thomas, gen-

day.

be: L. W.
Attending" the conference
Conrow, president. G. L. Carrington, vicepresident, H. M. Bessey, -secretary-treasurer.
Hand,
E Z. Walters, comptroller. Stanley general
representative, Paul Thomas,
will

staff

The

manager.

managers

district

in-

.Hacking, Boston; B. Sanford.
Mew York: D. A. Peterson, Philadelphia; H.
F. C. Dickely. Detroit:
Atlanta:
B. Moog,
Warren Conner. Cincinnati: C. J. Zern, Dallas: R. Hilton. Chicago; B. W. Ardell. Seattle
and S. M. Pariseau. Los Angeles, and R. A.
Quinn also oi Los Angeles. New York branch
managers D. L. Turner and A. J. RadeL.

J.

maeher also will attend.
The Hollywood group includes James

B.

Lansing, Altec Lansing vice-president, J. K.
Hilliard. A. A. Ward, E. O. Wilschke. A.
Fiore.

Bender and H. S. Morris of the
engineering group and C. S. PerkElectronic Division, Lexington, Mass..
will also be among those present.
Martin

New York
ins

Dead
New Haven — Mrs. Gertrude Ma-

Swirsky's Sister
ser,

Sidney Swirsky, Co-

sister of

lumbia booker,

BACK

is

E.

Discharged

COLEMAN,

manager,

Roxy,

from

Clarksville,

Marines,
Tenn.

the

PHILIP DEMAS, former manager,
Springs, Fla., from the A-my.
JACK BRASSIL, from the Army,
adveitis.ng dep't.,

CEORCE FRASER, from
home

office

New

Royal,
to

Loew-Poli

Haven.

the Army,
exploitation staff

to

Columbia

Sues Time to Stop
T's "Music and War'
(Continued from Page 1)

issue called "U. S. Music and
the War" in which Frank Sinatra
assertedly appears singing at the
WAVE'S training station at Hunter's College. The complaint charges
that release of the short will harm
the box-office chances of "Higher

Time

and Higher,"

RKO

feature in which

RKO

ond-run houses do not always work signed an order directing the defenout and recently a couple of the dant to show cause why it should not

had to be cut
to drop in patronage.

second-runs,

down be restrained from
March of Time film.

Cinema Lodge Will Hear
Reports on Anti-Semitism
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith,
symposium on today's

will
antiSemitism at its next meeting in the
Oxford Room of the Hotel Piccadilly,
Dec. 9. The meeting is open to all

hold a

members and prospective members.
Speakers at the meeting will deconditions in Philadelphia, New
York and Boston. The speaker in
Philadelphia will be Maurice Fagan,
executive secretary of the AntiDefamation Council of Philadelphia.
Leonard Finder, Eastern Executive
head of the Anti-Defamation League,
will discuss anti-Semitism in New
Ben Epstein of the AntiYork.
Defamation League of Boston will
present a picture of the problem
tail

there.

Bert Swor, Actor, Dies
Tulsa, Okla. Bert Swor, oldtime
minstrel and musical comedy actor
who also appeared in a number of
films, here from his home in Dallas
to act as middleman in minstrel
benefit show, was found dead yesterday in his room at a local hotel.

Virginia Bruce Improves

THE FILM DAILY
Virginia Bruce, sufHollywood
fering from pneumonia, was reported
improving yesterday at St. John's
West Coast Bureau of

—

Hospital.

of

members

their

v&

releasing the
An order obtained by RKO earlier in the day
from Judge Bondy to restrain the
defendant from releasing the short
was abandoned when the court was
informed that the release of the
March of Time issue was not scheduled until Dec. 31.
Application was then made to Federal Judge John C. Knox for assignment of a judge to try the action as
soon as possible. It is likely the trial
will be completed before the scheduled release of "Higher and Higher."
Originally 20th-Fox, which distributes the March of Time, was
named as co-defendant. According
to RKO attorneys, 20th-Fox will be
dropped from the case.

the defense of seven defendan
charged with conspiracy to exto
more than $1,000,000 from the
dustry opened in Federal Court hei
The witnesses were Everett Gl
Sweeney, vice-president of Chica
Local 110, and Joseph Basson, fc
mer head of New York's Local 3(
The IA interf e: ence occurred in 19
and 1936, according to the duo.
Under questioning by A. Bradl
Eben, one of the defense attorne;
Sweeney said that the Chicago lo<
had sought restoration of a 20 {
cent wage reduction.
The witnc
told how negotiations then unc
way with Chicago exhibitors w(.
dropped on orders received f:
Browne by Frank Clifford, busim
He said tl
agent of Local 110.
Clifford informed him that the lo
would not be able to act with<
Browne's permission.
Basson said that Browne had
fused to give permission to call;
i

strike of New York ope: ators ir
drive to have the wage cuts restor

Checks allegedly paid by RKO £
Loew's, Inc., to Mort Singer,
Coast theater operator, for his si
vices in labor negotiations were id
tified by Oliver McMahon, assist
treasu: er of RKO and Jesse T. Mi
assistant treasurer and comptro
The checks amounted
of Loew's.
Witnesses
a total of $165,259.

W

|

Government had

the

'

testified

t

RKO

paid Browne
Bioff $150,000 in 1935 to avoid la

Loew's and

I

Lew

G. Blix, former busir
of Local 37, operators,
Angeles, now manager of the La
Temple there, testified that Bioff
announced himself as his new
C.

H

West

Coast.

New

Television System
Perfected bv Dr. Palmer

WAR

Palmer H. Craig, head of the
Department of Electrical EngineerUniversity of Florida,
at
announces the invention of a television system which eliminates many
disadvantages in existing systems,
making possible the sending and receiving
of
action
pictures,
plus
sound, via established broadcasting

I

manager

on the

ing

I

trouble.

Dr.

to

Tarpon

VIRGINIA

,

—

IN CIVVIES

Honorably
WILLIAM

dead.

Impatient Years," screenplay,
UPP, Columbia.

VAN

the crooner appears.
asserts that under his contract with it Sinatra agreed to make
business.
his film services available solely to
Fewer theaters, however, are using it until Jan. 1, 1945.
premiums, while the triple bill has
The March of Time short is
practically ceased to exist in most scheduled for release the end of Despots, -owing to the product short- cember, while "Higher and Higher"
age.
is set for release Dec. 24.
Repeats of long-run pix, in secFederal Judge William Bondy

owing

manager.

A dinner at the Union League
Club will close the meeting on Fri-

credit
clude,

Chicago Tilt in box-office scales
Loop houses has resulted in a dip
attendance estimated by circuit
managers at about 15 per cent.
Neighborhood theaters, too, are
feeling attendance curtailment, but
other explanations than changed
prices are advanced.
These include
holding back of films for extended
runs in the Loop houses.
Several smaller houses, have cut
out weekday matinees, owing to poor

improve the wages and workii

to

placed on the lecord yesterday

SCHEDULED
"The

M of

in
in

CONROW

the efforts of two operators' loca

conditions

Fox.

RKO

Higher Admissions Cut
Chi. Loop Attendance

managers

eral credit

"Two-Man Submarine,"

Columbia.
M. STAHL, director, "The Keys of the
Kingdom," 20th Century-Fox.
ELLIOT PAUL, screenp.ay, "Guest in the House,"
Hunt Stromberg-UA.

Altec

the

sions

director,

JOHN

welcome by Conrow following.
During the sesdistrict
will be

RICHARD JAhCKEL, "Chips," 20thRUSSELL HOrTON, "International Zcne,'
RKO; ANN MILLER, "Sailor's Holiday," Columbia; JACK OAKIE, "Moment for Music," 20th-

Warners;

ASSIGNMENTS

days.

Vice

Rogers-UA.

Fox;

three

run

will

.

.

.

SERVICE

on the Film Front

the

In

a

letter

to Arthur

assistant co-crdinator,

Lt.

L.

H.

Mayer, W,

Andrew

Navy's Procurement Division
fo
pressed his thanks to the
"magnificient support" of the WAVE!
cruitment campaign in conjunction witl
showing of the film, "Chief Neeley Re
To The Nation." Lt. Dudley stated th;
Naval Offices had received enthusiast!'
operation on the campaign from exhil
ley of the

WAC

channels.
Dr. Craig believes that this new
system which he has just perfected
will cause a complete revision in
previous plans and planning, making television available to the general public sooner than would other- and public relations chairmen in the
exchanges and the WAC Exchange Are
wise be the case.

$antas

It's

favorite

charity/
WE'VE never asked Santa
Claus what bis favorite
charity

but we'd bet the old

is,

"Why,

fellow would chuckle:

Christmas Seals, of course!"

You see,

these little Seals give

the greatest gift of all

— health,

As long as Santa can
remember, the American people have made this a part of
life itself.

their Christmas giving

—

in de-

pression and prosperity, in
peacetime and war.

This year our needs are

— because

a war-

rise in tuberculosis

must be

doubly great
time

prevented. So,

make

sure that

every letter and package carried

by Santa

is

stamped with your

Christmas gift to mankind

and please send in your

—

contri-

bution today!

BUY CHRISTMAS SEALS
Because of the importance of the above
message, this space has been contributed by

PfiMUF
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TWO
ALL-TIME HIGHS
WITH

millions of feet required by our

Armed Forces

for training

tary purposes,

the

total

Eastman motion picture
into

of this huge

mili-

production of

films has

new high ground. And

quality

and other

pushed

the all-around

output has never

been excelled. Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

J. E.

BRULATOUR,

Fort Lee

INC., Distributors

Chicago

Hollywood

EASTMAN FILMS

- (T*

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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SENATE HEARS TRADE PLEA VS.

20% TAX

orecasts Tele Supplanting Second Pic Feature
Not in Every
Years
War, Says Seldes

ele Sets

ome
iter

CALL FILMS DELINQUENCY ANTIDOTE

Till 5-15

as

—A

future in which
[evision will replace the second
ature, or "B" movie, was forecast

Dayton,

O.

Special Senate Committee Hears Industry Praised

an Outstanding Constructive Force

Senate Asked to Retain
10% Levy, or at
2 Cents on Each 15 Cents

Present

By

ANDREW

Washington Bureau of

—

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

Washington The industry's
THE FILM DAILY cial Senate Committee on Wartime
Washington The motion picture Health and Education, headed by the plea against the two cents per
sion
industry was painted yeste.day as Florida Senator.
dime admissions tax proposed
oadcasting System, in an address one of the most constructive forces
The 78-year-old British actress by the House was given before the
fore the Dayton Kiwanis Club in the fight against the nation's ju- told the Senators of her great activSenate Finance Committee yestersterday.
venile
delinquency problem, with ity in organizations to aid British
day by five exhibitor leadeis, appearSeldes told a meeting of the WHIO Sen. Claude Pepper paying lavish children, including the Actors' Oring in person, and two others who
nff as well as the club members
tribute to Hollywood after Dame phanage, which brought 54 orphaned
filed briefs with the committee.
jit the motion
picture industry is May Whitty, M-G-M star, had tes- children of British actors to this
Danger of the tax in its effect up'ing its hands at television so that tified briefly as to the value of pix
This on admissions was explored in decountry for the war period.
will be ready for anything that in combatting crime among youth.
latter activity, she said, was sup- tail, as well as the discriminatory
ght happen.
The potentialities Dame May appeared before the Spe(Continued on Page 8)
nature of the proposal. The Senate
(Continued on Page 10)
was asked to retain the present 10
Washington Bureau of

—

Seldes, director of teleprograms for the Columbia

Gilbert

illkie

Writes, Stars

6 Telenews Shorts

Report Rank Won't
Get Korda

UA

West Coast Bureau of
k series of six shorts in which
ndell L. Willkie will discuss prob-

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Authentic

sources declared there is a strong likelihood
•hat a deal involving Si: Alexander
Korda's stock in United Artists will
be consummated within a week, but
•"hey ai e emphatic in declaring that
•I.
Arthur Rank will not be the pur-

facing the world of today and
post-war period was announced
terday by Stuart Scheftel, viceisident of Telenews Theaters, of
ch his brother, Capt. Herbert
.eftel of the Army Air Corps, is chaser.
The stock must be
sident. The chairman of the 20th

is

-

(Continued on Page 8)

Slock

to

UA

and

if

-

For

War Loan

Drive

Appointment of Rick Ricketson, of
Denver, and B. V. Sturdivant, of San
Francisco, as his co-chairman for
the industry's Fourth War Loan
drive which starts next month, was

yesterday by Charles
Skouras, of Los Angeles, who will
drive setup as genhead the
eral chairman.
first submitted
Designations were phoned from
the company does not
(Continued on Page 7)

announced

WAC

(Continued on Page 12)

stro

Execs. Off for Chi.

strict

Mgrs. Meet

Unaffiliated Indies Will
Mull Trade Issues Dec. 15

(Continued on Page 9)

Skouras Names Aides

Leo McCarthy Named PRC
General Sales Manager

Wright

to Present

Indie Decree

Views

Loyd W; ight will represent the
independent producers in presenting
their views on the New York consent decree to Tom C. Clark, assistant attorney general.
Wright is
counsel for the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers and
is
expected in Washington shortly
to confer with Cla: k.
Just how the indie producers will
(Continued on Page 12)

Toronto Fire Witness

[-G-M home office executives,
Unaffiliated Independent Exhibi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Tells of Vault Condition
:ded by W. F. Rodgers, vice-presitors of New York will hold a formal
Hollywood
PRC Pictures, Inc.,
t in charge of sales, will head for
meeting at the Hotel Lincoln on yesterday announced ahe appointToronto Evidence regarding con|3ago over the week-end for the
(Continued on Page 10)
(Covtinued on Page 10)
ditions in Toronto film exchange
rual mid-season meeting of disbuilding before the fire on Nov. 17,
t managers and home office sales
brought out in coroner's court yes(Continued on Page 8)

—

—

Iowa

Triples Come
in Chicago

—

Chicago
Triple
oming
back
into

Suburbs
are

neighborhood
leaters on
the north and south
ides.
Ten houses featured triple
ills,
during the past week.
Holtays and Christmas shopping is beginning
f

=

to

outlying

cut

into

theaters.

the

Tax

terday inquiring into circumstances
of the death of Herb Naiman, pro-

State Will Seek Collection of $200,000

Back
features

to Press Rentals

business

(Continued on Page 10)

Bv OTTO WEBER
Boland Sees Absorption of
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Empire By 306 Desirable
Des Moines, la. — Iowa officials are

going ahead with plans to try to tax
film rentals, including the collection

The opinion that the absorption of
Empire State Motion Picture Operators' Union by the IATSE's Local
306 was desirable because it would
tend to promote harmony in the industry here and eliminate dual

000 for the past 10 years, it was
learned yesterday.
The action stemmed from an offer

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 12)

of alleged back taxes and penalties

amounting to approximately

$220,-

Circuits Drop Sale
Of Gift Admissions

— Warner

Alliance
and
dropping the sale
of holiday reduced admission gift
borks, urging War Bond purchases

Chicago

circuit's .here

instead.

are

Thursday, December

Boland Sees Absorption of Exhibs. to Benefit from
Altec Devices for Navy
Empire By 306 Desirable
(Continued from Page 1)

unionism in this field was expressed
10 Cents
Thurs., Dec. 2, 1943
Vol. 84, No. 105
yesterday by Father John P. Boland,
former chairman of the New York
Publisher
JOHN W. AL1COATE
Board.
Relations
Labor
State
General Manager Father Boland was speaking- from
DONALD M. MERSERE AU
the stand in Kings County Supreme
Editor
CHESTER B. BAHN
Court as a witness for the defense
action brought by
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays at the trial of the
New several members of Empire to preBroadway,
1501
at
Holidays
and
Film
and
Films
Wid's
York 18, N. Y., by
vent officers of the union from carryW. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
provisions of Empire's
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- ing out the
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered merger with Local 306.
as second cVass matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
The witness asserted that the pubpost-office at New York, N. Y., under the
306
Terms (Postage free) lic and members of both Local
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York and Empire also stood to gain from
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, the amalgamation.
He said that all
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Empire had long looked
Address all communications members of
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway forward to the day when they would
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117, become members of Local 306.
New York, N. Y.
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120. 9-7121.
Father Boland disclosed that he
Film<lay, New York.
had acted unofficially as a mediator
in 1942 in an attempt to bring the
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. 28, Calif.—
to
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone two unions together in a move
WASHINGTON— Andrew H. foster peace and unity in the local
Granite 6607.
:

::::::

Exhibitors

will

benefit

Local 110 Gets Suspensioi
at Meet Tonigh

Low-Down
Chicago

from the

—

by Altec Corp.,

it

was revealed given

yesterday following the opening session of the company's technical conferences at the Park Central Hotel.

W.

L.

tl

NEW YORK

cause of naval commitments there
was a great deal that could not be
disclosed except that improvements
in technique would greatly enhance
of

talking

r

the direction of Richard F. Walsl
IA head, and Felix D. Snow, six*
vice-president of the alliance.

Conrow, president, and
admitted that be-

projection

will

officers

membership of the loc
tonight at a special meeting undfi
to the

other executives

the

of

details

Full

11
new de- IATSE's investigation of Local
operators, which led to the suspei

commercial application of
velopments for the Navy made pos- sion of the union's
sible

194;

2,

THEATERS

pictures

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALU|

after the war.

Yesterday's meeting opened with
an engineering technical session
dealing with the manufacture, service, maintenance and repair of various secret devices used by the
armed forces. Conrow touched upon
future policy of Altec with rethe
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Thone Taylor industry.
spect to the continued maintenance
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
The defense charges that the ac- of equipment in the theater field and
6241 N. Oakley Ave. LONDON— Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour tion to upset the merger was insti- Altec's methods and equipment in
Film,
Harle,
Le
W. I. PARIS— P. A.
6t
Circuit, chief em- the advancement of the art of sound
HAVANA— Mary gated by Century
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Empire operators.
It was announced that
projection.
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU ployer of
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
the Reiss Agency would handle all
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
future advertising for the company.
MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo, Walt Disney to Enter
A. G. Smith of the WPB will adApartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
Industrial Film Field
dress the convention tomorrow.

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

Rosalind

Brian

RUSSELL

AHERNE

"WHAT /WOMAN"
Parker

Willard

with

A

Columbia Picture
Symphony Orchestra
Gala Stage Revue
Circle 6-4600

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

—

THE FILM DAILY
Walt Disney has

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

started a preliminary survey to determine the place of animated industrial motion pictures in the post-war
world, it is revealed in the announce(Wednesday, December 1)
ment of the formation of an indusNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net trial film division in the Disney orLow Close Chg. eanization, coincident with word that
High
Disney has been in Toledo on the
13% 13% 13%
Am. Seat
16
16
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %> 16
survey.
38
37 Vz
+ Vl
Columbia Picts. pfd. 38
Toledo conferences, with officials
2% IVi 2%
Con. Fm. Ind
Co., are to
15V2 15Vi + 14 of Owens-Illinois Glass
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15y2
152
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+ 1% establish a basis for the contemEast. Kodak
do pfd
series of worker indoctrina17
18
18
+1 plated
Cen. Prec. Eq,
tion, training and entertainment sub-
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Separate
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Of Canadian Music Fees
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The APRS, which has
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MARCH OF TIME
R,l.o..d br

filed its fee

Claudette Colbert

_

Century-*"

—

Fred

MacMurr

"NO TIME FOR LOVE"
A Paramount

Picture

In Person

WOODY HERMAN and BAND
•
Times Squa
PARAMOUNT
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

jects.

RICHARD TREGASKIS-

iUAMLCANAL
4^,, DIARY 3£
PresUn FOSTER

—

PCA

Cameraman

•

Lloyd

HOUN

William BEHOIX

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

U%+
—

—

20»

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

ciety under a contract expiring at
the 'end of the year. CPRS is understood to have refused to renew the

RKO
Announcements started specula933/4
933A
RKO $6 pfd
tion as to the extent of the Disney
19V2 20'/8
20th Century-Fox .. 20V8
nost-war industrial plans. His stu1
20th Century-Fox pfd 27'/4 263/8 27'/4
11% 10% 11%
% dio and staff have been greatly exWarner Bros
tended in the past years as the orNEW YORK BOND MARKET
86
85% 86
Par. B'way 3s55
ganization concentrated on training
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
subjects for both the U. S. and CanMonogram Picts
It is believed
adian Governments.
1 14
1 Vs
1
Radio-Keith cvs. ....
3
1/16 that, at the end of the war, the com3
3
Sonotone Corp
11% llVi
% pany will be in a position to mainTechnicolor
33/4
334
Trans-Lux
% tain its theatrical program and,
3V2
Universal Pictures
Government experi16% + % drawing on its
Universal Picts. vtc. 16%
I6V2
ence, will be able to supply top flight
subjects for the industrial field.
73/8
933/4

LATEST

— The

American Performing Rights Society has filed an appeal with the Copyright Appeal
Board for a separate distribution of
performing fees which it shares with
Canadian Performing Rights So-

Ottawa

schedule with the Copyright Appeal
Board, claims royalty rights to 85
per cent of all Pan-American music.
They have suggested a tariff of one
cent for every radio receiving set
legally operated in Canada in 1944,
and a theater royalty of two cents
per seat per year for every Canadian theater with 1,600 seats or over,
one cent a year for those with less
than 1,600 seating capacity, and onehalf cent per year for all theater operating fewer than four days each
week.
The Musical Protective Society of
is filing a protest with SecCanada
Schoenstadt Funeral Held
retary of State McClartv against the
Chicago Funeral rites for SamSigns Novelist,
levy of fees by the APRS.
uel Schoenstadt, Schoenstadt Circuit
Col. John A. Cooper, president of
Composer,
with
executive, were held yesterday
the Canadian Motion Picture Disburial at Count Isiah Cemetery.
tributors Association said there are
West Coast Bureau, of -THE FILM DAILY
approximately 700,000 theater seats
Producers CorporaHollywood
in the Dominion.
novthe
tion of America has signed
elist, Edward Thompson, the comNazis Hold Lt. Fullerton
poser, Werner Heymann and camRochester Listed as missing in
eraman, Phil Tannura, to long-term
Heymann is currently action since Oct. 9, Lt. James A.
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ITURB

Marilyn Maxwell, Donna Reed, June Allyson, Gloria DeHaven, Benny Carter, John Conte, Sara Haden, Don Loper, Maxine Barrat,
Ben Blue, Frances Rafferty, Mary Elliott, Frank Jenks, Frank Sully, Dick Simmons, Ben Lessy. Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY, Produced by
JOSEPH PASTERNAK. Original Screen Play by Paul Jarrico. Richard Collins. Based on their story "Private Miss Jones". A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Picture
also:
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.mall U. K. Indies

COfnlnG and G0II1G

Eckman Plan

ighl

(By Cable)

London

1

t industry grievances via a
>oard, as proposed at last

CRS-CEA meeting, may
it

JACK WARNER

— Conciliation
week's

die a-bora-

exhibitors are lining
ip strongly against the conciliation
dan, and there are signs that it may
indie

jettisoned. Opposition is expected
o come to a head when the General
meets next Wedncil of the
lesday.

if

CEA

(The plan was proposed by Sam
Sckman of Metro, and was okayed
10th the CEA and KRS last week.
The permanent conciliation machinit was proposed, would be conIiry,
erned with trade practices and dis'outes arising from them).
The Films Council will meet again
I

Thursday Bloivoffs

—
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plant
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.
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• Monogram
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ion to investigate the industry. On
agenda, too, will be a discussion
he film grading and rentals issue.
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for
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New
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do
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.
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presidential resigna-
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sure:
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•
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War Loan

Drive

{Continued from Page
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he Coast by Skouras to Si Fabian,
hairman of the WAC Theaters DiRicketson,

exhibitor chairman

in

area, and state chaiiman during
Bond drives, is currently winding up
he chairmanship of the National
iiVar Fund for the entire state of
polorado, embracing all industries.
lis

pturdivant has long been a spearefforts in
the various
he San Fiancisco territory.
Skouras, a stalwart in Southern
Talifornia on any industry war aid,
s expected to announce the campaign publicity director in the next

" 'iead for
;

WAC

silly.".

T

ANNUAL

CLUBS'

Kiddie

Christmas

Party

• And

Skouras, Ricketson and Sturdivant
winding up their affairs and are
naking preparations to come to New
fo:k, where they will make their
jieadquarters at the
offices for
he duration of the effort, Fabian
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manager,
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"Destination Tokyo"

Tradeshowing Dec. 20
National tradeshowing of "Destination Tokyo," has been set for Dec.
20.

H. H. Stickelmaier, executive

.

.

• RKO's home

office

a match Monday with a team from Fort MonHerb Mays of the RKO bowlers rolled a 268 last
.

president of Today NewsChicago, has gone to Florida
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the Winter.
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RICHARD BECK,

and juvenile brothers and sisters of
club members has been set for Dec. 18 at 10:30 A.M. in the Brooklyn Strand
Committee for the affair includes Martin F. Bennett. Bernard Goodman, Harry Mayer, Morris Schiff and Joe Eglander.
London reports to the effect thai f. Arthur Rank wants Sir Alexander Korda's LA stock make sense, but as Ed Raflery says, those rumors
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Writes, Stars

iVillkie

n 6 Telenews Shorts

CALL FILMS DELINQUENCY ANTIDOTE

news

The

circuit.

called

first of

(Continued from Page

the series,

"Trade Horizons," which

dis-

cusses economic courses open to the

such scenes as tne air raid scene in
"Mrs. iViinive. ," showing the value
of parencai love, and parts of the

new Garson-Pidgeon picture, "Madame Curie." Biograpnical films such

United States after the war, will be as Young Tern liaison" and "Tne
released within a couple of weeks. .Life of Jimile Zola" are especially
A new issue will follow every valuable, sUe said, because they snow
"Tiade Hori- cnildren what can be accomplisneo.
month thereafter.
zons" will be given a press screen- by dint of integrity, honesty and
ing at the Preview Theater, 1600 perseverance.
Broadway, tomorrow afternoon.
Says War Films of Value
Scheftel said that the films, diShe spoke also of current war
rected by James W. Sever, Jr., would films, declaring that they are of
He dis- great value to youth because of the
be "strictly non-political."
claimed that Willkie's presidential devotion,
loyalty
and patriotism
aspirations had any beaiing on the which is their tneme.
"Every stuengagement of the 1940 Republican dio is aware of the need tor putting
standard bearer for the series. Schef- wholesome films before our youth,"
tel asserted that Willkie had been ap- she said.
"Every studio is anxious
proached to make the shorts in line to help and nearly all have a true
with Telenews' policy of engaging understanding of the problem.
prominent figures from time to time
"With its vast power, the industry
to make short films on timely sub- as a whole is desperately anxious
jects for the company to bolster its to help. It has a great chance, and
newsreel programs.
I believe it will avail itself of the
Although the shorts are being opportunity before it."
houses,
made for Telenews' own
they will be made available to any
outside theater interests that may
wish to book them, Sheftel said.
Telenews operates 15 houses. With
the exception of one in Queens, all
There
are outside of New York.
are three in Detroit and one in each
of the following cities: Seattle, Oakland (Calif.), San Francisco, Denver,
Dallas, Willow Run (Mich.), Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Buffalo

and Boston.

Defense Bureau

On

Despite

to

Carry

FWC Quitting

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Theater Defense Bureau, a committee of the Los AnWest Coast Bureau of

—

Metro Execs. Off for Chi.
District Mgrs. Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

FWC

EDWARD
1)

FREIBERCER,

questioning by Sen.
R., Neb., Dame
May declared that gangster films
and others glorifying criminals were
very harmiul to cnildren, but "the
gangster period is dead. It killed itself by over-doing."
As the actress concluded her
statement, Senator Pepper remarked that "we agree in full
with your remarks upon the motion picture industry.
It is a
most powerful agency in molding public opinion, and we look
for real help from it.
In reply

Kenneth

to

Wheriy,

ho

manager,

C<

district manager,
Nassau division.

C

district

Flatbush.

tury Circuit,

EMANUEL FRIEDMAN,
tury

Circuit,

BENJAMIN MINDLIN, manager,

Lynbrook,

L

brook, N. Y.

LARRY

ROSENTHAL,

manager,

Valley

Stre;

Valley Stream, N. Y.

McHENDEE WILLIAMS,
Center,

ville

manager, Strand, Ro.

N. Y.

JACK RAVEN, manager, Nostrand, Brooklyn
JOSEPH McCOVERN, assistant manager, Mar
Theater,

Brooklyn.

PARLANTE,

JOSEPH

manager,

Long

Bliss,

land City.

HARRY JACOBSON,

manager, Stone Theater,

I

troir.

JAMES EASSON, manager, Palms-State,
FRED WITTE, manager, RKO-Schine

Detr

Emp

Syracuse, N. Y.
has responded magnifiLEONARD ROMM, William Morris Agency.
cently to every call made upon
CURLEY HARRIS, United Artists' home ofl
it during the war period, and we
publicity.
are confident we will have its
JAY D. BLAUFOX, publicity-advertising
help in fighting this problem."
rector,
Carter Hotel Chain.
Pepper said he looks to see pix ROBERT MARTIN, salesman, Paramount, K
sas
City, Mo.
used "more and more generally,"
in mass teaching of both children EDWIN P. SANDBLUM, salesman, Paramoi

"It

and adults.
The committee members and several of the experts here to testify
were guests last night of Monogram
Pictures, for a screening in the
Twentieth-Fox projection room of

'Where Are Your Children?"

This

morning's

session will feature a
showing of recent March of Time and
Pathe subjects on juvenile delin-

quency, with Henry J. Luce, Time
and Life publisher on hand.

Settlement of Clawson
Theater Case Reached

Des Moines.

PHIL LAUFER, United

since the Clawson asked for reduction of seven
days in the first place.
The change brings
pictures to the theater in the third week of
general local release, and makes them available on Thursdays when the week-end change
schedule of the house makes them more de-

Artists

home

office pu

city.

Albany's Variety Club
Again Honors C. J. Latta

—

Albany C. J. Latta, present ch
barker, was unanimously re-eled
to the top post in Tent Nine wlr
the newly elected crew met to
ganize. Latta, zone manager of W;
ner Theaters, was prominent in V;
ieties activities when assistant
<

Harry Kalmine
his

in Pittsburgh bef<
promotion to this territory.

Herman

—

Detroit Settlement of the pending Clawson Theater arbitration case
has been agreed upon by principals
in the dispute, it has been learned,
and is awaiting formal filing of pa-

was

Ripps,

renamed

first

Loew's branch
assistant

mana:

chief

barl

while Charlie Smakwitz, assistant zone n
ager for Warner Theaters, was elected
ond assistant chief barker. Joe Shure.
sistant to Lou Golding at Fabian Thea
divisional headquarters, was elected se.
tary and Clayt Eastman, Paramount bra"

manager, was re-elected treasurer.
Variety

is

operating

a

service

men

women's canteen

in conjunction with 1
Knights of Columbus lodge rooms
recently ran two benefit performances
defray more than $10,000 expended in r<
vating the building.
in the

Hold Funeral Services
Today for James Holden
Funeral services will be held
9:30 a.m. today at the Church of

Holy

i

University Ave. a
Burnside, the Bronx, for James H
den, 65, veteran film salesman, v
sirable.
Exact new scale for the former bargain died on Monday.
Holden, identif
days has not been set, and there is some
at various times with FBO, RKO s
discussion of the house jumping from 11
cents clear to 30 cents, as is the scale on Universal, is survived by a sister'
Spirit,

the other five days.

Patrick McManus Dead
Flynn makes his headquarter s in
Joliet, 111.
Patrick McManus, vetChicago and Maloney will arrive eran theater man is dead, after a
from Pittsburgh.
long illness.

—

District managers attending, in
addition to Bowen, include: M. N.

Century Circuit,
maintenance department.

office

personnel. Sessions get under way
Monday at the Blackstone Hotel.
Among those who will make the
trip from New York are: E. M.
Saunders, assistant general sales pers.
manager; E. K. O'Shea, Eastern and
Settlement is upon the basis of: 1,
Southern sales manager; Howard reduction of clearance of the Royal
Dietz, vice-president in charge of Oak and Washington Theaters in the
advertising and publicity; E. W. neighbor ing suburb of Royal Oak
Aaron, circuit sales manager; H. M. from 14 to 13 days over the Clawson,
Richey, assistant to Rodgers in and, 2, raising of admission prices
charge of exhibitor relations.; S- F. by the Clawson on Tuesdays and
Seadler, advertising manager; W. R. Wednesdays from 11 cents to not
Ferguson, exploitation manager; J. less than 15 cents.
The e.earance provision is a compromise,
J. Bowen, New York district man-

geles City War Council, will carry ager; A. F. Cummings, manager of
on its public safety and precaution- exchange operations; Jay A. Gove,
ary activities in spite of the decis- sales development manager; Harold
ion of Fox West Coast theaters to Postman, assistant to Rodgers; Joel
withd:aw its co-operation and finan- Bezahler and Irving Helfont, assiscial
participation.
Decision was tants to Western sales manager J.
reached at a meeting of the bureau's E. Flynn; L L. Hirsch, assistant
executive board at which time resig- to O'Shea; C. F. Deesen and Paul
representatives Richrath, assistants to Central sales
nations
of
were accepted with regrets.
manager J. J. Maloney, and Mike
Simons, editor of The Distributor.

WEDDinG BELLS

WILLIAM APPLECATE,

an Outstanding Constructive Force

Centuhry-Fox board of directors will
write as well as appear in the ser- ported financially by British actors
in Hollywood.
ies, which will bear the title "The
"Tne motion picture industry
World and You."
is keenly aware of the juvenile
delinquency problem and of its
The films, each of which will run
responsibility
help,"
said
to
six and one-half minutes, are being
Dame May, "and it is doing a
produced by Stuart Scheftel himself
great job."
at the Pathe studios here expressly
Hispeciaily helpful, she said, are
for exhibition in houses of the Tele-

NEW POSTS

IN

Special Senate Committee Hears Industry Praised
as

(Continued from Page 1)

19'

2,

STORK report:
Omaha

—

H

Mrs. J. Robert
Robert
Ballanty
Philadelphia Tom Noble, Warner Wolf,
Rudolph
Berger, St. Louis; Burtus Bishop, Jr., Dal- Scott-Ballantyne Co. head, is
Boston;
salesman, and Oliver Blyler were Washington; Robert Lynch, Phila- las; S. A. Shirley, Chicago, and G. mother of a son, Robert Ballanfr
mairied recently.
delphia; C. E. Kessnich, Atlanta; J. A. Hickey, Los Angeles.
Hoff.

—

Mi*

P. Byrne,

Detroit; H. P.

Wolf berg, daughter

of

I

December
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10% Tax To Lower Bond
enate Asked to Retain
resent 10% Levy, or at
Cents on Each 15 Cents

Red

Sales,

Taxpayers Credits and Exemptions Being
Whittled Away Sharply in Pending Tax

Cross

TO THE COLORS!

9

Bill

Taxpayers' exemptions and credits are being whittled away in the pending
bill, the Wall St. Journal pointed out yesterday.
Most painful cut in allowable deductions from income in calculating taxes, is,
of course, the elimination of the 10 per cent earned income credit.
With a
10 per cent normal tax rate, as proposed, the loss of this earned income credit
means, as a rule, an increase in the total tax payment roughly equivalent to one
per cent of earned income.
j.i
.......

*

tax

{Continued from Page

1)

cent rate, or if not that to adopt
e proposal of Colin F. Stam, tax
pert for the House Ways and
eans Committee, who suggested a
x of two cents on each 15 cents or
ajor fraction thereof.

|i

Another item, albeit a smaller one, is the disallowance as charges against
income of all federal excise taxes, except those that constitute costs of doing
business.
Under the present law those excises paid direct by the individual

Appearing were Ed Kuykendall,
head; Abram F. Myers,
airman of the board of national

PTOA

Henry Reeve, president

lied;

.

of the Co-operative

leaters of Michigan.

Who

Concurred
P. J. Wood of the Ohio ITO; R. R.
Kansas-Missouri
of
the
echele
leater Ass'n; Joseph H. Brennan
Exhib. Leaders

.

New England

Allied;

Herman

>vy of the Connecticut MPTO, and
M. Fay of the C. P. Theater Co.,
evidence, R. I., all concuired with
yers or Kuykendall, giving up their
ance to make oral statements in
v of the obvious hurry of the
The Finance
nators to move on.
-mimittee is working overtime to
sar up heai-ings on the bill this
the

pleaded for consideration of
of
independent neighborhood

and
all-town theaters, as opposed to the downwhere
long
vii
cities
houses in large

Miit

are to be seen at the box-office.
These family trade houses, he said,
provide entertainment for the masses,
he laboring people and the white colar workers.
They have not cracked

1

he carriage trade.

The money paid

in

K the independent box-offices does not
spending.
wartime
represent
excess
Kather it is a question, in most initances, whether the amount required
hi be spared from the family budget."
ing of prices for these theaters ha9
delicate problem, he said, and addi_
i

taxation,

ill

Tlits

forcing

a

price

rise,

pre-

grave difficulties and dangers.

Tax Load Too Heavy
inconsistent with sound
nomics or the general policy of the Govment. he continued, and "in the neighiod and small-town theaters the traffic
Pointing out
not bear a heavier load."
admissions are not controllable under
Price Control Act, and that all other
are up since 1940, Myers quoted an
dience Research, Inc., poll to show that
_l:-office prices have averaged only a
EJt increase in the last three years, exvdfiive of tax.
Most of the increases were
-i -run houses, he said.
"Had the public been able to absorb
ie

rises

are

I

t

;

5%

::

FEmmi TOUCH
Sf RMA

RENNECARBE,

booker,

RKO,

Indiana-

Jolis.

>Y
t

He declared that the present tax is yielding maximum revenue to the Government,
that further tempering with the tax "may
destroy the bird that is laying those shiny
eggs."
Myers, like Kuykendall, distinguished in
hi> statement
he did not read this portion
because of the lateness of the hour, but
it
with the committee distinguished
filed
between the earnings of producers and producer-owned circuits, pointing out that the
increase in film rentals and declaring that
"the reputation of the production branch
as a. big money maker should not affect the
consideration of this tax."
At about this point the lights in the committee room went out for some unexplained
reason, and Myers finished his presentation
ad lib, offering the aid of Allied and the
industry generally in drafting a more satisfactory admission tax.

—

—

kendall,

BECKERMAN,

trand,

Brooklyn.

assistant

manager,

Nos-

who

at

the conclusion of his state-

ment was asked by Senator Bennett Champ
Clark, D., Mo., if he had not predicted the
closing down of theaters of lhe present tax
rate were imposed.
Kuykendall said he had
not, but had pleaded for special consideration for students

and men

Single-Theater

in

uniform.

Towns

Reeve was heard next, speaking strictly
from the standpoint of an exhibitor in a
one-theater town.
He operates in Menard,
Texas, a town of ",.'160 people in a county
of 4,500. People in small Texas towns "think
the theaters in those towns have been the
greatest single factor our Government has
had in informing them of the war, its scope,
its true nature and
of the ways for the
folks back home to meet it and help win it."
He kept his presentation on a personal
plane, discussing the problems of his town,
and the committee was obviously interested
in what he had to say.
He spoke of the
loss of potential patronage when men leave
these towns for the Army, or for war jobs
in industrial areas, and the exhibitors difficulty in absorbing the resultant loss of receipts.
If an increase must be voted, Reeve

continued, his members would suggest
the Stam plan
two cents on each 15
cents or fraction thereof. This, he said,
"will bring our Government the financial aid it needs, and yet allow us to
continue to operate as we feel very sure
our Goiernment would have us operate,
continuing to do their war job which
we have accomplished so well to date."
The Stam plan, he said, "would protect
children's prices, protect the small suburban
third- and fourth-run low-price theater without cutting your present revenue, will allow
round figure admission prices, and will permit the higher tax on all higher-price admissions."
He presented also a resolution
passed by the directors of the Texas Theater

—

the

BREGENDEZ, Essaness circuit, Chicago.
BREIHAN, manager, Cinderella, Detroit.

-EN

a heavier general increase 1 am certain
that, following the trend of the times,
it would have been forthcoming," Myers
declared.
"The fact that there has
been such a moderate increase since
1910 demonstrates that the movies
have reached their limit in the matter
of admission prices."

Owners,

RLEY HUEBNER, USO, Chicago.
\

telephones,

Myers was heard immediately after Kuy-

;ek.

Myers

I

on

taxes

telegrams,

Inc.,

calling

for

the

enactment of

Stam proposal.

Price Rise Stopping Place
"Just as there is a stopping place in
the amount of tax burden that the people can bear, there is also definitely a

stopping place in -the increase of admis.
sion prices beyond which a fewer number of people will attend the theater,"

Buchanan

said.

"No one knows this better than we
who run theaters. We have experienced
our respective towns in every price
and when we go beyond what the
traffic will bear we get fewer patrons.

in

level

We

believe the same rule applies here.
large theaters in war industry centers at the present are in a temporary and
abnormal condition, but the overwhelming
majority of the theaters in my state and
throughout the country are not in this category."
He suggested the Stam plan also.
Earlier in the day there were appearances
against the increased admissions rate by
actors Walter Hampden and Eddie Dowling,
who pleaded on behalf of the legitimate theHampden referred to
aters of the nation.
the new audience for legit, recruited because
of wartime prosperity from the group whose
chief entertainment has been pix and radio.
If the tax goes up, he said, a large part of

"The

will be lost.
The average tax
on a theater ticket for a legitimate show,
he said, is equal to the entire price of the
average movie ticket.
this

group

Hampden

objected

also

ment that the tax
And

cannot

be

rate

to

absorbed

requireadvertised.

the

must be

silently.

Many

people, he said, seeing the amount they pay
.n taxes rising are hesitant to buy their
tickets.

May Affect
Newman declared

O'DWYER,

PHILIP

Reading,

HARRY

ARMY
assistant

FRIEDLAND,

Penn,

*

manager,

Loew's,

Pa.

manager,

Majectic,

Mt.

Pa.

JAMES KENNEDY, booker, Warners, Chicago.
CARROLL BRADLEY, manager, Hoosier, Whiting,
III.

CLARK FIELDS, manager, Palms-State, Detroit.
MILTON IACOBSON, owner, Stone Theater, Detroit.

FRANK

admissions to the theater
and football games, etc.) are deductible from income when the tax is computed.
as

Theater

Newman

ivid

(such

of

Owners, Inc.;
irry E. Buchanan for the Theater
vners Ass'n of North and South
Holina, and William F. Crockett of
Briefs were
Virginia MPTO.
ie
bed by R. B. Livingston of the Nebska Theater Owne:s Ass'n, and
Texas

e

taxpayer

Aid?

C.

SHANNON,

operator,

Pasadena,

De-

troit.

theater owners, and put the tax on the Nebraska farmer who can ill afford to pay."
He spoke also of the Bankhead bill, passed
by the House and now before the Senate,
which provides a fund of $15,000,000 for
the Treasury to buy newspaper space for
War Bond advertisements. "Why, then, cannot the theaters be paid for the War Bond
work that they have done?" he asked, continuing that exhibitors don't really want
to be paid and are happy to do their part,
but would like more consideration from the
Congress for the job they are doing.
If the tax is not to be reduced, he suggested that it be levied on the basis of one
cent for each five cents of the admission
orice.
This, he said, would be more fair
and equitable.
The finance committee is to go into ex
ecutive session next week, and it is planned
that the bill be brought to the Senate floor
a week later.
Although the industry witnesses apparently made a good impression
yesterday, it is important to remember that
the Senators are exceedingly anxious to raise
the revenue estimated to come from the

higher tax.
Only indication

of

any

weakening

yes-

came when Senator Ed Johnson, D..
asked Myers if there is any way to
the small-country theaters from additional burden without upsetting the proposed rate for city theaters and without
cutting the revenue down too far.
Myers
suggested that a graduated tax might be the
answer, and offered his aid to the commit
tee if it cared to strive for some solution
to the rural theater problem.
terday

Colo.,
relieve

Sale of Bonds

in his brief, filed by
Myers, that the higher tax rate might result
in a falling off of Bond sales. Red Cross

Senate to Get Tax Views

through theaters.
He said
neighborhood houses already
suffering from decreased attendance will have
to pass on the tax.
He outlined five rea-

Senate Finance Committee
grant a hearing to the Unaffilated Independent Exhibitors, a New
York organization, in regard to the
proposed admission tax in Washington tomorrow.
Jesse Stern, president, and Jacob Leff, counsel, will

collections, etc.,
also that many

why
Low

the tax should not be doubled:
admission prices are the "lifeblood of the exhibition end of the industry"; doubling the tax rate will not
increase tax revenue, since receipts will
drop and income tax payments of industry people will also fall off; attendance will drop, with resultant bad effect
upon morale and poorer circulation for
the Government's information programs;

sons

Bond

sales and charitable collections in
theaters will drop, and, finally, the tax
discriminatory and confiscatory.

is

A
ton,

rate

Of New York UlE Tomorrow
The

will

represent the indie exhibitors.

The unaffiliated group had fo warded a protest against the increased tax to the House Ways and Means
Committee, and subsequently to the

Senate commitee. Friday's hearing
granted through Walter F.
who pleaded for lowering of the tax George, chaiiman, and Sen. James M.
to aid his membership and the Neb- Mead of New York.
brief

was

filed

also

by R. B. Livings-

raska farmer, as representative of exhibitors
and the public throughout the country.
"In the main," he said, small-town theaters
"will continue to operate and will pass the
tax on to the patron." This will be harmful
in small towns which do not have the swollen incomes brought by the war to centers

was

WAR
.

.

.

SERVICE

on the Film Front

from the war situation.
The Nebraska farmer, he said, has no

benefitting

greater profit then before, even though his
produce may bring him higher prices. "This
is the man that you are going to penalize,"
he said, "not particularly the members of
my association. Of course, the additional
tax will affect the members of my asso.
ciation in less paid admissions."

Will Cut Attendance

As now written, the tax will, he said,
"close some small-town attendance at all
theaters, deprive the Nebraska farmer of his
normal entertainment, lessen the income of

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood As a result of a campaign by
John Garfield, 400 overseas fighting men
will receive subscriptions to national magazines with compliments of the cast of Warners' "Between Two Worlds."
Garfield

—

personally has ordered

150 yearly subscripwith other members of the cast taking the other 250.
tions,

Thursday, December

10

1'

2,

DAILY

Coast Starts Eight

Chicago Theater
Bandit Captured

More, 56 Shooting
West Coast Bureau

of

—

Chicago
McVickers

Theatergoers in the
saw Edgar Dillon, assistant manager and his aide,
Charley Marcellis, capture a paroled
bandit, Frank Crudder, who
had tried to rob them of $1,500,
evening receipts
Crudder tried to
hold up Dillon, in the second-floor

THE FILM DAILY

Eight new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
this week, making a total of 56

Hollywood

The check-up:

shooting.

At Columbia: Six shooting, including "At Night We Dream," etc.,
plus "Jam Session" musical featuring Ann Miller and seven "name"
bands. They are: Jan Garber, Louis
Armstrong, Alvino Rey, Glen Gray,
Charlie Barnet, Teddy Powell and
Jess Barker in the
Pied Pipers.
male lead, with Rene Riano, Charles
Brown, Eddie Kane, Arthur Space,
George McKay, Clarence Muse, Ray

—

theater
smashed

office,

when

Dillon

chair

robberies.

At 20th Century-Fox: Five shooting.
Five shooting for United Artists release,
including the Charles R. Rogers production,
"Song of the Open Road." with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, W. C. Fields,
Bonita Granville, Rose Hobart. Reginald
Denny, Regis Toomey, Sammy Kaye and his
orchestra. Chuck Faulkner and band, Nick
and Steve Condos, Eric Sinclair, Peggy
O'Neil, Jeanne Newport. Jane Powell and
Pat Starling. S. Sylvan Simon directing.
At Universal: Five shooting, including
"Slightly Terrific," with Anne Rooney, Betty
Kean, Leon Errol, Ray Malone, Eddie QuilAssociate producer,
lan and Donald Novis.
Alexis-Thurn Taxis, and Edward F. Cline
directing; and, "Anybody Here Seen Kelly?",
with Eddie Quillan, Milburn Stone and SamFrank Gross producing and
uel S. Hinds.
.

Edward Lilley directing.
At Warner Bros.: Six

shooting.

Leo McCarthy Named PRC
General Sales Manager
(Continued from Page

ment
sales

1)

Leo K. McCarthy as general
manager succeeding Arthur

of

Greenblatt who resigned. McCarthy
has been with the company since
April, 1941, as assistant general sales
manager. He will remain here for
a week or 10 days conferring with
Leon Fromkess on product policy before proceeding to New York.
McCarthy's previous connections
have been with A. H. Blank in
Omaha, branch manager of First National in Omaha, and also Milwaukee; was with Elmer Rhoden when
the latter formed the Mid- West TheWas with Republic,
ater Circuit.

and also produced some independent
pictures.

Greenblatt Coming East
To Consider Two Offers
Arthur Greenblatt, whose resignaas PRC's vice-president and

tion

DIGEST

Second Pic Feature
(Continued from Page

1)

are infinite, he indicated, adding that
vaudeville could be televised into
hundreds of theaters at once.
The speaker, who has been working with television since 1937, stated
that the war has hindered tele development because it took the men
and materials. According to Seldes,
"It may take between five and 15
years following the war until tele-

vision can be put into every home,
so we cannot look to it to prevent
Technical exBlix at Extortion Trial
an economic slump.
perts say enough progress has not
Local 37 Tried to Quit
been made for television to become
a "ladder industry.' In order for it
Because of dissension over the ac- to serve this purpose several miltivities of George E. Browne and lion sets would have to be sold in a
William BiofF, convicted racketeers, very short time immediately followare not ready for
ing the war.
in running the IATSE, members of

Says
IA

Walker, Robert Williams and Frank
Puglia. Charles Barton directing for
producer Irving Briskin; and "Sailor's Holiday," comedy, with Arthur
Lake, Jane Lawrence, Shelley Winter, Bob Haymes and Lewis Wilson. Local 37, operatois, Los Angeles,
William Berke directing for producer attempted to break away from the
Wallace MacDonald.
parent organization in 1939.
Such
At M-G-M: Seven shooting-.
At Monogram: Three shooting-, including was the testimony given yesterday
Doesn't
"Johnny
picture.
KingBros,
the
Live Here Any More." comedy, with Simone by Lew C. G. Blix, former business
Simon. James Ellison and William Terry in
agent of the local when he resumed
the leading- roles, with Joy May directing.
the stand as a defense witness at the
At Paramount: Nine shooting.
shooting.
Six
RKO-Radio:
At
Federal Court trial of the seven deAt Republic: Pour shooting, including fendants charged with conspiracy to
"The Cowboy and the Senorita," starring
Roy Rogers with Mary Lee in the feminine extort more than $1,000,000 from the
lead.

We

that.

of

hostilities,"

Seldes continued, "there were some
10,000 television sets in use in the
United States. These figures include
professional sets so they don't prove
However, the day will
too much.
come when every radio probably will
be equipped for television."

Seldes referred to T. A. M. Craven's prophecy of color tele blanketing the U. S. as the most optimistic

—

NBC

on the Coast Tuesday, will arNew York on Sunday, it was
learned yesterday. It is understood
that Greenblatt has had two propositions already submitted to him,
and he is expected to discuss them
while in New York.
Resignation of Greenblatt, while
coming as a surprise, followed reports of differences on company policy between New York and Coast
executives.
Conferences during the
past week presumably had brought
an adjustment, but it was learned
last night that the situation still was
to be fully clarified.

SIGNED
BRYANT WASHBURN,

ed

termer, RKO.

EDWARD SUTHERLAND,
Pat

"Pileb

director,

O'Brien-Columbia.

ASSIGNMENTS
BRADBURY FOOTE,
-Producers

Ccrp.

untitled original
of America.

screei

HERBERT BIBERMAN and FRANCIS FARA
screenplay, "The Master Race," Edwa
Golden Productions.
CHARLES PREVIN, score and music dire
"Song of the Open Road," CharU

Rogers-UA.

JACK

FIER, producer, "America's Children,'
lumbia.

CASTINGS
RODDY McDOWALL, "The Keys of the
dom," 20th-Fox; CEORGE COULOURIS,
Night We Dream," Columbia; ANN GW
and KIRBY GRANT, "Has Anybody Here
Kelly?",

Seventh

"At the outbreak

industry.
and promising statement he had ever
Blix said that the local split into
heard.
two factions, 4,500 members out of
was good
"In
1941 television
a total of 7,500 favoring severance
from the IATSE. He asserted that enough to put on an actual show, but
an error to begin where
these formed the United Studio Tech- it would be
off.
We would be wise to
nicians Guild and obtained permis- we left
a little time to get off to a
sion from the NLRB to conduct an take
strong start. This little perelection in an effort to take the col- good,
allow us to incorporate
lective bargaining status away from iod would
the IA.
He related that the Guild the improvements that have been dewas dissolved and the insurgents re- veloped."
turned to the Local 37 fold because
Chicago Acceptance of television
they had been given to understand
unofficially that a wage increase was by the public was indicated as the
key to the success of the new art by
forthcoming.
vice-presiMeanwhile, in another courtroom Clarence L. Menser,
in the Federal Court building Judge dent in charge of piograms, in adMurray Hulbert adjourned the trial dressing the U. S. Savings & Loan
He
of Harry Hochstein, former chief League at the Palmer House.
morals inspector of Chicago, until forecast improvements and refineJan. 3.
Hochstein was indicted for ments and added that "the time of
perjury on the charge of having their arrival is probably sooner than
sworn falsely that Browne and others you expect."
The sight-and-sound medium canhad not attended a meeting at a
house in Riverside, 111., which served not receive popular approval, he inas headquarters of the Chicago mob dicated "unless the public is given
the right to choose its programs and
during 1934 and 1935.
the broadcasters are given the freegeneral sales manager was announc- dom to respect the public choice."
rive in

HCLLYWCCC

lobby,

on the bandit's
head.
After Crudder's capture, he
confessed to three other Chicago
a

Sees Tele Replacing

Universal;
JESSICA TANDY,
Cross," M-G-M; HARRY DAVENI
in
St.
Louis,"
M-C-M; BR

"Meet Me

WASHBURN,

"Elizabeth

RKO; Jl
Monogram;

Kenny,"

HOLT, "Outlaw Trail,"
COOK, "No Bars-No Music,"
HERBERT RUDLY, "The
M-C-M; HARRY DAVENPORT,

FER

FRC.
Seventh

C

"Meet Me

Louis,"
M-G-M;
HILIP VAN ZANDT,
Gang," Paramount; LOUISE BEA
Hitler
I

"Incendiary

Blonde,"

Paramount.

SCHEDULED
'No

Bars-No

RENCE

Music."

screenplay, MRS.
producer,

TAYLOR;

SCHWARZ,

PRC.

Toronto Fire Witness
Tells of Vault Conditior
(Continued from Page 1)

jectionist for

Monogram

Picture

Canada, before a five-man jury
responsibility. Presiding Coron

1

Lawson declared the jury wa

:

terested in avoiding death and l
the question if a six-story bui
is a proper one for the storage
handling of films with regar
safety of persons on upper floe

First

main witness was Win B

Regal Films, agent for M
films, who declared under oath
of

three

film

vaults

in

the

base

were closed at the time of the
but admitted the presence of wc
barrels and boxes filled with ro
film destined for the

Kodak La

tory for reclaiming. Brown als
mitted the 400 films kept in one
were not in metal boxes but
metal containers were not ava
because of priority restrictions
could not swear that the vault
were open to outside air as
lated by regulations.

'

;

Unaffiliated Indies Will

Mull Trade Issues Dec.

1'5

(Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 15 for the purpose of discussing
a number of issues now facing theater owners.
Among the subjects to be considered are the New York consent decree, the proposed 20 per cent admission tax, juvenile delinquency,
new pact for projectionists and plans
for the organization's first annual
dinner.

The witness said as much a: I
or 2% tons of films were accl
lated in storage before being t I
over to the Kodak company 1
scrap, and that during the past \
steel boxes
rels loaded

were not

available,

with film outside c
vault were kept closed, he s
Holding of loose films in other
metal containers was violatii
industry's code, he said, but c
for such boxes could not be fil

The inquiry

will continue.

La

a%

wn
The 22nd Annual

Wide Poll is
under way and the
Nation

Motion Picture
Critics

are

of

America

now voting

on the Ten Best
Pictures of 1943
for

The Film

Daily.
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Report Rank Won't
Get Korda

UA

Slock

Iowa

»

Thursday, December 2, 11
DAILY

to Press Rentals

Tax

State Will See k Collection of $ 200,000

Wright

to Present

Indie Decree

Views

(Continued from Page 1)

by a Louisville, Ky., tax consultant, cil would be willing to hire a spe{Continued from Page 1)
Mayer and Associates, to serve as cial Assistant Attorney General to be affected directly by a new
UA partner-owners. It is expected an assistant to the State and take act in the matter, but was hesitant
modified decree has not been detj
that the company, or one of the partabout hiring an out-of-state firm.
{Continued from Page

buy

it, it

in turn

must be

1)

offered to

ner-owners will be the purchaser.

Korda Confirms Report
Rank Seeks His UA Stock

action to collect the alleged tax.

The tax consultant claimed the

State could collect on the film rentals
contending no income tax had been
London (By Cable) Sir Alexan- paid on the portion of the box-office
der Korda yesterday confirmed re- receipts turned back to the movie
ports that J. Arthur Rank has made producers.
The issue has been tossed back
overtures for the purchase of his
quarter interest in United Artists, and forth between the State Tax
but indicated that the Biitish film Commission, the Attorney General's
office and the State Executive Countycoon was not alone in the field.
At the present time it rests
Attempts to secure a statement cil.
with the State Tax Commission, havfrom Rank, however, failed.
On this side yesterday, other re- ing been sent there by the Executive
It was learned by The
ports to the effect that Rank and Council.
his associates were negotiating for Film Daily correspondent the Counthe outright purchase of United Ar-

—

tists

were scouted.

Korda was em-

phatic in expressing his doubt that Sol Edwards Leaving Warners
Boston Sol Edwards, Warners
such a deal was on the fire, while
Teddy Cair dismissed the rumor as salesman in the New England ter-

—

"moonshine."
(In Hollywood, Edward Raftery,

UA

prexy, said that any reports linkRank with an outright purchase
from its four owners Korda,
of
Mary Pickford, Charles Chaplin and
David 0. Selznick, were "perfectly

ing

UA

silly").

—

At the present time, Jens Grothe, Assistant Attorney General assigned to the Tax
Commission, has been asked to rule on the
legality of the claim and if found to deserve merit to recommend the hiring of an
assistant to handle the matter.
Grothe, when questioned said there was
little doubt in his mind but that a state
income tax should be paid on film rentals.
He said he had not formally received the
Council's request, but when he did would
rule that way.
Grothe also questioned the hiring of a local
assistant in the matter, pointing' out the
matter had been brought to the attention
of the tax commission by the Louisville,
Grothe, originally, had
Ky., tax consultant.
recommended to the Council the hiring of
the tax consultant on a retainer basis and
not on a percentage fee as had been requested
by Mayer and Associated.

mined, but Clark is granting th
an audience in order to get op
ions from all branches of the ind^
j

try.

Wright originally was schJ
meet with Clark tomorr

uled to

but the date

-l

may

Map Ray Moon

be changed.

Drive

Plans for a Ray Moon drive h
oring the company's branch nij
ager here are being mapped by 20
Fox, it was announced yesterd'
The sales and booking campar
which will be confined to this ai
will open on Dec. 19 and run
Feb. 12, 194.
Its chairman will
Joseph St. Clair, assistant to Mo

m

$217,323

Frohman

Estate

Daniel Frohman, famous theatrical producer, left an estate of a
Eeene To Yorke Studio
gross value of $235,325 and a net
ritory, is leaving the company and
Rogers Keene, film editor, font
value of $217,323 when he died on
will announce his future plans shortDec. 26, 1940, a tax appraisal of ly with Paramount, Grand Natio
ly. Edwards before joining
was the estate reveals. Securities val- and Educational Pictures, and
with Educational and 20th-Fox, at ued at $219,107 comprised the prin- terly specializing exclusively in "V'
one time handling circuit sales for cipal assets. Nine relatives received Training films, has joined the En
the latter with Chicago headquart- bequests totaling $10,000, with the son Yorke Studio under a term c
ers.
tract.
residue going to two nephews.

WB

Today's Issue: The Equipment News Section

In

(See Pages 12

to

15<)

The Daily Newspaper

lutimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old
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UNIT JNEVITABLE— RODGERS

ilNGLE EXHIB.
Blind-Pricing
Editorial

and unity

.

.

By CHESTER

T

B.

BAHN

thought such subjects as Federal

first

taxation and the issue of industry unity
f

miles apart and quite unrebut as Metro's clear-thinking and
are-shooting Bill Rodgers told the boys of
trade press assembled at the Hotel

seem

fit

ad,

yesterday

cr

action

trade

unified

aking,

bread-

informal

an

for

is

can

unaffiliated,
Ider

—

they are

as

MPTOA,

groups,

exhibitor

if

—

only

the

answer to the threat of adverse

to

as

—

wholly at variance, the industry
ridiculous

and

its

is

are

national

union of exhibitors,

it's

perhaps none too cheerfully, that

itted,

existing associations have varying philolies

and

it

viewpoints,

but,

more

out

that

regardless

pointed

is

of

many

is

it

lation

of

too
all

much

to

expect a con-

exhibitor

organizations

the millenium, but isn't it
ble to effect some sort of a "League of
ions" setup which would permit cornside

(Contiiuicd on

Page

of

on

action

common problems?

For Columbia-Pery
Sydney

(By Air Mail)— Reports
Columbia Pictures

to the effect that
will establish its

ater

own

circuit of the-

Australia are branded as
wholly unfounded by Nick Pery, Columbia's managing director, just rein

March

of

Dimes Chairmen

State chairmen for the 1944 March
of Dimes campaign by the industry
have already been set in 37 states,
it

was announced yesterday by Harry

EAK1NG

New Order

the

setting of definite appointments with

the

independent

producers

with
distributor representatives, although
it is expected he will see both next
week on the New York consent deor

statement
Committee:

<endall's
>nce

I

before

;-he

Senate

t has
been argued that the theater passed
he tax and only bears the cost of collecting
aecause the tax is separate from the adon price.
This may be quite true of
taxes on tangibles, but it is a false den with respect to theater admissions.
Ve sell
rime.
And we are dealers in
entertainment.
Unlike most retail busis,
we can't sell a few articles or ad-

Huddles

On

4th Loan Plans

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood A special two-day series of meetings on the Fourth War
Loan has been called here by Charles
Skouras, general chairman for next
Monday and Tuesday.
The sessions, held on the West
Coast to permit Skouras and his cochairmen Rick Ricketson and B. V.

—

(Continued on Page 2)

by Loew's board of directors on
Wednesday. Both dividends are payable Dec. 17 to stockholders of rec-

ord Dec. 31.

d ay
reiterated his belief that such
a n
associa-

Addressing
a 1 u n c heon
tendered b y
M-G-M to the
press,
trade
Rodgers conW. F. RODGERS
tended that
the interests of exhibitors as a whole
would be best protected by one big
he believed,
organization
which,
{Continued on Page 10)

Orders Roach Held

(.Continued on Page 8)

Tarawa Battle Footage
In Newsreels on Monday

On

Perjury Charge

Federal Judge John Bright yester'-

Washington

THE FILM DAILY day ordered Andrew

— Monday's

J.

Roach held

newsreel for Federal inquiry after the member of Newark operators' Local 244,
recalled as the Government's witness
at the trial of the seven defendants

release will feature some of the best
battle footage yet received from the
Pacific, it was learned here yester(Continued on Page 9)

Confronts Distribs. With Problem

An extra dividend of $1.50 and a
dividend of 50 cents were declared

manager,
who yester-

benefits.

Call Coast

Raw Stock at 75

Loew's Adds $1.50 Extra
To Regular 50c Dividend

single organization to represent
exhibito! s is inevitable, in the
opinion of W. F. Rodgers, M-G-M's
general sales

would
have wide

theater

operator in the present fight
nst higher admission tax rates was never
er stated than in this extract from Ed

A

all

tion

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 8)

for

not expected back in his office until early next week.
Clark's illness has ruled out the
is

in 37 States

Fix Aussie

the case

home

(Continued on Page 8)

asking too much of an industry
ch, for better or for worse, stands
stuntly in the public spotlight?

taxation,

ton

and

Metro Sales Chief Holds
Proper Leadership and
Unanimity Essential

is

West Coast Bureau

that

of

Attorney General Tom
confined to his Washingwith a case of influenza,

Assistant
C. Clark,

9)

No Aussie Theaters

Already Set

problems.

rhaps

Speaking informally over a luncheon table at the Hotel Astor, Rodg-

cheer-

divergencies, they likewise have
tical

"blind-pricing"

so-called

The company's vice-president and general sales manager said
that terms must be predicated on
the business clone by a picture and
that it was necessary to give a propolicy.

made

interests

damaged.

to a

M-G-M's

Decree Meets Wait
As Clark Fights Flu

Rodgers

Metro wants nothing more than
what it is entitled to, William F.
Rodgers told the trade press yesterday in reply to questions concerning

in

Rodgers pointed out, when
Federal or state
ative committees
confronted with delegations from two
more rival groups whose contentions

rially

F.

question, that,

fair

ertainly,

appear

W.

atti action.

ifested?
a

To, Asserts

Is Entitled

Allied

Federal adion tax rates why cannot the same united
for the common good be otherwise

s

It

duction 50 or 75 percentage playdates to determine the worth of the

combat the pro-

hike

discriminatory

id

Desires Nothing

More Than

legis-

shoulder

stand
to

Metro Sales Head

Fair, Declares

Company

Taxation
.

7

TEN CENTS

1943

By

ALLAN WHITE
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Correspondent
Sydney (By Air Mail) Modifying
an earlier order, the Division of Import Procurements has set the quality of raw stock that may be processed by any distributor during the
current calendar year at 75 per cent
of the total used during the 1942
calendar year.
While the new order at last clariStaff

—

(.Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 5)

Rodgers Says Dual
Bills on IncreaseDouble bills are on the
throughout
the
country,
Rodgers,

increase

W.

-F.

M-G-M

sales chief said yesTerritories where duals have

terday.

not been prevalent are beginning to
turn to two-feature policies, while,
there had been no tapering off of
duals

in

spots

dominantly

There

has
use of
where twin

the

that have

double
been no
short
bills

till,

been prehe said.

curfailmerjyfon
subjects elgHt

have

bee.it

adopted.

"Ste
Taxation
.

.

.

and unity

(Continued from Page
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losses.
disastrous
The number of admissions we sell at each performance is much more important to us than
And
the price we charge for each admission.
we can't sell Tuesday night's performance on
Wednesday, though it may be the same show.
If
the theater dcesn't sell its Tuesday night
performance on Tuesday, it is gone forever,
and represents a dead loss.
"It is a peculiarity of theater operation that
there is no fixed and definitely ascertainable
profit that can be computed on each admission sold.
Profits and Icsses in theater operations depend equally as much on the number
Accf admissions as on the prices charged.
cnly
be computed on the
tually
they can
gross receipts for the day, week or engagement on a particular show, program, or attraction."

Broadway
BRyant 9 7117.
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Senate
mittee

— At
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a hearing by the

Commerce Com-

Interstate

Whitepowers
of the Federal Communications Com-

Wheeler

Peace Won't Halt WB
Patriotic Film Cycle
Warners
of

cycle

without

missions,

on

yesterday

define

to

bill

the
the

mission, A. Earl Cullum, engineer,
now of Harvard University, sugband
HAVANAgested
that
the television
should be raised to make additional
BUENOS
He said he
frequencies available.
thought that color tele would come
MEXICO
along as quickly as black and white
after the war.
The biggest problem in television,
aside from frequency allocation, he
said, is that of transmitting programs from city to city. He pointed
out that the public is not so interested in televised events in their own
{Thursday, December 2)
city as in other cities.
Net
Much of the electronic equipment
Chg
Close
Low
High
now being turned out for the armed
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
forces, said Cuilum, can be adapted
16%+ % for television after the war, much
CdUPicts'. vte."(2Vi%> 16% 16%
....
....
Columbia Picts. pfd.
of it being useful in building re2% 2% 2%z.
Con. Fm. Ind
peater stations to carry shortwave
15Vi
15Vi
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 15Vi
1523/4 153
+ 1V4 programs between cities, thus elimi153
East. Kodak
do pfd
nating reliance upon telephone wires.
18
+
18V8 18
Cen. Tree. Eq
56 4 +
57V4 55
Loew's, Inc

—

FINANCIAL

plans

to

continue

patriotic

so-called

pix

WB

U.

S.

ficers,

home

in

office.

Navy and Coast Guard

SPARS and

of-

several sea heroes

from fighting fronts
were among those attending the preview, with H. M. Warner, Maj. Albert Warner and Norman H. Moray,
short subject sales manager, acting
recently

as

22%
7V4

233/8

Paramount

7%

RKO
RKO

933/4
$6 pfd
Century-Fox... ^0%
20th
20th-Fox pfd. <1V2 >. 2734
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Bill

H V4

B'way

4-

legitimate

1

3

3

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures
Uninversal Picts. vtc.

%

11%

3

11%
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33/4

33/4

16%

16%

16%

Under

New

back

HARRY
New York
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stage

C.

ARTHUR,

from

St.

EDWARDS,

STEVE

has

JR.,

Republic's

expected back
is
Monday, from the studio.

publicity,

KITTY CARLISLE

returned

Louis.

is

in

director

New

in

York

town from the Co

ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., M-G-M
arrive in New York Monday.
will

produ

BRIAN DONLEVY, star of M-C-M's Tec
color production "America," arrives in New 1
today.

JAMES

SHARKEY,

F.

Co-operative Theaters
Hotel St. Morirz.

general

manager

Michigan,

of

at

is

FRANK

N. PHELPS, labor relations con
Warner Theaters, is on a trip to Philadelr.
He returns to New
York and Lancaster.

hosts.

for

the first of the week.

Mrs. Roosevelt

Weighing

Release of Tour Films
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt has under consideration a suggestion that
the film lecord of her recent tour of
the Pacific theater of war be released
to the public, it was learned here
yesterday. The footage in question
was shot by Yank, the service weekly, in Technicolor and by the Signal
Corps in black and white.
The films, in which Mrs. Roosevelt
areas
is seen greeting our boys in the
which she visited, were shown at he:
press conference on Wednesday in
Washington. The only others to see
the
>.he footage before then were
National Geographical Society, the
Adjutant General's Office in Washington, patients at the Walter Reed
Hospital in the nation's capital and
Town
a gathering at the Hyde Park
where the films were exhibHall,
ited as a home-town benefit for soldie: s.

Zd Finney Will Film
Duida's "Dog of Flanders"
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Edward

Finney an-

ZELMA BROCKOV cf the Warners' Eas
department,
visits
Conn<
scouting
talent
cut College, New London, Conn., today.
TED

SHAW,

Western

sales

lioning

in

to

assistant

manager

W.

Geh

C.

20th-Fox,

of

v

is

Miami, Florida.

BERNARD KREISLER, Universal's
B.
left
manager
newsreel
turette
and
terday for Pittsburgh and Cleveland.

Trade Discussion
At Toronto B of T Meetin

Little

—

Toronto
The Toronto anr
meeting of the motion picture
tion of the To: onto Board of Tr
saw practically no discussion
trade matters and little interest
veloped in view of the current

:

quiry

into

the

film

building

which drew from the attendant
the meeting.

Louis Rosenfeld presented his
port as reti: ing chairman, and R
Bolstad was elected the new chj
man, while Syd Samson is
chairman. Balstad is with Fan
Players Circuit and Samson is l|
eral manager for Fox Films in (
li

ada.

Colonna Sells Lexington
St. Louis— W. J. Colonna, owm

the 700-seat Lexington, has sold
nounces plans for filming "Dog of theater to the same interests wh<
was
which
classic,
Flanders," Ouida
the 900-seat I|
Fin- cently purchased
originally published in 1850.
f om Victor B. Thien.
Anthony
ney has engaged Walter
to write the t: eatment and screenplay on the story, which has been
given an early twentieth century
background. Finney plans to start
shooting on production early in
A releasing deal will be an1944.

1

nounced soon.
Plans for filming "Dog of Flandcauses Finney to defer producers"
by Selby Knight. He plans to star
on "Inside Tibet," by Johnson
tion
Helen Forrest who has left Har:y
McCulley, to later in 1944. He also
James' band to go on her own.
"White Fury."
At present Burton is negotiating is p:eparing
inal story,

Bureau

—

In a
A: gentine

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail)

of

Bill

and GOIDG

producer and has purchased an orig-

Argentine Gov't Puts
Pix

—

Burton, former
press agent who
has turned artists' representative
and who manages Jimmy Dorsey,
Dick Haymes, Helen Fo:rest and
King Sisters, has decided to turn film

3s55

11

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
1%
l'A
Radio-Keith cvs.
'A
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

To Turn Film Producer

+

NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Par.

Burton, Legit. P. A.

.

20% +
27% 4

100% 100%

H

4

19'

3,

its

the post-war period, it was said here
M.
President Harry
yesterday by
Warner, following a special screening of "Task Force," held under
U. S. Coast Guard sponsorship at
the

COmiHG

.

.

December

Friday,

"The Stars Are Bright,"

for release.

the
of
reorganization
Mary Pickford Signs Minch
President's secretariat, a special inWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
formation and press under-secretarHollywood Mary Pickford has eniat has been created. Duties include
business
stimulation of the production of na- gaged David Minch as her
making the second
tional films, their classification for representative,
orthe p ice concessions and privileges, person signed on her production
the
and moves to insure the supply *of ganization for "Junior Miss,"
raw stock, intervening, if necessary, other being Jackson Paiku as pubMinch has been a
diiector.
in the distribution of stock to ascer- licity
stars and extain that it is carried out in a satis- business manager for
ecutives for the past 14 years.
factory manner.

—

WB

Theaters Reply
File
In Operators Suit Dec. 20

To

December 3
Deanna Durbin

Chicago— Attorney Vincent O'Brien
will file the answer of Warner Theaters in the Chicago operators' suit
before Judge Julius Miner on Dec.
20.

A

midnight meeting of the opera-

tors last night was expected to help
solve the future of Chicago union
operation.

Monty Collins
Marion Shilling

Capt.

Hollis Kern'
Basil Smith

Luceil

Engel

December 4
Murray Silverstone
John Doran
Lloyd F. Bacon

Jack Sullivar
Creenhe
J.
Mark Robson

Paul

December 5
Sidney H.
Walt Disney
Virginia

Lee

Corbin

Eurega

E.

All

Da

i

TOGETHER AGAIN
IN

A

NEW

TRIUMPH!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRODUCTION

A

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL— DEC.

The

teaser ads

Tell

one and

coming

It's

16th

all

to

The Music Hall

Also in Los Angeles where it opens in 4 theatres on Dec. 16th. Simultaneous World Premiere with
New York's Radio City Music Hall receives fan-fare worthy of the year's greatest coming attraction
lOGETHEK AG*

IN

I

.

COMING

GARSON

•

With Henry Trovers
Reginald

Owen

•

llk.^

film

"^

•
Directed by MERVYN LEROY • Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
Aubrey Smith • Dame May Whitty • Victor Francen • Elsa Basserman
Van Johnson • Margaret O'Brien • Screen Play by Paul Osborn and Paul H. Rameau • Based on the Book
"Madame Curie" by Eve Curie • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

WALTER PIDGEON

•

Albert Basserman

iiif-

00 m

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAVER'S

MADAME CIME

I

GREER

o&ir

r

WERPIDGEON

i

\

0.'i"'

GREERGARSON

:

in

•

"MADAME

CURIE"

Robert Walker

•

C.

War

Bonds

for

Christmas Gifts

<W£?

Friday,

194:

3,

DATE BOOK

Calls Pix Greatest

Influence

December

on Opinion

Dec.

Metro

6:

managers

district

meeting

Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

FILM DAILY
—"NotTHEsince
the be-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

ginning of time has anything been
invented to influence public opinion
like the sound picture," Sen. Claude
Pepper, D., Fla., chairman of the
Senate Sub-committee on
special
Wartime Health and Education, declared yesterday.

Pepper spoke during a committee
hearing on juvenile delinquency at
the conclusion of a showing of the
recent March of Time film on that
subject.
The film

was shown by Vice-President Eric Hodgens of Time, Inc.,
who related at some length the story
and shooting of the film.
Reporters covering the capital believed this was the first time a film
has been used, apart from occasional
of research

introduction of evidence, as "testimony" in a Congressional hearing.
It was "most stimulating," said
Pepper, and the producers deserve
"much public gratitude." He added
that he hopes every citizen can see
the picture.
After Hodg-ens had discussed the picture
Pepper then remarked that he is
"a great believer" in the power ol the sound
film as an agency of education and influFilms have today.
ence upon the public.
he said, an unparalleled opportunity for
leadership in the "dissemination of knowledge and the stimulation of culture."
He declared that he wants to see more
educational films in our public school system as instructional instruments, pointing
out that the war "has brought out most
effectively the incomparable excellence of

briefly.

,

the film as a means of training the armed
forces."
Within a few hours after battle,
he said, films of the action are screened
for military leaders in order to aid them in
studying the battle forms and general strategy.
The motion picture is relied upon
'"Heavily" in the planning of our military

campaign, he said.

March

The

generally impressed with the
proach to the problem.

Monogram ap_

This morning another film will be screened,
RKO's short, "Children of Mars,"
with Frank Donovan, who wrote and directed, on hand to discuss the film.

this time

Goldwyn Signs Steve Cochrane
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood
signed

THE FILM DAILY

— Samuel

Steve

teim contract.

Goldwyn has

Cochrane

He

is

to a longcurrently ap-

pearing opposite Constance Bennett
"Without Love." Two other major companies have already reported

in

their interest in borrowing the actor, one with intention of casting
him immediately in a leading role
opposite a top feminine star. Cochrane will leport to Goldwyn about

June

1.

Lt. Lionel Toll, editor of The Independent, now on leave to the Army,
and Dorothy Morris, of New York,
are engaged to be married.,

banque

Dec. 17: Equity Council quarterly meeting, Hot
Astor.
Jan.

•

•

in the

Una

A

•

Feb.

LETTER RECEIVED from a Navy

southwest Pacific

tells of

show

the swell

lieutenant

somewhere

put on at his base by-

Here's an excerpt from
Gary Cooper
and a Gary, had been all over New
and then came out to us on the islands
Guinea and Australia
and in all that time they had to do their own washing wherever
they could find a cool stream of water ...... The Army has no facilities
of this kind
Then when they hit here and found out that we, the
Seabees, had a complete washing set-up with electric washing machines
and hot water, they couldn't believe it
So what did the girls
do but send down all their clothing dresses, slacks, slips and undies
and bras
When the word got around that our laundry was washing
We had
their stuff, you should have seen the crowd down there
more people watching the washing of their clothes and especially the
underwear than there were at the show
It was a riot ....• And
then the Marines started offering the laundry as much as $10 for a pair
of panties and one guy offered the head of the laundry $50 for one of
Phyllis Brooks' brassieres
So when that started, they had to get
a Marine to guard the washline when the stuff was hung out to dry
Guys came from all over with Kodaks to take snapshots of the wash
It was really funny and the gals got quite a kick out of it
and so
did the guys doing the washing"

Merkel. Phyllis Brooks and

the missive: "This group, two gals

—

—

—

•

•

A

m

T

7
T
LUNCHEON WILL BE

sentatives in the

New

tendered

to the

booking repre-

York City territory by the 20th-Fox exchange

Arrangements are being made by Joe St. Clair, chairman of the Ray
It will be held in the Georgian Room of
Moon Drive committee
the Piccadilly Hotel next Thursday.
% Western Electric opens a
photographic exhibit, "Getting the Message Through," in the lobby of
the

.

.

• Lou Smith, M-G-M's

publicity director, was taken to Doctors Hospital
.

.

Wednesday night for

Capt. Hollis Kennahan, formerly of

THE FILM

New

York today for Fort Benning, Ga.,
where he will attend battalion commanders' school.
% Gil Golden
is
now second in command to Mort Blumenstock at Warners.
Bros., leaves

.

.

.

.

•

Artie Brilant of

RKO

starts a week's vacation today.

.

.

.

Warners'

December releases will be restricted to two re-issues, "Crime School"
and "Girls on Probation". ... # Lothar Wulf, senior editor The
March of Time, goes to the Coast Guard today as head of the film unit
in

New

•

Lilyan Herskovitz, a secretary in the office of

York

He

has been commissioned a lieutenant

Ned

(j.g.).

.

.

Depinet, created

an idea in the form of a picture book designed for service men
Titled "Gals and Gags," the book contains glamorous photos of all
motion picture stars, along with an assortment of cartoons, quiz contests,

clippings and stories from magazines

the service

T

.

page

.

of

•

•

"It's

Loew Theater ads

•

titles in

a Red
in

red ink

March

of

Photographers
Waldorf-Astoria.
4:

Press

Dec. 27:

Loan; goal, $14,

Dimes Drive.

Association

danci

Philadelphia Variety Club dinner.

March 2: Academy Awards presentation,
wood.

Holl,

March 19-25: Red Cross theater campaign.
April

25-27: SMPE Spring technical
Hotel
Pennsylvania.

conterenc

Fix Aussie Slock

At

75%

ol 1942

(Continued from Page

1)

raw

stock situation, it pr<;
difficult problem for thos
distributor who carried over a larg!
number of prints received in shi]
ments late last year for processing
during the current year.
Prior to the new regulation, eai
the
sents a

ties

|

ier
departmental restrictions fir:
limited the number of prints th;
could be processed on any feature
eight, and the new order supeiset
ing it, permitted labs, to use up
60 per cent of raw stock during tl
current quarter of the average quar
erly consumption last year.
The new 0: der brings local restri
tion just about into line with th;
operating in the U. S., it is sa'
here.
1

Sinatra Captures Boston;

Opening Day

Hits $20,00i

Boston— With the aid of 38 ur
foimed policemen and dozens of d
tectives

in

plain

clothes,

sing

Frank

Sinatra arrived in Bostil
yesterday at the Back Bay statioj
was pushed, not whisked to a dow
town hotel and then went to the RK
Boston Theater where, unless sig I
fail, all recoids will be broken tfcj
week.
The opening day's business is ej
timated at $20,000 with the week el
pected to hit $80,000.

MPOE,

Para.

Negotiations

News
for

a

white-collar workers

Negotiating
contract fJ
at Paiamou?

company and Motion Picture
Employes, Local 23169, AFL.

1

Offi

revealed that 20th-Fox has 2,415
including those from the corpora-

Day

Letter

the

Industry

War

News have been opened between

Approximately 30 per cent

Captioned

printed with picture

•

proved a hit with

T

• • • A CHECKUP THIS week
men and women in the armed forces,
seas.

It's

men

T

24-31:

Fourth

.

AT&T Building, 195 Broadway, today.

pneumonia.
9
DAILY and Warner

18-Feb. 15:
000,000,000.

Jan.

Wash Day In The South Seas

tion's subsidiaries

WEDDIflG BELLS

Michigan

Variety Club of
Cadillac Hotel.

6:

Book

.

Time

showing was the
second screening for the Committee this
week, the first being that of Monogram's
"Where Are -Your Children?", given privately Wednesday night at the Fox exchange here.
Committee members declared themselves
of

Dec.

Journal

TV
It

of the total are over-

at Loew's," almost

a

full

STORK REPORTS

American yesterday was

made a very

effective splash.

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.

manager
Ruggles,
George
Loew's Burland, in the Bronx, is

1

father fo a nine-pound, four-oui
.

.

son.

«

(day,

December

3,

1943
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Roach Held

n Perjury Charge

"What A Woman!"

(Continued from Page 1)

with

Rosalind

Brian

Russell.

"The Heat's On"

Aherne
94 Mins.

trged with extorting more than Columbia
SMART ROMANTIC COMEDY RATED
000,000 from the industry, had
teated his testimony of a week AS EXCELLENT ENTERTAINMENT; ACTthat Louis Kaufman, business ING OF ENTIRE CAST IS ACES.
)
Those who go for romantic comedy will
pnt of the local and one of the
The
Tendants, asked him to deliver an take readily to "What A Woman!"
-elope to the late Frank Nitti, picture, produced handsomely by P. J. Wolfpone gangster, in Chicago in 1939. son, is delicious fun with sophisticated overe envelope supposedly contained tones that will draw the attention of the
more literate members of the population.
;kedown money.
5a:lier in the day Boris Kostela- This brightly written and smartly turned out
picture should give a fine account of itself
bz, special U. S. attorney general,
has been prosecuting the case at the box office.
Under Irving Cummings' wise and deft
the Government, conceded that
ach in his original testimony direction a cast headed by Rosalind Rusght have been careless with the sell and Brian Aherne brings exactly the
Miss Russell
It was disclosed by Kostela- right spirit to the acting.
th.
|.z
that subsequent investigation gives a skillful performance as a tenRoach's story by Government percenter who has not time to try her
mts had brought out that the wit- wings. Her work as a comedienne in this
•s
had gone to Chicago to see a one is extremely refreshing. Aherne, playfriend and not to deliver a pack- ing a cynical magazine writer who prods
1
her

to Nitti.

;

Soach lepeated his story yesterunder questioning by J. B. Wegm, counsel for Kaufman, who
aed that the witness be charged
,h perjury because it was useless
Roach's arraignquestion him.
mt on a charge of perjury on a
vernment complaint followed.
Samuel W. Carlisle, Warner Bios,
nptroller, testifying for the dese, identified checks and vouchers
ich, he said, did not represent adrtising expenditures as indicated
the records of the company but
re used to swell a fund collected
i

the

Warner

Bros,

home

office

for

nsmission to Chicago for distri•ion to various racketeers who had
eatened strikes which would have
t

company.

the

rry

Korn Dies in Tucson
Harry Korn, 53, operator

j)etroit

—

Madison Theater for many

the

and in Detroit theaters since
6, is dead at Tucson, Ariz., where
went recently to seek relief for

.rs,

eart condition.

He

is

sui vived
-

by

widow and one son, Harold Korn,
operator at the Monroe Ther here.
Interment was in St.
lis, where he was formerly concted with theaters before coming
B is

Detroit.
d.

Rushes

'Pistol

Packin'

Mama'

tepublic will release "Pistol

Mama" on

Pack-

Dec. 15.

WAR SERVICE
.

.

.

on the Film Front

finding

into

romantically,

herself

is

teamed

happilly with Miss Russell, giving
Keeping
an unusually smooth performance.
pace with Miss Russell and Aherne is Willard

Parker,

who

quite impressive

is

ing a romantic

Miss

to

magazine.
has

meets Aherne

do

when he

her for
Parker, a college professor

written

nto

complet-

triangle.

Russell

assigned

in

smashing

a

of

profile

a

best-seller,

is

his

who

comes

search

by her
for a man to play the leading role in the
film version of the novel.
Miss Russell
finds Parker, who is one of her clients, to
be physically ideal for the role.
While
Parker is being groomed for the part he
falls in love with
Miss Russell, who fails
to respond.
After a lot of hilarious complications, Miss Russell falls for Aherne.
At
the end Parker is conveniently on his way
to Hollywood.
Alan
Dinehart,
Edward Fielding, Ann
her

Savage

life

and

as

result

of

a

Norma Varden are some of
who are to be congratu-

the lesser players
lated

for

their work.

The screenplay of Therese Lewis and Barry
Trivers, stemming
from a yarn by Erik
Charell, is an excellent job of comedy writing.
The camera work of Joseph Walker,
the

art

direction

Lionel

of

HEW ALOIS*

Of THE

Banks and the

Mae West,

with

Moore,

Victor

"Hail to the Rangers"

William

80 Mins.

NAMES IN CAST.
The heat isn't on long enough in
film to warm up the paying customers
ER OF

more than a lukeAlthough the intentions

reaction.

were apparently
badly.

fire

suf-

to warrant any

ficiently

warm

Charles
this

good,
the

If

the

film

picture

fails

to

misses

make

its

mark it cannot be said to be any lack of
The production boasts a
drawing names.
number of names that mean something at
the box office. Witness the presence in the
lineup of Mae West, Victor Moore, William
Gaxton, Hazel Scott and Xavier Cugat and

The

orchestra.

his

trouble

is

that

the

and director have not been
able to extract the best from the talent
available to them.
The film possesses just about enough
good moments to get by in the neighborhood theaters. Moore and Gaxton do a lot
with weak material.
Everytime the Cugat
outfit appears the entertainment perks up
Also of great help are sevimmeasurably.
eral sequences making use of the talents
Miss West
of Miss Scott and Lina Romay.
doesn't come up to expectations, overdoing
the part of a wordly-wise musical comedy

script

star

writers

hard-boiled

the

of

The

story

school.

Gaxton

has

and

Alan

Dine-

producers competing for
stage
the services of Miss West.
The former
enlists the aid of Moore, brother of Almira
hart

as

Sessions, head of a crusading group.

makes

Moore

Gaxton

funds of the
morals organization to put on the show. A
mess of complications results.
Other players not already mentioned who
are prominent in the doings are Lester
Allen and Mary Roche.
Milton Carter functioned as associate
producer, and Gregory Ratoff directed in
available

to

manner.
George and Fred
slipshod
play.

The songs

Eliscu,

Henry

Fitzroy

Davis,

Schiller

did

George

the

are by Jay Gorney,

Myers,

Jule

Styne,

S.

screen-

Edward

Sammy

Cahn.

CAST: Mae West,
Gaxton,

Victor Moore, William
Lester Allen, Mary Roche, Almira

Sessions,

Hazel Scott, Alan Dinehart, Lloyd

to the entertainment.

Bridges,

Sam Ash, Xavier Cugat and

chestra,

Lina

CAST:

Rcsalind

Russell,

Brian

Aherne,

Edward
Fielding, Ann Savage, Norma Varden, Douglas
Wood, Grady Sutton, Lilyan Irene,
Frank Dawson.
CREDITS: Producer, P. J. Wolfson; Director, Irving Cummings; Screenplay, TherParker,

Alan

Dinehart,

ese Lewis, Barry Trivers; Based on story by
Erik Charell; Cameraman, Joseph Walker;
Film Editor, Al Clark; Art Director, Lionel

Banks; Set Decorator, William Kiernan;
Musical Score, John Leipold; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff; Sound, Ed Bernds.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Gcod.

57 Mins.

MUSICAL INTERLUDES AND COMEDY
MILD MUSICAL MAY GET BY IN NEIGH- CONTENT A BIG HELP IN MAKING THIS
BORHOODS THANKS TO DRAWING POW- A HIT WITH WESTERN FANS.

Columbia

score of John Leipold are solid contributions

Willard

with Charles Starrett

Columbia

Gaxton

or-

Romay, David Lichine, LeonOwens, Joan Thorsen.

ard Sues, Jack

CREDITS:

Associate

Producer,

Milton
Carter; Director, Gregory Ratoff; Screenplay, Fitzroy Davis, George S. George, Fred
Schiller; Cameraman, Franz F. Planer; Film
Editor, Otto Meyer; Art Director, Lionel
Banks; Set Decorator, Joseph Kish; Musical
Director,
Yasha
Bunchuk; Music, John
Leipold; Songs Jay Gorney, Edward Eliscu,
Henry Myers, Jule Styne, Sammy Cahn;
Sound, Lodge Cunningham; Dances, David
Lichine.

DIRECTION,

So-so.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

film

in

unusually

to

latest western.

his

The

which music and
important part in the

rip-snorter

a

is

appears

Starrett

good advantage

comedy

in

have an
proceedings.
The youngsters who see the
picture will be guaranteed one grand time.

The production has everything that the
demand in their entertainment.

kids

Starrett plays the part of a former Ranger

who

gets a job on

ranch, the

a

owner

of

which is having difficulty with new settlers.
It seems that a couple of villains, a newspaper publisher and a gambler, are using the

newcomers

a plot to appropriate
the
the
established
landowners.
Starrett takes on the task of breaking up
the little game with the aid of his boss

property

in

of

(Davison Clark)
and his buddy (Arthur
Hunnicutt).
The landowners are urged
by Starrett to unite and settle the issue
themselves in their own way.
What follows is a series of exciting, action-crammed
incidents
pitch.

move

keep the

that

interest

at

fever

The publisher and the gambler rethemselves from the picture when

they turn guns on each other and slug it
out to the death.
Hunnicutt handles the comedy burden

He

nicely.

ture.

a

is

Robert

definite asset to the

pic-

Owen Atcher and

Leota Atcher
take care of the songs acceptably. Others
lending Starrett good support include Nor-

man

Willis,

Ernie

Adams, and Clark.

Lloyd

Bridges,

Ted

Adams,

William Berke directed well under producer Jack Fier. Gerald Geraghty's screen-

much to recommend it.
CAST: Charles Starrett, Arthur Hunni-

play has
cutt,

Robert

Norman
Ernie

Owen

Willis,

Adams,

Atcher, Leota Atcher,
Lloyd Bridges, Ted Adams,

Tom

London, Davison Clark,

Jack Kirk.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director,
William Berke; Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty;
Art Director, Lionel Banks; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline; Film Editor, William Gaxton; Set Decorator, James M. Crowe; Sound,
Charles Althouse.

DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Miami Herald Goes Ad-less

—

Miami, Fla. Effective tomorrow,
the Herald, one of the world's largest advertising mediums, will eliminate virtually all display ads and
cut classified matter in daily and
Sunday editions by approximately
one-half.
Diastic slash is due to
the newsprint shortage. In place of
display advertising, the Herald will
carry a condensed summary of information ordinarily appearing in
the ads.

Good.

Deal for "Kiss and Tell"
Columbia Pictures is reported ne-

Col.
of 36,437
to the blood

atal

blood donors have been
bank of the Red Cross
^lew York City's pix theaters since the

"Secrets of

a Model" Banned

—

Acting on porecommendation, Acting Mayor
of their campaign to recruit plasma J. Albin Anderson, Jr., ordered the
nteers, it was announced yesterday by management of the Garden theater
e Dswden, WAC New York chairman
to stop the showing of "Secrets of a
the drive.
Dowden pointed out that Model," a film advertised as exposfigure meant an average monthly re- ing the private lives
of "glamorous
.ment of over 3,600 donors.
girls in glittering Hollywood."

.

Springfield, Mass.

lice

Gunn

Rites

Tomorrow

Funeral services for Thomas Patrick Gunn, who worked in silent films
as well as on the stage and in radio,

gotiating for the film rights to "Kiss
and Tell," the Geoige Abbott stage
production.
The understanding is
will be held tomorrow in St. Jerome's that the film company will put up
Roman Catholic Church in Brooklyn. the money and supply the facilities
Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery, to enable" Abbott and F. Hugh HerQueens. The actor died on Wednes- bert, the play's author, to turn out
day at 71.
the screen version.

A TREMENDOUS ENTER

RUTH TERRY ROBERT LIVINGSTON. vj
Directed by

FRANK WOODRUFF

•

Original Story

by ARTHUR CAESAR

•

EDWARD I

H

INMEN T

NOVELTY HIT

PECIALLY GEARED FOR HOLS

novelty

all***

VERNON

•

10 '

JACK LA RUE

sociated Producer

EDDY WHITE

,i'>*J* dM*>
i

CROWDS

Friday,

December

19

3,

DAILY

Reeling 'Round- -

No Aussie Theaters

WASHINGTON
= ANDREW OLDER =

or Columbia-Pery

By

are expected to

WASHINGTON

week

in

all

the main pro-

equipment concerns

new

with

order,

Smith.

such orders throughout WPB.
• John O'Donnell has his columnar axe
industry
again
same old
out for
the
reason.
Propaganda.
First it was because
Hollywood wanted this country ready for
plify

—

and now because Hollywood wants
this country ready for peace.
Columnist
Donnell is muttering again about Senate
investigation of Hollywood propaganda, and
comes through with one of the neatest
tricks in a long time.
The last attempt
at such an investigation
that carried by
Senator D. Worth
Clark
failed,
said
Donnell, because of Pearl Harbor, and
"just as the Senators were beginning to hit
war,

—

—

Club

Press

•
be

will

scene

the

of

a

premiere next week of the Army film
made on the recent industry-labor conference held here and at Fort Knox by the
Army.
The production was made by the
industrial incentive unit in Undersecretary
Patterson's office which is headed by Captain
Monroe Greenthal, former UA publicity head.... The
film runs 45 minutes,
with
commentary
Walter
Huston.
by
• Senator Pepper's committee on Wartime
Health and Education, which is holding
the hearings on juvenile delinquency this
week, was quite disappointed when Madeleine Carroll notified them that she probably would not be able to appear. Although
committee, which
includes,
besides
the
Pepper, Senators Elbert Thomas, Utah, Tunnell, LaFollette and Wherry, is in earnest
about studying the problem thoroughly and
coming up with constructive legislation or
'

proposals

least

community

for

conjunction with
ment, it had hoped
in

action

the federal Governthat it could get a

great deal of publicity from these hearings

through the appearance of Miss Carroll and
Keeping the problem beRosalind Russell.
fore the nation is the most important thing
at this point, and appearances by the two
screen stars would have helped immeasurably.

•

THERE
'

of

to

get

the

course,

slightly

War

Manpower

OWI

director

for

•

hope now that the press

is

a

public,

better

may

break

Commission

— and,

be able
from the

hereafter.

Elmer Davis went
reporters last week, writing

Paul

to

WMC

McNutt

a

blistering

letter

bat
chief

outlining

chapter and verse instances where poor
explanation or no explanation had led to
misinformation about the general manpower
the draft situation ... .For the
agency, let us remark that McNutt is quite
correct when he complains that his insituation

States.

or

formation staff is undermanned.
It
is,
and the few men he has do their job well
insofar as they are able to do it.

year

this

The

a number
show the best
the Wall St. Journal

will

has been benefited
market, amcng other
factors,
and has had little worry
about selling its products for good
prices,
financial
the
paper com-

Attorney Files 20th-Fox
Reply in Schoenstadt Suit

industry

sellers'

a

Forecasting the post-war situation,

—

Journal

that

said

the

"policy

Chicago Twentieth Century-Fox,
of making fewer and better films
through Myles Seeley, Chicago atwhich will be expected to have
torney, filed answer in the Schoenlonger runs may continue after the
stadt anti-trust suit yesterday in
war."
Federal Court. The company states
that through its subsidiaries and affiliated companies, it owns or con- March
of Dimes Chairmen
trols 500 theaters in the United
States.
These theaters show films Already Set in 37 States
from other companies, in addition to
(Continued from Page 1)
20th-Fox films. It has no knowledge
of controlling 90 per cent of the Brandt of the national committee,
films distiibuted in the Chicago ter- following receipt of wire acceptances
from industry leade:s.
ritory, the reply states.
Latest to accept include:
From time to time, it negotiates
Indiana Harry Katz and K. T.
and sells films to B- & K for exhibiDistrict of Cotion here, but denies there are any Collins; Delaware
regularly established first-run Chi- lumbia Carter Barron, John Paycago "theaters, as far as 20th-Fox ette, Joseph D. Fiorie; N. California
George M. Mann, San Francisco;
films ai e concerned.
It admits that
Charles Skouras and
S. California
it has licensed not more than 13 "A"
Fred J.
pre-release runs here.
It also ad- Robert H. Poole; Kentucky
mits that first-run has exhibitor Dolle, Louisville; Missouri Harry
values, but denies the freshness and Arthur, St. Louis; Penn.-W. Va.— M.
novelty of a film are dissipated by A. Silver, Pittsburgh; Sidney E.
Samuelson, Philadelphia; N. New
subsequent-run exhibitions.
Twentieth-Fox admits that it has York J. Meyer Schine, Gloversville;
offered films to the
Schoenstadt W. New York— Max M. Yellen, BufJack Kirsch and Jules
Piccadilly Theater on an pre-release falo; Illinois
E. M. Fay,
date, also that from time to time J. Rubens; Rhode Island
S. Dakota
Charles
it has licensed films to the B & K P: ovidence;
W. H.
Tivoli and Southtown Theaters and Klein, Deadwood; Minnesota
Warners' Avalon and Capitol The- Workman and William C. Sears,
Walter
aters for a week showing. The com- Minneapolis; New Jersey
pany denies all other allegations Reade and Don Jacocks; also
Tennessee
Tony Sudekum of
in the Schoenstadt bill.

—

—

4th Loan Plans
(Continued from Page

1)

Sturdivant to wind up their affa
before coming to New York for 1
duration of the campaign, will be
outline the pattern of industry pi
ticipation in the Treasury's progr;
to

worth

$14,000,000,000

sell

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

On
tion

the agenda will be the prepai
of the press book, discussic

with the Hollywood Victory Comm
tee, the final decision on a film pi
gram, and general campaign disci
sion.

In addition to Skouras, Rickets

and Sturdivant, the meets will
attended by Francis S. Harrm
WAC co-ordinator, Si H. Fabii
Division
chairman,
publicity direct
and John Flinn, co-ordinator of t

Theaters

Schreiber,

WAC

WAC

—

Harmon, who has been convale
ing from a serious illness, will
here from Tucson, Ariz. Fabian a:
Schreiber plane out of New Ycj
over the week-end and are schedu
to arrive here Sunday.

Pix of Five

Plugged by
Chicago

Companies
Chi.'s

—Films

WMA<

produced by

studios have been advertised in

f.

S]

announcements and a program ai:
by Station
during the 1
seven months as part of the nati
wide trend of producers and theat
to employ radio in their advertise
campaigns.
Paramount, currently, is undei
52-week contract with WMAQ c;

WMAQ

j

To Counter Delinquency

—

—

Hoffman of New Haven; North
Dakota M. C. Cooper of Grand
Forks; Nevada N. Down ThompJ.

—

—

—
—

St. Louis
The Variety Club has son, Reno; Michigan J. 0. Brooks
taken a practical approach to the of Detroit; Vermont Frank A. Venjuvenile delinquency problem that nett of Rutland; Wyoming E. J.
besets St. Louis.
In co-operation Schulte of Casper; Oklahoma L. C.
with the Board of Education and po- Griffith of Oklahoma City.
lice officials it proposes to finance
gymnasiums, clubrooms and manual Zweig Novel to Sono Film
training workshops, etc., to keep the
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) Aryoungsters off the streets.
Harry
Crawford, manager of Fanchon & gentina Sono Film has purchased
Marco's Missouri, is chief barker screen rights of the late Stephan
Zweig's novel, "24 Hours in the Life
of the local club.
Erwin Walfish will
of a Woman."
do the screenplay.
U. S. Film Men in New Guinea

—
—

—

Brisbane (By Air Mail)
vice

for

— Pix

American troops

in

ser-

New "Tokyo" Gets

Jan.

j

.-

—

—
—

I.

1

Hollywood Division.

ing for three one-minute spot
Warner Bros. Circuit Management Nashville; Kansas Elmer C. Rhoden nouncements weekly which are t
R. M. ma: ily institutional in nature. Pa
Corp., Federal Theaters Corp., and of Kansas City; Alabama
Vitagraph, Inc., will file answers in Kennedy of Birmingham; North and also used a separate spot campa
for the film, "Five Graves to Caii
the Schoenstadt case Dec. 8, accord- South Carolina Ray F. Branon of
In addition, Balaban & Katz purch;
Charlotte; Maine John B. Carroll, spots through M. M. Fisher Associates
ing to Attorney Vincent O'Brien.
Mel- advertise Paramount's "True to Life,"
of Portland; New Hampshire
vin Morrison of Dover; Connecticut Proudly We Hail," "Victory Through
St. Louis Variety Club
Power" and "Stage Door Canteen."

—

!

Bonds.

mented.
the

On

highs and

said yesterday.

by

Huddles

Call Coast

taxes,

for

companies

prof.ts in years,

Pery told interviewers here that

make new

—

pay dirt."

9

allowing

of the

published statements of Columbia's
reported plans were "entirely due to
No a misunderstanding."

as that order, which has been held up as
an example of what can be done to sim-

at

even

1)

Washington during the past

important failings have been found in the
order, apparently with the industry uniformly pleased with it.
In fact, they're
quite fortunate to have anything as simple

THE

(Continued from Page

turned from a trip to the United

go over the terms of L-325, Al-

to

Smith's

len

of

booth

and

jector

Moving picture earnings

H.

REPRESENTATIVES
have been

Best Co. Profits in
Years, Wall St. Viett?

1

Release

Columbia, through Weiss and Geller.
earlier sponsored a five-minute, five-a-v
transcribed program, "The Name Tou
Remember" over a six. week period

]

I

j

j

I

j

\

I

'fl

WMAQ

to advertise

"The More the Merri

RKO

j
j

Radio placed a direct spot ordc I
advertise "The Iron Major," while the W< \
Theater, through Weiss & Geller, Inc., ord I
spots on WMAQ to plug Republic's "In I

Oklahoma."

Eaton Trial Postponed
Until Next Court Term

—

Memphis The trial of John Ea1
owner of the Peabody Theater, wh
an employe was fatally injured I]
Summer due to what firemen s
was caused by a change of refrig
ant in the cooling system, has b

Guiana is being directed by Maj.
National release date for "Destina- postponed to the next term of Cr
Harold Barker, USA.
tion Tokyo," latest of the Warner inal Court.
Maj. Andrew Helgerson, USA, for- Bros, "piophetic specials," has been
Eaton was indicted by the She
merly of Paramount, is also in the set by General Sales Manager Ben County Grand Jury following
advanced opeiations area.
death of the employe, last Summe
Kalmenson for Jan. 1.

J

j|

iday,

December

3,

3*

1943

Blind-Pricing' Fair,

DAILY

Tarawa

HOLLYWOOD OIOEST

edares Rodgers

In
HOMANS,

SIGNED
{.Continued

from Page

ANN DORAN,

1)

no organization except
Jersey Allied had passed a res-

said that

B

ation against the blind-pricing poland that resolution, he added,

termer,

Paramount.

FRANK FAYLEN, termer, Paramount.
STEVE COCHRANE, termer, Samuel Coldwyn.
JOAN DAVIS, termer, RKO.
ANDREDE TOTH, director, termer, Columbia.
ALEXANDER KNOX, termer, Columbia.

home

?

office

before resorting to

solutions.

Array of Diversified Pix
jM-G-M has no big backlog of

pic-

Rodgers told the press, but
ise that are completed or nearing
upletion represent the most dirsified and outstanding array of
xluct that he has ever seen. Rodgthe stu,; recently returned from
»s for a look-see at forthcoming
es,

,

tures.
ssia,"

He singled out "Song of
"A Guy Named Joe," "Ma-

ne Curie," "White Cliffs," "Amerand the newest Andy Hardy
oject as representative of the high
llity of product to come.
The company will continue as far

CEORCE,

ot

Soldiers,"

20th-

20th-Fox.

j

ns and that those for which can-

requested were piccompany expected
Metro product
ght be cancelled.
ieived its greatest circulation in
lory during the past season, Rodg-

jlations \ve:e
es that the

said.

Aid for Small Exhibs.
Metro has endeavored to improve
position of exhibitors in towns
t have suffered from the lack of a
,v boom. He cited instances where
G-M had paid for a theater's maillist because the exhibitor couldn't
ord to get one out, himself.
^?he home office sales personnel,
uded by Rodgers, will go to Chii;o over the week-end to attend the
jl-season district managers' meet-

Dimitrios,"

War-

KAY LINAKER, WILLIAM FORREST, ROMAINE
CALLENDER, KATE HARRINGTON,
PATSY NASH, EILEEN JANSSEN and ROBERT
ners;

Hoyfs Earnings Up,

Bui Heavy Tax Hurts

in

the

Case,"

formerly

In

Regal's Vault

Toronto Second day of the Coroner's Court inquiry into the fatality of the film building fire brought
tional Theaters of the U. S. has a out evidence by expert witnesses
major financial interest, turned in that the fire started in the film vault
a net profit of £155,704 for the year of the basement occupied by Regal
light was thrown
ending June 30 last, according to the Films, Ltd., but no
on the cause of the conflagration
annual financial statement of the which was accompanied by three exparent company and subsidiaries pre- plosions.
Dr. J. Rogers, criminologist of the
sented to the shareholders meeting
here.
Net for the comparable 1942 Ontaiio Government, swore the fire
started inside the vault, but would
year was £140,801.
offer no solution how it started, deCombined gross revenue moved up claring no evidence indicated faulty
from £2,050,492 to £2,607,672, an in- vviring because the switches were
crease of 27 per cent, but the inturned off and there was nothing in
ert ase was largely offset by heavier
the vault which might have produced
charge for expenses and taxation.
a spark to set off any film fumes.
The parent company shows net
Fire Marshal Sestt swore he was
profit only £363 higher at £135,353.
at a loss to know how the fire got
Theater revenue
was £1,681,311 under way. One witness said the
(previous year, £1,386,894), income
explosion was heard before the alarm
from general investment £19,297 (as bell rang and this showed the fire
against £17,484), and income from
followed the explosion.

compared

Sopko, one of the caretakers,
naked film had been kept in the
basement and he had reported this
fact some time before the night of
the Fire Nov. 17.
Hearings will continue today.
T.
said

Net profit was struck after tax
provision of £219,989 (previous year
ate Film Institute
£135,000, including £6,087 shortprovided in 1940-41), and depreciaJuenos Aires (Ry Air Mail)
Ma- tion £77,950 (as against £73,311).
Molina Pico has been appointed
Dividends on 7 per cent "A" pref;sident of the Argentine State erence and 6 per cent "R" prefer- Chi. Esquire Gives 30
m Institute, succeeding Sanchez ence shares absorb £28,000 and £27,to the Services
•ondo who resigned some time 000 respectively. An amount of £3,300 is written off Picture InvestChicago Service flag of the Esments Pty. Ltd., shares purchase acquire theater of
& E Balaban circount, and the balance of profit,
cuit now has 30 stars, a record for
general
reserve,
placed
to
is
£77,053,
On!
the Chicago theaters, according to
leaving the carry-forward unchangmanager Paul Hesse.
Newport,
N.
H.
The show
ed at £348,500.
DIDN'T go on at the local Ccniston Theater when the season's first
Chi. Southside Theaters
Metro Defers Tradeshows
:o

Heads Argentine

—

Employes

—

H

Show DIDN'T Go

—

heavy snowstorm deposited from 12
to 20 inches of flakes in many parts

New Hampshire.

of

The

manager looked out at the
snow and immediately sent
matinee audience home.

swirling

the

.

Tradeshows of "The Heavenly
Body" and "Song of Russia" have
been postponed and will not be held

Using Week-end Vaude

—

Chicago More Southside film thedays originally scheduled, aters are using week-end vaudeville
Metro anounced yesterday. The films bills, including Warners' Stratford,
were to have been screened Dec. 11, B & K's Regal and the Van Nomikos
13 and 14.
Empress.
on

the

Langdon Senick, Movietone cameraman representing the newsreel
pool, landed on Tarawa with the first
wave of Marines, and his 3,100 feet

"Happy Land"

in Joint

Iowa-Italy Premiere
Des Moines

—

—

(as

1)

"The Key Man,"

Toronto Fire Started

Melbourne (By Air Mail) Hoyts
Theaters, Aussie circuit in which Na-

subsidiaries £120,505
with £108,492).

from Page

of action are reported to be among
the best action sequences to appear
Columbia.
from the Pacific area. A good deal
"Till We Meet Again," formerly "Tomorrow's
of this footage will be released MonHarvest" and "Give Us This Day," Paraday, along with portions of another
mount.
2,500 feet on the bombing prior to
invasion of the same area, shot by
SCHEDULED
"Everything Is Peaches Down in Georgia," from Navy camera crews.
BARRY FLEMINC'S "Colonel Effingham's
The
newsreels
are
especially
Raid,"; script, KATHRYN SCOLA; produpleased with the speed with which
cer, LAMAR TROTTI, 20th-Fox.
this footage was sent here.
"Girl

'

possible its policy of selling in
cks of 10 or 12 with liberal canlation.
Rodgers said there had
en very few requests for cancella-

(.Continued

day. Nothing has yet come in from
versal.
the Cairo conference, but newsreel
representatives
are
hopeful that
STORY PURCHASES
there will be footage for the next
CEORCE S. KAUFMAN, HOWARD DIETZ and
ARTHUR SCHWARTZ' "The Band Wagon," makeup, for release next Thursday.

TITLE SWITCHES

CASTINGS
LEE PATRICK, "Gambler's Choice," Paramount;
JACK MULHALL, "National Barn Dance," Paramount; MERLE OBERON, "At Night We Dream,"
Columbia.
CHARLES COBURN, "Everything is Peaches
Down in Ceorgia," 20th-Fox; OLSEN & JOHNSON,
"High
Spirits,"
Universal;
GLADYS
"Christmas
Holiday,"
Universal;

ZACHARY SCOTT, "Mask

Newsreels Monday

Happened Tomorrow," Arnold
Pressburger-UA; OLCA VILNAR, "Song of the
Open Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA; ANNE
GWYNNE, "Anybody Here Seen Kelly?", Uni"It

no support from
ASSIGNMENTS
20th-Fox.
He expressed JOHNNY BURKE
and JIMMY VAN HEUSEN, SIDNEY SHALETT'S "Salvaged
; opinion that associations and insongs, "Road to Utopia," Paramount.
Fox.
'iduals should first attempt to iron MILT CROSS and ELWOOD ULLMAN, script, ANYA SETON'S "Dragonwyck,"
"High Spirits, "Universal.
t difficulties with the exchanges or

[ined practically
tier associations.

Bailie Scenes

— The

Iowa state-wide

world premiere of 20th-Fox's "Happy
Land" in which 61 theaters participated took place yesterday simultaneously with a screening of the
picture for the Iowa regiment attached to the U. S. Fifth Army on
the Italian front. The film, especially flown to Italy for the occasion,
was shown to the troops by Gordon
Gammack, Des Moines Register and
Tribune war correspondent.

Misfortune Again Hits

Family

of

Fred Sharby

Keene, N. H.

—

Misfortune has

struck another blow at the family
of the late Fred Sharby, who, with
his son, Fred, Jr., died in the Hub's
Cocoanut Grove holocaust. Pauline
Sharby, a daughter, has been advised that her fiance, Ensign John
Ryder, Navy Air Corps, is missing
in action.

w

Ohio ITO Files Tax Proposals

Louis Exhibs. Ask

St.

WLB Aid

in

—

IA Dispute
War

Labor Board
The
St. Louis
will be asked by exhibitors here to
take a hand in the contioversy between IATSE Local 6, stagehands,
and film houses in the city and St.
Louis County. The theater men are
acting on the contention that, with

manpower

situation being what
the stagehands should not be
permitted to continue their practice
of working only while picture shows
are in progress.

the
it

Senate Com. Gets Five Recommendations

"While

the

overall

picture

will

show that there has been a substan-

box-office increase," Wood wrote,
recent survey by Audience ReThe argument of the exhibitors is search, Inc., shows conclusively that
most of the increase can be traced
that the theaters can get along with
co the shift from the lower-priced
fewer stagehands than the union
now demands and that if these men cheaters to the higher-scaled houses.
came to work at periods of the day Former lower income groups towhen the theaters are not giving day's new rich class have deserted
shows much needed work could be che lower priced neighborhood theperformed, thus releasing other men aters and are patronizing the higher priced 'first-run' houses.
for essential work in the nation's
tial

'a

—

—

industries.
St. Louis alone is
20,000 workers, it is

short some
pointed out.

At a

recent

conference

with

a

conciliator of the Department of Labor, representatives of the union declined to discuss the question of any
rearrangement of the working schedules of the members of the union
employed by the affected theaters, it
is undei stood.

Jimmy Arthur

of

Fanchon

&

Mar-

chairman of the theater owners'
committee that has been conducting

co

is

the negotiations with the union. He
indicated that the theater men will
press for a complete study of the
situation by the War Labor Board.
"The stage hand situation is bad
enough in time of peace, he said.
"It should not be tolerated by a nation at war, when manpower is so
vital to the outcome of the present
struggle for survival. We are willing to pay a reasonable wage for
work actually done. Certainly $75

a week is a reasonable wage, even
for stage hands."

"Further evidence of the latter
fact is that of the 16,000 motion picture theaters in the United States,
approximately 2,000 are contributing
70 per cent of the total box-office."
In another letter to Sen. Walter
George, chairman of the committee,
Wood made the following recommendations:

—

"1
Many, many hundreds of theaters now
charge children 13 cents plus 2 cents federal tax
As modified by
total 15 cents.
the House, a 13 cent established admission
calls for a 4 cent tax, a total of 17 cents.
As custom requires that there be some sub-

—

Chicago

— Ted Tod, Warner public-

—

son,

and

July 31; Michigan, Sept.
Broadway-Capitol, Oct. 18.

A^^tt

29;

—

"5
Beginning with 43 cents, 2 cents for
each 10 cents to apply."

THE FILM DAILY
Morris Roizman of March of Time
Hollywood First public showing was elevated from treasurer to presof "The Private Life of Dr. Paul ident of the Motion Picture Film
Joseph Goebbels," W. R. Frank pro- Editors, Local 771, IATSE, at the

—

Theater, Owatonna, Minn., Dec. 22.

Frank has decided

to

test his

pic-

ture at this house, one of 17 he op-

audience reaction.
Frank, Alfred Zeisler,

American

who

di-

back after two weeks rected, and Herbert O. Phillips, who
at the Billings hospital for a checkscreenHe will go South for a few wrote the original story and
up.
play in collaboration with Zeisler,
weeks vacation.
leave Hollywood Dec. 13 for Minneapolis, where the Frank Circuit
Chi. Photo Identifies
headquarters is located, and later
go to Owatonna to attend the showDetroit's Bandits
ing. Frank, Zeisler and Phillips will
Detroit
A group of three bandits
go to New York after the preview
who evidently worked the circuit
to line up talent for Frank's next
at United Detroit first-run houses
production, ''Springtime in Vienna"
was identified this week through a
which Zeisler will direct and write
photo taken at a Chicago night
in collaboration with Phillips.
club.
Two men and a woman were
Returning to Hollywood early in
involved, and two of them were arJanuary, Frank will begin negotiarested at Chicago in the attempt to
tions in connection with a releasing
hold up another theater there.
deal. The State Theater seats 1,000
Through the photo, they were
and is located about 100 miles from
identified by local theater attaches
Minneapolis.
Fifty per cent of
as the bandits who held up the Madi"Goebbels" preview proceeds will be
ity director is

cents.

West Coast Bureau of

a cross-section of typical

of Hospital

—
—

'Goebbels" Opens Dec. 22. Local 77 1, Film Editors,
£lects Roizman President
Owatonna, Minn.

erated in Minnesota, in order to get

Tod Out

—

"2 Under the increase approved by the
House, the very popular 25 cent gross admission is absolutely eliminated.
Under
the tax as now in effect, this is made up oi
22 cents established price plus 3 cents Fed_
In the bill you now have undei
eral tax.
consideration, a 20 cent established admission carries a 4 cent tax and a 22 ceni
established admission a 6 cent tax.
In oui
opinion, theaters presently charging 22 cents
plus 3 cents tax, total 25 cents, would, under the provision approved by the House,
all drop back to 20 cents plus 4 cents tax,
as they would gain nothing by remaining
at 22 cents except to charge their patrons
an increased Federal tax.
And this can
hardly be characterized as a gain.
"In our opinion the Treasury will get
more money from this bracket of admissions if the law is amended as follows: 'Ail
adult admissions of 11 cents to 21 cents
shall be taxed 4 cents per admission.'
"3
Admissions ranging from 22 cents to
30 cents be taxed 6 cents per admission.
"4
We submit the same facts regarding
established admissions of 41 and 42 cents
as set forth in No. 2 above, and recommend:
All admissions of from 31 cents to 42 cents
be taxed 8 cents per admission.'
This will
not only obtain more money for the Treasury but will permit the industry to retain
the very popular gross admission rate of 5U

In

duction, will take place at the State

December

3, 194i

annual election of the union in the
Fraternal
Clubhouse
Wednesday
night. He succeeds John E. Michon.
Jack Bush of March of Time replaced Harry Forster as vice-president, while David Kummins of the
Signal Corps Photographic Centei
in Astoria was elected secretary to
succeed Joseph J. H. Vadala. Oscai
Canstein of the Office of Stiategic
Service was named Roizman's successor as treasurer.
Edward N.
Wyant, Jr., of Movietone News and
Kenneth Cofod of March of Time
were chosen sergeant-at-arms to
succeed Michael Prusch and Dave
Cooper.
Installation exercises will be held
Jan.

Single Exhib. Unit

'Inevitable'-Rodgers

Protesting against the proposed stantial differential between the adult rate
the children's rate, the lower priced
increase in admission taxes, the ITO and
theaters wou.d, under this set-up, drop their
of Ohio, through its secretary, Pete children's price to 10 cents with a 2 cent
J. Wood, has advised Sen. Robert A. tax. These low priced houses now having- a
plus 2 cent tax children's price will
Taft, a member of the Senate Fin- 13 cent
be hard hit by this reduction of 3 cents pel
ance Committee, that in reality the admission in the net rate.
"To overcome this we recommend the folincrease amounts to as much as 31
of from 10
per cent at theaters with a low ad- lowing: 'Children's admissions cents
per adcents to 13 cents be taxed 2
mission price.
mission.'

is,

war

Fridav,
DAILY

(Continued from Page

'

-

power.

The Treasury's
would be defeated

Reel Fellows Elect Dec. 12
Chicago Annual election of

—

for the Reel Fellows c
will be held at the Blackstone Ho
Dec. 12.
officers

TO THE COLORS
Ross,

*

At that meeting,

it is

plan-

Charles

Hamtrar

lieutenant.

to

*

FRANK THOMAS,
City,

*

PROMOTED

ROSS, USMC, son of
operator of the Campau,

Mich.,

Chicago The next meeting of the
Better Films Council of Chicago will
be held on Dec. 17 at the Republic FRED
building.

Rodg

stressed.

KENNETH

—

latter object
in the event z

higher tax was absorbed,

5.

Chi. Better Films Group
To Select "10 Best" Pix

1)

could solve many problems and brii
about a better understanding amoi
theater owners. If such an orgai
zation could be created, he said, c
vorcement might or might not
necessary, but the point was the s:
uation might be straightened amoi
the exhibitors, themselves.
Proper Leadership Essential
Proper leadership, Rodgers in<j
cated, was of supreme importan>
declaring that "it was silly that €
nibitors don't have leadership" tlb
could bring about unity among the;
selves.
Insofar as the revival
UMPI was concerned, Rodgers ssj
they'd have to get another boy"
crusade, pointing out that he woi
not again take the i eins for such
enterprise.
That the exhibitors can get
gether in a crisis was demonstral
by their united efforts in combatti
che currently proposed admission 1
increase, Rodgers said.
The ti
must come, he added, when one
ganization that can be represen
tive of all exhibitors will be creat
Need Unanimity on Tax Actioi
The Metro vice-president, co
menting further upon the tax siti
tion, observed that it was desira
that there be unity of exhibitor
tion in respect to passing along a
admissions tax increases to thea
patrons.
Absorption of such
creases by the operator had nothi
to recommend it, Rodgers observ
and certainly was not contempla
by the Government.
Rodgers pointed out it was g
erally accepted that the Treasi
in asking for a higher rate was r
dvated by two reasons, one, the
quirements of the nation's war ch<
the other, the desire to stymie
flation by lapping up some of
country's war-time excess spend:

ARMY
salesman,

*

Paramount,

Ka

Mo.

*~NAVY
ROSS,

son

of

Charles

*
C.

Ross,

oper

Campau, Hamtramck, Mich.
RAY STUCKI, operator, Rupert Theater, Det
of

the

ned to complete the Council's list of
given to a local war charities fund. "Ten Best" films for this year. Dr.
MARINES
There will be two performances at Mary Leigh Palmer will be the meet- SHERMAN ). LAMBLY, JR., operator,
ing's guest speaker.
$1.10 per ticket.
Ferndale, Mich.

•

•

Ferni

7nodc fftoTn veto

«*»*

1.L.1.UHI

CARBONS

obtain maximum efficiency and economy from
your Victory Carbons by observing the following simple

You can
rules.

USE CARBON TRIM RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR PROJECTION EQUIPMENT.

The Victory Carbon trims indicated in the above table
were established by comprehensive laboratory and field
tests to ascertain the best results obtainable in all types

tween positive and negative carbons. On lamps equipped
with adjustable feed and formerly operated above 45
amperes arc current, this ratio should be adjusted to
meet the new current conditions.
A bulletin describing operation of the new Victory High
Intensity Carbons is available for distribution
be sent promptly upon request.

and

of equipment.
OPERATE CARBONS AT SPECIFIED ARC CURRENT.

Better projection and greater economy are obtained
when recommended arc currents are maintained. The
maximum allowable arc current is stamped on each
Victory Carbon at the left of the trade-mark.
CHECK FEED RATIO CAREFULLY.

Changes of arc current

alter the ratio of

SAVE

BUY

H

E

COPPER

Most of the copper used for plating copper coated
projector carbons drops to the floor of the lamp house
when the carbons are burned. Continue to save these
copper drippings and turn them over to your supply
dealer as designated by our government.

burning rate be-

Fq^/ICTORY
'

T

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC
Unit of Union Carbide

and Carbon Corporation

LUsH

30 East

GENERAL OFFICES
New York, N.

42nrj Street,

Y.

BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

will

mMb»: ^m<i

Building

>,

Remodeling

Equipment
Maintenance

DAILY
*

•
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*

*

*
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*

*

RELAXING OF CONSTRUCTION BANJ.00M!
Projector, Lens Mfrs. Gird for Post -War Boon
Vast Potential Field Is
Seen for Such Equip. In

Equipment Field Notes

Theaters, Institutions

—

Manufacturers of mopicture projectors as well as
makers of lenses in various sections
of the country are not only fixing
their sights on 35 mm. machines, for
which there admittedly will be a
record market due to the wave of
replacements, need for new equipment of this type domestically, and
also the huge development which is
anticipated within the export market, but are centering much of their
attention on both 16 mm. and 8 mm.
Chicago

Gov't Channels Favorin<
Essentiality of Theaters
Also Desire Red Tape Cu

tion

LJOWARD
Family,

By
REYNOLDS,

owner

of

the

Vogue and Stocking Theaters,

advertising
fact

taking

retiring

Company

nabe stands in Grand Rapids, Mich., is
from the role of exhibition solon,
but will still be a decidedly active factor in
His trio of houses are, it is
the trade.
reported, in process of being leased to
Albert Hefferan, owner of the Century
in Coopersville, and it is expected that the
Reynolds
deal will be concluded this week.
plans to leave with

wife for a trip to

his

(Continued on Page 15)

has sold a new
standing rail wall of acoustical cinder
block to the Julius London chain for
the Booth Theater to replace latter's
Inc.,

to

the

that

the
is

the

consumer,

output of the
wisely

despite

armed forces are now
firm's

factories.

looking ahead

to

post-

war business which the management intends
to cull in its full potential.

*

*

*

ANDREW

Washington Bureau of

Washington

H. OLDER
THE FILM

— Although

DAI]

relaxati
of the general ban on new constri
tion is not anticipated for raa
months yet, the situation as regai
necessary theaters may be rela?
if present plans of the Office of C

ilian Requirements win acceptai
Anent Ampro, Abram Shapiro, vice- in WPB.
Striving to gain a m<
president and works manager for the realistic
evaluation of the imp
company, reports that he is the daddy tance and essentiality of theaters,
of a husky baby girl weighing eight Recreation and Amusements sect
pounds.
of OCR, under George W. McM
phey, is attempting to simplify
Celotex reports acoustical installations
procedure whereby new construct
for

the

Lindell,

St.

Louis;

Center, Portland,
Los Angeles.

Victory

Cinder Block,

Call lor

the

ali

the West Coast, and, upon his return, will
Considerable impetus has been take an active part in his manufacturing
given in the past fortnight to the business, dealing with air conditioners and
flood of trade possibilities for 16 blowers.
mm. and 8 mm. as the result of pro*
*
*

Problems

its

Palace,

Park,

St.

Ore.,

and

Paul;

the

may be authorized.
What McMurphey

is

trying to

(Continued on Page 14)

Serving the needs of the GovernSfressc
ment, and at full factory tilt is Weber
Machine Corp., Rochester. From Syncrofilm, much will be heard when all
Fred C. Dickely, Altec's district service the global storm and strife is over,
"Hard-headed
applied
realism,
manager in the Detroit and surrounding what with research in the field of
with a full knowledge of what techsector, reports installation of sound equip- better projection being fully to the fore
Detroit Wave of remodeling
nical science can contribute to the
ment in the Grove, Windham, O., for C. G. at the factory.
circuit theaters in the local terrftH
exhibitor's needs in a period of tranBosworth.
is
reported by various chanm
sition" is the way L. W. Conrow,

Realism, Says Conrow

Maintenance

former wood wall.

By Michigan Stands
—

I

president of Altec Service, epitomThe 275-seat Plymouth Theater has been
izes the problems with which the
Plans for the reconstruction of the equipped with a new screen and also with
organization
service
which he heads 400-seat Woodbine Theater, Carthage, new hearing-aids. Among the recently efmust grapple, now and in the future. III., badly damaged by fire on Nov. 15, fected improvements was elevating the audiThis theme, Conrow said last night, are under consideration. The house is torium floor to give clear vision to every
is being keynoted and interpreted in
owned by C. J. Gerard, who also owns attending patron.
all its technical ramifications, before
the Dallas in Dallas City, III.
Altec Service's Division Managers'
(Continued on Page 15)

—

Brunswick, Mo.
Loss resulting
from the furnace explosion and subsequent fire in the 450-seat Roxy
Theater here on Nov. 24 is now
estimated at $100,000, including the
house's equipment and furnishings.
A considerable percentage of the

damage

wrought to adjacent
business buildings.
Accumulation of

gases

in

cause

of

said

to

was
the

the

be

furnaces are held the
destruction which is
the greatest in local

Flannery,

Whiteway

Service

prexy,

returned to his Chicago headquarters,
confabs in the nation's capital
new
anent Government contracts.
His
plant is engaged 100 per cent in war work.
has

following

Theater, which burned recentthe only film house in Howard City,
Mich., will probably be replaced, but
P. N. Curtis, owner, has not made any
formal statement on the subject.
ly,

Jack

An

the

Barger's

Chi.

Drive-In

district.

has

shuttered

in

Although subject to a
drop in business as cool

extensive renovation program got
under way this past week in Lima, O.,

natural

Warners' Sigma, Ohio and State Theaters came in for improvement under

weather set in, the theater clocked a satisfactory "take" for the season generally,

the personal supervision of J. Leonard
construction
Halper, in charge of
The program comin that territory.
prises painting, new drapes and re-

WB

decoration throughout.
*

annals.

Ampro

^_

5

(Continued on Page 14)

Roxy

Tom

Missouri Theater's
Fire Loss Is Huge

Clarence Williamson, manager
National Theatre Supply Division'
National-Simplex-Bludworth, Inc..
one who points to the fact til
houses here, anxious to keep tfc
equipment and furnishings in sha
are doing many jobs that are pj

*

Corp. announces

*
it

will

seasonal

notwithstanding gasoline rationing,
and other wartime conditions.

black-

outs,

The Murray Theater, on Milwaukee's
lower East Side, has been taken over
by Fox, remodeled, and renamed the
Jack Litzer remains as manager.
continue East.

Air Force Major
Is Candy Kid, Too

—

Herbert R. Ebenstein of
Seattle
the Northwest Automatic Candy Co.
has good reason to be proud of his
son-in-law, Maj. Milton Joel, 23
who is leader of a Lightning squadron
the U. S. Air Forces in Britain
Maj. Joel is credited with destroying
one JU-8S, and probably a second
of

as well

as

one ME-109

in

a

recent

Force raid on Bremen
He was married to Ebenstein's daughter, Elaine, last June 29, and left
Eighth

for

Air

Paine

overseas.

Field

in

July

for

service

i

December

iv,

3,

Renovation Plans Ready
For New Ames Theater
Ames,

la.

— The

Ames Theater

Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment

West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,

i/cird,

Chief.

j

ents Released

War

Vry to

by

Effort

— DeVry

Corp. here, in
n of its 30th anniversary
67th birthday anniversary
founder, the late Dr. Herman
y. announces conclusion of arwhereby several of its
its
ted projector mechanisms are
for manufacture for the

;

A forces.
G. DeVry,

organization's presicxplains the corporation action
S. Army,
ict that the U.
and the British Admiralty need
ted DeVry equipment in larger
:ities and at a rate of producexcess of one company's caRather than exto produce.
wn facilities at the expense
i

,-

has completed plans for

St.

full

Gerbracht

work

John's

"or the duration. DeVry is curcelebrating the receipt of a
,;
star for its Army-Navy "E"
,»nt, indicating continued excelin producing motion picture
and electronic
equipment
devices.

\\g

npany was founded 30 years
1913,—by DeVry's fath-in
an outgrowth of his developand manufacture of the world's

'

portable motion picture equipa 35mm "suitcase projector,"
Dr. DeVry designed and built
;e the entertainment and teachenefits of motion pictures out
t
theater to the crossroads and
ooms of the world,
addition to being responsible for

—

important developments in mopicture projector design and

of any theater

Newfoundland
boosting this comin

has resulted in
munity's total seating

in

theaters

Difference is
6,872 from 5,772.
represented by a new 1,100-seater of
stadium design.
House was needed
to

j

because of huge number of soldiers,
sailors, airmen and civilians stationed
here and in the near vicinity.

—

A booth fire at the
Victory Theater at Tilden recently destroyed 1,000 feet of film
and damaged some of the equipManager M. M. Kruse said
ment.
quick thinking on the part of the operator who pulled the burning reel
from the projector saved the interior of the booth.
No one was
injured.
The house opened Dec. 21,
Tilden, Neb.

New

1941.

will be started,

said.

B & L Theater In Maine
Given Rebuilding Okay

Reopens Greer

Rialto
Greer, S. C. B. B. Horton, manager of the Rialto, has reopened the
house following repairs to damaged
booth equipment.

—

Madawaska, Me.— The

B& L

The-

New

Theater in N. C.

Cramerton, N. C.

—

D. C. Cash, operating the Dixie in King's Mountain, has opened the Victory here.

aters, with base in St. John, N. B.,
are rebuilding the State here. Fire
destroyed the original. Seating capacity will be about 450, about 50

per cent, and materially accelerating
the schooling of production workers
on new skills and techniques.
To
teach radio and electronics with the

more than the burned theater. The
same firm operates the Capitol,
across the St. John River and boundary in Edmundston, N. B. Priorities on building permit and materials
have been obtained. This is one of
the few cases of a U. S. theater
being owned on the Canadian side.
B & L also operate the Savoy at
Fo:t Kent, Me., which is opposite
Clair, N. B., on the St. John River.

aid of motion pictuies, and in collaboration with Dr. Lee DeForest, often
called "the father of radio and television."
Dr. DeVry who is widely
acclaimed as the father of visual education, founded DeForest's Training, Inc., in this city.
Dr. DeVry was bo: n on Nov. 27,
1867.
He died in 1941— the fifth
American and the first Chicagoan to
be awarded a place, with Thomas A.

State Installs Screen

—

ure, Dr. DeVry was also a
of visual education by means
tion pictuies, which authorities
are speeding troop training 40
i

>
Here's

6.H.B.

for pi arcs
Exhibitors of America have

has developed

new

ties

requirements and operating budget.
Comfort cooling that pays a profit is
the blueprint for your usAIRco system.

— usAIRco

This

much you can do now — main-

house in tip-top condition
the time comes, you can
depend on usAIRco Theatre Air Con-

tain your

will continue to design and manufacture Theatre Air Conditioning built

— and

around your box office. usAIRco systems are as big or small as your job

when

ditioning for greater profits.

/
J

RCA Service, like exhibitors, is carryRCA en-

ing on important war duties:

gineers are rendering scheduled service
to projection

DEVRY

born

preci-

Iheatre Projectors
I

-

Systems pre-

veiopments far

rd previously acstandards

DEVRY

in thou-

RCA

Service groups

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION

are installing military equipment and

Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor

instructing personnel, in this country

•

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

and

at the battlefronts.

The

ITS A FACT!

room equipment

sands of theatres to "Keep 'em Run-

ning"— and other

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL
For Excellence in the Production
of Motion Picture Sound Equipment

du-

to

and support the various government
drives that are initiated to spur war
production and civilian defense.

plans.

But one basic idea hangs on

many

perform these war days. You
build unity and morale through motion
picture presentations— and you promote

Your war time strategy is to make
your house more appealing right now!
There are many things you can do to
maintain and improve its appearance
and comfort. Most important, keep a
weather-eye cocked on the not far distant time when you can call in usAIRco
for some real box-office boosting.
Yes, there'll be some new ideas. From
today's war time production, usAIRco

sr

d

Damages
Some Equipment

Film,

machinery and Gov- Edison and George Eastman, on the
Calais, Me.
A new screen has been
funds, DeVry released its international honor roll of the So- installed in the State here by Lockto sub-contractors royalty- ciety of Motion Picture Engineers.
wood & Gordon, owners.

ts

,

ban

j

Be, critical

]

— Absence

construction

announced the plans.
Blueprints have been drawn and
completed by the Wetherall and Harrison
architectural
firm
Des
of
Moines.
The minute materials can
be obtained the

13

Booth Fire

Another Link Added
To St. John's Chain

Co.

renovation of the New Ames Theater as
one of the first post-war building
New
projects in Ames.
Joe Gerbracht,
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
tsetcau, General Manager; Chester B. manager of the theater company,

THE FILM DAILY

compreection of
«!v covering the equipment field, pubeverv second week by VVid's Films and
York
folks'. Inc., 1501 Broadway,

•
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usAIRco
AIR CONDITIONING

RCA

Service organization

is to-

day more than nation-wide
... it is

world-wide

ing the

home

.

.

.

front

serv-

and

battlefronts too!

Refrigerated

KOOLER-AIRE
This Unit, a masterpiece of engineering
simplicity combines every phase of refrigerated cooling in a Single Unit.
Manufactured in various sizes, it can be
used singly or in combination with oth-

you the precise capacity
you need. Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is
good unit to be acquainted with.
Books describing this system are available. We'll be glad to send you a copy.
er units to give

a

RCA SERVICE CO.

IIIUl
J
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Subsidiary

Camden, N.

J.

14
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1

DAILY

Relaxing oi Theater
Building Ban

Maintenance

Eastman Employes Continue

to Score With
Valuable Suggestions to Help War Effort

—

Looms

By Michigan Stands

Rochester National honors for suggestions resulting in improved production
and more efficient use of strategic materials have been won by 22 Eastman
Kodak Co. employes.
Four Camera Works employes won certificates, three
honorable mention, and nine received commendation.
Five Hawk-Eye men
rated honorable mention and another received commendation from the War
Production Board.
These awards are presented periodically by WPB to war
plant employes for ideas for improving quality, increasing production, and saving

{Continued from Page 12)

a separate stock of materials for
community service use. This would
include construction materials of all
scarce materials.
types, whether for sewers, schools
equipoperating
also
and
theaters,
or
ment for all these types of construcFrom the Theater Equipment Alexander Smith Factory
tion.
section of WPB, for instance, he Celebrates "E"
hopes to obtain blanket authority to
In a colorful ceremony on Nov. 23,
authorize installation of a certain Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co.,
amount of equipment, without pre- Yonkers, received the coveted Armysenting for approval each applica- Navy "E," with Harold Zulauf, general mill superintendent, serving as
tion.
master of ceremonies and many civic
At the same time he is working to and national notables present. The
reduce the number of WPB officials great crowd of employes, officials
who must sign such things as au- and their guests sang "America" at
thority for new theater construc- the start of the celebration, and then
tion, and to convince those whose Zulauf introduced Col. Robert T.
signatures remain necessary of the Stevens, Procurement Division, Ofimportance of theater facilities. Per- fice of Quartermaster General, Washhaps the most important of the out- ington, D. C, who officially presented
"E" Flag to President Fredfits within WPB with which he must the
work is the construction bianch, erick B. Klein, representing manwhich has been notoriously unsym- agement.
Following Klein's acceptance and
pathetic with the industry right
In order to work out the the flag's raising by the Color Guard
along.
many kinks in WPB handling of stu- of Yonker's American Legion Post
dio set construction needs, Harold No. 7, the "E" lapel insignia were
Hopper, Motion Picture Chief, work- presented by Lt. E. T. Douglass,
ed for months to take authority over USNR, to labor and management.
this construction out from under the Patrick Walsh, president of the Texconstruction branch, succeeding early tile Workers Union, Local 102, made
the "E" pin acceptance speech in
in November.
Four new theaters were authorized behalf of the employes.
in that same month, winning approval from the const: uction branch of quite a victory.
The genei'al construction picture
Two others
plenty of convincing.
which OCR feels are equally needed remains difficult mainly because of
The metals
have been turned down, and the sec- ;he lumber shortage.
tion is making of these a test case situation is apparently easing up
somewhat, and it is believed that
to determine its authority and prestis

Award

(Continued from Page 12)

concentrating on the smaller

Screens have taken the lead
such work, according to avail
statistics, with the NTS branch
having sold some 15 screens wi
the past few weeks.
Most of tl'j
have been delivered to circuit st£
within the borders of Michigan.
Considerable stress is also n
on redecoration, the obvious aim
ing to preserve not only the app
ance of houses, which is so vita
business, but also the surfaces
interior walls, along with ceil
and trim. Some houses in the
a:ea have resorted to redecora
as a psychological barrier aga
vandalism and juvenile delinqui
pranks.
1

Theaters Supply

M. L. Dixon, Temple, la.; screen and
lenses to M. F. Henderson, Comstock,

1

Comstock, Neb.

Damages

Little

WHITE WAY

Theater

ELECTRIC SIGN

—

Brookport, 111. The Little Theater,
local 200-seater, operated by James

Hogue, was seriously damaged by
fire.

An

overheated

stove

& MAINTENANCE C

Thomas F. Flannery, President
315-17 W. Walton St.
Chicago,
Delaware 9111

caused

the blaze.

.

If
ige as agent for civilian needs.
successful in this tussle, McMurphey
has three or four more cases where
he will press for authorization for
new civilian theaters.

Actually, the industry has done
rather well compared with many
other industries in the matter of construction during the war period. Although it has been felt that appreciation for the impoitance of new
theaters is not fully developed in
WPB, authority for four new houses
and the exemption of studio sets
from the terms of L-41 represent

manpower for actual construction
work is more readily available than

few months ago. There has been
only slight improvement in the lumber picture, however, and authority
regardless of whether OCR
:ion,
for construction of new theaters is
largely dependent upon that situasucceeds in getting its separate pool
or materials.
a

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

all standard 35mm precision projector replacement

through
Dealers, but if your dealer
unable to supply your
is
requirements, write us disell

only

.

.

FREE:— Our

Write for simples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia,

now
and

latest

com-

Parts Catalogue is
available. Ask for it
give us the Dealer's

name serving your Community.

PROJECTOR

Chicago,

INTERNATIONAL
52

III.

and

technical

knowledge

ability to

master the processes of future technical

change. This

is

is

inevitably

welded to the

the basic principle on which the

continuing usefulness of Altec Service to theatres

T
COMPANY

forces

.

and we will give
you the name of the
dealer able to serve you.
plete

JEL

Dependable service
Low cost .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
.

demands both of the armed

the nation's theatres. Equally, Altec's present-day

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.

rectly

2509 South State St.

technical

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
.

heat of war-time pressures has welded

together the ability of Altec Service to meet the

TICKETS?

parts.

We

The white

THEATRE

WE CAN SUPPLY

I

C K

GRAFTON

E

is

250 West 57th St,

to be judged.

New York 19, N.

TfMri COMPANY

AVE.

\Jg/ NEWARK,

tj

of installations.

Co. here has installed sound and amplification
Theater,
for the Sun
owned by W. A. Mullen at Coin, la.;
has sold stage dimmers and miscellaneous for six Army theaters to
Capt. Jud Greene of Camp Crowder,
Mo.; screen and amplifier to L. E.
Burkey, Ritz, Deshler, Neb.; stage
drapes, motor control and track, to

Fire

N. J.

Sales Ottices in Principal Centers

Protecting the theatre

i

missible under present restricti

Variety of Orders Filled
Recently by WTS Co.
Omaha —Western

Stress*

— Our

"first line

of moral*

December

.By,

3.

3fc

1943

ojedor and Lens
Set for

Irs.

Eastman Engineers Develop New Camera Which
Solves One of War's Most Vexing Problems

Boom

(Continued from Page 12)

by Washington's ofldom and spokesmen for the
«j services who have openly de*d that visual education will be
'for its so-called "golden age,"
schools ranging from early
k
ie institutions to and including
largest universities utilizing mopictures to an extent which may
gate the text book to the most
or of roles in comparison with
is

wide useage.
no secret in the well-informed

equipment field that
arch laboratories of lens manunrers have developed both camand projection lenses which will
ually outmode every lens of the
tPeail Harbor vintage. As matnow stand, optics have made
strides in the past two and a
years that experts assert that
Inm. projectors may, within a
'tively short span after hostilicease, be the accepted projecfor the commercial exhibition
making screening rooms far
e compact, equally as efficient,
probably lower in purchase and
inents of the

i

,

allation costs.

War Advancing Visual
ucation by 20 Years
'»a City, la.
The progress

rs

—

of

an educational
has been advanced 20 years by
use of training films by the
ay and Navy, John R. Hedges of
ion

pictures

as

15

Boost Expected In

— Add

Theat. Candy Supply

another scientific triumph to the conquests made by
company's new three-unit "zenith camera" which makes
possible an accurate shortcut to the time-honored science of celestial navigation.
By use of zenith cameras, aerial maps made by the Army and Navy over
New Guinea, North Africa, or any other portion of the earth's surface can be
pinned down in terms of longitude and latitude with great exactness.
It means
that the military problem of fitting war-area maps made from aerial photographs into their exact location on existing charts of continents and islands has
been licked.
Rochester

Eastman Kodak.

leenients

ler

EQUIPMENT NEWS

It's

—

Chicago More hard candy will be
available for vending through film
theater stands and concessions in
the near future, probably by the
holidays, as the result of Government permission for manufacturers
to increase their production, it is
learned here.

Problems Call lor Realism

One

of the principal factors lead-

the Government's
'green
the availability of more
sugar, but, even with the shortage
alleviation, it is considered doubtful
(Continued from Page 12)
if enough ha:d candy will be made to
Convention which closes today at the said: " The exhibitors around the country meet the consumer demand, in asis
wou'il never lime given
such a big job much as the shortage of labor in fac-

ing

to

light"

is

tories

still

Altec Prexy Says Science Can Help Exhibs.

will become an even more important
focus of attention as rapidly changing conditions make themselves felt
in the technical field."

Cites Responsibility
In discussing the mounting responsibility of his service organization in keeping this equipment at
its peak efficiency, despite unpredictable shortages of war-needed materials, Comow called upon his division managers to "take the steadily
increased confidence shown by exhibitors in Altec Sei'vice, since the
very beginning of the national
emergency before the war as a public trust."

for them if they hadn't found
are hard-headed realists, who

do

to

The equipment in the motion
picture theater projection room today," Conrow declared, "is the very
heart of an exhibitor's business, and

we

thai

out

can

think fast in technical matters, and keep the

persists.

A number

of local manufacturers
declare that demand for candy is
now at an all-time high because of
Research Continuing;
consumer purchases, and the large
Conrow told the assembled division man- quantities which are going to our
agers thai Altec scientific research, which armed forces as
well as to lendhad enabled the Altec field men successfully
Some theaters in this imme'ovide workable changes in theater op- lease.
erating
(he past whenever diate territory are selling holiday
techniques in
shortages developed, "is working night and boxed candies with fine results.
;how hitting the sheet no matter what vital
tie- war effort lakes away from the

materials
theater."

I

the problems thai exhibitors will be
with as the future requirements
of the theater become progressively known,"
da]

"ii

confronted

his frequent tours around the country,
which he is in personal contact with exhibitors from the large chains down to the
In

in

Turner IRE President
New Haven Hubert M. Turner,

—

associate professor of electrical ensmallest independents, Conrow staled he was gineering at Yale, has been elected
"struck with the universal recognition, on president of the Institute of Radio
the part of theater men, of the fact that
after active work in
their
business will increasingly need the Engineers,
finest

quality

of

vice,"

Conrow

said.

technical

service

and

ad-

acoustics,
tronics and

communications,
measurements.

—

"We have had
in

:i

this trusl reposed in lis,
steadily increasing curve, since long be-

State Univehsity of Iowa, re- fore Pearl Harbor." he said.
"We are going to be called upon for a
ed here. Hedges is acting direcstill
greater enlargement of our technical
of the library of the bureau of usefulness to the motion
picture industry,
al instruction in the extension
i- a result of tin- knowledge we have gained
in
the work we are doing for the armed
sion at the university.
forces." Altec's chief continued,
After the war, visual instruction
Expressing his confidence in the way in
be one of the most important win, h Altec Service field men have shouldered
their increased responsibilities, Conrow
in
S
education," he said, and
en the men come back from the tions, community groups, hospitals
lefronts they will be aware of and churches.
Most popular are the pre-inducvalue of this tool of education
they will want to see their sons
daughters have this medium in industrial production, particularly
showing how to save time and mor own schools."
The latest evidence," he added tion. These have been used by pracsupplied by the Army and Navy, tically all of the big industrial firms
re as much as 40 per cent in of the nation, Hedges declared.
The bureau has made 10 pictures
has been effected by use of
in the last year, the latest in four
s in the training program."
edges said that the library at reels showing the wartime physical
'

NO WAITING for
WALKER PM SCREENS!

There's

In these days,

many

items of essential theatre equipment are difficult

or impossible to obtain but

— there's

no waiting for Walker

PM

Screens!

How

old

is

your screen?

four years old,

it is

your patrons to replace

The Walker

PM

If

it is

an average screen and more than
efficiency and you owe it to

beyond the age of
it.

Screen has these outstanding features:

—

•

University
it

r
l

now has

2,200 subjects.

The

films on
pictures

various
educational
fields,
agriculture to international re-

»ns.

education

program

Iowa

in

high

schools.

No More Loose

Chairs!

bout four hundred schools use
films regularly, he said, and
r use is made of the pictures by
I
clubs, lodges, farm organizasubjects. There also are films on
Permanently
are in the

»ny

market for Used opera chairs
We also can use any

standards only.

What have you?

HICAGO USED CHAIR MART
,»

concrete

anchors
floors

loose

South

Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

III.

A

BETTER PICTURE

...

$5.

CHAIR

•

TIONS

minutes.

f.o.b.

Chieagt.

you

at

your nearest

NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY

PARTS

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

GENERAL CHAIR CO.
1308 Elsten Ave.

for

eh»ln

ten

in

COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUC-

quantity.

intity of

OELIVERS

HAS A PLASTIC MOLDED SURFACE
HAS A SEAMLESS SURFACE
CAN BE EASILY CLEANED
HAS A LONGER LIFE

Your new Walker PM Screen is waiting
National Branch. Order it today!

to
•

•
•
•
•
•

OHICAGO,

ILL.

Division ol' National • Simplex

•

Bludwerth.inc

elec-

i

MP
2H
N

P

W

13

INC

A

ST

4-4-TH

YC

Front -page news in
the nation's press • • •
featured in America's
biggest circulation
magazines • • • Life • • I

Saturday Evening
Post

Reader's
.••Liberty

UNIVERSAL
PICTURE

GUNG

HO!

...battle-cry of the

Raiders at
greatest

fighting

Makin

Marine

Island...

drama of Americas

men

in the Pacific!

THE PRESENT WITH Af |

WAR BONDS FOR CHR

I

i

'—

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old
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NEW
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6,

ERPI FILMS TO BRITANNICA
Advanced-Price 'Army' Openings Over 5,000
SELLS

Editorial

Total To Date

Watch Rank
... a repeated tip

—

More Than

John

=

Setting a new industry precedent
for special handling of a picture,
i iORE
and more, the name of Britain's more than 4,200 advance-price pre"' J. Arthur Rank looms prominently on mieres of living Berlin's "This is
he American industry horizon, a develop- the Army" have been clocked to date
by The Film Daily, an indication
ment which
recalls
that the ultimate total will exceed
>hat it was back in
the 5,000 estimated when the Warune that this parti
ners production had its world preular Page One pillar
miere last July.
of
comment was
Although there was some skepnoved to advise,
ticism about the feasibility of $1.10
Watch Rank."

By CHESTER

B.

BAHN

Hichs Consultant to
Overseas M. P. Bureau

Merchandising Procedure for Pic Successful
4,200;

-

W.

Hicks, vice-president and

manager of Paramount, has
been named consultant and advisor
to the Motion Picture Bureau of the

University of Chicago Subsidiary Said Planning for

Marked Post-War Output

foreign

Overseas Division
Robert Riskin.

of

the

OWI

by

Periodic Theater
Inspection

Asked

Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., now
owned by the University of Chicago,
entering the educational pix field
through the acquisition of Erpi
Classroom Films, Inc., from Western Electric, it was formally announced Friday by William Benton,
Britannica's board chairman.
is

A forecast of moves of the first
magnitude in the educational film
field, viewed by some as a billion
(Continued on Page 11)

minimum premiere admission on such

Whether

Rank

uccessful

(.Continued on Page 9)

iorted present

moves

an

inter-

acquire

o
st

isrribution

nd

Sorrell Calls Bioff

American
company,

an

in

a wide scale, the procedure followed

is

re

his

in

be assured

thus

J.

ARTHUR RANK

he is interred on th's side, or whether he eventu-

'hich

ly

establishes

his

own American company

Gaumont-British some years back
-Rank definitely is a trade factor to be
ckoned with in the post-war years.

-as did

much

This

press

i

for

is

certain:

every

Rank

possible

is

resolved

advantage

for

pictures in the world market, not
<cluding the United States, and, one of
'if

jfore

—

men as was his father
has the means to make a
that course is dictated by cir-

wealthiest

him

ght of

it

— he
if

jmstances.

>

o

)ANK'S

industry interests, of course, are

—

generally known on this side
he is
airman of Gaumont-British and Odeon,
head of General Film Distributors and

partner

Universal,

to skip over the
But Rank, the man, is quite
stranger;
comparatively few in the
merican trade have met him.
Here is how one who has had an oppornity to study Rank at close range over a
:riod of years describes him:
"Well
meaning,
with
great
courage,
eply religious
(his father gave millions
the Wesleyan Methodist church in Briin),
very desirous to place the British
m industry on a sure foundation, but
jt
quite certain of how to go about it.
ihich is natural, in view of the fact that
has not been engaged in the industry
length of time.
<Y great
The investing
(Continued on Page 2)
ster
e

!

ing agent for film producers rather that he was satisfied with the job
(Continued on Page 12)
than the bane of the industry by
Herbert Sorrell, business agent of
the Studio Painters' Union and head 4 Newsreels Shipped
of the AFL group of film crafts
(Continued on Page 10)

sh

ritain's

in

lightly.

2-Cent Levy "Death

Tax"

to Small Exhib.

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The proposed two
cents per dime admissions tax inWilliam Bioff, convicted labor rack- theater fires in New York City in crease is "a two per cent increase
the
last few weeks, Moss indicated
eteer, was painted as a strike-break(Continued on Page 10)

lA's 'Strike-Breaker'

the adequate mar-

f

eting of pictures in

A thorough inspection of theaters
every few hours for possible fire
hazards was urged Friday by License Commissioner Paul Moss, who
addressed approximately 400 circuit
and independent theater managers
Theater. Harry
at the Ziegfeld
Brandt presided at the session.
Although there have been four

Two

Rosyl Defendants

Ask Dismissal

of Suit

Answers were filed on Friday in
N. Y. Federal Court by the Rosewelt Realty Corp., and its director,
Leon Rosenblatt, two of many de-

To London

for

Washington Bureau of

—

Copying

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Four newsreels have
been shipped to Britain within the
past 10 days for copying there and
showing throughout the British
Isles, North Africa, Italy and other
lands where allied films are shown.
These had accumulated over the per-

fendants in a suit charging violation iod of a month as a result of the
(Continued on Page 11)

No More

(Continued on Page 12)

Cuts in

Raw Stock

Harold Hopper Says Plenty Film on
Detroit Shippers

Hand

and

The motion picture industry will
have to take no more cuts in raw
stock, Harold Hopper of the WPB
Detroit Film shippers and inspec- said Friday in New York. There is
tresses in all major and independent plenty of film on hand and, while
exchanges here walked out Friday newcomers in the business may be
afternoon as result of demand for denied film, those who have been in
higher wages.
The walkout is not the business for a long time will be
considered formally a strike as yet able to get sufficient film for new

Inspectresses

Walk Out

—

(Continued on Page 12)

enterprises,

Hopper

said.

Washington Bureau of

—

Loew's Asks WLB to Okay
Christmas Bonus Extension
Loew's, Inc. has made application
to the War Labor Board for permission to extend its usual Christmas
(Continued on Page 12)

Femmes Doff
.

.

.

iVeu?

Shoes,

Bottleneck

—

John, N. B.
St.
Feminine penchant for buying footwear too small
must be growing for wcmen and
girls have taken to removing their
shoes while in the standee spaces
at the rear of theaters as well as
while seated.
When theater doors
are opened to allow people into the
auditoriums from the
lobbies,
or
crowds empty from the seats at the
end of a show, the femme standees
cause a bottleneck by putting their
shoes on again.
In the auditoriums,

confuson

is also caused by the footwear-dcffing custom, because of women and girls looking for the shoes,
kicked around on the floor, in the

dark.

m

Monday, December

Pa. Theater

® The llroadway Parade M
Picture

Mon., Dec.
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W. ALICOATE

JOHN

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

::::::

BAHN

—

Manager

General

Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
by

Dancing

THE FILM DAILY,
York,

Broadway
BRyant 9-7117,

Phone

Y.

N.

New

Filmilay,

No

Mataras

The

Battle

See Sweden

(CLASA)

—2nd

week

(Artkino
of Russia
(Scandia Films)

York.

HOLLYWOOD,
WASHINGTON—

CHICAGO,

45,

Joseph

111.,

PARIS— P.

1.

Rue Marsoulan

29

(12).

A.

Le

Harle,

Rialto

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

—

Joe

—

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

Watch Rank

Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

... a repeated tip
(Continued from Page
public

they

3)

A

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net

Low

High

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)

Columbia
Fm.
Fm.

East.

Kodak

Ind
Ind

do pfd
Cen. Prec.

2%
pfd
1

Eq

Loews, Inc.
Paramount

RKO
RKO $5

23/4

16

15%

23/4
16
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531/2

1531/2

I8V2
57
23V$

18 1/4
56i/2

71/2

73/8

9334
pfd
Century-Fox
20%
20th-Fox pfd. (lVi>. 273/4
20th-Fox pfd. (4'/2 ). IOOV4
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931/2

201/2

20. h

1

271/2
001/4

131/4

57
231/4
73/B
933/4
203/4
271/2
1001/4
111/4

+
+ %
+ Vi
+
+

1/g

1/4
1/4

+
+

%

has

great

confidence

look

upon

his

B'way

1 1

Like

traits

in

him, for
with vast

magic

in

might, for there's

it

the Rank touch.

That

his
is

father

before

him,

the

film

and

vision

intense

driv-

So the tip of
Watch Rank.

1

14

2%
1 1

%

3%

%

11/4

last

June

is

entering

the

bef(

died

service,

combat in an unnamed isla
in the South Pacific, accordi
word :eceived by his family he
requiem mass was said for h
St. Mary's Church.
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Hitchcock's Next Film an
English Mystery Thriller

with Willard

A

of

Parker

Columbia

Picture

Symphony Orchutn

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Alfred Hitchcock's
next American picture will be "The
House of Dr. Edwardes" from an
English mystery thriller by Francis
Seeding, it was announced by David

Circle 6-46

DRAMATIC REPCt

O. Selznick.

will

Alma

—

Reed Crawford Dead
Crawford, division
sales manager of J. P. Seeburg
Corp., died at his home in the Edgewater Beach apartments. His wife
and two daughters, survive.

LATEST

MARCH OF TIMB
lUl.ond by

Reville.

20»

C«m»ry-fo»

[

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Officers of Chi. Operators

repeated:

Hollywood
Film Bureau

to;s'

—

The

OWI

Union, President Peter Shayne,

Overseas Thursday night.

will produce "The Battle of the Pacific," a feature-length
picture with Edward H. Griffith directing.
It will be supervised by

Charles Milmar Dies
Kokomo, Ind. Pneumonia claimed
the life of Charles Milmar, 58, manSecretary of the Navy Frank Knox, ager of the Sipe and Isis theateis
and will deal with the activities of here for the past 15 years and forthe Navy from Pearl Harbor to the merly a vaudeville star with his
present time.
wife in an acrobatic act.
Rear-Admiral Yarnell will do the
narration on the picture and it will
be translated into 32 languages.
Although the picture will be
made primarily for showing abroad,
there is little doubt but that it will
be shown for the Navy personnel
and probably to the public in this
country.

Claudette Colbert

—

Rites for

Nathan Schultz

Cleveland— Funeral services were
held here for Nathan Schultz, 68,
father of Nate Schultz, local Monogram franchise owner, Sam, Monogram branch manager, Mrs. Sally
Jacobs and Lenore. He is also survived by his widow, Sophie.

—

Fred

MacM urJ|

"NO TIME FOR LOVE "I
A Paramount

—

Chicago
The suspended officers
and directors of the Chicago Opera-

— % Overseas

Charles Francis Coe will
address the Executive Club here on
Jan. 14, according to Duke Hickey,
representative of the MPPDA, who
is here making arrangements for the
appearance of the organization's
vice-president and general counsel.

— Reed

gan Theater, Cadogan,
fife*

Theater

St.

Bur. to Produce
Secretary-Treasurer Clarence Jalas,
2% 2%
11% 11%
Business Agent John Smith, tendPacific"
'Battle
of
the
3% 3% + %
ered their resignations at a midnight
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY meeting of members of the union
Club
1

Chi. Executives
Will Hear Coe Jan. 14

Chicago

City, Pa.— Corp. Peter Sha
USMC, who operated the Cac

Ford
chuk,

A

Tender Resignations

Picts

Chicago

officer.

blessed with two other dominant

— business

ing power.

3s55

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotcne Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

Oct. 15.

ente:ing the servi
killed in action in Italy
He was an infantry int

ligence-reconnaisance

Vanguard Films, Inc.,
place the production in work
about May 1 on the Selznick Interwas true in the instance of the elder national lot following
Hitchcock's
Rank, who amassed a great fortune one return from England where in the
meantime
he will make several war
estimate is $150,000,000— in the milling
shorts for the British Government.
field, and it is no less true in the case of
Script of "The House of Dr. EdJ. Arthur, the son, witness the prosperity
wardes" is to be written by Hitchof the industry enterprises he directs.
cock in collaboration with his wife,
profit

tycoon
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before
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Stanley

—
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records

o
S to the latter, well
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NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Warner Bros
Tar.
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—

.

pfd.

Picts.

Con.
Con.

former manager of the Regej
Square
Theater,
Edgewoc

jHEsi

Gala Stage Revue

respect."

(December

York
York

World

West Coast Bureau

FINANCIAL

New
New

(a)

—

—

Film,

BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
de Correo 1929.
CITY— Marco- Aurelio Galindo,

MEXICO

Paramount
Music Hall
Globe
Loew's State

48th

—

A Guy Named

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
O'Brien.
Eileen
Waller P. Schuck, Casillo

—

—

Strand
Capitol

week

Heroes A/e Made (Artkino Pictures) (c)
Dec. 22
The Courageous Mr. Penn (J. H. Hoffberg Co.)
Dec. 10
Cuando Viajan Las Estrella (CLASA)
showings,
Follows
Dual
(c)
current
(b)
(a) Dual bill,

W.

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour

W.

Roxy

Belmont

—2nd

—

Esler,

LONDON— Ernest

6241 N. Oakley Ave.

Pictures)

Dec.
Land
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
8
Riding High (Paramount Pictures)
Dec. 8
Madame Curie (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures) Dec.
Dec. 31
Destination Tokyo (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Dec. 22
Crazy House (Universal Pictures)
(c)
The Mad Ghoul (Universal Pictures)

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 0607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

at.,

Astor

Slain

Pittsburgh
Relatives here haf
been notified that Lt. Ralph Lev

FUTURE OPENINGS

Cable address:

Happy

0882;

Victoria
lalace
Criterion

Men

South Pacific

in Italy,

Carnegie
Playhouse

Hol.ywood

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES

1501

Y 7118, 9 7119, 9-7120. 9-7121.

—

—

i

New

St.

—

Masters (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Mr. Muggs Steps Out (Monogram Pictures)
Opens tomorrow
Canyon City (Republic Pictures)
Opens tomorrow (a)
A Young Man's Fancy (Astor Pictures)

as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
emit with order.
Address all communications
lo

Little

55th

(

Y„

N.

18,

Rivoli

—

—
—
—

(

Editor

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New
Broadway,
and
Holidays
at
1501

York

Theater

—

—

Publisher

MERSEREAU

and Distributor

For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount Pictures)
22nd week
Jeannie (English Picture)
13th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midtiim)— 13th week
O.d Acquaintance (Warner Bros. Pictures)
5th week
The North Star (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)
5th week (b)
The North Star (RKO Radio-Samuel Codwyn)— 5th week (b)
Flesh and Fantasy (Universal Pictures-Chas. Boyer)
3rd week
Cry Havoc
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures) 3rd week
Cuada. canal
Diary
(Twentieth Century-Fox)
3rd
week
Northern Pursuit (Warner Bros. Pictures)
2nd week
Girl Crazy
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
No Time for Love Paramount Pictures)
What a Woman (Columbia Pictures)
In
Old Oklahoma ( Republic Pictures)
The Cross of Lorraine (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures)

10 Cents

1943

6, 19'

DAILY

Picture

In Person

WOODY HERMAN and BAND
PARAMOUNT
•
Times Squ
BUY MORE WAR BONDS
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S
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NEW

STA]

RKO

VICTORIA

PALAl

B'WAY & 46th— Daily,
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Extra
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—

Suns.,
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/
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of flaming

oil...

blinding ambition

of power.

POWER

fanned to a fury by
.

.

driven

by dreams

.

that went up in

smoke

.

.

AMBITION that smolderedin the ashes...

DREAMS that were born in the embers...
all

burning a path to a woman's arms
and
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Advanced-Price

Army
COminG

A

and going

)pening$ Over 5,000
{Continued from Page

BENEDICT
FORSAYiHE,

1)

merchandising the pictu: e has sue«ided even beyond the expectations
f

|

Weeh'end Wanderings

Ben Kalmenson's Idea
This merchandising procedure, understood to have been the original
dea of Ben Kalmenson, general

manager, and immediately
^proved by Har:y M., Maj. Albert
fed Jack L. Warner, was worked out
>v Kalmenson with Charles Einfeld
*nd Mort Blumenstock, in associaion with Joseph Bernhard, Harry
HI. Kalmine and Harry Goldberg of

with
Luis

Warner executives who were most

nthusiastic over the innovation.

—

• CLARIFICATION DEPT.: Last week in this column we said
a picture had to gross $90,000 on a week-end at the Music Hall or
the picture comes out
Well, Phil M's face is slight'.y pink because
•

•

thai

theater

department, with first
made over the War-

yarn wasn't exactly

the

must be reached
not

is

named

mer Circuit.

vice, U. S.

munities, were sufficient ratification
)f the plan's adaptability on a naion-wide scale.
Every local premiere of "This is

Army" thus far has been on an
idvanced-price basis, no sales of the

'.he

)ictu:e

lie

Dandy."

In the
erritories

and

South. West
"This is the

several

other

Army" has only
date.
A few small

hit
ex-

high spots to
have held off playing it on the
anced-price opening basis, but practical y
v
ry one of the small communities acceptii.
Ha- special premiere
down to towns of
reported excellent resu ts.
8,000 population
feet that profits of the picture go to Army
Emergency Relief has been a strong influlur m getting the promotional co-operation
»f
local newspapers,
radio stations, mer_
•hants
and civic leaders, with resulting
oud-will for the theater as well as good
Jox-office response.
Premiere Policy Helps
It was also found that the higher-priced
iremieres, instead of adversely affecting the
lubsequent gross, actually served as an ateiidance stimulator, partly due to the pubicity and exploitation generated by the gala
vent, and the picture has set new long-run
ind gross records in more than 90 per cent
•f
its engagements,
according to the tabuh

libitors

id\

—

—

special representative for the Antilles Dept.. Motion Picture Ser-

Army.
• Paul Knight, program manager
and C. Worthington Minor, program manager

Philadelphia,

New

vision in

•

Cohen wants radio commentators

by Warners as
available

to

when the

for

picture
regular price

Philco at
tele-

Hotel.

FDR-Churchill-

a change, instead

of

paramount importance

7

T
FRED

•

T

•

C.

.

.

ington may have been credited with a number of "firsts," but RKO's
Leon Bamberger apparently has beat everybody to the punch with his
Xmas cards
Leon's arrived last week so a part of his Yueltide
woe is over.
• Director John Farrow's poem "A Letter from His
Commanding Officer," originally delivered by Brian Donlevy on a
Memorial Day broadcast, will be included in a book of Canadian servicemen's verse.
• And Joan Bennett is getting out a Spanish translation of her booh, "How to Be Attractive," published by Alfred
Knopf.
• Waltei I'idgcon will serve as M. C. at the annual Press
.

.

.

Christmas Party

and

vertising

in

Cleveland on Dec.
Dielz,

publicity,

today

since she first joined the

•

the

celebrates

for

James Pholman

unit booker,

her 2\st

who go

will give

of the advertising

anniversary

with

into the

Army

a farewell luncheon

department and James

shortly.

current newspaper ads
Roxy quote the trade paper reviews

.

•

.

Something

T
•

•

MONOGRAM

•

Gail Storm, star of "Are

Picture

opens

on

T

gave a cocktail party Friday afternoon for

These Our Children?"

at

the

Hampshire

It was up to the old Monogram standard of swell Afand among those present were, M. A. Schlesinger, Mr. and
Mrs. Lou Lifton, Ed Morey, Sherry Kane, Jim Cron, Fred Stengle
Al Steen, Jack Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Formby, Blanche Livingston, Nat Feidpian, Joe Cohn, Steve Broidy, Madeline White, Al Cormier
Jeffrey Bcrnerd, Harry Thomas, Arthur Schwartz, Harold
Hopper, Billy Friedberg, Adriennc Ames, Adelaide Hawley, Aline

House

CEORCE
Chicago,

Socas,

Valle, Llewellen Miller, Lester

Harrison, Jerry Gerald, Charles Becker, Larry Reid,
E.

Mason Hopper

Elissa
Landi
Kahryn McGuire

Harry C.

Lonsdale

Chartier and

many

Tom

a

prexy,

in

is

exchange

mana-

BROWN,

president

in

Paramount studio publiHollywood
over
with Robert M.

arrived
from
for conferences

director,

COLDENSON, Paramount

H.

charge

viceoperations;

theater

of

SAM DiMBOW, theater department executive;
ROBERT M. WEITMAN, managing director of
the New York Paramount Theater, and HARRY
LEVINE
rived

in

out-of-town stage booker,
Hollywood from New York.

have

ar-

LARRY STEIN, Warner theaters advertising
manager, has returned to Chicago from three
weeks' vacation in Minneapolis territory.
USHER

Paramount's

manager,
for

a

has gone to
short vacation.

Chicago

Excelsior

district

Springs,

Mo.,

PHIL KEENAN, general manager and vicepresident in charge of advertising and distribution of Hillman
Periodicals,
publishers
of
Movieland, has returned from Rochester and
Buffalo.

ROBERT MOCHRIE
the

of

Southern

Saturday
exchanges.

left

RKO

WILLIAM PERLBERC, 20th-Fox
rived

for

tour

a

producer,

ar-

from the Coast on Friday.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
over

the

got

in

from the Coast

week-end.

Phil Laufer Named UA's
N. Y. Newspaper Contact
Appointment of Phil Laufer as

New York newspaper

others.

Dor Farley

contact for

United Aiitsts' publicity department
was announced Friday by Paul Lazarus, Jr., advertising and publicity
director. Laufer has been with Warner Bros, pictures and Warners'

New York theateis and later
advertising-publicity
director
Loew's Criterion.
Robin

"Curly" Harris

given a special

UA

has

was
for

been

publicity assign-

ment on

the Ripley-Monter produc"Voice in the Wind."

Mrs. William

Wheat Funeral

—

Sewickley, Pa.
Funeral services
were held Friday for Mrs. William
R. Wheat, wife of the operator of
the Sewickley Theater and officer of
the AMPTO of Western Pennsyl-

STORK REPORTS

Grady, Pete

Kennedy, Roy

—

Springfield, 111.
Mr. and Mrs.
John David Jones are parents of a
son, second child, born yesterday at

Sammy Cchen
David B. Whelan

circuit

with

conierences

the week-end
Cillham.

May Kelley, Jack Harrison, Katherine CraMr. and Mrs. Joe Holland, Kelcey Allen, Shirley

Eden, Harriet Gould, Bill
Jack Henley

KERASOTOES,

for

CEORCE
city

Mechic, Geraldine Foster,

Bob

for

gers.

tion,

T

fairs

vens

pro-

brief visit.

"Happy Land"

for

Wednesday

openings.

Coast.

HORNBLOW, JR., M-C-M
ducer, arrives in New York today.
BRIAN DONLEVY arrived in New York

Reis, execu-

company

CHICAGO WARNER CLUB

•

•

• Patricia

.

.

vice-president in charge of ad-

Miss Reis has been associated with Dietz continuously

Loew's, Inc.

tomorrow
Kennedy,

13.

M-G-M

Howard

tive assistarit to

the

ARTHUR

.

.

.

DuArt Film Laboratory

of

morning from

this

in

ALLEN

QVIMBY,

head of M-G-M's short subject department, will be among those present at the company's mid-season
district managers' meeting in Chicago this week
Quimby has
been in New York huddling with Hill Rodgers.
• George Wash-

•

ARTHUR GOTTLIEB
got

LEONARD

CBS

Capitol

the

at

to refer to the

Stalin parleys as being of "Metro importance" for

at

made

next

Society

new has been added: The

be

Thursday

Television

Charlie

of

York, will be the speakers at the next meeting of the

American

With all 400 prints of "Army" currently
»eing kept busy, no intimation has been
rtven yet

of

.

.

WILLIAM CERMAN, vice-president and treasurer of ). E. Brulatour, Inc., arrived this morn.ng from a month s stay on the Coast.

It's

ated bookings.

*rill

that

days from Thursday through Sunday but the

for the four

S90.000

having been made without

provision except to subsequentuns following the usual clearance.
Principal subsequent-run deal up to
-.he present is the RKO Metropolitan
Circuit, currently playing the picture and reported to be doing about
*J5 pe: cent more in attendance than
;he record business of "Yankee Doohis

a holdover figure

is

somewhat less than that. and. while
Maestro Eyssell of the M. H. would not commit himself, we understand
that the figure is around $70,000
Oh. well, whal's $20,000 among
friends? ...
• George Barnett. prexy of Modern Film Corp., has been

figure

vide-scale tests

Results of these tests which embraced both large and small com-

There

right

visit

lease.

iales

.he

BOCEAUS and his wife, MIMI
leave the Coast Dec. 17, for a
here.
The producer will bring
him the print of "The Bridge of San
Key," his first for United Artists re-

two-week

V)

•l

•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.
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.

.
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John's Hospital.
Dave" Jones
the manager of the Senate.
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2-Cent Levy "Death

Tax"

lA's 'Strikebreaker'
BERT RAWLINSON,

SIGNED
(Continued from Page

1)

DARE HARRIS,

tain

Finance Committee Friday
hearings on the new tax

its

bill.

•Christmas

proposed
are
that
theaters
tax indicates
looked upon as a luxury. The Treasury apparently felt that it was such
when it proposed a 30 per cent tax,
he said, while "in many of their
other endeavors they know and look
to theaters as being vital in the
community."
The Government has shown its
recognition of the importance of
screen entertainment by installing
theaters in every Army camp, every
battleship and every other service
installation, he said, and "the theater owner, in his own community,
is providing the same morale builder
Gillette declared that the

to the civilian front."

Hits Low-Income Bracket

He termed

the proposed tax discriminatory, not only because it singles out the pix industry, but also
because it hits the low-income bracket rather than the wealthier groups.
"Some of the Treasury Department tax experts," said Gillette,
have estimated that this increased
tax rate will yield an additional
$165,000,000 a year.
As a matter of actual fact, they
have obtained this already due to
increased theater attendance, which
increased
reflects
the
definitely
needs of the people for theater relaxation.

Mono-

CASTINGS
MAUREEN
Amazons,"

MAXINE

Holiday," ColumLEWIS, "Gambler's Choice," Para"Sailor's

Again,"

GEORGES RENAVfcNT, "Ti.l We Meet
Paramount; JAMES MILLICAN, "Na-

tional

Barn

mount;

gram.

president of the IntermounTheater Association, told the

Senate
during

bia;

termer, David O. Selznick.

to the theater owner in the large ANN DORAN, termer, Paramount.
boom areas and a 10 per cent death
tax to the small theater owner in
ASSIGNMENTS
the non-boom areas," Samuel L. Gil- JOE BEATTY, screenplay, "Mena House,"
lette,

194S

Sorrell Calls Bioff

HCLLyWCCD DIGEST

Small Exhib.

to

6,

Dance,"

ZACHARY

Paramount;

SCOTT, "Mask tor Dimitrios," Warners; HERBERT RUDLEY, "The Seventh Cross," M-C-M;
LEE PATRICK, "Cambier's Choice," ParamountPHILIP VAN ZANDT, "The Hitler Gang," Paramount; CHICK COLLINS, HOWARD MITCHELL
and TOM QUINN, "It Happened Tomorrow,"
Arnold

I

ressburger-UA;

CRADY

SUTTON,

"Tarzan and the GLADYS BLAKE, CLARENCE STRAIGHT, LYNRICHARD WHORF, TON BRENT, EMMETT LYNN, DUKE YORK,
HELEN TH1- NORMAN RICE, ALAN WARD and PAT CLEAUniversal;

O'SULLIVAN,

Lesser-RKO;

Sol

Holiday,"

MIG, "The Hitler Gang," Paramount;
HEIM, "Address Unknown," Columbia;

ELSA SON, "Johnnie Doesn't
HER- Monogram.

Live

Here

Any More,"

Canada Paper Order Rapped
and Card

Poster

Restrictions Called Unfair

(Continued from Page

1)

unions, at the Federal Court tria
of the seven defendants chargec
with extorting more than $1,000,
000 from the film business.
Sorrell, testifying for the defense
described Bioff as a special repre
sentative of the convicted ex-presi
dent of the IATSE, Geo'.ge E
Browne, who "broke" a strike o:
other AFL unions in the studios h
June, 1937.
"They, the IATSE, used strike
breaking tactics that no one elsi
could have used except under th<
cloak of labor," Sorrell said. "The?
hired detectives and advertised ii
ihe papers for strike-breakers."
Charles C. Earle, member of New
«rk operators' Local 244, denied tha
.

—

Toronto Publication by the War- shows who have been permitted to
time Price and Trade Board of re- operate without collecting the 20
per cent Federal tax, they too, will
vised Order 332, drastically limiting
be forced to eliminate their method
the use of paper in advertising, is of advertising, but it won't be as efassailed as unfair by Canadian ex- fective on them as it is with the exhibitors, particularly those operat- hibitors in towns as it is with the exing in small towns. Ruling prohib- operate a theater and who are forced
its the use of any printed poster, bill to collect the 20 per cent Federal
or card advertising an event for tax.
which an admission fee is charged,
"Theatermen of Canada, along
except on the premises where the with printers, are under the impresevent is to take place, or on a 24 sion that the new regulations are
sheet panel, or on a public passenger not fair.
conveyance.
"One small advertiser in Toronto
Motion Picture Theaters Associa- has over three tons of stock on hand,
tion of Ontario points out that many which he has been forced to hold for
of its small town operator members a considerable time to make su: e he
have been in the custom of distrib- could take care of his business. This
uting advertising cards every two new ruling positively puts the small
months, listing their attractions for man out of business.
eight weeks.
Exhibitors claim that
"The first-run theaters of Toronmany rural patrons do not subscribe to have been limited to 600 lines on
to newspapers and that the card their Saturday spread, while the two
method is their only means of know- chief department stores in Caning what pictures are playing at ada, namely, the T. Eaton Co., are
theaters. There is no such thing as allowed three pages daily, and the
a public passenger conveyance in Robert Simpson Co. allowed two
those areas, and the new act is ex- pages daily, and yet some of these
pected to be very severe on the op- pages are devoted to considerable

Louis Kaufman, business agent fo:
the local, had voiced any deatl
threats at a meeting of the mem
bership in January, 1942.
Severa
prosecution witnesses had testifier
that Kaufman had utte: ed threat:
against certain members who, hn
assertedly said, wanted to see hin
jail.
Earle's testimony wa;
corroborated by Vincent Schaule

go to

and Edward Silverman, also

mem

bers of Local 244.

Pek Directs

Own Play
THE FILM DAILl

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

— Desider Pek

is

direct

ing his new play "Love Is a Mirage,'
a murder mystery-comed in threi
acts, to be presented at Jim Tim
othy's Hollywoodtown Theater, Dec
14.
Pek is the author of "Fort;
Thousand Smiths," a locally pro*
duced farce-comedy.

Fitzgerald Rejoins

Warners

John Fitzgerald, veteran newspa
"This proposed tax does not, apparently,
perman and newsreel editor, has lef
hear in mind all the tax factors which make
Metro and rejoins Mort Blumen
The hypothesis on
up the entire picture.
which they appeared to work is that the- erators.
art work and advertising, possibly stock's staff at Warners today a:
enjoyed an abnormally large
aters have
Discussing the situation presented, four or sometimes six items.
The general news editor.
business and, therefore, have profited to a
of this whole revision
great extent. They, therefore, look to the the- S. B. Taube, executive secretary of unfairness
aters for an increased share of theater receipts.
fallacy lies in the fact that they do not
reconcile the tax returns of the various
theater owners and then draw a picture as

The
a

whole.

Sees Tax Fallacy
"As I have pointed out previously, the
small theater owner in the small town may
be forced to close, and in all probability,
Insofar
the return from him will be lost.

WAR

SERVICE

... ott the

Film Front

FS

—

Scranton, Pa.
J. J. O'Leary, general manager of the Comerford Organization was

"Captain"

the "Special Gifts" Division
of the Scrantcn
Community War
Chest, which terminated its campaign by
oversubscribing its quota by $3,907.00 in
a

in

Walter Dynan, Comerford
Booking Department handled the
Theaters Division in this year's Campaign,
which division went over the top in atraising

taining

$631,906.73.

its

quota.

the

MPTA

of Ontario, told

The Film

is

like

a thunderbolt out of the sky.

Nobody was consulted about it, it
"In Western Canada, where some was just printed in the paper and
of the Community or Board of Trade that was all there was to it."

Daily:

as the theaters in the boom areas are concerned, there is an equally large tax falIn practically all cases these
lacy here.
In most cases,
theaters are corporations.
the towns were over-seated and theaters
were having a. hand-to-mouth existence prior
For the years 1936 to
to the war boom.
i939, which constituted the base for the
computation of normal taxes, at the point
of which excess profits taxes were computed, most of these theaters enjoyed a very
slight profit,
and, therefore, the tax base
for normal purposes is very low as com.
pared with their present income.
"Therefore, if the theater owner is now
forced to absorb the increased 10 per cent
in admission taxes out of his share of the
total admission price, this will be taken off
his profits.
"In other words, the 10 per cent removed
from the theater profits will be remitted
to the Federal Government as admission tax
and will be taken off the net return for
income tax and excess profits tax purposes.
This means that in this case these so-called
profits,' of which the Government receives
a minimum of 80 per cent, and in many
cases as much as 90 per cent of the increase, would be merely a transferring of

the funds from the pocket labeled 'income
taxes'
to the pocket labeled admission taxes.
It would not constitute any appreciable
return as anticipated by these proponents
of the measure and it would merely constitute an added burden on the tax structure
Moreover, it might cause
of the theater.
an actual reduction of attendance, and, therefore, reduce the return of tax dollars, as
the theater owner, in absorbing this tax
finds it necessary to reduce the quality of
his attraction
and,
therefore,
reduce the

—

H

cipitious decline in theater attendance."
added that when this attendance loss comes
Congress may not be in session, or ta
legislation not on the books, and by the tim
relief could be obtained there would be man;
industry casualties.

As did industry speakers Wednesday, h
supported the Stam proposal as preferabl.
to the 20 per cent figure in the House bill.
The Stam proposal, authored by Colin %.

Com"

Stam of the House Ways and Means
mittee staff but rejected by that committee
would set a rate of two cents on each 1.
cents or major fraction thereof of the ad
mission price.

TO THE COLORS!

drawing power."

Boom

Areas

Must Pay

Additional tax revenue, Gillette said, must

come from the boom areas, and this is being
done already in the form of excess profits
and corporate taxes. "A true interpretation
of the entire measure is that this proposed
tax is at best a two per cent increase to the
theater owner in the large boom areas and a
10 per cent death tax to the small theater
owner in the non-boom areas."
Gillette pointed out that the high
tendance figures of today are artificial
fall rapidly as soon as there is
stantial relaxation of gas rationing.
end of gas rationing will result in "a

may

at-

*

change,

Omaha,

*

to

formerly,
corporal.

*

Republic ex

*

ARMY

MILT HOFFMAN, Paramount home

'*

office

ex

ploitation department.

ROBERT SIDMAN, manager,

Senate,

Harrisburg

Pa.

and
sub-

*

The
pre-

PROMOTED

BETTY O'BRIEN, USMC,

F.

P.

SEABEES

RADEL, chief

of staff,

*
Clobe.

Bridgeport

londay,

WE

December

6,

1943

\0

Sells Erpi

The

Critics*

What

(Continued from Page

1)

ollar world market in the post-war
eriod, the deal brings into the B. it-

fold what is probably the
largest producer and distribtor of instructional sound film?.
Included in the deal, under discusaon for months, are the negatives
nd prints of E: pi's complete produc200 educational
tion of more than
While the terms were not
ubjects.
nnounced, it was understood the
urchase price ran into six figures,
tritannica, it was said in Chicago
as ample finances assured for rapid
xpansion of ECF after the war.
"he ECF library in the past has
>een exported to many foreign counties, and this angle is said not overpoked in the Britannica plans.

nnica

,-orld's

i

wo

Sometime after the

Ten

of

The nation's critics also are asked to help select the "Famous Fives,"
which brings an even greater variety
of replies.
This critic's choice of
leading performance by a male star
is certain to be overlooked by most
other critics, because the picture itself fell a little short of greatness.
He nominates John Garfield, for his
work in "The Fallen Sparrow." Jean
Arthur wins his plaudits for her performance in "The More the Merrier"

the

and "A Lady Takes a Chance."
Supporting actor: Charles Coburn;
supporting actress, Joan Leslie;
outstanding juvenile actor, Jack
They are:
Jenkins in "The Human Comedy";
"This Is the Army." (Warners) finest performance by a juvenile ac"Random Harvest." (M-G-M)
tress, that of Margaret O'Brien in
"The More the Merrier." (Colum- "Journey for Margaret."

of Suit

(Continued from Page

first

year results of the 22nd annual poll
for the 10 best pictures of 1943 wiL
be announced by Film Daily, leading newspaper of filmdom, after ballots from approximately 500 newspapers' critics have been tabulated.
The P-B's film critic has just submitted his nominations, and while
in the past he never has agreed with
the majority on more than seven of
the 10 winners, he presents them to
you herewith to ponder over during
the intervening weeks until the official
winners are disclosed.

Rosyl Defendants

Ask Dismissal

Picks

Critic

Best Pictures; Top Choice
Listed as 'This is Army*

by

Performance of Bette Davis was
lauded by 98 per cent of the critics,
and her co-star, Paul Lukas, came in
for high praise from 96 per cent.

1)

Sherman

Benton, in making the formal anouncement Friday, said that the
BCP policies and peisonnel would
emain unchanged. E. E. Shumaker
tays on as president and chief executive, and sales will continue to be
andled under the direction of H. C.

Anti-Trust Act
brought by the Rosyl Amusement
Corp., operators of the Cameo Theater in Jersey City.
bia)
Best direction was credited to
"Journey for Margaret." (M-G-M) George Stevens for "The More the
The defendants denied all charges
"Princess
O'Rourke."
(Warners)
and asked for dismissal of the suit,
Merrier,"
with
the
outstanding
"Pride of the Yankees." (Goldwyn- screenplay "Princess O'Rourke,"
asserting they had not received preference in obtaining first-run of pic- RKO)
closely followed by "Five Graves to

Jrubbs.
The board

sey City area.

of

Shumaker, Grubbs Stay

the

"Yankee

cures for their theaters in the Jer-

of directors for Enn Classroom
ilms Inc. will be the board of Encyclopedia Britannica Inc. with the addition of
humakcr. who also will go on the board
Tin- two
Britannica Inc.
f Encyclopaedia
bards will consist of Benton, chairman. E.
Robert
Britannica,
president
of
T.
Powell,

'

ever received
have
been

cut opini.n.

',

-

is

motion
a
to
accorded
"Watch on the Rhine," it is shown
by a tabulation made by Warners'
research department.
Oul of 2,360 reviews of the pic
appearing throughout the country,
2,356, or more than 99 per cent,
gave it favorable ratings, while the remaining four did not express a clearviews

picture

DAILY

P*B Film

Accolade

probably the highest number and percentage of favorable re-

Ims to Britannica

11

A

Doodle

Dandy."

Cairo."

(Warners)
"Stage

Notices we:e filed on Friday in
Federal Court by Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., Warner Bros.
Warner Bros. Theaters,
Pictures,
Wa:ner Bios. Circuit Management
Hoffman. Henry Line.
Shumaker, and John Corp., Stanley Co. of America, Par-

Door

Canteen."

"Find of the year" vote went to
Joan Leslie, who appeared in "This
the
Army," "Yankee Doodle
is
Dandy," and "Thank Your Lucky
Stars." Finest photography, as this
critic remembers
it,
was in "My

(United

Artists)

"My Friend Flicka."
"The
Constant

(2 0th-Fox)

Nymph."

(Warners)
I. Hutchins, Paul G.
Take them or leave them, readers Friend Flicks."
Lincoln Schuster,
Poorest pictures of the year: why
f|tuart.
amount Pictures, Paramount Distrib- and movie fans they are merely
Purchase Termed Logical
uting Co., Loew's, Inc., M-G-M, RKO the selections of one man with likes bring them up? They just put a bad
Benton indicated that the purchase "1 Radio Pictures, United Artists Corp., and dislikes as individual as your taste in one's mouth, and unless one
D
rpi from Western Electric was to be re.
own, but with perhaps a wider range harps on the unpleasant things in
aided as a natural and logical aftermath Universal Corp., Universal P'ilm Exchanges, Unive.sal Pictures Co., Co- of pictures to draw from because of life they can be forgotten the next
t the acquisition last January by the I'nimore frequent movie attendance day.
And this year there were
ersily of Chicago of Britannica as a gift lumbia Pictures Corp., Big "U" Film
$ Sears Roebuck & Co.
(thru the courtesy of Fox Theaters plenty of enjoyable films.
Pictures
Monogram
Corp.,
Exchange,
In this connection. Benton pointed out:
Manager John Klee).
The Academy awards usually are
'The University recognized the importance Republic Pictures Corp., the MPPDA
These pictures are from a list ex- announced in the spring, but the
educational sound in 1932 by entering and Skouras Theaters Corp. for a
;iio a contract with Erpi Films, and aphibited between Nov. 1, 1942, and FTLM
DAILY poll enjoys even
oill of particulars and for an order
proximately 40 films have since been made
Oct. 31, 1943, and therefore vary greater standing in public esteem,
collaboration with members of the fac- extending the time for them to file
This new relationship will enable the answers.
y.
The motion is returnable slightly from the list of eligibles fo; because it is the opinion of the newsthe Academy award. Also, such pic-, paper critics, who supposedly repreDiversity to use its resources and knowlDec.
10.
on
1-e to develop an educational tool which
tures as "For Whom the Bell Tolls,"! sent the public while the Academy
<pands the range of material available to
defendant,
Manhattan which are released but not yet dis- represents the film industry itself.
Another
le teacher as no other device can do."
I

—

t

i

It

I

Western Electric prexy. in a
had been WE's original
it
itention to transfer Erpi Classroom Films
>
an institution closely identified with the
C. G. Stoll,
.,'itement said

!

9ucational field.

Playhouses, filed notice that it will tributed generally, suffer a handi- Also, FILM DAILY'S selections are
seek an o;der, returnable on Dec. 17, cap in that all critics have not had the oldest of all, going back to 1922.
complaint opportunity of seeing them. And for Here's the 1922 list of 10 best:
dismissal
of
the
for
against it.
The company claims some unexplainable reason, the list
Orphans of the Storm, Grandma's
that all of the defendants a:e either of nominations skipped "Pride of the Boy, Blood and Sand, Prisoner of
exhibitors or distributors, holding Yankees"
Zenda, When Knighthood Was in
certainly by accident!
that it is merely owner of the theYour critic's second 10, not in or- Flower, Nanook of the North,
aters, which are leased by Skouras. der of preference, are as follows:. Smilin' Thru, Tol'able David, Robin
Claudia, For Me and Mv Gal, Keeper! Hood and Oliver Twist. Stars were
of the Flame, Phantom of the Op-: the Gish sisters, Monte Blue, Harold
to Release Sinatra
era, Star-Spangled Rhythm, Tales of; Lloyd, Rudolph Valentino, Marion
Manhattan, Yoy Were Never Love- Davies, Norma Talmadge, Richard
film Nationally Jan. 1
Her,
The Human Comedy, Five Barthelmess, Douglas Fairbanks and
Jackie Coogan. OHK.
Graves to Cairo, and Casablanca.
RKO's "Higher and Higher," staravailable
Sinatra,
will
be
Frank
ring
Reprinted from
as a New Year's Day attraction at
first-runs everywhere, it was anThe Progress-Bulletin, Pomona, Calif., Thursdays Evening, Nov. 25, 1943
nounced Friday by Robeit Mochrie,
general sales manager. Mochrie said
Sutherland to Direct "Pilebuck"
Chi. Censor Pinks Three
it was decided to advance the release
Chicago Chicago censor board in West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
date when there came a flood of reHollywood Phil Ryan, president
quests for the picture following the November reviewed 405,000 feet in
Higher and 98 films, with no rejections and only of Terneen Productions, has signed
announcement that
Higher" would be given a one-day 16 cuts. Three were "pinked," Para- Edward
Sutherland to diiect Pat
Morgan's
of
premiere on New Yeai's Eve in 50 mount's
'Miracle
O'Brien's
"Pilebuck" which Columbia
RKO houses in the New York Met- Creek," Dezel's "Mr. Satin" and "Re-

—

B & K
Day and Date

Battle of Russia' In

And

Indie,

—

For the first time this
Balaban & Katz and an inde-

Chicago
lear,

pendent theater aie playing a

:

snded runs.

R.

Garey Buried

James R.

Garey,

:age director,
ico

Cemetery

and
KenWestchester on
82,

actor

was buried
in

;

:

first-

un film, day and date. "The Battle
f Russia" opened Friday at the B
K Apollo and at the Michigan Ave.
Vorld Playhouse, an indie for ex-

imes

RKO

in

'riday following
services in the
/alter B. Cooke Funeral Chapel on
/est 72nd St. under the auspices
f the Actors Fund of America.

—

—

—

'

ropolitan area.

i

turn of the Vampire."

will

release.

Monday, December

12

6, 194:

DAILY

Extended

Tenn.

Nashville,

Stanwyck

—Federal

7,

making

date after which

Judge
orde:

ment

of erro: s, lack of clarification
the court's decree, possible loss
of jurisdiction by Judge Davies on
the Government's second appeal, and
claims that penalties asked are not
in

filing,

which asks

solely for a provision in the decree
requiring the District Cou t to review any theater acquisition by defendants in competitive situations, is

being assembled and prepared by
James Calloway, clerk of the United
States District Court.

Loew's Asks WLB to Okay
Christmas Bonus Extension
(Continued from Page 1)

bonus to include employes receiving
more than $40 and up to $50 per
David Bernstein, treasurer,
week.
said this would affect an additional
350 Loew employes.
For several years, Loew's has
awarded a holiday bonus of two
weeks' salary, not exceeding a total
of $50, to employes with the company more than one year and i eceiving up to $40 per week; and one
week's salary, but not more than
$25, to workers making up to $40
p*r week and with the company more
than six months but less than a year.
It

was asserted that many

of the

employes would invest their bonuses
war Bonds.

in

Dramatist Dead
London (By Cable)—E. M. Delafield, 52, British dramatist and novBritish

elist,

dead.

is

Detroit
fearing
is

— Film

that

getting

ven,

head

carriers

foot

and

epidemic.
of

are
here
leg trouble

Howard Cra-

Exhibitors'

Service,

handling local deliveries, is just out
of the hospital after an operation en
Harold
his legs for varicose veins.
C. Robinson, head of Film Truck Service, handling the bulk of upstate degoing into the hospital
is
liveries,
to have casts placed en both feet for
falling

arches.

—Although

national

Council to

goodwill

planned

pictures

by the Chinese Government for postwar showing in that country.
Miss Stanwyck, now at Warners
for "My Reputation," who discussed
the project last week with Dr. Fung
Leon Huang, Chinese diplomat on
a visit here, will interpret the

can tradition

in

Ameri-

the film.

the

guarantee

given

Periodic Theater
orig-

permanent,

by the

Inspection

City

Famous Players Canad-

Asked

(Continued from Page

1)

managers were doing to preven
ian that no permit would be given fires but wanted to imp: ess upo
for any new theater within a half .hem the importance of maintainin
mile of King Square is limited to the safety measures. He asked the mar
life of an ag:eement between the
agers to check fire extinguishers reg
city and FPC whereby a recreational ularly and have
them charged a
the

center for servicemen will be estabneeded; training of house staffs ai
lished on an FPC theater site on
to exits, etc., was stressed.
He rt
King Square.
The ground, recently cleared and minded the managers that it wa
leveled, so as to be ready for a start their job to avoid fires, comparin
on the new theater, will be turned
them with ship captains whose dut
over to the servicemen's use and involving erection of a temporary it is to safeguard the lives of the:
building, for one year, thence on a passengers.
Fires can be prevented by period
monthly basis until Government ban
on theater construction is eliminated, inspections of all parts of the thi
and for one year after that date. The aters throughout every day, Mo;
site is opposite the FPC Capitol
across King Squaie and was bought said.
by FPC about a year ago in keen
The two Detroit Shippers
competition with Odeon.
circuits had been battling for the
inspectresses
choice location.
;

i

Newsreels Shipped

To London for Copying
(Continued from Page

1)

dropping of the newsreel shipping
priority by the Navy, and, as a result, audiences in those lands have
not been able to see on the screen
evidence of American participation
the war.
The reels sent are made up by the five

.n

lewsreels, with weekly editions sent to London.
Before the Navy took over Atlantic
Air Transport they went through on schedule,
pursuant to an arrangement between
the reels and Secretary of War Stimson.

iinee last Summer, however, shipment has
jeen irregular, with the six-pound package
iield for four weeks running until last week.
newsreel representative Claude It.
Jollins is still negotiating with the State
Jepartment and OWI backing, to get these
shipments back on a regular weekly.

WAC

and
Walk Out

(Continued from Page

Goldhar Calls District
Meeting for Columbus

and

1)

apparently the result of
satisfaction of many employes,
is

di
ii

eluding many new to the busines
with the failure of
to authori;
wage inc. ease as yet. Elizabeth I
Lehr, business agent of Local B-2
IATSE, declined to issue any stat

WLB
Columbus, O.
Jack Goldhar,
United Artists district manager,
will hold a thiee-day district meetCourt Orders Evam. of
ing of branch managers, office manment Friday night.
agers and salesmen of his district
Para, in Cooper's Suit
Employes held a protracted mee
at the Neil House opening Friday.
Expected to attend are: PITTSBURGH, ing in film exchange projection roo
Joseph H. Cooper may now pro- Mort Magill, branch manager; Dave Brown, with Roger M. Kennedy, IATSE i
ceed with the examination of Para- office manager and salesman Harry Rees, ternational vice-president addressir
Nash, William Scott; DETROIT, Moe
mount Pictuies in its suit against Jimmy
Dudelson. branch manager, Ralph Forman, them, and the situation may be sol
him and his three Colorado corpora- office manager., and salesmen Sid Bowman ed without continuation of the wal
ions under an order signed on Fri- and L. Weingarden; CINCINNATI, Harris out.
branch manager, Don Galvin, ofday by Judge Murray Hulbert in Dudelson,
Exchanges have brought up tl
fice manager, and salesmen Jack Finberg and
N. Y. Federal Court.
Mitchell Baehschlager; CLEVELAND, Morris possibility of a Federal offense
Orr,
branch
Lester
Dowdell,
manager,
office
Paramount seeks to be declared
walkout inasmuch as some are ha
and salesmen Matt Goodman, Lou
owner of its class B stocks of Rialto, manager
dling Government ieels and this ra;
Geiger and Jack Lawrence.
Inc., and J. H. Cooper Enterprises,
discourage continuation of the wal
Inc., of Colorado and of its class A
out.
All exchanges appear to hi
stock of Interstate Theater Corp. Circuits Sending Cash
got out shows for Saturday witho
aeld in Cooper's name.
interference as the walkout occurn
Gifts to
in Service
At the same time Fedeial Judge
late enough Friday in most e
John C. Knox denied Cooper's rechanges. Problems of Sunday shc\
Joliet, 111.
Great States circuit is
quest for a jury trial in his $250,was unsolved Friday night wi
sending
express
money
orders
to
J00 action against Paramount in
some exchanges considering pos;
employes
in the armed services for
which he charges that the film combilities of getting shipment by ski
pany altered the books of the Lin- holiday gifts.
ping inspection.
coln Theater Corp., of Lincoln, Neb.,
Film earners did not go out
Chicago
Van
Nomikos
Theater
in which both were equal partners.
sympathy and deliveries were goii
circuit is sending cash gifts to emthrough O.K. Friday night.
•

—

Men

—

—

48-Hour

Week Ordered

in
Ind., Wis. Cities

ployes, in the

armed

forces.

"Home"

—

Chicago Film Bookers Club is Pix Theaters
sending $5 cash gifts to each mem- To
Children
Chicago—
Director William ber in the armed forces, plus a subSpencer has ordered the 48-hour scription to their favorite film paper. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAI1
week for Springfield, Decatur disWashington
The special Sena
Chicago Essaness circuit has sent
trict, and Milwaukee, Kenosha, Wis.,
War Bonds and checks to employes Committee on Wartime Health ai
district, effective immediately. South
Friday saw a print of t
in the armed services as holiday Education
Bend, Michigan City, Ind., and Lo- gifts. The circuit, now has a total RKO short, "Children of Mars," wi
ganspo: t, Lafayette district, are in- of 85 stars on its service flag.
Producer Frank Donovan appearii

Some

The Tire Shortage?

N. B.

John,

inally reported as being

higher court

review the case.
William D. Waller, of Armistead,
Waller, Davis & Lansden, is preparing the appeal filing for the defense,
the appeal being based on an assign-

St.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Barbara Stanwyck will
appear in one of a series of inter-

that the earliest

the

may

justified.
The plaintiff's

Appear

—

extending the time for completing
and transmitting records in the Government's anti-trust suit against
Crescent Amusement Co. and affiliates for the Supreme Court hearing
at Washington, D. C, from Dec. 7
until Feb.

to

In Chinese Gov't Pic

to Feb. 7

Elmer D. Davies has issued an

John Protests FPC
Against Rival Building
St.

Crescent Record Date

111.,

Many

WMC

—

—

cluded in the order.

to testify briefly as to the findin,

Touhy Film Clipped?
Will Baker Recuperates
Chicago
Will Baker, RepublicChicago
Twentieth-Fox is reexchange manager, has returned ported to have deleted the Gov.
home from Michael Reese Hspital, Dwight Green footage from "Roger
after an operation. He is improving Touhy, Gangster," with pic going
rapidly.
into theaters here about Jan. 1.

—

—

brought out

in research for the pr
duction.
He told the Senators, during 1
brief appearance, that pix theate
are "home" to many child: en, w'
spend practically their entire day
theaters.

j

i

I

A PROMISE TO A GALLANT LADY
Because you have helped Uncle

Sam

so unselfishly

Because thousands of men are at battle stations thanks
to your releasing them from shore jobs
Because America desperately needs more and more
to send fighting men to sea

WAVES
We promise:
To

get

behind the

WAVE

enlistment drive

To show on our screens the stirring 1-reel subject
"CHIEF NEELEY REPORTS TO THE NATION"
released

To

December 2nd

put the fighting campaign book into action and

to use the free posters

and

stills

That's the promise of 16,000 American

showmen

to

the gallant ladies of the U. S. Navy!
("Chief Neeley Reports To The Nation" is a War Activity Committee lnforand is released through Columbia Pictures with the Press Book)

jnation Subject

War

Activities

Committee of the Motion

Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway,

New York

City'

M
2

J
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P
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44TH ST

j[he newsreel as an institution has attained an importance in this business
that cannot be

It

measured by dollar return or by general indices of business.

seems that the wonderful things the newsreels have done over the years

have been done so well and so consistently that not only does the public

them

take

We

for granted, but the industry itself takes

at Universal are

every talent
plish

— every

proud of our newsreel.
outstanding

what sometimes seems

Yet week

in

human

We

them

for granted.

think that

it

quality that's necessary to accom-

to be the impossible.

and week out the Universal Newsreel presents what seems to

be the impossible and presents

it

craftsmanship that makes

look quite simple.

it all

with a resourcefulness and with a type of

Even though the consistent quality of the Universal Newsreel

much

represents

research and

much

effort

is

is

so high,

constantly being expended so that

it

consistently improves.

We

salute the

men and women who turn

and we

out

7M&

publicly present our compliments to them

for doing such a fine job in these crucial days.

This

is

No.

1

of a series of adver*irements."about Universal Newsreel.
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ACKLE ACUTE THEATER STAFF PROBLEM
*ut Pix Imports, Exports on Public Record?
r

oorhis Introduces Bill
gainst Formation of
Jarnational Cartel
Bureau

h

•Washington

Mushroom Growth

of Bingo Parlors Slashes
Cleveland Theater Attendance Up to 50%

—

Cleveland, O.
Local exhibitors are exercised ever the mushroom growth of
Bingo Parlors.
Many report that since Bingo was given the bless'ng of the
law last month, Bingo Parlors have sprung up in all sections of the city
They claim business has dropped
and usually in close vicinity to a theater.
50 per cent, as a result of these games.
The new law, passed in November, permits public Bingo games provided they
It is obviously a delicate matter to deare sponsored by a chairty or church.
termine how great or how small percentage of the "take" is turned over to

THE FILM -DAILY

of

— Import

and export

pix will go under public surveilpart, if the bill introduced

pee, in

House yesterday by Rep. Jerry

co

D., Calif., is favorably :eVoorhis bill is a companion
JS. 1476, introduced in the Senate
ire than a month ago by Sen. Josn C. O'Mahoney, D., Wyo., and
\fK before the Judiciary Committee.
Designed to protect against the

o:his,
ved.

the spensor.

armonious

Toronto Fire Under
Study by

— M-G-M

epublic's

"Seabees"

$350,000

et

district

to

Campaign

Republic will spend another $350,1

promote "The Fighting Seawas announced yesterday
As
Prexy James R. Grainger.
to

ss,"

:

MPPDA Exec.

— Arthur

ector of the

Without Fixed Policy

S.

Dickinson, diThe inconsistency of the Irish warconservation time film censorship makes it diffi-

MPPDA's

department, arrived from New York
yesterday to study the recommendations for new film exchange facilities and regulations made by the
coroner's jury which conducted an
inquest into the death of Herb Nai-

\

athanson Estate of
$3,536,207 to Kin

—

Toronto
Nathan L. Nathanson,
former Canadian film trade leader,
left
an estate of $3,536,207, according to the probate of his will
here Saturday by the Montreal Trust
Co.

Bulk

of

the

estate

is

classed

as personal.

Insurance and real estate each
totalled approximately $159,000 and
:ash in bank $50,000.
Residue after
3168,000 left to relatives and $45,300 to charities is divided equally
between his widow, son, Paul, and
daughters, with his
ceiving the life interest.

.•wo

Rinzler
theaters division area co-chairmen; Charles C. Moskowitz of
Loew's, Maj. Leslie Thompson of

WAC

(Continued on Page 6)

— Avenge Fearl Harbor!

American distributors to
gauge in advance what will or will
not be eliminated from pictures
shipped to Ireland, it was reported

In Detroit; Will Parley

widow

re-

(lark Not-So-Good

cult for the

(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 9)

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Exchange Walkout Ends

it

(Continued on Page 10)

area.

committee comprises
and Fred Schwartz,

Sam

Censorship in Eire

opened its fourmanagers'
•eting at the Blackstone Hotel atyesterday by Martin Quigley, Jr.,
.ded by 30 division and district
ragers and home office represen- man, Monogram piojectionist, fatal- recently returned from the Emerald
ives with a resolution thanking ly injured in the disastrous Film Isle after completing a special five(Continued on Page S)
month assignment for the MPPDA
Building fire.
— Avenge Tearl Harbor!
After deliberating more than an under the direction of Fayette W.
mid-season

I

yesterday in the wake of the announcement of the organization of a
first such committee in the New
Initial special

Toronto

Chicago

where shortages of staff help are
becoming increasingly acute loomed
ies

Distrib.

M-G-M Aim

elalions

Establishment of special WAC
committees to tackle the theater
manpower problem in those ter:itor-

York exchange

(Continued on Page 1U)

— Avenge Tearl Harbor!

Special WAC Com. Meets
Here Thursday to Weigh
Adoption of L. A/s Plan

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Butterfield Bay City
Killed by Bandit

—

As He Battles Flu
THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington Further action here
on the New York consent decree is
Washington Bureau of

—

not looked for for several days, with
Assistant Atto: ney General Tom C.
Clark still confined to his home with
Clark's condition yesterday was
flu.
(Continued on Page 3)

Mgr.

—

Shippers and inspectresDetroit
Detroit Floyd E. Ackerman, 45,
ses resumed work over the week-end city manager of all Butterfield Cirin all exchanges with the proviso cuit houses at Bay City, was killed
that a committee of managers meet by a bandit who took $1,500 as
with them within 10 days to complete Ackerman was making night deposit
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 9)

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Warner Zone Managers
To Meet Here Dec. 15-20
Annual meeting of Warner theater zone managers has been called
for the home office Dec. 15-20, it was
learned yesterday.
Array of company execs, topped by Joseph Bern(Continued on Page 6)

NEIC Unfurls Service Flag

May

78,795 Blue, 135 Gold Stars on Banner
Leserman Inaugurates

UA

National Releases

The show world

pay tribute

to 78,795 of its members now serving in the armed forces and to the

135 others

A

will

who have made

the su-

system of advance national release dates has been set up by United
Artists, Carl Leserman, general sales
manager, stated on his return yes-

noon today when
the National Entertainment Indus-

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 9)

preme

Close

CA-Korda

Stoch Deal in 48 Hrs.

sacrifice at

Council will dedicate a service
at a monster rally in Times
Leserman Square. At the same time pledges
terday from Montreal.
noted that the system was de- will be received from those in the
tiy

flag

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
United Artists Repre-

—

sentatives denied a

published

report

that a deal had been closed where-

by United Artists Corp. has purchased Sir Alexander Korda's stock
in the company, but admitted negotiations 'are pending and a deal may
be consummated within 48 hours.
Korda is asking $1,000,000 for his
holdings.

w

Tuesday, December

7, 19'

DAILY

Labor Witnesses Called

Nominate Blanks for
'43 Des Moines Award

—

Des Moines,

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

:

MERSEREAU

M.

General

:

of

Publisher

:

:

:

la.
A. H. Blank, head
Tri-States Theater Corp. of Des
Moines, and Mrs. Blank, have been
nominated for the Des Moines 1943

10 Cents

Tues., Dec. 7, 1943

Vol. 84, No. 108

Community

Manager

Award

which will be
most outstanding

bestowed for the
community service during the
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Depinet Heard in RKO Suit
Against
of T Release

M

Testimony that the release of the
March of Time issue, "U. S.
Music and the War," would hurt the

latest

RKO

chances of the

box-office

film

"Higher and Higher" and possibly
jeopardize Frank Sinatra's prospects
as a star

was given yesterday by Ned

:

is

LT.

man

TOM CONNORS,

SKOURAS,

P.

returned

yesterday

RICHARD

MILLER,

owner M. B. Horwitz,
Kncx on a 10-day leave.

ARTHUR
Warners,

is

SCHWARTZ,

to

F

California.

former
son-in-law

and

Cleveland

in

from

home

recently

UA

sa

of

cin

from

I

signed

producer-compcser contract,
Schwartz is now

a

ports to the studio Jan. 3.

New

CERALDINE
Coast from

FITZGERALD,

New York

a

HELEN

TWELVETREES, has
a
USO-Camp Show
PAT MORAN.

ARTHUR
vation

arrived in
unit which

HENRY REEVE,
Owners,
home.

Inc.,

f

Toronto.

in

is

on

MPPDA

DICKINSON,

S.

director,

back

is

trip.

muda with
eludes

ter

president of the Texas Th
leaves New York today

Others who testified in Kaufman's
behalf were Louis P. Marcianti, official of the New Jersey Federation
of Labor, and Clarence Wilson and
Henry Richards, both members of
Local 244. The latter two denied that
Kaufman had made threats of death
to certain members of the local who
assertedly wanted Kaufman to go

DR. C. E. KENNETH MEES, Eastman Ko
vice-president
and
director
of
research,
en route to Rochester from the Coast.

to jail.

The defense pulled a surprise by

—Avenge

starred in

Pearl Harbor!

NATE

M.

and FRANK ROS r NBI
Columbia studio for New \

SPINCOLD
the

leave
Friday.

will

SIECEL, president of Republic
has returned to Hollywood.

?toi

J.

tions,

WALT

DISNEY

is

due

from

the

Coast

week.

M. A. LICHTMAN, Malco Theaters head,
for

Memphis

TED

SHAW,

yesterday.
assistant

to

W.

20th-Fox Western sales manager
in Miami.

STEVE
Chicago

BRCIDY

of

Mcnogram

C.
is

Cehr

vacatioi

be

will

tomorrow then goes to Milwaukee

conferences.

"DUNNINCER,"
Washington

to

mind-reader,

arrived

f

open at Loew's State Thurs

Charles Milmar

Dead

—

"Higher and Higher."
Charles J. McGuirk Dead
Kokomo, Ind. Charles Milmar,
Depinet said that the release of
Reno Charles J. McGuirk, writer manager of the Sipe and Isis t
"U. S. Music and the War" would and newspaperman who also had aters for the past
15 years, is de
result in theatermen all over the
served as a film scenarist, is dead At one time he had an acrobs

—

country

featuring

Sinatra's

name

vaudeville act with his wife.

here at 54.

rights to his services.
Because of the
of T's wide distribution and speedy clearance, Depinet said, it might be possible to see
the short playing in 20-cent houses
simultaneously with the showing of

M

William Mitchell,

POSTPONEMENT
OF TRADE SHOWS
on M-G-M's

in better-grade
localities
a fact

"THE HEAVENLY BODY"
"THE SONG OF RUSSIA"
"A GUY NAMED JOE"

—

houses in the same
which assertedly would be injurious

52,

RKO.

Depinet said that he had turned
down the request of John Wood,

manager and part owner of the Pa- March of Time official, to use Sinatra in the short.
tio theater, is dead from a heart atThe RKO Radio head disputed the
tack.
contention of the defense and said
His widow and a son, Kenophon,
that the use of Sinatra in the short
a Marine wounded on Guadalcanal
permissible on the grounds that
and now confined to the Great Lakes was
his appearance constituted a news
Naval Station hospital, survive.

He contended that the M of
T was not a newsreel but a dramatic

event.

production telling a story.

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Courtright.

Jr.

Dead

in Italy

—

Rochester Word has been received
of the death of Pfc. Wa- ren G. Courtright,

Jr.

USA,

in

Italy.

He was

formerly of Eastman Kodak Co.

j

"BROADWAY RHYTHM"
WATCH FOR NEW DATES
in

M.

P.

Herald and Boxoffice, Dec.

11

Issues

("The Heavenly Body" and "The Song of Russia" were
previously announced for Dec. 1 1 at Memphis— Dec. 13 at
Buffalo— Dec. 14 at all other M-G-M Branch Office Cities.
"A Guy Named Joe" and "Broadway Rhythm" were
previously

announced

for

I

York.

his

head of RKO Radio Pic- calling Boris Kostelanetz, special
U. S. attorney general, the Governtures, in the company's Federal Court
ment prosecutor, to the stand to idensuit seeking an injunction to prevent tify a warrant issued by Federal
the exhibition of the M of T short. Judge John Bright for Kaufman's
The suit was inspired by scenes in appearance as a material witness in
the M of T release showing Sinatra the trial of William Bioff, convicted
singing for the WAVES at Hunter labor racketeer.
Sinatra

SPYROS

HORNE

calling strikes.

E. Depinet,

to

—

$175,000

to cost

struction.

"Higher and Higher"

William Mitchell Dead
Chicago

The hospital
now under con-

Hrspital for children.

% before the release of "Higher and
+ % Higher" and that his name would
+ V4 be spread across marquees, on bill+ Vs boards
and in the newspapers to the
+ y4 damage of RKO's vast investment
+ % in the crooner and the contract under
+ y4 which the company has exclusive

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

because of their gift to the city of
the new Raymond Blank Memorial

G0MG

COfllinG and

Attorneys for the seven men accused of extorting more than $1,000,000 f om the industry yesterday
placed witnesses on the stand in New
Yoik Federal Court in an effort to
shatter the testimony of Andrew J.
Roach, a member of Newark operators' Local 244, through which the
prosecution had sought to link Louis
Kaufman, business agent of the
union, with the conspiracy.
Harry S. Oppenheimer, recording
secretary of Local 244, swore that
there never were any threats made
to exhibitors during contract negobetween the theatermen
tiations
and the union in 1936 and 1939. The
witness said that never was money
demanded by Kaufman on threat of

2% +

7%

RKO
RKO

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 (/r

the
nomination,
described the Blanks as "outstanding in deserving the honor this year"

College here.

1943).

6,

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
High

made

should

1501

Phone

Y.

N.

Jester, real estate execu-

J.

who

tive,

communications

all

THE FILM DAILY,

to

year.

At Film Extortion Trial

December 28 everywhere.)
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sney Sees Radar
is

Boon

Television

have

hich

kept

edium,

The

es

cartoon

e

ington.

shortly.

maki

WALT

DISNEY

id that such a union was impera«re if educational films' real worth
to be established.
In gazing into the crystal ball,
isney sees no specific technical delopment in the pictures ahead, alough there will be gradual im-

ovements.
"Third dimension will be too exa

particularly

proposition,

view of the fact that with prest equipment we can obtain all the
/usion of third dimension on the
Teen.
eat

we can

look forward to

The day

strides.

will

come

made in
come about when a

nen all pictures will be

This will

[or.

that will
cord natural color, and steps are
being taken in this direction.
"Television has been held back
ly by the war, but behind the curin of current events developments
this field are taking place which
-e certain to bring motion pictures,
-to-the-minute events, stage shows
d sports colossals right into the
film

igle

developed

is

w

'

!

e

• Wendell

.

.

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
V. C. to Induct

—

Mayer

•llier,

Rodney
8.
Warners here,

ceremonies Dec.

manager

for

chairman of a committee which
:ludes Barry Goldman and Al Shu-

Cleveland's Film Transit

Harris

troops

.

Universal's

"Phantom

first

Metro desk

Opera"

of the

pic to do so since

the
his

after an

GWTW.

illness.

.

T

•

•

THAT

•

personal

is
.

.

• Halsey Raines

.

is

case.
He still expects, it is
believed at his office, to confer with
a representative of the independent

York

producers before meeting again with
vice-president
Joseph P. Hazen,

WB

repiesenting the distributor defendants.

— Avenge

back at

T

Pearl Harbor!

Butterfield Bay City
Killed by Bandit

bank Sunday night.

He remained

conscious long enough
to give a description of his assailant
who fled with the money.
Ackerman was with the circuit 20
years, starting as manager of the

Orpheum Theater

Maj. Albert Warner, Samuel Schnei-

make

to

Room,

were

Detroit.
Pearl Harbor!

dis-

.

T
•

•

CONCILIATION SERVICE of the U. S. Department of
opened a New York office in the Parcel Post Building,

Labor lias
Ninth Ave., unci 30th St., in charge of H. R. Colwell, regional director,
and George McGahan, regional supervisor
Move is expected to
expedite certification of labor disputes in and out of pix biz and
clean up the backlog of pending cases.
9 That play which Harry
Joe Brown has in mind for Broadway has a new title— it's the third
First dubbed "Sunset Touch" and then called "About Tomorrow"
when tried out on the Coast, opus by George Seaton now answers to
Harry Joe has it down for Broadway in
"Out of This World"
March.
• Frank Sinatra follows his Hub p.a. with week stands
in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, then spends Christmas at home after
luhich he returns to RKO's studios
.

•

.

.

•

studio, 110

is

being reorganized on a semi-

Mehler as director

Auditions are set for the

W.

common

USMC

"Gung Ho!"

T

SOPEG'S dramatic group
44th

if

for this

Article

are

St.

RKO

Friday at 7 p.m.

a

turns in

year.

.

.

"We Mopped Up

.

.

• Wall

St.

Current issue of the Sateve-

Makin," by

Lt.

W.

S.

Le Fran-

and Walter Wanger's forthcoming "U"

strongly related;

the

lieutenant's

pic,

book inspired the

screen story

•

•

•

Way on Last
We Fight" Pix

Washington Bureau of

Washington

T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! ... .BACK THE ATTACK!

THE FILM \DAILY
is now getting

—-Work

under way on the final two of the
"Why We Fight" series of Army
orientation films, it was learned here
Col. Frank Capra, genyesterday.
eral director of the entire series, is
in Hollywood with the assembling of film for the final two of these

now
pix

—dealing with China
— already started.

and

this

country

The film on the Tunisian campaign
prepared in London by Capra and
officials of the British and French
armies is not, strictly speaking, a
part of this series. It could not be
learned definitely whether this film
has been completed, or whether there
is a print of it at the War Depart-

ment

here.

— Avenge

Pearl Harbor!

Shipper Turns Eye

Man

N. B.— Bernard Goldfeather, formerly shipper at the
Maritime Films for his brother-inlaw, M. Bernstein, has given up film
St.

John,

distribution for optometry.

won't

net income in excess of $2 a

•

He

City.

sure that the

in service

hitch
The cash greetings are in addition
and requested items sent to the boys by the Warner Club Girls
Service Unit, headed by Ruth Weisberg.
• Harry Mandel's boys
in the RKO Circuit ad-pub dept. put over some nifty exploitation on the
showing of "This is the Army" up Westchester way
In addition
to a record number of store displays, merchants of Yonkers went for
a co-op page in The Yonkers Statesman
All of which contributed
to the new week-day and week-end records established by "Army"
in RKO houses in Westchester, Bronx and Manhattan
.

Bay

Prexy Martin

Two "Why

now

in

survived by his widow known as
Ruth Arden, organist at the Sapphire

is

to gifts

nearly 3,000 Warnerites

Mgr.

{Continued from Page 1)

of receipts in the

patched without any

cois,

B.

conferences with representatives of
the Society of Independent Producers or the defendants in the New

the

"firsts,"

is

In the meantime, no definite dates
have been set for his forthcoming

—Avenge
Work Under

for

post contains an article.

J.

reach

to

• Speaking of

Warner mailroom yesterday was

Christmas checks

share on the

Brentinger
Frawley
J.

of

playing at $1.25 in Havana.

T
visit of

unit

talent
.

Personnel Director Ralph Budd and Warner Club

Bennett to the

be exactly surprised

Elsie

a

« And Lou Smith, Metro's exon the mend, at Doctors' Hos-

.

tremely likable publicity manager,
pital

Mahlin

M.

be off again

.

Hollywood

the first

It's

Chinese outposts of the Yanks.

pro, plane with lack

Albani
Allen
O'Toole

trip, will

Co.. has been elected president of the Junior

T

Marce'la

chairman, just

that A. E. Lichtman, the Washington

of

there

distant

•

C.

board

20th-Fox

Commerce in the Oliio city.
• Joe E. Brown, Harry
and Don Barclay have arrived in China to entertain American

Chamber

.

Lee Marcus
Frances Cifford
John Tyrrell
A. M.

which

of

owns the Bears, pro. basketball champs, now on
Western swing? ...
• Lyle Tanner, son of Prexy P. L. Tanner

•

(Baltimore
Mayor Theodore R.
:Keldin of Baltimore, will be incted into the Variety Club, with
ecial

construction

theaters,

apparently to be erected in Wash-

is

Willkie,

• Did you know

.

home."

ilto.

new

OCR,

L.

really

in uit operator,

der,

"In color

.

company has some

T

T

four

the

of

iilm

wraps?

back from a four-stale Southern and Western

g of educaonal films, and

•nsive

ONE

•

•

What

question:

has been authorized by the

and producin the

TODAY'S $64

T

•oducer, d i s losing today's
ends, urged a
lion of educars

•

unlikely that he will return
the latter part

to his office before
of the week.

surprising television plans under

Walt

jinion of
isney.

•

•

as

it is

ill,

Asking and Telling

the

1)

good as Saturday, and although he is not thought seriously
not

of the problems
television from

step
jeping
ith radio as an
n t e rtainment
in

{Continued from Page

— Radar may furnish the
some

of

ilution

As He Battles Flu

THE FILM DAILY

Bureau of

Hollywood

Clark Not-So-Good

¥1

hut's In

a Name?

Atlanta— R. B. Wilby, H. F. Kincey and J. H. Harrison have organized Rebel Poster Exchange, Inc.,
New enwith headquarters here.
terprise is expected to swing into action about Jan. 1.
Scope of operations, however, is undisclosed.

CARY GRANT.

•

JOHN

GARFIELD ."DESTINATION

TOKYO" «m.

dane clark-robert hutton -warner anderson -john

WE ARE SERVING
NOTICE THIS FAR IN
ADVANCE BECAUSE

NO TRADE SHOW
WAS EVER MORE
IMPORTANT TO YOU!

•WILLIAM PRINCE

•

Directed by

DELMER DAVES

*

Screen Ploy by Oelmer Doves and Albert Matrz

•

from on Original Storv bv Steve fisher

Give

War

•

Music by fronz

Woxmon

Bonds For Christmas!

Produced by JERRY

WALD

Tuesday, December

Tfflte
16

WB

Pix in French

Tackle Acute Theater

TO THE COLORS!

For Canadian Market
Toronto

Staff

*

— Heartened

success of the test
the French-language version of "All
This and Heaven Too," Warners is
making available for distribution in
films
Canada at least 16 other
in French during the 1943-1944 sea-

a lieutenant

USN, son
Film

of Joe Leavitt,
Building, commissioned

(j.g.).

JEFF LIVINGSTON, USA, formerly of the

home
a

WB

*

*

COMMISSIONED

by the huge MORTON LEAVITT,
engagement of
operator of the
office

publicity

staff,

M-C-M

commissioned

—•—

wood.
JACK REED,

Chica-

Chicago Theater orchestra,

go.

REED,

Belpark Theater, Chicago.
Theater orchestra, Chi-

Chicago

cago.

BOWEN,

VICTOR

Chicago

Theater

Problem
(Continued from Page 1)

Holly-

CECIL

* PROMOTED * &
DEWY,

*

FRANK WOODRUFF, director, Hollywood.
CYRIL ENDFIELD, M-C-M shorts director,

RAY THOMPSON,

2nd lieutenant.

ARMY

7, 194:

orchestra,

RKO,

White of Skouras an
Harry Brandt.
Lou Metzger Will Speak
Group will settle down to seek
Bill

j

solution to the area problem Thur;
day, meeting being called for tr

Chicago.
Howell,
USA, formerly, Bell
son, according to an announcement HARRY
WAC headquarters. Lou Metzge
BOB TURNER, Norshore Theater, Chicago.
Chicago, to captain.
by Wolfe Cohen, Canadian general LLOYD RYAN, USA formerly, Bell & Howell, LEONARD STALKER, Norshore Theater, Chica- assistant to Si H. Fabian, Theateii
go.
Chicago, to major.
manager.
Division chairman, in charge of mai
Among the first French versions to
power, will speak.
First, Then Tele,
be released will be those of "The Leserman Inaugurates
Metzger is expected to discuss the "L
Angeles experiment," and the possibility
Sea Hawk," "They Drive by Night,"
Armstrong's
Forecast
National
Releases
its adaptation for the New York territoi
"Virginia City," "Till We Meet
In the so-called "experiment", theaters we
Again," 'Sergeant York" and "The
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY placed in a "semi-essential" category, tht
(Continued from Page 1)
Private Lives of Elizabeth and EsWashington The major develop- staffs were "frozen" as of Oct. 1, last, a
signed as a benefit to showmen and
sex."
ment in the radio art after the war the exhibs. were privileged to make app
M. Roger Woog, who handled the resulted from the company's first will
FM, Maj. Edward H. Arm- cation to the U. S. Employment Service f

|

FM

UA

,

—

producsynchronizations of Warner pictures backlog of seven completed
tions in its 25-year history.
in Paris before the war, has perDec. 24,
Release dates announced were
sonally supervised the dubbing work, "Jack London" (Samuel Bronston) Dec. 31,
using the voices of well-known "The Woman of the Town," (Harry SherFrench players now living in Holly- man); Jan. 14, "Three Russian Girls" (Gre_
:

;

be
personnel replacements up to the "freez
strong, inventor of FM, told the Sen- date.
ate Interstate Commerce Committee
Reports from across the country to TI
yesterday. Television, he said, will FILM DAILY generally emphasize the dear
of manpower for not only theaters but 6
come later. He would not predict

how long it will be "before televisJan. 28, "Knickerbocker
Holiday" (Harry Joe Brown) Feb. 11, "The ion achieves the present status of
Bridge of San Luis Rey" (Benedict Bogeaus)
FM."
Feb. 25, "It Happened Tomorrow" (Arnold
Testifying on the White-Wheeler
Pressburger ) March 10, "Voice in the Wind"
(Ripley-Monter)
March 24, "Song- of the bill to revise the communications
Open Road" (Charles R. Rogers).
act, Major Armstrong charged that
Also, April 7, "Up in Mabel's Room" (Ed- backers
of television nearly sucward Small) April 21, "The Moon is Their
in 1940
Mistress" (Angelus); May 5, "Sensations of ceeded in "hamstringing"
1944" (Andrew Stone); May 19, "The Hairy by producing commercially sets deApe" (Jules Levey) and, June 1, "Here Is signed for tele reception on what was
Your War" (Lester Cowan). Schedule will
television band.
This
be augmented by a number of Harry Sher- then the first
man's Hopalong Cassidy westerns and the band, he said, was "the logical exWorld in Action short subjects.
pansion area" for FM, and his imgor Rabinoviteh)

wood.

c

;

;

"All This and Heaven Too" in
French, getting nine days in Quebec
after having been originally booked
for but four, was reported to have
established a new all-time house record for a seven-day period by playing to more than 25,000 admissions
for a gross more than $2,000 above
the previous best.
Harbor!
— Avenge
Warner Zone Managers
To Meet Here Dec. 15-20
Pearl

;

;

;

FM

;

Winners

plication

was that

tele interests

were

changes, and

j

While in some quarters there is a fat
position to handle the subject with 1
gloves, so to speak, it is admitted that t
growing number of theater fires is a
Lack of sufficiej
ter of industry concern.
personnel, and particularly trained perse
J
may not contribute to the cause
nel,
fires, but such lack in the instance of fi.|
can be a most serious factor, it is empl

m

I

sized.

—

which

will

terminate

quet.

with a ban- Leserman contest award in "World
In Action" shorts. Indianapolis ex-

on

this

signed to

FM.

cision

FM now

matter).

requires

The band was

as-

more room on the radio

change was first in the "Powers
spectrum, he said, declaring that FM should
Girl" campaign, second in "Lady of have the present No. 1 television band. TeleBurlesque" drive, and fourth in vision's "natural habitat," he said, is in
is plenty
"Hangmen Also Die." The Chicago the higher frequencies, and there the
of space there.
While loss of
band
exchange was second in "Lady of would necessitate changes in tele transmitBurlesque" campaign, also second in ters, he said it would make little difference
in the long run whether television began
Havana (By Air Mail)— Armando the "Powers Girl" drive.
at SO or 60 megacycles, thence running into
Milwaukee
exchange
was
fifth
The
Alkazar
the hundreds of megacycles.
administrator
of
Criado,
the
in
Edward
Small
productions
the
Theater of the Smith circuit, and
—Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Jeannette Fernandez Marinello will contest.
Schnitzer,
Edward
UA
Western
Big
Pix Bring Rise
More
be married Dec. 16 at the San Juan
division manager, left yesterday for
de Letran Church here.
In
Billboard
Advertising
the Kansas City meeting; Friday and
Saturday
he
will
be
in
Orleans
New
Marie Morgan,
Indianapolis
Film billboard advertising throughswitchboard operator at the Affiliated and then to San Francisco for the out the country took an upward
Inc.,
Theaters,
and Corp. Jack meeting there Dec. 17-18.
swing this year, according to inforSalesmen are selling UA films on
Forbes, stationed at Westover Field,
mation made available yesterday.
Springfield, Mass., will be married definite release dates up to next June.
The increase was inspired by the big"The Life of Jack London" comes ger productions turned out during
Jan. 22, in the Brooklyn Christian
into Chicago next month, first of
Church.
the year productions which im-

WEDDING BELLS

—

— Mr. and Mrs.

William
Finkel, who operate the Arcade and
Colonial Theaters, have announced
the marriage of their daughter, Margery Rheta Finkel, to Capt. Dan D.
Lowen, of Union City, N. J., on NovPittsburgh

ember

25.

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood
Corp. George Montgomery, USA, 20th-Fox contract
player prior to joining the Army,
and Dinah Shore, radio singer and
actress, were married in Las Vegas,
Nev. over the week-end.

UA's new season product.

—Avenge

Pearl Harbor!

"Holiday Inn" is Being
Re-Booked for Holidays
Paramount's "Holiday Inn" is being re-booked extensively by exhibitors for return engagements during
the Christmas-New Year's holidays,
it was announced Friday. It also has
been re-booked to play the entire
U. S. Army theater circuit, numbering more than 1,100 post theaters as
a holiday attraction.

—

distributing
companies to
boost their ad budgets to record
Striking
figures in most instances.
evidence of the greater use of billboards by the industry is seen in the
financial report of General Outdoor
advertising for the first nine months
The company's net
of the year.
profits were $506,255, as compared
with $296,588 for the same period of
1942, an increase of 28 per cent.
spokesman for the company conceded
that the film industry contributed
heavily to the better showing for
1942.

World premiere of Warners" "j|
Desert Song" has been set for D(
17 at the Hollywood Theater. "0
Acquaintance," now in its sixth we
at the Broadway house,
there through Dec. 16.

continu

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Midstate Protests Theater Sale
Walla Walla, Wash. Alleging th
it began purchase negotiations sor

—

time ago, Midstate Amusement Coi
has filed suit to compel sale of t
Keylord Grand to itself.
Title
the closed house has been transfe
red to Henry Koepke, Sr., of Ather
Ore., as a move toward early ope
ing of the theater.

STORK REPORT!

pelled

A

'

j

I

United Artists'
trying to bottle up FM. FCC Chair—Avenge Pearl Harbor!
Leserman Drive Announced
man James Lawrence Fly was inChicago Rud Lorenz, Midwestern strumental in controverting this "Desert Song" Premiere
(Continued from Page 1)
he said.
Dec. 17 at Hollywood
Harry Kalmine and Harry UA manager, says the Minneapolis move,
hai-d,
(Fly has since been accused of having;
Goldberg will address the sessions exchange won first place in Carl held up television as a result of his dein

|

not unlikely that the si
committees eventually will be
cial
creased to give representation to the Wj]
Distributors Division, or, if not that, thj
the establishment of parallel special co
mittees to handle the exchanges' equa
serious problem.
Safety Factor Involved
it is

—

Havana (By Air Mail) L. A. E
Manzaneda, manager

tancourt

Western Electric of Cuba,

is

fath

of a son.

Harold

Baumstone, executive
and Mrs. Baui

Pictorial Films, Inc.,

stone are the parents of a seco:
son.

—

Chicago Earl Gaines, of the CI
cago Theater orchestra, reports t
birth of a baby girl.

PAUL TERRY

presents

|$?gB R

W

giiJ

TERRVTOONS INC

There's fun even in the
'THE

titles

WRECK OF THE HESPERUS'

MOUSE MEETS

JEKYLL

AND HYDE

•

of these forthcoming releases!

'THE

CAT'

•

CHAMPION OF

JUSTICE'

•

'MIGHTY

'MIGHTY MOUSE AND WOLF! WOLF!'

Distributed by

Century -Fox
km

GIVE.WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS!

Tuesday, December

7,

1!

DAILY

Harmonious
Relations

Dislrib.

REVIEWS Of n€UI

M-G-M Aim

(Continued from Page

with

1)

Me"

"She's For
George

Dolenz,

David

"Hands Across the

ture.

next Monday district
managers will hold an additional
sales convention on a regional scale
in 10 key centers calling their branch
managers for two- to three-day
meetings to discuss the company's
new product which will be announcThe district
ed to them Tuesday.
men here will leave for their home
territories Thursday.
William F. Rodgers, general sales
yesterday's
manager,
conducted
meeting and today will hold an exhibitors' luncheon in connection with
the sales meetings which is to be
attended by exhibitors representing
approximately all theaters in the
Chicago area.
Rodgers has held
similar exhibitor meetings in AtStarting

San Francisco, Portland, SeatDallas and Minneapolis.

lanta,
tle,

Higrhlisrht of yesterday's meeting was the
introduction of Maj. Dean Davenport who
was a second lieutenant when he was on
the raid over Tokyo and who will act as
technical advisor on the picture being' made
by M-G-M. He was in the same flight with
Ted Lawson, author of "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo."
Major Davenport stated he
is "going: to try to make the story a true
record of what happened on the flight and
the names of those who participated will be
used." He left for the studio yesterday. He
also worked on "A Guy Named Joe."
In commenting on the company's product, Rodgers stated: "Our pictures have been
gTeater than ever before. 'Madame Curie' is
one of the finest films to come out of our
1

studio.'

Along these lines he added: "We are continuously forging ahead both in production
and sales and will keep on serving the industry to the best advantage of all concerned.

"She's

Me"

For

offers

frothy

a

hour's

entertainment that should go over well in
the neighborhood houses.
The modest attraction is generously spiced with laughs
und has the further advantage of several
song and dance numbers handled capabiy
by Grac2 McDonald.

George

Dolenz

junior

partners

firm.

The

in

story

and

David
Bruce arc
Charles Dingle's law
concerns the efforts of

Bruce tc break up a romance between
Dclenz and Lois Collier, Dingle's daughter.
Bruce's

objection

chief

the

to

love

affair

Dolenz is a wolfish fellow.
To gain
his end Bruce turns to Miss McDonald, a
former girl-friend of Dolenz.
Miss Mcis

t!i?

Donald, an entertainer

in

a

night clab,

is

upon by Bruce to stage a scene

prevailed

Miss Collier's jealousy.
This
Miss Collier.
Afterward,
realizing that the romance between Dolenz
?nd Miss Collier was on the level, Miss
McDonald becomes contrite and makes it
her business to patch things up.
Bruce,
who by this time has fallen for Miss McDonald, follows her example. The romartic
that

arouses

parts Dolenz and

pairings
all

come

as a surprise to Dingla,

has been
and Bruce.

along

Collier

trying

to

match

who
Miss

The players perform with plenty of zest.
Dolenz, Bruce and the Misses McDonald and
Collier handle the main roles pleasantly,
with Miss McDonald standing out because
of her singing and dancing as well as acting.
Dingle makes a minor role count,
being responsible for some of the best
laughs in the production.
Reginald Le Borg's direction makes "She's
For Me" a lively bit of entertainment. Hen-

"M-G-M's distribution in the past year ry Blankfort's screenplay was produced by
was the greatest in its history," Rodgers Frank Gross in acceptable manner.
said, "and "this is attributed to the method
CAST: George Dolenz, David Bruce, Grace
by which our company conducts its business."
Sales
policy,
shifting
populations
and McDonald, Lois Collier, Charles Dingle,
shorts were discussed.
The M-G-M shorts Helen Brown, Louis Da Pron, Manton Morelineup will comprise 63 subjects totaling 66
reels.
This will be broken down as fol- land.
lows: Four M-G-M Specialties, 12 FitzPatCREDITS: Associate Producer, Frank
rick Traveltalks, 10 M-G-M Miniatures, 16
M-G-M Cartoons, 14 Pete Smith Specilaties Gross; Director, Reginald Le Borg; Screenand six John Nesbitt's "Passing Parades." play, Henry Blankfort; Cameraman, Paul
The "Our Gang" trademark will be included Ivano; Art Director, John B. Goodman;
in one of the Miniatures.
Film Editor, Paul Landres; Sound SuperAvenge Pearl Harbor!
visor, Bernard B. Brown; Musical Dirccror,

—

—

Mooney, Schenck Named

PRC

Associate Producers

Roy Rogers

{Continued from Page 1)

European manager of
73 Mins. producer-distributor organizatior

visual

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

delight.

mote the prestige of American
there and to sound out the attit
of the Irish people and their leai

fi

on motion pictures, said that wj
the censorship had been ostens;
devised to preserve Irish neutra
it
was quite flexible in prac
"There is no fixed policy on v
may or may not be cut," he assei
Although the Irish have a "g
desire" to see the war newsr*
they are disinclined to question
government's attitude on neutra
according to Quigley.
Virtually all cuts made in Ai
ican films by the Irish censor t(
bear on the war, with very few c
tions based on moral grounds, Q
ley said. He disclosed that as re
of Ireland's neutrality stand,
censor was turning down Amer
films at the rate of one a vv
Quigley said that there was no rj
of appeal from the censor's deci'
in the case of cuts made on
grounds.
The censor follows
hard-and-fast policy of banning
Russian films, Quigley revealed.
Because Irish film tastes are

much

like

—

1

!

—

Rogers, Ruth Terry, Guinn
Avenge Pearl Harbor!
"Big Boy" Williams, Onslow Stevens, Mary
to
Treen, Bob Nolan and Sons of the Pioneers,
Joseph Crehan, Duncan Renaldo, Frederick
of
Trailer
Burton, Leroy Mason, Larry Steers, Julian
Rivero, Janet Martin, Wiere Brothers, TrigGreer Garson again will mak
ger (horse).
March of Dimes Drive trailer, i
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry annuonced yesterday by Nichol;
Grey; Director, Joseph Kane; Screenplay, Schenck, national chairman, whe
Bradford Ropes, J. Benton Cheney; Camera- that her selection was at the
man, Reggie Lanning; Film Editor, Tony gestion of "hundreds of exhibit
Martinelli; Sound, Earl Crain, Sr.; Art DiFrank Whitbeck, of
st,
rector, Fred Ritter; Set Decorator, Charles will again produce the trailer.
Thompson; Musical Director, Walter Scharf; year, he added deep sentiment
Songs, Hoagy Carmichael, Ned Washington, emotion to the appeal by sho
Phil Ohman, Bob Nolan, Tim Spencer; Dance bedridden little victims
of polio,
Director, Dave Gould.
year, he plans to present son

Greer Garson

—

a net for that quarter of $30,739.41.

our own, American

are favored to the extent of 90
cent of all product shown in Ire!
Quigley asserted. The Irish, o
enough, don't care very much
British pictures, he said.
Quigley reported a great intf
in motion pictures among the
intellectuals,
especially from
point of view of their educat:
value.
He said that an effort
being made to bring film enter
ment to the people on the land,
cited the fact that the majorit
the Irish people work on farms
big handicap to the expansion o
industry in Ireland.
In the
cities the public is perhaps
fonder than we are of film e
tainment, according to Quiglej

CAST: Roy

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood As a result of PRC's
expanding production activities, Mar- Mono. 13 Weeks' Profit
tin Mooney and Ray Schrock were Increases to $54,057
named as associate producers by
Leon Fromkess, vice-president in
Monogram Pictures Corp. and
charge of production. Mooney will wholly owned subsidiaries report a
continue to act as casting director gross profit for the 13 weeks endand Schrock as story editor and ing Sept. 25, last of $115,835.75 and
story department head.
a net of $54,057.25 after provision
— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
for employes bonus and Federal inDIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Legion's Class B for Two
come taxes, according to announce- Fine.
ment
by
Ray
Johnston,
W.
president.
Legion of Decency has placed
Metro's "The Cross of Lorraine"
This compares with a gross profit Fred Simms Dead
and RKO's "The Ghost Ship" in of $63,620.25 before bonus and taxes
Chicago Fred Simms, custodian
Class R, its category for pix deemed for the first quarter last year and of the B & K Uptown Theater, died
West Coast Bureau of

objectionable in part.

Allport,

Quigley, whose mission was to
SPARED NOTHING TO
LATEST WESTERN OF serve the operations of the cen
ship machinery in Ireland, to ]
APPEAL

Again Republic has smacked the bullseye with a Roy Rogers western.
"Hands
Across the Border" has real class, having
been handled with intelligence and possessing
elements that will draw heavy
patronage outside the ranks of western fans.
For those who are not strictly western devotees the picture offers a wealth of musical numbers that have plenty to recommend
them.
The film is more than mere entertainment.
It is a gesture of friendship to our
Mexican neighbors made in excellent taste.
The finale featuring the title tune is really
something for both eye and ear.
It is
perhaps the most lavish production number
ever to grace a western. In "Hands Across
the Border" Ned Washington and Hoagy
Carmichael have created a tune that captures nicely the spirit of amity between
our country and Mexico.
Rogers gives a swell account of himself.
This time he comes to the aid of Ruth
Terry, who is in danger of losing her
ranch to Onslow Stevens, after the death
of
her father
(Joseph Crehan).
Her
ranch and that of Stevens have long competed in supplying horses for the U. S.
cavalry. In his determination to get the
Government contract this time, Stevens
plots to destroy Trigger, the stallion that
has been responsible for the fine strain
that has made the horses on Miss Terry's
ranch favorites.
How Rogers drives Miss
Terry to take an interest in the ranch and
continue where her father left off makes
some of the best footage in the film.
Rogers gets fine help from every member of the cast, especially Miss Terry, Guinn
"Big Boy" Williams, Stevens, Mary Treen
and Duncan Renaldo. Janet Martin makes
a vivid impression in two Mexican song and
dance numbers in the finale.
Harry Grey did a great job as associate
producer.
The directicn of Joseph Kane
is
aces, as is the screenplay of Bradford
Ropes and J. Benton Cheney. The photography of Reggie Lanning makes the film
a

in Eire

Without Fixed Polk

Make

Charles Previn.

DIRECTION,

Censorship

Border"

Grace

Bruce,

McDonald

customers throughout the counwith
Universal
60 Mins.
try for their continued co-operation,
Republic
THIS ONE SHOULD RATE AS NICE
and with the determination to strive
REPUBLIC HAS
further in maintaining its harmoni- LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT FOR DUALS IN
MAKE ROGERS'
THE
NEIGHBORHOODS.
ous relations with them in the fuGREAT POPULAR
its

flLfllS

of a heart attack.

M

Agaii

D

M-G-M

'

same children
but
time they'll be walking!
National Screen, through th
operation of Herman Robbins,
again distribute the trailers g
WPB has approved a priority
500,000 feet of film for the tra
those

.

.

.

(

I

j

j

December

sday,

7,

1943
DAILY

ironlo Fire

udy by

City-Operated Theater

Under

lust

MPPDA Exec.

(Continued from Page 1)

Wait

—

Toronto An order was issued
yesterday by the Ontario Government placing a ban immediately
all
film showings in evenings after office closing time
in screening rooms of film exchanges. The order resulting from
brought out after the
ei idence
fire is intended
Film Building
to prevent gathering of people

vn

Tojo

Gets a Load

©' Tit is

Northampton, Mass.

I

stated

,

the

by

week-end

ship's

captain

NEIC Unfurls Service

Northampton Bonanza

Released Japanese war prisoners
en route back to Japan on the
G r p s h o m unanimously picked
"Yankee Doodle Dandy" when asked
to choose from a list of screen entertainment available to them, it was
i

r. a coroner's jury verdict found
(man died from acute oedema and
dac dilatation from the effects of
The jury styled the
a'ling fumes.

Till

a

in

radio interview.

YDD

also was the first American
two years to be seen by the
interned
American group brought
back by the Gripsholm.

film in

— The

Acad-

emy

Flag for 78,795

of Music, city-owned and operated motion picture theater will show
(Continued from Page 1)
net earnings for 1943 which will total more than all the profits it has show business to contribute a cershown for a period of 50 years prev- tain amount of time to the enteriously, Mayor Walter W. O'Donnell tainment of our armed personnel.
The rally will commemorate the secsaid yesterday.
ond anniversary of Pearl Harbor.
While the precise earnings can not
The flag will be dedicated by Chapbe established, until the theater's
lain George D. Lessley and Mayor
books are closed Dec. 31, the mayor
F. H. LaGuardia will officiate at
said that they will exceed the most
the ceremonies.
Lawrence Tibbett,
board
the
of
optimistic hopes of
prexy of
and
AGMA, and Bert
trustees when they took over active
Lytell, president of Equity will be
management of the house the first the principal speakers.
of the year.

AFRA

Exchange Walkout Ends
In Detroit; Will Parley
(Continued from Page

1)

A chorus from "Winged Victory"
The Mayor pointed out that new the Army Air Forces show, and a
seats had been purchased for the military band from Governors Is-

balcony, that a large section of the land will be present, as well as stars
house has been redecoiated and reno- from all branches of the entertainpresentation to
offices.
The vated and that the rest rooms had ment world.
been repaired. He also said that the
Avenge Pearl Harbor!
?in of the fire as ''unknown," but understanding is that if no satisColonial brick and brownstone exressed the belief the fire was factory agreement is reached by that
Contest
will
be
sandthe
theater
terior
of
ised by marked negligence in al- time they will walk out again.
blasted.
For
Promotional
Ideas
ing naked film to be stored in
Avenge Pearl Harbor!
The case may be presented to
Its of Regal Films.
Trade's
Prizes for the best mail promotion
Vom the evidence submitted it thereafter either in New York or Coast Meeting
General dissatisfaction at deideas for "Tender Comrade" will be
3 the opinion of the jury that here.
Participation
4th
awarded by RKO Radio, the contest
as be placed in metal containers lay in receiving a wage increase was

then the

staff of

employes

is noj.

agreement

for

present.

wage
home

increase

for

RKO

WLB

—
Launches

—

on

War Loan

all

times.

the basic cause of walkout with spe-

recommended

West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY being opened

Hollywood
Among matters disattack on Sunday work. Some
puting companies be housed
employes are working seven days cussed at lengthy meetings dealing
lding of one and not more than
with the motion picture industry's
because of help shortage and feel
> floors above street level and not
forthcoming
participation
in
the
accommodate other offices or pro- the seventh day should be paid for Fourth War Loan campaign were
be
to
time
instead
building
at
double
of
time
and
a star participation in the campaign,
tion rooms, the
half as at present.
side the city limits.
press book, film trailers and other
— Avenge Pearl Harbor!
accessories, as well as general camThe jury also recommended more
paign organization.
quent and stringent inspection of
Soldiers
on
Furlough
Charles P. Skouras, general chair1
buildings
by the Theaters
man for the industry, presided and
inch of the Ontario Government
Act In Pictures
attending were Skouras' co-chairthat copies of reports bv underters dealing with film exchanges West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY men Rick Ricketson of Denver and
Hollywood
Soldiers
United
of
the
B. V. Sturdivant of San Francisco;
fire be placed in hands of OnStates Army may appear in motion Francis S. Harmon, S. H. Fabian,
io fire marshal.
pictures, while on furlough, subject Ed Schreiber and John C. Flynn, the
rior to the charge to the jury by Coroner
authority of their latter co-ordinator of WAC's Holly'son, fire underwriters' letters eomplain- to control and
of conditions in the Film Building prior commanding officers, according to a
wood division.
he fire and addressed to two film com.
ruling of the Adjutant General, Maj.
Avenge Pearl Harbor!
res and the Film Board of Trade were
red as exhibits.
These were intended Gen. J. A. Ulio reported to the board
Jhow complaints were made despite evi- of directors of the Producers' AssoStaub to Produce Film
"he

jury

film

disin a

cific

May

1

—

I

—

1

'

e by previous witnesses that no comits had been received.
iss
D. Wilson, an employe of Regal
is
took the stand to deny any person
allowed into vaults after the fire and

,ire

examination by

fire

officials

because

keys remained in her possession.
WilL. Travers. another employe, swore
t
Fire
Inspector Allen
called
"beer
loons" were boxes for empty film reels
were being removed from the vault by
iission.

he jury had heard recommendations from
Inspector L. C. Anderson that all storof films should be in metal boxes in
rdance
with the national code, that
j
|"s
be totally enclosed and that fire
•3 placed between revising shipping rooms

'a

Partus

Ulio's letter also explained: "If any soldier is employed to appear in any speaking
role, wherein he is employed as a bit player,
supporting player, featured player or star,
it is a policy of the War Department that
approval for that appearance must be given
by the War Department's Bureau of Public

received complaints "about loose film from
the Film Building superintendent and accordingly said he had given no order to
correct such an alleged condition.

— Avenge

Fearl Harbor!

Warner Club

Elects

50th Anniversary Short

and photographs
showing them as
they are now and as they were in the
early days of the industry.
of the earliest films,
of picture pioneers,

— Avenge

—

Pearl Harbor!

'maha The Fox Family club will
Toronto Local Warner Club has Ben Holmes Dead on Coast
d a Christmas party the night of elected: President, George Altman; West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
l 18.
Secretary, Theresa Mancino; TreasHollywood
A lung infection
Entertain- proved fatal here to Ben Holmes,
urer, Rose Grossman;
'hicago
Twentieth-Fox Family ment, W. McGuire; Welfare, Mary 53, veteran director and writer, idenib's annual holiday party will be Quinlan;
Membership, Eva Cohen; tified with RKO at the time of his
i Dec. 17 at the Morrison Hotel.
Funds and Contributions, J. Plottel. death.

—

—

Said to be the first contest of its
kind, the ideas sought are to be
utilized for mailing pieces to the
trade and not? the public.
Awards
amount to $300, $200, $100 and $50
for the first to fourth winners. Contest is directed by Leon Bamberger,
sales promotion manager.
Judges will be Ned E. Depinet,
president of
Radio; Arthur
Mayer, operator of the Rialto Theater; Jack Pegler, of Foote, Cone &

RKO

Belding agency, and Henry Hoks,
publisher of The Reporter of Direct
Mail Advertising.
Contest closes
Jan. 10.

— Avenge Pearl Harbor!

Masek Held Up, Robbed

—

Cleveland
Frank Masek, NTS
salesman, on a trip through the territory, was held up just outside East
Liverpool and robbed of cash and his
Preparations were started at the watch.
week-end by Ralph Staub for a special Screen Snapshots subject to com50th anniversary of
Relations."
Setting forth that passes and memorate the
furloughs are granted enlisted men for pur- motion pictures, for Columbia reDlio
furpose of relaxation and recreation,
lease in February, when the annither wrote: "If a man elects to utilize his
versary will be celebrated nationally.
spare time in civilian employment, the War
Department will interpose no objection, subIncluded in the film will be a
Passes or
ject to conditions herein stated.
replica of a motion picture theater
furloughs will not be authorized for the
specific purpose of permitting men to be in New York in which the first movie
employed as actors."
was shown in February, 1894. The
reproduction is now being constructand other parts of building.
Chairman J. A. Cooper of the Motion Pic- ed for exhibition in Radio City.
ture Distributors Association denied he had
Staub will include clips from some

ciation.

Toronto

—

to every exhibitor, cirin the United

and house manager
States and Canada.

cuit

10

Tuesday, December

IS

7,

DAILY

Coast Starting Seven,

Public Record of Pix

HCLLTWCCD DIGEST

Making 53 Shooting

imports and Exports

Men in
SIGNED
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY CHARLES FREVIN, musical director, "Song of White," M-C-M; MINNA COMBELL and CHICK
CHANDLER, "Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any
the Open Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA.
Hollywood
Seven new pictures
Monogram; BETTY HUTTON, "Stork
More,"
JAY CLAYTON, termer, M-C-M.
Paramount; JOHN WAYNE, "Tall in
Club,"
are scheduled to go into production VERA-ELLEN, termer, Samuel Coldwyn.
the Saddle," RKO; EVELYN ANKERS and ANNE
this week, making a total of 53 shoot- JOHN WAYNE, termer, RKO.
GWYNNE, "Weird Woman," Universal; KAREN
MADELEINE LE BEAU, termer, 20th-Fox.
ing.
The line-up:
VERNE "Seventh Cross," M-G-M; RUTH TOBEY
DICK ERDMAN, termer, Warners.
and DICK ERDMAN, "Janie," Warners; ELLA
At Columbia: Five shooting, inETHRIDGE, "Up In Mabel's Room," Edward
cluding "Two-Man Submarine," with
Small-UA; HAL PRICE, CHARLES KING, ROCKY
ASSIGNMENTS
CAMERON, GEORGE ELDRIDCE, AL FERCUSON,
Tom Neal and Ann Savage. John LAMBERT HILLYER,
director,
untitled Johnny PETE SMITH,
JOHN BRIDGES, BUD OSBORNE
Stone producing, Associate producer,
Mack Brown, Monogram.
and
CHRISTINE MaclNTYRE, "The Golden
MILLER, supervisor, "Two Years Before Trail," Monogram.
Jack Fier, and Lew Landers direct- SETON
lumbia;

CELIA

TRAVERS,

"Three

—

I.

the

ing.

Mast,"

Paramount.

•

At Monogram: Two shooting.
At M.G-M: Six shooting', including' the
musical, "Meet Me In St. Louis," starring
Judy Garland, with Marg-aret O'Brien, Joan
Carroll, Gloria de Haven, Mary Astor, Tom
Drake, Leon Ames, Lucille Bremer Tommy
Batten, Hank Daniels, Harry Davenport, Hugh
Marlowe and Robert

Sully.

Vincente Min-

directing' for producer Arthur Freed.
At Paramount: Seven shooting'.
At PRO. One shooting-, the AlexanderStern production, "Men in Her Mind," musical,
with Mary Beth Hughes, Ted North,
Edward Norris, Gloria Rochelle, Claire McDowell, Lyle Latell and Eve Hamill. Wallace
nelli

W. Pox directing.
At RKO-Radio: Five shooting.
At Republic: One shooting'.

STORY PURCHASES

CASTINGS
ANN SAVAGE

and TOM NEAL, "Two-Man
Submarine," Columbia; TOM HERBERT, "Sailor's
Holiday," Columbia; SUSAN HAYWARD, "The
Hairy Ape," Jules Level-UA; SHELLEY WINTER,
"Knickerbocker Holiday," Harry Joe iBrown-UALLOYD CORRICAN, "Gambler's Choice," Paramount.
JAN CLAYTON, "Ziegfeld Follies," M-G-M;
HARRIET HILLIARD, "Has Anybody Here Seen
Kelly?",

"Heroes

WORTH,

Universal;
CONSTANCE
of the Sagebrush," Columbia;

the

Problem

Lamont

directing.
Nine shooting- including-

A( Warners:
"Mask
for Dimitrios," drama, with Zachary Scott,
Sydney Greenstreet, Peter Lorre, Helmut Dantire
Monte Blue, Victor Francen, George
Tobias, Florence Bates, Kurt Katch, Roman

Bohnen, John Abbott and David Hoffman.
Jean Negulesco directing for producer Henry
Blanke; and, "Make Your Own Bed," comedy, with Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Irene
Manning, Alan Hale, George Tobias.
Peter
Godfrey directing for producer Alex Gottlieb.

— Avenge

Pearl Harbor!

Re-issues Click in

Cuba

Havana (By Air Mail) Cuban

exhibitors have started re-issue booking with great success.

NEW POSTS

IN

MARY CAFFNEY,

assistant
Ice," Center Theater.

"Stars

publicist,

ROLLIN STONEBROK, manager Omaha

in Baltimore

Omaha.

HARRY ROSE, manager, Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn.
HARRY BERNSTEIN, manager, Manos theaters,
Indiana,

Pa.

Theater,

Mil-

waukee.

DEMOS,

manager,

Hamilton

Theater,

Chicago.

BEN COHN, manager,

Frolic Theater,

Chicago.

VINCNT FLYNN.salesman, M-C-M, Cincinnati.
ALLEN ENCLEMAN, manager, Park, Tampa,
Fla.

ROBERT
pa,

H.

The types of vandalism include
tearing away tile from washroom
walls; upsetting of ash and air-raid
sand containers; slashing of seats;
theft of plumbing fixtures; whittling
of wooden parts of theater seats;
clogging
sanitary
up
facilities;
turning on faucets and flooding washroom floors after stopping drains in
washbasins; carving initials in woodwork and writing on painted walls.
Paul Rome, speaking for the Rome
circuit, said that the destruction had
reached a point where it was causing
serious concern.
Morris Mechanic,
president of the New Theater Co.,
discussing the extent of damage,
disclosed that recently the men's
washroom of the theater was practically demolished.
Theater managers are engaging additional porters and watchmen whose
sole duty is to make regular rounds
of the lounges, corridors and washrooms to halt vandalism.

— Avenge
Harbor!
Vancouver Theater Co.
Offers Mortgage Bonds
Pearl

JOHN FALCO, manager Hamilton
CHRIS

limit.

on

Theater,

OULLETTE, manager,

Victdry,

Tam-

Fla.

Before

Years

Edward Small.
20th-Fox.

TITLE SWITCHES
"The

Golden

Trail,"

formerly,

"Outlaw

Trail,"

Monogram.

SCHEDULED
"Stork Club," Paramount.

Republic's "Seabees" to
Get $350,000 Campaign

—

Charles

Paramount, from

DAVID BOEHN'S "Too Many Wives,"

J

Five shooting for United Artists release.
At Universal: Seven shooting' including,
Baltimore Vandalism and hood"Weird Woman," drama, with Lon Chaney.
Oliver Drake producing and Reginald LeBorg lumism in movie houses
here have
directing-; and, "The Merry Monahans," combecome seiious from a financial viewedy, starring- Donald O'Connor with Peggy
Ryan and Jack Oakie heading- the cast. point, with exhibs. asserting that the
Producers are Michael Fessier and Ernest offenders apparently have no age
Pas'ano.

Mast,"

CARL "There Shall Be No Night," from ROBERT
ESMOND, "Address Unknown," Columbia;
SHERWOOD'S play; producer, LOUIS de
CARROL NAISH, "Two-Man Submarine," CoROCHEMONT, 20th-Fox.

Heavy Vandalism Loss

At 20th-century Fox: Five shooting.

RICHARD HENRY DANA'S "Two

(Continued from Page

1)

in the instance of "In Old Oklahoma,"
the company will allocate $250,000

for the ad-publicity drives in branch
city pre-release engagements and
$100,000 more for campaigns in subordinate keys.

Radio spot announcements; billboard advertising through the use of
both 24 sheets in outdoor locations and
one-sheets on subways and elevated

Strand,

Ritz,

Tampa,

Bowling

Fla.

Creen,

any foreign contra
which they or their affiliates p
ticipate if any of the following p

eral copies of
in

visions are contained:
(1) Restriction of productior
sale, use, lease or purchase o
any article of commerce, (2
Artificial fixing of prices, (3
Restriction of marketing terri
tory, (4) Provision for the for
mation or use of any corpora
tion for joint operations, or (5
Regulation or provision for th
use of domestic or foreign pat
ents or trade marks.
All contracts so filed would
open for public inspection.
Passage of this bill would be li
ly to bring into the open, for
stance, any deals which may be
gineered for the handling of B:i'
pix in this country, or the prod
of any foreign country: if they I
vided for exclusive handling of
British product, or of the proc
of the other party. Similarly, Vc
his opined, contracts between An
ican or foreign companies wl
would require exclusive handling
one or both parties of the pro"
of the other, would have to be re.
tered. In the case of a distribu'
contract in which the American i
was limited to this country and
permitted to enter Mexico or C
ada, or any parts of this coun
Voorhis said hesitatingly, rest
tion of the contract would be
quired.
Similarly, any agreen
for patent interchange by f or<

platforms, as well as American Railway Express trucks; and increased
newspaper adv. space will be utilized
in the campaigns, which will be
backed by concentrated publicity.
Advertising campaigns in key-city
runs will be handled by Charles Reed
Jones, director of advertising; and and domestic producers would h
Steve Edwards, director of publicity, to be registered.
will supervise the press campaigns
Voorhis
surprised
w
was
in the pre-release engagements.
quizzed about the effect of the
on the pix industry. He did not h
Avenge Pearl Harbor!
in mind at all, he said, but insif
Philadelphia Variety Club that he would "stick to his guns,
his contention that any contu
Elects
Barker
regardless of the commodity, wl
contain any of the five features al
Philadelphia
Philadelphia Tent
should be matters of public reco.
,

—

McNamee

—

elected Frank L. McNamee chief
barker, Clint Wier first assistant
chief baiker, Jack H. Greenberg second assistant chief barker, William

A.

McAvoy Doughguy, Albert

J.

— Avenge

Pearl Harbor!

Ohio Co-op Takes PRC Pix
Cleveland

—

Nat

L. Lefton,
distiict

Da- franchise owner and

I

n

Edgar Moss na- ager covering the Cleveland, P
Ted Schlanger burgh, Cincinnati and Detroit
Montreal Public offering is being clown, William A. McAvoy clown, fices, just returned from Califoi
made of $500,000 first mortgage Irving Charlap alternate clown, announces that Fred Scheuern
bonds, series A of General Theater Michael Felt alternate clown.
Cleveland office manager, has el<
Investment Co., Limited. The series
—Avenge Pearl Harbor!
an all-product deal with Co-op

—

A

vis property master,
tional canvassman,

issue is divided equally between
Metro Tradeshows
$250,000 serial 3 per cent and 3y2
per cent bonds maturing December
New tradeshow dates for three
Fla.
E.
RAYMOND ELLINGTON, personnel manager, 1, 1944-1948 and $250,000, 4V2 per M-G-M pictures were announced yesBell & Howell, Chicago.
cent sinking fund bonds maturing terday.
"The Heavenly Body" and
EDWARD FREEMAN, Cus Sun Circuit, Chicago. Dec. 1, 1955. Both are priced at par 'Song of Russia" will be screened
LAWRENCE MORRIS, night superintendent, Bell and accrued interest.
in exchange centers nationally on
& Howell, Lincolnwood, III.
The company, incorporated in 1936, Dec. 28, and "A Guy Named Joe"
SAM DE MURO, plant superintendent, Western
owns nine pix theaters in and near will be shown Dec. 30. A new tradeAve., Bell & Howell, Chicago.
MRS. RAE SIDMAN, secretary, Senate Theater, Vancouver, B. C, with a total seat- show date for "Broadway Rhythm"
ing capacity of approximately 8,400. will be announced in the near future.
Harrisburg, Pa.
CURTIS MILLER, manager,
SETH TARISH, manager,

(Continued from Page 1)

formation of restrictive internatio
cartels, the bill would require b
foreign and domestic companies
ing business in the United Sta
to register with the Attorney G

New

Theaters of Ohio, serving
proximately 70 houses.
tive

FEflimE TOUCf
ALICE MARIE BASSO,
tion dept.,

Bell

&

supervisor,

glass

Howell, Chicago.

in

Man Won

The Best

The most natural wedding

in

the world. He, always a

good provider.

She, filled with those golden qualities that only his loving ministrations

can bring out. The Groom, faithful, dependable, hard-working.

The Bride, amiable, receptive, quick to respond to good treatment.

When he

brings a

few

friends

home

to dinner (a

box

office line

eaching around the block) she will not be put out. She will be
delighted. She loves to

lands).
ruth

A

have people around her (with cash

in their

shotgun wedding? Perish the thought — although

must be

told

— she

married him

strictly for

if

the

money.

/
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TEN CENTS

1943

1ETR0 PRODUCTION COSTS UP 100 PER CENT
Aid Probable in Trade Problems
teport

WMC

Editorial

Believed It May Help
In Blue Law Repeal, and
Push for New Theaters

Three Don'ts
... for you

—

By CHESTER

=

BAHN

B.

ON'T
"Why

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Aid from the War
Manpower Commission in working
Washington Bureau of

—

lose any sleep over the question,

out kinks in various local recieation setups was promised yesterday,
with announcement that local and
regional
offices will aid in providing adequate facilities wherever
company worker efficiency is threatened, or
threatens to grow,
pix Br'r the job turnover

should J. Arthur Rank seek an inan:ther U. S. company when he
ady is strongly financially entrenched
Universal". .. Br'r Rank never was one
put all his eggs in one basket. .. .And
in

6st

American distribution
accommodate all the British

single
Id

aims to send over "when the lights
again all over the world". ... Inn tally
don't put any reliance in that
is h
cable report that Rank is talking a
3 Radio deal.

\k

on

:

WMC

NAME KINGSBERG
RKO RADIO V.-P.

rectors

grow.

was

elected treassucceeding
urer,

Although the announcement is
will aid,
vague as to just how

Western
ary,

lopedia

disposed of

Electric

Classroom

Erpi

Britannica,

as

Inc.,

a

subEn-

its

.

dio,

12 in Metro's 6th;

"Curie" Among Group

.

Keith- Albee-Or-

pheum and
urer of

—

.

.

Universal

A

.

.

New

o

ON'T

be

surprised

— and

if

the

post

-

war

approaching closer with
passing of each 24 hours
sees the
Tim. industry making a mushroom growth,
h theaters contributing to the stimulus.
lipment and lens war-time improvements,
largely under wraps, promise to make
sible
the establishment and profitable
ration of 16 mm. houses in the hund:
of small towns and villages now
Hater-less because of the high cost of
period

it's

—

'

,

mm.

operation.

The

potentialities

are

being carefully explored by important
vests within the industry.
'

Corp.

MALCOLM kingsberc

At

its

treas-

Monday,

the

board also authorized the application for permission to pay a Christmas bonus of one week's salary to
home office employes earning $60 a
week or less and to field employes
of theaters and exchanges earning
$30 a week or less.

(Continued on Page 7)

WB

Denied

yesterday at the trial of the seven
defendants accused of conspiracy to
extort more than $1,000,000 from the
industry, denied William Bioff's allegations that Louis Kaufman, business agent for Newark operators
(Continued on Page 7)

Goes

to Trial

March

7

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO's

Shows

—

Washington
Several hundred terday that there were some namembers and guests of the National tional advertisers who would be willPress club were given a preview last ing to make immediate appropria-

new War Department

Threat to

The long pending anti-trust case
Bert Reisman, formerly of RKO's filed by the Pickwick Theater, Greenforeign department, has joined the wich, Conn., against 20th Centuryforeign department of Republic Pic- Fox, et al, has been set for trial on
March 7, 1944, in the U. S. District
tures, it was reported yesterday.
Trial date
Court in New Haven.

interest in television film
Report"
production was indicated by Ralph
Military Situation
B. Austrian, the company's radio and
who said yesWashington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY television consultant,

(Continued on Pan* 7)

Extortion

Pickwick Theater Case

Reisman

Joins Rep.
Foreign Dept. in Brail

Bert

Sponsors' Coin Available, Austrian Reveals

night of the

Kaufman

Frank N. Phelps, labor relations
meeting director of Warner Bros., testifying

Tele Pix Production by RKO?
"War Department

(Continued on Page 7)

RKO

Week-End

Sales Meet

'

and Kenneth

B. Umbreit was
elected as assissecretary.
t a n t
Kingsberg also is
vice-president of

minor de-

.For one thing, it could hold
answer to the oft-asked question. Will
educational-instructional pix field be
eloped by what is loosely dubbed HollyChicago
Twelve pictures will
primary comprise M-G-M's sixth group, it
«d, or by some agency whose
cern is education and its progress via was announced here yesterday at the
visual route?.
.The war, if not bring- second day's conference of the comvisual education into its own, is ma- pany's four-day mid-season district
ally furthering it, and if the trend carmanagers' meeting at the Blackstone
over into the post-war period, as Hotel.
Six of the dozen pictures alms certain, the educational film field
(Continued on Page 6)
of these days may yield the billionar global market already envisioned by
Scully Calls
e very hard-headed business men....
ior
!
University of Chicago could have had
t in mind when it authorized its own
meeting of Universal's division
sidiary, the Britannica, to close the deal
has been
district managers
h Western Electric. .. .Well financed as and
Scully, vice-presis, the
U of C could use an extra mil- called by W. A.
and general sales manager, for
or two of annual income.
.At any rate, dent
York.
nust be obvious that Britannica, thanks Saturday and Sunday in
The meeting will be attended by
its own
long-standing prestige and of
T. Gomersall, assistant general
rse that of the U of C, is in an admirable E.
sales manager; F. J. A. McCarthy,
ition
to rapidly exploit the classroom
(Continued on' Page 6)

ipment.

tors,

Leon

which

the

to

Films,

most serious contributing facRodgers cited that pix which
under normal conditions would reof the

quire a production period of seven
Goldberg, or eight weeks now are scheduled
who has been as- from 14 to 15 weeks.
signed to the stuStressing that Metro has sought

WMC

believed unofficially that it constitutes notice, among other things,
it is

.

casually dismiss the deal by

Monday.

William M. Clark

(Continued on Page 7)

ON'T

—

Chicago Metro's production costs
have increased 100 per cent over a
year ago, William F. Rodgers, viceprexy and sales chief, told exhibitors of the area assembled at a
Malcolm Kingsberg was elected a Blackstone Hotel luncheon here yesdirector and a vice-president of RKO terday.
Radio Pictures by the board of diWith the manpower situation one

Clark Elected Treasurer and
Umbreit, Assistant Sec'y

.

.

Longer Production Period

Due to Manpower Shortage
Cited by William Rodgers

tions

to reduce

programs

(Continued on Page 6)

to

films

UA-Korda Stoch
Deal Up Today
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Final approval of a
deal whereby United Artists Corp.
would acquire his UA holdings is
expected from Sir Alexander Korda
today.
He asked $1,000,000 for his
stock, but it is known UA's offer was
less than that amount and it is believed $950,000 is the sum involved.

—
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— The

screening room
fire in many years here destroyed
the projection booth equipment at
United Detroit Theaters' screening
room, and threatened the offices of
the circuit for a brief time.
Detroit

Vol. 84, No.

Editor

Room

Screening

Fire Destroys

first

projectionist,

Rottell,

who

was working at the rewind when the

machines, atbefore making his exit, and received severe
hand bums, but was able to return
to work next day.
Small pieces of
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the flaming film were thrown about the
the
under
Y.,
York, N.
post-office at New
offices and reception room, apparentTerms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York ly as he made his exit, and all emwere forced to evacuate.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, ployes
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Firemen
used gas masks when putcommunications
Address all
remit with order.
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway ting out the fire. Actual damage to
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117, the offices proper was not serious.
New York, N. Y.
Published

except Saturdays, Sundays
Broadway, New
1501

daily

Holidays

and

at

fire

at

started

the

tempted to extinguish

it

York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate, President and
Folk, Inc.
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

New

Filmday,

Cable address:

Tele Greatest Challenge
To Radio, Says Trammell
Washington Bureau of

—

Trammell,
Niles
Washington
head of the National Broadcasting
Co., in his appearance before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, which is holding hearings on
the White-Wheeler bill to define and
limit the powers of the FCC, said
that objects of forthcoming radio
legislation were to "guarantee broadcasting in all its forms as a free
and unfettered medium of mass com-

HOLLYWOOD,
WASHINGTON—

0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler.
Ernest W.
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
Harle,
Le Film,
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A.

LONDON—

GOIM

and

MURRAY SILVERSTONE, vice-president
charge of foreign distribution of 20th-Fox,
turned yesterday from London, where he
been for the past 3 months.

i

h

CORP. MORRIS MENDLESOHN, Loew-Poli
torney, New Haven division, now a
the mobile laundry unit of the Army,
on a furlough.

AARON

JONES, JR., J-L-S.
to Chicago from

has returned
business trip.

;

clerk

was

hoi

circuit

ex<

West

Co.

a

munication, secure from Government
WILLIAM A. SCULLY has returned
censorship and bureaucratic domi- Florida.
nation," and to 'guarantee a sound
SOL A. SCHWARTZ, Western zone manai
economic system of broadcasting so for RKO Theaters, has returned from a Mi
that private enterprise may give to West trip.
F. J. A. McCARTHY, Universal Canadian a
the American public television, fre- Southern
sales manager, is back from a tc
quency modulation, facsimile and all of Southern exchanges.
the other developments which sciIT. JEFF LIVINGSTON, USA, formerly of
ence and the war research have made M-G-M home office publicity staff, is on
I

I

fi

lough.

available."

York.

28, Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew
H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

COminG

THE FILM DAILY

White, Former UA Aussie
Exec, Battle Casualty
i

Sydney (By Air Mail

Censor)— R.

—

Passed by
(Bob) White, former

S.

"Television, of course, offers the greatest
challenge to our ingenuity and enterprise,"
said.
"Here the scientists has
provided eyes for a blind radio.
While we
have erected a great broadcasting service
utilizing sound alone, we are today where
the motion picture was 20 years ago when
voice came to the silent screen. A technical
revolution is imminent, awaiting only the
conclusion of the war.
The broadcast industry in time must scrap its entire plant
and build a new one, thus providing employment for men and money.
This new
service
will affect every field of education, information, entertainment, advertising

Trammell

of

CEORGE H. MORRIS, Equipment News
THE FILM DAILY, is in Chicago.

WOLFE COHEN,
Warners,
manager,

and
are

Canadian

IKE

New

in

JULES

salesmanager
Montreal brar

COVAL,
York

LAPIDUS,

home

for
"

conferences.

edi

"

off

"

Warners'

Eastern
divis
advertising and publicity manager
sales manager, is in Philadelphia today.
for United Artists in Australia, is
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., is at the Waldo
Louise Blanco, Virtudes
dead of injuries received on the New
Astoria, from the Coast.
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr. Guinea battle front.
White
was
a
STEVE BROIDY has returned to the Coast.
Walter P^Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo, captain with the A.I.F. and held his
JULES FIELDS, of 20th-Fox's exploitation
post until he went into the ser- and selling, mass production and distribu- partment,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
returned to the home of. ice yesterd
vice several months ago.
tion.
accompanied by MacKinlay Kantor, author
"The burden of transforming present day "Happy Land,"

29

Rue Marsoulan

(12).

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

—

.

UA

Fire Sweeps
Philly Frolic Theater

Two-Alarm
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Philadelphia
A two-alarm fire
originating in the heating system
heavily damaged the Affiliated CirNet
Chg. cuit's 500-seat Frolic theater at 52d
St. and Wyalusing Ave. early yesVs
terday. One fireman was badly hurt
in a fall through the roof to the
Vs
stage where he was rescued.
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Wage

Increase of

Vs

janitor union wage
scale is still under discussion.
The
men have been receiving $30.32 weekly for 42 hours, the women janitors
The
$19.85 for a 40-hour week.
Union wants a 10 per cent wage increase.

Chicago— The

14
l/o

1/4

Singer Circuit's Board
Meets in N. Y. Dec. 13

Harry Mouth Dead
Louisville,

Ky.

— Harry

Mouth,

manager and booker for the Henry
Reiss Circuit here, died here.

10%

1

ll 5/g

Bros.

Chi. Janitors Asking

Chicago

— Annual

RKO

and 50 per cent by the Sin-

ger interests.

K-A-O

to

Pay

$1.75

The K-A-0 board has declared a
dividend, out of operating surplus, of
$1.75 per share on the 7 per cent
convertible
preferred
cumulative
stock for the quarter ended Dec. 31,
payable on Jan. 3, next to the holders of record at the close of busi-

ness on Dec. 20.

.

sound broadcasting into a national service
of television," he continued, "will fall in
the first instance on the present-day network
companies, with newcomers adding to the
competition for public favor and approval.
Ownership and operation of key stations by
net works will be as important in this new
service as they are
casting."

now

in standard broad-

Sydney Smith Again
Heads Can. Film Society
Dr.

—

<

KAUFMANN

ROBERT "BOB"
exp.oitation dept.
tion in Boston:

WB

is

spending

his

of

20th-Fo

Winter

va<

Branch Meeting Her*

Sets Sales Drive Stage
Warners

sales execs, and the e
and booking personnel
the New York Metropolitan bran
participated in a home office mef
tire sales

Ottawa Dr. Sydney Smith, presi- ing yesterday as the local sendoff f
1944 Round-Up, 21-we
dent of the University of Manitoba, the
was re-elected president of the Na- sales d:ive, which starts Dec. 19.
Sessions was addressed by Ben Kalm
tional Film Society of Canada, at
son, general sales manager; Norman H. J
its annual meeting.
ray, short subject sales manager and dr

WB

Other officers elected were: vice-presidents, Charles G. Cowan, Ottawa; Dr. Victor
Dore, Quebec; directors, Dr. Fletcher Peacock, Fredericton; E. A. Corbett, Drummond
Wren, O. C. Wilson, Toronto; Edmund Turcotte, John Carreau, Montreal; Gaudry Delisle, H. S. Billings, Quebec; Clarence Darling, D. O. Evans, Vancouver; Donald Cameron, Edmonton; E. H. Harroid, H. O. McCurry, W. B. Herbert, D. W. Buchanan. K.
*
W. J. Turnbull, Ottawa
Resignation of O. C. Wilson as organizing

captain; Arthur Sachson, Jules Lapidus, N
man Ayers, A. W. Schwalberg and Clarei

Eiseman.
Others who participated included Mike 1
lid,
Ed Hinchey, Stanley Hatch, Char
Baily and A. C. Brauninger.

A. Greene,

secretary was accepted. The society now has
only four branches, operating in Ottawa,
Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg, but its
film libraries now are being used by increased
audiences.

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE

meeting of the
Lou Smith to Recuperate

Singer, circuit's board of directors
will be held in New York on Dec.
13. The circuit is owned 50 per cent

by

.

Winning his battle against pneumonia, Lou Smith, Metro's home office

publicity manager, leaves Doc-

tor's Hospital

today and will spend

several weeks recuperating. He returns to his Metro desk at the end
of the year.

Goldman

Suit Briefs Filed
Philadelphia Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick will set a date
later for oral arguments in the Goldman anti-trust action against Warners, et al, following filing of briefs
yesterday.

—

TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service
Low cost ...
45 year's experience serving theatres,
.

.

.

.

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for simples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
T

I

C K

E

TAgi*

\&/

COMPANY

NEWARK, N,
52 GRAFTON AVE.
Sales Ot/ices in Principal Centers

J.

i

The Message
of the

Metro Gold wyn -Mayer
-

Convention in Chicago
this

week:

"THANKS TO

OUR FRIENDLY
CUSTOMERS"

"Not

for just a day, not for just a season, but

ALWAYS!"
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MICKEY ROONEY JUDY GARLAND in"GIR|pMVZY" with Gil Stratton
•

E. Strickland

and

•

*

'Rags" Ragland June Allyson
•

his Orchestra • Screen Play

by Guy Bolton and Jack
Directed by

by Fred

McGowan

NORMAN TAUROG

•

•

•

Nancy wJEKfGuv Kibbee

F. Finklehoffe

•

Based

Upon

Music by George Gershwin

ProducedJIH

•

•

Robert

TOMMY DORSE Y

Musical Play "Girl Crazy"
•

Lyrics

by

Ira

Gershwin

KTHUR FREED -An M-G-M

Picture.

WarBoru
hristmas

£

"And a

long run

everywhere I

/

'

'

If

It's

going like C-R-A-Z-Y! Off to a run-

away
all

start!

Seattle,

records for

offices

the

first

12 years!

Yippee Mickey!

broke

And now

everywhere are going

'Girl Crazy".

date,

c-r-a-z-y

boxover

Whoopee Judy!

Advertised in national magazines! Advertised

on the

air

waves!

9X
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Notables Dedicate
NEIC Service

Television Picture

Emblem

Production by RKO!
(Continued from Page 1)

an impressive ceremony in
Square yesterday, the National Entertainment Industry Council dedicated and unfurled its serin

they could find a formula whei
by the material could be usable on
"if

Times

vice emblem displaying 78,808 blue
stars and 135 gold stars. The stars
represent the show world's contribution to the armed services.

Ceremonies were opened by James
executive

Sauter,

secretary

of

the

United Theatrical War Activities
Committee, who introduced Bert Lyofficiating as head of Actors
tell,
The chorus from "Winged
Equity.
Victory," led by Lt. De Pauw, then
greeted the huge throng on Times
Harry Brandt spoke for
Square.
the motion picture industry and Solly
Pernick spoke for theatrical labor.
Lawrence Tibbett spoke for AFRA
and AGMA.
The unveiling was performed by
Mayor LaGuardia and the flag then
was blessed by Chaplain Perry H.
Smith. Major Hart represented the
Army and Lt. Herrick was present
Ceremonies closed
for the Navy.
with the national anthem offered by
the "Winged Victory" chorus and
the Fort Jay army band.

telecasting starts."

ON THE PERSONAL

SIDE: Dave Charman, who operates
Haven, and Mrs. Charman will mark their 35th
wedding anniversary Monday with a trip to Lakewood. . . • The New

•

•

•

New

the Lawrence,

York Theater Guild will be associated with Tack H. Skirball in the production oi Clifford Odets' adaptation of the Franz Werfel play, 'Tacobow-

sky and the Colonel" ...... Cast will have a cinematic touch via Annabella, just signed for one of the leads. . .
• Warners may have found
their Mari'.yn Miller in

Bed"

at the Broadhufst.

RKO

Saturday

Jane Deering, now dancing here in "Early to
• Frank Sinatra fakes his Army physical
. .

has

its

fingers crossed.

O. Henry? Don't be surprised

if

Jimmy does

Outside pix are permissible under his
coined a nifty
sonality.

new

UA

deal.

slogan for Paramount

the Brightest Star in Town.".

It's

.

—

.

"If

•

.

• James Cagney

.

as

the role at 20th-Fox

• Bob

.

Gillham has

a Paramount

It's

per-

you're lucky enough

If

a bid from the American Film Center's Donald Slesinger, you
can see an unexpurgated version of the hotly debated British pic, "The
Life and Death of Colonel Blimp," at the Museum of Modern Art next
Tuesday eve
• • • MORE ON THE PERSONAL SIDE: James K. McGuinto

get

up

ness steps

to

new long

Metro's executive board at the studio via a

9 Edgar Bergen will debut as a Broadway producer with
upon the completion of his role in the UA-Rogers, "Song
Two from the pix cast, Stanley Catron and
of the Open Road"
Kaye Popp, jitterbug aces, will be in the musical. .
O Paul H.
Rameau, co-author of the script of Metro's "Madame Curie," addresses the Motion Picture Club of NYU tonight.
# Air Vice
Marshal W. F. MacNeece Foster, RAF, just back from North Africa
and Italy, along with Mayor LaGuardia and Gertrude Lawrence,
spoke at Hunter College last night in connection with the showing of
program of British MOI shorts.
• Milt Hoffman, of Para's home
termer.

.

.

a musical

Scully Calls Sales

Meet

for

Week-end

{Continued from Page

1)

and Canadian division
Southern
manager; Fred Meyers, Eastern division manager; A. J. O'Keefe, Westtern division manager, and the following district managers: Barney
Rose, Dave Miller, H. D. Graham,
C. J. Feldman, M. M. Gottlieb, J. E.
Garrison, P. F. Rosian, Samuel Applegate and Dave Levy.

Norman Funeral

—

Funeral services
Little Rock
were held here for Jesse F. Norman,
56, operator of the Best Theater,
England, Ark., who died at the week-

He was

a past president of
the Tri-State Theater Owners and
the ITO of Arkansas.
end.

te

tion lately

and Austrian express

the opinion that a feasible proji

would be a serial picture in weel
or semi-weekly installments of c
reel.

He

pointed out that possi

which were not likely
become "dated" were detective, we
erns and costume pictures. Austr:
subjects

said that when such subjects w>
made, the visual advertising p.
could be inserted at the beginn
and the end of the reel.

A

survey conducted by Austr

far has shown no objection
agencies and advertisers to tele
ion.
He said a number of clie
so

were ready to spend money if t\
could be shown how to adapt t
vision to advertising.

Austrian declared that success,
theater television would depend
the availability of wire hookups
satisfactory and economical tele
ion equipment.

.

.

.

who enters the Army today, was feted yesterday at the Famous Kitchen by 30 fellow workers.
# Warners' Ken
Grimes, just upped to Army major, is now stationed at Fort McClellan, Ala., as a regimental
plans and training officer.
• Phil
office exploitation dept.,

.

.

.

Laufer's successor at the Rivoli as publicity director

the

Bronx

•

•

•

is

.

Syd Gross, of

Home News

T

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

Lefkowitz to Preside
At UA District Parley

Production plans for Film Classics, Inc., were completed at a series of conferences of franchise holders,
conducted in New York by
George A. Hirliman, president of
the company.
Tentative production
plans call for 12 exploitation features, 12 high-budget "classics" and

United Artists will hold a district
meeting for its New York, Philadelphia and Washington sales staffs in
New York on Friday and Saturday

Warwick

Hotel.

District

rr

Curie" Among Groi
(Continued from Page 1)

ready have been tradeshown.

With the exception of "Mad
Curie," which is to be given spc
treatment, the list will be rele;
in the following order: ' Thous;
"'
Cheer," "Cross of Lorraine,"
Angel," "A Guy Named Joe," '
Havoc,"
"Rationing,"
"Broad
Rhythm," "See Here, Private 1
grove," "The Heavenly Body," *•£
of Russia" and "Swing Fever." I
"National conventions" on a

Film Classics Sets Up
Plans for 36 Pictures

at the

12 in MeiroTflh;

.

.

T
Jesse F.

Film production for future

vision use has been under considei

ional scale will be held

Tuesday by

district

Monday

managers

their headquarters cities.

man-

WEDDinG BELL
—

Pittsburgh Sgt. John J. Moc
ager Sam Lefkowitz will preside.
an employe of local Film Row
Forthcoming UA releases up to fore entering the service, and I
12 action pictures.
Pringle, were married here.
Hirliman leaves for the Coast in March 24, 1944, will be discussed.
Present from New York will be Jack bridegroom is home on furlougl
mid-January to line up studio space,
branch managrer; Dave Burkan, Georgre ter more than a year's overseas
technical crew and writers.
When Ellis,
Jeffrey, William Schutzer, Sam Riskin, Wil- during which time he took pai
he return's in February, Film Clasliam Moses and Abe Dickstein. Prom Phil- 50 combat missions as a gunner
sics will hold its first national conadelphia: Harry Bodkin, branch managrer: Flying Fortress in North Ai:
vention.
B. Krugrman, H. Tyson, Horace Wright and Sicily and Italy.
He has rec<
Those who attended the production Miss Elizabeth McCaffrey.
Mark Silver, several decorations.
pa: leys were Albert Swerdlove, Bos- branch managrer; J. Price, H. Hayman, M.
ton;
Sam Wheeler, Washington; Siegrel, S. Pike and E. MeKinley will be presMarriage of Hugh Owen, I
John Jones, Chicago; Bob Snyder, ent from Washington.
mount sales exec, to Arleen
Home
office
executives
will
attend
the
Cleveland; Albert Dezel, Detroit;
Ian two months ago was disc
meeting'
be conducted jointly by LefkoLouis Krieger, Pittsburgh, and J. witz and toHarry
Wee
Gold, Eastern division man- by the actress yesterday.
Francis White, Charlotte.
agrer at the Friday sessions.
took place Oct. 1 in New York.
•

i

1

William S. Hart
Bryan Foy
Wallace Worsley

Paul Cavanagh
Fred Herkowitz
Bob Livingston

dnesday,

port

December

8,

W

1943

WMC May Aid

IN

miLY

M-G-M Prod'n

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

Up 100%

Industry Problems
CUS LYNCH,
{Continued from Page

LAWRENCE KILMER,

1)

ies.

with

s

investigate
will
efficiency records to de-

representatives

poor

the causes of poor performance,
time and other contributing causes, and
make up their own corrective plans.
i*es where new construction of recreafacilities might be recommended, the
l.ngton office for the commission will
the inter-agency contracts, expediting
unction and equipment priorities, etc.
the
ie agency will thus join hands with

booker,

shipper,

assistant

mount,

assistant

shipper,

Para-

assistant

BRERETON,

Lafayette,

SIDNEY

{Continued from Page

LEVINSON,

Frederick Bros. Artists Bureau,

Quigley

ROY PIERCE, manager,
director

of

CHARLES

field

supervisor,

checking, Metropolitan and

Publications

Chi-

National,

Louisville,

Ky.

publicity,

Buffalo.
ter-

SCHERWIN,

manager,

Hippodrome,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Warne

New Haven

jYDNEY CROSS,
Rivoli

ritories.

publicity

New York

director.

Theater.

ine

1

"War Department
Shows

Report"

Military Situation

my
iefs

War

film,

also unthe Office of CivilServices,

Film Service Field
Meet in St. Louis

Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
'ashington
R. B. Murray, direc-

—

|

strictly

of

operat-

report on the military situation diThis
rrclly to the war workers of America.
It is a report by your
is not a pep talk.
The motion picture medium
-reneral staff."
was chosen for this first report to American
workers.

pointing to the proportions of the job ahead.
Reaction of most in attendance, said Fatirrson,
was that these facte should be
brought before the nation's industrial workers.

Reisman

Joins Rep.
eign Dept. in Brazil
t

{Continued from Page 1)

;man, it is understood, will repnt Republic in Brazil,
orris

Goodman, head

of

Repub-

foreign department, returns
Monday from Rio de Janeiro.

kwick Theater Case
es to Trial

March

7

{Continued from Page 1)

scheduled by Judge Carroll C.
iks.

Since it was not possible to send members
the general staff around the country, "in
order to tell as much of. this same story as
military security permits to all those in war
industry," he explained, "I authorized the
making of 'War Department Report.' "
The film will be shown workers "as widely
as possible," said Patterson, because "it has
an important message for them."
of

Temp.
Policy

War Membership
Cleared Up by SAG

West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—In an effort to correct

the confusion and misunderstanding
which exists among extra players
concerning the limited number of

-torneys for the plaintiff are temporary war memberships which
jnond E. Hackett, Judge William have been created by the Screen Acelly of the firm of Cummings & tors Guild, the Guild announced that
wood, Saul E. Rogers and Wil- in creating its temporary war memS. McKay.
bership classification, it hopes to
achieve the following objectives:
Trinz Recovering
Alleviate current manpower shortage in
icago
Sam Trinz, Trinz cir- the ranks of extra players of certain types;
reduce the necessity for waivers by increasp;exy, is recovering at his ing number of members available for calls;
from a heart attack.
maintain current closed-shop status with
j

i

—

;

FORK REPORTS

Denied

Local 244, one

of the

of calling a strike of projectionists
in the company's theaters in north-

New

Jersey.

The witness asserted that Kauf-

man

was

Hany

Sherman, former head

of Local 306, projectionists, who testified that he paid Louis (Lepke)
Buchalter, convicted murderer, $2,000 to act as bodyguard for himself
when he attended the IATSE convention in Louisville, Ky., in 1934.
He said he hired Buchalter because
he had received death threats. Sherman asserted that Buchalter acted
as his protector during the sessions
that resulted in the election of George
E. Browne, convicted labor racketeer,
to the presidency of the IATSE.
Government witnesses had testified earlier that Browne's election
was the first move by the Chicago
underworld to gain control of the
IATSE. Sheiman yesterday denied
that he saw Buchalter in the company of Kaufman during the convention, as was alleged by Bioff at
the trial.
Yesterday's Federal Court session
was cut short by the illness of two
of the defendants.
Chief defense counsel, James D. C.
Murray, stated that he expected to
complete defense testimony this
week, indicating that the case will
be in the hands of the jury next
Monday or Tuesday.

—

Chicago
Sgt. Frank O'Sullivan
and Dennis Paikinson of the Chicago police department have been
called to New York
the extortion trial.

to

testify

in

$50,000 for "Uncle Harry"

Universal has acquired the film
producers by providing them with the neces- rights to "Uncle Harry," the Thomas
sary number .of extra players for current
production needs; protect post-war employ- Job play which was a Broadway
ment opportunities of its 1,400 members tenant last season.
The company
now on military withdrawal.
paid $50,000 for the property, it is
understood.

Frank Robert Show Dies

.

—A

it."

Won't Be Influenced
"We try and sincerely want to consider every theater under individual
conditions," the Metro exec, continued. "We will not be influenced by

We

—

and we

—

for the assembled guests a special pill box,

—Makes

marked "Dr. Leo's Vitamin 12
ses Multiply."
Inserted in
a strip of paper carrying,

the capsule

Gros-

was

on one side, the
copy: "M-G-M's Vitamin 12 puts pep in
program
profits
your
and
in your bank account.
Prescribed by Dr. Leo, the Friendly
.

.

On the

Box-Office Specialist."

was

reverse

side

M-G-M's new group of 12 pictures.
Mull Exchange Manpower

listed

Yesterday's session of the mid-season sales
meeting was devoted to the shortage of manpower in exchanges and ways and means of
developing newcomers to the organization
to fill the open spots.
Fred C. Quimby also
outlined the short subjects situation while
Ben Melniker of the home office legal department discussed observance of contracts in
every detail.

Wolfberg Leaves Metro;
District to be Divided

—Harris

Chicago

M-G

district

P. Wolfberg, MSt. Louis,
Cincinnati, is no

manager for

Indianapolis and
longer with the company, it was announced here yesterday. Wolfberg's
territoiy will be distributed among
other district managers and details
will be announced tomorrow by W.
F. Rodgers, general sales

manager.

Original Tele Drama
To Insert Pix Scenes
Schenectady

—

An

original

tele-

melodrama by Henry V. Larom,
"Death on Flight 40," will be pre-

vision

sented by

WRGB,

Friday, at

General Electric's
9:30 p.m.

Written specially
tion

for tele, the ac-

takes place inside an air

Added suspense and

thrills

liner.

are con-

tributed by inserting motion picture

scenes into the action.
Glendora Donaldson will be guest
star.
Others in the cast are Edward

Dave Kroman, Horace French,
Marianna Nelson and William J.
Young, with Robert B. Stone, WRGB's
program manager, directing.
Flynn,

—

don't use the big
don't want it used

Rodgers singled out "America" and "The
White Cliffs" as future pix which, he said,
jhape up as "two of the greatest pictures
ever to come from our studio."
Turning to the industry's war program,
he expressed the hope that the trade's "tremendous support" would be continued.
Metro's nine district managers were introduced to the luncheon audience, while
'Dr." Si Seadler uncorked his new discovery
and boon to showmen.
The good "doctor," in private life Leo's
advertising manager, prescribed as dessert

station,

Chicago
Frank Robert Show, Howard Lawrence Dies
son was born posthuChicago
ly to M:s. Nicholas J. Basil, manager of the Plaisance Theater,
Howard Lawrence, 61,
Wife and veteran Erlanger Theater employe
of the late Nicholas J. Basil, died from injuries today.
it executive.
died from a heart attack.
two children survive.

ffalo

have earned

defendants, against us."

had demanded money on the threat

ern

its

all

ater men that "we are entitled to
preferential treatment because we

stick

'

official

<.

p:oblems of the service, with
at 25 men expected to be on hand.

WB

{Continued from Page 1)

did tiy to negotiate a contract
covering wages paid by Warner
houses in northern New Jersey but
that at no time during the negotiations did he demand money from
For the first time in history," said Pat- either himself or the company.
The only other witness of the day
terson, "the War Department is making an

Fred Bund and other top offiPatterson said last night that production
of the Army Motion Pictuie
i
of this film followed the two September
rice left here last night to atmeetings of his staff with industry, labor
a three-day meet of AMPS ad- and press, held here and in Fort Knox, Ky.
istrative field men in St. Louis
"Inside Information" on the war situation
The was frankly discussed at these meetings,
orrow through Saturday.
nda consists

Extortion

Threat to

1)

customers
and reiterating that his door was
always open, Rodgers told the thebe fair with

to

a big group.

"War Department Report," authorized in the Fall by Undersecreand
working for the exten- tary of War Robert P. Patterson.
L-reational facilities in war-con- Designed as a report by the general
The former has been instru- staff to the nation's industrial workd areas.
al in obtaining, through local action, reers, the film runs 45 minutes and is
ol numerous Sunday blue laws, while
up of combat footage from
litter is mainly engaged in facilitating made
OCR is also pre- both private and Government sources
theater construction.
various
against
fight
to enter the
i
as captuied enemy film showordinances which prevent the fullest as well
:ation of potential recreation facilities. ing enemy strength and other information not previously screened.
of Community
?iul V. McNutt,
Requirements in
>

Kaufman

{Continued from Page 1)

i

This Year

Thea-

cago editor.

booker,

Paramount;,

Priscillia

Chicago.

BRUCE CODSHAW,
Buffalo,

operator,

Detroit.

ter,

Colum-

Buffalo.

FRIEDMAN,

WILLIAM

WOODLINC,

SAM HONICBERC,

EDWARD HARRISON,
DAVID

EARL

Buffalo.

Buffalo.

bia,

the commission will aid other
icies in such projects as obtainrepeal of local blue laws in coned areas or even in pushing for
construction of new theater fa-
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Walter Wanger

A

presents

Great American Motion Picture!

Released Dee. 31st
THE PRESENT WITH A FUTURE. WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS.

. . •

while

Its

story

is

hottest!

& o *^£

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

OL.84.NO.

NEW

110

MAY APPROVE

IENATE
IE

General Council Approves
Eckman Plan by Heavy
Majority After Debate

Back Door
.

.

hardly front

—

—

London

(By Cable) Adjustment
EE=i By CHESTER B. BAHN
of trade issues through the conciliaA/HILE the ruling of the Army's Ad- tory efforts of a joint committee of
*
General, Maj. Gen. J. A. six representatives of the CEA and
jutant
io,
may have opened the door for the as many members of the KRS was
reen use of stars and featured players now endorsed by the foimer yesterday at
General
uniform while they are on leave or fur- a stormy session of the
jgh,

in

all

candor

it

may be observed

P. C.

TAX TODAY

Statement Due Today
On VA-Korda Deal
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Edward C. Raftery,

—

UA

has promised to issue a
statement today on the United Arprexy,

tists-Alexander

negotiations,

the deal is finally connot expected that
is
corporation will sell the stock

but even

if

summated,
the

Korda

it

to anyone.

Council.

The meeting, from the point of
delegate attendance, one of the largis
pains to em- est of the year adopted a KRS proFor the General
at
iasize that "passes or furloughs will not posal, fathered by Metro's Sam Eckauthorized for the specific purpose of man, to set up the joint committee
rmitting men to be employed as actors," with renters but only after extended
an

20

TEN CENTS

1943

was the back rather

the door opened

at

9.

A Okays KRS Proposal for Conciliation Group
Editorial

.

YORK. THURSDAY. DECEMBER

front.

us establishing a

effect

at in

in

far different policy

than

(Continued on Page 4)

Metro

Preparing

is

Manual

for

Post-War

England.
o

Offers Million,

%

Chicago

soldier

is

specification

that

"if

any

employed to appear in any
wherein he is employed as

must be given by the War Departure's Bureau of Public Relations" is unrstandable and in itself presents no studio
rdle in these days when scripts are under
ce

"Winged

for the screen rights to

For Legit. Theaters
Under Consideration
THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington Decision is expected
from the Senate Finance Committee
Washington Bureau of

—

today on the admissions tax, with the
being that the senior
chamber will be asked by the committee to vote a tax of two cents
per dime as voted by the House last
month. Several cuts in excise taxes
were voted yesterday, but no cut in
the admissions tax is looked for.
Theie was a move yesterday in
support of legitimate theaters, with
a suggestion advanced that a lower
rate be set up for legitimate houses
than for motion pictures. It is belikelihood

(Continued on Page 4)

— Looking toward the post-

war period, M-G-M is preparing a
post-war film merchandising manual
eaking role,
on how to meet the emergency and
For
bit player,
supporting player, featured
how to make permanent patrons of
ayer or star, it is a policy of the War
the many additional millions brought
.-partment that approval for that appearNegotiations by 20th Century-Fox to the box-office during the last two
Army's

*HE

Move For Lower Rate

Victory"

or three years,
during the company's

"Winged Vic-

it

New Army Tunisian
MOI Release!

Pic as

was announced at
district
managers

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tory" progressed yesterday
William R.
Washington
Public showing for
a meeting in the office of President meeting yesterday by
the new film on the Tunisian camIt was reported Ferguson, exploitation manager.
Spyros Skouras.
}se official scrutiny.
Ferguson told the managers that paign made in London by Lt. Col.
20th-Fox offered $1,000,000
that
But definitely a hurdle is the General's
(Continued on Page 9)
Frank Capra and Maj. Hugh Stewdown and a percentage of the profits,
mmder that passes and furloughs are
art of the British Army is virtually
the money to go to Army Emergency
anted enlisted men for purposes of relaxa{Continued on Page 4)
assured, it was learned here yester3 Schoenstadt Defendants
<m and recreation, although the General's
Colonel Capra and Major
day.
Suit
Replies
Trust
File
in
tter adds, "If a man elects to utilize his
Brandt to Battle for
Stewart are in Hollywood putting in
are time in civilian employment, the War
apartment will interpose no objection,
bject to conditions herein stated."
refers
the
Ulio
letter
(As
released
ily
to soldiers on "passes or furloughs."

'hether the
,ave

not clear).

is

DEFINITELY
the

en

in

hurdle"

a

visedly

for

first

place,

a

is

used

is

ad-

number

of

reasons,

furloughs

for

enlisted

war time are few and

the practice
•my Air Forces
id

extends to officers on

policy

between,
The
not encouraged.
far

Spartan in
at respect.
And there are other comands in which furloughs are granted only
hen the need is imperative
critical illss at
follows that any
home, etc.
It
Idier who, lucky enough to secure a furgh (which at best hardly exceeds
10
is

—

Post-War-Exhib. Unity

Chicago
Warner Bros. Circuit
Management, Vitagraph and Federal

After the war, Harry Brandt will
battle for the creation of one exhibitor organization, the ITOA chief
To attempt such a
said yesterday.
(Continued on Page 12)

Theaters through Attorney Vincent
O'Brien asked the Federal Court to
strike from H. Schoenstadt Sons
Circuit the complaint regarding al(Continued on Page 12)

Orders Penalty for Pay Cut

IM

Skouras
4th

Names More

War Loan

Aides

of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Charles P. Skouras,
general chairman for the motion pic-

West Coast Bureau

—

ture industry's participation in the

forthcoming Fourth

War Loan cam-

Allied Amusements to Reimburse 13 Operators
Up-State Industry Hit

By Epidemic
Albany

—

In what is said to be the
decision rendered of its kind in
the United States under the War
Labor Board regulations, the Allied
Amusements, Inc., an Elias M. Loew

Boston

first

of Illness

—A virtual

epidemic of illness has stricken local theater and corporation which operates among
iys), elected to spend the period before the
distrib. executives.
other theaters the Majestic Theater
meras scarcely would be popular with
Bill Smalley, who operates Smal- in Boston, has been ordered by the
e less fortunate men in his outfit.
ley Circuit at Cooperstown, has been local regional War Labor Board to
And even if only a small minority were ill abed the past 10 days with grippe, pay penalties for the reduction of
{Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

especially

—

—

(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 12)

Overseas Situation
Before MPPDA Board
Regular quarterly meeting of the
board of directors was held
yesterday and continued until next
Tuesday.
Session was said to have
been routine, with departmental reports 'and consideration given to the.

MPPDA

foreign

situation.

Thursday, December

9,

19
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:

MA). HAL ROACH, U. S. Signal Corps, and
MRS. ROACH arrived in New York yesterday
from Washington where he is stationed. MAJOR
RCACH will remain here for a few days.

BAHN

B.

Editar

•

:
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New
Broadway,
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and
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111.,

Esler,

LONDON— Ernest

W.

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour

W.

at..

I.

PARIS— P.

Rue Marsoulan

29

(12).

Le

Harle,

A.

Film,

ern publicity director,
cinnati and Chicago.

HAL

WALLIS

B.

Disney's Eastyesterday for Cin-

left

IRVING
Fox

assistant director of
distribution,
has
returned

20thfrom

BERNERD,

JEFFREY
en

route

Monogram

producer,

the Coast Jan.
E.

trict

Lew

High

Am. Seat

13%

.

Columbia

(2V2

%

pfd.

Picts.

Con. fm. Ind
Con. M n. Ind. pfd.
East.

manager,

20th

was

Boston,

in

Circuit

Century-Fox disAlbany Tuesday.

HARRY BERKSON, Monogram
er in Buffalo and Albany,
early this week.

was

in

franchise holdthe latter «ity

ED WALL, Paramount exploiteer in Albany,
has returned from a swing through Binghamton,
Rochester and Syracuse.

Back Door
.

.

.

.

.

17
1551/2

.

.

.

.

Paramount

RKO
RKO $6
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1
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8 1/4
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20th Century-Fox
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571/4
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12
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Radio-Keith cvs
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Technicolor

Extort Trial
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23/4

11%

1

vtc.

.
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1
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2% +

11%

—
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Resumes Today

The Federal Court
seven

1/4

4

18i/2

+

31/4

121/4

4%

Trans-Lux
Universal Picts.

3

31/4

men charged

if

a
that isn't so.

trial of the
with conspiring

Ottawa Hearing in the determination of the Musical Protective Society of Canada action to prevent
the issuance of a license to collect
fees to the American Pei forming
Right society is scheduled to be held
on Jan. 6, next, before the Department of the Secretary of State.
The APRS is trying to set up its

in

New

manager

general

Australia

and

division

New

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALI
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

for

Zealand,

Rosalind

York today for home office

Brian

RUSSELL

conferences.

AHERNE
in

GEORGE ABBOTT
a

arrives

in

Havana today

"WHAT A WOMAN"

for

month's vacation.

ROBERT

C.
BRUCE,
producer of shorts,

Hollywood
is

with Willard Parker
A Columbia Picture

cameraman

stopping at the Astor.

Gala Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
Mezzanine Seats Reserved.
Circle 6-460

RAY BOLGER and LITTLE JACK LITTLE are
back from a 27,000-mile tour of the South and
Southwest Pacific battle fronts where they entertained

troops.

ED MOREY,
head,

First

returns

H

Monogram's exchange operations
from

Boston Saturday.

E L

D OV

w<

RKO's Sinatra

E

WEEK

R 2nd

PI
.DRAMATIC

REPOI

Suit

The question of whether March of
Time had the right to film Frank

WAVES

MALL0C OF VICTOR.

Sinatra singing at the
training station at Hunter College is expected to be decided by Federal
Judge John C. Knox within the next
few days. The court reserved decision after a three-day trial of the suit
brought by RKO to pi event
of T
from releasing its latest subject, "U
S. Music and the War." RKO charged
that the appearance of Sinatra in
the short was in violation of his exclusive contract with the company.

^^^m
OF TIME

LATEST

MARCH
lUleowd By

30* Cautery***

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

MacKinlay KANTOR'S

-

Symposium
Of Cinema Lodge Tonight

j&

Anti-Semitism

- Don

Harry

AMECHE

CARET

•

*JK

Frances DEE

Ann RUTHERFORD

•

ROXY

collection

Arrive for Para. Talks

Legit Attractions Break
Paramount's man- Singer Circuit Records

more than $1,000,000 from
David E. Rose,
the industry was postponed yester- aging director in Great Britain,
day to today because of the illness rived yesterday from London for
to extort

ALBRICHT,

J.

Artists
arrive in

Western

Universal
Detroit.

in

is

The Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith
agency in Canada to will hold a symposium on anti-Semideal with theaters and radio on tism at its meeting tonight in the
royalties on its South American list. Oxford Room of the Hotel Piccadilly.
The Canadian theater men take The meeting will be open to all memthe position that in the event iiie bers
prospective
and
members.
APRS gets a license to collect one- Speakers will be Maurice Fagan, ex»
half to two cents per seat per an- ecutive secretary of the Anti-Defamnum the sum should be deducted from ation Council of Philadelphia; Leonthe fees paid by them to the Canad- ard Finder, Eastern executive head
ian Performing Rights Society.
of the Anti-Defamation League of
New York, and Ben Epstein of the
Dave Rose and Ojerholm Anti-Defamation League of Boston.

own

THEATERS

M

Dispute Aired Jan. 6

—

3 3/4
153/4
l

O'KEEFE,

§YDNEY

In

Canadian Music Fees

155

55

uniform

is

Court Reserves Decision

hardly front

private's

J.

manager,

and

Oneida yesterday.

in

Schoenstadt Prexy
Tucson, with his family.

in

T

NEW YORK

exploitation

MORRIS GOODMAN due back Monday from

will

CALLAHAN,

X.

Ask anyone who has ever worn

.

Kodak

do pfd
Gsn. Prec. Eq.
Loew's. Inc

133/s
153/4

163/8

)

Radio

Cleveland.

United

6.

'BARNEY ROSE, Universal district manager,
made the Warner and Fabian Circuit calls in Albany Tuesday and moved on to call on Kalle:

buck

Col. Picts. vtc.

RKO

TURNER,
in

on vacation

A.

—

Net

is

tonight at the Capitol Hotel.
election is set for Jan. 13, next.

is

NED E. DEPINET, S. BARRET McCORMICK
and TERRY TURNER, RKO execs., are due on

(Continued from Page

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

head,

Hollywood.

to

grouse and gripe, that would be sufficient to raise hell
plain and undiluted
with the company's morale.

1943',

mana-

sales

20th-Fox

Rio de Janeiro.

to

8,

of

will

Saturday.

HENRY SCHOENSTADT,

MAAS,

foreign

BUENOS

Wednesday, December

pianist,

Corporation, and
CHARLES
SCHLAIFER, advertising manager, returned from
studio conferences yesterday.

Mexico City.

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

FINANCIAL

MAURICE ROCCO, Negro jazz
Hollywood from New York
WILLIAM J. KUPrER, general

arrive in

TERRY
Waldorf-Astoria

the

at

is

officers will
at the regular meeting of t
Screen Publicists Guild of New Yo

from California.

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
- Eileen O'Brien.
AIRES— Dr.
Waller P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio
CITY—
Galindo,
MEXICO
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

,

Nominations for

made

ger

ANTOINETTE SPITZER, Walt
CHESTER

goiiig

10 Cents

1943

9,

To Nominate Tonight

arhis

two defendants, John Roselli and semi-annual visit and conferences
Paul De Lucia. The court instructed with John W. Hicks, and other home
that the two sign waivers to permit office officials.
the trial to continue in their absence.
John A. Ojerholm, general manager of the Paramount laboratory in
Poller Undergoes Operation
London, also ariived for conferMike Poller, assistant to the gen- ences.
of

—

Chicago
Legitimate attractions
playing the Singer circuit are setting new records, according to Mort
Singer. Recent appearance of Ethel

Barrymore in "The Corn is Green"
at the Iowa Theater, Cedar Rapids,

grossed $3,300, an all-time high for
the house.
eral sales manager at RKO Radio,
Other bookings to come include
is convalescing after an operation at New Auburn Theater Opened
"Jane Eyre," "Blythe Spirit," "Arpavillion
of
Mt.
Sinai
Auburn,
private
Wash.
the
Jimmy Ewing has senic and Old Lace" and other
opened his new Auburn Ave. Theater. Broadway hits.
Hospital.

Claudette Colbert

—

Fred MacMurra*

"NO TIME FOR LOVE"
A Paramount

Picture

In Person

WOODY HERMAN and BAND
PARAMOUNT
•
Times Squart
BUY MORE WAR BONDS
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STAE
NEW

VICTORIA

B'WAY &

46th— Daily.
2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sals.. Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra shows
Sat$.,

—

RKO PALAC

B'WAY

&

47t

Continuous
perform
ances.
Popular nrlee
run.

Hols.— CI 6-7429

Suns..

Loew' '.STRTE
ON SCREEN
TECHNICOLOR

J

PERSON

IN

DUNNINCER

"PHANTOM Of
THE OPERA"
Starring

—

NELSON
EDDY
I

l

Extra!
r

..JOEY

ADAMS

AMUSEMENTS

THE NEW YORK TIMES. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

25,

AMUSEMENTS

1943.

SCREEN

SCREEN NEWS HERE,
1

AND

The Kay Kyser Show

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Dennis O'Keefe Signed

JND THE WORLD

i

<r e

2

for

Edward Small

Pictures by

k

3 Films Open Today

"$kul

Sp*.i»i u> Tw Ksw Voax
HOIXYWOOD. Cai'T-, Nov.

You'll cheer every-

one of them

M—

in

M-G-M's heart-stirring

Dennis O'Keefe i«i been signed to
& two-picture contract bv Edward Sail Dow.
Smalt. United Artisti producr.
By BOSLEY CROWTHER
and w.n play Um male lead in -Up
Music, gags and slapstick of a
In his second
ilatste's Room
he will toe co-starred with sort designed to entertain our
William Eer.dix In Waltzing Ma- troops at their overseas bases, fill

production.

'

.-.

1

--i

L/

i comedy ol American aolthe nour-and-a-quarter of runningAustralia, to be baaed on

r,

an original yarn ny Fred Chapman
and Eddie Seabroofc.
Fred MaeMurray whose contract
with Paramount expires this summer after "Clrla' Town." has signed
a term deal wlin Twentieth Ccntury-Fcot calling iur two pictures
a year. The agreement ^
actor the privilege- of doing one
film a year for another studio.
Eddie Qullian will nave the lead
* rial's "Has Anybody Here
lain Kelly" after his role In
studio

the

and Samuel Hind

Stone

also bave been set for the former
Ricardo Corte2 will repicture.
turn to Warners for a part In the

time consumed by the
K.vaer picture.

which came

$**•

new Kay

"Around the World,"

to the

Globe yesterday.

camp

And, as strictly

entertain-

GREAT

ment by a group

of screen and
"names," it confronts the
civilian reviewer with a problem tri
How does ono say
Critical tact
that the humor dished up by Joan
Davis and Mlscha Auer is straight
off the cob without offending those
follows who will probably think it
swell? How doea one put, diplomatically, the fact that Georgia
Carroll and Marcy McGulre, though
nice and attractive young ladies,
^rc t Shade on the artificial side?
And how does one phrase a well-

radio

PERFORMANCES
BY A

tpy

GREAT
CAST!

Jack Carson-Jane Wyraan comedy. worn distaste ror the jitterbug
clowning of Mr.
so that noni
"Make Your Own Bed."
Ava Gardner ha* been assigned fiis soldier enthusiasts will tak
as a personal iffront?
to a dramatic role, her moat imFrankly,
the
problei
portant to date, in "Three Men in
White" at Metro. On the same, so we are reduced to
report that "Around the^
lot.
"Maisie Goes to Reno" has
a middling picture al
been set for the next film la the
Ann Satbern stnea' Fox bus show company's tour
"
Reginald Gardiner for a top Mr. Kyser and his

K

named
rota

—ftuuC

out at least elghl
the forthcoming mystery
of which are
'..aura."
"Roodle-ee-doo
for

hi

Robert Benchley

slated

la

Paramount In "National lleve Everyl
Miss Davis
fance" and "Tho Road to

parts at

Bam

4*%u

'

Utopia." the Crosby-Hope-Laraour
Russell Hayden ha* been
fare*. . .
for the second lead in the
.

Thomas

Pine and

."";olce."

,

picture,

"Gam-

Jane

.Tones,

.

.

#>

night club singer here, will be seen
"Incendiary
Pi ramouat'H
Blonde."

Of Local Origin
Three mid town

eat new

theatres will
attractions

film

morning. At the Strand, "Mori

Warner

Purauit," a

Brothei

melodrama, will b* the
Errcl Flynn U starred in t
with Helmut Dantlne, Julie
John Ridgiey and G<
cal

•

mm
4^lm

in support;;
State, "Tne Heifa On,",
b'a musical, will be the
.

The cast Is beaded
More. William Gaxtj
West,

who returns

after an

Among
Haxel

absence

Cugat and

his ore!

Diaehart.

.

.

new

the

AND

.

"Dancing Mastei
Century-Fox conLaurel and Oliv<

.

attraetr*,

WALTERPIDGEON

Trudy Marshall,
Matt Brigga.
£

where

r.

GREERGARSON

of,

the featurei
Scott, the

METRO-GOIDWYN-MAYER'S

IN

.ficyTfS:

it ts b*ti, '.".<!

*^**ij&

day, reserved *Tnie to Life "'
the Palace, whe i. >.• ; ;' r^ 5".
Picture House
*fin
"Clau_ f. ""• : v'
tlnuoualy. . .
Fllcka," tomorow.
fourth week today fit titan::**;' ,ji ,"y>x villa; 'Thank Your Lucky;
City Music Hall, "Sahara" entail, U'jiy * tomorrow, Saturday.
a third and final week at the CapiDouble Fettturea
tol and 'The Gr^al Mr. Handel"

/><$%

.

MADAME CURIE.

•

.

J

let's

continues for a twelfth week at the
Sutton Cinema: "Mr. Deeds Goes'
Fifty-fifth Street Playhouse.
to Town"* and "When You're In.
"Holy Matrimony" starts a week's Love,"* tomorrow', Saturday.
stand today at the Trans-Lux, LexLoew'a Lexington, Seventy-arc-'
ington Avenue at Fitty-second ond Street, Zlegfeld, Eighty-third
Street.
A revival of the Street and Olympta: "So Proudly
French film 'Three Waltzes." with We Hall"* and "Htnry Aldrich
Yvonne Printempi and Pierre Swings It."*
Fresnay. will begin a five-day run
Newsreela
today at the Fifth Avenue Play•Grand Central.
"Jitterbugs" heads the
house. .
.
•Translux: Broadway and Fortyall-ccmedy re%1val bill, to be shown
ninth.
today through Sunday, at the Lnff•Embassy:
Forty-second
Revivals of "His Girl
movie.
.
,
Seventh;
Friday" and "New Wine" are being Park: Forty-seventh and
and
presented at the Midtown Theatre. 33 West Fiftieth; Broadway
Newark
Seventy -second
and
Carmen Amaya. the flamenco iN.J.l Newsreel.
.

-^^V

GIRL

COMING

1

...

^eRazr

.

CAPITOL

.

'

—

BIG

plui

NOTES
;

'

.

.

.

Charles Halton has

and Vladimir Horowitz,

'irw

.

.

ttm-t&nti

-:-

ON

Education

York

Men

For Service

The New York City Defense Rcceatloa Committee. 09 Park Avenue
raetnbei
Fortieth
Street
at
ijency of ihe Nailinal Wir Fund
hrough the /reneroslty of the enter
almnent. world offers a partial nm
available today
n( f
M.
frorn 11 A
1 .

"

4.

USTSWWINS

mm*

Committee

will hold a rehearsal

And OH'"

Big

.ict.f

IE DISCRIMINATING

Drink America's

UNEXCEUED WHISKEY

^pOODIT;

5:30

Apply 99 Park A

"
*.w"" Go
,

for

-

)

'" n

P£*SOM

$tN
fwoooy

'

£&»*«-

HERMAN

i

|

tickets

Officers apply lo the Officer
Service Commi'tee at the Hotc
for comparable service

Commodore

rOORSEY
iTAGE PLATS
Ticket
1

|

Broadway play* through

!< jit Una

isy of the

League

New

of

York Thtatree.

1

1»

{|?iST

IE

MOTION PICTURES
Astor

Mu«ic TUil

ftDtlBBClf

Capitol

/fftA

C

PABTCES AND MISCELLANEOUS
-Frae hotel Thankspiving dinner
invitation* will h« disirlbiited fror.i
A. M- to 9 P. M- at &9 Park Ave-

...
I

If)

jiew

oi

Come and get your
Happy TBamtBglving;!

invitation.

5

JO

wJ

HOHI

M. C. A., 35« Weal
Street, tea dance,

P. M.

Fim Cams— Flrrt

1

:

'

jriHiOl*.

.

REDS OH THE MAh

Passe* Required

Ttuity-fourt.h

M :v'£^^-^
BROADWAY

4Sih 5T. on

lorn

•

No

flloane Hoti:w T.

VI

GREAT PACIFIC

Th-!!

through the
Hotel AMOCianon

I AlTiMOH.

MAftYUND

52(J

FflOM

THC WftRS—tXBh

twVt^
&l OF

MHUNERi

ST. on Lexlogton Avifibi

ESTABLISHED 1883
Served

n«t

sriAivW w,<sm3u in

4 (Ui

"H0SIB81*"- IMS

«VS

i

venlng tickets.

\

PICTURE! SUPERI

and every Thursday night
Broadway, at Fifty-seventh

•

&

inn ins i i.i. nm
CONTINUOUS
pinfonM<Ncii
poputait rmcKS

.

.

i

RKO PALACE
Strait

..•eOADWAY-SIST. tA.EffATUUJ

pti

Joined the cast of Columbia's "AdParamount'*
dress Unknown."
Menuhin, vlolli
The Hitler Gang" has arqutred Yehudl
Arrivals from play for the men lr
Frank Reicher. .
.
the
yesterday
included Halloran Hospital, State
Coast
tonight
as
a prelude to
Michael O'Shea, who has just comin Carnegie Hall on Sum
pleted nia role in 'The Eve of St,
Mark" at Twentieth Century-Fox. He will play whatever thj
request. Bnd the affair
and Franz Waxman, composer of
formal.
the score for Warners' forthcomThe Choral Group of th
ing film. '"Destination. Tokyo"

nm

WOOUCt *» * TO. OS MOtt 010-

85th ST. on Madlion Avirtu*

HOLYMATRIMONY
SMIy

WC4IH/.

Cvit rUMr, Ulrd Crdv

'

Jia/cfy*

AT BOTH THEATRES

1,1.

"Lon

Mickey Rooney
Judy Garland

Tommy Dorsey
Gershwin Music

2ND

M-G-M'e Rip-Raor!ous

1NPERSON SHOW

Musical Riclure

DEC.

For age group above 12.
dancer, and her troupe will appear
tn the screen version of "Knickerbocker Holiday," which Harry Joe
MUSIC
Brown Is producing and directing
"Lucia
Tonight's event*
for United Artists release. The Lammermoor." Metropolis
picturiaalion of the Maxwell AnHouse, 8:30 o'clock; PhUh;
derson play stars Nelson Eddy,
Symphony Orchestra.
Charles Coburn und Constance Hall. Artur Rodzinski cc
Dowling.

go

.
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9,
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Expect Senate Will

CEA Approves KRS's

Approve 20 P.

Conciliation Propose

C.

(Continued from Page

Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

suggestion caused
today of the whole
matter of admissions taxes which
were passed over in yesterday's session after only a brief discussion.

debate,

lieved that

this
the tabling until

Guffey Expects No Drop
Senator Joseph Guffey, D., Pa.,
declared last night that he did not
look for any drop in the House rate
so far as motion picture houses are
concerned, but refused to commit
himself in regard to legitimate
He did not indicate any
houses.
strong belief that a differentiation
between the legitimate and motion
pictu: e rate will be made, but declared that his colleagues on the
committee and himself "have high
regard for the spoken drama."
There is no question but that those
Senators present last week when
Walter Hampden and Eddie Dowling
testified were impressed by the two
actors. It appears also that at least
some of them were impressed by the
implication in Hampden's testimony
that it might be desirable to dif-

between motion picture
admissions and admissions to legitimate theaters.
Stam Plan Not Dead
Senator Joseph Guffey, D., Pa.,
ferentiate

ranking majority member of the
committee, has indicated that in only
a few cases will higher rates than
the present be voted for next year,
but his prediction does not appear
It
to be fully borne out thus far.
would not occasion great surprise,
however, although it is not expected if the admission rate is lowered
in some way to aid country theaters.
One possibility would be adoption
of the Stam plan, calling for a tax
of two cents on each 15 cents or
major portion thereof the the admis-

—

—

sion price.

"Yale at War"
THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
M-G-M will make
"Yale at War" which John W. Conto
West Coast Bureau

—

of

produce.
Story is
about Yale being converted into a
naval training station.
Considine
plans to go East after the first of
the year to confer with officers at
sidine,

Jr.,

will

•

•

pany

TODAY'S HOT

•

That internal situation in

TIP:

and may

could be straightened out

still

com-

that

be. There's

a special

committee at work

•

•

j

T
T
• BREAD UPON THE WATERS

matic

behind

incidents

the

«5

case

of

who was

reasons

an

nameless

exhibitor

active

only son

his

was stricken

despairing of his boy's

dra-

the

of

Dimes

of

here

drive

obvious

for

1943 campaign against infantile

the

in

One

March

industry's

the

j

Suddenly the dread malady struck in

paralysis.

home

this exhibitor's

own

parent

the panic-stricken

telephoned Nicholas M. Schenck,

life

chairman of the March of Dimes drive
Schenck got into touch
with Basil O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
O'Connor communicated with the Foundation
representatives

the

in

exhibitor's

known

every help

T
•

•

was being given

T

mission tax hike will stand at two cents
is

due

the

Unless some-

a swell chance the proposed adon each 15 cents
An official

TV

week

this

this:

•

slightly

•

.

.

.

good old U.

S.

Screen Canteen

.

.

•

Lt. Col.

372nd Infantry Dance band.

.

.

James Roosevelt, USMC, back

A. from the Gilberts campaign.

hosted service

men

last

• John

.

night

.

.

in

• SOPEG's

the

Silver

Headliners were
and Saddles and the

Considine,

Yale, '21, will

Jr.,

produce "Yale at War" for Metro. :
// John is going to touch upon
the AAF Technical Training Command there, Phil M. will be happy
to nominate a technical adviser.
• The Epsteiyis, Julius and Phil,
.

Bert Sprotte

I

came

in for attention.

SOEG Wins Pay Tilt, Bu
WLB Must First Approval
West Coast Bureau of

—

THE FILM

DM

Hollywood Agreement has 1
reached whereby office employes
the local major film exchanges
be given a 10 per cent pay

I

I

time-and-a-half after eight he
daily or 40 hours weekly. Propel
tilt agreed upon by Screen
Employes Guild and representat
of the companies is to be submi
to the War Labor Board for ap]
val.

Workers employed six months
more are to be given a one-week
cation, with two weeks for those

|

[

ployed one year or more.

Newark's Civic Leaders
To See Delinquency Pi:
Two of the leading short subj
dealing with juvenile delinque,
will be shown to Newark civic
ganization leaders on Friday m<
ing at Harry Lowenstein's Ccj
Theater.
The shorts are RF
"Children of Mars" and March
Time's "Youth in Crisis." The sh
ing is sponsored by the WAC.

.

are due from the Coast next week, bringing with them the completed

dramatization of Rosemary Taylor's "Chickn Every Sunday," scheduled
for

Broadway

later

WEDDIDG BELL

T

OWI'S ELMER DAVIS found

•

•

was

slated "for Will Hays' job in Hollywood" very, very

•

that

columnist's

report

he

amusing ......

Oh, well, the boys have to print something, y'know.
• Investment
purchases of Loew and Paramount issues are reported in Wall St. circles
Standard & Poor's newest basic company analysis says of
the former, "The long trend

.

upward, as it appears likely that the
company will maintain its dominant trade position"
And of the
latter, "Paramount's improved competitive position, combined with its
fully

integrated

operations,

heavy spending

is

assures

for entertainment,".

press

accredited

foreign

•

likes that National

full
.

participation

• Has

correspondents

the

been

the

benefits

MPPDA's

roster of

in

Phil

M.

severely

quette"
]r.

•

•

•

T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!..

.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Bra
yesterday announced the forthc
ing marriage of their daughter,
bette, to Allan Livingstone Froi

now

in

the

Army.

Ceremony
Ten

take place Dec. 26 in the

Rodeph Sholom.
Lilyan Hershovitz, secretary
E. Depinet, will be married
Sgt. Louis Getterman in San Fi
cisco, Dec. 19.

Ned

pruned?
Screen Service approach to the theater
vandalism-hoodlum problem via a unique special trailer. Theater EtiDouglas Fairbanks,
Mark Hamilton

—
— also

.

.

join Annabella.

I

Royal Commission to investigate
industry. Film grading and renj
two of the principal issues s
ring trade controversy on this

I

ON THE PERSONAL SIDE: RKO's S. Barret McCormick
improved yesterday.
• Arthur Hays Sulzberger, publisher of the New York Times, will host a screening of the War Department's documentary, "War Department Report," for press, magazines and radio in Times Hall next Tuesday.
• Paul Lazarus, Jr.,
and Dave Lipton rated \-A by their Uncle Sa?nuel.
# Two more
film names for the cast of the Theater Guild-Jack Skirball play, "Jacobowsky and the Colonel"; Louis Calhern and J. Edward Bromberg
•

was

!

hours

the child

T

thing kicks over the applecart, there's

decision

of

to

that exhibitor participate in

VIA WASHINGTON GRAPEVINE comes

•

matter

a

in

state

to science

and his life was saved. Will
1944 March of Dimes? And how!

of

Edward J. Dowling
R. M. Blumenthal

Lined up in opposition were
psrtant indies, who protested 11
the joint committee Avas not
proper solution. However, the r>i
lution carried by a large majo
and the CEA's six representat
will be appointed at once.
The Film Council also held an
tended session yesterday to cons
not only the proposal to set u
j

.

lite

crj

ter blasts.

the Ritz Brothers, Golden Gate Quartet, Boots

Make

M-G-M

marked by charges and

.

—

Pittsburgh The marriage of F
ence Parry, daughter of the drt
critic and columnist for the Pr
to Capt. Donald C. Heide of Kenos]
Wis., has been announced.

)

j*K

ww§ "Mr
i

FIFTY RKO houses through

i'->

THE GREATEST
AUDIENCE ON
RECORD FOR
NEW YORK'Sf
M
IGGESTf
H TUCAtDCMPT
IrlknlliEi rMHI

^

1

out the Metropolitan areii
playing from dark to dam

New

Year's Eve only, a
H.IO minimum.. as 1944'i
most sensational attractiot
is launched in the thrilling
manner you've come to exof

pect from "The Showmanship Company"!. .Additiona,
spectacular openings set h
cities Coast to Coast!

with

LEON

ERROUMARCY McGUIRE.Paul

HARTMAN

•

BARBARA HALE

•

*m,

^

Screen Play by Jay Dratler and Ralph Spencj

-Additional Dialogue

HOLIDAYS,

and Grace

DOOLEY WILSON

Produced and Directed by Tim/Whelan
Jf

RKO

by William Bowers and Howard

Harris

SHOWMEN OF AMERICA!

Thursday, December

9, 194i
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ft ft REVI€UIS OF TH€ n€UI
"His Butler s Sister"

"Higher and Higher"

with Deanna Durbin, Pat O'Brien,
Franchot Tone
Universal
94 Mins.

with Michele Morgan, Jack Haley,

"What A Man!"

Frank Sinatra

RKO

"Tarzan's Desert

Downs, Wanda McKay and
Robert Kent

with Johnny

NEW DURBIN PICTURE A SHEER DEPIC TRADES ON SINATRA CRAZE Monogram
67 Mins.
LIGHT; MUSIC AND ROMANCE SU- WITH SENSATIONAL RESULTS; PLENTY
COMEDY FOR THE FAMILY AUDIENCE
PERBLY BLENDED; STAR AT HER BEST. OF COMEDY AND MUSICAL NUMBERS. NETS A NEAT QUOTA OF LAUGHS.
In "His Butler's Sister" Deanna Durbin HEADED FOR TOP COIN.
This family comedy is a satisfactory offinds romance again.
The exhibitor need
Frank Sinatra is the big noise in "Higher fering from the modest budget field and
patrons no more than that to assure the success of this booking.
Fine as
rhe production is for all types of audiences,
tell

it

his

the

is

women

particularly

their hearts to the

warm, human quality

will

lose

charm of Miss Durbin's

The

offering.

latest

who

film

in

is

which

rich
all

in

that

the Durbin

pictures abound.

Here are romance and music

in a mixalways in the finest of taste
and never less than supremely entertaining.
The music has been selected carefully and
given a presentation that is effective and
In the process
classy as it is showmanly.

that

ture

is

of surrendering

her

heart to

the

man she

Miss

Durbin lifts her lovely voice
Her most impresin four musical numbers.
sive exhibition is her rendering of an aria
from the Puccini opera "Turandot." A departure for the young lady is the singing
Two other numbers
of a Russian medley.
complete Miss Durbin's musical chores.
They are "When You're Away," a Victor
Herbert tune, and "In the Spirit of the
Moment," by Bernie Grossman and Walter
loves

Jurman.

The man

in Miss Durbin's life this time
Franchot Tone, a famous composer. Miss
Durbin is a small-town girl who comes to
New York determined to land on the stage.
The plot resolves around her efforts to get
her good
It is
Tone to hear her sing.
is

luck that her half-brother, Pat O'Brien, is
She welcomes a maid's job
Tone's butler.
in
the Tone menage in the hope it will
Nothing happens,
advance her ambition.
however, until Tone hears her sing at the
butler's ball.
By that time she and he
have fallen passionately in love.
Samuel Hoffenstein and Betty Reinhardt

no chance to inject comedy into their
which was directed beautifully

lost

screenplay,

satin
There
is
a
Borzage.
the production given the film by
Producer Felix Jackson with the aid of

Frank

by

finish

to

Frank Shaw.

The photography

of

Woody

the art work of John B. Goodman
Martin Obzina and the musical score

Bredell,

and

of H.

J.

Salter help to

Sister" the delight that

make "His
it

Butler's

Durbin, Pat O'Brien, Fran-

Tone, Evelyn Ankers, Elsa Jansen,
Walter Catlett, Akim Tamiroff, Alan Mowchot

bray, Frank Jenks, Sig Arno, Franklin Pang-

born,

Andrew Tombes.

CREDITS: Producer,

Jackson;

As-

Producer, Frank Shaw; Director,
Frank Borzage; Screenplay, Samuel HoffenBetty

Reihardt;

—which

Cameraman, Woody

Art Directors, John B. Goodman,
Martin Obzina; Set Decorators, R. A. Gausman, T. F. Offenbecker; Film Editor, Ted
Kent; Special Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical Director, Charles Previn; Musical Score,

means that the pro-

duction should be a "natural" with the nafemmes and adolescents, and others
susceptible to the Sinatra charm.
Exhibi-

tion's

tors

on

have
the

chance to capitalize

this film a

in

current

craze

Sinatra

with

sensa-

tional results.

Plenty of showmanship has gone into this
Sinatraction. No opportunity has been overlooked to turn on the voice that spells
ecstasy to youthful hordes.
Cast in a ro-

mantic role close to the hearts of his faithful,
the crooner lends his voice to "I
Couldn't Sleep a Wink Last Night," "I

You

Say

"This

Is

ning."

a

Lovely

It

must

may

singing

"The

First,"

Music Stopped,"
to Spend an Eve-

Way
be

make

said

that

swoon, it isn't likely to make
an impression on adult minds.
Sinatra

while

his

juvenile

his

admirers
too strong

himself as a pleasant,
doesn't take himself too
seriously in a role that wisely makes little
reveals

likable fellow

who

demand upon him

as an

actor.

He

gives

quota of laughs.
it
has
been well directed by William Beaudine.
Barney Sarecky rates credit as the procreates

nice

a

ducer.

Johnny Downs, Wanda McKay and Robert
Kent do good work as the featured players, while Etta McDaniel, is prominent in
William X. Crowley and
a supporting role.
Beryl Sachs fashioned the screenplay.
MarLePicard turned in a good job of
cel
photography.

Downs,
is

a

John Ince,

is

to

the best

man

winning

the

of

(Barbara Hale)
that he

deb

after giving the impression

love with

menial (Michele
Morgan) in Leon Errol's mansion.
The hilarious story has Errol on the
verge of losing his house.
In the hope of
saving the day the servants get Miss Morgan to pass herself off as Errol's daughter,
with the idea of marrying her off to a rich
is

in

guy.

The

abroad

with

a

that Errol's daughter is
estranged wife makes it
easy to carry out the duplicity.
Matters
are complicated by Miss Morgan's secret
passion for Errol's butler
(Jack Haley).
When Haley realizes he is in love with Miss
Morgan he has her confess to provide a
happy ending for himself.
Errol's financial
problems are solved when he and the servants turn the cellar into a night club.
The film version of the stage musical of
the same name, for which Jay Dratler and
Ralph Spence did the screenplay, was directed at a fast tempo by Tim Whelan,
who also served as producer.
The songs,
are

fact
his

certain

to

impress

themselves

strongly upon the young folk, are by

Jimmy

McHugh and

Harold Adamson.
Besides Miss Morgan, Haley and Sinatra,
others who contribute to the fun include
Errol, Marcy McGuire, Dooley Wilson, Victor Borge and Mary Wickes.

is

his

in

home

and

trying to dcdge the

doctor, believes

a

dis-

Downs

and Wanda are newlyweds and so informs
Downs' fellow clerks at the branch office,
where Johnnny is employed.
Wanda praises Johnny and imbues him
with a fighting spirit.
When Harry H:lman, the branch manager, is transferred,
home office representatives decide Johnny

Wanda, who

society

a

McKay

led to believe she

law.

who winds up engaged

to

modest young bookkeeper,

Wanda

covers

an amiable account of himself as a singer

the job.
In addition
promotion, Johnny wins
turns out to be the daughter
for

the company's president.

CAST:

Johnny

Downs,

Wanda

McKay,

RKO

70 Mir
|

TARZAN FILM SHOUL
POWERFUL ATTRACTIO

LATEST
PROVE A

WITH
The
ly

KIDS;

ACTION NEVER SUBSIDE

Tarzan adventure

latest

The

kid stuff.

picture

is

film

is

stric

one^lcng strii
up the youn

events des'gned to stir
no end.
Things happen so fast ai
furiously that Tarzan scarcely is given tin
to draw a deep breath as he applies r
strength and primitive cunning to upsettin
of

sters

•

the plans of a Nazi agent to cause troub
between two important desert tribes.

The

which makes no attempt
opens with Tarzan receiving fro
London a message from his Jane to obta.
a fever-curing herb that grows in the ju
gle.
It is while he and Boy are on tr
mission that Tarzan runs into the Na
agent and his stooges.
On his journey I)
meets an- American chorus girl who
carrying from the sheik cf one tribe
that of the other a message warning
the Nazi plot. Tarzan, helped by the chir
Cheta and Boy is kept pretty busy pr
venting the message from falling into til
hands of the enemy.
His supreme go
deed is saving the girl from being hang
for the slaying of the son of one of t!
story,

restraint,

|

i

j

by the villains.
The elimination
the Nazi agent is accomplished graphical
sheiks

lr

makes

a

finale that will bring plenty

j

screams from the kids.
The film, produced by Sol Lesser, h
been given headlong direction by Willie
Thiele.
Edward T. Lowe concocted t;
screenplay from a yarn by Carroll Youn,'
Johnny Weissmuller plays Tarzan in r
usual stolid manner.
Nancy Kelly enacl
the chorus girl adequately.
Johnny She
field has lost none of his appeal as Be
In Otto Kruger the role of the Nazi age
is
in good hands.
Joseph Sawyer, Llo
Corrigan, Robert Lowery are others wl
merit a good word. Cheta, the chimp, ste£
the show everytime she is around.
CAST: Johnny Weissmuller, Nancy Kel
Offers Million,
Johnny Sheffield, Otto Kruger, Joseph Sa\
Victory Rights yer, Lloyd Corrigan, Robert Lowery, Frai
Puglia, Phil van Zandt.
(Continued from Page 1)
CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser; Ass
Relief. While the
is reported, ciate Producer, Kurt Neumann; Directc
to be considering other offe: s, in- William Thiele; Screenplay, Edward T. Low
cluding one by Warner Bros., it was Story by Carroll Young; Based on chara
said that 20th-Fox had an inside ters created by Edgar Rice Burrough
Cameramen, Harry Wild, Russ Harlan; A
track for the rights.
Attending yesterday's conference Directors, Hans Peters, Ralph Berger; Mu
were Spyros Skouras, Moss Hart, Lt. ical Score, Paul Sawtell; Musical Directc
Col. Dudley S. Dean, Joseph Hyman, C. Bakaleinikoff; Film Editor, Ray Locker
Robert Kent, Etta McDaniels, Harry Holman, J. Stanford Jolley Wheeler Oakman,
Lillian
Bronson, John Baxley, John Ince,
Betty Sinclair, Dick Rush, Jim Farley, Henry
Hull, Ralph Cathey.
CREDITS: Producer, Barney A. Sarecky;
Director, William Beaudine; Authors, William X. Crowley, Beryl Sachs; Screenplay,
same; Cameraman, Macel LePicard; Musical
Director, Edward Kay; Editor, Carl Himm;
Art Director, David Milton.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

j

i

,

Percentage

For

Winged

Army

civilian advisor for the show; How- Set Decorators, Victor Gangelin, Stand
ard Reinheimer, attorney for Hart; Murphy; Sound, Jean L. Speak, Baili
Fesler.
CAST: Michele Morgan, Jack Haley, Max Gordon and Joe Moskowitz.
DIRECTION, All Right.
PHOTOGR/
Frank Sinatra, Leon Errol, Marcy McGuire,

Victor Borge,

Mary Wickes, Elisabeth RisMel Torme, Paul Hart-

don, Barbara Hale,

man, Dooley Wilson,
Felix

sociate
stein,

Higher"

which

is.

Miss Durbin, O'Brien and Tone give firstFavorable enactments
rate performances.
are given also by Evelyn Ankers, Elsa Jansen, Walter Catlett, Akim Tamiroff, Alan
Mowbray, Frank Jenks and Andrew Tombes.

CAST: Deanna

and

Mystery"
with Johnny Weissmuller, Nancy Kelly

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

90 Mins.

K

ft

FlLfflS

Stanley

Ivy

Scott,

Rex Evans,

Logan,

Ola Lorraine, King Kennedy, Robert Andersen.
CREDITS: Producer, Tim Whelan; Director, Tim Whelan; Screenplay, Jay Dratler,

Bredell;

H.

Salter;

J.

Sound

Director,

Bernard

B.

Brown.

DIRECTION,
PHY,

Excellent.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

Ralph Spence; Additional Dialogue, William
Bowers, Howard Harris; Based on musical
play by Gladys Hurlbut, Joshua Logan; Cam-

eraman,

Robert de Grasse; Art Directors,
Albert S. D'Agostino, Jack Okey; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Claude Carpenter;
Sound, Jean L. Speak; Film Editor, Gene
Milford; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff
Songs, Jimmy McHugh, Harold Adamson;
musical numbers Staged by Ernst Matra.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

PHY, Good.

FWC

Advances Sturdivant

—

San Francisco

B. V. Sturdivai
has taken over as division manage
of Fox West Coast Theaters i
Northern California. Sturdivant hs
been associated with Fox West Coa;
for 15 years and has been distric
supervisor here since June, 194
His headquarters will continue to V
in

San Francisco.

il

Tiursday,

December

9,

1943

===========
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS HCLI_y>V€CD

Post-War

Tele news

{Continued from Payc

1)

nensive newspaper advertising and
iromotion on a wider scale should be
tilized to establish the motion pic.ire solidly with the new fans as well
Asserting
with the older ones.
lat M-G-M was better equipped to
andle this promotional program,
erguson said that M-G-M was planing to give greater service to ex-

1

'

through

hibitors

its

permanent

field

sploitation force so that they may
gceive the maximum of those po?ntial millions at the box-office in

He suggested bimeetings between branch
lanagers and field exploiteers.
Si Seadler, advertising manager,
ie years ahead.

lonthly

of the many innovations instijted by the M-G-M advertising deartment, citing the new 15-minute
•edio program with Fulton Oursler,
he one-column ads in national magzines and teaser campaigns as exmples.
jld

.

E. K. O'Shea, Eastern sales mansaid that "branch managers

ger,

nd salesmen are the 'leg men' for
he pledges Mr. Rodgers makes at
'he various exhibitor meetings," add*hat "he means what he says
<nd we mean it."
'

H. M. Richey, head of exhibitor
discussed the manpower
ituation and said that the company
ad requested that its workers, if
ossible, do not switch to other esential industries inasmuch as they
re essential to the film industry. He
'aid a number of salesmen, bookers,
ispatchers and shippers had been
uccessful in most cases in not transerring before becoming deferred.
lie also ureed closer co-operation by
ranch and district managers with
local and state officials for the presntation of the film side of a probelations,

.

1

lem.

Jay Gove, manager of sales deelopment, said M-G-M had been
uccessful in having five dubbed feashorts shown to Italian
Admission is charged at
he prison camps.

tures and
irisoners.

ielease Set for Jan. 15
Chicago "Madame Curie," one of
•I-G-M's 12 pictures comprising the
ixth group, will be available for
irst-run showings in each exchange
uea on or about Jan. 15, it was antounced at the mid-season sales con-

—

Ho-

>el.

Picture will have its world preniere Dec. 16 in Los Angeles and
"Tew York, opening in five theaters
n the West Coast situation and at

"Pre-War" Prices
Seattle

—

ater

is

Returning to

New

a

picture

Gardens Theadvertising "pre-war prices."

policy, the

Rivoli

aters.

mins.

"Ozark Sportsmen"

Food For Thought
Thinking persons interested in the
problems that will face America in
the post-war days will find this short
worth their time.
The film is the
first of a series of six in which Wendell L. Willkie weighs world questions as they affect the average
American.
Willkie launches the series, which
carry the general title "The
World and You," by discussing the

will

economic courses open to the United
States after the war. The 1940 Re-

(Grantland

Rice

Paramount

Sportlight)
9 mins.

Fine

Here

SIGNED
JANE DEVLIN,

termer, David 0. Selznick.
MICHAEL KIRBY, termer, M-G-M.
LLOYD NOLAN, new termer, 20th-Fox.
RAYMOND CHANDLER, writer, termer, Para-

a short that sounds the call
mount.
of the outdoors good and strong. The ALEXANDER KNOX, termer, Columbia.
MARTIN
MOONEY, associate producer, PRC.
film, excellently photographed, cap- RAY
SCHROCK, associate producer, PRC.
tures the thrill of fishing and living (AMES K. McCUINNESS, member of executive
board,
M-C-M.
in the open.
The camera takes the
audience on a "float trip" on the
ASSIGNMENTS
White River in Missouri. Mark this
one down as a fine short to make BOB CONSIDINE, screenplay, "Church of the
Good
Thief,"
M-C-M.
one shed one's worries. This is an LEE
ZAHLER, musical director, "Men on Her
Jack Eaton produced
ace booking.
Mind," PRC.
SID BROD, production manager, William Cagthe film well.
is

publican presidential candidate says
there are two things we can do
"lock ourselves up" or "co-operate
fully with the rest of the world." He
argues for the second course simply,
clearly and frankly. In no sense of
the wo: Id is the footage entertainment. It is a serious presentation of
vital matters which require attention of every man and woman who
has a stake in the future of America.
Montage shcts illustrating Willkie's remarks are employed generously to save the film from being
totally static.
Willkie is both star
and author of the series, which is being presented by Stuart Scheftel,

the
CASTINGS
sight of two buzzards with canniSTEVE CLARK, JOE ECCENDON, HORACE
balistic intentions toward each other
CARPENTER, POST PARKS, DIcK DICKINSON,
scarcely makes for pleasant contem- SLIM WHITAKER and TED
MAPES, "The Colden
plation.
The buzzards are depicted Trail," Monogram; NINA FOCH, "At Night We
Dream,"
Columbia;
MARION MARTIN, "It Hapas a couple of extremely brutal felpened
Tomorrow,"
Arnold
Fressburger-UA;
lows. The fact that they're dying of LOWELL CILMORE, "The Picture
of Dorian
starvation may be offered in mitiga- Cray," M-C-M; LLOYD NOLAN, "Wing and a
Prayer," 20th-Fox; HATTIE McuANItL, "Janie,"
tion of their actions.
The two go Warners;
CECIL KELLAWAY, "And Now Tomorafter each other until a labbit pops row," Paramount; HEATHER ANGEL,
"I Married
scene.
cartoon
in
a
Soldier,"
on the
The
is
20fh-Fox JOHN DEAVILLE,
"Incendiary
Blonde,"
Paramount;
FAT
HENTechnicolor and has been well done.

WB's "Tokyo" Will

Union Reports NSS Pays

Start

ney

Productions.

LESTER

"What's Buzzin', Buzzard?"

M-G-M

8 mins.

NICHOLAS
"Bella

Gruesome Twosome
Although quite humorous,

NING,

Pay Hike

FULLER,

director,

"Olympia,"

Para-

mount.

REMISOFF,
production
designer,
Donna," Edward Small-UA.

"Sensations

of

1944,"

Andrew

Stone-

UA.

RICHARD WHORF, "Christmas Holiday,"
versal; HARRIET HILLIARD, "Anybody Here

UniSeen

With 250 Yuletide Dates

Retroactive

Warners will launch "Destination
Tokyo" nationally as its ChristmasNew Year special with more than
250 day-and-date engagements, it
was said yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager. General
release date for the Cary GrantJohn Garfield starrer is January 1.
"Tokyo" will start breaking in
some situations on Christmas Day,

Chicago Sam Lamansky, business
agent of B-45 Exchange union, says
ANN
National Screen Service is paying
several thousand dollars retroactive
wage increase to its employes, re- Cang," Paramount; LLOYD BRIDGES and ROBsulting from WLB approval of a ERT WILLIAM, "Two-Man Submarine," Colum-

following a special world premiere
several days earlier at an Atlantic
submarine base, with majority of
the key openings New Year's Eve.

Exhibs. on

Albany
deter

a

Albany Film Row

—Winter
number

from booking

weather did not
hardy exhibs.
along Film Row

of

calls

early this week.

'Madame Curie" National

erence here at the Blackstone

6'/z

DIGEST

vice-president of the Telenews The-

"Trade Horizons"
(The World and You)

Visitors included:

Geo:ge Thornton, Orpheum, Saugerties;
Dave Rosenbaum, Capitol,
Elizabethtown, who also books for
the Hollywood, Ausable Forks and
Rex, Keesville; Henry Frieder, Community, Star and Warren, Hudson;
Mrs. Frieda Klein, Hunter, Hunter;
Jer:y LaRocque, Fairyland, Warrensburg; Vivien Sweet, Star, Salem; Broadway, Schuylerville and
Swan, Greenwich, and Harry Bernstein of Syracuse,. who operates theaters in Ithaca as well as the Colonial, Albany.

Radio City Music Hall in New York.
District managers and home office personnel, with the exception of
W. F. Rodgers and E. M. Saunders,
will

leave

for

their

homes today.

Rodgers will stay on in Chicago for
a few days and Saunders will stop
off in

Pittsburgh.

—

new

contract.

Universal;
ANNE GWYNNE, "Weird
Woman," Universal; KATINA PAXINOU and
BARRY SULLIVAN, "Marseilles," Paramount; JOSEPH COTTEN, "The House of Doctor Edwards," David 0. Selznick-UA;
CILLIS,
"Janie," Warners; ISABEL JEWEL, "The Merry
Monahans," Universal; RALPH MORGAN, "Weird
Woman," Universal; LIONEL ROYCE, "The Hitler
Kelly,"

HEATHtR ANGEL, "I Married
JANET LAMBERT, "Up

bia;

20th-Fox;

a
in

Soldier,"

Mabel's

Negotiations aie under way with Room," Edward Small-UA; MINNIE DUPREE
Irving Mandel, of Monogram ex- EVA NOVAK, MATT MOORE and BUTTERFLY
McQUEtN, "Since You Went Away," David
change.
New contracts were also 0.
Selznick-UA; FRITZ LEIBER, "Are These
signed recently by Henri Elman and Our Children?", RKO.
•
the Al Dezel office.
Negotiations are under way for
STORY PURCHASES
contract renewal for office employes MARTIN MOONEY and RAY
SCHROCK'S "At
the Post," PRC.
F-45 union, Ted Levy, president. The
union is asking wage increases based
on work classification.
TITLE SWITCHES

Music Hall Staff to Aid
Yeshiva College Pageant
The Music Hall production staff,
through arrangements made by G.
Eyssell, managing director, will
stage a religious pageant at the
annual dinner and meeting of the
board of directors of Yeshiva College next Sunday, at the Hotel Astor.
Titled. "Message of Siddor," the pageant
was written by Abraham Regelson with a
musical score by Alexander Olshonetsky,

"Nabonga," formerly "Jungle Terror," PRC.
"The Ghost That Walks Aione," formerly "The

Wedding Guest Sat on

a

Stone,"

Colunr

bia.

SCHEDULED
"Yale

at
JR.,

War,"

producer,

JOHN CONSIDINE,

M-C-M.

S.

DeVry All-Weather Pix
Motor Delivered to Soviets

—

Chicago
The first DeVry allweather motion picture and broadand will be presented with a cast that will casting motor unit was delivered
include the Music Hall choral ensemble;
Selma Kaye, Music Hall soprano: members here to Michael Wysotsky, Soviet
of the Music Hall corps de ballet; and the purchasing mission executive, by Dr.
Metropolitan Synagogue Choir with Cantor Joseph Tannenbaum, chairman of the
B. Kapov-Kagan.
United Jewish Relief, assisted by
Max Rressler, Chicago chairman of
Mrs. Harry Ross Dies
the Jewish organization.
The RusMrs. Harry Ross, wife of the sion army will receive 25 units from
president of the Ross Federal Ser- the United Jewish Relief costing
vice died last night in Los Angeles $250,000, to be manufactured by Deafter a long illness.

Vry Corp.
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The

President's ditty, in the key of

flat,

was unfortunately unrecorded,

mm

both words and music. The Prime

O

Minister's

impromptu dance

steps

$«$U&

were to the oft-recorded "Sidewalks
of

New York" and Mr.

Hopkins's

threat to take the orchestra to

New

York to learn some new music came
when the conductor could not meet
a request for "Pistol Packin'
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MAMA

# EVERYBODY IN AMERICA WILL
" WANT TO SEE THE GREAT-

M

. . .

EST

A

NOVELTY PICTURE OF THE

DECADE* Based on the song by A\ Dexter
REPUBLIC MUSICAL COMEDY
sf

Thursday, December

12

9, Y..

DAILY

Orders Penalties for

New Army

TO TIME COLO it S!

Operators' Pay Cut

MOI Release'

Pic as

(Continued from Page 1)
salaries of motion picture operators
at the Majestic to the amount of
$1,736.40.
Economic sanctions, the first in New England, were recommended by the New England War Labor Board in the decision as
the result of the cut in wages from $83 to
The decision announced by
$55 weekly.
Allan A. Tepher, regional attorney, found
that the Majestic Theater, owned by E. M.
Loew, as head of Allied Amusements, Inc.,
had cut pay of four motion picture operators from $83 to $55 during June and July
violation of the stabilization rules.
the amount
named, the entire payroll for the period, be
considered the amount against which sancThe decision of the War
tions be levied.
Labor Board says: "We find that in the
period from June 6, 1943 to July 31, 1943
Allied Amusements, Inc., paid the motion
picture operators at the Majestic Theater
in violation of the provisions of public law
number 729 and of the orders and regulations thereof."
Thirteen motion picture operators employed
at the theater during that time are listed
as being paid at the rate of $65 instead of
$83 established for this job classification
on April 27, 1943.
Representing the operators were Thad
Barrows, veteran operator and head of the
union here, and James F. Burke, labor representative.
On the board giving the decision were
Edward S. Dana, head of the Boston Elein

The board recommended that

*

COMMISSIONED

it-

GERALD M. WESTERGREN,

LEONARD ROSENTHAL, USA,

former secretary
of Upstate Theaters and executive secretary
of N. Y. State Unit of National Allied,
commissioned a 2nd lieutenant.
WALDRON JOHNSON, USN, former Universal
Studio costumer, Hollywood, commissioned
a lieutenant (j.g.).

*
2nd LT

PROMOTED

CUMMINCS
IBarre,

BILL

ARMY

FIATT,

Family

formerly of
to 1st lieu-

MURRAY, 20th-Fox
Bridgeport,

*

STEVE TARBELL, Smalley
erstown,

*

booker,

N.

Uptown,

MARINES

theater ad solicitor, Bulletin,

Philadelphia.

Up-State Industry Hit

By Epidemic

of Illness

•

cast

Smith Chain Theaters,

*

Studio

costumer,

•

SEABEES
shipper,

—•—

Columbia, Albany.

AIR-VVAC

has been Joe Miller, Columbia
branch manager. Miller is expected
vated Railways, Judge John S. Murdock,
chairman, and Prank M. Havy, labor rep- to leave next week for Miami to
Representing the Loew inter- recuperate.
resentative.
ests were Herman Mintz, Ben Levin and
Harry Alexander, 20th-Fox branch
The Majestic, formerly
as

nor

is

it is

j

intended for bro]

it

WAC,

release through the

OWI

distributors.

i

Motion Pict
j

Chief Stanton Griffis has beeri
party to the conversations regard
the film thus far, and it is belief
that OWI will offer no objection

*

LOIS GIBSON, daughter of Hoot Cibson, Hollywood.

public release.
The picture

3 Schoenstadt Defendants
File Replies in Trust Suit
(Continued from Page

1)

not seeking

be handled by the British Minis]
of Information, through arranq
ment with one or more Ameri

is not yet titled.
runs somewhat over 75 minutes
is

(Continued from Page

is,

was the case with the Zanuck
on North Africa. Distribution

Syra-

—•—

CHICK MILARNICK,

Philadel-

Army

S.

public showing for the film,

Y.

*

Al-

Hippodrome,

The U.

Coop-

Circuit booker,

lieved,

Hollywood.

phia.

WILLIAM O'NEILL,

Hol-

N. Y.

MEYER GOLDINC,

Wilkes-

Theater,

assistant

Conn.
manager,

Studios,

time.

OSCAR RODRIGUEZ, Warner

manager,

BLUMBERC,

Warner

w

has been seen here in its rough
sion, and are expected to return v
the final product around Christr

lywood.

cuse,

bany.

BEN

costumer,

Pa.

SAMUEL COOrERSTEIN,

*

•"navy
DAN BROWN,

(Continued from Page 1)

the final touches on the film,

BILL McCUNE, Monogram casting director, Hol-

if

the Irving, Wi.kes-Barre, Pa.,
tenant.
KENNETH A. CRIMES, USA, formerly manager
of Warner houses in the Pittsburgh rone,
to major,

*

advertising-publicity director, Lafayette, Buffalo.
HARRY COLDSMITH, Schine booker, Buffalo.
E. D. WALTERS, booker, Paramount, Buffalo.
MILT HOFFMAN, Paramount home office exploitation dept.

lywood.

JOHN W. DERMODY, USA,

Tunisian

leged monopoly in interstate
and commerce for pre-release
ing in theaters on Chicago's
Side, where the Schoenstadt

comments

reported, and ciitical

Army

1)

officials

!

j

who have

seen

it h:

enthusiastic.
trade been

It is believed, although it could
showSouth be confirmed here, that distribut
Picca- will be handled on the higher reri]
Alleged basis that prevailed for "Desert \
dilly Theater is located.
Edward Schwartz.
manager, is now confined to Albany monopoly in other cities and towns, tory" and other British films, rat"
a Shubert theater, reopened under the E. M.
Loew management as a first-run house but Hospital with intestinal flu, while by defendant companies has no con- than on the minimum rental charjj
soon after changed its policy to become a Joe Shure, assistant to district man- nection with the Chicago situation.
for releases through WAC.
second-run house and it was then that the
The answer admits Warner Bros, own or
ager Lou R. Golding of the Fabian
salaries now ordered retroactive were reduced.
have financial interest in about 400 theCircuit has just returned after a aters' in the country, but denies it is the Brandt to Battle for
battle with grippe.
most powerful customer of each distributor
More
Skouras
To add to the casualty list, Charles defendant. It contends first-run films are of Post-War-Exhib. Unity
j

j

>

Names

War Loan

Weill, Universal salesman, slipped
on the ice in Norwich last week and
broke his ankle. With hospital space
(Continued from Page 1)
at a premium, fellow employes travpaign, has named Rick Ricketson,
eled to Noiwich and transported him
Sturdivant,
vice-chairman; B. V.

4th

Aides

director; Andy Krappman
Stein, assistant campaign
directors; Claude F. Lee, as Treasury Department liaison in Washington; Seymour Peiser, publicity director.
special pre-campaign mailing
sheet will be sent to 16,000 theaters
and a comprehensive press book will
be prepared and will be distributed

campaign
and Fied

A

by Christmas.

to his

home

here.

greatest

value

playing-

them

customers
admission price.

give

only when the theater so
located and equipped to
the best value for their

is

However, Mrs. Henry Grossman,
wife of the Community, Star and Navy
Weight
Warren Theaters exhib. at Hudson, For Shipment
10
to
Pounds
has been released from a hospital
there following recovery from an opWashington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
eration and Adolph Kohn, Rivoli,
Washington
Priority for shipTroy, has been discharged from Samaritan Hospital, Troy and is back ment of the weekly combination
newsreel to London, for copying
on the job.
there and distribution in Europe and
Africa, has been raised by the Navy
22,382 Contributions to
and it is now expected that reguMotion Picture
Chest larity of shipment will again be es-

—

War

Colds and Flu Hit Chi. B. O.

—

(Continued from Page

1)

project at this time would be out.
Hearing- date on answers and complaint the question, Brandt said, but
will be set shortly.
The case is attracting expressed the approval of Willi
much trade attention.
F. Rodgers' recent advocation of co
bining all existing associations un<
one head.
Raises Reels'

Brandt indicated that a single
ganization probably would threw
number of "professional" assoc
tion leaders out of their jobs,
cause they have to keep up cert

draw

to

activities

However, Brandt

their

said,

when

salari
the v

over he will go to bat" for
single association idea.
'

is

however, and

it

is

believed that the

\

Mon

tablished.
Not only has the prior- shipment, containing the combat scenes f: I
Chicago Colds and mild flu epiis now in London.
demic hurting attendance, in both West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ity been raised from class IV to III, Tarawa,
of the weight limit from six."
Hollywood Setting a new record but permission has been given to 10 Lifting
Loop and residential theaters.
pounds will mean an increase of I>

—

for patriotic giving within the indust:y, both in number of subscriptions
and amount of money raised, the
Motion Picture War Chest Committee reported a total of 22,382 dona-

NEW POSTS

IN

tions
B.

V.

STURDIVANT,

FWC

division

FRED SMITH, manager, RKO Alden, Jamaica.
JOSEPH TULLY, manager, RKO Keith's, Richmond Hill.
assistant
manager,
RKO
WEINER,
SIDNEY
Richmond Hill.
NICHOLAS SACHS, assistant manager, RKO MidKeith's,

way, Forest

M.

).

Hills.

COMER,

salesman,

Monogram,

Des

Moines.

ED

HAMRICK,
Seattle.

manager,

Paramount

aggregating $1,154,126.34.

manager,

Frisco.

Theater,

Coast

SPG Nominates

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
The following have
been nominated for SPG offices: Teet
Carle, for president; Charles Daggett, Magda Maskel for vice-presidents; Nat James, Arty Wilde, for
secretary; Bob Josephs, Emily TorWest Coast Bureau of

—

chia for treasurer.
Election will be held January 27.

ship 10 instead of six pounds.

about 500 to about 1,000

This material, for the four newsreels maintaining European editions
Pathe does not
is prepared jointly by the
four reels here
for joint use in London. Until last Summer,
when the Navy took control over transatlantic air shipments, it went regularly under
the terms of an agreement reached with
Secretary of War Stimson under which the
reels discontinued sending individual packets
twice weekly, as had been their previous
practice.
The material thus sent is the
only major means of showing a weekly
audience of 60,000,000 or more in Europe

mated, enabling the reels to give fu
coverage on special events such as Chui
ill's
address to Congress and other ev<

—

of

±5

I

it

is

6

particular world interest.

Chicago Theaters
Short of Engineers
Chicago

—Shortage

of theater enbeing felt here. Now on a
five-day week, engineers in several
spots are working the sixth and
seventh day at other theaters, to
help relieve the shortage.

actual scenes of American participation in
the war.
When the Navy took over, it dropped
the priority, and after October, when air
routes were lengthened and weather conditions became bad, shipments became infrequent, with not a single packet going out
Everything has gone now,
for four weeks.

J.

1

feet,

gineers

is
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A Deal

"J

Kordas Stock

for

Interest Collapses
!

(See Cotyfn<n\l Below)
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•Oth-Fox Reports 39- Week Profit of $7,187,098
Quarter Earnings at
,343,849; Federal Income

II

iird

BRITISH NEED

Must Study U.

ixes Totalled $18,545,426

S.

OWN OUTLETS HERE II
Own

Market Via

Declares Para's Rose, Here

A net

profit of $7,187,098 after all

arges

was reported by 20th-Fox

d

subsidiaries

its

yesterday

for

39 weeks ended Sept. 25, 1943.
rnings were equivalent to $3.49
1,742,002 shares of
r sha:e on
mmon outstanding at Sept. 25, afI deducting dividends on prior preyed and preferred stocks.
i

Earnings of National Theaters
and subsidiaries from July 9

'rp.

Sept.
e

1943,

25,

20th-Fox net

are included in
National

profit.
{Continued on Page 7)

A Deal for Korda
lock Definitely Off

Exchange Systems,

From London

Attempt May Still Be Made
To Induce Group to Weigh
Plan for Graduated Levy

THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington The Senate Finance
Committee yesterday approved with
British production companies will Rose said, do not know American little argument, an admission tax of
have to establish their own distri- tastes in pictures and until they dis- two cents on each 10 cents of the
bution organizations in the United cover for themselves what Ame:i- admission price, thus upholding the
cans like, English-made pictures House vote and virtually assuring
States after the
if they expect to find an extensive market in
this country, David Rose, Para-

establishment of that rate.
Reconsideration is unlikely in view
of the desire of the committee to
bring the bill to the Senate floor
nies must study our likes and dis- next week.
likes th:ough the establishment of
It was indicated Wednesday that
their own exchange systems and some attempt might be made to difthat
atwill
make quality pictures
(Continued on Page 6)

manag-

director
in
Great Britain,
said here yesterday.
Rose arrived from Lond o n Wednesday
with John Ojer-

ing

holm,

—

that are not designed for both the
British and American publics will
not find much of an outlet over here.
For that reason, the English compa-

war

mount's

Washington Bureau of

final

tract the public.

Rose said he felt confident that
Arthur Rank would set up a distribution organization in the United
States unless he could buy into an
established American company. Eng-

J.

head of

20lh-Fox Sales Meet

Open Tomorrow

Will

Paramount's labland has turned out a number of picoratary in Lontu: es recently costing between $1,tist Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
DAVID ROSE
Twentieth-Fox division and disIt is ob000,000 and $2,000,000.
Hollywood After United Artists don.
trict managers will open a three-day
Most of the British producers,
(Continued on Page 2)
eetings had been called off due to
sales meeting tomorrow at the Hotel
ness of both Gradwell L. Sears,
Astor, with Prexy Spyros Skouras
'd sales manager Edward C. Raftand Tom Connors, distribution chief,
to
V, president, the following statescheduled to speak at the opening
made by Raftery:

—

pit was
'"The annual meeting of United
•tists Corporation stockholders was
ly convened and adjourned witht date.
No changes we: e made in

44 Trade Leaders

Two Metro Managers

Aid 4th Loan Drive

To H. 0. Every

Forty-four top industry executives
nation have been named to aid
r
Charles Skouras, national chairman,
{Continued on Page 2)
and his executive staff for the industry's participation in the Fourth War
epublic to Re-issue
Loan, Jan. 18-Feb. 15.
With Autry
ight
The 44 will function as Skouras'
All of them
advisory committee.
VExhibitor and public reactions to have had the type of organizational
or officers and no

e directorate

ma-

action of any kind was taken by

in the

More

e eight Gene Autry films re-re.ised by Republic on the 1942-1943

ogram have prompted the company
circulation eight
her Autry westerns in 1944. Octet
(Continued on Page 7)

put back

'.

Flu Epidemic Cuts
into Chi. l%abe Biz
Chicago
cases are

>t

into

ness

in

—

Several

thousand

flu

beginning to affect busineighborhood theaters and

one circuit alone has
down with the flu.

six

managers

Chicago

— M-G-M

Week

will continue its

policy of having two branch managers visit the home office every week
to study internal operations of the
company, it was announced yesterday at the closing of the mid-season
sales meeting at the Blackstone Hotel.

Starting

after Jan.

1,

exchange

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Aussie Production Boom Seen
Albright Predicts Greater Post- War Activity
Defense Expected to Cut
Extortion Trial Short
Court
trial of the seven men charged with
conspiracy to extort more than $1,-

The defense

in the Federal

000,000 from the industry is
pected to rest within the next
(Continued on Page 7)

ex-

few

A revival of picture production in
Australia after the war was predicted
Albright,
Sydney
yesteday by
United Artists' general manager in
Australia, who arrived this week for
The
his first visit in eight years.
Australian production circles got a
taste of the world market with 40,000 Horsemen," which was made a
'

{Continued on Page 7)

sessions.

Others from

the

home

office

(Continued on Page 6)

WAC

Air Cadet Aid
Dps Enlistments 81%
Campaign

to

increase enlistments

Army

Aviation Cadet
Corps, which was participated in by
the WAC's New York City division,
in

the

U.

S.

resulted in an 81 per cent jump in
Cadet enlistments over the previous
month, it was announced by Lt. W.

Feldhus,

H.

public

relations

for the N. Y. Recruiting

tion

officer

and Induc-

District.

reporting yesterday the results
of the October campaign to Fred J.
Schwartz and Sam Rinzler,
In

WAC

exhibitor co-chairmen for the Met.
area, Lt. Feldhus, called it "a smashing success" and said, "We all feel
that the help given us in this drive
played a very
by you and the

WAC

important
showing."

part

in

this

magnificent

to
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December
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John Flynn's Mother
Dead in Cleveland

UA

UA

—

Cleveland, O.
Funeral services
be held tomorrow in St. Thomas
Aquinas Church for Mrs. Margaret

Flynn,

mother of M-G-M sales

manager John
children

also

E. Flynn.
Surviving
include Thomas E.

Flynn, Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Rose Walsh.

We
in

McCaffery

and

quantity.

We

quantity of standards only.

can

use

any

What have

you?

also

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

Rose

said, that

NATE

1)

cannot get back their costs in the
British market alone.
They need

American distribution just as American companies need British distribution for their pictures. But, he insisted, the pictures must be of such
quality and appeal as to be attractive
to audiences on both sides of the Atlantic. Rank, Rose said, is confident
that he can turn out the highest
quality of product with universal
appeal.

Paramount has a two-picture production deal with Rank, costs to be
split 50-50. The first is to be "Signed
With Their Honor" to be produced
by Paul Soskin. Casting difficulties
are holding up production and it is
p: obable that Soskin will shoot some
of the scenes in California with
American players. The second picture is not set, also due to talent
shortages. Rank will distribute the
pair in Britain, if and when produced, and Paramount will release
them throughout the rest of the
world.

"For

Whom

the

Bell

Tolls"

BLUMBERC, president of Unive
J.
due on the Coast tomorrow.
executive vice-pi
dent arrives in Hollywood Monday.
GEORGE SCHAEFER leaves the Coast ft
with a print of "Burma Bound."
HAL WALLIS is expected to return to
bank over the week-end.
JERRY WALD leaves New York for the C
is

such pictures

JACK COHN, Columbia,

Monday.

ANN

SHERIDAN

tomorrow

leaves

Coast to start work

for

WB's "Hollywood

in

(

teen."

ROBERT MOCHRIE, RKO
due back
is
changes tour.

HERMAN

from

today

ger,

general

sales

m.

Southern

a

WOBBER, 20th-Fox West C
and GEORGE M. BALLENTINE,

sales

head,

cific

district

manager,

are

route

en

from

Coast.

United Artists' GRADWELL SEARS and
1"HUR KELLY leave the Coast today for

home

office.

JOHN E. FLYNN, Metro's Western
manager, goes to Cleveland today from Chic
called by the death of his mother.
:

ARMAND

LT.

home

Para.'s

home on

CARDEA, AAF,

J.

formerl

department

publicity

office

leave.

WILL DEVRY
Washington

has

returned

New

and

to

York

Chicago

business

I

cor

ences.

jACK

WARNER, accompanied

L.

ind daughter,
California.

at

is

by his
Waldorf-Astoria

the

i

NORMAN
was

AYERS, Vitagraph district mam
New Haven visitor, Also JERRY N

a

WOOD

Loew's, Inc. construction
of the
partment, making a heating survey of houses
MORT SINGER is in Minneapolis on his
nual circuit checkup.

is

playing to capacity business at the
Will
Regional Carleton in London, with advance 'Song of Bernadette"
Offices on Seized Patents ticket sales extending into February, Set for Globe, Rivoli
"Miracle of Morgan's
Rose said.
For what is believed to be the fi
Creek" is set to open in London durTo make enemy-seized patents ing
time in its history 20th-Fox >
the Christmas holidays.
more readily available to manufacRose plans to go to Hollywood on play a film simultaneously in 1
turers throughout the country, the
Dec. 17 and will return to London theaters here when "Song of B
Alien Property Custodian's office is
nadette" opens at the Rivoli
late in January.
setting up a number of regional
Globe Theaters early in Janus

Open

•<

field offices

where

film

and television

patents information can be obtained,
t was learned yesterday.
Patent holdings many of indus;

—

—now in

Gillham

to

Campaign

Outline LITD
at Chi. Parley

try importance and interest
-he hands of the custodian

constiDetails of the campaign on Paraute the largest number of United mount's "Lady in the Dark" will be
states patents under one control. outlined to advertising and publicity
They include inventions of the lead- heads of several circuits by Robert
ng scientists of Europe and cover M. Gillham in Chicago on Sunday.
virtually every field of science, in- Picture will be screened for the adcluding chemistry, metallurgy, plas- vertising men at the exchange betics and electronics.
fore the sessions open at the BlackCampaign will exceed
Original seizure was effected for stone Hotel.
the three-fold purpose of increasing $400,000.
he effectiveness of United States
Attending the meeting will be
war production, stimulating basic Harry Browning.
& P Theaters,
and applied research in the fields cov- Boston; Mrs. Alice Gorham, UDT,
ered by these inventions and assist- Detroit; Charles Winchell, Minneng in the development of new pro- sota Amusement Co., Minneapolis;
duction technics for sound business Dale
McFarland, Tri-States, Des
n the post-war period.
Moines, and William Hollander. B &
K, Chicago.
L

Announcement to this effect \
made by Andrew W. Smith, Jr.,
company's Eastern sales manajj
yesterday at a luncheon given
honor of Ray Moon, New Y>
branch manager, at the Hotel I
cadilly. There is the possibility t
the film will play continuously
the Rivoli and two-a-day at
Globe,

it is

understood.

L

M

*Vrmy Furlough Ruling
Pleases Central Casting
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

are in the market for Used opera chairs

any

vious,

:

will
J.

(Continued from Page

1)
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from Page

the meeting. No deal has been consummated for purchase of Korda
stock, nor are there any negotiations now pending for said purchase
with Ko: da. There are no negotiations pending with Rank as reported
in one of papers looking toward
Rank's acquiring an interest in
United Artists."
Sears and Arthur W. Kelly leave
for New York today and Charles
Schwa: tz, Chaplin's attorney, tomorrow. Raftery will continue in town
for several days for the purpose of
concluding several pending deals.
No details were available concerning the collapse of the Korda-United
Artists negotiations, although
as
late as Tuesday it seemed certain
the deal would be consummated. It
is known that Korda asked $1,000,000 for his stock, and authentic
sources state Korda and
were
not far apart as far as the figure
was concerned. It is further known
that had
purchased Korda's
stock it would have retained it and
would not have made any deal for its
re-sale to anyone.

^PC

Thursday, December

and GOIflC

III

THE FILM DAILY

— Central

Canadian

Distribs.

Meet

Dec. 13 or Fire Hazards

—

Casting Corp.
Toronto Executives of Canadian
has as yet not taken advantage of film distributing companies have
the Armv's furlough ruling, inas- been instructed to attend a meeting
much as there has not been any calls on Dec. 13 in office of the Theaters
from studios for an extraordinary Inspection Department of the Pronumber of young players since the vincial government on matters arisruling was made.
ing from Film Building fire and the
Central has been able to fill its iu'y's verdict at inauest into the
calls, but Central representatives are death of Herbert Naiman, projecpleased that ruling has been made. tionist, as a result of the explosions.

December 10
Ceorge

Victor McLaglen
Erskine Johnson

Lewis
Palmer
Syd Weill
Anna Vallandares
Sol ita

Una Merkel
Ray

Collins

December
Sally

Eilers

Reginald

Harry

Edward

M.

Gilbert Roland

December 12
Warner
Herbert Crooker

G. Robinson

Morley
Rube Jackter

Karen

11

LeBorg

Edna Marion
George M. Lipschul
J.

Frank Sinatra

J.

Felder

REASON NO.

WHY

M-G-M

SHORTS TOP
INDUSTRY!
The Medal-Winning

TECHNICOLOR Gems—

FITZPATRICK
TRAVELTALKS
(Season 1943-44)

His new De Luxe series takes
your travel-hungry public on an

All-American tour. The most
entertaining subjects he has ever

made. TheyVe got quality and
love -of- country appeal that

Latest addition to the trophies and
awards which James A. FitzPatrick has
so richly

won

films is this

for his

medal,

in travel
Aztec Eagle

Award, presented by the Mexican
Government

for his series of

8 travel

of the

It

pays to play:

FITZPATRICK ALL-AMERICAN TRAVELTALKS

made

in that country. Repeat
bookings continue to delight audiences
from coast-to-coast; a true expression
shorts

extra tickets.

work

The

sell

Good Neighbor

THROUGH THE COLORADO

6.

VISITING ST. LOUIS

ROCKIES

7.

2..

GRAND CANYON—PRIDE OF

8.

3.
4.

CREATION
SALT LAKE DIVERSIONS
A DAY IN DEATH VALLEY

1 1

MONUMENTAL UTAH
ALONG THE CACTUS TRAIL
COLORFUL COLORADO
CITY OF BRIGHAM YOUNG
ROAMING THROUGH ARIZONA

5.

MACKINAC ISLAND

12.

THE KING'S HIGHWAY

1.

policy.

M'G'M.-.The

9.

10.

Long and Short of

War Bonds for Christmas

Gifts'

it!
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»
New

Decree Outline

20%

f ei entiate

on new provisions, it was reReports that a
ported yesterday.
draft or document had been drawn
up aie erroneous, it was said.
Further conferences with Clark
are scheduled when the Assistant
Attorney General recovers from his
current flu attack. It was asserted
yesterday that after all parties
agree on the various points, the issues then will be set forth in the
proper language and recorded in
writing. But, according to a reliable
source, no formal written document
has been submitted or prepared.
It was indicated that an important development may be forthcoming about the middle of next week.

•

•

Acme

Tele,

•

Mort? ...

Aside

N. D.: PRC's financial mentor

to

Young, not George Young, but you

• Company

to facilitate the

•

.

(seats) is

resuming dividends on

Capt. Eddie Fitzgerald,
his tonsils

just lost

fective, that

"somewhere

the Pacific".

in

.

.

•

T
•

became whollysubsidiaries
include William J. Kupper,
William C. Gehring, A. W. Smith,
Jr., L. J. Sehlaifer, Hal Home, Felix
Jenkins, Murray Silverstone, Irving

•

J

V

Smith,

Jr.,

Bill

Gehring, L.

Sehlaifer,

J.

Roger

Sanders, Morris Kurtz, Joe Burke,

taking their

toll

in

Film

Row

and district managers
S. and Canada who will
attend include Herman Wobber, Harry G. Ballance, George M. Ballentine, W. E. Scott, M. A. Levy, Synney Samson, Edgar Moss, Paul S.
Division

from the U.

Wison, E. X. Callahan, J. J. Grady,
H. R. Biersdoif, Philip Longdon, Ray

Ferri.

.

.

St.

#

Clair,

here.

.

•

•

•

Flu and grippe

.

There was

ers

home

of-

troversial

Power."
On Monday Joseph C. fice departments and sit in at the
Grew, former ambassador to Japan, daily sales cabinet meetings conPlan is
will be host at a screening of UA's ducted by W. F. Rodgers.
Arthur Jeffrey is to give the field men a fundamental
"Jack London."
knowledge of the detailed operations
here in charge of the screenings.
of not only the sales department but
of every other phase of the com-

unabridged version will be used.

No

deal for America had
yet been made, as far as latest reports from the producers indicate,
but negotiations in any case would be
conducted only in London.
distribution

WB

"Blimp," in technicolor, made by
precedent in lo- the Archers, (Michael Powell-Emecal exhibition annals, Irving Berlin's ric Pressburger)
produced both big
This is the Army" is back at the grosses and hot arguments when it
Rialto, repeating here for its third opened at the Odeon, London, last
downtown engagement, making 13 Winter and both still continue.
weeks of playing time to date, an
Export restrictions on the film
all-time local record.
have now been lifted.

Denver

—Without

;

'

'

—

I

Louis
Charles Ferris,
United Artists salesman, died h<
Tuesday, six hours after having be
stricken with a cerebral hemorrha
in the company's exchange. He b
just returned from a sales meeti
in

Kansas

City.

most con-

of British films, will be

Ameiican Film Center. First screening on this side of the Atlantic, the

Third Repeat, 13 Weeks
For
"Army" in Denver

of his association.

St.

trade-shown, English style, in New
York Tuesday in connection with a
private view of the picture by the

pany.

in trz

Charles Ferris Stricken

T

"Col. Blimp," one of the

1)

will visit the various

comment

Senate vote ^
A. F. Myers, Natioi
expected.
Allied chairman, reserved comm<
pending further discussion with les

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

(Continued from Page

little

circles here, as the

Two Metro Managers to
Show "Blimp" on Tuesday;
Home Office Every Week No Distribution Deal Set

The
Washington
morning will adjourn to see Walt
Through Air heads
"Victory
Disney's

1

—

Morris

* His associates in
Ruby Cohen, manager of the Anco on West
offices

T

Moon.

call.

Joseph

Cinema Circuit will host
42nd St., at a luncheon today prior to his leaving for the Navy.
• That New York Sun special yesterday by Gault MacGowan, staff
correspondent with the Eighth Army, Somewhere in Italy, paid a neat
tribute to Corp. Harry Lamer, former Para, publicist, now with the
American Field Service
Lamer is in the most forward command
of all, and has been all the way from El Alamein to the Rome front
And he's doubling as the AFS official photographer

A. Hill, E. H. Collins,
and Jack Bloom.
C.

Krim Theater here, who was with
the motion picture unit of the OWI,
has been transferred to the Division
of Psychological Warfare, with status as a "war correspondent for foreign service." He is now on 24-hour

York exchange

Ray Moon Drive
Seymour Floriri and
80 guests were Andy W.

at the Piccadilly yesterday set the stage for the

which starts Jan. 19 and runs thru Feb. 12
Frank Fay were toastmasters
Among the

Maas, Jack Sichelman, William J.
Clark, Roger Ferri, G. A. Roberts,
Paul Te:ry and Harvey Day of Ter-

New

I

That any new suggestion regai
ing this tax will receive considei
tion fiom the committee is doubtf
The Senators, although not anxic
to hear new proposals, did h<
hearings last week and half a doz
1
exhibitor leaders were heard.
only alternative plan definitely p:
posed was the Stam plan 2 cei
tax on each 15 cents or major p>
The general attitv
tion thereof.
on the committee is that that «
the time to bring in new proposal

.

testimonial luncheon to 20th-Fox's

i

ling of exhibitors to retain their
price structure insofar as theh
portion of the receipts is con-i
cerned without being forced tc
deal in pennies.

Loew-Poli division

artists in the

i

One object
admission prices.
would probably be the permit-

last

yesterday put Frank Sinatra in 4-F

sit in will

in

.

.

.

head

"War Correspondent"
Status for Mac Krim
the
Detroit — Mac Krim, partner

B.

New Haven, has
• Vera, vera ef-

booker in

<

—

David Kaufman and James
office. New Haven, have
considerable number of film emnow taken War jobs in addition
ployes and exhibs are now holding down "essential" war jobs on the
outside.
• Warners' Santa Claus made the rounds of the trades
yesterday, being the first under the wire.
• A punctured ear drum

and

—

.

Metro ad yesterday, based on an amusement page from

Memery, both

(Continued from Page 1)

'DAILY
Senate this

However, although there is apparently no disposition within
the committee to reopen the matter, there may yet be an attempt
to get the committee to consider
tax
plan an
graduated
a
amendment to lighten the tax
load on smaller admission prices
and to facilitate the fixing of

junior stock, following the

its

former Para,

week Thursday's New York Times.

%

See "Air Power"
THE FILM

mittee.

and West, are so complicated
Chicago branches have added transportation managers
travels of company execs, and talent.
• Heywood-

clearing of the last of the accruals on the five per cent preferred

Open Tomorrow

to

Robert Ralph

transportation problems. East

these days that

Wakefield

is

i

read that item in the F. D.

didn't

.

Washington Bureau of

1)

tax rate betwe

motion picture and legitimate tt
aters, but this plan was abandoni
along with any move to try to dow
grade the tax rate for rural theate
when no workable plan which wov
not result in a great loss of rev
nue was brought before the co:

PUBLICITY "STEAL" of the Week: That "Destination Tokyo"
photo from Chicago which the Daily News plastered over the
Who turned that trick,
of its last page yesterday

upper half

20fh-Fox Sales Meet

Senate

in the

j

•

ciple

E.

Admission Tax
(Continued from Page

A so-called draft of distributors'
proposals for changes in the New
York consent decree is not expected
to be piepai'ed until the film companies and Tom C. Clark, assistant attorney general, agree orally in prin-

ry toons;

10, 19

Senate Com. Okays

To Await Agreement

Will

December

Friday,
DAILY

IV.

Theaters Plug
Coal Conservation

S.

Halifax,

N.

S.—The need

ing careful with coal

is

of bebeing urged

without letup at the Capitol here,
by R. S. Roddick, manager and M.
"Burn Coal
Simpson, his assistant.
Wisely," is a catch line used liberally in newspaper advertising, on
screen slides, across lobby and billRecently,
board advertising, etc.
"Canada's Coal Face," a short, was
At the logiven secondary billing.
cal Garrick,

Manager

P.

J.

Hannifen

pledge "I
Can Do With Less" at each show.
This pledge is also being incorporated in all the Garrick advertising.
screens

the

coal

users'

iday,

December

10,

1943

W^OAIW

osl-War Production

in His Spare

(Continued from Page

1)

years ago by Charles Chauvel.
success of that picture has
»e
Dused ambition over there to turn
product with universal appeal
t
ci. while production now is limited
only one picture, greater activity
result in the post-war period,
11
bright said. Chauvel has just com>ted a feature titled "Rats of Touk."
Albright was UA's manager of
a Dutch East Indies before going
Australia. In the period just betre the war, he lived in Batavia,
va, and served also as a commentor for the National Bioadcasting
.«.,
going on the air 17 times a
>ek after Pearl Harbor. In March,
42, he was able to get on a boat
of Java, arriving in Australia
t
th only a pair of shorts, having
Irt all his possessions.
Albright said that the American
nipar.ies in Australia were send5 one new picture a week to the
oops in New Guinea. As many as
,000 men have attended a single
owing in the jungles, he said.
The ceiling on film rentals in Aus,b\\& was established to prevent a
in admission prices, Albright
le
.plained, adding that permission
an above-ceiling rental was
r
ught only when a situation justiAlbiight predicted a big
fd it.
•st-war boom in Australia due to
e necessity for new construction
interior
colonization of the
»d
rough aviation. He said there was
product shortage over there, due
extended runs and little or no dear in getting pictures.

.

.

.

Warner

>.

•

J

lar

Republic to Re-issue
More With Autry

Eight

—

What J. Knox Strachan,
theater publicity director,
does with his leisure time is causing considerable
speculation
along
Film Row.
In addition to his reguCleveland

torn for Australia

Time

job of planting the publicity

and

(Continued from Page

1)

and their release dates follow: "Red
River Valley," Jan. 15; "The Big
Show," March 1; "Oh, Susanna,"
Apiil 15; "Melody Trail," June 1;
Comin' Round the Mountain," July
15; "Ride, Ranger, Ride," Sept. 1;
"Git Along Little Dogies," Oct. 16;
"Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm," Dec. 1.
Nine prints, posters, pi'ess-books
and accessories will be available on
'

arranging

Cleveland

exploitation

Warner

for

the

theaters,

five

and

the monthly house organ,
Mouthpiece," he is working
on the current
and WAVES recruiting drive, the Press Home Fund
drive, and the Y.M.C.A. Prisoners'
Aid drive for books and athletic
equipment.
editing

"The

WAC

the films. The eight re-releases will
be backed by advertising in both fan
and general magazines.

Defense Expected

44 Trade Leaders

to

to

Extortion Trial Short
(Continued from Page 1)

Aid 4th Loan Drive
Continued from Page

1)

experience calculated to "break bottle-necks."
Their function in the
Fourth War Loan will be to "break"
them whenever they may occur in
any of the 22 areas where the men
are located.
Selection of the complete list of
state War Bond chairmen will be
made in a few days by the national
chairman and officials of the WAC.
Pacific Coast members of the advisory committee are Louis B. Mayer,
Jack L. Warner, Nicholas Schenck,
Joseph M. Schenck, Y. Frank Freeman, Henry Ginsberg, Nate Blum-

Cut

20lh-Fox 39-Week
Profit $7,187,098
(Continued from Page

ing to $1,820,016, is not included in
the 20th-Fox earnings for the 39

weeks.

The corresponding 39

NEW POSTS

days, it was learned yesterday when released in the third quarter of
the day's session was cut short be- 1942. After preferred dividends this
cause attorneys for the accused ran profit amounted to
$3.57 per share
out of witnesses.
The trial was resumed in the morn- on the common stock. For the third
ing despite the illness of three defen- quarter. ended Sept. 25, last, the condants, John Roselli, Paul DeLucia solidated net profit, after all charges,
This was was
and Francis Maritote.
$3,343,849.
made possible by the signing of
Federal
income taxes for the 39
waivers by the trio permitting the
weeks amounted to $18,545,426, which
trial to continue without them.
included excess profits tax of $16,194,749 after deducting the post-war
Buys Katherine Bush Novel
refund.
The excess profits tax has
M-G-M bought Katherine Brush's been estimated on the basis of pro"Red Headed Woman in Washing- rating excess profits credits evenly
through the year.
ton."

Thomson.

•BERT COOPER, United Artists Midwest pub-

DeVry Gets Signal Corps
Order

for 153 Projectors

Chicago

— DeVry Corp. reported re-

ceipt yesterday from the Army Signal Corps of orders for 153 35 mm.
ARC CUMMINGS, salesman, RKO, Cincinnati.
MES O'HAREN, manager, Opera House, Brun- sound projector units. The first such
ing, Neb.
order received by the Chicago comSEPH ELLUL, manager, Empress, Detroit.
VROLD L. ANDERSON, foreman, Bell & pany, it will be rushed to completion.
licity-exploitation head, Chicago.

m

of

from National, but included income
from England of $2,900,000 frozen
in the previous year under sterling
exchange regulations. This sum was

i

IN

weeks

1942 showed a profit of $7,256,003,
without any earnings or dividends

berg, James Cagney, Rodney Pantages, Robert H. Poole and Kenneth

In New York the advisory committee includes Harry Katz, A. Montague, William F. Rodgers, Barney
The interest shown in "Stage Door Balaban, Joseph Bernhard, Thomas
mteen" and "Victory Through Air J. Connors, Ned E. Depinet, Leonard
nver" at tradeshowings and screen- H. Goldenson, Gradwell L. Sears,
gs for troops is expected to result J. R. Vogel and Richard Walsh.
Chicago will be represented by
those two pictures being among
John Balaban, James E. Coston and
e top grossers this year.
Albright will be here for about Edward Silverman, while in Detroit
ree months before returning to are Earl J. Hudson and Dave Idzal,
with Sidney B. Lust and John Pay/dney.
ette in Washington, D. C.
Other exhibitors manning the ad,.
Publicists
Nominate
Y. Screen
visory group are Karl Hoblitzelle,
New York SPG at last night's Dallas; I. J. Hoffman, New Haven;
eeting at the Capitol Hotel nomiEdward I. Kuykendall, Columbus
nated the following slate: For presi(Miss.); M. A. Lightman, Memphis;
:nt, Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.; for first
Martin J. Mullin, Boston; John H.
ce-president, Jack Shawn, Harry
Harris, and M. A. Rosenberg, Pitts?
,ochfeld, Carl Rigrod, Bob Ferguburgs; Eddie Rubin, Minneapolis;
>n; for
second vice-prexy, Jesse Louis Ansell, St. Louis; Albert J.
anish, Carl Rigrod; for secretary,
Finke, Portland; L. C. Griffith, Oklaiertrude Gelbin, Bob Ferguson; for
homa City; Martin G. Smith, Toledo;
easurer,
Wright.
The
Charles
S. Tracy Barham, Salt Lake City;
for
uild voted to allow four weeks
San Francisco;
Blumenfeld,
Joe
>tes by members in the armed serand Abe Lastfogel, Beverly Hills.
ies to clear.

1)

owned units of 20th-Fox on the former date. Their net profit from Dec.
26, 1942, to July 9, 1943, amount-

rt<

tfr

,r*£

'i
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¥
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Island Raiders!

.

Story of Carlson's Makin

4

EL

H
-

X>

2nnZ

%y&4fP&F&S*

.

.

the motion

picture

that keeps

pace with the news!

&&0jP&ty'.
its

story!

.

America's newspapers are

full

of

Featured in America's biggest circulation

magazines!

%P&fip£r&/..

no story has ever

.

pre-sold

•

the whole world

as

been sold before!

%JF&ftP&f0S.
cheering the

,

thrilling, hair-raising

is

watching and

glory story of the

Marine Raiders!

Released
ME PRESENT WITH A FUTURE. WAR BONOS FOR CHRISTMAS,

t^m

m

QJ5J

I

while

its

story

is

hottest!

RKO

Radio Saturday won its suit against Time, Inc., to block release
March of Time release for which Frank Sinatra was photo
piphed while appearing Jj-ee at a WAVES show under Navy auspices. Precedent-setting court decision will protect ail players from hazard of
Sinatra makes stellar film bow in RKO's
Having talents exploited commercially to their detriment whi.e contributing services to war effort
'•Higher and Higher."

RKO s

Sinatra Victory Sets Precedent:

of a

The Daily Newspaper

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Year* Old
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MYERS URGES EXHIBS. TO RAISE PRICE SCALE
Pay U. S. War Debt
Editorial

Tax
.

a comparison

.

By CHESTER

BAKN

B.

Associated Press certainly did not so
yet its Washington dispatch
'hursday night covering the Senate Finance
lammittee's action in appr:ving a 100 per
ent increase in Federal admission tax
ates was a damning indictment of the

rHE

intend,

ommittee's decision.
and hunAs the New York Daily News
reds of other AP member papers as well
-carried the story Friday morning, it read,

—

SEES 'EXPLOSIVE'

whereby
business can insure employment for
retu: nin; soldiers ami those now cn-

NBC

Washington, D. C, Dec. 9

(AP)— Senate

Committeemen tore another $26,00,000 crrner off the tax bill today, reacting in the process a proposal to tax
acetrack betting while approving doubled
axes on movie tickets and admissions to
ther entertainment....
"The rejected pari-mutuel tax was oposed in open hearings by Gov. Spessard L.
Hand of Flor da, Herbert Bayard Swope.
lew York racing commissioner, and others
ho declared the levy would destroy the

'inance

TELE ADVANCE

steps

essential

ommended by

J.

Associa-

tion of Manufacturers' War Congress at the Walt

steps, which CowCOWDIN
J. CHEEVER
din said were absolutely (essential, were: (1) An over
(Continued on Pane 6)
-

once to adjust their admission
prices in view of the probable doubling of the admissions tax, Abram F.
Myers, chai man of national Allied,
declared this week-end in a special
bulletin to Allied members.
"The
exhibitor who absoibs any of this
tax increase in view of conditions
in the country today is a suicidal

Commission.
Osborn said he looks for the operation of a thousand television stations and 25,000,000 receiving sets
within the next 10 years.
Within

tions

I

ia.

Three

:

•

I

Rank Talked 50% UA

House

had approved a five
Ent tax on pari-mutuel wagering).

(Continued on Page 7)

per

Shortage Impends

o

*0, as the Senate group sees it, it's per*
London (By Cable)— London film
* fectly okay to slap the nation's millions circles at the week-end
were p^zz'ed
f
movie-goers, largely drawn from the over the- denials made by United
white collar'" ranks, with a ltO per cent Artists executives
in
the United
icrease in the tax they pay for their screen

itertainment, but

much

i

bo

have

the

all

wrong

and

leisure

How the ponies"

"f

i

it's

as a five per cent levy

to impose
upon those

where the

fee alone is many times
cent average of film theaters.
Tie that one, if you can!
The "sport of kings" must not be deroyed by a five per cent tax on betting
though
to quote a Daily News editorial

Amission
5.5

—

iday

— horse

ranked

racing

as

a

past the day

is

s~rt

of

science,

on

when
the

produced better and faster
orses"), but what about the small-town exeory

that

it

whose patrons, the majority earnsalaries, must watch

Ibitor

modest wages and

g

pennies,

eir

h

it

okay

down

to the last cent.

to destroy

them?

Reviewing the testimony given by thea,r
operators who appeared before the
i-nate Committee on Dec. 1, the commite's action is incomprehensible.
Just that.
o

T

is

'n

Mi

wonder, then, that exhibitors
the small towns are writing such let(Continued on Page 2)
little

-

{Continued on Page 7)

Boston

Office

of

Boston

— Three leading independent

circuits here have joined forces in
the establishment of a buying combine and othe:s are expected to
join the group. Nucleus of the combine are the E. M. Loew circuit with

Expect 14,000 Theaters to

Make
Wn^'innrnn Bureau of

in

(Continued on Page 3)

Vacuum Tubes

Washington

Adhere to Policy
Oi Stellar Development
"U"..to

Organized

60 theaters, Levinson Brothers and

M of D

Collections

THE FILM DAILY

— Unless efforts by the

Civilian

With

theaters
already
expected that at least
14,000 houses will make audience collections during the industry's 1944
March of Dimes campaign, Nicholas

Requirements pledged,

pressed on by strong industry pressure, are successful, exhibitors and
theater supply houses face g' eatly
the
Univer^aPs adherence to its pol- increased difficulties in obtaining
icy of fulfilling the- en-tei tainment needed vacuum tubes after the first

bankrolls

ths

at tracks

{Continued on Pane 0)

•

n

effort

Big Buying Combine

wo years

after the close of the war,
he told the committee, NBC will
probably have a television network
operating on the East Coast from
I

oort of kings."

(The

THE FILM 'DAILY
must act

— Exhibitors

at

Within 10 Years

—

Friday

The

Washington

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Television development in the post-war pe: iod "at an
explosive rate" was predicted Friday by O. B. Hanson, NBC's vicepresident and chief engineer, at the maniac."
hearing by the Senate Interstate
Myers pointed out that an
Commerce Committee on the White(Continued on Page 6)
Wheeler bill to define and limit the
powers of the Federal Communica-

the Na-

dorf-Asto:

Washington Bureau of

Washington Bureau of

Cheever Cowdin,
chairman of the
board of Universal Pictures, in an
address
before

Act of "Suicidal Maniac" to Absorb 20% Tax,
Allied Counsel Declares

Engineer Predicts 1,000

Stations

•

gaged in war
work were rec-

tional

part:

n

100 Years, Cowdin's Plan

Universal Board Chairman
Asks Simple Tax System
And Balanced Fed. Budget
Three

:

in

4,200

it is

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Limits Acting Soldiers Can Do

Labor Crafts Cast
In "H'tvood Canteen"

Only "Spear Carriers" Even with Permission
Washington Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
"kouras Sets War Loan
Washington — Contrary to publishin Three Cities

West Coast Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Labor unions and craft

of

ed reports, officials of the

War

De-

FILM DAILY pa- tment revealed Friday that no
After a solid week of authorization has been granted for

West Coast Bureau of ,THE

Hollywood

—

pix stars to make films while on furlough from the Army.
In fact, it
was explained to The Film Daily,
there has been no change in the
Army's policy in the matter. As be=
Fourth fore, soldiers on leave may work as
Continued on Page
aa^J)
3

16-hour conference sessions, Charles
P. Skouras, national chairman, and
his executive staff pull out by plane
tomorrow for a whirlwind spin of the
country preparatory to start of the
industry's

participation

in

(Continued on Page 7)

—

guilds of the entertainment industry,
as well as the Hollywood nsws photograohers who have helped make
the Hollywood Canteen famous, will
be represented in the cast of Warners'
film
production, "Hollywood

Canteen."

The

various

organizations

have

been asked to choose their own representatives for roles

in

the picture,

which Jesse L. Lasky is producing,
with Delmer Daves directing.

3fe
Tax Hike
... a comparison
(Continued from Page 1)
10 Cents
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Publisher

MERSEREAU

Manager

General

one Sen. Joseph R. Ball received
from A. R. Johns n, operating the indie
Granada in Sioux Falls, S. D. Penned Johnicrs as that

sen:
is
estimated that 100,000,000 perattend movies each week which is
greater than the number of newspaper

"It

BAHN

:

Editor

:
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sons

readers.

THE FILM

New

DAILY,

that

we would

—

power

or taken s'des on any issue as newspaper do
but perhap we should commence
doing this and avert adverse political legisn

—

and taxation."

For the record, Sanator Ball is a former
St. Paul newspaper man. Johnson years back
was with Erpi in New York City..,.

97117

BRyant

us assume

patrons thusly, "B'ame your Senators
and
Representatives
Do not blame us
for this 100 per cent tax increase.' We, in
this industry, have never used our editorial

lati

Broadv^

1501

N. Y.
Phone
9 7118, 9 7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Film.lay, New York.

York,

let

power of the screen and inform

the

use
our

.

to

So

Cable address

HOLLYWOOD

Monday, December

Warners Lose 400 More to President Signs Bill
Armed Forces in 2 Months Deferring Draft of Fathers
Induction of 400 additional Warners employes into the armed forces
in the past two months has brought
the total in service to 3,004, compared with 2.604 on Oct. 13, while
casualties (killed or missing in action) have risen from 14 to 17, according to a week-end tabulation
by the service men's bureau maintained at the home office under suDirector
pervision
of
Personnel

Ralnh W. Budd.

Of particular interest

—

CITY—

(December

=^i

1943)

10.

With Dom. Film Execs.
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Boasberq to Caratain
RKO's Depihei Drive
Charles Boasberg, RKO's Eastern
Central district manager, will captain/ the, 1944' Ned Depinet Drive
which will run, 15 weeks, from Feb.
4 to Mav"'18\ it was announced at
the weekrend by Robert Mochrie,
general sales manage:
-

.

will have as his drive
lieutenant." Harry Gittleson,
assistant to Walter Branson, Western' division "sales manager.
Boa 'b»rg wifh Gittleson will leave
New York on his first trip cove ing
all
branches in the U. S. and
Canada on Jan. 3.

Boasberg

"first

c

;

RKO

ji

•'

;

announced postponement
of the meeting with executives of
"he film companies on the Government's policy measures developing
of Ontario,

from the inquest into the death in
the film building fire f: om Dec. 13

M-G-M

district

managers

will hold!

felt.

Rosalind

Brian

RUSSELL

AHERNE

"WHAT a"\VOMAN"
with Willard Parker
A Columbia Picture
Gait Stage Revue
Symphony Orchestra
Mezzanine Seate Reserved.
Circle 6-4600

First

HELD OVER 2nd WEEK

that he had atbasi^-apreemont meetir-er
it the office of P" + Casev. studio
l^bor contact, in 1936 between producers' representatives and union of-

MARCH OF TIME

He denied that, his firm was
asked to kick in with $25 000. whie>i

ficials.

l^ereU-e,

teleowd >r

%>»

Claudetre Colbert

—

RKO's M^maaer
a Tap Prisoner

—

London (Bv Cable) Gabnel Pasannounced at the week-end that

cal

"is first picture for 1944 will be
<^eor?e Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and
Cleopatra" in Technicolor and starring Vivien Leigh and Claude Rains,

Fred MacMurray

"NO TIME FOR LOVE"
A

Tn China,

"Ziegfeld Follies."

Century-fa*

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Paramount Picture
In Person

WOODY HERMAN

and BAND
•
Times Square
'ARAMOUNT
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STAR
NEW

VICTORIA

B'WAY & 46th— Dally.
2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sots., Suns.. Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves.. $1.10 $2.20
Sats..
Extra shows

—

Suns..

•

run.

££& STATE
ON SCREEN
TECHNICOLOR
THE OPERA"
Starring

NELSON
EDDY

&

47th

perform Continuous
Popular priced
ances.

Hols.—C\ 6-7429

"PHANTOM OF

RKO PALACE

B'WAY

Mako

WAC

|

a

—

will distribute a Metro-prenared press book on "Brothers in
Blood," a War Information pix to be
released Thursday.

i

tists Corp.. testified

tended

and three-day meetings with
Arno F. Kerske, RKO Radio's
their branch managers, starting toHay, at which time full details of manager for China who as a r»serdiscussions held at the recent Chi- vist answered the Navy's call as'
cago dist: ict managers' meeting will ->>n'ef boatswain's mate prior to
Pea-1 Harbor, is a prisoner of war
be given.
of the Japanese, according to an Imnerial Jananese Arn^v notification
Riles for Edgar Allan Wooli
West Coa« Bureau of THE FILM DAILY ^ard received from n'm originating
Hollywood Funeral services were f~om Philippine Military Prison
held
Saturday for Edgar Allan Camp No. 1, where he is interned.
He reports himself in god health.
Woolf, 54, .veteran vaudeville and
screen writer, who died from a fall
at his home.
He had been with M- D <ie;cal
Shaw's
to
G-M for the past 12 years and at the
time of his death was working on "Caesar and Cleopatra"

Ready

sign*;

defense counsel James D. C. Murray
wh^n the trial resumed.
Harry D. BiT»Mev of United Ar-

two

"B'ood" Press Book

has

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

M. Schenck as Witness

an unnamed rate after New Year's was the amount assertedlv decided
in order to give further study to the nnou after Bioff had demanded $2.000.000 on threat to call a nationplans.
wide strike of operators.
Metro Dist. Mqvs. Hold

Week

Roosevelt

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

to

.

4
173/g

—

Toronto O. J. Silverthorne, director of theaters inspection branch

Sales Meets This

r'A-KF T

1",
RadkwKaif-h cvs. ...
Sonotrne Corp. .....
2.J4
Te'chri coTor
....... 12 V,
4l/8
T'ans-Lux
Univesj] Pxtures

J.

Joseph M. Schenck will appear as
a defense witness today in the FedW. Hackel, Sam Katzman and eral Court trial of the seven defenGeorge Weeks.
dants charsred with extortine more
than $1,000,000 from the industry,
silverthome Defers Talks it was disclosed on Friday bv Chief

FINANCIAL

President

the bill which establishes autonon
for the selective service systei
places fathers at the bottom of t'
d aft pool and pulls the sting out(
McNutt's work-or-fight order.
E
feet of the "non-deferrable lis
which included several theater jol

aters,

—

vice-presidents; Edward Finney, secreta y-treasurer. Elected to
the executive council were Fromkess, Ray Young, Sig Neufeld, A.

afternoon.

THEATERS

office

i

WMC

NEW YORK

Home

<DAIl

officially

has 220

to date.

ston,

HAVANA
BHENOS

THE FILM

Direction of sele

passed fro
the hands of
Chief Paul
McNutt to Selective Service Dire
tor Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, it w
revealed by the White House Frid*

tive service

in

Apartado .8817) Mexico, D. F.

W

LONDON

W

—
has

Washington

the service and one casualty: 1,768 have gone from Warner The-

ties

with eisrht casualties; 256
from U. S. exchanges, with two casualties; 18 f*om Canadian exchanges,
West Coart Bureau of THE FILM DAILY with one casualty, and 37 from Ace
Hollywood I. E. Chadwick was Laboratory, warehouse and other
re-elected president of Independent departments.
Motion Picture Producers Association.
Other officers elected were:
Leon Fromkess and W. Ray John- Extortion Defense Calls

Chadwick Again Heads
ndepandent Producers

Washington Bureau of

the fact
that the total now in service represents 20 per cent of Warners' prewar personnel, and losses among U.
will no longer be
S. exchanges average about nine for
each branch.
From the studio there are now
705 on active duty, with five casualis

Representatives:
28. Calif.Wilk. 6425 HMIvwond Blvd.. Phone
Rall.li
Andrew H
Crrmite r,fi-07
Older. 841 I'.rvnijf ellnw St.. N W.. Phone Tavloi
0882; CHICAGO. 45. 111. loseph Esler
- Ernest
6241 N. 0;iklev Ave.
Fredman, The Film Renter. 127 133 Wardour
r.",PA.inS— P A HaHe. Le Film.
St..
Marv
29 Rue Marseu(an^(12).
HONOI.HI.f
Louise Bianco. Virtudes 214
O'iBrien.
AIRES— Dt
Eileen
Waller P. Schnck,. Casillo de Correo 1929
Marco- Aurelio
Galindo.
1^1 EX ICO

WASHINGTON —

13, 194'

I

Monday, December

I.

13,

1943

W'*

0411V

K. Films Council

GOMG

COlTlinG and

Report on

o

Evils
CEORCE BROWN, Paramount

—

With Dr.
London (By Cable)
ugh Dalton, president of the Board
Trade,
xiblish

/tigate

adamant in his refusal to
a Royal Commission to inalleged trade evils, it was

arned at the week-end that the
lms Council intends to make a
parate leport on the situation.
One of the subjects to be coved in the report will be the fail>

American companies engaged

of

•e

business here to carry out their
iota requirements.

The
»ors

Council met behind closed
here last week, and upon ad-

ornment, no statement was forthming nor would members discuss
* action taken. However, it was
arned on excellent authority that
e Council will "go to town" with
report on issues under dispute.

A. BROWN,
Buffalo, was a

Taramcunt

M.
in

New York

•

•

TAKE

IT

Monogram's "Block

from

Lou Costello. that yarn that

direct

he'll

an East Side Kids pic. under the alias of
• Fellow Paramount workers
a phony.
tossed a luncheon at the Astor late last week for Eugene Newman of
the Theater Department field auditing and investigating staff who has
been activated by the Signal Corps
G. Knox Haddow, Pep Club
prexy, presided and presented Gene with a service kit.
• From
Louisville, Ky„ R. M. Steele writes to suggest Coast studios produce
Lucas

was

Tello,

Busters,"

strictly

.

.

.

"Ivanhoe," "Old Curiosity Shop," "Soldiers

of Fortune,"

Rodney's," "H. M. Pinafore" and "Trial by Jury.".

ence

•

M

T

of

it

from

M

stems from the

of T's

"Youth

T

with

PERSONAL.

•

•

Ree

quits the hospital today.

•

You're right

•

.

LOU METZCER left Saturday for the Coast.
SCHREIBER due back today from Holly-

ED

wcod.
PVT.

MARY

C. RANSONE,
Service
and Pubic

Carlo's

ROBERT M. WEITMAN, managing director of
New York Paiamount arrived back in New

the

from

yesterday

Hollwood.

EDMUND CRAINCER,

town.

in

.

• Max

.

Hargrove

J.

of six directors-at-large elected by the National Association of

oldiers Can

facturers.

Do

(Continued from Page 1)
t.as,

ission

provided they have the perof

their

commanding

of-

ers.

A letter sent to the Coast last
anth by Maj. Gen. James Ulio,
ad of Army morale, was appartly misinterpreted there, or else
is incorrectly worded.
No copy of
e letter was available for study
•iday.

.

•

.

Yes, sir,

something

This letter, however, does

constitute an official Army state»nt of policy and BPR, which has
risdiction over pix matters in this
gard, concluded after studying the
atter a few weeks ago that soldiers
'ould not be permitted to take
taking pa: ts in films while on
ive.
If their appearance on the
reen is to be in any more impornt role than that of "spear carjr," it was reported, it must be
» th the explicit permission not only
their commanding officer but the
D
R as well. That such permission
Ml not be granted capriciously
es without saying.
Permission from the commanding
icer is required for appearance
en as an extra, it was emphasized.

New

the Fourth

York

War Loan

State's

quota

job

alone

one

is

Manu-

going

is

be

to

$911 ,000,000.

is

• Metro's stellar cavalcade opening a Capitol p.a. on the 23rd ivill
embrace Lou Holtz, Kathryn Grayson, Nancy Walker, "Rags" Ragland, June Allyson and Richard Hiinber and Ork.
9 Walt Disney

Circuit,

en

is

a

mittee lepresenrat.ve,/ Hoi.ywood,

ARTHUR ERILANT£:RKO
turns tro.n

a

Wjrners,

town.
staff,

re-

wiest Coast district manager

Angeles

en Sunday tor
connect. on with
Aciquainrance,"
"Old
"Destination
and "The Dssert Song."

Sa.t Lake
dea.s
on

Toi.yo"

in

vaca. ion 'today.

H.NRY HERBEL,
for

is

publicity

ieft

City

Lps*

and. 'Denver

in

of industrial pix for Owens-Illinois Glass; decision
in

the year.

.

.

9

J.

P. Adler, heading the

Wis-

consin circuit bearing his name, has just celebrated his $5th anniver-

an exhib

sary as

Adler, civically active,

y

ernor

•

•

•

is

a Rotary district gov-

y

(Continued from Page

THERE'S a press junket coming up

the gentlemen (and ladies) of the press to

New

Warners

will take

London, Conn., on the

t

22nd when "Destination Tokyo"
Theater there.

.

•

.

will

be shown

Louella O. Parsons'

life

Naval Sub Base

at the

"The

story,

Gay

Illiter-

(

has been purchased by 20th-Fox

ate,"

Louella herself can do justice to that

Phil

role.

.

•

.

M.
E.

insists

only

that

M. Loew and his

associates reported'y dropped about $225,000 in the floppo of "Artists

and Models"

much

of

coup.

The

circuit

production's

the

•

operator's

scenery and

group

may

costumes,

in

try

again, using

an

efiort

to

re-

Burton Holmes starts his 51st season with the

first of a
Sunday aiternoon shows at Carnegie Hall hera Jan. 18.
• Eastman Kodak tomorrow tosses a testimonial at the Rochester Hotel
in the Flower City for Jimmy Hare; it will mark the 40th anniversary
of his sailing from Frisco to camera-cover the Russo-Japanese War.
• Ray Klune. after eight years with Dave Sehnirk, has left to join
another studio
Dave hosted a farswe'l party for his departing
Vanguard production manager at the studio last week
.

.

series of five

T

T

• • AT ONE of the special showings of "Task Force" in the
Warner office projection room, a group of SPARS officiated at the
door and requested every visitor to sign their "log." H. M. Warner
happened to drop in. A sweet little SPAR placed the "log" in front
and the company
of him and said: "Please sign your name here
you work for over here"
•

T
•

•

•

REPORTS FROM SEATTLE

T
tell

of

roads in theaters in that Northwest territory

Norman Fester
L. H. Mitchell
Burnet Hershev
William R, Fraser
Richard Schayer

president of Feiber &
tour of Ohio, PennsylState.
Soviet Cinema Com-

New York
MIKHAIL KALAIAZOV,

vania ana upper

.

.

may make a series
will be made early

now on

the staff of
Relations section
Cavalry
Replacement Training at Fort Riley,
Kan., arrived in New York Friday for a two-week
Special

Shea

Eastman's T.

general

JULIS LAFIDUS, Eastern D. vision sales manfor Wjrners returned over the week-end
a tip to Philadelphia and Scranton.
LOU LIFTON returns to the. Coast today.
STEVE BROIDY and JEFFREY BERNERD of
Monogram, lei t Chicago for the Coast Friday,
aiter conferences there with Irving Mandel and
Ben Eisenbert.

York

T

Greta
.

assistant

Wellington, today on
tomorrow.

from

interest

in Crisis". .....

T

for

return

will

stay.

and time'y

for its "intelligent

the solution of problems of juvenile delinquency"

in

Man

"The

National Confer-

and

Friday.

ager

.

Juvenile Agencies has presented Richard de Rochemont

of

a plaque commending the

—

.

manager leaves

business

a

manager

branch

visitor

RUBE (ACKTER, Columbia's
sales

•

1

imils the Acting

studio advertising

director, left Saturday for Hollywood after
week of conferences with Robert M. Cillham.

vaudeville

A

making

majority of

in-

the

key towns are running vaude on the week-ends ...... It's a big apple
country and because of an OPA ruling on the fruit sales, theater business is definitely off
and there are no defense plants around
to

•

T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.

help the situation

«

«

.

.

1)

Herman

Rifkin houses.
Slated
co join, according to repo ts, is the
Lieberman ci-cuit and several others.
Sol Edwards, who resigned from
Warner Bros, a few days ago, has
been named manager.
Offices have
been established in the Metropolitan
Theate: BIdg.
che

Charles

L. Gctskell Dies
West Coa-t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood Charles L. Gaskell, 74,
veteran director, died Thursday. He
became associated with the old Vitagraph studio in the East in 1915 and
served as actor, director and pro-

—

ducer.

11 p. tst. Curfew Urged
for Rochester Youths

—

Rochester
11 p.m. curfew for all
£nd girls under 20 has been
advocated here by Assistant U. S.
Att rney Goodman Sarachan.
"Violators found in public places
or on public streets should be arrested,"
he declared, "and taken
to Children's Cjurt.
There perhaps
some impression may be made upon
the parents to see to it that their
children are home at a decent hour."
Sarachan's prposal for a curfew
was greeted with wide approval, but
some observers rased questions as
to feasibility of an age bracket including youths 18 and 19 years old.
boys

p

tfltwest

GIVE

WAR BONdS

FOR CHRISTMAS

^&m

:

PARKER
Screen Play by
Therese Lewis and Barry Trivers

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

w

ijfffw*
* DAILY

Monday, December

Myers Urges Exhibs.

IOO Years to Pay War Debt

To Raise Price Sole

Cowdin Proposes Tax System, Balanced Budget

Rank Talked 50% U/

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

probably be made to modify the
vote of the Senate Finance Committee, accepting the two cents per
dime tax voted by the House, but indicated that chances for such modiwill

fication are slim. The new late will
be effective January 1 if the bill is

passed by Dec. 20;

if

new

that date the

delayed beyond
tax will be ef-

fective Feb. 1.

Let the Public

Know

He

called upon the industry to let
the public know at once of the in-

—

creased tax rate through trailers,
lobby displayers and handbills, etc.
"Any exhibitor who absorbs one
this income is inviting disaster," said Myers. "We a: e facing
a long war and a longer period of
rehabilitation.
Before the emergency is over there will be more tax

penny of

hauling and simplification of our tax
structure, in favor of three or four
levies so simple that anyone can understand them and far below current
levels; (2) a balanced federal budget which will entail drastic reductions in governmental agencies and
employes, and (3> a plan tor servicing and paying off the war debt

chairman of the NAM's
Government Finance Committee.

exec, is

Declaring that present taxes approach the point of confiscation for
many business firms and of diminishing retu-ns for thousands of
others,

Cowdin asserted

that

the

and still more tax bills. The squeeze "has been particularly hard
Treasu:y Department as at present on that great white collar class, constituting roughly 20 million or alconstituted is out to get more money
from theaters. It was the stubborn, most 40 per cent of our total work-

ing population." He said that milundying demand of the Treasury that
lions of such persons have had litturned what seemed like an easy
tle or no increase in earnings since
victory into a narrow defeat in the
the war, whiie living costs and taxes
finance committee.
aave been constantly increasing. He
"While the Treasury succeeded in insisted that "we must
rectify their
plastering this tax on the theaters, tax
situation at the earliest possible
it failed in its puipose to obtain an
moment."
amount of revenue which would be
Simple Tax Structure
controlling
inflation.
effective
in
Cowdin said that a simple personPari-mutuel tickets, soft drinks and
tobacco, which are so important to al income tax should be based on
expert study of all the allowances
the constituents of influential memfor expenses, contributions and other
bers of both committees, continued
payments, and all the exemptions
to be immune or suffered no increase.
The movies had no David Harum to for marital status and departments.
All these deductions, he continued, in
protect them in the hoise trade."
the inteiest of simplicity, could easily be compiled for the entire naExhib. Must Adjust Prices
tion and an average tax computed
Pointing out that the fight against
which, for all practical purposes,
is steadily losing ground,
Myers declared that exhibitors must would be just as equitable as today's perplexing method.
It is enimmediately "readjust their admistirely possible, he added, that such
sion prices in anticipation of the
a simple plan could also be worked
probable increase in the admission
out with regard to corporate taxes.
tax. With costs mounting and prices

inflation

"The exhibitor who absorbs any
part of this tax increase, in view of
conditions in the country today, is

Lower

Electric Rates
Seen in Post-War Era
Knoxville, Tenn.

power rates

—

Electric light

and

for film theater operators

along with other consumers, at least
in the Southeastern states, will be
reduced after the war is the prediction of Tennessee Valley Authorities.

In

ready

been

fact,

reductions

made

in

T.

have

al-

V... A.'s

basic rates to the extent that distributing systems during the present

year have reduced their indebtedness
by $5,000,000 or more.

Deal, London Hears

to carry the load of re-employ-

(Continued

Page

from
1)
ment and i e-conversion." He recommended that the tax should termi- States that there we:e any

nate at the end of the calendar year
within which hostilities cease. Prefer, ed stock dividends should be accorded the same tax treatment as
interest payments, Cowdin said, contending that they both should be
starting immediately the war ends. considered as fixed charges.
The
Cowdin, speaking on "Jobs and
one encourages the creation of debt,
Taxes," presented a 100-year
the other would encourage the creaplan for the repayment of the
tion of capital, he said.
nation's war debt, predicated on
"The only way we are going to
a over-all Government budget
meet government obligations is to
of $30,000,000,000. The "U" top
plan now for the servicing and ulti-

bills

rising in all other lines, the exhibitors should figure out total price
combinations which will add to and
not detract from their receipts.

is

13, IS

tiations

pending between

UA

ne;

and

Arthur Rank whereby the lat
would acquire an interest in i"
American distributing company.
Industry leaders here had und

I

stood reliably that UA-Rank d
involving a one-half inte: est in 1

company

had been contemplat
with a UA executive expected
wind up the details. Why the d
went cold is the subject of consid
able speculation in Wardour St.
A further denial from America o
was negotiating
mate repayments of it all," Cowdin report that
Sir Alexander Korda's stock in 1
stated. "In short, we must simplify
company also appears to myst
our tax structure enact provisions
London film circles, as it was ci:<
immediately to wipe out all emergency and special war taxes upon the lated here some weeks ago tl
Korda had agreed to sell his inten
cessation of hostilities."
and that the deal was set via ca
Summarizes His Plan
for an undisclosed figure.
Concluding his remarks, Cowdin
(A report on this side said Koi
oaid:
was asking $1,000,000 for his int<
"Replace present tax laws with a
est and that
and the produd
personal income tax which spells out
wee close to an agreement).
the exact amount of money owed
Contrary to reports that Korj
by all income levels establish a flat
had not paid in full for his I
25 per cent corporate income tax
stock, it now appears that the sh
retain the existing social security
is clean through his 10 per cent
rates impose reasonable customs
terest in "In Which We Serve" a
and
inheritance
levies
enact
a
"One of Our Aircraft is Missing."
transaction tax for the specific purpose of servicing and paying off our
debt of 300 billion dollars over the Expect 14,000 Theaters to
next 100 yea: s enact incentive emof
Collections
ployment
taxation organize
the
owners of business into an effective
(Continued from Page 1)
political entity
set up a business
M. Schenck, national chairman, sz
agency for the collection of adequate
Friday. This would set an all-tii
facts on economy and business for
record for near-unanimity in an i
the primary use of Congress predustry drive.
pare for peacetime government costAmong the circuits, and hous
ing approximately 30 billions a year.
al: eady
indicating their desire
Balance the Federal Budget.
Or- participate in the polio drive are:
ganize job committees in every nook
Loew's, RKO, Warners, Grifff
and corner in the country to secure
Theaters (Oklahoma); Fox We
\

<

UA

:

—

UA

—

—

:

—

—

Make

—

M

D

—

—

jobs for all

citizens

who want

to

—bring about full recognition
of the joint responsibility of the
pa: tners — labor
and
agriculture,
capital and government— as to both
work

Cowdin said it was obvious that jobs and taxes.
the piesent excess profits tax must
"It will take rugged Americanisnij
be terminated immediately at the ingenuity and guts, but we can do it.
conclusion of the war "if business And the time to begin is now."

Coast, Century, Randforce, Brant
& P, Schine, B &
Great States, Radio City Music Ha;
and all Broadway houses; Intersta
(Texas); Crescent, Cinema Ci:cu

Fabian,

M

Mann's Theaters, San Francisc
Fourth Ave. Amusement (Kentucky

Wilmer
& Vincent, Evergre<
Amusement, Washington and Orego

Florida State, Butterfield, Centr
a suicidal maniac." Let no exhibitor, 21 cents admission and six cents tax. States Theaters (Iowa), and Blac
Myers continued, "who has been get- The only safe thing for him to do is hills Amusement (S. D.).
ting a total admission of 35 cents to go to 30 cents consisting of 24
Rites for Mrs. Harry Ross
made up of 31 cents admission and cents admission and six cents tax.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM VAU
"Forget How to Subtract"
four cents tax be so weak-kneed as
Hollywood Funeral services f
to attempt to continue on a basis of
"Each exhibitor will have to fig29 cents admission and six cents ure out his own combinations, but he Mrs. Harry Ross, wife of the Ro
tax. The only safe thing for him to h^ad better confine himself to addi- Federal Service president, were he
Friday at the Wee Kirk of tl
do is to go to 40 cents, made up 32 tion and forget how to subtract.
Burial was
Heather, Glendale.
cents admission and eight cents tax,
"The Treasury has felt free," said
Forest Lawn Cemetery.
assuming he can go no higher.
Myers in conclusion, "to call upon
Unless the bill is changed, the the theaters to perform many serexhibitor charging a combined 25 vices which they have rende: ed, and
cents admission will have no option will continue to render gladly, but
except to increase his price, unless it is no part of the exhibitors' pahe wants to charge a combined 24 triotic duty either to absorb this incent admission made up of 20 cents crease or to shoulder the onus for
Springfield, 111. John David Jone
admission and four cents tax. His passing it on to the public, as the
next step would be an equally silly Internal Revenue Code piovides it manager of the Senate, a Kerasotj
Brothers unit, has a new son.
27 cents combination consisting of should be done."

—

'

STORK REPORTS
—

nday,

December

13,

1943

ortage Impends

1,000 Tele Stations

TO THE COLORS!

Wilhin 10 Years!

Vacuum Tubes
(Continued from Page

•

1)

COMMISSIONED

ARMAND

CARDEA, AAF,

* NAVY*

*

(Continued from Page

CEORCE ELLUL, manager, Empress, Detroit.
RUBY COHEN, manager, Anco Theater.

1)

Boston to Washington. In less than
"sleeper" in WPB's
Tara.'s home office publicity staff.
10 years, he predicted, the:e would
No.
regulation
:rolled materials
JUSTIN A. STREB, USA, formerly, Eastman
MARINES
a Coast-to-Coast television netbe
to
lieu2nd
Kodak
Co.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
diswas
issued late last month,
BERNARD E. MARINER, PRC manager, Omaha. work. He declared he foresees "thetenant.
lawced last week, when
•
ater-type television services linking
interpreted the legulation to
5
ES
theaters and auditoriums throughout
ly to theater supply and repair
THELMA IRENE YOoNC, Eastman Kodak Co.,
the nation.
BARNEY HERMAN, American Ticket Corp., ChiRochester,
Y.
N.
ps.
'
Technical standards now in existcago.
tfect of the regulation is to make ALb..,.. OR AH AM, American Ticket Corp., Chience have proven good," he continACTIVATED
rolled materials more readily
'
cago.
LOTHAR WOLFF, USCCR, chief ued, "through actual practice, and
LT.
(J.C.)
ilable to a number of civilian JOE MA.vKOWITZ, office manager, M-C-M,
film editor, The March of Time, ordered to
if no changes are made excellent
Chicago.
active duty.
air sei vices, including radio reservice can be rendered and public
Although they are not
shops.
r
I
se:vice realized more quickly.
to Policy
to
led, theater supply and service okouras Sets
visualize television as having the
group,
the
in
included
are
ps
Parleys in Three Cities
Of Stellar
greatest potential possibilities for
B lawyers have decided. These
service to the public and the nation
for
rating
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ps are given a AA-3
as a whole, providing, of course, that
trolled materials, including vac- War
Accompanying needs of the public and the part manufacturers, broadcasters and
Loan drive.
The mb is that 9,000 Skouias on the eight-day stream- played in the success of the company Government co-operate towards the
n tubes.
operating under service line trip will be Rick Ricketson, through the development of new star end that it can spring quickly to life
aters
eements were getting their tubes vice-chairman; B. V. Sturdivant, values were stressed by William A. when victoiy is won.
I firmly bejugh an AA-2 preference rating, campaign director; Fred Stein and Scully, vice-president and general lieve that a major portion of the ratheir inclusion under CMP Reg. Andy Kreppman, assistant chairmen sales manager, at the two-day meet- dio audience of the next decade will
drops their priority rating,
directors, and Seymour Peiser, pub- ing of division and district manag- see as well as hear radio artists
'he rest of the nation's theaters, licity director.
ers over the week-end in New York. performers and celebrities and will
ut 8,000 operating without beneThe gioup has scheduled three
Scully pointed out the box-office accept the visualization in their
of preference rating, were get- regional meetings with exhibitors impetus given to comedy in general homes of great national events as
their tubes thiough special f om all exchange territories, for by the advent of Abbott and Cos- commonplace."
5
aficates, and it is thought that Washington, D. C, Chicago and San tello, and he stressed the developIf present tele frequencies and
;ing them on the same footing Francisco. First of the sessions will ment of Maria Montez' drawing standards are not grealty disturbed,
Tepair shops will actually make be held in Washington, at the Stat- power which, he said, would reach Hanson said that at least 1,000 tele
more difficult for them to get ier Hotel, Dec. 16; the second, Dec. a new high in "Ali Baba and the stations can be placed in operation
jed tubes.
20, at the Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, Forty Thieves."
Scully also com- in the United States during the
and the last of meetings scheduled mented on the rising popularity of decade following the end of the war.
"Sleeper" in WPB's 9A
eorge W. McMurphey, head of will take place in San Francisco at Turhan Bey, whom Unive:sal has These new stations, he stated, would
been grooming for several years.
represent a capital investment roughamusement and recreation divis- the Palace Hotel, Dec. 23.
After the San F. ancisco meeting,
The rise of Donald O'Connor, ly of $250,000,000 and would employ
of OCR, said Friday that the orhad slipped thiough without his the party returns to Los Angeles for teamed with Peggy Ryan, was hailed around 65,000 persons di:ectly and
a final check and clean-up of pre- by Scully who predicted that their many additional thousands indirect>.e being aware of its effect upon
details before moving to forthcoming "This is the Life" would ly.
He believes there is a potential
,aters.
It was hidden, he said, conference
not until the lawyers' interpre- New York where national head- be the best of the series to date, market for 25,000,000 tele receivers
on was given last week did he quarters will be set up until the and added that Susanna Foster of in the coming decade.
"Phantom of the Opera" fame would
"Television is potentially a trew that theaters were affecetd. conclusion of the drive.
Approximately 100 exhibitors will also be teamed with the pair. Scully mendous industry and a great enter:e then, he said, several emergmeeting, cited the acquisition of Olsen & tainment, cultural and educational
conferences have been held attend the Washington
/
50 will be present in Chicago and 50 Johnson as another instance of star medium for which I hesitate to prei industrial leaders in the equipdevelopment for the screen, saying duct the limits," he stated.
including Loew's Lester in San Francisco.
t field
that "Crazy House" was out-grossics
and with officials of the SPB
ing the previous O & J feature,
Files
o and radar branch, and the best Pat Dowling Joins Tradefilms
Park
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY "Hellzapoppin."
Jfse appears to be to seek a speDismissal
from
Dowling,
indusHollywood
Pat
the
stronger
program
for
An
even
allocation of tubes for industry
has joined future was indicated by Scully who
trial
film
p: oducer,
The Trylon Theater, Rego Park,
theater Tradefilms, Inc., producing organi- said that "Flesh and Fantasy" may
'Hen G. Smith,
pment chief, has been co-operat- zation headed by Shirley C. Burden. result in one of the biggest gross- Queens, N. Y., has filed an appeal
of a
with McMurphey and John Eber- Dowling comes from the Douglas ing pictures in Universal history. from an arbitrator's dismissal
seven-day
the
theater chief in McMurphey's Aircraft Co., where he was manager Forthcoming product includes "His complaint against
training and public Butler's Sister" with Deanna Dur- clearance granted to the Drake Theion, and is p: eparing data which of production of
Trylon had charged that the
Prior to join- bin, ' Gung Ho," "Ladies Courage- ater.
elation
films.
sound
memo
a
be used by Eberson in
and
)CR head Arthur D. Whiteside. ing Douglas he was an independent ous" and the current "Corvette K- clea ance was unreasonable elimi225."
asked that it be reduced or
hoped that Whiteside will press producer for 15 years.
nated.
industry case before top
juke boxes, public address systems, that they will be granted an alloWith the filing of the Trylon apials in an attempt to get a spehall sound systems, etc. Plac- cation to cover th« major part of the peal, five cases are now with the arA lance
allocation of vacuum tubes.
ng of theaters in the same category annual requirements of 145,000 tubes. bitration appeal board.
Grants of
ber of high industry officials
is these is strongly protested by in- Annual production of tubes of all extensions to the other four may
w been asked to write Donald M.
dustry leaders in their communica- types this vear is estimated at close mean that there will not be another
;on, Charles E. Wilson and other
to 145,000,000 with even higher pro- appeal decision in several weeks.
tions to WPB.
for
asking
officials
WPB policy
Industry circles here were not en- duction looked for next year.
r aid in meeting the threatened
The military is taking so many
tirely pessimistic about the situation,
Edington Joins Lyons Agency
gency.
has been of these tubes, however, that the
pointing: out that
THE FILM DAILY
Rapidly
5upply Will Dwindle
generally fair to exhibitors and has situation seems to be now that the West Coast Bureau of
Hollywood Harry Edington, forle major difficulty is that with demonstrated that it is aware of the supply is getting tighter rather than
McMurphey is optimistic, mer RKO Radio production head, has
repair shops getting tubes un- difference in function between the- easier.
.the same preference as theaters aters and dance halls, juke boxes, however, declaring that "theaters rejected offers of becoming an indeIn view of the terrific moral have got to have tubes and they're pendent producer of major pictures
theater supply houses, the avail- etc.
Of course the as head of his own company, to acsupply is bound to dwindle rap- contribution of theaters, and their goins: to get them.
These shops service not only unsurpassed record in selling War supply situation is tight, but it's not cept the executive vice-presidency
Lyons, Inc., agency.
os, but all sorts of amplifiers, Bonds, it is not thought unlikely tight enough to close theaters down." of A, & S.
iext year.
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films has
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quality of this

and other mili-
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the all-around

huge output has never

been excelled. Eastman Kodak Company,
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FLU SLASHES BIZ, STRIKES FILMJTAFFS
Gov't Ready for Griffith Trial in Late February
Editorial

D of J to File Brief Answering Defense Demands
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speak up for

to

im.

Universal's

Said

Cowdin,

Cheever

War

Congress
»eek on "Jobs and Taxes":
4anuafcturers'

in

Association

National

the

addressing

J.

here

of
last

"So far as individual taxpayers are conerned, the squeeze has been particularly

Robert Rubin, Loew's viceand general counsel, as
chairman of the Amusement Division
National
Conference
of
of
the
Christians and Jews, will be host at
a luncheon for industry leaders at
the Hotel Astor at 12:30 p.m. ThursJ.

—

white collar class, constiuting roughly 20 million or almost 40
er cent of our total working population,
•lillions
of these have had little or no
urease in earnings since the war, while
ving costs and taxes have been constantly

demands for more

day.

will

Federal Judge Edgar S. Vaught
granted an extension to Dec. 22 for
the Government to prepare the brief.
The pre-tiial conference which began Nov. 15 has been extended to

of

Warners-SAG Confer

On

'Canteen' Salaries

will

be

Maj.

Van

Deusen who
discuss the effective program
the Conference in the Army's
George

Gen.

allegations.

(Continued on Page 15)

speaker
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specific anti-trust

ard on that great

We

NCCJ
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must
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moment."
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RKO's
Case

PCA

Signs H. J. Brown
To Four-Year Contract
West Coast Bureau

—

RKO

will

not only for the nation's theabut the studios which produce the pic-

of
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Radio Pictures
Hollywood Harry Joe Brown has
served by counsel been signed to a straight four-year
for March of Time with notice of contract by Sig Schlager, president
appeal from the decision of Federal of Producers Corporation of AmerAttorneys for
yesterday were

(Continued on Page 16)

Dim Marquee Lights at Wp.m.
Standard Burning Period

is

rs

present
hich deliver them.
res

they

But

if

and

the

they cannot respond

rectification

of
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tax

distributors

—

if

there

is

"at
there is

situation

WB

Zone Managers Meet

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM

—Marquee

'DAILY

Tomorrow

lights are to
be dimmed at 10 p.m. hereafter, according to the amended terms of

Annual year-end meeting of War-

the national voluntary conservation

At

Home

Office

WPB
ner Theaters zone managers, buyers code.
and home office executives has been that the electrical industry task
called for tomorrow at the home of- committee advising the Office of War
sll, Universal's board chairman might have
Utilities on the conservation camd
the unpleasant alternative much in fice.
In addition to Joseph Bernhard, paign has recommended a standard
ind when he wrote his NAM address.
InKal- burning period of from dusk to 10
dentally,
that general manager, and Harry M.
e earliest possible

i

improvement

moment" and

in their

if

announced yesterday

earnings situation

Universal should see to
(Continued on Page 2)

Wave

Also Hits B. O.

it

(Continued on Page 15)

The influenza epidemic, now sweeping principally the East and Midwest, is affecting show business in
Attendance, is
a variety of forms.
off in a majority of spots and theater staffs and exchange personnel
have been reduced drastically.
In Chicago, theater attendance has
been affected 20 per cent by prevailing health conditions, although exchanges report few employes out.
Holiday shopping and severely cold
weather also have been blamed for
the current slump in patronage.
Widespread grippe and a mild
(Continued on Page 16)

Now

Scophony Cold
To More Pix

Money

There are no immediate prospects
of other major companies acquiring
an interest in Scophony television,
an executive of one of the companies owning stock in the Scophony
Corp. of America said yesterday.

Paramount

(Continued on Page 11)

and

20th

Centuy-Fox,

the latter through General Precision
(Continued on Page 11)

Rep. to Hold Sales Meet
Here Thursday-Friday
Republic will
sales conference

hold

a

quarterly

Thursday and Friday at the New York A. C, Prexy
Jimmy Grainger announced yesterday. Called in are branch managers
(Continued on Page 16)

Recommended

well,

;

Cold

Down 20%;
Among 111;

first

(Continued on Page 15)

the fact that excircumstances must
irn cnce more largely to "that great white
sllar class"
for overhead and profit.
If

to Appeal
Victory in Sinatra
of

open and shut.

is

Also open and shut

bitors

M

nearer,

/hen the end does come, war production
ill
halt,
and tens of thousands of war
orkers will either be jobless or find their
ay envelopes deflated.
So

THE FILM DAILY

the quotation from Cowdin's ad-

in

major one, as this columnar obsrver has stressed on more than one ocEach day
asion in this Page One space.
ress

Industry Execs.

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles On the eve of the
meeting of Treasury officials
Indeed, we must, for the economic wellRepresentatives of and industry execs, on Fourth War
Hollywood
«ing of not only Johnny Q
but these
Warner Bros, and the Screen Actors Loan plans, scheduled to be held ton ited States collectively and separately as
Guild held a protracted meeting yes- day in the offices here of Charles F.
ell.
terday regarding non- Warner play- Skouras, national chairman for the
ers who are to appear in "Holly- industry, announcement was made
(Continued on Page 15)
The Guild has a
THE stake of film biz in the issue summed wood Canteen."
(Continued on Page 16)

icreasing.

Chi. Patronage

president

—

—

bin to Host

Luncheon Thursday

By CARTER BRADLEY
Staff Correspondent
JOHNNY Q. PUBLIC, the personificaOklahoma City
Justice Depart" tion of the "white collar" worker who, ment attorneys have notified counsel
and for Griffith Amusement Co. that a
normal times, is the backbone
n
of the motion picture audience, fin- trial brief will be submitted by the
lore
ely
has found someone of stature and Government in answering defense
By CHESTER

if

Weingarten to Make
Top Pix for Metro
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Lawrence Weingarten,
Hollywood

—

an executive at M-G-M for the past
18 years, will produce a number of
the studio's important pictures each
year,

in

addition

to

the executive board,
yesterday.

it

his duties on
was announced
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Asking

Billy Rose is understood to have
set a sky's-the-limit price on the film
rights to his newest stage hit, "Car-

men

Jones." Reports have him asking for a million, plus half the profits
of the film version. Several companies are sounding out the producer.

Texas Allied Meets

—

Dallas Allied Theater Owners of
Texas opens a two-day convention
here today at the White Plaza Hotel.
A report on the Caravan service will highlight the sessions.

Steffes

Back

To Activate

to

Song"

and

Booking of Paramount screen talent for personal appearances at the
Broadway Paramount and the use
of more name bands in the company's pictures were among the topics discussed by Bob Weitman, man-

New Group

Pursuit."

president of United *|
who had p.anned to remain in Hol.ywc
another week or 10 days, left Sunday for N I
York, called here by the illness of his wl
who suffered a serous heart attack.
tists,

ACNEW

Chicago
branches

left

and other Para,

board holds its next quarterly meeting.
By that time, Steffes expects
to have the new association in operation.

Steffes hosted a group of distribs.
The forat a luncheon yesterday.
mer Allied chief insisted there was
nothing significant about the session

except to renew acquaintances and
to "find out how some of the execs,
can pay their income taxes and still

NORMAN

ELSOM,

night I
the Soul

Chicago for Hollywood II
Is My Co-Pilol

left

night, with the story of "Cod
a recent Warner purchase.

TERRY TURNER and BOB HICKEY
in

RKO J

of

Chicago on business.

CHARLES SCHWARTZ,
lich,

due

is

from

ROY HAINES,
manager

sales

of Schwartz
Coast today.

the

Southern and Western divisl
Warners, returned yesterd]

for

from Chicago.

RICHARD F. WALSH, head of the IAT1
only a few days back from Chicago, hied hil
self to the W.ndy City again yesterday in col
nection with further business having to I
with
alliance's
recent
taking
over I
the
operators' Lccal 110 there.
XAVIER CUCAT

with

arrived

orchesl

his

yesterday from the Coast to open a six weel
engagement in the Wedgwood Room of W
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, beginning Dec. 23.
I

LOU LIFTON and MRS. LIFTON
Coast

left

National Broadcasting company at
8-30 last night televised the official
Marine Corps newsreel of the battle
of Tarawa over WNBT. Also on the
tele program was the Army Signal
Co: ps's pictures of the Cairo conference and the Air Force's films of
the Teheran meeting.
C. L. Menser, vice-president in
charge of NBC programs, stated that
similar up-to-the-minute reels will
be telecast on WNBT's Monday night
programs in future weeks.

by the illness of John
has pneumonia.

Roselli,

who

Sentencing of Isadore 7evin, for-

Frances

from

here

are

Cross,

at

the

Hoi I

is

Detroit,

in

For "Minstrel

JOHN VAN DRUTEN arrives on the Coast t|
week from New York.
OLIVIA de HAVILLAND goes to Chica|
Dec. 22 for
H.

on

a
tory.

War Chest

drive p.a.'s.

A. SEEDS, Warner district manager,
tour of exchanges, in the Central ten]

DR. LEE DE FOREST
Hollywood.

is

MAURICE BERGMAN

Chicago visitor fr|

a

arrives

from

the

JAMES

E.

PERKINS, Paramount general marl

who

recently vj
Japanese I
yesterday I
Berke'ey, Calif., where he will take a lo|
rest.
MRS. PERKINS accompanied him.

ger for the entire Orient,
repatriated after two years

ternment

camps,

left

HARRY THOMAS

New

left

last

in

York

night for Chica|

and Toronto.

Detrcit, Pittsburgh

BOB WEITMAN

returned

yesterday

from

Coast.

MORT SINGER

is

here from Chicago.

West Coast Bureau of

—

according to present plans.

C

today.

Man"

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood PRC has signed Benny Fields, "America's Minstrel" to
Fifteenstar in "Minstrel Man."
vear-old Gerry Young. PRC contract
-inger, will be featured. The picture
will be produced by Leon Fomkess
ind his associate producer, Harry
Revel, and may be done all or partly

hf

returning

week-end.

D RC Sians Bennv Fields

in color,

J

RED KANN and MRS, KANN, FILM DAIL|
former

NBC

Tarawa

for

night.

last

NOEL COWARD

Schenck's Delayed Arrival
Postpones Extortion Trial

Story of Dr. Wassell," "Incendiary who pleaded guilty of committing
Blonde," "Rainbow Island" and "The rjerjury before a Federal grand jurv
Hitler Gang."
mvestigating a $1,500,000 IATSE
<dush fund, was postponed in Federal Court yesterday to Dec. 27.
Telecasts Movies of

of

Frol

Cr

wood.

live."

Way," "Double Indem- mer bookkeeper for Georee E*
"Frenchman's Creek," "The Browne, former head of the IATSE,

Marines Battle

al
Ycl

New

to

two-day confel

vice-president of Trail
today,
for Boston

Lux Theaters, leaves
turning Thursday.

HAL WALLIS

in

return

today from the Para, partners
ence in Chicago.

Al

last

DEMBOW

SAM

CILLHAM,

COLD-NSON

LEONARD

aging director of the theater, during
Failure of Joseph M. Schenck to
his recent tiip to the Coast.
Weit- arrive from the Coast yesterday
man returned yesterday from the postponed to today the trial of the
studios.
seven defendants charged with exThe studios indicated they would torting more than $1,000,000 from
be co-operative in making available the industry.
Schenck, subpoenaed
star names for the theater whenever by the defense, will be put on the
possible, Weitman said.
The defense is exstand today.
With seven pictures shooting, the pected to complete its case in a day
Paramount studio is working at top or two. Summation will be delayed

My

"Northern

EDWARD RAFTERY,

ROBERT

Minn.

I

having neither toiled nor spun, can clothe
themselves in the raiment of Solomon, at
rhe partial expense of the artists and their
employers, we cannot in the future reasonably expect much, if anything, in the way
of patriotic generosity from the lilies that
bloom in the field of entertainment."

has arrived in Hollywcfl
with Jack L. Warner and Char 1
"Destination Tokyo," "The Des<|

on

Einfeld

Dalias

Steffes left for Minneapolis
yesterday to set up the machinery
the beck and call of governmental agencies.
for his new Northwest exhibitors
Many artists, up to now, have responded association, to be known as the Moto such calls, and have served the governtion Pictu: e Theater Owners Union.
ment patriotically and well.
They stand Steffes said he would begin lining
ready,
have no doubt, to do even mere.
up membership shortly after his reBut, if in serving the government, wellturn.
As yet there are no officers
known entertainers and persons with whom
or directors of the organization.
they are under exclusive contracts, are to
Petition of Steffes for affiliation
be prejudiced and subjected to the comwith national Allied will be acted
mercial competition or organizations that,
upon in Janua: y when the Allied

nity,"

HARRY M. WARNER
for conferences

is

highly

"Going
3/8

executive staff, will leave
Hollywood for London where he will
confer with Sir Alexander Korda and
Ben Goetz on plans for production
During his abrence
England.
in

neat-

his

RKO

G0MG

and

—

M-G-M's

NEIL

Judge John C. Knox

ting decision
of

COminG

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Lichtman,
of
Hollywood
AI

Lichtman's duties at the California
studio will be divided among other
members of the executive staff.

end."

speed, Weitman said.
Among the
pictures about which he is enthusiastic are
"Lady in the Dark,"

B'way 3s55

Monogram

DYRON

Studios To Co-Op in
Para. Theater P. A.'s

FINANCIAL

Columbia Piers, pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind

(Continued from Page 1)
every exhibitor in the country reads "Jobs
and Taxes."
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Lichtman to London
on Metro Production
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Billy Rose if
set a sky's-therights to his n€

men Jones." R
ing for a millioi
of the film vers
nies are soundi
Texas Allied
Dallas— Allie.
Texas opens a
here today at the White Plaza Ho- similar up-to-the-minute reels will nnd his associate producer, Harry
tel.
A report on the Caravan ser- be telecast on WNRT's Monday night Revel, and may be done all or partly
vice will highlight the sessions.

programs

in future

weeks.

in color, according to present plans.
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(Continued from Page

a report that other film compaes were seeking to buy into Scoiony.
The time may come, it was said,
hen interest in Scophony may be
'ailable to other companies, but
*ch a move probably would be voted
nvn at this time, not for any sel-

reasons but because the time is
Scophony
ripe for such action.
lesn't need money and it was not
med as a promotion project, the
:ecutive said, adding that its pur>se was to be a service to the mo-

Sh
pt

Dn picture industry.
The film industry is beginning to

'intriguing"

of television, it was
because television offers the
id,
eatest opportunity to the industry
nee the advent of radio, even
tough the film industry did not
ke advantage of what radio had to
|er in the early days of its existK-e.
He predicted, however, that
te full use of television would not
•
as sudden as the advent of sound
ctures, but that it would be a
nihilities

miewhat slower development.

Its

gger implications, he added, must
studied carefully by the film busies if the industry is to cash in

i

i its

possibilities.

rop Lcrfimovie Title Suit
The suit brought by "V" Newsreel
orp., operators of the Laffmovie on
r
est 42nd St., against William and
eorge B andt, Samuel W. and Marn Levine, Sharbu Operating Co.,
ic, Addieco, Inc., and Geo-San Proactions, Inc., over

use of the title
affmovie was discontinued in New
ork
Supreme Court yesterday
hen counsel for the plaintiff told
le court that the defendants had
greed to stop using the title.

ALFRED SWAN,

WILLIAM KEMP,

•

AAF's show, "Winged Victory."
F'r instance, it
a few respects
will specify that, regardless of studio which wins out in the bidding for
rights, that pix version must be directed by Lt. Col. William Wyler, now
And it will require
with the AAF's First Motion Picture Squadron
filming in Technicolor
Contract may be signed with one of the several competing majors on the Coast at the week-end or, if not then, early
next week
Moss Hart and Lt. Irving Lazar leave for Hollywood
Thursday; they'll be gone several weeks
to

•

DEAL which

•

THE FILM DAILY
Grace McDonald has

—

will bring the

be unique

the screen will

in quite

• •
• JACK A. PEGLER, who steps down as vice-prexy of Foote,
Cone & Belding on Jan. 1, is mulling several interesting propositions
However, Jack, who has
and there may be an early announcement
been the agency's efficient account exec, for RKO and Disney, plans an
He's only
Arizona ranch vacation before assuming a new post
Flood of wires yesterday

liad four vacations in

the last 15 years

from RKO-Disney top
drawal

execs, told of their regret over Jack's

T
•

•

T

hospitalized with

is
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a month's training course
staff

son

aide; on

—he

its

with the Theater Guild.

at St. Patrick's here

yesterday

.

of

in

• Madeleine Carroll started
Washington yesterday as a Red Cross hospital
.

.

completion, she goes overseas.

wrote "The Barker,"

among

others

Cross theatrical service in Australia.

.

—

is

•

.

.

.

• Kenyon
head

slated to
Victor

Moore,

Meadowbrook Hospital, Hempstead, with auto crash injuries.
K is after Frank Sinatra for a p. a. at the Chicago Theater,
month.

.

•

.

Johnny Jones

And

Club

is

the

new

in Baltimore, the office

.

Nichol-

Red

the
Jr.,

•

.

in

is

honeymoon

in Cali-

—

stock long before the deals by

We

RICHARD

/rtillery.

JOHNSTON,

EDINCTON,

manager,

production

Lyons,

ROBERT

inc.,

LEONARD,

E.

&

A.

vice-president,

S.

Hollywood.

manager,

Hiland,

Des

Moines.
C.

H.

PETERSON, manager, Mort
H.
Theaters, Marshalltown, la.
V. WERNIMONT,
City, la.

NICHOLSON,

BILLY

Singer

H.

manager, Orpheum,
assistant

Sioux

Marion

manager,

Theater, Ocaia, Fla.

JOHNNY EZELL,

manager, Florida Theater, Vero

Beach, Fla.

MAX

COO.

manager,

ER,

Shakespeare

Theater,

Chicago.

M. C. FELDER, manager, Shore, Cleveland.
JHAL BRUSS, manager, Cinema, Detroit.
CEORCE SAMPSON, salesman, RKO, Datroit.
BEN ZIMMiRMAN, salesman, RKO, Detroit.
ROBERT THODES, publicity staff, Warner studio,

Dim

All

Marquee

Lighting at 10 p.m.

•

•

UA

acquired Korda's interest in

T

and a

(Aside to Pete

Wood: Is Columbus biz that good?).
• OP A will set up a wholesale
and retail Candy Distributors Industry Advisory Committee, with definite
price ceilings on candy expected to result
That will interest thousands of exhibs.
• Appeal to kids to open their banks has relieved
the penny shortage which was of a serious concern to Chi. theaters.

STORK REPORTS

tone News.

.

.

is

re-appearing in

Tarawa

battle footage

New
was

York eateries.

shot

.

.

by Don Senick

• Much
of

—

Ala. Richad Kenof Alabama Theaters,
Inc., and Mrs. Kennedy are receiving congratulations on the birth of
their thiid son at Jefferson Hospital.

manager

—

Chicago Herb Lyon, of the Balaban & Katz publicity staff, announces
the arrival of Jeffrey Richard Lyon.

Movie-

Hugh McGuire, former bookRKO, New Haven, is father of
baby girl, who joins him with Mrs.
Capt.

.

er at

T

•

Birmingham,

nedy,

.

Luncheon butter

of that brilliant

sister.

in

LA GUERRE!" DEPT. UA sales meeting origina'ly
Columbus at the week-end was switched to Cleveland;
.

Hcmke

the Lyric for the last 12 years, were
held here.
Hanke died of a heart
attack. Fred is survived by his wife,
Helene; a daughter, Baibara; a son
Richa d; his mother, two brothers

T

reason, no accommodations available in Columbus

for

—

"C'EST
for

Held

Milwaukee, Wis. Funeral services
for Fred. J. Hanke, 36, manager of

T

which

(Continued from Page 1)

p.m. for all promotional lighting.
This recommendation supersedes
an earlier one calling for a two-hour
burning limit between dusk and 10
p.m. This was found to be confusing because of differing p:actices
by exhibitors and other burners of
night lighting.
Purpose of the campaign is, of
course, the saving of power, fuel and
materials.

Rites

"One of Our Aircraft Is Missing"
fom London you read yesterday stands amended

T

•

L.

Vanguard Films, Hollywood.

HARRY

goes to Rodney Collier

Serve" and

That cabled report

•

publi-

Chi., next

IT MAY interest W ardour St.— and plenty on this side,
know that Sir Alexander Korda paid for his United Artists

.

Seattle
Marie Barovic, whose
ather operates a theater in Puyalap, has set her wedding date for
ian. 2, shortly before Bob Rosenerg, her fiance, goes into the field

office

B &

•

scheduled

will

night assistant, Loew's State,
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Hollywood.
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immediately hospitalized.
• Charles Francis "Socker" Coe of the
MPPDA will speak in Cleveland. O., under Chamber of Commerce auspices in mid-January.
• Harry Joe Brown's Broadway production
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Woman

"The

"Pistol Packin'

of the

Town"

Ruth Terry,

with

Mama"

Robert

64 Mins.

Republic

with Claire Trevor, Albert Dekker

"The Ghost Ship"
with Richard Dix, Russell

Livingston

"Career Girl"

Wade

RKO

K

-V

Starring Frances Langford

((HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)

69 Mins.

THIS ONE ISN'T LIKELY TO MAKE PRC
66 Mir]
POPULAR TUNE SERVES AS BASIS OF
90 Mins.
UA
HARRY SHERMAN'S LATEST PRODUC- A MUSICAL THAT WILL MAKE A HIT MUCH IMPRESSION ON ANYONE NOT
MUSICAL
ENTRY
IN MODEST BUDGE
AN OUT-AND-OUT MELLER FAN.
TION AN AMBITIOUS ONE; HAS PLENTY WITH YOUNG FOLK.
FIELD PROVIDES PLEASING ENTERTAIN
RATING.
BOX-OFFICE
FOR
STUFF
OF
The famous tune of Al Dexter has inVery much befogged, "The Ghost Ship" ME NT.
"The Woman of the Town" is one of spired Republic to produce a film that is will have no easy time of it making port.
Here is a pleasing offering from the mo

\

Harry

certain to carry a lot of weight with

tions.

people.

Sherman's more ambitious producAlthough the film comes within
the western classification, it departs sufficiently from the format of pictures of
the horse-opera school to merit the interest of general audiences as well as western

than

tention

is

One

film.

have received more atcustomary in a Sherman

Details

fans.

noticeable

effect

this

of

is

greater dramatic force and characters that
have more of the breath of life than one
finds in the ordinary western.
meaty and human story has been con-

A

cocted for "The Woman of the Town."
Albert Dekker comes to Dodge City to go
His ambition is
into newspaper work.
sidetracked when he is drafted for marshal

showing against a
main headache as
marshal is a wild Texan who descends upon
the town with his boys and defies the attempts of the marshal to establish law and
Both the villain and the hero fall
order.
on

the

gang

of

love

in

of

strength

his

His

toughs.

with

the

star

entertainer

in

the

town's saloon who is looked at askance by
the intolerant element. His interest in the
The
girl acts as a sedative on the villain.
shooting starts again when the villain atTragedy
tempts to take the girl away.
strikes when the villain kills the girl, mis-

The
taking her for one of his enemies.
remaining footage shows how the hero
The story gives
tracks down the villain.
much time to the marshal's effort to get

women

the

of

the

town

to

opinion of our heroine.
Working from a yarn by

change their

Norman Hous-

Aeneas MacKenzie has packed worlds
into his screenplay, which
was directed by George Archainbaud exton,

of

excitement

The photography of Russell Harlan
and the art work of Ralph Berger are some
of the other fine points of the film, on
which Lewis J. Rachmil functioned as aspertly.

sociate producer.
The film boasts

some

good

perform-

notably those of Claire Trevor as
the girl, Albert Dekker as the marshal
Henry
and Barry Sullivan as the villain.
Martin, Porter Hall, Percy
Hull, Marion
Kilbride, Arthur Hohl are just a few others

ances,

whose work

is

worthy.

Claude Trevor, Albert Dekker,
Barry Sullivan, Henry Hull, Marion Martin,
Porter Hall, Percy Kilbride, Beryl Wallace,
Arthur Hohl, Clem Bevans, Teddi Sherman,
George Cleveland, Russell Hicks, Herbert
Rawlinson, Marlene Mains, Dorothy GrainCast:

ger,

Dewey Robinson, Wade Crosby, Hal

Taliaferro,

Glenn .Strange,

Charley

Foy,

Claire Whitney, Russell Simpson, Eula Guy,

Frances Morris.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry Sherman; Associate Producer, Lewis J. Rachmil; Director, George Archainbaud; Screenplay, Aeneas
MacKenzie; Based on story by Norman
Houston; Are Director, Ralph Berger; Cameramna, Russell Harlan; Film Editor, Carrol
Lewis; Set Decorator, Emile Kuri.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Okay.

young

Mama"

packs plenty
of ammunition.
It should have no trouble
at all hitting the target. No film could have
been blessed with a title possessing greater
box-office value.
It is a challenge to the
showman, for here indeed is an exploitation
"Pistol Packin'

natural.

The

story isn't intended to be taken too

seriously. Since the subject has

been treated

as a musical, the plot can well risk the im-

have gone into it.
The
young folk, for whom this entertainment is
primarily intended, are certain to have no
eye for the plot faults.
plausibilities

The

that

pistol-packing

lady of

the

opNevada way.
title

gambling place out
One day an Eastern gambler breezes

erates

a

in

with

stooge, breaks the joint with a pair of

his

and blows.
When the lady
been played for a sucker, she
hotfoots it East where she proceeds to get
even with the mug. Step number one is to
maneuver the guy into turning over to her
the smart bistro he has acquired with his
loaded
finds

dice

she's

ill-gotten profits.

Before long the gal has

She
proves how much she cares by coming to
his rescue when he falls into the hands of a
bunch of thugs trying to muscle in. Don't
get the idea that the romance between the
two runs smoothly.
The inevitable misunderstanding intrudes to make things more
fallen a

victim to the fellow's charm.

interesting.

The

portraying

the pistol-packin'
mama has fallen to Ruth Terry, who performs creditably. After her first rendering
job of

Dexter song she keeps reprising the
tune through the rest of the footage. The
young lady handles well three other tunes
assigned to her.
Robert Livingston plays
the gambler acceptably.
The comedy relief is taken care of nicely by Wally Vernon as Livingston's stooge. The head villain is enacted by Jack LaRue.
Eddy
White
produced
meritoriously.
Frank Woodruff's direction is brisk. Arthur
Caesar and Edward Dein wrote the original on which the screenplay of the latter
and Fred Schiller is based.
CAST: Ruth Terry, Robert Livingston,
Wally Vernon, Jack LaRue, Kirk Alyn, Eddie
Parker, Joe Kirk, Helen Talbot, Lydia Bilbrook, George Lassey, King Cole Trio.
of the

Persons

who

melodrama

are not hopelessly addicted to

the proceedings on the
with no more than fair suspense
and a script built along routine lines. The
film would have benefited much had there
been more action and less gab. Some of the
dull

will find

side,

talk has psychological

implications that are

not particularly interesting. The best thing
about the production is the sense of mystery
that hangs over the freighter on which the
story

is

laid.

The captain
psychiatrist.

of the ship

is

a case for the

seems authority

It

is

a

mania

with him.
In fact, it's his favorite subject
He is willing to stop at
of conversation.
nothing to protect the authority invested in

him

as

known

a

captain.

The

fellow

lets

it

be

no uncertain terms that he has
life and death over the memThere's one person who
bers of his crew.
has his number. He's the new third officer,
who doesn't like the air of mystery that
hangs over the ship.
It doesn't take the young officer long to
come to the conclusion that the captain is
nuts. When he accuses his superior of killing a member of the crew, a charge he can't
substantiate, although it is true, the third
mate knows he's going to get the works
from the captain. The rest of the film has
to do with the young officer's efforts to keep
the captain from wreaking vengeance upon
him. At the end the captain is killed by a
member of the crew who comes to the
third mate's rescue.
The Donald Henderson Clarke screenplay
has been given heavy-handed direction by
Mark Robson under the supervision of Producer Val Lewton.
The acting, with one or two exceptions,
Richard Dix plays
doesn't help matters.
Rusthe captain without much conviction.
sell Wade, enacting the young officer, is
the best of the players.
CAST: Richard Dix, Russell Wade, Edith
Barrett, Ben Bard, Edmund Glover, Skelton
Knaggs, Tom Burton, Steve Winston, Robert
Bice, Lawrence Tierney, Dewey Robinson,
Charles Lung, George de Normand, Paul
Marion, Sir Lancelot, Boyd Davis.
in

the power of

budget field.
It has Frances Langfo
playing the title role and singing four song
while Iris Adrian is a standout in one

est

the supporting roles.
Jack Schwarz pr>
vided good production values, and Walla*

W.

Fox handled the direction.
Frances Langford enacts the role of
Kansas City girl, determined to be a sui
cess on Broadway.
Craig Wcod, a stuf
young coal-mine operator is in love wil
her and wants her to give up her stag;
aspirations.
In New York, Frances mee
Edward Norris, a busines-man playboy wt
has faith

in

When

her ability.

things

ces and she

become desperate

for Frai

about to return to Kans.
City, her friends at a girls' hotel, have hi
"incorporated" and get her a "break" in
small
Broadway musical comedy.
Sh
makes good, and Wood graciously steps asid
to let Norris win her.
is

"That's How the Rhumba Began," "SomDay," "Blue In Love Again" and " A Drear
Come True" are the songs Miss Langfor
sings.

CAST:

Frances Langford, Edward Norri:
Adrian, Craig Wood, Linda Brent, Ale
Craig, Ariel Heath, Lorraine Krueger, Rene
Iris

White, Gladys Blake, Charles Judels, Charle
Williams.

CREDITS: Producer, Jack Schwarz, As
sociate Producer, Harry D. Edwards; Direc
tor,

Wallace

W.

Fox;

Authors,

Dave

Sil

verstein and Stanley Rauh; Screenplay, Sar

Neuman; Cameraman, Gustave Peterson
Art Director, Paul Sylos; Film Editor, R;b
Crandall;
ert
Musical
Director,
Rud
Schrager; Musical Supervision, David Chud
now; Songs, Morey Amsterdam and Ton
Romano, Sam Neuman and Michael Breer

DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good.

Para. Partners Returning
from Chi. Parley

Home

—

Chicago
Paramount partners
CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Direc- meeting at the Blackstone Hote
closed last night after two days o^
tor, Mark Robson; Screenplay, Donald Henderson Clarke; Based on story by Leo Mit- discussion of curi ent operating prob
tler; Cameraman, Nicholas Musuraca; Spe- lems and advance showing of "Ladj
CREDITS:
Associate
Producer,
Eddy cial Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Musical in the Dark." Print was brought or
White; Director, Frank Woodruff; Screen- Score, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. Baka- for the meeting by Robert Gillharr
play, Edward Dein, Fred Schiller; Based on
leinikoff; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agos- and Neil Agnew.
story by Arthur Caesar, Edwin Dein; Cam- tino, Walter E. Keller; Set Decorators, DarIt is expected the West Coast preeraman, Reggie Lanning; Musical Director, rell Silvera, Claude Carpenter; Sound, Fran- miere of LITD will be set for FebMorton Scott; Film Editor, Tony Martinelli; cis M. Sarver; Film Editor, John Lockert.
ruary, with other openings to fol
Sound, Dick Tyler; Art Director, Fred Rirter;
Set Decorator, Charles Thompson.

DIRECTION,

Good.

DIRECTION,

PHOTOGRAPHY,
Victor

M

Washington Bureau of

to

PHOTOGRAPHY,

So-So.

Okay.

Good.

P Associates

Nominate

i

-i

Mapes Dead

—

in France
THE FILM 'DAILY

low.

Advertising executives from various circuits were present to hear
Para, advertising and publicity plans
outlined by Gillham and

Sam Dembow, Leonard

Agnew.
Goldensor.

Death in Cannes, and Gillham, returned to New York
The Motion Picture Associates France, of Victor Mapes, 73, former last night. Ralph Branton and A. H,
will nominate officers for the new playwright,
producer and drama Blank to Des Moines; John Friedl,
PHOTOGRAPHY, year at its regular meeting at the critic, is reported by the State De- Earl Bland to Minneapolis; Harrjj
Hotel Astor tomorrow noon.
partment.
Mace to Phoenix.

Washington

uesday,

December

14,

15
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Ready

iriflilh

(or

Name

TO TUB COLORS!

For 4th Loan Drive

Trial in Feb.

(Continued from Page

*

1)

low Robert L. Wright, special asBtant to the Attorney General,
ime to answer the Griffith ques-

PROMOTED

*

A C CHANNINC TRAFFORD, USAAF,
Montgomery,

Empire,

wings

in

aerial

Ala.,

gunnery and

formerly

awarded

silver

now studying

ons.

PEYTON

*
BAILEY,

NAVY
assistant

*

manager,

ROBERT MILLER,

Beverly Theater, Chicago.

HOMER SCHMITT,

Appleton, Appleton, Wise.
Capitol, Chicago.
accessory manager, Columbia,

Seattle.
Griffith Seeks Early Trial
RAY
ED KELLY, Hamrick-Evergreen, Seattle.
Griffith counsel, anxious to bring
WILLIAM LANSBURC, USAAF, formerly Para•
ke suit to trial, are seeking spemount exploitation representative, Kansas
USAAF
regarding conCity, to staff sergeant.
info mation
lic
WILLIAM DENSON, assistant manager, Wilby,
•
acts or other acts on which the GovSelma, Ala.
iiment will base its prosecution,
COMMISSIONED
•
aught has upheld the Griffith de- RONALD SELLERS, USAAF, formerly manager.
MARINES
Strand, Montgomery, Ala., commissioned a
ls
for specific designation of
STEWART MOODY, armoreh, Republic, Holly2nd lieutenant.
wood.
and place of each act cited, JERRY McWHORTER, USA, formerly Chicago
k me
CECIL STUBBS, manager, Strand, Montgomery,
a
2nd
Theater,
Chicago,
commissioned
declared
while, the D of J has
Ala.
lieutenant.
Government cannot be
the
lat
•
jady for trial of the suit, filed in
COAST
|B39, before "the latter pait of FebPHIL SHERMAN, assistant to Edward Peskay.
A. THOMFSON, manager, Florida, Vero Beach,
J.
ijary."
Fla.
JOHN CRAVEN, 20th-Fox player, Hollywood.
originally WILLIAM NOBLE, M-C-M writer, Hollywood.
pre-trial
was
The
CUNTHER
FRITSCH, director, Hollywood.
scheduled to reconvene Dec. 15, but LEE SCOTT, National Theatre Supply, Seattle.
SEABEES
."right is involved in the Carnegie BILL ROUSH, Seattle.
MARVIN ROSE, National Screen Service, Seattle.
Theater,
CALMIRA,
United
Artists
ChiLEW
presiteel case in Pittsburgh at the
cago.
•
et time.
DAVE PRACOR, manager, Shakespeare Theater,
ACTIVATED
Holmes Baldridge, chief of the
Chicago.
jmti-trust division, agieed to reduce HOWARD SCHNEEWIS, National Theater, Mil- ENSIGN TED NORTH, actor, Hollywood.
waukee.
EUGENE NEWMAN, USA Signal Corps eni-overnment arguments to cover "'not MAURCE FEUERLICHT, Chief, Health & Medilisted reserve, of Paramount's theater delore than 10 or 20 specific towns in
cal Film Unit, Office of the Co-ordinator
partment field auditing and investigation, reports to Fort Dix, N. J., for training.
of Inter-American Affairs.
I'hich Griffith practices were in reHe said another
fltraint of trade."
of
to
our of the G: iffith trade area in

*

— —

*

— —

•

•

:

*

*

i

— —

*

ARMY

*

*

GUARD

i

*

*
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M

T

Appeal RKO's

WB

in

at

least

three

ears."

/Won't Allege Predatory Practices
Baldridge also admitted that preatory

*

Zone Managers Meet
Office Tomorrow

Home

Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas Victory in Sinatra Case
At
,nd New Mexico would be needed
up complaining witnesses,
,p line
(Continued from Page 1)
owever, "since they haven't been Judge John C. Knox enjoining the mine,
,Iansas,

practices,

involved

in

the

latter company from releasing its
latest issue, "U. S. Music and the
War," in which Frank Sinatra appears, on the ground that the boxoffice

success of the crooner's first

descent anti-trust suit now in Su- starring film for RKO, "Higher and
preme Court, will not be alleged in Higher," would be jeopai'dized.
A representative of Cravath, de
he Griffith trial. He also agreed to
triking the names of Universal, Gersdorff, Swaine and Wood, counof T, said that the appeal
'Jnited Artists and Columbia from sel for
.he defendants' list, since the three was being brought to clear up ceraoducing companies are not part- tain points of law involved in the
ies to the parallel New York consent action.
"The court's decision," he
asse:ted, "did not decide the main
lecree case.
He said
Griffith representatives gained the question of law involved."
ight to demand specific infoi'mation that argument in the Circuit Court
lifter asserting that previous inter- of Appeals would be based on the
of T posogatories approved by the court had contention that the
letted "absolutely nothing but the sessed the same rights as any newsame generalities time and again reel to photograph a public figure
making a public appearance that
rom the plaintiff."
Vaught had sternly quizzed Bald- was not for profit.
idge on
easons for keeping antirust allegations so unspecific in a which met the day before the preCircuit Court of Appeals hearing ti'ial conference was held. The judge
was sitting on the circuit court tempora: ily to hear Baldridge argue for
reinstatement of Sherman Act pro"Matt Bites
as
ceedings against Safeway and KroRadio Uses Theaters
ger grocery chains. Grocers' counsel were attacking their charges on
Oklahoma City Competition bethe same grounds Griffith has adtween two radio stations here to exploit
vanced.
talent staffs has prrvided a

M

1

M

1

Dog"

—

weekly stage feature for the Warner.

WKY

has contracted with
Standard Theaters to hold a "radio
fun show" on the Warner stage
each Saturday night at 11:30 p.m.
Station
is renting an unused
auditorium for its weekly talent exposition, but is dickering for a mcvie
house location.
Station

KOMA

1)

last night of State exhibitor chair-

JOHN MsFARLAND,

— —

(Continued from Page

Marion,

Ocala, Fla.

THOMAS ROCERS,

navigation.

ADELINE CASTLEMAN, WAVES,

formerly, Columbia, Seattle, to storekeeper, 3rd class.
RACKOW, USA, formerly, Majestic, Sheboygan, to technical sergeant.

ontacted by us

Exhib. Leaders

(.Continued from

Page

1)

general manager,
the home office executives participating will include Clayton Bond,
Harry Goldberg, Fiank Phelps, Sam
E. Morris, Abel Vigard, W. Stewart
McDonald, Harry Rosenquest, Louis
Kaufman, Frank Marshall, Nat Fellman, Herman Maier, Rudolph Weiss
and Martin F. Bennett.
Zone managers arriving for the
meeting are James Coston, Chicago;
Nat Wolf, Cleveland; I. J. Hoffman,
New Haven; Don Jacocks, Newark;
C. J. Latta, Albany; Ted Schlanger,
Philadelphia; M. A. Silver, Pittsburgh; John J. Payette, Washingassistant

men.
Selected to serve are:
Alabama, R. H. Kennedy; Arizona,

Harry Nace; Arkansas, M. S. McCord;
Southern California, Dave
Be:shon; Northern California, Ray
Cooper; Colorado, R. J. Garland;
Connecticut, Harry F. Shaw; Delaware, Lewis S. Black; Florida, J. L.
Cartwright; Georgia, W. K. Jenkins;
Idaho, Frank Larson; Illinois, Jules
Rubens; Indiana, Don Rossiter; Iowa,
A. H. Blank; Kansas, H. E. Jameyson; Kentucky, Fred Dolle; Louisiana, E. V. Richards; Maine, Connie
Russell; Maryland, Frank A. Hornig; Massachusetts, Sam Pinanski;
Michigan, E. C. Beatty; Minnesota,
John

Mississippi,

Friedl;

Arthur

Lehman; Missouri (East), Harry Arthur; Missouri (West), Elmer Rhoden; Montana, J. A. English; Nebraska, William Miskell; New Hampshire, Edw. J. Fahey; New Jersey
(Southern), Ben Amsterdam; New
Jersey (Nothern), H. H. Lowenstein; New Mexico, George Tucker;

Nevada,

York
son;
lyn),

N.

Dow Thompson; New
Edw. Alper(Borough of Brook-

(Metropolitan),

New York

Sam Rinzler; New York (Borough of Queens), Fred Schwartz;
New York (Bronx), Russell Emde;
New York (Richmond), Lewis Goldberg; New York (Manhattan), Harrv Brandt; New York (Upstate),
Mver Schine; North Carolina, H. F.
Kincey; North Dakota, Co-Chairmen
Mike Cooper and Ed Kraus; Ohio
(Cleveland),
(Cincinnati),

Wm.

Skirball;

Ohio,

Arthur

Frudenfeld;
Oklahoma, C. B. Akers; Oregon, Al
Finke; Pennsylvania (Eastern). Da(Westvid Banist; Pennsylvania
ern), M. A. Silver; Rhode Island, Ed
Fay; South Carolina, Warren Irwin;
South Dakota, Fred Larkin; Tennessee, Tony Sudekum; Texas, R. J.
ton, and Howard Waugh, Memphis.
Buyers present will include B. Ja- O'Donnell; Utah, Samuel Gillette;
cocks and B. Hoffman of New Ha- Vermont, Frank Venett; Virginia,
Washington, D.
ven; Frank Damis, Newark; Max William Crockett;
Carter Barron;
Washington,
Friedman, Albany; John Turner, C,
Philadelphia; George Crouch, Wash- Frank Newman, Sr.; West Virginia,
ington; Harry Feinstein, Pittsburgh; Sol Hyman; Wisconsin, Harold FitzAlex Halperin, Chicago, and Tony gerald; Wyoming, Tom Berta.
Today's meeting here will be atStern, Cleveland.
Maj. Frank Cahill, now in the Sig- tended by Ted Gamble, Frank RickSturdivant, Si Fabian,
nal Corps, and Leonard Schlesinger, etson, B. V.
Krappman, HowC.P.O. in the Seabees, also have been Fred Stein, A. J.
ard Mills, R. H. Moulton, Ed Schrieinvited to attend.
ber and Seymour Peiser. Following
the session, Skouras and his execuGeorge Cooper Passes
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

—-Death

has ended the
acting career of George Cooper Healey, 51, who was known on stage
and screen as George Cooper. He
Riggano, Wounded, Recovering died in the Veterans' Administration
Milwaukee, Wis. First of the 95 Hospital in Tucson, Ariz.
Fox- Wisconsin Corp. employes serving the armed forces to be wounded It's Allied Management
Boston The recently formed bookis Joe Riggano, formerly manager
of the Grace theater, who is now ing and buying organization will be

—

—

tive staff leave for Washington where
a parley will be held on Thursday.

Meetings

in

Chicago and Frisco will

follow.

A four page pre-campaign "flyer"
designed to get America's 16,000 exhibitors off to a flying start in the
campaign was completed here yesterday and will be air-mailed to all
exhibitors immediately.
A 20-page
press book which is currently being
assembled in Los Angeles on the

convalescing at the Soldiers' Home known as the Allied Management
from wounds received in Italy where Co. Sol Edwards will be the sole theme of "Show the Way With Showbuyer.
manship" will be shipped shortly.
he served as a machine gunner.
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Flu Slashes Biz,

Warners-SAG Confer

HCLl_y>VC€D DIGEST

On

Strikes Pix Staffs
(Continued from Page

form of influenza

in the

1)

Omaha

terdrop in

causing a sharp
Dr. A. S. Pinto,
Omaha health commissioner, reported that the influenza rate was running higher locally than nationally
and much higher than it was a year
i

itory

is

SAM NEUMAN,

SIGNED

box-office receipts.

LEO GORCEY and HUNTZ HALL, new
Monogram.
BILLY BENEDICT, termer, Monogram.

JOHNNY

BURKE

songs,

and

"Belle

JAMES

of

the

VAN

DAYE (VICKI
M-C-M.
EDWARD DMYTRYK, new
national

HEUSEN,
William

LESTER),

termer,

termer,

Schwarz-PRC.
VERDIER and IRVING PHILLIPS,
"Ten Minutes for Love," RKO.
WILFRID PETTITT, screenplay, "Cool Millions,"

EDWARD

screenplay,

Yukon,"

SON, A HENIE, termer, William

ago.

RKO.

Coetz's

Inter-

Columbia.
FOX, director, "Block Busters," Monogram.
ED BELOIN and NATHANIEL CURTIS, screenplay, "Stork Club," Paramount.
KEN ENGLUND, screenplay, Bing Crosby vehicle,
Paramount.

WALLACE

Pictures.

PAUL LUKAS, termer, Warners.
Theater Staffs Reduced
TAY GARNETT, new termer, M-C-M.
CASTINGS
de TOTH, director, termer, Columbia.
Although all parochial schools in ANDRE
FRANK REICHER and FRED ESSLER, "Address
ECCY O'NEILL, new ticket, Charles R. Rogers.
Rochester, N. Y., were closed yes- BILLY GILBERT, MAXIE ROSENBLOOM and Unknown," Columbia; CORNELL WILDE, "At
SHEMP HOWARD, four comedies, Monogram, Night We Dream," Columbia; SONJA HENIE,
terday because of the flu wave and
"It's a Pleasure," International; PAUL LUKAS,
several public schools in the area
"Night Action," Warners; ALAN LADD, "The
Rurales,"
DeMille-Faramount;
GEORGE Mchave been closed periodically for the
ASSIGNMENTS
"Seventh Cross,"
M-G-M; CHRIS
same reason, theaters reported lit- PHIL ROSEN, director, "Charlie Chan Solves the CREADY,
DRAKE, "Are These Our Children?", RKO;
Perfect Crime," Monogram.
LANA TURNER, "Jenny Was a Lady," M-C-M;
WALLACE MacDONALD, producer, "U-Boat PEGCY O'NEILL, "Song of the Open Road,"
Twentieth-Fox's
division and
Prisoner"
and "Bride of the Vampire," Charles
R.
Rogers-UA; SIDNEY BLACKMER,
district sales managers meeting,
Columbia.
"Wilson," 20th-Fox; ROBERTA SMITH, "Block
scheduled to open at the Astor on
WALTER DE LEON, screenplay, "Out of this Busters," Monogram; ALAN DINEHART, CHARWorld," Paramount.
LEY WILLIAMS, CHESTER CLUTE and CYRUS
Saturday, did not get under way
ELIA KAZAN, director, "A Tree Grows in RINC, "Johnny Doesn't Live Here Anymore,"
I

until

yesterday.

colds

and grippe

The

ivave

of

Brooklyn," 20th-Fox.

Monogram.

ivas said respon-

PCA

day shopping also has been a factor.
sible for the delay. Among those
Signs H. J. Brown
reported victims was Tom ConWashington Hard-Hit
To
FourYear Contract
nors, who made a quick recovery
It has been estimated that 90,000
and attended yesterday's session.
persons, or approximately 10 per
Meeting ivas opened by Spyros
{Continued from Page 1)
cent of the population, have been
ica.
Schlager announced at same
Skouras, prexy.
victims of the flu in Washington,
time that PCA has closed a deal for
D. C. More than 14,000 Washington
production of five additional pictures
tie effect in attendance.
Theater
school children were absent last Frifor United Artists release.
staffs, however, were hard hit, one
day, while 271 of the 3,200 teachers
Brown was producer-director on
house having six employes confined
were unable to attend classes.
Knickerbocker Holiday."
He will
to their homes.
Industry people who have been or
produce and direct two of these five
Buffalo and surrounding territory
are flu victims include Stanton Grifnew UA pictures and serve on a
were said to be seriously affected by
fis,
Hairy Lowenstein, Willard S.
the epidemic. Due to colds, grippe,
McKay, Nat Lefton in Cleveland, third as producer only. He is getting
influenza and pneumonia, absenteea $2,500,000 budget on the three proIsador Rappaport in Baltimore, J.
ism was increasing in schools and
ductions. First of the three Brown
J. Shubert, C. C. Moskowitz, Eddie
factories in Utica, Syracuse, Bingwill produce and direct is a TechniDowden, and others.
hamton, Ithaca, Saranac Lake and
color musical, and the third job is
Business in RKO theaters throughsurrounding towns.
In Bloomfield,
handling production on "The Gilded
out the country last week was betN. J., theaters were banning chilAge," a Mark Twain story which is
ter than it was in the corresponddren under 16 years of age, at the
to star Charles Coburn as Colonel
ing week in 1942, but the ratio of
request of the Health Department.
Sellers.
increase was off.
Flu, pre-ChristAs temperatures in upstate New
David Boehm and Karl Brown are
mas
slump, holiday buying and weaYork dipped to near-zero over the
preparing the adaptation on "The
ther were believed to have combined
week-end, the flu and "cat-fever"
Gilded Age."
to bring the grosses down.
'

wave

was

somewhat

checked,

al-

though the Buffalo Health Department insisted there was no epidemic. Shooting Schedules Upset
The 20th-Fox exchange had seven
At Studios By Illness
on the sick list; RKO, four.

THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Influenza has upset
only flu victim in Albany exchanges. some shooting schedules but all stuNo effect on business is reported dios expect to resume normal proVanguard's
fiom the cold weather and the flu. duction by tomorrow.
A definite falling off of business "Since You Went Away," which
sta:ting with the day after Thanks- closed down Saturday because of the
giving Day has been reported by illness of Claudette Colbert and Jenmembers of New Jersey Allied. The nifer Jones, is expected to go besudden slump has been due princi- fore the cameras again today, with
pally, members said, to the wave of both actresses ready to resume work.
RKO's "Action in Arabia" comflu and grippe, although early holipany, which has been idle due to
Harry Alexander, 20th CenturyFox branch manager is reported the

FEfflfllE
ANN

GIBSON,

day

TOUCH

assistant,

Loew's

State,

Memphis.

RUTH

MARTIN,

billing

clerk,

Columbia,

Buf-

falo.

MAXINE LEITCH,

staff,
M-C-M,
BEATRICE DAVIS, clerk, 20th-Fox,
CUTTINC,
HILDECARD
cashier's

Fox,

Seattle.

Seattle.
Seattle.
dept.,
20th-

'Canteen' Salarie

"No Bars-No Music,"

Jack

termers,

Coetz.

DOROTHY

screenplay,

West Coast Bureau of

—

Virginia Bruce's illness, is slated for
active work tomori ow, while RKO's
'Are These Our Children?" held up
because Bonita Granville had been
is shooting again.
ill,
She is also
to work in Charles R. Rogers' "Song
of the Open Road."
Paramount's "The Hitler Gang" is
working again after being closed
down one day when Director John
Fa: row was bedded with the flu. Jack
Benny, ill for a few days, has returned to "The Horn Blows at Mid-

(Continued from Page

1)

ruling that no member should aj
pear on screen, stage or radio ul
less paid his or her regular salarj
In this instance, it is understo
Warners contend that inasmuch
"Hollywood Canteen" is being giv
$250,000 advance with 40 per cej
cut on box-office take, players cov
be engaged on a basis or a pro ra
of their customary salaries.
Pi
duction on the picture was suspend
Friday and studio representativ
stated that the script is being
written.
Following the meeting it was a
nounced that no conclusions we
It was pointed out th
reached.
the Guild's Rule 33 prohibits ai]
j

.

I

|

member from performing

in

motiJ

pictures without compensation
for a substantially lowered compe
sation than his or her regular se
ary. Warner representatives are
analyze the position of their pictu
"Hollywood Canteen" in relation
Rule 33. The Guild announced th;
no changes or waivers of the ru

1

'

had been made. The matter will
considered by the Guild's board

1
<

directors Dec. 20.

Hep. to Hold Sales Meet
Here Thursday-Friday
(Continued from Page

1)

and franchise holders in the Eas'
ern and Central districts, headed r«
spectively by Maxwell Gillis and Sai
|

Seplowin.
Up for discussion will be can
paigns on "In Old Oklahoma," "Th
Fighting Seabees,," "The Monster,
"The Man from Frisco" and "Hand
Across the Border."
The Eastern District will be rep
resented by Branch Managers Arthu
Newman, Albany; Jack Davis, Bos

night," at Warners, and too, Bette ton; Sam Seletsky, New Haven; am
Davis, to "Mr. Skeffington," after a Joseph Engel, Philadelphia; as wel
few days illness. It is believed Bar- as Franchise Holder Jake Flax
bara Stanwyck will be able to rel Washington.
The group from th
sum work today in "My Reputa- Central District will include Brand
tion" at the Burbank plant.
Managers Jack Bellman, Buffalo
M-G-M's "Three Men in White" is Sam P. Gorrel, Cleveland; Georgi
idle,
with Lionel Barrymore and H. Kirby, Cincinnati; I, H. Pollard
Van Johnson, and Director Willis Detroit; L. W. Mariiott, Indianap
Goldbeck, flu victims. Maria Montez, olis; and Franchise Holders J.
who is working ian Universal's Alexander and Sam Fineberg, Pitts-

H

"Gypsy Wildcat"

lost a day because burgh.
Republic's starting date on
"The Cowboy and the Senorita" was
advanced to early in January to give
Roy Rogers ample time to recuperate from his recent illness.
Janet
Honorably Discharged
Lambert, who was ill for a few days,
has returned to the cast of Edward
Small's production, "Up in Mabel's ROBERT W. HUFFMAN, from the U. S. Maritime Service, to M-C-M field representative,
Room." M. J. Siegel, Republic head,
Denver.
is ill at his home, while Sidney BuchPRINCE CHAPMAN, from the Army to Varsity
man, Columbia's executive, is also a
Theater, Evanston, III.

of

flu.

BACK IN CIVVIES

JOSEPH OLSON, former

flu victim.

Carey Wilson,

theater broker,

from the Army.

M-G-M

Detroit,

producer is MARVIN FOX, from the Army, to manager,
confined to his home, while Harry
Music Hall, Seattle.
Sugarman, foreign department rep- DON CLOVER, former Seattle exhibitor, from
the Army.
resentative at Universal, has re- RICHARD SPITERI, from the Army, to Emcovered from pneumonia.
press, Detroit.
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)ECREE DELAY HALTS ARBITRATION DEMANDS
IVade Goal:

"Most Ambitious BondSelling Undertaken by

Reeling 'Round --

WASHINGTON
B=.

ANDREW

By

OLDER

H.

Bond for Every Seat in Every Theater
Any Agency" — Gamble

=

West Coast Bureau of

WASHINGTON

3NE

we

thing

here

ged

never

for

around

man en-

Every

news

gathering

in

look

agreement.

is

Washington

in

ows that he can't call two members of
njress and get them to agree in all

— likewise

two administrative ofGovernment. .. .On the whole,
pugh, the Government does have some
'fully good engineers and technical men
Our experience has been
various fields.
rticulars

:f the

ials

in

Jan. 18-Feb. 15, will be the sale of
a Bond for every seat in every theater in the U. S. That means the
sale of 12,481,314 individual Bonds,
on the basis of 1943 Film Daily

Year Book
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Appear ng
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hold

the

C mmerce Committee

rstate

true

{Continued on Page 12)

last
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'
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bill,

and

six

one

neat fa'hion.
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We

heard

that

we'll

networks

here within a
uple of years after the war, that in 10
ars we'll have 25 million
television re-

ve

telev'sion

Theaters

in Amer'can homes, and that it'll
another
decade for television to
hieve the present
status rf FM broadsting....
heard that tele will emerge
an every-day thing in color, that it'll
me first in black and white with color
follow.
heard that wave lengths
'r tele will be lim'tless and that only by
reful
planning can we provide enough
2quencies for sight broadcasting and the
her vital cmmunication services to be

ivers

ke

For

We

We

on the airwaves.
andard broadcasting as we
gin
a

sh

over

f ting

to

heard

now know

that
it

will

and FM
war and we heard

television

rapid rate after the

because we have 120 times as many
andard b:nd receivers now as FM receiv's and 6,000 times as many standard band
ceivers as tele receivers, standard broadsting will be the dominant service for a
at,

<od
lur

many years to ccme...."You pays
money and you takes your choice."

•
1 LL of which

"
e

last

month by

Belmont

igineering
eritable
,

iizers

suit

•

'

leads

Radio

P.

to
S.

of

piece

Billings,

Corp.,

publication.

host

a

fcr

a

Speaking

prophets,

Schedules of advanced New Year's
prices we' e being drawn up yesterday by local theater men. Higher
prices will prevail at all but one of
the main stem houses. That lone exception is the Radio City Music Hall,
which will charge the regular holi-

Eve

day prices.
The Roxy will up

leading
of

the

crystal-ball

MS.

TO BALABAN
It to

of

20% Tax

Modification

$1.65

Defense Ends
As Schenck Testifies

Ky. Tax Delinquency

By

Distribs.

Charged

Seletsky

Rep/s

New

Heads

York Branch

Sam Seletsky, manager of the
Republic New Haven branch for the
past five years, moves up to head
the New York branch, succeeding
the late Mo: ris Epstein, on Jan. 10,

—

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued on Page 12)

20th-Fox Buys
''Winged Victory"

Des Moines— Movie producers are
liable for a state two per cent income tax on film rentals in the state,
the State Tax Commission reported

The taking of testimony

in the yesterday to the State Executive
accused of ex- Council.
torting more than $1,000,000 from
Jens G: othe, legal counsel for the
the industry ended in Federal Court Tax Commission, reported the producyesterday.
Summation will start ers are liable and at the same time
today without the presence of John charged that it is not being collected.

men

(Continued on Page 10)

for

(Continued on Page 7)

Sam

Tax Commission Hints at Legal Contract

Extort

Hope

The

Liable tor 2% Rental Tax in la.

the seven

Glimmer

United

Scophony Corp. of America is reBy LEE HARRIS
ceptive to any proposal which would
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
allow other film companies to acquire an interest in the television
Frankfort, Ky. Eleven film procompany provided a formula could ducing and dist' ibuting companies
(Continued on Page 7)

Fil-

ing of a Single Case

(Continued on Page 7)
its scale to

Levey Silent on Reports
Of UA-Scophony Parleys

trial of

Two Weeks Without

the Library

(Continued on Page 10)

State

Significance Seen in

The fact that no new demands for
arbitration have been filed during
Of Congress
the past two weeks is regarded in
industry circles as an indication that
exhibitors are holding back on dockThe original manuscript of the eting complaints until the future of
Bill of Rights has been purchased the New York consent decree has
by Barney Balaban, president of been clarified.
Paramount, from
While there have been other long
D:. A. S. W. Roperiods without the appearance of
senbach, noted
a new arbitration case, the present
book collector.
lull in activity is said to have great(Continued on Page 10)
Balaban will present the manuscript to the Library of Congress
where it will be
added to the other
a n upriceless
scripts including
Constitution
the
While the chances are remote that
of the
the Senate Finance Committee will
States and Declareconsider the proposed 20 per cent
of
Inderation
tax on theater admissions, the: e' appendence.
peared to be a slight glimmer of hope
BARNEY BALABAN
Bill of
that some modification may come
Rights manuthrough before the bill goes to the
script, which sets forth the first 12

Will Present

m

Eve

written

head of

and calamity howlers" with us as a
wartime expansion in the elec(Continued on Page 7)

of

Scales

New Year's

We

<rried

Tilt

testify

to

prominent radio ennetwork executive talk% from the findings of one of the finest
'ineering and research
setups in the
•\i
managed, by their collective efforts,
cloud up the picture on televisin in a
radio

a

neers

statistics.

Goal was set at a pre-campaign
conference here yesterday in the
headquarte' s of Charles P. Skouras,

back each other up

generally

they'll

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles— Pix industry's goal
the Fou th War Loan campaign,

at despite an occa'ional difference in out>k,

BILL OF RIGHTS

(Continued on Page 10)

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Twentieth CenturyFox has bought screen rights to the

—

Army

Air

Victory,"

Forces'

and

is

Army Emergency

mum

shrw, "Winged
guaranteeing the

Relief

Fund

a

mini-

Moss Hart,
$1,000,000.
who wrote and staged the play, is
due here Friday for conferences w'th
Production will
Darry) F. Zanuck.
start in the Summer of 1944 and
the entire stage cast will be brought
to the Coast to work in the picture.
of
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Mclntyre
New
1501
Broadway,
at

and

65,

was

forced

Buckley of Eastman
Slain in

—Funeral

will be held here

M. Mclntyre,
JOHN W. ALICOATE

Ky.

Ky„ Today

of
to

Pathe
leave

—

killed

in

Mahin Area

Lawrence Buckley,
Eastman Kodak, was
action in the Makin Is-

Rochester
formerly of

Nov. 21, accordBJgS ing to word received here.
\^~5
A member of the 165th Infantry, Lieutenant Buckley had
been stationed in the Hawaiian Islands until assigned to duty recently
in
the Southern Pacific area.
land

COmmC

and

come

Lt.

area,

Columbia general sales m
Coast about Jan. 1.
Columbia vice-president,
returned to Hollywood.
ROBERT CILLHAM, Paramount publicity eh)
returned from Chicago yesterday.
NEIL F. ACNEW, Paramount general sa
manager, returns from Chicago Friday.
EDWIN J. LOEB, senior partner of Loeb
Loeb, Coast attorneys, is in town.
A.

ager,

MONTAGUE,

the

leaves for

JACK

COHN,

White House three
weeks ago and had since been conFRANK ROSENBERG, director of Colum
fined to the Washington home of his
publicity, arrived from Hollywood yesterday.
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
daughter,
Mrs.
Frederick
Hayes
LT. COL. EMANUEL COHEN, MAJ. LEONA
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
Wives of Para. Executives SHCELGASS
post-office at New
York, N. Y., under the Warren 2d, with whom he and Mrs.
and MAJ. ANATOLE LITVAK
Terms (Postage free) Mclntyre had been making their In Blood
act of March 3, 1879.
in from the Coast on official business.
Donor Appeals
United States outside of Greater New York
WILLIM BASSOON, British producer, has
home. He had returned to his du$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months.
rived from ngland.
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should ties at the White House three years
$3.00.
A
plea for blood donors was made
STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's director of p>
remit with order.
Address all communications ago after a long rest at Asheville,
returns from Washington today follow
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway N. C, due to the lung ailment which by the wives of two Paramount ex- licity,
to
ecutives yesterday at a meeting of a conference with officials of the Bureau
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
Yards
Docks in connection with promot
and
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address: resulted in his death.
the Paramount Pep Club. Requests
"The Fighting Seabees."
Filmday, New York.
He leaves, besides his widow, the for a "pint of blood to save a life" on NEAL
BISHOP, Chicago operators union
former Gertrude Kennedy of Louis- were made by Arlene Francis, wife of ec, is in Stuart, Fla., for a Winter vacation.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.—
ville, and his daughter, a son, Lt.
EMIL STERN,, Essaness Circuit prexy, has
Neil Agnew, genex*al sales manager,
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
WASHINGTON—Andrew H. Kennedy Mclntyre, USN.
Granite 6607.
and Arleen Whelan, wife of Hugh turned to Chicago from Warm Springs, Calif
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
HARRY M1CHALSON left yesterday for T|
Owen, Eastern division manager. onto
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
con er with Leo Devaney, Canad
to
Other speakers included Master Diver manager for RKO.
6241 N. Oakley Ave. LONDON — Ernest W.
Schreiber of Columbus
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
Mike O'Ryan, whose life was saved
A.
SCHUBART, manager of exchal
A.
St., W. I. PARTS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,
by blood transfusions; Claude Lee, operations for RKO, returns Thursday fromi
HAVANA— Mary Cops "Mr. Lucky" Prize
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
two-month tour of branches.
director of public relations, and
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Harry Schreiber, manager of the Evelyn Hoch, chairman of the blood
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
Exchancj
Opens
MEXICO CTTY —Marco-Aurelio Galindo, RKO Palace, Columbus, won first drive committee.
N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-

York

18,

his duties at the

r

among

out-of-towners in
the "Mr. Lucky" contest conducted
among the circuit managers in conjunction with the showing of the
prize

Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

UA

the

RKO

Former Pathe News Editor
Slain In New Guinea

picture. Awards were made in
the form of war Bonds.
Schreiber
The death in the New Guinea area
was given $350 in Bonds for his of Lt. Harry Dunham, former Pathe
entrant. Second prize of $250 went
Newsreel
cameraman,
was
-(Tuesday, December 14, 1943)^^
to David Levin of the Albee, Provilearned here yesterday. Dundence.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
ham, 33, was once assistant
Net
In the New York area, Larry F.
news editor of Pathe in New
Low Close Chg.
High
Greib of the Albee, Brooklyn, took York.
Am. Seat
13V2 13'/2 13i/2
first prize of $200.
Second honors
I61/4
Dunham resigned his Pathe News
16'/4 I61/4
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %
Columiba Picts pfd.
went to Joseph Di Lorenzo of Proc- post in 1941 to join the Army Air
l/
25/8
21/2
21/2
Con. Fm. Ind
8
tor's New Rochelle.
Forces and was commissioned a gli-
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951/2
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20th Century-Fox
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Monogram

Picts.

Radio-Keith cvs.
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
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.
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Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.

H/4
2}4
117/g

4
177/g

Reelfellows Elect

1 1/g

23/4
117/8
4

17%

1 Vs
23/4
117/g

_
4—1/8

177/g

1/g

+

Due Dec.

21 in
Suit vs. Chi. Local 110

Briefs

3/g

Simon

Chicago— Milton
Century-Fox was

Simon of 20th
elected president
of the Reelfellows Club. Installation
will take place Jan. 16.

—

Attorneys in the $100,suit brought by Louis Sider,
projectionist, against three former
officers
of
operators' Local
110,
IATSE, have been given until Dec.
21 to present briefs.
Circuit Judge
John Prystalski is expected to ren000

der a decision by Dec. 30.
The defendants are Pete Shayne,
John Smith and Clarence Jalas, former president, business agent and
secretary-treasurer, respectively, of
Local 110. The suit is based on the
work-permit system operated by the
ex-officers of the union.

1600

BROADWAY

assigned to the

— Bennis

Coen Manage]

United Artists has opened a nl
branch office in Cairo for the distj
bution of
Palestine.

its

pictures in

Egypt

Joseph Coen, UA's

aj
f(j

mer representative in that territo:!
has been named manager of the t\
change to be known as United A
tists

Corp. of Egypt.

Selznick Negotiating B'wc
Play-Producing Tie-up
West Coast Bureau of

Hollywood

—

THE FILM DAI\

David O. Selznij
make some sort of tie-j

plans to
to do roadway stage productions a]
admits he has been conferring
Theater Guild representatives, Gl
bert Miller and Michael Meyerbe
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Selznick added that he has i
Hollywood Columbia studio hos- completed any deals as yet.
pital has a machine which cures
colds, especially if illness is in the
is Tradescreening
incipient stage.
It is an electrical
in N. Y., L.
contraption working on short-wave
radio principle and is modelled on a
A special tradescreening of RK'
device which Jules Bache, New York
broker, had built for himself several "Tender Comrade" will be held
New York and Los Angeles on D
years ago.
Harry Cohn, Columbia studio head, 28. Local screenings will be at
Normandie Theater and the Los I
had a similar one built and it is
available
Columbia
employes geles showing will be at the Amb
to
sador Hotel theater.

w

—

RKO

"Comrade"

Agnew Sets Five Titles
For Para/s Third Block

Bros.' Freeport

Theater, Freeport, 111., arbitration
Titles of Paramount's third block
case before William McSwain, has of five features for the 1943-44 seabeen settled by a consent award. son were announced yesterday by
Vitagraph and RKO grant Bennis Neil Agnew, sales manager.
The
Bros, the light to play theair films group includes "Miracle of Morgan's
28 days after Chicago first-run. Creek," "Standing Room Only," "The
This gives Freeport one week better Uninvited," "Henry Aldrich, Boy
clearance.

In Cairo;

Columbia Studio Hospital
Has Cold-Curing Machine

without cost.

Consent Award Ends
Freeport Clearance Case
Chicago

rwiei a »at
M.Y.C
OUIVtIT IllvlCf
Choi 6-0011-2-3-4
iroiAW 1 c a. nojioiOH »oom rim cxchanoj twmiiutiON smvki

He was

Southwest Pacific last April.
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Reeling 'Round

Balaban Buys Mss.

WASHINGTON

Of Bill of Rights
(Continued from Page

1)

what was called "an extraordinary
act of generosity" in a letter of
thanks from Archibald MacLeish,
the lib: arian of Congress, to whom
the gift will be entrusted.
Pending presentation, the document has been loaned by Balaban
ito the Book and Author Committee
as a foundation for its patriotic
rally on Jan. 28. The document will
Ibe exhibited today in the Sub-Treasury Building, site of Federal Hall,
the original capitol of the United
States, where, in 1789, it was signed
by various notables.

on Reports
Of UA-Scophony Parleys
Silent

(Continued from Page 1)

be worked out that would respect
the prior rights of Paramount and
20th Century-Fox, A:thur Levey,
president, said yesterday.
While declining to comment on

overtures reportedly made by other
companies for an interest in SCA,
Levey would neither confirm nor
deny a repo:t that United Artists
was one of the major film companies
involved. It has been rumored, however, that at least two other companies were seeking an interest in the
television organization.

Shea Dies

in Toronto
Toronto Jerry Shea, 72, pioneer
Toronto exhibitor, is dead after a
lingering illness.
He int: oduced
high-class vaudeville in 1899 and
was associated many years with his
brother, Michael, in Buffalo.
He
leaves a wife, two sons and one
daughter.

Jerry

William

—

J.

Harrer

—

Dead

Philadelphia William J. Harrer,
business agent of the local stage
hands union, is dead.

On
•

This, That and T'other
• • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Don't
may be made when

WAC

and Red Cross
ington on the 24th.
• Howard Hughes after
interest in United Artists? Don't you believe it!
.

the

Warners'

ii

back from

Durante,

Broadway producers.

home

Hollywood, swamped
• Lawrence Langner of

Hollywood mission

turns from that

which

.

.

may make David

inking stage, but

•

.

office.

.

Jim-

from

the Theater Guild re-

•

.

.

Broadway impresario

O. Selznick a

•

.

overtures

with

week-end.

at the

Bob Weil is now
more pressing

Linet for

executive duties under Maurice Bergman at the

my

Alexander Korda's

Sir

.

Hank

Universal's trade contact, thus relieving

Wash-

reps, hudd'.e in

.

.

That deal

near the

is

may

•

this

Nelson Eddy's concert tour has

been trimmed to a short six weeks, embracing only 16 cities, so that
he can devote more time to Army camp p.a.'s.
• When Joseph
R. Vogel, now Loew v. -p., was theater manager back in the old Brooklyn
.

made

it

a hobby

to

slipping into the State to figure out

T
• DID YOU HEAR

•

•

.

study and solve magician and mind-read-

a throw-back

This week, he's having

ing acts

the old days

to

how Dunninger does

Billings' feeling, in
industry."
that the miraculous new services
are not yet ready and that the industry
will
have to rely upon present services
The danger lies in that
to keep it going.

general,

it

WCAU,

From

for Edgar

Moss,

20th-Fox

wave

who own

.

that 20th-Fox's

Ensign Steve L. Freedland, USN, got that Silver Star

Freedland

was SPG

before entering service.

sec'y

truth in-advertising,

management

the

%

.

.

Obviously inspired by

Glenwood, Shreveport,
it was play-

the

of

La., took space in the Journal there to say of a certain pic

"Don't waste your time— it

ing,
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to serve as Stars

stint has

&

Stripes'

been with S

stinks.".

on leave

staffer

the

to

New

• S/Sergt. Dave Golding,
Army, may be coming back
.

York correspondent

Dave's

last

S in Italy

8c

T
• FOR PHIL M's money .that Warner trade ad for "DestinaTokyo" you found in your favorite film newspaper yesterday rates

with the year's best.

.

ing a private screening

Monday

night.

.

department,

art

.

is

Clyde ELiott and Mark

of

"Ravaged Earth"

Corporal Priscilla Nathan,

in

Minneapolis

• Tom Gorman, RKO
RKO Palace, Chi.,

district

rate

the

•

for their co-op

times:

wounded

of

Chicago public schools'
thar's

sir,

film

gold in them

bandwagon.

today?

:

.

•

.

Incidentally,

45 late in February.

employes again

War

veterans.

library

thar

Twentieth-Fox

.

.

short

Who

not accept the old, thus forcing the new
out before it is ready or depriving the manufacturing end of the industry of the market it needs in order to support development of the new.

•
I

Christmas

humming

in

Alaska,

V

to

•

draw

a moral from

all

this,

simply that the theater around the
corner ought to be doing pretty gord busiit's

We

ness 10 years from now.
don't mean
the industry should ignore the tough
competition which is certainly on its way,
that

but that that competition
ready for some time to come.

20% Tax

be

not

will

Hope

of

for

Modification

Senate tomorrow. If any action is
taken, it will have to come today.
Exhibitors yesterday were still
pressing for a levy which would put
a two cent tax on each 15 cents or
major po:tion thereof. Exhib. leaders had their fingers crossed on the
possibility of achieving that goal
and probably won't give up hope
until the measare goes to the floor
of the Senate.
New York said

Informed

circles in

was unlikely that
there would be any discussion of the
it

—

on the floor that
voted upon as soon as
bill

would be

it

was pre-

it

.

now

visual

Pro.

•

totals

Sign
10,000

education

hills.

aboard the "Ten

subject

sales

Most Problems Solved
Getting 16
Hollywood

fiscal

Pix

in

Abroad

THE FILM DAILY

— Shortened

circuits,

a

larger number of prints and a sharply increased flow of projection equipment have largely solved distribution and screening p:oblems in connection with the motion picture industry's 16 mm. gift programs overseas, Maj. John W. Hubbell, officer
in charge of film circuit section,
Army Pictorial Service, told a gathering of industry leaders.

zoomed
1944-

B & K and Great States
free insurance.
• Russian

too, these

mm.

West Coast Bureau of

NEW POSTS
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gifts of

will take the form of

amusement tax receipts in the 1943
a half times the 1942 total. . .

•

AAF.
manager of
the

20th-Fox will start shooting shorts for

•

we have

F

said you can't sell shorts

.

Relief goal for 1944 is $21,000,000; that's

film biz is

for

with the Chi. Herald-

Better Films Councils across the country climbing

47 per cent in the past month

•

WACS

Para.'s

of

sponsoring a holiday benefit Friday midnight

in

Yes,

Best"

to

recruit

are giv-

Carnegie Hall,

formerly

manager, and Frank Smith,

bows

ceeds will be expended in behalf
reels

to

Moody

L.

in

•

the

American

•

.

for

find that people will

sented.

•

•
tion

appetite

public

may

(Continued from Page 1)

in the Sicilian invasion

assault

first

services and

manager?

district

it

.

leading the

up the

building

is

new

See Glimmer

about the testimonial tossed at the

Ask Nat Levy, Bob Mochrie,
was a riot
Jim Mulvey or Harry Michaelson for details
Jay Emanuel was
toastmaster and Isaac Levy emceed.
% 'Twos for gallantry in
accounts,

all

is

it

T

T

Ritz-Carlton in Philly this week by Dr. Leon and Isaac Levy,
Station

well

embryonic

*

days, he

have "reverberations which
shake the foundations of our

may

climax,"

envisions presentation of Selznick players on the

it

boards here next season, not

o'

Charles Rosenzweig

be surprised

Joseph Bemhard heads the industry's Red Cross drive ..••.. Designation

re-

they "all contribute to the almost unbelievably fantastic
public misconception of the part electronics
will play in the immediate post-war period."
Billings warned that "over-zealous advertising, building the public up to an antisincerity

their

of

gardless

amendments proposed to the Consti;ution and ranked by many authori-

Levey

(Continued from Page 1)
writes that
Billings

industry,

tronics

Magna Carta as a
ties with the
milestone in human prog: ess, is the
jnly basic document of American
history not included thus far in the
(archives of the Library of Congress.
In appreciation of the fieedom
« hich drew Balaban's parents to this
fcountry from Europe, he is in this
way presenting it to the nation in

- -

a

.

third increase.

days.

. .

•

.BIR figures

Yep.

SAM

show

year were about two and

Y
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

New

SELETSKY,

York

branch

manager,

Republic.

JEROME LEWIS,

Republic branch manager,

New

Haven.

ARTHUR

J.

CERBAR, house manager,

Louisville,

ROY

National,

Ky.

PIERCE,

manager,

National,

Louisville,

Ky.

JACK
N-

VAN,

manager,

Stanley,

Atlantic

City,

)•

GILBERT SEGAL,

booker, Columbia, Philadelphia.

ROBINSON

BOYER

I

STANWYCK

Record

breaker

of

record breakers!

Tremendous open-

FIELD
ings
all

CUMMINGS

. . .

in

key

cities

over the country

Unusual staying

power! That's "Flesh

BENCHLEY

and Fantasy". ..Universal

MITCHELL

WINNINGER

smash

hit!

FANTASY
The Motion Picture Above

Samuel HoHenstein
by Oscar Wilde • Laslo Vadnay •

Screen Play by Ernest Pascal

Based on

M

stories

•

•

Ellis

All!

St Joseph

Ellis St.

Joseph

3*
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«REVIEUJS »

Decree Delay Halts
Arbitration

Demands

(Continued from Page

Meanwhile, action on a new decree is in status quo. A meeting between Tom C. Clark, Assistant Attorney General, and Joseph Hazen,
counsel and spokesman for the five
consenting companies on decree matday,

scheduled

tentatively

was reported yesterday

for

.to-

have
presumably due to
to

been called off,
the continued illness of Clark.

As Schenck

For

with Dennis Morgan, Irene Manning
96 Mins.

farmer are certain to find this version of
the film a whale of an attraction; the latter
jre apt to be quite disappointed.
The
.nusic is incidental and sung without distinction.
Fortunately for the music lover,
the score captures much of the melodic
tichness of the original.

Ends
1)

one of the defendants, who
Roselli signed
is ill of pneumonia.
a waiver allowing the summation to
proceed without him.
Joseph M. Schenck was the last
Roselli,

witness called by the defense.

Nazi conspiracy.

..lave

Testifies

(Continued from Page

The

film magnate had been subpoenaed
in an attempt to prove that the film

producers were the pals and not the
unwilling victims of the defendants.
Schenck testified that William
Bioff had warned him that he couldn't
squawk about his transactions with
the convicted labor racketeer because
"the gang never stands for anyone
levealing anything harmful."
It
was disclosed by the witness that
the $100,000 transaction between him
and Bioff was a "fake" loan. Schenck
said that the money' belonged to
Bioff.
He asserted that Bioff gave
the money to him and that -it was
returned to the former labor leader
disguised as a loan to finance the
purchase of a farm. According to
Schenck, the deception was practiced
to keep union members from learning that Bioff had that much money.

manager of
temporary
Chicago operators' union left
night for Kansas City on union

president,

the
last

business.

Producers Liable for

2%

Rental Tax in

la.

(Continued from Page 1)

He

said they should be taxed on
their annual income from the film
rentals as a foreign corporation doing business in the state.
Grothe made the statement in a
letter sent to the Executive Council.
The Lawrence Schwab-Otto Harbach-Os- The Council took no action on the
car Hammerstein 2nd-Sigmund
Romberg- matter, merely reporting the letter
rrank Mandel operetta has been brought as "received and filed" and indiup to date by making the Riffs victims of cated it would ask Grothe to apa

Extort Defense

Chicago— National WLB turned
down the Chicago operators' plea
Richard Walsh,
for a wage increase.
IATSE president, Felix Snow vice-

if,

be aibitrated.

ters,

Theaters

Warner

REMAKE OF OPERETTA PANS OUT AS
and when, /EXCITING ADVENTURE
FILM; ACTION
a new decree was formulated are
DOMINATES MUSICAL CONTENT.
said to have had an effect on theater owners who have a complaint
"The Desert Song," which enjoyed the
to make.
It is pointed out that an distinction in 1929 of being the first operarbitration complaint filed now would etta to be made into a sound film, has
have just as much weight as when jeen remade by Warner Bros, into a picthe decree was in formal operation. ture that stresses the action and meloBut exhibitors appear to be hang- Jramatics inherent in the story rather than
ing on to the hope that a new de- .ne music. The result is a production more
cree would widen the scope of arbi- ..kely to please lovers of adventure and
tration and permit more issues to jction films than devotees of music. The
would be broadened

Chicago Operators
Denied Wage Tilt

"The Desert Song"

1)

er significance.
The many reports
that arbitration and its jurisdiction

Wednesday, December

labor

in

The

building

used as

Riffs are

a

backed
1939 and

railroad

oy German money.
The time is
che Nazis have sinister motives in pressing
the construct.on of the road.
The champion of the Riffs is an American operating
as El Khobar.
As El Khobar the American
harasses the enemies of the Riffs and makes
aimself a much-sought-after fellow by the

who have been blinded to
(he true purpose of those behind the buildng of the railroad.
When El Khobar's
dentity is discovered, the American has
authorities,

hands

-lis

Woven

into

full

the

trying
story

is

tween the American and

m

a

native cafe.

Much

save

to

a

his

skin.

romance be-

a French singer
of the drama has

do with the American's efforts
rhe girl to the side of the Riffs.
fo

to

win

Produced by Robert Bruckner in gorgeous color, the film was directed at a
whirlwind pace by Robert Florey.
The
camera work of Bert Glennon and the art
direction of Charles Novi are distinct assets.

The performances for the most part are
adequate.
Dennis Morgan plays the hero
and Irene Manning the singer.
It can't
be said that they do full justice to the

15, 194

DAILY

Tilt

Scales

New Year's Eve
(Continued from Page 1)

depending upon how tlj
there will shape up. Tl
screen attraction at the house <
New Year's Eve will be the 20t,
Fox musical "The Gang's All Here
The Paramount will be asking 1
$2.20 top, with the Capitol scale e 1
or

$2.20,

new show

pected to be $1.50 from 5 to 7 p.ii
and $2 thereafter. Whether scalB
at the Strand and Hollywood wjl
be boosted will "depend on conci
tions," according to a Warner Brc|
spokesman.
The New Year's E]
scale at both houses last year w
$2.20.
The Rivoli plans to raise
p:ices but hasn't decided what t
New Year's Eve scale will be.
While the RKO, Brandt and Sko
ras circuits will hike their scald^
the Loew houses will stick to reg
lar holiday prices.
The local pr
miere of the Frank Sinatra fill
"Higher and Higher," on Dec. c
will fetch $1.10 at the RKO theate
in the metropolitan area.
i

|

pear personally and further explain
Chicago Higher prices will be t
his statement.
The matter arose over a letter sent rule at circuit houses on New Yea
to the Tax Commission by L. S. Eve. There will be a $1.65 scale
Mayer and Associates of Louisville, the Balaban & Katz Chicago The
Ky., a tax consultant, who claimed ter. The other B & K Loop housl
the movie producers owed the state will charge $1.25. The A houses J
$220,000 on income taxes for the the circuit, the Uptown, Marbro aT
past 10 years, including interest and Tivoli, will ask $1, with the B's g<
penalties. Mayer asked to be hired ting 75 cents.
The Warner circuit has set $1
on a percentage basis to attempt
the scale at the Capitol, Avalon a
collection of the amount.
Stratford and 55 cents at the
Grothe, in his letter to the Counhouses. Similar price increases v,
cil,
stated the tax commissioners
be put into effect by other circuit
had authorized him to say the commission feels, if legal contract can
be entered into, "it might be to the
Seletsky
best interests of the state to do so,
Rep.'s
York Branch;
inasmuch as it would be very difficult, if not impossible for the in(Continued from Page 1)
come tax division of the Tax ComJ. R. Grainger, president, announc
mission, to obtain necessary information upon which to piocure a yesterday. At the same time J
ome Lewis, Republic Philadelpi
claim for the omitted taxes."
salesman for six years, will t£
over Seletsky's duties as manaj

—

Sam

Heads

New

Montreal City Employes'
Strike Fails to Hurt B.O.

New Haven office.
Moves are in line with the

of the

co>

pany's policy of promotions fri
within the organization. Lewis v
songs.
Bruce Cabot appears as a French
Montreal
-Matinee
audiences,
at work with Seletsky in New HaT
officer who generously withdraws as Moruptown theaters yesterday were un- until the changes are effective.
gan's rival. The best of the acting is contridiminished in size by the police,
buted by the late Lynne Overman and Gene
firemen's and public works employes'
Lockhart.
strike which commenced at 11 a.m.
Sinatra Pic Sent Abroad
CAST: Dennis Morgan, Irene Manning, Christmas shoppers thronged stores
i
Ten 16 mm. prints of RKO's Frank Bruce Cabot, Lynne Overman, Gefe Lock- in the afternoon -and hundreds afSinatra show "Higher and Higher" hart, Faye Emerson, Victor Franaen, Curt terwards went to theaters.
were flown yesterday to the armed Bois, Jack LaRue, Marcel Dalio, Nestor Paiva,
Late yesterday afternoon, Director West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DA,
forces for showing in North Africa Gerald Mohr, Felix Basch, Noble Johnson,
on Christmas day and in Sicily and Wallis Clark, Fritz Leiber, George Renavent,' Raymond Pare of the Montreal Fire I Holly woo<J Charles Boyer is
x
M
William Edmunds, Egon Breeder, Duncan Brigade issued, a warning .to cinemas, fkther%of-"*€ sfx-pound boy.
Italy on New Year's.
theaters, ..fealls^night clubs ^nd ^porls Bljyer i% the f o£mer i*at Paterson.'
Renaldo, Albert Morin.
palaces to a^Qid capacity'' crowds
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Buckner; Dibecause of ^he ganger of fpe. \ He*
Adolph, G. Johnson,\ opreatojr
tectcr, Robert Florey; Based on operetta by
also notified schools either' 'to close the \ Strand,
Hamdenj Conn'!
Lawrence Schwab, Otto Harbach, Oscar
for the deration of the strike"' or\ to grandfather of an*8% pound b<
Hammerstein 2nd, Sigmund Romberg, Frank
take stringent.^ jjrecautionV'--against boy, Ronald, Wayne, born to Enfe
Mandel; Cameraman, Bert Glennon; Film
and Mrs. Robert Johnson in f
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Editor, Frank Magee; Set Decorator, Jack outbreak of fire.
Hollywood
Mary Beth Hughes McConaghy; Art Director* Charles Novi; fp^mhehl^Ki^sic^l f.|ir|ctor, Leo F. Forb- Diego, Cal.
and Ensign Ted North, USN, moved Dance Director, Leroy Prinz.; Sound, Lincoln stein.
Ottawa Will McLaughlin, vetei
up their wedding day and were mar- Lyons; Special Effects, Lawrence i Btitler,
.0ME#IONJJ£AllS fc$it.
PHOTOGRA- film editor of the Journal, is
ried in the Wee Kirk O' the Heather. Edwin B. DuPar; Musical adaptation,
father of another son.

—

STORK REPORT
—

;

!

WEDDinG BELLS
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LISTENERS ARE
(RADIO'S

WOKOf/

TOP RANKING

'serial ATTRACTION, AS

SHOWN RY CROSLEY AND
HOOPER SURVEYS

IN 33

*f?TTTY7F
[LARGEST CITIES... BROAD-

CAST TO MORE THAN 20

MILLION LISTENERS,

m

mm.

4

TIMES WEEKLY, OVER 202
{STATIONS. 12 YEARS ON

THE NETWORKS. ..ALL
OVER AMERICA, PRESOLD

V

AUDIENCES ARE WAITING TO
SEE THEIR FUNNIEST, TIMELIEST MOTION PICTURE HIT!

y
A Jack William Votion Production • Produced by Ben Hersh
Directed by Raymond McCarey • Screen play by Leonard Praskins

and Roswell Rogers • Story by Rosweil Rogers and Edward James

RKO RADIO PICTURE
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Trade's

Bond Goal

Wednesday, December
oajiv

Ky. Tax Delinquency

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

By

One For Every Seat
(Continued f;om Page 1)
AUDREY LONC, termer, RKO.
national chairman fo: the industry. LAURA LA PLANTE, termer, M-C-M.
Sitting in were members of the inASSIGNMENTS
dustry's Executive Committee as well
NORMAN TAUROC, director, "Church of the
as Ted Gamble, Howard Mil's and R.
Coed Thief," M-C-M.
H. Moulton, representing the Treas- ,ACK YELLEN, screenplay, "Caroline," Universal.
ury.
Gamble termed the trade's objecCASTINGS
tive "the most ambitious bond-sellLOUISE
CURRIE,
"Forty
Thieves,"
Harry
ing undertaken by any single agency Sherman-UA;
MARTHA MacVICAR, "Marine
of the Treasury," and said it meant laiders," RKO; KEVIN O'SHEA, "I Married a
1

Soldier,"

WAC

Trade Press Committee

mapped

preliminary

plans

for

participation in the Fourth War
Loan campaign at a meeting called
yesterday by Chairman Martin

Quigley.
It

was

announced

that

each

publication will de'tote space to
the drive, as was done for the

Third War Loan. Decision as to
what form the participation will
take, and the date of the issues
will be reached shortly.

Bonds would be

that

Ame: icans"

of

lions

sold to "milwho failed to

invest in the three preceding loan

campaigns.
The Treasury, it was announced following the meeting,
has requested the trade to direct

Bond-selling

its

to

"E"

20th-Fox.

LLOYD BRIDCES and ROBERT
"Two-Man Submarine," Columbia; ALMIRA

SESSIONS, "I Lcve a Soldier," Paramount- RUSSEL HAYDEN. "Gambler's Choice," Paramount;
PRESTON FOSTER and ANN RUTHERFORD,
"Murder
Around
the
Clock,"
20th - Fox;
BLANCHE YURKA, "One Body Too Many," Paranount; CEORCIA CARROLL,
"Victory Caravan," Columbia; JONATHAN HALE, "And Now
Tomorrow," Paramount.
JOSEPH COTTEN, "The House of Dr. Edwardes," David 0. Selznick; DANNY FRIED.
"Seng of the Open Road," Charles R. RogersUA; MAURICE ROCCO, "Incendiary Blonde,"
Paramount.
ROBERT HUTTON and ANN HARDINC,
"Janie,"
Warners;
CHARLES
WINNINCER,
"Belle of the Yukon," William Coetz; BELA
UCOSI, "Brirfe of the Vampire," Columbia;
BETTY HUTTON, "Out of this World," Para-ncunt; CRANT MITCHELL and CONNIE LEON
"And Now Tomorrow," Paramount; CYPSY
ROSE LEE. "Belle of the Yukon," William
Coetz; KATHERINE LOCKE, "Seventh Cross,"
M-C-M; PAT HENNINC, "Song of the Open
Road." Andrew St«ne-UA.
ROMAN BOHNFN, "The Hairy Ape," Jules
Levey-UA; J. CARROL NAISH, "Two-Man Sub'

—

Bond Chairmen.

Skouras stated he has invited outstanding trade leaders to function
actively as an Advisory Committee
to the State Chairmen, local groups
and the National Executive Committee.

Tentative plans call for a nationwide theater observance to "kick
off" the drive simultaneously in 16,000-odd theaters on Jan. 18. Drive
plans
stage
ate s;
plays

also include Bond premieres,
auctions; special nights at thetravelling units; outdoor dis-

and rallies.
Following yesterday's conference,

iVo

Men
Wash.

Seattle,

Seattle's

Film

in Service

—Two exchanges oh

Row

despite the
war, going along as before Pearl
Harbor as far as personnel is concerned. Monogram, with the exceptirn of Ralph Abbett, branch manager, has an all-woman staff
all of
are,

—

whom

are

married.

United Artists
has no one in the service because its
employes are over the age limit.

S. H. Ricketson
V. Sturdivant, Si Fabian, A. J
X-appman, Fred Stein and Seymou T
^eiser, planed for Washington, where
c
he first of three pre-campaien ex'Mbito- meetings will be held Friday
Gamble remains in Washington, but
'he rest of the group go on to Chicago for meetings there at the Black-tone Hotel to be held Monday and
4ien to San Francisco for a session
with Western exhibs. at the Palace
Hotel on the 23d. The group plans
•"o
be in New York to set up national headquarters Dec. 28.
**.

S»t Trade's

Aid

CONSTANCE WORTH,

"Heroes of the Sagebrush," Columbia; JEANNE JOHNSTON, "Song
of the Open Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA.

VICAR, "Marine Raiders," RKO; KEVIN
SHEA, "I Married a Soldier," 20th-Fox.

in

AILEEN HAMILTON'S "Christmas

—Details

for

Executive Secretary Francis S. Harmon, recovered from his recent illness, and other WAC officials are
scheduled to confer here with Ted
Gamble, head of the Treasury's War
Finance Division.
None of these plans have yet been
aside from the fact
industry participation is
expected to be as great or greater
than that in the Third War Loan
drive, in September.
public,

The petitions state that the defenj
dants have been engaged in business!
in Kentucky but have failed to file,
state income tax returns or mak(
any payments from the time Ken
tucky's income tax bill was passed
in 1936 through 1942.
In addition to the actual taxes
penalty of 10 per cent is being askec
because of delinquency.
The tota>1
asked for in the 11 suits is $383,416
Firms and the amounts claimec
delinquent, including the penalties
Loew's, Inc., $18,131.28; Universa

in

Connecti-

Fox.

MARY O'HARA'S

"Thunderhead," 20th-Fox.

TITLE SWITCHES
"Action
in
Arabia,"
Zone," RKO.
"Partners of
Trail,"

the

formerly

Trail,"

"International

formerly

(

"The Colden

Monogram.

SCHEDULED

Woman in Washington," screenplay,
KATHARINE BRUSH; producer, EDFilm Co., $28,213.95; Metro-Goldwyn
WIN KNOPF, M-C-M.
"Made in Heaven," story, MURIEL ROY BOL- Mayer Distributing Company, $41,
TON; producer, WILLIAM JACOBS, War- 707.80; Warner Brothers Pictures
"Red-Headed

ners.

United Artists,
Inc.
DOUCLAS; pro- $12,500.60;
Vitagraph, Inc., $38,
$16,159.03;
M-C-M.
Washington,"
"Ladies
in
782.88;
Pictures, Inc., $d4,
TUCHOCK; director, LOUIS KINC, 20th924.95; Paramount Pictu: es, Inc.
Fox.
Twentieth Century-Fo>
"Jenny Was a Lady," story, CEORCE OPPEN- $84,620.95;
HEIMER; producer, SAM MARX, M-C-M.
Film Corp., $68,948.18; Columbk
"Murder Around the Clock," story, SCOTT
DARLINC; director, BENJAMIN STOLOFF, 20th- Pictures, Inc., $21,201.58; Republic
Pictures Corp., $17,624.98.
Fox.
"The Rosary,"
ducer,

story,

LLOYD

C.

JOHN CONSIDINE,

JR.,
story,

WANDA

RKO

jm

GINGER ROGERS
UNFORGETTABLE PERFORMANCE
IN

ir
RKO RADIO

PICTURES,

Inc.,

theater

WAC

made

1)

collectors.

cut," Warners.

Fourth

narticipation in the Fourth War
Loan drive are expected to be agreed
•mon tentatively Friday, when

that

O'-

STORY PURCHASES

Drive Friday
Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

Washington

(Continued from Page

have been named defendants in a;
BEULAH BONDI, "And Now Tomorrow,"
Paramount; NATALIE SCHAFER, "Marriage is many suits here through petitions]
Private Affair,"
M-C-M; FAYE EMERSON, filed by the Frankfort law firm of)
a
"The Mask of Dimitrios," Warners; IDA LUPINO,
"Made in Heaven," Warners; MARTHA Mac- Smith & Leary, state delinquent ta'!

War Loan
Wnshinaton

Charged

r

and distributors. An active army of
Bond workers in the field will begin Q kouras. Gamble,

Wa-

Distribs.

CHARLES STARRETT and

ARCHIE GIBBS' "U-Boat Prisoner," Columbia.
WILLIAMS, LOUELLA PARSONS "The Cay Illiterate," 20th-

Bonds.
Laura Laplante Signs M-G-M Pac»
Skouras said that the goal is "not West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
as difficult as it sounds," and reHollywood
Lau'a Laplante ha
called that in the Third Loan, many signed a new contract with M-G-M
theaters exceeded their number of ind plans for her return to thr
seats in Bond salse.
-creen are being; made.
Her husCo-operation in the industry cam- band, Irving Asher, who joined thr
paign has been assured by the Holly- U. S. Signal Corps, is now a major
wood Victory Committee, studios, ^r duty overseas.

functioning immediately, pointing
plans toward the drive's start working directly with the industry State

Columbia-

marine,"

SIGNED

15, 1943J

New York
10

a.

m.

Trade Showing
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TEN CENTS

1943

16,

MUSICAL PIX TO DELUGE SCREEN jN 1944
i

<orda to Start Four
irst

Acquire Own Studios;
Four Productions to

ost

Minimum

fill

London

Fourth

who

Drda,

WAC

;rm

Jan. 18-Feb. 15.

Dur'ng

also

program

the

industry's

participation

the

in

Sereby his comj.ny will produce

om

12 to 16 picres a year afhis organizair

on acquires

UA

The

first

ade

to

at

..000,000,

elude
ar

a

comedy

Hints at

four
be

will

Net earnings

Alexander xorda

poststarring Robert

Donat

(Continued on Page 14)

exas Allied Attacks

Artists
Theater Circuit, Inc., for the year
ended Aug. 31, 1943, increased by
$260,686 over the preceding year.
The net income for the recently completed fiscal year was $586,578, cornpa- ed with a net last year of $325,-

Washington

—

Dallas Allied of Texas completed
two-day convention here yesterday
th highlights expressed in resolu(Continued on Page 16)

ewsreels Get 3,000 Feet

depreciation,

220, against

etc.,

was

THE FILM DAILY

of

— Indications

are that
1944 will find exhibitors being offered one of the largest arrays of
musicals in the history of the industry.
Many are ready for release,
some are in production and several
aie in preparation.
Among song-and-dance offerings
being prepared at M-G-M are "Meet
Me In St. Louis," "Jumbo," "AnBelle
Of New
chors Aweigh,"
York," "Honey Boy," "Week-end At
The Waldorf" and "Ziegfeld Fol-

(Continued on Page 14)

RKO

Samuel Bronston

Studio Re-employing
Discharged Service Men

—

THE FILM DAILY

C.

N. Y.
In

Mayor

to

Help

Vandalism Curb

an attempt to straighten out the differences between the dist" ibutors
and the Government regarding fuMayor LaGuardia of New York
ture operations in pix distribution. has offe: ed personally to assist local
None of the conferees were willing exhibitors in meeting the vandalism
to discuss the meeting, nor to talk crisis in theaters.
The mayor has
(Continued on Page 14)
sent a letter to every theater in the
city, declaring that he recgonized

$1,235,-

Hollywood Setting the pace for
post-war consideration of former em'n the President's Trip
ployes who have been given honordischarges from the armed
nshington Bureau of THE FTLM DAILY able
Washington— Over 3,000 feet of forces, the RKO studio has re-em(Continued on Page 16)
ws film on President Roosevelt's

(Continued on Page 15)

THE FILM •DAILY

— Tom

ment of Justice, were closeted for
over two hours yesterday with WR
Vice-President Joseph P. Hazen in

an income of $684,869

West Coast Bureau of

Suit

Clark and
Robert L. Wright, for the Depart-

before
deducting
income
Net
charges such as income taxes, interest,

Admission Tax

New

Washington Bureau of

United

of

892.

0%

By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau

'

Advances $260,686
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campaign, Michalove, with the
assistance of a representative committee which he is now forming, will canvass employes of company home offices, circuits and indie theaters to boost the
Bond sale.
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yesterday announced the appointment of Dan Michalove, vice-president of National Theaters, as New York Metropolitan Area Chairman of all
Bond sales to members of the industry during the Fourth War Loan Drive,
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Grainger Opens Republic
Sales Conference Today

"The Story of Billy Mitchell,"
based upon his autho: ized biography
R. Grainger, Republic prexy
J.
by Isaac Don Levine, will be the next
picture to be produced by Samuel opens the first session of a two-day
Bronston, producer of "Jack London." sales conference today at the New
Picture will come to the screen ex- York A. C, with another meeting
(Continued on Page 16)
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Charge Denial of Re-issues
Santa Calls Early

On Warners "Family"
Warners' Santa Claus paid an early
the home office yesterday,
handing out checks that ran about
twice the size of last year's bonus,
w'th biggest percentage increase for

visit

the

to

lower-salaried

employes.

Per-

mission for the increase was obtained

from Treasury Department and WLB.
Company paid part of the year's
bonus last July.

Unaffiliated Indies

Say

OCR Memo Asks Supply of
Vacuum Tubes
Washington Bureau of

—

for

Trade

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
A memo has been
prepared for OCR Director Arthur
Whiteside seeking the setting aside
of a quantity of vacuum tubes for
the exclusive use of theaters. This
memo was prepared by the Office of
(Continued on Page 14)

Pix Dearth

Grows

Charging that the major compawith the exception of M-G-M,
were refusing to sell them re-issues,
members of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors of New York yesterday reported that the product situation was getting more serious every
week.
Meeting at the Hotel Lincoln, the
independents claimed that most of
nies,

(Continued on Page 15)

Omaha May Escape
48-Hour Work Week
Omaha — William Parkinson, area
director of the

War Manpower Com-

mission here,
state regional

has

the

proposed

recommended

WMC

to

authorities that

48-hour

week

should

not be established in Omaha.
Parkinson said his recommendation
followed a 4-to-4 deadlock among

members of the Area War Manpower
Committee voting on the measure.
Only -recently Omaha was declared
an area of acute labor shortage.
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presidency of Motion Picture Asso- Local F-51, which has jurisdiction
ciates at a meeting of the member- in this area over all exchange whiteship at the Hotel Astor. The incum- collar woikers in the IATSE fold.
bent is Jack Ellis.
Agnes McLaughlin, Warner Bros.,
Ellis and Harold Klein will make was named vice-president and Anthe race for first vice-president. gelina Mazzei, RKO, financial secreMathew Chanin, incumbent, is un- tary and treasurer. Gertrude Reiopposed for second vice-president. man, WB, and Murray Bluetreich,
Levy and Saul Trauner were nomi- RKO, were x'etained as recording
nated for treasurer. Levy is expected secretary and sergeant-at-arms, reto decide later on whether he will spectively.
run for president or treasurer.
Named trustees were Sybil Mayer,
Charles
Penser will have no Pa: amount;
Kitty
Flynn,
Paraone
running
him
for mount, and Millie Tromantano, WB.
against
financial secretary, nor will Moe Elected to the executive board were
Fraum for recording secretary. Jan Dennet, Republic; Richard MaThey presently hold those offices. gan, Paramount; P. Saglembeni, WB;
Harry Furst and Louis Kutinsky will Harry Hummel, WB; Fred Laurie,
RKO; Jean Joel, RKO; Fred Mayer,
fight it out for sergeant-at-arms.
Seymour Schussel, Leo Abrams Universal, and Lillian Bergson,
and Jack Bowen will be on the slate Paramount.
Installation will take place at a
for the two trustees' posts.
The date of the election will be dinner at the Cafe Loyale on Jan. 11.
announced next week. In any event
it isn't expected that it will be be- Danny
Russo Dies
fore the New Year.
Chicago
Danny Russo, veteran
RKO Palace Theater music director,
is dead in Hollywood.
His wife, a
Extort Trial Resumes Today
daughter and son, Lt. Richard Scott
The Federal Court trial of the
Russo, survive.
seven defendants charged with extorting more than $1,000,000 from
the industry yesterday was delayed Waugh Dead In Frisco
Peoria, 111. Peter G. Waugh, fora day to provide defense counsel
with more time to prepare for sum- mer veteran theater stage manager
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presidency of Motion Picture Asso- Local F-51, which has jurisdiction
ciates at a meeting of the member- in this area over all exchange whiteship at the Hotel Astor. The incum- collar woikers in the IATSE fold.
bent is Jack Ellis.
Agnes McLaughlin, Warner Bros.,
Ellis and Harold Klein will make was named vice-president and Anthe race for first vice-president. gelina Mazzei, RKO, financial secreMathew Chanin, incumbent, is un- tary and treasurer. Gertrude Reiopposed for second vice-president. man, WB, and Murray Bluetreich,
Levy and Saul Trauner were nomi- RKO, were retained as recording
nated for treasurer. Levy is expected secretary and sergeant-at-arms, reto decide later on whether he will spectively.
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Fraum for recording secretary. Jan Dennet, Republic; Richard MaThey presently hold those offices. gan, Paramount; P. Saglembeni, WB;
Harry Furst and Louis Kutinsky will Harry Hummel, WB; Fred Laurie,
RKO; Jean Joel, RKO; Fred Mayer,
fight it out for sergeant-at-arms.
Seymour Schussel, Leo Abrams Universal, and Lillian Bergson,
and Jack Bowen will be on the slate Paramount.
Installation will take place at a
for the two trustees' posts.
The date of the election will be dinner at the Cafe Loyale on Jan. 11.
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Danny Russo, veteran
RKO Palace Theater music director,
is dead in Hollywood.
His wife, a
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seven defendants charged with extorting more than $1,000,000 from
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Inc.,
York lining up product for holiday film

SID

two weeks

last

HARRY MOSKOWITZ

from

respectively.
P.

board, for $69,930 for services renc
ered brought by Berny Byrens, Lc
Angeles insurance broker, was dii

Va

Ind. pfd

19%
58%
23%

office,

town from Albany.

Morris Sanders,

Kodak

do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Lcew's, Inc

in

of William
died Tues-

EARL WRIGHT, 20th-Fox, New Haven,

Manny

Net

Low

High

Am. Seat

Warners'
foreign
in New York yesBrooklyn draft board.

revisit

continued yesterday, according 1
papers filed in New York Feder;
Court.
from CleveByrens had alleged that he wa
manager of
in
is
New engaged by Zukor to make a surve

land.

director of advertising and

Cleveland.

^

arrived

chief,

sales

officials.

JESSIE

1943)

Syracuse

VINCENT

M. SCHNEIDERMAN,
M.
manager for Panama, arrived

in

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

was

Warner Theaters, and M. A. SILVER,
manager for the
Pittsburgh territory,
today for Washington to confer with

MANNY BROWN,

(Wednesday, December

Holly-

to

vice-president,

Coast yesterday.

the

HARRY GOLDBERG,

in

—

route

leaves

mnager, has
Cleveland after a

office

from

JAKE FLAX is here from Washington.
JACK BELLMAN has arrived from Buffalo.
JACK BERKSON and LEO MURPHY, PRC in
Buffalo,
have returned from New York and

publicity for

—

FINANCIAL

WALD, War-

SAM

JOSEPH
Washington yesterday.
LEO MCCARTHY, PRC

from

LONDON—

29

en

is

HAZEN, Warners

Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.

111.,

JERRY

have returned to the studio.

CLARA CAIER, PRC
turned to Buffalo
with her family.

wood.

Cable address:

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Filmday,

the
chairman
of
the Coast studio

for

WILLIAM SAAL,, Republic producer,
the Coast today for an Eastern trip.

York

New

leaves

WALLIS and

B.

ner producers,

and

to

Board,

Universal

Sunday.

MERSEREAU

BAHN

COWDIN,

CHEEVER

|.

JOHN W. AL1COATE

Suit against Adolph Zukor, chaii
of the Paramount Picture

man

10 Cents

Thurs., Dec. 16, 1943
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HOLD THE PRESSES, MR. EDITOR
FOR THESE AMAZING REVIEWS
Never sucn advance acclaim ror any
rame spreads

picture.

like wildrire across the nation!

Its

Read!
(next

page p lease)

THE NATIONS SPOTLIGHT!

IN
"Movie

of the

Week: M-G-M may

well nave another shining

two virtually

in the satchel.

monly good movie.
lucidity.

A

A

Oscar or

Uncom-

masterpiece or

A

cinematic event.

It will

add not

Every one concerned with this

only to the coffers of the theatres

markable production

which play

candidate for the

the

it,

hut to their standing in

community

re-

a sure-rire

Academy Award.

— Erskine Johnson,

as well.

— Motion Picture Daily

love story.

is

Newspaper Enterprise Association

— Life Magazine
A

Best picture or 1943.

— Andrew R.

Kelly,

Washington Daily News

One

fine

and impressive motion

ture that should
is

difficult to

Easily the best picture of the year.
pic-

win high honors.

see

how

it

A

cinch for the

Academy Award.

— Jimmy Starr,

It

could he

Los Angeles Herald -Express

anything but a box-office triumph.
or the strongest contenders lor

Academy honors. Greer
Garson can well make room ror a
little hrother to the Oscar she won

— Snowmen's

Trade Review

all-around

Mrs. Miniver

for her

Pidgeon

in their

.

Garson and

most successful

Inevitable

Metro's distinguished candidate for
tbe

coming AcademyAward for 1943.

teaming, as the hox-office returns

Mervyn Le Roy, share
unforgettable picture.

to prove.

— Hollywood Reporter

A

production

much

trious

predecessors,, including Mrs.

Miniver

.

of the quality of illus-

— Motion

Picture Herald

Sidney Franklin, and the director,

cannot

tail

success.

baving

in creating an

— Daily

We

go on record favoring

Academy Awards.
Variety

it

for

—Frank Quinn,

.N. Y.

Sunday Mirror

Greer Carson's

gentle,

Madame

Curie

certain to

is

Last year

dignified

and wholly-convincing portrayal of
r>e

this year

Raises motion pictures to the

was the Miniver Rose;

it

realms or Shakespearean drama.

the Curie Orchid.

it is

— Harry Crocker,

— Red Kann, Quigley Publications

a

Academy Award

candidate

for

honors.

— Denley,

Film Bulletin

The finest picture since Gone With
The Wind'."
Mayme Ober Peak,

Los Angeles Examiner

One of the year's outstanding films.
One of the finest to emerge from the
Hollywood studios in

Every inch a great picture.

a long time.

— Jay Emanuel Publications

—

box-office success

Its

is

An achievement which will live long
'

I

consider

Madame

ever seen and feel definitely

it

will

mean another Academy Award

for

— Liza

— Hedda Hopper
Last night

I

and without a doubt

I

motion

— Louella Parsons,

Motion Picture

Editor,

Los Angeles Times

one of the

motion pictures ever made.

I.

N.

S.

the

One

Greer Garson ana

feel sure that

Walter Pidgeon
of the great pictures of

Curie

Wilson,
greatest

One

it is

pictures

mon, but
profit

are

not uncom-

Academy Award. Mervyn LeRoy,

Unlimited
es

M-G-M

all

organization are to be con-

prestige plus profit

— pictures

Madame

Curie

are exceptional.
is

one of these.

Stirring throughout. .. film
its

best.

A

— big

drama

Madame

Curie

is

is

rule. Crammed with
human elements that are the

— Film Daily

an

A

wonderful picture; Greer Garson

should, without question, again

picture industry.

— Frank

L.

Newman,

receive the

Sr.,

— Elsa

Evergreen Theatre Corp.

— Boxojfice Magazine

the

tainment.

immortal contribution to the morion

great picture.

in its appeal. Solid gross-

should be the

essence of first-rate dramatic enter-

an out-

standing box-office success, and

at

— Sidney Skolsky

walk away with

will

Sidney Franklin and the entire

tainment.

of the truly fine pictures of

the year.

gratulated for such splendid enterPrestige

Miniver fame again bid for

Academy honors.

— Edwin Schallert,

Madame

saw

Screen/ana, Silver Screen

picture history.

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon

of Mrs.

have

I

assured.

history.

Curie' one of

the most beautiful pictures

Greer Garson.

Hollywood

dis-

— Variety

Boston Globe Syndicate
in

A

tinguished contribution to the screen.

Seattle,

Wash.

Academy Award.

Maxwell,

Nationally Syndicated Column

Metro - Goldwyn-Mayer presents

GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON
in

MADAME CURIE
Directed by

MERVYN LeROY

Henry Travers
Robert Walker
Dame May Wnitty

•

Produced by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN
Aubrey Smith

Elsa Basserman

C.

Van Jobnson

Victor Francen
Reginald Owen

Albert Basserman
Margaret O'Brien

Screen Play by Paul Osborn and Paul H. Rameau

*

Based on the Book "Madame Curie" by Eve Curie

SIMULTANEOUS WORLD PREMIERE TODAY
At Radio

City Music Hall, N. Y. and
"Our
Fourth

Two
Big Jobs
in
War loan and March

4 Los Angeles Theatres

January:
of Dime*."

IDE

Thursday, December 16,

ft***
* DAILY

DATE BOOK

Set Slate Chairmen

For Polio Campaign

Today: Warners Theaters zone managers meeting,

home

office.

Today: Republic sales meeting,

New York

Today:

William
Ferlman
cocktail
Regis Penthouse, 4:30-7 p.m.

WAC

Today:

St.

Completion of the roll of exhibit
State chairmen for the 1944 Mar
of Dimes campaign, Jan. 24-30, wj

St.

Moritz,

p.m.

1

Dec.

Trade Press luncheon,

A. C.

party,

Leo

17:

McCarthy

cocktail

PRC

party,

announced yesterday by natior
chairman Nicholas M. Schenck. Re
\onal meetings will be called imme
iately after Christmas to comph
plans for an intensive drive.
Ste
chairmen to serve are:
Alabama: R. M. Kennedy, Birmiri
ham; Aikansas, M. A. Lightm;
Memphis; Arizona, Harry Na
;

home
Dec.

17:
ing.

office,

5

p.m.

WAC-Treasury Fourth War Loan meetWashington.

Dec. 17: Equity Council quarterly meeting, Hotel
Astor.
Philadelphia Variety Club dinner.

Dec. 27:
(an.

14:

go
Jan.

Charles Francis
Executives Club.

18-Feb. 15:
000,000,000.

Jan. 24-31:
Feb.

Fourth

Coe

War

Industry

March

Chica-

Loan; goal, $14,-

of

Press

Dimes Drive.

Association

dance,

March 2: Academy Awards presentation, Hollywood.
March 19-25: Red Cross theater campaign.
April

25-27: SMPE Spring technical
Hotel
Pennsylvania.

•

•

conference,

STEEL

Improved

for

WPB

new

war ends? ..... It could

theaters before the

determines to rescind Conservation Order M-126

heard that

steel situation is reported, 'with talk

may

construction

get structural steel next year.

.

• March

.

civilian
of

Time

Sweden, drawing upon footage
described as "sensational" brought out by its own Jimmy Hodgson
MOT also is readying a subject on the post-war emp!oyment probdo a subject on the "inside" story

will

Photographers
Waldorf-Astoria.
4:

addresses

•

be, provided the

lem.

.

of

• Ampa will hold a Christmas party luncheon Wednesday in
Sun Room at which its new publication. The Spark, and

.

the Edison's

Christmas parcels will be distributed

I

Phoenix;

California, Charles Skcj
ras and Robert Poole, Los Angeli

George Mann, San Francisco; Co
rado, Rick Ricketson, Denver; CcJ
necticut, I. J. Hoffman, New Havel
Delaware and D. C, Carter Barr<
Washington; also
Delaware, A. Joseph DeFio]
Wilmington; District of Columb
John J. Payette, Washington; F
rida, M. C. Talley, Lakeland; Gecj
gia, J. H. Thompson, Hawkinsvili
and Hugh G. Martin, Columm
I

Hays

Among Speakers

At NCCJ Luncheon
Will H. Hays and several religious leaders will be among the speakers today at a luncheon tendered by
J. Robert Rubin, chairman of the
amusement division of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews,
at the Hotel Astor. Maj.-Gen. George
L. Van Deusen will be the principal
speaker.
Others besides Hays who will
make brief addresses will be Basil
O'Connor, Father John Ford, Rabbi
Israel Goldstein, and Dr. Theodore
Cuyler Speers.
On the dais will be Brock Pemberton, Dr. Eve: ett Clinchey, Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein,
Ned Depinet, Nate Spingold,/ J. J.
O'Connor, Richard E. Dwight, Herman Place, Joseph Bernhard, W. F.
Rodgers, Harry Brandt and Walter

Vincent

•

Mgrs. Meet in Chi.
Manager Sam

Dist.

— District

Shirley of M-G-M held a meeting
here yesterday with "Happy" Shumow of the Milwaukee exchange,
D. C. Kennedy of Des Moines exchange and John Kemptgen of the

Omaha Exchange.

• On

a St. Moritz luncheon for the trade

the social side, too, today

press, tendered by Si

is

Fabian and Rich Ricketson

It's

* And tomorrow at
home office for its new
sales head, Leo McCarthy, just in from the Coast.
• One of the
majors will release that Walter W anger-produced short on syphilis, "To
the People of the United States"
Company could be Warners
or Universal
Jean Hersholt stars in the two-reeler.
# GainsFourth

raiser for the

5 p.m.,

PRC

War Loan campaign.

.

.

tossing a cocktail party at the

is

.

.

.

.

borough's "Uncensored" and Ealing's "Greek

Testament" are slated
American distribution by 20th-Fox as a result of deals closed by
Murray Silverstone during his London sojourn

for

•

•

•

vice Corp.,

THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Prexy
a bronchial pneumonia

is

victim.

.

W. Conrow, Altec Ser• AP is launching a new

L.

.

syndicated feature, "Minute Movies," a five-picture
captions

Tokyo.".

the

tel'.ing

AP

win,

•

.

film

story

with 30-word

can equal the

in film biz

• Wendell

L.

Willkie

.

.

distinction of Peter

East Hartford, Conn., exhib.

whose

now owns

fifth

Neysa McMein
chief

exponent

curiously her

• Wonder how many men
Perakos, New Britain and

son

is

entering the service?

the original of the seal,

Indivisible," painted for the Council Against Intolerance in

"One Nation
America by

Council hails the 20th-Fox board chairman as "the
of

tolerance to all groups.".

.

•

Jackie

Harvey, ace

and daughter of George (Paramount) Harvey, is
being groomed for the emcee spot at the Blue Bird Tavern, over on
Eighth Ave.
• Roger Mahan, former Warner manager in New
Haven, has purchased the Carroll Theater building in Waterbury, Conn.,
where he already has the Plaza.
• Variety Club of Michigan's
.

.

.

.

.

Comerford

film

buyer John Nolan

T
Barbara

.

new chief barker is Alex Schreiber of Associated Theaters of Michigan.
• RKO's Maj. Leslie E. Thompson heads the Stage, Screen and Radio
Section of the Commerce and Industrial Division of the Fourth War Loan
drive here.
• Jerry Costello's cartoon tribute to Warners' civic-minded
C. J. Latta in the Albany Knickerbocker News was well merited.
• Mother Harriet, among the Jap war captives just repatriated, is the

»"/

Clyde Cook

"Destination Tokyo," too.

Ir-

is

Kitty Carlisle christened the 1,000th

was

Clayton

WB's "Destination
Grumann war plane

subject

first

strip

brainchild of

the

It's

man, whose choice as

staff

choice

sister of

v • s

a curtain-

specialty tap dancer

W^
M. Kerrigan

of

Regis Penthouse this afternoon.

St.

turned out at General Motors' Trenton plant yesterday

.

Chicago

).

is

honor

Producer William Perlberg in the

name

M-G-M

TWENTIETH-FOX

#

•

hosting a reception in

T

T

Kent

•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.

.

.

Idaho, I. H. Harris, Burley; Illinc
Jack Kirsch and Jules J. Rube

J

Chicago; Indiana, Harry Katz, 12
6th Ave., New York, and K. T. C-j
lins, Indianapolis; Iowa and Nebr;
ka, A. H. Blank, Des Moines; Ka
sas,

Elmer

C.

Rhoden, Kansas Ci

Mo.; Kentucky, Fred J. Dolle, Lou
ville; Louisiana, Rodney Toups,
Orleans; New England Chairm;
M. J. Mullins, Boston; Maine, Jo
B. Carroll, Portland, also
Massachusetts,
Edward Cudc.
Boston; Maryland, Frank Horn
Baltimore; Michigan, J. O. Brool
Detroit and Paul Schlossman, Mr
kegon; Minnesota, W. H. Workm;
Minneapolis and Wm. C. Sears, M:

N

neapolis; also
Mississippi, Arthur Lehman, Jaeson; Missouri, Harry C. Arthur,
Louis; Montana, A. M. Russell, Boa

man; Nevada, N. Dow Thompsdi
Reno; New Hampshire, Melvin Mc
Dover; New Je:sey, Wall
New York, and Don Jacocl
Newark; New Mexico, Milas L. His
ley, Tucumcari;
New York, Fr
Schwartz, New York, J. Myer Schii
Gloversville, and Max Yellen, Bi
falo; North & South Carolina, R
F. Bianon, Charlotte; North Dako
M. C. Cooper, Grand Forks; alsoOhio, P. J. Wood, Columbus; Or
Portlan,
gon, Albert J. Finke,
Oklahoma, L. C. Griffith, Oklahor
City; Pennsylvania, Ted Schlangr
Philadelphia and Sidney Samuelsc
Philadelphia and M. A. Rosenbei
McKees Rock; Pa. and West V;
rison,

Reade,

1

ginia, Moe Silver, Pittsburgh; Rho
Island,
E.
M. Fay, Providenc
South Dakota, Chas. Klein, Dea

wood; Texas, R. J. O'Donnell, Df
and Julius Gordon, Beaumori

las;

Tennessee, Tony Sudekum, Nas
Utah, John Rugar, Park Cit
Washington, Frank Newman, Sea
tie; Vermont, Frank Vennett, Ru
land; Virginia, W. F. Crockett, Vi
ginia Beach; Wisconsin, H. J. Fit
ville;

gerald, Milwaukee;
Schulte, Casper.

Wyoming,

E.

-

December

•ursday,

£

>

^
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REVIEWS OF TH€

"Calling Dr. Death"

"Rookies in Burma"

with Lon Chaney, Patricia Morison

with Wally Brown, Alan Carney

63 Mins.

iversal

RKO

62

fl€lU
"The Sultan's
Daughter"

Mins.

AND FURIOUS COMEDY IS
TREAT IN STORE FOR THOSE WHO FILLED WITH THE SORT OF HUMOR
PIC THAT APPEALS STRONGLY TO THE UNPSYCHOLOGICAL
FILMS;
<E
>ASTS UNUSUALLY WELL TOLD STORY. SOPHISTICATED.

with

FAST

Calling Dr. Death"

melodrama produced

rjlogical

simply

nse,

an absorbing psy-

is

and

told

never

production

the

interest,

fine style.

in

wavering

in

first-rate

a

is

who

Those
obvious
tained

have no trouble being enter-

will

the

by

Brown-Alan

oking for these

been handled extremely

ticult subject has
.til.

For

this

excursion

the subconscious

into

ward Dein has devised a compact screenpossess ng many excellent touches. His
ief characters are a neurologist and his
rse.
The doctor is cursed with an unfhful wife, who is found dead one fine
Having suffered a lapse of memory
y.
the time the murder occurred, he is as-

ly

|

the fear that

by

iled

he committed

the

the

killer,

the guilty one comprises the most gripng portion of the film. It seems the murr
was the outcome of a blackmail plot
which the doctor was not aware.
Under the swell direction of Reginald
•Borg, Lon Chaney has come through with
Patricia
performance.
or son is effective as the murderess. Other
fective performances are contributed by
Carrol Naish as a police inspector and
The wife
avid Bruce as the other man.
fine

surprisingly

Virgil

mood

rms

photography plays an imestablishing and maintaining
the story.
Ben Pivar per-

Miller's

rtant part

«

Ramsay Ames.

by

played

I

in

of

creditably

as

associate

licia

Morison,

Pa-

Carrol Naish, David Bruce.

J.

iy Helm, Peggy Morten,

Isabel Jewell.

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben
Reginald

Pivar;

LeBorg; Screenplay,

Edard Dein; Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Art
.'rectors, John Goodman, Ralph De Lacy;
und Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown; Film
'rector,

Norman
DIRECTION,

:litor,

Cerf.

Good.

the

fast

audience

This
dwell

clip.

time

to

some of the material

camp along with

is.

their sergeant.

in

They

by the American

troops.

Brown and Carney work hard with
at

their

disposal.

Erf ord

the

Gage

as the sergeant and Joan Barclay and Claire

showgirls

Carleton

as

support.

Bert Gilroy

the

is

down

adequate

lend

as producer.

CAST: Wally Brown, Alan Carney, Erford
Gage, Joan Barclay, Claire Carleton, Ted
Hecht.
CREDITS: Producer, Bert
tor,

Leslie

Goodwins;

Director,
S.

C.

Gilroy;

Screenplay,

Bakaleinikoff

J.
;

Direc-

Edward

Wild; Musical
Art

Directors,

D'Agostino, Al Herman; Set DecSilvera, Al Fields; Sound,

Darrell

Frank McWhorter; Film Editor, Harry Marker.

DIRECTION,

Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

'Deerslayer," produced by Pete
arrison and E. B. Derr for Repubstarts a week's engagement toxy at the Brooklyn Strand and will
ay the Loew circuit starting Dec.
L.
It also will play several RKO
ouses.

Better than average business was
ted when the picture played
ie top half of a double at the Panleon, Toledo.
It opens in Youngs>wn Christmas week and at the
irele, Cleveland, Jan. 16.
A numjr of other holiday bookings also
'ive been arranged.
•po:

75%

WB

Color, 50% Cartoons In
Shorts Release to May

Warners will release 32 short
subjects from January to mid-May,
half of the number being cartoon
comedies and about 75 per cent of
the total in Technicolor, it is announced by Norman H. Moray, short
subject sales manager.
Three tworeel Westerns also are on the schedule, one for January, another for
March and the third in April.

^

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
64 Mins.

"Letter to a Hero"

WACKY COMEDY SHOULD GARNER
NEAT HARVEST OF LAUGHS

IN

RKO

This wacky offering

designed solely for
laughs
and gets a nice quota of them.
The chief laugh-winners are Tim and Irene
Ryan, with Charles Butterworth also scoring

—

with

droll

his

is

Fortunio

efforts.

Bonanova

another laugh getter, while Freddie
Fisher and his novelty orchestra amuse with
their corny playing.
Although Ann Corio plays the title role,
she is used chiefly for eye-filling purposes.
Edward Norris does good work as Tim
in
fellow
vaudevillian
stranded
Ryan's
Jack LaRue, Chris-Pin Martin and
Egypt.
Gene Oliver are among the supporting playis

(This Is America)

POP

HOUSES.

also

ers.

Nazi agent, and Bonanova, who

Oliver, a

poses as a friend of Butterworth, seek rights
oil"
lands controlled by Ann, Butterto
worth's daughter.

Oliver and

Bonanova try
as wealthy

18 mins.

Highly Effective
Warmth and vast appeal are contained in this visualization of facts
set down by a small-town teacher in
a letter to a former pupil serving
on a foreign front. The film is in
effect the story of a small town.
All the homey, human touches that
go to make up life in a typical
American small town have been captured by the came: a under the fine
direction of Larry O'Reilly, who also is responsible for the photography.
Every facet of existence in a small
community is explored.
The subject has been covered with
a comprehensiveness one would never
have thought possible in so short a
film.
The treatment is quiet yet

The footage
reporting at its
Dealing with things so close
and Bonanova, but the Americans refuse best.
them.
Of course, justice and dear to the average human beto work with
prevails in the end, and Oliver and Bona- ing, this short carries universal ap-

oil

Ryan and

have

men

to

gain

Norris

the

oil

pose

for

rights

Oliver

nova's plans are thwarted.

es-

both sides.
It is only after a hair-raising
experience that their identity is discovered

tt

SHORTS *

*

Ccrio

Monogram

to

cape by overpowering three Japs and swiping their uniforms, the sergeant taking with
him valuable enemy documents. They make
their way to a Burmese village, where they
run into a couple of stranded show gals
from the states who are fleeing from the
The men and girls head for the alJaps.
lied lines in a tank stolen from the Japs.
This results in their being fired upon by

erators,

Circuit

in-

Burma.
Condemned to kitchen duty, the two are
delighted when the Japs attack.
But before they have much of a chance to fight
the Nips they land in an enemy prison

Albert

Loew

along at a

Brown and Carney are privates

(

Deerslayer" in Brooklyn;

and

laboriously

At times situations are drawn out
beyond the footage they are worth.
It is
fortunate that Director Leslie Goodwins

-sod.

lated for

done

James; Cameraman, Harry

PHOTOGRAPHY,

is

Ann

short.

material

producer.

CAST: Lon Chaney, Ramsay Ames,

-

are strictly

flat

is

exhibit

The approach and treatment
in the manner of the slapstick

give

he sets out to find the
swer to the riddle in order to save the
tier man from death in the chair. How he
scovers through hypnotism that his nurse

1

effectually.

on how

ver

'

often

situations

doesn't

is

this

in

The screenplay of Edward James is a
wheezes and warmed-over

the doctor

When

lover

is

collection of old

comes convinced that neither he nor the

woman's

it

"Rookies in
pretense of being any-

the type that hits adolescent funnybones.

things

the
ested for the murder.

then,

But,

that

out

Burma" makes no
thing else.
The humor

pushes

Menwhile,

me.

find

interesting.

point

of

comedy

to

likely

the Wally
combination.
the going tough

effort

latest

Carney

who go in for this type Others
An agreeable surprise and not too
entertainment.
only fair to
aits those who see the film, in which a
are

comedy loud and

their

like

flLfllS

Arthur

Dreifuss

turned

in

good job
Krasne and

a

while Philip N.
Burkett provided suitable production values. Milton Raison and Tim Ryan
wrote the original screenplay, and Karl
Hajos and Mort Greene contributed four
Nico Charisse handled the dance
songs.
direction and John Alton photography.
CAST: Ann Corio, Tim and Irene Ryan,
Fortunio
Brnanova,
Butterworth,
Charles
Edward Norris, Jack LaRue, Chris-Pin Martin, Gene Oliver, Joseph H. Greene, Freddie Fisher and his orchestra.
CREDITS: Producers, Philip N. Krasne
and James S. Burkett; Director, Arthur
Dreifuss; Authors, Milton Raison and Tim
Ryan; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, John
Alton; Dance Director, Nico Charisse; Art
Directors, Neil Maguire and Dave Milten;
Editor, Martin G. Cohn; Musical Director,
Karl
Hajos, Mort
Karl Hajos; Songs by
Greene.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

of

directing,

James

tremendously

represents

effective.

visual

peal. For service men it is an ideal
subject.
Frederic Ullman, Jr., is

the producer.

A.

"Task Force"

Warner

20 mins.

Fine
Produced by the U. S. Coast Guard
in superb color, this short is being
distributed by Warner Bros, as one
of the company's Technicolor speDecision to make the picture
available to the public was inspired
by the feeling that the civilian population was not sufficiently aware of
the part being played by the Coast

cials.

Guard
The

in this

war.

film discloses that, far from
limiting its action to the protection of the nation's coastline, the
Coast Guard has been active in every
theater of war. In essence, it is the
story of an American invasion fleet,

with emphasis placed on the part
played by the Coast Guard in the
operation. It contains a good amount
Lt. Tyler of Eastman
of exciting footage.
This excellent
Missing Roster
tribute to the men of the Coast
Guard deserves the interest of every
Rochester
Lt. Marshall Tyler, American. Jackson Beck does a good
formerly of Eastman Kodak, is re- job as narrator.
po:ted missing in action.
Lieutenant Tyler was a navigator
'Ten Pin Aces"
on a Flying Fortress and failed to
return from a mission with the Columbia
10 mins.
Eighth Air Force Nov. 5. He had
Eye Opener
been awarded the Air Medal for
Here is a short on bowling that is
previous service.
a ten strike.
All the tricks of the
bowling art are paraded in a series
Housing Authority Wants Theater of well-photographed scenes that enChicago
The Chicago Housing tertain while they inform. Among
Authority wants a movie theater in the bowling champions seen in acits new housing project, going up tion are Frank Benkovic, Sally TwySouth of the city for 8,000 persons. ford and Jimmy Clark. Bill Stern is
It promises to obtain building priori- the commentator and Harry Foster
ties and has an ideal site.
the director.
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R6VICUJS Of SHORT SUBJ6CTS

"The Champ of Champions"
(World of Sports)

"Brothers in Blood"
(Carey Wilson Miniature)

should get a strong reaction wherever it is shown. The film re-enacts
the events that led to the composition of the letter.
Then follow action shots to illustrate the points
made in the letter as it is read by

i

"Popular Science J3-2"

Paramount

10 mi
10 mins.
Interesting
the
story
of
blood
transAll Right
Highlight of Fairbanks and C
fusion related in dramatic fashion.
This is a treat for horse-racing
lisle's latest Popular Science reel!
fans.
The camera takes the audi- The development of the subject fiom an off-screen voice. Here is a fine a series of shots of the Troop Carr
a gamble to a science has been traced
ence to the Blue Grass region of
carries
emotional Command in training. Photograpl
The film stresses the booking that
Kentucky on a visit to Count Fleet, effectively.
importance of transfused blood in weight. Leslie Kardos directed, with at Granada, Miss., sequence has so
who is the champ of champions of
saving lives on the far-flung battle- Stephen Geiay playing the guerrilla. good Magnacolor scenes of the n«
After the introduction
the title.
est Army command, showing th
fields of the world.
The footage
to the famous equine the audience is
troop-carrying planes and glid
"Goodnight Rusty"
should prove valuable as an appeal
fed bits from many of the thoioughhandling men and equipment in lo
for blood donations to provide vir(Madcap
Models)
breds' biggest races.
Those scenes
ing and simulated attack operatio
Paramount
IYj mins.
pack loads of excitement. The com- tually needed plasma for our fightAnother sequence, directed at
The importance of the
Good
mentator is Bill Stern. Harry Fos- ing men.
reel to the war effort is attested to
Rusty, the boy character in "The ladies, introduces some new ho
ter is listed as director.
by the fact that the
has been Truck That Flew," does an encore gadgets including a heat resist;
entrusted with its release.
Cer- in the latest of the George Pal seiies pad to freshen up garments, an ai
"G. I. Fun"
tainly there can be a no more vital of Technicolor shorts.
This, too, is dehydrating cont: aption for the
(Sportlight)
a fantasy, and a fascinating one. frigerator and a plastic combinat
message than the one voiced here.
Paramount
9 mins.
This time Rusty has all soits of lunch box and handbag for
Furlough Shots
strange experiences as result of his workers.
"Her Honor the Mare"
Pal
Service boys and girls on furlough Paramount
7 mins. insistence on smoking a cigar.
has obtained some most unusual efare shown in a variety of scenes in
"Imagination"
Better Than Usual
seveial parts of the countiy as they
At last Popeye has succumbed to fects in this film, in which color has
(Color Rhapsody)
use up their time off seeing local the lure of color. And what an im- been used to striking advantage.
Columbia
8 mi
sights.
Highlights include
New provement! This cartoon is far and
All Right for Kids
York's Radio City and Coney Island, away the best of the series to be
"My Tomato"
the cable cars in San Francisco, an turned out in a long, long time.
The kids, especially those of fe
(Robert Benchley Miniature)
alligator farm and water skiing in This time Popeye is involved with a M-G-M
9 mins. nine gender, will take readily to
Florida and Yosemite Park's Sequoia broken-down mare which his nephentertainment in this Dave Fleisc
Funny
trees and natural beauties.
Subject ews bring home.
This, the first of a series to be cartoon in Technicolor. The iooti\
He tries every
will interest those in seivice and trick to get rid of the mare but made by Robert Benchley for M-G-M, is a bit of fantasy about a tatte
civilians alike.
The child who owns the d
changes his mind when the stork is quite a laugh-getter. Under Will doll.
direction
goes lets her imagination wander in fi
Benchley
calls on the animal.
Technicolor Jason's
should give new life to the series. through the throes of being a vic- ing an explanation for the doll's c
"Flicker Flashbacks"
tory gardener. As is to be expected, dition.
The short is bolstered
(No. 5)
the humorist makes a mess of the some
delightful
music by P
RKO
91/2 mins.

Columbia

10 mins.

M-G-M-WAC Good
Here

is

WAC

,

Plenty

The

"Tips on Trips"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

Amusing

latest of the

series

is

very

interesting as well as highly amusIncluded are excerpts from
early pictures of Charles Chaplin
and Ma:y Pickford.
The Pickford
bit, taken from 'Lonely Villa," made
when the actress was barely 16, was
directed by D. W. Griffith.
James
Kiikwood is another old-timer seen
in the footage.
The Chaplin scenes
are taken from "Police." Edna Purviance appeals as the comic's leading
lady.
ing.

M-G-M

9 mins.

Good

After

all his huffing

and puff- Worth.

ing all he brings forth is one little
tomato. Benchley gives a very funny
performance.
recommended book-

Informative
A
another of Pete Smith's
quiz reels. The producer introduces
the audience to a soldier thumbing
"Tails of the Border"
through a collection of travel fold(Speaking of Animals)
ers in the hope of obtaining some adParamount
8 /2 mins.
vance dope on whatever place he may
Slowish
be shipped.
Then Smith poses a
First of the new season Speaking
se: ies of questions to which he supplies answers that should prove help- of Animals subjects tries a new apnarration is dropped and a
ful to the service man headed for proach
overseas.
The short is funny as troupe of dogs carries out the action

Here

"No Mutton

!

—

Paramount

7

mi

Amusing
Initial subject in Paramount's n
Noveltoons series, this Technico
cartoon from Famous Studios is
the current style of other animai
reels. Featuring a tough black sh
who outwits the wolf looking foi
lamb chop dinner, subject is a M
funny wise crack-filled program fil!

and dialogue.

"Unusual Occupations"

(L3— 1)
Paramount

Amusing in spots, the
reel lacks the real humor of some
earlier releases in the series.
The
dogs are okay but, like most animals,

Fer Nuttin'"

(Noveltoons)

is

well as instructive.

"Naval Log of Victory"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
19 mins.

job.

10 mins.

Interesting
This capsule record of our Navy's
Some extremely interesting mateaccomplishments in the war merits
plenty of attention from the public. rial is contained in the latest of the
Cleaily and effectively the footage series. By far the best of the footshows how the nation's naval arm age has to do with the training of
shook off the effects of the Pearl falcons for possible use in warfare
Harbor disaster and moved ahead to as inteiceptors of enemy messenger
gain superiority over the sea power birds. The other items concern doll
of the Axis.
Much time is given making in Sao Paulo, Brazil, the putto the part our vast shipbuilding ting of burned-out electric bulbs to
program has played in overcoming artistic use and the training of woour Peail Harbor losses.
The film men pilots. The film is in Magnais at its most graphic in reviewing color.
the battle of the Atlantic.
It tells
"To My Unborn Son"
a vital story excitingly. It is a story
(Passing Parade)
that needed to be told.
Audiences M-G-M
9 mins.
will not be able to sit through the
Moving
picture without a distinct feeling of
The widely quoted letter written
pride in what the Navy has done by a dying Yugoslav guerrilla to his
Pearl
Harbor.
since
The footage is unborn child is the basis of this
a smooth, excellently-edited job.
touching and dramatic short which

doing unnatural things, they are not
sure enough of themselves to carry
the whole weight of the film. Scene
is
a Mexican cafe with the dogs
dancing and singing via the Fairbanks-Carlisle process.

"Through the Colorado Rockies"
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

M-G-M

9 mins.
Excellent
The glories of the Colorado Rockies have been captured in all their
exciting beauty in the latest of the
James FitzPatrick series.
Pike's
Peak is but one of "many sights
that make up the footage.
Several
nicely sung tunes appropriate to the
subject provide a musical background. The film creates a sense of
peace and should appeal strongly to
travelogue lovers.
The Technicolor
is superb.

Buffalo Variety Club
Elects Board of Directors
Buffalo

— Directors

of the Vari<

Club have been elected. They a
Robert T. Murphy, general manaj
of the 20th Century Theater z
national convassman; Max Yell
of the 20th Century Theater; Ra!
W. Maw, branch manager of M-GIra Cohn, branch manager of 20
Fox; Irving Fried, ABC Candy C
Jack Goldstein, National Screen S
vice; Constantine J. ("Gus") Ba
Basil Theaters; Murray Whitem
Whiteman's
Song Shop; Dew
Michaels, Palace Theater; Stan
Kozanowski, chief barker, d
J.
Elmer F. Lux, RKO branch manag

The

election

marked Murphy's
i

turn to the board of directors af
an absence of three years.
T
only new members are Cohn a
Basil, all others being re-placed.
Officers will be elected Monday

It's

your

letter of

letter,

letter,

the

the folks next door, to

our fighting
ing him just

the folks he

man overseas, tellhow things are with
loves and the home

places he wants to

come back

Good enough

to merit co-

to!...

billing

1

my

with any feature!

2 REELS EACH
EVERY FOUR WEEKS

PRODUCED BY FREDERIC

MAN,

jr.

*

distributed
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York, N. Y.

WOODS

Chicago,

FOX

.

Mo.

PARAMOUNT

AMBASSADOR

Washington, D. C.

EARLE

Washington, D. C.

MUSIC HALL

Cincinnati,

Boston,

Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ORPHEUM

New

SAENGER

PARAMOUNT

Orleans, La.

San Francisco,

MAYFAIR

la.

Okla.

Calif.

Portland, Ore.

PARAMOUNT.
ORPHEUM
FOX
,

.

MALCO

'.

.

.

.Denver, Col.

.Minneapolis, Minn.
'

Atlanta,

Gq.

Memphis, Tenn.

FULTON

Pittsburgh,
'.

Pa.

Omaha, Neb.

RIALTO. .......'

Lake

OLYMPIC

New

PALACE

RITZ...

!

EMPIRE .....

STRAND
NORVA.

City,

Md.
Utah

Haven, Conn.

St.

'

.

STRAND;

Boise,

Idaho

Tacoma, Wash.

ORPHEUM. ........ .Spokane, Wash.

BufWp, N.

ORPHEUM

.Ogden, Utah

RIALTO
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Y.

Paul, Minn.

...Tulso, Okla.

WELLER

Zanesville,

EMBASSY

Atlantic City,

N.

J.

ASTOR.

Atlantic .City, N.

].

N.

J.

.

.

.

CINEMA.

.

.».

ASTOR. ....
CHIEF.

EMPIRE

CAPITOL

.Providence, R^

GRAND.
ORPHEUM

Norfolk, Va.

Allentown, Pa.

Hagerstown, Md.

NORVA
GRAND
HOLLYWOOD

Birmingham, Ala.
I.

Ohio

Easlon, Pa.

COLONEL
MARYLAND

:

.Norfolk, Va.

Terre Haute, Ind.

.".
.

.,.
.

.Atlantic City,

.'.

... .Reading,
".

New

STRAND.
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Mo.

Jacksonville, Fla.

LAFAYETTE

Mass.
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Mo.

Charlotte, N. C.

PARAMOUNT

RIALTO

City,

Louisville, Ky.
.'

.
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Ind.
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Pa.
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Bedford, Mass.

.Montpelier,

Vf.

Evansville,

Ind.
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III.

Lexington, Ky.

.>

Amsterdam, N. Y.'

....

.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

.-.:-•
".

.

,

.

.Gloversville,

QUINCY
WARWICK.
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Me.

.

Mass.

ORPHEUM
LOGAN

.Salina, Kan.

;

Dodge
,-..'.

.'.

City,

Kan.
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INDIANA

i

RIALTO
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CAPITOL. ....

FOX.

.Marion, Ind.

Muncie, Ind.

RIVOLI.

FOX

.
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.

.

Pa.
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...
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FOX
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ALBERT DEKKER

3RGE "GABBY" HAYES •MARJORIE RAMBEAU • DA
EVANS • GRANT WITHERS • Albert s. Dogell, Sir.
Adaptation by Thomson Burtlt
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Screen Play by Ethei

Eleanor* Griffin

Hill

and

™#$

14

Korda

Four

io Start

Pictures in the U. K.
(Continued from Page

WAR
.

. .

Decree Parley Silence

SERVICE

on the Film Front

Hints at

1)

rect the latter picture.

David
MacDonald, director of
"Desert Victory," has been signed
as one of the company's directors.
The 12 to 16 pictures to comprise
yearly

program

will

cost be-

tween £3,000,000 and £4,000,000 per
year and will include big productions by world famous authors, according to the announcement. Among

.

SOPEG

.

Silver

.

_

.

Screen

.

.

in London" is another
on the schedule. Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon and other M-G-M stars
are expected to come over to make

gift

of

ircuif Profit

pictures.

Now

on Korda's list of artists are
Donat, Ralph Richardson,
Vivien Leigh, Merle Oberon and Deborah Kerr.

Robert

(Continued from Page

last year.

Ends

—

gress of Labor,

CIO

affiliate,

as the

bargaining agent for the men. Theaters were only moderately attended
Tuesday night in compliance with the
equest of the Fire Department director, but managers reported a return to normal last night.
1

Final Gavel Falls for
20th-Fox Sales Parley
Twentieth-Fox closed a three-day
mid-Winter sales meeting at the Hotel Astor yesterday.
Sessions were

1)

Provision for Federal in-

come taxes last year was $132,674,
compared with $448,041 this year.
At a meeting of stockholders earlier this month, Joseph M. Schenck,
were

They

were Lee
Shubert, vice-president; Dennis F.
O'Brien, vice-president; William P.
Philips,
vice-president and treasure!
Bertram S. Nayfack, secretary; A. M. Georger, comptroller
and assistant treasurer; Joseph H.
Moskowitz, assistant treasurer, and
re-elected.

—

agreement with Hazen, however, he
said he intends to go ahead and bring
suit under the anti-trust statutes.
He did not say where he would bring
suit, explaining that it would take
some little time to pick the location
and prepare the case.
It was pointed out in some quarters that Claik has been ill, and that
his illness mignt account for his refusal to talk to the press, but this is
not in keeping with Clark's usual
open-handed attitude toward the
press.
.

OCR Memo Asks Supply
Vacuum Tubes

for

of

Trade

(Continued from Page 1)

Samuel

"TWENTY BEST FILM PLAY

]

edited by John Gassner and Dud
Nichols.
Published by Crown P,
Ushers, New York. 1,112 Pages. $3
*

\

\

i

*

A distinguished addition to
industry bookshelf, this "ventii
into the unknown" (quoting fr
John Gassner's preface) is prei
cated upon the editors' thesis t)
the screenplay of today definit
is literature and therefore is as rm »
entitled to literary recognition
shall we say the plays of Shak
peare and Ibsen ... or Maxwell 1
derson and Moss Hart.
"The only question is whether
can be lead with gratification,"
marks Gassner, adding, "I beli
that it can be so read when pr
erly prepared for publication."
Certainly, there will be few cril
to question the competency of
Gassner-Nichols preparation of
20 scripts placed by them in
"best" class. Except that the brol
typography of a shooting script
ignored, the screenplays are cc
plete and retain their motion pict
form. Thus the story is develo;
shot-by-shot, scene-by-scene.
Wi
ly, the lingo of the studios is g
erally omitted, and in lieu of she
ing directions, there are the vis
equivalent, aptly termed by Gassi
"seeing" directions.
The selection of "best" sere
plays may be applauded, for the
includes "It Happened One Nigl
i

i

Requirements' amusement
"The Women," "My Man Godfre
and recreation section, and awaits
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan," "]
only the signature of the chief of
becca," "Wuthering Heights," '"]
the service trade division, Don R.
Grapes of Wrath," "How Green "V
Civilian

Longman.

Whiteside is asked to try to obtain the special allocation because
of the appearance last month of
Reg. 9A, which provides that
A. H. Frisch, assistant secretary.
after this month exhibitors and theDirectors re-elected were Harry ater supply and service houses must
D. Buckley, A. H. Frisch, Joseph H. obtain vacuum tubes under AAA-3
Moskowitz, Bertram S. Nayfack, preference rating, on the same basis
Dennis F. O'Brien, Willard V. King, as repairers of juke boxes, dance
William
P.
Philips,
Joseph
M. hall amplifiers, etc.
Schenck and Lee Shubert.
Exhibitors with service agreements
formerly held AA-2 rating and those
without service agreements obtained
Bronston to
their tubes by special certification.
"Billy Mitchell" Picture
Grant of a special allocation, said

CMP

Make

Forces Aid Society. General H. H.
Arnold, commanding general of the
Dallas
Memorial services were USAAF, has assigned Col. Thomas
held by Variety Club of Texas for DeWitt Milling as technical advisor
R. E. Griffith, featured by a resolu- for the film.
tion read by Mike Rice, attorney for
Bronston is now in the East conthe company, and followed by a eul- ducting a casting search for the picogy by R. J. O'Donnell, with Claude ture which will be distributed by
United Artists.
C- Zzell, chief barker presiding.
lor R. E. Griffith

—

;

devoted to a discussion of 1943-44
(Continued from Page 1)
productions, contract terms and sales actly
40 years after the Wright
policies.
Tom Connors, vice-prexy, brothers made their first flight at
presided at the sessions.
Speakers Kitty Hawk, N. C.
included Spyros P. Skouras, William
Picture will be produced with the
J. Kupper, William C. Gehring, A. W.
co-operation of General Mitchell's
Smith, Jr., L. J. Schlaifer and Hal family and the assistance
of the U.
Home.
S. Army Air Forces.
A share of
the proceeds will be given to the Air

Memorial

—

man

of the board and president,
and all other officers and directors
chai:

Montreal Settlement of this city's
police and firemen's strike yesterday
was due to pressure from the Quebec
government to force the city of Montreal to recognize the Canadian Con-

1)

to the

—

Cantee.i's

Hardy Family

Police-Fire Strike

BOOK REVIEW

Suit

press at all, last night, giving
rise to strong doubt here that agreement has been reached on the three
main differences in approach to a
revised decree.
Although it was generally expected that agreement would be
reached yesterday in spirit if not
the silence
in all the actual wording
on the part of the usually informathem sizable, by every home office.
Pro- tive Clark was taken as a significant
jectionists' local 199, IATSE, pooled con- omen.
Clark said only Tuesday that
tributions for the first time from individual he was hoping to reach agreement
members and turned in a lump sum total.
with Hazen, to get proposed langAssisting Schreiber on the committee were
uage back from the distributors by
Arthur Robinson, Frank Wetsman, Charles Garthe holiday season and to get drafts
ner, Irwin Pollard, Moe Dudelson. Sydney Bowman, |ay Frankel, and Arvid Ka ltor.
of the new decree out to half a dozen
exhibitor groups by the first of next
v
Unless he could reach an
month.

the stories slated for the program 110,000 Camel cigaret for distribution to the
are "War and Peace," directed by armed forces overseas has brought a "thank
Orson Welles; a musical, and Arnold you" letter from Lt. Col. Richa.d S. Sollman
Bennett's "Old Wives' Tale." "The of the Army Services Forces here.

Montreal Biz Normal as

New

(Continued from Page

—

Detroit
and directed by Wesley Ruggles; a
Detroit's
film
industry constory starring Vivien Leigh; "Green tributed $41,005 to the War Chest in the
drive just concluded, according to Alex
Mantle," based on John Buchanan's
Schreiber, general manager of Associated
novel, and a story by G. B. Stern Theaters, who was industry chairman. This
to co-star Robert Donat and Merle was an increase of 25 per cent over last
Oberon titled "Velvet Coat," the year's contribution of $32,297, and was
$2,500 over the quota of $38,500.
love story of Robert Louis StevenFor the first time, every exchange was
son.
Carol Reed probably will di- authorized to make contributions, many of

the
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George W. McMurphey, amusements
and recreation head, yesterday, appears

to

be

the

only

solution

to

My

Valley,"

—

Tom

and "Wake Island." And how ab<
"Goodbye, Mr. Chips"? or "Citis
Kane" but perhaps we'll find th<
in volume two, which Gassner a
Nichols admit already is in work;
As to the potential reading au
ence for "Twenty Best Film Play:
the collection will be virtually

—

terested

Leslie Wilkes Dead in Dallas
Dallas Owen Leslie Wilkes, 50,
Columbia salesman, is dead from a
Wilkes' introduction
heart attack.
to Dallas was as branch manager for
Paramount during the Southern Enterprises regime, and he afterwards
held the same post for First National
under Ned E. Depinet. He entered
exhibition with the Dent Circuit in
Corsicana, but has been with Columbia about four years.

for

—

what threatens to mean a severe
shortage of vacuum tubes for indus- "must" for
try use.

"Make Way

row," "Little Caesar," "Fury," "]
Smith Goes to Washington,," '"}
Life of Emile Zola," "Juarez," "M
Miniver," "This Land is Mine," "T
Good Earth," "All That Money C
Buy," "Stagecoach," "Yellow Jac
and "The Fight for Life."
The individual might care to intone or two substitutions this
viewer, without much pressing, wo
nominate "Mutiny on the Bounl

in

writers seriously
screen craftsmansh

all

And, added to their number, ths
should be thousands of film patre
to whom the volume will fill a ne
long felt, consciously or otherwise
C.B.B.

Buys Memphis Theater

—

Buildi

Memphis, Tenn. The building
cupied by Princess Theater, opera!
by Malco Theaters Inc., has be
purchased by C. Kemmons Wils
for about $75,000.

December

irsday,

idal

16,

1943
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Wave of Melody Heading for Screen in '44

(Continued from Page

Array

rgest
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=
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Musicals

Charge Denial of Re-issues

ndustry History Seen
Unaffiliated Indies
ning with the New Year

Say

Pix Dearth

Grows

NEW POSTS

IN

RAY WOLFE,

manager,

Avenue Theater,

Phila-

delphia.

"Mr. Co-Ed" and "Two Sis-

A

And

Sailor" are before the

"Broadway Rhythm"

ras, while

"Meet The People" have been
"Swing Fever" and
leted.
usands Cheer" are set for early
se.

:h-Fox

shooting "Greenwich
Jills In A Jeep"

is

ge" and "Four

Gang's All Here" slated
"Pin-Up Girl" is
* company's backlog. "Moment
Music," "Bowe:y After Dark,"
ere Do We Go From Here?",
Laredo," "Something
ke Fair,"
The Boys," "New Orleans,"
Sis•isville Lou," "The Dolly
"Chica Chico" and an untitled
•'The

iarly release.

'

(Continued

ft

the companies were charging more
money for the re-issues, when they
could be bought, than when they
were first available and that percentage deals were being asked for
pictures nine and 10 years old.
majority of the indies said they
used app: oximately 416 pictures a

A

year and that current schedules from
all companies indicated that there
would be only 304 pictures released
this season.
Unless the companies

made

available older product, the in-

dependent operators faced a serious
problem, they said. The association
leadeis plan to seek conferences with
the heads of every company in an

'

cal are in preparation.

On Paramount's Line-up

effort
tion.

to

straighten out the situawas held yesterday

Parley

with M-G-M's Bill Rodgers prior to

om Page

1)

the meeting.
The Unaffiliated Exhibitors voted
yesterday to continue their fight
against the proposed 20 per cent admission tax and not to give up until
the measu:e had passed both houses.
It was pointed out that after the bill
has passed the Senate, it will still
go back to the House for conference,
and during the interim they will
press for revisions. Among the revisions proposed was one calling for
the 20 per cent tax on admissions of
30 cents or more, but retaining the
present tax on less than 30 cents.
The organization decided to hold
its first annual dinner sometime during the first week in March.
Jesse L. Stern, president, presided
at yesterday's meeting.

ALBERT

RABINO,

assistant

manager,

Earle,

Uptown,

Phila-

Philadelphia.

ROY

SULLENDER,

manager,

delphia.

WILLIAM CERST,

manager,

Senate,

Harrisburg,

Pa.

CEORCE HICCENBOTTAM,
cony,

manager,

Ritz,

Ta-

Pa.

SAM COHEN,

manager,

Avenue,

Philadelphia.

"Rendova" and "Island X'
Release Dates Switched

WAC
the

announced that
"The Price of Ren-

yesterday

Army

film,

dova," originally scheduled for release on Dec. 23, will be released
instead by Metro on Jan. 6.
"Destination, Island X," which formerly filled the Jan. 6 spot, will
substitute for "Rendova" on the earlier date.
"Destination, Island X,"
produced by the Navy, will be distributed by Paramount.

producing "RainIsland," "Incendiary Blonde," and has just finished "Cover Girl," To Distribute French Pix
and as well as "Beautiful But Broke,"
Love,"
Can't Ration
Francam, Inc., has been organized
Pine- "Swing Out The Blues" and "Cow- here to distribute French films in "Clementine" Gets Legion "B"
Barn Dance."
ional
for
boy
Canteen."
Slated
produclas are making 'Take It Big,"
the United States.
Justus Goldman
National Legion of Decency has
Paramount release. The Mara- tion are Gone Are The Days," "Jam is the head of the company, which placed Republic's "O My Darling
fetreet studio is preparing "Bring Session," "Louisiana Hayride," and has offices in 723 Seventh Ave.
Clementine" in its Class B.
!The Girls," "Duffy's Tavern," a musical based on the life of Al
Jolson,
well
an
Kay
as
as
untitled
Town,"
"Girls
Utopia,"
d To
t'fornia," "Divided By Five" and Kyser offering.
ntitled Mark Sandrich producUniversal's backlog consists of
"Lady In The Dark" and "Rid- "Moonlight In Vermont," "Swing
>3igh" are set for early showings, Time Johnny," "Chip Off The Old
arners have 'Rhapsody In Blue," Block,"
Your Uncle" and
"So's
Shooting are "Three
lie On Harvest Moon" and "The "Lucky Days."
rt Song" awaiting release, while Cheers For the Boys," "Patrick The
lywood Canteen" is in produc- G:eat," "Cross Your Fingers" and
In preparation are "Cinderella "Week-End Pass."
In preparatory
|," "Connecticut Yankee," "Life stages are "Hip, Hip, Hooray," Caro'Marilyn Miller," "Night And line" and "The Climax."
" and "Strolling Down The AveRepublic is shooting "Pistol Packin' Mama"
(no pun intended) and
Brmiel Goldwyn has completed "Rosie The Riveter" is ready for
In Arms," for release by RKO, early release.
No release date has
of
Corporation
Producers
been fixed for "Hands Across The
"Knickerbockfinished
has
(tica
"Casanova In Burlesque"
Border."
ioliday," for release by United and "My Best Gal" are being edited.
shootIts. Charles R. Rogers is
In preparation are "The Cowboy
''Song Of The Open Road," for And The Senorita" and "Brazil."
Jrelease, and will also make "My
Walter Colmes will make "TrocaIrish Rose." Andrew L. Stone dero" for release by Republic.
sponsor "Sensations Of 1944,"
Producing Artists Corp., plans
Monogram's Contributions
From Heaven."
JBic
Monogram has completed "Lady
XO is shooting "Show Business" Let's Dance" and will soon release
'"Seven Days Ashore," and has "Sweethearts Of The USA," made
fund The World" and "Higher by Lester Cutler.
Krasne-Burkett
Higher" for early release. In recently completed "The Sultan's
•aration are "Light Fantastic" Daughter."
Monogram has "Hot
iramount

is

'

:

1

i

Ian untitled
I

Frank Sinatra

story.

Columbia Sets Musicals

'lumbia has "The Heat's On"
'"Hey, Rookie" awaiting release

Short Short Story

— Twas

on the marquee of
Theater:
West in "The Heat's On"

Seattle

e Liberty

Mae

"Chance

of a

Lifetime."

"Melody
in production.
Parade" and "Spotlight Sandals" are
being released, while "Wonderland"

Rhythm"

in preparation.
will put "Minstrel Man" before the cameras in January, while

is

PRC

"Cry

For Youth,"

Stern offering for

an

PRC

Marv Beth Hughes,

is

Alexanderand starring

now

in pro-

"Harvest Melody" is a November release and "Jive Junction"
duction.

eroes into general release in December.
January offering is "Career
Girl," produced by Jack Schwarz.

A

m>
16

War
In

Brings

6%

Drop

Texas Allied Attack

TO THE COLORS!

20% Admission

Wis. Population

Milwaukee

—Population of Wiscon-

*
ENSICN

DECORATED

STEPHEN

L.

*

FREEDLAND,

USN,

for-

merly 20th-Fox publicist, Silver Star.
SCT. ROBERT L. ALLEN, of John E. Allen, Inc.,
Rcchester, awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action at Rendova.

decreased almost six per
cent since Pearl Harbor, but the
effect on motion picture attendance
has not been sufficient to blame the LT. COL. JACK MULHALL, USA, former Warner
Circuit
district
manager,
Philadelphia,
population shift for the recent slump
awarded the Legion of Merit for outstandThe six per cent
in certain areas.
ing service in the African campaign.
•
decrease in population represents
more than 180,000 persons, accordCOMMISSIONED
ing to a county-by-county survey by JERRY McWHORTER, USA, formerly, Warner
theaters,
Chicago
commissioned
a
2nd
the State Industrial Commission.
lieutenant.
Film exchanges report a continued falling off of weekly grosses, esStudio Re-employing
pecially in the smaller situations.
sections
of
territory
Better
the
ap- Discharged Service
pear to be holding their own, although there has been no increase
(Continued from Page 1)
in business during the last few ployed 14
men so discharged and
months.
has reinstated them in their former
sin
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has

TRUMAN

*

RKO

Men

Will Clear the S-W Earle
Between Sinatra PA's

—

Philadelphia Tackling the seating problem created by those who
insist upon staying in for anotheshow, the Stanley-Warner Earle will
sell tickets good for one performance only during the Frank Sinatra

engagement which

starts tomorrow.
Theater plans to open at 9 a.m. and
clear the house between each show.

USA,

*

LOUIS

Capitol,

*

De-

Lincoln,

Palace, Philadelphia.
Senate,
Harrisburg,

Pa.

*

MARINES

JAMES RICCI, manager,
N.
8.

Atlantic

City,

J.

MARINER, PRC branch manager, Omaha.

E.

Newsreels Get 3,000 Feet

On

(Continued from Page

LIFE

THE SCREEN

consent decree an
telegram to Texas Senators in
test against impending admis:J
]

rank discrimination against our tj
of theaters and against the bull^
our patrons who are" in low inci]
brackets and that our business j
been singled out to provide a si

War Fund

Gets

pre;]
to continue the Caral
plan and to build up Allied meml
ship.
20-year anniversary pre:
to be delivered at Christmas
voted to Col. H. A. Cole, presid-j
of an automobile or its equivalen

who voted

A

j

War

MOST EXCITING

Contributions of $151,000 in cash
to the National War Fund by the
industry in the New York metropolitan area were announced yesterday by Sam Rinzler, chairman of
the exhibitors' committee of the lowhich handled the area
cal

WAC

Bonds.

Mayor

N. Y.
In

to Help

Vandalism Curb
(Continued from Page 1)

the problem of theater owners
that he wanted to offer his serv
in combatting the situation.
Exhibitors were advised to call
lice

FANTASTIC,

inc

About 30 exhibitors were

1)

trip,

$151,000 in Local Drive

THE MOST

of the

tries."

po:tation.

%0 ONTHRILUW

work

tax not levied against other

the President's Trip

shot by service photographers
in Cairo, Malta, Sicily and Tehefan,
was turned over by the Army yesjobs.
terday for inclusion in today's newsThe reinstated employes are Sam reel make-up for release next TuesThe coverage is quite varied,
Hartt, accounting; Harold Lewis, day.
production; John Lockert, cutting; showing the P: esident with allied
John O'Malley, electrician; Sam leaders, with his two sons (Elliott
Waxman, cutting; Harry Billings, and Franklin, Jr.), and reviewing
stills;
Marvin Wilson, grip; John troops.
Also received were several seBoykin, maintenance; Harold Minnier, school teacher; Harold Clothier, quences of action from the Italian
paint; Nate Slott, production; Sam- fighting, reported to be extremely
These were sent by
uel Harris, props; Edward P. Leon- good shots.
ard, sound, and Irving Hedeen, trans- newsreel pool correspondents.

** AMAfNO-PHANTOM

1)

taxes.
•'The taxes proposed constitut'j

*

Stanley,

(Continued from Page

which commended the rec
mendations of national Allied v
respect to admission taxes, a
tions

I

manager,

troit.

National

TO

formerly,

ARMY

COODMAN,

B.

BEN BLUMBERC, manager,
BOB SIDMAN, manager,

— —

*

PROMOTED *
*
RANDALL,

Chicago, to corporal.

Tax

whenever necessary and

nol

hesitate to call the mayor per;
ally if a situation got out of hi
Vandalism was described yes_
day by the Unaffiliated Indepenc
Exhibitors as being on the incrc
New York and that if it wer
checked, some theaters would hav<
Members pledged th
seats left.
selves to co-operate with all c
and social organizations in putt

m

campaign.
In expressing his thanks to all
who helped make the sum possible,
Rinzler said he was especially grate- down vandalism.
ful to the trade press.

He

asserted

he wanted executives of all companies in or associated with the in.
dustry and their employes to know
of his appreciation of their support
in

the

War Fund

drive.

Grainger Opens Repub
Sales Conference Todaj
(Continued from Pone 1)
Maxwell
slated for tomorrow.

and Sam Seplowin head the s:
contingents from the Eastern
Central Districts, respectively.
"'
Discussion will center about
Fighting Seabees," for which brar
city bookings are now being li
up, and other pix.
Republic's home office group I
ticipating includes Walter L. Ti
Tr., Morris Goodman, G. C. Schae
Seymour Borus, Albert Schiller,
ward Seifert, Carl Botkin, St^
Edwards director of publicity,
Cha*les Reed Jones director of
lis

Denial Day in Albany
For V. C/s Boys Club Camp
Albany

—A

city-wide

day

denial

being conducted now in Albany
by the Variety Club and the Hearst
newspaper, Times-Union.
All proceeds will go to the Variety Club's
Boys Club Camp located in the Helderberg Mountains. Denial day will
be next Saturday.
The committee, headed by Mayor
Ei'astus Corning and Judge John
Boyd Thacher as co-chairmen, includes outstanding civic leaders and
the Chamber of Commerce. This is
the first time that an entire city is
participating for a local organizais

—

Fals Waller Dies on Train

—

Kansas City
"Fats" Waller,

39,

Thomas Wri
Negro pianist

organist, died aboard the Santa

Chief

tion.

—

vertising.

yesterday,

apparently

Thousands of containers have been cause of a heart attack. The piori
placed in all mercantile stores, plants, hot jazz exponent had appeared
office buildings, etc.
several motion pictures.
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Sale, Trade's 4th Loan Quota
15,500,000,000
LCi
i

(See Column 3 Below)

The Daily Newspaper

uimate in Character
itemational in Scope
•dependent in Thought

NO.

DL. 84.

Twenty-Five Years Olo

NEW

116

)ISTRIBS.
•4.

Of Motion Pictures

X

YORK, FRIDAY, DECEMBER

17,

TEN CENTS

1943

DECREE MEET TODAY DECISIVE

Y. Exchanges Step Up Conservation Program

niform Pattern Adopted
it Meeting Called by the
Y. Film Board of Trade

Majors' Concessions to Government to be Embodied
n Single Document; Clark Hopeful of Maximum Benefits for Exhibitors Without Resource to a New Suit

STARS IN PIX
LOAN PLUGS

f.

THE FILM
—A meeting of distributor
heads and
Washington

1[A uniform pattern of procedure
as adopted yesterday in stepping
p the industry's conse:vation proram.
Issue was discussed at a
leeting sponsored by the New York
ilm Board of Trade and held at
ne Universal exchange at the repest of district and branch manag-

es in New York.
Branch managers agreed

to organa committee, with rotating memtrship, to make weekly, or more
{Continued on Page 0)

Se

Cagney, Arnold, Rogers, Sothern
and Hope Volunteer
li

est

— Five
in

a

THE FILM DAILY
bulletin

and

will

(2,000,090 for Ads
will spend more than
on advertising and pubacity of its product this season,
lerbert J. Yates told the second
•ession of the company's sales conerence yesterday at the New Yo;k

Republic

Seabees,"

Yates

lo Sell

|

1

5 /2 Billions in Bonds

ready for AsAttorney
the over-all goal in the Fourth General Tom C.
War Loan campaign which starts Clark by next
Jan. 18, it was disclosed here yes- Monday.
terday by B. V. Sturdivant, camClark will then
paign director under Charles P. have copies made
Skou: as, national chairman for the and sent to inde-

Earliest Effective
Watervliet, Mich.,

Date of 20% Tax Feb.

1

House

Asking Clearance Relief
Charging unreasonable clearance,

Coe

it

sistant

(Continucd on Page 8)

THE FILM 'DAILY Sol Winokur, operating the Ritz
Washington The new admissions Theater, Watervliet, Mich., has filed
tax rate, if finally approved by Con- a demand for arbitration in the DeWashington Bureau of

Bidding

document

|

TOM C. CLARK
pendent exhibitor
Sturdivant was one of the speak- leaders who will later be called

{Continued on Page 7)

17 Cities

one

their final conces-l
sions and sugges-|
tions for a revised consent de-l
cree, and to have

industry's drive.

{Continued on Page 7)

;2,000,000

Uhletic Club.
"The Fighting

Ask Trade

in the bulletin titled
The Treasu: y is looking to the film
They Quit," and Ginger indusrty to sell $5,500,000,000 of the
Rogers, Ann Sothern, and Bob Hope $14,000,000,000 in War Bonds set as

appear in the trailers.
Screen w: iters from the Writers
Mobilization Committee who have
volunteered to do the scripts include
Frank Davis, Tess Slesinger, HowTaylor,
Dwight
Dimsdale,
ard

Spend

tributors are expected to put in;

co-star
If

legal aides,

scheduled to be held in New York today, may well be the crucial
point in the entire course of the New York anti-trust suit. Dis-

James Cagney and Edward Arnold
will

'DAILY

Bureau of

top screen stars
film

three trailers as their contribution
to the industry's participation in the
4th War Loan campaign, under the
chairmanship of Charles P. Skouras.

"What

Republic to

Bureau of

Coast

Hollywood
will appear

Washington

{Continued on Page 7)

to

'"

RKO to Ad Tuesday
On Refunding

Plan!

—

RKO board of directors, at a meeting scheduled for Tuesday, may take
gress and signed by the President, troit tribunal. A similar complaint
some action on the plan for refundcan not become effective earlier than was filed by Winoku:- in 1941. DeApproximately 17 organizations in Feb. 1, it now appears certain. Al- fendants named were Loew's, Para- ing a $9,500,000 loan for the B. F.
Keith circuit of approximately 15
*s many cities have invited Charles though the Senate Finance Commit- mount, RKO and Warner Bros.
While no deal has been
Complaint charges that the seven- theaters.
Francis Coe, vice-president and gen- tee had hoped to have the bill on the
set as yet, talks have been held with
(Continued on Page 6)
{Continued on Page 6)
eral counsel of the MPPDA, to give
the First National Bank of Boston
addresses before them, similar to
in regard to its handling the matter.
{Continued on Page 8)
lo

for

Speak on the Industry

Stress Respect for Creeds

"Guadalcanal Diary"
Aces With Troops
Twentieth-Fox's "Guadalcanal

Di-

was the top b.o. pic in War
Department theaters during Novem-

ary"

B. Murray, director of the
Motion Picture Service, reported yesterday.
Other outstanding features from a b.o. standpoint
were in the order named: "Thousands
Cheer,"
Metro;
"Riding
High,"
Para.; "In Old Oklahoma," Rep., and
"Northern Pursuit," Warners.

ber,

Army

R.

Theater

Wing Gives $50,000

Extortion Defense Pleads

Bribery in Dismissal

Move

for

NCCJ Cause

The imperativeness of respect for
races and creeds to insure secur-

ed with conspiracy to extort more
than $1,000,000 from the industry
was sought yesterday by James D.
C. Murray, chief defense counsel, on
the ground that the money they had
received from producers and theater
{Continued on Page 6)

{Continued on Page 8)

for the seven

men

charg-

pleted.

all

ity and peace in the post-war world
was stressed yesterday at a luncheon in the Hotel Astor of the
amusements division of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
J. Robert Rubin, vice-president and
general counsel of Loew's, Inc., and
chairman of the Amusements division, tendered the luncheon.
To further the program planned

Freedom

First mortgage bonds of B. F.
Keith now bear from 4 per cent to
4% per cent interest and the cost
would be reduced to 3 or 3% per cent
if the refunding plan should be com-

Equipment News
On Pages 9-1
Equipment News, a regular biweekly feature of THE FILM DAILY,
starts on page 9.
Turn to it for the
latest development in the important
equipment and supply field.

THf

Friday,

December

17, 19

DAILY

Local 109 Again Names
Sidney Young President

More

Shorts on Post-War
Matters from Nesbitt?

Sidney Young has been re-elected
president of the Screen Office and
Vol. 84, No. 116
1943
10
Cents
Fri., Dec. 17,
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, UOPWA, CIO. Sam Shapiro of
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
20th-Fox will serve as vice-president
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
General Manager of the union in 1944; Harry Goldsmith, United Artists, as secretaryEditor treasu: er; Grace Walsh, RKO, as reCHESTER B. BAHN
cording secretary; Tillie Stein, NaPublished daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New tional Screen Service, as correspond1501
Broadway,
and
Holidays
at

The value of the screen
to effect

.York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President and
J.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
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to
New York. N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
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Cable address:
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THE

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

WASHINGTON—

0S82; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,

LONDON—

Rue Marsoulan

29

(12).

producer of the "Passing Pa: ade"
series of shorts for

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

M-G-M,

follow-

ing a special preview of his newest
subject, "This Is Tomorrow," in the

ing secretary, and Rose Valenstein,
UA, as sergeant-at-arms.
The new executive board will be
made up of: Sylvia Levy, Sally Gold-

wood, Wesley Wyckoff, 20th-Fox;
Gussie Rothman, NSS; Bea Lustig
Huebsch, Alice Goodman, Loew's;
Lillian Sukienik, Republic; Lilyan
Miller, Betty Me' ken Kynt, RKO:
Roche Rosen, Columbia; Richard
Worcester, Paramount, and Ellen
Davidson, organizer. Sam Kelly of
RKO, Hy Salant of 20th-Fox, Ruth
Macdonald of UA and Henney Levy
of NSS will serve on the trial board
next year.
Induction ceremonies will take
place in January.

pictures."

Urging

MPPDA

city

were

in

Washington yesterday.

McFARLAND,

DALE

director

advertising and pu
Theaters,
Tri-States

for

Moines, af.iliated
York visitor.

Faramount,

with

is

a

I

JOSEPH H. HAZEN, Warners vice-presidenrj

SIC SCHLACER,

producers aim to
make post-war informative films
profitable ones, Nesbitt called upon
the industry not to bother producing
films on vital problems after the war
unless they could be made entertaining.
"There seems to be a feeling
:hat the documentary must be a
minority report," he said, adding that
'the educational film is so afraid to
laugh that it is a pitiful thing."
Another speaker was Arthur De-

& L's Boecker Assumed
Dead by War Dept.

that

Bra, who said that, whe eas the industry had found it difficult to make
successful war films during the last
Rochester Sergt. Richard Boeckwar, it has been able to make war
er, formerly of the Bausch & Lomb
films that were box-office from the
Optical Co., is assumed to be dead
start of the present conflict.
by
the
War Department, very
On behalf of the National Board
|B£i which had listed him "missing of
Review of Motion Pictures, of
ps§ in action" in Northwest Africa
which he is executive sec etary, Shelsince last year.
ley Hamilton presented Nesbitt a
.= (Thursday, December 16, 1943)
Sergeant Boecker was leading an
special citiation commending "This
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
armored tank crew in the vicinity
Is Tomorrow" for its foresight and
Net
High
Low Close Chg of Medjez-el-Bab in Tunisia, late frankness in discussing a vital post3
13V
last
14
14
+
year
when
/o
it was hit by a barAm. Seat
2
war problem.
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2 %
16
153/4
16
'A rage
of enemy incendiary bombs,
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
2% 25/8 ZVs .... it was said here. Boecher heroically
16i/
....
I61/2
rescued his men, then got out of Eastman's Dillingham
Con. Fm. Ind. ptd.
I6V2
2
East.
Kodak
159
1571/2 159
+ 2 danger- only to discover that five men Missing; Walker,
do pfd
were left behind.
When last seen,
19
Gen. Prec. Eq
19V4 19
3
563/4
Loew's, Inc
571/4 +
571/4
he was plunging back to the perilous
/4
Rochester

—

FINANCIAL

—

)

CARL MILLIKEN and FAYETTE ALLPORT
the

clubrooms of the Junior League of turns today from Washington.
MARJORIE MORROW, head of Warners ta
New York. Nesbitt announced that bureau
in the East, goes to Philadelphia toi
ZELMA BROOKOV, assistant to Miss Mori
if "This Is Tomorrow," which deals
returns today from Connecticut.
with the housing situation, p:oved
DAVID E. ROSE, managing director for P;
successful, he intended to follow it mount in Great Britain, leaves today for Ho
wood.
He will return to New York in at
up with "a whole series of post-war three weeks.

HAVANA— Mary B
214.
HONOLULU

—Eileen

come

and

post-war readjustments was

indicated yesterday by John Nesbitt,

::::::

cominc

in helping

PCA

prexy,

is

due today

JEANNE CACNEY,

will leave for Hollyw
to spend Christmas with her family

tomorrow

BILL RESNICK, writer-director of Erne
Yorke Studio, planed out to Mesa, Ariz.,
the week-end to complete production on
diers of the Soil" which the Yorke Studic
making for the Office of the Co-ordinator
Inter-American Affaiis, New York City.

i

MOSS HART,
LAZAR,

of the

for HoMywood
tions for the

j

complete

20th-Fox

to
film

version

of

prep,

the

Force show.

Para.

233/8

7%

3

94

213/8

211/s

951/2
213/g

28
IP/2

78
HI/2

113/4

.

231/4
7S/

951/2

Warner Brcs

.

71/2

23V4

5% pfd..,'..:..
20:h Century-Fox
20 h Century-Fox pfd
.

23

—

Pep Club's Annual

Holiday Party on Friday
Paramount

Pep

Club's

anni

Christmas party will be held n<
Friday in the home office recreat:
room. Party gets under way at c
A luncheon, dancing a
o'clock.
entertainment are on the p:ogra
Lillian A. Silk is chairman and Ri<
ard L. Worcester is vice-chairm;

+

+
—
—

3
/4
1/4

1/4

V4

B'way 3s55

85
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—
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NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts.
2% 2% 2%
.

Radio-Keith cvs
Scnotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux

.

.

1 1/4

1

Vs

ll/4

2 7/s
123/8

2%

2%

...

123/8

12%

Universal Pictures ...
Universal Picts. vtc.

I8V4

18

18

I

+

WB Employes to Appeal
WLB's MPOE Pay Decision
The

WLB

Wednesday handed down

a decision on the revised pay schedule foi' white-collar workers at .Warner Bros, submitted to the Federal
agency by Motion Picture Office Employes, Local 23169, AFL.
While the
accepted the
union's plan for automatic wage increases, it failed to approve all of
the minimums and maximums sought
The union let it be
by the union.
known thas it would appeal on mini-

WLB

mums

and maximums turned down

by the board.

CENTURY-FOX

P^

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

—

Maj. Maurice S. Dillingham, formerly of Eastman Kodak, who
commanded the 547th
Writers Congress Calls For
Bomber Squadron, based in
Secretariat of Fine Arts
lEa England, has been missing
over Germany since Dec. 1.
West Cnast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
At the same time it was leHollywood
Establishment of a ported that Lieut. William A. Walsecretariat of arts and letters in the ker, also formerly of Kodak, died
President's cabinet was discussed at in the Pacific area Dec. 7.
a meeting called by co-chairmen
Marc Connelly and Ralph Freud of
Heads Out-of-Town Drive
the Writers Congress continuations
committee and attended by represen- For R. C. Blood Donors
tatives of the fields of the graphic
and fine arts, music, architecture,
Appointment of Eddie Dowden as
education, radio and motion picture field director of the drive for blood
writing, direction and production, the donors in theaters is announced by
dance and acting.
the WAC.
Dowden has been hanThe continuations committee is dling the New York campaign,
also dedicated to the task of making which has netted 37,925 donors thus
the historical conclusions of 1943
Writers Congress a conclusive matAll
State and Public Relater of contemporary history.
tions
Chairmen have received a
four-page brochure prepared by
Peck Rites in Cedar Rapids
Dowden with information on how to
Cedar Rapids, la. Funeral ser- conduct their campaigns. The brovices will be held here for George chure contains copies of photos of
B. Peck, 78, a former Midwest the- the blood donor booths in theater lobater manager, who died in Tampa. bies; also information and illustrated
Fla., where he has been living since suggestions on how to keep the blood
1 924.
He is survived by his widow, donor campaign alive in local papers, etc.
Mrs. Blanche Ewing Peck.

y8 territory to aid them.

WAC

—

Satjec.l8,2:30pj.
th

20
932

]

author-director, and LT. IRV

"Winged Victory" company,
yesterday

Dead

RKO
PKO

I

f

.

Paramount

j

the Coast.

.

.

i

Exchange

Century-Fox
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GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON

-

M-G-M

AT THE ASTOR

AT THE CAPITOL

St.

•

Continuous

•

ANN SOTHERN
JOAN BLONDELL

MICKEY RODNEY

JUDY GARLAND
in

IN

MADAME CURIE

Broadway & 51st Street

Pop. Prices

MARGARET SULLAVAN

greatest triumph

the

gay Gershwin Musical

CryHavotf
THE

WOMEN

IN

ACTION

PLUS BIG IN PERSON

l>

1$

^

-

®.

B'way & 45th

In their

-

M-G-M

M-G-M
AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

<

,

^

^

(Above) Newspaper

Ads

in

New York

AND THAT'S
WHERE
THE
TRAFFIC

IS

HEAVIEST!"

tell

the old, old

SHOW

|

EARL HUDSON
General Manager of the United Detroit
Theatres Corporation and your great
organization for your brilliant showmanship in the all-out campaign that brought
out the crowds to the

WORLD PREMIERE

OF MONOGRAM'S

^STM&QnfA
[" Sat Sua Nov.
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"HOLD OVER"
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December

Friday,

17, 194:

DAILY

N. Y. Branches Adopt

Earliest Effective

Conservation Plan

Dale of 20% Tax Feb.

(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

frequent,
inspections
of
all
exchanges. It was agreed to have designed and posted impressionistic
presentations of the importance of
"good housekeeping" in these hectic times. Co-ordination of the city's
and the MPPDA's inspection services
with that of the committee was

worked

out.

All New York City exchanges
were represented. Reports on conservation measures adopted by the
individual branches in view of increased volume of handling, shipping and storage due to the war were
presented, and from these sugges-

was adopted.
was agreed that the improve-

tions the plan
It

ment

in conditions achieved through
the intensive attention to conservation during the past three months

should be preserved through reminders of the individual responsibility
of everyone indirectly as well as directly concerned with exchange practices.

Extortion Defense Pleads

Move

'

represented bribery and not ex-

tortion.

and a Couple of Views

!\ews

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Harris P. Wolfberg, who stepped
down the other day as Metro district manager, will devote himself to
his own theaters.
• New chairman oi the Nova Scotia Board of
Censors is S. A. Doane of Halifax
He's a Liberal politico who
.

new

chief barker of

• Greer

Murray told the jury in Federal Judge
John Bright's court that George E.
Browne and William Bioff, convicted
labor racketeers, had pejured themselves

for the defense,

when they

testified

for the

Government. Murray pictured Bioff
and Browne as the tools of the producers rather than as extortionists
preying on the industry. He charged
that the producers had concealed the

money

transactions in fear of being
charged with a crime themselves,
adding that they had willingly turn-

Browne and Bioff
to prevent IATSE unions from obtaining wage increases for their
ed over sums to

members.
Otto Christiansen

is

St.

to

Time

National Theater Service

of

more

or a

expected to

start summing up for John Roselli,
one of the defendants, today.

i

with the post.

able that the 20 per cent tax on ad
missions will not be imposed befor

"Madame Curie," get three and
And it couldn't have happened

March.
Although the fight to cut dow:
the 20 per cent figure has not beei
abandoned, there appears to be smal

gifted cinemactress

T
T
T
THE NEW YORK exhib association,

•

•

—

become effective which would mea
January 21 if they are to take ef
feet the following month.
If it
not signed by Jan. 21, it is prob

M

•

.

for the 20th

a nicer person

•

pix.".

Garson. along with Metro's
in

It must be signed by the Presi
dent 10 days before the new rate

is the
James Arthur of F &
Louis Variety Club
In Memphis, the V. C.

has honored Bob Bostick

a half pages

ary.

.

"knows from nothing, about

In-

Unaffiliated

likelihood of

dependent Exhibitors, endorses Bill Rodgers' recommendations for one
big theater owners association, but with reservations
The nature
of

those reservations

•

lower

t

House

Watervliet, Mich.,

being withheld for the time being because

is

preparing a formal statement on the proposal.

is

any successful move

it.

Asking Clearance Relief

Very interesting, the announcement that 20th-Fox will bring the

AAF's "Winged

Victory"

with

screen

the

to

bellished by screen talent

the

stage

(Continued from Page

unem-

cast

day clearance granted

There's a further hint that the screen

Broadway

is

now enjoying

* Phil M.

"The

could

it

War

the

may not be

It

houses

.

pic,

"War Department Report"

suited for general theater release, but for certain
the second spot neatly.

fill

.

4 Speaking

.

distributors' practice of withholdinj
pictures forces the Ritz to play fron
one to three months behind the Heart
instead of seven days. The Ritz, ac
cording to the complaint, also can
not advertise coming attractions un

of pix,

Life and Death of Colonel Blimp," given a private screening at
of Modem Art the other eve, is a swell example of British
With plenty of shrewd pruning— it runs about 165 minutes

Museum

the

satire

—it nright prove palatable for select U.

S.

Hear

Hartford, Mich., and th
Loma, Coloma, is unreasonable, es
pecially since the Loma has been de
stroyed by fire and yet the clear
ance clause remains in the contract
Complainant further claims that th.

could—

will bet there are theaters that

Dep't's

1)

to the

Theater,

in

the disclosure that author Moss Hart himself will do the adaptation

and supervise.
and would— play
.

Summing up

timated for passage and the confer
ence between House and Senate rep
resentatives, but because of the holi
days the bill may not be finally pas
sed before the first part of Janu<

T

version won't differ materially from that

(Continued from Page 1)

men

floor by today, it now appears doubt
ful that it will be out before earl
next week.
Roughly a week is es

Prexy Jesse Stem

Bribery in Dismissal

1

consumption.

after the picture has played th.
prior runs.
Relief in the form of equal avail
ability with the Heart, prompt deliv
ery of pictures and the right to ad:
vertise coming attractions is sought
til

•

•

honor

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

•

yesterday gave a reception in
"Song of Bernadette," at the St.
Among those on hand were Spyros Skouras, William Kup-

William Perlberg, producer

of

Regis Hotel.

Murray

per,

Joseph Moskowitz, Jean Parker,

Silverstone,

!

of

Sam

Shain,

Allen, Pete Harrison,

Blackford,
Ratoff,

Herman

Schleier,

Brown,

Colvin

James D.

Ivers,

for "Tokyo'
sDAILi
Washington One of the most en
thusiastic "gold braid" endorsement:
ever given a motion picture here fol
.lowed a special showing of War
ners' "Destination Tokyo" yesterday
in the Earle Theater screening ioon!
for a group of high-ranking Navj
Washington Bureau of

—

Gregory

Fred Stengel, Lou Pelegrine, Al Sleen, William Formby, Jerry

Jerauld. Joe Pincus, Phil Baker, Charles Schlaifer,
Stuart, Alton

Tom Kennedy, John

Cook, Jack Berk

T

Okay

"Gold Braid"

Red Kann, Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Kelcey
Jack Goldstein, Dave Bader. Melville Cooper, Gil

Felix Jenkins, Martin Quigley.

T

THE FILM

i

•

•

•

SOPEG's

Silver Screen

Canteen

J

staging a special Christ-

is

mas dance for service men tomorrow night.
Government may
<i
drop its program for the construction of big cargo planes designed by
Howard Hughes and to be built by Henry J. Kaiser and Hughes; watch
for a January decision.
# National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures presented a citation to Producer John Nesbitt of Metro's
Passing Parade series yesterday at a little ceremony at the Junior League
.

.

clubrooms

• NBC's

It's

WNBT

of Nesbitt's

"This

Is

Tomorroiv."

NYU-St. Francis and University
of Detroit-St. John's basketball games at Madison Square Garden to-

David
George Barraud

17

Arthur

Hoerl
Charles Seibet

December 18
Neilson
Edwin H. Morris
George Cooper
John Humm
Arthur Metcalfe

televise

at

the

.

Paramount and Oriental met the

week

Wotta revenue

TO THE COLORS!
*

COMMISSIONED

ROBERT RYDER, USN,
St.

lieutenant

•

•

(j.

g.).

theaters'

overhead for the

vista that unfolds for exhibs

CAPT.

* PROMOTED *
WILLIAM

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

SIMCOX,

-

USA,

former!)
major.
formerly, East
man Kodak, Rochester, to major.
H. JACKMAN, USA, formerly, Eastma
Kodak, Rochester, to captain.
J.

Eastman

Kodak,

Rochester,

to

MICHAEL M. KARLENE, USAAF,

WARREN

Rutgers

•

*

formerly, Fox Theatei
advertising staff, commissioned

Louis,

the

morrow night.
• Believe it or not, but it's solemnly reported from
Portland, Ore., that soft drink sales during the engagement of "Sahara"
.

December
Butler

.

.

.

in recognition
will

officers.

CARL

*
MILLER,

Portland.

ARMY

*

Hamrick-Evergreen

Theater;
.

day, December

17,

1943
DAILY

of J Insists on 20 p. c.
id Cumulative Provision;
ms for Dec. 15 Decision
{Continued from Page

.

ides.

Although

it

was

generally

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST
CORCEY

SIGNED

1)

hington to go over the distribudraft with Clark.
"1 think we'll have things
orked out one way or the other
the 15th of next month,"
»y
lark told The Film Daily yes-«rday. "I don't know yet whether we can stay out of court, but
we're hopeful that we can. We
want the delay or the
lon't
rouble of a suit, and I'm hopeul that we can get the maxinum benefits for exhibitors
The devithout court action."
ision, he said, depends largely
ipon what today's meeting de•

Pooling Concessions

in Cancellation,

•istribs.

be-

WB

Vice/ed here that Clark and
?sident Joseph P. Hazen, closeted

and

TOM

HERBERT, "Block

Republic to Spend
Busters,"

ANDRE DE TOTH, director, termer, Columbia.
TERESA WRIGHT, "The First Co-Ed," Samuel
RICHARD ARLINGTON, script, "The Miracle," Coldwyn; WALTER PIDCEON and LANA TURNWarners.
ER, "Richard Harding Davis," M-C-M; TRUDY said,
WILLARD JILLSON, termer, David 0. Selznick. MARSHALL, SHEILA RYAN and LOIS ANJERRY COOPER, two musicals, Monogram.
ELSA MAXWELL, technical adviser, "Week-end

DREWS,

"Ladies

LUDWIG

DONATH, "The
EDWIN MAXWELL,

Washington,"

20th-Fox;
Seventh
Cress,"
"Wilson," 20thM-G-M;
Fox; JIM THORPE, "The Road to Utopia," Paramount; RISE STEVENS, "Out of This World,"
in

{Continued from Page
is

to be

promoted

1)

in its branchkey city en-

and subordinate
gagements by an expenditure

city

of
spot announcements, newspaper advertising, billASSIGNMENTS
A
promotion.
JACK BEAMAN and MRS. IRIS TAYLOR, tech- Lester Cowan; CATHERINE CRAIG, "And Now boards and special
ParamountWILLARD JILLSON, similar amount will be spent for
nical
advisors,
"Since You Went Away," Tomorrow,"
You
Went
Away,"
David
Selznick"Since
0.
David 0. Selznick-UA.
Deluxe proUA; JOHN WRICHT, "Minstrel Man," PRC; other Super Deluxe and
ductions, such as "Atlantic City,"
DON WILSON, "Cinderella Jones," Warners.
FRANK REICHER and FRED ESSLER, "Address "Brazil," "Gay Blades" and "Earl
CASTINGS
MARY ANDERSON, "The Keys of the King- Unknown," Columbia.
Carroll's Vanities."
dom,"
20th-Fcx;
VERA HRUBA RALSTON,
"Lady from Lisbon," Republic; JOHN HUBPresident James R. Grainger esSTORY
PURCHASES
BARD, "The Cowboy and the Senorita," Repub- HARRY SECALL'S "Action in the Living Room," timated that "In Old
Oklahoma"
lic;
JIMMY DURANTE, "Jumbo," M-C-M;
M-C-M.
would gross $1,700,000 in the domesMARY YOUNC, "Address Unknown," Colum- GEORGE
OPPENHEIMER and CHARLES LEDERbia; SIC RUMANN, "The Hitler Gang," Paratic market. Yates reported that ReER'S "Jenny Was a Lady," M-C-M.
mount; MISCHA AUER, "The Notorious NanSYLVIA J. WESTON'S "Beauty in the Parlor," public was building its prestige in
cy Gray," Edward Small-UA; CARL ESMOND,
M-C-M.
the industry through its Super De
"Address Unknown," Columbia- CEORCE COULOURIS, MAURICE TAUZIN, PETER CUSANELluxe and Deluxe productions, as
TITLE SWITCHES
Ll,
AL LUTTRINGER and ROXY ROTH, "At
well as big budget specials.
Night We Dream," Columbia; HARRY LANG- "Dixie Showboat," formerly "No Bars-No Music,"
DON, MINERVA URECAL, NOAH BERRY, SR..
PRC.
It was announced that Roy Rogers
CHARLIE MURRAY, JR., BETTY SINCLAIR, "Once Upon a Time," formerly "My Client "'ould make no more personal ar>
JIMMY STRAND, BILL CHANEY, BERNARD
Curley," Columbia.
pearances until the completion of
ture in a block of three. Prevworks definite hardship on exhibi- four specials.
iously, the distributors had held
As
tors, financially and otherwise.
out for exemption of blocks of
for exhibitor complaints about the Film Stars to
at

the Waldorf,"

M-C-M.

the forme: 's office with Robert L.
ight of the Justice Department
over two and one-half hours
rdnesday, had continued their dis.sion over dinner and well into the
J-ht, Clark implied yesterday that
s was not the case, that he had
three.
;en leave of Hazen at about six
Clark is still insisting, however, number of lawyers who may appear
Clark was not upon a straight 20 per cent cancel- in arbitration cases, he said the Gov'lock Wednesday.
'lilable at home or at his office lation clause, and, of course, that ernment can do nothing there.
"We
.ednesday from six until well after such a clause be cumulative.
In can't adjudicate brains," he said.
Clark added that he hopes to
other words, he explained, if the exreach an agreement for exten.rlazen offered "more than they hibitor does not desire to cancel
sion of the arbitration privileges
|r offered before" when he talked anything in a block of five, his canto cases not now covered, menin Clark and Wright Wednesday, cellation privilege should carry over
tioning specifically theaters not
!trk said, but it was "just about into the next block. This would make
in existence on Nov. 20, 1940,
He said that it possible for him to cancel two
i.at we expected."
which are currently denied the
er the unsatisfactory meeting of bookings
or 40 pei'cent in the secbenefits of arbitration. The Govv. 2 he had figured that when the ond block of five, since
he would
ernment is anxious that new theappeared
they have the 20 per cent privilege unnext
tributo.s
aters receive the same treatment
uld offer just about the conces- used in the first block.
Clark reas those operating on the date
ns which Hazen appeared to of- mains hopeful that this can be
the present decree was effectuWednesday. It is important now, worked out with distributors.
ated.
Although Hazen reported that
added, that "bugs in the langudistributors have agreed on the
The soft-spoken Texan made it
e" be cleared up, but he does not
What
plain that no agreement on any
whole to the outlawing of poolticipate any trouble here.
points was reached Wednesday, deing agreements, they have not
most important, Clar*k said, is
claring further that even if there
tat today's meeting achieves.
yet agreed to Clark's insistence
Reviewing the important difthat pooled ownership also be
had appeared to be final agreement
ferences between the Departon any point the proposed language
done away with.
The ban on pooling, Clark insists, drawn by the distributors would have
ment of Justice and the distributors, Clark said that Hazen has
must extend to dissolution of cor- to be studied. At present, he
been authorized to offer cancelporate structure in cases where two said, there are "three or four" diflation privileges for one feadistributors operate theaters or cir- ferent documents containing the varcuits jointly as stockholders.
That ious distributor proposals, and he
the distributors have signified their hopes that by Monday these will be
willingness to discontinue pooling put together in one document for
agreements where there is no dual final consideration by the departownership represents some progress, ment and by independents.
but Clark is apparently determined
As to how far along the distribuA daughter was born on Wednes- to force the breaking up of dual tors will come, Clark said he simply doesn't know.
Hazen, he said,
y at 9:30 a.m. to Dr. and Mrs. ownership.
In regard to circuit buying, Clark did not promise Wednesday "they're
cholas Herman at Doctor's Hos:al here.
Mrs. Herman is the for- said he has never seen any evidence always going to let me know." He
then added, to forestall any misunir Sylvia Kossack, press book edi- of collusion on prices.
As for arbitration, he continderstanding, that he has found Har for Columbia Pictures at comued, "I don't know what they'll
zen "swell about this thing all the
ny's home office. Serving as proxy
do about that." He is trying to
time." He's really very nice to work
r the new arrival's mother and
work out, he said, an appellate
with and reasonable about the whole
d, Bob Ferguson passed out the
provision whereby appeals may
thing.
He knows, Clark said, that
iditional cigars at Columbia yesbe heard in the exhibitors' own
Hazen has "taken our side" in nurday.
locale rather than only in New
merous arguments with the distribDallas
C. D. Leon of the Leon
York.
utors, but "his hands are tied.
He
rcuit, has a new daughter.
The present system, said Clark, represents them."

—

—

,
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.

TORN REPORTS
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—

$2,000,000 for Ads

Monogram.

for

$350,000

radio

Appear

War Loan

In 4th

Plugs

{Continued from Page

1)

De Grandcourt, Myron Daty,
and Mary C. McCall, Jr., chairman
Charles

of

Hollywood

the

Division

of

the

WAC.
Through arrangements made by
Hollywood Division of which

the

John C. Flinn is co-ordinator, photographing of the subjects starts today.

The studios contributing produccosts are: 20th Century-Fox
which will produce the James Cagney-Edward Arnold bulletin to be
tion

attached

on Jan.

2,500 newsreel prints
Metro, where Ann Sothern

to

6;

RKO

make "Box

Office Maisie,";
will produce the Ginger Rogers trailer; and Paramount which
will make the Bob Hope short.

will

which

Total of 12,000 positive prints of
each of the trailers starring Ginger Rogers, Ann Sothern, and Bob
Hope will be sent direct by the Treasury to individual theaters through
National Screen Service.
E.

David Eldridge Dies

E. David Eldridge, 75, an uncle of
Lee and J. J. Shubert, and associated
with them in the theater business,
for many years as manager of the
Hudson Theater here, died Wednesday at the French Hospital. He is

survived by his widow.

IN

NEW POSTS

TOM CREAVY,

Paramount, Albany.

RICHARD SAWYER,

manager,

Avon,

Syracuse,

N. Y.

BERT ALLEN, manager,

Strand,

Carlisle,

Pa,

THE'

Friday,

December

17, 19,

DAILY

Ask Trade
1/
5 2

to Sell

Billions in

Bonds

Stress Respect for Creeds
Theater

Wing Gives $50,000
(Continued from Page

for

1)

This does not
hatreds.
mean, he said, the end of rivalry and
ers at a St. Moritz trade press luncompetition or even family argucheon hosted by Si Fabian, chairman
ment and differences. Diffe.ences,
Theaters Division, at
of the
he contended, will always be preswhich Skouras introduced his aides
ent, but democracy "requires rerehe
press
reps,
that
and told the
straints and decencies among peothem
qui: ed even more co-op from
ple each of whom wishes the right
in the coming campaign than they
to be free." He said the conference
was an educational instrument of the
Washington Buy., THE FILM DAILY
to $300.
The goal of the amuse- American people to strengthen civWashington
Industry particiilizing influences in relations among
ments division is $150,000.
pation in the giant Fourth War
Protestants, Catholics and Jews.
Clerics Call for Unity
Loan will be outlined for EastMaj. Gen. Van Deusen asserted
The need for religion and unity
ern state chairmen and other examong all faiths was brought home that it was necessary for the solhibitor leaders in a special meetdiers to return to civil life with a
effectively by the speakers who ining here today at the Hotel Statbroadened and tolerant view of life
cluded
Rev.
Theodore
Cuyler
the
ler. Edward R. Steltinius, Jr., As.
in order to win the peace.
Goldstein,
Speeis,
Israel
Rabbi
sistant Secretary of State, is schedHays Reiterates Message
Father
Ford,
Will
Hays,
Dr.
John
H.
uled to address the group with
Everett R. Clinchy, president of the
Will H. Hays reiterated in part
other prominent Government ofconference, and Maj.-Gen. George L. his message at last year's Conferficials also expected to appear.
Van Deusen, commandant at Fort ence dinner.
Monmouth, N. J.
"On the home front," he said, "we
had given the three previous drives.
Wai
Father Ford expressed the opinion serve and sacrifice together.
National Theaters' prexy presented that Americans were not aware of Bonds and Stamps are not sectarRick Ricketson of Fox Intermoun- the society in which they were privi- ian. There is no Protestant or Cathtain Theaters, who will serve as leged to live.
The necessity for olic or Jewish way of making a plane
vice-chairman; B. V. Sturdivant of education in democracy was empha- or a tank. Each says to his neighFox West Coast Theaters, who is sized, the priest explaining that bor, 'Come on, brother; let's go.'
campaign director; and Seymour teachers were being taught certain
"This is not mere tolerance. TolPeiser, also of Fox West Coast, who fundamentals so that they can im- erance is not a word of unity. It is
is publicity director of the campaign.
part the knowledge effectively to a word which keeps disunity alive.
Trade Press a Keystone
their pupils.
Such training is part
self-righteous neighbor tolerates
Sturdivant stressed that the trade of the functions of the National a neighbor whom he does not respect. Let us be done with this thin
press was a keystone in the indus- Conference.
The Rev. Speers, a Presbyterian wo:d, this frayed rope of unity. A
try's efforts and that without their
assistance, the campaign could not minister, told of his experiences in man respects his neighbor and he
visiting Army camps along with a respects his neighbor's creed. Above
succeed. Said Sturdivant:
"Your media reaches men all over priest and a rabbi. He told of the all, he respects his neighbor's right
the country, and the only way we respect given to their talks by the to have a creed."
Hays declared that it was the duty
can achieve our goal of $5,500,000,- soldiers and the apparent desire on
000, which is the amount they are de- the part of the service men to re- of the majority to assert and respect the rights of every minority,
pending on us for, is through your frain from intolerance.
Rabbi Goldstein summarized the adding that "a majority must be
co-operation.
Mr. Skouras has accepted the challenge the Treasury remarks of the others and made a worthy of its trust" and that "it
has given us.
He has pledged that plea for understanding and racial must know that whatever it denies
a minority, it ultimately denies itthe industry will sell a Bond for respect.
Declaring that anti-Semitism de- self."
everv seat in eve y theater. We canApproximately 150 leaders of the
not fulfill that pledge without your humanizes society, Doctor Clinchy
said that the National Conference amusement wo: Id were present at
help," he concluded.
was determined to fight for the end the luncheon.
Commends Press's
(Continued from Page

1)

WAC

by the Confeience, the American
Theater Wing Service presented a
check for $50,000, donated from the
funds derived from the showing of
"Stage Door Canteen." Five men at
the luncheon gave $1,000 each, one
contributed $1,500 and four others
gave $500 each. Theie were many
contributions ranging from $10 up

of

—

A

-

racial

SHORTS

*

NCCJ Cause

*

"Avengers Over Europe"
Telenews Productions
18 n
Forceful

Produced by the National Fi
Board of Canada from footage si
by the Royal Canadian Air Foi
overseas film unit, this documents^
short is a salute to the work bei"
done by the RCAF in helping brig
Germany to her knees. The film cc
veys a g: aphic picture of the RCAI
1

Most of the footal

activities.

which is crowded with thrilling a
ial photography, records a bombij
mission undertaken by two Carol
ian fliers.
How they stalk a N;
munitions train and destroy it co
prises a series of vivid and exciti
scenes. Captured German film is
corporated in the footage. The pi
\

1

U

ture, sticking to the pattern of
film board's "World in Action" si
ies being distributed in this counif
by United Artists, is not too smoo j
ly edited and the sound is a bit
1

j

low par.

17 Cities Bidding for Coe]
To Speak on the Industry'
(Continued from Page

1)

those given in other cities during
last year.
Among the cities to which Coe 1
been invited a e Charlotte, Mempr
New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma Ci
St. Louis, Baltimore and nine othe
Coe speaks Jan. 10 in Clevela
and on Jan. 14 in Chicago.
1

GM

Show

Today;

to

Close Tour

New One Weighc

—

General Motors will ta
roadshow for employes, "It's Or
the Beginning" off the road \
Detroit

its

day,

closing

show

will

it

at

Lansing.

T

have played at that til]
in 30 cities to an audience in exc
of half a million composed of G
employes and their families.
D
cussion is under way for products
of another show with new moti
at the luncheon, explained that Skou- Michalove, Metropolitan Area Chair- pictures to stimulate employe mc
had
aid
of
for
industry
Bond
sales.
ras
enlisted the
six of his man
ale for early Spring.
key people for the drive. The other
Washington Conference Today
The GM shows which have be
three aides to Skouras, mentioned by
Skouras and his various chairmen running for about four seasons no
Fabian, are Andy Krappman, Fred
left for Washington after the lun- are considered the most elabora
Stein and Roseann Deardorf, who
cheon for the first of three regional and expensive shows staged by a:
will attend today's meeting in Washmeetings to be held this morning. organization for its employes,
ington.
The other conferences will be held produced this year, they include
Skouras and his aides were as- in Chicago and Detroit.
full length stage show with barX
sured of all-out trade press co-op.
produced in presentation style, t
Confined
to his home with a cold,
Others at the luncheon included
gether with a feature-length pictu
E. Depinet, chahman of the
Ned
Chick Lewis, Showmen's Trade Reand shorts produced by or for G.
view; William Formby, Boxoffice; WAC distributors group on the Loan and designed to stimulate producti
campaign,
will be unable to attend
Red Kann, Quigley Publications;
and show employes and their famiii"
Chester B. Bahn, Film Daily; Her- today's Washington meeting.
what part the company's productr
Acting temporarily for Depinet is contributing toward the war t
man Schleier, The Independent; Jack
Harrison, Hollywood Reporter; Paul will be Robert Mochrie who is also fort.
Greenhalgh, The Exhibitor; James expected to attend the Chicago sesPlans we: e under discussion eai
Cunningham, Motion Picture Daily; sions next Monday. Mochrie left for ier to take the show to the We
Terry Ramsay e, Motion Pictm'e Her- Washington yesterday accompanied Coast plants for the first time, b
ald; Pete Harrison, Harrison's Re- by Edward L. Alpe:son and Leon J. the difficulties of transportation ha
port; Bob Francis, Billboard; David Bamberger.
caused these to be dropped.
Lipton; Arthur Mayer, treasurer of
Leonard Goldenson, Paramount
WAC; Herman Gluckman, vice- vice-president, and Claude Lee, di- Jonas Freund Dead
chairman of Distributors Division, rector of public relations, are others
Jonas Freund, 60, fo
St. Louis
WAC; Oscar A. Doob; and Dan who will attend the Capitol meeting. mer theater owner, is dead.
j

Job
Ricketson congratulated the trade
press on the excellent job that they
did in their special editions on the
Third War Loan. "It was the most
important, the most effective and the
best job of all," he declared.
Fabian, who acted as toastmaster

j,

—

Staff of the Columbia exwill hold its annual Christ-

Buffalo

change

mas party Saturday. RKO exchange's party will be held the same
day.
Universal will have its party in the
exchange Monday, while the Paramount Pep Club's party will be held
next Thursday.
United Arists' party is set. for
Tuesday, in the Hotel Statler.

j

—

Building

*

*

NEW

•

IUGE

YORK, FRIDAY, DECEMBER

Become Effective
OPA's Okay Is

On

Price

Is

Formula

Establishing a new sales policy
hich will go into effect Jan. 1,
'44, with an eye to preparing the
Say for a period of future growth
.id expansion of its floor covering
* a. ket,
with accent particularly on

By GEORGE H. MORRIS
Equipment Editor of THE FILM DAILY

TWO
'

ly,

kinds of warfare are with us gl:bal-

— the

great

red

war of

blood

and

The latter
the great white war of nerves.
everyIt
is
has no geographical fronts.
where.
You find it in the written word,

principally

loose

the

of

rise

talk

—

parcel.

{Continued on Page 10)

in

see in the
broadcasting,

added to the oral, a sort of death ray which
will reduce their theaters to atoms.
There

THIS

Volume

lirrors Big B. 0. Biz

—

American Ticket Corp.
reports that its sales for the
ear to theaters is approximately 20
er cent ahead of the corresponding
A large incree:iod of last year.
lent of the organization's market
houses, and the
s centered in film
.pswing in public attendance at moion picture performances is relected in the reported 20 per cent

'ere

•usiness boost.
Volume of ticket sales for outdoor
•vents during the first 11 months of
{Continued on Page 11)

Projector "Guws" of
DeVry Aiding China
Chicag:— N. D. Olsen, DeVry
Corp. export manager, declared this
week that more than 50 of the com-

mm.

projectors are

use with the Chinese Army.
ing

to

the

latest

overseas

now

in

Accord-

television

normal

the

will

process

be the exception
of

absorption

a new breed of
make the best and
most of television's new coming, and the
breed will deserve the rewards which come

exploitability.

showmen

to

If

it

arise

will

proof of the

best

much
television

the

evolutionists
television

militant

and quite understanding^ so,
Becomprise the main line cf m'sgivings.
and it is
cause of a lot of loose talk,
Exhibitors,

—

So,

prepared to say just
going to do and be

the

until

little

colossus

were declared this
be urging WPB to remove

Industrialists

to
restrictions covering the manufacture of structural steel, cone ete
einf orcing bars, and other steel productions used in construction work.
Representations a: e that in view of
the easier supply of steel and the
prospect that transitional unemployits

ment may

weaned

(.Continued on Page 10)

Biff

Success

Air Officer, Former Designer, Hatches
Agitation Continues for
Steel Situation's Easing

is

properly and arrives at a stage of maturity

Scrap" Theater

week

that

is

is

although paradoxically the
{Continued on Page 11)

Materials Stockpile

Awaits WPB Ruling
Washington Bureau of

—

stockpile of materials should be set
aside for community services is now
being prepared by the amusements
and recreation section of the OCR.
George W. McMurphey, chief of the
section, and John Eberson, theater
expert, are preparing their presentacion, and are hopeful that there
{Continued on Page 10)

It

—

Eglin Field, Fla. One of the most
unusual stories of the war in the
realm of theater construction has
outcropped here. On Field 6 a new
movie house proudly stands, evolved
entirely f om scrap lumber, old lamp
shades, metal pulleys, iron rings,
pieces of pipe, a bundle of target
cloth, and various other scrap items
lying about the field. Author of the
:

theater" is ingenious Lt.
Fellows, former New
increase next year in steel Yo:k interior decorator and designer

{Continued on Page 11)

proved,

THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington A detailed analysis
of facts and figures for presentation
what before a special WPB committee
like which will rule on whether a special

none of
champions and

simple fact

most

television's

manufacturers have, in most instances, already progressed into the
tangible bluepiint stage with seating
creations which are calculated not
only to levolutionize audience comfort in the future, but also to provide at relatively low cost the type
of chairs which must be made to
compete fully with home and other
public seating.
With the metals situation im-

groundlessness of

of the current crop of fears anent
is

trade, largely curtailed as
result of imposed materials' restrictions since Pearl Harbor, are disclosed in a survey just completed on
Among the
a nation-wide basis.
several findings are that the chair

is,

to

the surviving fittest.

THE

seating

and

"pos-i-tive-ly."

trade.

•

advices,

these projectors are performing outstanding m'litary service, and m:re
will be shipped as the demand increases.

corner intends in no way to minimize the strength and reality of future
scientific progress.
It would
be unthinkable and most dangerous if any of us expected the maintenance of "status quo."
The war would not be worth the waging
something better than we have ever
if
Televisi n
known didn't emerge from it.
But
is
both an example and inevitability.
should be accepted as the boon it cerit
tainly should be, and not gazed upon as a
chamber of horrors by any individual in the
'

JJ

that

lieve
to

pany's 35

*

Vast potentialities of the theater
they

,

factor

visual

Much of
will
be no such destruction.
post-war era, Alexander Smith the outspoken word, and even in the al- their fear can be ascribed to the "unSons Carpet Co. officials and dele- most inaudible whisper. Its purpose is to known," for man is, and always has been,
most fearful of the things which impend,
tes concluded an intensive sales create- doubt and spread fear.
While we have our minds on the one big hovering over him in the form of shadow
inference yesterday at the Carlisle,
matter at hand, the war's winning, and at rather than of substance.
;t., mill of Masland, following seval days of kindred conferences at the same time go about our daily business
no age and at no stage of showmen's
I N
,ie New York sales office and at in order to keep the home front solid and
/ie
mill of Alexander Smith in sane, there are those who, well-meaning * existence have they, if showmen they
onkers.
All salesmen attended or not, take apparent delight in scare- really are and not just proprietors of an
A favorite vehicle wherein our automatically operating enterprise, failed
,ne confabs with the exception of speculation.
motion picture industry is taken for a to bring within their sphere the things
j.vo detained by illness.
In wake of the conclaves, which reckless ride is that labeled "Electronics," which are their business, and that means
'mbiaced such topics as sales ter- of which television is, of course, part and entertainment. There is no reason to be-

Chicago

*

Nation- Wide Survey Shows
Them Among Most Urgently Needed Items by Exhibs.

ie

ickel Sales

*

Set By Alexander Smith

Plain Talk About Equipment

in. 1;

ought

*

1943

17,

POST-WAR MARKET FOR THEAT.CHAIRS

uture Sales Policy
Vill

Equipment
Maintenance

VWmu>

Remodeling

'scrap

Woodward

{Continued on Page 10)

Strange Cycle of
the Encyclopedia
The Encyclopedia Britannica's purchase of Erpi continues the classic
reference set's business relationship
to filmland. It's this way: The Encyclopedia a year ago became a subsidiary of the University of Chicago,
coming to that institution from Sears,
Roebuck & Co. whose co-founder was
Alvah C. Roebuck, who was the
founder of Moticgraph!

•

THE'

EQUIPMENT NEWS

10

Friday,

December

17, 1943

DAILY

New

Sales Policy Set

Is

By Alexander Smith
THE

Bureau Chief.

J. Affleck, sightless workEastman Kodak who assembles
sight mounts for Flying Fortress guns

(Continued from Page 9)
ritories, quotas and allotments, sales
service, market evaluation and analysis, style and color, advertising and

by virtue of his highly-developed
sense of touch, was an honor guest
at a special luncheon given by the
National Association of Manufacturers during its 48th annual convenAffleck was action in New York.
companied here from Rochester by
Mrs. Affleck and his Seeing-Eye Dog,

promotion, and manufacturing operations, W. D. Gardner, vice-president
and sales manager, declared that the
basic purpose of the conference was

PLAIN TALK

sent.

Yes,

New

let's

take off our coats, but

shirts on.

Theaters Being

Blueprinted In Ore.

—

Leading Oregon
Portland, Ore.
theater architects, realizing the tremendous increase in population in
leading defense centers, and believing that many of the new workers
will continue to make Oregon their
home following the war, have already drawn plans for a half dozen
new houses, in Portland and other

Oregon cities.
These houses for the most part
will be located in what is known as
virgin territory, and will not conflict with the long established suburban houses.
operating
Brothers,
Whiteside
leading theaters in Corvallis, Ore.,
announce that plans have been completed for another 1,000-seat house
in that defense area, but that work
will not be started until peace comes.
John Randall advises that he will
shortly start work on a new theater,
a 400-seat house at Sutherlin, Ore.,

already applied to

OP A

for permis-

iion to put into effect on Jan. 1 a
new pricing formula for elimination
of all unnecessary differentials in
price, i.e., differentials not directly
related to differentials in manufacturing and distribution cost.
Details of the new formula are:
On carpets, base for pricing would
be the cut order price, with all sizes
except 9' x 12' and 27" x 54" at the
same per yard price. For those dealers who wish to maintain roll stocks
and cut their own goods, there would
be a discount of 10 per cent from the
cut order price, or, expressed in reverse, cuts would sell at 11.11 per
cent above the roll price.
Because
they are manufactured in quantity
at the mill instead of on special order, sample sizes 9' x 12' and 27" x
54" would be sold at 3 per cent above
roll price instead of the 11.11 per

cent cut order markup.

On Floor

would also have
the same square yard price, and, bePlan rugs

all

sizes

all Floor Plan sizes are made
and packaged as units in course of
production at the mill without the

cause

costs entailed in a cut order operations, this price would be 4 per cent
above the roll price for equivalent

qualities.
The only place
where a differential for sizes would
this month.
be maintained is in bordered rugs
Funds are now being raised for a where there is an actual difference
new Auditorium to be constructed in manufacturing cost due to shorter
in Spokane, Wash., and specifications runs on odd sizes. Here the 9' x 12'
on same will be announced early in would be priced at the same level as

1944.

Incorporates Pic Films
Pic Films, Inc., is among new corporations formed. Company declares
it will operate in Manhattan and deal
in motion picture films, machines,
etc.

carpet

the roll price on equivalent carpet
qualities, and 27" and 36" sizes would
be marked up 5 per cent above that
level, and all other sizes would be
marked up 10 per cent. This price
adjustment is not designed, Gardner st: essed, to increase or decrease
prices as against the present meth-

but "average" prices to eliminate confusion.
He said he hoped
sincerely that OPA would make the
od,

WHITE WAY

step possible.

ELECTRIC SIGN & MAINTENANCE CO.
Thomas F.
W. Walton

Flannery, President

315-17

St.

Delaware 9111

Chicago,

Imp.

Louis,

Mo.— The

Amusement Co. is
marque* .a* the
Cost

is

St.

Louis

erecting a new
Maffitt
Theater.

about $2,000.

Numerous

community

'Scrap" Theater Held

A

"Thing

of

Applications for new

now coming

about four a week,
A special advisory committee has
been named at WPB to advise in regard to the need for new theater
facilities.
Preliminary
estimates
have already been drawn up with
considerable variance in the figures
arrived at by the various members.
Some more uniform determination is
yet to be made, and if the stockpile
is authorized it is likely that authorization may yet be granted for
in at the rate of

Beauty"

(Continued from Page 9)
specializing in scenery for stage
productions.
Lt. Fellows, with the help of his
flying fellows, used the scrap lumber to elevate the floor of what was
once an orderly room, and additionally made a projection booth, stage

Old lamp shades made
the metal rings
and pipe a stage drop; scrap tin
flood lights; the target cloth a curtain and back drop.
The interior
is
chrome yellow blended with
orange, gray and green, decorated
with the Air Forces insignia in blue
and gold. All the work was done by
men of Lt. Fellows' squadron in
their spare time, and the theater is

and benches.
indirect

servicesi

would be cared for by such an allocation, with the chief benefit to theaters probably being that materials
would be made available for new
theater construction are

lighting;

Two New England Houses
To Reopen Christmas Day
New Haven— Loew-Poli

—

j

a

sizeable

number of new theater

Success in this project will have
no direct bearing on OCR's attempt
to gain a special allotment of vacuum
tubes in order to take care of industry needs.
A new regulation
put through by
last month
threatens to deprive over half the
nation's theaters of their AA-2 rating for tubes, dropping them to
AA-3. The latter would also be the
rating for the other theaters in the
nation, which have heretofore been
able to get tubes by certification,
with no preference rating. Effect is
to put the industry on the same
footing as juke boxes, dance hall
amplifiers and nearly all other users
of vacuum tubes. OCR is seeking a
special allocation of tubes for the

M

Made

War

—

WE CAN SUPPLY

name of the
the
dealer able to serve you.

you

FREE:— Our
are in the market for Used opera chairs

any

quantity.

We

also

can

use

any

What have you?

Chicago,

III.

latest

com-

Parts Catalogue is
now available. Ask for it
and give us the Dealer's
name serving your Com-

plete

munity.

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

i

constructions.

in Springreopens on Christmas Day, following a reconstruction job involving removal of stage and boxes to
make possible the installation of
some 300 additional seats.
New
sound, lighting fixtures and decorations have also been added.
Another Christmas Day opening will industry.
Although tubes, as a controlled
be the Victory in New London. That
house was formerly the 1,092-seat material would not be included in
Crown operated by
& P for many che stockpile referred to above, McMurphey said yesterday that if he
years.
is successful in getting the stockpile
it should have a definite bearing on
Property Purchase
the tube request.
"After all," he
For Postsaid, "there's no sense in having maPic House
terials to build theaters if we can't
Manchester, la. Wayne A. Dut- get the equipment they need to opton, owner of the Castle Theater erate."
here, is preparing for the post-war
period with purchase of lots to construct a theater and business buildall standard 35mm preciing.
sion projector replacement
Dutton's plans now are to erect a
parts.
We sell only through
two-story building housing the theDealers, but if your dealer
ater and apartments on the second
unable to supply your
is
floor as well as an office on the secrequirements, write us directly and we will give
ond floor.
field

We

i

WPB

a thing of real beauty.

quantity of standards only.

for Maffitt

(Continued from Page 9)

might be an early decision to grant
them a materials stockpile.

construction.

in

New Marquee
St.

III.

Awaits WPB Ruling

er of

to set up, as far as Alexander Smith
and Masland are concerned, a more
orderly distribution picture and that
''we propose to clean the decks and
set our house in order for this bet. . . about equipment
ter day that lies ahead," and added:
(Continued from Page 9)
"Our salesmen have completed
and strength enabling him to swing from detailed surveys of their respective
the floor, let us of filmland, whose scien- territories and one of our principal
tific
brainpower and general prowess is jobs at this meeting has been to help
anything but deficient, take our coats off each man work out on the fairest
and conduct ourselves energetically with possible basis his allotments of whatthings that are, and learn and watch for ever goods the mills can produce."
Gardner said his organization has
the opportunities which television will pre-

keep our

Honored by JVAM

Francis

DAILY

compreFILM
Section of
hensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donala
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,

A

Materials Stockpile

Eastman's Affleck

WENZEL

PROJECTOR

2509 South State St.

COMPANY
Chicago.

III.

:

December

-iday,

17,

3fe

1943

uge Market Awaits

After This, Michigan's Movie Fans Should
Hold All Boris Harlot I Thrillers Possible

lew Theater Chairs

— Responsibility

Loma Theater in
for the fire that destroyed the
$40,000 loss several months ago has been admitted to
authorities in a confession by Herbert Winkler, 70-year-old police chief in the
town. Winkler said that he had set a series of five fires in Coloma in the past
two years "for the kick of it." Attempts to track down the suspected firebug
have been under way for months, and the culprit was the chief of police!
Detroit

Coloma, Mich., with

{Continued from Page 9)

ruber situation remains tight, ex-

imentation

going-

is

among channels

pidly

along more
in seating

-earch behind the scenes. A numnew materials, both strucand for upholstery, have alady been tested, it is asserted.
:>urces probed are of the opinion
at few items in the present day
eater will be in such sha: p postar demand as theater chairs. Rea>»ns include (1) intensive wear to
Inch chairs have been subjected
ithout replacement and often withit adequate servicing and repairs
nee the war started; (2) damage
a considei-able percentage of
iai: s as result of theater fires, vanllism, and other factors; (3) outoding of chairs as consequence of
')
newly-introduced designs; (4)
''ck of adaptability of former defcms to coming theater needs; and
i) the need for the best designs, inrporating both scientific and esthec values, when competition faces
•spective manufacturers after the

EQUIPMENT NEWS

•

ar's end.

While no fanfare is attending the
ans of chair-makers, their quali-

spokesmen make no secret of
fact that they have backlogs of
itents which they intend to apply
soon as they are able to do so
onomically. There will be no gog back to the chairs of the pre-war
ntage.
Geat thought is being

ed
'ie

5

ven to dimensions, mechanical opation, simplicity of structure, duibility of parts and coverings, and
•-operation with architects and theer owners to assure proper spac-

Volume

Ticket Sales

Mirrors Big B. 0. Biz

a

(Continued from Page 9)

1943 has fallen off considerably in
comparison with the first 11 months
of 1942, but this has been more than
compensated by the demand for so-

>r of
rally

:

n

Latest In Lenses

New

Is

Record

Plastic

Mescall Development Circumvents Shellac

called

indoor

chiefly

movies.

amusement

events,

Agitation Continues for
Steel Situation's Easing

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—A

of

THE FILM DAILY

revolutionary type

of lens for motion picture

cameras

produces photographic depths
approaching infinity has been designed and perfected by John Mescall
of the American Society of
Cinematographers, it is disclosed
here, and it will be put to use for
the first time in RKO Radio's "Are
These Our Children?"
Mescall's "swivel lens" is utilized
for special shots to pick up background characters that would ordina: ily be out of focus, its inventor
states.
It will be used on all RKO
Radio films, and, ultimately, he
hopes, by all major movie makers.
Explaining the new lens, Mescall
pointed out: "Ordinary lenses are
optically set at right angles to the
film plane. This makes it impossible
to photograph background characters in proper focus.
Our new lens
is set on swivel, in a ball-and-socket
ar angement.
This enables us to
photograph characters clearly at extreme depths without sacrificing the
quality of the figures being photographed simultaneously in closeup."
that

—

Richmond, Va. Among the more
than 600 patents listed as granted in
the last issue of the U. S. Patent
Office's Official Gazette is a new kind
of plastic photograph record numbered 2,335,986 and covered in eight
claims.

When

shellac

(Continued from Page 9)

and construction

some

time,

WPB,

For
known, has

industries.
is

it

been weighing the rescinding of
Conservation Order M-126 which
bars the use of steel in numerous
civilian

including

products,

steel

became most building materials.

obtain with the advent of

difficult to

war two years ago the phonograph Singer, Redmond Inspect
record industry was severely threat- Streamlined
Brandeis
ened, since one of the main ingredients of common phonograph recOmaha Mort H. Singer of the

—

theater chain bearing his name and
John Redmond, general manager of
have been tried, and the latest one
the circuit, stopped off he: e to expatented was invented by Victor amine the new streamlining job
asand
Yngvre of Lakewood, O.,
done on the Brandeis Theater, mansigned to the Carbide and Carbon aged by Will Singer, brother of
Mort.
Chemicals Corp. of New York.
The entire theater was redecorand
is
a
plastic
substitute
The new
ated and despite scaffolding which
its abrasive is described as having was necessary within the house for
a hardness of at least 5 on Mohr's nearly a month not a single perscale.
formance was missed. Previously the

ords

is

shellac.

Some

substitutes

Wallace Shutters House
For Redecorating

Work

Singer house at Cedar Rapids was
redecorated and the one in New Orleans is scheduled next.

ig.

widely agreed that existing
replaced, will be used
,rgely for the small community
ands where they would be a marked
iprovement, and also used for exto countries where de luxe
mating is not of prime importance
id won't be for a number of years,
the Government, and it almost
u-tainly will, turns back to commeral channels the chairs it now has in
ilitary theaters, the small domestic
aditoriums and those in certain
.nds overseas will be able to draw
It is

iai:s,

this additional supply.

p
ig
f

when

But the

Folsom Will Take Over

New RCA

Chairs!

ies
J.

lace,

to

concrete

anchor*
floors

loon

TIONS

...

CHAIR

$5.

customers, namely houses of cities
and principal towns. For this ace
segment of the market the competition will be tremendous, and particularly is this expected because no one
manufacturer will be able to conver
from war work to peacetime manufacturing on a scaje sufficient to give
him general dominance.

•

minute*.

Florida Stand

Chleaot.

Milton, Fla. The Imogene Theater has been remodeled to eliminate
fire hazards, and is again open for
business.
It was declared unsafe
by Army authorities and service mer
forbidden to patronize it.
Everything is in first class condition now.

PARTS

GENERAL CHAIR CO.
Eltton Ave.

CHICAGO,

Wal-

ILL.

&ltec Promotes Turner

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE

For Excellence in the Production
of Motion Picture Sound Equipment
IT'S

A FACT!

.

stadiums,

sent developments far
beyond previously ac-

CHICAGO

.

.

.

.

amusement

We

Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
T

DeVRY
•

.

parks, etc.
can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.

cepted standards DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Hollywood

TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service
Low cost
45 year's experience serving theatres,

DEVRY

War- born
precision Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

—

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS
1308

Now Okay

ten

f.o.b.

In

S.

Morrison's re-opening.

1.

chain

COMPLETE KIT AND INSTRUC

— Raymond

managing

and headquarters in Camden, N. weeks' vacation trip and will return
He will assume his new duties in time to arrange details for the

1

Permanently

O.

director of Tri-The- To Engineering Post
1
aters, Inc., has announced that the
accord with Altec Service
In
Frank M. Folsom, who until the Morrison, ace house of the four he
here will be dark until Corp.'s policy of promotions from
first of this month served as Chief controls
redecorating
by
the ranks, L. W. Conrow, company's
of the Navy's Procurement Branch, Christmas Day for
has been elected a vice-president and Philip Ga'bo, well known Cleveland president, has just announced the adGarbo recently completed vancement of Don L. Turner from
director of RCA, it is announced by artist.
David Sarnoff, president.
Folsom re-decorating the Columbia, of the Eastern New York manager to manager of Commercial Engineering.
will be in charge of the company's same chain here.
Milton W. Korach, manager of the
manufacturing division, RCA Vicgone East on a two
tor, with principal plants in six cit- Morrison has

manufacturers are thinking first on Jan.
their more formidable types of

No More Loose

Alliance,

Duties Jan.

•
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I
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It is

with a deep feeling of responsibility and pride
that

announce

I

my

the story of America's

U

next production,
first

flying general

BILLY MITCHELL

**

Based on Isaac Don Levine's Biography of General "Billy" Mitchell

This picture
of

all

the

is

to be produced with the cooperation

members of General

Mitchell's family and

the assistance of the United States

A

Army

share of the proceeds will go

Air Forces.

to the

Army Air Forces' Aid Society

SAMUEL BRONSTON

Now

in

release

thru

United

Artists

"JACK LONDON"

.

REMOVEM

3
I

2 H

N YC
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SENATE VOTES 1-CENT-0N-5 ADMISSION TAX
Plan Giant Nation-Wide Bond Sales Contest
Honored One Hundred"

New Decree

Proposals May Be Written Today
As Majors and Their Attorneys Continue Talks

Run Length
War Bond Drive

Contest to
3f

Attorneys for the five companies that are signatories to the New York condecree indicated Friday that progress had been made in outlining their
recommendations for changes in the decree, although specific details were
not revealed.
Ccmpany heads and attorneys will continue their discussions
today and a draft of the proposals may reach Clark tomorrow.
They met

Will Enable Exhibitors
To Arrange Prices Without Dealing in Pennies

sent
ishington

THE FILM DAILY
— Plans
for a giant

Bureau of

Washington

contest open to all theater
*anagers in the United States,
iaska and Hawaii were announced
ales

ere Friday during an all-day seson at the Hotel Statler.
Over 75
idustry leade: s were locked up for

morning

ngthy
osed

and

afternoon

Friday morning at the

MPPDA

offices.

and

AMPS

Technicolor Plans

Although

it

had been announced

lat Undersecretary of State Edward
l Stettinius, Jr., would address the
(Continued on Page 7)

New Post-War
Went Coast Bureau

Hollywood

6 Ad Channels

)nly

or Canadian Exhibs.

—

of

Plants For Equip. Disposal

THE FILM DAILY

Technicolor in the
post-war period plans the erection
of a new plant of increased capacity
to accommodate the industry's expending needs in the U. S. and the
establishment of further labs, abroad,
it
is disclosed by Dr. Herbert T.

Kalmus.

—

Toronto An interpretation of OrTechnicolor's president and gener No. 332 of the Wartime Prices eral manager said that rapid progoard for extensive printing restric- ress has been made in the comons in order to conserve paper for oany's research department toward
ar purposes leaves six channels of development of a monopack type
dvertising for theater

managers

(Continued on Page 7)

Detroit

Tilts

—

Detroit The WLB has approved
age increases for ushers and other
leater service employes
of 100
ouses in the Co-operative Theaters
f
Michigan, including neaily all
(Continued on Page 7)

basis

of

its

first

or

in Cleveland Jan. 10
Adv. Club Address

reported.

missions from two cents on each 10
cents or portion thereof to one cent
on each five cents or portion thereof.

Although some

revenue

loss in

(Continued on Page 10)

Army Motion

directors recently held in St. Louis,
according to R. B. Murray,
director.
The demobilization question was not discussed, he said, and
no constructive planning is looked
for until it is known with some as-

AMPS

(Continued on Page 6)

4,000!

R. Exhibs. Talk

May Ask Law

Fixing

40%

Scranton Trucking Strike
Philadelphia
A local trucking
strike in the Scranton area has resulted in headaches for exchanges
and theater men because of the fact
that while Highway Express is not
iffected directly by the strike, it
.aturally will not enter the area

is

of

in

to

Vacate

Toronto

McCarthy Takes Over

As PRC Sales Mgr.
Leo McCarthy has been installed
officially

as sales

manager

of

PRC

and some realignment of the sales
staff is likely to result when an appointment is made to replace McCarthy as Western division manager.

:

more playing rime than the previous
company record-holders, "Casablan
ca" and "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Compared with average playing time

it

thousands

—

Brings Industry

first-run bookings,
registered from 150 to

no discussion of the disposal of
Picture Service equipment after the war at the week-long
meeting of AMPS engineers and field

telegrams from

exhibitors, the Senate Finance Committee, in an eleventh-hour move
voted to alter the tax rate on ad-

ly

Hermant Bldg.

engagements, Warners' "This is the
Army" has averaged 30 per cent

for

— There

—

At a press conference Friday, McToronto Canadian Warner Bros. Carthy announced that "Minstrel
and Columbia Pictures have received Man" and "When the Lights Go on
Cleveland Charles Francis "Sock- official notice from provincial au- Again" would be the two most im(Continued on Page 3)
3i'" Coe, MPPDA vice-president and thorities
to move film exchanges
general counsel, will be in Cleve- f om the Hermant Building, 21 Dunland on Jan. 10. He will appear un- das Square, because of hazard to Cites Limitation Statute
der the sponsorship of the Cleveland many other tenants in the building In Extort Trial Summation
Advertising Club and will address not engaged in film distribution. It
i group limited because of war con- is understood that film exchange liThat the seven defendants charged
iitions to 550 people on that date in censes are to be suspended pending
with conspiracy to extort more than
(Continued on Page 7)
he ballroom of the Cleveland Hotel.
?

P.

"Army" Playing Time
Ahead 30% for Mark
the

Washington

of

—

Theater Service

mployes Get Pay

Zoe

THE FILM DAILY
was absolute-

Washington Bureau of

Order WB., Col.

(Continued on Page 11)

in

These comprise newspaper
jvertising, outdoor display cards or
tailed matter where no local newsanada.

On

Without Plans

meetings.

ANDREW

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAIL
Washington
Yielding at
long last to strong industrypressure in the form of mail

By

Washington Bureau

"Army" has
230 per cent,

Headache

—

where another local union

is striking.

%

Ceiling

$1,000,000 from the industry should
be set free under the statute of limitation was the contention of A. Brad(Continued on Page 11)

as Distribs. Limit]

San Juan, P. R. (By Air MailPassed by Censor) A law fixing 40
per cent of the gross as the maxi-

—

mum

that a distributor could ask
for a film deal may be introduced in
the legislature here if the exhibitors' demands for relief are not met
by the New York home offices, it is
reported reliably here.
A resolution against the present
(Continued on Page 11)

Rep. Playiny Time
On Circuits Increased
Republic

is

showing

a

marked

crease in playing time on all
portant circuits in the Eastern

in-

im-

and

Central districts, Prexy James R.
Grainger of Republic announced Friday at the closing session of the
two-day sales conference at the New
York, A.

C

cW
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Land (Twentieth
The Mad Choul (Universal Pictures)
Madame Curie (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Desert Song (Warner Bros. Pictures)

WASHINGTON—

0882; CHICAGO, 45,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.

111.,

Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.

LONDON—

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St.,

W.

I.

PARIS— P.

Le

A. Harle,

Film,

HAVANA—
HONOLULU

Mary
Rue Marsoulan (12).
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
29

—

St.

Palace
Victoria
Astoi
Criteriot

—

Strand
Capitol

Paramount
Roxy
Music Hall
Hollywood
Clobe
New York
New York

—Opens tomorrow
—Opens tomorrow

(a)
(a)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FEATURES
—
—
48th
—

4th week
Russia (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Sess
Sweden (Scandia Pictures) 4th week
Cuando Viajanlas Estrella (CLASA) 2nd week
The Battle of Russia (Twentieth Ccntury-Fox)2nd week

Battle

of

Riding High (Paramount Pictures)

—Dec.

22

—

bill,

Theater
Belmont

World

Paramount

—
—

in

closing, in the opinion of

manager

office

Roxy
Rialto

Strand
Criterion

—

Carolina Attractions, one of the larj

Smart reports that attendj

ever,

in the city theaters, five of wfhc
are owned by Carolina Attraction

has fallen

Rivoli

Globe
Stanley

THE FILM DAILY

—
.

Buy

and

CEA-KRS
To Meet

West Coast Bureau

.

Hollywood

Stanwyck

—

-

of

THE FILM DAILY

Barbara Stanwyck,

now making "My Reputation" at the Warner Bros, studio, has
been signed by Jack L. Warner to a
who

Joint Committee
in Early January

—

London (By Cable) Joint commii
tee on trade disputes established b
the
and KRS is expected to gf
down to cases at its second meetin
in early January. First session las
week was of an exploratory nature.
KRS parley last week was xt
stricted to a discussion of post-wa
labor problems.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

GREER GARSON-WALTER PIDGEON
in

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer's

"MADAME CURIE"
CREAT CHRISTMAS STACE SHOW
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

Claudette Colbert

Circle 6-4600

—

is

long termer, making her the 23rd
star on the company payroll.

Columbia
Theater for Odeon Chain

—

Toronto Odeon Theaters of Canada Ltd. has acquired the 500-seat
Sapperton in a suburb of New Westminster, B. C, according to Haskell
This
Masters, general manager.
makes the twenty-fifth house operated in British Columbia by Odeon.

Carolina Theater

Meet

Fred MacMurray

A Paramount

Picture

In Person

WOODY HERMAN and BAND
•
PARAMOUNT
Times Square
BUY MORE WAR BONDS
SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STAR
NEW VICTORIA

.

RKO PALACE*

•

B'WAY & 46th— Dally,

B'WAY

2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats., Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Eves., $1.10 $2.20
Extra shows
Sats.,

ances.
run.

—

Suns.,

&

47th

performContinuous
priced
Popular

Hols.—CI 6-7429

Owners

in Charlotte Jan. 16

—

Theater Owners
North and South Carolina will
meet in the Charlotte hotel here on
Jan. 16-17, it is announced by the
Charlotte, N. C.

—

"NO TIME FOR LOVE"

Fund

WB

for

Rive

Two

—

Termer

New

Fort Jackson, and at the
Marine Base.

CEA

bill.

Extension of Present Social March of Dimes Campaign
Security Rate Awaits O.K. Book to Exhibs. Dec. 27

—
—

1

WB

se\

eral Charlotte exchanges is accoun'
ed for largely by large Government
operated theaters in Fort Bragg, z

.

.

Septen

off slightly since

Washington — Legislation

FINANCIAL

.

Hom

est theater chains in the state.

World

A 12-page, four-color campaign
extend- book, aimed to be a practical help to
ing the present one per cent tax for exhibs. in the 1944 March of Dimes
old-age pensions until next March drive rolls off the presses today and
(December 17, 1943)
1 is on President Roosevelt's desk will be ready for mailing to theaters
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
approval, after having been Dec. 27.
Net for
The mailing is being deLow Close Chg. passed quickly by House and Senate. layed to avoid the holiday postal jam.
High
The temporary extension was
Am. Seat
The book reviews the work done
Col. Picts. vtc. (2y2 %) ....
voted when it became apparent that in
previous Ma: ch of Dimes drives,
Columbia Picts. pfd
the tax bill, to which continuance of
2?/8
2% 2% +
Con. Fm. Ind
and contains detailed instructions
16% 16% +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 16%
the present social security rate was on
how to report collections, the plan
159 ..
159
159
Kodak
East.
appended by the Senate Finance being similar to last year's.
do pfd
unwould
be
enacted
Committee,
not
19% 19% 19% +
Gen. Prec. Eq
Enclosed in the book are report
57% 57% 573/4 +
Loew's, Ine
til after the holidays.
forms.
231/4
24
........ 24
Paramount
-fWithout the stay legislation the
RKO
7% 7% 7% +
95
95
95'/2
RKO $6 pfd
rate would have increased to two
21%
213/4
20th Century-Fox ... 21%
+
Crescent
Schine
per cent Jan. 1.
28 % +
20th-Fox pfd. <iy2 ).28% 28
20th-Fox pfd. (4y2 >.100y8 00% 100%
Paramount's
Blocks
Warner Bros
11% HV2 "% +
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Detroit V. C. to Raise
Deals have just been completed
Par.
B'way 3s55
whereby two important circuits have
$12,000 Charity
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram Picts
2% 23/4 23/4
bought Paramount's Blocks One and
U/4
11/4
Radio-Keith cvs.
%
Two for 1943-44, Neil Agnew, genprogram
of
12
major
Detroit
A
Sonotone Corp.
2% 2%. 2%
Technicolor
12% 12yf 12%
social activities to raise a minimum eral sales manager, announced Fri4
4
4
CresTrans-Lux
of $12,000 for charity work during day. The deals were with the
Universal Pictures
1944 was proposed by Charles C. cent Amusement Co. of Nashville,
18
If
18
Universal Picts vtc.
Perry, retiring Chief Barker of Var- which comprises more than 140 theiety Club of Michigan at the an- aters mostly in Tennessee, and the
Sales Drive Starts
1944
Perry's Schine Circuit of 90 theaters.
nual membership meeting.
Warners' 1944 Round-Up, this sea- proposal covers a schedule of one
With the completion of these two
son's designation for the annual War- activity a month, to include golf deals, all key circuits in the Eastern
ner Bros, sales drive, was launched tournaments, boat excursions, feather division headed by Hugh Owen have
yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, gen- parties, and other events in season. purchased Paramount's product in
eral sales manager. A special drive
the first two blocks.
in the Canadian territory will run
25th British
coincident with the U. S. drive.
1

Roy Smar

in Charlotte for th

Capitol

—

at Night (Artkino Pictures) (c)
(c) Follows current
(b) Dual showing,

Washington Bureau of

There has bee
change in theater attendanc
North Carolina in the year no

Increased sales reported by
Stanley
St.

Dec. 23
)oe (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
The Cang's All Here (Twentieth Century-Fox)
Dec. 22
Ghost Ship (RKO Radio Pictures)— Dec. 24
Destination Tokyo (Warner Bros. Pictures)
Dec. 31
Crazy House (Universal Pictures)
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
The Courageous Mr. Penn (J. H. Hoffberg Co.)
The Song of Bernadette (Twentieth Century-Fox) (b-c)
The Song of Bernadette (Twentieth Century-Fox) (b-c)

Made

—

Charlotte, N. C.
little

ber.

FUTURE OPENINGS

Heroes Are
(a) Dual

Attendance Keeps Pace

Rialto

Packin' Mama ( Republic Pictures)
Suspected Person (Producers Releasing Corp.)
Cattle Stampede (Producers Releasing Corp.)

A Guy Named

HOLLYWOOD,

28, Calif.—
Representatives:
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Andrew H.
Granite 6607.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

55th

—

Pictures)

Pistol

act of

THE

Rivoli

Carnegie
Playhouse

Little

—
—
—
—
Century-Fox)
2nd week
—2nd week

Happy

North Carolina Theater

Theater

—

For Whom the Bell Tolls (Paramount Pictures)
24th week
Jeannie (English picture)
15th week
The Great Mr. Handel (Midfilm)— 15th week
The North Star (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn)
7th week (b)
The North Star (RKO Radio-Samuel Coldwyn) 7th week (b)
Cry Havoc (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Fictures)
5th week
Flesh and Fantasy (Universal Pictures-Chas.Boyer)
5th week
Northern Pursuit (Warner Bros. Pictures)
4th week
Cirl Crazy (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer Pictures)
3rd week
No Time for Love (Paramount Pictures) 3rd week

—

194

DAILY

of

secretary, Pauline Griffith of Charlotte.
Roy Row, of Burgaw, N. C,

L oTwsSTRTE
ON SCREEN
World Premiere
Showing
ANDREWS SISTERS

"SWINCTIME
JOHNNY"

IN

J

PERSON
JAMES

BARTON

AMY
ARNELL
EXTRA!
NICK

KENNY

<M
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McCarthy Takes Over

COmmG

fa PRC Sales Mgr.
(Continued from Page

xirtant pictures to be

for the

"Minstrel Man," starring
Senny Fields, goes into production
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SCHREIBER, WAC, returns from the
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HERB BERC, United
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press

con-

Miami today.

from

returns

tact,

SCHENCK, WILLIAM PERLBERC
are on their way back to

FDWIN LOEB

and

the Coast.
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KEN
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in

Mexico

City.

RUBINE,
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publicity director for Sam
Productions,
is
en
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East.
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I.,
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and playwright,
from Remsenburg,

writer

Waldorf-Astoria

the
to

M-G-M's "Week-

script of

end at the Waldorf."

KATHRYN GRAYSON, LOU HOLTZ, NANCY
WALKER, JUNE ALLYSON and "RAGS" RACLAND
the

get in from the Coast today
Capitol's holiday stage show.

to

go

into

editorial director of Ideal's

woman's group of magazines, has left for the
Coast to take a look at the latest releases and
new Hollywood talent.

LAWRENCE LANGNER,

of

the Theater Guild

has returned from Hollywood.

.

among men from the New York circuit now
• Pfc. Harry Wheeler, veteran salesman,

formerly with Para.'s Kansas City exchange,
Office of

veteran

has

HARMON, WAC

EDWARD
Coast

reported com-

the Press Photographers Association of

for distribution

in uniform rates

is

head of a new producing outfit.
• MilEd Sullivan. Danton Walker and Henny

company's annual Christmas party

bids are ou to 1,000.

Loewdown

Hoffman,

H.

several indie companies,

entertainment and dance at the Waldorf, Feb.

has

his

SCHUBART, manager of exchange
for RKO Radio, returned today from
two months swing, from the company branches.
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T
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MORRIS GOODMAN,

Republic vice-president
charge of foreign sales, has returned from a
two-week's visit to Puerto Rico.
in

BENEDICT BOGEAUS, producer
of San
lease,
will

Luis Rey,"

and

arrive

of

"The Bridge

which United Artists

MIMI FORSYTHE
in New York today.

(Mrs.

will

re-

Bogeaus),

Local 343 Re-nominates

Omaha

—

IATSE

Local 343 has
officers for
re-election: President, Alvin Kostlan,
Brandeis Theater; first vice-president, Jerry Reeves, Omaha; second

nominated the following

vice-president, Ben Cuttle, Circle
treasurer, Bayard Loomis, Brandeis;
financial secretary, Glenn Jordan,
Military; business agent, Howard
Jackson; secretary, Clyde Cooley,

20th-Fox screening room.

Christmas Bonuses Given

Iowa U. As Subject

To Paramount Employes

OWI

of

Educational Pic

—

Iowa City, la. OWI has set tentaemployes was an- tive plans for making an educational
film for ove: seas distribution, using
nounced Friday by Barney Balaban,
the University of Iowa here as the
president.
subject.
The film will be aimed as
Employes at exchanges who have showing that the war will be won
been employed by the company as of by technical training and the peace
by retention and extension of liberal
Dec. 1, 1943, will receive a week's
education. The pic would also illussalary, the bonus not to exceed $50. trate the contrast between American
A. total of 1,100 exchange employes
students and those of European unito

WEDDING BELLS

Paramount

—

Charlotte, N. C.
Dorothy Penclerk in the Republic Exchange,

nell,

and Charles Porter were married

in

Lenoir.

Omaha — Nel Marie Brown,

resign-

Paramount exmarry Dr. Clem

ing bookkeeper at the

change here, will
Dumont, Creighton university graduEmployes at the home office earn- distribution of the film with a nar- ate, here on Christmas day.
The
ing up to $75 a week have received rative sound track in some 22 lang- couple will live in San Antonio, where
a week's salary to a maximum of $50. uages.
the husband will interne.
will receive this bonus.

L.

Hotel

at the

PERLBERC

FRANCIS

Edison on Wednesday

•

to

honeymoon

a

due back from Tuscon and Mississippi today.

John DeMott

be rounding out 40 years in show

he'll

Distribution of a Christmas bonus

M,

Seelbach

staff identified his aunt's

work on PRC's "Minstrel Man,"
business

return

will

after

Friday.

IRVING

Botha

Universale cashier

house in the fifth "Flicker
Flashback" release which presents Charlie Chaplin in "Police" and
Mary Pick ford in her first screen role
When Benny Fields starts

forces.

Dennis Morgan

a

.

from a deal with an

then he

has just completed 25 years with
of the

today

A.
A.
operations

T
•

•

•

desk

WILLIAM
Coast

.

answered the phone from his
bank office
and all the bewildered salesman heard was "Okay.
we'll subscribe for a million and absorb $50,000 ourselves"

American Air Reserve and American

Dunne

.

who also happens to be a bank director, tells this
The exhibitor was spending most of the time in a discussion over

a $7.50 item on a deal

Court's sentence is now of record,
but is not final, since all sentences
involving dismissal of officers from
the armed forces must go to the
'President for final approval.
Findings and sentence of the court followed general court-martial held in
Los Angeles, Dec. 6.
Stone's record showed that he was
a cinematographer for 28 years, part
of that time as cameraman for Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
That
he served with the Army Air Corps
from 1919 to 1922, was a member of

Irene

way.

its

upstate exhibitor

eral court martial of violating the
96th article of war, Grant H. Stone,
who entered Army Air Corps as a
captain on Aug. 31, 1942, has been
'sentenced to dismissal from the service and to one year confinement at
hard labor.
Following a thorough
investigation by military authority,
Stone faced court-martial charged
with illegally selling motion picture
film valued at $900, while he was
commanding officer of an Air Corps
depot at 4531 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, maintained for repairing
and furnishing photographic equip-

William C. Hyer

Treasury has

the

If

.

one

for

MOSKOWITZ

MARTIN
20th-Fox
Florida.

Yr. in Prison

*§|te

a quick

don't count

.

said.

Military Reserve.

the Treasury asks Congress next

if

the income tax rates again

taxes

salesman

—Found guilty by a gen-

ment for armed

in

tilt

—

Stone Ordered Dismissed
West Coast Bureau

to

—

DON'T BE SURPRISED

up until the national debt is materially lowered.
• For
a complete example oi the spirit of the season in iilm biz, there's that
Columbia fan mag ad on "Sahara" which describes Humphrey Bogart
as "the great star of Casablanca" a Warner picture.
• Pathe's
annual party is set tentatively for Dec. 31. with Bob Beach. Helen
Deutsch and Jim Herries in charge of arrangements.
• A Michigan

pany's sales staff had been increased
-50
per cent during the past six
months and that business was running at high tempo.
Important star names and higher
budgeted pictures will place PRC
in the high-quality bracket during

1

•

for

rates will stay

McCarthy repotted that the com-

From AAC;

•

year

18 westerns will be delivered as
oromised and next season's lineup
*-ill be approximately the same, McCarthy said.

Mhe coming season, McCarthy

McMANUS left New York Friday
Mexico City and from there will go to
Panama, where he will function as assistant
manager of 20th's Panama office.
ELLIOT

gram.

of 24 features

Chicago and Milwaukee.

leans,

xilance of the current season's pro-

t^Jan. 22.
PRC's program

I II

R.
GRAINCER left by plane on Saturday,
1.
for a
three-weeks' sales trip, which includes
stopovers in Oklahoma City, Dallas, New Or-
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AMPS

Without Plans

• REVIEWS

For Equip. Disposal

'Gung

(Continued f-om Page 1)

Of THE

marks

equipment
field.
This includes booth equipment
for over a thousand theaters in the
AMPS system, with huge stocks of
both 35 mm. and 16 mm. projectors
now held by or on o'der for the
Navy also set for possible post-war
in the theater

Until there is more definite
information on demobilization, it is
sale.

possible

only

to

guess

how much

equipment

* SHORTS *

*

Murray

said

F: iday, and was exconstructive.
Operation

tremely

methods were clarified, but no important changes were announced.
Neither was there any discussion of
product nor quality of product.

Absorbingly told, Marine Corps Lt. W. S.
Le Francois' factual story of the raid makes
There
a stirring film alive with action.
an authentic touch to the producti~n,
is
which at times takes on the quality of a
The picture has been done
documentary.

aboard one of the two submarines taking
the Carlson raiders to their destination.
Life aboard the sub has been interestingly
depicted.
A feeling of tenseness is skill-

maintained in these sequences as it
After
the scenes of the raid itself.
the men are landed on Makin Island the
The
action rises to a smashing pitch.
raiders have only frcm dawn to nightfall
n which to complete their m'ssion of wiping out the Japs and destroying all enemy installations, and every minute of that
t"me is made to count on the screen.

fully
is

in

The subject of disposal of war
surplus materials was b: ought up
on the House floor Friday by Rep.
Forest A. Harness, R., 111., who declared that surplus material to be
disposed of after this war is now expected to amount to over $6,000,000,000 in value. Calling for immediate i\fter suffering heavy casualties in a vivid
and intelHgent planning for the dis- and brutal encounter with the enemy, the
posal process, Harness warned that :>arty returns to the submarines and heads
unless disposal is carefully handled for hrme.
Lucien Hubbard has transferred the origiit can flood
the market and deal
American industry a body blow from nal to the screen effectively. Considerable
which it will recover only with great contributions are the photography of Milton

difficulty.

Already disposal of surplus mateby the Army is "causing con-

rials

*

PROMOTED

*

ARMY

WILLIAM JEFFERSON,

*

Krasner

and

the

special

effects

Included are many shots of
the kingdom's royalty. Photographed
excellently in Cinecolor, the short

there.

was pioduced by Edmund Reek.

"Grand Canyon

Ray Enright's direction
John P. Fulton.
packs plenty of bite.
Rand'lph Scott plays the film counterJ. Carpart of Lt. Col. Carlson creditably.
rol Naish presses h'm for top honors as an
The two
officer with the raiding party.
Marines in love with the same girl are
played by Noah Beery, Jr., and David Bruce.
Some others
Grace McDonald is the girl.
who do well are Alan Curtis, Bob Mitchum,
Richard Lane, Rod Cameron, Sam Levene.

—

MARKOWITZ, M-C-M

office

cago.

*

NAVY

CLYDE FUCHSTEINER,

Bell

&

Creation"

M-G-M

9 mins.

Excellent

The Grand Canyon
is

of the Colorado
grandeur in
FitzPatrick tabloid trav-

disclosed in

this

all

its

James
The canyon

Milburn Strne, Harold Landon,
Levene,
John James, Louis Jean Heydt.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Wanger;
manager, Chi- Director, Ray Enright; Screenplay, Lucien
Hubbard; Based on story by Lt. W. S. Le

*

USMC;

Additional

D'alogue, Joseph Hoffman; Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Musical Score, Frank Skinner; Musical
Francois,

i

his fatb

as ruler of a mid-African land, ar
runs down a Nazi gang as well i
discovering the fabulous ruins of
lost city named Zoloz. The title ro!
essayed by Tom Tyler, and feature
with him ar e Jeanne Bates and Ac
the Wonder Dog. Judging from tr
first chapter, "The Phantom" wi

is viewed from prove highly dramatic and packt
every angle in scenes of unrivalled with excitement of the meller so'r
Technicolor splendor. A trip to the Others in the cast are Kenneth I
bottom of the chasm with close-up Macdonald, Frank Shannon, Gu
shots of the Colorado River winds up Kingsford, Ernie Adams, John
the reel. Here is caviar for lovers Dagni, and Joe Devlin.
Plenty t
of travel films.
extras are used in conjunction wi1
the regular cast, thus lending sui
"Baby Puss"
able spectacle and pageantry to tr
8 mins. story.
A solid production staff h
M-G-M
Kiddie Delight
eludes Director B. Reeves Easoi
Tom the cat and Jerry the mouse Leslie J. Swabacker, Morgan B. Co:
cavort again in a Technicolor car- Victor McLeod and Sherman Low
toon to the delight of the kids. This who penned the screenplay; Camer;
time Tom makes a laughing stock man James S. Brown, Jr.; Film Ed
of himself when he acts like a baby tors Dwight Caldwell and J. Henr
at his young mistress' request that Adams; George Van Marter, Art D
His efforts to rector; Lee Zahler, who provided tr
he behave himself.
defend himself get him in trouble music; Hugh McDowell, Sound Er
The youngsteis gineer: all serving under Produce
with his mistress.
will get plenty of laughs out of Rudolph C. Flothow.

elogue.

-

,'

I

—

this one.

Astor Acquires Re-issue
Rights to "Pot o' Gold"

"Water Wisdom"
(Pete Smith Specialty)

M-G-M

9 Mins.

Salter; Art Directors,
Alexander Golitzen; Sound
Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators,
R. A. Gausman, A. J. Gilmore; Film Editor,
Milton Carruth; Special Effects, John P.

Director,
B.

H.

Astor Pictures Corp. has complete
arrangements with Henri Henigsoi

Jimmy Roosevelt's "PO
Gold," for the distiibution of trpicture through Astor exchanges
the United States, Bob Savini ai
Astor takes ov(
nounced Friday.
the exclusive 35 mm. and 16 mr
Title will b
rights on Jan. 1.
changed to "Jimmy Steps Out."
The musical will be re-issued wit|
a complete line of new advertisin;
Originally distributed by United Ai
tists,
the picture features Janu
Stewart, Paulette Goddard and Hoi
Jchn ace Heidt and his orchestra.

*

Howell, Chicago.

*

individual episodes, the first of whic
runs some 28 minutes and the r<
maining 14 about 18 minutes. TI
story centers around the heroics

The Phantom who succeeds
Pride of

(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)

of

Loew's advertising depart-

ment.

JOE

SERIAL

T

Instructive
concern among civilian
siderable
Pete Smith gives an illustrated
producers and marketers," Harness
lecture on life saving. The methods
said.
demonstrated are those approved by
the American Red Cross. Every conceivable means of saving a person
from drowning is shown with the
aid of first-rate camera work. Underwater photography, plus slow moThe title of the film means to work in tion, adds materially to the value of
the footage, into which Smith has
LT. LEONARD WFISBERG. USA, formerly, as- harmony in Chinese.
sistant
manager,
Wsrner's
Hippodrome,
CAST: Randolph Scott, Grace McDonald, injected some good touches of humor.
C'pveland, to captain.
Alan Curtis, Noah Beery, Jr., J. Carrol Here is a short that combines enterWILLIAM F. CURD, USA, former Paramount
Naish, David Bruce, Peter Coe, Bob Mitch- tainment and knowledge effectively.
booker, Memphis to sergeant, in Italy.
um, Richard Lane, Rod Cameron, Sam

TO THE COLORS!

-~

"Kingdom of Treasure"
"The Phantom"
(Magic Carpet of Movietone)
Average Cha
9 mins. Columbia
20th-Fox
18
spared in putting on celluloid the st~ry
Okay
Well-Made, Exciting
of the Marine raiders of Lt. Col. Evans
The latest of the Lowell Thomas
Based on the adventure strip a]
F.
Carlson who invaded Makin Island in
series consists of additional footage pearing in magazines, and wide!
>ne of the most stirr'ng engagements in
shot by the Thaw Asiatic Expedition. syndicated in some 250 newspaper
the Pacific theater of war. Walter Wander
The subject this time is Myderabad, thus giving pre-sold audience valv
at
his
showmanship
the
has brought all
The film to film exhibitors, this Columbi
India's richest kingdom.
assuring
command to bear rn the subject,
is packed with interesting and in- chapter play is a natural attractio
the exhibitor a film that is a cinch to sell
structive scenes of life and customs for the action fans.
There are 1
to the public.

will be available for the
market.
Conservative estimates are that with such realism that squeamish souls
not less than 4,000 projectors will may find some of the goings-on a bit hard
The film makes its appeal to
be disposed of, with corresponding to take.
the femmes primarily through a bit or
quantities of other materials.
The St. Louis meeting, first since romantic by-play involving a girl and two
1940 for AMPS, included three days of the Marines. The girl, incidentally, is
She disapof conferences by the service's engi- the only woman in the cast.
neering staff, three days of meet- pears from the story once the two Marines,
ings by field directors and one day half-brothers, are on their way to Makin
of joint sessions.
Discussion was Island.
purely on organizational matters,
A great part of the action transpires
civilian

flLfllS*

Ho!'

with Randolph Scott

surance which AMPS are to be re- Universal
88 Mins.
tained after the war.
ACTION AND EXCITEMENT GALORE
In the meantime, a huge stock of IN THIS FINE TRIBUTE TO MARINE
HEROES OF MAKIN ISLAND.
booth equipment now used by AMPS
Excitement and suspense have not been
remains one of the important question

DEW

J.

producer of
o'

i

Goodman,

Fulton.

DIRECTION,
Good.

Gcod.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Thomas Burton Dead
Thomas Burton, 69, retired acto
died late last week. He was libraria
for a Christian Science reading rooi
at the time of his death.

9$
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Honored Hundred 7 Contest on War Bond Safes
,

lanned as Spearhead

3f

Industry's Drive to

Bond

Jell

for

FOURTH WAR LOAN 'BALL CARRIERS

Every Seat

(Continued from Page

For Canadian Exhibs.

1)

afternoon session, he failed to apIt was reported that an un'rar.
pected cabinet meeting had fo:ced
im to cancel his appearance. The
»ily Government official to speak in
n official capacity was Theodore
amble, director of the Treasury's
Var Finance Division. The industry contest will run the length of

(Continued from Page

;

ne Fourth War Loan drive, Jan. 18
h:ough to Feb. 15, and will be known
s "The Honored One Hundred." Derails
were outlined by Campaign

Managers Will Be the Winners
Film Classics Is Nearly
Winners will be the managers who
All-Set With Franchises
roll most E Bonds in ratio to the
umber of seats in their theaters.
Cleveland
Bob Snyder and Al
The only basis for winning is by
filing the greatest number of E Dezel have acquired the franchise
>londs in relation to the number of for Film Classics, Inc., and will open
iheater seats," it was declared in
on exchange in the Film Building

—

j

I

statement issued after
meeting, thus making it plain shortly after the fiist of the year.
hat the value of the Bonds sold is The franchise includes both the
i>iot to be considered in awarding the
Cleveland and Cincinnati film marofficial

jhe

Employes Get Pay

kets.

will be from cities
towns under 5,000 population;

from cities of 5,000 to 10,000; 10
rom cities between 10,000 and 25,i«00; 10 from cities between 25,000
imd 100,000, and 10 from cities with
more than 100,000. In addition, one
hampion will be selected from each
)0

':

:

tate,

No

;

Alaska and Hawaii.
individual can win

Film Clasics,

Inc.,

has set fran-

chises for all territories except the

West Coast and the South, George
Hirliman, president, said yesterday.
Deals for the unclosed te:ritories
are expected to be completed dur-

:

—

ing 1944.

more than

it was announced, but it
not explained how state win- William McDonnell Dies
ders would be chosen without select- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
.'ng managers who were not ranked
Hollywood
William McDonnell,
Is champions in their various popu- father of Grace McDonald, Univeration classifications.
sal player, died Friday of a heart atThose Attending the Parley
tack. Formerly circulation manager
Those attending included: national of Quigley Publications, McDonnell
•ampaign staff as follows: Charles for the past year has been with OfD
Skouras, F. H. Ricketson, B. V. fice of Censorship in Hollywood. His
Sturdivant, A. J. Krappman, Fred son, Ray, former M-G-M contract
Stein, Seymour Peiser, Sam Shain, player, a private in Air Force, is
Si
Fabian, Francis
Harmon, now playing in the Broadway hit,
S.
George J. Schaefer, Dan Michalove, "Winged Victory."
Ned E. Depinet rep: esented by Robert Mochrie,
Claudie Lee; special guest, Ted Gamble, Treasury Depart-

|ne prize,
'vas

—

—Alderman Jake Sel-

St. Louis, Mo.
lers will request

the Board of Aldermen at its session on Friday to
call out of the Legislation Committee his bill providing a 10 o'clock curfew law for juveniles in St. Louis.

.

STORK REPORTS
Ted Lloyd, head of 20th CenturyFox's radio department, under Hal
Home, became a daddy for the third
:ime Friday, when the former Esther
Ralston, presented the 20th-Fox offi:ial with a son.
New arrival will be
named Tal, initials of the father. The
Lloyds ha.ve two other children, both
iirls.

to
of

"

Ten champions
Lnd

available

Vacate

Order
Hermant

:

I

is

include co-operative advertising
other business firms or stores.
Application is to be made to the
printing administrator for permission to use one to six sheets in permanent locations in lieu of 24-sheets
WB., Col. to
if this has been the practice of a
Bldg. in Toronto theater. Stocks of printed accessories or material already on order are
(Continued from Page 1)
to be cleaned up before the end of
removal to suitable premises, but December.
No advertising pieces
latter is extremely difficult to obtain can be mailed to patrons other than
because space in all commercial listed programs with starting times
buildings is now at a premium.
of performances and playdates.
The oi-der to two exchanges is a
development f om fire in the film
Detroit Theater Service
exchange building last month, but
Tilts
disto
extended
is
not
decree
the
tributors at this address because
(Continued from Page 1)
outside businesses is not carried on
Warners and Columbia each major non-affiliated Detroit theaters.
there.
occupy a floor of the Hermant Build- New terms approved for three-year
ing which has 14 stories, the re- contract dated back to Oct. 18. New
mainder filled with o: ganizations scale for cashiers is $18 in houses
other than film exchanges.
over a thousand seats, with a $2 aise
Jan. 1. Rates are effective back to
Oct. 25. Houses under 1,000 capacLadysmith House to Odeon
Toronto Odeon Theaters of Can- ity pay $2 less at each step.
ada has purchased the Rio Theater,
For ushers, houses over 1,000 seats
Ladysmith, B. C, from James Ha- start at 35 cents with 2 Ms cent
worth according to an announcement raises at two, five, nine, and 12
made by Haskell M. Masters, gen- months to 45 cents. Houses under
Haworth 1,000 start at 32 cents, rise by iy2
eral manager of Odeon.
turns the house over to Odeon con- cents each at two and five months,
trol today.
and by 2% cents at nine and 12
months to 40-cent top.
Seeks St. Louis Curfew Vote
Candy girls get 2Y2 cents more

ilanager B. F. Sturdivant. The congest is planned as the spearhead of
SEYMOUR PEISER
RICK RICKETSON
he industry campaign to sell a CHAS. P. SKOURAS B. V. STURDIVANT
National Chairman Campaign Directon National Vice-Chairman Publicity Director
Sond for every seat.

jiiizes.

1)

under a permit
of the Administrator of Printing,
mailing of printed programs not to
exceed 25 pounds monthly in weight,
display cards on street cars or passenger buses, displays in lobbies or
on theater building but not elsewhere and the use of 24-sheets on
any boards whether on the theater
property or not.
Monthly theater programs are not

paper

I

[.n

Only 6 Ad Channels

Frank

SERVICE

on

J.

Pinanski, Mass., Ben Amsterdam,
New Jersey, Edward Alperson, New
York, Myer Schine, New York, H. P.
Kincey, N. C, C. B. Akers, Okla.,
David Barrist, Penn., M. A. Silver,
Penn., Ray Beall, lepresenting R. J.
O'Donnell, Texas, William Crockett,
Va., Louis Black, Del., Carter Barron,
Washington, D. C, and the advisory Bancroft Model Burns
committee as follows:
Omaha
The Model Theater at
Harry Katz, Leonard Goldenson, Bancroft, owned by W. Troxel of
John Harris, rep: esented by Sena- Omaha, has burned.
!

WAR

Harris; Harry Brandt,
...
the Film Front
Sidney B. Lust, John J. Payette, also,
Lou Golding, J. R. Vogel, Donald
Jaycocks, Herman Robbins,
Sam
Rosen, William White, Arthur L.
A special eight-page holiday issue of the
Frank
Mayer,
Lafalce,
Robert Loewdown, official Lcew's Theater house orSmeltzer, Abram F. Myers, Herman gan, has been prepared by Oscar A. Doob
Gluckman, David Lipton, Tony Muto, for men from the N. Y. circuit now in the
Hardy Meakin, Julian Brylawski, armed services. Of the 2,670 Loew emHarry Arthur, Hubert Voigt, Sey- pi-yes in service, 441 are from the Loew
mour Morris, Harry Goldberg.
The issue
theaters in Greater New York.
covers the latest news of these fighters,
tor

ment; state chairman as follows:
J. L. Cartwright, Fla., W. K. Jenkins,
Ga., Frank A. Hornig, Md.,
Hany Browning, representing Sam

ushers in each classification.
Chiefs of service and doormen get
5 cents more in each classification.

than

—

133 photos, and was obtained
families or from letters
sent to friends.
A front page box reports on Loew 1943 effort on the home
illustrated by

either

front.

from

their

of the world's

"Simply overpow-

greatest!"
Mr.
Paul M. Buckwalter

ering! Magnificent
throughout!"—Mrs.

One

PREVIEW TRIBUTES
A few out of hundreds

—

H.

Norman Spohr

Vmenh

It

will

ever

live
!'

'

for-

— Mr.

Stanley H. Bates

...

THE 'SEASON'S EVENT!

'Words

fail

me

in

describing it!"
Mrs. Harry

—

M. Dougherty

"The picture far ex-

—

cels the novel!"
Mr. W. S. Flemina

"They ought to give
it

the

Award

Academy
!"

— Miss Joan Dunke

*
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Metro's Release

Plan for Sixth Block

Last-Minute Tax Bill Change
Can Adjust

Exhibs.

Prices

JOSEPH CONDRON, manager. Hollywood,

(Continued from Page 3)

Continuing

its

plan to release three
M-G-M has split

pictures a month,

up

its

sixth group of 12 to be re-

leased as follows:

'Thousands Cheer," "The Cross of
Lorraine" and "Lost Angel" in January.

"A Guy Named
voc' "

Joe," "Cry 'Ha-

the

most impor- after

enabling exhibiprices in a way
dealing in pen-

Twenty-five cent admissions, for
instance probably the most popular in the country
can be retained,
with five cents rather than six added
for the Federal take.
Total price
would thus be 30 cents. If the ex-

—

—

February.
"Broadway Rhythm," "See Here, hibitor we:e to raise his total to 35
cents, his take would be 29 cents, as
Private Hargrove" and "The Heavwould be the case with the two cents
enly Body" in March.
per dime tax originally voted.
"Song of Russia," "Swing Fever"
Action Last on the Bill
and "Madame Curie" in April.
The committee's action was reAlthough it was originally plan- ported to be the very last decision
ned to release "Madame Curie" made on the bill, and to have come
around Jan. 15, M-G-M sales executives have changed this and are Picher, Okla., Theater
new accepting availabilities to start

and "Rationing"

March

in

Winner

5.

in

Curie" will open in each
RKO has been ordered to sell prodkey center first before playing suruct
to the two Griffith theaters in
first-run
After
towns.
the
rounding
key city showings succeeding xuns Picher, Okla., on individual contracts
will be dated on the importance of and not as part of the over-all Grifthe locality.
fith deal, according to an arbitraThe same plan was employed by
M-G-M in the booking of "Random tor's award.
The Mystic Theater in Picher has
Harvest" and "Mrs. Miniver." These
pictures were sold on individual con- filed a complaint charging that RKO
had refused to license the house firsttracts, but "Madame Curie" is being
included in the sixth block along with run product but had sold to the Griffith theaters. The arbitrator's award
all other pictures.
A world premiere for "Lost An- prohibits RKO from licensing pictures to the Griffith houses in Picher
gel" will be held December 23 at
otherwise than by septhe Orpheum Theater, Tulsa, Okla. on first-run
arate contract or agreement which
shall not be part of any contract
Theaters' Employment
or agreement for the licensing of
features for exhibition in any other
Of Firemen Is Ended
theaters owned by Griffith Southwest
Cedar Rapids, la. Employment of Theaters, Inc."
'

—

Wall

Journal

St.

Scents a Tax Veto
Tax Bill Veto? It might be worth
money for Roosevelt to do so,
the Wall St. Journal said Friday in
a Washington special wire.
Tax experts figure enough money would
the

escape recapture under the liberalized
re-negotiation statute to cost the
Treasury $1.5 billion.
Freezing the
social
security
levy
probably will
lose $1 billion.
Since estimated yield
of

new

lion,

tax rates

the

—

than $2.5 bilbe less
unless Roosevelt vetoed the
Some folks think Roosenet

revenue
measure.
velt can and
tal

of this.

is

less

result

will

make

wculd

political capi-

had prepared

its

statement ROBERT

to the press on the final day's consideration on Thursday.
Passage of the one-cent-on-five
tax by the Senate seems assured after the holidays, and there is no reason to expect the House conferees
to hold out strongly for the rate
originally proposed.
The Senate
committee action, in fact, leaves the
way open for possible further reduction of the tax, although that is not

Had the Senate voted
looked for.
the House rate there would have
been no way the conferees could
have changed the rate, since both

WATSON,

Springfield,

SID

CARFIELD,

assistant

manager.

Ro>

III.

Warner

home

office

publici

Loew's

Trospec

staff.

EDWARD DOUGLAS,

manager,

Flushing.

CEORCE

KRASKA,
iKA,

Loew's

advertising

dej>*j
deoa

ment.

HARRY LOW!

salesman. National Screen, V.

phis.
S.

M. PERRIN, salesman, Republic, Memphis.

CLAUDE YORK,

salesman,

Republic,

Oklahor

City.

TONNY STURDIVANT,

shipper.

Republic,

Mer

assistant shipper.

Republic,

Mer!

phis.

BEN STEELE,
phis.

CHRIS BEUTE, production manager, PRC,

Holl
|

wood.

chambers would have approved it,
riERRE
CENDRON, story department,
with a difference, however. The way
Hollywood.
is
open for reconsideration of the HARRY SIMONS, office manager, M-C-M
entire

admissions tax question.

Special 16

mm.

Detroit

— Regular

picture shows, using

PF

Chi

cago.

Pix Service
at Posts

RKO

weekly motion

Detroit Milton E. Cohen, who re,
cently assumed the post of RK
branch manager, in succession t!
Fred E. North, has re-zoned and r<,
assigned all sales territories.
Sic!
ney Chapman resigned from the oi]
ganization, and Ed Lebby, Easter
state salesman, left to take over hi
son-in-law's liquor business on thj
Coast.
Joseph
Hartman, only forme;

Run Complaint For Troops Held

"Madame

firemen at local theaters while the
shows are in progress will not be
necessary under an amendment, made
to an old city ordinance, which calls
for only weekly inspections by members of the fire department.
The old ordinance provided that
theaters of over 1,000 seating capacity were required to have retired firemen inspect the theaters.

it

Pot*

Pa.

ville.

bound to

result,
tant benefit will be
tors to adjust their
that will not force
nies.
is

NEW POSTS

IN

Without Pennies

16

mm.

films

and equipment, have been established
at six stations in the Det: oit area

for servicemen

on foreign service,
on technical assignments where they
cannot leave their posts.
Service
is generally similar to that provided
for servicement on foreign service,
and offers no competition to regular theatrical exhibition, with only
a few men relatively on technical
assignments involved at each post.
Arrangements were made by E.
C. Beatty, Butterfield president, and
state
chairman, and Alex
Schreiber, general manager of Associated Theaters. Film is received
from the Victory Recreation Service
of the USO, in New York, and distributed through the USO locally.

WAC

Michigan Sales

Revamped by

Milt

Staff

Cohen

—

remaining
with
RKC
from Northern to Easter

salesman

moves

Michigan; Three salesmen are

joir

ing from

other Detroit exchange.'
Ben Zimner from United Artists t|
handle the city; George W. Sami
son from Monogram to handle Wes'j
ern Michigan; and Roy Conrow, an
ter 18 years with 20th-Fox, to har
die the suburban territory.

Querrie Again Prexy
The Army takes care of projection.
Toronto C. L. Querrie, Vetera
Shows are being financed until
Shows 3
Pix in Chi.
manager
of the Palace, Toronto, wa
Jan. 1 by Beatty, Schreiber, and the
re-elected chairman at the annus
latter's two associates, William A.
Chicago Army Service Command
meeting of the Suburban Theate
showed three films, "War Depart- London and Harold H. Smilay. At Managers Association which is mad
that time it will be taken over in
ment Report," "Kill or Be Killed"
up of circuit houses in the Toront
the new budget of the local USO.
and "Film Communique Number
district.
Manager M. Margolius c
One," to 1,200 business men, service
the College Theater was re-electe
men and film executives at the Es- Corwin, Wells to Write
secretary.
quire Theater.
General Henry Au- Tele Scripts for Metro
rand, commanding general, told them
that Army films now are character- West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
"Where the Script
ized by stark realism
men dying,
Hollywood George Wells, for sevWfticft Has No Flaw?"
equipment destroyed are all re- eral years a writer on the "Lux"
corded by Army cameramen with the radio show, has been engaged by
Kirkwood, Mo. An elderly genutmost fidelity.
tleman, hard of hearing, sat watchNat Wolff, head of M-G-M's teleThese films will be distributed vision department, and will join the
ing a Western film unfold on the
through Walter Gutlohn Service, Culver City studio's writing staff
screen of one of the two local TheCastle Films and Modern Talking Jan 1.
aters.
Two girls near him were conNorman Corwin, radio wriPicture Service. Plans call for war- ter, is already active at the studio.
versing in loud tones, adding to the
plant showings first.
old
man's difficulties in catching
Wolff points out that M-G-M's
Captain Hale Nelson, industrial television plans at this stage are
the dialogue.
Then the horses on

Army

Service

Command

—

War

—

—

—

—

service officer, Sixth Army Command,
says they have 14 current releases
and expect two new subjects monthly.

Gary Hearing Postponed

—

Chicago The Gary Theater arbitration case has been postponed to
Jan. 18 bv agreement of counsel.

highly experimental, but he believes
that directors and writers who have
joint knowledge of radio and pictures will be able to create the best
entertainment and technique for
television productions.
Corwin and
Wells will both work on motion piccure scripts before writing television
subjects.

around a bend
chase of the villain
band by a posse.
A shot rang out,
and one of the cowboys toppled
from his steed. "Well I'll be
damned," the old man exclaimed,
"they've
killed
the only
actor
could hear!"
the
in

screen

an

galloped

exciting

I
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Technicolor Plans

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

few Post-War Plants

Percentage Ceiling
"(am Session," Columbia.

SIGNED

{Continued from Paae J»

ALFRED

F.

GREEN,

director,

RONALD GRAHAM,
"Mr. Winkle Goes

This process has already been
to War," Columbia.
ised for exterior productions as in AUDREY LONG, termer, RKO.
MABEL
PAIGE, another year, Paramount.
Lassie Come Home" and Movie- BYRON BARR,
six months, Paramount.
one News' "A Volcano Is Born."
^Kalmus stated it may not be ofASSIGNMENTS
d by the company to the industry HOWARD HAWKS, producer-director, "To Have
and
to
Have
Not," Warners.
general until the post-war pro..
ALDINGTON, script, "The Miracle,"
ram is launched, but recent im- RICHARD
Warners.
provements are such that it is ex- DANIELE AMFITHEATROF, music score, "Days
of Clory," RKO.
ected that a few pictures will be
oduced by it during 1944 and 1945
CASTINGS
vhich will include interiors as well
CHARLES WILSON, "Incendiary Blonde," Paras exteriors.
mount; BARBARA PEPPER and JAYNE HAZARD,
He expressed l egret that Techni- "I Love a Soldier," Paramount; AKIM TAMIROFF,
olor has been unable to increase "Cagliostro," Edward Small-UA; EDDIE KANE,
ts plant and to profit by improvements made by its technicians, due to Schary's 1st for
rts inability to obtain materials and Will be "Double Furlough"
Im.

—

r

'i

'

20rh-Fox;

"One

Body

wartime conditions.
The company's post-war plans also

«ersonnel under

expansion in 16
l^almus said.
'include

mm.

field,

Three Arkansas Houses
Bought by John Parham

—John

Forrest City, Ark.
»\vner of the Harlem

Parham,

Theater here,
las brought the Blue Heaven, Maranna and the Lysle theaters in Carisle.

in

Washington,"

Too

"Pilebuck," Pat O'Brien-Columbia;
TA, "Jungle Queen," Universal.

ACQUANET-

STORY PURCHASES
LIBBIE BLOCK'S "Boardwalk," RKO.
ERNEST HEMINCWAY'S "To Have and To Have
Not," Warners.

SCHEDULED
"The First Co-Ed," story, MARY McCALL, JR.
and STANLEY RAUH; script, DON HARTMAN, Samuel Goldwyn.
"Richard
JR.,

Davis,"
book,
FAIRFAX
producer, ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

Harding

DOWNEY;

M-C-M.

Vanguard Associated

6

"Ladies

BELA LUCOSI and GEORGE ZUCCO,

Many," Paramount; HUMPHREY BOCART, "To Have and to Have Not";
CAROLE LANDIS and HOWARD FREEMAN,

'

,

P. R. Exhibs. Talk

Get Next Wilcox Picture

Hollywood

—

of

Story will be based on a radio
sketch by Charles Martin in which
Gertrude Lawrence and James Cagney were heard on the air several
weeks ago.
It will be directed by
John C:omwell.

ten.

it is
here, although it
understood that details of the releasing contracts have not yet been
completed.
Pic's cast will probably have four
stars
Anna Neagle, Brian Donlevy,
Aubrey Smith and Flora Robson.

is

—

1)

exchanges.
The proposed legislation, informed
circles told The Film Daily, also
would try to eliminate payment for
advertising material.

Cites Limitation Statute
In Extort Trial Summation
{Continued from Page 1)

British Will

THE FILM DAILY
London (By Cable)— Herbert WilDore Schary's first cox's
next production, "I Lived in
production for Vanguard Films, Inc.,
Giosvenor Square," will be made for
will be "Double Furlough," co-starAssociated British and not RKO Ra:ing Joan Fontaine and Joseph Cotdio,
reported
West Coast Bureau

{Continued from Page

practice of asking from 40 per cent
to 60 per cent and even 70 per cent
for "A" product has been passed by
the Association of Motion Picture
Exhibitors and copies have been sent
to the home offices by the local film

Eben, counsel for two of the
men, on Friday in summing up for
his clients in New York Federal
Court. The attorney asked the jury
to return a not-guilty verdict if it
found that the defendants had done
nothing since 1940 to warrant the
accusations made against them by
the Government.
Otto Christiensen, attorney for
John Roselli, another of the defenwants, contradicted the Government
argument that his client and William Bioff, convicted labor racketeer,
were co-conspirators.
ley

(

A Remarkable Picture about Remarkable Americans!
...the picture that will stir

the

Walter Wanger
presents

heart

.

.

.

the picture that will

GUNG HO!
starring

make you

stand

up and cheer

...the picture that will

RANDOLPH

SCOn

Noah Beery, Jr. • Alan Curtis
Peter Coe • David Bruce
Sam Levene • J. Carrol Naish
Richard Lane • Milburn Stone
and Grace McDonald

make

Screen Play by Lucien Hubbard

you proud you've played

Based on the factual story "GUNG HO"
by It. W. S. Le Francois, U.S.M.C.

it!

Additional Dialogue by Joseph

Hottman

RAY ENRIGHT
by WALTER WANGER

Directed by

Produced

&//l?#0/

THE GLORY STORY OF THE MARINE RAIDERS!

7fie story

of OtMSOtf'S

Mmssm/w
mM

ffie co-epe/iaf/o/r

..,/nat/e

THE PRESENT WITH A FUTURE.

WAR BONDS FOR CHRISTMAS.

ofMe

at/pees

C/.S.

Ma///?e Cwps/M

FILE COPY
DO NOT REMOVft

The Daily Newspaper

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope

dependent

Of Motion Pictures

Thought

in

Twenty-Five Years Ola

-WAILY
§L

84,

NO.

NEW

118

my Pix Rentals for Year to Touch
Editorial

Camp Theater Gross About

Scratch-pad
jottings

. . .

—

By CHESTER

E Treasury's

B.

BAHN

Washington Bureau of

—

sell

of the
is

about at an end, with present houses
numbering 1,158 and very few more
openings looked for. Total seating
capacity is roughly 785,000 with installations at 615 Army posts. Ac-

trade

tual construction fell off slightly this

.

adoption

that

of

challenging

year, with only 358 openings since
Jan. 23, whereas there had been 400
favorite industry news- in the year p: ior to that date.
Since
Jan. 29, 1942, the Army motion pic:r's publisher, Jack Alicoate, coined that
ture circuit second only to the Parlate last Summer for future use.
an,

"A War Band for every
Which reminds

—

seat

—

y theater". ..
rd
that your

for

in

amount and

o

between Metro and

Sir

.

luding American)

designed

ures

distr!buti:n

for

for

its

affiliates

in

o

Dale

Shifts

Talked

their

more than domestic

As Detroit Biz

Falls

And, as Sir Alexander pointed
10-year program of
in announcing the
Detroit
Local theate:- business
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer-London Films, Inc.,
setup will bring back a substantial pro- has taken the most serious sudden
foreign exchange." drop in many years, possibly since
in
n
of profits
something in which not only the the bank crash of 1933, within the
is
sh industry but His Majesty's Gov- past week, as a result of the combiContinued on Page 6)
lent as well is very interested .... In-

bition?.

.

—

i

•

(

might be pointed out that the
ro-Korda hands-across-the-sea pattern
is
adaptable in the reverse... A
sh
producing company COULD make

nrally,

ollywood deal. ...And here's a friendly
-don't laugh that one off.
o

though Johnny Q. Public, the
symbolical "wh'te collar" worker for
ti
Universal's J. Cheever Cowdin said
kind words the other day, finally may
The Senate
a Congressional "break".
ial Sub-committee
of Wartime Health
Educati n, headed by Sen. Claude PepD., Fla., will delve into the economic
ton of the white collarites at its
25-27 hearings. On the sub-committee
Senator Pepper, one of film biz's
friends in Congress, are Senators ElD. Thomas, D., Utah, chairman of the
nt committee; James M. Tunnell, D.,
R bert M. LaFollette, P, Wis., and
erh S. Wheery, R Neb.
as

.

.

.,

Senator Thomas:
a Federal responsibility to see that
'segment of our society is protected."
ys

is

is

industry,

largely

dependent

in

a

ng policy are the Scoville, Essick
and Re.f circuit, the Gusdanovic and
clos

the

Washington

circuit.

No Decree

Action Seen
Until After Holidays
Further action on the le-vamping

ot the New York consent decree may
be deferred until after the holidays,
it was indicated yesterday by coun(Continued on Page 2)

nor-

times upon that same segment of our
(Continued on Page 2)

Set

and

A belief that a number of
small theaters will have to fold
up because of the forthcoming
admission tax

was

-m

expressed in a gen-

MPTOA

eral
bulletin made
public yes-

Ed

terday by

Kuykendall,
p

Rites for

(onrow,

Altec Head,

Today

i d ent,
also re-

r e s

who

that
there was

vealed

some

talk in

A d ministrat

i

o

n

circles

Funeral services will be held today of
ED KUYKENDALL
for L. W. "Mike" Conrow, president the tax 40
of Altec Service Corp., who died per cent next time.
early Saturday morning after a short
Pointing out that the industry
illness.
Services and funeral will be
(Continued on Page 6)
held from his residence, The Larches,
Fail Haven, N. J., at 2:30 p.m.
Conrow, who was 44, became presto
ident of Altec at its inception in
December, 1937, and was chairman of the board of Altec Lansing [Is
Corp. A graduate of Stevens Insti-

making

"Flying Squadron" oi Film
Reps, for
of D Parleys

M

A

"flying squadron" of industry
representatives will attend various
regional conferences in connection
with the 1944 March of Dimes drive,
(Continued on Page 2)

Industry's Part Outlined in Chicago Parley
Chicago— Impetus to the industry's
Local War Loan Chairmen
participation in the Fourth War
Confer with Alperson
Loan Drive was given here yester-

Borough and county chairmen for day at a regional conference of the
the motion picture industry's parti- film industry's drive committee at
Yesterday's
cipation in the Fourth War Loan the Blackstone Hotel.
Drive will meet this mo:ning with session was one of three to be held
L. Alperson, chairman for in San Francisco and Washington
Metropolitan New York. Group in- and was attended here by more than
cludes Harry Brandt, Manhattan; 50 ci: cuit and independent operators
Fred in Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, KanRinzler,
Brooklyn;
Sam

Edward

(Continued on Page 7)

/ill

Resume

Jury

War Loan Drive Plans

(Continued cm Page 7)

"Their Patrons Can't

Won't Pay More for Show/
Declares Ed Kuykendall

i

(Continued on Page 4)

!

t

the circuits which have announced

it

•.

OKS

those houses located

Catholic districts, have adopted
a dark policy, but this year the policy
is spreading to all districts.
Among
in

number

(Continued on Page 6)

Alex-

ander Korda for British production could
the pattern for the post-war future in
What better way for
3 ways than one.
producers to assure world market
sh
.

the

local

the

—

E alliance

many

previous years,

now

"E" Bonds during the
th War Loan, coming up next month,
They
swell compliment.
ri
itself
a
ask pygmies to do giants' work,
t
There's smart showmanship, too,
ow.
in

— For

first time in
nabe houses will
remain closed on Christmas Eve. In

Cleveland

history,

THE FILM DAIL

Washington
Expansion
Army's camp theater ci cuit

$1 3,000,000

Cleveland Nabes to
Shutter on Xtnas Eve

$37,500,000; 1,158 Houses
Embraced in Army Circuit

=

request that film biz

55,500,000.000

he

TEN CENTS

21, 1943

DOOMS SMALL HOUSES— MPTOA

'AX HIKE
\r

YORK, TUESDAY, DECEMBER

Federal grand jury
indictments
the
returned
against the seven defendants on

The

special

which

(Continued on Page 4)

Ziegfeld Theater
Billy

Rose

Supreme

Court

To

Awarded

for $630,000
Bernard

Justice

Botein yesterday approved the sale
{Continued on Page 2)

Holiday Season Cuts
Production on Coast
West Coast

Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAILY

Under the impact of
Hollywood
the Christmas season, only two new
features start shooting this week.
Both are at 20th-Fox, where Ben
Stoloff

sends

hamas"

into

blows

fhe

"Murder in the Bawork while Louis King

wh

stle

for

"Ladies

Washington." With the two
total

in

starters,

number shooting stands at 54,

Paramount leading with

10.

\

TW
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Scratch-pad

Further Newsprint
Cut January 1
Washington Bur.,

JOHN W. AL1COATE

DONALD

M.

CHESTER

B.

Publisher

MERSEREAU

General

Manager

::::::

BAHN

—

10 Cents
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Washington With cuts from base
consumption going as high as 25

society for

per cent, next year will see further
reductions in the amount of news-

month

newsand ad-

magazines,

papers,

books

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
New
Broadway,
at
1501
and Holidays
18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
Terms (Postage free)
act of March 3, 1879.
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Subscriber should
Foreign, $15.00.
$3.00.
Address all communications
remit with order.
FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway
to
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
New York, N. Y.
Cable address:
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Filmday, New York.

New amendments

conservation order, effective Jan. 1
impose further cuts on publishers
making the wholesale cutting of ad-

York

THE

news space
ever more likely.
and

vertising

industry

4iegfeld Theater

lo

Rose

Billy

for

BUENOS AIRES—Dr.

O'Brien.
Schuck,

Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
Casillo

—

de

—

lo a marked degree and it will become
painruny evident later on
Jonnny y, ruoiic
and turn biz are teiiow passengers in

—

lying Squadron" of Film

neps. lor

ixi

ot

u

Awarded

for $630,000

{Continued from Page

Players

cago from

New

Syndicate,
York.

CAROLE LANDIS
the

Oscar A. Doob, F. L. Alperson, Artnur Mayer, S. H. Fabian and Dr.
John L. Lavan of the National Foun-

LAIRD CRECAR
D.

tin

is

a visitor

from Hollywood

LEONARD HALPER, Warners
in

I

I

Cleveland,

is

vacationing

construe
Cali

in

is

ARTHUR SACHSON,

assistant general s
for Warners, and JULES LAiMDUS, E
division sales manager, returned yeste
from the Schine Circuit headquarters in Ciov
ville,
N. Y.

manager

ern

COL.
Warner

HAROLD
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Louis Kaufman, business agent
Newark operators' Local 244, a!
serted that the defendant had ha
no part in the alleged conspiracy.

.

.

.

as-

its

Foster Williams stays on as announcer
Our Cause"
Three
• Has Noel Msadow circuit ambitions?

taking over the

after

Playhouse.

inquiry into alleged racki
eering in the film business shorl
after Jan. 1, it was rumored yesjv
!St
day.
Indications were that t;
tH.
would be returned additional ind'
idV
ments which may include sevei
film producers who had alleged
handed large sums of money
George E. Browne and William Bio
convicted labor racketeers, as w>
as corrupt lawyers and tax expei
through whose hands the mon
passed and who assertedly aided t
producers to conceal the transactioi
The trial of the seven men w
resumed yesterday before Jud.
B: ight with A. Bradley Eben, cou
sel for two of the defendants, Pa
De Lucia and Charles Gioe, assailh
the credibility of the Governmenl
two star witnesses, Browne ai
Bioff, in the course of his summh
up. The attorney urged the jury
discount their testimony. Disclair
ing that there had been any exto
tion committed, Eben said that tl
film p: oducers had bribed the tv
former labor leaders to sell out tl
members of their union.
Joseph I. Bolger, summing up f<
Francis Maritote and Phil D'Andre
said that neither of his clients he
been guilty of any threats. He to
the ju'y that neither man had con
mitted extortion.
its

The Government starts

WINS contract
Sunday afternoon War Effort

has renewed

suring continuation of that splendid

and emcee.

has just returned from

T

SKOURAS THEATERS

•

•

•

who

the end of

at

Field, Fla

T

•
Jeanne Whaley, National Screen
booker, Memphis, Tenn., and Sergt.
Roy Griffin, Army Air Co;ps, were
married in Tucson, Ariz.

This year

own

with the shortage of candy and rationing in effect in candy stores, many a holiday gift box of sweets this year is

•

teen; Lt. Col.

WEDDinG BELLS

reported to

is

and if he could hear "The Song of Bernadette" on the Hit Parade
Blame it on the Xmas spirits! ... • The flu has closed a number
theaters in the Milwaukee territory

be Maurice Wolf, Metro

Sgt.

.

Ralph Bellamy

"Tomorrow the World"

Alaska, at his

Mayor

mind.

in

be his 18th

will

it

house used about 45 pictures a year

.

stranger in town asked

of

he has

that

war started.
• Bill Scully has bought a home
• Tom Pryor had an interesting and brief history of
in the New York Times on Sunday
In the early days

H.. the

has played

enterprises

or

England next month,

to

crossing since the
in

this

Bohn was actuated by pomotives.
Mayor Bohn has
denied the charges.
John

T

Seen and Heard (and Over-heard)

—

member

ial in

sume

Seadler, will start a leave of absence

Milwaukee, Wis. Appointment of
Ralph C. Jupp to succeed Frank B.
Metcalfe as a member of the Milwaukee Motion Picture Commission
has brought charges from Metcalfe,

1)

Federal Court on the char
of conspiracy to extort more th
$1,000,000 from the industry will
t:

more.

Drop Milwaukee Censor;
Politics Charged, Denied

a

Probe

(Continued from Page

tute of Technology and a veteran of
the first World War, Conrow became
well known in engineering circles
through 15 years association with
the Bell Laboratories, Western Electric and Erpi in various executive
capacities. He was a member of the
Dallas Tent No. 17 of the Variety
Clubs, the Union League Club of

Survivors include his wife,

Resume

.

.

Bob Elson

theater anc
the father of ai

Morris Oletsky, sales rep. for Re
public in Baltimore is the father oi

an eight-pound daughter, born tc
Mrs. Oletsky at Johns Hopkins Hospital.

Year's Greatest Industry

Honor

F ILMDOM'S
FAMOUS
F IVES
,

Upon the

upon the

press

players, directors, screen writers

FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES OF

and cinematographers whose names are emblazoned

the

1943,

nation's

and radio have conferred the year's greatest industry honor.

DAILY

is

distinctive

and unique, not alone because

it

constitutes a

leading

critics

and reviewers

For this annual poll by

medium

for

THE FILM

for a free choice by those

best fitted to bestow the year's awards, but because the sole yardstick applied by participating critics
'.

and reviewers Coast-to-Coast

1943

is

that of outstanding screen performance and achievement.
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... a story of national import sent to 2,500

newspapers and to

•00 radio stations for simultaneous release with
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Army

Pix Rentals

«REVIEUJS» Tax Increase Dooms
"Destination Tokyo"

Close to $13,000,000
{Continued from Page

1)

Houses-MPTOA

Small

with Cary Grant-, John Garfield
Warner
135 Mins.

{Continued from Page 1)

survive the 20 per cent tax but that
and probably in seating
PUT THIS DOWN AS MASTERPIECE OF the business won't be the same, Kuyhas grown by 758 the- ACTION, EXCITEMENT AND SUSPENSE; kendall said that the remittance of
aters.
ACTING, CAMERA WORK TOPS.
the first 20 cents out of every dollar
These 1,158 are served from orders
"Destination Tokyo" is a companion- taken in at the box-office would be
prints
program,
with
most
of 100
per
piece to those two superlative Warner Bros, felt by the biggest theaters as well
prints completing the circuit in 35 productions of the past year "Air Force" as the smallest, but that
the effect
AMPS and "Action in the North Atlantic." There will obviously be much more
days maximum 45 days.
severe
gets its product prior to regular re- can be no finer praise of the new film than on the smaller, weaker theaters.
lease, with producers turning prints that.
The latest addition to the roster of
"A lot of little theaters now
over usually 30 days in advance. war films is in the best Warner tradition.
operating won't be in business
Only exceptions to this rule within It possesses all the qualities that made
at all a year from now," the
the past year has been a few road- "Air Force" and "Action in the North AtMPTOA prexy said. "Their patof houses
capacity

—

—

—

shows.

AMPS

May

Hit $13,000,000

pay

in to the industry,
in the form of rentals, between $11,250,000 and $13,000,000 this fiscal
will

PARKS, manager, Times, Anderson, Ind.
DAVIS ALEXANDER,
manager,
Strand,
D
Moines.

J.

—

—

—

Equipment Problem Over
There is no longer any difficulty
on booth equipment, with AMPS orders slowing

now

to a

mere

trickle in

comparison to the days of feverish
expansion, when sometimes manufacturers were unable to keep up
with the circuit growth. No policy
for post-war disposal of the booth
equipment all 35 mm. has yet been
worked out. It will be handled by
the special commission which the
Army will set up to dispose of all
su:plus equipment.
AMPS equipment engineer Maurice D. Miczales
is expected to be in charge of dis-

—

posal for

AMPS

—

materials.

operates in several
prison camps, serving the garrisons
at all such camps. Prisoners of war
are permitted to see films at the disservice

—

manager,

Dod?

Fort

Rialto,

la.

KENNETH BOLES,

manager, Paramount Theat.

Marion, Ind.

RALPH

C.
JUPP,
Commission.

HARRY SIMONS,

Milwaukee
office

Motion

manager,

Picti

M-G-M,

cago.

I

WILLIAM
burg,

TOMMY

L.

GERST,

manager,

Senate,

Harr

man,

Unit

Pa.

BALDRIDCE,

Artists,

publicity

Memphis.

ROBERT SALTERS, manager,

There
such potent entertainment.
no mistaking the destination of "Destination Tokyo." It's the proverbial pot of

rons can't and won't pay any
more for the show, and the theater can't survive a 10 per cent
gold.
cut in gross rceeipts. They are
Big and solid, the production uses the
the littlest theaters whose film
screen medium with startling effect.
It
rental contribution to the indusemploys impressive sweep and every facet of
try is insignificant at best and
dramatic art in recounting the mission of
who may mean little to the ecoan American submarine and in detailing
nomic structure of the business.
the life of the crew under the most ar"Many of the smaller towns that
duous conditions imaginable. The Warners now have a single theater of sorts
have spared nothing to make the story of won't have a movie a year from now.
the submarine captain and his men something Perhaps that's not important
exsomething to stir every loyal cept to the few people who live there
to remember
American profoundly.
and the guy who owns the theater.
Few films from the Warner studios have Imagine the distress this heavy Fedproduction
carried a stronger impact.
The
eral tax will cause to the small town
has been packed with human incident to theaters in my own state of Mis-

JENSEN,

C.

Dale

is

This estimate is based on expected attendance of 250,000,000 at
15 cents each, grossing $37,500,000.
Rentals run between 30 and 35 per
cent per program.
Distribs. profit largely as they do
with civilian exhibitors, with rental
payments to the "big five" ranging
from $1,300,000 to nearly $2,000,000
annually, from about $1,000,000 to
$1,200,000 to the "little three" and
running down in smaller amounts to
the other studios. Total rental checks give it a heart wallop as well as a patriotic
for the third quarter of this year fervor. So well have the human elements
are estimated to have totaled in the been handled that the audience cannot
neighborhood of $2,750,000, for the help but feel that it is living with the men
Summer months.
in
the submarine and sharing their emoIn addition to theater officers, cash- tions and their thoughts.
In the small
iers and other service help
all en- things as well as the heroic the film is to
listed men with the exception of the be commended highly.
Not every day is
theater officer AMPS is estimated a picture produced with such care and such
to have a pool of 5,000 projection- regard for actuality.
Vividness of a high
There are two >rder has been applied to the depiction
ists to draw upon.
men in every booth, with no man al- jf the incidents in the film. In realism the
lowed to work more than six days picture challenges "Action in the North
These men are paid Atlantic."
of the week.
extra for their booth work, with
Engrossing and interesting is the saga
the funds coming from the AMPS of the Copperfin, which has orders to penegross and often going as high as trate Tokyo Harbor and send ashore a landing party to obtain vital dope in prepara$50 per week.
year.

The

ORA

lantic"

Gross

NEW POSTS

IN

Royal,

Shifts

As Detroit Biz

Detroit.

Talked
Falls

{Continued from Page

1)

of a flu epidemic and e
treme cold weather. Net drop witr
the week is not less than 30 per cei
representative exhibitors agree, a
all a~e seriously concerned over t

nation

;

situation.

So serious has the situation I
come, that some discussion has bestarted to shift booking dates on pi
centage pictures because of the v
favorable present situation.
sissippi, where we also have a 10
Business has shown a minor dr
per cent state tax on theater admis- ^ince Dec. 1, attributable partly
sions to carry."
Christmas shopping, and partly
the perennial income tax paynu
Sees Film Rentals Affected
Kuykendall asserted that a con- drop the latter -of only slight cc
cern here this time. Meanwhile, t
siderable part of the $163,000,000 in
e

,

—

new

taxes on admissions next year
have to be taken out of film
rentals paid to the distributors, already jacked up artificially "to fantastic heights by the consent decree
selling system."
will

"This will

Kuykendall

mean a
said,

bitter fight,"
"between the ex-

who can now

only use 80
cents out of each dollar taken in for
operating costs, and the distributors,
tion for a bombing of the Japanese capital.
who will take advantage of the conHow the mission is discharged in the face sent decree hand-to-mouth selling
of tremendous odds after a harrowing trip system to force the present highest
across the Pacific makes for some rousing obtainable
prices on the theaters
footage.
against a certain decline in net reTenseness and excitement are empha- ceipts. The squeeze between the new
sized in the direction of Delmer Daves and
tax cut taken out of the box-office
the camera work of Bert Glennon.
The and the constantly increased film
film owes a lot to Lawrence Butler and Wilprices will make most exhibitors
!ard Van Enger, who have employed special
groan with agony next year.
effects as they have never been before.
"On percentage contracts the deThe film is a triumph technically as it is
hibitors,

increase in the number of flu ca;
hurt business a little, as some p
rons were confined to home or staj
away because of fear of catching
1

"germ."
First-run
business,
which r
been normally heavy, has slumped
badly as that in the small nabes

and Holiday
Shopping Hits Philly Biz
Flu, Weather

—

Philadelphia Grosses in grea
Philadelphia have slumped marke
during the last two weeks, with
flu scare, severe cold weather
holiday shopping contributing i
;

tors.

cline in film rental, however, is
mediate and automatic, as the t
centage is computed on the net
ceipts after the admission tax is

ducted."

The Treasury Department wa
William Prince, Robert Hutton,
frustrated in its plan for a muc
As directed by Daves and written by him Peter Whitney, Faye Emerson, Warren
heavier general tax progran
and Albert Maltz from an original by Steve Douglas, John Forsythe, John Alvin, Bill KenFisher the picture uses comedy wherever nedy, William Challe, Whit Bissell, Stephen
Kuykendall said, but he adde<
within a year (possibly not ur
possible to lighten the story.
Richards, John Whitney, George Lloyd, Tom
Jerry Wald gave the story a crackerjack Tullv, Maurice Murphy.
til after the next election) tber
production.
Franz Waxman contrived an
is no question but what Cor
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald; Director,
imposing score for this man'e picture.
gress will be under renewed an
Delmer Daves; Screenplay, Delmar Daves,
The film has been superbly cast down Albert Maltz; Based on story by Steve
heavier pressure to pass a muc
:o its smallest role.
Cary Grant and John Fisher; Musical Score, Franz Waxman; Art
bigger tax bill.
Garfield are tops as sub captain and tough Director, Leo K. Kuter; Cameraman, Bert
Kuykendall praised the "magi
crew member, respectively.
Alan Hale, Glennon; Film Editor, Chris Nyby; Sound, cent co-operation by all exhibill
John Ridgely, Dane Clark, Warner Ander- Robert B. Lee; Special Effects, Lawrence called upon" to fight the tax
son, William
Prince, Robert Hutton and Butler, Willard Van Enger; Set Decorator, urged all exhibitors to get acqua
Tom Tully are some others whose work is Walter Tilford; Musical Director, Leo F. ed with their Congressmen n
dramatically.

Anderson,

cretion of their commanders, and in
some cases films have carried Italian
titles.
No German titles are believed to have been made. It is believed that the Provost Marshal's
office of the Army is still consider- aces.
Forbstein.
ing the advisability of having feaCAST: Cary Grant, John Garfield, Alan
DIRECTION,
tures dubbed in German and Italian. Hale, John Ridgely, Dane Clark, Warner Aces.

|

Aces.

"They don't trust strangers
PHOTOGRAPHY, more than you do," Kuyken
Warned.

'

esday,

December

m
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cent Sabotage in

Save This
It

oronto Film Fire

—

Toronto C. G. Frost, head of the
tario Treasury Department, which
jurisdiction over licensing of
lis
in distributors and theaters in Onhas announced a further in. io,
"stigation into the Film Building
e last month.
Move resulted from
sw evidence the elevator in buildg had been put out of commission
lortly after flames swept the strucire.
It is understood a chisel had
•

Sen forced into elevator motor by
iknown pe. son and the official view
jaS that this indicated sabotage.
announcement followed
Frost's
ispension of annual licenses as film
^changes in Ontario of Columbia
Warner Bros, who carry on busi(1
in an office building across from
Film Building, the move being
tended to force removal to other

this

box

to

wounded
beach

—

if

To do

emises.

— Subject

WLB

plasma to a
South Sea
a

marine on
you save it.
their

part

a

the

in

nation-

city saved this year, according to Paul Zeckhausen, of the
WFB, who is co-operating with the
newspapers of the city in the scrap
paper campaign.
Zeckhausen pointed out that in
1943 the nation used a total of 16,400,000 tons of paper for military
and civilian purposes.

American

Ticket's

Macey

Slain in South Pacific
Chicago

—

Corp.

Edward Macey,

USMC, former pressman

S5

Chicago

may become

what the

Eg»

10 Weekly Pay Increase
or Chi. Truck Drivers

paragraph,
blood
ship

which you

in

wide drive scrap paper, New Yorkers must save 140,000 tons of waste
paper a month in 1944. That is twice

es
le

May Save a Life

THE FILM DAILY
read

Local War Loan Chairmen
Set
Confer with Alperson

Paper-

American Ticket

Republic in

Griffith

Emde,
Russ
Queens;
Bronx and Westchester, and Louis

Deal

Drive

Plans al Chi. Meet

(Continued from Page 1)
Goldberg, Staten Island.
Ohio,
Michigan,
Minnesota,
Plans for publicizing and adver- sas,
Wyoming, Colorado and Iowa.
tising the drive will be discussed this
John Balaban applauded the use
afternoon by the public relations
of the slogan "A Bond for Every
Mandel
Harry
by
headed
committee,
Seat" and asserted that utilization
and Edwaid Dowden.
the slogan would provide the inThe Metropolitan committee con- of
dustry with a direct and most effecsists of Ernest Emerling, John A.
tive target for which to aim. BalaCassidy, Al Naroff, Al Zimbalist,
ban also paid tribute to Charles P.
Blanche Livingston, Peggy Foldes,
Skouras, national chahman, for his
Paula Gould, Irving Windish, Jerry
leadership and his standing, because
Sager, Jack Mclnerney, Fred Lynch,
will rally to the
Wihiam Slater, Phil Laufer, Homer of which exhibitors
cause.
Kain,
Rentchler,
Sid
Ha.mon, Janice
Speakers included Charles SkouVincent Diguori, Nick Matsoukas,
ras, Rick Ricketson, B. V. Sturdivant
Ira Morais, Sam Coolick, Clement
Robert Mochrie for Ned E. Depinet,
Perry, Joe Lee, Sol Handweger, TheoJack Kirsch, Jules Rubens, A. J.
dore Trust, Irving Ludwig, Myron
Krappman and Balaban. Sam Shain
Segal, Manny Frisch, Murray Ashof 20th-Fox also attended.
man, Peter McCarty, Ray Malone,
It was announced that Claude Lee,
Ralph Severs and Edward Goth.
public relations director for Para-

mount, had been named motion picture liaison for the drive between
industry and the Treasury DeMorris Calegman, the
New Haven
partment in Washington. Nick Dipfather of Estelle Calegman, assisson was named state exhibitor chaircant manager of the College Theman for West Virginia.
ater, died suddenly here.
meeting,
Following
yesterday's

with Morris

Corp., is reported killed in action in the
South Pacific area.

approRepublic has closed a contract with
il, film
truck drivers here will get Griffith Oklahoma and Texas The$10 weekly wage boost under ne- aters covering its entire 1943-44 progations completed yesterday.
gram.
to

(Continued from Page 1)

Schwartz,

War Loan

Calegman Dead

—

Walter G. Truettner
Milwaukee,
Truettner,
fi:

st

58,

Skou: as,

Dead

—

Wis.
one of

Walter G.
Milwaukee's

nabe theater operators,

is

dead.

Ricketson,

Sturdivant,

Krappman, Seymour Peiser and Fred
Stein left for San Francisco where
they will hold a meeting on Thursday.
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In-between ones Qp Now you

Some theatremen

of

my

it.

I

went

to

town with

do that with every

know why

this

picture

house

is

hj)

And

as you gentlemen

Big ones /Little ones jgf

such a consistent big grosser

acquaintance shoot the bankroll only on the big ones

are satisfied to break even on weaker programs

h^ Every ad campaign of
collective eyeball

it

this theatre is

and eardrum

fcl

fjp

But that's

it

in

^ So that she can take over /We do the best possible job with every

And

in

GIVE
[War Bonds]
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few words gentlemen f/| lies the whole foundation

nflTionpL
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over to that blonde ticket-seller out
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these

And

bad theatre operation
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FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES

1943

Power

jov't Griffith Brief Tests Circuit Buying
Are Alleged
be "Co-Conspirators/*
nough Not Defendants

Country's Critics Confer
Honors on Players, Direc-

istributors

d

FILMDOM'S

By CARTER BRADLEY
Staff Correspondent

FILM DAILY

Oklahoma City (Wednesday)
-The Government unlimbered
heaviest artillery against
b
ying power in a trial brief filed
re

today

.•iffith

(Continued on Page 12)

— FFF —

Make

Metro

FAMOUS

Twenty-six independent theater op-

to

BAHN

stage success, and Greer Garson in

Co. and related

rporations.

(A

B.

The FILM DAILY

Oustanding performances of
1943 on the American screen
were those of Paul Lukas in
"Watch on the Rhine," a Warner
Bros, adaptation of the Broadway

dramatically outlining
prosecution of the

Amusement

Cameramen

By CHESTER
Editor,

anti-trust

B

Writers,

tors,

-

Goldwyn

-

Mayer's

(Continued on Page

— FFF —

RK0

'Random
7)

Up Pension

Sets

Five

Plan for Employes

or Release by

UA

Establishment of a pension or retirement plan for RKO employes
was approved yesterday by the
board of di: ectors, it was announced

FIVES

Producers Corp. of America has
osed a five-picture deal with United

announced yesterit was
bv Sig Schlager, PCA president,
ho said that a budget of $4,000,)0 had been alloted for the 1944
rograms. One of the group will be
rtists,

ly

(Continued on Page 12)

— FFF —

Additional Extortion
Prosecution is Hinted

j

Technicolor.

UA Presi— FFF —Page
Finance Com. Files
on New Tax Bill

Deal was made after
(Continued on

•enate
leport
isliington

Bureau

Washington
tnate

—

Finance

cloption

of

of

the

THE FILM DAILY
The leport of the

Committee urging

new

Additional prosecution in the alleged shakedowns in the film industry may take place later, Boris Kos-

2)

$2,700,000,000

(Continued on Page 10)

THE FILM DAILY

(Continued on Page 10)

today presents Filmdom's Famous Fives

of 1943, the outstanding stars, supporting players, juvenile

actors and actresses, directors, screenplays and Hollywood

"finds" of the year, as voted on the basis of performance

and achievement by representative

critics

and reviewers of

magazines, wire services and syndi-

"Price of Rendova"
To Aid Bond Sales

leading newspapers,

Described as the grimmest short
subject yet to be distributed by the

This survey of critical opinion, another unique industry

WAC, "The

"first,"

cates and radio's film commentators

in a

nation-wide

poll.

"Bernadette" Rated
As Outstanding Pix
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
Twentieth-Fox's pic-

—

turization

cf

Franz

Werfel's

novel,

"The

Song of Bernadette" easily
proves one of the outstanding offerings of 1943.
It
has been given
sympathetic direction by
King and fine production
values by William Perlberg.
Jennifer Jones, David O. Selznick's discovery,
is
ideally
cast and
gives
sincere, moving performance as
a
the peasant girl of Lourdes, a village in Southern France, whose faith
wrought miracles. All the performances are impressive, while photography, music and settings all rate
masterly,

Price of

Rcndova"

will

serve as an advance salesman for the
industry's participation in the Fourth
War Loan. Film is to be released

6 with 25 feet of bond-selling
Made by the U. S.
footage added.
Army Signal Corps, the picture pulls
no punches in showing the horrors
of war in the capturing of Rendova

forms Part One of the 22nd "Ten Best Pictures"

symposium.

Jan.

Island.

For a complete tabulation of Filmdom's Famous Fives
of 1943 turn to Pages 8-9 of this issue.

Henry

highest praise.

— WILK

Wednesday, December 22,

PCA

Closes Five-Picture

Deal With United

Artists

(Continued from Page
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THE

HOLLYWOOD,
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Ralph

Wilk,

Hollywood

6425

28,

Calif-

Blvd.,

WASHINGTON—

Phone
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Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N. W., Phone Taylor
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111.,

had

Raftery and his as-

C.

seen

partly edited
production,
"Knickerbocker Holiday," a musical
Charles Coburn, Nelson
Manager starring
sociates

version

JOHN W. ALICOATE

DONALD

Edward

1)

Joseph

Esler,

LONDON— Ernest

W.

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film,
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Mary

HAVANA—
HONOLULU

Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

IINANCIAL

of

PCA's

a

first

Eddy
and
Constance
Dowling
"Knickerbocker Holiday" will be its
first

UA

release.

Harry Joe Brown,

PCA

producer-

director, is due in New York tomorrow to discuss product plans with
execs.
It is expected that his
first picture will be Mark Twain's

UA

"The Gilded Age."

Producing Artists Buys
Four Stories for UA Pix

of

JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE, Columbia's vice
president
in
charge of foreign
distribution
returned to the home office yesterday from
six-week tour of Latin America.

,

MARVIN KEMPNER, Paramount Salesman, Buf
will be in New York next week.
BEN WOLF, M-C-M auditor, is in Buffalo thj

falo,
I

week.
j

J

CEORCE
Clen,

was

TOOKER,

Clen Theater,
Buffalo this week.

in

Watki,.

WALLY ALLEN, 20th-Fox exploiteer workinj
reaching their respec- between Buffalo and Pittsubrgh, will spem
the
holidays with his wife and family in El
in
keeping
with
quotas
the
mira.
theme of the drive "a Bond for
JAMES RYAN, Ithaca Theater, Ithaca, am
every seat," are the highest.
The MORRIS
SLOTNIK, Caledonia exhibitor, were
prizes will be $100, $75 and $50 in Buffalo this week.
Bonds. In addition, the various borFRED MYERS, former Paramount salesman
oughs and counties are to be divided Syracuse, now covering Kentucky for Paramount
into districts by the chairmen, and is a Christmas visitor in Buffalo.
captains appointed for each district.
LOU IOFFE, RKO Theaters attorney, and hi:
company':
A prize of $100 will be presented wife, PECCY FOLDES, editor of thePalm
Bead
house organ, leave tomorrow for a
the captain whose district or group vacation.
of theaters under his surveillance,
LINET, Universal, returns from Bostor
not only meet their quota 100 per andHANK
Washington tomorrow.
cent, but whose percentage exceeds
JACK LIEB, Chicago head cameraman foi
all other districts in the "over the News of the Day will go to the European wai
quota" mark.
theater on Dec. 29 to replace NORMAN ALLEY
sales,
tive

after

—

them

who

At this meeting many ways and
means of exploiting the 4th War
Loan were discussed including the

will take over Lieb's spot.

HARRY
Sig

JOE

Schlager,

America,

possibility of having a Free Movie
Day to open the drive on Tuesday,
and valued by PA heads at $500,000, Jan. 18.
are "Love is Where You Find It,"
— FFF —
an original comedy with a Jerome
Ke:n musical score; "High Spirits," Continue Film Support
a musical which may be Jack Benny's

made on

come

ii

the Coast.
to be

and

ii

completed its organizational structure, Producing Artists,
Inc., has announced the purchase of
four major story properties for immediate preparation and production.
Headed by David Loew and Arthur
Lyons, the company will release its
product through United Artists. Emphasis will be on musical and comedy subjects, according to Lyons who
is now en route to New York from
all

COminG

The "Honored Hundred Managers"
national contest on War Bond sales
will be augmented by special local
prizes in the Metropolitan New York
area, according to the plan formulated at a meeting yesterday in
Chairman Edward L. Alperson's office.
Session was attended by borough and county chairmen.
The special awards are for the
three managers in the Metropolitan
area whose percentages of Bond

[

Having

The four properties,

N. Y. Area Managers Can
Compete for Bond Awards

194:

in

BROWN
president

talks

with

arrives tomorrow to joir
of Producers Ccrp. oi
UA officials on coming

pictures.

a participation basis

W.

EARLE
phia

district

SWEICERT,
manager,

Paramount

was

a

New

Philadel-

York

visitoi

Tuesday.

BOBBY READICK,
a

brief

visit.

SCT.

BILL

has arrived in

H1CKEY,

formerly

New

York

foi

THE FILM

DAILY staff and currently stationed at Langley
venture as a producer-star; Of Will Rogers Memorial
Field, Va., has arrived in New York on a holi"Singing City," a forthcoming novel
furlough.
day
The motion picture industry has
by Dan Totheroh; "The Blackbirder,"
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net by Dorothy Hughes, author of "The agreed to continue operation of the
High
Low Close Chg.
Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, Cincy Indies League
Fallen Sparrow."
14
Am. Seat
14
14
Saranac
Lake, N. Y. and the Will
Establish Offices
PA will launch a new type of comi6i/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %) I6V4 16i/8
pany in which stars, directors, pro- Rogers beds in the Cedars of LebaColumbia Picts pfd.
Hospital,
Los Angeles and
Cincinnati
The Greater CincinCon. Fm. Ind
3
31/4
4 ducers, writers and composers will non
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
Exhibitors'
French Hospital, New York, the Will nati
Motion Picture
profits
picparticipate
in
of
the
the
East. Kodak
591/2 1591/2 +'i"
591/2
tures they make.
The parent com- Rogers Memorial Commission an- League and the Indignant Exhibido pfd
19i/2
Cen. Prec. Eq
tors' Forum, an organization of in191/2
191/2 +
pany, at the same time, will have a nounced in winding up its affairs.
Loew's, Ine
581/4
58
58
Commission reported that the in- dependent suburban exhibitors in
separate production program which
Faramount
23 y4
241/4
233/4
dustry collected a net of $1,862,166 Greater Cincinnati and Northern
will be released by UA.
734 RKO
8
75/s
in theaters during the past five years. Kentucky, have opened offices at 513RKO $6 pfd
96
96
951/s
+
FFF
20th Century-Fox
22
21%
215/s
The Saranac Lake hospital is to be 515 Keith Theater Bldg., Walnut St.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 293/8 29
29
conveyed to a N. Y. State corpora- J. W. Huss, Jr., is prexy of the
to Chi. Union
12
12
Warner Bros
121/4
tion along with the residue of
former and Willis Vance, suburban
Suit Denies
for It
NEW YORK BOND MARKET
000 from the theater collections.
exhibitor, chairman of the Forum.
Par. B'way 3s55
Ann Welling will be headquarters
—
FFF
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Chicago
Attorneys for Warner
secretary.
Monogram Picts
3
31/8
3Vg
Bros. Theaters and Circuit Manage1 1/4
11/4
Radio-Keith cvs
V4
Set Tradeshow Dates
Sonotone Corp
2% 2% 2%
ment Corp. have filed answers in
12'/4
Technicolor
121/2 +
2 Vi
1/4
Denial was For Para.'s Third Block
operators' union case.
Universal Pictures
made of any cause for action against
Universal Picts. vtc
SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
Warner Theater Circuit. Attorneys
Paramount's third block for 1943Essaness
Circuit
Loew's
oband
44
in
cities
for
will be tradeshown
most
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
Ampa Xmas Luncheon Today
tained extension to Jan. 18, to file on Jan. 3 and 4.
"Standing Room
Only," "The Uninvited," "Henry AidAmpa holds its Christmas lun- their answers.
Answers filed by attorneys for rich, Boy Scout" will be shown on
cheon-meeting today at the Edison
Balaban & Katz, Great States Cir- Jan. 3 and "The Miracle of Moigan's
Hotel.
cuit and Paramount Pictures, Inc., Creek" and "Timber Queen" on Jan.
stated that the complaint should be 4.
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Low cost
Dependable service
stricken, that certain portions should
In New York, "The Miracle of
45 year's experience serving theatres,
be made more definite. Several para- Morgan's Creek" will be seen at the
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
graphs were listed as scandalous and Normandie Theater on Jan. 4. The
I
We can supply your needs. Roll,
GREETIflGS OF
impertinent, such as connections with other four will be shown at the 20thmachine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
group,
the Capone Fox screening room on Jan 3.
Allied theaters
Delivery tree Maine to Virginia,
In Dallas and Denver, "Morgan's
THE SERSOn
1 mob, and alleged violence against
1
certain union members.
They say Creek" will be shown on the mornthe whole complaint is permeated ing of Dec. 28. Los Angeles screenwith scandalous allegations, which ings will be at the Ambassador HoTtM\
Elsewhere, with the
are not true.
tel Theater.
52 GRAFTON AVE. \g/ NEWARK, N. J.
Date for next court hearing will exception of New York, showings
Sales Offices in Principal Centers
I be set.
ft
will be at Paramount exchanges.
of
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THE

BEST

SHORT STORIES

1943-1944

THE AMAZING CASE OF

The
that turned into

features
"Caribbean Romance"

is

"extra special ... a stun-

ning

sight.

. .

an unalloyed
Film Daily

delight," says

1AST
-^

spring

out to

Paramount

make

started

the best musical

Gras,"

we thought

we had hoped

for

it

was

—the

what
word in

just

last

feature space.

And now comes an even

bigger

ALL-TECHNICOLOR

shorts in the business.

musical shorts.

idea -- an

We made them in Technicolor
.... We made them in Hollywood,

SHOW composed of "Riding High"

facilities

that

But pretty soon we found out it
was more than that.
For exhibitors started booking it

turn out Paramount's famous

mu-

in place of full-length

using the talent and

K

When we saw the first one, "Mardi

Is

MARDI GRAS

LL

TECHNICOLOR

00000000

o,.

COMING!

CARIBBEAN
ROMANCE
In

Technicolor

Starrring Sensational

OLGA SAN JUAN

MacEwen •

with Mabel Paige,
Eric Blore, Marie
McDonald and Jose
Barrosos & Orchestra

Lester Fuller

by

• Original
Screen Play by Robert

Stephen Brode

it;

Interstate,

States and Warners'

Produced by Lou Harris
Supervised by Walter
Directed

started

and JIMMY

Marco

are launching this one after

grossing

Famous Players Canadian Theatres

-£*S

000,00 o 00000
RIDING HIGH

Second

FEATURES!

sical features.

and "Caribbean Romance," number two in the series. Fanchon and

cuits followed;

Chicago

Tricir-

and other big ones

are on the way.

They're playing

230% with "Let's Face It"

and "Mardi Gras"!
No wonder the trade press headlines
"Exhibitors Use Shorts To
Supplant Dual Bills." For this is

—

truly a sensational development,
as a second

it

feature and advertising

it

in second-

made

possible only

as great as

—

by productions

•

LYDON

tal^M

PARAMOUNT'S MUSICAL PARADE
6 Subjects

— In Technicolor

THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF 1943-44

and novelty of three-dimension
characters and sets.
He was the second man to take

The

Number

results ...

world of imagination

has gone into the short, which

If

your patrons have gone

garten into the range of adult enter-

on ordinary cartoon

tainment.

short side of your

Paramount

believes his

work

unequalled in

its field for

beauty,

novelty and color.

It

is

now has no

is

in

superb Technicolor."

screen cartoons out of the kinder-

Greatest

A

2

in

the

arm

series

—

stale
if

the

show needs a shot

— switch

to

"Madcap

Models."
They're program plasma!

superior for laughs and action.

The

In

World
THERE
Pal

.

.

is

nobody

.There

is

like

George

nothing on the

screen like George Pal's

"Madcap

Models."

He was

the

first

man

to give ani-

mated cartoons the added vividness

His latest, "Jasper Goes Fishing,"
will

prove our point

tion

room or

In Jasper,
the

little

in

any projec-

theatre.

The

Scarecrow, and

black Crow, he has devel-

oped three stars who are becoming
as

famous as the greatest cartoon

characters of the past.

Reviewers go wild over every
"Madcap Model." This is just a
sample: "George Pal has worked
his magic again
with hilarious
.

.

.

George

Pal's

Puppetoons

MADCAP MODELS
In Technicolor

THE BEST SHORT STORIES OF 1943-44-

Number

3

SATURDAY EVENING

the

POST, whose

millions of readers

are a ready-made screen audience.

Extensive promotion will
her

first

start

appearance an

make

event, so

with the first "Little Lulu".

It's called

"Eggs Don't Bounce"

and

its

has

it

own

tunes

ten hit

You Done

It"

specially writ-

including

and the theme

song, "Little Lulu."

date

December

is

"Now

The

release

24th.

Famous Studios have also com-

THE
mount's
first

Para-

subject in

new LITTLE

LULU series is ready!
We want you to prevue

it

at

your Paramount exchange.

When you

do,

we

you

new

is

LITTLE

and presents a

new

real kid

having

skirts,

who will

Tom

Sawyer

appeal to

all

in

ages.

For years she has been the

LULU

•

POPEYE

•

of the

series

has

GREAT
CARTOONS IN TECHNICOLOR from Paramount this
They

season

all

add up to 24

j

!

NOVELTOONS

Technicolor
_

i

NOVELTOONS

first

in

just been released,

real fun.

All In

r

POPEYE

Technicolor and the

most popular comedy feature of

star-power for your box-office.

pleted the first

the long line of animal characters

She's a sort of

believe

will recognize that here

Lulu breaks away from

Little

—

\

_

v'^
__

V

1

"&4

\

m

\

MMHH|

w

And

Here's The Short Short Story

I

Of The Season

Popeye
Little

I

— Complete On This Page

Lulu

Novel toons
Madcap Models
Popular Science*

Paramount News
i

The Musical Parade
Unusual Occupations*
I Speaking of Animals*
Grantland Rice Sportlights

m

•

m

Paramount
* Produced

by Jerry Fairbanks

Paramount WE

Shorts

f Produced

by Jack Eaton

PROMISED

a 1943-

44 program that would

Shorts c/^ead

"keep pace with the stepped-up
drawing power and stamina of
today's great hold-over hits."

These 64

LONG-RUN

SHORTS, with greatly enhanced
color, class

and novelty, are

doing just that.
proves

it!

The

business
,a<"-r Fct
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^Famous Fives" A >v
Cobtirn, Paxinou, Jenkins,
{Continued from Page

Greer Garson, picked by the nation's
to top the stellar performances

and reviewers for both press and
1943 Filmdom's Famous Fives in
THE FILM DAILY's annual poll, is the only actress to grace that division for three
successive years.
In 1941, Miss Garson was fourth as a result of her work in
Metro's "Broken Blossoms," while last year her distinguished portrayal in
Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" placed her first.
radio

Lukas, who made the role of Kurt
Muller, one of the film year's most
brilliant delineations, was a photofinish choice, being pressed throughout the poll by James Cagney, seen

Cohan

Metro

as

a

result

Goldwyn

-

of

his

Mayer's

-

in an-

role

in

"Random

Harvest," placed third in the best
stellar performance category. Colman received just half the number
of votes tallied by Cagney. To complete the best performance by male
stars, the critics and reviewers chose
Gary Cooper in "For Whom the
Bell Tolls" and
in "Casablanca."

Humphrey Bogart
In the 1942 poll,

Cooper placed first with his portrayal
of Lou Gehrig in "The Pride of the
Yankees," while in 1941, Cooper was
also at the top, thanks to his performance in the title role of "Sergeant York."
Joan Fontaine, who in 1942 placed
second for best performance by a
feminine star, on the basis of her
work in "Suspicion," again received
I

Her 1943 vehwas Warners' "The Constant
Nymph," in which her sympathetic
portrayal won her the same number
of votes received by Miss Bergman
the critics' accolade.
icle

"Casablanca" performance.
The fifth performance to click this

for her

in

"For

Earl

W. Wingart
Mannon
Leo

the

course,

was below the

brought

Hitchcock's

Leon
Perrin

).

Bamberger

which
place

"Human Comedy," "Random

Whom

the Bell Tolls."

Tami-

thanks to his work in the 20th-Fox
production,
"My Friend Flicka."
Roddy, however, had a three to one
lead over his own closest rival, Donald O'Connor, who clicked so effectively in Universal's "Mister Big."
Mickey Rooney, third in the 1942
poll as a result of his work in
"Babes on Broadway," placed fourth

The balloting in the year's outstanding screenplay saw two Metro
pictures tied for first place.

They

were "The Human Comedy" for
which the screenplay was written by
Howard Estabrook, and "Random
Harvest,"

penned by

screenplay was
Claudine West, George

whose

Froeschel, and Arthur Wimperis. To
complete the five outstanding screenthis year, his votes rewarding his plays the critics designated "Watch
performance in M-G-M's "The Hu- on the Rhine," by Dashiell Hamman Comedy." Tommy Dix, seen in mett; "Casablanca," by Julius J. and
"Best Foot Forward," placed fifth, Philip G. Epstein, and Howard Koch,
with Mickey Rooney leading him and "In Which We Serve," by Noel
Coward. There was a difference of
three to one.
a single vote in the instance of the
O'Brien Out-distances Field
latter two.
In 1942, Wimperis and
For Juve Actress Distinction Froeschel were among the screen
playwrights who contributed the
The most decisive victory of all in year's outstanding screenplay, "Mrs.
the third F.F.F. poll was that of Miniver."
Margaret O'Brien of the cast of
Rennahan's Photography

—

Peters, in turn, led Lucile Watson,
Sam Wood's direction of "For
in "Watch on the Rhine," two to Whom the Bell Tolls" was acclaimed
one.
To complete this particular by the critics as outstanding, with
F.F.F. group for 1943, the critics Noel Coward's guidance of the Cow-

ard-UA production, "In Which
Serve," a fairly close second.
complete the F.F.F. directors,
critics

named Clarence Brown

We

Ray

For

FWTBT

Cited by Critics
example of outstanding photography, the critics this year
cited "For Whom the Bell Tolls"'
photographed in Technicolor by Ray
Rennahan. The Paramount production enjoyed what was virtually a
four to one lead in the balloting over
As

the finest

the second place choice, "My Friend
Flicka," for which Dewey Wrigley
supplied
the
Technicolor
camera
work.
Third place went to Warners' "Air Force," for which James
Wong Howe received camera credit,

Leon

Shamroy, who

photographed

20th Century-Fox's "Crash Dive" in
Technicolor and Ronald Neams who
was behind the camera for "In Which
We Serve," tied for a photo finish
for fourth and fifth place.
In the
photographic decision, there were no
repeats this year.

Pick Tufts as 1943 "Find";
Dorothy McGuire Is Second
Named as the outstanding "find"

of the year was Sonny Tufts, now
To under contract to Paramount. The
the runner-up was Dorothy McGuire, un-

for der contract to David

0.

Selznick.

M-G-M's "The Human Comedy," Others placed in the "find" category
Mervyn Le Roy for the same com- by the critics were Katina Paxinou
pany's "Random Harvest" and Al- of Paramount, Robert Walker of
fred Hitchcock for Universal's "Sha- M-G-M, Joseph Cotten, also under
dow of a Doubt." Wood is the only contract to Selznick, and Susan
director this year to do a repeat. Peters of M-G-M, the two latter tyJenkins Takes Juvenile
In 1942 he placed fourth with ing for the fifth place. Walker led
Laurels From McDowall
"Kings Row."
Cotten and Peters by a single ballotLittle Jack Jenkins' performance
Under the F.F.F. rules, directors is president of the unit.
— FFF —
in Metro's "The Human Comedy" are chosen on the basis of the total
was understandably rated by the crit- number of votes cast for a single Settle Trucking Strike
ics as topping the juvenile actor picture for which they were responScranton, Pa.
Trucking strike
group this year. The youngster took sible. This point is emphasized, in which has caused pix delivery diffithe palm from last year's winner, view of the fact, that Warners' Mich- culties in this area was settled over
Roddy McDowall, who placed second, ael Curtiz polled as many votes in the week-end.

—

Eleanor Apel

.

total
fifth

recognition.

however, was closely pressed Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer's "Journey
by Claude Rains, another to do a for Margaret."
Miss O'Brien outrole
"Casablanca." distanced the field for the best perstandout
in
Sonny Tufts' characterization in formance by juvenile actresses. BoParamount's "So Proudly We Hail," nita Granville finished second, thanks
placed him fourth in the supporting to her role in RKO's "Hitler's ChilFor this spot, he dren." It is only fair to point out,
actor group.
fought it out with Robert Walker, however, that Miss O'Brien enjoyed
seen in an equally effective role in a 14 to one lead. Miss Granville was
Metro's "Bataan."
followed in third place by Nancy
Walker in "Best Foot Forward,"
Paxinou Captures Top Spot
and in fourth by Virginia Weidler,
For Supporting Actress
also seen in "Best Foot Forward."
Katina Paxinou romped away with In 1942, Miss Weidler's work in
'Babes on Broadway" won her secthe top spot for best performances
Her re- ond place honors. Two youngsters
by supporting actresses.
markable characterization of Pilar seen in Universal's "Mister Big"
tied
in "For Whom the Bell Tolls," gave Gloria Jean and Peggy Ryan
her a five to one lead over Susan for the fifth place this year.
Peters, chosen by the critics for the Wood at Top of
Directorial
runner-up place, on the strength of
her work in "Random Harvest." Miss Heap With Coward Runner-up
roff,

chose Grace George who made her
screen debut in the Cagney-UA production, "Johnny Come Lately," and
Paulette Goddard, one of the three
leads in "So Proudly We Hail."
It is interesting to note that the
array of supporting players chosen
this year contains no holdovers from
the 1942 selections.

Alfred T.

critics

in

Harvest" Tie as Screenplay

year was that of Claudette Colbert
production, in Paramount's "So Proudly We
"Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Hail."
In 1942, best performances
Miss Garson, who in the 1942 by feminine stars were contributed
F.F.F. poll out-distanced the field by Bette Davis in "Now, Voyager,"
for the best performance by feminine Katharine Hepburn in "Woman of
stars, this year faced the keenest the Year," and Teresa Wright in
possible
competition from Ingrid "The Pride of the Yankees," in adBeigman.
Miss Bergman received dition to the ah'eady mentioned
critical recognition for two perform- Misses Garson and Fontaine.
ances; her portrayal of Maria, the
Ernest Hemingway heroine in Para- Supporting Performance
mount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls," Honors Go to Coburn
which found exceptional favor, and
As the best performance by a
for her performance again as the
supporting actor in 1943, the critheroine in Warners' "Casablanca."
The ratio of Bergman votes for the ics' choice was that of Charles CoColumbia's "The More the
two portrayals was approximately burn in
Merrier." Coburn had approximatethree to one.
ly a two to one lead over Akim
Ronald Colman, singled out by the Tamiroff, who scored so effectively
critics

the aggregate as any director but
they were split between "Yankee
Doodle Dandy," 'Casablanca," and
"This Is the Army." Curtiz's total
for "Yankee Doodle
Dandy," of

Greer Garson Wilts Third Successive Award
For Outstanding Performance in FFF Poll

Fives.

as the late George M.
other
Warner Bros,

r«is to Lukas and Garson
O'Brien and Wood Also Honored by V. S. Film Critics
«*»

I)

Harvest," the two topping THE FILM
Daily's third national poll of newspaper, magazine, syndicate, news
service and radio ci'itics and reviewers to establish the year's Filmdora's

Famous

DAIIY

* * Filmdom's
Best Performances by
PAUL LUKAS

j

Kurt Muller in Warner

as

JAMES CAGNEY

I

Male

as

Bros.'

George M. Cohan

in

Stars
"Watch on

Warners'

the Rhine."

"Yankee

Doodle

"The Yec

Dandy."
I

I

RONALD COLMAN as Charles Rainier in M-G-M's "Random Harvest."
GARY COOPER as Robert Jordan in Paramount's "For Whom the Bell

Industr

Tolls."

HUMPHREY BOGART

Rick in Warner's "Casablanca."

as

T TPON

the

players,

directors!

whose names are emblazonn
ing critics
greatest

and reviewers

alone because

[NGRID BERGMAN

as

fitted to

[NGRID BERGMAN

as Ilsa

Maria

in

Paramount's "For

Lund

Famous

Whom the Bell Tolls."

We

Fives of 1943.

This

constitutes a n

it

bestow the year's honor

and achievement.

Hail."

Best Performances

CHARLES COBURN

JACK JENKINS

as

Benjamin Dingle

in

Columbia's "The More the

Merrier."

AKIM TAMIROFF as Pablo in Paramount's "For Whom the Bell Tolls."
CLAUDE RAINS as Capt. Louis Renault in Warner's "Casablanca."
SONNY TUFTS as Kansas in Paramount's "So Proudly We Hail."
ROBERT WALKER as Leonard Purckett in M-G-M's "Bataan."

Best Performances by Supporting Actresses
KATINA PAXINOU as Pilar in Paramount's
LUCILE

as Kitty in

WATSON

as

"For

Whom

the Bell Tolls."

M-G-M's "Random Harvest."

Fanny

Farrelly in Warner's

"The Watch on

the

Rhine."

GRACE GEORGE
Come

as

Vinnie McCloud in Cagney Productions' "Johnny

Lately," released by United Artists.

PAULETTE GODDARD
We

Hail."

i

isle

Best Performances by Supporting Actors

SUSAN PETERS

i

an-s

by participants Coast-to-Coast

in Warner's "Casablanca."

JOAN FONTAINE as Tessa Sanger in Warners' "The Constant Nymph."
CLAUDETTE COLBERT as Lt. Janet Davidson in Paramount's "So
Proudly

honor— electk

industry

Best Performances by Feminine Stars
GREER GARSON as Paula in M-G-M's "Random Harvest."

pri

for

as Lt.

Joan O'Doul in Paramount's "So Proudly

Ml

as Ulysses

RODDY McDOWALL

i

Ke|

as

Flicka."

DONALD O'CONNOR
MICKEY ROONEY
as

as)
Hojfe

Comedy."

TOMMY DIX

as

Bud Hooper

Best Performances

MARGARET O'BRIEN

as

BONITA GRANVILLE

as

NANCY WALKER

as the

\

b

VIRGINIA WEIDLERas He
ward."

GLORIA JEAN

and PEGG"

Universale "Mr. Big."

• •

Fives of 1943

s

Best Direction
SAM WOOD for "For Whom the Bell Tolls"-Paramount.
NOEL COWARD for "In Which We Serve'-Coward-United Artists.

Greatest

CLARENCE

lonor"

BROWN

MERVYN LE ROY

"The Human Comedy" -M-G-M.

for

"Random Harvest"-M-G-M.

for

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

for

"Shadow

of a Doubt"-Universal.

mters and cinematographers
hese pages, the nation's lead-

dio have conferred the year's

Film

ie

Daily's

distinctive

is

Outstanding Screenplays

Filmdom's

and unique, not

"THE

HUMAN COMEDY"

Howard Estabrook-M-G-M.

a free choice by those best

•

"RANDOM HARVEST" Claudine

use the sole yardstick applied

West, George Froeschel, Arthur

Wim-

peris— M-G-M.

ustanding screen performance

"WATCH ON THE RHINE"
"CASABLANCA"
"IN

ivenile Actors
1M-G-M's "The
^hlin

in

"My

and Philip G. Epstein-Warners.

WHICH WE SERVE"

"FOR

WHOM THE BELL TOLLS"

"MY FRIEND FLICKA"
Jniversal's
ley

in

Artists.

Ray Rennahan

(Technicolor)

-

(Technicolor)

Dewey Wrigley-20th-Fox.

"Mr. Big."

M-G-M's

"The Human

"AIR FORCE"

James

"CRASH DIVE"
"Best Foot Forward."

s

Noel Coward-United

Paramount.

Friend

I,

i

J.

Hammett-Warners.

Outstanding Photography

Human Comedy."

20th-Fox's

Julius

Dashiel

"IN

WHICH WE

Wong Howe— Warner

(Technicolor) James

SERVE"

b

Bros.

Shamroy— 20th-Fox.

Ronald Neame-United

Artists.

c~^2D
venile Actresses
a Finds'

M-G-M's "Journey

•O Radio's "Hitler's Children."
In

t

M-G-M's "Best Foot Forward."

nger in M-G-M's "Best Foot For-

SONNY TUFTS, Paramount.
DOROTHY McGUIRE, David
O. Selznick.

KATINA PAXINOU,
mount.

(Tied) as Patricia

of the Year

for Margaret."

and Peggy

Para-

SUSAN PETERS

m-g-m.

ROBERT WALKER*, mgm.
JOSEPH COTTEN*, David

o.

Selznick.

in
* Tied.

10
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Hint at Additional

iV.

S.

Theaters Ash
Operators

Ft* mi »i <*

Extort Prosecution

—

N. S.
Exhibitors
want
board to withdraw objection to femme operators in theater booths to fill the gaps created
Halifax,

the censor

(Continued from Page

1)

telanetz, special assistant U.
F

torney general

disclosed

I

C

at-

by

summation

in the

army draft, deaths,
changes to other
Because of the classi-

enlistments,

illness,

at the start of his
J

S.

yesterday

accidents,

employment.

fication by the selective service of
Federal Court trial of the seven detheaters as non-essential to the war
fendants accused of extorting' more
effort, exhibitors are finding it inthan $1,000,000 from the business.
creasingly hard to retain their help.
The prosecutor took the whole day
in his summation, urging the jury
to send the defendants to prison. He
Defer "Joe" Tradeshow
asserted that the whole defense in
M-G-M announces postponement
the case was based on "the common
cry of all criminals when they are of the "A Guy Named Joe" tradeapprehended 'We were framed.' " show, originally scheduled for Dec.
"Bioff (William Bioff, convicted 30. A new date will be set shortly.
labor racketeer), we grant, is a vicHe asked the jury: "Why
ious character," said Kostelanetz. months.
"We not only think so; we did would Browne and Bioff court the
something about it. He is in jail, vengeance of these people (the deand I had the honor of assisting in fendants) when they were eligible
Bioff was a gang- for parole?"
his prosecution.
"The strength of this conspiracy,"
ster and the associate of gangsters.
He was a racketeer and a liar, but the prosecutor added, "was not that
that doesn't mean that when he final- of Bioff and Browne alone, but it
He was that of the mob." This stately confessed he was lying.
couldn't have carried out these things ment he said was supported by evi(alleged extortions) by himself. He dence which showed that Nick Circella,
alias Nick Dean, confessed
bad to have associates."
Kostelanetz discounted the con- extortionist now in Federal prison,
tentiori'of the defense that Bioff and kept constant check on the two labor
George E. Browne, convicted former leaders for the benefit of the "synhead of the IATSE, had testified for dicate."
the Government to reduce their senJudge Bright will charge the jury
tences by disclosing that both had today. The jury is expected to have
been eligible for parole within seven the case at the end of the day.

T
THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Joe Weil is now in Italy with the
American Red Cross.
• Lee Goldberg, former PRC franchise holder
in Cincy, is opening a new indie exchange there about Jan. IS.
• James Cagney, Paulette Goddard, Ray Milland, Ann Sheridan. Fred

•

.

seas

troop

• Ross

entertainment

Williams of

Club, succeeding

Neumade's

who

.

Crosby and Mickey Rooney are tentatively

Astaire, Bing

—

I

•

•

RKO

tours
is

the

Rudy Knoeplle

new

prexy

of Republic.

.

a

of the

.

itinerary.

Cincinnati

Cinema

• Oscar Neu will host
• Sergt. Dave Rose,

.

traditional Christmas party tomorrow.

for over-

set

British

.

and directed the music for "Winged Victory" will
encore when 20th-Fox makes the pic version
Meanwhile, Rose
wrote, arranged

has returned

•

to the

Army's

First

Paul Verdayne, seized by

Motion Picture Unit at Culver
the

Japs

while

functioning

City, Cal.

as Para/s

Singapore managing director,

is well despite the loss of "quite a lot
he has written his wife via the Red Cross.
• Thru the
same medium, word has come, thru from Lt. Floyd Henry, USN, former
Para, manager for the Philippines, who was taken prisoner there

of weight,"

•

•

•

.

.

T
T
MAYBE LOU STANG,

head booker in Para.'s Portland,
exchange has the right manpower problem solution
When
else failed, he hired the Missus
(After-thought: But suppose

Ore.,
all

one hasn't got a Missus, what then?).
that

London UP

cable telling

how

.

« Wasn't

.

there a thrill in

James Stewart, AAF, led a
an attack on Bremen.
# Actors'
Capt.i

squadron of B-24 Liberators in
Fund of America annual benefit is set for the Alvin Jan. 30
In the last decade, the Fund has distributed more than $1,250,000 to
the aged and ailing of the theater.
9 Warners chalks up another
.

.

Rhine"

thi

receives the

Acquaintance"
in

is

award

named

.

.

distinguished "first" in the January

^Jo

be

'Twill

Redbook when "Watch on

made

Presentation of the 1943 trophy to "Rhine" will be

both

the

outstanding pic of the year and "Old
Picture of the Month
Bette Davis stars
as

on the SAG CBS air show Jan. 10.
# Speaking of selections and
such Phil M.'s vote for revival of the year goes to the Music Hall's farfamed "The Nativity" stage pageant
Once seen, it's never to be for.

morion picture critics

.

gotten

ol the f latiion,

My gratitude
screenplay of
best of 1943.

the

•

Award naming
"The Human Comedy" as
for your

This vote

award given.

It

is

a

signifies

the
the

more than

recognition of the

up-curve in subject matter and structure

made possible during the war.
hope that we may all join in holding

that has been
It

my

is

the

ground gained and that motion pictures

may

play an even greater part in the peace

and the free world to come.

Howard Estabrook

•

•

Claude Lee
Loan Office

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.
to Set Up
in Capital

.

.

Senate Finance Com. Files
Report on New Tax Bill

Claude Lee, Paramount Public Rehead who has been named
Treasury Department liaison for the
motion picture industry during the
Fourth War Loan, will set up offices
in the Treasury Department Bldg.,
Washington, shortly, to take over
important duties in connection with
the campaign. Lee will work directly between the National Campaign
Committee and Ted Gamble, National Director of the War Finance
Division of the Treasury. Assisting
him will be a staff of six.
Nick Dipson has been appointed
State Exhibitor Chairman for West
Virginia during the Fourth War
Loan, it was announced by Charles
P. Skouras, National Chairman. John
J. Payette, WAC chairman for the
Washington area, had been tempor-

The Senate will reconvene Jan. 10
with the tax bill scheduled for imIf rushed through
mediate action.
both the Senate and the conference
between House and Senate members,
it is possible that it will be signed
by Jan. 21. If it is not signed by the
President by that date it may be that
the new rate will not be effective

arily

prior to

lations

filling

the post.

(Continued from Page 1)

tax

was

bill

official

78th

filed last

—the

night

final

act in the first session of the

Congress

—calling

for

an

in-

the admissions tax rate
from one cent per dime to one cent
per nickel of the admission price.
The bill was "reported" during the
brief session yesterday with the actual report to be filed before mid-

crease

in

night.

March

1.

Wednesday,
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lees Satisf actory
.

rnst.

~
Two
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^ «...
n
$150
Television
by Emerson
Set Planned
Will Soon Announce
When Civilian Production of Radios Resumes
List of U. S. Writers, Actors

«..,

Cities Att'y*

ells of British

Film

Emerson Radio & Phcnograph Corp. will offer a table model telefor $150 when civilian production of radios is resumed.
The instrument will be approximately 18 inches wide and 14 inches high and will
employ a three-inch cathode ray tube.
The television image will be enlarged and projected to 15 by 20 inch proportions on a screen by means
of a lens system made of plastics. It is asserted that the brilliance will be

The

lans for Post-War
Two

vision

of England's leading film in-

sending representives to the United States to exore the distribution situation and,
a result, it is expected that a
istiy figures are

i

'

Delguidici's policy of
able to get.
splitting up the profits of a picture
so that the top players, director,
cameraman, write: s get a percentage is adding to the quality of the

product, Ernst said, pointing out that
such an arrangement makes everybody involved feel that he is a part
of the enterprise.

sit.

Filippio

The arrangement

ties,

i

28.

.•i

post-war

film

markets,

Ernst

Delguidici has been able to
qui:e the Hollywood formula in
oducing pictures and is getting

id.

Hard-Hitting

so attrac-

well known American writers,
players, directors, etc., will be
announced, all of whom will have
completed percentage deals with
Two Cities and others. Thus,
high-salaried persons will have
the income from a picture coming to them over a period of
years, thereby being able to
spread their tax payments.
As for Rank, Ernst said, he

Men Who

Bowed To

iVo Master...

Except The

Women They

Love!

is

Ernst added, that within
the next two weeks a list of 20
tive,

[

The progress of Rank and Delguiin advancing the British film inistry will have a vital effect on
e

movies.

five

arketing of British pictures over
ire or the buying-in of Biitish complies with American firms, or both,
lis was revealed yesterday by MorErnst, American attorney for
B
Ao Cities Films, who returned from
melon last week after a three-week

k

home

times as much for his product
than previous English pictures were

Anglo-American relawill develop for either the

Delgudici, head of Two
already has sent over Alexuler Galperson, the company's disibution representative, who curntly is in New York.
J. Arthur
ank is sending over Barrington
tines, who is due in New York on

set

equal to that of

tisfactory

mship

Anglo-Amer. Film Relations
Signed

to

Two

Deals

job would be to see that too
British idioms do not get into
the scripts, and to hire a noted publicist to ballyhoo the British pictures
to America before they arrive, in
Most
aware of the fact that the American order to build up interest.
films now come over "cold,"
English
take
out
companies will
$60,000,000
he explained.
of Britain, tax free, this year. Ernst
Ernst predicted that England, besaid he urged Rank to seek affiliacause of a possible dollar shortage,
tions with United Artists, Univerwould have to purchase product with
sal (in which Rank already has a
goods and commodities after the war.
25 per- cent interest), Columbia,
Warner Bros., Ernst asserted, was
RKO, Republic and Monogram. He
the only American company that had
said it was unlikely that Rank would
organization
British
a
complete
set up a distribution organization
produces, distributes, exhibits
over here, despite reports that Rank which
was contemplating such a move. and owns its own theaters. But, he
Korda-Metro alliance
Ernst said that several of the com- added, the new
same objecpanies mentioned had contacted him was moving toward the
tive.
since he returned in regard to deals
fff
The extent to which
with Rank.
negotiations have gone were not re- Services for Conrow
vealed.
Funeral services were held yesterAmerican companies can sell more day for L. W. "Mike" Conrow, prespictures to England if England can ident of Altec Service Corp., who
Sersell more pictures over here, Ernst died early Saturday morning.
said.
In order to make product ap- vices were held from his home at
pealing to American audiences, Del- Fair Haven, N. J. Burial was at the
Cemetery, West Long
guidici is willing to have a top Amer- Woodbine
ican wi iter or dialogue expert whose Branch.
sole

many

—

is

Cities

—
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Gov't to Push Prosecution of the Griffith Case
No Independents
Could Enter Towns Where
Allege

Griffith

Was

Established

{Continued from Page 1)

His Unlucky

—

Omaha
Everything happens
Wayne Sweeney, manager of
Town here.
His

eiators of Oklahoma, Texas and
New Mexico were named as complaining witnesses, and the U. S. District Attorney announced that their

car

was

remembered

he

Then,

stolen.

had

just

with

good fortune was short-lived, as the
defendants would frequently again

Day

—

filled

to

license the distributor's films for the

the

succeeding season without any opportunity being given to the independent to retain his lun."
In a
few situations," distributors continued to license certain independent exhibitors who paid "extraordinarily high" film rentals and
who had been their customers before the defendants entered their
town. "Another aspect of the film
licensing contracts made by these
defendants which we believe would
justify the court in holding them to
be illegal per se even if negotiated
and executed singly by each defendant company, is the fact that these
restrictions on the competition of
the independents were imposed by
the distributors in response to pressure exerted by the defendants,
rather than for a legitimate purpose
of the distributor," it is charged.

he
it

14 gallons of gas
and worse
yet, that his wife had forgotten to
renew the insurance only the other
day.

testimony will be "a big factor since
we intend to push this case hard."
Contracts with eight distributing
firms between 1934 and 1939 are described in the 60-page document.
Contracts with Paramount, RKO, Columbia, 20th Century-Fox, Loew's,
Vitagraph, Universal and United Artists, during the period, were designed to eliminate all competition
permanently, it is charged.
The
brief alleges the distributors are now
"co-conspirators," although they are
no longer defendants in the action.

i

ATTEND THE

0**"

Thirty pages are devoted to a description of Griffith ownerships, theater operations and other history
from the defendants' standpoint. An

TRADE SHOWING

equal space is given contract summaries.
The contracts were not the sole
means used to achieve such monopolization,
as this
sometimes required use of competitive practices
such as admission price cutting or
threats to build competing theaters.
Griffith also obtained written promises from independents bought out
that they would refrain from reentering the competitive field, it is

GINGER ROGERS
in

the unforgettable picture of the

year^

alleged.
In conclusion, the Government demands a summary of the Griffith case
equal to the proportions of its trial
brief.
Another pre-trial conference
session is expected to be called by
Judge Edgar S. Vaught in January.
Copies of the brief will be available
in printed form shortly at the D of

RKO RADIO PICTURE

MONDAY, JANUARY
11

10th

a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

251

HYDE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIF.

m

Up Pension

Plan for Employes
(Continued from Page

1)

by Floyd B. Odium, chairman of tb
board.
Plan is designed to rewar
employes for their past and futur
services by providing pension bent
fits in addition to Federal social sec
Details will be announce
urity.
before the end of the year.
The plan will include all preser
regular employes between the age

FLOYD

8.

ODLUM

of 30 and 64 if they have alreadl
completed three years of service (I
as soon as such service has bee I
completed. New employes will likil
wise be included if between 30 anl
60 years of age.
It is planned t
provide retirement benefits outsic
the plan for employes now over 6
years of age. Employes in the arme
forces of the United States will t
included, with full credit for tF
time spent in the armed forces,
they return to RKO.
The primary purpose of the pla
to provide, after the normal r<
a monthly pensioi'
the amount of which will be detei
mined by length of service and con
is

tirement age,

pensation.

The normal retiremer

age will be 65 years, except in th
case of employes now over 55 yeai
of age whose normal retirement ag
will be covered by special provision 4

Minimum

benefits

after

normal

rt

—

—

1

tirement age will be fixed amount
monthly, including primary feder;
social security benefits.
The pla
will also
include benefits in tH
case of death prior to attainment c

the normal retirement age.
There will be no contributions b
employes to the cost of the plaj
Annual payments will be made b
the employer corporations to a spi
J in Washington.
cial trust fund which will be sel:
FFF
administered.
The plan will, c
Jacob Greenwald Dead
course, be submitted to the Trea:
Miami, Fla. Jacob Greenwald, 78, ury Department for the requisite a\
former Chicago industry exec, died proval, and is subject to such aj
He is survived proval.
in a local hospital.
It is believed that this is the fir;
by a son, Lesley J. Greenwald, of
Atlanta, and a daughter, Mrs. J. pension or retirement plan in tr
Interment will take motion picture industry of gener;
Weil, Chicago.
application to all employes.
place in Chicago.

—

RKO PROJECTION ROOM

Sets

'

provisions which allowed Griffith to
play films out of the order of release, or to ignore particular films
"until some time after the close of
the season during which it was released," stifled subsequent-run advantages of independents, it is stated.
"Even on the are occasions where
the defendants declined to license a
major distributor's product in the
Griffith towns for a particular season," the brief continues, "the films
were generally not available to the
Unable to Enter Griffith Towns
Single Buying Agent
independents until late in the seaAt no time during the five-year
The four G:iffith companies, Grif- son as the mere pendency of negotiaAmusement Co., Consolidated tions with the defendants was enough period was an independent operator
fith
Theaters, Inc., R. E. Griffith The- to prevent any offer to the opposi- able "to enter a town where a deaters, Inc., and West-Tex Theaters, tion.
fendant was established and secure
enough major product to establish
Inc., used a single film-buying agent
Allege Re-licensing
a first- or second-run theater." The
"for the purpose of imposing restrictions which would injure their
"In the situations whe: e negotia- Government intends to prove that
independent competitors. "We con- tions finally broke down and the in- the Griffith companies and distributend that is in the nature of a boy- dependents were able to license the tors contrived to withhold contracts
cott and is illegal per se." Contract films first-run for a season, their to independents until such agreements were appioved by the principals in the case, but, it is added, "we
'&£
do not propose to show any express
agreements between the defendants
to the effect that each shall have a
specific territory and that each shall
not compete with the other. We expect to establish the existence of
such implied agreements" through
descriptions of operations and interlocking stock holdings.
:

RKO

FILE

COPY

The Daily Newspaper

Ktimate in Character
ternational in Scope
dependent in Thought

Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old
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MAY REPLACE CIAA

IEW FIRM

Sentencing is Set for
Dec. 30; $100,000 Bail for

WASHINGTON
ANDREW

By

Six, $25,000 for

OLDER

H.

Publication
lists

The

seven

defendants

charged

WASHINGTON with

extorting more than $1,000,000
from the motion picture industry
• NE thing we can be certain of is that
Hollywood doesn't have to worry too were found guilty by the jury of nine
women and three men in Federal
*h about competition from foreign counbefore Judge John Bright.
in
the immediate post-war period. Court
The jury reported its verdict at 10:10
le from the merits of production by its
petirors, our industry has one advantage last night after having deliberated
no competitor can overcome for a for more than 10 hours.
Judge Bright set Thursday, Dec.
.That is the very mate1 time yet.
advantage of having film, equipment 30 at 10:30 a.m. for pronouncing senNo other country has a tence upon them.
personnel.
Six of the defendants were freed
production industry geared to take
;

-

.

"I© Best" Selections
Spur Repeat Bookings

Kaufman

.

by

FIX DEFT.

Defendants Guilty

jry in Extortion Trial Finds
Heeling 'Round --

TEN CENTS

23, 1943

film

of

early

critics

"Ten

Best"

participating

Hemisphere Films, Inc.
Formed by Nelson Rockefeller's Interests

in

THE FILM DAILY'S annual poll has
stimulated the demand for repeat
bookings for several Warner Bros.
1942-43 releases, according to the

company's

playdate department.
"Casablanca"
repeat
engagements
total
more than 4,600, placing it
next to "Sergeant York," and equal
to "Yankee Doodle Dandy" in repeat bookings to date.

Formation of Hemisphere Films,
by Nelson Rockefeller, report-

Inc.,

edly for the purpose of replacing the
motion picture bureau of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
was learned yesterday. Future of
the new company will be determined
largely by the Government's action
in

continuing

its

subsidy

the

of

CIAA's films department.
It was reported yesterday that

Col.

i

and the same
production equipment and
manpower for both the equipment and
actual work of film production. .. .How

mass

of
is

)

true

be before these facilities and
ready is another question,
're informed that in both France and
many the film industry will have to start
n scratch.
We've no specific informaon the damage done to studios and
its formerly devoted to photo and sound
lipment, but we are told that, generally
are

•urces

even in those two lands it will be a
time before there is any plenitude of

ler

manpower

materials or the

the

ure making, observers here believe.

studios are crying for

British

s,

Cities to Offer

they

can

get from

all

country,

for

As

Holland,

(Continued on Page 6)

Schlager Heads

New

American Film Corp.

Formation of the American Film
Corp., a new independent producing
organization, was announced yesterday by Sig Schlager, head of the
aking, it has been fearfully heavy. These
new company. Schlager is also presthe countries where the industry was
ident of Producers Corp. of America,
Jest hit, but they are two of the five
which has just signed a five-picture
or film-producing countries.
Russia and
contract with United Artists and
land, if all goes well, will be better off

g

Two

of

21 for

Amer. Market

will

it

!

Page 11)

(.Continued on

production,

former newsreel
man in Washington, had made a survey of the CIAA's motion picture
setup and as a result recommended
Albert

(.Continued on

Announce
Chairmen

the

Page 12)

State Publicity
for

Murray Silverstone
Distribution deals for the product
of Two City Films of England will
be discussed with all American com- In
panies during the current visit of
Alexander Galperson, Two Cities disSpyros P. Skouras, president of
tribution executive, who arrived here
Monday from London. Galperson said 20th Century-Fox, announced yesyesterday that his company had pro- terday that the company had entered
duced nine pictures this year and into a five-year contract with Murray Silverstone, to head the firm's
(Continued on Page 6)
foreign distribution.
Silverstone is
a vice-president of the concern. He
Lapp, Univ. Studio
became associated with 20th Cen-

5-Year Fox Deal

De

Publicity

Loan Drive
West Coast Bureau

—

with

(Continued on Page 11)

Head, Killed
of

THE FILM DAILY Raise

Chicago License

Hollywood Terry De Lapp, 39, Fees
Charles P. Skouras, national chairfor Theaters
old Hopper working now to send muchfor the industry's participation publicity director for Universal stuman
ded equipment overseas.
was killed early yesterday
in the 4th War Loan, Jan. 18-Feb. 15, dios,
Chicago
new burden has been
yesterday announced the state pub- morning when he was struck by a placed on theater operators here as
who have been se- car near the studio. He had been result of the City Council's action
NCE we're talking about the post-war licity chairmen
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
boosting license fees 10 per cent to
period, we've been warned to look for
meet a pay hike of about 20 per cent
ie startling new developments in newsthis

10%

—A

,

Faster and more frebetter news coverage, bet-

presentation.

I

•nt

delivery,

cameras,
'•reels

are

—

better men
preparing to

in

short,

step

out

the

and

we their value as a news medium in a
they never have before.
Smarting un-

been directed at
m for various reasons poor camera
rk, poor news emphasis and various other
the criticism that has

—

'H'wood Canteen' Abandoned
SAG's

Prohibitive Salary Ruling the

Skouras Group
In

to Meet
San Francisco Today

West Coast /Bureau

—

Cause

THE FILM DAILY
Warner Bros, an-

of

Hollywood
nounce today it had been compelled
by a decision of Screen Actors Guild
to abandon completely the production of "Hollywood Canteen," which
has been before the cameras for
three and a half weeks.
The SAG
did not call attention to its prohibi-

Following meetings with exhibiWashington, D. C. and Chiplanning of their own.
.Already they
cago, Charles P. Skouras and his exre in view numerous items of new equipnt, such as faster, lighter, better camecutive staff for the 4th War Loan,
is, a revamping of their distribution
set- will attend their final regional meet- tive salary ruling until
rigs
I

— the

reels are doing

some

.

real post-

tors in

.

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 12)

3:30

(Continued on Page 7)

p.m.

(Continued on Page 6)

Amusement Industry
To Fete Paul Moss
The
of

New

entire

York

amusement
City

industry

tender a
luncheon on Jan. 12 to License Commissioner Paul Moss on behalf of
the Jewish Federation. Affair will be
held at the Hotel Astor. Dave Weinsfock and Leo Brecher are co-chair-

men.

will

<?$
Reeling 'Round

lOCents
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THE

some

and the

utiliza-

cameramen

developed by the armed forces during the
A number of truly outstanding camwar.
eramen have come to light during the past
two years, Claude Collins points out, and
once they take off their uniforms, they're
going to be mighty welcome in newsreel
offices.

•

THERE
'

•

•

has been a lot of speculation here

OWI

recent weeks regarding the

in

pix

bureau, with rumors about the effect that,
it was about to
There's nothing to it, according to Stanton Griffis.
.One of the
"bits of evidence" was that Arch Mercey's

for

practical

all

close

purposes,

doors.

its

.

job

has

not

been

.

Griffis

filled.

tells

us

We

that Mercey's desk will not be vacant.

know whom he has in mind. Arch
know what he will do when he

don't

doesn't

HOLLYWOOD,

Representatives:
28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler,
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I.
P. A. Harle, Le Film,
Mary
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214.
—Eileen O'Brien.
Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
Marco-Aurelio
Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

WASHINGTON—

LONDON—

PARIS—

HAVANA—
HONOLULU

BUENOS AIRES—
CITY—

MEXICO

FINANCIAL
^S
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_

22,)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net

Low

High

Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %)

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind

.

39V8

Cast.

17%

17%
163'/8

161

do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

58V4

57%

Paramount

24

2334

RKO
RKO

73/4
953/4

193/4

39V8
3

3

163y8

Kodak

39V8

3

MVs

Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...

195/8

7%

+

Vs

—

193/4

58

+
—
%
953/ —
%
21%—

24

'/4

7%

l/

4

28%— %
—
%

11% 12
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

Par.

12

B'way 3s55

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Monogram

Picts

3

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp

3

1

Technicolor

Trans-Lux

— %

3

3

4

1 1/4

3

1

1/4

+ Ve
12%— %
43/8 +
%
3

12%

12%

43/8

41/4

Universal Corp. vtc
Universal Picts

New Post
George Barnett, president of Modern Film Corp., has been appointed
special representative for the Antilles
Department, Motion Picture
Army.

[film storage

If

Griffis

if

Coast

the

in

has

in

Mercey's office with someone

Coast

SPG

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

—

mind
in

a

Guard.
filling

uniform?

Seeks Pay

Least

Tilt of at

of

15%
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1

tonight.

Film Exchange Licenses
Restored to WB. Col.
Toronto

is

II

corpII

If Ii

N,Y,C- CIRCLE

6-0081-2-3-4

"Desert Song" on Legion's "B
The National Legion of Dec
has placed Warners' "The D<

Song"

in its Class B.

— Cancellations

of film er^
for Warner Brof
and Columbia Pictures were lifted
yesterday after conference with Ontario officials with acceptance of au
ditional safeguards in film offices in
the Dundas Square Building which
is occupied by companies outside of
film business. Licenses are restored
under new conditions. Recognizing
lack of facilities in Toionto, film distributors are not required to move
"hanere

NEW YORK

licenses

The Screen Publicists
seeking an increase of at
least 15 per cent above salaries of Jan.
15, 1941, in accordance with the Little
Steel formula.
The publicists also
demand one week vacation after six
months' employment, and two weeks
after one year, with vacation time out.
to be pro-rated on termination of
No
Guild

further announcements have
employment.
come from Government source reThe publicists want a contract per- garding the reopening of investiga-

THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HA
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

GREER GARSON-WALTER PIDGEC
in

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer's

"MADAME CURIE"
GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Circle 6-

First Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

mitting them to take a three- tions in the fire in Victoria Street
month leave of absence without pay film building because of alleged tamafter one year's employment with a pering with elevators in that strucproviso that after two years' em- ture.
not break
record; a
100 per cent Guild shop, the right to
consider discharges as grievances,
with the studio to notify the Guild
two weeks in advance of terminating
a publicist's employment, citing reasons for same, war service leave to
constitute a leave of absence, with
severance pay to go to estate of publicist killed in war, and all severance
pay to be paid in cash.

^V#71\\
7ZS vi.inuit/\a/-u

on

*

Ba^LV

('•Tta^H

Bert Caley, Rochester, N. Y.

Theaterman,

is

Dead

in

PLUS A BIG
STAGE SHOW

—

Rochester, N. Y. Bert Caley, 71,
characterized as one of the outstanding men in the theater business,
died here yesterday.
He had' been
associated with the theater more
than 50 years.
He had been a stage hand at the
Regent prior to his illness eight
weeks ago. He was stage manager
Chi. Operators Talk
sometime ago at the Temple and
Protest
Nixing
Rise served as manager at the Piccadilly.
He had been tresaurer of the stageChicago
Discussions are under hands' union. Members of the stageway here with a view to protesting hands' union will act as pall bearers
the action of the national
in at the funeral service Monday.
turning down the Chicago operators'
plea for a wage increase. The wage
Signs Butler
tilt was called for in the contract
To
Direct
"Treasure
Chest"
negotiated this fall between Local
110, IATSE, and theater operators. West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
refused to approve the
The
Hollywood Samuel Goldwyn has
contract last week.
signed David Butler to direct "Treasure Chest," a pirate comedy in TechSchoenstadt to Reopen Two
nicolor which will star Bob Hope.
Chicago Schoenstadt circuit are He will report to the Goldwyn stunow trying out girl ushers at the dio March 1 to start preparation for
Piccadilly and Regent.
Chain plans the film which is based on a screen
to reopen the Archer and Crown for play by Don Hartman and Mel Shaweed-day matinees, as soon as the velson. It is scheduled for produclabor situation improves.
tion early in April.

Pay

WLB

Goldwyn

WLB

pnmirn
V
V
1600 B'WAY,

commission

his

wonder

and ooi

Philadelphia Eaile Theater where
Prank Sinatra is appearing in person was dark part of yesterday when
DAVID E. ROSE, Paramount's managing
Sinatra failed to open for morning rector in Creat Britain, has arrived in
wood for conferences with studio heads. \
show.
Singer was reported either
EMERSON YORKE and SAMUEL DATLOV
suffering from a toothache or ill in
Emerson Yorke Studio have returned from S| i
New York, where he had gone Tues- field,
Vt., where they sessioned with C<
day night after the last show. Sina- ment officials on technical war training
tra opened what was expected to be which the Yorke Studio will produce fo
U. S. Office of Education, Washington,
a record-breaking week on Friday
BARRET McCORMICK, publicity am
S.
with the theater breaking up the day
vertising chief of
RKO Radio Pictures,
into individual performances, with for the Coast yesterday for studio prodi
after
every
conferences
house
cleaned
out
on
forthcoming
the
product.
H«
stop off in Denver for the holidays.
H
show.
be away several weeks.
The early morning shows were
MITZI MAYFAIR is here from the Coa
off, so the house went to a regular
CAROLE LANDIS is a visitor from the
continuous performance.
In addition, increased admissions all day
CLARENCE BROWN arrives from the
brought plenty of squawks from today.
youngsters.
Engagement finishes

—

Barnett in

Service, U. S.

We

Vs ployment such leave will
+ 3% his accumulative service

95'/4
$6 pfd
4
.22
21%
20th Century-Fox
20th-Fox pfd. <iy2 >. 29 1/4 28%
100
100
20th-Fox pfd. (4i/2 ). 100

Warner Bros

gets

COminG

—

1)

of the best of the

1

When

Philly Earle Dark
Sinatra Fails to Appear

- -

WASHINGTON
(Continued from Page
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TECHNICOLOR!

DOXY/'ita
RWA I »
SOth St

V

Dick

Dorothy

LAMOUR

•

POWELL

Ml

•

"RIDING HIGH"
A Paramount

Picture

IN TECHNICOLOR
In Person

TOMMY DORSEY
PARAMOUNT

and

Bi

T
s q ;-

SAMUEL GOLDWYN'S

THE NORTH ST/
NEW

RKO PAL

VICTORIA

B'WAY

&.

46th— Dally.

2:45, 8:45. Mats, (except
Sats.. Suns., Hols.) 75c,
$1.10 Evas., $1.10 $2.20
Sats.,
Extra shows

—

B'WAY
run.

Hols.— CI 6-7429

Suns.,

—

l^ew'.ITIlTE

—

ON SCREEN
M-G-M's
TECHNICOLOR
"THOUSANDS
CHEER"
3

30 STARS!
BIG BANDS!

&

•

Continuous
nerf
ances.
Popular

WELCOME
MADAME
CURIE"
Nothing short of grand. Audiences tingle with excitement."

— Crowtner,
"Inescapable
event.

— Barnes,

A

human document."

— Mortimer,

Times

excitement.

Utterly engrossing ...

"Rich in high drama. Great

great

Inspiring in
ing in

its

Daily Mirror

TO RADIO
CITY MUSIC

its tribute... Touch-

human

aspects."

— Wineten, Post

Herald Tribune

HALL1
(Another
paying
guest Irom

M-G-M
has

come

lor a long
"Extraordinary story. Absorb-

— Cameron,

ing.

Daily News

"Must definitely be listed

among

-^.

the year."

"Certain or terrific boxoffice

success.

One

— Blackford,

Journal-American

of the major

tbings of the year.

A 'must' for

anybody."

— Misnkin,

visit !)

the top pictures of

Morning Telegraph

"Achieves a poetic quality. An
important picture, beautifully
played."

— Cook,

World-Telegram

Metro -Goldwyn-Mayer presents

.

GREER GARS ON
WALTER PIDGEON
m

MADAME CURIE
Directed by

MERVYN LeROY

•

Produced by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN
Aubrey Smith

Henry Travers
Robert Walker

Elsa Basserman

C.

Van Johnson

Dame May Whitty

Albert Basserman
Margaret O'Brien

Victor Francen
Reginald Owen

Screen Play by Paul Osborn and Paul H. Rameau

•

BaseJ on tne Book "Madame Curie" by Eve Curie

"Our Two
Fourth

Big Jobs in January:

War Loan and March

of Dimesf"

any

«vust

be

ouaV^ s

TW
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Two

CIAA Pix Dept. May

Cities to Otter

21 for

Bow

Amer. Market

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

would make between 10 and 12

Whether the product would be offered exclusively to one company
or be handled by several organizations has not been determined, Galperson said, but only the better pic-

tures and those that would appeal to

American audiences would be made
available. Galperson said he thought
it was a mistake to dump some British pictures on the American market
just because they might earn a little
Many poor pictures that
money.
have been sent over have been injurious to the British industry as a
whole, he said.

product from Two
Cities, which, Galperson asserted,
will have strong appeal over here are
"The Gentle Sex," Leslie Howard's
"Flemish
picture;
starring
last
Farm," a story of Belgium; "This
Happy Bieed," a Noel Coward production in Technicolor which is a
cavalcade of events from 1919 to
1939 in England; "Henry V," with
Lawrence Olivier, produced in Tech$1,600,000;
costing
and
nicolor
"Demi-Paradise," also With Olivier,
and "The Lamp Still Burns."
Prints of these productions are
being brought over here for the major companies to see. Galperson said

Forthcoming

that the entire Western Hemisphere
was open for the distribution of Two
Cities films.

bureau or a complete reorganizat:
The survey v,

Pre-Holiduy Prattle

—

made

THAT WAS A real homey luncheon affair yesterday
Ampa's Christmas party at the Hotel Edison
A lot of
good-natured kidding swirled around the room and Prexy Vincent Trotta
had his woes trying to keep order
There were door prizes for lucky
ticket holders and the grand prize was copped by Hen Richey
The trade paper boys were guests of Trotta.
• Out in St. Louis Harry
and Eddie Arthur are proving that they haven't lost that old showman-

•

•

•

We mean

.

.

Ambassador Theater

In their big

ship

this

week, they are play-

ing "Flesh and Fantasy," with Charles Boyer, and "The Eagle," with

Rudolph Valentino
Great screen lovers of today and yesterday
They are asking women patrons to decide which is their favorite and which is the greatest lover
The newspapers are eating
it
up
It's
a swell stunt for Xmas week or any other week.

• The
las

Hartford newspapers carried

M. Schenck who was

dropped

a

Schenck

Farmington

what he thought was a Loew theater and found himself
George Landers
It was a Loew theater,

into

all right,

but

belonged

it

M. Loew

to E.

T

T
•

•

OUR CHICAGO

•

tomer went

to the

T

correspondent

tells

us that a lady cus-

Biltmore Theater and asked Manager Walter Lyons

Lyons explained that dish giveaways had been
months ago
So the lady demanded that
Lyons take a look at the marquee sign which said "Yanks Ahoy" and
"China".
# William Bendix gets a terrific plug in the Dec. 24 issue of Collier's (out tomorrow) in an article titled "Bendix, the Magnificent".
# March of Time will re-edit its press book on "Youth in
for her dishes

discontinued

.

.

several

.

.

room tomorrow afternoon

in the recreation

T

Studio

Head, Killed

{Continued from Page 1)

•

T

AS A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

•

to

submarine heroes back

from active duty, together with student officers and enlisted
officers in

charge

of the

U. S. submarine base here,

men and

Warner

the

Bros, last

head of the studio's publicity depart-

night presented the world premiere of "Destination Tokyo," at the Base

ment

Theater,

since eaily in 1942.

De Lapp formerly was head of
Paramount's studio department, a
post he held for six years. At one
time he was aviation editor of the
Los Angeles Times and city editor.
Born in Pasadena, De Lapp was educated at the University of Southern
California.

New

New

Bob Considine,

York Post; Otis
tor;

A

London, Conn

press delegation of about 35 from

Group

York, Boston and other cities attended the event

cluded:

New

L.

Guernsey,

in-

New York Daily Mirror; Earl Wilson, New
Jr., New York Herald Tribune; Alton Cook,

York World-Telegram; Robert K. Shellby, Christian Science MoniPete Ellis, United Press; Clayton Irwin, Associated Press; Anthony

News

Pugliese, International

Service;

L.

L.

Stevenson, Bell Syndicate;

Marguerite Young, Newspaper Enterprise Association; Zeke Cook, News-

week; Mabel Schubert, Time; Jean Speiser. Life; G. E. Blackford, New
York Journal-American; Stanley Eames, Boston Herald; Paul McMahon,

Milwaukee Journal; Wayne Adams, Chicago Sun; Alvin Goldstein,
Louis Post-Dispatch;

The

Jesse Zunser, Cue;

St.

Chester B. Bahn, Film Daily;

Motion Picture Daily; Harold Bone, Variety; Mel Kone-

Milt Livingston,
coff.

Exhibitor,

and

local correspondents of the

New

York Times and

several other leading newspapers, press services and magazines

Warner home

ofiice

John Fitzgerald.

Preceding

the

delegation included Larry

Abe Kronenberg,
premiere,

the

Golob, Irving Yergin,

and Don Gillette
party was shown around

Sid Garfield

visiting

submarine base, where they attended several classes

John Cromwell
Cochrane
Leon Lee

P. D.
'

Herman Pincus
Lt. Col.
L.

James Roosevelt
Strampfer

report allegedly

hands

in the

is

a Congressional committee.

Hemisphere Films, Inc., has b(
chartered as a non-profit organi:
tion and will operate, reported
under a Rockefeller Foundati
grant, carrying on the same fui
tions of the present CIAA mot:
picture bureau if that body shov
be abolished.

Raise Chicago License
Fees 10% for Theaters
(Continued from Page

1)

for all municipal employes earni
less than $3,500 yearly.
Alderman John J. Duffy of 1
19th ward asked for imposition
a 75-cent tax on each of the cit
350,000 seats to raise more reven
This move was opposed by Maj
Edward Kelly on the grounds tl
the city's theaters had done m<
than their share in behalf of t

war

effort.

for

both officers

men, inspected a number of subs, in one oi which they
lunch, and were guests at a buffet in the officers' club

•

•

enlisted

T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!

WEDDiflC BELL!
—

Cleveland Gloria Sogg, young
daughter of Jack Sogg, M-G
branch manager, has announced r
engagement to Pvt. Jerry Albeit,
junior in the dental school of We;
ern Reserve University. They pi'
to be married Jan. 16.
West Coast Bureau,

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAI

— Robert Hutton, w

makes his screen debut in Warne
"Destination Tokyo" and will ne
be seen in "Janie," and Nata
Thompson, free-lance actress, we
married last week-end in ?
Caj
Albans Church, Westwood.
Grant, William Prince and Direct
Delmer Daves of the "Tokyo" coi
pany served as ushers.

—

Branford, Conn. Dorcas Jacocl
daughter of living C. Jacocks, J
Branford Theater operator and proi
inent in Connecticut MPTO, will
married to Lt. Kenneth R. Mattef
AAF, Dec. 31 at Winfield, Kan. M?
Jacocks will accompany her daug
ter to Kansas for the ceremony.
i

of THE FILM DAL
Hollywood— Pfc. Richard DeMil
USA, son of Cecil B. DeMille, ai

West Coast Bureau

the

and
had

•

at the request of the Rod
interests.
Colonel Hollan

.

approximately four weeks after release date to catch the glowing comments on the attraction which already is proving a sensation
..# More than 500 Paramount employes will attend the annual Pep

•

feller

day about Nicho-

story the other

visiting his niece in

talking with the manager,

Club party

Publicity

of the department.

Crisis"

Galperson will be in New York
for a month and then will visit the
studios in Hollywood.

1)

the abolition of the motion picti

in

1944.

De Lapp, Univ.

New Compar

to

Rosalind
will be

J.

Shaffer,

married Dec.

ballet

danc<

30.

Sgt. Lionel Toll will be marri'
Jan. 2 to Miss Dorothy Morris.

lursday,

nit'

December

23, 1943

3

DAILY

KB Abandon Filming

The Ladies of the Hollywood Press Bestow
Some Co-op Awards
and Also Even Scores

Loan Drive Publicity

. . .

Hollywood Canteen"

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
one vote, Ann Snendan w. n rne coveted award of the Hollywood Women's Press Club for being most co-operat.ve actress during 1943.
Lucille Ball was second and Carole Landis third.
Lucille being one vcte ahead
of Carole.
Bob Hope for the second time, was named most co-operative actor.
Humphrey Bogart ran second and Gecrge Murphy third. Much more latitude was
shown in voting for the least co-operative actress, Joan Fontaine winning that
doubtful honor by a wide majority, with Ginger Rogers (1941 unco-operative
winner) and Greer Garson running second and third respectively.
It was neck
and neck between Errol Flynn and Charles Boyer in final voting for least cooperative actor. Flynn wen by one vote over Boyer.
Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)

Dec. 7;

lesday,

"Hollywood Can-

has been in production since

•en"

nday, Nov. 15.

There was no previous notice or
mation from the SAG of such
tion, although the picture had been
preparation and production for
e than four months prior to Nov.
:

Settle

— By

Mich. Clearance

Award

The production office of Warner Case by Consent
was notified to cancel impendDetroit A consent award in the
alls for between 750 and 1,000
a: bitration
case brought by the
this
tras, scheduled
to appear
Clawson Theater of Clawson, Mich.,
have
Personnel
who
pek and next.
has been filed and approved by Arbient many months preparing the
trator Ferris Stone, with agreement
cture yesterday were re-assigned

—

of all principals involved.

other films.

The large number of free lance acvho had already expressed their
sire to appear in the film, which
dramatize their activities in
entertainment of service men
the canteen, were infoimed that
.eir services could not be used.
The studio pointed out that the
uild ruling required that an actor
actress be paid full salary for apmild
e

•

pliance in this picture, or their
iarantee for a picture no matter
iw limited the services required,
neans that the sum of $150,000
oukl have to be paid to some actors
It is doubtful
lb- one hour's work.
Wage Stabilization
the
'hether
Sard of the Treasury Dept. would
oprove such sums.
Jesse Lasky, veteran producer who

Under

agreement, Clawson
Theater's clearance is reduced from
14 to 13 days, allowing it a better
break on week-end opening dates,
and giving all the reduction sought
at this time.
Other houses affected
are the Royal Oak and Washington
Theaters of Royal Oak, Mich.
All houses also agree to ban dish
nights and other giveaways, and
the Clawson agrees to raise admissions to 27 cents for five nights and
the

15 cents the other two nights, cut(All
ting out all 10 cent nights.
prices are quoted without amusement
tax). The Royal Oak and Washington further agree to maintain their

present 36-cent

minimum admission

for adults.

;

Penalty clause provides that clearance reverts to 14 days if the Clawson violates these admissions and

been guiding "Hollywood Canen," resumes active preparation
policy stipulations.
"The Life of John James Audu-

jls

n."

Wexo Promoted
By RKO Theaters

N. S. and Ontario Exhibitor
Units May Effect Alliance
S.— While

Allied Exmeeting here
took no action on the proposal by

Halifax, N.

hibitors at its annual

Ontario

the

Association

Theaters

that the two enter into an alliance
tion

mutual advantage, the proposiwill be further considered by

the

Nova

for

Scotia group's

new

officers.

Chairmen of States
(Continued from Page

lected

to

1)

complete the nation-wide

Bond-selling team for the industry.

A chairman has been selected in
each state so that the industry may
co-operate more fully with the War
Finance Committee which is also set
up by states.
The publicity chairmen are as follows: Richard Kennedy, Alabama;
A. G. Pickett, Arizona; Ed Rowley,
Jr.,

Arkansas; Mort Goodman, Cali-

fornia (southern); Fay S. Reeder,
California (northern) ; Harold Rice,
Colorado; Lou Brown, Connecticut;
Edgar Doob, Delaware; J. L. Cartwright,
Florida;
William Brady,
Georgia; Nevin McCord, Idaho; William Hollander, Illinois; William Elder, Indiana; Dale McFarland, Iowa;
Mel Miller, Kansas; Cliff Beuchel,
Kentucky; Maurice Barr, Louisiana;
Connie Russell, Maine; Frank Hor-

nig,
Maryland; Hairy Browning,
was Massachusetts; Alice
Gorham, Michielected president, succeeding W. H. gan;
Chas. Winchell, Minnesota;
Cuzner, of Sydney Mines, who has Clarence
Greenblatt,
Mississippi;
served for five years. F. M. Gregor, Les Kaufman, Missouri; A. M. Russell, Montana; Ted Emerson, Nebof New Wateiford, is the new viceraska; Edward Fahey, New Hamp-

M.

Walker,

V.

of

Halifax,

and

T. J. Courtney, of shire; Joe Murdock, New Jersey
secretary-treasurer.
On (southern); Robert Paskow, New
the new board are: F. H. Sobey, of Jersey (northern); George Tucker,
Stellarton, J. W. Farr, of North Syd- New Mexico; Harry Mandel,
New
ney, P. J. Dwyer, of Halifax, A. J. York (metropolitan); Seymour MorMason, of Springhill, and W. H. Cuz- ris, New York (upstate); Roy Smart,
The new North Carolina; Mike Cooper, North
ner, of Sydney Mines.
president had been vice-president for Dakota; Russ Bovim, Ohio; Robert
several years.
Busch, Oklahoma; M. M. Mesher,
pi

esident,

Halifax,

is

Detroit Local B-25

Pay

Rise

Detroit

Demand

— Expiiation

Leaves
up to IA

of the 10-day

ultimatum period set by Local B-25,

Oregon; James Ashcraft, Pennsylvania; James Totman, Pennsylvania
(western); Sam Sugge, South Carolina; Fred Larkin, South Dakota;
Charles Amos, Tennessee; Robert
Kelly, Texas; Helen Garrity, Utah;
Frank A. Vennett, Vermont; George
Pete: s, Virginia;
Frank LaFalce,
Washington, D. C; Vic Gauntlett,
Washington; Cecil Tipton, West Virginia; Ed Hickey, Wisconsin; Jack

in the demand for a wage
increase for shippers and inspectresses at film exchanges here finds
placing Peter Godfrey, bedded by
no plans for further action in the
When Godfrey returns, Daves
a.
General Manager Edward L. Al- matter.
McGee, Wyoming.
ill begin preparation of "The Very
person of RKO Theaters has proFollowing the one-day strike of
nought of You."
moted Sigurd Wexo from manager two weeks ago, a committee was apof the Midway Theater in Forest pointed by the local to handle the
Hills to a division manager in the matter.
The committee, however,
Louis Goldberg zone.
has been disbanded, and the memCommencing Monday, Goldberg's bership of the local has decided to
zone will be divided as follows:
leave negotiations in the hands of
Division
Manager
John the IATSE office in New York,
UN C. WRIGHT, salesman, Paramount, Cin- under
cinnati.
Hearns, the Palace, 81st Street, 58th which is understood to be seeking FRANCES O. WARRINER, manager, Parkway,
Miami, Fla.
UMAN HENDRIX, Paramount, salesman, St. Street, 23rd Street, Colonial, Jeffer- action through the WLB.
Joseph GENEVA
KING, cashier, Malco Theater, MemLouis.
Bushwick, Orpheum, Basson, IA representative, is in
son,
Albee,
phis.
)WARD CHISHOLM, booker, Paramount, Wash- Madison, Greenpoint and Republic;
charge of negotiations for the union. NELL YARBROUCH, cashier, Malco, Memphis.
ington.
MRS. E. W. ELROD, assistant manager, Malco,
IOMAS KENNEDY, student booker, Paramount, and under Sigurd Wexo, the Strand

Director Delmer Daves yesterday

"Make Your Own Bed,"

as directing

3igurd

IATSE,

NEW POSTS

IN

FEflimi TOUCH

i

PRINCE,

Theaters,
A.
E.

manager,

Fort

Pierce,

and

Sunrise

Ritz

Fla.

ARBOCAST, manager,
O'BRYAN, manager,

Lyric,

Stuart,

Fla.

Broadway-Capitol,

Detroit.

HN BINCEMER,

assistant

manager,

Selpark,

Chicago.

HN

D.

TABOR,

booker,

United

Artists,

De-

troit.

ED

HELVIC,

salesman,

Paramount,

Cincin-

nati.

LTON CIRARD, manager, Regent, Detroit.
ARRY DAHER, manager, Vogue, Detroit.
iCHIE SHELLEY, manager, Mel Theater, Mel,

vindale,

Far
Rockaway; Books Two Old Ones
Richmond Hill;
Ben Hecht's and Chailes MacArAlden, Jamaica; Midway, Forest thur's "The Scoundrel," with Noel
Hills; Prospect, Shore Road, Dyker, Coward
and Julie Haydon, and
Tilyou and Kenmoie Theaters.
"Crime
Without Passion," with
Claude Rains, Margo and Whitney
Pix in Hicks' Maryland
Bourne, both Paramount pictures,
and

Philadelphia.

ICH

Mich.

Columbia,

Keith's Flushing and

—

Baltimore William C. Hicks will
change the policy of his Maryland
Tueater from legit, to films, starting
Friday.
Hicks acquired the Maryland about a year ago and inauga vaude-pic policy which
u: ated
failed.

Memphis.

MARJORIE GERLACK, Paramount, Omaha.
KAY KANE, bookkeeper, Paramount, Omaha.

BROWN,

LOIS

MARY

ST.

biller,

LEDCER,

Paramount,

Omaha.

Irving Theater,

Carbondale,

Pa..

ELEANOR STANTON,

manager, Fisher, Detroit.
Bloomfield, Birming-

DENICE CLICK, manager,

ham, Mich.
have been booked as a "package"
show by the Little Carnegie The- (EAN SCHMIDT, manager, Ramona, Detroit.
ater, New York, and will open an HATTIE HOWARD, cashier, National Screen,
Memphis.
indefinite engagement on Christmas
ELIZABETH MITCHELL, office manager,
Day.
Both of these pictures were MRS.M-C-M,
Memphis.
p: oduced at the Astoria Studio, Long JUNE YOUNG, assistant manager,
Paramount,

Island.

Marion, Ind.
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"God grant a
Merry Christmas
to you who
remember us,
the

less

fortunate*"

It's

a Christmas card that spreads true happiness. Mail

JtoPEtf

it

Today!

To Nicholas M. Schenck, Chairman,
National Motion Pictures Committee,
1944 MARCH OF DIMES Drive,
Suite 173, Astor Hotel,

New York

City

Realizing how important it is to keep up the
fight against Infantile Paralysis, I pledge my
complete cooperation in the motion picture
industry'scampaign to raise funds for this necessary war of the home front.
THEATRE
STREET

During the week of January 24-30, I promise
show the appeal trailer and make audience

to

collections in

COUNTY
city, st ate

I

Send

my

auditorium.

full details.

Signed

.

,

W

MOTION PICTURES' MARCH OF DIMES DRIVE— 1944

Ihursdsy.

Decembsr

23, 1943

ury Finds Extortion

3*fc
Pence

defendants Guilty
(Continued from Page

I

1)

$100,000 bail, and the seventh,
<uis Kaufman, in $25,000 bail.
The jury had been instructed by
«dge John Blight to vote a separle verdict for each of the defenEnts, Paul DeLucia, Phil D'Andrea,
puis Compagna, Francis Maritote,
l.arles Gioe, John Roselli and Louis
taufman, business agent of Newark
rerators' Local 244. The court told
jurors that the question was
e
frhether a conspiracy to extort sums
com the film business had existed
mong George E. Browne, William
t

Circella
(alias
Nick
)ean), all three convicted labor rackiteers, and the defendants.
Conviction carries with it 10 years'
mprisonment and a fine of $25,000.
lioff,

Nick

The Government had argued that
defendants conspired to extort,
the defense contended that any
noney that changed hands was
;he

Iphile

bribery.

Flu Closes

Humboldt Theater

—

DO

to

11

Bring No Deep Depression, But
Period of Business Activity, Says Odium
By F. B. ODLUM Board Chairman, RKO Corp.

not believe

there

will

be

any

deep or prolonged

depression

in

Murray Silverstone
In

5-Year Fox Deal

this

(Continued from Page

1

country as a consequence of peace.
Such dislocation of labor and industry
as we have in ccnnection with conversion of factories to peace production
and re-allocation of labor should not be long sustained.
The fact that conversion of industry has already been started, even if in
a minor way, plus the probability that the war in the Pacific will outlast the
war in Europe shculd temper the effects of re-adjustment to peace by spreading and cushioning the shock.
The people of this country when peace arrives will be greatly understocked
with civilian goods and will have a great amount of accumulated savings to
spend in stocking up.
Also the demand from abroad for our products will
be considerable.
All this

would seem to indicate

a period of

business activity.

1)

tury-Fox in April of this year and
has had 25 years of experience in
the motion picture industry, 22 of
which were with United Artists
Corp.
Silverstone

started

with

UA

as

a

salesman and rose to become chairman of the British and European
subsidiaries of that firm, subsequentbeing invited by the owners of
United Artists to take charge of its
world-wide operations.
ly

Iowa House Burns
Para/s Henry Lamer Wounded Buys Theater Building
Shenandoah, la. The Iowa TheGreen Bay, Wis. The Bay theater ater, owned by Mr. and Mrs. HoldCpl. Henry Lamer, first member
of the Paramount home office public- has purchasde the West theater ridge was destroyed by a fire which
ity department to join the service, building in this city for $30,000. The followed an explosion. The cause of
who volunteered a year and a half Bay theater is affiliated with Stand- the explosion was not determined imago, has been seriously wounded in ard Theaters, Inc., Milwaukee, which mediately. Both Mr. and Mrs. Holdaction with the American Field Ser- operates these two houses as well as ridge, who lived in an apartment
vice on the Italian front. His father, the Strand and Packer theaters in above the theater, escaped from the
Samuel H. Larner of Albany, N. Y., Green Bay. Elmer Brennan is the burning building in their night
clothes. The total loss was estimated
was informed that Cpl. Larner's com- district manager.
at between $15,000 and $20,000.
panion was killed.
B. O. Slump in Australia
Johnny Brant Missing
Flu Brings Juvenile Ban
Sydney (By Air Mail) There are
Chicago
Johnny Brant, former
Bridgeton, N. J.
With the flu increasing signs now of a more gen- Colfax Theater service man, is re-

—

—

Humboldt, la. In the most drasaction taken yet in any Iowa
;ic
tty to check the influenza epidemic,
;his town has ordered all public gath- reaching epidemic proportions here, eralized slump in theater receipts ported missing in action over GerThe- the City Council has barred children throughout all states, with the ex- many.
He was with the Eighth
erings banned until Jan. 2.
Bomber Command.
under 16 years of age from theaters. ception of Queensland.
aters are closed.

—

There

Is

iVo Greater Ro-

mance Than The Love
OfMen Who Are Ready
To Die,

—

—
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Skouras Group Meets
In

Schlager Heads

TO THE COLORS!

San Francisco
(Continued from Page

American Film Corp.

*

1)

ing of exhibitors at the Palace
tel in

Ho-

Theater,

War Loan

Richmond,

AMBROSE CONROY,

formerly, Loew's

commissioned

Va.,

a

lieutenant-.

circling

the country by air will confer with
over 50 theater men to discuss cam-

and problems

*

COMMISSIONED

ELLIOTT W. CALISCH, USAAF,

San Francisco today.

The group which has been

paign plans

New

of

the

drive.

RAY

E.

NEWELL,

Bend,

USA, formerly Tower, Chicago,

Senate,

South

Harrisburg,

formerly

Chi-

cago Theataer, Chicago, to 1st lieutenant.

TATE BAKER, USAAF,

formerly shipper, Colum-

Memphis, to corporal.
EDWIN J. SMITH, JR., USA, son of the
Syracuse salesman, promoted to captain.

DAVE COMMALL,
ace,

*
MERCER

* ocs*&

ADDIS, USA, formerly, B

ARMY

assistant

manager,

RKO

—•—

NAVY

STILLMAN,

Distributing

Richmond, Va.
P.

K, Chicago.

H.

HOLMES, M-G-M

manager,

ALLEN,

Miami,

Paramount, Albany.
Theater Co.

Wometco

artist,

Fla.

before moving to the New York offices of the War Activities Committee where they will remain until the
conclusion of the drive.

To Rebuild Chattanooga Bijou
Mason Sells to B & L
New Glasgow, N. C—N. W. MaChattanooga, Tenn.— Eastern The-

Chicago.

son, for the past 40 years part owner
and manager of the Roseland and
Academy here, has sold his stock
holdings in the company owning and
operating the two theaters to the

*

WAVES

BETTY ARTHUR, Luna

fol

Co.,

WILL STUDDERT, manager, Tower, Chicago.
TED RECLEIN, manager, Northshore, Chicago.
CEORCE BRANDT, Tivoli, Chicago.
Theater,

make

for the

rights

to

frfj

of the earliest picture films, all
Mem- will go into Bi'oadway play produj

director for the 4th War Loan.
Following the meeting, Skouras
and his staff will return to Los Angeles to discuss last minute details

JAMES CASSIN, Maryland

will

large-scale

negotiating

phis.

EDWARD MACKEY.
PAUL

*

office

The new company

important properties for AFC.
The American Film Corp., whicj
incidentally, bears the name of ol

Detroit.

*

Berlo

1)

completed production J
"Knickerbocker Holiday," a musicj
first

Pal-

Cleveland.

JOE HEIGHT, manager, Regent,

RKO

in addition to

(Continued from Page

whose

in
productions
IS
Schlager, currently in New York, J

Pa.

to lieutenant.

*

Paramount,

manager,

Ind.

ROBERT SIDMAN, manager,

bia,

Krappman, assistant campaign directors; and Seymour Peiser, publicity

Chi-

Theater,

la.

FRANK

* promoted *
KAMIN,

NICHOLAS MANFREDT, USAAF,

Attending the San Francisco meet
Skouras will be: Frank
H. Ricketson, vice-chairman for the
industry; B. V. Sturdivant, camMEL
paign director, Fred Stein and A. J.

Southtown

cago.

FRED BALDASTI, Covent Theater, Chicago.
H. B. SCHRODT, manager, Rialto, Fort Dodge,

*

Theater, Chicago.

aters, Inc., will rebuild the Bijou,
destroyed by fire as soon as the WPB
Check N. O. Houses
will permit, Emmett Rogers, city
The Civic Bureau of the Young
manager, announces.
Loss on the
Men's Business Club of New Orleans B. & L Theaters, St. John, N. B. B
has authorized a survey of New Or- & L now has a lineup of 14. B & L building, constructed in 1905, is esleans theaters which do not allow a also is Columbia distributor for the timated at $100,000, at least part of
reduced rate to service men
Atlantic provinces,
which is covered by insurance.

tion.
The
tivities will

company's theatrical i\
be handled by a producj
well known to Hollywood and Broal
way and will be announced after tl
first of the year.
It was reported

yesterday that

t

new company would release throuJ
UA, but this could not be confirm"]
up to a
Lights

late

hour last night.

Out Minute and Half

—

Rochester Downtown houses he
were darkened for about a minuj
and a half Tuesday night when ;j
explosion at the Rochester Gas
j
Electric Co. plant cut off powd
Houses used their emergency powj
until the utility power was on agaid

* * USf*** ^^SStm***?'

J

Co f9ou-ano

Uou-anb

J9ou: Jflerrp, iWertp Cf)tt£tma£

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures

ntimate in Character
nternational in Scope
^dependent in Thought

\

NO.

84,

Twenty-Five Years Old

NEW

121
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WARNS AGAINST TAX ABSORPTION

ALLIED

Honored 100' Winners
Announces Plan

icouras

Meet;

risco

TEN CENTS

24, 1943

to

Advise on

at

Temptation is Dangerous,
Declares Abram F. Myers;
New Fomulas Are Outlined

Calif. Exhibs.

ledge to Meet 4th's Goal

—

Winners in the in"Honored Hundred" compe:ion during the Fourth War Loan
ive, which starts next month, will
miprise the trade's advisory comittee in the Fifth War Loan cam-

(San Francisco
istry's

§
a song in the air!
There's a star in the sky!
There's a mother's deep prayer
and a Baby's low cry! . . . And the
star rains its fire where the Beautiful sing, For the manger of Bethlehem cradles a King" On that night,
just nineteen hundred and forty-three
years ago, the song held the triumphal
notes of Peace come divinely to dwell
in the hearts of men of good-will,
and the star in the heavens proclaimed that Peace, lost now in the
black clouds of war.
Tonight, the
deep prayers of millions of mothers
sound in the stillness of homes for
the safety of those whom they love,
and the low cries of little children
go out in the sympathy of innocence
and longing for fathers in far-off places.
But the Star of Bethlehem is not dimmed.
In it is the promise and the glory of inevitably approaching Victory, of truth and of
spirit. To all,
and especially the film industry's
legions now doing so much to hasten that Victory

tentatively set for next Sumwas announced here yesterL by Charles P. Skouras, national
.airman.
Skouras made the disclosure at a
it

(.Continued on Page 5)
if

xlort

A

Merry Christmas if

Case Guilty

lay Elect to "Sing"
That the Government's inquiry

in-

(Continued on Page 6)
if A Merry Christmas if

Final" Distrib. Draft

Tom

Clark Next

both abroad and at home,

—

i

s

h e*s

More Vacuum Tubes

On Way for

THE FILM DAILY
Washington Indications are that
the vacuum tube situation for ex-

—

hibitors will be better next year than
at any time in the past two years.
Unofficially it has been learned that
(Continued on Page 7)
if A Merry Christmas if.

November Tax

Show a

Washington Bureau of

for

Washington

1943!

Day Ends Early
For Yuletide Cheer

home
for

offices

the

today,

o'clock
holiday

will

have

filmdom's
shuttered

week-end; that

is,

the day will be over insofar as busi-

ness
there

is

concerned. As in past years,
will
be Yuletide parties in

several
Paramount

of the offices.

Pep

Club

is

annual getin the company's
recreation room. PRC is
having open house in its
new home oh Madison Ave. and
20th Century-Fox is entertaining its
Inemployes at the Hotel Astor.
formal
scheduled
in
parties
are
most of the other companies.
having
together

its

Collections

Drop

Slight

THE FILM DAILY

—Although not match-

ing the $16,500,000 admissions tax
collection leported last month,
(Continued on Page 5)

Biz

2

Exhibs.

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 4)

By

•

(Continued on Page 6)
if A Merry Christmas if

THE FILM DAILY

extends its very warmest of w
4 BLESSED CHRISTMAS'

!,{

The dangerous feature of the new

—

Week

Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington "Final revised shootg script" of the New York consent
tshington

the tax."

—

alleged iacketeering in the film
riustry did not end with the conction of the seven defendants who

o

Admitting that the Senate Finance
Committee's tax proposal 'fixing one
cent on each five cents or fraction
the: eof is a slight improvement dver
the House formula, Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, has warned
Allied members against the "dangerous temptation to absorb a part of.

•There's

«ign,
Is,

Loan

Fifth

Stark Tarawa Pix tor Exhibs.

WAC to Release Marine Corps
Won't Stop Pix Dischargees
From Returning to Old Jobs
Washington Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
Industry workers
discharged from the armed forces
will not be stopped from returning
to

their

ment

old jobs

stabilization

McNutt,

by

local

plans,

WMC

employPaul V.

Official

(Continued on Page 5)

Christmas Carols by
Headlight* Flashlight

Battle Record

—

Rochester Tom Farnum Riviera's,
used real ingenuity when

manager

Marine Corps battle films

a

of the bloody battle for Tarawa will
distribution via Unibe given
versal, it was confirmed yesterday
co-orby Francis S. Harmon,
dinator, in the wake of publication
of Washington stories to the effect
that the Government is seeking a
sterner home front and envisioned
the stark Tarawa footage on theater
screens as means to that end.

WAC

(Continued on Page 6)

blast

at

a

utility

his

plant

theater.

darkened

Farnum

drove his car up on the
sidewalk, turned on the
headlights
a. n d
aimed,
them so they went rigjit
through two sets of dp.or.s
to the screen, reflecting the light
back into the audience. Ushers witji;

WAC

chairman, said yesWith the return of the Marine
Despite the. various local
terday.
job priorities, no attempt will be photographic unit from the front,
made to stop exhibitor or exchange the films were submitted to film bupersonnel from returning to their xeau of the OWI, which requested

No-

flashlights

were

stationed

at.

exit$,

Volunteers led singing of Christmas
j

carols.

After an hour, the
given "rain checks."

audience

was

'.,

\

V*\
WB Chalks Up "First" as
"Tokyo"
Mare

Is

Shown on Sub

—

Island, Calif.
The first
of a talking film in a sub-

December

Friday,

24, 19'

DAILY

National Board Honors
To 20th-Fox and
Pix

WB

COminG

Gome

and

Twentieth-Fox's "The Ox-Bow In-

showing
cident" is the best d: ama film of the
ma: ine took place aboard an anony- year, Warners' "Watch on the Rhine"
LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN, general counsel, Loev
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher mous craft here with a showing of is the best popular pic and "Desert
in Toronto.
Warner's "Destination Tokyo" to an Victory," British Government subJULES WHITE has returned to Hollywood.
DONALD M. MCRSEREAU
General Manage^
audience of heroes who actually ject released on this side by 20thRALrH STEINER, newly signed Produc
lived all they saw on the screen. Fox, is the best documentary film, Corp. of America director, leaves
CHESTER B. BAHN
fcr
Editoi
The film was shown in an impro- in the opinion of the Committee on Joast ]an. 7.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays vised theater in the forward tor- Exceptional Photoplays of the NaHARRY COLDBERC, director of advertis
and
Holidays
at
1501
Broadway,
New
of Review of Motion and publicity for Warner Theaters, left
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film pedo room of the sub, which had re- tional Board
night for Washington.
Pictures.
turned from active service with a
Folk, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- record of several Jap ships sunk. SixHARRY OLSHAN, Columbia New Haven
The Committee's 18th annual se- man,
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
on vacation, which will include v,
teen-millimeter
equipment
was
used.
lections,
"made
basis
of
aron
the
in
Boston, Providence, Hartford and New Yo
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the Before the showing John Garfield tistic merit and importance," were
JULES RIEFF, Columbia auditor,
at
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) presented a portable phonograph to announced last night, as follows:
New Haven exchange for a few weeks.
United States outside of Greater New York
the crew.
Besides
officers and
the
Best Drama Films "The Ox-Bow
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
JERRY NORWOOD, of Loew's construction
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should the crew members the only others Incident," "Watch On the Rhine," partment
J3.00.
visiting Waterbury and Bridgep
remit with order.
Address all communication? who saw the film was a small group
theaters with HARRY F. SHAW, division mai
"Air Force," "Holy Matrimony," ger.
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadwa> of newspaper men.
"The Hard Way," "Casablanca,"
-Vew York, N. Y.
Phone BRyant 9-7117,
MARJORIE CATESON will leave Hollywood
In the evening the film was given 'Lassie
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.
Cable address:
Come Home," "Bataan," New
York on Monday to read a play in wh
Filmday, New York.
a regular showing in the large base "The Moon is Down," "The Next of she has been
offered a role.
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10 Cents

is

:
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I

is

is

—

1

I

is

theater.
Representatives:

HOLLYWOOD,

28,

Calif-

Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor
0882; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph Esler.
6241 N. Oakley Ave.
Ernest W.
Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. PARIS— P. A. Harle, Le Film.

WASHINGTON—

LONDON—

Rue Marsoulan

29

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

(12).

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
EUeen O'Brien.
AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.

—

BUENOS

ir

Brandt

A Merry Christmas

Names Captains

Tn N. Y.

War Loan
who

Captains

Brandt

will

Drive

assist

Harry

capacity as chairman
n f the Manhattan committee for the
Fouth War Loan we-e named yes^erdav at a meeting of circuit repin his

resentatives.

Those

Kin."
Best Documentaries "Desert Vieto; y," "Battle of Russia," "Prelude
to War," "Saludos Amigos," "The

—

ir

named were

Silent Village."

Most Popular

Films —"Watch

Sherman,

'The

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Low

High

Close

Am. Seat
Col. Tiers, vtc.

Columbia

<2y2 %> I6V2

Picts.

pfd..

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd

Kodak

East.

16'/8

I6V2

39

39

39

3

3

3

163 1/2 1 63 V2 1 63 V2
183
183
183

do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc

19%

19'/2

19V2

58'/4

58 1/4

58 4

RKO
RKO

...

23%

75/8

73/4

96
$6 pfd
20fh Century-Fox .., 21%
20th Century-Fox pfd. 28%

Warner

—
+

—
+

14

Bros

95

2

3
1

3

%

12%

Robert Goodfrierl. United Artists

3

1 1/4

12V4

iy4
12%

.

+

1/4

_

y.

°xploiteer for the Washington territory, took first prize in the exploitation contest sponsored in connection
with the showing- of "Johnny Come

JEFF

DONNE

•:heck out of Hollywood today to tour Ar
hospitals throughout the Southwest, from D
as east to Baton Rouge, La.

Katina

Paxinou

in

ir

A

by

Merry Christmas ir

drive

New

will leave on Jan. 3 accompan
lieutenant HARRY CITTLESON,
first stop on a tour.

Haven, as the

JEAN PARKER, returns
New York on Dec. 30,
p. a.

Hollywood

to

after

a

4%

4%

Universal Picts. vtc
17V4 173^ 1734
N. Y. OVER-THE-COUNTER SECURITIES
.

.

Lately."

ir

A Merry

Christmas ir

May

Louisville Papers
Drop All Ads Two
Louisville,

Cou

Ky.

ier- Journal

eliminate all

Days

— The Times and

be forced
advertising from tht

Saturday and Monday morning

Loew's Ziegfeld probably has the
distinction of displaying the first
4th War Loan Bond poster in the
entire world. Even before the Treas-1
ury posters were ready for dist: ibu-

tory: Wallv Heim. Midwest: Lew
Mar^n, California Hen' v C. Morris,
RKO Metropolitan Circuit has Southwest, and Bert Shopenn, New
booked Film Classics' "Hari Kiri" England.
and 'The Young in Heart" over the
ie A Merry Christmas ir

—

TO THE MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
AND OUR MANY PATRONS

;

enti: e

60-house

circuit,

starting

Jan. 18.

We
in

are in the market for Used opera chairs

any

quantify.

We

also

quantity of standards only.

can

use

any

What have you?

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

III.

New

Manhattan
Theater Opens Tuesday

Brandts'

Harry and William Brandt will
open their newest theater, the Manhattan, next Tuesday.
Hotise is at
52nd St. and Broadway and its initial
attraction will be Warner Bros.' "A
Midsumme:- Night's Dr»am."
Performances will be continuous.

Wishing You

A

ilrrnj

(Htjrtattttafl

an& a ffappg

and above

Npm

frar

all

A VICTORIOUS ONE
MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES,
1600 Broadway

e<

the publishers announced
their readers. Statement noted th
'he papers had been forced to off
more than 2,000,000 lines of ads du
ing 1943 because of the newspri
shortage.
Lions,

Loew's Beats Treasury
With First Loan Poster

Entire Circuit

t

may

RKO

Show Over

fi

three-moi

tour.

JACK BULLWINKEL, Columbia salesman
Rochester, will be in New York next week
spend several days with his son, 'Bill, who is
the Navy.

"For

Tolls" and Teresa
Wright in "Shadow of a Doubt."
Bell

the

Thursday and

Chicago
No advertising
Goodfried's award was
amusement announcements,
^2^0 in cash and a special sc" oil to
and legal notices and church
'Bid
Asked ^e presented b^ James Cagnev when
Thea. Bldg
79% 82'/4 he arrives in New York early next tion, the Ziegfeld management had tins will be carried by the
a painted poster put in a six sheet News from yesterday to Jan.
month.
ir A Merry Christmas ir
paper announced.
Additional prizes of $50 each went frame on the 54th St. wall.
Books Film Classics
+o
Mav Ahramson, Southern terri-

4%

Trans-Lux

Roxy

Whom

1/4

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Radio-Keith cvs
Technicolor

imony,"
ir

1/4

2

Picts

A Merry Christmas

8

96

B'way 3s55

Monogram

ir

1/4

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

—

+2

and

1

{

|

j

Stanley

23%— % R obert Goodfried
Wins
75/
+
Cagney Contest Award
21% 21%—
28>/
28'/, —
%
12'/
11% 12

23%

Paramount

+

FALKENBURC

Produc
York today

Human Comedy,"

«

(Thursday, December 23)

JINX

New

in

Come Home,"

"Lassie

Tames

2

vice-president of

Artists, Inc.. will arrive
stay about 10 days.

TED DONALDSON, child actor under ci
tract to Columbia,
has arrived in New Y
"This Is the for
a brief visit.
Army," "For Whom the Bell Tolls,"
CHARLES BOASBERC, captain of RKO's l'l
"So Proudly We Hail," "Holy Matri- Ned Depinet Drive, is in Cleveland
to sp<
mony," "Heaven Can Wait," "Casa- Christmas with his family.
He returns n
the Rhine,"

North Star."
Epstein, blanca," "The
The committee selected for outZabin,
William
Janecke,
A.
direction:
William
Charles Steiner, Lee Kohen, Irving standing
Lesser, E:ic Van Dyke. Grace Niles, Wellman for "The Ox-Bow Incident,"
Tay Garnett for "Bataan" and "The
Sam Taob and Ma' tv Rosen.
Brandt will host the captains at a Cross of Lo;raine" and Michael Curhrncheon in the Hotel Astor on Mon- tiz for "Casablanca" and "This Is
^av when aneles of the drive will be the Army"; and for outstanding actNet
Others who will attend ing: Paul Lukas in "Watch on the
Chg. discussed.
+
Ox>>e luncheon are Edward Alper^ou. Rhine," Henry Morgan in "The
%
Land,"
"Happy
Incident"
and
Bow
Metronolitan
area
chairman:
Will/
8
liam England. RKO: Edward Dow- Sir Cedric Hardwicke in "The Moon
-1o
n anr] Sid Kain. Loew's, and Al Is Down" and "The Cross of Lor% Naroff of the B andt office.
raine," "Gracie Fields in "Holy MatPaul

FINANCIAL

on

ARTHUR LYONS,

i

New York

City

INC.
(19)

exce
dea
bull

Dai
3,

t

,1

eo,

I

WoTld

d-

^

*X\jOJff\JU&+t

(L<tfl

Prefer

SANTA GLAUS

(L AAAMTiOUmjui,

no^vuL

there's

presents

SPENCER TRACY

IRENE

DUNNE

PRODUCTION
OF THE M-G-MARVELOUS ROMANCE
IN VICTOR FLEMING'S

"(JU

ty"**

NamJbdL

with a cast

named

Terrific:

•
Ward Bond • James Gleason • Lionel Barrymore • Barry Nelson
Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo • Adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan • Directed by
Produced by EVERETT RISKIN • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Van Johnson

It's

in

M-GM's

gfoe"

•

Esther Williams

VICTOR FLEMING

"Vitamin 12" Group!
"Out Two Big Jobs in January:
Fourth War Loan and March of Dimes'

9$
Pre-Hoiiday Biz Dip
ot

Friday,

No

THE

So Big This Year

(Continued from Page

Week

decree revisions, drafted by the distributors, will be delivered to the office of Tom C. Clark, Assistant Attorney General, next week, it is understood here.
Illness among attorneys for the
five majors has precluded any conferences during the latter part of
this week, thus setting back completion of the draft, it is said.
if A Merry Christmas if

B

& K

Nixes Sinatra P.A.

—B

K

will not book
&
into the Chicago theater because they could not agree

Chicago

•

•

•

WE

THINGS

instructions

LIKE DEPT.: Joe Vogel's

Levy,

Joel

to

Loew

out-of-town

Loew

pix in

week

situations for the

when the March of Dimes drive will be on
"A Guy Named Joe" will be the bookings

1

tation

"Madame

Neu's annual "open house"
big and

you

little,

the

AAF, has returned

Mrs. Hicks.

.

#

.

.

W. Hicks,

.

You

.

see

• Oscar
so many

the holiday season

Who

yesterday

John Hicks,

Jr., Para.'s

branch

Classics'

III,

10-day

armorer
furlough

foreign chief, and

manager, who goes
3.

.

owski, prexy of Buffalo's Rivoli Operating Corp.,

.

is

•

to

Stan. Kozan-

new

the

Variety

Club chief barker in the Bison City
And in Atlanta, the V. C.
named Jack Dumestre to succeed Harry Ballance in the same post.
O Roger Mahan, operator of the Plaza, Waterbury, Conn., is home

has

to convalesce after

has reported for

an operation.

WAC

.

O Ruth

.

Levine, Max's daughter,

duty at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds

a radio preview of the pageant, "They,

Rally

the

It's

of

Hope Committee

.

a dramatic plea for the saving of thousands of Jewish child-

ren from war-stricken

Europe

•

•

is

in

Eulalie

name a

Hall

.

.

confer with American

to
.

•

.

special committee to

St.

Red Cross

officials

on

Louis Variety Club on Jan. 7 will

work with the Board

of

Education there

in

providing recreational activities for teen-agers in school buildings during
afternoon

late

others
Billy

seeking

Bitzer,

to

ings go

and evening hours
to

alleviate

whom

this

the

industry

much

Hospital, but not too

season's greetings
Evelyn

Billy's

to the trade's

Respectfully

juvenile

owes much,

is

conditions.

seriously

ill

in

so to ask Phil M. to extend the

"old guard"

(

recommended

delinguency

And

with those greet-

thanks

Edward Hughes
Wilfred Noy
Ted Toddy

1

television and 'FM,' much scient:
progress has been made in conn,
cion with the application of radio
war. The home-radio instrument
the future will be a combination te
vision and sound-broadcast receh
incorpoiating 'FM' and phonograph
if

A

Merry Christmas if

Wash'n M.P. Salesmen's
Club Elects Officers
THE FILM DAI
Washington
Columbia Pictur
Joseph B. Walsh has been re-elect
head of the Motion Picture Sal^
men's club of Washington with t
Washington Bureau of

—

other officers elected including Fi
Klein of 20th-Fox, Harley Dav
son of Paramount and Phil Bobys

M-G-M.
The club's first major event of t
new season will be its third anni

Earle Fox
Mrs. Lela Rogers

Tom Reed

Charles Curran

Jce Rock
Ceorge Brent
Sonya Levien

Joe

Bonomo

December 26
Charles

A.

Alicoate

• BETCHA Marvin Schenck of M-G-M got a special kick out
"Famous Five" awards in THE FILM DAILY poll
Three
youngsters he picked and sent to the Coast were among the winners
They're Robert Walker, Nancy Walker and
Tommy Dix
Incidentally Lou Holtz is mentioning THE FILM DAILY award when introducing Nancy Walker at the Capitol thif week.
•

i

dinner-dance at the Silver Sprin
Country Club, Jan. 29 with atter
ance limited to 100 couples.
if A Merry Christmas if
Detroit's
Detroit

nabe

Bagley Gutted

— Bagley theater, west

operated

by

si

the
Willis,'"
destroyed

Schulte circuit, was
fire yesterday.
Possibility of recc
struction is uncertain as the bui
ing is gutted. This is first destn
tion of a theater by fire in Detr
in about 10 years.

)ensen

December 25
Joseoh M. Schenck
Charles Cruze
He'en Twelvetrees
Margaret Churchill
Beulah Marie D'x
A. P. Wixman

Mort Blumenstock

Washington today

West Side

December 24

Brisson

HOLIDAY VISITORS in our midst include Lt. Col. Jock Law• Harry Goldberg of Warners Theaters

circuit drive participation.

•

Carl

•

rence and Pvt. Matty Fox.

I

Our Tomorrow," planned by

Manhattan Center presentation

for

;

1-

fol-

lowing completion of training at Fort Des Moines.
The Skouras
Theaters-sponsored WINS air show on Sunday will take the form of
.

may require a year after approval
standards and full authorizati
of commeicialization of televisi
broadcasting by the FCC before te
vision sets are available within
price range from $200 to $300. P
duction of television receivers is 1
the only task. Televisions transm
ters must be erected.
Interest?
prog; ams be planned. Automatic
dio relay stations must be built
link key cities into a network. Tl;
is no one-year job.
"Alongside of television, 'FM,'
frequency modulation on ultra-sh
waves, holds great promise of
coming an added feature in broj
casting. Even now 'FM' carries
sound pa:t of television. In b<
:'

Variety Club of Michigan tossed a party Wednes-

open a new FC outpost there Jan.

to

effort.

California after a

to

spent with his parents, John

Cleveland

Who's

industry

war

Products

see during

THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

•

•

Neumade

at

like to

You could have compiled an

•

Curie" or

to

dramatizes the community's participation in the

folks,

months

Yep, you guessed right
.

from three to
to get the machinery in
(J
eration to lesume the manufactij
of civilian broadcast receivers,
"It will require

20

of Jan.

• "Your
War," short produced by Skouras Theaters, for presenin all 65 of the circuit's houses in the met, area starting tonight
Pic, directed by Nick Matsoukas and narrated by Foster Williams,

Theater Goes

to

John W. Alicoate
Michael Curtiz
Ruth Chatterton

pei

Says Sarnoff:

o.

— the bigger the biz, the bigger will be the M of D collections.

the

TT*"/

when

RCA

$*

on terms.

1 •

that

will be transform
overnight to television," David Sf
lioff,
president, warns in •
year-end radio review and prevfv"

cir-

booker, to schedule the best possible b.

cuit

Frank Sinatra

^fe

expectation

no

comes the "air

day for Bob Snyder, Film

1)

war development

PktfMDi

with

To Tom Clark Next

Sarnofl

While television looms "as a po
of great pronr
and popular appeal," tiiere should

ness took

Final Distrib. Draft

24, 19

Tele Overnight,

Warns RCA's

While

pre-holiday theater busiits usual downward trek,
attendance remained at a higher level
than in former holiday seasons, according to an informal checkup by
Film Daily field representatives.
This situation has held true particularly in Boston. Regular patrons
appeared to be slighting the theaters
but patronage stayed fairly close to
normal
through transient trade
brought by thousands of visitors
from nearby New England towns.
The Midwest was hard hit by ext. emely
cold weather, the mercury
dipping to four below zero in Kansas City and hovering around the
zero mark in Chicago. Flu epidemic,
cold weather and shopping competition had their effects on theater patronage, but according to regional industry sources, the dip was not as
low as in pievious years.
Theater interests see a sharp return to normal business immediately
after Christmas and a bigger climb
after Jan. 1.
if A Merry Christmas if

December

DAILY

•

of the

STORK REPORT!
Philadelphia

—

Alex G.

Stief

manager of the Roxy Theater,
father of a boy.

,

is i

1

:

THf

iday,

December

24, 1943
DAILY

Honored 100" Will
Idvise

on 5th Loan

• REVIEWS
"A Guy Named

Joe"

(Continued from Page

1)
witth Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne
exhibitor meeting at M-G-M
120 Mins.
t Hotel St. Francis at which state
WAR
ROMANCE TREATED AS FANpater men, representing circuits
TASY STACKS UP AS A FINE BOX OFd indies both, pledged 100 per cent FICE FILM;
IS A LITTLE DIFFERENT.
Ifillment of the Fou. th Loan drive
Fantasy has been brought into play efBond
for
Every
Seat."
al, "A
—With this latest award, the 'Hon- fectively by M-G-M in relating a romantic
- Hundred' contest takes on added tale born of war. While fantasy is nothing
'Up new on the screen, the way it has been eminificance," Skouras stated.
now, the 'Honored Hundred' was ployed in "A Guy Named Joe" is unusual

.i

-campaign

competition with tangible prizes
th as an all-expense trip to Washeton, plaques and citations but this
iled prize gives America's show,en a more significant goal to work

giving

the production

a

novelty

value that

.

ward."

Arrangements

have

been

made

ih Secretary Morgenthau for the
lining 100 to confer with the 5th
ar Loan officials next Spring to
pt the course of the industry's acThey
Sties in that Bond d:ive.
11 be given trips to Washington, all
penses paid, and their suggestions
ill
make up the policies of the
ade's next drive.

should help roll up
create plenty of talk.

,

Other speakers included B. V. Stur-

:

vant, national
J.

.

campaign

director;
Stein, asdi:ectors; and Roy

Krappman and Fred

istant campaign
Doper, Noithem

California

State

airman.

and

grosses

The authors

of the

Him

have been eminently successful in
attempt to give a different twist to a
romantic war story.
Although the treatment often makes fcr clashing moods, the
production surrenders none of its force/ulness and interest. The film has the good
their

fortune

of

being

jppeals

as

potently

a

romantic
to

men

subject
as

it

that

does

to

women.

.

About 50 important circuit and in•pendent theatermen, state exhibir chairmen and members of variWar Loan committees in
is 4th
e
Weste: n exchange areas, atnded the local meetings.

heavy

connected

Everyone

with

the

produc-

making it a
•ich emotional experience.
A moving film
with some extremely tender moments, "A
3uy Named Joe" falls back upon the device
that was used in "Here Comes Mr. Jordan"
tion

.n

has been instrumental

spinning

its

in

story.

Spencer Tracy,
Force, and Irene

major in the U. S. Air
Dunne, an American gal

a

serving as a ferry pilot, are deeply in

love

Of THE REUJ HLfllS*
sideration for human welfare was
taken into consideration in their
planning. The short possesses universal interest.
It offers an interesting glimpse into the city of the
future.
Dealing with a question
"Upbeat in Music"
that will have to be faced after the
(March of Time)
war is won, the footage me: its the
16 Vi mins. widest possible attention.
20th-Fox
Here is
Noteworthy
indeed a booking that means someHow American music and music- thing.
ians are serving the nation in wartime by sustaining the morale of our
"Christmas Carols"
service personnel is set foith in true
(Community Sing No. 7, Series 8)
showman's fashion in the latest of
10 Mins.
The Columbia
the March of Time offerings.
Splendid Subject
part music is playing in keeping
our boys happy and smiling is regreat deal of production care
lated in a way that will make a defi- has gone into this reel,
vocally, phoThe sub- tographically, and interpretatively.
nite hit with the public.
ject is one that will draw plenty of It is, consequently one of the very
attention from young people. There best of the series purveyed by Proare innumerable scenes of some of ducer B. K. Blake via Columbia. It
the big names of the music woild do- was made for general theater reing their bit for the war effort. Es- lease, of course, but particularly for
pecially interesting are glimpses of showing to the nation's armed forces
James C. Petrillo, head of the Amer- at Christmastide in the many and
ican Federation of Musicians, in ac- far-flung theaters of military operation. Others glimpsed in the footage tions.
The carols comprise "Silent
are Capt. Glenn Miller, Sgt. Eugene Night," "The First Noel," "Oh, Come
List, Co: p. Samuel Barber, Serge All Ye Faithful," "Hark the Herald
Koussevitzky, Mischa Elman, Duke Angels Sing," "It Came Upon a MidEllington, Deems Taylor-, Art Tatum, night Clear." The reel is
a splendid
the late George Gershwin, Benny Christmas Week screen subject.

SH0RT5 *

*

A

somewhere in England. Following his death Goodman, Paul Whiteman, Tommy
Dorsey, Fred Waring and Perry
in an engagement with the enemy, Tracy is
With names like that the
ent down to earth to serve as guardian Como.
angel to some young flier so that the latter film should be nothing less than an
The short is
may be spared a fate like his own.
The exploitation natural.
It's a booking
scene then switches to the Pacific theater plenty entertaining.
of war.
There he picks Van Johnson, a that can't miss.

Following the meeting, Skouras
"This Is Tomorrow"
Id his staff left for Los Angeles es with displeasure as
(Passing Parade)
here last-minute details will be up a romance with Johnson a romance
11
M-G-M
eared up before the group leaves that she tries to break off when she finds
Vital
she can't forget Tracy.
Tracy, having the
•r New York.
At the outset the latest in the
power to "get through" to the mind to
-fc A Merry Christmas it
Johnson, influences the young man into series of John Nesbitt shorts has the
^on't Stop Pix Dischargees violating regulations while on an air mission advantage of being the first serious
the hope that he will be broken by his attempt of the screen to deal with
rom Returning to Old lobs Incommanding
officer,
thus terminating his post-war problems. The picture takes
rcmance with Miss Dunne.
When his up the important question of hous-

—

i

(Continued from Page
if

1)

they so choose,

scheme

al-

iough it is likely that in many inances the USES offices will try to
te:est discharged

men

in

war work

which there is a serious shortage
their community.
''It can be assumed that the ma-

rr

]

returning veterans will prejobs but no restriction must
i placed
on anyone who chooses to
:cept other work, particularly work
i.omising greater permanency," said
IcNutt. USES has been instructed
refer workers to jobs of their
rity of
r

war

i

provided they are qualified
jr such work.
Fieedom of choice is also held out
veterans for the first 60 days on
aeir new job.
If they become disitisfied they have the privilege of
-eking other work within 60 days,
loice,

>

sgardless of the local stabilization

rogram.

Although theaters are not rated
in many areas, as regards
nployment priority, this policy in

ighly

Jgard to discharged veterans will
3 increasingly important.

Tracy is brought to the realihe is wrecking the happiness
of the woman he loved when he was alive.
From that point on he works to further
the
romance between Miss Dunne and
Johnson.
The film, the poignancy of which is relieved by comedy from time to time, was
directed by Victor Fleming sympathetically,
with Everett Riskin functioning creditably
The Dalton Trumbo screenas prcducer.
play, based on a Frederick Hazlitt Brennan
adaptation of a story by Chandler Sprague
and David Boehm, takes full cognizance
of the human aspects in its unfolding. The
musical score of Herbert Stothart,
the
camera work of George Folsey and Karl
Freund and the special effects of Arnold
Gillespie, Donald Jahraus, and Warren Newcombe are not to be overlooked in handing
out credit for the success of the enterzation

fails,

that

prise.

Spencer Tracy and Miss Dunne excel
themselves in the top roles. Johnson, Ward
Bond, James Gleason, Barry Nelson and
Lionel Barrymore are others whose work is
outstanding.
CAST: Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne, Van
Johnson, Ward Bond, James Gleason, Lionel

•k

A

Merry Christmas if

November Tax Collections
Show a Slight Drop
(Continued from Page

1)

vember receipts by the Bureau of Internal Revenue continue to be exceedingly cheerful news for the inmins. dustry.
The November figure, on

He watchMiss Dunne strikes

fledgling lieutenant, as his man.

jiimer jobs

—

October admissions, was $16,388,863.29, second only to the previous
month's record collection. With 90
per cent of this revenue estimated
to

from pix admissions, the

step

month's gross would appear to be
only slightly under the estimated
$150,000,000 for the previous month.

affects the nation's little
Nesbitt draws a contrast between industrial communities as
they are today and as it is hoped
they will be following the war. The
contrast is heightened by showing
scenes in the teeming cities of the
nation where life is beset by danger
to health and limb and in such model
communities as Greenbelt, Md., and
Green Hills, Ohio, where every con-

000,000 for three of the last four
months, while p;ior to July they had
never touched that figure.
November collections last year to-

Barrymore,

about

ing as
people.

it

Barry

Esther Williams,
Fere, Charles Smith.

Nelson,

Henry O'Neill, Don De

CREDITS: Producer, Everett

Riskin; DiVictor Fleming; Screenplay, Dalton
Trumbo; Adaptation, Frederick Hazlitt Brenrector,

DIRECTION,
Fine.

Fine.

The report released this morning
BIR shows collections above $16,-

taled

only

The

$11,310,821.

New York (Broadway)

third

district did

slightly better than the previous
month, indicating that the rest of

the nation suffered a falling off of
$300,000 in tax payments.
Broadway total was $2,204,879.44,
as
compared with $2,043,582 a

month

earlier.
district

from the

Highest collection

was the

$2,403,248
registered on July business. Broadway collections in November, 1942,
were only $1,317,362.
Theaters in
the Broadway area did even better
thon the oveiall figures would indicate, with their tax payment rising
by more than $182,000 while total
admissions receipts rose by only
about $161,000. Theater admissions
PHOTOGRAPHY, accounted for $2,032,715.31 in November."

nan; Based on original story by Chandler
Sprague, David Boehm; Cameramen, George
Folsey, Karl Freund; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Recording Director, Douglas
Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Set
Decorator, Edwin B. Willis; Special Effects, Arnold Gillespie, Donald Jahraus, Warren Newcombe; Film Editor, Frank Sullivan.

by

I

Friday,

Allied

24,

19

Stark Tarawa Pix for Exhibs.

Warns Against

WAC to Release Marine Corps Battle

Absorption

(Continued from Page

that a two-reel version be made and
(Continued from Page 1)
formula is that in some cases it re- shown to the public through the
duces by a penny the amount that WAC pending the approval of the
would have to be abso: bed under the Theater Division Program Commit-

House provision

in order to retain
present total admission prices, Myers
told members.
Explaining further the tax situation, Myers said:
"On total admissions of 15 cents

Record

1)

pressed consternation that the newsj

had deleted most of the distressing scenes.
"Pressure has been brought on the
War' Activities Committee of the
motion picture industry to make a
semi-featu: e length film of the Tarawa films, said by expert camera men
reels

!

j

tee.

Warners is currently assembling
and cutting the footage, which was
filmed in 16 mm. Kodachrome.
It who have seen them to excel, phowill be scored, a commentary added tographically, any of the foreign
and then "blown-up" to 35 mm. by official war films which have been
the present combination is 13 cents
Technicolor.
shown here, and the industry is now
admission and two cents tax. Under
The film, as yet untitled, will be- so engaged. It also has been urged
foimula,
Finance
Committee's
the
gin distribution early in February, not to delete the somber scenes.
the exhibitor would have to absorb
Harmon said.
"A veteran newsreel camera man
another penny as the combination
The Marine Corps camera unit told this cor: espondent that the
would be 12 cents admission and
which covered the Tarawa landing newsreel editors themselves had to
three cents tax.
was headed by Capt. Leland Hay- cut the films. He pictured women
'On a combined 20-cent admisward.
Survivors among the cam- becoming ill in theaters if all of
sion, the existing formula is aderamen eturned to Washington only such films were shown.
mission 18 cents and tax two cents.
Wednesday.
"The present official view seemed
Under the new formula, it would be
The New York Times yesterday to be that not only could the pubadmission 16 cents and tax four
in its story on the Government's de- lic 'take it,' but that the public
cents.
sire that the Tarawa footage get wanted to see first-hand what went
"On total admissions of 25 cents, theatrical showing
the Ad- on at the fighting fronts.
we strike the same practical diffi- ministration's desirestressed
to drive home
"The officials who support this
culty as under the House provision,
the fact that the nation faced tripled attitude, which may be considered
although the factors va:y; an admiscasualty lists in the months ahead.
as coming from near the top, feel
sion of 20 cents and tax of four
The Times said:
that the least the public can have
cents make 24 cents; an admission of
"An official close to the White is some p: eparation for the hard
21 cents and tax of five cents equal
House who saw an original ve: sion news ahead. The Tarawa films are
26 cents.
of the Tarawa films, which showed looked upon as the shape of things
A total 30-cent admission can close-ups of shell-torn bodies, ex- to come."
be wo:ked out but it involves the
absorption of two cents 25-cent ad- Confer on Using Pix
Extortion Case Guilty
mission and five-cent tax against the
In
Air
Transport
Elect to "Sing"
threepresent 27-cent admission and
i

.

.

:

—

Work

May

cent tax.

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
"A 35-cent admission can be
Washington William Crist, for- stood trial in New York Federal
worked out on a basis of 29 cents
admission and six cents tax, involv- mer Paramount newsreel assignment Court on the charge of conspiring
editor, now with the American Air to extort more than $1,000,000 from
ing an absorption of three cents.
Transport Ass'n, confer:
with ;he business
made clear yester"A 40-cent admission can be work- Army officers here regardingedthe use day when it was
was lea:ned that the
ed out on a basis of 33 cents ad- of films in Air Transport work.
authorities would press their search
mission and seven cents tax. A 45for parties unknown mentioned in
37
involve
cent admission would
by 10 cents. For example, the tax on the indictments under which the decents admission and eight cents tax,
a 15-cent ticket would be four cents, fendants were found guilty.
a combination that cannot be worked
The special Federal grand jury
A 50-cent or 26.7 per cent of the total price which
out. under existing law.
investigated racketeering in
admission can be worked out on the of admission, as compared to a 20 the industry
will resume its task
per cent tax on a 10 to 20-cent ticket.
basis of 41 cents admission and nine
This situation is eased by the com- after Jan. 1, it was disclosed in Fed-

—

GEORGE M. COHAN, Prince of t
American Theater, by Ward Morehou
Published by Lippincott.
240 pag

j

Illustrated. $3.

This is as sweet a writing job
the Theater's biographical sphere
has come along in recent yef v

Morehouse, veteran New York \
and columnist, was fitted a
mirably to tell the intriguing sto
of his good friend, George M. Coha
and the biography that has cor
from his typewriter is a warm ai
human study, brilliantly etched wi
careful attention to both high lig
and shadow.
As was to be expected, Morehouse
tome is well flavored with many
Cohan candid quote. Of prime i
critic

terest to those in film biz there
this, spoken by Cohan after he hi
been in Hollywood to star in "Tl
Phantom President," in 1932:
"If you want the truth, kid, I a

-

only say that my Hollywood expei
ence was the most miserable I ha
eve: had in my life. I don't see ho
I lived through it. Another half hoi
1

and

would have gone crazy,
go back there again f<
Rockefeller's money."
Nor did he. Yet had not failirI

wouldn't

health cut short his professional a
tivities and dictated his retiremei
seclusion, who knows?
For
1932, it is disclosed by Morehous
Cohan was as adve: se to a portray;
of his life upon the screen as he ws
to a return to Hollywood.
Even at that time, Hollywood w£
interested in filming the Cohan stoi
and Morehouse asked him as to tr
possibility.
Replied Cohan:
in

:

—

"Not a chance in the world n<
a chance, and you can tell them I'i
the little guy who said so."
But the fact remains and there

—

Warners' "Yankee Doodle Dandy
to bear witness
that there was
chance in the world, after all.
mittee rate of one cent for every eral Court after the conviction of
There might be a little moral i
the seven men.
five cents."
that for all Hollywood critics.-

cents tax."

Washington Hears Rumor That

This tax

it

is

estimated, will re-

Boris

Kostelanetz,

special

assis-

F.D.R. Will Veto Tax Bill
turn $134,500,000, which is $29,000,- tant U. S. attorney general, who
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 000 less than the $163,500,000 esti- prosecuted the case, in his summaWashington
The report of the mated for the two-cents-per-dime tion for the Government on Tuesday pointed out that Abe Zwillman,
Senate Finance Committee on the rate.
While this bill lies before the Sen- a New Jersey political boss, was to
new tax bill was made public yesterday, although it is recorded as ate, there is a strong rumor in Wash- Louis Kaufman, busineses agent of
ington that no matter what is done Newark operators' Local 244, one of
filed Tuesday. With reference to the
admissions tax, the Senators remark- with the bill, it is headed for a the defendants, what Louis Comed only that while they felt admis- Presidential veto because of the com- pagna, another defendant, was to

—

mittee's recommendations on re-negotiation of war cont: acts and various other features distasteful to the
administration. It is pointed out as

sions should bear "an additional levy
believed that the House provisions put a heavy burden on the lowprice tickets that are not divisible

William

Bioff,

—

C.B.B.

Moe

Scherer Rites Today

Moe

Scherer, 54, operator at th
in the Bronx, a
house, will be buried in

Empire Theater

M

RKO

Judah Cemetery, Brooklyn,
ternoon

following

this at
services in th

Park West Chapel, Columbus Ave
He died suddenly o:
convicted labor racket- and 79th St.

Wednesday while at work.
rumored yesterday that
some of those convicted might "sing" Charles Schlatter 111
much revenue can be brought in un- to the Government before their senCharles
Schlaifer,
advertisini
der the present law, with re-negotia- tencing on Dec. 30 by Federal Court manager of 20th Century-Fox Filn
Bright.
Judge John
tion as by the new bill.
Corporation, is bedded with grippe
Veto would leave theaters in a
The FBI's further investigation of

it is

IN

December

NEW POSTS

eer.

It

was

far better position than signing of racketeering in the industry will try
the bill, since it is a fair chance that to locate persons who even remotely
R.
BUERMELE, office manager, Unifed Artists, Congress would refuse to write an- pa: ticipated in the shakedowns of
Detroit.
other full tax bill, thus leaving the the film industry.
CENE FARRY, auditing department, Comerford admissions tax at its present level.
The release of the seven defenTheators, Scranton.
sales tax might be dants on bail after their conviction
JACK WARD, chief of service, Paramount Thea- In that event, a
came as a surprise to all those in
pushed.
ter. Syracuse, N, Y.
'

the

courtroom,

who

recalled

tha

Government witness ha<
some of the defendant;
had urged him to "scram" in th<
event he were convicted at his ex
Bioff as a
told how

to: tion

trial in 1941.

i

day,

December

24, 1943

Vacuum Tubes

)re

Way for

n

HCLLyWCCC DIGEST

Settle

Exhibs.
FRANK

SIGNED
(Continued from Page

WPB

•

Theater Guild, Rep.

1)

will set aside a sufficient

ruber of tubes to take care of the

MacDONALD,

Bodies,"

director,

"Too

Paramount.

BARBARA STANWYCK, termer. Warners.
EDWARD CHERKOSE and EDWARD KAY, song,
VIXEN BORNE, termer, Charles R. Rogers.
"Trial of the Yukon," Monogram.
CARL BRIGHT and JOHN CUMMINCS. script, ADRIAN SCOTT, associate producer, "Farewell
"So You Want to Lead a Band," Sammy
My Lovely," RKO.

Kaye.
FRANK McDONALD, director, "One Body Too
BROWNINC, termer, Charles R. Rogers.
Many," Paramount.
WILLARD
JILLSON,
termer, David 0. Selznick.
DOSE
SCHARY, producer, "Double Furlough,"
K regulation issued last month LYNN MARTIN, termer, Warneis.
Vanguard Films.
jpped the priority rating of the- ADRIAN SCOTT, associate producer, RKO.
JOHN CROMWELL, director, "Double Furlough,"
Vanguard Films.
jHi from AA-2 to AA-3 for most THE VACABONDS. termer, Columbia.
CARRILLO, another year, Universal.
DELMAR DAVES, director, "The Very Though of
- bs, with others which had re- LEO
FHIL BAKER, another comedy, 20th-Fox.
You," Warners.
™ed their tubes through certifi- DAVID BUTLER, director, "Treasure Chest,"
Samuel Coldwyn.
:ion also going on an AA-3 prefCASTINGS
ARTHUR WALSH, termer, M-C-M.
ace. This put theaters on a level
1944,"
i

jstry.

"Okla."

JILL

The suit brought by the New York
2nd, and Richard Rodgers, producer,
author and composer, respectively,
of the musical play "Oklahoma,"
Corp.,
against Republic Pictures
which was charged with unfair competition in connection with the alleged unlawful use of the word

"Oklahoma" in the title of the
"In Old Oklahoma," has been

juke box repairers and others
An aptube need is g:eat.
|] has been filed by the OCR Thesr Section for either a special alvose

'ation or restoration of the AA-2
.ority rating, if the latter is grantit will apply equally to all the'

;rs.

Thus the industry would appear
be back in the same position as
'to: e, but the general betterment
I

the tube situation makes the outmuch brighter. Army, Navy and
:d-lease now have, according to
liable sources as many tubes for
iW instruments as they need, with
;ir current needs largely for reManufactu: e of tubes
icement.
>k

:

be up about 30 per cent for the
pes needed by exhibitors and it is
nfidently believed by officials of the

'II

l

.

O'KEEFE,
"Sensations
of
Andrew Stcne-UA; VIXEN BORNE, "Song of
the Osen Road," Charles R. Rogers-UA; JOAN
FONTAINE and JOSEPH COTTEN, "Doub'e Indemnity," David 0. Se!znick-UA; |EAN HOWARD. "Murder in Bermuda," 20th-Fox- JILL
BROWNINC, "Song of the Open Road," Charles
R.
Rogers-UA; DOROTHY TREE, "Mr. Skeffington,"
Warners;
BASSERMAN,
"Since You Went Away," David O. SelznickUA; MARGARET DUMONT, "Mr. Co - ed,"
M-C-M; VIRGINIA BRUCE and GEORGE SAND~PS. "Action in Arabia," RKO; CERA' DINE
FITZGERALD, "W.lson," 20th - Fox; DORIS
LLOVD, "Till W? Meet Again," Paramount;
ARTHUR Q. BRYAN, "National Barn Dance,"
Paramount;
CHARLES WILSON, "Incendiary
Paramount; BARBARA PEPPER and
B!onde,"
(AYNE HAZARD, "I Love a Soldier," Paramount.

—

j

'

The Surging Drama Of
And The
Supermen
tey L.ovei
omen
.

film
set-

cled, according to papers riled yesterday in New York Federal Court.
Judge Samuel Mandelbaum dismissed
ASSIGNMENTS
the action.
DUDLEY NICHOLS, pro'ogue, re-issue of "The
Under the terms of the settleSign of the Cross," Paramount.
ment Republic will efrain from disRICHARD CONNcLL and CI A 'YS LEHMAN,
screenplay, "Arrowhead Inn," M-C-M.
tributing "In Old Oklahoma" under
LIONEL HOUSER. script, "Christmas in ConALBERT
its present title after Jan. 1, 1945,
necticut," Warners.
in this count: y, after April 1, 1945,
WILLIAM CASTLE, director, "Sub Buster," Columbia.
in Canada and after Jan. 1, 1946,
FERDE CROFE, musical score, "Minstrel Man,"
elsewhere. Republic also agreed not
PRC.
to use the word "Oklahoma" in any
AL SHERMAN and HARRY TOBIAS, title song,
"Sensations of 1944," Andrew Stone-UA.
other film title. It was fu:ther stipWILLIAM BEAUDINE, director, "Black Beauty,"
ulated that three weeks after the
Monogram.
execution of the agreements settling
EMMETT LAVERY, script, "Two On an Island,"
RKO.
the suit Republic would stop using
advertising on "In Old Oklahoma"
OCR that the industry will be better Forkey Buys Mattapan
unless these words appeared in the
off than last year and this year.
Boston
The Mattapan Theater ad matter: "Not connected with the
If an allotment is granted, rather has been sold to Kenneth Forkey by Theater Guild, Oscar Hammerstein.
than a higher preference rating it its former owner and ope: ator, Ab- ioma.' "
If Republic defaults th
is believed that about 145,000 tubes
raham Zintz. Forkey will revamp plaintiffs should be entitled to an inwill be set aside for the industry.
ar.d renovate.
junction.
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ANNIVERSARIES
2

1943

is

Film Daily's

25th Anniversary

BUT
There

will

be no Film Daily Anniversary issue

this

year.
i

After the war

is

over Film Daily will publish an

Anniversary number that will "out-anniversary

all

anniversaries."

;

In the meantime,

The Film Daily

is

conserving that

paper to use in the forthcoming

:

1944

FILM DAILY YEAR
(NOW

IN INTENSIVE

PREPARATION)

BOOK

COPY

FILE

DO NOT REMOV8
The Daily Newspaper

itimate in Character
iternational in Scope
(dependent in Thought
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NO.

Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five Years Old
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ALL THEATER GUILD MOVE FANJUILDER
)ual Demands of War Met by U. S. Film Industry
x Bring People's

War

to
le People, Co-ordinating

and Home Fronts

ittle

From Hollywood studios, major and minor, will come approximately 470 feature pictures for American theaters during the next
12 months.

By JACK ALICOATE

THE FILM DAILY

Publisher of

The

spirit

which motivates
Hollywood expenditures for feature and short subject production
1944 calendar year will approximate $225,000,000.

e American film industry at
e year-end as the grim busi-

for the

war proceeds with

of

everprospects of certain,
mplete victory is perhaps best exessed in these words:
''Wars today are won by the close
•ordination of the battlefronts and
and our job is to
3 home-front,
es

ghtening

While screen entertainment
diversified

)

new year will be the most
number of filmusicals is ex-

the

Adventure-action stories, picturized biographies and subjects of
timely,

significance

international

will

also

earmark

the

local

govern-

•nt agencies, civic and social group
iders, have banded together here

support of a state-wide program
onsored by the New Jersey League
I Law and Order, to combat van3ism throughout the area. Satur(Continued on Page 7)

Month
Block Merger

Verdict in

Suit to

-

The court's decision in the action
,ought by seve~ al members of Ernie.

State

entertainment.

Langner

The Film Daily

told

industry Countering
Rail Strike Threat

—

Newark, N. J. Spurred to rewed action by a rekindled wave of

•cpect

Assurance that the entry of the
Theater Guild in the film
production field would make available to Hollywood an important new
source of patronage and extend the
market for American pictures and
add to their prestige was held out
to the industry Friday by Lawrence Langner, co-director of the
legitimate pioducing organization.
The Guild is currently in the midst

New York

(Continued on Page 2)

Type of war stories reaching the screen will be radically changed
from the underground and spy plots heretofore prevalent.

Combat Vandalism
delinquency,

—

1944 Hollywood year.

Theater Rallies

senile

of 10.000,000

Patrons Likely Through
Screen Tie-up Langner

of mapping plans for the conversion
of its stage properties into screen

great,

J.

in

industry history, the

in

pected to reach an all-time high.

(Continued on Page 6)

.

Gain

A HOLLYWOOD FORECAST

1944:

Motion Picture

Opera-

(Continued on Page 3)

Dimes March Posts
To Hope and Langford
Bob H:pe who, probably, has entertained
more members of the
armed forces than any other star,
has been appointed chairman of the
Servicemen's Division for the 1944
March of Dimes campaign.
Frances
Langford will serve with Hope as
vice - chairman.
appointments
were made Friday by Basil O'Connor, president cf The National Foun-

The

dation for Infantile Paralysis.

Family Audience Pix

Slate Legislatures

Seen Boosting B. 0.

Convening Next Year

Ti-ade analysts studying the factors influencing the general uptrend
of the box-office offer the opinion
that it reflects something more than
prosperity,
population
war-time

ernment-sponsored films being hanSeven State legislatures are sched- dled by the va: ious companies. Preuled to meet shortly after Jan. 1 and cautionary steps are in the hands of
(Continued on Page 7)
one other will convene in the Sp'-ing.
Otherwise, only special session calls
will bring the solons of the other 40

gains and other causes usually ad- states next year.
Seven states in which the legislavanced.
A major factor, they believe after tors will assemble next month are
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Armed Services Like Pix Best
Premieres on Lonely Posts Frequent, Says

OWI

—

towns to testify, it
Oklahomans named
is
disclosed.
as probable complaining witnesses,
names of theaters which they are or
were associated with, and their

the uniformed services," the
OWI said yesterday in a special
story on fighting men at "lonely outposts."
These men, of course, get
their full quota of screenings, made
possible by the industry's generosity
in furnishing the services with gift
prints of nearly all the newest films.
Pointing to "Stage Door Canteen"
and "This is the Army," OWI re-

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

in

its

—The

prosecution

anti-trust

suit

of

will

in

Government
the
call

Griffith

indie

operators in three Texas and three

New

Mexico

Cleveland Exhibs. Back
Bingo Licensing Move

—

Cleveland A move to require licensing of Bingo in Cleveland was
temporarily stopped when the Coun(Continued on Page 3)

Frisco Fans Restive

Under Revival Flood

THE FILM DAILY

Call Tex., N. M. Exhibs.
Washington Pix are "by far the
As U. S. Griffith Witnesses most popular form of entertainment
Washington Bureau of

Oklahoma City

Faced with the possibility of a nation-wide strike of railioad employes on Dec. 30, the film industry
is taking every precaution to preclude any halt of shipments of Gov-

all

San Francisco

ence

reaction

issues

—
to

First

adverse audi-

the

and revivals now

flood
in

of

re-

vogue

is

reported by bcth exhibs. and distribs.
here.

Resort to pix of other years, especially for double feature programs,
is

prevalent

here,

witness

the

fact

one week eight houses were
offering pix made from five to seven years ago.
that

in

w

'ilU
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WASHINGTON—

1)

that identification of the Guild with
the film industry was expected to
create a potential 10,000,000 additional filmgoers. He estimated that
there were that many Guild admi:-

who didn't bother
with motion pictures at all, or else
attended them only now and then.
It was Langner's opinion that their
faith in, and high regard for, its
judgment as a stage producing organization would se. ve to draw these
persons to any film entertainment
bearing the imprint of the Theater
Guild, with the possibility of bolstering their respect for the screen
medium and making regulars of
Continuation of the Guild's
them.
extensive subscription system would
give the film industry eve. y reason
to place dependence on the support
of this group, Langner added.
ers in this country

LONDON-

75,000 on Guild List

The Theater Guild's regular subHAVANA
scription list carries some 75,000
HONOLULU names scattered throughout the naBUENOS

FINANCIAL
(December 24)

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am.

Lose

Close

Seat

Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2 %) 163/4
381/4
Col. Picts. pfd
3
Con. Film Ind
I71/4
Con. Film Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
.

do pfd
Cen. Tree. Eq

1

Loew's, Ine

Paramount

.

.

.

RKO
20th-Fox pfd.
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Warners Will Release

Two

Films in January

Warners release schedule for January will consist of two top-bracket
productions, it was announced Friday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales
manager.
In addition to "Destination Tokyo," which goes into general distribution Jan. 1, the company will
release "The Desert Song" on Jan.
29.

Show

the organization's
in 14
cities
New York, Chicago, St.
Louis, Washington, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

—

system operates

Columbus, Detroit, Milwaukee, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. The status of
Indianapolis, another city where the
Guild has maintained a subscription
list, is cloudy at the moment, it is
understood. Toronto has been dropped from the list, but is expected
to be returned to it at the end of the
war. The Guild is unde: stood to be
considering the extension of its subscription system to several other

"Desert Song" Jan. 3
National tradeshowing of "The
Desert Song" has been set for Monday, it is announced by Ben Kalmenson, WB general sales manager.

(Continued from Page

towns, are listed as follows: E. H.
and Nona Kyser, Ada and Strand
Theaters, Ada; V. E. and C. C.
Hamm, Ritz, Altus; A. M. Avery,
S. A. Pivouka and Geo ge Laham,
Rivoli and Bays, Blackwell; Isley
and Moran, Midwest and Ismo,
Chickasha;
C.
W. and Myrtle
Mrs. B.
Ritz,
Clinton;
Guthrie,
W. Tessin, Midwest, Rex and
Grand, Drumright; J. A. and J. D.
Guest, Ritz and Tower, Duncan; Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Hunt, Lamarand,
Rex, Elk City; Max Berger, Ralph
Fowe. s, Roy A. Shield and John
Gray, Ritz and Gray's, Enid; Charles
Mahone and Jim Hale, Oklahoman
and Palace, Hobart; Fred G. Vincent,
Pettit, Hominy, and Pat Duffy, Temple and Rialto, Mangum; M:s. V. H.
Boldman and Mrs. J. Berry, Campus

and

Oklahoma,

Norman;

Malcolm

Cook, Inca, Okmulgee; Dennis Scaling, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Moulder, Criterino, Sapulpa; Roy Maamis, Princes, Sayre; Joe L. Love, Chief, Seminole; Jack Jones and A. B. Momand,
Ritz, State and Odeon, Shawnee; R.
H. Russ, Camera, Stillwater, and Joe
L. Love, Pix, Wewoka.
New Mexicans listed were: T. A.
Wheland, Roosevelt, Hobbs; William
Nagle, El Morro, Gallup, and E. C.
Trieb, El Capitan, Roswell. Texans
listed were: W. H. Hall and E. W.
Jones, Lockhart; Dennis Scaling and
R. Q. Silvertho:n, Fair, Plainview;
W. A. Mauldin, Bearden and Smith
and W. A. Sanders, Rex, Lyric,
Broadway, Tech and Catus, Lubbock.

Eight State Legislatures

Convening Next Year
(Continued from Page

COminG

and GOIHC

1)

WILL
the

H.

MPPDA

president,

leaves

10.

ARTHUR KELLY, United Artists vice-pr
dent, spent the holiday on his farm in Redd
Conn.

BEN BOCEAUS, United

producer,

Artists

turns to the Coast today.

CLAUDE RAINS, arrives in New York from
Coast early next month.
He is expected to
to London for a stage appearance.

Local 735 Again Elects
Bert Penzien President

w

Detroit—Local 735, IATSE,
jurisdiction covering the suburtj
ten itory north of Detroit with he;
quarters at Mount Clemens, has -i
elected Bert Penzien, East Detr
Theater, East Detroit, as presidu
for 1944.
Other newly-elected I
ficers
are:
Vice-p: esident,
RaN
Brough, Romeo; Business Age
Dan Deffenbaugh, Jewel Theat
Mount Clemens; Secretary, R]
Suckling, Shores Theater, St. CI
Shores; Treasurer, F:ed Devanti'
Macomb Theater, Mount Clemei
Sergeant-at-arms, John Baker, M;>
ner Theater, Marine City; and de'
?ate to IATSE convention,
fenbaugh.

Dan D

<

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL!
ROCKEFELLER CENTER

GREER GARSON-WALTER PIDGEON

1)

York, New Jersey, Rhode IsLangner asserted that the idea of land, South Carolina, Mississippi,
the Guild was "not just to go into Virginia and Kentucky.
Louisiana
films," not simply to make one or solons will meet in the Spring.
two pictures a year, but to do fine
work," to turn out product that
would cater to the popular taste Chi. Film Exchanges Ask
without sacrificing the element of 48-Hour
Exemption
quality that has been the hallmark
of the organization since its incepChicago
The Chicago film extion.
He said it was the feeling of changes have filed a request for exthe Guild that it was possible to proemption from the 48-hour work week
duce money-making films that were oide- of WPB, claiming it is not apartistic.
plicable to the Chicago situation.
The Guild executive disclosed upon his return from the Coast last
week that he had discussed plans to Guild's efforts to arrive at an arproduce yearly a couple of films rangement that would best give exbased on Guild plays. The Guild at pression to the organization's aims.
The possibility that the Guild
present owns some 15 stage properties, some of which are now on dis- might try film making on its own
play on Broadway and others that was hinted at by Langner in discussing how the Guild film credit
are to be put on in the future.
would read on the screen. He reNo Hollywood Deal Closed
marked that if the Guild went into
It was emphasized by Langner pictures in partnership with an esFriday that the Guild had closed tablished producer, the credit would
no deal with any Hollywood pro- read "A Theater Guild Production,"
ducer, either major or independent. but that if the organization went it
He said he had talked the subject "alone," the credit would read "The
over with a number of producers, Theater Guild Piesents."
David O. Selznick being one of them,
Plans of the Guild to dip into
but that the Guild had made no com- every phase of film activity were
mitment yet. He asserted negotia- disclosed by The Film Daily on Oct.
tions were still in progress in the 25 in an interview with Langner.

HAYS,

Coast Jan.

in

New

cities.

180

44

22%

.

16%

3

180

961/2
.

3

123/4
39i/4

83

73/4

RKO $5 pfd
20th Century-Fox

121/2
391/4

Chg.

At present

tion.

subsc. iption

Call Texas, N. M. Exhibs.
As U. S. Griffith Witnesses

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer's

"MADAME CURIE"
GREAT CHRISTMAS STAGE SHOW
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
First Mezzanine Seat! Reserved.

Circle 6-4601

'

Week
—

Dorothy

Dick

Victoi

POWELL

LAIHOUR

I

MOOR

"RIDING HIGH"
A Paramount

Picture

IN TECHNICOLOR
In Perse

TOMMY DORSEY

and Ban.

£™

PARAMOUNT
SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STAK
NEW

VICTORIA

B'WAY &

RKO PALAo]

•

B'WAY &

46th

47th

1

popular
price:!
performances,
Continuous
doors open 9:00 A.M., midnight show ever]
night both theaters.

Loew'aSTHl
ON SCREEN
M-C-M's

|

If

TECHNICOLOR
"THOUSANDS
CHEER"
3

30 STARS!
BIC BANDS!

_A

GeorgieAuld
and Orch.
IN

PERSON

Phil Brito

EXTRA!
Johnny Burke

December

Jonday,

27, 1943
DAILY

REVIEWS*
"The Song

Family Audience Pix

of

Seen Boosting

B. 0.

Bernadette"
(Continued f om Page 1)
close scrutiny of product during re-

th Jennifer Jones, William Eythe, Charles

Bickford and Vincent Price

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
th Century-Fox

156 Mins.

TV

BRILLIANTLY PLAYED AND MASTERDIRECTED. PUT THIS ONE DOWN AS
JTSTANDING AND HEADED FOR TOP

•

DNEY.

20th-Fox's

•

•

IT

WAS A

BIG FAMILY

Speaking,

about

course,

of

"Family Party" at the Hotel Astor Friday

The grand.

cent months, is the greater number
of pictures designed for the so-called
family audience that have been turned out by both major and other studios on the Coast.
This element is pointed up by information disclosed in the current
issue of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures Magazine.
,

Twentieth

Century-Fox's picturization
Franz Werfel novel, "The Song Of
•nadette," easily proves one of the outnding offerings of 1943.
It
has been
en masterly, sympathetic direction by
nry King and fine production values by
>ducer William Perlberg.
Jennifer Jones, David 0. Selznick's dis-

was packed and overflowing, a big band supplied
and there was plenty of liquid refreshment on every table

ballroom

the

a

I,

is
ideally cast and gives a
sinmoving performance as the peasant
whose faith wrought miracles.
Im-

members

-tant

Others

in

.

splendid
Bernadette's

Cooper

as

Bernadette

n forts

her

in

a

Sister,

who

finally

photography is deserving of high
and the settings designed by James
and William Darling rate much

the

to

continue her

village

visits

officials,

for

15 days,

members of the

and ethers scoff at her story.
The waters of the Grotto cure some helpis cripples and
soon word of the miracles
'rgy

that Jack L.

.

Edward

L.

Klein

Sam Coslow

elected

Commerce
Frisco C of C

of

underscored by the fact that the

is

is

the

to

direc-

The distincvery much on

Speaking of industry recognition, did you
of Warners were among

.

Warner and Jake Wilk

.

In the same vein, and on the distaff side, Hollywood

9

.

a place

.

among

is

the elect

.

.

.

.

.

CIAA
It's in both Spanish and Portuguese and, of course,
aimed for South-of-thc-Border exhibition

for the

•

•

•

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

November-December

lysts hold.

Expect Verdict in Month
n Suit to Block Merger
(Continued f

om Page

1)

Union to keep officers of the
union from executing the provisions of its merger with Local 306,
.ors

IATSE,

is

not expected to be

known

before a month, it was learned on
Friday. The trial, which lasted five
weeks, was wound up on Dec. 15 in
Kings County Sup: erne Court. The
'oiuminous testimony taken at the
Lrial is held responsible for Judge
Charles S. Colvin's delay in reading a verdict.
The plaintiffs obtained a temporiry injunction in September in an
attempt
to
upset
merger.
the
Whether the injunction will be made

permanent

BACK THE ATTACK!

number

27 features which have been
passed upon by the Board's reviewing panels, with 23 classified for family audiences and only four recommended for matu: e audiences only.
This, it was said, is perhaps the
smallest percentage of pix frowned
upon for pop, mom and the kids in
years.
Number of features rated
for family patronage has gained
steadily and consistently during past
months, and family group attendance
has moved upward in response, analists

will

depend upon Judge

Colvin's decision in the case.

"Mack" Smith
Salt

Rites in

Lake City

SLC

—Funeral

services

Hold De Lapp Rites Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Cleveland Exhibs.
Hollywood

— Funeral

Back

Move
conducted here for Henry Terrill De Lapp
(Continued f.om Page 1)
"Mack" Smith, 70, recently retired at Pierce Bros. Hollywood Chapel.
cil's legislative committee sent the
as stage manager of Lyric and for Pall bearers will include John Joseph, William Pie: ce, L. D. Hotch- ordinance back to the law departtheUtah
well-known
in
30 years
kiss, William Holden, Louis Vincenti, ment for revision. Inasmuch as this
ater enterprise. Burial was in Salt and Sgt. Read Kendall. Burial will was the last meeting of the present
legislative committee, the matter
be in Pomona.
Lake City cemetery.
will come up before a new commitHowever, well Hayes, Jean Del Val, Nestor Paiva, Tala tee some time after the first of the
circulates throughout France.
services for
will be held today

were

is not until the Empress Eugenie (Patricia
M:rison) sides with Bernadette that her
On the advice cf the
story carries weight.
Bickford),
Berpriest
(Charles
village
nadette enters a convent at Nevers, where
she dies, convinced that she will find happiness as the Blessed Virgin has promised.
CAST: Jennifer Jones, William Eythe,
Charles Bickford, Vincent Price, Lee J.
Cobb, Gladys Cooper, Anne Revere, Roman
Bohnen, Mary Anderson, Patricia Morison,
Aubrey Mather, Charles D ngle, Edith Barret, Sig Ruman, Blanche Yurka, Ermadean
Walters, Marcel Dalio, Pedro De Cordoba,
Jerome Cowan, Charles Waldron, Moroni
Olsen, Nana Bryant, Manart Kippen, Merit

Marlene Dietrich
John Bowers

has been

Roz was the only star to find
Come, come, gals, is Hollywood slipping?.
Marcella Napp has joined Vanguard Films, Inc., as a
member of Prexy Dan O'Shea's staff
For the last two and a half
years, she has been in charge of the pix department of the William
Morris Agency here.
• William Finkel, of Pittsburgh's best known
exhibs., faces a major operation in McKeesport Hospital.
« Allen
Lucey, Emerson Yorke's director, has finished "Nursing the Americas"

has told the truth and
her dying hours.
Anne

'nmendation.
The story opens in February, 1858. While
king for firewrod on the outskirts of the
age of Lourdes, Bernadette sees a vision
the Ble:sed Virgin in a Grotto.
She
•

War Loan

fashion experts, by Rosalind Russell

principals.

told

Fourth

divi-

represented on the year's roster of best dressed fannies, selected by 40

re-

Serrge Seaton wrote an engrossing screen>y, while Al Newman's musical score conjutes much to the production.
Arthur

'tevi

industry's

drive,

FWC

campaign director for the

The

those present at Omille Wright's AQth anniversary dinner in Washing-

and Roman Bohnen as Bernadette's
and Ermadean Walters as her sister
'i
Mary Anderson as a friend, give imissive performances.
Iharles D ngle, Aubrey Mather, Charles
aldron, Blanche Yurka, Patricia Morison,
na Bryant and Sig Ruman are among

ller's

leave to serve as national

ton?.

•ents

lise,

now on

Chamber

share of hospitality.

its

B. V. Sturdivant,

sion chief,

know

vere

.-

extended

office

V
V
THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

•

the conservative side.

who do

the long cast

are

les

•

tion

thful

adys

•

Every

torate of the San Francisco

William Eythe as
admirer; Lee J. Cobb as a doctor
Lourdes, who is convinced Bernadette
had a visirn of the Blessed Virgin;

rk

fact

cf the cast include Charles

the throat.

I

in

finally

is

was

hosted

office

entertainment

the

of Lourdes, a churchconvinced that Berna•te's
story of hav'ng seen the Blessed
gin is true, and Vincent Price as the
ferial Prosecutor of Lourdes, who is a
iptic, but who pleads for aid frcm Berdette when he is stricken with cancer

who

employes at the Waldorf

new home

Dean

kford as the

in

its

its

It

RKO

too

parties,

PRC played host to industry-ites at
The Paramount Pep Club started celebrating
at one o'clock with a luncheon and a concert by the Pep Club Choral
Group
and the stage show from the Paramount Theater supplied

•ery,
e,

were other swell

real aff air .... There

the music

ril

Rodin,

Nino

Pipitone,

Jr.,

John

Max-

Birell,

Eula

Morgan, Alan Napier, Dorothy

Shearer, Frank
Nino Pipitrne,

Charles

Reicher,

La Torre,

Edw'n Stanley, Lionel
Braham, Ian Wolfe, Andre Chariot.
CREDITS: Producer, William Perlberg;
Director, Henry King; From the novel by
Franz Werfel; Screenplay, George Ssaton;
Cameraman, Arthur Miller, ASC; Art Directors, James Basevi and William Darling;
Editor, Barbara

Sr.,

McLean;

Special Photographic

Effects by Fred Sersen; Music, Alfred

New-

man; Orchestral Arrangements by Edward
Powell; Set Decoratirns, Thomas Little; associate, Frank E. Hughes; Sound, Alfred
Bruzlin and Roger

DIRECTION,
Splendid.

Heman.

Masterly.

3ingo Licensing

year.

Cleveland theater owners, supporting the move, claim that the sudden
appearance of Bingo Parlors resulting from passage of a law permitting the game when sponsored
by a charitable organization, has cut
into business as much as 50 per cent.

Ban French

Pix in

Norway

THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Underground reports from Norway reveal that the
Nazis have banned the showing of
French pix there because they are
Washington Bureau of

—

PHOTOGRAPHY, "too popular" for the Nazi competition.

<t

In The Best

Film Daily says there

is

W

no mistaking

the destination of Destination Tokyo
It's

the proverbial pot of gold! Big and

solid!

Motion Picture

Daily says boxoffice
business of impressive

unquestion-

size is the

ed destination

of this

new

package of
excitement

and wallop
from Warners.
Our Two Big Jobs
Fourth

in

January:

War Loan and March

of

Dimes

L

ner Tradition

»

FILM DAILY

Hollywood Reporter

says

A thriller

chartered dead-center smash!

of

a truly

it is

thrillers!

.

.

Daily

it

scales

.

Variety says

the heights of suspense

and

is

packed with

action to the

hilt!

as Captain of 'The Copperfin'

JOHN GARFI
as Wolf, Torpedoman 1st Class

with

,

in

1/Jj M I iiXtxI li/W
Directed by

L'tLIVltK

L^/WtO

n

iffi

Screen Play by Delmer Daves and Albert Maltz

JERRY

Produced by
•

From an Original Story by Steve Fisher

•

WALD

Music by Fron2

Woxman

3te

Monday, December 27,

640,000 Overseas Forces See Late Pix Night
Access

to

Audience

of

(Continued from Page

An

Year Since Trade's

1)

intensification

of

our effort now can shorten the war
and save many lives. Our job is to
keep working, striving, doing until
an armistice is actually signed and

gun silenced."
The speaker happened

the last

to be Si
Fabian, head of the Theaters Division of the American film industry's
War Activities Committee, but he
was expressing the hea:t-felt conviction of tens of thousands of patriotic

film

men and women

in

all

brnaches of the trade, both at home
and abroad.
Access to an audience of millions
has given the motion picture industry
a position of strategic importance in
the war.
That has brought with it
responsibilities which the industry
has tried to meet by helping to bring
In
the people's war to the people.
this effort, the screen makes its

formation
aters,

of U. S.
films by

which began

in

Govemment
American

in-

the-

February, 1941,

now in a new phase. When the
appropriation for the production of
war information films by the domestic branch of the Office of War Information was eliminated, the indust. y, functioning through the War
Activities Committee, offered to prois

in the team, rolled up an impressive total of $1,909,Bond sales.
The same industry co-operation has been pledged for the Fourth War Loan campaign which starts Jan. 18. The goal, the sale of a Bond for every seat in every theater, is termed by the Treasury "the most ambitious Bond-selling undertaken by any
agency." Super-colcssal as the objective may be
there musl be nearly 12,500,000 individual Bend sales if it is to be attained
The closelythe industry is undismayed.
knit and enthusiastic campaign organization, headed by Charles P. Skouras of National
Theaters, may be counted upon to deliver the industry quota of $5,500,000,000, for
more than a third of the $14,000,000,000 national objective.
Simultaneously, for one week during the War Bond campaign, the industry will be
engaged in another fund-raising drive the annual March of Dimes.
No cause is
:ioser to the industry's collective heart than that which looks to the conquest of the
Jread plague, infantile paralysis.
Witness the fact that in the 1943 campaign, the
rade organization headed by Nicholas M. Schenck, raised $2,116,539.18 a figure representing nearly 40 per cent of the fetal national contributions of $5,648,419.38.
Loew's
president has assumed the direction of the 1944 March of Dimes observance in the in-

operating with the other elements

889,196

in

—

Justry, set for Jan. 24-31.

—JACK ALICOATE
Army, to be flown abroad to 19 Army
Exchanges for distribution to the
nen in combat areas. This service,

predominantly by air.
Shortened circuits, a larger num-

ber of prints and a materially increased flow of projection equipment
have combined to largely eliminate
che "bugs" in overseas distribution
and exhibition. There is every reason to believe that soldier complaints
of "old" pictures will be relatively

few

in 1944.

Treasury and Films Team Up
an adequate program of war
Splendid teamwork was the keyinformation films. Under this program the industry guarantees the note of the American industry's participation in the U. S. Treasury's
release of not less than 26 short subThird War Loan Campaign, in which
jects and 26 film bulletins on themes
all-American
suggested by the Office of War In- it served as part of an
including newspapers, radio,
team
subshort
Prints
the
of
mation.
fo,
retailers, outdoor advertising men,
jects and film bulletins are made
leaders, community groups and
available to the nation's theaters, civic
Stars and
through the WAC's distributor divi- available armed forces.
showmen, co-operating with the
sion. All of the film bulletins, which
elements in the team, rolled
are 200 to 250 feet in length, are other
attached to newsreels and appear in up an impressive total of $1,909,889,15,000 theaters within eight weeks
after release.
Another important activity that

has been expanded conside:ably in
the past year is the gift of 16 mm.

War Department

for
troops in combat
Total of more than
areas abroad.
8,500 prints of new feature pictures
have been delivered to the Overseas
Motion Picture Service of the U. S.
to

the

showing

to

—

—

vide

films
free

Birth

teamwork was the keynote of the American industry's participation in
*^ the U. S. Treasury's Third War Loan Campaign, in which it served as part of an five
services. Today, the number 1
all-American team including newspapers, radio, retailers, outdoor advertising men, been increased to about 30,500. Th
civic leaders, community groups and available armed forces.
Stars and showmen, co- run the gamut from Capt. CUj

greatest contribution by the magic
extended
with which it can dramatize and give .ncidentally, has also been
.o the Marines, the U. S. Navy and,
situation.
of
'feel"
the
a
n the course of the past year, to
A case in point in 1943 was the Janadian
troops abroad.
British-made "Desert Victory," which
A War Department survey rewas widely shown in theaters
veals that Hollywood's latest
throughout the United States and
movies are now being seen by
brought the North African war home
an average of 630,000 overseas
to Americans in a way that neither
men in uniform nightly.
print nor radio had succeeded in doThe film piograms donated by the
Considered from the point of
ing.
view of the impact on the American American motion picture industry
moviegoers' consciousness, this was are delivered to the Army Overseas
one of the outstanding successes of .Motion Picture Service in New York,
and from there on the Army takes
the year.
charge of delivery around the globe,
Gov't Messages on Screens

Showing

to See Great
est Diversity of Pix Next

CPLENDID

get this message ac: oss to the American people.

Moviegoers

BOND FOR EVERY THEATER SEAT'

'A

Millions Give Trade a
Strategic After-War Post

I

Bond sales.
The same industry co-opera-

196 in

has been pledged for the
Fourth War Loan campaign
which starts Jan. 18. The goal,
tion

the sale of a Bond for every seat
every theater, is termed by the
Treasury "the most ambitious
Bond-selling undertaken by any
agency." Super-colossal as the
objective may be there must

in

—

be nearly

Bond
tained

sales

—the

individual
to be atindustry is undisclosely-knit and en-

12,500,000
if

it

is

objec-

tive.

Simultaneously, for one week
during the War Bond campaign,
the industry will be engaged in
another fund-raising drive the
annual March of Dimes.
No
cause is closer to the industry's
collective heart than that which
looks to the conquest of the dread
plague, infantile paralysis. Witness the fact that in the 1943
campaign, the trade organizaheaded by Nicholas M.
tion
Schenck, raised $2,116,539.18, a
figure representing nearly 40 per

—

cent of the total national contributions of $5,648,419.38.
Loew's president has assumed
the direction of the 1944 March
of Dimes observance in the industry, set for Jan. 24-31.

—

armed forces.
But the industry's greatest w;|
time service, at home and overse
still,
of course, the service
entertainment.
Despite dangerc
drains on its manpower, this h
continued through regular chsi
nels.
It is well to lemember tr
those engaged in the industry's c
tertainment and war activities e]
the same persons; and entertaining
and war activities are the same p«
sons; and entertainment, too, is

is

|

to the
subject of film entertainment and
what the next year will bring,
there is the promise that during
1944, moviegoers will be offered
the greatest diversity of picture
types since the birth of the industry.
Musicals and adventure-action productions especially will
be prominent in the line-ups of
the various companies. This applies also to picturized biographies and subjects of great,
timely, international significance. In the instance of musicals, 1944 may bring the largest-

dustry quota of $5,500,000,000,
for more than a third of the
national

—

most vital war service.
Turning now specifically

mayed. The
thusiastic campaign organization, headed by Charles P. Skouras of National Theaters, may be
counted upon to deliver the in-

$14,000,000,000

Gable, and Staff Sergeant Schil
Cohen, former usher both of wh
won decorations as tail gunners
bombers in the European Theater
Operations
through the wh
range of studio, distributor, and tl
ater executives and employes w
have left the industry to join

number

in

j

Hollywood's history.

War

pictures
will
be great
changed from the underground ai
spy offerings that have flooded t'
screens. Many of the new marti
productions will carry special me
sages, while others will have fre;
"Home-front" subjects
angles.
also be screened.
The various companies plan

w

'

make approximately 470 pictuThe break-down ft
during 1944.

lows: M-G-M, 40; Paramount, 31
jealous of United Artists, 30; RKO, 40; 20!
In the Century-Fox, 35; Columbia, 65; Url
its records of public service.
Bros., 35; Repu
course of the past two years motion versal, 55; Warner
Monogram, 40; PRC, 40.
picture theaters have collected a lie, 60;
and it
If the 470 figure holds
total of more than $13,000,000 from
is more likely to be decreased
moviegoers in campaigns for the
than otherwise-*—it means that
United Service Organizations, the
American production will be at
American Red Cross, the United NaHowever, that
the 1940 level.
tions, Army-Navy Relief and others.
does not tell the entire story inNational War Fund contributions
sofar as available pictures are
this year maintain the pace.
concerned. In 1940, there was a
Uniform
Industryites
in
30,500
flow of foreign product, the imFor its wartime contributions, the
ported pictures totaling nearly
industry recently won the commenToday, only a handful of
200.
dation of one of its own distingforeign-made features comes
uished leaders, Postmaster General
through, chiefly from England.
Frank Walker. The occasion was the
Thus, under the circumstances,
dedication of a service flag then rep- is reasonable to assume that 194
(Continued on Page 8)
resenting the 28,205 film men in the

The industry lightly

is

—

onday,

December

27, 1943

C'*VlttllV

iduslry Countering
ail

Strike Threat

Armed Services Like Pix Best N.
Premieres on Lonely Posts Frequent, Says
(Continued

[Continued from Page

1)

F. Rodgers, chairman of
Distributors' Committee.
t
SVhile it appeared at press time
iday that the strike might be
orted or that the Army might take
Ir the operation of the railroads,

'lliam

WAC

f,

marked that pi'emiere showings of
new pix at lonely outposts rather
than on Bioadway or in Hollywood
are not unusual, with thousands of
servicemen abroad seeing major attractions before they are viewed
by civilians in this country.

were being mapped out not
Because of the demand for pix,
circumvent any possible in- said OWI, the Army and Navy are
Tuption or delay in the flow of operating "the largest motion picvernment-sponsored films from tu:e circuits in the world."
The
point of distribution to exhibi- Navy, it was pointed out, leases
outlets, but also for the handling about 300 new titles a year.
There
company-produced films and the is hardly a base or an outpost which
sire to keep theateis open and the does not get "two or three new
blic entertained.
films a week," said OWI, quoting an
In connection with this, Rodgers Army officer to the effect that "someon Guadalcanal there is a
s notified every WAC state chair- where
in to call a meeting of all branch new movie every night in the week."
Reviewing the method by which
imagers in his territory without de1.
A number of chairmen in the the Army circulates the industry's
|d have responded to such meet- gift prints, OWI remarked that "it
js and othe:s will hold confer- is not unusual for an outpost on
ees as soon as arrangements can some island the very name of which
Ins

Ly to

*

In each instance, a was unknown to its present inhabicompleted.
report of plans worked out is tants before the war to show two
or three new films each week. The
be sent to Rodgers.
W. C. Ball's California group met men got so hungry for good movies
Los Angeles Thursday. On Fri'y,
Chairmen J. J. Maloney of J. H. Lorentz of Milwaukee held parxtsburgh, L. J. Miller of Minneap- leys. Frank Hannon of Omaha will
>s, R. 0. Wilson of Portland and
meet with his committee today.

—

1

i

Love And Death
They Take 'Em Both,.,.
.

Like

Men!

.

.

.

!

i

Theater Rallies

To Combat Vandalism

om Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
they will sit through a drenching
South Pacific rain to see a good day morning rallies at all theaters,
show."
over a period of weeks, have been
Greatest problem for the services,
announced as part of the program.
said OWI, is projectors rather than
In detail, the program will infilms, with specialists constantly circulating among the posts repairing, clude sermons on the 10 commandinstructing and, where needed and ments from church pulpits; family
possible, replacing.
OWI told also of the "progressive round-table discussions; assemblies
screenings" now common on large in schools; essay contests; meetings
Blackouts prevent of civic, fraternal, veteran, social,
naval vessels.
"topside" showings, with screenings parent-teachers and women's group,
below deck the only solution, since
to which youth delegations will be
few ships have space large enough
to accommodate all those who wish invited; visits by youths to industo see the films, and since such con- trial and commercial establishments
centration if there is the space
and several receptions for youth delis unwise in battle zones. "Progresegations by officials at city hall.
sive shows" are programmed on
Organization of a Federation of
larger ships; the men are assembled
Youth Clubs will be the keynote
in small groups in different parts
throughout, to the end that the greatof the ship, with the reels shipped
est number of teen-age boys and girls
around the different projectors in a become affiliated. Also co-operating
circuit for repeat runs as they come
is
Police Commissioner John B.
off the first machines.
Keenan who, on the theory that it
takes a crook to catch a crook, has
King Acquires Latonia
announced his intention of creating
Bridgeport, W. Va. The Latonia a Junior Police Patrol, appointments
Theater, formerly operated by Leon- to be made as far as possible from
ard Deegan, has been taken over by among boys who have been "problem
children" in the past.
C. S. King.

—

tl
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New

Firms Launched,

Production Costs Next
Year on Features, Shorts

May Reach

1944 PRODUCTION

Many Trade

1940'S LEVEL

—
—

scales.

It is

various companies plan to make approximately 470 pictures during 1944.
The
breakdown follows: M-G-M, 40; Paramount, 30; United Artists, 30; RKO, 40; 20th-

Century-Fox, 35; Columbia, 65; Universal, 55; Warner Bros., 35; Republic, 60; Monogram, 40; PRC, 40.
If the 470 fgure holds
and it is more likely to be decreased than otherwise it
means that American production will be at the 1940 level.
However, that does not
tell the entire story insofar as available pictures are concerned.
In 1940, there was a
flow cf foreign product, the imported pictures totaling nearly 200. Today, only a handful of foreign-made features comes through, chiefly from England.
Thus, under the circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that 1944 will bring no
great change in present theater operating policies, predicated upon extended engagements of important pictures. As for admissi n prices, the trend inevitably is upwards.
Just as higher production costs are reflected in higher rental:
one estimate of the
latter's advance over a year's time is 30 per cent
so much higher rentals and other
increased operating costs be reflected in box office scales.
It
is
elementary, tco,
that a 100 per cent increase in admission tax rates must be passed along to the theatergoer and not absorbed.
Indeed, if the anti-inflationary purpose of the impost is to
be achieved, the theater operator has no other alternative.
JACK ALICOATE

—

—

elementary, too, that a 100 per cent
increase in admission tax rates must
be passed along to the theatergoer
and not absorbed.
Indeed, if the
anti-inflationary purpose of the impost is to be achieved, the theater L. Sullivan the famous prize-fighter.
operator has no other alternative.
Another interesting
Hollywood
trend has been the promotion of sevWith production costs steaderal writers to producer and direcily
increasing a reflection of
torial berths. Felix Jackson sprang
many war-time conditions it is
into prominence at Unrve: sal by his
estimated that the studios will
guidance of "Hers To Hold," starspend some $225,000,000 on fearing Deanna Durbin. Among former
tures and shorts during the comscriveners functioning as producers
ing 1944 calendar year. If that
at Universal are the teams of Michfigure is changed as the new
ael Fessier and Ernest Pagano, Hugh
year unfolds, it is likely to be
Wedlock, Jr., and Howard Snyder,
raised rather than lowered. The
and Edmund Hartmann.
trend in production costs is
A former scribe who is now a Parstrikingly instanced by the disamount producer is Seton I. "Happy"
closure of William F. Kodgers,
Miller. Leon Gordon, playwright and
that Metro's expenditures have
scena: ist, is producing at M-G-M.
increased 100 per cent in the past
Casey Robinson, long a Warner sceyear.
More than 6,000 members of the narist, moved to RKO to produce
Dudley Nichols
Hollywood film colony have joined "Days Of Glory."
combination
the military services. In May, 1943, formed a producing
with Jean Renoir and also found
the studios went on a 48-hour week
time to direct "Government Girl,"
basis, as far as union help was conAmong former w: iters
for RKO.
cerned, and with over-time covered
by previous agreements with the stu- now directing are Delmar Daves and
Vincent Sherman, at Warner Bros.
dios, unionists a:e being given 54
Norman Krasna, now in service, also
hours pay for the 48-hour week.
Before May, 1943 the union members directed at the Burbank plant.
The independent field was conwere working 36 hours a week.
siderably bolstered with the adLack of Help Slows Studios

—

to

THE

(Continued from Page 6)

office

Figures on

West Coast Change

Other Producing Firms

bring no great change in present theater operating policies, predicated upon extended engagements
of important pictures.
As for admission prices, the trend inevitably
is upwards.
Just as higher production costs are reflected in higher rentals
one estimate of the latter's advance over a year's time is 30 per
cent so much higher rentals and
other increased operating costs be

box

AT

Players Discovere<

$225,000,000

will

reflected in

New

—

dition

Production admittedly has been
slowed down to some extent by the
lack of experienced help.
Studios
have been forced to convert laborers
into "g:ips" and make prop-makers
out of carpenters. Skilled prop-makers have been needed more than
heretofore due to the increased use
of miniatures. All of this, of course,
adds materially to overhead and pic-

distribute

several

well-financed

much

of the

new

prod-

uct.

Ben Bogeaus, who acquired the
Gene: al Service studios, also produced "The Bridge Of San Luis
Rey," while Sig Schlager got his
Producers Corporation of America
rolling

tu:e costs.
One of the significant developments of the Hollywood year was the
growth of actor-producer combinations. James Cagney and his brother,
William,
teamed up under the
United Artists banner. Pat O'Brien
and Phil H. Ryan, veteran production
and distribution executive, organized
Terneen Prods., to make pictures
star: ing O^Brien for release through

Brian Donlevy and Tom
Somylo formed Colony Prods., but
have not announced a distributing
outlet as yet.
Bing Crosby is contemplating producing ''The Great
John L.," based on the life of John

of

and United Artists was
quick to make arrangements to
units,

and

made

"Knickerbocker

Holiday."
Jules Levey has "The Hairy Ape"
in production, and Andrew L. Stone,
who sponsored "Hi Diddle Diddle,"
following with "Sensations Of
is
1944." Seymour Nebenzal, who produced "Hitler's Hangman," which

M-G-M

distributed,

is

Moon Their Mistress"

making "The
for

United

Artists release.

Among

Columbia.

I

most

important
companies launched during 1943
International
Pictures,
were
headed by William Goetz and
Leo Spitz, and Producing Artists Corp., established by David
the

—

—

—

Loew and Arthur S. Lyons.
One of the few "sleepers" of the
year was "Voice In The Wind," starring Francis Lederer, made without
L.

any advance release and taken for
distribution by United Artists.
It
was produced by Arthur Ripley, veteran director and Rudolph Monter,
former European producer.
Samuel Bronson, Lester Cowan and

lease by Republic.
Sol Siegel moved

Michel

Krai

became an associate producer
Paramount. Colbert Clark, formei
with Columbia, transferred to U:
Arthur Schwartz, the so
produced
Cover Girl,"
Columbia, and late in the year, signr
with Warners.
Bryan Foy, a veteran Warner pi
ducing executive, became an imp(
tant figure at 20th-Fox. Bill Geri
moved from a berth in the M-G
publicity department to an assocu
producership at 20th-Fox.
Players on Come-Back Trail
Among the playe:s who mai
advances along the "come-back" tr.
during the year were Pola Neg
Ann Harding, Warner Baxt
Nils Asther, James Dunne, Eric v
Stroheim.
versal.
writer,

'

newcomers who
made decided impressions during
Comparative

1943 embraced Donald O'Connor,
Turhan Bey, Grace McDonald,
Louise Allbritton, Maria Mon-

Jack H. Skirball joined the ranks of
United Artists producers.
The annual Hollywood moves found
many changes in the M-G-M production personnel, with Victor Saville
moving to Columbia; Joseph Mankiewicz and Irving Starr to 20thFox; Dore Schary and B. P. Fineman
to Vanguard Prods.; Jack Chertok to
Warners.
Nunnally Johnson left 20th-Fox to
join International Pictures and Alex

Margaret

Universal;
O'Brien, Jack Jenkins, Esther
Williams, Robert Walker, Van
Johnson, Kathryn Grayson; Susan Peters, Marilyn Maxwell
M-G-M; Sonny Tufts, Betty Huttez,

Katina Paxinou, Diana Lynn,
William Bendix, Marjorie Reynolds, Helen Walker, Cass Daley, Cecil Kellaway, Paramount;)
Dorothy McGuire, Ann Baxter,
Roddy McDowall, William Eythe,
Dana Andrews, 20th-Fox; Janet'
Blair,
Marguerite
Chapman,
ton,

Gottlieb moved to Warners from
Universal. Richard Blumenthal left
Paramount after an association of
several years. George Jessel became

Ann

Miller, Jess Barker, Jinx
Falkenburg, Columbia; Michael,
O'Shea, Hunt Stromberg Prods.;
Nancy Coleman, Helmut Dantine,
Irene Manning, Sidney Greenstreet, Eleanor Parker, Warner
Bros.; Marcy McGuire, Alan Carney, Robert Ryan, Walter Sle-

a producer at 20th-Fox and Eddie
Cantor at RKO. Harry Joe Brown

PCA.
At RKO, the studio's manager,
Sid Rogell, was promoted to an ex-

joined

ecutive producership to handle several "A" and "B" pictures. George
Bilson was made his assistant. Lou
Ostrow and Frank Melford left the

from Paramor

Columbia, while

to

zak,

Wally Brown, Kent Smith,

RKO;

Belita, Monogram.
Warners expect much from Ro
ert Alda, who is in "Rhapsody

studio, with Melford announcing independent producing plans.
Bert Blue," yet to be released, while Pari
Gilroy, one of the plant's veterans, mount is counting on Arturo de Cc
resigned.
Harriet Parsons moved dova and Gail Russell. 20th-Fox
heralding Jennifer Jones, who is
from Republic to RKO.
"The Song Of Bernadette," and w
Producers in Armed Forces
is under contract to David O. Sel
Jack Bernhard, Jerrold T. Brandt, nick. Lon McAllister and Marjoi
Jack Votion, Milton Sperling. Ralph Riordan, who delivered in "Staj
Dietrich, Leonard Fields, Edmund Door Canteen," are under joint co
Grainge", Marshall Grant, Hal Roach, tract to Warners and Sol Lesser.
RKO believes Frank Sinatra, ma
Robert Lord, Frank Capra, Gottfried and Wolfgang Reinhardt. Jules ing his film debut in "Higher ai
Schermer, Robert Snarks, George Higher" will be a screen sensati(
Stevens, Anthony Veiller and Eugene and is also predicting much su
J. Zukor are now among the produc- cess for Gregory Peck and Toum
i

.

ers serving in the

armed

forces.

nova, who will be seen in "Days
Glory," produced by Casey Robi

(

Jack Moss, formerly with Paramount and Orson Welles, became a
member of the Columbia producer
forces.
Pete Harrison, trade-paper
publisher and editor, aligned with
E. B. Derr to make pictures for re-

son.

Samuel Goldwyn is counth
to become a bo

Danny Kaye

on

office ace,

PRC

while

is

setting sto

by 15-year-old Gerra Young, a
ing discovery.
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Newsprint Shortage Hits
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Stockholders Vote Jan. 18

On

Two-Year Employment
Contracts for Top Execs.
New employment

Hany
Election of G. L. Carrington to the president of Conrac, Inc., electronic
of Altec Service Corp. distributors; a director of Conrac,
Altec Service Corp., Altec Lansing
to succeed the late L. W. "Mike" ConCorp. and others.

row was announced

Carrington

yester-

At the

same
board

time, the

advanced

H.

Peak

in

Boston

M.

ocorded for this period of the
and, contrary to expectations,
is equal to that of several of the
>eks immediately preceding.
Tho Metropolitan played to more
(Continued on Page 4)

Auditors, Bookers
Jan. 3

known among

Bessey,

has

served as secretary-treasurer of
Altec Service
from its inception
In 1942
in 1937.
he was given additional responsib i 1 i t i e s as the

Carrington, one
of the founders of
Altec, has served
as vice-president

—

widely

formation.

treasurer, to vicepresident.

and general manBoston Business over the Christ- ager since its
formation in 1937.
ie week-end in Boston was largest

is

exhibitors throughout the country,
having held responsible positions in
the Erpi Division
of Western Electric before Altec's

day.

advertising space.
Bessey, heretoJames R. Nairn, head office direc- fore the corpora(Continued on Page 6)
secretarytion's

oliday Week-end Biz

c.

L.

carrington

HARRY COHN

(Continued on Page 4)

company's field
operating manag-

new

duties as president, he er. He is a direcalso retains the post of general man- tor of the Altec
H. M. BESSEY
ager of Altec Service as well as the companies, as
Corp.,
Lansing
Altec
presidency of
well as an officer of Altec Lansing
West Coast manufacturing subsidi- Corp.
ary which operates three factories
Bessey was with the Erpi Division
in the Los Angeles area.
of Western Electric before joining
Carrington in addition is vice- Altec.

With

his

JACK COHN

vice-president, respectively, of Columbia Pictures, will be acted upon

Convene Here

l-G-M's annual meeting of travng auditors, bookers, student auand student bookers will be
at the Astor Hotel in New York

for

contracts

and Jack Cohn, president and

presidency

film

/ill

Lightly

H. M. Bessey Elected Vice-President

—

Toronto
While the newsprint
ortage has caused some Canadian
wspapers to order minor changes
their requirements, motion pictheaters have not been hard
thus far, a national survey conted by the Warner Dominion press
jartment reveals. Checkup, based
part on information from ad and
.strict supervisors of Famous PlayCanadian Corp. and subsidiaries,
id only one positive restriction

letro

Dom. Theaters

CARRIN6T0N NAMED ALTEC'S PREXY
Succeeds Late "Mike" Conrow —Keeps General Managership—

ewspaper Ad Space

its

TEN CENTS

1943

NEW COLUMBIA TERMERS

JOHNS WILL GET
urvey Shows But One
estriction on Film

28,

Pix Deliveries Under

Army

R. R. Control

WAC

While
preparing

state chairmen

were

yesterday to meet the
created by the threatened
crisis
emergency
with
strike
railroad
(Continued on Page 5)

Col.

13-Week Net

Batista

New Cuban

$482,000

Profit

Aide Heads
Distrib.

Tree Grows inB'hlyn?
Even Miiths areBetter

1

ling the

be

11

week

of Jan.

conducted

by

Sessions
Charles K.

3.

(Continued on Page 6)

U LB Rejects Loew's
Plea to Extend Bonus
The War Labor Board
permitting
its

holiday

Loew's,

bonus

to
to

extend
include

employes with salaries up to $50,

'

year's

of

bonus plan.

Name Ship

Carole Lombard

Gov't to

Mark Late

Film Star's

in-

the $40 limit of last year.
This would have included another
325 workers.
Board ruled there
could
be no deviation from last
stead

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 4)

ruled against

Inc.,

plan

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Cuba HisColumbia Pictures last night announced a 13-week net profit of $482,- pania Arts Films, new distributing
000. This compares with a net of company, has been organized here,

Rodgers

to

Review

WAC

Bond

Efforts

Termed recognition of film biz's
vast War Bond selling activities as

well as its many-sided participation
in the nation's war effort through
William F. Rodgers, chairman of the WAC, the Treasury yesterday
Distributors' Committee, announced that a Maritime ship
the

Distribs.'

Activities

WAC

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 7)

Anything, 'tis said, can happen in
As a conand this did.
sequence, the solons of Loew's Metropolitan Theater are understandBrooklyn,

—

ably puzzled.

Into the stand's lost-

and-found department have come
many odd objects, even to fur coats
But following the
and false teeth.
Sunday night performances, a pair
of crutches was turned in, obliviously or purposely left in the thea-

So now the managehunting high (and shall we
The
also say Loew) for the owner.
question is, in the interim, was some
invalid cured by M-G-M's mirthful
ter by a patron.

ment

is

super-musical, "Thousands

Cheer"?

Tuesday, December 28,

Coe
P.A.
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to

—
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Cleveland
Practically all tables
for the Cleveland Advertising Club
luncheon at the Cleveland Hotel,
Jan. 10, at which Charles Francis
Coe will be guest of honor, have been
reserved by members of the advertising Club and industry leaders. Lester Zucker, Columbia branch manager in charge of the ticket sales
for the industry, announced at a
meeting that Kenneth Ray, head of
the State Censor Board and Pete

Wood, ITO secretary, would come
up from Columbus for the affair.
Mark Larkin, in town the past two
weeks to ariange for the luncheon,
is back from Cincinnati where plans
were completed for a Coe luncheon
on Jan. 12, with Alan Moritz, Columbia branch manager, and Joe Oulahan, Paramount branch manager, in
charge.

HOLLYWOOD, 28,

Representatives:

WASHINGTON—

CHICAGO,

0882;

45,

6241 N. Oakley Ave.

Joseph Esler,
Ernest W.

111.,

Local 244

Newark, N.
board

of

J.

—

Sentencing of Zevin
Postponed to Jan. 3

Local

operators'

244,

A. SCHNEIDER, A, MONTAGUE, JOSEPH
business agent of the union as suc- McCONVILLE and LEO JAFFE, Columbia ex<
cessor to Louis Kaufman, who was rives, leave for Hollywood Saturday, for
weeks of business conferences with Harry C
one of the seven men found guilty JACK COHN is already on the Coast.
in Federal court on Wednesday of exJACK SEGAL, Columbia's assistant for
torting more than $1,000,000 from manager, returned yesterday from Lati
Gehring had been America after an eight-week tour of Cei
the industry.

I.

FRANK SMITH, managing director, R
appointment Palace,
Chicago has returned from New Yorl
the Local 244 board said that KaufJACK
FLYNN, M-G-M Western sales man
man, pending an appeal from his with headquarters
in
Chicago, and JOHN
conviction, had resigned because the MALONEY, Central division sales head
outcome of the trial "might possibly headquarters in Pittsburgh, will arrive in
York next week for home office conferences.
cause embarrassment to the local."
JACK KEEGAN and CULLY BUERNELLE,
Kaufman, who had served as busi- troit
theater executives, have returned h
ness agent of Local 244 for 26 years, from a Chicago business visit.
was re-elected to another seven-year
BEN LOWRIE, Columbia exchange mana
term only a week or so before the has returned to Chicago from New York
\

I

<

ferences.

ended.

trial

A. Harle,

Le

CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Apartado 8817, Me*ico, D. F.

MEXICO

LONCDON,

Century-Fox

Hear Sider

Suit Against
Local 110 Officials Thurs.

LONDON—

PARIS— P.

—

district

Dallas,

visited

manager
John

for

;

Holston

Charlotte.

W. M. COTTON, president of Ideal Publ
arrives
Hollywood Thursday, fo
in
two week's survey of industry matters in r
tion
to his movie magazines,
Movies, M
Stars Parade and Movie life.

Galindo,

SID KALISH, Western advertising managei
Hillman
periodicals,
publishers
of
Movie
and other magazines, is in town from
Chicago headquarters, for his annual two-v

visit to New York.
pleaded guilty to a nine-count indict- day.
WALTER WANCER and the missus,
The defendants are Peter Shayne,
ment charging perjury before a speBENNETT, have returned to the Coast
cial Federal grand jury investigat- John Smith and Clarence Jalas, for- three weeks in the East.
ing the whereabouts of a special mer president, business agent and
MARLENE DIETRICH is here from

I
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Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.
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27/8
123/8

12

27/8
123/8

17y4

i7i/8

171/8

27/8
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SAM SHAIN, 20th-Fox's director of trade
aide, and the Chicago
Paramount reported big business lations, has gone to the Coast.
mobsters. He faces a maximum senMARY BLAIR, one of Walt Disney's arti
tence of 60 years in Federal prison on four of its current pictures over
the week-end.
"Riding High," "No
and fines totalling $42,000.
Time for Love," "True to Life" and
"For Whom the Bell Tolls." AttracHarrison, Architect, Is Dead
tions out-grossed last season's curSanders
Sayville, L. IJoseph Duke H;
rent offerings in the same theaters,
Presidency in the
it was said. "FWTBT" on Christmas rison, 67, architect who had ma
exceeded the previous Saturday's theaters to his credit, is dead her
Morris Sanders had the presidency gross by 60 per cent.
of the Motion Picture Associates in
the bag yesterday when David A.
Levy withdrew from the race to leave
Record is Set
the 20th-Fox sales executives unIF
opposed.
Jack Ellis is the incum- At M. H. with "Curie"
bent.
Levy also stepped out as a
candidate for treasurer, thereby asA new all-time Christmas Day atsuring the election of Saul Trauner tendance record was established by
to that office.
When the nomina- M-G-M's "Madame Curie" at Radio
tions were made it was announced City Music Hall where a total of 24,that Levy intended to run for either 295 paid admissions was recorded,
president or treasurer but that he according to Gus Eyssell, managing
would decide later which office he director.
Picture, which starts its
would contend for.
third week Thursday, rolled up one
The election has been set for Jan. of the largest 11-day grosses for an
YOU ARE LOOKING
M-G-M picture in the theater's his6 at the Astor Hotel.
his personal

3

171/4

—
+
— ""%
l/
8

1/4

Ona Pielow, Wife
Of Metro N. Y. Mgr., Dies

Mrs.

Mrs. Ona Pielow, wife of Ralph
M-G-M's New York exchange
manager, died yesterday morning of
pneumonia.
Funeral services and
mass will be held tomorrow at Our
Lady of Angelus Church, 98th St.
and 63rd Drive, Forest Hills.
Pielow,

—

Xmas Day

YOU ARE

AN EXPERIENCED

THEATRE MANAGER

AND

20th-Fox's "Lifeboat"
In Astor Bow on Jan. 6
IOWEST BATES

...u..,
STQ.ACI

[

i'M ft \\

Vt&yV

X600

ROftDWAT

HA MOJKtfON »OOM KM IXCHANGl

CHSI«l!UHON StUVIfl

"Lifeboat" will have its premiere
at the Astor on Jan. 6.
Admission
will be by invitation.
Thereafter
the 20th-Fox film will be shown on
a continuous-performance policy,

Motion Picture Editor Wanted;
experienced 35 mm.; also 16 mm.
Kodachrome.
good future.

1501

BETTER
CONNECTION —
FOR

tory.

Permanent

position

with

Essential work.

FILM DAILY, Box 174
Broadway
New York City

A

Write, giving

full

pected, etc., to B.

70th Street,

details, salary ex-

McHugh, 120 West

New York

City.

I

a|

I.

)

\

JC

slush fund collected from members secretary-treasurer, respectively, of wood.
Local 110. The suit is based on the
of the IA.
FRANK BRUNER, Warners' field rep. \
Zevin swore that the fund was work-permit system operated by the headquarters in Dallas, is in town for sev
days.
used to pay salaries and expenses ex-officers of the union.
(Monday, December 27)
=i
of officials of the union.
According
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warners' circuit
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
contact, is in Philadelphia today.
Net to Bo: is Kostelanetz, special assisHigh Low Close Chg. tant U. S. attorney general, Zevin Para. Reports
Biz
FRANK SINATRA, is en route to Hollyw
Am. Seat
to report to RKO Radio's studios for his sec
knew that the fund was being disl/
Col. Picts. vtc. (2|/2 %
Three
167/8 l 6 7/8
167/8 +
Holiday
Films
starring
vehicle.
8
Columbia Picts. pfd.
39y2 391/2 39y2 + i/4 posed of by Browne; William Bioff,
.

I

tions,

Film,

FINANCIAL

Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.

;

and South America.

Kaufman's assistant.
In announcing the

Chicago Hearing of motions in
Isadore Zevin, former secretary to
George E. Browne, convicted former the $100,000 suit brought by Louis
29 Rue Marsoulan (12).
HAVANA— Mary head of the IATSE, yesterday had Sider, projectionist, against three
Louise Blanco, Virtudes 214. HONOLULU
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr. his sentencing postponed in New former officers of operators' Local
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929. York Federal Court to Jan. 3.
He 110, IATSE, has been set for Thurs-

W.

come

and

IATSE, has named Andrew Gehring

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour

St.,

comma

The executive

PHIL

Calif.—

Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

Names Gehring
To Kaufman's Former Post

IS;

FLASH!
M-G-M's

"MADAME
CURIE"
Sets Radio City Music Hall

RECORD!
Biggest

Xmas Day

in the entire 11

Year

history of the house!
(Held over and over and over and over,
"Our Two Big

Jobs in January: Fourth

War Loan

etc.)

and March of Dimes!"

TMf

Tuesday, December 28,

]S\

DAILY

Holiday Week-end Biz
Hits

Peak

in

Columbia

to

Vote

New (ohn Termers

Boston

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

than 14,000 persons on Christmas
Day, Keith Memorial to approximately 10,000, Loew's State to better than 12,000, Loew's Orpheum to
better than 10,000. This is the first
holiday period in years that the
Hub houses have not been able to
let many of their employes off for
the day but with present shortage
of manpower and the increased business in most instances extra help
was needed. All houses gave Christmas parties for their employes after
the shows.

neighborhood

Leading

theaters,

the Coolidge
Village, Univer-

including the
Corner, Brookline
sity, Esquire, Uptown, Fenway and
Capitol all were crowded to their
doors Chiistmas Day and Sunday.
Circle,

With thousands home from
week.

—

of

Profit at $482,000

started

out

section of the

ev'ery

Year's Eve

country,

And,

ing players include

in 1942.

Operating profit for the 13 wefeks
is given as $1,545,000 as compared
with $989,000 for the same weeks
last year.

Estimated provision for Federal
taxes (including excess profits tax)
is $1,063,000 as against $677,000 for
the same period in 1942.
Figures given were prepared by
the company and are subject to final
check by certified public accountants
at the end of the current fiscal year.

the

itineraries

—indeed,

may be

it

some

of the biggest

Those volunteering numbered,

—

in its affairs.

He

leaves his

widow

and two children.

tour-

"names" from

studios

all

Ginger Rogers, Hedy

Irene Dunne, Lucille Ball, Brian Aherne, Jinx Falkenburg, Francis Lederer

and Alan Marshall

T
•

•

NOR WERE

•

T

T

exhibitors

trade

less

In Boston, the

through the Variety Club, donated 300 games and toys

to

the

In Spri7igfield, III., tivo theaand Children's Hospitals
were the scenes of the annual Governor's Christmas party for

Infants'
ters

In

Warren and

Rhode

Island, theater

worked hand

Harrisville

men

in Pawtucket,

hand with Santa

in

And so it was across
to provide free holiday shows for youngsters
big industry, film biz.
and up and down the country
It's a
and its heart is in keeping with its stature

T
•

•

•

the pic

for

T

DON'T BE SURPRISED
rights to "What's Up"

are interested in

there's

at

'tis

an early closing

of

a deal

Mark Warnow's musical
Broadway

said, envisions filming with the

• Agfa Ansco becomes Ansco

cast "as is".

.

final step in

a planned revamping

.

of

Three studios

the National

screen possibilities

the

Most favored deal,

its

T

if

of the

on Jan.

company

1

-which

ownership and management were assumed by the U.

It's

the

began when

S. shortly after

America entered the present war.
• National Legion of Decency
has placed PRC's "Career Girl" and Columiba's "Klondike Kate" in its
"B" category.
• From headquarters of Army Pictorial Service in
.

.

.

York word comes that 51

16

mm.

prints

of

"Madame

M-G-M-'s

Curie" which stars Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon. have been shipped

overseas by plane and boat.
the

armed

forces in

a large portion of
combat zones saw the pic before Christmas and

that

a great many more

•

•

•

will

The report

be viewing

it

states that

by

New

Year's

T
T
T
THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Betrothal

Dianna A than-

of

daughter of 20th Century-Fox's president, to Dr. George
Anderson Fowler of Pelham Manor was announced at the week-end
Dr. Fowler is on the staff of St. Luke's Hospital here.
* Lou
Brown, Loew-Poli publicity chief, on the sick list.
$ Nat Wolf.
asia Skouras,

.

.

.

.

Warner zone manager in Cleveland, hosted all managers of the circuit and the entire theater department personnel, at a dinner at the
Carter Hotel there
It's Nat's annual
holiday custom, and a
mighty fine one.
• Walter Pidgeon is now a U. S. citizen.
• Jack Level does a corking job at the editorial helm of RKO Radio's
service organ, "Salute"
The holiday issue, 64 pages and packed
with text and art, is a honey.
% Speaking of service papers, to
hand is No. I, Volume 1, of Olive Drab, published for the 2nd Prov.
O. M. Service Co. at San Bernardino, Calif
It's edited by S/Sergt.
Victor W. Frank, erstwhile Syracuse, N. Y., theater manager.
• An.

.

.

Julian

Ira

Arch Reeve
Lee Bowman
Maris Wrixon
Schtierman

nabella's in our midst to start rehearsals for the
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel."

T
•

•

•

week.
Their

new contracts, proposed
as to insure continuity of manag
ment, provides for a salary of $
500 a week and $300 weekly exper
for Harry Cohn and $2,000 a we
and $200 weekly expense for Ja
Cohn, subject to the approval of t
stockholders and the Salary Stabi
zation Unit of the Treasury Depai
ment. Their respective salaries wi
if approved, equal the weekly sala
received by them prior to Septei
ber, 1939, when they accepted a
1-3 per cent reduction in compens
tion.

Schneider, who is to be offered
option to purchase 7,880 shares
common stock, has been with Colui
bia since 1922, was named a dire
tor in 1929, elected treasurer in 19
and a vice-president in 1943.
The stockholders also will
;

asked to elect independent pub"
accountants or auditors for the cu
rent fiscal year and to transact ai
other .business that
the meeting.

may come

befo

Broke House Records
Chicago John Redmond Heart

—

the Singer Circuit says holiday bus
ness broke house records.

.

.

Lewis Ayres
Frank BuHer
John LeRoy Johnston

:

,

and others of the

responsive to the clarion call to seasonal service

New

Boston Jack Loew, 37, operator
of the Gayety and brother of Elias
M. Loew, who heads the E. M. Loew
circuit, of which the Gayety is a
unit, died at his home here after a
brief illness and an operation for a
stomach ailment. He was a member
of Boston Variety Club and active

New

—the

instance

for

.

M. Loew's Brother,
Hub Manager, Is Dead
E.

extending through

should be noted

Lamarr, Joan Crawford, Walter Pidgeon, Mickey Rooney, Dick Powell
Robert Young, Fred MacMurray, Wallace Beery, Franchot Tone.

the city's children

(Continued from Page 1)

same period

Victory

industry's

the

Westerly,

$312,000 for the

From Hollywood, through the instrumentality
Committee, more than 150 screen players
Sunday on 80 tours of service camps and hospitals in

holiday period

this

trade,

Columbia Reports 13-Week
Net

—

THE CALL TO SERVICE a call to which the industry is
was heard and answered as perhaps never before

•

•

college,

the top business is expected to continue throughout the holiday vacation

•

never indifferent

Jan. 18 when the stockholders h>
their annual meeting. The new c<
tracts are for two years from Ji
1, 1943.
The stockholders also will
asked to elect seven directors
the coming year and to appro
ratify and confirm the issuance
A. Schneider of an option for 7,8
shares of common stock at $7.(
per share.
The last employment contracts i
Harry and Jack Cohn were for
period of three years and te:minai
on June 30, 1943. Under their h
contracts, Harry Cohn received
salary of $2,500 a week and a wet
ly expense allowance of $300.
Js
Cohn received $1,500 a week and
weekly expense allowance of $2'
Ha:ry's contract provided that
should receive 12 per cent of t
corporation's annual net profits
excess of the amount required 1
dividends on the issued and outstar
iiig $2.75 preferred convertible stc
until he shall have received such i
ditional sum as shall make his si
gregate compensation $3,500 a we
for a fiscal year. Jack Cohn's cc
tract permitted him to receive 6 j
cent of the corporation's annual r
profit computed and payable in t,
same manner up to a maximum a
gregate compensation of $2,000

T

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

WEDDlflG BELLS

.

Theater Guild's

T
BACK THE ATTACK!

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Ignac
Pendas Dignau, treasurer of Coi
tinental Films, and Esther de A
mas, were married at the Espiril
Santo Church here.

esday,

December

28,

1943
DAILY

x Deliveries

rmy

Under

IN

(.Continued from Page

1)

COHEN,

manager.

assistant
news, Cincinnati.

FRANK RITCH

number of deshipments to a minimum,

[asures, to hold the
ed film

Aide Heads

New Cuban

R. R. Control
BEN

\

Batista

NEW INDUSTRY POSTS
Strand

Tele-

IRVIN, manager, State. Salisbury,

E.

Detroit,

DUNLAP,

JR.,

director

and publicity. RCA.

of advertising

East

Mich.

EDWARD HACENMAIER,

N. C.

ORRIN

ISAAC RESNICK, manager, Rex, Detroit.
JAMES KIMMICK, operator, Eastwood,
operator, Arcadia,

De-

troit.

ALVIN ANDERSON,

operator, Arcadia, Detroit.

Dislrib.

(Continued from Page

1)

with Capt. Antonio D'Torra, secretary to President Batista, as president and treasurer, and Esther T.

ie Army took over the operation of
HORTON H. HEATH, assistant to the vice- RALPH RUBEN, operator, Clobe, Detroit.
president and general manager, NBC.
Prieto, director and administrator.
l> railroads.
Just what effect this
ALASTAIR WATTS, operator, Pasadena, Detroit.
V. B. (BUD) CRAY, Paramount advertising repreRAYMOND REI, operator, Stanley, Detroit.
Cuba Hispania Arts Films has an
; lv
have on the delivery of pictures
sentative, Atlanta.
EDWARD WADDELL, operator, Hoover, Detroit. exclusive franchise to distribute the
uncertain, and it is likely that the JAMES Dl FALCO, night manager, Times Square
KEN CONROY, independent booker, Detroit.
Theater, Detroit.
Hercules Film, Rafa Films and HisAC state chairmen will still hold
to
service
more
will
have
companies
pania Films pictures produced in
le meetings scheduled for this week
McDonnell Resigns as
normally.
Spain, in all American countries;
study possible efects on deliveiies customers than they do
It has been suggested that a sup- Col. Studio
ler the Army's operation of the
ply of films be moved to central or
iilroads. Several of the unions had key spots in each territory so that West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY War Bonds, Serlin's Gifts
Hollywood—R. A. McDonnell has
veded to the President's request towns usually serviced by railroads
Oscar Serlin gave all members of
prints, either resigned as studio manager of Coat they do not strike, but three can have access to the
cast members
his business family,
through local delivery services or lumbia Pictures. He had been with
tre still threatening to strike as
of "Life With Father" Broadway and
pick-ups by the exhibitors, themcompany 10 years and his future road companies, stagehands of these
ie Army was ordered to take over selves.
companies, his office workers, et al.
plans
will be announced shortly.
a nation's railways.
Chicago film exchanges
up to $100 in War Bonds as ChristA uniform plan may not be adopt- sueChicago
making preparations for prompt Gustav von Seyffertitz Dies
mas gifts. This was in addition to
various
groups
until
state
the
I
the many personal gifts he gave.
film deliveries in case of a railroad West Coast Bureau
THE
FILM
DAILY
of
that
matter
at
meetings
udy the
strike.
Hollywood
Gustav von Seyffertre scheduled yesterday and afMischct Auer Collapses
\V. F. Rodgers and H.*M. Richey
titz, 80, veteran character actor died
McKevitt
Stricken
W.
A.
ave studied the state organizations'
at the motion picture country home. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
oposals.
Portland, Ore.
William A. Mc- At his request there will be no funIt appears ceitain, howHollywood— Mischa Auer collapsed
His body will lie in at his home last Sunday, and is
that the film carriers will not Kevitt, 52, owner of a coast theater eral service.
able to add more trucks, but it chain for 15 years, died of a heart state today and will be cremated to- now at the Cedars of Lebanon Hospossible that the film delivery attack.
morrow.
pital undergoing examinations.

Manager

—

—

—

—
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.
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Romance

A

Is

A

Frenzy In

World Gone

With War.

MaJ

m
Newsprint Shortage

Has

Little

Dom.

{Continued from Page

Effect
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FPC

advertising-publicity,
noted that the Toronto Star has limtor

of

amusement ads

600 lines,
with a maximum width of four columns. He commented that the restriction was "not bad" as an effective ad campaign can be built within those requirements, adding that
a Toronto department store has been
held to one page a day, while another had to chop 40 pages from its
pre-Christmas schedule.
Copy on Definite Basis
Nairn reported that theaters are
the only advertisers able to place
copy on a definite basis as all other
advertising is accepted on condition
that it can be used on the nearest
possible date to that requested, regardless of rate.
Only other serious restriction reported by the FPC ad director was
the requirement by Halifax papers
that copy be placed 48 hours in
advance.
R. S. Roddick, FPC Maritimes supervisor, reported that no ad space
reductions have been suggested by
papers in St. John, Halifax, Sydney,
Glace Bay and Moncton, but that
free lineage "is increasingly hard to
get," due to manpower as well as
pulp shortages.
Reporting on Montreal, Tos Cleary,
Consolidated Theaters director of advertising, noted that no limits have
been placed on paid advertising but
that free space was restricted to
cuts and readers on definite playdates, cutting out the occasional adHe
vance breaks, formerly given.
commented that some 10 French
language publications are giving
more space to film news now that
the circulation of American fan magazines has been restricted in the
ited

to

Metro Auditors, Bookers
Convene Here Jan. 3

Will

Tuesday, December 28,
DAILY

REVIEWS Of n€UJ

{Continued from Page 1)

Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's,

"Moonlight in

and Alan F. Cummings, in charge of
M-G-M's exchange operations. Har-

Vermont"

days.

i

* SHORTS *

with Gloria Jean

old J. Cleary of the theater depart-

ment will be among the speakers.
The meeting will last about five

(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
62 Mins.

Universal

PLEASING MODEST BUDGET MUSICAL
INTRODUCES CLEVER NEW TAP DANCER.

"Danger Area"

M-G-M

introduces

Ray

Malone, a

This offering
of carrying on
young New York night club entertainer,
during the present emerg- who is a very clever tap dancer. It is a
ency will highlight the meetings.
pleasing modest budget musical and stars
In addition to Stern, Cummings Gloria Jean, who sings four songs.

Ways and means

efficiently

Ash, F. W. N. Beckett, Oliver
Broughton, Thomas F. Grady, William Marsh, Arthur Sterling, and

Edward Urschel, traveling auditors
and bookers; Arthur Sklar, Charles
Carl Gentzel, Albert Golden,
Willard Gillilan, and Bennett Goldstein, student auditors and bookers;
Mrs. Ann L. Berger, Dorothy Donaldson, Roberta Elston, Jeanne Harris, and Henrietta Klein, known as
the Leonine Five. They are from the
home office and are on rotating assignments in the field, appearing
from time to time at various exchanges where they assist newcomers in adopting the operating methods of the company.
James Eastwood, branch auditor
for Regal Films Corp. (1941 Ltd.),
will be the M-G-M rep. from the
Bell,

Edward

handled the direction nicely, while Bernard W. Burton provides adeMusical Director
quate production values.
Edward Ward and Dance Director Louis Da
Pron made important contributions. Eugene
Conrad concocted the original screenplay
and Jerome Ash handled the photography.
Sidney Miller, one of the members of the
cast, wrote six of the musical numbers in
collaboration with Inez James, with "Lover,"
by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart, the
seventh number used.
Gloria Jean and Fay Helm come to New
York from their small farm town in Vermont. Gloria enrolls in a theatrical school
and immediately earns the enmity of Vivian
Austin, another student who is in love with
George Dolenz, a dramatic
Ray Malone.
instructor at the school, "falls" for Fay and
induces her to become his secretary.
Vivian,

Lilley

afraid

she

will

loe

Malone

to

sent

to

21

ml

Suspenseful
This British Ministry of Inforn

,

and Cleary, those who will attend
include Parke D. Agnew, John J.

flLfll

shows the ticklish job
making and handling high explosn
tion short

1
in a British ordnance plant.
film depicts the various steps

meeting a hurry-up order from

i

of the admiralty. The foota.
gains dramatic force by virtue of
fact that the explosive involved
office

t.

new

discovery the behavior
unpredictable. How the
der is filled in the face of innum<
able obstacles makes an exciti
Genuineness is obtained
story.
avoidance of heroics.
It is unf<
tunate that the subject has not t
wide interest in America that it mi
a

which

is

<

have had in Britain. The sound a^
photogr aphy are not always at tb'

t

best.

'Home Defense'
(Walt Disney)

RKO

8 mil

Swell

The wrong way

to be an airpla
demonstrated amusing
Gloria's uncle,
Gloria's
by Donald Duck in this Walt Disn
Russell Simpson, orders her to return to
cartoon in Technicolor. Using hon
Vermont. Despite further trouble made by
Canadian office.
made apparatus, Donald gets hi;
Vivian, Gloria wins Malone away from her.
self involved in one embarrassi
CAST: Gloria Jean, Ray Malone, George situation after another in his attend
Cleveland Exhib. Ass'n
Dolenz, Fay Helm, Betty McCabe, Sidney to do his patriotic duty.
His nep
To Again Elect Schwartz
Miller, Vivian Austin, Patsy O'Connor, Mira ews complicate matters by playi
McKinney, Billy Benedict, Virginia Brissac, tricks on him.
The short is fill
Cleveland Cleveland Motion Pic- Russell Simpson.
with laugh-provoking incidents.
Gloria,

anonymous
Vermont home, and

has

an

letter

spotter

:

'

:

—

ture Exhibitors Association will hold
its annual meeting and election of
officers on Jan. 13. Ernest Schwartz
is completing his tenth year as president of the organization.
A. E.
area.
Ptak is ending his seventh year as
Drop Film News Section
Other reports noted that the To- vice-president and George W. Erdronto Star Weekly is reported sus- mann is rounding out his seventeenth
pending its news section soon and year as secretary. The same slate
that afternoon papers in Toronto is expected to be re-elected.
have dropped straight pressbook
stories, set in agate and carried under a head reading "What the Press em Canadian key city papers have
not restricted film ad space, and
Agent Says:"
E. A. Zorn, FPC Prairie-province that, with the exception of two Win-

CREDITS:

Associate producer, Bernard
Burton; Director, Edward Lilley; Author,
Eugene Conrad; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Jerome Ash, ASC; Art Directors, John
B. Goodman and Abraham Grossman; Director of Sound, Bernard B. Brown; Editor,
Charles Maynard; Musical director, Edward

W.

"Community Sing"
(No.

Columbia

6,

Series 8)

10 Mil]

Sure-Fire Stuff
Dick Liebert, Radio City
Ward; Dance Director, Louis Da Pron.
Hall's prominent and popular orga
PHOTOGRAPHY, ist, presides at the console in th
DIRECTION,
Good.
Good.
Community Sing and provides t.
accompaniment for the Song Spi
ners who render "Put Your An
Rodgers to Review

Distribs.'

WAC

Activities

Mm

Around Me, Honey," "You'll Nev
Know," "Pistol Packin' Mams
"They're Sending the Judge to Jai
and "The Lady's In Love With Yoi,
The screen-lyrics are amusingly illir

Winnipeg, Regina, nipeg papers and one in Calgary,
{Continued from Page 1)
Calgary, Edmonton and other West- no consistent space was ever given
film news, a situation that still ob- has called a luncheon meeting of all
tains.
distribution heads at the Astor Ho- trated via animated vignettes,
On the positive side, word comes tel today at which time he will re- sure-fire audience stuff.
from A. B. Huestis, general manager
view the year's activities under his
of MacLean Publishing Company's
"No News Is Good News"
Mayfair Magazine, that the slick regime.
publication will install a Hollywood
Attending in addition to Rodgers,
(Robert Benchley Miniature)
MRS. ALBERT HAMILTON, manager, Ritz, New fashions department in its February
9 Mir
will be H. M. Richey, M-G-M; Neil M-G-M
Albany, Miss.
issue.
Huestis has just returned
Very Funny
JANETTE WARDLOW, manager, Tower, Sardis,
F. Agnew, Paramount; Ned E. Depifrom a Hollywood trip.
Miss.
This time Robert Benchley unloos
net and Robert Mochrie, RKO; Ben
MRS. DAVID FLEXER, manager, Ritz Circuit,
his barbs of satire at radio coi
Memphis.
A.
Kalmenson
and
Schwalberg,
W.
Hold Brickert Bites
mentators and to fine effect. I
SARAH REDDING, cashier, Warners, Memphis.
Leserman, UA; T. J. proves vastly amusing in his effor
The body of Carlton Brickert, 52, Warner; Carl
BETTY HENSLER, manager, Hiland, Des Moines.
MRS. SUDIE ELIZABETH MITCHELL, office stage and radio actor who also had Connors, 20th Century-Fox; E. T. to explain inflation, production a;
manager, M-C-M, Memphis.
had film experience, was cremated Gomersall, Universal; Max Weis- other problems that are of vit
MRS. RUBY THOMAS, manager, State, Char- yesterday at private services.
The feldt, Columbia; Walter Titus, Re- importance today. The humorist h
lotte.
ashes are being sent to Indianap- public; Ed Morey, Monogram; Leo applied considerable intelligence
FRANCES CATON and MRS. DOROTHY CLENDHAM, assistants to the manager. State, olis for interment in the Crown Hill J. McCarthy, PRC, and Francis S. his treatment of the subject. Lots
Charlotte.
Cemetery there.
Harmon and Arthur L. Mayer, WAC. laughs here.
chief, states that

'

is

FEflimE TOUCH

—

•

December

jtesday,

|

=
1943

28,

j

Name

javy to
tie

V^OAIIY

Ship

Carole Lombard

Gun on West
CHARLES

SIGNED
(Continued from Page

1)

down the ways

at a
yard on Jan. 6 or 7
be christened the S. S. Carole

lich will slide
ship
. lifornia
11

CLIFFORD

ar,

in a

killed

will

honor the late

War Bond

and, additionally, will serve as
springboard for trade participa>n in the Fourth War Loan camign which opens next month.
r,

<"harles P. Skouras, National Dicampaign, was placed
. tor for the
,

charge of the event by Theodore
Gamble, director of the War FinBoce Division of the Treasury.

War Loan busiupon him to travel

use of other 4th
jjiss,

}

which

calls

>ut
the country at that
:ouras has invited Louis B.
officiate at the ceremony.

A

time,

Mayer

"United Presentation"

director,

"None

But

the

ASSIGNMENTS
JOSEPH

SISTROM,

producer,
O'Sullivan," Paramount.

"Make Way

for

FRED KOHLMAR, producer, "Stork Club," Paramount.

SAM HELLMAN

and JAMES V. KERN, "Strolling
the Avenue," Warners.

LEW

Down
LANDERS,

Coast

and

"Pilebuck,"

Columbia.

Lonely Heart," RKO.

plane crash while

turning from an eaidy

ODETS,

ROLAND
20th-Fox; FRANK

BUTTERWORTH

DREW. "Murder in Bermuda,"
SULLY and ROBERT WILLIAMS,

LYNN MARTIN, termer, Warners.
ROBERT WATSON, termer, Paramount.
LEW LANDERS, director termer, Colmbia.

mbard.

The ceremonies

Only Two Again Set

HOLLYWOOD DIGEST

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Only two new pictures

again a: e scheduled to go into proSTORY PURCHASES
duction this week, making a total of
XAVIER HERBERT'S "Capricornia," RKO.
ROBERT NATHAN'S "Portrait of Jennie," 45 pictures in work. The check-up:
M-C-M.
At Columbia: Five shooting.
HARRY SEC-ALL'S "Angel On My Shoulder,"
At M-G-M: Six shooting.
Charles

Rogers.

R.

JAMES FIELDING'S "The

Mono-

Right to Live,"

gram.

CHARLES

HEWITT'S

E.

"Youth

Gone

Wild,"

Monogram.

At
At
At
At
At

Monogram: Two

shooting.

Paramount: Six shooting.
RKO-Radio: Three shooting.

Republic: Two shooting.
20th Century-Fox Seven shooting, including "I Married a Soldier,"
with Jeanne Crain, Frank Latimore,
TITLE
SWITCHES
CASTINGS
"The Sonora Kid," formerly "The Roarin' West," Kevin O'Shea, Gail Robbins, Stanley
VIRGINIA BRUCE, "Prodigal Women," RKO;
Monogram.
Prager, Billie Burke, Eugene PalCHESTER MORRIS, "Sub Busters," Columbia; "Murder in Bermuda," formerly "Murder Around
lette, Heather Angel, and The Stars
MICHAEL DENNIS, "Man From Frisco," Repubthe Clock," 20th-Fox.
lic;
MARSHALL THOMPSON, "Purple Heart." "Sweet and Low Down," formerly "Moment for of Tomorrow, Jane Randolph, Cora
20th-Fox;
JAMES DUNDEE, "The Road to
Music," 20th-Fox.
Williams, Doris Merrick, Anne CorUtopia" and "Incendiary Blonde," Paramount;
coran and Barbara Booth. Otto PreCEORCES METAXAS, "Mask of Dimitrios," WarSCHEDULED
BARBARA BROWN, "Janie," Warners;
ners;
minger producing and directing.
CLARENCE MUSE, "I Married a Soldier," 20th"Double Indemnity," radio play, CHARLES
Five shooting for United Artists
Fox;
JOHNNY COY, "Bring On the Girls."
MARTIN; producer, DORE SCHARY; diParamount; EDWIN MAXWELL, "Wilson," 20thrector, JOHN CROMWELL, David O. Selz- release.
Fox;
PAT ROONEY, "Show Business," RKO;
nick-UA.
At Universal: Two shooting.
RUTH TOBEY, "Janie," Warners.
"Silver Lining," producer, JERRY WALD, WarFRED MacMURRAY and PAULETTE CODDARD,
ner Bros.
At Warners: Seven shooting, in"Practically
Yours,"
Paramount:
MARJORIE "Jungle Queen," story, BERNARD SCHUBERT;
REYNOLDS, "Bring On the Cirls," Paramount;
COWAN, Uni- cluding "Janie," with Joyce Reynolds,
associate producer, WILL
ROY ROBERTS, "Wilson," 20th-Fox; TED DONversal.
Robert Hutton, Ann Harding, Hattie
director,

"The

Cirl

in

the

the

fun

Case," Columbia.

PHIL

ROSEN, director,
House," Monogram.

"Murder

in

ANYA SETON'S

"Dragonwyck," 20th-Fox.

MYLES CONNOLLY'S "Make Way

for

O'Sulli-

:

van," Paramount.

Plans have been set in motion to
i&ke the event a "united presenta)n" with all studios, guilds, the
llywood Victory Committee, and
ALDSON, "Cone Are The Days," Columbia; "The Right to Live," story, JAMES FIELDING,
McDaniel, Ruth Tobey, Dick Erde Academy of Motion Picture Arts CLARENCE MUSE, "I Married a Soldier," 20thJeffrey Bernerd-Monogram.
Fox.
"Love Is Where You Find It," story, FRITZ man, Ann Gillis, Colleen Townsned,
id Sciences participating.
PHIL BAKER, "Take It or Leave It," 20thROTTER and CHARLES O'NEIL; music, JER- Bonnie Jean Hartley. Michael Curam deeply grateful to the Fox;
i;"I
OME KERN, Producing Artists-UA.
JOAN LESLIE, "The Very Thought of
producer Alex Gotttheir You," Warners; MARJORIE RIORDAN, "Mr. "Practically Yours," story, NORMAN KRASNA; tiz directing for
Department for
easury
producer, HARRY TUCEND; director, GEORGE lieb.
.oughtfulness in naming this ship Skeffington," Warners; JOHN MILJAN, "The
Merry Monohans," Universal; JOAN FONTAINE,
MARSHALL, Paramount.
ter one of the most beloved and and JOSEPH COTTEN, "Double Furlough," Van- "Take It or Leave It," producer, BRYAN FOY,
20th-Fox.
lented stars who ever graced the guard Films-UA.
Film Classics
i

Skouras stated. "Miss Lom.rd is truly a martyr to the cause
r which we are all buying and
Her tragic passing
jlling Bonds.
she was returning from one of her
any successful Bond-selling tours
the supreme sacrifice one can
ve in the service of home and

Forms

jreen,"

I

untry.

Honor

for Entire Industry

"In the ceremony of launching the
ip

which

will

bear her name,

I

that all the motion picture inistry should be represented beluse, to us, Carole Lombard was
ore than a star: She was a grand
'iend to all from prop man to proicer," Skouras continued. "In fact,
lose of us who are active in the
otion picture industry's plans for
e 4th War Loan feel that Miss LomUrd's activities in this field are
mbolic of the work which is so
el

TO THE COLORS!
*

ARMY

HN STEVA. RKO
DSON D. TRACY,

shipper,

*
Detroit.

manager, Carolina Theater.
Spruce Pine, N. C.

troit.

office manager,

M-C-M,

Memphis.

)8

CK

SEABEES

NEUBACHER, LaCrange
PIERARD,

—

*

Theater, Chicago.

Uptown Theater, Chicago.

Firm

for 16

mm. Markets

Film Classics,

Inc.,

has formed a

subsidiary known as Beacon Films
for the handling of 16 mm. versions
New comof its 35 mm. subjects.
pany is expected to have one of the
largest catalogues of 16 mm. films
in the business, with 750 short subjects and 85 features as a starter.
The shorts include the Hal Roach
subjects originally distributed by

M-G-M.

—

Charles Kerr Stricken
of
St. John, N. B.— Charles H. Kerr,
Goidel,
Lou
Herman Levy,
Bailey,
rice
exhibition and disBrown, Morey Goldstein, and Bar- the Lido. Williamsburg Harry Ma- a veteran in film
stricken sudddenly
tribution, was
ney Pitkin attended. A first indus- gelofsky, Commodore; Joseph Fellwhile driving his car and died two
try-wide luncheon-meeting has been man, Republic. New Utrecht Allan
Hotoff, Park; Walter Heiber, Boro days later from cerebral hemorrhage.
called for Jan. 4 at the Hotel Taft.
Park. South Brooklyn Harry Neil- Kerr had operated theaters and had
ler,
Prospect; Seymour Vorzimer, been an exchange manager.
Lee to Capital Today
Carlton. Bay Ridge James Bergen,
To Open War Loan Office
Dyker; Murray Scharf, Alpine. BenClaude Lee, Paramount director of sonhurst Sig Schwartz, Oriental;
public relations, leaves New York Al Show, Benson.
Coney Island
for Washington today to set up of- Paul Binstock, Rugoff & Becker Cirfices as motion picture rep. attached cuit; Lou Liss, Tilyou. Greenpoint
to the War Finance Division of the Carl Siegel, Greennoint; Murray AlJean Reidman (Mrs. Milton GerTreasury in connectino with the in- ner, Meserole.
Kings Highway
ber), secretary to Richard F. Walsh,
dustry's participation in the Fourth Mike Nickolas, Kingsway; Tony Corof the IATSE, is the mother of
War Loan drive Jan. 18-Feb. 15. His ta, Avalon. Flatbush Murrav Green, head
a boy, James W. She isn't expected
offices will be in the Treasury BuildLou Schrem of the

Tivoli,

—

—

—

—

—

STORK REPORTS

—

—

ing.

O. PERLMAN, Monogram salesman, Pittsburgh.
JBERT BUERMELE, booker, United Artists, De-

*

—

Albemarle;

• NAVY*
TT HELLIS HOLMES,

generously being continued by other by John Hearns, RKO; Irwin Gold,
Randforce; Allan Hotoff, Interboro
personalities in the industry."
The Treasury announced that John Circuit; Manny Frisch, Randforce;
Carmody, member of the U. S. Mari- John Burke, Fox; Sig Wexo, RKO;
time Commission, wilj go to Los An- Paul Binstock, Rugoff and Becker
geles from Washington, to attend Circuit; Eddie Dowden and Sol Handwerger, Loew's; Sidney McKeon,
the launching.
Brooklyn War Finance Division; and
Set Conn. Fourth Loan
Louis Goldberg, of RKO, who served
as chairman.
Plans at Parley Jan. 4
Designated to serve in the various
New Haven
The Fourth War
Loan industry Advisory Committee Brooklyn communities were:
Downtown Brooklyn Larry Greib
here met yesterday at the Hofbrau
of the Albee, and John Burke, of the
I.
J. Hoffman,
Haus Restauiant.
Harry F. Shaw, Henry Needles, Mau- Fox. Boro Hall-Red Hook Monroe

New

Set Captains for

Campaign

Bond

in Brooklyn
Captains and co-captains for the
Fourth War Loan campaign by
Brooklyn theaters were announced
yesterday following an organizational meeting at the Albee attended

Bill

Price,

Granada.

Ridgewood Harry Padra, Bushwick;
Jim Bruno, Gates. Bedford Harry
Resnick, Regent; John O'Connor,

—
Heights — Sidney

to return to her desk before

Seattle,

Wash.

—

March.

Announcements

have been received from Ed and
Bedford.
Crown
Levine, Congress; Ed Sacks. Ru°-by. Mary Cruea of the birth of a daughBrownsville Al Weiss, Pitkin; Mur- ter, Marguerite Dee, in West Palm
Cruea, formerly with
ray Reisner, Ambassador. East New Beach, Fla.
York Joe Back, Premier; and Mor- Monogram here, is now a sergeant
in the Army Signal Corps.
ris Brown, of the Biltmore.

—

—

WHAT! ANOTHER
WAR LOAN DRIVE!
Yes— from
It's

Jan. 18th to Feb. 15th

the toughest job Uncle

Ever asked us to do.

has

says:

Bond For Every Theatre

"Sell a
It's

He

Sam

and

not easy! But neither

is it

Seat in America!"

easy

J]

2

I

2L ^
h

When kids— just kids— die in agony
On the beaches at Tarawa!
The 4th War Loan is only a few weeks away—
Fourteen Billion

The
5 N N Z

To

is

the goal!

voice of the dead

us

who

a challenge

is

live in safety,

comfort and plenty.

answer the challenge with grateful hearts—

Let's

There's a job ahead

We

I

—

in film business are

proud to do

it!

We're coming, lads—

"LET'S ALL

BACK THE ATTACK!"
dT°pa***

War

Activities

Committee of

the

Motion Picture

Industry, 1501

Broadway,

New

York City

1

Sparks Coast Loan

Morgenthau's

(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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WAC EXCHANGEJETUP

URGES CHANGE IN

Elect Depinet Chief of
Rodgers, Richey Lauded
For Year's Services;
Name Bamberger as Aide
The distributo:s

WAC

division

Set 4th

TEN CENTS

29, 1943

WAC

Distributors Div.

Loan Drive on Coast

yesterday elected Ned E. Depi-

net as

its

WAC

chairman for the new year.

Depinet

suc-

d s William
Rodgers, who
yesterday delivered his annual
report to the
group. The divic e e

F.

WAC

meeting at
the Hotel Astor,

sion,

unanimo usly
passed a motion

(Continued on Page 7)

paying tribute
to Rodgers and
his assistant, H.
M. Richey, for

PA Makes

the'

excellence
their
past
pei'formance."
;>f

Leon

J.

NED

E.

Acme News

Bamberger was named

3-Stafe Polio

Offer for

"Oklahoma"

DEPINET

sistant to Depinet.
In retiring, Rodgers stated:
(Continued on Page 3)

as-

"The

Meet

Dallas Jan. 10

In

WAC

Five recommendations for the future operation of the Distributors
were offered
Division of the
yesterday by W. F. Rodgers, retiring chairman, in his report on the
year's activities to Francis Harmon,
executive vice-chairman.
Based on the experience gained
during the year, Rodgers proposed:
1. A complete change in the exchange area chairmen, so that the
present chairmen, who in many instances have neglected their own

the

of

Rodgers' Annual Report
Asks That Present
Chairmen be Relieved

A

Pictures

Rights

Tele photo

Photographed in Los Angeles yesterday as they met in the Ambassador Hotel with
150 West Coast exhibs. to map Fourth War Loan strategy are, left to right, Robert H.
Poole, secretary, IEA of S:uthern California; David Bershon, California state exhibitor
chairman;, Charles P. Skouras, national chairman; B. V. Sturdivant, campaign director,
and Y. Jack Berman, prominent Southern California indie exhibitor.

Educators and Press

N. Y. Film Critics

View Training Pix

Pick Year's "Bests"

Negotiations for the screen rights
"Oklahoma" have been started by
Arthur Lyons who has held conversations on the matter with Oscar
Hammerstein and Dick Rodgers.
Lyons also has made an offer for
the screen rights to "One Touch of
Venus."
Lyons yesterday gave no indication as to the extent to which a deal
for "Oklahoma" had progressed, but
he told the trade press yesterday
to

(Continued on Page 6)
THE FILM DAILY
Result of the voting by the New
Representatives of York film critics on the best producthe nation's press and leading edu- tion, performance, directing, etc., for Seek
Relief irom
cators were guests yesterday at a the year 1943 was announced last
Part-time
ing been sent out by Texas State showing of industrial training films, night.
iChairmen Bob O'Donnell and Julius sponsored by the U. S. Office of EduWarner Bros, production of "The Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Gordon.
Exhibitors and film ex- cation as the opening gun in the sales Watch on the Rhine" was selected
Washington Industry should look
new
reels
be
campaign for 50
to
(Continucd on Page 8)
as the year's outstanding motion pic- to the huge pool of 31,000,000 po(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
tential part-time workers to alleviate the manpower shortages,
Deduct
Expenses
Chairman Paul V. McNutt said yes-

three-state conference on the
industry's March of Dimes drive
Jan. 24-30) will be held Jan. 10 in
Dallas, the call for the meeting hav-

Washington Bureau of

Washington

—

Manpower
Workers—WMC

•

—

Morgenthau Praises Industry

Ad

Aiding

War

Effort

placing copy promowartime Government objectives
may deduct expenditures incurred
from their corporate income tax returns, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
has ruled.
Bureau holds that such
deductions are permissible if "the
expenditure is reasonable and not
made in an attempt to avoid proper

Advertisers

Encourages Organization

for 4th

ting

taxation."

"Random Harvest"
In Mag.'s Rural

Best

Survey

THE FILM DAILY
— Henry
R. Morgen-

West Coast Bureau

Los Angeles

War Loan

terday.

Although McNutt's

statein general terms, its ap(Continued on Page 6)

ment was

of

thau, Jr., secretary of the Treasury,
yesterday gave warm praise and enM-G-M's "Random Harvest" top- couragement to the film industry in
ped a list of 10 best pictures se- organizing to aid the Fourth War
lected in a poll of rural audiences in Loan drive.
the first annual survey conducted by
Morgenthau's expressions were
Publication conveyed in a telegram to Charles
Gentleman.
Country
(Continued on Page 8)

WMC

(Continued on Page 3)

Colds and Flu Halve
Biz in Indianapolis

—

Sever colds and an
Indianapolis
epidemic of influenza has caused a
drop of 40 to 50 per cent in local
theater attendance.

Wednesday, December 29, 194;
DAILY
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FINANCIAL

Any distributor or exhibitor who
Acquisition by Time, Inc., of a
12 M: per cent interest in the Blue attempts to release or exhibit the 16
Network via acquisition of stock mm. version of "Kings of the Ring"
of American Broadcasting System, will be prosecuted, Martin Lewis
Inc., announced yesterday by Edgar and Irving Lesser, national distribNoble, was viewed in trade circles utors of the picture, which is a hisanas a further evidence of Roy E. Lar- tory of championship fights,
A Washington
sen's intention to keep pace not only nounced yesterday.
with radio developments but televis- gymnasium operator al eady has
been stopped from showing the picion as well.
Observe s recalled that Time, Inc., ture.
has holdings of General Precision
Jack Rieger and Godfrey Jaffe are
Equipment Corp., 20th Century-Fox the co-producers, having assembled
subsidiary, which, in turn, has an the material from shots of 30 chaminterest in Scophony Corp. of Amer- pionship bouts.
Nat Fleischer, ediica.
Latter company has extensive tor of Ring Magazine, is the principost-war television plans.
pal commentator. It will be released
Time, Inc., through the March of Jan. 2.
Time, is unde stood to be mulling
over another approach to television.
Dist.
Simultaneously with the announce- 2 Metro
Wolfberg's
ment that Time, Inc., has bought
into the Blue, with Larsen joining
the Blue Network Co., Inc., board,
Two M-G-M district managers will
Noble disclosed that a similar 12% take over supervision of sales in the
per cent interest had been sold to three exchange areas formerly comChester J. LaRoche, former Young prising Harris P. Wolfberg's dis& Rubicam exec, who for some time trict.
has headed the War Advertising
John P. Byrne, who now handles
Mark Woods, Blue prexy, Detroit, Buffalo, Pittsburgh and
Council.
and Edgar Kobak, Blue executive Cleveland, will add Cincinnati and
vice-president, also have acquired
Indianapolis to his district. St. Louis
Blue holdings, Noble retaining "sub- will be added to the district now sustantial" control.
pervised by Burtus Bishop, Jr., who
has Kansas City, Oklahoma City and

Youngstown, Alliance, O.,
Houses, Remodeled, Open

—

STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat

135/s

.

(2V2 %) 163/4

Col. Picts. vtc.

Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
.

.

40

.

3
171/4

.

East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen. Prec. Eq

i/g

1

Low
135/a
165/g

40V8
27/8
171/4

160

63

Close

l/

8

31/2

191/s

Loew's, Inc

58 V4

Paramount

23%

58
23 1/8

58
23i/8

7%

71/2

71/2

.

.

.

(li/2 ).
(4i/ ).
2

20th-Fox pfd.
20th-Fox pfd.

Warner Bros

4

8

191/8

pfd
20th Century-Fox

3/8
l/

165/a

19V8

RKO
RKO $6

Chg.

—
_
40i/ +
%
2% —
17i/4
—
160
135/g

97
22

95
215/8

96
213/4

281/2
991/2

28V8

28V8

99V2

12

1 1 1/2

991/2
11 1/2

3

Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Universal

'/a

13/8

1 1/4

23/4

23/4
121/4
41/8

12 3/3
43/a

Pictures
vtc.

Picts.

.

3

171/2
171/8

17
17

Vs

V4

1

23/4

-•

1/g

—

l/g

123/8
41/4
171/2

17

— Irving F. Hoyt,

THE

SEOfl

'Where Are Your Child en?"

The

house will have two changes a week,
with admissions at 44 cents and 30
cents, including tax.
Nathan Lavidor of Boston will manage.

72, for

Grant Amended Answer
To Col. in Hillside Suit

come

COfllinG and
EARL

HINES

C.

manager,

returns
conferences.

office

NORMAN
Lux,

is

en route to the Coast.

is

WINN,

JAMES

UA's New England distrit
to Boston today after horr

ELSON,

vice-president

Tram

of

Changes are effective Jan.

1.

GAIL

RUSSELL,

will

leave

Hollywood

of Warners theater depan
desk yesterday afti
returned
to
his
battling the flu for two weeks.

ment

NAT
tive,

to

is

D.

FELLMAN, Warner

in

Cleve.and for a few days,

returnir

New York the latter part of the week.
JACK LEEWOOD, Warners' field rep. in

Denver

and

FRANK

Lake

Salt

BRUNER,

City

field
man
York for the

in New
MICHAEL JUSKO, assistant
Buffalo, is in New York.

west, are

JACK BERKSON

of

PRC,

Soutt

the

week.
Universal

booker,

Buffalo,

is

in

Ne

York.

PVT. IRVINC SINGER, former M-C-M booke
was a visitor at the exchange there this wee
transferred

been

He's

JACK
public,

to

W.sconsin.

BELLMAN,
Buffa.o,

branch manager of R^
will
be in New York ne:

week.

GRETA CHRISTENSEN, Chicago high
RKO Radio, will

recently signed by
to the studio on Jan. 5.
girl

scho
repo

Frank Gives Termer
To 3 From "Dr. Goebbels
of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood— W. R. Frank who pre

ment inspectors to discuss develop- Claudia Drake who plays the to
ments arising from film building exfeminine role in "Goebbels" and wh
plosions and fire was cancelled bewill be starred in 'Springtime."
cause of illness of Chairman O. J.

Wood

Leaves

AAA

Film

Post for Gov't Service
E. M. Wood, comptroller for th
motion pictu:e arbitration tribunal:
has resigned to join a Governmer
agency. His duties have been take
over by Edward J. MacNamara t
the accounting department of thj

American Arbitration Association

"Madame

Curie"

Teaching sisters

rochial

law were granted to Columbia PicDoob's department.
tures Corp., one of the 19 defendants,
yesterday in New York Federal
Court by Judge Samuel Mandelbaum. Devaney Heads Canada
Toronto
Leo M. Devaney of
The suit was brought by the Hillside Amusement Co., operator of the RKO's Canadian branch has been
Mayfair Theater in Hillside, N. J. elected president of Moving Picture
The plaintiff seeks total damages of Distributors Ass'n of Canada, it was
He succeeds
$900,000, charging iconspiracy and announced yesterday.

MPDA

—

against the Hillside

tt]

ar

territories,

for

general
manager of 20th Century-Fox.
the

late

J.

P.

O'Loghlin,

George E. Marshall
William German
Max Graf

j

execi

Theaters'

in the city's paschools to the number of
about 2,000 were guests of Loew's
Theaters yesterday at a special
Motions for amended answers to
screening of "Madame Curie" at the
a treble-damages action charging
Ziegfeld. Semi-annual event was arviolation of the Sherman anti-trust
ranged by Pete McCarty of Oscar A.

discrimination
Theater.

ft

—

See

j

New York Feb. 4.
RAY HEWLETT

duced "The Private Life of Dr. Pai
Joseph Goebbels" has given long
Canadian Exchange Mgrs. term contracts to Director Alfre
Zeisler and Herbert O. Phillips wh
Parley With Gov't Deferred wrote the script in collaboration wit
Zeisler. The team has started wor
Toronto Meeting scheduled yes- on the next Frank story, "Springtim
terday of film exchange general in Vienna."
managers and the Ontario governFrank has also given a te:m deal t

Silvertho ne of theaters division in
the Provincial Treasury Department.
It will be held in January, it was
stated by Chief Inspector J. D. McPhee.
No action was taken to investigate
the reported tampering with the film
building elevator, and it is intimated
the proposed reopening of investiga-'
tion into the blaze has been dropped.

]

due back from Cincinnati tomorrow.

West Coast Bureau

Dallas.

Sisters

more than 54 years an employe ofl
Eastman Kodak, and formerly the!
firm's credit manager, died here.

GREETinGS OF

the renoner of Boston, will
vated and remodeled Victory, formerly the
& P Crown, Friday, with
both evening and midnight shows of

M

3

Eastman's Hoyt Dead
Rochester

State here is due to close soon to
permit redecorating and other improvements, Harry Reinhard, head
of Reinhart Amusement Co., owners,

—
reopen

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts

liance.

To Reopen in New London
New London, Conn Morris Pouzz-

B'way 3s55

Monogram

Canton, O.
Two area first-run
houses have reopened after extensive remodeling. They a" e the State
at Youngstown, and Morrison at Al-

has announced.

NEW YORK BOND MARKET
Par.

Managers
Area

Take Over

Tuesday, December 28)

NEW YORK

Threaten Suit Over 16 mm.
Versions of Fight Film

Harry Gold
John T. Neville

Lou Irwin
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Pix's

War Loan
(Continued from Page

Of Disfribs/ Div.

Aid

(Continued from Page

1)

Skouras, National chairman of
:he industry campaign committee,
vhich was read before an assemblage
jf more than 150 Southern California exhibitors, at a luncheon meeting
iield at the Ambassador Hotel.
Text of Morgenthau's telegram follows: "Mr. Gamble has advised me
of the highly successful meeting
which you have held with motion
picture industry leaders from the
East and Middle West at Washingcon and Chicago. Looking over your
well-conceived campaign material,

it

appears to me that the industry is
o: ganizing as never before to play a
major role in our important Fourth
War Loan. Please convey on my behalf the Treasury's keen interest
and appreciation for what the people you have assembled are contemplating. My best wishes to you all."

i

,

1

'

In reply, Skouras teleg: aphed Morgenthou, "The entire motion picture
industry joins me in extending sincere thanks for your telegram commenting on our plans and efforts in
I wish to
Fourth War Loan.
assure you that our aims in the
forthcoming drive are greater than
ever before and if the enthusiasm
generated and activities already set
in motion by the thousands upon

the

'

:

thousands of members of our indusany indication, our Fourth
War Loan goal of 'a Bond for every
Your
seat' will be fully realized.
recognition of our efforts is keenly
appreciated and deeply felt by us all."
Speakers at yesterday's meeting
were Skou:as, B. V. Sturdivant, A.
J. Krappman, David Bershon, Southern California Bond chairman, and
try are

I

i

WAC
•

•

group

committee setup of the
California exhibitors, as
follows: State Chairman, David Bershon; special assistant to the chair-

campaign
Southern

man and

field

campaign

director,

—

SPEAKING of the calendar, as who isn't these days?
showmen were talking of this and that and one suggested

•
of

—

chairman
that I can

be changed.
Year One should be

that as part of the post-war planning the calendar should

as the Year

time."

T
T
THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

•

•

and Vernon Duke, the

Tudor

will direct the

settings.

.

score,

is

Boris Anderson

•

is

Anton

Y., yes-

.

.

.But who's going to play Lolly

the pic version of

.

.

.

•

.

Seletsky testimonial in

•

•

rently

•

New Haven

.

•

ray, Walter Titus,

# That Sam

.

now

set for Jan. 10

E. T. Gomersall, Francis S.

THOUGH

Warners are releasing fewer pix, their product curis filling more Broadway houses than that of any other company
Four pictures running simultaneously: "Desert Song" at the Holly-

•

Herman

WB

Sergt. John

.

Rowe Missing

—

Rochester Sergt. John R. Rowe,
AAF, formerly of Eastman Kodak,
is ieported missing in a raid over
Europe.
Rowe was an armorergunner on a Flying Fortress.

sales

AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.

Harmon,

and Arthur L. Mayer.

at the Central.

The

Gluck-

man, Charles Reagan, Max Weisfeldt, Leo McCarthy, Carl Leserman,

TV
is

wood, "Northern Pursuit" at the Strand, "Crime School"
and "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Manhattan
department does it with mirrors!

•

Kalmenson, Al Sehwalberg, Ed Mo-

Harrisburg, Pa., exhibs. have launched a Showmen's Club, headed

by C. Lloyd Hopkins, Wilmer & Vincent manager.

Anything
wish

—

"The Gay Illiterates"— that's the big question.
• 5am Goldwyn's second Danny Kaye pic will be "The Wonder Man,"
based on an Arthur Sheekman original.
% So they're talking of a
Will they
new version of "The Jazz Singer," to star Frank Sinatra
rename it, "The Swoon Singer"? ... • Karl MacDonald is leaving the
CIAA to return to Warners at the year-end.
• Did you know that
Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy is in the CIAA pix production department here?
in

call.'

"I am certain," Depinet continued,
"that the organization built by Bill
Rodgers, with the aid of Henderson
Richey, will continue to function in
I am
its customary expert manner.
confident that every one in distribuposter room clerks, branch
tion
managers, bookers, salesmen, and
general sales managers will get beThis
hind the Fourth War Loan.
is a tremendous campaign, and dis"
tribution will 'back the attack.'
meeting
the
attending
Those
were, in addition to those named:
Robert Mochrie, Tom Connors, Ben

Catherine Craig will delineate Lolly Parsons in Para-

mount's musical "Incendiary Blonde".

on

sible.

designing the

Ogdensburg, N.

in

ver-

lyrics

William Farnum,

Allen, daughter of

.

.

Waxman's musical

nearing the rehearsal stage

choreography

# Adele Farnum
announcer at Station WSLB, up

.

started as
terday.

A. P.

which Howard Dietz has done the book and

sion of "Rain," for

am

do, I will do. I also

to

—

—

•

'I

state that in my opinion, the
choice of Ned E. Depinet as chairman is a splendid piece of 'casting.'
He can do the job."
In accepting the post, Depinet declared that the first thing on his
agenda as chairman of the Division
was the Fourth War Loan. "It is a
staggering job," he said, "and the
distribution end of the industry is
in a position to do much to make the
goal of a Bond for every seat pos-

One dates B. C. and A. D.. a new
day world-wide peace is restored and time be
reckoned from that day forward, with everyone dating everything
IAD. P. Annus Domini Pax, the year of our lord and peace! Those
initials, the post-war minded showman thinks, would be a constant reminder to the world that World War II was fought for "peace in our
Just

established with the

others.

Announcement was made of the

1)

fact that I am no longer chairman
of the Division does not mean that I
am retiring from the WAC. The
is still the industry's number
one job and number one responsibility, and I say sincerely to the new

P.

'

Named Head

Depinet

Morgenthau Lauds

.

Henry

Pines, director of special
events, on screen; publicity director,

Mort Goodman, statistical committee; John Lavery, Bond premiere

'

1

-

1
'

committee for Southern California,
Stan B.own, M. S. Dodge, Ventura;
Harry Denny, San Bernardino; Richard Smith, Michael Lustig, and 0. N.
S:ere, San Diego; Spencer Love,
Los Angeles mobile unit.

Mock

Quits Col. Story Post
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood John Mock has resigned as head of the story department
His successor
at Columbia studios.
has not yet been named.
West Coast Bureau

—

Cuban Exhibitor Ass'n
Folds as Merger Fails
Havana (By Air Mail)

—

Wilson and Hurley Will
Address War Loan Meet
The

"Asociacion Patronal de Empresarios
de Cines y Teatros de la Republica de
Cuba" (Patronal Association of Motion Picture Theater Exhibitors) has
been dissolved.
During the last two years, the Association attempted to effect amalgamation with the Union Nacional
de Empresa:ios, but the Union refused the proposition.

Term. State Aide Will
Help Combat Delinquency
Johnson City, Tenn.

— So

STORK REPORTS

—

New Haven Eugene Wilson and
Oscar A. Morgan, general sales
John Hu:ley of the War Finance
Committee will address the Connec- manager of Paramount short subticut industry luncheon-meeting on jects and Paramount News, became
the Fourth War Loan Campaign Jan. a grandfather Christmas Eve when
4, at the Hotel Taf t. Harry F. Shaw, a son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Richstate chairman, will preside.

ard

Warner Assigns Chertok
West Coast Bureau

Hollywood
assigned
Friend,"

Warners.
Trumbo.

of

THE FILM DAILY

—Jack Chertok has been
produce

to

"Meet

My

Ida Lupino, at
It was written by Dalton

sta:ring

—

at

Doctors

Hospital,

The child weighed
seven pounds and eight and three-

great is
the local juvenile delinquency prob- Chadwick to Direct for PRC
lem, involving local theaters, that West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood PRC has signed I. E.
the Tennessee Department of Public
Ma: ion Wyckoff, Eepublic cashier, Welfare has assigned an expert child Chadwick to produce "The Wife of
Buffalo, will be married Jan. 11 to worker to aid local juvenile authori- Monte Cristo" based on Alexander
Dumas' story.
ties.
Corp. Karl Kerst, USA.

WEDDinO BELLS

Morgan

New York

City.

quarters ounces.

,

!

child will be christened John
Andrew after his maternal grandfather, the late Congressman John
Andiew Sullivan of Massachusetts.

The

His mother was Constance Sullivan
before her marriage. His father is
a member of the Paramount legal
department.

—

Detroit A girl, Sharon Lynn, was
born to Louis Goldberg, partner in
the Schram & Goldberg Circuit.

20th Century-Fox
is

very happy

to inform

the industry
that following
its brilliant

opening

and unprecedented
press reception

is

now making

history at the

Carthay Circle and
United Artists Theatres
in

Hollywood

where

it

has broken

every opening day
record and

continues to break
records daily.

'OUi Century-Fox

presents

Franz Werfel's

"THE SONG OF BERNADETTE" Hilt Jennifer Jones

•

William Eythe

Charles Bickiord

•

Vincent Price

•

Lee

J.

Co,
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6dys Cooper

•

Directed by

HENRY KING

•

Produced by

WILLIAM PERLBERG

•

William Goetz in Charge of Production

.

Screen Play by George Seaton

Wi
Educators

and Press

R TO

View Training Pix

Till
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PA Makes

colors:

"Oklahoma"

3=

*

{Continued from Page 1)

released

this

week and 100 more

now

in production.
Federal SecurAdministrator Paul V. McNutt
and U. S. Commissioner of Education
John W. Studebaker spoke
ity

briefly before the screening.

About 100 of these films are now
and schools here
and abroad and by the armed forces.
Another hundred are in production,
in use in factories

with bid invitations for another 300
out.

—

LT.

ANDREW

*

DECORATED

ROBERT

N. ABBOTT, formerly, Eastman
Rochester, awarded a second Silver

McEWEN,

formerly

Paramount,

to

Paramount,

to

P.

MURPHY,

formerly

that the setup under which Producstaff sergeant.
Star.
DONALD C. CLARK, formerly Paramount, to ing Artists, Inc., operates offered
2nd lieutenant.
the only logical way that a big propNORMAN SPROWL, formerly Paramount, to erty could be handled.
COMMISSIONED
Producing
major.
DR. MARION
M. KONCZAKOWSKI, son of
Artists, which will distribute through
M. M. Konczakowski, Buffalo theater oper- RAY J. CARTER, JR., formerly Paramount, to
aviation cadet.
United Artists, allows for the par-(
ator commissioned a 1st lieutenant in the
CHARLES ROUNSAVILLE, formerly Paramount, ticipation of the creative artists in
medical reserve corps.
to staff sergeant.
M. T. AUFDEMORTE, formerly Paramount, to the profits of a picture, thereby comcaptain.
pensating producer, director, stars
LEON KAMERAN, formerly manager, Astor JOHN J. PILMAIER, formerly Paramount, to
and writers on the basis of a picTheater,
sergeant.
N.
Y.,
to
2nd lieutenant for
outstanding
leadership
at
Rendova and THEODORE ABER, formerly Paramount, to 1st ture's returns.
New Ceorgia Island.
sergeant.
The creative talent, Lyons said,
MONROE R. COODMAN, formerly Paramount, STANLEY GAVIN, formerly Paramount, to 1st
was worth 10 per cent of each $100,to corporal.
lieutenant.
JULIUS LEVINE, formerly Paramount, to cor- WAYNE A. FLEECER, formerly Paramount, to 000 invested in a picture and as the
Kodak,

*

*

*

PROMOTED

*

Sale of these films the program
now self-supporting, with prints
poral.
sold at cost whereas formerly they
sergeant.
B. SEBASTIAN, formerly Paramount,
WILLIAM J. KLOOS, formerly Paramount, to
were sold at the cost merely of the CHARLES
to staff sergeant.
captain.
raw stock is handled by Castle HOWARD SMIDT, formerly Paramount, to serGLENN HAVILAND, formerly Paramount, to
geant.
Films, Inc., with production let to 23
corporal.
SALVATORE TERMINI, formerly Paramount, to
different producers at this time.
•
corporal.
McNutt pointed out that these ROBERT THORP, formerly Paramount, to capMARINES
tain.
films are now being used by our alEARL HUFFINCHAM, formerly Paramount, to SETH KANTOR, National Screen Service, Delies, with more than 1,000 purchased
is

—

— —

•

technical sergeant.

by Canada and South Africa and a
score of the films recently sent the
Soviet Union.
Audiences, he said,

exceed 15,000,000.
Dr.
Studebaker remarked that
training films for industrial purposes
have contained too much "atmosphere" in the past, wasting footage
on such things as whistles blowing,
workers punching in, views of the
plant, etc.
Instructional value of
these films was low, he said, in comparison to the type of script being
used in the OE series, where the
film gets right to the point, devoting
all its footage to the actual instruction.

Cleveland First-Run
For Mono/s "Bondage'

—

Cleveland "Women in Bondage"
booked into Loew's Ohio Theater
for the week of Jan. 7. This is the
is

Monogram picture to break into the local first-run situation.

first

Cuban Shorts Producer
To Make Three Features

—

Havana (By Air Mail) Manuel
Alonso, president of Noticario Nacional CMQ, will produce and direct
three features. Alonso has produced
about 50 short subjects this year.

Two

20th-Fox Jan. Releases
Twentieth Century-Fox has set
two pictures, "The Lodger" and
"Lifeboat," for release in January,
it was announced yesterday by Tom
Connors, the company's distribution
chief.
"The Lodger" will go out on
Jan. 7 and "Lifeboat" on Jan. 21.

FEflimE TOUCH
ELVIRA DONHANYOS,

assistant manager, Grande,

Detroit.

FAYE LONDON, manager, Midtown,

Detroit.

Rights

(Continued from Page 1)

sergeant.

JOSEPH

Offer for

11 Pictures

Now

*

troit.

in

For Thompson Co.

Work Seek Manpower Relief from
Clients Part-time Workers—WMC

will spend a minimum of
$1,000,000 on each production, 50 per
cent of each venture will go to the
participating talent.
He asserted
that such a system was a solution to
a p: oblem of long standing as it gave
the top people the amount of money

company

to

which they were entitled.
First picture under the setup will

be "Love is Where You Find It"
which goes into production late in
March.
Others on the PA lineup

include "High Spirits," possibly for
(Continued from Page 1)
Eleven pictures are now in work
Jack Benny; "Singing City" and "The
for clients of the J. Walter Thomp- plication to the exhibition end of the Blackbi: der." Lyons said he needed
son advertising agency, the highest pix industry is generally recognized. two more properties as he planned
level of film activity in the history He pointed out that only 2,000,000 to make six pictures a year.
of the company. Six are in the shoot- of the total are actually working, of
A film version of the opera "Caring stage and five go before the whom it is believed a substantial men" also is under consideration.
portion are now employed in thecameras in January.
While the libretto and music are in
Motion
picture
production
is aters.
the public domain, certain foreign
The
head divided the group rights have
farmed out to the company best
to be cleared and such
equipped to handle a particular sub- into three classifications.
a move has been started with the
14
1.
Eight
million
students
over
ject by the advertising agency.
alien custodian.
years of age.
Pictures now in the camera stage
Lyons returns to Hollywood either
2. Over 5,000,000 non-working woare: "Flight Log," the story of 100
Jan. 5 or 7 and in the meantime he
without
between 20 and 55 and
octane gasoline, for Shell Oil; "Alu- men
plans to see every legitimate producminum Extrusion," an indoctrination children.
tion that New York has to offer.
3. Almost
18,000,000 workers in
film, for Reynolds Metals; "Passport
trade, service and Government, many
to Health," a general institutional
of whom could work a few additional Funeral Services
film on immunization, for Sharp &
Dohme; "Metal Bellows," a product hours each day on a second job.
Although use of part-time work- For Larry Golob's Father
presentation film, for the Fulton
Sylphon Company; and "California ers is increasing generally, McNutt
Funeral services for Harry Golob,
Wine," an institutional film, for the pointed out that only 27,000 part- father of Larry Golob of Warners,
time workers were listed among over
California Wine Institute.
9,000,000 in munitions industries last will be held at 2:30 p.m. today in the
Riverside Chapel, Amsterdam Ave.
July.
Golob died Tuesday
Part-time reserve among non- and 76th St.
Next
working women has barely been night at his home in New York.
Film
tapped, said McNutt, and recruitIn addition to Larry, who is manment campaigns have indicated that ager of Warner's field exploitation
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"more than 40 per cent of the non- force and assistant to Allan Meltzer,
Hollywood Samuel Goldwyn has working women
who are willing to Eastern publicity manager, he is
announced his second comedy in enter industry are interested only survived by
his widow, Fannie; a
Technicolor to star Danny Kaye will
"
in part-time work
daughter, Rose; two brothers and

WMC

j

Today

"Wonder Man"
Goldwyn Kaye

—

Man" based on an
by Arthur Sheekman.

be "The Wonder
original story

Comic theme of the story is that it
proposes to show what happens to
a so-called "Quiz Kid" when he grows
up.

Homer Boyd Stricken
Alliance, O.— Homer H.

Boyd, 69,

retired theater operator died at his
home here following a heart attack.
From 1921 to 1927 he owned and op-

erated the Ohio theater here and in
1927 he opened the Strand theater,
and shortly afterward sold it to Tri
Theaters Inc., here and retired. His
widow and a daughter survive.

two

Metro N. Y. Tradeshows Jan. 18
New York tredeshows of M-G-M's
"A Guy Named Joe" and "Broadway
Rhythm" will be held Jan. 18. Both
pictures will be shown morning and
afternoon. All other exchange centers, as previously announced, will
screen these pictures Jan. 17.

"Tarzan" Sets Globe Mark

sisters.

IN
JAMES

NEW POSTS

TRIPPE,

manager,

Capiroi,

Oneida.

Tenn.

SAM HAMMOND, manager, Roxy, Atlanta.
VERNON CRAY, district field man, Paramount
Atlanta.

NIELS NELSON, manager, Rupert,

Detroit.

"Tarzan's Desert Mystery" which
ROSS REED, operator, Echo, Detroit.
opened for a run at the Globe on HERBERT MANN, operator, Rainbo, Detroit.
Christmas Day, is reported by RKO FELIX GOLETZ, manager, Moran, Detroit.
Radio to have broken the house all- CHARLES DAVIE, manager, Echo, Detroit.
time record for Saturday and Sun- THOMAS CRAY, Shea Theaters publicityday.
advertising staff, Buffalo.

i

I

|

I
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Urges
For

New

WAC

Personnel

N. Y. Film Critics

WAC REPORT SUMMARIZED

Field List

(Continued from Page

work

RODGERS'

Table of activities of the Distributors Division of the WAC for the year 1942-43,
as reported yesterday by its retiring chairman, William F. Rodgers:

1)

may

be relieved by
others who may take up the duties.
2. Continuance of the announced
continuity of one "film bulletin" and
one full-length subject, it being
pointed out that theater owners making their schedules can be depended
upon to give better co-operation if
they know they will receive one fulllength subject every other week.
3. Calling of a meeting of distribution chairmen, through three regional sessions or one at a central
point, for the purpose of clarifying
problems.
4. Closer contact between distribution and exhibition chairmen, since
to serve,

Distribution
gratis
of
subjects for
Circulation for 50 for which reports
Average circulation per subject
Highest circulation attained

Distribution of "America Speaks"
circulation
circulation per subject
Highest circulation attained

OWI

64
593,764

available"

are

11,873
15,957

19
174,106
9,163
13,817

subjects

Total

Average

4
32,012

Distribution of feature length subjects
Total circulation to date
Average circulation per subject
Highest circulation attained

8,003
12,848

6

Distribution of Film Bulletins
Total circulation
Average circulation per subject
Distribution of orientation films to U.

Scrap

drives

Bonds sold

(free
in

101 ,064

16,844
S.

Army personnel

17

film)

theaters

1,755

$

Pick Year's "Bests
(Continued from Page

1)

Runner-up was Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's picture, "The Human
Comedy."
Best male performance citation
went to Paul Lukas for his acting of
the male lead in "The Watch on the
ture.

Rhine."

Best acti'ess award went to Ida
Lupino for her characterization of
the selfish and self-centered heroine
of "The Hard Way," also a Warner
Katina Paxinou was
Bros. film.
runner-up for her performance of
Pilar in Paramount's "For Whom

319,618,721

the Bell Tolls."
1,909,889,196
the results have been most gratify- Total amount of bond sales
George Stevens' directing of "The
ing when this co-ope: ation exists.
Additional drives
4
More
the Merrier" for Columbia,
reaffirmation
co-opera5. The
of
" Includes at least 12 on which circulation has only begun
won the best directing award for the
tion from certain circuits.
year. William Wellman was runnerThe outstanding achievements of
the distribution division, Rodgers re- closings and part-time theaters will of their time and talents to the war up for this award with his direction
account for the difference.
effort.
ported, were:
To them, he said, goes the of 20th-Fox's "The Ox-Bow Inci3. The better understanding on the credit for the showing made
one dent."
1. The improvement of the system
A special award will go to the U.
of distribution of Government films. part of everyone in distribution which the entire industry can exhibit with pride.
2. The improvement in the circu- concerning their lesponsibilities.
S. Army Signal Corps for its se:ies
Rodgers said these improvements
The complete year's activities of war documentaries in the "Why
lation of war films resulting from a
Fight" series as well as for its
general ave: age of about 12,500 to had been made possible only because were summarized by Rodgers for the
A table of activities is re- single production of "Report from
a maximum of 15,900 out of a total of men and women from every branch WAC.
Openings, of the industry had given generously produced on this page.
the Aleutians."
16,400 pledged theaters.

—

We

Men Who
Drop

At The

Fight

OfA Hat

.

.

.

And

Love A t The Drop Of An
Eyelash I

T»
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3-State Polio
In Dallas Jan.

Meet
10

{Continued from Page

• REVIEWS
"Tender Comrade"

"The Heavenly Body"

with Ginger Rogers

with William Powell, Hedy Lamarr
95 Mins.
M-G-M

1)

together
representatives,
with officials of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, will
attend fiom New Mexico and Okla-

change

homa.

A national committee "flying
of
Harry
composed
squadron"
Brandt, Eddie Alperson, Oscar A.
Doob and Arthur Mayer will fly to
Dallas for the meeting. Dr. John L.
Lavan, research diiector of the National Foundation, will speak and
direct a Sister Kenny method demonstration in the treatment of polio.
The Dallas meeting will follow a
five-state conference in Atlanta on
January 4th.
In the Texas-Oklahoma-New MexIn the
ico area are 1,705 theaters.
1943 drive this area leported colIt is hoped to
lections of $33,164.

boost that by 50 per cent in the 1944

Of THE REUJ f ILfllS*

RKO
102 Mins.
LOVE DRAMA PACKS A BOX OFFICE
MARITAL FARCE IS FIRST-RATE FUN
KICK; SURE-FIRE FOR FEMMES; ROGERS FOR GROWN-UPS; POWELL BIG DRAW
APPEARS AT HER BEST.
AFTER LONG SCREEN ABSENCE.
"Tender Comrade" is an emotion-stirring
A titillating marital farce, "The Heavenly
love drama that tells in box office terms
the story of the women men leave behind
when they go off to war. As an expression

of

faith

and

idealism

the

more than merits attention.

It

production
noble in

is

purpose and is certain to make a deep
impression on those who see it. Where the
women are concerned, the film will prove
no less than surefire.
The picture gives
them ample opportunity to work themselves
into

tears.

The

the story of one
young couple torn apart by the war. The
two l:vers are Ginger Rogers and Robert
Ryan. After Ryan leaves for overseas, Miss
Rogers, a worker in an aircraft plant, and
film

is

specifically

three fellow-employes (Ruth Hussey, Patricia
Collinge, Kim Hunter) pool their earnings

Body" is first-rate fun that will draw
handsomely, thanks no little to the pairing
of William Powell and Hedy Lamarr in the

The film tells a diverting story
top roles.
smartly and with considerable bounce.
Of primary interest is the presence cf
This is the
William Powell in the cast.
film since he made
first starring
His
"Crossroads" for Metro in early 1942.
only other film appearance since then has
actor's

been in "The Youngest Profession," in
which he was seen for a flash as a "guest
The desire of his army of fans to
star."
welcome him back as a full-time performer
will assure the box office success of the
production.
Powell is very
role

an

of

much h's old self in the
astronomer, who, at just about

"Song

of

Russia"

Robert Taylor, Susan

with

Peters

M-G-M

107 Mins

j

LOVE TALE TOLD AGAINST A WAR*
BACKGROUND SHOULD APPEAL ESPE
CIALLY TO WOMEN; MUSIC IMPORTANT.
Russian

setting Joseph Pasternak's
production tells a dramatic love
story that will prove a solid hit with the
women despite its relation to the war. The
film has been produced with all the classy
trimmings that characterize a Pasternak
offering.
The producer has endowed the
film with so many sterling production values
that it can't miss being strong popular
entertainment.
In this tender love tale Robert Taylor
and Susan Peters are thrown together to
the delight of the women. Taylor, a famous
American conductor, meets Miss Peters,
a
Russian pianist, during a tour of the
Soviet.
They fall in love immediately and
get married.
Then suddenly war strikes
to shatter their happiness.
In the confusion
of war, husband and wife are separated.
The footage from then on recounts TayIn

a

newest

campaign.
and set up house under one roof.
Like the time he has discovered a new comet,
Milas L. Hurley, state chairman Mirs Rogers, each cf the three girls has starts having trouble with his wife, Hedy
for New Mexico, and L. C. Griffith, a husband in the service.
Life under a Lamarr.
Responsible is a visit by Miss Lastate chairman for Oklahoma, .will common roof sort of helps to keep the marr to an astrologer (Fay Bainter), who lor's efforts to find Miss Peters.
It is
will
Griffith
meeting.
address the
flame of love burning brightly.
The
They gain tells her another man is destined to come a touching, heart-breaking search.
epitell of the ravages of the polio
a recruit when Mady Christians, a Euro- into
her life.
A chance meeting with windup finds Taylor and Miss Peters safely
demic in Oklahoma during 1943 and pean, is hired to function as housekeeper. James Craig, an air-raid warden, con- in America. Miss Peters' fate is carefully
pay tribute to the great work done Their existence together, rich in human vinces her that this is the man Miss Bainter kept from the audience until the very last
by the National Foundation in aid incidents, moves along more cr less serenely discovered in her horoscope. Forthwith Miss scene of the film.
of the local groups fighting the until Miss Rogers receives notice of her Lamarr goes after Craig, who isn't too hapThe picture widens its audience by giving
plague.

"Random Harvest" Best
In Mag/s Rural Survey
(Continued from Page

husband's death
shortly
after/ she
has
given birth to a son.
In his fine screenplay Dalton Trumbo recreates the romance between Miss Rogers
and Ryan by means of flashbacks in which
comedy is intermingled with drama.
He
has

1)

lot of

garnered a total of 350,000 votes in

talk, a

its initial effort.

directin

Runners-up comprise

"My

Friend

Flicka," 20th-Fox; "For Me and My
Gal," M-G-M; "Stage Door Canteen,"
Lesser-UA; "Pride of the Yankees,"

Goldwyn-RKO; "Yankee Doodle Dandy," Wa-ners; "So Proudly

We

Hail,"

Paramount; "Casablanca," Warners;
"Andy Hardy's Double Life," M-GM and "Dixie," Paramount.
Judy Garland topped the list of
favorite actresses, followed bv Greer
Garson, also of Metro, and Warne: 's
Bette Davis. M-G-M's Spencer Tracy
and Robert Young were the top two
the favorite actor classification,
followed by Republic's cowboy star,

in

Roy Rogers.
Publication pointed out that "Rural audiences demand as high quality
in their motion pictu' es as city audi-

ences

— and

wholesome

they want them on the
side."

Can Use "Oklahoma"
Other

Titles,

In

Says Rep.

the

filled

has

Hempstead
rate

From there on Powell is
py about it all.
kept busy trying to keep his wife's silly
Of
notion from taking a serious turn.
course,

time

all

has

fluffy

a

ends well after
been had by all.
that

story

will

gay and lively
So terminates
appeal more to
a

some excellent sophisticated people than others.
Edward Dmytryk's
Produced brightly by Arthur Hornblow,

picture with
it

stirring.

feeling

rates a

production

and

warmth.

deep bow

he has given

David

for the first-

the

Trumbo

tale.

Miss Rogers has never given a finer
performance than she does in "Tender
Comrade." She gets under the skin of her
character effectively to make her role uncommonly convincing.
At all times she
is equal to the emotional
demands of the
part.
As her husband, Ryan takes another
big step toward the top.
The Misses Hussey, Collinge, Christians and
Hunter fill
supporting roles superbly.
CAST: Ginger Rogers, Robert Ryan, Ruth
Hussey, Patricia Collinge, Mady Christians,
Kim Hunter, Jane Darwell, Mary Forbes,
Richard Martin.
CREDITS: Producer, David Hempstead;
Associate Producer, Sherman Todd; Di-

the

Jr.

picture has the benefit of deft direc-

Alexander

and cleverly conMichael Arlen and
Walter Reisch, who worked from a Harry
Kurnitz adaptation of a yarn by Jacques
Thery.
Powell is the main show in "The Heavenly
Body." Miss Lamarr is chiefly ornamental.
James Craig, Miss Bainter, Henry
O'Neill, Spring Byington deliver the best
performances in the supporting cast. Robert
tion

by

trived

screenplay

Planck's camera
lau

Kaper's

Hall

by

work

musical

is

music an important place in the story.
Nothing less could have been expected cf
a Pasternak film.
The score consists of
music from Tschaikowsky and modern Russian composers adapted for the screen by
Herbert Stothart and conducted by Albert
Coates.
Jerome Kern and E. Y. Harburg
have augmented the musical appeal of
the f.lm by contributing a song called

"And

Russia

Is

Her Name." Numerous

or-

chestral scenes have been incorporated into
the footage.
Its .music is one of the film's

most potent points.
Taylor and
Mrs Peters enacted the
leading roles capitally, the latter gives a sensitive

performance that will bring moisture
eyes. John Hodiak, Robert Bench-

many

to

ley,

Bressart are a

Felix

who perform

few of the others

stalwartly.

cf the best. Bronis-

score

merits

atten-

The Paul Jarrico-Richard

screen-

Collins

based on a yarn by Leo Mittler, Victor Trivas and Guy End re, was directed
kill fully by Gregory Ratoff.
The photography of Harry Stradling is aces.
play,

tion.

CAST:

William Powell, Hedy Lamarr,
Fay Bainter, Henry O'Neill,
Spring Byington, Robert Sully, Morris Ankrum, Franco Corsaro, Connie Gilchrist.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Hornblow,
Jr.; Director, Alexander Hall; Soreenplay,
rector, Edward Dmytryk; Screenplay, Dal- Michael Arlen, Walter Reisch; Adaptation,
ton Trumbo; Bosed on story by Dalton Trum- Harry Kurnitz; Based on story by Jacques
bo; Cameraman,
Russell
Metty; Special Thery; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Musical
Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors, Score, Bronislau Kaper; Recording Director,
Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark; Set Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric GibDecorators, Darrell Silvera, Al Fields; Musi- bons; Set Decorations, Edw'n
B.
Willis,
cal S:ore, Leigh Harline; Musical Director,
McLean Nisbet; Special Effects, Arnold
Bakalein'koff
C.
Sound, Ray Meadows; Gillespie; Film Editor, Blanche Sewell.
F Im Editor, Roland Gross.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION, Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
Good.

James Craig,

;

CAST: Robert
Hodiak,
Michael

Robert

Taylor, Susan Peters, John

Bsnchley,

Bressart,

Felix

Chekhov, Darryl Hickman, Jacqueline White, California Junior Symphony
Orchestra.

CREDITS:

Produced, Joseph Pasternak;
Gregory Ratoff; Screenplay, Paul
Jarrico,
Richard Collins; Based on story
by Leo Mittler, Victor Trivas, Guy Endore;
Musical Adaptation, Herbert Stothart; Conductor, Albert Coates; Song, Jerome Kern,
E. Y. Harburg; Dance Director, David Lichine; Cameraman, Harry Stradling; Recording
Director,
Douglas Shearer; Art Director,
Cedric Gibbons; Set Decorators, Edwin B.
Director,

Republic announces, in connection
with the Theater Guild settlement
"Flu" Hits Cincy Film Rowon the "In Old Oklahoma" title, that
published reports stating that "Re- Collins Group Adds Ninth
Cincinnati The "flu" has caused Willis, Edward G. Boyle; Special Effects,
public also agrees not to use the
Atlanta, Ga. W. J. Collins and much absenteeism in local film cir- Arnold Gillespie; Film Editor, George Hiveworld 'Oklahoma' in any other film" Associates have purchased the Gar- cles, practically all exchanges suf- iy.
are not correct. Republic denies that den Hills theater. This gives them a fering from lack of help due to the
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
chain of nine independent houses.
it was party to such a stipulation.
illness.
Excellent.

—
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\KO Will Pay All Back Dividends on

Ptd.

(See Column 3 Below)
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TOJOO NEW THEATERS

tECOMMEND 200

Bond Premieres, Goal

2,500

istributcrs to Make Pix
.vailable Also for Special
i

st

Repeat Bond Showings
Bureau

Coast

—

of

THE FILM DAILY

Los Angeles Chailes P. Skouras,
itional chairman of the industry's
,h War Loan campaign, announced
f?re yesterday that all distributors
five agreed to furnish for one perirmance only, to be known as a
ond premiere, any pictuie under
mtract up to 30 days prior to its
vailability, providing any exhibitor
wing prior clearance does not obs

»ct.

In this way, it

is

aimed

have a

to

(Continued on Page 11)

Academy

tegular

'est

The calendar

taking

is

business this year!
That is the estimate

a

healthy,

made by

$2,000,000

Moskowitz

Hollywood

1

theaters

nationally

because

C. C.

Christmas

at

the

movie

theater

and

RKO

WAC

On Accrued Dividends

Film Bulletins

Film bulletins are played

in the
16,838 pledged theaters
through a plan worked out by the
distribution chairmen of the
and the branch managers of the five

WAC

Loan Drive
Half of Houses to Care
For Recreation Needs

Would Be Temporary
By

of

New

16,838 Houses Play

of

—A

wallop

Loew's as to what it costs
Years fall on Saturdays.
Moskowitz thinks that the Loew circuit alone is dropping around $200,000
due to the loss of the extra "holiday price" day, which results when holidays
fall on other than Saturday or Sunday.
In a lesser degree Lincoln's Birthday will throw the box office for a loss, too,
since it also falls on Saturday.
the

THE FILM DAILY newsreels in each exchange city, it
total of 22 regular
was brought out in the report of W.

Coast Bureau

for 4th

Calendar's Holidays-on-Satnrdays Trick
Seen Costing Movie Theaters $2,000,000

full list of

Iwards to Total 22

TEN CENTS

30, 1943

Declares Paym'l

Board of directors of RKO Cora,
yesterday took action to declare payment of accumulated dividends acciued prior to Nov. 1, 1943, amounting to $15.50 a share on the 6 per
cent prefer: ed stock, it was announced by Floyd B. Odium, chair-

ANDREW

Washington Bureau of

—

H. OLDER
THE FILM DAILY

Washington Wartime construction of from 200 to 300
new theaters to care for recreation needs of centers swollen by war
industries has been recommended to
the Office of Civilian Requirements,
it was learned authoritatively yesterday.
The recommendation came
from a special committee set up to
examine the nation's needs in recreation and including representatives
from four or five Government agencies besides WPB.
It was learned also that support
(Continued on Page 7)

Claude Lee Assumes

WAC-Treasury Post

;hievement awards will be included F. Rodgers, retiring chairman of the man of the board. The directors also
the Academy of Motion Picture distributors division of the WAC.
declared a regular dividend of $1.50
These
'rts and Sciences balloting.
The bulletins are shipped from per share on the 6 per cent preferred Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
Claude Lee, ParaThalberg
Irving
G.
include
to
not
for the current year. Both dividends
(Continued on Page 6)
mount publicity official who will
ward, given each year for the most
(Continued on Page 7)
i

—

(Continued on Page 7)

Cinema Lodge Will Hold

Milwaukee Anti-Crowding
Sentencing
Ordinance Ruled Faulty

heater Party Feb. 23

—

Seven in
Extortion Trial Postponed
of

serve as liaison officer between the
and the Treasury for the

WAC

Fourth

War Loan

drive, put in his

(Continued on Page 6)

Milwaukee, Wis. District Judge
The sentencing of the seven men Rites Today for F. H.
L. Neelen has dismissed the
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, will case of the Fox-Wisconsin Theaters, found guilty in Fedeial Court last
Former
Attorney
'old its annual theater party on
Inc., charged with violations of a week of extorting more than $1,(Continued on Page 2)
city ordinance (Section 48.21 of the 000,000 from the industry will be
Frederick H. Wood, noted attorcity building code) which requires postponed a day to tomorrow, it was ney, who died in his Broad St. office
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
on Tuesday, figured prominently in
9

Wood,

Harvey

Company

I

Distrih.

Decree

Draft Not Yet In
Washington Bur.,

THE FILM DAILY

— No

word has yet
been received at the Department of
Justice from the distributor defendants in the New York case, with

Washington

submission
for a

of

their

final

proposals

new consent decree apparently

awaiting
Attorney

the

return

General
due back

of

Tom

Assistant

C.

Clark,

Washington,
in
was thought after the
conference between Clark and Joseph P. Hazen two weeks ago that
the distributor draft might be at
Clark's office by now.

who

is

Saturday.

It

(Continued on Page 6)

No Tax on 9 -Cent Kid Tickets
A.

F.

Myers

Clarifies Section of

59,000 Persons in Three
Set New Para. Mark

Days

Answering

Tax

Kelly to London;
Bill

inquiries as to the im-

position of the proposed admission

tax on children's tickets where the
price is nine cents, Abram F. Myers
pointed out in a national Allied bulletin
that the pending bill amends
Tuesday
and
missions on Monday,
yesterday with "Riding High" on the Sec. 1700 (a) of the Internal Revenue
screen and Tommy Dorsey and band Code only as to the rate of the effective tax.
on the stage.
Therefore, Myers explained, the
Bob Weitman, managing director,

The Broadway Paramount

hit a
new three-day post-Christmas record with an attendance of 59,000 ad-

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 11)

Meet With

J.

A.

May
Rank

Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president of
United Artists, is en route to England
in connection with current and postwar UA business.
It
is
expected
that he also will confer on quota
prcduction.

Because of the many
contemplated by

projects
Rank',
will

it

is

meet

dustry leader.

anticipated

with

the

reported
J.

Arthur

that
British

Kelly
in-

Thursday, December 30,

1!

DAILY

Boro Chairmen

Name

Sentencing

of

Seven

in

Extortion Trial Postponed

Loan Drive Captains

(Continued from Page

The reason for
postponement is that James D.
Borough chairmen for the Fourth C. Murray, chief defense counsel, is
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
War Loan Drive have completed in Washington and is not expected
DONALD M. MERSEREAU
Ceneral Manager
their selections of captains for their back in town by today.
It was learned at the same time
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor various districts, it was announced
that Boris Kostelanetz, special asL.
Alperson,
yesteiday
by
Edward
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
sistant U. S. attorney general, who
Broadway,
New general chairman.
and
Holidays
at
1501
prosecuted the case, would ask that
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
In
Manhattan,
Brandt's
Harry
Alicoate,
President
and
Folk, Inc.
J. W.
the defendants be remanded to jail
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- captains are Charles Stein er, lower
and that should bail be continued by
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the Manhattan;
Harold Janecke, 14th Judge John Bright the prosecutor
post-office at
New York, N. Y., under the
would ask for an increase in the
act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) to 34th Sts., East and West Sides; cases of Paul DeLucia and Louis
United States outside of Greater New York Grace Niles, 34th to 59th Sts., East
Compagna.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
&iae, James Zabin arid Murray Lee
Foreign, $15.00.
Subscriber should
$3.00.
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remit with order.

all

THE FILM DAILY,

to

New

York,

New

9-7117,

Cable address.

9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121.

Filmday,

Broadway

BRyant

Phone

Y.

N.

communications
1501

York.

HOLLYWOOD,

28, Calif.—
Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607.
Andrew H.
Older, 841 Longfellow St., N.W., Phone Taylor

Representatives:

WASHINGTON—

CHICAGO,

0882;

45,

6241 N. Oakley Ave.

111.,

Joseph

Esler,

LONDON— Ernest

W.

Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St.,

W.

PARIS— P.

I.

Rue Marsoulan

29

(12).

Le

A. Harle,

Film,

HAVANA— Mary
214.
HONOLULU

Louise Blanco, Virtudes
—Eileen O'Brien. BUENOS AIRES— Dr.
Walter P. Schuck, Casillo de Correo 1929.
MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Galindo,
Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F.
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Ralph McCulough
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Jules Pincus, Lefferts; Earl
Wadge, Carlton; Fred Brunei, Bellaire; Abe Vallet, Laurelton; John
Heinz, Flushing; John Andres, Bayside; Bernard Zelenko, Jamaica; Mr.

—Funeral

were
held yesterday for Ralph McCulough, Johneck, Linden; Warren Bartlett,
veteran agent and actor, who died of Rockaways; and Frank Reo, Astoria.
He is survived
acute appendicitis.
Chairman Louis Goldberg and coby his wife, Lillian Rich, former sil- chairman Irving L. Liner's Richmond
ent screen star who is now a mem- County captains are Henry Suchber of M-G-M's stock company.
man, Port Richmond; Lewis Moses,
Tompkinsville; and Arthur Lane,
Hollywood

services

WANTED

1501

fully,

Box 175.

THE FILM DAILY
New York

Broadway

New York

in

is

JOHN STRAUSS, of Warners Buffalo
in New York for a few days.

bra

Rites for Rupert Julian,
Silent Screen Director
THE FILM DA
— Private
funeral

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

e

vices will be conducted for Rup
Julian, 64, veteran silent screen
rector and actor, who died Tuesd
He was born in New Zealand i
came to California from his bir

THEATERS

Milwaukee Anti-Crowding
Ordinance Ruled Faulty
(Continued from Page

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAL
50th

1)

claim that last New Year's eve patrons blocked the aisles during the
show at the Uptown. Judge Neelen,
in dismissing the case, said that the
ordinance is faulty in that it provides for punishment of persons and
not of corporations, and that no proof
was offered by the city that the management had placed the people in

City

Miles H. Alben has been appointed
chairman of the general committee
and serving with him are Max B.
Blackman, Victor Blau, Irving H.
Greenfield, Leo Jaffe, Louis Jaffe,

Ben Pepper, Norman Steinberg, Alfred

W. Schwalberg, Abel A.

St.

6th Ave.

tr

GREER GARSON-WALTER PIDGEON
in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

"MADAME CURIE"
GALA STACE REVUE
SYM.'HONY ORCHESTRA
First

Mezzanine Seats Reserved.

In

in

plus a big
STACE SHOW

Circle 6-460

David Weinstock and William Zim-

TECHNICOLOR!

pnYY
RV/A
I

Dorothy

7
SOth St.
1 2L£*f:

Dick

LAMOUR

Vleto

POWELL

MOOP

"RIDING HIGH"
A Paramount

Picture

IN TECHNICOLOR
In Person

TOMMY DORSEY
PARAMOUNT

and Ban
"»«

SAMUEL COLDWYN'S

THE NORTH STAF
NEW

Vigard,

VICTORIA

B'WAY &

•

46th

RKO PALAC
B'WAY &

47th

Continuous
performances,
price:
popular
doors open 9:00 A.M., midnight show evei
night both theaters.

Ken Henry, Port Chester; George
Menor, Mt. Vernon; and Joseph Di
are

Lorenzo, New Rochelle.
Yesterday Chairman Emde's capthe Bronx, Chairman H. R.
Emde's captains are Irving Gold, tains of both the Bronx and WestJerry De Rosa, Max Mink, Ben chester met at Loew's Paradise; and
Friedman, Gilbert Marbe, Herman today Chairman Rinzler and GoldAxelrod, Clayton Pruit, Sam Rydell, berg of Brooklyn meet with their
Jack
Boxer. district captains at the RKO Albee
Bernstein and
Al
Emde's Westchester district captains Theater.
Tottenville.

Production manager for permanent posiorganization
doing
tion
Eastern
with
Immediate opening.
work.
essential
Must be able to prepare budgets, shooting schedules and supervise production.

Write

arrive

NEW YORK

Bill Price, Flatbush; the aisles and exits.
The trial had
Harry Padra and James Bruno, been delayed by the request of the
Ridgewood; Harry Resnick and John corporation for a jury trial, which
O'Connor, Bedford; Sidney Levine was later withdrawn.
and Ed Sacks, Crown Heights; Al
Weiss and Murray Reisner, Brownsand Joe Beck and Morris Cinema Lodge Will Hold
ville;
Brown, East New York.
Theater Party Feb. 23
Borough Chairman Fred Schwartz
has
his
camptains:
as
of Queens
(Continued from Page 1)
Richard Trestler, Sunny side; Ted Feb. 23, at the Imperial Theater.
Rodis, Long Island City; J. Evans The house
has been bought out by
Kail, Jackson Heights; Louis Falk,
the Lodge for the performance that
Hillside; Ed Douglas, Prospect; Miss night of Michael Todd's "Mexican
Doreen Camp, Maspeth; Hairy Dav- Hayride."
ies, Ridgewood; Al Green, Kew Gar-

dens;

Rites for

will

ray Green and

160
179

19%

Brooklyn; James Bergen and Murray Schorf, Bay Ridge; Sig Schwartz
and Al Shaw, Bensonhurst; Paul
Binstock and Lou Liss, Coney Island; Carl Siegel and Murray Alper, Greenpoint; Mike Nickolus and

Tony Corta, Kings Highway; Mui-

27/8
17

577/8

7%

_

Net
Chg.

+ %

21%
28% 28i/4
11% 11%
NEW YORK BOND MARKET

21%
20th Century-Fox
20th-Fox pfd. (li/2 ). 283/8
Warner

Close

133/4

Columbia Picts. pfd.
3
Con. Fm. Ind
17
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.
160
East. Kodak
180
do pfd

NANCY KELLY
week-end.

Kostelanetz, it is believed, will request that the maximum sentences be
imposed on all defendants.
The
maximum is 10 years in jail and fines
totalling $25,000 in each instance. place 31 years ago.
The prosecutor has been conferring
with Attorney Geneial Francis Biddie and U. S. Attorney James B. M.
McNally during the past week on the
sentences to be imposed.

Downtown Brooklyn; Monroe Schrem

ter Heiber, New Utrecht; Harry
Neiller and Seymour Vorzimer, South

(Wednesday, December 29)

High

Boss, 34tri to 5yth Sts., West Side;
Irving Lesser, Times Square and
Midtown first-run theaters; Lee
Koken, 59th to 86th Sts., East Side;
June Van Dyke, 59th to 86th Sts.,
West Side; Jeaul Sherman, 86th to
125th Sts., East Side; Sam Taub,
86cri to 13oth fcsts., West Side; Marty
Kosen, 135th to 181st Sts., West
Side; and Rudy Kramer, 181st St.
to Spuyten Duyvil.
In Brooklyn Sam Rinzler's and
co-chairman Louis Goldberg's captains and co-captains are as follows: Larry Gieib and John Burke,

C. L. CARRINCTON, new president of t
Service
Corp.,
has
left
New York for
Angeles.

and Lou Goidel, Boro Hall-Red Hook; that the aisles and exits of theaters
Harry Magelof sky and Joseph Feliin, be kept clear.
Williamsburg; Allan HotofT and WalThe test case, arose from a police

FINANCIAL

GOIM

and

learned yesterday.

10 Cents

Thurs., Dec. 30, 1943
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C5P. STATE
P

ON SCREEN

WORLD PREMIERE
SHOWING
HUMPHREY
BOCART
in

"SAHARA"

IN

J

PERSON

PATRICIA

MORISON
HARRISON

&

FISHER
JACKIE

CLEASON
ERIC BLORE

v,^
^o

<i

.

J

ft

t>°°

A**
«ot

Gene Kelly • Mary Astor John Boles • Ben Blue • Frances Rafferty Mary Elliott Frank Jenks
Kathryn Grayson
Frank Sully Dick Simmons Ben Lessy Mickey Rooney • Judy Garland • Red Skelton Eleanor Powell Ann Sothern
Lena Home • Marsha Hunt
Marilyn Maxwell
Donna Reed
Virginia O'Brien • Frank Morgan
Lucille Ball
Gloria DeHaver* • John Conte • Sara Haden
Maxine Barrat
Don Loper
Margaret O'Brien
June Allyson
Benny Carter
Jose Iturbi • Original Screen Play by Paul Jarrico and Richard Collins
Kay Kyser
Bob Crosby
Directed by George Sidney
Produced by Joseph Pasternak
Based on their story "Private Miss Jones"
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"Out Two Big

Jobs in January: Fourth

War Loan and March

of Dimes

!

•

"Our Two Big Jobs in January:
Fourth War Loan and March of Dime*

IITDU3TRT3
ELL-RINGER
wishes you and yours a
New Year of Health, Success—

and Victory

in 1944!

Thursday, December 30, 194:'
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16,838 Houses Play

Claude Lee Assumes

WAC-Treasury Post
(Continued from Page

u

WAG

(Continued from Page

1)

day at that job yesterday,
after arriving here Tuesday afternoon to set up offices. He is located
in the Washington Building close by
the offices of War Finance Director
Ted R. Garnble.
first full

Lee's job
tion,

he told

lacks clear defini-

still

The Film

involves numerous

Daily, but

•

•

Rites

Today

for F. H.

Wood,

(Continued from Page

Service Dept. under lack Goldstein, publicity

who has

USO.

joined the

.

and

ber

for

a new

And

high.

Bob Gillham

is

Westinghouse Radio

by Paramount

for

Westinghouse

v.-p.

Screen Canteen

Armed Guard

Para.

DecemRadio Ex-

"On

will speak.

• New

.

featured

night

last

.

Center, Brooklyn.

.

Walter Evans.

Year's Party at the Silver

Navy show from

entire

the

•

.

the Air," produced

Stations. Inc

Shooting

do the adaptation
next.

Yes,

sir,

•

.

.

this

Para, has 12

111*

ol'

the

Darrly F. Zanuck will personally

Moss Hart

produce the pic version of the AAF's "Winged Victory"

1

•

.

•

...

smiling!'

ecutives Club this p.m. at Hotel Shelton will see

•

head ths
manager

personalities garnered 63 plugs on the ether nets during

pix

will

the last

for

to

now

tentatively set to start about

is

— count

—features

'em, 12

now

cutting.

He

Ask Claude Lee
"Will you loan me 10?"

paper gets read

a note from a pal yesterday asking,
Along with it was a clip of that F. D. story headed, "Lee
Today to Open War Loan Office"

got

tion lawyers and an expert on Constitutional issues, having tried the

Schechter "sick chicken" case before
the U. S. Supreme Court which resulted in the NRA being declared
unconstitutional.
Funeral services will be held at St.

Bartholomew's, Park Ave. and 50th
at 4 o'clock today.

T
•

burgh branch head,

is

.

week.

.

home from a
• With Hedy Lamarr among the Coast
subbing on that camp and hospital tour

.

is

• Jimmy

.

Clay V. Hake, 20th-Fox Pitts-

recuperating at his Hawley, Pa.,

bad case of bronchitis.
flu victims, Una Merkel
this

T

THE PERSONAL TOUCH:

•

•

T

Durante's comeback

spotlighted in Collier's

is

Dan Parker doing the article, yclept "Hollywood Rediscovers
Schnozzle.".
# Satn Honigberg, sometime FILM DAILY Pittsburgh
for Jan.

8,

correspondent, has joined Frederick Bros. Artists Corp., to assume charge
of the artists

department, Chicago

co

prexy, will again serve

•

Lt.

Edward Martin,

film bul

remainder of the the

aters of the country.

Branch managers and

WAC

chair

men broke down

their territories t(
show where the film bulletins wouh
not be exhibited as part of the news
reel to which it was originally at
tached.
These situations were the*
divided equally between the distrib

and they were instructed t<
remove the bulletins from thei:
utors

next scheduled for showing in the
aters not automatically playing then
as part of the newsreel scheduled.
This plan, Rodgers reported; re
suited in adding 5,000 more theater:
to the number which receive the filn
bulletins.
These additional theater:
are served within a few more week:
and complete coverage in 16,838 the
aters is achieved within eight to 1(
weeks fiom the release of each sub
ject.

Billy

.

Memphis

as

• M.

.

Variety

A. Lightman, Mal-

Club chief barker.

(Continued from Page

said that the three days

to

welfare and recreation department.

Rose have formed a million dollar

% Ben Marden and

.

.

legit,

producing corporation

an aftermath of Billy's successful bid for the Ziegfeld Theater.
• Brandt circuit managers who turn in the best War Bond sale quotas
during the Fourth Loan campaign will get War Bond awards from Har-

as

ry

Brandt

Nice example, boys.

T
•

•

branch,
the

•
had

TOO BAD
to

.

• Judy Garland

.

is

fighting an

what

official

Palmer Hoyt, head

of the

OWI

domestic

pix of the Battle of

Tarawa was

the

of

industry's

—

its being an historic iteit
.Phil M. could be wrong, but
he has a hunch that were an attempt made to "sell" the pic on the
former premise, the box office results and hence the attendance total
would be not-so-good
To suggest to theatergoers that they pay

the basis of

to

.

—

see American boys

sound psychologically
complacent

ater sales record

—

•

to

in battle

fall

film patrons are

•

.

.

—

It

mention

to

"combat complacency"

un-

is

presupposes that at least the majority

Are they?
just

were

th<

biggest Christmas period since th<
adoption of the present policy eigh.
Approximately 3,00f
years ago.
persons have been in line daily, start
ing as early as 7 a.m. Weitman is
looking for bigger business nex
week starting with the New Yeai
week-end.

one angle

Not

if

the

WEDDIRG BELLS

not relayed

trade press
Addressing the Advertising Men's
American Legion, Hoyt "stated for the record" that the
release of the stark footage was not planned merely to "combat complacency" the original inference by a high Government spokesman
but because the people "are entitled to see" the 12,000 feet of film on
to

I)

T

T

E.

say here the other day about the forthcoming release

Marine Corps'

59,000 Persons in Three
Set New Para. Mark

Days

the office in charge of the Ninth Naval

been appointed assistant
district's

office.

Post, No. 209,

Robert Mclntyre
John Lltel
Laurence Weingarten

method of distributing the

erstwhile Lake Charles, La., theaterman, has

Hollander Chi.

—

a

letins to the

|

.

ear infection on the Coast

War Loan P.A.
Chicago Will Hollander has been
named vice-chairman of the publicity
division of the city's Fourth War
Loan committee. C. W. Needham is
chairman.

on Tuesdays so that the^
can play theaters over the week-enr
and assuring about 11,838 playdate;
automatically within a period of
t
weeks or less. Rodgers pointed outhere
mor<
however, that since
are
than 16,000 theaters pledged to plaj
the war films, the distributors di
vision faced a problem of devising

newsreels, short subjects or feature:

to Capital

1)

several cases involving the motion
picture industry.
Wood was best remembered in the
trade as Paramount's attorney in the
Edward Quittner anti-trust action
against Paramount in the early
Quittner, who had sought
1930's.
more than $400,000 damages, lost
Wood also figured in the
his case.
United States vs. Warner Bros., et
al, action in St. Louis, serving as
counsel for Warners.
Born in Lebanon, Mo., 66 years
ago, Wood was considered one of
the country's best known corpora-

St.,

CUFF-NOTES: Bernard Lewis,
moves over to 20th-Fox on Ian. 3

Bernie replaces Ellen Davis,

June

Former Company Attorney

News

National

TV

A REPORTER'S

•

three years with Para.,

1)

New York

IF

facilitating duties,

including clearances with military
officials for appearances of military
personnel in theaters in behalf of the
drive, the use of Army property and
numerous other such details. In addition, he will serve as on-the-spot
consultant on theater problems with
the Treasury and adviser on various
projects involving the industry which
might arise within the next two
months.

Film Bulletins

War Bond

of

the-

—means anything

T
T
T
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.

.

.

—Lt.

Edward Overdorfer
formerly with Essanes:
circuit's Woods theater, has marriec
Louise Weber, cashier at the house
Chicago

AAF

pilot,

—

Des Moines, la. G. Ralph Bran
general manager of Tri-State:
Theater Corp., and Mrs. Branton
announced the engagement of thei:
ton,

daughter, Katherine Anne, to Ensigi
Vincent Michael Fennelly, USNR
of Brooklyn, N. Y. Miss Branton is
a graduate of Northwestern Univer
sity and attended St. Mary's of Notr<
Dame while Ensign Fennelly grad
uated from Holy Cross College anc
is now in foreign service with th<
Amphibious command of the Navy

hursday,

December

30, 1943

3**^

ecommend 200-300 «
ew Theaters to OCR
"Three

REVIEWS »
with Anna

(Continued from Page 1)

the findings of this committee
ill probably come from the highest
urters in
with the office of
eduction Chief Charles E. Wilson

[r

WPB

\

«dy having made

its

Just as

Russian Girls"

interest

UA

Sten,

Kent Smith
80 Mins.

DRAMA WITH RUSSIAN BACKGROUND
FINE TRIBUTE
"Three

TO SOVIET NURSES.

Russian

Girls"
rates attention
primarily as a tribute to those heroic, self-

women

the Soviet who daily face
death to minister to that nation's wounded
in the war against the Nazis.
Its mood is
less

of

RK0

That Warner Timing

Declares Paym't

Warners'

"Destination
way with about

On Accrued Dividends

Tokyo" get under
300 day-and-date New Year's opening engagements, the Navy Department announces that American subs
have sunk 12 more Jap ships in
the Sruth
Tokyo.

Pacific

on

the

road

(Continued from Page

to

P.
Another piece of potential
S.
prophecy just completed by Warners
is "Passage to Marseille."

Decision to recommend theater conruction on a major scale was
ached within the past two weeks somber, as perhaps serious treatment of
The picture
the special
committee which such a subject demanded.
falls short of being popular entertainment
iopted the figure 200 as a minimum,
was pointed out that in normal since it doesn't possess enough variety, nor
sufficient change of pace.
The film conrues there are annually 200 to 300
tains
several
choral
numbers that help
?w theaters built and that this
fo
considerably.
They are almost the sole
wilding has been stopped for more
touch of joyousness in the production.
lan two years during which the
Whatever its faults, there is one thing
(Continued from Page 1)
eed for new theaters has been
that cannot be taken away from the picconsistent high quality of production
reater than ever before.
ture: it has a powerful sense of reality
achievement by an individual proStructures Only Temporary
and that simple quality so characteristic
ducer, based on pictures he has perAbout 50 of these theaters, it is of foreign films.
Fortunately, the film
sonally produced during the precedstimated by John Eberson, promi- offers good exploitation possibilities.
ing year, or special awards which
What story there is in the film has
ent theater architect now serving
are decided by the Academy board
to do with the activities of a group of
s consultant to the OCR, will be of
of governors.
Russian
girls
who
volunteer
for
nursing
ach construction that they can withAs in the past several years Class
duty.
Most
of
the
action transpires in an
nt great loss be knocked down withA members of the Screen Actors
i a
couple of years after the war. old house near the front cenverted into
Guild will nominate five players in
.nother 50 will be to replace burned a hospital. There the girls get their introin
duction to the horrors of war.
A romance each classification to be voted on
i;t theaters with 100 or more comthe final balloting for four acting
letely new constructions on sites between, Anna Sten, the chief nurse, and
awa; ds. All directors fulfilling re'hich have never before seen the- Kent Smith an American test pilot shot
down by the Germans while trying out a quirements for senior membership
ters.
in Screen Directors Guild will nomiAt least half of these theaters will plane for the Russians, adds to the en- nate for directing honors. All writtertainment
value
of
the
production.
Miss
:ie of a "temporary" construction but
gives Smith
the faith
needed to ers fulfilling qualifications for ac»he word "temporary" will mean in Sten
membership in the Screen
tive
nly those cases mentioned above restore use of his limbs. Among the most
Writers Guild will nominate writhat the buildings are to be torn effective scenes in the picture are those
ing honors. Members of the Acadown and abandoned after the war. showing the evacuation of the hospital
emy, Directors and Writers Guilds,
]xcept where the post-war outlook under Nazi bombing and the nurses' participation in the fighting against the in- and Class A members of the Screen
so
forbidding
to
make
theater
5
as
will participate in nomMiss Sten ends up wounded.
In Actors Guild
peration
definitely
unprofitable vaders.
the finale she and Smith, who has been
jhese '"temporary" buildings, half to
wo-thirds of those to be author- called back to the States, part in the
hope they will resume their romance when
zed, will be temporary only in that
fighting is over.
Ihey will be unfinished.
The the- the
Gregor Rabinovitch, in association with
iters will be perfectly adequate for
Eugene Frenke, gave the film a sincere
immediate use but final deco:ating
and honest production.
The direction of
hrome, draperies, etc., will be deFedor Ozep and Henry Kesler is slow but
erred until after the war.
About
forceful.
Aben Kandel and Dan James
ialf these buildings will be 500-seatfor
did the screenplay from
an adapatation
rs with others ranging up to 1,000
by Maurice Clark and Victor Trivas.
The
eats.

Regular Academy

Awards

Total 22

i

1)

are payable Feb. 1, 1944, to stockholders of record Jan. 20.
RKO has outstanding 128,170
shares of 6 per cent preferred stock,
according to available financial statistics.
On this basis the total divi-

payment would approximate

dend

$1,986,635.

ination of 10 films

from which

unit managers and Class
of the Screen Actors
Guild will vote.
Academy Awards
of Merit will be bestowed for achieve-

directors,

B members
ments

in connection

with motion pic-

publicly exhibited (previews excluded) in Los Angeles between Jan. 1, 1943 and midnight,
Dec. 31, 1943, such exhibition being
for a consecutive run of not less than
a week after an opening prior to
midnight of Dec. 31, 1943. This rule
applies only to feature -length films.
Short subjects will be eligible if
they have been publicly exhibited in
a regular theater anywhere in the
United States for any definite playdate during the calendar year of
1943.

tures

first

Snow

Hurts Illinois Biz
Chicago Heavy snows hurt theater business down-state yesterday,
but Chicago escaped the snowstorm.

—

NEW TRADE SHOW DATE
M-G-M's

production's vividness and sense of authen-

,

//

Eberson Warns on Materials
ticity are heightened by the inclusion cf
Although the construction will be much Russian war footage. John Mescall
•f
a permanent nature,
Eberson has given the film dark-toned photography
varned that he does not expect mato be made available which

terials

to

emphasize the dramatic mood.
Miss

Sten

and

Smith

enact

the

WPB

are first, both equipment and
ond, construction materials.

sec-

THE HEAVENLY BODY

//

CHARLOTTE

main

ill facilitate the best quality con- roles capably.
Mimi Forsaythe, Alexander
struction. The stripping in
is Granach, Cathy Frye, Paul Guilfoyle play
'terrific," he said, with analysts fig- lesser parts creditably.
uring out all sorts of substitutions
CAST: Anna Sten, Kent Smith, Mimi
|h order to save on the use of crit- Forsaythe, Alexander Granach, Cathy Frye,
cal materials.
These substitutions Paul Guilfoyle, Kane Richmond, Manart
irreatly affect the utility of the build- Kippen,
Jack Gardner,
Marcia
Lenack,
ng and increase cost of upkeep.
Mary Herriot, Anna Marie Stewart, DoroAdministration of the program is thy Gray, Fedor Chaliapin.
n the hands of George W. McMurCREDITS: Producer, Gregor Rabinovitch;
ohey, head of the OCR amusements Associate Producer, Eugene Frenke; Disection.
Eberson said their policy rectors, Fedor Ozep, Henry Kesler; Screen.s expected to include among other
play, Aben Kandel, Dan James; Adaptation,
considerations an attempt to keep Maurice Clark, Victor Trivas; Cameraman,
'loose money" out of the industry John Mescall; Art Directors, Frank Sylos,
Aith established exhibitors dominat- Eugene Lourie; Musical Score, W. Franke
ing the a:eas in question, whether Harling; Film Editors, S. K. Winston, Gregg
ndependent or circuit operators, get- Tallas; Sound, William Lynch; Set Decorating first call.
Immediate problems tor, Glenn Thompson; Special Effects, Frank

Territory

Only

20th-Fox Screen Room

FRIDAY, JAN. 7th at 1:30 P.M.

This new date necessary because print did not arrive

time for date previously announced
Showing of this picture (December 28).
in

for

Hills.

DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

MM

will

be selected best production of year.
In the final voting for the best
production award, four acting awards
and best original song, all those
participating in various nominations
balloting together with assistant

Ml

BBBHBI

Trade

"
.

.;;,

King
||g|

of the
IS

"'".-.-

Co

AMONG

THE

FIRST TEN

ACTORS
IN SHOWMEN'S TRADE

REVIEW GENERAL POLL

^

WITH
IN

STARS

THE FIRST TEN
ROY ftOGSRSWmm
GENE AUTRY
WILD BILL ELLIOTT

ON

"RED" BARRY

THE 3 MESOUITEERS
MlLEY BURNETTS
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Major News Events
Raw

Manpower

Stock Cut,

Shortage, Essentiality Drive Early Year Problem*,
—
Amusement
monopo
3fa iWemorfam— 1943

—JANUARY—

—WPB

4

allocation order cuts raw stock
25 per cent; saving in linear feet expected
to reach 400,000,000 of 35 mm. film.
Charles Moss Woolf, British industry leader,

A

film

dies.

Western

6

Electric to terminate recording contracts in two years.
Leo J. McCarthy named PRCs assistant
general sales manager.
Herman Fehr, former head of Orpheum Circuit, dies in Milwaukee.

—

5

—

Warner

M.

H.

planning

now.

Bonwick elected executive vicepresident of PRC.
IATSE
absorbs
Projectionists
Canadian
George

—

7

post-war

industry

urges

J.

Union.

Cuban senate

would

bill

hypo

native

in-

dustry.

— Paramount

8

to redeem half of its outstanding first preferred stock.
Eighty per cent of Eastern seaboard houses
convert from oil to coal heat.
11— Harold Hopper,
film chief, to fight
further raw stock cuts.
A. B. Momand's $4,960,000 anti-trust suit
goes to trial in Oklahoma City.
Stanley Shuford named to Paramount advertising post.
12
Budget officials see admission tax receipts
soaring with anticipated "take" of $154,800,000 this year.
Loew's,
Inc.
reports
1942 net profit at

WPB

—

$12,133,294.

13

— Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" wins
1942 "Ten Best"
— space holds majority

Film

Daily's

poll.

14

Film

in

of American

newspapers, Film Daily poll discloses.
Loew's and RKO Theaters drop outdoor advertising in New York metropolitan area.

15

— Mort

Blumenstock named chairman of
dustry Service Bureau in the East.

Albert

Time

18

In-

E.
Sindlinger resigns as March of
advertising and publicity chief.
backlog for post-war European

— 1,500 feature
market.

Allied protests inroads by itinerant
to three Government agencies.

Theater divorcement
sas

bill

introduced

M. Schenck named

of Dimes Drive.
Salary in escrow plan
Internal Revenue rules.

—William
Service
20— United
19

Week

W. CONOVER,

H.

FD:

in

PETER

—

Bureau

December to set new

—Connecticut

26

of

27

28

—

—

— Norman

Company.
Freeman named

—
—

4

eral

2

—

M.

sales

Saunders

manager of

Russel Crouse), former
York. FD: 1-11.
poet and playwright,
FD: 1-13.

New
GUITERMAN,

—

sylvania

HOHMAN,

J.

chester, N. H.

—Academy

5

votes "Mrs. Miniver" years be
William Wyler wins directori
award; James Cagney and Greer Carson cat]
ture Academy "Oscars."
Government is not going into film business

FD:
FD:

OWI's Lowell Mellett
Duals ban would save
Dunphy
amusement section
ment Division.
Chris

Milwaukee,

manager,

theater

BEN YUDELVITZ, theater manager and Schine
Cleveland.

partner.

—

8

18

vital

Des Moines.

— Metro-Sir

to

to

shows with

Coast Conference
caravan plan.

Pacific
lied

11

t

local
U. S.

petition says Paramount's Stanton Criffis o
return from Europe.
Truman Senate Committee expected to dro
film inquiry.
George M. Watters, executive aide to Charle
P. Skouras, dies on coast.
Edward Percy Howard, first editor of Fo
Movietone News, dies at Long Island home
Army rejects Mickey Rooney, leaving talen
essentiality issue up in air.
20th-Fox purchases film rights to "Some
thing for the Boys" for reported record pric
of $305,000.
Crescent Amusement Co. to battle terms o
anti-trust decree.
Long runs sharply reduced de luxe theaters
film needs.
to ask newsreel raw stock cut.
Eastman net $21,183,515 as 1942 sales ris
21 per cent.
Tom C. Clark succeeds Thurman W. Arnoh
as assistant attorney general.

—

Atlas Corp.
$8,573,956;

Dakota

named

assistant genMetro, as Edwin W.

15

units

adopt

homa
Arthur

—

rental
tor!.

25

— David

asked

by

American

distribu-

—

WPB

anti-trust suit trial closes

in

— New

19

Okla22

City.

A.

Lee

lost

in

clipper's

crash

—

at

conversion and production step
up to increase raw stock production, Harold
Hopper discloses.
Exhibitor committee meets with Paul V. McNutt, WMC's chairman on manpower situation.

—MARCH—
1

2

No

N. Lazarus, Jr. named United Artists'
director of advertising and publicity.
John S. Young elected president of Pathe
Laboratories.
Allied States board re-elects Abram F. Myers
as chairman and M. A. Rosenberg as president.
U. S. Employment Service pages theater managers for war jobs.
Y. Frank Freeman re-elected president of

Decre<

raw stock

alloca-

tion.

War

price

and ration board refuses specia

"gas" consideration for film salesmen

—Shortage
headache.
26 — Republic

25

of

prints

presents

new

exhibitoi

film rental gross tops 1942's
per cent says Jimmy Grainger.

—

29

30

by

27
United Automobile Workers ask more houses
for plant workers in theater areas
Chase National Bank holdings in National
Theaters to 20th-Fox.
Canadian 16mm distributors organize with
Col. John A. Cooper as chairman.

—WPB

asks for study of film usage in Canada.
Gillmore,
former head of Actors
Equity, dies.

Frank
31

— 110,000,000

weekly attendance seen by
Standard & Poor's.
"Flesh" house facing "name" band shortage.

—

—APRIL—

praise.

Problem of film talent essentiality brought
into the open as Metro appeals 1-A classification of Mickey Rooney.

New York Consent

net for Fox, more than double

1941 earnings.
Newsreels to get special

Harry S. Millar appointed director of the
Red Cross Hospital Motion Picture Service.
film industry's role in salvage drive wins

WPB's

plans for

changes forecast.

—$10,600,000

24

AMPP.
3

further cut in film allotments for thret

months.

—Wave of

23

— Paul

—

York Consent Decree under new ex
Allied attacks on basis o
fire;
Crescent suit opinion.
Government charges eight Al Capone heir
with film racketeering, mail fraud and conspiracy.

E.

— Equipment

26

legislature.

terms

18

Lisbon.

Al-

Industry notables attend Dr. A. H. Glannini's funeral in Los Angeles.
Cuban exhibitors protest to government on

—

hibitor

Momand

Harry

film

17

stage

second

on coast.

dies

feature.

man-

holdings advance to total
RKO position strengthened.
William
F.
Rodgers urges
formation of
national theater association.
Theater divorcement bill introduced in North

—

for

Britis

— Mickey Rooney draft appeal remanded
board without recommendation.
15 —
Films faces Spanish and Swedish com

man-

"Gas"

Sachson, as assistant gerenal sales
ager;
Roy Haines,
Lapidus,
Jules
Seed and Charles Rich also advance.

—

substituted

merge

12

war;

Equity.

Paramount and 20th-Fox join in the establishment of Scophony Corp. of America
headed by Arthur Levey.
President orders 484iour work week.
Warner Sales Promotions headed by Arthur

—

"flesh"

Korda

—

11

bill.

Giannini.

10

in

Alexander

production.
War bringing new era for U. S. screen, sajCharles Francis Coe, addressing the Nr
York Sales Executives Club.
President Roosevelt extends OWI's contr<
of propaganda.
Tully Marshall, veteran's screen-stage acto

allegiance.

tack.

rationing fails to slash box-office
a national survey shows.
Maj. W. S. Van Dyke, II, dies suddenly in
Beverly Hills home.
Film
leaders
pay tribute to Dr. A. H.

—

9

effort.

to

first.

to redeem outstanding first pre
stock.
in
dies from a heart attack H*

10

16

"Skip" Weshner resigns as United
Artists' advertising and publicity director.
War stymies 20th-Fox plan for stock company circuit in cooperation with Actors

receipts,

presi-

Aaron, John E. Flynn and John J. Maloney
also step up.
Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the

—
—
nation's war
19— Production code held more
Coast industry parley reaffirms
23 — Industry
oppose New Hampshire
datory playdate
24 — Film
shortage
expected
bring
17

exhibitor group a "dead duck'
nixes plan; Allied wants nation.

Raymond Blank

York.

Censors restrict export of films depicting
organized crime.
committee opens inquiry into Army's
commissioning of industryites.
Coast industry parley discusses labor pool,
salary ceiling and raw stock situation.
Army praises film executives in uniform
to Truman Senate committee.
Coast industry committee votes greater aid

ac

Paramount
ferred

FD: 2-11.

— Senate

legislature.

A. Williams succeeds Al Sindlinger, as
publicity
and promotion director of the
March of Time.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, film industry pioneer,
dies in Los Angeles following a heart at-

10
to

16

is

yearly earnings soar to $14,525
000.
Detroit theaters join in general price ac
vance; first runs tilt scales a dime; subse
quent runs in 5-cent increase.

FD: 2-2.

started first talent service
bureau. Hollywood. FD: 2-3.
EDMUND MANTELL, theater operator. New York.
FD: 2-4.
LT.-COL. HENRY CLAY BATE, Universal writer.
New York. FD: 2-5.
DR. A. H. GIANNINI, financier and former
Los Angeles.
president of United Artists.
FD: 2-8.
MAJ. W. S. VAN DYKE, film director. Beverly
Hills.
FD: 2-8.
LOUIS K. WEITZENKORN, editor, writer and
Wilkes-Barre.
FD: 2-9.
playwright.
FREDERICK C. HINDS, circuit president. Whitewater, Wis. FD: 2-11.

WPB

resigns as chief of tr
of WPB's Services Equip-

— Paramount

ALWYN,

ST.

J.

independent association

9

FD: 2-2.
former

Academy.

— All-inclusive

8

manager, Man-

theater

tells

little film

vised.

MPTOA

manager,

BAUMAN,

Oshkosh, Wis.

HARRY

Phil

—FEBRUARY—

— Edward

CHARLES

(Mrs.

writer,

attorney general reported making complete
survey on effects of New York consent
decree.
Laudy Lawrence rejoins Loew's foreign department.
William F. Rodgers proposes new distributor-exhibitor parley to work out common
industry problems.
R. K. Goldberg Theater Corp. files $540,000
anti-trust suit against Tri-States in Omaha.
Australia offers to permit American distributors
to
withdraw $3,100,000 during
1943.
Anti-blind checking bill introduced in the
Iowa legislature.
Universal's 1942 earnings move higher; Universal Pictures nets $2,936,231 while parent
company earns $2,806,952.
Anti-blind checking bill introduced in Penn-

record.

dent of N. Peter Rathvon of RKO Corp.
John Crierson appointed general manager
of Canadian War Information Board.

1

son, Wis. FD: 2-2.
theater
R. ZIMMER,
FD: 2-2.

ALEXANDER WOOUCOTT, writer, former drama JAMES T. POWERS, stage comedian. New
FD: 2-15.
critic, New York.
FD: 1-26.
(Continued on Page 12)
OSWALD YORKE, actor, New York. FD: 1-27.

in

assistant

FD:

Hollywood.

actor,

picture;

CHARLES

Pittsburgh.
DAVID H. SAMPLE, exhibitor, St. Pierre, Fla.
FD: 1-13.
JOHN H. HERZIGER, exhibitor, Neenah, Wis.
FD: 1-18.
MRS. JESSE CRAWFORD, organist, New York.
FD: 1-18.
HUCH O'CONNELL, actor, Hollywood, FD: 1-21.
DR. HUBERTO CARRILLO, exhibitor, Camaguey,
Cuba. FD: 1-21.
IOSEPH SANDMAN, veteran theater owner, Chicago. FD: 1-21.
ELLIS JEFFREYS, actress, London. FD: 1-25.
PAUL SCOTT, author, director, producer, New
York. FD: 1-26.

fuel

Service

29

pioneer theater manager, Beaver
FD: 1-8.
KALLERAS, B & K partner, Gary, Ind.

ARTHUR

film

theaters set varying closings
conservation move.
Peak Radio City Music Hall gross in 1942
hit $4,836,000.
SAC rejects proposed salary in escrow plan.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
urges lower production costs to cushion tax
shock on public.
Government may try all eight majors when
consent decree trial period expires.
Little new state legislation expected.
Use of publicity stills sharply curtailed in
1942.
Edward C. Cahill named to head new RCA
as

CHARTERS,

CARL F. ZITTELL, publisher of Zit's Weekly,
New York. FD: 2-2.
FRED C. LATHAM, former theatrical producer,
New York. FD: 2-2.
HERBERT FRIEDRICH, theater manager. Madi-

Montreal.

Pa.

critic,

of

conserve fuel.
Maj. Eric M. Knight killed in transport
olane crash in Dutch Guinea.
21 stage plays bought by majors in 1942;
20th-Fox leads field with seven.
Federal admission taxes soar to $15,922,909
in

holds
Is dislT.,
and exhibition not essential in rejeVs/;
IATSE requests that projectionists be class*
as "necessary" men.

1-27.

A.

ALISON SMITH

film industry slows up union organizational plans.
R. I. exhibitors cut hours of operation to

25

exhibitor,

FD: 1-11.

5

employment turnover

pioneer

I.

1-8.

Falls,

Kan-

Artists.

—Wartime

SPENCER

JOHN M. STRUB,

—

22

British

FD:l-4.

House speech.

tion

showmen

theaters to yield record 2Vi million.
Albert E. Sindlinger named executive vicepresident of Audience Research Institute
"Calluo."
Columbia creates seven new vice-presidents.
Andrew L. Stone to release through United

21

Gaumont

waukee. FD: 1-5.
LOUIS ISRAEL, exhibitor, Cleveland. FD: 1-5.
WALLACE ERSKINE, actor, Massapequa, L.
FD: 1-7.
KATE PRICE, actress, Hollywood. FD: 1-7.

National Screen

campaign

director

and General Theater Corp., London.

HUGH FORD, former general stage director for ARCHIE BELL, critic, Cleveland. FD: 1-29.
FPL, New York. FD: 1-4.
FRANCIS PALMS, theater owner, Detroit.
1-29.
H. E. HANCOCK, veteran newsreel executive,
REYNOLDS DENNISTON, actor, New York.
New York. FD: 1-5.
2-1.
HERMAN FEHR, veteran theater executive, Mil-

posts.

Nations

WOOLF, managing

C. M.

3
to

in

War Manpower Commission

THE

head March

illegal,

Sussman named
sales

to

Crescent
Co. of Nashville four
guilty of violating anti-trust act by Feder
Judge Elmer Davies; Davies orders
dissolved within a
year;
distributor d<
fendants held not guilty.
Rep. Will Rogers, Jr. lauds films' war ro

With the closing of 1943, the amusement industry pauses to pay final tribute
to those affiliates' in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the 12-month
period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to pass are given
FILM DAILY.
with place of death and date obituary as published in

legislature.

— Nicholas

19

Film Industry Yeai

of

1

—Script

clearance plan okayed by Army.
Projectionists not essential; deferment up
{Continued on Page 12)

to,
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11

I9-Cent Kid Tickets

Are Exempt from Tax
(Continued from Page

bllowing exception

in the

DON

code

still

shall be

HARTMAN,
Man,"

Samuel

screenplay,

sations

Wonder

"The

Coldwyn.

WACCNER,

CEORCE

stands:

"No tax

Goal Set at 2,500
ASSIGNMENTS

1)

producer-director,

"The

Climax," Universal.

imposed on the GREGORY

amount paid for the admission of a

Are

RATOFF,
Smiling,"

director,

"When

Irish

Eyes

M-C-M.

RICHARD THORPE, director, "Thrill of RoMid under 12 years of age if the
mance," M-C-M.
lount paid is less than 10 cents." JOAN HARRISON and ELLIOT PAUL, screenplay, "Guest in the House," Hunt StromCommenting further on the tax
berg-UA.
measure, Myers said that opposition DALE VAN EVERY, screenplay, "My Wild Irish
to the entile bill by the AdminisRose," Charles R. Rogers-UA.
tration was based on (a) its alleged PHIL ROSEN, director, "Murder in the Fun
House," Monogram.
failure to provide adequate revenue L. BUS-FEKETE, screenplay, "Road to Yesterday,"
to finance the war and curb inflaColumbia.
tion; (b) its limitations on the re-

negotiations of

war

contracts.

Therefore," Myers said, "we

wake up some morning early
to

find

waging

that

the

Treasury

battle,
perhaps
furiously than ever, to step
its

in
is

may
still

tax to three cents on each 10 cents
or fraction."

Henry Vogel Dies

—

I

'

,

CASTINGS
VAN JOHNSON,

"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"
"Picture of Dorian
Gray,"
M-G-M; JACKIE JENKINS, "National
Velvet," M-C-M; EDWARD ARNOLD, "Janie,"
Warners;
PETER WHITNEY, "Bring on the
Girls," Paramount; JOHN
LODER, "The Hairy

1944 M-C-M; CEORCE SANDERS,

more
up the

4th Loan Premiere

HCLI_yW€€D DIGEST

Ape," Jules

HAYMES,

Levey-UA;

"When

Irish

LYNN BARI and DICK
Eyes

Are

Smiling,"

20th-Fox; WALLACE FORD and TOM TULLY,
"Pilebuck,"
ELAINE
Columbia;
REYNOLDS,
"Murder in Bermuda," 20th-Fox; EDOUARDO
CIANNELLI and JOHNNIE JOHNSTON, "Incendiary Blonde," Paramount; SHELDON LEONARD, "Dragon Seed," M-C-M STEVE CARAY,
"Mask of Dimitrios," Warners," BOB BURNS,

1944,"

of

Andrew Stone-UA; JACKIE
the Open Road," Charles R.

MORAN, "Song of
Rogers-UA; DEANNA

BOYER,

BEERY,

DURBIN

and

CHARLES

"Strangers,"
Universal;
WALLACE
"Honest Plush Brannan," M-C-M.

(Continued from Page

minimum

of

2,500

1)

Bond premieres

throughout the country.
Distributors through the WAC Distributors Division, headed by Ned
E. Depinet, have further agreed to
furnish any picture on a repeat basis
for the purpose of special morning
matinees and midnight Bond showThe committee is aiming for
M-G-M; IDA LUPINO, "Meet My Friend," ings.
Warners; ROBERT BENCHLEY, "Janie," War- 3,000 such repeat film Bond showings.
ners; BORIS KARLOFF, "The Climax," Universal;
The distributors additionally have
JUDY COOK, RENEE WHITE and VERNELL
VERNON, "Dixie Show Boat," PRC: DANNY endorsed "free movie day."
KAYE, "The Wonder Man," Samuel Coldwyn.
All branch managers and field employes of all distributors have been
instructed by their respective exSTORY PURCHASES
RAOUL MARLOW'S "For Ever Art," Columbia. ecutives to render every possible
FRANK

and
ROBERT WILLIAMS,
Terneen - Columbia; MARGUERITE
CAMPBELL and J. RILEY THOMPSON, "Jam
Session,"
Columbia; DARRYL HICKMAN and
CONRAD BINYON, "And Now Tomorrow," Paramount; LES PAUL TRIO, "Sensations of 1944,"
Andrew Stone-UA; BUDDY YARUS, "Since You
Went Away," David 0. Selznick-UA; TIM
MURDOCK, "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"

SULLY

"Pilebuck,"

assistance to stimulate the sale of
Bonds during the forthcoming campaign. The distributors also plan a
"Tomorrow's
Day," Para- wide inter-industry drive to have all
persons engaged in distribution buy
Bonds over and above their regular
purchases.

TITLE SWITCHES
"Till

We

Meet Again,"

Harvest"
mount.

and

"Cive

formerly
Us This

•

SCHEDULED
"Strangers,"

story,

SAMUEL HOFFENSTEIN- and

BETTY REINHARDT; producer, FELIX
Chicago
Henry Voge, 67, vetUniversal.
Flu Attack Fatal
eran Chicago manager, died at St. "Belle of the Yukon," International Pictures; "TheJACKSON,
Right to Live," producer, JEFFREY BERLuke's hospital f:om pneumonia. His RUTH WARWICK, "Pilebuck," Columbia.
Pittsburgh Sophie Robinson, for
NERD, Monogram.
TALA BIRELL, "Make Your Own Bed," War- "Meet My Friend," story, DALTON TRUMBO; many years inspectress at the local
wife survives.
He was managing
ners; CATHERINE CRAIC, "Incendiary Blonde,"
producer, JACK CHERTOK, Warners.
direcetor of Orchestra Hall for 40 Paramount; ESTHER WILLIAMS, "Thrill of a "Notorious Nancy Grey," story, TOM REED, Paramount exchange, died from an

—

years.

Romance,"

M-C-M; CEORCE

BARBIER,

"Sen-

Edward Small-UA.

attack of influenza.

M
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Headlines Trace Year's History of Industry
Wage

"Freeze," Attach on OWI, Gov't's Crescent Victory Trade Highlights

{Continued from Page 10)

$1,000,000 check, theaters' March of D

IA executives told.
MPTOA president, assails re-

boards,

local

leasing

— Chase

2

policies.

National

sells

common

20rh-Fcx

its

stock.

Talent deferment must be based upon public
acceptance, asserts Selective Service Director Lewis B. Heishey.

— No

5

number

set

Warner

of

films

Bros,

for

rejects preferred mileage for film sales-

JOHN W. CONSIDINE,

"When

Eyes Are

Irish

Monica, Calif.

retired

actress.

Santa

theater

owner.

FD: 2-15.

HENRY RAY LAPHAN,

—

LYNN OVERMAN, actor. Hollywood. FD:
AKlHUR A. LEE, head of Caumont British

—

9

screens.

12

13

102 per cent increase in year,
says Ben Kalmenson of Warners.
Murray Silverstone elected vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution at 20th-Fox.
Industry unable to recall over-age veterans;
managers and salesmen discharged from the
Army, must hold essential jobs.
Mexican film business enjoying peak pros-

—
—

—
—

15

16

in

perity.

Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter assails misuse of films.
Memorial services held for Arthur A. Lee,
Lisbon Clipper crash victim.
United Artists owners won't sell, says President Edward Raftery.
Hollywood producing flood of horror pictures.
'Foreign outiook brighter, Will H. Hays finds

—

in

U.

MPPDA

annual

Knox

Secretary

report.
hails industry

—

film

gift

to

Houston.

New

of
for films

"field

— "Essential

work" order

sets record, $16,000,000

signs Charles

W. Koerner

New

13

net

rises

in-

to

in

Co.

18

—

7

—

10
11

$3,919,394

lifts

—

for

for

allotment.
shortage of ushers facing film theaters.
net profit for 1942 rises $197,548 to
$763,240.

.E

ERNEST

asks

no

PRC

to form

Home

own producing company.
new five-year 20th-Fo,.

Divestment keynotes Crescent decree as Government wins sweeping victory in court

M.

attributes

films;

lashes

opposition

propaganda

to

campaign

— Canadian

21

— Revival

Industry
senate.

pension

bill

introduced

in

25

"freezing" order on film

—
27 —
man.
28 —
26

U.

S.

Dept.

in

AL WEISS,

1

— Crescent

attacks findings of fact.

2

—

ater anti-trust case.
Local 306 settles $3,000,000 suit against
Loew's and RKO for $150,000.
Crant "A" gas rating for film carriers.

Muscle Shoals, Inc.
features and two specials from Columbi

for 1943-44.

WAC

seeks retention of Lowell Mellett ;
chief of OWI's motion picture bureau.
for all film companies pre
dieted.
fails
to dent big-city theat<
business.
Jules Levey to make five features for Unite
Artists release.
Senate appropriations committee urges en
of OWI film bureau.
FTC order hits ad picture firms; exclusive
deals with theaters under ban.

—Operating gains
29 — Heat wave
28

30

—

OWI's film bureau.
extend contracts of Louis
Robert
Rubin,
David Bernstein, an
J.
Lawrence Weingarten.
Leo Spitz joins Coetz in International Pic

2

—

tures,

4

—
—

7

— Show

in

Joseph

to

films

in

— Stage

7

— Theater

of

U.

S.

film

free

Allied, urges
limitations.
for U. S. films.
dies in Hollywood.
slated for

11

—

to simplify capitalization.

Stevenson

— 20th-Fox

Alfred Hitchcock and Robmay produce under Selznick

to vote

on

full

to

16

—

15

18

—

Schaefer

ir

nation

WPB

to investigat
film hoarding.
Elmer Davis, OWI director, asks more he
from show business.
Paramount sets 70-30 per cent terms c
"For
the Bell Tolls."
Government appeals to U. S. Supreme Cou
from Crescent decision.
Arthur Lucas, 'Paramount partner and Georg
circuit operator, dies.
Majors appeal to
on 48-hour week.
Fox acquires film rights to Wendell L. Wil

Whom

21

—
—

WMC

kie's,

22

"One World."

— Local 306
— MPTOA

takes

Empire's

members

into

tr

fold.

23

units

to

Chaplin-Selznick
lion

conciliation plan.
accounting suit asks mi
try

dollar damages.

Ceorge
26

W.

McMurphey

named

OC

to

five

costs up 100 per cent in
years, declares Jack L. Warner.
Distribs. willing to study complaints,

advised.
C. Clark, assistant attorney
confers on Coast with exhibs. on

4S
ap

thre

genera
Conser

Decree revision.

years

$20,000,000 refinancing; will reper cent debentures, redeem outpreferred, pay existing loans.
Motion picture bureau of the OWI may be
eliminated.
Universal sets titles of 52 of 55 feature films
for 1943-44.
PRC plans 40 pictures for 1943-44.
Nicholas M. Schenck presents President with

— Production
Tom

28
in

exempts D C. exchanges from
hour week.
Crescent moves to dismiss Government

MPTO

releasing agreement con-

new exhibitor accounts
Universal.

—WMC
peal.

27

tinued.

tire

fires.

B.

dictments here.
elects
Ceorge J.
chairman.
New England indies ask

19

lifts

Sam Coldwyn-RKO

— Australia

releasing

American film money

June 30 next.
Oscar A. Doob named

I

War

Finance Commii
tee assistant national director in charge

in

i

six

standing

in

dt

Floyd

— NEIC

16

drop.

17— Warners

lost

Odium.
RKO announces 40 features for 1943-44.
More Chicago men facing film extortion

restrictions on remittances.
Minneapolis indies in fighting mood to submit unfair selling practices to Government.
Barney Balaban warns of post-war business

for

sp<

to

control of National

Theaters.

New Zealand

re-introduced

bill

maintain ske'eton film bureau
Hollywood.
Schine asks relief from theater disposal orde
Lowell Mellett's resignation as OWI fil

clares

sponsorship.

15

divorcement

Senate.
to

amusement post

— Nunnally Johnson,
ert

hits

to

lapses.

14

tli

sa;

in

20

"Ted" Curtis promoted to
P.
Brigadier General.
Find trade shows fail to justify continuation.
Salary ceiling clarification sought by industry.
Canada to place restrictions on 35mm film
stock.
Will Hays confers with the President on industry's post-war role.
Drive to eliminate duals in St. Louis col-

in

stand

chief,

troops overseas.

Warner Bros,
Col. Edward

to

—
reported.
12 — Sydney Samson named
20th-Fox top
Canada.
13 — WPB approves building 100 new projecto
replace machines
theater
14 — Films
make world America-conscious

films.

F.

S.

OWI

—

—Abram Myers, National
action on decree
9 — Soviet government negotiates
Ken Goldsmith, producer,
10 — 6,500 more
programs

policy

direct distribution of 40 U.
liberated lands.
and novels feature Warners 194:
44 lineup.
Metro starts sales analysis of all account

6

South America.

8

"buying clinics"

open

door
Bernhard.

OWI

8-

business set for total war mobilization
at New York conference.
Studios turn out modest-budget exploitable

Inc.
to establish

Warners

9

3

I

East.

U.

Koenig, 20th-Fox production manager, dies on coast.
Floyd B. Odium as board chairman, to concentrate on RKO financial aspects.
Universal merger receives court approval; action ends minority stockholders' suit.
"You are doing a grand job," declares President in message to the amusement industry.
Theater building and equipment boom seen

kills

to

Allied

man-

William

vote

Loew's
Mayer,

FD: 3-29.

veteran M-G-M exchange
Milwaukee. FD: 3-30.
be continued)
( To

-JULY-

— Senate

1

New

leading exhibitor in western PennsylMcKeesport. FD: 3-30.

vania.

—JUNE—

Chicago Federal Court dismisses Adelphi The-

Columbus, O.

SAM SHURMAN,

5,000

Toronto.

executive.

ex-President Actors Equity,
President AAAA. New York. FD: 3-30.

Cuban

Canadian film leader, dies

delivery

for

FRANK CILLMORE,

surveying foreign film markets; State
handling extensive research, the Film

Daily reveals.
N. L. Nathanson,

of

GARDINER, owner American Theater

J.

Equipment.

and re-issue wave looming.
Clarence C. Margon, Latin American super-

—
—

—44

FD: 3-25.

film

ROGERS,

F.

RICHARD

visor for Universal, dies.
Schine divestiture period

24

25

operator.

19 years manager of the
Palace Theater, New York. FD: 3-25.
JACK DILLON, veteran 20th-Fox branch manager. Hollywood.
FD: 3-29.

to

ends with six of
16 theaters disposed of.
Detroit exchanges fight 48-hour week.
Exchanges' manpower problem worries; femme
bookers said not "tough" enough; shipper
shortage major difficulty.
California's attorney-general rules anti-blind
checking bill unconstitutional.
American distributors rushing Italian versions
in preparing for re-opening of market.
Floyd Odium slated for RKO's board chair-

New

—

FD: 3-26.

York.

ELMER

war

"appeaser" element.
Maritimes face operator shortage.

20
circuits

Warner

TARTER, veteran theater

H.

JAMES KAPLAN,

order.

Harry

plea.

its

signs

stage actress.

Government Decree moves.

in

Arbitration appeal board in precedent-settin
decision, rules delayed bookings may brin
penalty.
"Break" in Crescent order disclosed i
court's divestiture mandate omits properti

24

Conn.

Yakima, Wash.

— Acute

contract.

KENNEDY,

scenarist. GreenFD: 3-19.
20th-Fox sales director in Argentina, Buenos Aires.
FD: 3-24.
C. MILNE, RKO exploiteer. Seattle. FD: 3-24.

next season

19— RKO's

to

full-season selling plan.
Canadian registration order hits theatermen.
National Allied calls for divorcement of
theaters; recommends ban on circuit expansion, increase in size of blocks, elimination
of Section 15 of New York Consent Decree,
and of blind-pricing and strengthening of
Section 8.
MPTOA sets up "price and product" committee.
Joseph M. Schenck signs new seven-year
20th-Fox contract to head studio.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck to resume 20th-Fox
post at termination of Army service.
15 per cent production drop forecast for
1943-44 season.
MPPDA abandons over-all manpower plan.

—
—

12

Britain

44 features

want Consent Decree dropped,
checkup shows.
Cass L producers want increased raw stock

Hal

helm

MORELL, author and

P.

wich,

— Exhibitors

17

budget for

soars 55,687,858, to
$10,609,784.
Crescent offers own
reorganization
plan
under decree.
Universal merger plan goes to court.
United Artists withdraws offer for Alexander
Korda's stock.

remittance.
MPTOA asks

sets

—

ONOFRE MONER,

FD: 3-11.

retains James
Walker to wage
J.
rentals fight.
E. T. Gomersall named Universal's assistant
general sales manager.

new seven-

—MAY—
— Crescent Amustment
court
"break up"
4 — 20th-Fox annual net

Hollywood.

— ITOA

14

$13,125,436.

3

ALFRED

ager.

actor.

aters after race riots.
Will H. Hays and Lowell Mellett confer
saving OWI motion picture bureau. \.j*
Tom C. Clark, assistant attorney general^

FD: 3-19.

York.

peak seen for Summer's boxoffice busi

Columbia

trial jury in Minnesota
rules overbuying not an anti-trust law violation.

1942

WANDA HOWARD

3-10.

— Federal

30— Paramount

R.

16 to be AA's.

New Haven

hits

D.

TULLY MARSHALL,

year contract.

6

Blank circuit executive. Des
FD: 3-9.
Chicago theater owner.
FD: 3-9.
LIVELY, scenarist. New York. FD:

Miami.

ROBERT

1943-44.

— Creat

Canadian

HOROWITZ,

MORRIS

23

—

Bellaire,

actress.
London. FD: 3-15.
EASTMAN, AAA chairman. New York.
FD: 3-16.
GEORGE M. WATTERS, author, FWC executive
aide.
Hollywood. FD: 3-16.
ALEXANDER A. AARONS, New York musical
comedy producer. Hollywood. FD: 3-16.
EDWARD PERCY HOWARD, first editor of Fox
Movietone. Lynbrook, L. I. FD: 3-16.
DAVID D. CHENEY, former theater operator.
Sparta, W,s.
FD: 3-16.
ALLEN T. RAVEN, pioneer film salesman. Youngstown, O. FD: 3-16.
ISRAEL DAVIS, British pioneer exhibitor. London.
FD: 3-18.
L.

backs OWI motion picture bureaa
is one of genuine
appreciation f
rendered," says Will H. Hays.
Martial law in Detroit closes the city's the

service

FD: 3-11.

O.

ness.

dustry men.

5

department.

Players

RAYMOND BLANK,

—

29

foreign

CATENA, Famous

Toronto. FD: 2-24.
ED MULLEN, veteran theater manager.
New
Haven. FD: 2-24.
HENRY S. BECKWITH, founder of Canadian
Kodak Co. Toronto. FD: 2-26.
MRS. FREDERIQUE CRESAC, Screen writer, Hollywood. tU: 2-26.
HENRY E. DIXEY, veteran stage actor. Atlantic
City. FD: 2-26.
LEO BROWN, veteran B & K operator, Chicago.
FD: 3-1.
WINFIELD HADASON, veteran in show business.
Chicago. FD:3-4.
EDWArfD C. CUYLER, former FILM DAILY correspondent. Albany, N. Y. FD: 3-5.
HEX SMITH, former FILM DAILY correspondent.
Dallas. FD: 3-5.
HORACE M. THOMAS, theater builder. Toronto.

post-war

sees

in War Bonds.
to
Exhibitor leaders want simpler arbitration
procedure.
23
M'TOA to consider operational woes at
annual board meeting.
26—War-time population shift under three per
cent.
Survey shows $2,444,827 admissions jump
boosts K-A-0 net.

RKO

Universal

FD: 2-24.

York.

JOSEHH A.

dies.

Commerce
— Department
abroad.
day"
22— Loew's
purchase $5,000,000

28— Republic

rD: 2-24.

ERNEST KOtNIC,

Moines.

of burned theaters declines due
to material shortage.
Famous Players Canadian reports annual net
of $1,276,719.
Griffith defendants report en Consent Decree
in proposals to Department of justice.
J. W. Engel, veteran producer and executive,

21

27

Lisbon.
FD: 2-24.
V. TAYLOR, pioneer theater manager,

S.

WILLIAM

Navy.

20

2-23.
in the

FD: 3-8.

— Rebuilding

19

former

FD: 2-18.

Detroit.

accountant.

— Holdovers

13
14

LANCDON,

former exhibitor.

22

JOYE KENNEDY,

FD: 2-15.

Angeles.

LILLIAN

—

7

8

victorious in

Smiling" copyright suit, establishing important precedent in copyright field.
RCA disposes of all RKO Corp. stock.
Murray Silverstone reported joining 20th-Fox
as Laudy Lawrence's successor.
War no bar to U. S. Equity suit move, says
Assistant Attorney Ceneral Tom C. Clark.
WPB studies theater fire equipment problems with view to priority assistance.
President issues wage freezing order applying
"Little Steel formula."
Army seeks more playing time on U. S.

SR.,

Los

circuit founder.

CROW,

C.

— Industry

"Feeling

THE

SAMUEL

(Continued from Page 10)

men.

—Warners

6

collections.

21

With the closing of 1943, the amusement industry pauses to pay final tribute
to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the 12-month
period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to pass are given
FILM DAILY.
with place of death and date obituary as published in

1943-44.

CPA

jWemoriam— 1943

3fa

Ed Kuykendall,

advertising.

29—$220,000,000

for 1943-44 oroduction as Ho
lywood studios tilting budgets for new se;
son despite program slashes.

30

Hurricane closes Galveston, Houston house
men need not switch to war plan"

— Deferred
WMC

and Selective Service advise.
{To be continued)
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Argentine Film Industry Set for Post- War
Available Sound Equipment Held Key; Censorship
Real Problem, Horen Says
By LOU PELEGRINE
FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Great forward strides for the film
business in Argentina in the post-

i

war period were envisioned by S. S.
Horen, 20th-Fox's managing director
in that count: y, in an interview yesterday with The Film Daily. Upon
the availability of sound equipment
primarily hangs the future of the
country's picture industry, it was
indicated by Horen, who arrived in
(Continued on Page 2)
•k Happy New Year! if

Q'Sullivan Rejoins

Admission Levy Major Pix
Legislation on Agenda as
Congress Starts '44 Grind

1943 News Highlights
By CHESTER

B.

BAHN

THE FILM DAILY

Editor,

Washington Bureau of

Washington

I

THE WAR: Hewing

cinematic "line," "Win the War Now!
Everything Else Is Chores," so admirably first voiced by Will H. Hays, the Industry durThe extent of its notable
ing 1943 pressed forward on all fronts of national service.
achievements under the guidance cf the War Activities Committee may best be
measured by the still greater assignments it has cheerfully accepted as its program
for the Year of Victory, 1944
to

faithfully

the

Dir.

levy virtually assured.
What will
happen should the White House refuse to ink the tax bill, thus putting
the ball back in Congress, is a quesII
NEW YORK CONSENT DECREE: Expiration of the decree trial period saw the tion which cannot yet be answered.
Department of Justice and the distributor signatories again around the conference table, It is conceivable that it would mean
with exhibitors, affiliated and independent, offering a variety of suggestirns and recom- the present 10 per cent rate stays in
mendations for changes, radical and otherwise. As the year ends, the die is yet to be force through 1944; there is no certainty that Congress would go back
cast by the Government.
and write another full tax bill.
Ill
Last year saw a good deal of
EXIT, MELLETT OF THE OWI: The Congress, critical of OWI operations, doomed
(Continued on Page 4)

the motirn picture bureau, headed by Lowell Mellett, by refusing the necessary approIndustry regret was widespread.
Its scope and acits domestic program.

tivities restricted, the

bureau survived, to be headed by Paramount's Stanton

CORPORATE:
Bureau of

Coast

i

—

THE FILM DAILY

Coincident with the
centering of advertising and publicity activities in Hollywood, Joseph
O'Sullivan rejoins PRC as national
{Continued on Page 4)
if

Happy New Year! if

Convicted Extortionists
To Hear Sentences Today
Counsel for the seven men found
week in Federal Court of
extorting more than $1,000,000 from

companies

Industry

Among

porate moves during 1943.

figured

in

a

series

of

important

highly

Ash iV© JVetc Pledge
For Fourth Campaign
West Coast

Bur.,

—

THE FILM DAII Y

Unlike the procedure
Los Angeles
in
other industry war loan drives,
exhibitors will not be asked to sign
new pledges in the 4th war loan
campaign, it was stated yesterday by
Charles P. Skouras, national chairman.
The present campaign differs
from others because every exhibitor
sets his own quota based en the number of seats in the theaters which
he operates or controls. Each exhib.,

knows

what his goal is
in
the present campaign and the
WAC over-all pledge is assumed
therefore,

to apply.

if

rr

"Dimes

cor-

the highlights were: 20th-Fox's acquisition of

full

of

Parley Set for Chi.
A

Crescent

four-state conference of exhibitor leaders in the March of Dimes
drive will be held at the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, Jan. 7 to discuss the

Co. et al, guilty of anti-trust law violations in the suit filed by the DepartThe decision started the
ment of Justice, but acquitted the distributor defendants.
case on the way to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Later in the year, the Government in-

campaign which runs from Jan. 24
to 30. Exhibitors from Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Indiana will at-

to

wipe out dividend arrears on the

six

per cent preferred, Warners'

refinancing, and

the merger of Universal Pictures with Universal Corp.

V
CRESCENT GUILTY: A

Federal

Court

in

Nashville,

Tenn.,

found

the

Amusement

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

guilty last

(Continued on Page 4)

Happy New Year!

Four-State

National Theaters, Chase National's disposal of its stock holdings in 20thFox, RCA's disposal of its interest in RKO Corp., Paramount's redemption of outstanding
first preferred stock and material reduction of its financial obligations, RKO's action

control

if

Griffis.

IV

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY

— Major

industry item
on the Congressional agenda thus
far for 1944 is the admissions tax,
with passage of a one-cent-on-five

priations for

PRC as Ad-Pub.

Boom

191

ri

i.

Lighten*

Policy

if

wb

s

on Re-issues

Wants

Ticket Stubs

For

Happy New Year! if

Going

Griffis

to

Coast

OWMndustry

Talks

As Salvaged Paper

Stanton Griffis, chief of the motion
bureau of the domestic
Detroit Louis Goldberg, partner branch of the Office of War InformaRe-issues of Warner pictures will
be "lightened," Ben Kalmenson told in Schram and Goldberg Theaters, tion, accompanied by Al Whitman of
the Film Committee of the Unaffil- Detroit circuit operators, is leading the OWI and Keith Himebaugh of

—

(Continued on Page 7)

Stage

picture

(Continued on Page 4)

Show Costs Soar 25%

Grosses Keep Step, Enabling Exhibs. to Pay

(Continued on Page 4)

1

P.M. Closing Marhs

New Year's Approach
Home

Gelber Defeats Winick
For Presidency of 306

The war has heavily increased the
presentation houses' outlay for stage
attractions, a study of operating

Herman

Gelber found himself in costs of film theaters reveals. The
the saddle as president of IATSE bigger prices the film theaters are
Local 306, operators, for another being required to pay for "flesh"
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

offices

today

will

follow

their usual holiday schedules by clos-

ing at one o'clock, thereby allowing

an

early

start

celebrations.

for

New

tration Association will be

three o'clock.

Year's

Eve

The American Arbiopen

until

December

Friday,

31, 194,

DAILY

Argentine Trade Set
or Post-War
Vol. 84, No. 126

Fri.,

Soar 25 Per Cent
(Continued from Page

1)
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Net
High

Am. Seat

14

Col. Ficts. vtc.

(2y2 %

Columbia Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East.
Kodak

.

.

.

Paramount

133/4

17

WI/4

161
181

191/2

19

191/2

241/4
85/8

231/2

17
161
181

17

8 1/4

IOIV2 100

$6 pfd

20th Century-Fox

20th-Fox pfd.
20th-Fox pfd.

133/4

27/8

.

.

(ll/2 ).
(4l/ ).
2

Warner Bros

+
+

V4
1/4

241/4
85/8
IOOI/2

291/s

22 Vg
285/8

997/8

997/8

997/g

121/s

117/s

12i/8

NEW YORK CURB MARKET
Picts
Radio-Keith cvs

Sonotone Corp
Technicolor

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures
Universal Picts. vtc.

314
15/8

3Vs

1%

2 7/8

27/8

12%

12 3/8
4

4
18

17l/2

field in

that country."

New Theaters Building
Already some new theaters are
under construction in Argentina, Horen reported.
the

out,

city

Even today, he pointed
of Buenos Aires can

boast "some veiy palatial cinemas."
He cited the 3,200-seat Gran Rex,
the 2,800-seat Cine Ocean and the
2,400-seat Opera as examples.
Horen disclosed that one of the
major headaches of the American
film industry in Argentina was the
censorship, which he described as "a
real problem."
"While it is true," he said, "that
many films of war themes have been
passed, some with minor deletions
and othe: s with considerable cuts,
there are a number of films held up,
and there's doubt of releasing them
for public exhibition."
Asked whether our films were being admitted readily in Argentina,
Horen asserted that "no trouble
whatevei" was being experienced in
obtaining importation permits to
the country.
He said "transportation is the problem, if you can call
it a serious problem."
he

added,

"is

3'/8
1 1/2

2 7/8
12'/2
4
18

—

V8

+

1/4

-j-

i/

—

!/8

larger disbursements for bands and
acts by the presentation houses is
the shortage of desirable talent

—

cuse University's
York.

Harvard

Theater,

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's
manager,

sales

leaves

for

Ne

in

is

gener
over tr

assistant

Pittsburgh

i

shortage which has prompted keener week-end on business and will return Tuesday.
bidding by theaters.
Bands and
WILLIAM SAAL, Republic producer and studi
acts- have been placed in a position assistant to H. J. Yates, and STEVE EDWARD:
company's director of publicity, returned froi
in the past year where they have Washington
yesterday.
been able to demand and get fatter
AL LICHTMAN, Loew's vice-president, is e!
fees from the theater men fighting route from the Coast.
|

for their services.
Even the lesser
attractions have profited from the
situation that exists at the moment,
is

D. HILL,
Columbia's St.
vacationing in the Ozarks.
his desk on Monday.

C.
is

Louis

manage

He

expecte

is

back at

said.

)IMMY BRADFORD, member of the Columbi U
often is ex- sales staff in St. Louis, is on a visit to hi
farm near Quincy, III.
plained by the fact that many presBILL SHERMAN, who covers the Souther
entation houses are offering bigger Illinois
territory
for
Columbia,
is
in
Ne\
and better stage shows. An exam- Haven, Conn.
ple is the Roxy Theater in New
)OE HIMELEIN, of the Paramount St. Loui
York, where the policy of more elab- branch is in Cleveland for the holidays. WIL
LIAM A. WENDELL, the company's bookin
orate stage shows inaugurated when manager there, is at Lake
Placid, N. Y.
Tw
the management of the theater was other members of the staff away for th
taken over by A. J. Balaban is held holidays are AMES LEONARD, who is in Syra
cuse, and TRUMAN HENDRIX, who is in Dallas
partly responsible for the giant
GALE STORM leaves Hollywood today for S31
grosses that have been rolled up at Francisco to do p. a.'s there and at Oakland.
the house in the last year or so. It
TOM BENNETT, of the Paramount foreigi
is also pointed out by bookers that department, has arrived in Cairo, Egypt, on
many more houses have adopted a special mission.
HARRY HUNTER, managing director for Para
policy of pictures and stage shows. mount
in
Australia, has
it

The bigger outlay

1

.

arrived

The booming grosses

that have
been the rule throughout the nation
in the past season are offered as the
main explanation of the greater play
being given stage attractions by operators of film houses.

ship after a

visit

in

for

Sydney

in

of

Columbia,

will

lea*

of

War

Hollywood

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,

charge
ners' advertising and publicity in the
turned yesterday from a Southern trip

FREDRIC

b'

the U. S

MAXWELL COHN,
Sunday,

overseas

doing everything to

+

uation by saying that "the Argentine, being neutral, has prospered
by exports and therefore does not
feel the pinch of war rationing, except in the case of gasoline."

1

U. S. Pix More Popular
was reported by Horen that the
% popularity of our films had grown

week as a subsidiary of
Producers Corp. of America. Brown

MARCH

four

for

the

has

in

returned

USO and

is

East,

from

now

at

re

hi:
hi:

is

J.

a ready market in Argentina, espe-

paper man.

cially in smaller towns,

Wednesday

according to

Horen.

Argentina,

"the

quality

if

of

Mrs. Fuld died early
of bronchial pneumonia.

which followed a long

Press.

illness.

—

my friends the Exhibitors and
Thanks for your enthusiastic approval.

Season's Greetings to

It

anything, because

American pictures

has improved and the Argentinians
have immediately recognized it."
Discussing the attitude of the people of Argentina toward war pictures, Horen asserted that such productions are found acceptable provided they are big.
He said that
his company had had "considerable
success" with such war films as "The
Moon Is Down," "Crash Dive" and
"This Above All."
"Other companies have met with similar results,"

planning to put on "Sleep It
Thompson - Lyford Horen added.
Harlan
Moore farce, in association with
Questioned on the type of films
Ralph Murphy.
that are most in demand in Argenis

trip.

grosss have increased to such an
VINCENT DOUGHERTY, salesman at Par,
extent that the exhibitors have been mount's Washington exchange, is vacationing
New
York.
able easily to absoib the additional
expenditure, -estimated to average
HARRY JOE BROWN has arrived frc
Coast.
25 per cent.
PROF. SAWYER FALK, who operates the Syr;
The chief reason given for the

8

have the Theater Guild present the
George Seaton comedy 'Out of This
World" v/ith backing of the American Film Corp., which was organ-

Off,"

toda

short subject sah
from a
Fhiladelph

1/2

Harry Joe Brown is discussing with
Lawrence Langner a proposal to

also

because

Chicago

in

WB

1

in

last

is

however,

H. MORAY,
returns
today

manager,

1

Harry Joe Brown Talking
Theater Guild Play Deal

ized

and equipment

losses,

arrives

NORMAN

to

home in Connecticut.
+
+ 2 assist importers, but you must rea- tina at the moment, Horen said that
RUBENS
due in New York from Chi
+ % lize that the bottoms available are "straight comedies and dramas al- cago for Fourth War Loan conferences.
limited."
ways have been appealed to the Ar+ 11/2
Horen disclosed that the war had gentine public." He went on to say Mrs. Fuld Dies
+
+ 41/2 had a salutary effect on Argentina's that "musicals, especially in TechFuneral services were held yes+
+ 3/8 film business because it had placed nicolor, a: e acceptable, but they must terday for Mrs. Mary E. Fuld, 66.
3/
+ g more spending money in the hands be outstanding, lavish, and have star wife of Jack Fuld, well known in
+ % of the public. He explained the sit- names." Native-made product has the film industry and former trade

B'way 3s55

Monogram

in

available there will be great building and renovation activity in our

"The Argentine Merchant Marine,"
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"Best light comedy of the year."

A

—TIME

Marcel Hellman Prod.

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
BOOKED SOLID ENTIRE LOEW CIRCUIT
Distributed by

ENGLISH FILMS, INC.

729 Seventh Ave., New York

"Our Two Big
Jobs in January:

CHRISTMAS

Fourth

War

Loan and March
of Dimes!"
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£Sure, the holidays go
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on Capitol Hill,
so far as the film industry is concerned. The same rumblings of pro-

paganda

etc.,

—

ernment

•

•

THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Austin Keough,

•

and general counsel

vice-president

Paramount, hosted the company's legal de-

for

partment at a luncheon at the Hotel Astor Wednesday.

Committee, apparently looking for
skullduggery in the handling of

sons attended.

.

•

.

It's

a public

Nineteen per-

an ad agency,

relations office, not

training films for the armed forces,
heard Col. Kirk B. Lawton, head of
the Signal Corps' Army Pictorial
Service, voice a ringing defense of
the aid given the Army by the industry.
Aided on Salary Ceiling

which "Skip" Weshner will launch at 18 E. 48th St. about Jan. 17.
• Argentina's first weekly fan magazine, "Sonora," is taking shape.
• Hal
Chas. de Cruz, heretofore trade publisher, will edit.

Congress helped the industry early
year when it refused to accept the administration limits on annual salaries, forcing the abandon-
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service record?.
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marked his 44th anniIowa Falls, la

Eddie Rudolph,

who has

just

two

St.

Normandy.
• Associates
tossed a party here this week for Phil Keenan, Movieland circulation
manager, to mark the 19th anniversary of his arrival in New York from
Bradford, Pa., and Rochester, N. Y.
• Speaking of anniversaries,
FILM DAILY's editor started his 32nd year as a newspaper man this
week.
• Max Westebbe, RKO's manager in Albany, is recuperating
from an operation
He couldn't escape the knife over here but he
lived through the Nazi blitz of Holland where; he was RKO's manager.
• Monogram's Madeleine White recovering from the flu ... Ditto
Phil Williams of March of Time and Sam Kestenbaum of PRC.

ble in Hollywood.

and

the

.

The year saw two memorable hosannas tossed toward the industry.
The first came on the House floor
last March when Hollywood's Rep.
Will Rogers, Jr., son of the late
his

just

Louis, is financially interested in

Louis county theaters, the Studio

of the artificial $25,000 limit
which had threatened so much trou-

serving

has

E. S. Ellsworth

.

.

Hillman Periodicals as promotion manager

joined UA's sales staff in

ment

humorist,
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etc.

versary in charge of the Metropolitan theater,
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for the purpose, struck out
T
T
sharply at whispering critics of the
• • • AVENGE PEARL HARBOR! BACK THE ATTACK!.
film industry and told of the value
of Hollywood product both at home
and abroad.
Convicted Extortionists
Gelber Defeats Winick
Author of the second noteworthy
To
Sentences
For
Presidency of 306
industry tribute was Florida's Sen.
Claude T. Pepper, who saw in the
(Continued from Page 1)
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films an important constructive force,
argue
motions
the
industry
will
toyesterday when results
two
years
rather than a harmful factor, in the
held
fight on dangerous juvenile delin- day to set aside the jury's verdict on of the union's biennial election,
at Palm Garden Wednesday, were
quency.
the grounds it is contrary to the eviannounced.
The membership redence and the law. The motions will
Attacked Gov't Film Agencies
turned him to office by 1,219 votes
sentencing
made
before
the
of
be
Government film agencies did not
to 307 for his nearest opponent, Jack
come off so well, with the CIAA pix the defendants by Judge John Bright. Winick.
activities constantly under fire and
Harry Storin was elected vice-presthe greater part of the OWI pix bu- Production by the latter agency was ident,
Herman Boritz.
replacing
Congressional
fiat.
reau cut out by
completely stopped last Summer, as Nathaniel Doragoff was re-elected
well as its 16 mm. program, and the recording secretary; Charles Beckresignation of Lowell Mellett as man, financial secretary; James Amchief of the bureau was forced as brosio, treasurer; Morris Kravitz,
much through Congressional pres- New York business agent. Frank
sure upon OWI director Elmer Da- Miller was named successor to JosBender as sergeant-at-arms,
vis as through any other single fac- eph
while Ben Scher was elected Brooktor.
Aside from the tax matter which lyn business agent, replacing Jack
Chosen as trustees were
should be settled this month, there Teitler.
.

George Magarian, Dave Garden and
is no immediate industry problem
before Congress. There will be the Max Horowitz.
Induction ceremonies will take
usual carping about alleged propaganda in pix perhaps more than place at Manhattan Center on Jan. 5.
last year because of the coming naic Happy New Year! it
tional elections.
That there will be
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that
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definite action

or

legislation

toward investigais

doubtful,

al-

always a threat. New
radio legislation seems to be on the
way, but its effect upon television—
and thus indirectly upon motion pictures is not yet clear.
Action on
the Kilgore divorcement bill is unlikely, depending largely upon the
outcome of the present negotiations

though

it

the
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Ad-Pub. Director
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O'Sullivan Rejoins

New York

case,
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director of advertising and publicity.
PRC will establish its own advertising and accessory art bureau in Hollywood soon.
Jack Harrower and
Vance King, at the studio, and Sam

Kestenbaum

in

New

York, will be

O'Sullivan's assistants,

tors to check admission tax ret \. «
must be destroyed after auditing.
Goldberg maintains that this is di
rectly contrary to the present drive,
for salvage of every possible sera
of paper. Basing his figures on hi
own Echo Theater, as a typical

American neighborhood house, Goldj
berg estimates that the national sal
vage would be at least 7,650,001
pounds of waste paper a year fror
these stubs alone. The Echo, typical
ly, stores 150 boxes of stubs, weigh
ing 1% pounds apiece, in six months
Goldberg claims that the presen
stringent requirements for control o
serial numbers would prevent frau
in returns, since numbers must b
within those reported for the perio'
on all stubs audited. For this real
son, he contends, there is no sounj

argument for destroying the stub
j

after the Treasury auditor has check
ed them over for a given period
Despite this, the Government com
tinues to require the complete de!
struction of every stub, thereby de'
stroying an important source of sal
vage paper.
I
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when the industry refused to scare.
There was a brief flurry early in the
year when the Senate's Truman

great

j

stubs, carefully preserved

were

heard frequently erupting briefly
in September but quickly subsiding

term
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a drive to abolish the present Govt
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the War Food Administration, wil
arrive in Hollywood next Monda:
for a 10-day conference with the Hoi
lywood
on short subject re

WAC

leases.
Griffis,

currently

Paramount,

will

on

make

leave

fron

his headquart
studio in Hoi

ers at the Paramount
lywood.
Whitman and Himebaugl
will be at the Ambassador Hotel
Los Angeles.

The Program To End
All "Duel" Programs!
Don't make any dates, folks, for
next Wednesday night.
Just sit
by the radio and tune in WJZ and
the Blue Network from 8:30 to 9:00
p.m. (or the re-broadcast on the
West Coast from 11:30 to midnight).
Universal has arranged, in connection with forthcoming release of its
featurette,
"Magazine Model," to
have three Harry Conover gals match
wits on "The Battle of the Sexes"
with three trade paper editors,
Chester B. Bahn, of FILM DAILY;
Bill Formby, of Box Office; and Terry Ramsaye, of Motion Picture Herald.
Jay C. Flippen is the emcee. There'll
be intellectual refreshment for everybody from Albert Einstein to Mortimer Snerd.
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Headline Review of '43 in the Film Industry
Consent Decree, 30 P.C. Admissions Tax, Juvenile Vandalism Industry Worries
—AUGUST—

—Army's

2

to govern equipment disposal;
gap until peace-time manufacture can be fully resumed.
D of J to submit exhib. complaints to dis-

may

—

3

Rathvon and
— new seven-year
RKO
N. Peter

—

5

Ned

Depinet given

E.

contracts.

agreement

cut

CHARLES PACKERITZ,

amusement

FRED

to

—

6

—

9

10

—

in
).

Allied charges
of J complain.

unfair

trade

D
Kupper named 20th-Fox general

manager.

Allied

work with D of

to

vision.
13^J. P. O'Loghlin,
manager, dies.

Decree re-

on

J

20th-Fox Canadian general

— regulations.

'Exhibitors in three major decree kicks; high
percentage
deals,
five-block
selling
and
tradeshow top complaints to D of J.
total gross hits $31,000,000 at end
of fourth year of exhibition.

CWTW

—Pacific Coast Conference sends Decree questionnaire to West Coast exhibitors.
19— Exhibitors extend buying range
solve
product problem.
20 — New England admission
seen setting
18

to

rise

national

pattern.
Coast-to-Coast star tour set for War Loan
Drive.
won't define non-deferrable jobs.
Post-war population shifts under study.
Gas cut hits Midwest film salesmen.
Canadian indies to ask trade reforms.
Theaters not essential, declares Paul V. McNutt,
chief.
Blitz opens Third War Loan Drive as FILM
DAILY publishes a special edition devoted
to industry campaign.
Brendan Bracken, British minister of information, praises film war role.
Allied canvasses indies on Decree experiences.
Film trust cases remain under Tom C. Clark
as attorney general transfers him to D of J
criminal division.
U. S. films to follow the flag as Axis nations fall.
Distributors favor elimination of Section 17
in the New York Consent Decree.

—
—WMC
—
26—
27 —
23
24
25

30
31

WMC

—
—

—SEPTEMBER—

—Australian raw stock
— Negotiation, no Decree

situation worries

1

ican

2

Amer-

distributors.

trial

reported,

D of

J

Court makes only minor changes

—

3

in

Crescent

American film companies expected

to pour
post-war

findings.

millions
period.
Pictures

into
in

holdings

Spanish

abroad

edging

in

U.

aside

S.

in

Cuba.
President Roosevelt to appear

War Bond

— Appeal

7
8

air

in

film

star's

show.

board's future hangs
exhibitors favor dropping.

in

balance

government names commission
—Cuban
Mexican production.

as

to study

Forcing of shorts regarded as curbed; not
single
arbitration
complaint
involving
forcing filed.
"Throw decree out the window," Ed Kuykendall urges.
Secretary of Treasury Morgenthau praises
industry's war service.
Early Italian market for American pix seen;
40 pix ready.
70 million radio and film audience hears
FDR and stars launch $15,000,000,000 Bond
a

9

—

Drive.

— Coast

10

invade

Broadway

Loew's, Inc. in $17,000,000 Third
Drive purchase.
(Continued in Column 4)
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WHITE,

F.

Catholic Actors Guild.

CORDON WHITE,

actor,
FD: 4-7.
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chaplain-treasurer of
New York. FD: 4-6.
radio producer.
New

—
— Non-defense

15
16

former theater manager,
FD: 6-25.
city
manager, Interstate Circuit.
Harlingen, Tex. FD: 6-29.
CARL DUNCAN, theater owner. Canton, O.
FD: 7-1.
Grand
WILLIAM MURRAY, theater owner.
Rapids, Mich. FD: 7-6.
ARCHIE CLEMENS, circuit head. Dunbar, W. Va.
FD: 7-7.
PAUL BRUNET, Indie theater operator. New
Boston.

KAY,

New

EDWIN

BOOTH,

R.

wood.

theater manager.

newspaper man.

trade

SIDNEY MUNTER, Stanley-Warner manager. WilFD: 4-14.
veteran
FD: 4-20.

W.

York.

WILLIAM

ENGEL,

R.

Rochester,

WEBB,
N.

Y.

New

producer.

dustry record.

— Large

24

publicity control plans mapped b
Eastern Industry Service Bureau.
Stanton Griffis headed for OWI film post.
Virginia MPTO asks theater divorcement ii

D

27

well known theaterman. HolyFD: 4-21.
DAVID L. SCHUMANN, veteran exhibitor. Cleveland. FD: 4-22.
O. S. CLEVELAND, exhibitor killed in plane crash.
Newcastle, Wyo. FD: 4-23.
GEORGE BLAISDELL, veteran trade paper editor.
Hollywood. FD: 4-23.
GEORGE A. TOMPRAS, pioneer film theater owner.
St. Louis.
FD: 4-23.
ALFRED H. HALL, actor. Hollywood. FD: 4-23.

eke. Mass.

VLADIMIR NEMIROVICH-DANCHENKO,
Moscow Art

Theater.

New

actress.

director

Moscow.

FD:

FD:

operator.

Port-

—

—
30—

JOHN ANDERSON, drama critic Journal-American. New York. FD: 7-19.
LOUIS LAMSON, Columbia auditor. Hollywood.
theatrical,

impresario.

New

FD: 7-19.

York.

JULES BLEDSOE, Negro

Hollywood.

actor, singer.

FD: 7-19.
theater operator.

Mem-

FD: 7-19.

phis.

ARTHUR LUCAS,

Paramount partner

in

Lucas

theater chain partner.

New

York.

FD: 4-30.

HERMAN WEINGARTEN,
New

owner.

York.

theater

real

estate

FD: 5-4.

ROBERT T. HAINES, actor. New York. FD: 5-10.
A. R. O. McCULLOCH, director of theater company. Gait, Ont. FD: 5-10.
CEORCE O. PHILLIPS, circuit owner. Kitchener,
Ont. FD: 5-10.

FD: 7-20.
Stamford,
LEO, theater operator.
FD: 7-30.
MARY DAWSON, theater operator. Gallatin, Pa.
FD: 7-30.
HARRY BRADENHAM, former First National
Hollywood. FD: 8-2.
sales manager.
ALICE BELMORE CLIFFE, actress. London. FD:
8-3.
MEYER MARKS, circuit founder. Chicago. FD:

BENJAMIN

ROSE, owner of first film theater
FD: 5-11.
in Kansas City, Kansas City.
ALBERT STOESSEL, orchestra conductor. New
York. FD: 5-13.
EDWARD LITZEL, veteran projectionist. Pittsburgh. FD: 5-18.
MONTAGU LOVE, actor. Hollywood. FD: 5-19.
HARRY MOODY, Bausch & Lomb industrial enP.

Rochester, N. Y. FD: 5-20.
MARGON, Universal foreign exNew York. FD: 5-21.
EDWARD McWADE, actor. Hollywood. FD: 5-21.
WALTER COULTER, pioneer exhibitor. Richmond,
Va. FD: 5-21.
ERIC SEMON, European representative of the
New York. FD:
Metropolitan Opera Co.
5-21.
EDMUND CONDON, former actor, theater manFD: 6-2.
ager. Newark, N. J.
JEROME WILSON, veteran film salesman. New
York. FD: 6-4.
PAUL AMENT, for 22 years projectionist at the
Palace Theater, New York. FD: 6-4.
PAUL H. KEMERER, former theater manager.
Carrollton, O. FD: 6-7.
HOWARD H. IMRAY, Eastern Kodak advertising
manager. Rochester, N. Y. FD: 6-7.
MAX KOPLAN, former Detroit theater operator.
Miami Beach. FD: 6-8.
HAL JOHNSTONE, theater operator. Chicago.
FD: 6-8.
KEN GOLDSMITH, film producer. Hollywood.
FD: 6-8.
HENRY LOEW, theater manager. New York. FD:
6-15.
BAYARD VEILLER, playwright. New York. FD:
6-17.
OTTO HAAS, founded Theater Owners of North
and South Carolina. Charlotte, N. C. FD:
6-18.
gineer.

ecutive.

C.

GUTENBERG, former president of
Wisconsin
Milwaukee. FD: 8-12.
MEI LAN-FANG, noted Chinese actress. Shanghai.
FD: 8-12.
JAMES P. O'LOGHLIN, 20th-Fox Canadian manFD: 8-3.
ager. Montreal.
COL. ALBERT RULE, UA publicity representative.
Chicago. FD: 8-16.
WILLIAM F. MILLER, associated with Miami's
Miami. FD: 8-17.
first film theater.
HARRY M. BROOKS, president Operators Local
285. Troy, N. Y. FD: 8-20.
HARRY SHORT, stage and radio comedian. New
York. FD: 8-20.
ITO

GENE

6

—

7

—

southern
exhibitor.
Pontiac,
FD: 8-24.
STUBLEY, president of operators'
union. Canton, 0. FD: 8-24.
FRED MAY, theater operator. Carrollton, Ky.
FD: 8-25.
WILLIAM M. KREISLE, theater owner. Morgan
City, La.
FD: 8-31.
SHURLY CHRISTY HODGE, treasurer, TaylorShantz Co. Rochester, N. Y. FD: 9-1.

8

—

of

—

11

H. RIPPARD, former theater manager.
Farmville, Va. FD: 9-3.

JOE

DIAMOND,

Drive jackpot.
Film shortage

—

old

Dixie

minstrel.

Rochester,

E.

Grand

Island,

Neb.
B

—
19 —
18

FD: 9-8.

& K

manager.

Chicago.

J.

ager.

WALKER, Warner
Hollywood.

Bros,

district

FD: 9-8.

(Continued on Page 8)
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J.

FD: 9-8.

CARL

films'

issues.
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15

SCHILLER, veteran theater manager.

ALBERT BACHMAN,

in

Louis B. Mayer again heads list of nation's
highest paid with $949,765.
30 per cent admissions tax spells ruin to
small theaters, House committee told.
Film rental shows 30 per cent gain in year,
says Standard
Poor's.
Revised Consent Decree may limit arbitration
counsel.
Fayette Allport of MPPDA sees no BritishU. S. post-war film friction.
Demand for home films zooms; 16mm and
8mm biz up 1,000 per cent in three years.
75 per cent of Army's films made in 1943.
analysis shows.
Dept. of Commerce sees U. S. films facing
toughest fight in post-war world market.
Walter Wanger re-elected president of Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences;
Frank Freeman appointed chairman of Research Council.
30 per cent admissions tax "discriminatory"

14

FD: 9-3.

N. Y.

HARRY

stock.
Bioff, extortion trial witness, dekick-in methods used on industry
executives.
National Allied asks "sterner measures" in
report to D of J; declares Consent Decree
powerless to achieve Government objects.
Present sales method is fairest, says Ned
Depinet, RKO Radio president.

13—$1,906,115,205
»

former assistant producer;
Harold Lloyd.
Hollywood.
FD:

WILLIAM

"Lighthouse" relays to bring tele-

nets.

Product shortage held grave; production increases needed Allied's view.
Universale board declares first dividend on

William

LLOYD,

brother

era.

scribes

M.

9-2.

—OCTOBER—

common

Mich.

CAYLORD

Films biggest role still to come, Charle:
Francis "Socker" Coe tells Buffalo audience
Liberalization of Consent Decree Section:
6, 8, 10, and 17 forecast.

New RCA

C.

PEARCE,

level.

war

of

OLIVER

Michael Curtiz heads "Ten-Best" director;
1942-3 in FILM DAILY poll.
publishes the annual Critic
Forum.
Theater vandalism shows no decline, nationa
checkup shows.
Australian film prices pegged at April, 1942

vision

8-5.

ANDREW

—

FD: 7-20.
actor.
Hollywood.

ARTHUR BYRON,

on Decree.
theater architect
post as $1 -a -year man.
York

million monthly see industry's gift films
in camps overseas.
Argentina slaps a ceiling on motion picture
film.
to investigate charges troops overseas
get old films.
Treasury asks admissions tax of 30 per cent.
Distributors and D of J talk percentage and
rental plan for Consent Decree.
Arthur Rank. British film tycoon, plans
J.
U. S. distribution company.
Industry opposes 30 per cent levy proposal.
Federal Judge John C. Knox disqualifies self
for film extortion trial.
Transcontinental television net seen in post-

5

&

Atlanta.

Jenkins.

OCR

split

New

—WAC

4

MIKE CIANCIOLO, nabe

to

— 15

1

FD: 7-19.

CLEMENTE CIGLIO,

confused by

for

29

FD: 7-15.

brief.

THE FILM DAILY
28

York.

J

J

Eberson,

named

Conn.

DAVID DAVIS,

ORLANDO

land, Ore.

director.

of
of

—D

FD: 7-13.

York.

to

get first call on theate
equipment.
Kingsberg named RKO Corp. vice
president and treasurer.
22—$11,763,790 War Bond subscription by Para
mount.
Scophony Corp. of America gets big scree
television by patents.
23— $145,000,000 theater gross in July sets in

Holly-

7-15.

LESTER COHEN, pioneer theater

Eastern Kodak
FD: 4-21.

JAMES CUSHING,

of the
4-27.

New

casting Co.

BEVERLY SITGREAVES,

mington, Del.

plan

England indies sale

— Malcolm

21

Canton, O.

FD: 7-8.

sales

New

to

plan.

CERALD A. KELLEHER, founder Empire Broad-

4-13.

of J brief.
indies

Army and Navy

FD: 7-8.

JACK EDWARDS,

D

in

FD:

Hollywood.

actor.

area theaters in business come

— New England
ment.
20 — Distributors cool

John

BARLOW,

clearance cas

England indies asks theater divorcemer.

17

FD. 7-7.

REGINALD

in

back.

7-8.

MILES, veteran publicity writer. Hollywood. FD: 4-12.
HARRY BAUR, actor. Paris. FD: 4-12.
CLAUDINE WEST, scenarist. Hollywood. FD:
P.

JOSEPH

and Hollywood exFD: 6-24.
ROSS, producer, actor, Irvington, N. J.

Orleans.

issued

National Allied to co-operate with Legion o
Decency.
A. J. Rank plans overseas expansion.

director.

art

FD: 6-24.

PAUL

industry

film

ROBERT W. SHEEHAN,

Rochester,

former Metro
Indianapolis.
FD:4-6.

manager.

|OHN

Des

exploiteer.

FD: 4-6.

J.

pioneer

FD: 6-22.

hibitor.

Chicago operators'

FD: 4-2.
theater owner.

JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM,
REV.

of

FD: 4-5.

N. Y.

CLARENCE

plan.
suit's

FRANCIS,

York.

feature lineup calls for 39 for
1943-44.
National Allied to take percentage film issue
to the attorney general.
Trade slightly hit by new war manpower

20th-Fox

17

Chicago.

union.

SCHULZ,

D.

SAMUEL

HAVILL, veteran

De-

JOHN LUDWIG, Milwaukee

FD: 4-2.

WADE W. WILLAMN,

—William

—

M-C-M

HELLBORN,

Moines.

managers.
North-Central

sales

16

Spokane.

pioneer theater manager.

FD: 6-21.

Hollywood.

theater

retired

WALTER,

P.

troit.

JOHN
veteran
FD: 4-1.

ALBERT

practices

12

owner.

E.

Mon-

exhibitor.

FD: 3-31.

treal.

LOUIS

veteran

stocks.
Allied
offers
New York Consent Decree
changes to Government.
Audience collections in theaters net $3,067,236 for Red Cross.
Tri-States establishes school for feminine

—

11

FRED

(Continued from yesterday's issue)

FRANK WARNICKER,

injunction

sets precedent.

—

14

With the closing of 1943, the amusement industry pauses to pay finat tribute
to those affiliates in all branches whose deaths were recorded in the 12-month
period. In this necrology, the more widely known personalities to pass are given
with place of death and date obituary was published in THE FILM DAILY.

clearance
terminates Benitoa (Fla.) anti-trust action.
Increased flow of war film footage forecast.
Woman's angle attractions pay off big at
boxoffice.
UMPI points in new Allied sales plan.
41 per cent of Atlas common holdings in
Distributors

Jfflemoriam— 1943

3fa

sire

bridge

tributors.

4

— Federal

13

(Continued from yesterday's issue)

—

20

Cheever Cowdin

tells

House committee.

RKO names Ralph B. Austrian to survey television and radio.
British won't lift quota
regulations, says
Board of Trade president.
(Continued on Page 8)
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riday,
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o "Lighten"
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1943 News Hig hlights

WB's

on Re-issues

(.Continued

dicated

trial

of

a

start in February,

similar

action

against

from Page
the

1)

Griffith

circuit

in

the

Southwest

would

Four-Stale

"Dimes"

Parley Set for (hi.

1944.

{Continued from Page 1)
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1)

TAXATION: The threat of an increased Federal admission tax rate hung heavy o'er tend and help to make a reality of
ated Independent Exhibitors. Committee met with the Warner sales the industry's head as Congress recessed for the year-end holidays, but in lieu of the the diive slogan, "More in '44."
hief as part of its program to talk Treasury's demand for a 30 per cent levy, it appeared that the Senate-proposed one-centJack Kirsch and Jules J. Rubens,
vith the sales heads of all distribu- on-five rate might be adopted.
co-chairmen for Illinois, will preside.
VII

.hibitors

ne curtailment of Warner reissues
ind alleged discrimination in favor
>f ci: cuit houses. Kalmenson furtherold the group that films would be
nade available to indie as well as
Session also covered
lireuit houses.
percentage deals on Warner releases
ind alleged violations of the N. Y.
•

'onsent decree by
i

Kalmenson

Indiana will be represented by K. T.
Collins, Don Rossiter and M. Wolf.
gesture of
J. 0. Brooks will represent Michigan.
Wisconsin will be represented by H.
VIII
INTERNATIONAL SCENE: The year saw J. Arthur Rank, British film tycoon, J. Fitzgerald, while William C. Sears
Fiiedl will be present for
moving into the industry spotlight with expansive and expensive plans for the post- and John
war pericd.
As further portents of things to come, Sir Alexander Korda and Metro- Minnesota.
The so-called "flying squadron,"
Goldwyn-Mayer entered into a British production partnership while Warners and Associated British Pictures indicated joint plans.
Important, too, was the advent in the composed of Harry Brandt, Oscar
realm of television of Scophony Corporation of America, with Paramount and 20th-Fox Doob, Eddie Alperson and Arthur
Mayer will attend from New York.
the latter through General Precision Equipment Co.
financially interested.

COIN FROM BRITAIN: The

had complained against

—

any violations
the decree would be stopped imnediately and suggested that the
•ommittee go into other matters
Ayers,

made Warner district manNew York and New Eng-

Ned E. Depinet, RKO; Neil
Agnew, Paramount and A. Montague,
versal;

"freezing" order
no little signifi-

—

ADMINISTRATIVE: Changes in
key personnel kept the normal pace
during the year.
Floyd B. Odium assumed the board chairmanship at RKO Corp., signalizing Atlas Corp. dominance.
Malcolm Kingsberg was elected a RKO vice-president

Roy McBride Dies

20th-Fox vice-president, and W. J.
Kupper was appointed general sales manager.
E.
M. Saunders became Metro's assistant general sales manager, while Warners named Arthur Sachson to the same post,
and Universal similarly elevated E. T. "Peck" Gomersall.
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., joined
United Artists as advertising-publicity director.
Leo McCarthy ascended to the sales
command at PRC. Columbia named seven new vice-presidents. John S. Young was
elected Pathe Laboratories' president, and G. L. Carrington was named to the same

Bride, 46, Interstate Circuit artist
for 12 years, died in Legion, Tex.

treasurer,

Murray Silverstone

was named

a

San Antonio, Tex.

*

X

MOURNED:

men, Death came to many to whom the world-wide
industry ewes much for its development through the years.
High on the roll of those
mourned were the names of Dr. A. H. Giannini, N. L. Nathanson, Charles M. Woolf,
Maj. W. S. Van Dyke, II, Arthur A. Lee, Charles Ray, William Koenig, Arthur Lucas.
J. P. O'Loghlin, R. E. Griffith, L. W. "Mike" Conrow.

Bosworth Dies

—

Glendale, Calif. Hobart Bosworth,
old-time stage and film actor, died

76,

lere.

When TheyFou

Enemy Reeled
They Loved
Swooned!

.

.

As

it

does to

all

— Roy

D.

Mc-

TO THE COLONS!

berth by Altec Service Corp.

olumbia.
-lobart

its

—

and

UIE committee now seeks appointments with William A. Scully, Uni-

i

lifted

IX
top and

>f

'ecently
ager for
and.

finally

—

Warner salesmen,

Norman

Government

on American film remittances in a hands-across-the-sea
cance, both in and out of the trade.

said that

nore thoroughly with

British

LT.

DECORATED

JACK BERNHARD, USAAF,

*

son of Joseph
former Universal producer,
awarded the Oak Leaf Cluster.
He previously received the Air Medal.
Bornhard,

ARMY
ANTHONY
versal.

and

PETTI,

a

assistant

secretary

of

Uni-

8'

December

Friday,

Momentous Events

31, 1943

Film Industry's Year

of

Tax

Extortionists Guilty; 200-300 JVeic Theaters Proposed; Vote l-Cent-on-5
(Continued from Page 6)
period to see extensive industry
of plastic, SMPE conference told.
More re-issues required, exhibitors maintain.
Columbia reports 1943 net of $1,802,279.
fost-war West Coast studio expansion seen
certain.
Television for mass audience in early postwar years forecast at SMPE conference.
Three major Consent Decree changes required, says Ed Kuykendall, wants even legal
break, appeal board's end, 20 per cent cancellation.
State Department aid pledged to industry.
National Theater Cuild to dip into "every
film activity."
MPFDA files State Department trade brief,
stressing industry's importance to U. S. economic structure in post-war era.
National Allied weighing entry into production.
C. E. Sullivan, former FBO and RKO execu-

30

3n

Post-war

use

21

—

22

—

25

—

26—

27

—

Capone mob elected

FRANK CRUMIT

swears at extortion

—

part

—NOVEMBER—

of

appeal asks
decree until

decision

4

—

5

II.

S.

Supreme Court

Ways

and Means Committee proposes two-cent tax on each dime admission.
New Scophony system may increase television stations by 50 per cent.
Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark
rejects majors' Consent Decree proposals.
Arthur Rank heads new British CommonJ.
wealth Corp.
Neighborhood business drop in war boom

—

worries exhibitors.
Nicholas M. Schenck again

heads March of
Dimes Drive.
Columbia seeks bank loan change to meet

—
needs
9— Crescent
8

of

increased film inventory.
asks dismissal of Government ap-

peal.

Post-war surge

N.

building

of

by

industry

is

Pictures to exchange stars

control

move

in

Great

WPB

gives green light to four new film
theaters.
House. Ways and Means Committee approves
20 per cent admission tax.
Pacific Coast Conference urges prosecution
of New York Equity suit.
630,000 troops abroad see industry's gift
films nightly.
United Artists to release Mexican films;
long-range program looks to world market.
RKO to stress musicals and comedies, says
Sid Rogell.
New York film trade honors S. H. Fabian
and Arthur Mayer for war work.
Allied may intervene in Consent Decree if
final form is unsatisfactory; Honor 28,205
in uniform at
service luncheon.
Al Steffes urges a strong, powerful Allied.

—
16 —
—

—

18

19

AMPA

—

William

22

Rodgers

attacks washing trade
linen at Milwaukee board meeting.
Allied to widen scope of caravan plan.
Charge Navy is failing to move newsreels
abroad.
Modified UMPI laws for Britain as CEA-KRS
plan joint grievance group.
WPB removes equipment preference ratings.
October admission tax collections of $16,499,395, highest in history.
ITOA may seek trade reforms via New York
State legislature.
Charles Ray, silent film star, dies in HollyF.

—

23

—

24

—

wood.

—D

26

of

J

and majors apart on four points;

cuit expansion,

product
problems.
of

29

veteran

industry

Maplewood,

slides.

FD: 9-10.

).

EDWIN

film

Angeles.

Los

actor.

MILLER,

E.

wood.

FD:

Universal

Holly-

librarian.

FD: 9-16.

ARTHUR YOUNG, actor. New York. FD: 9-17.
WILLIAM F. GROOVER, veteran theater manager.
Peoria,

FRANK

FD: 9-17.
writer on film proPoughkeepsie, N. Y. FD: 9-22.
BASIL, circuit owner. Buffalo. FD:

III.

and

cir-

pooling of theaters, forcing
cancellation and unsolved

House passes 20 per cent admission tax rate.
in
last-ditch
fight on 20 per
cent admission tax.
15 of 16 top network shows link radio and
films: advantages of air-screen co-op sharply

— Exhibitors

reflected.
R. E. Griffith, Southwest
dies in Beverly Hills.

NICHOLAS

J.

circuit owner.

Cleveland;

(Continued in Column 4)

operator,

LORENZ ("LARRY") HART,
CHARLES RAY,

Buffalo.

aters,

JOHNSON,

FD:

RAY

Portland,

WALTER

JORDAN,

C.
Detroit.

ties.

many

in

CumOre.

theatrical activi-

WEBBER,

F.

Hollywood.

FD:

10-1.

FRED STRUBANK, Republic

sales

city

manager.

FD: 10-4.
DEWEY, veteran

theaterman. Chicago.
FD: 10-5.
V. PEPE, theater owner. Swoyersville, Pa.
FD: 10-5.
JOSEPH K. WILLIAMS, veteran theater owner.
Quincy, III. FD: 10-5.
FRED NORTMAN, former circuit head. Chicago.
FD: 10-6.
PERLEY P. SHEEHAN, writer. Hollywood. FD:

FRANK

10-6.

actor.

Northampton,

FD: 11-30.
KOCH, veteran operator.
Theater, Chicago. FD: 11-30.

ARTHUR
FRANK

SHERIDAN,

Chicago.

ager.

man-

secretary-treasurer of
Loan Ass'n. Rochester,

WILFRED WAGNER,

theater

manager.

Mil-

FD: 10-14.

SAMUEL

MAX

H. HADLEY, industry veteran. Winter
Park, Fla. FD: 10-14.
FISHER, song writer, orchestra leader. Hol-

JOSEPH

general manager for Michael
Todd. New York. FD: 10-19.
LESTER V BOSTWICK, theater manager. Milwaukee. FD: 10-20.
FRANK EDWARDS, ex-mayor, theater owner,
Seattle.
FD: 10-20.
LOUIS SUESS, Loew's manager in Bronx, New
York. FD: 10-20.
BEN BERNIE, orchestra leader. Beverly Hills.
FD: 10-21.
GEORGE W. HEIMBUCK, veteran theater manager.
Cleveland.
FD: 10-22.
IKE LIBSON, circuit head. Cincinnati. FD: 10-26.
C. E. SULLIVAN, former FBO, RKO executive.
Quincy, Mass. FD: 10-26.

HARRISON ("NICK") CARTER,
lywood.

FD:

ABE KAUFMAN,

B

film writer.

Hol-

10-26.

&

K

Chicago.

FD:

McKENNA,

E.

FD:

Falls.

JAMES

Niagara

10-27.

LONERCAN,

M.

Corp.

theater manager.

Detroit.

manager.

E.

D.

Stair

silent

FD: 12-6.
JAMES R. CAREY, oldtime
York. FD: 12-6.
E.

M. DELAFIELD,

film

actor.

theaters.

Ko-

actor.

New

stage

dramatist.

novelist,

Chicago.

Theater.

FD: 12-7.
Hollywood.

FD:

director, writer.

Reiss circuit

ark,

N.
S.

J.

FD:

ROOK,

vaudeville and
FD: 12-13.
CHARLES L. GASKELL, veteran director.
wood. FD: 12-13.

FRED

HANKE,

J.

Theater,
France.

for

12

Milwaukee.

VICTOR MAPES,

veteran

theater

manager.

IOSEPH W. LEVENSON,

circuit operator.

LEO MEEHAN, former headquarters

Boston.

ager for Quigley Publications.
fD: 11-12.

general manSan Francisco.

—

Barney Balaban presents original
of the Bill of Rights to the
Congress.
Bond for every seat in every
Fourth War Loan Drive.
Musical films to deluge screen in
lywood survey shows.

screen

years,

Holly-

manager

17—

producer.

Cannes,

First

National.

("FATS")

21

— MFTOA

industry's

I

Fourth

sees tax hike as

doom

of small the-

Army film rentals to touch $13,000,000.
L. W. "Mike" Conrow, Altec Service Corp
president, dies.

22— THE FILM DAILY

manager

power;

ing

FD: 12-16.
Florida.

names

1943

Filmdom's

Famous Fives.
Government Griffith

Dallas.

brief tests circuit buydistributors are alleged to be

"co-conspirators," though not defendants.
RKO sets up pension plan for employes.
PCA to make five features for United Artists

in

FD:

release.

12-17.

THOMAS BURTON,

retired

actor.

New

York.

23

— Hemisphere
Rockefeller,

12-20.

E.

start

16 pictures yearly

votes one-cent-on-five admission tax.
Leo McCarthy takes over as PRC's sales
manager.

WALLER. Negro

Kansas City.

B.
PECK, former theater
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Died in

of

1944, Hoi

aters.

GEORCE

WILLIAM

of
for

Loan quota.

FD: 12-16.

THOMAS WRIGHT

X

'

theater

Metro-Korda company to

four features; plans 12 to
will acquire old studios.
$5,500,000,000 sale film

— Senate

actor.

Paramount and

British

20

Lyric

Hollywood. FD: 12-14.
pioneer Toronto
exhibitor.
Toronto. FD: 12-15.
OWEN LESLIE WILKES, former branch manager
for

New

FD: 12-14.

playwright,

j

manuscript
Library

—

16

FD: 12-14.

CEORCE COOPER,
JEREMIAH SHEA,

JACK LOEW,

11-9.

Youngstown, O. FD: 11-9.
JUDGE C. H. FOSTER, theater manager. Kenton,
O. FD: 11-9.
FRANK CAMPEAU, stage and film actor. Hollywood. FD: 11-9.

15

booking manager.

Hollywood.

writer.

Senate Finance Committee approves 20 per
cent admission tax.
British producers must study U. S. market
through their own exchange systems, de
dares Faramount's David Rose.
Australian post-war production boom pre
dieted by United Artist's Sydney Albright.
RKO wins Sinatra suit against March of
Time, with court decision setting trade
precedent.
Pay U. S. war debt in 100 years, J. Cheefer

Allied
urges exhibitors to raise
price scale in wake of new tax.
Flu epidemic slashes theater business and
strikes film staffs.
Government ready for Griffith anti-trust
suit trial in late February.
Delay in Consent Decree action halts arbitration demands.

—

FD: 12-8.

EDCAR ALLAN WOOLF,

Alexander Korda's stocks col-

National

14

12-7.
Louisville.

tackl

to

Cowdin's plan.

London.

FRANK HANDLEY, assistant manager, Capitol WILLIAM McDONNELL, former circulation manTheater.
New York. FD: 10-29.
ager, Quigley Publications. Hollywood. FD:
HARRY J. LANE, actor. New York. FD: 11-1.
12-20.
MAX REINHARDT, theatrical producer. New L. W. ("MIKE") CONROW, president of Altec
York. FD: 11-3.
Corp. New York. FD: 12-21.
HARVEY COOK WEAVER, early film producer. WILFRED R. VINCENT, pioneer
exhibitor. DeHollywood. FD: 11-5.
Pere, Wis. FD: 12-21.
JAMES P. HOCAN, director, writer. Hollywood.
JACOB
CREENWALD,
theater
executive.
Chicago
FD: 11-8.
Died in Miami.
FD: 12-22.
JOSEPH H. GALLACHER, veteran film advertising
TERRY
DeLAPP,
Universal studio publicity direcman. New York. FD: 11-9.
tor. Hollywood. FD: 12-23.
FRED W. WENTWORTH, theater architect. NewEUGENE

—

13

city manager, Butterfield
circuit.
Bay City, Mich. FD: 12-7.
WILLIAM MITCHELL, manager-owner, Patio

BEN HOLMES,

committee

lapses.

ACKERMAN,

E.

special

group.
deal for

tion

FD: 12-6.

FD:

FD: 10-27.

—
— UA

9
10

Ind.

musician and actor.

film buyer.

10-26.

FRANCIS

komo,

HARRY MOUTH,

FD: 10-14.

CLICK,

FD:

Fox West Coast theater
manager. Hollywood. FD: 11-30.
MORRIS BOURDREAUX, owner, Lyric Theater.
New Orleans. FD: 11-30.
GEORCE M. HAMMOND, veteran film theater
publicist. Cambridge, O.
FD: 11-30.
A. J. DISBOLD, theater owner.
Cedar Rapids,
la.
FD: 12-1.
BERT SWOR, minstrel and musical comedy actor.
Tulsa. FD: 12-1.
JAMES HOLDEN, veteran film salesman. New
York.
FD: 12-2.
PATRICK McMANUS, pioneer theaterman. Joliet,
FD: 12-2.
III.

FLOYD

FD: 10-13.

N. Y.
|.

division

FD: 10-13.

BARTHOLOMEW,
Eastman Savings &

Mass.

Roosevelt

names

acute theater staff problem.
Voorhis House Bill would place film ii
ports and exports on public record.
NEIC unfurls Times Square service flag with
78,795 blue and 135 gold stars.
T
Walt Disney sees Radar as television boon
Q
in post-war period.
British CEA okays KRS proposal for concilia-![

MATHER SHANAHAN,

New York. FD: 12-5.
CHARLES MILMAR, manager two

P.

— WAC

7

Chicago.

-30.

OLE

PHIL DUNAS, Columbia Midwest

OW

FD:

Hollywood.

actor.

THOMAS PATRICK CUNN,

A.

—

FD:

Wis.

circuit executive.

CLARENCE ROBSON,

executive manager, Odeon
Theaters. Toronto. FD: 10-7.
OLESON. Danish film pioneer. Stockholm.
FD: 10-11.

6

11-29.

SAM SCHOENSTADT,

1 1

actress.

Neenah,

Rodgers.
Australian government order fixes rav
stock quota at 75 per cent.
Western Electric sells Erpi Films to En
cyclopedia Brittanica.
John W. Hicks named consultant to
Overseas Division of Motion Picture Bureau
Industry faces no more cuts in raw stock
k'
Harold Hopper tells the FILM DAILY.
F.

-29.

JOHN

FD: 10-1.

FR1TZIE BRUNETTE,

actor.

of

New

York.

Hollywood.

silent film star.

Seldes

Cilbert

—

3

-29.

ORRIN
FD:

owner.

2

GRIFFITH, president of Criffith TheOklahoma City. Beverly Hills. FD:

E.

negotiating
Artists stOj
forecasts re
second feature in film thy
Single exhibitor unit inevitable says William
).

-24.

1 1

RUPERT

9-28.

theater
berland, Md.
FD: 9-30.
STUMBO, theater operator.
FD: 9-30.

New

lyricist.

Arthur Rank reported
—Alexander
Korda's United
—
CBS
supplanting

FD: 11-23.

1 1

theater owner.

1

FD: 11-17.
National Screen Service manager.
Memphis. FD: 11-17.
L. W. COLMAN,
theater operator.
Huntsville,
Ala. FD: 11-18.
MORRIS EPSTEIN, Republic branch manager. New
York. FD: 11-23.

FD: 9-28.

SAMUEL WERTHEIMER,

—DECEMBER

11-12.
operator.

Akron, O.

1 1

BRODY, former

I.

Italy.

GEORGE TOBIAS,

9-24.

FD: 11-12:
circuit

Gen. Edward P. "Ted"
Eastman, safe when bomber
Brig.

DWIGHT FRYE, actor. Hollywood. FD:
HARRY BOTZUM, veteran theater

RICHARDSON,

H.

jection.

lywood.

trade

Britain.

17

FD

9-14.

waukee.

British

15

lantern

of

DAVID BACON,

seen.

—Associated
with ;Warners.
— Government

10
12

maker

and

ERNEST

of

reversal

rules.

— House

York.

Detroit.

— Crescent

3

New

actor.

FREDERICK SCHWANHAUSER,

Hicks.

1

radio

SOD BLOOMFIELD,

trial.

Exhibitors drive only hope against 30 per
cent admission tax.
28
Charles Francis Coe tells Montreal audience,
merit is only required film subsidy.
Capt. Clark Gable, back from England, says
troops overseas need more entertziners.
29— RKO to start 1944-45 shooting in January,
Charles W. Koerner declares.
Army again lauds industry, no gift more
valuable than free films, says Maj. Orton H.

Jfflemor tarn— 1943

9-10.

IATSE president

him,

P.
Skouras, presdie
Theaters, to lead Fourth Wa

(Continued from Page 6)

DR.

dies.

tive,

— Charles

M.

Boston theater manager; brother
Loew. Boston. FD: 12-28.

may

Inc.,

replace

formed

CIAA

Nelson j_

by

film depart-

Capone mobsters convicted of extortion by
Federal trial jury.
City Films of England to offer 21
for American distribution.
20fh-Fox signs Murray Silverstone to
five-year contract.

Two

fea-

tures

—

24

new

National Allied warns against tax absorption.

— New York

27

Theater Guild move into film field
seen adding 10,000,000 to picture audiences.
reports films most popular entertainment in all the uniformed services.

OWI
28

— Harry

29

—W.

McKEVITT, owner

of Coast theater circuit.
iPortland, Ore. FD: 12-28.
CUSTAV von SEYFFERTITZ, actor. Hollywood.
FD: 12-28.
RUPPERT JULIAN, silent screen director, Hollywood. FD: 12-30.
FREDERICK H. WOOD,
N. Y. C. film att'y,
"
FD: 12-30. nl
HOBART BOSWORTH, stage and screen actor,
Clendale.
FD: 12-31.
A.

Films,

ment.

and Jack Cohn to get new Columbia
contracts.
G. L. Carrington elected Altec president.

Rodgers urges changes in
F.
change setup.
Ned E. Depinet named chairman
Distributors

— Government

30

300

RKO
per

new
to

cent

WAO
of

ex-

WAC

Division.

agencies
'"

recommend

200

to

theaters.

wipe

out

preferred.

dividend

arrears

on

6

^M^m^^Mm

Building

Remodeling

Equipment
Maintenance
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•
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SUPPLY WAITCON MILITARY^NEEDS

EQUIP.

DeVry Sees Post- War Films Linking All Nations
"Herculean" the
ob oi Creating Better
Jnderstanding in World

Booth Outfits at 100
A Quarter Expected;
New Seats Questionable

Ualls

— Sounding

Chicago

an

optimistic

lote at the dawn of the New Year,
sind reviewing the accomplishments
)f his company during 1943, Wiliam C. DeVry, president of DeVry
;

'orp., said that the firm is "dedicated to the task of cai-rying on the
'"aith our founder, the late Dr. Herman A. DeVry, had in motion pic:ures, and to accomplish the herculean job of developing a better
understanding between the nations
>f the world."
Weighing 1943 in retrospect, DeVry pointed out that the company's
mtire manufacturing facilities have
jbeen devoted to producing 35 mm.
and 16 mm. motion picture equip-

(Continued on Page 11)
ir Happy New Year! +

Name

to

Edward H. Wolk, theater supply dealer,
Chicago, has been elected Commander of the
Jewish War Veterans, Sergeant Sam
ben Post, in that city.
*
*
*

Ansco

Dre-

Considerable post-war expansion is
being planned currently by LaVezzi
Machine Works, Chi. manufacturing
organization, it is revealed by Bob LaFirm is now head over heels
Vezzi.
in vital war production, but not without a keen and enterprising eye on the
future.
*
Burton
in

its

*

*

Holmes Lab now has eight

stars

service flag, and each of the service

will get a check from the company
wherewith to purchase the holiday gifts of

sons

their

Reorganization Cuts

Firm

Equipment Field Notes

choice.

James Ewing, veteran theater owner,
announces the reopening of his Auburn Avenue Theater, Auburn, Wash.,
following extensive remodeling and re-

adopted

George Jacobson, of

B.

F.

numbers
billed name-

policy of spectacle

Washington

the

.

WPB

M-G-M

is

redecorating

its

Seattle

ex-

*

Shearer The-

Restrict Sale of

*

tomorrow, the name of ater Equipment Co., disclosed this week
/. E. Stucky, who operates the PalAmerica's oldest manufacturer of that his company has placed several thou- ace Theater, Montpelier, Ind., has purphotographic materials will hence- sand new seats in Oregon's and Washing- chased Motiograph mechanisms.
forth be known simply as Ansco, ton's Army and Navy theaters.
*
*
*
instead of Agfa Ansco. This change
%
%
Despite delays due to scarcity of mateof firm title is formally and jointly
Down in Johnson City, Tenn., con- rials, the recarpeting of the Orpheus in
announced by George W. Burpee, struction work on improvements of Halifax, N.
When
S., has been completed.
president of General Aniline & Film the lobbies of both the Sevier and Libdecision was made to re-cover in full the
Corp., the parent company, and G. erty Theaters was begun this week.
theater, the complete
floors of this old
(Continued on Page 10)
The Sevier is enlarging its foyer and problem was not visualized. This is one
relocating the box-office, and the Lib- of the rare full carpeting theater jobs unerty is resurfacing its lobby and re- dertaken in the past two years in Canada.
Effective

New Booth

Equip.

Washington Bureau
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*fc

Thy Name

Patience,
Is

building the candy booth.

Theater Manager!

—

Montgomery, Ala. When laborers
employed to lay new carpets in the
local Charles Theater failed on three
successive occasions to show up for
the job. Manager Rook donned overalls and did the work himself, principally after the

last

night perform-

ance.

The

labor shortage has turned

Rook

into

a

manager,
technician,
for hire.

hubby
plights.

jack -of - all-trades,

popcorn

cluding

film

vender,

buyer,

electrician,

in-

dorman,

receptionist,

and

laborer

Mrs. Rook pitches-in to aid
endless
his
apparently
in

*

*

*

Over 100 discharged members of the
armed services have found employment with
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochetser. Of
these, 63 are former B & L workers who
got back their old jobs and some 45 are men
who found their jobs with other companies
unavailable on their return from service.

*

John Randall

is

The

model

*

*

Washington

of

—In

order to correct
misinterpretations of limitation order L-325, governing 35 mm. booth
equipment, Allen G. Smith, WPB.
theater equipment chief and administrator of the order, stated yesterday that supply dealers are not free
to sell

new equipment which might

have been

Hoffman, vice - president of
Brandt Automatic Cashier Co., declares
O.

E.

6,

in their possession on Dec.
effective date of the order, without
permission.
"The length of

WPB

time is time
that his organization at this
in a position to supply its theater type
of Brandt Automatic Cashiers, coinchanging machines, in models handling
pennies and those that do not handle
pennies.

a

dealer

has had the equip-

(Continued on Page 10)

Three Chi. Theaters
To "Dig" for Profits

Carl and Edwin Sittler, of the Sittler Mfg.
Chicago, are bringing out a line of

Co.,

electrical devices for the theater trade.

*

*

Hammond

organ has
just been installed in the pit of South
Bend's Palace Theater for use with the orThe theater has
chestra on overtures.
largest

*

*
*
about to commence

construction on his new 400-seat theater at Sutberlin, Ore.
*
*
*

THE FILM DAILY

—The

theater supply
outlook for 1944 is, at this writing,
band.
one huge question mark. Availabil*
*
*
ity of most items of equipment for
After a renovation "quickie," the the latter part of the year must be
Strand in Willimantic, Conn., operated settled soon, but no complete soluby Panora Bros., wilt open this month tion is possible without a clearer
under its new T & J Markoff regime.
idea of the military needs.
In the
*
*
*
meantime, production has not yet
New front is being installed on Detroit's gotten under way to promise any
President Theater, east side stand, and great relaxation in the first part of
other alterations are being made in struc- the year.
Booth equipment is a question yet
ture's modernization by C. Howard Crane,
theatrical architects.
House is operated by to be settled. Outfits for 100 booths,
Brooks & London, affiliated with Associated to replace burned out or obsolete
equipment, will be produced in each
Theaters.
*
$
$
of the first two quarters of 1944.
equipment
The 1,024-seat Cuba Theater in San- Allen G. Smith,
tiago De Cuba has installed all new chief, is hoping to raise the quanequipment at a cost of over $12,000. tity in the third quarter considerThe equipment was sold by National ably, but there has been no decision
(Continued on Page 11)
Theatre Supply Co. of Cuba.
•k Happy New Year! -fr
*
*
*
preceding

change.

*

Jr.

Washington Bureau of

new

overtures

for

decorating.
*

a

damaged by

III.,

severe-

several months ago,
will be re-opened after the first of the
ly

year.

fire

—As

soon as materials are
to the
local Chicago, State Lake, and United

subway entrances

Artists Theaters will be constructed.

*

Tivoli Theater, Danville,

Chicago

available,

Plans for

ready

all

been

three projects have al-

completed

Rapp, architects, here.

by

Rapp

&
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Reorganization Cuts

Name

Firm
THE

Bureau

to

Ansco

Chief.

Hairison
manager.

Ansco's

Echols,

New name

is final

general

step in a plan-

ned re-organization of the company
which began when its ownership and

Hew Booth

Equip.

(Continued from Page 9)

means nothing,"

in stock

the

said

the company
years.

was known for many

Ansco was founded in New York
City over 100 years ago by Edward
Anthonv. In 1902 the Anthony organization was combined with the
photo division of Scovill Mfg. Co.,
of Waterbury, Conn., and shortly
after the name Ansco was adopted,
a combination of the first two letters of Anthony and the first three
Ansco, which today is
of Scovill.

Smith, explaining that the dealer is
required to file his desires on
form 3253 before completing sale._
"I am anxious to clear up any misunderstandings in the trade," said
Smith, and explained that his office
will not in any way permit overordering by dealers on equipment
for inventory. "We realize," he said,
"that certain manufacturers cannot
produce small quantities of equip- supplying the larger part of its
ment, and for that reason we are production to the Government and
authorizing manufacturers to pro- war industries, has recently started
duce equipment on their minimum construction of a $1,000,000 addition
production run. At the present time, to its film plant. This new building
under the quotas established these will be in operation this Spring, makminimum production runs are con- ing more film available for essential
siderably in excess of the amount of uses. Ansco reorganization is stresequipment which can be released. If sing photographic research, resultthe quotas are adjusted upward, in ing in new products and improvethe ensuing quarters, naturally more ments to existing ones, the most
equipment will be available for re- publicized new products being Ansco
Color Film and Ansco Color Paper,
lease from these inventories."
Through the second quarter of now being supplied exclusively to
1944, Smith pointed out, the estab- the armed forces and war industries.
Agfa Ansco will appear on packlished quotas are low and it will be
impossible for all dealers to carry aging until present carton backlog
of equipment in stock. is exhausted, in order to save paper.
all types
When quotas go up, this situation
He cautioned, how- nish a manufacturer a preference
will be eased.
rating for repair parts, and that he
of the difficulties
because
ever, that
need not request a rating from his
imporand
materials
in obtaining
customer. The dealer may order, he
tant component parts for booth
said, a normal 90-day supply of
equipment, raising of the quotas
equipment and accessory repair
would not be felt in the trade for
parts.
He may sell repair parts to
close to nine months. Smith said he
his customers with no preference
is hopeful that quotas can be raised,
rating, but the dealer must file on
adding that it is dependent upon
Form 3253 for permission to sell
how soon facilities, tools and man- units
of equipment.
In the event
war
from
diverted
can
be
power
equipment is shipped directly from
work.
a factory to a customer on order of
Smith pointed out also that it is the dealer, the manufacturer is refurdealer
to
for
a
necessary
not
sponsible for the filing of the
form.

WPB

—

WPB

IT'S
War-born

NO MORE TORN SEATS

is

ern

Electric.

jobs as well as other essentials withir
the general framework of the ^"i
effort, organization spokesmen sf yj*

cafe.

this

~

week.

Griswold Will Produce
Latest In Film Splicers

—

turing

the

"Filmatic,"

DeVRY
Hollywood

•

CHICAGO

•

New

•

PARTS

FOR ALL MAKES OF CHAIRS

When
Port Jefferson, N. Y
company's war work will permit,
Griswold Machine Works, it is declared by Fred C. Griswold, president, will go into production of its
new advanced design of film splicer.
During 1943, abount 95 per cent of
the company's product has been
purchased by Government agencies,
he said, and the volume during the
span has been many times that of
normal years.
"Although we have and are con-

York

1308

Elston Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Film-

"Air-Flo" Stereopticon for Z xk x 4|
in. slides for Army and Navy use.
Yet another GoldE product is the
Enclosed Film Rewinder for theaters
which can obtain a WPB priority
when it is shown that a fire hazard];!
i

I

i

exists.

Firm

is also furnishing to theaters
"Air-Flo" under priority also
obtainable from WPB.

its

WHITE WAY

tinually receiving orders for our film
splicers from the Government, we
expect to be in better position in the
months just ahead to supply a conamount of the civilian
sirable
needs," Griswold asserted.

ELECTRIC SIGN

& MAINTENANCE

Thomas F. Flannery, President
315-17 W. Walton St.
Chicago,

CO.

III.

Delaware 9111

ALAVVM

IF

WERE ON

&*

Ot/R STAFF..

WE

would call on him to conjure up new projection and sound
equipment and many other items which would make it easier
for you to keep your theatres operating efficiently in '44.

we can give you the assurance that your
you every assistance in securing the equipment you need to keep your show on.
While we

can't

National branch

enter a

do

this,

will offer

new

year,

sponsibility to support

you

we

are

more than ever aware of our reon a great job

in continuing to carry

NATIONAL
THEATRE SUPPLY
Division of Notional

GENERAL CHAIR CO.

Still

and Slide Projector, in large
quantities for the armed forces and
other Government departments. Adthe ditionally is being manufactured the

sent developments far
beyond previously ac-

CHAIR

al

strip

preci-

Quickly repairs cuts and rips on leatherette
seats. Colors: brown, green, black, maroon,
blue. Specify color when ordering.
COMPLETE KIT ... $6 f.o.b. Chicago.

'

For more than a year the company has been engaged in manufac-

sion Theatre Projectors
and Sound Systems pre-

cepted standards. DEVRY
Corporation, 1112 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, 111.

GoldE Mfg

during 1944 to vital sub-contracting

completely equipped by WestAdjoining the theater,
which is owned by Jesus Perez, is
an exclusive restaurant and sidewalk

and

of

Co. here will continue to be devoted

maintaining American morale.

A FACT!
DEVRY

Chicago—Facilities

has been opened by the Smith chain.
It is the finest pic stand in the area,

As we
For Excellence in the Production
of Motion Picture Sound Equipment

GoldE's Schedule

new 1,100-seat AreCalzada de Columbia

Marianao, a swank section here,

y 6,

(Continued from Page 9)

U. S. Government shortly after this
country entered the current war. In
recognition that the organization is
not associated in any way with any
other company whose products carry
the name Agfa, it was decided to
revert to the name Ansco, by which

Restrict Sale of

—The

nal Theater, in

management were assumed by

ment

Havana

DAILY

compreFILM
Section of
hensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Filmi and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City.
John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,

A

War Work Heads

Cuban House In Bow
With W-E Equipment

•

Simplex* Bludworth, Inc.

iday,
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eYry

Theat. Supply Needs Not Clear Nine
OCR Theater Unit Studying Exhib. Situation

Impetus

Cites

War

iiven Films by

(Continued

f

om Page

Okay

Studios

New Recommendation

9)

and there is no assurance that he well. This figure, following nearly
tinned from Page 9)
and electronic devices for the will succeed. (Justification for the two years in which accumulation of
my and Navy, and that "we are equipment needed for new theaters any sizeable inventory has been impossible, compares with the 1941
oud to be the only recipient of the
is the job of the OCR theater unit,
production
.my-Navy 'E' Award, and also the
of
33,600,000
cartonwith Smith stepping in to schedule packed tubes for maintenance and
l!«- which has been added to our
e flag, for the exclusive manu- the production only after OCR has lepair, and an overall production
of motion picture equip- obtained approval).
fii...ure
Responsibility for civilian use of 137,000,000 tubes.
lent," and added,
We are endeav- for theater equipment aside from
Hope for Tube Allocations
ring to maintain this production
that in the piojection booth lies with
A recent WPB order placed thecod and to fulfill our obligations
the OCR, with John Eberson and aters and theater supply houses on
the war effort."
"On the civilian front," he as- Geo:ge W. McMurphey working on the same preference base as radio
repairers and other users of tubes,
t-rted, "we are going forward on requirements now.
but it is hoped that a special allocaomprchensive plans for the postEberson Prepares Figures
tion of tubes will be granted the inwar period and look ahead to the
Eberson has prepared figures on dustry.
OCR is now working for
emendous impetus given to the enIf this is not
ire
theatrical and visual eduea- exhibitor needs in every item of such an allocation.
ion field, and we will be ready to theater equipment and will shortly granted, however, radio and Radar
begin
negotiations
with
branchother
branch officials believe that they will
Jtnder maximum service to those
'heaters,
schools and
institutions es of WPB to obtain the needed mate- have sufficient contiol over the tube
rials
and
products. As yet there is distribution to keep industry prolike, throughout the world, interred in either entertainment or edu- no indication that new theater seats curement at least to the 1943 level.
will be authorized, although seats While the military representatives
ational programs."
DeViy pointed out that the com- are still to be acquired on the sec- on various requirements and mateFabrics are dif- rials committees are pleading that
16 mm. film rental library ond-hand market.
. any's
as continued to expand its services ficult to obtain, but Eberson, con- all available facilities be left free for
the schools of America, and that vinced that keeping theater prop- war production, encouraging war
erty in good lepair is a deterrent picture is nearly certain to bring
.ve have followed a policy of concantly expanding our offering of to youthful vandalism, is sparing no about a general loosening up on both
It is uncaching films, as well as the con- effort to provide at least a minimum materials and facilities.
,^nt

i

'

•

i

West Coast Bureau

Hollywood

of

THE FILM DAILY

— Research

Council of
of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences this week distributed
th: oughout the motion picture industry a bulletin containing a Research
Council Recommended Industry Practice for Pre- and Post-Equalization
for Studio Use, which will hereafter be used by all studios participating in the Research Council co-operative technical program.
the

Academy

The
cil's

report, prepared by the CounBasic Sound Committee under

the chairmanship of Loren Ryder of
Paramount Studio, contains a drawing showing recommended characteristic, and an explanatory report detailing the committee's consideration leading to the adoption of the
Recommended Practice.
Studios
approving the Recommended Practice are: Columbia, MG-M, Paramount, Republic, RKO Radio, Samuel Goldwyn, 20th CenturyFox, Universal and Warner Bros.

11

ulting services to educational insti- of fabrics, particularly for the reIt is unlikely that
utions." He expressed pride in the pair of seats.
uniform materials will be plentiful.
Iran being the first in the field with
Close to critical now is the vacpecific teaching films for use in
:ie elementary grades.
The 48 :eels uum tube situation, with a slight
That
•f film, each 200 feet in length, mak- upturn in view for next year.
ng up the company's filmsets on the industry is "out of the woods"
geography, constitute a complete in the vacuum tube situation is an
init of visual aids to be used in ele- overly optimistic statement, but ofnentary grades, he said.
These ficials of the radio and Radar branch
do feel that they have pas51ms, he continued, with the accom- of
Four
janying handbook, constitute, in his sed the most critical period.
irm's opinion, a great forward step and one-half million tubes for civiln
the development
of
powerful ian use have been scheduled for the
first quarter of 1944, all of these
eaching aids.
suitable not only for home radio
• Happy New Year! *
sets but for theater sound systems as
i

We
in

are in the market for Used opera chairs

any

quantity.

We

also

quantity of standards only.

however, that such relaxation would be ordered in the early
part of the year, or that it would
be felt in the ma:ket before the extreme latter part of the year.
likely,

can

What

use

any

have you?

CHICAGO USED CHAIR MART
844 South Wabash Ave.

Chicago,

III.
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Electronic Control

Developed by Thordarson Montana

Theater Burns

—

Ore.
Stevensville TheHamilton, Mont., was totally
destroyed Wednesday with a loss of

Portland,

—

Chicago
Thordarson Electric
Mfg. Co. has developed an electronic
:ontrol unit which has no mechanical
uoving parts to wear out. Absence
relays make the unit noiseless in
operation and is housed in an allsteel box of streamline appearance.
The new unit lends itself to almost
any physical setup of a control system, its makers declare.

ater,

Fire started in projection

$30,000.

booth.

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

rectly

and

plete

now
and

—

WENZEL

But one basic idea hangs on

we

.

Com-

COMPANY
Chicago.

III.

.

.

.

.

.

We

Write

com-

latest

tain your

house in tip-top condition
— and when the time comes, you can
depend on usAIRco Theatre Air Con-

samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

for

INTERNATIONAL
T

C K

1tm\ COMPANY

I
E
52 GRAFTON AVE.
Sales Offices

Ngg/ NEWARK,

m

N. J.

Principal Centers

ditioning for greater profits.

Profits in Cooling for the Exhibitor

stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.

Our

usAIRco system,
This much you can do now — mainthe blueprint for your

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING CORPORATION

usAIRco

will

requirements and operating budget.
Comfort cooling that pays a profit is

— usAIRco

AIR CONDITIONING

Parts Catalogue is
available. Ask for it
give us the Dealer's

PROJECTOR

real box-office boosting.

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service
Low cost
45 year's experience serving theatres,

name serving your
munity.
2509 South State St.

some

Yes, there'll be some new ideas. From
today's war time production, usAIRco
has developed new plans.

only

give
you the name of the
dealer able to serve you.

FREE:

for

NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL

THEATRE

preci-

through
Dealers, but if your dealer
is
unable to supply your
requirements, write us disell

Your wor time strategy is to make
your house more appealing right now!
There are many things you can do to
maintain and improve its appearance
and comfort. Most important, keep a
weather-eye cocked on the not far distant time when you can call in usAIRco

TICKETS?

35mm

standard

sion projector replacement
parts.

for plans ••

around your box office. usAIRco systems are as big or small as your job

CAN SUPPLY
We

319.

will continue to design and manufacture Theatre Air Conditioning built

>f

all

Here's

Refrigerated

KOOLER-AIRE
This Unit, a masterpiece of engineering
simplicity combines every phase of refrigerated cooling in a Single Unit.
Manufactured in various sizes, it can be
used singly or in combination with other units to give you the precise capacity
you need. Refrigerated Kooler-Aire is
a good unit to be acquainted with.
Books describing this system are available. We'll be glad to send you a copy.

•
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of Peace
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SOUND
plays a vital role!

V
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men, the part played by

Wherever our armed forces fight today, they fight with
increased efficiency because of

SOUND

helps

SOUND equipment.

them on defense and attack

in a variety of ways that will

make

.

.

Thanks

to intensive

development work by

scientists

and research

is

one of ever-

increasing importance.

Naturally the engineers at Bell Telephone Lab-

.

interest-

ing post-war reading.

SOUND

oratories

and Western Electric are contribut-

ing their knowledge and skill to help bring

Victory sooner.

Electrical Research Products Division
OF

Western Electric
Company
*
'
INCORPORATED
195

*

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

SPEED THE DAY OF VICTORY BY BUYING WAR BONDS-MORE WAR BONDS- AND STILL MORE!
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